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PREFACE.

)R the last twenty years nncl upwards, it has been the amusement of my leisure

UTS to master the arcana of the several Rural Sports peculiar to Great Britain.

as many of them as came within my reach, in which pursuit I have met with

eat difficulties, owing chiefly to the want of treatises giving such minute instruc-

)n9 as would serve my purpose ; for though some were then in existence, and

ore have since been published, wliich professed to go into the detaUs of the special

nusements they describe, yet they are too often defective in the very points

hlch they ought to dilate upon, and the author's attempt to make his theme

nusing has often rendered the arrangement obscure, or else his want of practice

writing has prevented him from preseutmg his ideas in an intelligible form. The

ature of the inhabitants of these i^les is suITicioiitly prone to the enjoyment of

iral sports without any further temptation, and all that the young sportsman

ants is a clear description of the habits of the animal he is pursuing, and the

roper management of his dogs, or of the peculiar implements of his sport. Having

lyself been retarded by this deficiency in our sporting literature. I have in the

Jllowing pages endeavoured to supply it, by giving the result of my experience in

ie shape of a Manual of British Kural Sports, embracing not only the above-men-

.oned details, but also a description of everything relating to the various kinds of

icing adopted in this country, and of the out-door games and amusements peculiar

> it. By some it may be supposed that there are already numerous cyclopsedias.

X., relating to these subjects ; but I believe I shall only state what is the general

pinion when I assert, that there is not one which is really sufficient to enable the

oung sportsman to teach himself more than one or two departments of rural

ports. Neither are there many special treatises wliich enter fully into the subject

if which they profess to treat, for though some are exceedingly interesting as far

LS they go, yet they seldom embrace tlie whole of the details, but rather dilate upoa

ome particular department. Among those which are especially useful are the

arioua writings of "^*imrod" and "Scrutator" on Horses and HouiuU; those of

Vlr. Scrope and Mr. Colquhoun on Dcer-stalking ; Messrs. Stoddart and " Ephemera "

)n ruhing ; and the Author of Tlie Cricket Field. Colonel Hawker's book on

Shooting is now becoming somewhat behind the times, in consequence of the great

;hange in guns and in the management of game-preserves since his day ;
but his

cemarks on Punt-slux>ting are still as applicable as ever to that sport, of whicli,

aowever, I do not profess to know much from practical experience, and, therefon\

have referred my readers to his book for its details., as also I have done

n the case of Deerstalking to Mr. Scrope. In all the other sports to wliich I
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hnve alluded I have myself been fully initiated, not only in their general feu

but in all their more secret operations, which the sportsman is often incline

leave to his gamekeeper or other subordinate ; but in the articles on Fishing

Cricl:et, the reader will do well to consult the pages of the works above alludec

where the details of these sports are more fully entered into than the limits of

book will allow. No reference will be found to Boxing, Cock-fglding , or any o

iUegal amusement, because whatever difference of opinion there may be at

their advantages or otherwise, there ought to be none on the propriety of obe»

the law of the land ; and while that orders their discontinuance, no good

jects have any right to indulge in them.

The Illustrations which will be found iriterspersed through the following p:

are most of them designed expressly for this work by Messre. Wells and Hind,

engraved with great fidelity and skill by the Messrs. Dalziel and Mr. Hodgkin.

the artistic effect produced by their joint labours, I must leave the public to juc

but of their truth and accuracy as copies of the subjects they profess to embi

I can speak in terms of unqualified approbation.

In order to guard against the charge of wholesale plagiarism, it may be necesi

to explain that some of the chapters on the Training of Man have been rece

published under another signature.

In the Department of Natural History, the nomenclature adopted is that of

British Museum, by which arrangement the reader may at any time refer to

beautiful series of specimens for comparison.

"With these few explanations ofmy object iu putting together these pages, I n

throw myself upon the indulgence of my readers, and trust that I may bar*

favourable a reception as on former occasions when I have subscribed myself

STONEHENGI

October, 1855.
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IXTEODUCTOKY EEMARES.

The term, liural Spoiis, usually comprehends all tliose out-door amusements in

which man either pursues wild animals for sport, or competes with an antagonist

in racing, by means of the horse, the boat, or his own unaided powers, or indulges

in manly games of skill, or in artificial modes of locomotion—like swimming,

skating, riding, or driving. The love of sport appears to bs inherent in the breast

of man, for from the earUest ages we have records of the chase ; and whether iu

the forests of America, or the squalid streets of our manufacturing towns, the same

taste is displayed, though, necessarily, shown in very different ways. Thus, while

the Red Indian employs nearly his whole life in the pursuit of the deer, the buffalo,

or the bear, the cotton-spinner of Manchester can only spare time for an occasional

rabbit-course at the Pomona Gardens, or perhaps a boat-race, or pedestrian match ;

nevertheless, the desire is equally implanted in each, and is peculiarly strong

among the natives of the British Islands. Differing in all other respects, as do the

English, Scotch, and Irish, they yet seem all to unite on this common ground, and

all to enjoy with equal zest the sports of the field. This is the more remarkable

in comparing the Irish and Scotch, since their characters are, iu most respects, so

widely different; for though the Irishman is more like a Frenchman than a

Scotchman in most points, yet there is one bond of union between him and his

northern neighbour which nothing seems able to break, viz., their mutual love of

field sports.

No one can doubt for an instant the utiHty and importance of out-door amuse-

ments in promoting health, and this alone ought to be sufficient to cause their

encouragement. In an age like the present, when in the struggle for precedence in

the senate, the bar, or the haunts of commerce, time is considered as of equal value

with money, it can scarcely be wondered at, that many of the competitors in the

race lose health, both of body and mind. Nothing enfeebles and lowers the bodily

and mental tone more than an entne giving up of all the energies to one single

pursuit ; the overworked lawyer or merchant, however, has only to bestow au

occasional day upon any one of the various sports within his reach, and he speedily

recovers himself, and instead of losing way in the course which he is pursuing, he is

enabled to do more than make up the lost time A-hich his absence has occasioned,

by the increased vigour that his change of scene and occupation have given him.

This is so well understood in London, that many of our first merchants make a

regular practice of devoting one or two days a-week to some kind of out-door

amusement. Some take to hunting, others to shooting; others, again, to coursing,

or to farming on the small scale ; and all of these act upon the principle of un-

bending the bow to enable it to regain its sprmg, and all are attended with the same

happy result in various degrees. But the health of the individual is not the only

advantage aimed at and obtained by the promotion of field sports ; and this

has lately been exemplified in a very remarkable manner at Alma, Inkermanu,
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Balaklava, and Sebastopol. Where would our officers and men have been ii

those dreadful fields of carnage but for the habits of daring and endurance whicl

the manly sports of Britain have instilled into their minds from time immemorial
i

To those who have seen the perils of the steeplechase, the hunting-Geld, or, I ma;

say, the modern cricket-field—ardently sought for and encountered by the youth Oi

this country without flinching—it can be no wonder that they have excited th

admiration of their foes as well as their friends in the Crimea. It may appeai

absurd to compare together such apparently widely difierent degrees of danger, buj

when the stimulus to each is taken into the account the difference is not so great. W^
have all seen many bold but bad riders undertake to pilot a horse in a steeplechas

vrith the almost certain risk of being ridden over during its course ; and, again, whei

In cricket fast bowling was becoming the fashion, and before the various guard

were introduced, how small was the chance of escaping serious injury in a Ion/

Innings ; for if bones were not broken, important organs were often seriously bruise<i

and injured ; and yet there was no flinching, until the repeated occurrence o<

permanent injuries necessitated the use of leg and body-pads. Thus it will bi

manifest that these amusements not only improve the health of the peopL

individually, but collectively they enable them, by giving vigour, courage, am
power of endurance— or, in other words, " pluck,"—to withstand, as a nation, thi

encroachments of their neighbours. In fact, they make good healthy subjects fo;

feace or war.

But it has often been said that field sports injure the moral and religious habiti!

of tho people, and this is even more important to consider than the questioi

regarding their effect upon the body. There is no doubt in my mind that howevej

they may benefit the bodily and mental powers, yet if they can clearly be shown t(

be opposed to religion and morality, they are unworthy the support of every right-

thinking man. Now, in considering this important subject, it is right to inquire-

first, whether they are opposed to the laws of God, or supported by them ; secondly

whether they are likewise opposed to or supported by the laws of nature ; anc

thirdly, whether, as far as we can judge by human reason, they do really aid oi

oppose the cause of law and order. With regard to the law of God, there can bq

no doubt, from many examples in the Old Testament, that the chase was per-i

mitted ; and though we have no reason to conclude that it was for the purpose ox

sport, yet we are distinctly told that all beasts are given up to the u^e of man. II

is clear, therefore, that if it can be established that field sports are not onlj(

I leasureable but also useful to the people indulging in them, then the purpose oi

the Almighty is fulfilled, and the life of the animal pursued has not been wantonly

sacrificed- But in this view of the case it is all-important that the end and object

shonld be a good one ; there is a vast difference between " cock-shying " (in which

a poor cock is tied to a stake for the purpose of allowing a lot of lubberly boys to

try their skill in throwing at him) and fox-hunting, in wliich two or three hundred

men and horses and twenty-five couple of hounds are all fully engaged in foiling

the artful dodges of that wily animal ; and this only under certain recognised

conditions, which give the fox a clear cliance of escape. Still, all pursuit of game

merely for sport has an element of cruelty attending it ; and it should always be

remembered that this etain must be subdued, and, if possible, washed out by the
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ia&ny counterbalancing adyantages. At all events, even though it may be granted

1iat the ivursuit of game <zs sport is not distinctly enjoined, or even mentioned, in

'Holy Writ, it may also be admitted that there is no command against it. In the

Nearly ages of mankind, as in the case of Esau, venison was sought for as food, and

I ji tliat capacity it was ordered to be used ; but in this country no game could or

itvould be reared solely for food, except in very small quantities perhaps for the

^bi^er and luxurious classes of society. Few pheasants cost less than SOs. a-brace

;

!|lid it is said, though I scarcely think wth truth, that three hares eat as much as a

i jheep. Rabbits, we know, destroy three times as much as they eat ; and the only

eiarmless kind of game, in point of cost, is the partridge ; for its congener, the grouse,

lis costly enough, from requiring extensive moors for its breeding and rearing,

Jnndisturbed by the presence of man to any great extent.

In the next place, let ns examine into the question by the laws of nature, where

lithe case is more clear, since all analogy tells us that we are right in preying ujion

• bur inferiors. The tiger and all the cat kind not only catch and eat their prey,

bat they play with it and torment it ; I do not say that this justifies us in doing

!the like, but that nature has evidently implanted in them a love of sport, and of a

most cruel order apparently. Again, many animals will only devour their prey

while yet warm, and refuse to eat it when cold, or even when taken by another of

their own kind. Nothing is more astonishing to the lover of nature, and the

admirer of her laws, than the series of destructions and restorations which are

constantly going on. The grass preys upon the ingredients of the soil, raising its

materials from the inorganic condition of the mineral world to that much more

complicated one of the vegetable kingdom. Next, the grass is seized by the

graminivorous animal, and is digested in his complicated stomach, becoming

converted into flesh ; and this fiesh again is torn and mangled by the carnivorous

quadruped or bird, after hunting it down ; or is devoured, if killed by other means,

by some one of the many natural scavengers of creation in the shape of the

vulture, the hyena, or the eel. But in either case the results of the digestion are

again returned to the earth, to form the first step in the eternal round of assimi-

lation, by again supplying food for some of the' grasses. Thus, aU nature teems

with examples of one class or species preying upon a lower one; and even in

many cases, as in that of parasites, an inferior class preying upon another much

higher in the scale of creation.

The third inquiry, namely, vrhether, as far as we can judge by human reason,

«eld sports do really aid or oppose the cause of law and order, is a much more

complicated one, and for its correct elucidation the science of statistics must be

carefully studied. On the one hand, by the indulgence of sport, we have the

benefits afforded to the health of the people which we have seen that they give

;

we have also general contentment and happiness increased by a knowledge that

the feelings and wishes of the masses are consulted by their lawgivers
;
and we

have, in addition, the full persuasion that by preventing the indulgence in field

gports resort would be had, in most cases, to the pubhc-house, for the purpose of

reheving that care-worn feeling which incessant work inevitably causes. The old

adage, " All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," is strictly true
;

anil

therefore it becomes a question what kind of play is best fitted to produce the good
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effect which is required. One tliiug is certain, that the field sports of Gi

33ritain have been, and are still, the means of, and the cloak for, untold abus

but, it may be answered, that this may be said of every thing under the s

however useful or beneficial it may really be ; and therefore, to avoid this impt

tion, let us all take especial care to purge away the foul abuses, and, as far as in

lies, to retain only what is true to nature, and to nature's God. If this purpos

rigidly adhered to, and the vicious grafts upon sport are carefully pruned aw

then we may hope to obtain the full benefit of the scheme propounded to us

nature, unalloyed by the base additions made by the vice of man. There can

no reason why hunting or shooting should not be carried on without any dra

back except the one to which I have already alluded, viz., the inherent crue

attending upon them. Coursing, also, need have no alloy; and even raci I

which, as now conducted, is perhaps more injurious to the morals than useful to 1

warlike purposes of the nation, may be purged of all its bad and vicious tendenci

Then, if this is possible, why should it not be done ? Let our legislators look w^

to this, for much of our future well-being, as a people, depends upon this questii

Man will have amusement of some kind, and for his bodily and mental health, in 1

present state of society, that amusement must be out of doors. Much has been dc

to destroy the evil agencies at work among us ;
" the Betting-houses' Act," 1

alteration of game laws, &c., have been useful in their several ways, but much ]

remains to be done. Let it be remembered, that sport should be used and i

abused, and let not the abuse of it be urged against its use. Then may we he

to see the full amount of good developed, of which this element in our social 1

is capable ; and then may the sportsman, who is also the legislator, lie down afi

his day's sport with a full conviction that he has had a share in one of the

institutions of his country, of which he may well be proud.

In the following Manual of British Rural Sports, the first part treats of " T

Pursuit of Wild Animals for Sport," comprehending Shooting— Hunting •

Coursing—Falconry—and Fishing. Part the second embraces an account

" Racing in all its Branches," viz., Flat-racing—Hurdle-racing—Steeplechasii

— Riding to Hounds— Trotting-matohes—Yachting—Boat-racing— and Pedc;

trianism; while the third extends over the following long list, viz.. Cricket-!

Foot-ball—Fives—Bowling—Tennis—Curling—Golfing— Swimming—Skating-.

Horsemanship—and Driving. And, lastly, the fourth and fifth parts are devot(

to such a description of the Anatomy, Physiology, and Diseases of the Dog an

Horse, as may enable the sportsman to preserve their health, or to relieve any

the more ordinary deviations from it. In this enumeration. Pugilism, Coc

fighting, Bull and Badger-baiting are omitted, as being contrary to the laws

the land; and, to the best of my judgment, nothing is inserted which can inju

the morals, or destroy that gentlemanly feeling which it should be the object

every true sportsman to encourage.
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BRITISH RURAL SPORTS.

PART I.

THE PURSUIT OF WILD AOTMALS FOR SPORT.

BOOK L—SHOOTDTG.
CHAP. L

PRESERVATION OF GAME.

Sect. L—Selection of Preserve.

I
1. In all the varieties ofthe chase, whether

' hunting, shooting, coursing, cr fishing, the
first thing to be provided is, that there shall

!
be something to pursue. Mrs. Glasse's

I

very sensible first precept for roasting a
bare is, "first catch your hare ;

" and so aU
' sportsmen should remember, that before

I
they can have sport, they must have game
In existence, though not in their larder.

Ifothing is so galling, even to the proverbi-
ally patient angler, as to be without a

,
"nibble;" and the blank day to the fox-

hunter is the i«7nmum TwaZum. The former
Is comparatively well satisfied if he hooks a
flsh or two, although he may fail to land
them ; and the latter would much prefer to
Bit on his horse, and even hear the hounds
find their fox, and go away without him on
the other side of a large wood, rather than
go home with the sad words, blank! blank!

!

blank ! ! ! constantly in his ears. If the fish

or fox is lost, it may be from accident or a
bad scenting day, or some other mischance

;

but if not found, there is less hope for an
Improvement on the next occasion. But it

Is to the shooter that these observations

more especially apply, since he is more
particularly dependent upon the preserva-
tion of game for the quaUty of his sport To
walk all day, and see nothing, is still more
(lisheartening than to whip the waters with-
out a rise. A brace of hares, or a single fox,

^ill serve for the amusement of a large field

of lox-hunters or thistle-whippers ; but the
pheasant, grouse, or partridge-shooter. Is

mure voracious, and the quality of his sport

is too often measured by the weight of the
game-bag. I confess, that in my humble
opinion, this thirst for blood, or, as the phre-
nologist would say, destructiveness, is de-
structive often of true sport. The bag is con-
sidered too much ; and to get game (in a
sportsman-like manner if possible, but at all

events to get it) is too often the desire of
the gentlemen in shooting costume; still,

such is now the prevailing taste, and if

you wish to gratifyyour friends with a day's

shooting, your only certain plan of affording

them that gratification is to show them
plenty of game.

2. When a choice is to be made op a
MOOE or enclosed manor, it is highly desir-
able that every pains should be taken to
see that it is suited for the purpose for
which it is to be rented. If the hitend-
ing tenant is a yoimg sportsman, he should
be very careful not to be taken in, and he
had better consult some more experienced
friend, upon whose judgment he can rely.

The frauds which are yearly committed
upon the young sportsman on the moors,
as well as in the stubbles and coverts of
England, are enough to make him cau-
tious before engaging a beat There are
only two seasons of the year in which
it is possible to ascertain the amount of
game which a preserve contains— first,

diuring the shooting season, by actual ex-
perience ; and secondly, during the pairing
season, when dogs may be allowed to hunt
the ground with impunity. During the
former of these tunes many would think
that the sportsman could scarcely be taken
in, as he sees what is left after his sport, and
can judge for himself; butthis is a great mis-
take, as many have fbund to their cost To
guard against it, bo should bargain, if be
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agrees to take the ground, that it should be

at once given up to him, for I have known a

•wonderful difference between the head of

game, on an extensive beat, in the first, and
that in the lastweek of September. Keepers,

we all know, can poach if they like, and if

they are not to be retained by their new
masters, it is to be expected, that many of

them will take advantage of the knowledge
acquired during their previous term of office.

Wherever, therefore, j'ou have decided upon
taking a manor, make up your mind either

to retain the keeper, if you think liira trust-

worthy, or to displace him at once, if other-

wise, although you are certain even then of

losing a considerable quantity of game. It

is evident that a strange man cannot com-
pete with one who knows all the haunts of

the game ; and, therefore, the old hand has
the opportunity of robbing you if he likes,—

or if he does not do so directly, he can indi-

rectly, through some of those half-poachers,

half-keepers, with whom so many are ui

league. But the best time to make choice

of a moor or partridge manor, or, more par-

ticularly, of an extensive covert, is in the

month of February or March. At this time
you may, by a little perseverance, have ocu-
lar demonstration of nearly every head at

winged game on the beat By taking out a
brace of strong and fast pointers or setters.

you ma3' easily beat overa couple ofthousand
acres of arable land, or double that quantity
of moor land, and you will thereby find at
least three-fourths of the birds. In this pro-
ceeding you must take care not to let the
keeper paUn off the same birds upon you
two or three times over, which he may
easily do, if you are not on your guai-d.

To avoid this trick, observe the line
which the birds that have been put up
take, and instead of following that line,

which the keeper will most probably try to
induce you to do, just keep to the right
or left of it. In beating, also, go straight
a-head, if the manor is extensive, and do
not follow the same plan as if j'ou were
Bhooting. Take one field after another in
straight line; and though you will not
thereby see so much game as you otherwise
would, you will, at all events, avoid the
mistake of fancyin-,' that there are 150 brace
Instead of 50. With regard to pheasants,
you may always be shown these birds at
feeding time, as the keepers know where to
find them as well as barn-door fowL If,

therefore, they are not shown, deiiend upon
it, if it is the interest of the keeper to show
them, that they are not in existence. As to
the number of hares and rabbits, you may
generally make a pretty good guess at them
by the state of the nms and meuses. If
tneae are numerous and well used, there is

sure to be plenty of fur; or at all events

there has been till very recently. The
spring months are also the only ones in

which vermin can be successfuKy trapped,

and therefore you have every reason for

taking your moor or manor at that time of
the year.

3. In all CONTRACTS FOR TAKING MANORS,

.

the agreement ought to be in writing, and
properly executed on a stamped paper. Tha
following form has been found to answer
all the purposes required, and is more siir>.

pie than most of those in general use :—
Memorandum of an agreement made this

;

day between A. B. of , and C. D. of ;

the said A. B. agrees to let the "said C. D.
(without power of sub-letting or assigning)

the whole of the game on the lands, farms,
or moors in the parish of , from this

present date to the of ; that is to

say, that he, the said C. D., shall have full

power by himself, or others having hiS:

authority, to kiU game over the above-
named lands, during all lawful times and

'

seasons. And in consideration of the same
permission of A. B., the said C. D. agrees to

pay the sum of on the 2oth day ofJanu-
ary in each year ; but the first payment to

be made at the signing of these presents.

And the said C. D. further agrees that he
will preserve the game in a fair and proper
manner, and that he will not destroy, in tho
last year of his tenancy, more than he has
done, or ought to have done, in the previous
ones. And, in the event of any difference
of opinion, it is further agreed by and be-
tween the parties to these presents, that the
same shall be referred to the arbitration of i

some two parties, one to be chosen by each,

,

with power to choose an umpire, if necess- •

ary, whose decision shall be fluaL In wit-
ness whereof we do hereby sign our names,
in the presence of E. T., A. B., C. D. Dated
this 25th day of March, 1855.

Sect. 2.—JDuties of Gamkkeepeb.

4. Gamekeepers, to be really useful, should
be almost more than mortal ; a perfect

;

keeper should be handy, honest, clever, and
brave ; he should be civil, yet not too good-
natured ; and, above all, he should be fond
of his business. Without this last qualifica-
tion, It is hopeless to expect a good head of !

game ; and, even ifyou do obtiiin this point,
yet you will have your gun, or perhaps your
dogs, spoiled fVom some rais-management
on his part. When it is remembered that
to do his duty a keeper must be out in all

weathers, and at all hours—that he must
run all risks in detecting the manoeuvres of
his opponents, and in opposing them when
detected—and that, in addition, he has to be
out early and lato for tlie purpose of trai>-

ping and feeding—it will be seen that his

tusk is DO siucciu^ A gamekeeper also
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Should have a good knowledge of the laws
Qllecting game, or he will be constantly

leading his master into scrapes. With re-

gard to the numbers required, it is scarcely

possible to give anything like a direction,

since they must vary according to the na-
ture of the ground, and the number of

poachers Infesting it In some locaUties,

one keeper can easily look over and preserve

1,0(>0 acres of partridge -land and covert

—

whilst in others three or four would be re-

quired for the same extent of beat Wher-
ever foot-paths abound, keepers must be in

proportion. Manors with these nuisances
In abundance can scarcely be strictly pre-

served, as it is almost impossible to prevent
the poacher from recovering the foot-path

before he is caught or seen—that is, iif he
has his wits about him. It is seldom neces-

sary to allow the keeper to use a gun, except

In very extensive manors, when the head
keeper should be allowed the privilege, for

the purpose of shooting the hen-harrier, or

other hawk. If for defence, the revolver is

much better ; and, in the hands of a steady

man, who will not use it except in extreme
cases, when his own life is attacked by num-
bers, it is a wonderfully useful weapon, and
is equivalent to two or three assistants all

armed with guns. AU four-footed vermin
should be trapped or poisoned.

Sect. 3.—Eeaeixg of Game Natceailt.

5. After the selection of the shooting-
ground, supposing this to have been made in

the month of February, or before that time,

the duty of the keeper is to take such mea-
sures as that the game on the beat shall be
allowed to breed undistm-bed by any of the
manynuisances to thegame preserver which
are so common. No dogs, other than the
Bheep-dog, should be allowed at liberty, and
on no account should pointers or setters be
broken after the end of February, or on the
moors scarcely so late. Shepherds' dogs are a
standing evil, but as they must be tolerated,

the only remedy is to watch their evolutions

as much as possible. Many of them destroy
the eggs of the grouse, partridge, or phea-
sant, or find them for their masters' profit,

who often realise five shillings for a nest.

It is better, therefore, for the keeper to be
on good terms with the shepherd, and to be
allowed to give him an occasional gratuity,

than to be always quarrelling wth him lor

bis dog's peccadillos. The affection of these
men for their dogs is not astonishing, since

they are their sole companions ; and, conse-
quently, any abuse bestowed upon their

bosom friends is resented by all the means
in their power. The poachers, also, are con-
stantly on the look-out for eggs, and at the
time of laying, they require nearly as much
watching as in the couamcncement of the

shooting sea.son. It is a great pity that
these men should be tempted as they are

:

for were there no market for eggs, they
would have no object in taking them. Most
of our great preservers, for the purposes of
the battue, have recourse to purchasing
eggs for artificial rearing, and often pay for
those robbed from their own land. It should
be made illegal, under a heavy penalty, and
not as now only under a penalty of 5s., to
buy or sell game eggs, since there can be no
necessity for this traffic, and it leads to num-
berless crimes, and temptations to crime.
& The keeper should also take carethathia

pheasants are well fed at all times, but es-
pecially at the pairing season, as they are
very restless at that time, and are constantly
quarrelling among themselves. The old hen
of each hive or nide is alwaj'S anxious, if

alive, to retain her old nest, and to drive
the young hens away from her neighbour-
hood. It, therefore, the keeper is not on hia

guard at this time, the hens stray far off his
beat, and make their nests in some spot
where they easily fall a prey to the poacher
at the end of summer, and it is impossible
to avoid this entirely ; but if the keeper
has his ears and eyes open, he can easily

detect the nest of nearly every pheasant on
his beat, and if they are likely to be taken, he
may then, and then only, as soon as the
hen has laid her full umnber, remove them
and place them under a couple of bantam
hens. Hen-pheasants will spread them-
selves abroad, and no art will keep them
closer together than they like, but the above
plan may be adopted to save a great many
eggs. There are many other situations in

which the nest should either be disturbed If

found early enough, orthe eggs taken if found
too late—as, for instance, in situations likely

to be flooded, as ditches or hollow water-
ways, or in clover fields, orvetcheswhich will

inevitably be mowed over before the time of

hatching. There is no situation for the nest

so good as the wheat or barley-field, ea-

pecially the iormer.

Sect. 4.—Aktificiax Eeakisg of Game.

7. The artificial rearing of game is only to

be had recourse to under the cfrcumstances

above mentioned; but in every large pre-

serve, the keeper, if he knows his business,

will always have to rear a very considerable

number of pheasants as well as partridges

by hand. The latter are the more diflBcult

to bring up, and, luckily, do not require so

often the care of the keeper, as they hatch

nearly a month before the pheasant, and,

consequently, are generally oft' before the

mowing of the clover or the late vetches.

In the early grass crop, however, many are

mown over; and this is unavoidable, as the

partridge's nest is much more dlfflcHlt to
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find than that of the pheasant. It is com-
monly supposed that to rear these birds by
hand great experience and care are neces-
sary, but I believe that by attending to the
follo-\ving directions, three-fourths of tliose

hatched may be reared in good feather.

The great difficulty is to hatch them, for

eggs are so easily spoiled by being shaken,
that even in the keeper's pocket they are
liable, by an unexpected spring or fall, to be
injured. This is especially the case in the
early days of sitting—the embryo chick is

then so delicate that a very sUght blow or
shock destroys its life, and the egg becomes
addled. If a hen can be reckoned on, it is

far better to vi-ait tUl about five or six days
from the time of hatching, as the eggs will
bear removal very well at that time, if

placed in a basket full of warm dry wool.
In this way I have removed eggs more
than twenty miles, and afterwards hatched
nearly all under a common hen of moderate
size The larger the hen the better hatcher
ahe is; but if very large, her legs are so
strong, and her body so heavy, that she is

sure to kick and trample most of her young
charge to death. Hence, though no better
as a sitter, yet, as a rearer, the bantam is

far the best. After hatching, let the hen
alone for at least twelve hours, then re-
move her carefully, and place her in a
properly constructed coop, which should
be made as follows :—Let a box be made
three feet long, two feet wide, and two feet
high in front, sloping oflf to one foot at the
back, and having a boarded floor. This box
ehould have a lath front, with intervals to
allow the young birds to pass out This is

the coop for the hen, but the young birds
ought to have a further space of about two
yards square to run in, fenced off by some
means. I have succeeded best in rearing
young pheasants and partridges in a walled
garden, as they are then more safe from
the attacks of the weasel, stoat, or rat If

this cannot be procured, then be careful in
selecting a good aspect, sheltered from the
east and north, and open to the morning
sun. It should not be exposed to the in-
cursions of common poultry, especially the
turkey-cock, who is a very troublesome
gentleman among young game. For food,
the best thing is the ant's egg, if it can be
procured in suflUcient quantities; or if not
then maggots may always be supplied by a
few days' notice, but they should be scoured,
by placing them in bran for twenty-four
hours. Oatmeal and eggs should be mixed
up together carefully, and after tying up in
a cloth, they should be boiled till they arc
hard. Then breaking the mass into small
pieces, it makes an excellent food, and one
of which the young birds partake with
avidity. After they are a fonnight or three

weeks old, soaked bread, or coarsely bruised
and soaked barley, may be given; and soon
after this, whole barley, in its natural states
may form the principal food; but scoured
maggots or ants' eggs must still be given,
and indeed they are necessary till the birds
can be turned into the woods or standing
com, which they may be at about two
months of age; after which they require
watching, lest they should fall a prey to the
poacher or to the fox. At first the young
birds must be fed three times a day, but'

after the first fortnight feeding twice a day,
only is required. In cold and wet weather
the outer run of the coop should be covered,
over by a cloth, and at all times by a net il

exposed to the hawk or other bird of prey.>.

8. Young Paktbidges AND Pheasasts are
very subject to the pip, or gapes, inwhich the
bird seems to be gasping for lareath- It is

said that a daily pill, containing one grain
of black pepper and half a grain of mus-
tard, -will relieve this disease, but I cannot
speak from actual experience. Dry gravel
mixed with ashes should be placed within
reach, and in masses, so that the yoimg
birds may bather in it Tlie coops ought to
be moved dailj-, as the stain of the birds is

injurious to them. No water is to be given
for the first three weeks ; and afterwards. If

diarrhoea comes on, give rice water instead,
and boil some rice in alum water and give
as food, mixed with their maggots or ants'
Ggg^ In this way it may fairly be calculated

'

that about one-halfofthe eggs brought homa
will be reai-ed—one-quarter being addled,
and one-third or quarter of those hatched

:

generally dj-ing of accident or disease.

Sect 5.—Pbeseevation fbom PoACHEBa
9. In spite of every precaution in rearing

.

game, unless equal or greater care is taken
to preserve it from the poacher and the.
attacks of vermin, it is useless to expect a
good head at the shooting season. With
regard to the poacher, everjniiiug depends
upon the labourers on the farms. If theiy
like to countenance the poacher, or if they
unfortunately are poachers themselves, all
the efforts of a keeper will be of little avalL

,
The best plan is to make all the labourers «

feel an interest in the preservation of the
game. Let every man receive atChristmaa
a certain sum proportionate to the head of
game killed during the season, and the out-
lay will be found to be well bestowed, since
it will go much farther than the same sum
laid out in extra watchers. I have known
650 acres of land preserved entirely, in tho
neighbourhood of a large town, without any
regular keeper, and with an outlay in the
shape of presents to labourers certainly not
exceeding £20 a year. On this farm, harea
were as thick as sheep, and partridges su£>
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flclent to allow thirty bnice to bo killed in

three or four hours. All parties were In

eaniest in l;eepin? poachers away, and the

result was as I have stated. Tliis shows
what labourers can do ifthey like, and what
they will do if it is made their Interest to do
80. Tbey arc either a sreat evil or a great

boon to the game preserver, and he must
make up his mind either to have them as

wiimi friends or bitter enemies. The re-

guliir and systematic poacher is a formid-

able fellow, opposed to all law, and making a

living in the best way he can. After a time,

nothing comes amiss to him ; and though at

first he has taken to liis trade from a love of

Bport, it has ended in his adhering to it

from necessity, since he cannot get work
vhen his character is known, nor can any
man, after poaching all night, be fit for work
In the day also. The existence and career of

tiie poacher is the great drawback to the
sportsman ; and it almost justifies the strong

desire which so many hold to do away en-

tirely with all game, in order to get rid also

of the tendency to poach. This is a question,

however, which I shall not enter upon, as it

concerns the legislator more than the sports-

man. At present, the law penuits the prc-

Bervatlon of game ; and it is believed that the

ovUs attending upon it are more than
ODunterbalanced by its many advantages.

As good subjects, therefore, we have only to

avoid encouraging the poacher ; and the plan

1 have proposed, of making it the labourer's

Interest to discourage the sj'stem, is the most
humane, as well as the most successful Ot
regular poachers, there are four chief va-
rieties, viz—Ist, the systematic London
poacher; 2nd, the poaching gent.; 3rd, the

regular rural poacher; 4th, the poaching
labourer.

10. The Lovdon Poacher is almost always
one of a gang, and they conduct their opera-

lions in a variety of waj's. Sometimes they
loonr the country in dog-carts drawn by a
fast horse, by which they are enabled to

shoot along the sides of a road, either in

covert, or by catching the pheasants on their

fced, or by beating the stubbles or turnips ad-
jacent to the road, or even invading the

moors; as soon as a keeper or other person
approaches, they take to their heels, and on
reaching the dog-cart are soon out of sight.

It is against these men that the regular

labourermay be made the most useful. Few
farms in the shooting season are without a
labourer within a field or two of every point

likely to be invaded ; let every one ot these

be pro\1dcd with a railway whistle, and let

him blow it loudly as soon as he sees a sus-
picious person in his vicinity. This may be
heard for a mile or more, and the keeper may
ver>- '^oon be made aware ofwhat is going on.

Be&ides,thewhistleit6elfalarmsthepoacher,

as it proves the existence of a good system
of watching, and he prefers movhig off to
quieter quarters. These men generally
travel in parties of five, of whom one ro-
mains with the horse, and the other four
either together surround a small covert,
and command every side, so that a dog put
in is sure to drive out every tiling to one or
other 01 them, or else they take each side of
the road, in the stubbles or turnips, <fec In
thisway a heavy load ofgame is often bagged
by these rascals, by selecting a Une of road
studded with preserves, and suited to their

purpose. By keeping within the number of
five, they avoid the penalties under the S2nd
section of the Game Laws, and only come
under the 30th and 3Ist section, if they
should be overtaken by the keeper, and can
only be fined £2 each. They seldom indulge
in night poaching, but are always ready to
deal with the local poachers for the gama
which they may take in that way.

11. The Poaching Gent, is generally a
man who is ardently fond of shooting, and
yet has not the opportunity of indulging hia

appetite for sport, from want of land to shoot
over. He, therefore, is constantly trespas-

sing upon the lands of his neighbours, and
of com-se subjects himself to the penalty
of two pounds on conviction for each of-

fence. He is almost always, however, so
good a shot, that the produce of his gun
enables him to pay this sum, because he is

so wary as to choose his opportimlty, and
often to escai)e detection for a considerable

time. He knows where he is least likely to

be caught, and the times which will suit

him best, and acts accordingly. There is

seldom much difficulty in dealing with these
men, and the harm they do m well preserved
districts is very trifling. It is only in half-

preserved farms tliat they are to be dreaded,
and there they often get the lion's share
of the spoil. On the grouse-moors, an ht-

ferior grade of this class is very destructive

to game—he is the sporting miner or black-

smith, or perhaps the denizen ofsome neigh-
bouring small town, in which he ought to

be standing behind the counter of a whisky
shop, or very often he is a shoemaker or

tailor. These men are not regular night

poachers ; but they are infected with a love

of sport, to gratify which they brave all

dangers, and encounter even the risk of the

county-jail— they wait for days, till the

keepers are engaged in some particular

direction, and then, by keeping on the sidea

of particular hills, or other means suitable to

the country, they are enabled to shoot an
enormous quantity of grouse.

12. The regular rckal poacher Is the

chiefbane to the sport ; for, though the Lon-
don hand is very successful occasionally, he
does notolten pay more than one ortwo visits
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lo the same preserve; whilst the rural

one is always on the look-out It requires

nearly as many keepers or watchers as

there are poachers, to be quite safe against

their incursions; and even then, if a

watch is put upon every known man in

the neighbourhood, they will outwit you,

by gi\inginteliigence to some distant friends

In the same trade. They pursue their opera-

tions partly by day and partly by night. If

by day, their plan is to select a small covert

which has just been visited by the keeper,

for whose round the poacher has been long

waiting in concealment, and then as soon as

he is out of sight, the poacher sets his wkes
and nets in a very few minutes, and enters

and distm-bs the coppice, either with or

without a dog taught to run mute. In five

minutes more, every hare is caught, and
quickly disposed of in some secret spot,

often a labourer's cottage, till night-falL In

this way, also, a few pheasants are taken,

but not so easily as the hares, as they do

not run so easily as the latter, and if suffici-

ently roused to do this, some one or more
are sure to give notice to the keepers in the

distance, by flying off to another covert,

which of itself is sufficient to arouse suspi-

cion. At night, the tricks of the regular

poacher are most ingenious, and are con-

stantly varjing in proportion to the dis-

coveries of the keepers. In moonlight and
wet windy nights, the poacher's harvest is

made. He can then see his game, without
being heard so distinctly as he would be
on a quiet evening. He shoots the phea-
sants on their perches, either with the air-

gun or fowling-piece, which is made to

take to pieces easily, for the convenience
of putting in the pocket Grouse and part-

ridges are chiefly netted; but the former
may he more easily shot^ith the air-gun at

night since the net is much interfered with.

In consequence of the heather preventing
Its acting; the poacher, however, has no
difficulty with cither, if he can only guess
pretty nearly where they aie, and tliis he
takes care to do by watcliing them with a
glass at the close ofevening. ^Vltcr taking his

bearings at that time, he is enabled to drop
his net over the place without the trouble of

using the stalking-horse or the wide drag-
net The only certain i>revention against
netting is to watch the birds at nlglu, and
disperse them ; but this makes them so wild,
as to spoil the subsequent shooting. Bush-
ing the stubbles Interleres with the drag-
net but not with the bag-net It is a very
good plan to go round every evening, just
betoro the calling of the birds, and put a
email bush, or even with a spade throw a
lot of fresh earth, on the last night's place
of rest which is known by the ilroppings;
Uila prcvcuU their seltlUig near the same

spot, which they otherwise would do, espe-

cially grou =e, and of which fact the poacher
takes advantage by marking their droppinga
by day, in order to find their settling place

at night Hares are taken by gate-nets in

the fields, or by wii-es and bag-nets in the
coverts. It is a very remarkable fact, that
these cautious animals rarely use a hedge-
meuse by night, preferring the gateways,
apparently from a fear of being surprised by
the stoat or fox—whilst by day, the reverse

is the case ; the poacher, therefore, cannot
take them on the feed with the wire, except
in going in or out of the covert, but has re-:

course to the gate-net, which he fixes to the
gate between the feeding field (usually a
piece of swedes or clover) and the covert

;

then sending a mute-running dog into the
field, he waits the coming of the hare into

the net, and takes them out as fast as they;

run into it. There is no certain way of
avoiding this mode of poaching, excepting
by careful watching; the chief guide is the
scream of the hare when caught, which may
be heard on quiet nights, but it is a practice

very easily piu-sued by the poacher, with
little fear of detection, if he is a clever and
experienced hand. A practice has lately

been introduced of setting wires in the runs
made in the middle of feeding fields ; it re-

quires the wire to be very carefully set at a
certain height, by means of a twig, and is

vei-y destructive. It is also very difficult to

detect; but as the poachers cannot find them
except in very open moonlight nights, the
keeper knows when to have his eyes open.

13. Lastly comes the poaching laeoukeh,
aperfect pest tothe parish in which he resides*

He is constantlycommitting a breach oftrust,
and does it at so little risk, as oftento escape
detection for a long time. These men have
generally a little terrier, which is capable of
being taught to doeverj'thing but speak, and
assists in a wonderful degree in the capture
of game. They have also an old gun which
takes apart, and may easily be concealed
under the smock frock. K a covey of binis

is seen to collect near the cottage, a sUght
noise is made, and up go their heads, at
which moment the gun goes off, and they
are all dead at one swoop. The cottage is

generally near a road, and some hedge-poi>-
ing boy is made to bear the blame. Again,
these men have generally small gardens, in

which are pai'sley, pinks, &c. ; these are a
favourite food of the hare, she therefore is

almost sure to \isit them, and in her passage
through the garden-fence of course makes a
meuso, or at all events, she leaves her maik
or prick in the soil; if she goes through a
gate, this leads to her destruction the next
night by wire, gin, or net ; and no one can
possibly ) revent it, even with the eyes of an
Argus. Pheasants, also, ai-c sure to coma
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within their reach occasionally, and If they

<lo, they are wired easily enough. A man,

for instance, Is put to hedgins»or draining,

and is on the ground by six o'clock in the

morning, a time when pheasants have not left

their feed; he has only therefore to lay a few

horsehair loops along the ditches, and by

gently driving the pheasants into them, ap-

parently in the course of his work, he cap-

tures, every now and then, the value of a

day's work in a few minutes. Of course, he

conceals the booty till night

14. Such arc the most common tricks of

the poachers, but the most successful are

those who invent plans of their ov,-n; the

keeper has enough to do to outwit them,

and his grand object should be to find out

their plans, and circumvent them—it is

diamond cut diamond. A reformed poacher.

If really reformed, makes the best keeper,

but, unfortunately for this purpose, their

exposure to night au:, and to wet and cold,

and their habits of intemperance, have

almost always destroyed their constitutions

before they think of reforming. It is only

when worn out as poachers, that they think

of tummg roimd and becoming keepers.

MTien the head-keeper is really up to liis

business, the poachers stand a very poor

chance, especially if the master is ready t..

support his sers'ant with his mfluence and

protection. In every case, whether on the

o]ten moors or in enclosed districts, the first

thing to be done is to make out a list of all

the poachers likely to visit your manor;

then discover their habits and haimts, and

the kind of game which they excel in taking.

Kext, get some steady, hardy, and useful

watchers, if possible, strangers to the lo-

cality, and therefore not likely to be in-

fluenced by the ties of affinity or friendship.

Let these men speedily make themselves

conversant with the appearance of all the

poachers on your manor, or your head-

keeper can initiate them by degrees. They

should all have glasses, and be made con-

versant -with their use ; for even in a com-

paratively small beat, it often happens that

a poacher cannot be approached within

many hundred yards, and yet it is quite

Impossible to speak with certainty to a

man's identity at the distance of a quarter

of a mile. "\\Tien these men know their

duties pretty well, each should have one or

more poachers allotted to him, and should

always be able to give an account of his or

their whereabouts. He does this partly by

bis own powers of watching, but chiefly

from infonnation gained from other parties.

By such a mode of proceeding, almost any

gang of poachers may be outwitted ; and

they seldom show fight when they find

themselves no match in brain, though in per-

Bonal prowess they may be superior, intel-

lect and pluck will always be served, even
when mere brute force has totally failed.

Sect. 6.—Preservation from VERMm.

15. But, in addition to the attacks of the

poachers, the keeper has also to ward off

those of the great variety of vennln which
attack game. Here, however, a good man
is always rewarded ; for, though he may be
outwitted by the arts of a first-rate poacher,

which are constantly varying, he has only

himself to blame if he allows anything be-

neath his o%vn level to circumvent liim-

Vermin are endowed with the same in-

stincts now as they were thousands of

years ago ; and as these instincts are well

kno^vn, he has only to t;ike advantage of

that knowledge, and destroy them. The
following is a complete Ust of the various

kinds infesting Great Britain; their habits

should be well studied, and the diff'erent

modes of taking them understood, by every

man who sets up for a regular keeper. I

shall therefore take each variety separately,

and describe its appearance, its habits, its

prey, and the best mode of captm'e.

16. The Cat— (Felis Domestica').—It was
formerly supposed that this was merely

the wild cat tamed, but more recent inves-

tigations have led naturalists to conclude

that they are two distinct species. The
chief difference consists in the tail, which is

long and taper in the house cat (Jig. 1), but

blunt and shorter in the wild cat (Jig. 2).

Fig.-L

Fig. 2.

The wild cat is now no longer found in this

countr}-, and its ravages therefore among

game are no longer to be feared. Its place,

however, in this respect, has been taken by

its substitute, the domestic cat, which, hi

her proper sphere, is of the greatest im-

portance to mankind. Like most other

blessings, she is liable to become a curse;

and that is most assuredly the case when

she takes it into her head to invade the

game preserve. Here she is as different

from her household character as it is pos-

sible to conceive. She is no longer ready

to be noticed and fondled, but is wild and

wayward, retreating to some secure place

on the approach of man, and only venturmg

out at night. Her ravages are so extensive,

that it is fortunate that she Is easily taken

by trap, which should be the ordinary steel

trap, of middle size, between the fox-uap
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and that for the rat. The trap should be

rubbed with the herb valerian, ijf easily pro-

cured, but it is seldom positively necessary,

as the cat*is almost always readily caught.

The trap may be baited in the usual way
with a smaU bird or young rabbit. If there

is the sliglitest difficulty in taking the cat,

it is only necessary to use three of these

traps sunk in the earth, and surrounding a

live bird tied to a stake, elevated about a

foot from the ground, and she is sure to be

caught. A more minute description wiU be

given of this trap under the Fox. The gun
may be used if necessary, but a cat wUl
carrj' off an enormous quantitj' of shot; and
even a bullet, if put into the cat anywhere
but in the brain, is by no means sure of

destroying her.

17. Thb Fox—CVuIpes Vulgaris).—This

is, in some districts, one of the worst kinds

of vermin, and carefully trapped—wlulst
in others it is as carefully preserved.

In our present list it must appear as an
enemy, although numerous and warm con-

troversies have taken place as to its game-
destrojing powers. Ko doubt, the fox may
be preserved in the same coverts with the
pheasant ; and, I believe, if supplied with
rabbits, he will not often fall upon any other

game, and certainly not upon the hare, to

which the rabbit is always preferred; the
scent of the fox is so strong, that most
animals are aware of his proximity, and,
therefore, they are able to keep clear of him,
except on rare occasions, of which he does
not hesitate to take advantage; the
pheasant, lor instance, seldom ventures
within his reach; if disturbed, he has
recourse to his wings, and does not often
run into danger fast enough to be off liis

guard against the scent, though he wUl
often run down an open ride, or in the fields,

where he is secure from this insidious
enemy. If, however, a pheasant is wounded,
he is sure to fall a prey to vulpine attacks,

and so is tne wounded woodcock or snipe;
but this is of very little consequence, and
such a i)oor maimed creature as a wounded
bird is better out of its misery. Keepers
arc great enemies to the fox, and aggravate
Ills faults, for two reasons ; firstly, because
be interferes with their chifcf perquisites,

the rabbits; and secondly,- because he is

pio only legitimate scape-goat for their
sliort-comlngs. If tlio complaint is made
tliat there Is no game, the answer is alwaj-s
ready, "why, sir, if j'ou will preserve the
foxes, you must not expect so much game."
Tliero Is no other ganic-dcstroyer that a
Icecper can charge ^vith the loss, without
damaging his own character, since. In i)ro-

portion to tlie scarcity or abundance of all

other vermin, is his own character raised or
dfi^i'CMuU. The great misfortune is, Uiat

the keeper is induced to play all sorts »f

tricks, in order to comply with the directions

of his masterj»to preserve foxes as weU as

game, which he fancies are conflicting iu

themselves, since they, no doubt, are oiJ-

posed to his own wishes and interests ; but
being compelled to do so, he proceeds on a
plan which enables him to find foxes, though
bad ones—^thus keeping the order to the
letter, but breaking it in spirit. Half of the

foxes found in game preserves are only ju-t

turned down when the hounds ai'e thrown
into covert, or, when at large, have been
fed daOy with rabbits close to their earths,

by which they are rendered so fat and lazy,

that they cannot stand five minutes before

a good pack of hounds. In districts where
no hounds are kept, but where game
abounds, as in the Highlands of Scotland,

and in some parts of Wales, there can be
no reason for the preservation of foxes, and
there they should be killed down as closely

as possible. They are not very difficult to

trap vrith the gin of full size, four, five, or
six of which should be set round a deail

lamb or rabbit, with the inside exposed as

a means of spreading the scent, and partly

buried in the ground as if for a dog. Of
course, thetraps should be carefully fastened
down with a short chain. The best way to

set them, is to dig a piece of ground well
over, about five or six feet square, then tak«
out four, five, or six spades full of earth,

each leaving a hole sufficient to contain a
trap; in these lay the trap, and fix it by driv-

ing in the peg, concealing the chain and
every part but the spring and the jaws and
plates. The trap should then be set, proi>-

puig up the plate with a bit of stick, to

which a string is attached, in order to with-
draw it ; then cover all up with finely chop-
ped grass or moss, and withdraw the stick

by the string. If the fox is very war>% it is

better to leave the traps unset for a night or
two, and throw down, every night, a rabbit

or pigeon on the grounu at some little dis-

tance, but clear of the traps. ^Vhen these
have been taken freely for a couple of nights,

a similar bait should be placed in the
middle of tlie traps, without handling it, or
treading on the newly-levelled earth, or the
covering grass, whichwould at once raise the
suspicions of the fox. If these precautious
are taken, the most wary will generally falL

Ciiaff answers remiu-kably well to cover
these traps with, but it has the serious evil

of attracting the pheasants, who come and
seaich for grain, and in that way sometimes
are caught, histead of the fox or cat, for

which it was set ; the grass or moss ought
to be vorv short and light, or it may catch
iu the trap, and prevent its acting. If tlio

keeper has only one trap, it should not, as
is often done, be set in a run, for fear of its
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catching the game, but an open space a short

distance off the run shDUld be thrown into

It, by making a gap, if there is not alremly

one, and in that gap the trap should be laid;

tiie biut should bo raised, in this case, on a

Btub or short stick driven into the earth,

which should be about as tall as the animal

to be taken can just reach with his nose, so

that he will walk on his toes, and not crouch

on his belly, m reaching it. In this way tlie

leg is well seized, and not the toe onlj', or

what is still worse, altogether lost by the

body being first grasped, and then slipping

out of the trap ; thus, for a fox the bait

Bliould be twelve inches, for a cat eight

Inches, and for a weasel or polecat four

Inches above the level of the plate of the

trap. The keeper should spring these traps

every morning, and oil them or repair them,

•with the file and hammer when necessary

to their perfect acting.

18. The Makthn— ("J/ar^M Abietum et

Foina).—.The marten, the polecat, the stoat,

and the weasel all belong to the sub-family,

Muitelina. There are two kinds of mar-
tens,—the pine and the beech marten, the

former being more common in the north,

and the latter in the southern parts of the

Island. The martens inhabit large woods,

living in the hollow of trees, or in an old

magpie's nest, or squirrel's. They have from
three to four young. They feed on game and
other birds, or mice, rats, and squirrels. In

colour, they are of a reddish-brown, and are

the largest of the mustelina or weasel-like

family. This sub-family have all long bodies,

short legs, long tails, small head, with power-

fhl jaws, sharp teeth, an insatiable desire for

blood, and great tenacity of life. They all

prefer the blood and brains to the rest of the

body, and do not eat the flesh except from
necessity. Being all so much alike in their

babits, I shall defer the description of their

mode of capture till Ihave described them alL

19. Thb Polecat—(/'MfoTJJw Fceiidus)

The polecat, fitchet. or foulmart, is very

common in this country, and is the most de-

structive to game of all vermin, except, per-

haps, the domestic cat, when become wild

;

tt will even siuprise the hare in her form,

or the pheasant on her nest. They gene-

rally make a short burrow in the side of a

sandy bank, which emits a tolerably strong

ecent of the animal, and is thereby easily

known by the keeper, who proceeds at once

to dig the animal out; this, however, he
cannot always do, as the polecat is very

fond of choosing the root of an old tree

iinder which to make his burrow. Farmers
are apt to suppose that this creature does

them much good in destroying rats ; but he

is too bulky to follow them in their runs in

the wheat ricks, and they are too wary to

be caught napping out of them. The pole-

cat is smaller than the marten, and of a

blacker colour, approaching to a dark tor-

toise-shelL

20. The StoA.T—(MustelaErminea) This

Is the next in size of tlie Alustelina,

and is even more voracious and blood-

thirsty, in proportion to its size, than tlio

polecat. It is, in summer and in mild win-

ters, of a reddish brown, with a black tip to

its tail, but it becomes more or less white tn

winter, according to the degree of cold,

always, however, retaining the black tip to

the taiL It, like the polecat, burrows in

the ground, making a smaller hole, and not

being easily discovered in consequence, or

by its scent, wliich is not nearly so strong

as that of the polecat. It pursues all kinds

of game, and destroys the eggs of pheasants

and partridges with great perseverance. It

should be diligently trapped and exter-

minated.
21. The Weasel—Ci/wi^fto Vulgaris).~~

The smallest of its tribe, never being more
than seven inches in length from the

nose to the tail It resembles the stoat in

most respects, but is less hairy, and its tail

is shorter in proportion, and without the

black brush at the extremity, which, in the

stoat, forms that remarkable hairy tuft so

conspicuous in the ermine-fur. The weasel

makes longer jumps or bounds in its run

than either of its congeners, that is, in pro*

portion to its size. Its habits resembla

those of the stoat and polecat, and it Is

quite as bold and voracious, but is not able

to cope with the hare or pheasant, though il

is said to fasten on the back of the hare,

and suck its blood for miles, till the poor

creature sinks from exhaustion.

22. Mode of Trapping the Mustelina

OE Weasel kind.—They may all be taken

in two kinds of traps— the gin or steel

trap, and the box-trap. The gin should

be of the small size suited for rats, or for

the marten and polecat, a little larger, tt

should be set a Uttle out of the run of th«

animal wherever that has been discovered*

and should be buried as for the fox, and

covered over with feathers, or fine moss or

grass. The bait should be an egg impaled

on a stick, and the contents, half escaped

are then easily scented, or part of a

pigeon or rabbit, especially the liver and

entrails. By taking the precaution to

set these traps a little out of the hare

and rabbit runs, these latter animals will

escape, especially if the entrails of the bait

are rubbed agiunst the sides of tlie opening

which leads to the trap, as game have all a

dislike to the smell of blood and garbage

In no case should the bait be placed upon

the bridge of the trap. If the polecat or

stoat has been carrying off the eggs from a

nest as fast as they are laid, ascertain, >f
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possible, its track in reaching the nest, and
there place your trap, with an egg impaled
a little beyond it. It must not be too near
the nest, or the parent-birds may be caught
Next to the gin, the box-trap is the most
useful, and it has this advantage, that it

never admits the hare or the pheasant, and
If by chance the rabbit enters, it is not
tnjured. It consists of a long box, about
nine or ten inches siiuare, with a sUde at
each end, which is held up by a long arm or
lever proceeding to the centre of the box.
Here the two are held down by a catch,
which, when set, holds up a small stage at
about half or three quarters of an inch from
the floor of the box. Hence, any animal in
passing through the box, is sure to tread
on the stage, wliich, by the way, ought to be
made so as to occupy the whole width of
the interior. By placing the bait on both
Bides of the stage, at whichever end the
animal enters, it is encouraged to proceed,
because it first cautiously seizes and de-
vours the one-half nearest to it, which

j

ehould not be large enough to satisfy its
'

hunger, and then proceeds over the stage
to lay hold of the other portion, when, on
placing its forefeet on the stage, the catch
Is released, and the slides at each end fall

and enclose it. The slides should not be
made to lift above three or four inches, for
fear of the hare entering. When set, the
box ought to be placed in a run or dry ditch,
and the space at the sides of each end
•hould be filled up and gradually assimi-
lated to the run or ditch by means of stones,
or rubbish, or earth, so as to compel the
vermin to enter or turn back. All this
Bhould be done in as cunning a manner as
possible, so as to escape the observation of
tJicse animals; but they are not neaiiy so
difficult to deceive as the fox, the rat, or
the magpie. They may also be poisoned by
arsenic but it is a dangerous plan, as the
poisoned baits are liable to be devoured by
dogs.

23. The Rat—(J/;« DecumanuS) This
noxious animal is too well known to need
description. It breeds so rapidly, as to
overwhelm the farmer if not kept do^vn,
bringing forth twelve or fourteen young
ones three or four times a-year. It is net
very injurious to game, unless it is more
than usually abundant, as it has generally
the wheat- rick of the farmer, or his hen-
roost or plgeon-cote to attack, In pre-
ference to game ; still it sometimes happens
tliat a more than commonly voracious
rat attacks the eggs of the pheasant or
partridge, and if so, he must be destroyed
If possible. It is very difficult to trap
them, and the best mode Is to ferret
out or poison them. Very often the rat
taken up his abode on tho banks of arti-

ficial water, which is generally near some
game covert, and in that situation he is

very destructive to waterfowl as well as
young game. Here the following method
oftrapping will answer well :—Get a wooden
frame, made of two cross pieces of wood,
with a block in the middle ; upon these set
four common rat-traps, loosely let into the
pieces, vrith. the spring towards the outsidcs
and weight the whole so that, when floated
in the water, the traps wiU just sink an inch
below the level of the water; then, by
placing a bait on a short post, raised about

.

six inches above the middle block, the rats,
in swimming to it, or raising themselves to

,

reach it, are almost sure to strike one of the
'

traps with a hind or fore leg, and as the
traps are only placed loosely on the crosa
bar, and fall off suspended by a string, the
rat is dronmed at once, and does not prevent
others from incurring the same fate. Thia
is the only certain mode of trapping rats

;

and though the poisoning of them is easy
enough, it has many disadvantages—firstly,
it is dangerous to children and dogs;
secondlj', the dead rats are apt to cause
foul smells in any neighbouring house when
they die. To effect this object, arsenic
should be mixed up with malt-dust, or
wheat-flour, in the proportion of half a
pound of flour to an ounce of arsenic; then
with water make into a paste, and drop a
few drops of oil of aniseed in, of which
rats are very fond. The mass should be
broken up into small pieces, of all sizes and
shapes, not round likepUls, but just as they
happen to break by chance; then taking
one or two of these in a spoon, and carefully
avoidmg the contact ofthe hand, which the
rat easily detects, drop them into such
places frequented by rats as are too narrow
for dogs or children to reach. By dropping
them thus, as it were accidentally, one or
two in a place, the suspicions of the rat are
hilled, and he generally eats them gi-eedily.
If eaten, death is pretty certain ; but some-
times they cause vomiting, and the rat
escapes.

24. The Hedgehog—C^'rtnaceMi Euro'
pa'us)—The hedgehog is only destructive tO
the eggs of game, never eating the living
animal It ought, however, to be destroyed;
but it is not nearly so dangerous as anj' of
those which I have already described. It is
easily found by the terrier, and may thea
be destroyed by the keeper.

25. The Otter — (Lutra Vulgarii)
This creature is a kind of water-poleca^
and is as destructive to fish as that fierce
little animal is to game. In general form
it also somewhat resembles it, but its head
is more blunt, its fur shorter and thicker,
and its feet are webbed. It is amphibioug
in its habits, and is soon drowned, if kept
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under water more than a few mlnulos at a

time. It measures usually, from the nose to

the tail, nearly two feet, and the tall itself

Is often sixteen inches in length. The eyes

both look upwards, and it Is thus enabled

to watch the fish while Ijing below them
on the bed of the river, and, therefore, un-
Been by them. The footmark, or seal of the

otter, is easily rccopnised by a round de-

pression corresponding to the ball of its

foot. Its burrow is always entered under
water, and it admits air only by a small

hole worked trom the ijiside, and not readily

found. In some districts the otter is hunted,
and affords good sport, and when that is

the case, it should not be interfered wilh

;

when, however, no otter hounds are within
reach, the otter may be trapped in the same
way as I have recommended for the rat in

the water. Of coiirse, the whole appara-

tus must be larger, and the traps should be
of the full size for a fox ; the bait should be

a flsh, raised about a foot from the water,

and the tiaps should be sunk three inches.

It is a more certain trap for the otter than
even for the rat, as the former is not so

Bav'acious an animaL If the apparatus is

thought too troublesome, by watching for

the seal, the haunts may be discovered, and
a single trap may be baited in the same way
as for a polecat, using a flsh for bait, and
suspending it nine or ten inches before and
above the trap ; but the water-trap is far

more successful, and vrill soon clear a river

of these rapacious poachers of flsh.

26. In the various parts of Great Britain

we find a long list of birds of prey, all of

which are more or less injurious to game,
from the eagle to the merlin. But there are

few districts in which all are found ; the
larger kinds are chiefly to be met with in the
Inaccessible parts of Scotland and the Heb-
rides, as well as in some parts of Ireland,

whilst the smaller varieties are verj' trouble-

some in the woodlands ofthe south. At the
head of the list stands

27. The Golden ExGix—CAgvila Chry-
taetos) This beautiful bird is now seldom
found in Great Britain, and is very rare, ex-
cept in the most remote districts of the
Uorth. It can only be confounded with the
osprey in this countr>', since there is no other
bird of prey at all near these birds in size,

wldch is about that of an ordinary turkey.
The golden eagle is a rich golden brown
colour, with powerful hooked beak, and
strong talons, and destroys large game to a
fearful extent, as well as young lambs. The
flight of the eagle is very beautiful, and
they generally hunt in pairs. The hen lays
two eggs of a creamy-white ground, with
brownish spots ; the nest is verj- rudely con-
structed, in some very inaccessible crag or
rock, and ht merely' a heap of sticks and grass.

2S. The OspnEY—r/'an(/ion J/uliattus)~~
Is only found on the sea-coast, or very
near it. It is of the same size as the «oldea
eagle, but dilTers in colour and in food, which
is composed entirely of llsli. In the salmon
flsheries it sometimes is a sad depredator,
especially at the salmon leaps, when they
happen to be near the sea. Here it will seizo
the fish as they are struggling up the full,

and If once it takes to this dainty, it is

sure to return to it ; it is less wary than
the golden eagle, and may generally be
approached with care wliilo fijihing. Both
these eagles must be shot, as they are
very dlfllcult to trap, and their nests are
generally fixed in such an inaccessible crag,

as to be almost beyond the reach of man.
20. The KiTE— (Mihus Eegalis). — The

kite, or gled, is very common in the wild
districts of England, and is a game-des-
troyer, though not to any great extent.
It may always be recognised by its long,

forked tail. Its length is more than two
feet. The legs are yellow.

30. The Bvzzxrd— (Buteo Vulgaris).^
Is considerably less than the golden eagle,

being about twenty-two inches from tip to
tail, and is very dilTerent in general aspect
and habits. AMien seeking for food, it sits

at the top of some high tree, and generally

on a dead branch, keenly watching for the
appearance of some young rabbit or hare,

or for a brood of grouse or pheasants. As
soon as these come in sight, it darts down
and picks up its prey, w ithout alighting, and
is sure to seek the same branch with the
purpose of devouring it. The buzzard builds

in trees; its eggs are generally four, of a
whitish colour, with pale brown spots.

31. The Peregeine Falcon—(FalcoPere-
grinus) The bme or peregrine falcon is

very destructive to all game, but it has
been almost exterminated in this country.

It is one of those best suited to falcomy,
which has been one reason of their scarcity.

They build in the most inaccessible parts of

the mountains, and can rarely be trapped
The hen is very beautifuL Back of head,

dark slate colour; outside of wings and
back lighter slate ; under part of neck and
throat white; breast of a buff ground, with
dark bro^vn oblong spots or streaks. Length,

from point to point of wings, forty inches;

from tip to tail seventeen inches.

32. The Hobby—(Hypotriorchis Subbt*-

teo).—Is a bird of passage, and only a sum-
mer visitor; it can therefore scarcely be
considered a dangerous game destroyer, nor
can it easily be taken at that season.

SS. The 'iAs.KLis —(Hypotriorchis u£sa-
lon).~Ttns spirited little hawk is, among the
falcons, very much like the weasel among
the Mustelina, being as bold as a game-
cock, as voracious a» a ohark, and as uiuiUa
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as an eeL It is said to attack the grouse,

and sometimes to succeed in capturing

tliem by ttie force of the blow. It is a very

fast bird for its size. The male and female

are nearer of a size than in the others of its

family. It is of a bluish brown on the upper

parts, with a deep buflf ground for the

breast, studded with dark streaks. Its en-

tire length is only thirteen inches. It sel-

dom weiglis quite eight ounces. These

three species of the falcons are all tised in

falconry, and are all difficult to trap.

34 TsEB.Eii-KARB.iEBr-(Circus Cyaneus).

The plumage of the male and female

varies so much, that for a long time they

were regarded as two different species. The
former is of a Ught blue, while the latter is

brown. Both have white rings on the tail,

and a black mark on the ends of the wing
feathers. They are about forty inclies across

tlie wings, when extended. In length they

are about seventeen inches. They are

dreadful destroyers of the grouse, and beat

their ground in the most regular way,

crossing it like the pointer or setter, and

flj-ing close to the surface, and swooping on
the unhappy grouse or partridge the mo-
ment their eyes catch sight They build

their nests on the ground, in heather or

thick bushes. These should be diUgently

aought for, as the young birds, once found,

are a sure mode of trapping the old ones.

35. The Spakrow-Hawk—(Accipiter Al-

««>—Considerably smaller than the last,

never being more than fifteen inches in

length, and the male seldom more than nine.

It is chiefly injurious to the game preserve,

from taking off the very young partridges

and pheasants, upon which it delights to

pounce. It builds upon high trees, laying

four or five eggs, of a white ground, with
variable reddish marblings.

86. The Kestrel or Windhover—('TYn-
tmiKulus Alaudarius).— It is commonly
supposed that this bird is a very bold des-

troyer of game, but I am quite satisfied

this is a great mistake— it will always
prefer the mouse to any bird, and I be-

lieve rarely attacks any other prey than
the mouse or the frog. It will not attack

the young of the game birds, and its only
fault is, that it will sometimes take the
very young leveret. As, however, these

little things are seldom visible, and as the
kestrel hunts solely by sight, it is verj' sel-

dom that this accident happens. This bird

may fairly he allowed to benefit the farmer,

without injury to the game preserver. It

is a very oniamental bird in its flight and
gOQcral appearance, and when young is

more Ukc the owl than any of the hawks.
37. Mode of Trapping Winged Vermin.

,—Nearly all these birds may be taken with
the steel tnjo, which should be variously

set, according to the habits of the parti-

cular bird. The buzzard is not very difficult

to trap though it does not alight to take its

prey, and it may also be shot wliile perched

on its bough. A cu'cular trap has lately

been invented, and is sold at all the guu-
makers, which requu'es no bait, and I9

simply to be placed on those boughs which
are frequented by these birds. It requu-ea,

however, far more watching to detect their

haunts than to get near them with the gun.

If the attempt is made to shoot this bird, it

generally requires the rifle for its destruc-

tion, as it is usually seated out of the dis-

tance suited to an ordinary fowling-pieca

The harrier is somewhat difficult to trap,

but it may be taken, and so may the buz-
zard, by means of a dead grouse or partridge

set up on a little mound of earth, and stud-

ded with large fish-hooks. Both of these

birds make a swoop at their prey, and in

that way they may often be caught with
the hooks, which should have their points

directed towards the tail of the bait, and
should project about half an inch above the

feathers. One should be firmly on the back,

one on the head, and one on the shoulder

of each wing. The hook on the head Is the

most Ukely one to catch, and it should have
a firm attachment by means of a hue a few
inches long. The hooks will not hold the

hawk long; but by placing four concealed

rat-traps £iround the bhd, the hawk, in its

struggles to free itself, is sure to strike one,

and is then securely held ; but the taking

the young of these birds is by far the most
easy way of destroying them. It is very
much less trouble to watch the bird to her

nest, than to trap them, or to shoot them
even. \Ylien the nest is discovered, and
whUe the hen is sitting, a ball may often be

sent through the old bird, and the eggs wiU
not then require to be reached, as they will

of course be addled. As soon as the young
birds are laid hold of, it may fairly be con-

cluded that the old ones are in your power;
for by fastening them down alive in the
middle of three or four concealed traps, the
old bu'ds are soon tempted into their jaws
Each young bird should be fixed in the

centre of a chcle of traps at such a distance

apart, that both old birds may be caught
33. It is often said by keepers that they can

disi^ense with the gun in destroying these

birds of prey ; and many masters strongly

object to the use of it, ft"om the fear of its

being abused; but in districts where the

heii-harrier, or the buzzard, or the pere-

grine falcon abound, the gun must be used,

or a sad loss ofgame will be the result. The
nest cannot always be found or reached;
and sometimes it is on another property

altogether, in which case it cannot of course

be taken without the cooseat of the adjoin-
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hig keepei", who is as jealous of his rights

end distinctions as a Tiuk.

89. The Barx OvrL—(Stnx Flammea)—
Is generally considered very destructive to

game, but I believe erroneously so. Like

the kestrel, it Uves almost entii-ely on mice

and rats ; it will, however, when it has its

young to provide for, attack the leveret or

the rabbit, and perhaps the young pheasant;

but, on inspecting the casts of these birds, I

have never seen any quantity of feathers or

ttir, which would inevitably occur if they

fed to any extent upon game. The nest

may be easily taken, or the owl trapped or

Bhot. A great parade is generally made'by
the keepers of the owl, as it is a bird which
makes a great show among the hst of killed,

and yet is not very difificult to destroy.

40. The 'RAYEi!—(Corvus Corax)— Is

not very common in this comitry, and is

principally met with in vkild districts, Uke
the New Forest, or Dartmoor. The raven is

very voracious, and nothing comes amiss to

him, from carrion to eggs or fish. It breeds

In the holes of high rocks, or on very high

trees, and the nest is very difficult to take

on that account The eggs are four, of a

dusky green. It is a very destructive bird

to game, and should not be suffered to hve,

as it has no good quahties Uke the owl and
kestrel It is a very wary bird, and difficult

to shoot or trap.

4L The Ckow—(Corvus Corone)—Is a

mnaller edition of the raven, which it

resembles in every respect but size. It is

too weU known to need description.

42. The Jackdaw— (Corvus Monedula)—
Is also very much of the same habits as

regards game, but is only obnoxious to the

eggs. Its nest is seldom within the keeper's

reach, being almost invariably in some old

tower or church steeple.

43. The Magpie—('Pica Caudata).—Tins
pretty, hvely bhd is one of the most
persevering destroyers of the eggs of the

game birds. It ought to receive no mercy,

but it is a very shy and cunning bird. Its

nest may almost always be found, and the

young taken and used as decoys, as I have
already described. It builds in the tops of

trees, high and low. The nest is domed, and
built of a mass of sticks curiously interlaid-

44. The Jat—(Garrulus Glandarius).—
This beautiful bird resembles the magpie
In its thu-st for eggs, but is not quite so

voracious.

45. The 'BsB.os—(Ardea Cinerea)—^The

heron is only liyurious among fish,

which form its sole food- It is often pre-

aerved with great care, on account of its

association with baronial sports. It is now,
however, seldom used for hawking purposes,

and, wherever the fisheries are preserved

with care, herons are diligently destroyed.

It may be shot, or hooked, or trappedtmder
water by the floating trap, as used for tlio

otter, placing the bait in the same way, but
fixing it in the shallows.

46. The Poisoning of "Wdtged Verues.
— I have already alluded to the different

modes of trapping the winged varieties of

vermin. It remains for me only to speak of

the modes of poisoning them which are

sometimes adopted. For the eagles, hawks,
buzzards, and kites, arsenic is the best ; but
there is great danger in using it, lest some
dog should feed on the poisoned bait ; the

liver is the best part in which to insert the

arsenic, as it is generally the choice morsel

first selected by them all, or the brain, as is

the case more particularly in the falcons and
the sparrow-hawk. For the raven, crow,

magpie, and jay, strichnine acts well, and
they will take it with great faciUty, These
poisons should never be trusted to any one

but a person of good character for care and

Integrity, as they are equally destructive to

man. They may best be used in the eg^, by
making a small hole, then inserting five

grains of either, and closing the hole again

with a piece of paper and a Uttle collodion.

In this way, there is less chance of any dog

or child getting to it, as the egg may be

placed in the fork of a tree, out of sight

from below.

Sect. 7.—New Game Laws.

47. Having provided for the procuring and

preserving game necessary to the sport we
are considering, it is next desirable that

this should be conducted agreeably to law.

The following Abstracts of the various Acts

are therefore given ; but it will be requisite,

before proceeding to any legal prosecution,

to obtain the act itself, or the assistance of

a professor of the law. The abstracts, how-

ever, win be sufficient for the sportsman's

guide in ordinary cases.

Abstbact op Game Laws.

1 <fc 2 Willtam IV., c. S2.— Oct. 5, 183L

Sec L—Repeals old statutes, excepting

the following, viz. :_Those relating to tame

pigeons and birds; forms of deputations

and notices ; actions for trespass ; and the

act 9 Geo. IV., c. 69, relating to persons

found at night armed with intent to kiU

game, and further extended by the 7 and 8

Vict., c 29; also those relating to game

shooting certificates, 6 and 7 WiU. IV., c. 65.

Bv these acts, persons taking or destroymg

game by night, viz., from an hour after

sunset tm an hour before sunrise, shall he

committed, for the first offence, for three

months ; second offence, six months to hard

labour, and find sureties afterwards; for

third offence, be hable to be transported.

Owners and occupiers, lords of manor, or
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their sen-ants, may apprehend, aud If vio-

lent resistance U made. It shall be a mis-

demeanour, and may be punished with

transportation for seven years, or two

years' Imprisonment LimiUtion of pro-

ceeding, one year. Three persons entering

land armed for the purpose of taking

game, shall be guilty of misdemeanour, and

puniihable by transportation or imprison-

ment. The act 7 and 3 Vict., c 29, makes

tliis act extend to the unlawfully taking

any game or rabbits by night, on any public

road, highway, or path, or the sides thereof,

or at the openings, outlets, or gates from any

such land Into any such public road, high-

way, or path.

Sec 2.—" (lame" to Include hares, phea-

sants, partridges, grouse, heath or moor-

game, black game, and bustards.

Sec 3.—Any person killing or taking

game, or using a gun, dog, net, or other

engine for that pur|K)se, on a Sunday or

Christmas day. Is subJL-ct, on conviction by

two justices, to a penalty not exceeding 5/.

and costs. Limits the taking of game as

follows :—

^fV^^lees not to belj.eb.itoSep.1.
taken from . . i

Pheasants, ditto . . Feb. 1 to Oct 1.

Black gamOn SomerO j^^ ^^ ^^ g 1
setDevonANewForest J

Black game elsewhere . Decl0toAug.20.

Grouse .... Dec.l0toAug.l2.

Bustard . . . . March 1 to Sep. 1.

Penalty not exceeding XL for every head

of game so taken.

Any person jiolsonlng game, to be fined

not exceeding; lOf., with costs.

8cc 4.—Persons licensed to deal In game,

who shall buy or sell, or have In thtir pos-

session, any bird of game aflcr ten days
(one Inclusive and the other exclusive),

flrom the days above flxed ; and persons un-
licensed, who shall buy or sell any bird of

game after such ten days, or shall have in

their posM\H'«lon any bird of game (rxcept

mich as are kept In a mew or breeding-

place), artcr lorty days, sh.all bo subject, on
oonvlcUon bcf )ro two Justices, to a penalty

not excecdinK \L for evor>' head of game.
See 5.—Alt not to affect the law relating

togaini-cortlflcutos (now raised to 4/. Os. lOd.

by the aildlllon of 10 por cent)

Sec 6.— Game crrtlflcates to qu.allfy to

take game (subject to trespass). (;ame-
keciHTs' licences not to extend beyond the
limits of ihrlr appointment
Hcc 7.—Makes game tho property of the

UniUorO.
Sec 8, 0. 10.—.\ct not to nffbct riehfs of

manor, forest, chase, or warren, or any royal

Ibrett rightt. I>ords of tho manor still to

tuiTs game on waste lands ; and also right

Of depntaUoo.

Sec. 11 Landlords ma}- autliorize any pep«

son or persons to shootwho have certificates.

Sec 12 TVhen landlord reserves right of

game, tenant shall not kill or take it or cause

it to be killed or taken, under a penalty not

exceeding 21. ; and for every head of gam^
not exceeding 11., with costs.

Sec 13, 14—Lords of manor may appoint

gamekeepers, and authorize them to seize

all dogs, »fec, used withm the manor by un-
certified persons. Lords of manor may also ^

grant deputations.

Sec 15.—Pers >ns seized in fee, or for life,

of lands in Wales, of the clear annual value

of 500/., and not within anj' manor, lordship,

or royalty, or cnf¥anchised or aUeaated there-

from, may appoint gamekeepers.
Sec. 1(5.—Gamekeepers to be registered

with the Clerk of the Peace.

Sec. 17 Certificated persons maysell game
to licensed dealers. Gamekeepers not to sell

game except on account of master.

Sec 1&--Justice8 may grant licences in

July, to any householder or keeper of a
shop or stall, not being an innkeeper or

victualler, or licensed to sell beer by retail,

or the o^vner, guard, or driver of any mall
coach, stage coach, stage waggon, van, or
other pubUc conveyance, or a carrier or
higgler, or in the employ of any such per-

son, to buy game of any person who may
/aif/M//y sell it; such parties to have their

names in full, together with the words
"Uccnsed to deal in game," on a board in |l

front of stalL

Sec. 19 Ml parties obtaining a licence

sliiill also obtain a certificate on payment of

2/. duty, in the same way as game certifl*

cate
; penalty for non-compliance, 30i

Sec 20.—List of such persons to be made
out by collector of assessed taxes.

Sue 21—One hcence only necessary for

two or more partners.

Sec 22 A conviction under game act to

forfeit licence.

Sec 23 Persons killing or taking game,
or using any gun, dog, <fec, for the purpose
of searching for game, without game certiil-

cate, are subject to a penalty not exceodin?
JS/., as well as the penalty oudcr game certw
flcatc act
Soc 24.-Any persons not having right of

kUling game on land, or permission from
tho person having such right who shiUl

^\1lfully take or destroy, on such land, tlio

egu's of any bird of game, or the eggs ofany
swan, wild duck, teal, or widu-eon, or shall

knowing!)- have In his possession any egui
so taken, sliall pay a sum not exceeding &l
lor every egg, with costs.

Sec 25—Persons selling game unlawfully,
to be fined not exceeding 2L for every hciJ
80 sold, or otfered for sale
Sec 2a-rAllow3 innkeepers to sell game
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to cnstomcrs, such ha\'inff been procured

from a pei-son licensed to sell game.

Sea 27.—IVrsons not licensed to deal In

gnnie buying game from unlicensed persons,

subject to a penalty not exceeding 6L, with

ca-ts.

Sec, 28.—Penalty for licensed persons not

cpniplying with provisions of the act, £10,

with costs.

Sec. 29.-:-Servants of licensed persons may
sell game.

Sec. 30—Persons trespassing In the day-

time in search of game, woodcocks, snipes,

quails, landrails, or conies, may, on con\ic-

tion by one justice, be fined not exceeding

2/., with costs ; or If to the number of live,

£5 each, -ft-ith costs ; and the lease of the

occupier, if not entitled to the game, shall

not be a sufllcient defence against the land-

lord.

Sec. 31.—Trespassers may be required to

Quit, and to tell their names and abode ; and

In case of retXisal, may be arrested, and on

conviction before one justice, may be fined

not exceetling 5L But the party arrested

must be discharged, unless brought before

ajustice within twelve hours, though he may
even thereby be afterwards summoned.

Sec, 32 & 34—In case five or more enter

upon land, (as in Sec. 81,) and shall, by

violence or menace, endeavour to prevent

any authorised person from approaching for

the purpose of requiring them to quit, or

tell their names, or places of abode, each

pcreon shall be fined not exceeding SL, with

costs.

Sec 35.—Penalties, as to trespassers, not

to extend to persons hunting or coursing,

and being in fresh pursuit of any deer,

hare, or fox, already started.

Sec 36.—Game may be taken from tres-

passers who shall refuse to deUver up the

Banie,

Sec 37.^Penalties to be paid to overseers

of the parish, one-half to go to the use of

the county, and the other to the informer.

Sec 38.—Imprisonment in case of non-

payment
Sec 39.—Gives form of conviction.

Sec 4a—Justices to have power to sum-

mon witnesses.

Sec 41.—Prosecutions to be commenced

within three calendar months of offence

Sec 42.—Prosecutor not obliged to ne-

gative by evidence any certificate, licence,

&c, but party adducing it bound to prove

It.

Sec 43 <fc 44.—Convictions to be returned

to Sessions. Persons convicted entitled to

appeal to the same
Sec 45.—Ko conviction to be quashed

from informality.

Sec 46.—Permits the prosecutor to pro-

GS6d by the old acilon for trespass.

Sec. 47.—Limits the bounds of action

against magistratesand others for exceeding

their powers.

Sec. 48 This act only to extend to Engh
land and Wales.

Abstract of Law ESFOP.cnsG Shootinq
Certificate.

Acted- 7 Will. IV., c. 65.

Penalty for shooting without certificate,

20^., which is to be added to that in Sec 23

of the preceding act,—in all 25Z. : and also to

the surcharge or double certificate—hi ail,

33^. Is. 8d. Annual certificate, with 10 per

cent added, 4/. Os. 10<i. For gamekeeper,

li. 8s. Gd.

For refusing to produce certificate to

any assessor, collector, landowner, commis-

sioner, inspector, surveyor, or occupier of

land, or to any gamekeeper, or other per-

son (provided the two last produce theii'

certificates previous to requiring yours),

penalty, 201.

Gamekeepers, with the reduced certificate,

are liable to the fuU penalties, if off their

manors ; or with the fuU certificate, to tlio

old action for trespass, or the new penalties

under game law.

A certificate is required for killing game,

described as such under the Xew Game
Law ; and also for killing snipes, woodcocks,

quails, landrails, or rabbits, except under

the following conditions :

—

Exception L — Taking woodcocks and

snipes with nets and springes, which are

permitted.

Exception 2—Taking or destroying rab-

bits in warrens or any inclosed ground;

or by any person on land in Ids occupation,

either by himself, or by his du-ectjons.

Certificates expire on the 5th July in each

year.

Abstract of Law permitting ths

KiLLUfG OF Hares.

11 «jt 12 Vict., c 29.

Sec 1 Permits any person In the actual

occupation of any inclosed lands, or for any

owner thereof, who has the right of killing

game thereon, by himself, or by any person

authorised by him in writing, according to

the form of the schedule thereto amiexed,

or to the like effect so to do, to take, kill,

or destroy hares being upon such land,

without duty or certificate

Sec 2.—No owner or occupier to have

power to grant permission to more thnn

one person at the same time in each parbli

;

such authority, or a copy thereof, to be de-

livered to the clerk of the magistrates.

Sec 8.-^0 person authorised to kill any

hare as aforesaid, unless otherwise charg*-

able, to be liable to gamekeeper's dutiea.
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Sec. 4,—Permits coursing -without certili-

c»te.

Sec. 6—Debars poisoning game, and tne

use of guns by night.

Sec 6.—This act not to affect old agree-

ments relative to game.

SCHEDULB.

T, A- B., do authorise C. D. to kill hares

on my lands (or the lands occupied by me,

as the case may be), on ,
within tlie

of ,
(here insert name of pariah

or place.)

Dated this ^

A.B.

ACT FOB THE FCKTHER PRE\T:STI0N OF THE

Offence of Dog-Stealing.

Acts A 9 Vict., c 47.

Sec. 1—Repeals 7 & 8 Geo. IV., as far as

relates to dogs.

Sec 2.—Enacts that the stealing of dogs

shall be a misdemeanour, punishable by im-

prisonment, -with hard labour, for any term

not exceeding six calendar months, or -with

a fine not exceeding 20/. above the value of

the dog stolen. For a second offence, the

Imprisonment may be extended to eighteen

Diontha.

Sec. S.—Provides that If any dog, or the

t;ln thereof, shall be found in the possession

of any person, knowing it to have been

stolen, the justices may restore such dog to

tlic rightful owner, and convict as above.

Sec. 4.—Provides a penalty of 25J. for the

ailverllslnK of rewards for the recovery of

fttolea dogs.

Soc. 5 Justices may grant scarch-war-

ranU; and parties found committing any

oITencc under this act, may be apprehended

without warrant. Persons to whom dogs

are offered for sale. If they have reasonable

px)und of suspicion, may apprehend the

party olTtrin« them.

Sec 6.—Provides that any persons cor-

mptly taking mi»m-y. under pretence of aid-

ing In the recoveo' of a dog stolen, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanour.

Sc<k 7.—Justices may remand persons

•ocu«od.

SCO. &—In case of summarj' conviction,

Justices may commit. In default of payment

of fine, for any term not exceeding two

calendar nionths, if the fine Is 5/; or four

months, If the nno i» lOt ; or six months, if

more.

Skpt. 8.—Old Laws not Uepealet*.

4R. Tut OLD Actios for Trespass I»

•till In force, but notice must be given prior

ti> the inspass, unless the Judge certify ttiat

It was wimjl and malicious. Owners or

huntsmen may follow fox-hounds, harrier*,

orffvihouuds, while In hot punult of thc\r

game, without penalty under game-la^V',

and also clear of the old action for tresi)as^

unless notice has been served upon them.

Notices must be served either verbally or

in wTiting, and should come from the tenant

of the particular parcel of land on which

the trespass is committed. Gamekeepers,

or other persons, may serve notice, if do-

puted by occupiers or by lords of manors

;

but they must expressly name the occu-

pier, <fcc, as gi-ving them orders to warn oil

ii, after receiving notice, a person, instead

of going on lands himself, sends his dogs

upon them, he is Uable to an acUon for tres-

pass as much as if he himself went.

Form of Notice.

To A- B., residing at , in the parish of

, in tlie county of .

, I do hereby give you notice not to

come into or upon any ofthe lands or woods

occupied by me in the parish of ,
county

of , and commonly known as the lamis

or woods of ; and in case of your so

domg, I shall proceed against you as a wU-

ful trespasser.

"Witness my hand, this —day of—, 1*^
CD.

N.B.—In case the lands are in more than

one parish or county, or both, it must be

specified m the notice. If the notice is to

warn off rivers or waters, then insert such

words, instead of lands or tcoods. In case

of a joint occupancy, the notice must com-

mence We, and for me and / in the body of

it, us and we must be substituted. It must

be signed by ail the tenants. Newspaper

notices are not legal services.

Dogs Trespassing.—If kept and used for

sporting purposes, may be seized and do-

stroyed by lords of the manor, or their

keepers.

Wildfowl may be shot anyvi-herc without

certmcate, but the shooter will always be

liable to an action for trespass If found upon

land which is private property.

RABBrrs IN Warrens, and Wildfowi

IN Decoys, are private property, and a per-

son sporting with them U liable to an action

Jor damages, without notice.

Tame Pigeons.—For shooting these wltT»-

out leave, penalty 20.t, unless they are shot

while Injuring com, when they must not be

removed from where they are kllled.

PER80N9 FOUND ARMED AT NlGHT—ThlS
net has already been alluded to In the first

section of the Ahstract of the Game Laws,

ftl page la
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THE GUN, AND THE UODE OF USIKG IT.

Sec. 1 ^Description of the Gun.

49. General Eejiarks on Detonators

AS opposed to Flint Guns.— The first

half of the nineteenth century will ahvays

be remarkable in the history of guns and

gininery, as being the time of the invention

of the "detonator." This lock hns now
so completely superseded the old flint and

steel, in every department ofgunnery, that it

is scarcely necessary for me to do more than

allude to the old plan in the most cursory

way. It is universally admitted, that per-

cussion-guns shoot much more rapidly than

tlie fluit, that they are much less liable

to hang fire, and that they are also less

affected by wet or damp—which formerly

used to cause the sportsman much vexation,

from bis gun missing fire, and generally, as

it appeared to him, at the most inopportune

moment ; they should, therefore, tor these

advantages, be universally chosen, since

they combine all the requisites of a good

ordinary gun. It is very true, tliat a good

shot may, and does, bring down his burds

with any gun which he may happen to

pick up; but what the sportsman desires,

is to be placed in the best possible situa-

tion for the prosecution of his sport, and

not simply to be enabled to carry on the

war in an "any-how" manner. Emula-
tion is one great essential to the enjoyment

of sport ; and the good shot who goes out

with the idea that his companion has a

better gun, or better dogs, than himself, is

already deprived of a considerable share of

the pleasure which he would otherwise en-

joy. Besides this point of "siew, another

must be taken—guns not only shoot with
different degrees of force and accuracy, but

also with very varying degrees of safety. A
cast-steel gun of the most ordinary metal

would, probably, shoot as well as any other,

If carefully bored and finished ; but in point

of safety, it would be highly dangerous, even
If by accident it stood the proof-charge. It

is well known that cast metals assume
different forms of crj'stallization long after

they are cool, and that after a considerable

period has elapsed they often become much
more brittle than at first; hence there
would be great risk m using this material.

And this is not the only one which should
be avoided; but the controversies on the
subject are so warm, and the evidence so
conflicting, that it is difficult to arrive at
the truth. Some contend that steel barrels
are the most safe, as well as the best shoot-
ers; others, that they can never be made
safe: but, at all events, there can be no
doubt that different barrels shoot \\\ih. very
different degrees of safety. I shall, tlicre-

fore, consider the choice of a gun—first, on
the score of safety ; and secondly, on the
score of etficiency.

60. The Coseponent Parts op the Gxrst

are—1st, the barrel; 2nd, the breech ; 3rd,

the nipple; 4th, the lock; 5th, the stock;
Cth, the ramrod.
5L The Barrel must vary in gauge,

in length, and in weight, according to tho
work for which it is required. It is quite
out of the spoitman's province to under-
stand all the delicate points in the manu-
facture of this article ; a little knowledge is

here highly dangerous, for it wiU lead him
to fancy himself a sufficient judge to enable
liim to dispense with that requisite, with-
out which he ought never to feel safe—

I

allude to the guarantee afforded by a re-

spectable maker. Without this, he will never
be free from danger ; and with it, he can
comfort himself, in case of accident, with
the reflection that it is not his fault, since
he took care to go to a respectable house,
whom he thought he could trust. Gun-
makers themselves are often deceived;
and, therefore, it is reasonable to supposa
that no inspection which an amateur can
make, will detect the defect in the quaUty
of the iron or Morkmanship. No one
should buy a cheap gun who values his

Ufe or limbs; at all events, he should be.

careful to have the recommendation of
some one who really understands his busi-

ness before he trusts to one. Gun-barrels
are made of iron in some of its multifarious

forms, it being the metal which combines
toughiiess, strength, hardness, and cheap-
ness in the highest degree. Many are now-
made of steel, which is procured for this

purpose fi'om old coach-springs, as it is found
that steel which has been in \-ibration for a
long time without breaking, is improved in

quality; or, at all events, being old, it shows
that it is strong—that it has not broken in

work; hence it may be trusted in preference
to newly-made steeL They are also made
fx'ora this metal, mixed with varying quan-
tities of the 'Wednesbm-y iron, which has
now nearly entirely superseded the old

stub-ii'on, inconsequence of the bad quality

of the stub-nails in common use, and it is

what is now commonly termed stub-iron

in the trade. Whichever of the materials

is used, it is forged into a long tape-Uke
bar, tliicker towards one end than the
other, and is tlien wound spirally romid
a mandii), and welded into a hollow tube
by means of the furnace and hammer. In
this stage, it presents a rough tube, thicker

at one end than the other, with an irregular

cavity running its whole length, and
much smaller than the intended bore.
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After tliis, by means of drills and files,

which are worked backwards and fonvari'.s

wliile the barrel is kept revolving, the in-

terior and exterior are finished off to the

rcQuisite form. In boring the barrel, in

order to cause the shot to scatter, and yet

Bhoot with as much strength as possible,

it is necessary to avoid making it a perfect

cylinder. This is effected by various modes
adapted to different lengths. The old flint

gun and the modern detonator require very

different boring, and hence the altered guns
are seldom good ones for any purpose.

In the old guns, it was the practice to bore

the first six or eight inches "opened;" that

Is, Increasing in size towards the breech,

by which means the powder was detained

and obstructed in its explosion, and the

charge was sent out with great force. But
jt Is found that in the jicrcussion-guns the

explosion is so rajiid, that the same amount
of opening causes more recoil, which, in a

long day, is fouud to be vei-y unpleasant
to the shoulder. It is, therefore, now the

practice, for ordinary fowling-pieces, to

bore a perfect cylinder for three-fourths of

the barrel IVom the breech, and then to

"rcUcvo" the remaining fourth more or less,

according to the degree of scattering re-

quired. In long and heavy guns, even
though detonators, aslight '

' opening" behind
may be made, but it must be very carefully

done, or the powder will escape by the side

of the wadding. For a duck-gun, the barrel

should bo more and more tight, down to
within six Inches of the breech, when it may
be slightly " opened " down to the breech,
Increasing the length of the opening m pro-
portion to the length and strength of the
gun. The object of the former Is to ease the
shut out, anil yet, by the latter, to give suf-

ficient Impetus by the early conllnenvjut
of tho explosion In the first six Inches.

There are so many points to consider in

fixing upon tho precUe length, bore, and
tren^th of a barrel, that a gunmakerouglit
to have every particular before he attempts
to suit his cusliinicr. Hut whenever such a
maker us I'unlay, Lancaster, Lang, or
Alooro, who now take the flont rank in
London, receives lull Instnictions, ho Is

enabled nt once to ailcct a jiiilr of barrels
which only want putting straighL, to give
Aill aatlslactlon. Tluso particulars are—
flr<t tho range—win ther for long or short
•Inits— tliat Is, whether cbleily for the
end or beginning of tho sciuson ; and
•cconilly, the decree of case In shooting
rofiulie.I, which dep«'nilH upon tho loading,
rntlier than tho boring, If tho gun Is

pn>pcr!y tunud out of hand. I'.anels are
now nindo inmi i' Icet fl Inches, for covert
Mud early partrl<Igc-sh(H>tlng. to 2 fcK 8
UiUiM for ixutridgo* aud grouso later In

the year, or 2 feet 10 inches for single

guns.

52. Breechcjg.—^When the barrel Is thus
forged and bored, being still only a cylinder,

it requires the large and stout end to ba
completed b3' means of the addition of tha
breech. This is a strong chamber forged for

the purpose, out of the best iron, and
screwed into the open aud thick end of tho

barrcL The breecli has a shoulder to tho
screw, which renders it of the same size as

the barrel, when the two are accurately fitted

to one another by the skill of the workman.
The breecli contains withiu itself a chamber
for the powder, vai'iously formed by different

makers, being a mere cup, communicating
by a small tube with the touch-hole or nip-

ple,in the Manton-breech ; whilst in Wilkyn-
son's, the tube leading to the nipple is ex-
panded into an oval chamber, having a con-
traction near its distal extremitj'. This is

said to facilitate combustion, by detainins
the powder; but I much doubt its practical

utility, since I am assured, and beUeve, tliat

the form of the chamber has little or
nothing to do with the firing. In the breech
of most of the best guns a plug of platina is

introduced, containing a very fine hole—tho
vent-hole. This allows a portion of air to

escape in loading, and aiso in the firing,

both of which are thought to be beneflciaL

63. Tkovixg.— In this stage—that is, as
soon as tlie breech is fitted into the b.arrel, a
small hole is bored, to which a train of pow-
der is laid by the men em|)loyed, and it is

proved at the "proving house,"—a process

which all barrels are required to go through
according to law. This is eflectcd by firing

certain charges of powder, with a ball

rammed down in the usual way, and the
charge varies from 11 oz. for a No. 1 gauge,
down to 5J drachms for a50 gauge. It should
be known that the numbers of these gauj;e9

corrcsi)ond with the weight of ball which
each will carry ; thus, Ko. 1 carries a bail of

1 lb. weight ; is'o. 2 airries a J lb. ball; No. 14

caiTics a ball wciglung one-tburteenth of a
lb., and so on ; and, consequently, No. 16 au"-

ries an ounce ball, and No. S2, a half-ounco

one. Tho marks of the various proving

houses are given in the annexed wood-cuU
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64. The Nipple completes tins part of the

Ci:ii, and is merely a short piece of tubinp,

vliich Is tapped Into the breech, more or less

lieii)endicularly, or at right angles, with the

axis of the barrel. The bore of this tube

enlarges towards the inner extremity, and

receives a part ofthe powder, which is forced

Into it from the breech-cavity by the pres-

6ine of the ramrod. Its exterior should be

iKiind for about three-eighths ofan inch, then

sciiiarc. to facilitate its removal, and after-

w ards tapped, for the purpose of fixing.

56. The Lock comes next under examina-

tion. Its principle is simple enough, being

merely a mode of exploding the cap on the

nipple, by giving it a sharp blow. It is,

therefore, only in delicacy of mechanism
that its beauty consists, for any bimgler can

make a lock which will discharge a cap.

An artist, however, will make oue which

shall discharge it with certainty, and with

Msfullforce exerted at the end of its stroke,

Eo that it conlines the gas resulting from

tlie explosion of the powder within the bar-

rel, and does not allow It to escape, as many
weak and badb'-mado locks do. He will

also take care that the trigger acts with

delicacy, and yet that the cock Is quite safe

ut half-cock. The spring, also, should not

be so strong as to overpower the thumb, as

in cocking carelessly it may explode, and do

fierious damage. The various parts of the

lock arc—1st, the cock, or striker; 2nd,

the lock-plate ; 3rd, the main-spring ; 4th,

the tumbler, upon which the spring acts

by means of the swivel, and in unison

with which, on the outside of the lock-plate,

the cock rises or falls; 5th, the tumbler-

ecrew, which fastens the tumbler and cock

together; 6th, the scear, which catches

I

tlie tumbler at half or whole cock; 7th, the

1
Bcear-spring, which holds the last in its

place; 8th, the bridle, which caps the

tumbler, and receives the scear-screw ; 9th,

the side nail, which fastens the lock to

the stock- Locks are now sometimes made
*• back-actioned;" that is to say, the main-

siiring and lock-plate are tlirown back, for

the purpose of keeping them out of the way
of the wet and also of the corrosive power
of the cap. This weakens the stock, but

not to any grant degree, and many of our

best makers still retain the forward action.

HG. The Stock is generally made of wal-

nut, and should be bent to the most con-

venient angle to suit the party intending to

use it It should also vary in length, ac-

cording to the length of arm, the average

being fourteen and a half inches, from the

butt-end to the trigger. It should be as-much
i reduced at the gripe, or handle, as the

I strengih of the wood will allow ; and the

t
butt-end is always capped with iron, hol-

' lowed out from above du^mward:}, to £t

the shouUlcr, and slightly rounded from side

to side. The stock extends up the banol,

which it is hollowed out to receive, and
which is attached to it by means of the

loops or eyes, confined in their places by
sliding-bolts. Into the part of the stock

which receives the breecli, a piece of iron

called the false breech is screwed ; and into

that pai-t beneath the lock, the trigger-plate,

and guard containmg the trigger, are firmly

and neatly inserted. The length and bend
have been ah-eady alluded to, but another

point in the stock must be attended to,

namely, the casting-off, which is a slight

lateral bend inclining the aim inwards, and

of great importance in a perfect stock, llie

loading also should be rememliered. This

is merely a piece of lead inserted under the

butt-plate, and as near the lower part as

possible ; it is solely intended to balance the

weight of the barrel, but a good artist now
avoids this unnecessary weight by hghten-

ing the barrels forward. It is in this part of

the gim that the London makers so greatly

excel ; it is there generally sent out without

polish, but if any is used, I knowno composi-
tion so good as the following ; it equals the

French polish in beauty, and stands heat or

water to any extent; it should be used

fjcith the locks and barrels removed :—Batter

of antimouy, i oz. ; spirits of wine. 1 oz.

;

vinegar, 1 oz. ; hnseed oil, J to 1 pint : mix
and shake well together. Enough oil should

be added tiU the whole is of the consistence

of cream ; rub on with plenty of elbow-

grease, using a piece of flanneL

67. The Gravitating Stop, oe Safett-

GUARD, is a very important feature in the

manufacture of guns, since upon it mainly

depends the safety of the shooter. Nothing

is more annoying than to find a lock refliso

to act, from some irregularity in the stop,

or from its not being properly released at

the right time ; and for these reasons many
good shots have, until lately, discarded its

use. At the same time, it cannot be dis-

puted that without it loading is alwayt

attended with some degree of danger, and

that a cocked-gun. carried over the shoul-

der, is at all times liable to go off, from a

fall on the part of the sportsman carryinii

it I have examined a verj' simple and

good stop, used by Mr. Lang himself, and

many of his customers, which has been in

use lor many years, and which seems sim-

ple and Incapable of getting out of order.

It has the great advantage of requiring no

thout.'ht to put It into action, but it is moved

solely by the weight of the gun on the right

hand at the grip. It is a Bimplification and

improvement upon the stop of Uie late

Joseph Manton.
68. The ItAMKOD completes the gua iris.

as its uaxnc luipUcs, a rod lor iuadiugi-an^*
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lies in the circular eyes attached to tne

lov.er part of the barrel, but many of the

great battue men now-a-days dispense with

tills, and carry it separate from the gun.

It has a copper, or, wliat is better, a copper-

gilt head, and a worm for drawing the

Charge, covered with a cap, at the smaller

end. Such is a description of the sin trie gun;

the double one diiTcrs only in having two

complete barrels, with their necessary ap-

pendages, the locks and triggers

59. Double Barrels.—N'o good plan has

vet been discovered for dispensing with the

second barrel of the fowling-piece, by means

ot a revolving chamber, as in the pistol and

rifle ; and the reason is, that it is exceed-

ingly diftlcult to confine the powder and

Bhot so as to o.\iM. the risk of their falUng

out during the tirst discharges. To those,

also, like Col. Hawker, and most fast shots,

whn habitually keep both their locks at full

cock, the Inconvenience of having to cock

In the interval between the discharges,

would be greater than that of loading every

§econd charge. However, the attempt has

not yet succeeded, nor do I think it likely

to be carried out for the above reasons;

and Mr Lang's breech-loading gun, to be

presently described, does away with all

necessity for it. In placing and soldering

tlie two barrels side by side, it must be

remembered that the two lines forming the

axis of each barrel should not bo exactly

»nnillcl; but as the breech-end of each bar-

rel l3 so much thicker than the muzzle, the

two former would be separated by a piece

of metal equal to double the thickness of the

breech, less that of the two muzzles. This

would be too great a difference, and conse-

fjuently a portion of the two thick ends is

tiled away so as to bring them closer

together, without weakening them, because

they support each other. The reason for

avoiding an exact parallelism is, that in

double barrels each barrel shoots a little

away from its neighbour's axis, iu conse-

quence of the greater supi)ort which it re-

ceives on that side. To the lower side of the

metal, between the barrels, are attached the

rnmrod-ryes and thtr stock-eyos ; and on the

upper surlace, the slt'ht is llxed at the niuz-

tlo, which Is merely a stud of .silver, and of

very little use, except for a sitting-shot or

dond-mark.
CO Thi: Klkvatf.d Km Is intended to be

a menus of adjusting the sight, so that when
Uic eye appears to bo directing the gun to a

Riven object. It Is really aiming conslderal)ly

hluher. It was Introduced by the late

JoHc|ih Mnntnn, but is now almost entirely

dUpvnsed will), by decrcnsing the bend
Of the stock about the ck-htli of an Inch.

It l«mnnl!V*t thnt In nil guns, the broeeh-
•uU Ujiug tlilckcr lluui tlio mu2zle, tiio

line of sight is not parallel with the axis of

tlie bore—and, consequently, in all cases

the barrel really points to a spot higher than

the eye does.

61. Ths Breech-loading Gun.—A gtm

of this description was introduced some

years ago by a French maker, but which

was little known in this country until re-

cently taken up by an English gunmaker,

Mr. Lang, of Cockspur-street, London, who
has succeeded in improving upon the prin-

ciple to such an extent as to produce a really

useful gun, wliich can be discharged four

times while a common fowling-piece can bo

loaded and discharged once. The principio

is exceedingly simple and beautiful, but it

requires good workmanship to caiTy it out

;

and certainly in that respect Mr. Lang ha^

done full justice to the original idea. The
following is a description of this most inge-

nious invention, which will be better under-

stood by a reference to the engraving:—The
barrels are united to the stock by a strong

hinge, which is set at liberty by moving the

lever (a, tig. 1), a quarter turn to the right,

as shcwTi in fig. 2. This turn releases a bet
which connects the barrels firmly to the

stock when ready for firing, as shown iu

fig. L After turning the lever, the b.-urela

may be raised from the stock, as shown iu

fig. 2, and ai-o then ready for loading, for

wliich purpose a cartridge is used, contain-

ing within itself all the requisites for the

gun's discharge. These cartridges, which will

be presently described, are carried loosely in

the pocket of the shooting-coat, or in a pro-

perly-made belt, and supersede the necessity

for powder-flask, shot-pouch, cap-holder,

waddin?, &c., <fec. In loading, the shooter

turns the lever, the barrels then raise them-

selves by their own weight, and he places

into each the cartridge, turns back the lever,

and the gun is ready lor use, the whole

operation being only an affair of a few

seconds. On reloading, it is necessary to

draw out the discharged cartridge before

inserting a (resli one; but the time required

for this is scarcely more than that consumed

in removing the exploded cap before putting

on the fresh one in an ordinary gim. In

Mr. Lang's gun, the old breech- chamber is

entirely done away with, and the barrels

merely drop down against the flat surface

of the false-breech, just as in the revolving

pistol. They are bored larger at the breech-

end to admit the cartridge, the calibre of

which should exactly correspond with that

of the rest of the barrel, and thus form with

it a contimions tube ; the barrel, therefore,

has a shoulder at the part where the cart-

ridge ends. The cartridge itself is com-

posed of a thick brown paper-cylinder two
Inches long, and varying in bore accordinjl

to that of the guu; oue end is opca W •
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receive the chari:e, which is the same as

in Uie ordinary gun, the other is closed by a

brass capsule, which overlaps the paper

nearly a <iuaitcr of an inch, forming a

Strong joint. In the middle of the inner

euriace of this capsule, is a small brass

chamber, firmly supported in its place, and
containing the small cap which lires the

char^je. A brass pin eiglit-tenths ot an inch

in length, and about a line in diameter,

passes through the capsule ajid one side of

the small chamber, and receives tlie c;ip on
Its point in the same way as the ordinary

ni;)ple. The other end of the pin projects

beyond the cartridge about one-fourth of an
Incli, and lies in a notch between the barrel

and the false - breech, beyond which it

stands up to receive the blow of the striker.

All this will be more readily understood by
a reference to the engraving (tigs. 3 and 4).

The cartridge-case is sold with the cap, all

ready for receiving the powder and shot;

and this is the best plan of using it, because
then dry powder may alwaj'S be obtained,

and thty are as easj- to charge as an ordi-

uarj- gun. Their price is a penny a-piece,

containing a cap; and this additional cost

Js the only drawback to the use of the
breech-loader with which I am acquainted.

The advauiagesof this gun are manifest, and
to all those who value rapid and safe loading

as highly jis it deserves, I should strongly

recommend a trial of it, since it appears to

ine to supply a great desideratum, and if as

good in practice as it appears to me to be
tlieoretically perfect, its invention will be
almost as great an era in gun-maicing as

that of the detonator itself. Time, how-
ever, and time alone, must decide its

merits.

G2. Weight aih) Lexgth of Gnxs.—The
usual weight of a double-barrelled gun is

now from 5J to 7J lbs. The former may be safe,

but is scarcely to be recommended, especially

If not made by a perfect artist The smaller
the bore the lighter the gim may be, and
consequently the sportsman must make up
his mind, if he wants a light gun to suit his

powers of carrj-ing it, to be content with a
small bore and diminished charge of shot
A bore less than eighteen is scarcely useful

for killing game, since it will not put a
sufficient number of shots into a moderate
circle to ensure the certainty of killing.

With a fourteen or sixteen-gauge, the bar-
rels should be from thirty to thirty-two
Inches in length. Smgle-barrelled guns
should weigh from five to seven pounds, for

general use, and the barrel should be from
thirty-four to thirty-six inches in length.

For covert-shooting, a difference should be
made of about four inches. It should be
rf.ncmbered, however, that it will not
atv ajs answer to cut tliis length oil a

thirty-six inch barrel, as the forward relief

is thereby removed, and the barrel is left

a perfect cylinder throughout.
C3. The K-vnge ofguns varies so much, that

it is scarcely possible to give any definite
idea, flu^her than to assign the average
of the certain killing power of a tliirty-

inch barrel of a fourteen gauge, and seven
pounds weight, at about forty yards. Be-
yond this many birds are killed, but the
best shot will occasionally, and, indeed
often miss, because the shot beyond mis
distance sprea J so much as to leaA e-vacaut
spaces as large as the object aimed at. A
heavier gun, with an extraorilinary charge,
will often kill with great certainty at ten
yards greater distance; but the above is

certainly the full average, in my opinion.
I am not now speaking of picked, but aver-
age guns, by first-rate makers.

Sect. 2.—Choice of a Gxrs.

64. TniAL OF the Guy.—The maker havm?
received liis orders, will produce one or
more guns for inspection and trial, and the
following is the mode in wluch that trial

should be effected. Every gun, if made to
order, should be carefully examined before
it is engraved, as in that state the sUghtest
flaw may be detected; but now-a-days
gunmakers have, generally, no difficulty in
fitting their customers with ready-made
f:uns, and then the whole dependence must
be placed on the character of the maker, as
far as safety is concerned. It is very easy
for the experienced eye to detect, in a mo-
ment, whether or not a gun has been highly
finished, but few have had that amount of

experience wliich will be serviceable to
them here. The worst guns are now filed

smoothly enough, and even in them no eya
can detect the bumps and lumps which
Colonel Hawker speaks of as distinguishing
the bad from the good barreL It is not in

this point that the inferior gun is deficient,

lor all of these being worked by machinery,
the surface is easily made true ; but it is in

the quahty of the metal, and its forging,

that the chief difference Ues, as well as

in the superior filing of the London bar-

rels, and the deUcacy and accuracy of the
locks, and other fittings, which are very
important to safety, and also to correct

shooting. To try the gun, it is only ne-

cessary to fire it at some mark which yrill

show the rtsult, such as a quire of thick

brown paper, or any similar material; or

at an iron-plate, covered with whitewash
after each shot, and wliich shows tho

strength of the shooting, as well as its close-

ness and regularity At forty yards, an
ordinary' fowling-piece ought to deUver its

shot regularly over a thirty-inch circle,

leaving no space of the size of a partridge
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without a shot in it. If a choice is to be

made between certain guns, and that choice

depends upon their relative driving powers,

It is very easy to test them, by trying the

number of sheets of paper into whicli each

%vill drive a given quantity of shot ; but due

regard should alwaj'S be had to the regu-

larity of the delivery in a given number of

discharges. Some guns vary mucli in that

point, sometimes scattering their shot much
more than at others.

Sect. 3.

—

Cleaning the Gtjn.

65. The Cleaning of Guns should be con-

ducted as follows :—Get a bucliet half-full of

cold water, then place the barrels upright

In the water, and insert the cleaning-rod

armed with a piece of sponge, or cloth, or

tow. Work this well up and down. Then
change the barrels to a jug, or other vessel

of clean hot water, and remove the lead

attached to the barrels by the wu-e-brush.

Kow take them out of the water, and wipe
all clean inside and out ; then pass an oiled

rag, not tow, down the inside, and rub over

tlie outside with the same. All the iron-

work should be slightly rubbed over with
fine salail oil.

Sect. 4 Accessoeies to the Gitn.

66. Gun-Cases and their contents All
the additamenta should be contained in
every gun-case, which is made either of
wood or leather ; the latter being, I think,
the most convenient on account of its gi-eater

portability. The appurtenances to the gun
are comprehended under three heads 1st,

the shooting materials, including powder-
flask, shot-belt or pouch, cap- holder, and
wadding-punch, with wadding; 2nd, the
cleaning materials, including cleaning-rod,
complete with tow, cloth, linen, oil, &c.

;

nipple-wrench and turn-screw; 3rd, spare
articles, a spare ramrod, nippers, a ^Macin-
tosh cover, si)are powder, shot, and caps,
with patent wadding when used; also,
Eley's cartridges.

67. The Copper-Cap is now universally
employed for general purposes, but for punt-
gnns, where nmoh wet is often experienced
a different mode of ignition is employed;
this we sliall explain under the head of wild-
lowl shooting. In purcliasing caps, be
careful that they are of the kind called anti-
corrosive. Eley's wat',r|)roof caps are made
with a layer of India-rubber, and answer
the purpose well ; indeed, I believe they
may supersede the necessity for the side-
primer in punt-guns.

6S. The I'owder-Flask and SnoT-roucn
are too simple and too well known to need
description. The improved tlask, made with
the sloping charger, is much quicker in
'ondlag, aud also much more safe; and the

careful shooter will attend to this point, as
upon it his safety will, in a great measure,
depend. The common sorts are liable to
explosion from various causes.

69. Gunpowder should always be perfectly

dry, and is generally in that condition when
uncorked from the canister; if, however, it

is allowed to get damp in the flask, or after

the caniiter is opened, the only safe way to
dry it, is to get some plates which have been
heated in an oven, or before the Are, and pour
the powder backwards and forwards from
one to the other; as soon as the two plates

are cooled, fresh ones must be supplied; but
the object is generally soon attained with a
moderate quantity of powder. A safer plan,

recommended to me by Mr. Lang, is to
place the flask, full of powder, in a basin of
boiling-water, which will raise the strength,

as proved by the epreuvette, a couple of
degrees. The drying should be effected at

a distance from any fire. Messrs. Pigou,
Laurence, and Curtis, have the reputation
of producing the best powder for sport-
ing purposes; but it is very easy to try
the strength by a little instrument called

the epreuvette, which is like a small pistol,

without a barrel, and having its breech-
chamber closed bj' a flat plate, kept in its

position by a spring, and fixed on a centre.

On exploding the powder, the plate is driven
back, according to the strength of the
powder, and is retmned, in its extreme state

of propulsion, by a ratchet-wheel. Hence it

marks, with great accuracy, the force of the
explosion, and is an useful and ingenious
little instrument. Powder, generallj' called

Xo. 2, which is not over-fine, is the cleanest
and the best, being fine enough to enter the
nipple, without being so fine as to foul the
gun. The coarser grain cannot enter the
tube of the nipple, so as to ensure certain
firing. For hea^'y charges, such as are used
in punt-guns, coarse powder is much more
desirable. Gunpow^der is invariably com-
posed of nitre , sulphur, and chiurcoal ; but
the proportions and mode of manufacture
vary in some degree. The nitre should be
very pure, and especially free from common
salt, which, by attracting moistm-e from
the atmosphere, prevents the pr iper ignition
of the powder. The sulphur ought also to
be purified, and the charcoal should be care-
fully prepared from alder, dogwood, or
willow. These woods are charred in iron
cylinders, and the charcoal is aftenvards
gromid. and. like the two first ingredients,
it is passed through a proper sieve. Tho
three are then mixed, and spread upon the
grinding-stones, which are calcareous, to

prevent the risk of isrnition by flint; th&
composition is moistened so as to make a
dry cake ; and, after some time, it is sent to

the coruing-house, where it is first pressed
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Into a hard mass, and then broken up into

lumps, which are again reduced into various

sized grains, by rotation, on a disk of hard
wood, in a sieve of parchment, perforated

with holes varying according to the size of

grain desired. The corned powder is then
hardened, and polished by being made to

revolve rapidly in a cylinder ; after this

the operation is completed by drying, which
is eflected by steam.

70. Shot.—The different kinds and sizes

of shot are as follows, according to the list

issued by Messrs. "Walker and Parker, who
are generally considered the first makers of

the day :—

]\IouLD Shot.
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powder into the barrel, the strikers or cocks

Bhould be let dowii on the nipples. Alter

using the powder-llask, and returning it to

the pocket, drive do^^^^ each barrel, with

the ramrod, a single piece of wadding.

Give this two or three smart taps when
home, by which the powder is driven well

up into the ni|iple; then pour in the charge

of shot, drive downi another wad, return

tlie ramrod, and take up the gun to put

on the caps. These maj' be either carried

loosely in the pocket, or in a charger,

•which latter has the advantage that it can

be well used with the glove on, whilst the

caps are too small for the fingers covered

•with leather. Before putting the cap on,

examine it the powder makes its appearance

at the nipple ; and if not, give the gun two
or three smart blows with the hand- Xo
gun can be considered certain of discharging

without this precaution, unless in very per-

fect order. After this, place the caps on,

and push them well dowii with the thumb,
not witli the cock or striker. The gun is

now ready for use. As guns vary much in

their shooting, it Is well to try various

charges of powder and shot ^vith the one
vliich you are about to use, and to select

the proportion of each which seems to suit

your piece the best; but this is better left

entirely to the gunmaker. The old shot-
belt is now superseded by the shot-pouch,
which perlornis its part wonderfully well,

being everything which can be wanted, and
safe In every way.
The following rules should be carefully

remembered and followett in order to
prevent accidents during loading:—
Rule 1 —.Vlways uncock the loaded barrel

ofyour gun alter discharging the other. The
loaded one should be left at half-cock, and
the other with t lie striker do^-n on the nipple.

Rule 2—In loading the la.st-dlscharged

barrel, always keep the loaded one ftirthest

from the hand.
Rule 3.—Never put the caps on before

lo-ndliig—the ock may slip, even with the
best lock. Moreover, the powder is pre-
vented from reaching the end of the nlpjilo

Rule 4.—.Vrtcr the caps are on and puslud
home, never li avo the cock down on them,
an In thin pos'llon a blow on the cock, or
even on the butt, may occislon an explosion.
Rule 5 —Never point the gun, or allow It

to be pointed nt, or passed by, citht r your-
wU or any living object, except the game
you are In pursuit of This rule Is ctiK-clally

m-ceniwry during cocking and uncocking,
when the cork in vcr>' apt to slip from Ujc
huul of a cold or awkward jhtsoil

Bect. 8.—Trice of Gin.i

T4. Tlio price ot the ordlnarj" porcusslon-
(im varlu more thau that of must articles—

>

ranging from £2 to 50 guineas for a double-

barrelled gun, without its complement of

powder-flask, <fea The first is out of the
question with the sportsman, and the guns
soid at that price must be made to sell,

rather than for use. Nevertheless, thou-
sands are sent abroad every year, and are

used where accidental explosions are of
little consequence—that is to say, where life

and limb are estimated at a lower rate than
a few pounds will balance. The first London
makers charge high for their >vork, but they
also paj' high wages for first-rate workmen,
and turn out nothing but safe and good
articles. With thLse makers, from 50 to 60

guineas is the ordinary price for a highly-
finished double-baiTelled gun, complete in

case, with all its appurtenances. This, cer-

tainly, seems a large sum, considering that

in Birmingham a gun, which the tyro would
scarcely know from the London make, is to

be had, in case comt)lcte, for from £10 to

£30. But, while a first-class London gun
may be obtained for less than £40, cash, it

seems absurd to give 50 per cent more;
and certainly it will be admitted that, for

all the essentials desu'ed by the crack-shot,

Mr. Lang's gun may lay claim to as high a
standai'd as those of any of his rivals. His
prices are as under :

—

For a best double-rifle, com- > ,„

pleteincase ... I
^3 guineas.

For a best double-gun, in > „

case, complete . . . J
''^ "

For a best double-gun, to i

load at the breech . . j
"

If with patent safety-guard, 2 guineas
extra. Single-barrelled guns rather more
than half the above prices.

The description of the Riflo and Duck-
gun will be found under the chapters on
Deer-stalking and Wild-fowl Shooting.

Sec. 7.—Shooting Dkess.

75. The Dress of the Shooter mil vary
according to the season and the kind of
sport which he is engaged in ; I shall, there-
fore, leave its consideration to each par-
ticular department

Sect. 8.—Management of the Ovrs.

76. Before attein]>ting to use the loaded
gun, the shooter, whether j^oung or old,

should always make himself thoroughly
master of it Many of the accidents which
so constantly occur, arise solely from a
neglect of this precaution ; but if the sports-
man Is cariy drilled with the notion that ho
has a dangerous yet useful weapon In his
hand, ho wUl seldom forget the Importance
of the precept One or two points should bo
diligently impressed, the most important
one bilng— never to point the gun at anij
time, by design or otherwise, at anything
but t/u marl! intended to be shot at. It is
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astonishing how often this is m-glecleiL

Giiu3 are often pointed in play at teiiuiles

with a desire to frighten them, or at dogs,

cows, or other ohjects. in mere wantonness;

or, again, whilst earo'ins the gun, its muzzle
Is held so as to point to everj- part of tho

visible horizon. ^Vll this Is unsportsman-
lilie, unsafe, and worse than useless. There
can be but three directions at which the gun
should ever be pointed :—firstly, wlillc held

with the trigger-guard on the fore-arm, the

point should be directed tv the earth; se-

condly, on the shouliler, the point should be

directed to the heavens ; and thirdly, to the

m.irk, whereverthat maybe. Withthiaprovi-
80 liept steadily in view, even the gun at full

cock is perfectly safe, except from bursting.

Sect. 9.—Learning to Shoot.

77. Let the embrj'o- shooter commence by
practising, for an hour at least, with a cop-

per-cap only, and no powder; this will ac-

custom his nerves to the explosion, trilling

as it is, and will also teach the use of the
trigger. It may be best carried out as fol-

lows :—Provide gun-caps, &c., in a good-
sized room at ni;,'ht; then get a tallow-

candle, and place it at about two j-ards' dis-

tance, on an ordinary table. liaise the gun
to tho shoulder, take deliberate aim, and
pull the trigger. II' the aim is good, and the
bore of the gun about 16, at that distance

the candle ^vill be put out, or its flame will

be seen to be affected. Persevere in this

practice, and trj' how often the above feat

can be accomplished, and as it becomes
more and more easy, bring the gun up more
and more quickly. In doing this trick, the
gun may be held with the leit hand tolerably

forward; but in after-shooting, the nearer
the fingers are brought to the trigger-guard,

the greater the amount of salety ; though
even with this precaution they are not posi-

tively safe, as I can speak from paim"ui ex-
perience. When the mastery has been so far

gained, that the candle can be extinguished
wiih tolerable certainty at two yards, and
the gmi feels piettj' handy, the next lesson
may be taken with powder, out of doors.

It is better to do this a few times, than to

proceed at once to the use of the full charge
Nothing spoils the ner%'e of a young shooter
like the gi^ing him a kicking gun with a full

charge at first.

78. Tbe Cocking and Uncocking should
be diligently practised with the gun un-
loaded, as it is of vast importance as regards
safety to obtain full command over the lock-
but in the above candle-snuffing lesson, the
pupil has accustomed liimself to cock and
uncock the gun ; and the only difference be-
twf en the firing with the cap alone, and
^ith powder also. Is the increased noise and
smoke accompan^-ing the latt^c

70. Shooting SirTiNG ^Ulcr this lesson,

put in a moderate charge of shot, say one
ounce, and try your aim at any object,

such as the stump of a tree, or a particu-

lar stone or brick in a wall, or any such
mark, which will not readily telltales if you
miss. Do not at first care nmch about
hitting, but fire away until your nerv-es be-

come quite steady ; then try to hit a card or

a sheet of paper, avoiding doors, which only
lead to accidents, as the pupil is sure to pull

the trigger after aiming at a door, even if it

has been opened, and a man, woman, or

child has made his or her appearance at it.

When the card can be readily hit, proceed

to take aim at any small birds, <fcc., which
may be seen, or come witliin shot ; and
when all these still objects can be mastered,

the first part ofyour education may be said

to have been satisfactorily accomplished.

In taking aim, it is better to keep both eyes

open, 1 hough many first-rate shots always
close the left ej"e.

80. Suooting Flying.—This is the grand
object of the shooter's ambition, and one
which the detonator enables him to accom-
I)lish with great certainty, if his nerves are

good, and he has only ordinary quickness and
tact, improved by practice. The best way
of learning to shoot flying is, to begin by

tossing up a pemiy-piecc, and then shooting

at it while it is falling. Nothing is more
easy than to hit this wliile at its highest

point, since it is then almost stationary;

but the object should be to liit the penny
while descending. A small turnip, also, or

an apple, aflord verj' good lessons. Then

j

begin by shooting at any small birds which
may cross your path on the wing, in which
they will alTord good practice as to the ne-

cessity for shooting well in fi'ont of every

flying shot which crosses the gun. Tlie de-

tonator has made this less necessary than
it used to be with the old flint, but it must
still be done, or the bag will return homo
empty. According to the spaed of flight, must
be the advance of your aim; but, on an
average, one foot is not too much for most
birds, and is scarcely enough for the snipe

when making a shoot ; still, if that allow-

ance is made as a rule, it will soon be varied

a little by the experienced shot, and scarcely

any need be made with the c<;ntral-flring

plan used in the needle-gun, or in that

already described as the brcech-loatling

gun of ilr. Lang. Next get some spar-

rows, or other small birds, and going to

an open field, let them fly one at a time,

shooting at them, when at about twenty

yards off, with dust-shot If these birds

arc so scarce as not to be easily obtained

in any number, the Letter plan Is to be-

gin by putting a collar of paper round the

necks '^f tho first, by which their flight i»
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impeded. As these birds alwaj-s go straight

from you, the gun should be aimed -well at

them, a little over their backs, and not be-

fore them, as in cross-shots. After this, the

next lesson may be at any small birds which

happen to come in your way, such as black-

birds, or thrushes, or sparrows, chaffinches,

(fee. These afford very good marks, and -will

do everj'thing but get rid of the nervousness

which the sudden rise of partridges or grouse

always occasions at first

81. Hedge-Popping, as this small-bird

shooting is called, is very good practice, and

slKJuld be diligently followed by the young
shooter. Its successful prosecution gives

great confidence, and it ensures quickness,

and a knowledge of the range or distance at

which your game must be killed. There is a

sport which is often indulged in extensively

by crack shots, which, however, only re-

quires knack and quickness—I allude to

82. riGEON TKAP-.SiiooxrNG.—'fhe pigeon

Is placed in a box at twenty-one j'ards dis-

ta:ice from the shooter, who, either by him-
Belfor deputy, pulls the lid open, and releases

tlic bird. A condition is, that the gun shall

be held below the elbow at the time of pull-

ing the string, and the bird must drop within

IDO yards, to be counted as a dead bird.

This sport was formerly very fashionable in

the neighbourhood of London ; and a cele-

brated locality—the Red House, at Batter-

sea—has witnessed many well-contested

matches. The house, however, is now no
more, and the sport is going out of repute.

It has little to recommend it, except that

any one who could command a fewshillings

might indulge in it, and it has long been
found that It Is a bad introduction to grouse
or partridge-shooting. The i)igcon is always
taken before It gets to its full speed ; and
good pigeon-shots find that the habit they
Lave actjulred, of killing their birds the mo-
ment they are out of the trnp, is verj' pre-

judicial to good shooting on the moor or
Btubbles, thiiUL'h miiiiy good jiigeon-shots

are also good shots In the flelcL Sparrows
are also slmt from the trap In the same way,
and are even more readily killed.

83. Swallow Siiootinq Is another sport
which many Imlulge In, with a view to im-
prove their liands for future shooting at

game. It dilTers, however, so much from
most other klnd.t, that It Is of little use. The
swallow-shooter gcnorally selects the mo-
ment when the bird Is balancing herself, In

her hawking for llles. when she is in fact al-

most stationary. If the shooter can kill his

Bwollow when at fiill swing, and making her
Shoots, he is porliaps verj- likely to connnand
u snipe or woodcock, cspoclidly the former,
•whoso q>ieer gyrations are sonuthliig llKo

those of the swallow when avoiding tlio

gun. Uui dwolluw-shootcra seldom attempt

this, and content themselves with killing at

the most favourable time. It is, on the

whole, a sport not to be recommended, being

useless as an improvement to the shooter,

and destructive to a veiy harmless and, in-

deed, useful bird.

84. Rook-Shooting is ofvery little use as

an introduction to other species of shoot-

ing, because it is generally practised with a
small pea-rifle, or with an air-gun. Jfo one
dreams of shooting these birds sitting, with
shot, because they present such easy marks,
as to make it butchery rather than sport.

The pea-rifle is only a small rifle, carrying

a very small bullet, and therefore ada])ted

for the size of these birds, and the distance

at which they are generally killed. It is

generall}- now made on the breech-loading

plan, either of Mr. Lang, or that of the
ordinary needle-gun. This last principle is

very simple, being merely a cock which
plays against a breech, withdrawn by a
lever. The cock is armed with a long needle,

which perforates the breech, and discharges

a cap placed at the bottom of a cartridge.

It is so arranged that, after cocking the gun,

the breech can be unscrewed and with-

drawn, and then tlie cartridge is inserted,

and the gun is fit for use.

85. Lakk Shooting may generally be ob-

tained, as there are few localities where
there are not many unpreser^'ed farms,

over which the j'oung shooter may roam in

pursuit of these birds. It is a capital intro-

duction to lai-ger game, and is deserving of

the attention even ofmore advanced sports-

men than those for whose benefit I am now
advising its prosecution. The shooter will

find these birds in great numbers on vetches

or seed-clover, or lucern, or, in fact, any
green-crop which has atVorded a cover for

their nests. Here the young have been
reared, and towards August they remain
there in great numbers. By walking ovi-r

these fields, enough shooting may be ob-

tained to gratify any j'ouiig sportsman, and
by the end of August he may have attained

great excellence in the art The only draw-
back to improvement for the purpose of

partridge-shooting is, that the larks seldom
cross the shooter as partridges and grouse

do, but go straight away from him, or rise

into the air. In the latter case, they are

always out of shot before they begin to

hover and sing, or they would tempt their

late sadly, as they would then aft'ord an ex-
tremely easy mark. The shooter must aim
well over the backs of the hirks, as they
always rise more or less. With these

instructions, the shooter may proceed to the

Indulgence of his passion, cither by grouse
or partridge-shooting, or wild-fowl or co-

vtrt-shooting; a description of each of wliidi
w 111 be found under the proper heading.
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shooting is not so expensive; bat cventhia

sport will entail an expentliture to eacli gun

of from £oO to £150 per annum—tliat is, if

preserving is carried on to any extent.

Wild partridge- shooting, of course, may
oiten be had at the cost only of a little

gratitude, but seldom sutRciently good to

remunerate the shooter for his trouble,

excepting in the first week or ten days of

September. Snipe-shooting, it is true, may
often be met with, at Uttle expense, but it

has not the same charms for me which

partridge or grouse-shooting presents. The

dogs cannot range in the same bold and

dashing manner, for the body of the bird is

too small to give out scent enough to be felt

at any distance by the pointer; hence, it

requires an old, steady, and somewhat pot-

tering dog for this sport The first requisites

for shooting are the birds themselves, and

they would naturally first occupy our atten-

tion- but as the two principal varieties of

open-shooting are only very shglitly diflfe-

rent from one another, I shaU first describe

the general prmciples in which the two

agree, and then proceed to describe tha

pecuUar characteristics of each. Oiien-

shooting, then, is the pursuit of grouse,

partridges, or snipe, by means of the pomter

or setter, aided by the gun, and by markers,

to enable the shooter to follow up bis birds.

SECT. 1.—1>IFFEKEXT MODES OF FiXDIXG

Game.

86 —In shooting, as carried on in this

country, the game is found by the sports-

roan in three different modes—first, on the

open moors, stubbles, and marshes, by

means of the powers of the pointer or

Better; secondlv, in coverts, by the aid of

epauiels and beaters ; and, thirdly, in stalk-

In-- deer on the hills, or wild-fowl m the

loch^ by the eye of man, aided by the tele-

Bcope. The present subject comprises the

mode of teaching the dog to find game

on the open moors, stubbles, and in the

marshes. It is one which interests the

lover of nature and of sport m as nigh

a degree as any which is followed in this

land of sports. It is true.that it is unattended

with danger, except from the bursting of

the gun, or firom unpardonable carelessness,

and it cannot compete in this respect with

the ti<-er or elephant-hunts of India or

Africa; but it displays the instincts of the

dog, and man's power over him, in a w-ay

to which no other sport can approacli. "\\ ho

that has seen a bnice of dogs doing their

work in gallant style, and setting and back-

ing with that beautiful and excited atti-

tude, which even Landseer would fail m
luUy conveying to the canvas, can refuse

his meed of praise and admiration to the

eflorts of their breaker? Here is no unneces-

garj- cruelty ; the poor animal souu'ht (or is

not pursued till utteriy miable to raise a

gallop, but, unaware of its impending fate.

It is killed dead (or it ought to be), and at

once put out of its misery. For myself,

fond though I am of coursmg and bunting,

I

yet neither can, in my opinion, compare m
beauty with grouse or partridge-shooting,

especially the former. The season is so

exhilarating, the country so wild, the au- so

fresh and healthful, and the constant ex-

citement kent up by the working of the

dogs is so pleasing, as to combine in making

the sport to me the most captivating in the

world. Hunting is, no doubt, like the fine

burst of a full orchestra, though often with

a long and dreary green curtain to com-

mence, which even sometimes remains

down all dav. Coursing may be compared

to a series oV pretty little airs, interrupted

by constant dull and heavy intervals, during

which there is no amusement whatever

;

but shooting is one long and deliuhtiul

•ong,only interrupted by the mid-day lunch.

The drawback to this sport Is its enormous

expense. No one can enjoy good grouse-

shooting under £200 or £2M per gun per

•nnum, and this sum is generally far within

the expeuse of the best moors. Tartridge-

SECT. 2.— CHAEACTEEISnCS OP GEOUNB
BIKD3.

87. Tlie gun has been already described;

and the markers are only specimens of the

genus homo. In this chapter, therefore, I

shall give a general description of the game

pursued in open-shooting, and of the dogs

bv which they are found. A great vanety

of birds are confined to the ground, and are

found only, or chiefly, in the open, as, for

instance, larks, quail, landrail, plover, &c.;

and in some of their more prominent lea-

tures they resemble one another. Both grouse

and partridges are ground-birds—that is,

they do not perch on trees, but habitually

frequent the gi-ound, and, until driven there,

do not enter woods or covert They both

lie or squat when alarmed by the approach

of' the sportsman or his dog; and, unless

very wild they allow the shooter to get

within range before they rise, and they

both often run before the dog, especially the

grouse. Both give out two kinds of scent^

the body-scent, which is waaed by tho

wind to some considerable disUiice, and

the foot or ground-scent which they leave

behind them, attached to the surface of Uio

BoiL Both keep together in broods nuul

the pairmg-Ume-the nest of partndgea

being caUed a covey, and that of grouse a
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pack. Both are short-winged birds, and

yet tiy with astonisliing velocity for a sliurt

distance, aflfording a fair mark for the

sportsman, and trying his skilL Each, as

well as the snipe, will be more minutely

described under the chapter devoted to an
account of their separate pursuits—(See

Grouse, Partridge, and Snipe shooting.)

Sect. 3.—Dogs used in OPEN-SnooTrsG.

88. In order to enable the sportsman to

find his birds in the open, it is necessary

that he shall avail himself of the powers of

the dog, in some shape or other. Without
his assistance, in the early part of the sea-

son, he would walk over many miles of

ground before he would put up a covey or

pack, because they then he so close as to

ciude his observation ; and towards the end
of the season he would be unable to circum-

vent them, because he would not know, by
his o\vn miaided powers, to what point to

direct his attention and cunning, tiU too late

to profit by theiu. At tirst, the spaniel was
taught to hunt the buds within a given

distance of his master, and showed his

proximity to his game by working his tail

and giving tongue. This last sign being
inconvenient, in consequence of its alainn-

ing the birds, mute spamels were emploj-ed,

and also a hu-ge smooth dog, the
pointer, resembling the spaniel in delicacy

of uose and mode of working. These dogs
were taught to work with great caution, and
were at last broken so carefully, that when
they cauglitthe body-scent, instead of rush-
ing in and putting u|) the birds, they were
BO excited, yet so alhud of incurring their

master's displeasure, that they became stif-

fened from fear, yet still anxiously desiring

to rusti upon their prey. This has been
cultivated and improved ; till at last we
possess in the pointer and setter the tliree

csseutiuls which conil)ine to make the most
extraordinary specimen of subserviency to

man's jiurposes wliicli any domestic animal
ntlordd. There is still the hunting power of
the spaniel, lt« delicacy of nose, its power of
standing work, and Its lashing of the tail;

but the tongue Is mute, and the stop from
fear has been developed and naturalized
into a dead halt, which is really a true c;Ua-
Icptic Cunditlon, and which Is olten shown,
without the slightest fear of man, in the
young puppy i)olutlng in the fowl-yard. The
two varieties used, are the |)oliiter, which Is

smooth, and the setter, a rough ilog, more
nearly resembling tlio spiuilel. The pointer,

again, is either the old Spanish or the
modern English pointer ; and the setter Is

either the Irish, Uusslan, or Englislu All
these scvcrai varieties are given and fully

diMcnUiU i\\ the chapter treating ol the
Dttiurui tusiory of the dog, m which they

form the most prominent feature of the
first division, comprehending " those dogs
which find his game for man, leaving him
to kill it." They all have the same family
characteristics; all beat their ground in a
regular and systematic way, when well
broken; all ought to stand and back; and
their education ought to be the same,
whatever may be the variety ot breed, or i

game, to find which they may be devoted.
^

Sect. 4.

—

Beeaking of Poixteks and
Setters.

89. In the present chapter, theii, I shall

take up the consideration of the "setting--

dog, "as applied to the finding of game in the
open, and shall examine into the best mode
of fitting him for the task which he has to

perform—this task is, the finding of ground-
game in the open without springing it, and
the showing that find by the dead stop or

point Now, it will be manifest, that to

perform this task well, there is required,

1st, extraordinary acuteness of scent, for

without this a dog cannot find his birds in

the dry hot days of August and September;
2udly, great powers of endurance, in order

to enable the dog to beat over a surticient

extent of ground; 3rdly, steadiness of point,

so that the sportsman may have time to

come up and get within range before the

birds are sprung; and, 4thly, implicit obedi-

ence—active as well as passive, so that tlie

dogshall not only abstain from doing wrong,
but shall also do whatever his master orders

him. I shall now proceed to consider the

best means of teaching the dog all those
several points which depend upon educa-
tion, supposing, of course, that he has, by
natural good breeding, those which are in-

herent in the animal himself—viz., the two
first good qualities enumerated. Many
sportsmen may think it t;reat drudgery to

break their own dogs ; and to some people
no doubt it is so, antl, in I'act, by many it is

an art wholly unattainable. It requires

great patience, coupled with firmness and
consistency, and also an amount of tact and
love for tile animal, which every one d«>e3

not possess. But those who have these

qualities, I should strongly recommend* to

exert themselves in breaking their own
dogs ; for thi>re can be no doubt that doi,*

will never work for otiiers as they do for

those who have e.lucated them. Either,

tlierel'orc, your own keeper should break
and work your dogs; or if you hunt them
yourself, you should also break them. To
nio, it is the ntost interesting p;u-t connected
with shooting ; but as all do not think aUke,
I oiler this advice to those who prefer eiv-

trustingjhe breaking department to their
keeijcra.
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90. Breaking Dn'iDtD into Three
Epochs.—Every dog's education should

consist of three distinct parts: First, the

preparatory; secondly, the intermediate; and
thirdly, the complete. The first should be

confined to the house, the road, and the

field, without game. The second should

not go beyond the finding ot game, without

killing it; whilst the third should extend

to finding, kilUng, and retrieving it, even
though the two last are not effected by
him.

Sect. 5.—Preparatory Breaking.

91. With regard to this first department,

many sportsmen think it wholly time

th own away, and that their dogs may be

suffered to run wild till the commencement
of breaking to game. Now, I am ready to

admit that there is some truth in this, for I

have seen more dogs spoiled by too early

breaking than too late. In this, however,
much depends upon the breed and temper
of the particular dog. If he is very high

couraged, and well bred, he can hardly be

too soon attacked ; but if shy, and not well

bred, it is better to leave his education alone

for a while. It is much easier to take the

eoura'_'e out of the very boldest animal, than
to put it into a timid one; but I am quite

Bure, that the first part of the education of

the pointer can hardly be too soon com-
menced, whatever difference of opinion may
exist as to the second. Young dogs must be
taken out to exercise, and must be taught
to follow; iheymust be prevented from kill-

ing poultry and cats, and from stealing

whatever is presented to their noses or ap-

petites. While at exercise, they should be

taught to come back instantly when called,

either by the word "Heel," or "Come to

heel," and should be compelled to remain
there till allowed to run on, when, by the

word being given, "Hold np," they may
again range forward, and should be made to

do so. Every order should be firmly carried

out, and care should be taken that its full

execution can be compelled, if it Is resisted.

Next, give lessons in Ijing down when or-

dered, and do not suffer the dog to leave his

position till " Hie on " is uttered. With the

right hand, and whip if necessary, force the

dog to the ground, ciying "Down," in a

sonorous voice all the time, and at the same
moment hold np the left hand, to enforce

obedience by sign. As soon as the dog is

perfect in dropping at the word " Down," or

at the hand being held up, begin to try the

plan at a yard or two's distance, and if he
does not at once drop, walk up to him and
make him; then leave him by degrees, and
make him He exactly where you left him,

for any indefinite time, rewarding h m by a
piece of meat for obedience, and punishing

him by a blow, or a pull of the car, if not
complying with your orders. Kext, take
him into liis feeding-place, and put down hia

usual food; then, when he approaches it,

crj' "Toho, Toho," In astern voice, and keep
him from touching his food, either by a
sharp tug ofa check-collar, which you may
use on him, or, if his courage is not loo high,

by the voice alone. If the puppy is under
good command in all other respects, he will

generally be easily stopped in going to his

food, and will eye it eagerly and wistfully,

but without attempting to take it. When-
ever the dog is taken into the fields, which
should only be allowed where there is no
game, he should be called back at every

fence, or stile, if he attempts to pass or

"break" it. If he does, he should be im-
mediately called back, with the rate " Ware-
fence," and made to understand that he is

never to leave the field in which his master
is. This is easily done by checking him the

vioment he passes the fence; not by waiting

till five minutes alterwards, as is often done,

and then scolding him for a fault the nature

of which he does not understand- If he
chases any thing, rate him with "Ware-
chase," and even chastise him, if this rate

is not enough. During the walk, the sports-

man should take out a pocket-pistol, and,

without noticing the dog, occasionally let it

off; but beware of letting it off designedly

to attract his notice ; this is a very bad plan,

and often occasions the very mischief it la

intended to obviate. If, however, the dis-

charse is made without reference to the

do^, he soon disregards it, and afterwards

will not be affected by a similar noise in

the field. Beyond this, I would never at-

tempt to educate the young pointer or .setter

till he is at 1 ast ten months old, if a dog, or

if a bitch, till nine months of age; but all

the above points should be repeated, day
after day, and ground into the young dog,

till he is as obedient as a machine. Two or

three lessons will often appear to do all that

is required ; but it will be found that they

are soon forgotten, if not kept up ; and that

after a month, all will have to be done over

a^ain. From the commencement of the first

part, therefore, till the time of beginning

the second, the dog should be taken out

nearly every day; and at least three times

a-week he should be drilled recularly in

these simple first principles, which are uso-

fiil, as inculcating habits of implicit obe-

dience, and also as the foundation of hia

future more complicated driUing.

Sect. &—Intermediate Edccatiow.

92. This should always commence at atime

when birds will lie well, wliicli U only at

the pairing-season, or in tlie end of AagusC
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or beguining of September. We have, in

tiie preparatory drill, arrived at a stage in

wliich the dog is taught to come back when
Cidled, to go on when ordered, to he down,
to stop from gratilying his appetite at the

word " Toho," to avoid breaidng fence,

and chasing cats, pigeons, <fcc. The seve-

ral words of command being, " Heel,"

"Holdup," or "llieou," "Down," "Toho,"
"Ware-fence," and "Ware-chase." Ail

this may be taught to any dog, whether
greyhound, pointer, spaniel, or house-dog

;

and there can be no excuse for neglecting

tliis part of the education; but in the fol-

lowing divisions, good or bad breed maiies

a>l the dilfcrL-nce in the amount of trouble

required, and in the degree of success which
may be obtained. Some dogs may be broken
in one day to a greater extent than others

can in a month; but, generally speaking,

in proportion to the courage will be the
dilTiculty of high breaking. Ahigh-couraged
dog will often begin to point as soon as he
goes into tlie fleld; but the difficulty is to

complete his drilhng, so as to break him
from chasing fur, or from running to his bird

when dropped to the gun.

93. TiUE TO BKGiK Brkaking.—The most
Important point in tlie intermediate educa-
tion, is to teach tlie young dog to range and
beat iiis gi'ound regulai-ly and systematically.
Tlie time for this is, witliout doubt, in my
opinion, the months of February and March,
wiien any amount of time may be spared

;

and with most dogs it is no Uttle which will
BulUce. Colonel Hutchinson, however, who
Is certainly by far the best authority extant,
contends tliat the pointer should never be
thus biokt.n, but that his education in rang-
ing and pointing should be deferred tiU his
birds can be killed to him. On this point
I must beg to d.ll'er from him, though I do
i»o Mio.st reluctantly, as the greatest part of
Lis Instructions are calculated to teach the
coiTcct mode of doing that which ho wishes
to Inculcate; but here, I am confident he is

wrong, and for the following weighty rea-
sons:—It must be rcmembend, that the
Colonel is wnthig for tho 8i)ortj8man's use,
and not for tho gamekeeper. Now, if it is

considered Hint the best part of the season
for gnmse-sliootlng and partridge-shooting
lii.sts respectively very little more than a
ii'.ontli, it will be seiu that a great part of
that month's shooting will be spoiled in
breaking your dogs. If the whole .spot t con-
sists in breaking dogs, then I can under-
stand the propriety of devoting and sacri-
llclng yi)ur beat shooting-days to tho opera-
tion ; but ns most men break hi order to
•hoot, und do not shoot In order to break. It

will bo readily conceded that, if iiossibid,
that lime hhould be avoided. Besides this,
U will at ouc« be admitted, that the ago of

four months is too young, and sixteen
months too old, to begin to break; and y(;t

that will, in nine cases out of ten, be liis age
in the September ofthe first and second years
of a pointer's existence. No one would dis-

pute the Colonel's reasoning, if his premises
were good; that is to say, ifit could be shown
that a dog cannot be well broken at pairing-

time ; but when it is notorious, and when 1

know, from my own experience in number-
less instances, that the thing may be done,
I cannot admit the truth and correctness of
the data upon which he reasons. I have
seen pointers go out, and stand, and back,
the first day they ever saw game, but they
were never made good dogs ; nor did I ever
see a dog, which finally was of a first-rate

class, made perfectly steady in one day, or
even in a week. Two grand points are
required—good finding, and good working-
powers. With good finding-powers, a well-
bred dog often becomes steady at the first

or second point; but if his powers of
endurance are good, his courage is gene-
rally so high, that at first he will be sure to

chase his game when his eye catches sight,

or to run to it when it falls. These eiTors

(for errors they are as regards the spoit,

though venial in the puppy), require time to

correct; and the act of coiTection generally
spoils your shooting, by frightening your
birds, and iiTitaiing your own nerves. ^ly
advice, therefore, is to do all which can be
done without the gun at the pairing-time,

and to carry on to a second stage the lessons
already begun. At this time, the dog should
be taught the following further lessons :—
First, to range; second, to point; third, to

back; fourth, to down charge: and the
whole of the lessons inculcated in the first

stage may be still further drilled into tlie

dog, especialli' as to breaking-fence and
chasing. In fact, his education may bo
thoroughly completed, and he may be
taught everytliing which will be required
in September, umess it is wished that he
should retrieve, which I believe to be in all

cases very injurious to the pointer and
setter—but of this hereafter. Let it, how-
ever, be remembered, that however steady
you may get a dog in the pairing-season,
and without the gun, yet in August or
September, when he sees tlie bn-ds tumbling
abouthisears; and, moreover, when, instead
of single birds before him, lie scents and
sees, perhaps, flllcen or a score, he will at
first be -maddened by excitement, and will
require a little correction. This is, however,
very different to entire breaking, and will
seldom take many hours, as the dog is only
to bo corrected, and not taught I havo
already remarked upon the difference be-
tween putting courage into a dog and takiii-j

It out; and the same may be said of the dii-
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fercnce between putting sense into liis head

and taking it out. When once 3-ou Iiave

nuide Uini understand what he ought to do,

lialf tlu3 battle is over, and you may correct

Lnu to any extent, without Tear of injury;

but beware of punislmient without liis

knowing why. I liave had more than one

dog which would, from excessive high

courage, occasionally chase hares, or even

birds, and would refuse to hunt till he had
come to me to receive a flogging; imme-
diately after which he would jump off, and
work and point better than ever. These
dogs did wrong knowingly, and I had no
Bcruple in using the wliip, and indeed

without it they were never worth a farthing.

Again, I have had others which would
never do wrong knowingly, but would, in

tlieir extreme anxiety to find, be constantly

making fiilse points. Here, the whip would
be worse than useless, and the only remedy
is the grave—that is to say, if it is a con-

flrmed failing. Well, then, having settled

this knotty point, at least to my own
satisfaction, I shall proceed to pouit out

how the young pointer maj' be broken at

pairing-time, intending the word pointer to

apply to setters also.

94 The Raxge should be carefully taught,

and in teaching it the pointing instinct is

sure to be developed. Take out your young
pointer at first with a wide-ranging dog, not

too old, but perfectly under command.
" Hold up " both, and take no notice at first

•f the young dog till he clearly understands
what the sport is ; this will not always be
apparent to him till the other dog has found
a bird or two ; but when the young one sees

the other stand, he is sure to be attracted to

liim, and he goes up in a wondering and
curious manner, and begins, as it were,
saying to him, What in the Avorld do you
look so stiff for? The puppy then sniffs

about, and finally puts up the birds, upon
which he expresses great delight, and chases
tiiem a few yards, or, if of high courage, as

far as he can. I always like to see this ; if

well bred and healthy, there is no fear of his

pointingsteadily, andthe desire to chase is an
Indication of courage. After this, the young
dog begins to range on his own account,
and as soon as he will do so freely, I should
dispense with the services of the old dog,

ft»r various reasons, not the least of which
Is, that he will derive no benefit himself
from seeing the bad performances of his

young and raw companion. Then, taking
the young dog out by himself, begin at once
to make him range to hand; make him
work to the right by waving the hand in

that direction, and to the left by doing the
same to the left Work hira towards you,
by waving the hand to you ; and from jou,
by casting the liand under, as In bowling.

In doing tliis, if the dog does not readily
compl}' with your orders, proceed to him,
and, by your own example, induce him to
follow your instructions, leaving no stona
unturned to render him perfect in this all-

important lesson. High-couraged dogs will

readily take to their work, and will gallop

at a very great pace for manj' hours to-

gether; by all means encourage this, and
do not begin to rate them till they clearly

understand what you want; never mind
their flushing a few birds, this they are
almost sure to do; but their instinct tells

them that they have a more sure way of
getting game than by chasing it, and after

a few hours' work they begin to point.

During this lesson, the breaker should give

the dog every advantage of wind, and
should endeavour to hunt him exactly as ho
will herciil'ter do when using the gun,

going steadily upwind, and working always
in that direction, whether in the fields of

enclosed countries, or on the open mooi"s.

If in the stubbles or young wheats, this

cannot always be eftected ; then keep the

young dog at heel till you have reached the
leeward side, when he maybe "hied on,"

and turned to the right or lefl. By no
means should he be suffered to make his

o-wn selection ; and if he goes off without
orders, bring him back, and stait him off

in the contrary direction. When lie has
proceeded about from 60 to 100 yards, right

or left (wliich, in an enclosed country,

generally brings him to the hedge), whistle

to him, and when j'ou have caught his

attention, wave hiiu forward ; then, after he
has gained 30 or 40 yards iu the forward
direction, wave him towards you. He will,

in following your last order, cross immedi-
ately in front of you, because you have been
walking fonvards gently during his pro-

gress, and as he will gallop about four

times as fast as you walk, while you are

walking forty yjirds forward he will ha^8
reached the hedge, run up thirty yards, and
reached your front again ; that is, 65 yards

-i- 30 yards + C5 yards = 160 yards, or four

timea 40 yards. Ilepeat this operation in

the opposite direction, waving him on as he
passes iu front of you, till he reaches the

same distance to the right or left, then take

him forward, and wave him to you again.

In this way he will learn to beat the whole

ground, by taking a breadth at a time, and
will receive the scent of any birds which

may he within thirty or forty yards of his

line of beat. It is a very diflicult lesson to

teach, and requires great perseverance and

tact to carry out with strictness and full

success. Many days must be spent, and
the dog will be steady enough to his "point

"

b'jfore he will Iiave learnt it It should

always be taught single-handed, since the
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young dog is very apt to acquire the habit

of following an older one, and hunting -with

him, a trick which it is very difficult to

break hira of; and one which is unsightly

and worse than useless, li-ora exciting

Jealousy in the leader. Besides, most old

partridge-dogs get a trick of running up the

side of the hedge, and pottering there for

game, generally rabbits, which they are

very fond of making out. Xow, this is a

habit especially to be avoided, and yet it is

the one which young dogs soonest acQuire

from others. They are some time learning

It themselves ; but the presence of hedges

seems attractive to all dogs, and from the

first they should be carefully watched when
near them. The moment they dwell there,

without birds are before them, call them off

with the whistle, and send them forward,

or to the right or left Do not suppose that

the gun is required to develop the desire to

range; if a dog is well-bred, and of high

courage, aa soon as he gets the first puff of

the bodj'-scent, he is sufficiently excited by
it to induce him to hunt for many weeks
together without hearing a shot fired. If a
dog will not work with this stimulus in the

6!iring sufficiently to learn his trade, depend
upon it, when the hot days of August ar-

rive, and the ground is like iron, he will

soon leave his master in the lurch, and
refuse to work for him. I would not owa a
dog of this character, and I care not how he
may be broken ; but with a good and well-
bred dog, the plan I have advocated is, I am
sure, the correct one. When the range,
single-handed, is completely taught, it will

not yet do to commence working double;
but I shall omit all reference to this, as
nothing is so easy as to put two good single
dogs to work together, as far as range is

concerned. If they work to hand, which a
compliance with the abov^ lesson will
always enforce. Besides the usual quarter-
ing of the ground, there is anotlier kind of
range which must be taught, viz., that in
which the pointer is lifted to the end of
your beat, and made to work to you, as in a
field for partridges, or with grouse, at the
wigo of a beat, wlicn the wind is from that
algc. In such a case, the sportsman should
remain on the edge, and send his dog to
beat to him; but It is very difficult to teach.
It can only he done by degrees: but by
patience, most dogs may be taught The
dog must be sent on by the hand, then
stopped by the whistle, and made to turn
to the right or Ictl; then, when he has beat
a sufflcicntdi -stance, whistle, and catch his

<\>c beckon him to you, and niter he has
come forward, wave him to the opposite
side, and rei>cat the instrartlon till he ts

quite under command. It is verj' useful
towards the end of the season, as partridges

and grouse will often lie, with the dog
beyond them, when they would run, or get
up wild if he pointed on your side. Its full

perfection shows a very highly-broken dog.

95. Pointing, Setting, ok Standing .

These three appellations are given to the
stiff cataleptic condition which the pointer

or setter assumes when near his game. I
have already remai'ked, that it comes on
without teaching in the well-bred young
dog, though there can be no doubt that,

originally, it was an acquired habit, and
that in tlie present day it may be taught
even to the greyhound, or the lady's lap-

dog. It only requires a good nose, which
even the greyhound possesses in a greater

degree than he usually gets credit for, and
which I have succeeded in developing in

him, for curiosity's sake, to the full extent
of pointing. By working the young dog in

teaching him to range, in all probability

several birds will be sprung; at first the
dog stands astonished, then he runs cau-
tiously forward, working his stern, and
inhaling the foot-scent left on tlie ground

;

while doing this, the breaker should walk
up to him quietly, crying "Toho! toho!

toho!" in a prolonged and base voice, but
not in a scolding tone. It is now that the
breaker, if a bad one, produces a fault which
can only be acquired from bad brealdng—
this is " blinking." It proceeds from a want
of discernment in the breaker, who chastises

the young dog for not pointing, Avhereas he
should never do so until the point has
become confirmed. When once this takes

place, and the dog leaves his point to run
up birds, the whip may be used, but very
cautiously, unless the courage is very great
"Blinking" arises from a dog being dis-

gusted with liis business; and, as the

presence of birds is associated with the

whip, he naturally leaves them,from a dislike

to th.at unpleasant alternative. The whip
will never produce the true point, though it

will steady it when once produced, and
there is then less fear of disgusting the dog,

already too much excited to care about

it AVhen he gets to the dog. he should pat

and encourage him, still crj-ing "Toho,"
and letting him lie on the foot-scent for a
few seconds while thus patted; then, not

letting him dwell any longer, cry "Hold
up !" and proceed with the range. The next
time the pointer comes near birds, the

chances are tliat he scents them, and makes
a slight stop, as if astonished; he then
draws quickly forward, and puts up his

game, Avhich this time he generally chases.

If the breaker is near enough, he should

"Toho" the doer as soon as he feels his

game, which will tend to make him dwell

longer on the point, but not often to maka
1dm yet stiff and steady. Each successive.
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find makes him more and more stiff, and

ty repcatmg the "Toho!" and increasing

the encouragement in proportion to the

Increased length of stand, tlie dog becomes
Dourly improved, especially if he beats a

considerable quantity ol ground, and thereby

tires himself. If the dog, after tlie first five

or six finds, continues to chase the birds,

he should be brought back with the already-

taught rate, "Ware-chase;" but I have
always found that, at first, it is better to

avoid all rates if possible, lieward is the

first essential to success; and when the

system ofencouragement has produced the

zest, and it begins to lead to an overflow of

spirits, the repressing hand of man may be
exercised, but always with due caution.

WTienever it is necessary to use the whip,

let each stroke be followed by a caution in

reference to the particular offence. Thus,

If for chasing, "AVare-chase" must be

repeated again and again, followed each

time by the stroke of the whip, which bites

In the words used. There is one most
Important particular to be invariably ob-

Bcr^-ed in using any correction—never let

the dog leave you till he has made friends

with you; do not hit, and let him escape

without forgiveness, but keep hold of his

collar (which every pointer and setter

should wear), until you have done the

scolding part; then gradually alter your
tone, and appear to forgive him, by chang-

ing your manner; finsilly, pat him, cry

"Good dog, then," and let him start afresh.

Some breeds will scarcely bear the whip at

all, whilst others are no use without it ; and
this latter condition is especially seen in the

setter and the pointer crossed with the fox-

hound. This cross is very valuable, when
well kept in hand, but he is a most imruly
dog by nature; he can hardly be over-

pnnished. and never owns a master, till he
has exercised his authority by using the
•whip. When the point is once steadily

made, so as to allow the breaker to walk
up to liis dog before the birds are sprung, he
should pat and encourage the dog for some
minutes, if possible, using the "Toho" in a
low, cautious, yet pleased tone. This at

aice gratifies the dog, yet teaches him to

exercise his caution; and the breaker should
take care to crouch aU the time, as if anxious
to avoid springing the birds. All these little

points are soou caught b3' the dog, who is a
very higlily imitative animal. Now, still

patting the animal, crouchingly walk for-

vranls, leaving him standing, and put up
the birds; upon which lie will attempt to

come up, and perhapa chase, but he must
now be made to drop, by crying "Down,"
raising the baud at the same time, to en-
force obedience. Keep him down for a few
minutes, then pat him, and encourage him,

and "Hold up," as before. This lesson must
be repeated till the dog Is perfectly steady
at his point refuses to chase, and is "Down"
the moment the birds are sprung. If the
point is a false one—that is, if the birds are
gone, cry out to the dog, "Gone away, gone
away;" and make him understand that it

is so, by kicking the grass or stubble, which
shows him that they are really gone. Soma
dogs are very diflicult to convince, espe-

cially if bred in-and-in, by which their

cataleptic tendency is developed, and their

reasoning powers made subservient to it

It is unnecessarj- to enter upon the mode of

teaching dogs, other than true-bred pointers

or setters, to point It is a tiresome task,

and requires some degree of cruelty, by
means of the check-collar and whip. As I

said before, any dog may be taught but few
"nill be serviceable in the field ; and, as tha
true breed are so easilj' obtained, it is quite

unsportsmanlike to attempt the use of any
other.

96. BACKnro.—The young dog has now
been brought to perfection,as far as he can be,

for single-handed work, -without the gun.

The next lesson must be devoted to the
instruction necessary for teaching him to

"back," and to beat his ground, in con-
junction with his fellow. It must be re-

membered, that all this time the breaker
has been cultivating the dog's love of appro-
bation, which in this breed is peculiarly

strong; he must now take care that it is

not carried so far as to produce jealousy;

this feeling is the bane of the shooter, and
should be put down when manifest ti et

armis. Most young dogs will try to get

nearer to the birds than the one which first

found them, and in doing so, will generally

put them up. For this, they should be
brought back to a place a full yard behind
the first finder, and then made to stand, and
well rated in a scolding voice by " Toho ;**

and, after a repetition of the offence, by
even a smart blow or two, according to the

courage of the dog, and the nature and de-

gree of the offence. When put to hunt
together, dogs almost always watch one
another, and the moment one finds and
stands, the other catches sight of him, and
at first is sure to run on and put up the

game ; or, if steady single-handed, and he
has an equally good nose, he also points

either a httle before or behind the first

finder. Some very high-bred dogs, the

first time they see another point are ren-

dered stiff, as if by sympathy, and "back *•

at once ; but generally it requires the fol-

lowing process to be gone through:—As
soon as the auxiliary, which should be a
very steady dog, has pointed, and the young
dog has caught sight the breaker should

call out his name, and add to it the word
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"Tolio," repeating it in a scolding and

cautioning tone, tlius, "Bacclius! toho!

tolio ! toho I " Tliis use of the ilog's name
should not be carried into the shooting-

field, but in breaking is very important.

Dogs are very sly, and ready to make any

excuse to themselves lor not obeying their

orders; butif tiieir names are actually used,

they dare not disobey—at all events they

feel sure of the cousequences if they do.

On hearing this order, and knowing that it

means them to stop, they do so ; but know-
ing also that game is afoot, by the attitude

of the other dog, they become, to a certain

extent, stiiTencd into a semi-cataleptic con-

dition, which is called "backing;" any dog
may be made to " back," whether he has a

nose or not; but none can be rendered

semi-cataleptic except the true breed. It is

the same in "pointing; " here, as I before

remarked, any dog with a good nose may
be taught to point his game, if stopping, and
abstaining from flushing it, can be so

called; but the only "point" and "back"
which can be depended uijon, is the one in

which this cataleptic, or semi-cataleptic,

condition of the nervous system is deve-
loped. It is exactly similar to the effect in

the human being, produced by the mesmer-
ist He can raise the arm of his subject,

and, by a few passes, render it as stiff and
rigid as the pointer's tail; and this is only
the result ot the counteracting powers of

excitement and repression exerted at the
same time. Just so the pointer is excited

and repressed at the same moment, until,

being of a highly nervous temperament, he
is reduced to the rigid condition which is

desired. M'herevcr the second dog is, how-
ever, far from the pointing dog, he should at
once stop and "back," and the breaker's
whole care should bo bestowed upon him.
The other, as I before remarked, being
steady, will demand no attention ; but tlie

young dog should be anxiously watched,
and stopi>ed the moment he catches sight
of the " point" When he has stopped, and
Is steadily " backing," walk up to him, and
praise him, saying, "Good dog—toho! Good
dog—toho." Tlicn, if the birds rise, make
him drop, by "Down I good dog." In an
encouraKing yet firm voice. Walk a little

way towards the other dog, still keeiiing
both down; and If the young dog offers to
•tir, rate! him scvcr.'ly; alter a minute or
two, "llio on" both. 15u very particular
that your auxiliary dog docs not run jealous,
and that he " backs" steadily, in case the
youn^t dog nnds. 'lliU is very important,
for many old dogs rclusc to " back" a young
one, till they liavo once or twice satisftcd
themiu-lvcs that their "point" is correct
But Huch jealous and crafty dogs arc not tit to
help to break other* to "back;" siJica their

declining to "back" the young dog, en-

courages him to return the compliment, anfl

they mutually Increase each other's jea-

lousy. If the birds lie veiy steadily to the

old dog's " point," first encourage the young
dog, then leave him, and walk up to the
old one, and put up the birds, making both
drop on their own ground. This lesson is

rather difficult, as the " backing" dog natu-
rally rmis up to his master, and if he will

not stop and drop to the hand, and "down," ,

a cord and stalie must be fastened to a
spike-collar, which he must wear, and the >

stake driven into the ground, before leaving

him, or an assistant must go up and put up
the birds; but I prefer doing everything
without any looker-on, as the dog has then
his attention wholly directed to your own
movements. Some very high-couraged dogs
are very difficult to make "back;" and,

indeed, I have known many highly-bred

ones in which the cataleptic condition was
never fully developed. They were made to

stop, but not to "back;" that is to say,

they were not influenced by an3' condition

but fear. I once had a very extraordinary

young pointer, the fastest and best-nosed

single-handed dog I ever saw, which took
many months to teach this accomplishment
He was "steady before," when I bought
him, at twelve months of age, at the end of

t;ie pairing-season. I h.ad him with me all I

tlie summer, and got him under beautiful

command on the road. He was a very small

and delicate-looking dog, but the most
untiring animal I ever had; no day was
too hot or too long for him, aud, with
anything like a scent, he would beat any
dog I ever saw. When I began, about the

eighteenth of August, he was steady enougli

singly, but the moment I put him down
with another dog, he would neither " point"

nor " back," his whole attention being de-

voted to the taking tlie other dog's point

I thought I would tire him down, and 1

worked him for one whole week by myself
or sen'ant, for at least six or eight hours

a-day, going as fast as a foxhound in view,

or nearly so. But at the cnci of that time hfi

was as fresh as ever; and, thouLih he haiX

settled down to a steady point himself, ho
would never abstain from running up and
taking his fellow's. Very fortunately, he
staked himself in chasing a hare, by which
he lost a good deal of blood, and lamed
himself, and in this state J began the sea-

son ; and on three legs, weakened from loss

of blood, he was glad to obey my voice, and
stopped, though ho never "backed." By
tlio end of the partridge-season he was
steady enough in all points but "Dowa
charge," as he trould go to his bird if he
saw it drop, and no punishment stopped
him. This fault lasted even to his eiglith
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year, tliougli constantlj' shot over by a very

good man, after I sold him. This dog, how-
ever, next pairing-time, was as bad as ever

behind anotlier dog, and never could be

depended on, in this respect, till his tliird

season. Even then his "back" was an apo-

logy for the real thing; and while his "point"

was pertection in beauty and rigidity, the
** back " was totally the reverse. He was
crossed with the greyhound ; which cross,

[ believe, is far superior to the fox-hound.

Tor the purpose ofgiving courage and speed;

and though increasing the pointer's ten-

leucy to chase hares, is not here worse than

tlio fox-hound. I have known one very

perfect specimen in the first cross, which
was almost as fast as the greyhound which
jot her, and yet " pointed" and " backed"

iS steadily as I ever saw; but this bitch,

when put to a thorough-bred, old-fashioned

pointer, threw a lot of puppies which never

:ould be thoroughly broken, and resembled

the greyhound much more than the mother
lid. Such i5 the uncertainty of cross-

bre8ding.

Sect. 7.

—

Mechaotcal Eemedies fob
Faults.

94. These are, first, the puzzle-peg; and,

secondly, the check-collar. The foriuer is

unduly neglected, in ray opinion, by CoL
Hutchinson, as it really is a very useful

means of correcting a very troublesome

fault. I confess that, on this point, I think

the Colonel is wrong, as I do not beUeve
that his mode of teaching the pointer to

raise his head will answer in the field.

Btill, I am open to the con\iction of experi-

ince ; but I never found that any thing

taught in the closet, as it were, is useful in

the field, except when it is connected with
the fear of punishment. However j'ou may
lave inculcated the raising of the head at

the word of command, which he uses, vi^,

'"Up;" yet, when there is the temptation

ifforded by the foot-scent, the dog, if natu-

rally inchned to hunt foot, will lower his

aose, and dwell on the scent. It is the

l)reed which is in fault, and notlung but

»mpuIsion will remedy it; besides, when a

log is 100 yards off, how can the word " up"
pe heard ? A whistle here is hardly to be
conveyed to him ; and yet it is under a
|iedge at this distance that the dog gene-

rally foots his bird, and dwells on it to the

extent usually called "pottering." The
puzzle-peg is merely a piece of wood, about

h foot in length, pointed at one end, and
Battened towards the other; an ordinary

(eather collar is nailed to the tlat end, and
about four inches from this a leather strap,

ar piece of cord, is nailed to the two sides,

PTing
just sufficient space for the dog's

rer jaw to be inserted, with the strap

lying between the canine teeth and tUo
molai'a.

ruZZLE-PEGk .

Ey the constant use of this puzzle-peg,

which does not interfere with the dog's
ranging, and only prevents his lapping water
in shallow ponds or rivers, which will not
allow him to bury the "puzzle-peg" in
them, the dog loses, by habit, the tendency
to stoop, and I have known a natural
"potterer" become converted into a fine,

handsome, and bold ranger; the chances,
however, are much against this fortunate
result, and I would never speculate upon it

;

it is the worst defect, next to refusing to
range altogether, which is absolutely in-

curable. The CHECK-coKD is intended to

apply to those dogs which range too wide,
or refuse to "back," or to "point," even,
when very troublesome to brealv. It is

merely a line of various degrees of size and
length, according to the strength and
courage of the dog ; it may be generally of
the length of 20 yards, and of good stout

cord, well twisted, yet not too hea\-y- The
object is not always to tire the dog, but to

gain absolute command over his motions,

in bringing him back to you, or in stopping

him from chasing. Of course, the longer

and heavier the cord, the more It tires the
dog : but some animals are so delicate, that

they refuse to range with it, and yet are

diflicult to stop ; altogether, however, it is

an exceedingly useful mode of bringing dogs
under command ; but it Is not so necessary

for the pointer as for the spaniel, or evca
the setter, which is a bolder, hardier, aud
more headstroug dog than the pointer.
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StCT. 8.—Uetkieving.

01. I have not said one word of this part

of the education of tlie pointer, because I

nin strongly of opinion that the true sports-

man should always have a separate dog for

tliis purpose. Wlietlier in partridge or

prouse-shooling, the same kind of nose, and

etyle of liunting, will rarely serve the pur-

pose of finding hve and dead or wounded

birds. For partridge and grouse-shooting,

I am quite sure that far more game will be

killed, if the pointers are never sulTcred to

toucli a feather, than if used as retrievers

as well as m their ordinary capacities. The

Lest dog for this purpose is, I think, a little

rough terrier, expressly broken to retrieve,

and kept for this alone, lie has a wonder-

ful nose, is perfectly under conunand, mucli

more so than the spaniel, and will retrieve

any game, from the snipe to the plieasant

Such dogs I have seen do wonders, and

folUiw the shooters all day, " backing " the

pointers In the most steady manner, and
tnaking nofass when called upon to retrieve,

so that they will often fetch a wounded
LIrd, If permitted, from the middle of a

•Gittcrcd covey, without Hushing one

;

whereas, the pointer must cither be taken
from his point, or the other birds must be

put up and shot at before the wounded bird

U retrieved. They should be taught to be
completely under connnand, and the point-

ers should be made to be perfectly free from
JcalouHv, which they soon become ichen the

retrxever is siiuiU, but refuse witli an ordi-

n«o'»'zcd one. I shall give the mode of
education of these little useful dogs here,

•luce It will complete the lessons necessary
for oi>rn-»hooting. O I course, the same in-

itnirtlon will apply to the pointer, when ho
Li re<)uire<l to retrieve; but 1 am cjuite con-
fident that the extra keep of this little

retrieve r will tw well bestowed, and he will

Ds douMy Udifiil in coverl-slmotiiig. All

retriever* rIiouUI be taught early; begin at

twoor three months old, by teaching ihiin

Id lay liold of any soft substance, and drag
It irom yiiu; this dcvtloi)es llio instinct

vhkli they have, of appropriating to tlair
miiAlur's u»o whatever he wishes: the
•tick, the kIovc, or the ball, have no allure-

nu-nl for the puppy natunilii- ; but you nuist
give him the re.Ht lor It, by playing with iiim.

All youngdogrt have an Irritable month while
to thing, and at this time lliey like to have
any mn tubttance drawn from tlielr teeth.
lly taking advanUgo of this ixTlod, they
nijvy l>c made to o|)proprlato to tlunisclves
llio kIovo or the ntlck held to them; then,
when liny become lond of It, throw it a yard
or two. and. If lUcly to become retrie>ers,
Uiey •oon run to It, lay hold of It, and bring
U to )»)u. for the purpose of having n second
4uil third cdltlou oi UiQ tautn kind uf pluj'.

After giving them only a few of these

lessons daily, and not nauseating them, they

are, as they grow older, accustomed to fetch

anything wliich is thrown, and often may
be made to pick up whatever they are told

to lift, by the words " Fetch it," pointing to

the particular article. In tlirowing th«

glove for them to fetcli, occasionally throw
it into high grass, or in the garden, into

caiTots or potatoes, then cry " Seek, seek,"
'

and encourage the dog to look lor it, by
appearing to look for it yourself. After six >

months of age, the puppy may be taught to

find and bring young rabbits, purposely i

concealed in gi-ass, &c. ; but should never i

be allowed to hunt rats, since they, by their i

bite, raise the terrier's ire, and cause him
to retaliate, and consequently to become
hard-mouthed with his game. When the

retriever has learnt to find and bring young
rabbits without injuiy, and is under very
good command, he may safely be taken out
with pointers, but at first should be led

by a servant, and only suffered to go loose

when a bird is killed, lie will then at onco
proceed to find it, and bring it to you;
during all which time the pointers must be
still " down," let the search be ever so long

and distant. After a short time, when the

retriever has been thoroughly accustomed
to the work he has to do, he may be allowed
to go at large, keeping him always at tlia

heel of the shooter, and only suflfering him
to retrieve at the words " Seek seek," if the '

birds are wounded, or " Fetch it," if dead.

The retriever should alwaj's be made to

bring the game to the actual foot, or even
the hand, of the shooter, and not lay it

down at a distance, as he may choose some-
times to leave it on the wrong side ol a
fence or river. In teaching these dogs to

talie water, it is only necessary to begin In

tlie sununcr, and to avoid throwing thorn

in. They will always, at that season, readily

enter the water, and fetch anything tloating

out of it 2«otliing Is so easy as to teach a
retriever to do his work, but the dilficulty

is to keep him at heel till ordered oflf; but

by firnmess, and a Utile system of reward*
and punishments, this may always bo

efl'ected. I shall go more at length into the

system of teaching retrievers under the

head of Water-fowl Ketrievcrs, but tl'.e

lessons I have hero described arc quite

sufilcient for land-retrieving; some lur-

ther mention, however, will be made iJ

this retriever, under the heads of Groi:s<'

and Partridge Shooting, where the aciiKi

working of the pointer, setter, and lo-

trlevcr, will bo more fully gone into.

Hitherto, I have dcscribetl the prcpar.i

tion only of the gun and the dog lor tlib

port ; In the next chapter, I shall truat o

the sport itscli^
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Sect. L— VABiETres axd Habits of

Grouse.

95. VAEiETrEs OF GROUSE.—Tn the con-

sideration of this fascinating sport, I shall

first treat of the varieties and habits of

grouse; next, of the dress and general

accoutrements of the shooter; then of the

varieties, selection, and management of

the dog for finding them ; and, lastly,

of the address required in the sportsman.

The sub-family usuallj' called grouse, or,

In the language of the naturalist, Tetrao-

nince, is composed, as far as the British

Isles are concerned, of four species,—1st, the

Tdrao Urogallus, Capercaillie, or Cock
OF THE Wood ; 2nd, Tetrao Tetrix, Black-
Game; 3rd, Lagopus Scoticus, or Eed
Grouse ; and 4th, Lagopus Albus, the

l^ABAIIGAN.
96. All these are now to be found in Great

Britain, except the Capercaillie, wiiich

has become so rare as to be only seen where
It can scarcely be called wild ; for though
tlie attempt was made, in 1S37, by ^Ir.

Buxton, to reintroduce this splendid bird

on the estate of the Marquis of Breadalbane,
yet it has signally failed ; and I am afraid

the capercaillie must be now considered as

one of the extinct varieties of animals
formerly found in Great Britain, though
almost every year eggs are imported into

flifterent parts of the North, and hatched
trader the grey-hen. They can scarcely,

therefore, be included with propriety in our
present subject It was once common in

Ireland and Scotland, and is now often

hnported into Leadenhall market, from
Sweden, in the dead state, and during the

oold weather. The male is nearly as large

as the turkey, but the female is much less

than the hen of that bird. The " play " of
the capercaillie is very remarkable ; it is

confined to the males, who indulge In it in

order to astonish and excite the hens, just

as the turkey-cock does in our farm-yards.
but more resembling that bird, when his ire

Is aroused by a scarlet cloak. The nest is

made on the ground, and the number of

eggs is about 8 to 12.

9J. The Black-Cock and Gret-Hen are

spread over England, Ireland, and Scotland,
being, however, confined to wild and se-

cluded forests. In England, it is found in

the New Forest, and on the Quantock Hills,

hi Somersetshire, as well as in some parts
of Dartmoor. Besides these localities, it is

thinly scattered in Surrey, Staffordshire,

and Dorsetshire, with some few birds on
the northern moors of Yorkshire, Cumber-
land, and Northumberland- The male bird

l3 vcT)- handsome, and weighs often nearly

lour pounds. The whole body is black, with
a beautiful glossy blue over the neck and
back; the wing-coverts are brownish, with
the greater coverts white, forming a white
spot on the shoulder, when the wing is

closed ; the tail is black, and much forked ; |

the legs and thighs are covered with mottled
feathers; toes are toothed; the eye has a
red spot above, and a white one below it.

The grey-hen is only half the weight of the
cock; she is barred with dusky-red and
black above, and dusk}'- red and white
below; the tail is slightly forked ; the nest
is made on the ground, with an average of
eight eggs, which are of a yellowish-white
ground, marked with blotches of reddish
specks. The young birds keep together till

the spring, when a battle takes place among
the cocks, for that supremacy in war, which
leads to the same degree of success in love.

This arises from their polygamous habit, by
which the hens are seized upon by one
cock, the boldest in the hatch, whilst the
remainder, being defeated in the battle,

remain in a state of compulsory celibacy.

At the beginning of the season, black-game
are ver}' tame, and easily shot. They may
then generally be found in rushy places,

where they feed upon the rush seeds, and lie

very close in this cover. On the mooi"s, they
feed also on cranberries and whortleberries,

as well as on other seeds; in default of

these, and when driven by hunger to the

enclosures, picking up wheat, oats, or bar-

ley. As the season advances, they are com-
pelled to have recourse to this farmer's

food ; but they then become very wild, and
diflacult to get near; it is only by "stalk-

ing" them, or lying in wait for them when
they come to feed, that many shots can bo

obtained. In Scotland, as the harvest is

often late, they attack the com m the

sheaves, and, by hiding in one of tho

"stooks," or bundles of sheaves, you may
generally depend upon getting a shot : but
this is tiresome wui'k, and not wortliy to be

called grouse-shooting. In whiter, they
feed upon the tops of the juniper, birch, and
alder, and may generally be found in the

woods which are composed of these trees;

they then afford much less sport than in

the autumn, and your success will depend
much upon the nature of the ground where
they are found. If near high mountains,

they are sure to leave the woods or moors
the moment you approach, and it is then

impossible to get at them, except by very

careful "stalking." If. however, they are

found in a tolerably level country, vvith a
series of small coverts, there is a reasonable

chance of getting a good day's sport In

the early part ot the season, when on the
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open moors, they Mill be found either in the

nishy places above alluded to, or in the

brushwood, near the oat-fields, and they lie

so close, that, -nith a steady dog, you maj'

put up each bird singly. Great care and
quiet must be observed in hunting your
dogs, and your gun must be a good hard-

shooting one, as the black-cock takes off a

veiy heavy charge. No. 3 is the best size

for this bird, except in the early part of the

season, when Xo. 6 may suffice.

98. The Eed-Gkodse, or Grouse, as they
are generally called par excellence, is the

shooter's delight, and affords more sport

than all the other birds of Great Britain put

together. It is exclusively a British bird,

never being found elsewhere. In weight,

it is not much over 1 lb., though sometimes
coming up to IJlb. Its peculiar mottled
bro\ra colour is so well known as to require

no description. Ked-gi-ouse pair like the par-

tridge, and lay about ten or twelve eggs on
the ground. Both of the old birds contribute

to the cares of their 3'oung tamilj-, but after

the young are able to shift for themselves,
the cock does not keep so much with them
as the hen. Grouse ai'C found only on the
moors, never being 'met Avitli far from the
heather, which composes the principal part
of their daily food. They also form a strong
attachment to the particular spot in which
they were hatched, especiallj' if slightly

undulating, as it generally is. On the level

plains, at the foot of the hills, they will

seldom long remain, even tliougli hatched
there, but make for the upper grounds as

soon as disturbed ; but if found on the side

of a hill, they will often drop just over the
brow, or fly around its base, alighting out

ofview of the shooter. In the middle oi" the

day, grouse lie very close under the side of

a large rock, or some other secluded spot

;

but in the winter season, the hours wliich

divide their two feeding times are very few.

In sultry weather they lie very close, and
not having stiiTcd perhaps for hours, the

dogs will pass over them, or within a yard
or two, without winding them. In long
rains they collect under the side of a ravine,

or beneath a rock or strong heather, and at

this time good sport can scarcely be ex-
pected. It is tlien utterly useless to attempt

to get near them, as they rise on the wing
far out of shot In boisterous winds, also,

they are always wild, even in the first part of

the season. It is at these times that all the

urtifices of the sportsman arc required, and
he should take advantage of evcrj' inequality

of the ground, walking up the beds of rivu-

lets, at the bottom of ravines, <fec., and
avoiding bright colours in his dress. Grouse
vary veiy much in colour and size in dif-

ferent localities. In Ai'gyleshire, thej' arc

larger aud brighter in colom* tlian elsC'

where, except in the western part of the
Highlands, wliere they are still redder and
larger. In Perthshire, on the contrary, they
are very small and dai'k. This arises from
the fact, that on the west coast there is so

much wet, as to addle the eggs and reduce
the numbers, and, consequently, to allow
those that remain to grow to a good size.

This will generally be the result of a bad
hatching season, because, wherever food is

scarce from over-stocking, the animals
feeding on it will diminish in size; and the
reverse takes place in diminished numbers;
but this is not the cause of the alteration of

colour, which is rather to be attributed to

the change wliicli occurs in the covert or
heath frequented by them. It is a wonderful
provision of nature, that all ground-birds,

as well as other animals, soon assimilate in

colour to the soil whicli they frequent. The
ptarmigan and ermine, in winter, become
white as the snow itselfi as do the white
hare, aud numerous other animals. The
grouse, consequently, when bred in heath
of a bright colour, partakes of the same rich

bright red ; whereas, when thej' are found
on bare moors or on stubbles, as in York-
shire and the Lowlands of Scotland, they
are of a much lighter brown, scarcely richer

than the skylark in colom*. Towards the

end ofwinter, grouse feed more freeli-^ in the

evening than in the morning, since the

interval which they "Hill have to pass with-
out food is much longer, in consequence of

the increased length of night. At tliis time,

the afternoon-shooting is by far the best, as
grouse, unlike partridges, are best ap-
proached when on the feed. Grouse feed

almost entirely on the tops of the heather,

rarely taking any other food, except a few
grass-seeds. They do not lie so close toge-

ther at night as the partridge, but collect

within a short distance of one another—not
in one solid mass, like that bird. These
peculiarities should be known and appre-
ciated by the gi-ouse-shooter, as upon his

knowledge of them depends his success in

finding and bringing them to bag.

99. Ptarmigan are chiefly found in the
most inaccessible mountains, such as Ben
Lomond, and the other Bens. They afford

no sport, being tame and dull of wing; they
are, thei'efore, seldom sought after by the
sportsman, unless he fails in procuring good
sport with wilder and more wary birds.

Like the red-grouse in their habits of breed-
ing and pairing, and in packing also, tliey

differ in being dull and stupid. Their legs

and feet are ftathered down to the claws,

and in size they come very nearly up to the
red variety. In summer, tlie colour of these

bu'ds is of a mottled-grey, not nearly so red
as tlie red-grouse, but barred and m.arked in

the same way ; iu winter this becomes of a
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pure wliite, with an occasional spot of grcj'

rcmalniutr; but the more northerly the

habitat, the whiter the plumage. Tlie nest

ts cxacUy like that of the red-grouse ; and

fn general air and manner, when undis-

turbed, this bird resembles its more prized

congener. There is one remarkable point of

difference between these birds, which again

contrasts in a singular way with their

varied habits—this is, that, though the ptar-

migan is a heavy and dull bird, as compared

•with the red-urouse, yet it can never be

tamed, while the red-grouse is exceedingly

easily domesticated. The ptarmigan feeds

on rock-plants and berries. Its plumage

dianges in October, and the feathers not

only become white, but thicker than before

;

by which provision of nature it is rendered

capable of resisting the most severe colds.

Indeed, Scotland does not seem sufficiently

north for this bu:d, whicii prefers the inhos-

pitable shores of Sweden and Norway.

There it abounds, and is trapped or shot lor

the natives, as well as for the London
market The flavour of a good fleshy bird

is very agreeable, though strongly impreg-

nated with the plants upon which it feeds.

Bect. 2. DEZS3 AXD General Accoutke-
MEKTS.

100. Dress.—For the purpose of grouse-

shooting, with any prospect of a successful

Issue, the dress of the shooter is of great

Importance. None of the game birds in

tliis comitry are so wary and so difficult to

approach as the grouse ; and an old cock-

bird will often defy the elTorts of half-a-

flozen sportsmen for many successive

weeks, finally escaping, to be the father of

a future generation of clever ones. The

colour of the clothes, therefore, must be

attended to : but the most essential point is

their suitability lor preserving the health of

the sportsman. In almost all cases, grouse

frequent bleak and exposed moors, wliich

are always cool, even in August, during

•windy and wet weather. Jlists and storms

are constantly to be guarded against, and for

these various reasons, the material of the

shooter's dress, throughout, should be of

woollen; the more hardy may perhaps

venture to put on a Unen jacket in the very

bright and sunshiny days which often usher

In the shooting-season; but those who are

subject to rheumatism, or colds, or, in fact,

all those who are not very hardy and

healthful, should carefully adopt the pre-

caution of adhering to wool. It may be

•woven into tliin fabrics ; but, however

light, it is still a very different material, in

Its capacity of resisting wet and cold, from

linen or cotton. Flannel, also, should be

wo-.Ti next the skin, as a precaution against

the dull so often felt when, on i-caching the

mountain-top, the skin, reeking with the per-

spiration poured out in its ascent, is suddenly

submitted to the searching powers of the

A\ind prevailing there. I should, therefore,

strongly advise flannel waistcoats and
drawers, however fine they may be, and,

above all, worsted stockings ; these last are

not only necessary, for the purpose of avoid-

ing a chill to the feet, but they also are by
far the best for walking purposes. Cotton

and thread, or even silk, are too hard for

the skin, and will blister most feet in a very

disagreeable manner. If the skin is very

irritable, so as to render the woollen im-

pleasant to the sensations, a pair of sillc

socks may be worn mider them; but the

soft pad of the woollen material is necessary,

to enable the shooter to wear the strong

heavy shoe which is required, without suf-

fering from it. For the feet, there is nothing

like the laced b,)ot, for those who are accus-

tomed to have their ankles confined ; but I

have sometimes known those who have

worn " Wellingtons " all their lives quite

unable to bear -svith impunity any other

form ; in that case, the "Wellington" must
be made stout in proportion, and the sole

studded with nails ; the heel, also, ought to

be low, and resemble the ordinary walking

shoe. All shootmg-boots should be water-

proof, as the dews or rains often compel

the sportsman to submit his feet to a worse

ordeal than a pail of water. In ordering

shooting-boots, it is never desirable to pro-

cure them from a maker accustomed to con-

sult appearances chiefly ; on the contrary, a

respectable cobbler is often the best man

;

but the leather is of m.ore importance than

any other point, and should be strong cow-

calf. It is a remarkable fact, that the skin

of the female calf is much more soft and
jielding, and j-et more durable and Avater-

proof, than that of the male. The cow-cah-

skin can only be recognised, when entu-e,

by the remnant of the teat, wliich is always

left in skinning, and which a good maker
will select with care, for his sporting cus-

tomers. Durabihty is not here a mere
matter of £ s. d., for no money can supply

the place of a pair of shoes to which the

feet are accustomed. Every one knows the

misery of walking in a new pair of boots,

even when the distance is not great; but

when many hours a-day must be devoted to

a pursuit Uke grouse-shooting, it is all-

important to provide against the discomfort

attending upon a sore heel, or a blistered

toe; let the shooter, therefore, some months

before the season, provide himself with

what will fit him, and let him wear thom a

little evcrj' day, till they have taken the

form of the feet; then let him put them
carefully away, after having them dressed

with a composition, made ol^—boiled linseed
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on, one pint ; bees' wax and resin, of each

four ounces, melted together, and stiiTed

till cold. It will ensure their future fit, if

the boots are wetted by walking into water,

before 1 hey are dressed ; and in hot summer
weather they may be suffered to dry on the

feet, taking care to keep moving during that

time, and to dry them thoroughly before

dressing thenu All sporting boots should

have large-headed nails in the sole and
heel, as, both in greasy fallows and on bare

rocks, the foot, without them, slips about in

a disagreeable and even dangerous manner.
If the feet are very tender, and Uable to

excoriate, the best way is to soak them at

night in strong hot alum and water, and in

the morning to rub a Uttle neats'-foot oil

over them, before putting on the stocking.

I have already said that the dress should be

woollen ; and any of the plain Scotch tweeds
will answer the purpose, using the same
material for trousers, waistcoat, and shoot-

ing-coat The heather-pattern is strongly

recommended, from its resemblance to the

general covert of the birds; but I believe

that any plain and sombre colour will do, if

neither too dark nor too light. Black and
•white alike strike the eye, by their contrast

with the surrounding objects; but black .nnd

white cJieck is as good a colour as any. The
coat should have a strong patch of leather

on each shoulder, for the gun to rest upon,
and should be provided with an outside

pocket on the left side, for the shot-pouch,
and a similar one on the right side, for the
powder-flask and wadding ; a small pocket
on each side, above these, will contain the
cap-holder on the right side, and the nipple-

wrench on the left You will not require
any game-pocket, because, at the grouse-
§ca8on, no game will bear the heat of the
body, wthout becoming speedily tainted.

101, The Guu should be of the kind
already described as suitable to every
variety of open-shooting, but should be a
hard hitter, and the shot used No. 6. If the
BREEcn-LOADiKO GuN, dcscribcd at para-
graph 61, succeeds as well as I expect, it

win be found even more serviceable for

open-shooting than for the battue. This will

be evident to those who have experienced
the annoyance of waiting to load, while a
scattered pack of gi'ouse. or covey of birds,

arc rising ono alter another, too fast to
allow of more than two or three shots at
them, and yet all within range. The other
AccE-isoniES arc for j'our own person,
tlie powder-flask, shot-pouch, cap-holder,
wa Idlnp, doR-wliistlc, nipple-wrench, with
pare nipples in It, knife, and dox-whip;
and for your "gillie," as be Is called in tiro

Korth, a game-bag, dog-couples, sparo
powder and shot caps, and wadding, Kiev's
cartridjica, gun-cover, and Mackintosh coat

Sect. 3. Vaeieties, Selection, asd
SIanagement of the Dog.

102. roiNTER V. Settee.—Having now
described the habits of the game to be found,

and having already prepared the dogs for

the task which they have to perfonn^
having also prescribed the best gun, and tha
most appropriate dress, I shall proceed to

the investigation of the best mode of com-
bining all these several elements, until they
assume the form in which the cook or tha
Flemish school of pamters especially de-

light, viz., Dead Game. I have already
given instructions in the general managr-
ment of the gun ; and it is to be supposed ;

that its possessor, before he ventures upon
the moors for the first time in his life, has
made himself as perfect as he can, by assas-

sinating all the cock-sparrows and larks

which he can come near. If the moor haa
been judiciously chosen and well-preserved,

it is fair to conclude that there are plenty of

grouse upon it; and the only thing necessary
is to find them, by means of the nose, saga-
city, and steadiness of your dogs. But now
comes the question which has been so often

discussed—are pointers or setters best for

this purpose? The arguments on both sides

would flU up many a page, if carried on in

the loose rambling way which sportsmen
so often indulge in; but it will be much
simplified bj'' ascertainingwhat we are going
to compare. A man goes to the moors, and
takes a lot of heavy lumbering pointers, yet

with good noses, and he complains that they
find him no game, and knock up in a couple
of hours—and it is perfectly true that they
do. The old Spanish pointer, or any dog
Avith much of his blood in his veins, has not
corn-age suflicient to carry him over tha i

wide extent of ground which must be beaten,
,

in order to find these birds in any numbers.
In partridge- shooting, the experienced eye >

will always, at each period of the day,

inform the sportsman where he ought to

look for his birds, and, therefore, although
his beat may include two thousand acres,

yet at no one time does he wish to go over
more than two or three hundred. The reason
of this is, that at certain hours partridges

arc on their teed ; at others, they are in tha

turnips, or the grass, or under the hedges

;

in dry days they are on the follows, and in

wet they are not in turnips, and so on. But
the grouse-shooter cnimot thus make his

selection, but must go steadily on, and hid

whole lot of grouse are spread, perhaps,
pretty regularly over the full extent of hi3

moor, as far as he knows, at all events. A
good-ranging dog, then, is asinequd non;
and a steady old pointer is, by himself, a '

useless animal. The consequence of all this •

is, that, since polntei-s include many hea\-y
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brutes in their ranks, tlie whole tribe must
bear the blame. Again, another man pro-

ceeds to his allotted gromid with a team of

setters, rivalling the whole world in beauty
and apparent power of doing what is re-

quired ; but they are as wild as ha^vks, and
tJiough occasionally setting and backing,

they flush ten times more game than they
find. These also, being setters, conti-ibute

to damage the reputation of their breed,

and their omier gets rid of them, in the
belief that "the pointer, after all, is the dog
for the moors." But, yet, there can bo no
doubt that the pointer may be obtained
capable of sustaining as much work, and of
ranging as -vridely and as fast, as the setter.

On the other hand, there can, also, be no
doubt that the setter can be met with fast,

and yet steady, and with a nose equal to any
e^lergency. Now, let us consider what is

tlie essential to good sport, without wliich
no great amount of game can be bagged.
The answer will be, steadiness and nose.

Which breed is the most generally .steady,

and which has the best nose? I should
unhesitatingly reply, the pointer. I hare
kno^vn some steady setters, and some with
most excellent noses; but for one steady
setter, I have known twenty steady pointei"s.

Then if this, which is the essential point, is

more readily gained in the pointer than the
Better, I should certainly select him, if it

Is possible to meet with him of sufficient

range and courage. Here, I think, is the
peal solution—is this possible ? My answer
Ib—certainly, it is possible, but not very
easy. I have kno^vn a vast number of
pointers, but I never saw half-a-dozen
which cooid compare, in these points, with

f scores of setters which I have seen ; but,
' at the same time, there ought to be no rea-

, son why they should not. Many suppose
' that the pointer's foot is too free from hair,

to stand the battering and friction of the
ground; and that his skin is too delicate

1 for the rough work he has to do. This,

however, is all a myth. The hair of the foot

l3 no protection to the pad ; and the coat of
the pointer is as rough as that of the fox-

' hound, which has to encounter, and which
Is quite regardless of, the briars and thorns
of the strong coverts in which he has to

find his game. Depend upon it, the pointer's

foot ought to stand his work as well as the
setter's, and will do so, if properly managed.
But there is one cogent reason why it does
not, and why the pointer is so often knocked
up. Every one knows that setters are more
(liflScult to break, and more uncertain, than
pointers, and consequently, before the 12th of
August, the keeper or servant is instructed
to give them plenty of work, to make them
tteady. But in doing this, he hardens the
foot, and impi.)ves the wmd, and, ^y •»

natural consequence, he enables them to go
through their work in a handsome manner,
without betraying fatigue. The poor pointer,
on the contrary, suffers irom his well-knovk-n
stanchness, and is allowed to remain In
his kennel till he is placed on the train, for
the purpose of reaching the scene of his
future labours ; and truly laborious they are
to the fat, unexercised, and thick-winded
animal ; and this not only affects the in-
dividual, but his descendants. Whereve?
hares are coursed they run well, because
those bred there must be the sons and
daughters of hares stout and fast enough to
save their Uves on former seasons : so it is

with all animals, if bred from bad-\vinde<l
or soft sires and dams, they wlU exhibit the
same peculiarities. But get a good, healthy
pointer-bitcli, keep her in health and con-
dition by constant exercise; put her to t»

simUarly-treated dog, and treat the offspring
in the same way, and you will have no
reason to complain of their want of range
or stoutness, unless the breed itself was
radically bad. If I wished to increase tho
ranging powers and courage of a breed of
pointers, I should certainly select a good
greyhound as the most likely to improve
these faculties ; and, having seen it answej
on two occasions in particular, I can con-
fidently recommend its adoption- No dogs
amalgamate better; but in choosing the
greyhound, care should be taken to selec»
one of a stout and courageous breed. Some
greyhounds are as defective in these re»-

spects as the old Spanish pointer; but a good
stout breed, with a dash of the bull-dog, 1^
that wliich will suit the best for our pur-
pose. The cross hunt with their heads
very high, and are very handsome in the
field, being almost too fast for the average
of days. It is a great mistake to suppose
that the greyhound has a bad nose—the
contrary is the case, and has been so
remarked by that keen observer, "Scru-
tator," who oflered, some time ago, to kill

a fox, in the usual way, with a pack oftrue-
bred greyhounds. The difficulty is, to prevent
them from using their noses ; as, if care is

not taken, they will get into a covert, and
hunt till they are fairly tired out I have
had many which would run for miles to a
covert, the moment they caught sight of the
trees, and that with all the constant supei>
vision which I could give them ; and once
coming across a scent, they ever after dwell
upon one, and would hunt it, if permitted.
By this cross, the tendency to stoop and
" huBt foot," so common in the foxhoimd
cross, is not developed, and you get aa
increased degree of speed and 8toutnes.s,

without loss of nose or tendency to stoop.

TTius far I have >vTittcn on the improvement
of the pointer, and on his suitability to ^o
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through the work, on tlie moors ; but having

Rsked, is it possible to obt.oiu the requisites

lor grouse-shooting in the pointer, I must
now make the same inquiry as to the setter.

My answer would be, that you may breed

some few setters better than any pointers

for the moors, but that to obtain two good
(3nes, you must breed at least twentj- ; and
you cannot tell, until twelve months old,

whether they are likely to be good or not.

In the pointer, if you have a good form in

the puppy, with good back and legs, and a
power of holding himself together in the

gallop, you may generally prognosticate that

he will be steady, and ofgood nose ; but not

60 with the setter—^lie is never to be fully

fathomed till well and thoroughly broken,

in\d is seldom to be depended upon till his

third season. Many setters have I seen
apparently well broken, and steady '•before

and behind," yet a week's or month's rest

has rendered them so wild, that it will be
some hours, and take some whip-cord, to

restore them to a wholesome degree of dis-

cipline. They have the advantage of bearing
that disciphne better than the pointer; and
If a shooter is in the habit of venting his ill

humour, when he fails in his shot, upon his

dog, the setter is the breed which he should
select. They are hardy and good-humoured
In the highest degree, and Avill work after

punishment even more readily than before.

103. Varieties of Foisteks and Set-
tees—The selection of dogs, then, is to be
made from the following: first, the old
Spanish pointer; second,the modem pointer;
third, the setter ; fourth, the Russian setter.

1 have said that the old Spanish is too slow,
lumbering, and pottering for grouse, and
that the modem dog may be procured of
good lasting and ranging iwwers, yet with
good nose. The setter, I have also remarked,
may be obtained sometimes with all the
desirable points in perfection, but 1 have
Baid nothing of tlio Kussian setter. This
variety is much more woolly in its coat than
the English or Irish, and the quality ot the
hair is very like that of tiie iSkye terrier.

He has, generally, a very good nose, is very
hardy, but bears lieat badly, and constantly
wants water. I have, however, known some
ciceedingiy good dogs of this breed. Tliej'

are very apt to get disease of the skin, and
If tliey do they are very difficult to cure,

on account of the matting of tiioir hair.

AUogetlicr, therefore, I prefer a well-bred
pointer; but I should select one strong and
bony iu frame, with good loins, and with
feet round and hard. This last point is very
essential; no matter what the shape, if the
liorny matter on the pud is tliin, they will
soon wear sore ; the toes, also, should not
8i)read apart, or the skin between will
bccomo sore, wlieihcr i-oiry or not. Tho

head should be broad, with well-developed
nose, and the secretions of that part should
make the end moist and soft. But, it

may be said, if the pointer and setter

each possesses what the other wants, why
not combine the two in one perfect cross "?

This theorj' has, however, been carried out
with a want of success which too often
attends upon that tempting bait—theoretical
reasoning. Plan's theory is, indeed, so often

upset by actual results, that it seems as 11

his pride must require humbling ; and, pos-
sibly, this may be the cause of its frequency.
At all events, it is strange that the result

of this cross should be exactly the reverse
of what was expected. No dog is, generally,

so bad as the cross between these two, and
they do not even improve one another in

any respect, but fall off m all. Why this

should be so I know not, but so it is ; and
I would strongly caution every sportsman
against trjing this experiment, which has
invariably failed, except in some few in-

stances iu the first cross, when they take
after sire or dam, and do not resemble both.

104.

—

The Kctsiber of Dogs required
for the moors, for each partj' of shooters,

is not less than three brace. If one, two, or
tln-ee guns work together, they will of
course not require more tlian one gun. Few
dogs will work more than six hours, but a
good one should be able to do that; tho
average, however, will not come up to that
mark ; and therefore hunting twelve hours
a-day, 5-011 will requu-e the assistance of a
third brace. Xo good will be done with
more tlian a brace at a time, if good rang-
ers ; but if you have a pottering dog, wliich

will not go tar from you, he may as well bo
at large, and allowed to do what Uttlc he
can ; in my eye, however, he spoils tho
beauty of the work, as I cannot bear to see

one dog faster than another. The perfection

of grouse-shooting, to me, lies in the quar-
tering, and exact working, of the dogs ; yet
if j-ou have a stead3' old dog in the middle,
and working between your two last and
wide rangers, they will not cross ono
another, but will and ought to refuse to

encroach upon his beat, and tm'u upon their

own g]-ound when they come up to his.

Most grouse-shooters calculate upon a ken-
nel of at least six brace of dogs, which is

about the average team. Tliis number will

not be too many if they are ot the usual
run of pointers; but if more carciully se-

lected or bred, or if of a good breed of

setters, the number I have named will be
more likely to answer your purpose; still, it

is better to have too many than too tew:
a cut foot, or any attack of disease, may
de(irive you of the services of one or two,
and you may be left with perhaps ono goo I

,

one, or uot even that. If, therefore, you
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have the ine:ms, and cannot fully depend

from experience upon all your team, take at

Iciist an extra brace, or even two. It inust

not be forgotten, that some dogs wliich have
appeared very good indeed, when tried

without the gun, and worked by their

breaker, will not turn out quite as well as

you expected from their periormances, and
the characters given by their sellers. Some
are not steady enough, others are too

stoad}-, &c An amusing instance is told

]•/ yiT. Colqnhoun, in his valuable contribu-

tiou to our knowledge of Highland sports.

"A gentleman, walking out with a hiuh-

broke pointer, suddenly missed him, when
he presentlj' espied him soberly aud sub-

missively following the heels of an old

guinea-fowl, whose reiterated cry of 'Come
back I come back !

' he had thought it his

duty to obey." If I had seen a dog follow-

ing a guinea-fowl, I should certamly rather

have suspected him of being fowl-mouthed,
than of lieing too highly broke; but, as a
story, it tells remarkably well.

Sect. 4.—Ekeaiosg to the Gtjx.

105. It will be borne in mind, that the

education of the pointer, or setter, has only
been carried up to the point at which it was
compelled to stop, for want of the gun ; and
that there are some few essentials in regard
to which it requires finish. The " Down-
charge " is dependent upon the rising of the
birds, and can better be taught at pairing-

time tiian now; but, hcm'ever well incul-

cated, it is too apt to be lorgottcn, aud to be
lost sight of, in the anxiety to bag the
game. It ^ill be remembered, that I have
ttrong/y recomm.ended that the pointer or

setter should not be used as a retriever, but
that another dog should be specially set

apart for that purpose. If this is not the
case, the chances are ten to one that the
young dog is allowed to go to his bird, if a
runner, without waiting for his master's
order; and if this is done once or twice, the
habit soon increases, till at length both dogs
rush in and tear their bird, in their anxiety
to retrieve it I should always advise that
the "gillie" has charge of the dogs at this

critical moment, and that he, as quietly as
possible, but somehow or other, keeps them
steadily down : tliis is all he has to do at

that moment, though he may well do that
and mark at the same time. He may also

lead the retriever, till he is steady enough to

walk at your heel; but his grand use is to
keep the dogs dov,-n when the birds rise,

and this he should do under all circum-
stances. Dogs do not require to mouth
their game as an encouragement ; they are
Quite satisfied if they see it tall, and will

continue the work as long as their strength

will allow, without touching a feather. By
adhenng strictly to this plan, all danger of
tlieir acquiring this inexcusable fault is done
away. The ranging and quartering, of
course, have been acquired in the mode I
have advised ; and they have been accus-
tomed to the sound of a gun. If any one of
them is wanting in self-confldence, be par-
ticularly careful in following him up, pay
great attention to his point, and take great

care to shoot his bird, if possible, or, at all

events, to shoot at it In this way, he finds

that you estimate him higher than he
thought, and he learns to depend upon his

own powers, instead of following another
dog, and always looking out for " points."

In grouse-shooting, there is not the annoy-
ance of the constant hedges, which are so

detrimental to the pointer in the pursuit of

the partridge ; but there is a much greater

chance of the dog pottering over a foot-

scent, because the grouse runs so much
more than the partridge, and being feathered
do^vn the leg, his foot-scent is so much mora
strong. It is here that a good setter shows
his superiority, as he generally makes out a
foot-scent better than a pointer; though I

am bound to say, that I have seen one or

two pointers that would make out anything;

The very highly-bred pointer often has no
notion of this; he points as stiff as a Chinese
idol the moment he comes upon scent of any
kind, and nothing will move him as long as

that scent continues. Such dogs are useless

on the moors, when you not only want to

know that there is game somewhere, but
also where it is. The essential feature of a
good dog is, that he shall stop the moment
he feels the scent, and satisfy himself that

game is before him. As soon as he is quite

sure of this, he should wait till you are
within distance ; on being assured of wiiicli,

he should draw upon his birds, if they
are running, taking care to stand quita

steady, if he hears the faintest "Toho"
from his master. This is sometimes neces-

sary, if the grouse are strong ruuners, as

the shooter must often head them before

they will rise, though, for my own part, I

should much prefer walking rapidly up to

them, and putting them up, as they will

seldom, till they are become very wild, get

far enough before j-ou to rise out of shot.

Some dogs learn to leave their first point,

and sro round and circumvent their game

;

but this is only a rare accomplishment, and
is scarcely to be desired ; it is much better

to send your man well on before them,
ordering him to drop to the ground the

moment they rise. Thus much tor the

manaaement of the dogs. We will now
consider how the intellect of the man may
assist the instinct and superior oUactory

power, of the lower animal.
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Sect. 5.—ilANAGEMENT OF THE BEAT.

106. In this particular, the address ofman
IS conspicuous. It is often said that a good

do? Ivnovvs where to find his game without

looking for it ; but I have invariably found

that, though occasionally successful, such

do^^s are the worst animals for a whole daj-,

and leave more game behind than they find;

tlie same may be said of many sportsmen,

who pick their ground in grouse-shooting.

In partridge-shooting, as well as in cours-

ing, much game is left behind by the man
who is constantly saying, "Oh! we shall do

no good here." The best plan, in the long

run, is to get good-ranging dogs, with good
noses, and beat all before you, taking care

to have the wind in your face, unless it is

very high, and you are on the edge of your
ground, as then your birds will be sure to fly

down-wind in spite of your teeth, and you
will lose them, as they seldom return the

eame daj'. If there is a high south wind,
begin at the south-east or south-west cor-

ner, and work up the south side, by which
means your dogs will have a side-wind, and
your birds will fly into the centre of your
beat If, on the contrary, the wind is from
tlie north, begin in like manner at the
north-east or north-west comer, and work
up the north side. Under all circum-
stances, when you come upon game, you
Sliould follow up that pack till you hate
either killed all, or lost them. In pursuing
tliis course, I do not mean that you should
take your dogs up while going to the pack
first shot at; but. in doing what I advise,
hunt the intervening ground, and if jou
meet with fresh game, you may bag it if you
can, as a matter of course. If the second
rack should bo marked nearer than the
first, follow that up in preference; but, as a
rule, If both are equally comeatable, stick
to your first love. The object of this is

twolold: in the first place, you scatter
jrour game, by persevcringly following them
up, and tliercby have a much better chance
ofgcttingslnKle shots; and, in the second,
you make your whole lot of birds less Avild,

because you kill off those which are shot at,

and leave the undisturbed ones for a future
flay. It Is not the rejKirt of the pun alone
which friuhtcns birds, but the finding them,
and putting them up, and then firing at
tlicm, wliich hiM that effect 15y shooting
once a-day at every pack, you would get,
perhaps, on the average, 1^ birds out of
each ; say thirty brace a-day for tluco
or four days, and twenty brace, or even less,

aili-rwards. This plan would require you
to disturb and alann forty packs, to enable-
jou to baK U out of each ; but thirty braco
may be obtsilned from five or six packs, if
they are Jbllowed up, and cxtermiuated.

leaving thirty-four packs for the second day,

twenty-eight for the third, aud twenty-t\vo

for the fourth; all of wloich that are \c.H

would be as readily come at on the fifth,

sixth, and seventh daj's, as on the first.

This is verj' important, in a sport which ia

generally pursued unintermittingly for a
week or ten days at least ; for most English-

men, when they hire a moor, are limited in

their time, and have nothing else to do to fill

up the intermediate days. I need not here

obser\'e, that, after a time, the flight of the

grouse is often to so great a distance, as to

forbid the sportsman flrom following them;
but I am, of course, supposing that the thing
is practicable, as it generally is in the early

part of the season. Many men advise that

the shooter should begin by driving all the
birds to one part of the moor, towards the
centre, because, by this plan, thej' are kept
away from the adjoining moors, where, of
course, they may fall a prey to the guns
belonging to it. But this is difllcult of ao-

complishmeut
;
grouse Mill not be driven

like sheep, and make their point, let it be
where it may. In making the attempt,

therefore, you are just as likely, or nearly so,

to drive them ofl' your beat, as farther on,

and, by so doing, spoil your sport, instead of
improving it ; if, however, you leave thirty-

two packs out of forty quiet, they are saft

from your neighbours, even though they
beat to within a hundred yards of the place

where your undisturbed grouse are. Tiio

shooter should, of course, always begin on
the edge of his moor, selecting the lee side,

and then working his way towards the

centre, and following up his birds in such a
way, if possible, as to keep them on his own
ground. This plan, however, will not answer
if the wind is very high, as already men-
tioned—in which case he must begin on the
windward side : he will thus do less harm,
in point of making them wild, and get more
shots, than in ai\y other way. If they ap-
proach the boundary, they must either bo
left alone, or the shooter must drive them
back, trusting to his dogs to get the wind iu

then: work; this they will do readily, bo-
cause, as they cross the wind, it is of very
little consequence to them in the greater

part of their range. In beating the side of a
circular mound, such as you so constantly

see on the moors in Yorkshire, you may
almost always reckon upon the pack you
shoot at keeping to the sides of that hill;

they will fly round and round, dropping
always on the other side to you, and, by
following them up, you may break theni,

and ft-equentlj' bag every one. "When on
the feed, grouse seldom rise altogether, but
generally leave one, two, or more beliind

;

these should be diligently sought for, and
1 Itfuu^ht to has. There ore many parts of
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even tlie best moors whicli are not "lucky
lor grouse," as the shepherds say ; that is,

tlie heather is not just of tlie kind they like

as to growth. Their most certain finds are

those ])arts which are patchy, with the

heather k•a^^ng the turf peeping throuj^h

here and there. It is not in the very tliick,

unbroken heather that they delight, but in

those spots where they can sun themselves,

or use their legs in running in the grass

;

but the best plan is to make yourself ac-

Quuintod with their haunts, or to take some
man with you who has that knowledge;
though, after all, it is a lottery, the ground
which they most frequent one year, being de-
serted by them the next. Ifthe shepherds are

made friendly, by a proper douceur, without
which it is useless to expect their co-opera-

tion, they will always enlighten you as to

tlie best spots for grouse. Let not the grouse-

shooter hope to do without these gentry;

they have everytliing in their power, and
can make or mar his sport as they please.

On every account, therefore, keep the blind

side of them ; and even if they quarrel with
your keepers, ttvke care they do not quarrel

viith you. Fresh-bunit heather it is no use

beatuig ; though this is the only rule which
can be laid down, as in every other situa-

tion they are occasionally found. If the

season is very dry, the near proximity to

water is sure to afford a good chance of

finding game; and, on the contrary, if wet,

tlie hill-side, or even the top, is the only

likely place. In grouse-shootuig. more is

to be done by early work than in partridge-

shooting; but even here, since nature has
her limits, it is better to \vait till 8 o'clock.

At this time of the year, the evenings are

quite light till 8 o'clock, and twelve hours
a-day are surely enough for the greatest

glutton that ever shot By " throwing off,"

therefore, at 8, and getting a good breakfast

before starting, there will only be luncheon
to provide on the moor; consequently,

eleven hours at the least maj' be devoted to

the sport, and the strength is reserved for

the best part of the day, viz., the evening,

•when the birds are coming off the feed,

gorged and lazy. The young and inexpe-

rienced hand should be on his guard against

the "dodges" of the old birds, especially

the cock ; he wU often endeavour to lead

both dog and master away from the rest ot

the pack; but both, after a time, become
initiated into his artful manoeuvres, and
leave him alone, unless the chance occurs of

bagging him, which should be seized with
avidity. Towards the end of September,
the young birds have learnt to run as well as
the old ones, and will often be seen to run out
of shot, and then get up perhaps three hun-
dred yards a-head. If they are seen running,
the "giiiie" may geucraiiy get beyond

them, and stop them. At this time, a long
and heavy single gun is the only one likely

to do execution, and Ko. 2 or 3 shot, or
Eley's cartridges, may bo used with advaii-
tage; indeed, after the first week, tho
second barrel of your ordinary gun should
always be loaded with one of these useful
inventions.

Sect. &—GROtlSE-DKIVING ASD STALKIxa

107. When grouse become very wild, two
modes are sometimes adopted of getting

shots, which are pursued chiefly in the
most hilly moors. The first consists ia

driving, by means of the gilUes, the grouse
over or within shot of certain spots where
the shooters are concealed. In those moors
where walls are met with, one of these

places of concealment is selected, and the
sportsmen kneel down behind, at intervals

of sixty yards from one another, andm such
likely situations as it is supposed the grouse
wUl fly over, when disturbed on the oppositB

hilL The gillies then take some good-rang^-

ing dogs, and ha\nng found the packs, they
get beyond them, and drive them up in such
a manner as to ensure, as much as po»-

sible, their taking the direction of the con-
cealed sportsmen. This is sometimes, to-

wards the end of the season, the only mode
of filling the bag, but it is a tedious kind o/

sport, and more befitting the keepers than
their masters; indeed, were I given my
choice, I should far prefer the work allotted

to the men, to that chosen by their masters.

This will be considered want of taste on my
part, I am afraid ; but perhaps my destruc-

tiveness is not large; or perhaps, again, It

A^ill be said, that my success in dog-breaking
is greater than that to what I have arrived

in shooting. The last is perhaps the true
solution.

103. Stalkixg is practised by the shooter
himself, by means of the telescope, and is a
very laborious pm'suit, compared with tho
outlay of time and labour, especially if these

are increased by the weight of the game-
bag. It is conducted on the same prin-

ciples exactly as deer-stalking, though on a
smaller scale ; and the reader may consult

the chapter on that kind of sport, lor tlie

details of the various plans and manoeuvres
which are then called into operation, ami
which will be equally successiiil in stalking

grouse.

Sect. 7.—The RETKrE^T;K.

109. Upon the point of using a separate

retriever, or allowing one of your pointers

to retrieve, there is a great ditference of

opinion among sportsmen. I have already

given my o>vn opinion, that the use of a
separate one ia the better plan by far; and
I iJive given my reasons forthls opiuion,
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and also for selecting a smaU dog, in pre-

ference to a large one. In this opinion, I am
supported by that good sportsman, 3[r.

Colquhoun, though he does not restrict the

eportsman as to size or breed. On the other

hand. Colonel Hutchinson says, " We have

all our prejudices—everj' Englishman has a

right to many : one of mine is, to think a

regular retriever positively not worth his

keep for general shooting, if one of your

setting-dogs will retrieve well. However, if

you shoot much in cover, I admit that a

regular retriever, which can be worked in

perfect silence, never refusing to come in

when he is merely signalled to, or if out of

sight, softly whistled to, is very useful,

particularly where you employ beaters ; but

even then he should not be the idle rascal

that one generally sees; he should be broken

in to hunt close to you, and give you the

same service as a mute spaniel. I grant this

Is somewhat difficult to accomplisli, but it

can be effected ; I have seen it, and, being

practicable, it is at least worth trjing ; for

Ifyou succeed, you make one dog perform
the work of two, and if he accompany j^ou

In your everj'-day shooting, you will thus

obtain, in the course of a season, many a

shot which your other dogs, especially in

hot weather, would pass over. If, too, the

retriever hunts quite close to you, he can in

no way annoy his companions, or interfere

with them; for, I take it for granted, he
will be so obedient as to come into heel the
Instant he gets your signal."—p. 266. This
opinion, on the face of the passage, certainly

would appear to be prejudiced; for I can
scarcely understand how a dog, which he
admits is very useful, can be " not worth
his keep." I am fully aware that pointers

and setters may bo made to be steady to

"Down charge," and yet retrieve; but I

know from experience, that in nine cases
out of ten, those which are unaccompanied
by a retriever are so unstead3'-, that I am
convinced few men are fit to exercise this

controlling power. Ifonly once or twice in

a day a bird is Ringed, and the setter is en-
joined or even permitted to retrieve, before
tlie gun is reloailed, there is an end to all

"Oown charge," and every time a bird is

shot, it i.s retrieved almost betbre it touches
the grouniL If, however, the sliooter and
his friends can connnaud themselves, when
" tlic bag" is emUiiigerod, one of the setters

or pointers may bo entrusted with the
ofllce; but in grou'^e-shooting, It must be
remembered that tlireo brace of dogs are
required, and consequently you must have
at leiust tlireo out of the six broken to
retrieve It results from this that, in the
Drat place, you must pay about £:> a brace
more lor the rctricvlng-setters than you
would for the saiuo breed aud quality of

dog not broken to retrieve ; occasioiiing

altogether, besides the extra difficulty ia

the selection, an outlay of £13. For this

sum, two good retrievei's may be purchased,
whereas only one is required ; and by con-
stant use, he soon becomes three times as i

perfect as the setters, which would only ',

perform a third of his work, for notliiug •;

requires so much practice as retrieving, .

Xotonlj'a good nose, but a good "know- •

ledge-box" is necessary, and experience in

addition- It is quite wonderful to see the

"dodges" which a wounded grouse wiU
resort to—ranning, perhaps, a quarter of a
mile in the most tmsting directions, and at

last thrusting liimself so deeply into a tus-

sock of grass, or a clump of heather, as to

defy the nose of anj-thing but an expe-
rienced dog. However, it matters Uttle, as

to our present subject, what is the variety

of dog to be used, or whether setter, pointer,

or separate dog. The sportsman is generally

recommended to select either a St. John's
Kewfoundland, or a cross with that dog and
the setter, which is the usual land-retriever

par excellence. The latter has a better nose
tlian the former, and is more easUy broken
also ; it makes a very good dog for the pur-

pose, but is expensive to keep, and not so

usefLil in thi'eading the small runs of a
hedge, or of heather, as the httle terrier.

The sort I have used is, I fancy, a cross of

the regular Scotch terrier and the old Eng-
hsh beagle, showing a good deal of the latter

about the ears and tail. They are quite

mute, and very quiet in their movements,

and can readilj' be made to back the pointer.

The nose is so good as to indicate the beagle

descent, even if the head, ears, and tail did

not proclaim it. They are about 8 or 10 lbs.

in weight, and can barely Uft a full-sized

hare. I have seen these dogs do more tlian'

any other retriever, but they do not dis-

play the same readiness in carrying sticks,

gloves, &c, as the ordina'y land-rctriever.

This, however, is not wanted by the sports-

man, and is only to be exhibited for tho

purpose of displa}'. "WTiatever the dog, tho

education icith t'ls gun is very simple, anJ
is only to be taught by giving them practice.

When first taken out they should be loil,

but soon become quite steady at large, and
will, as Colonel Hutchinson suggests, often

find single birds near the shooter, which
tlie wide-ranging dogs Avould pass over.

Ill that case, they ought to wait a moment
bei'orc putting them up; and though they

never positively stand firm, they readily

learn to wait till they see the sportsman
ready to fire. They should always be under
perfect command; and, as the3' are not very

high-couraged dogs, they are readily kept

so; whereas the pointer and setter, being

i
required to range;tar, aud for many hours.
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must be 01' such courage as to require ten

times the strictness -which would suit tlie

mild temper of any retriever-proper. I have
already indicated the mode of commencing
the breaking of this auxiliarj', and have
only now to allu<le to some of the methods
which must be adopted for remedying his

faults. The command is seidom difficult to

acquire, and thej' may then be suffered to

run to their bird as soon as it falls ; they

will not be like the pointer, wild with
excitement, and mal;e fuss enough to put

up twenty others, if there, but they gu
gently forwards, and seldom miss the object

of their pursuit, from marking the spot with
the eye. If used to tliis, they soon learn to

' distinguish a wounded or towering bird; and
I have recovered a partridge which towered
three large fields off, by the little fellow

going straight on the line, guided only by
his sight, and while I was following other

birds. This, of course, was an extreme case;

but in wounded pheasants, the distance they
are marked in this way is often nearly as

great. I am now alluding to pheasants
wounded in the open, and j-et able to get

away with a half-broken wing. When the
retriever is thus allowed to run in at first,

he gets near the bird, and on its line, and
then is able to retain the direction very
readily. Of course, there are circumstances
where it is necessary to stop the dog, but
the least sign suffices, or he is not properly

broken. As retrievers do all their work by
"roading" or "footing," they require that

peculiar kind of nose, and not the high-
winding nose which the pointer and setter

display in such a marked and beautiful

manner. Sometimes the retriever is " hard-
mouthed;" but this is more often the case
with the retrieving-sctter than with the
retriever-proper. The latter, however, is so

sometimes, and many remedies have been
suggested for tliis fault One is, to give him
a ball stuck full of needles to fetch ; but 1 do
not much believe in the plan. If a retriever

has, naturally, or by bad usage, a hard
mouth, he should be rejected, for it is a fault

verj' difficult to eradicate, and shows a
degi-ee of impetuosity, and a bloody-mindcd-
ness, unfitting him for his vocation. I need
not say, tliat all retrievers should bo strictly

kept fi'om vermin-killing; the mildest dog
will turn upon a rat, if caught by the lip;

and the bite of the polecat or stoat is still

more severe. Nothing is more clear than
the propriety of keeping each kind of dog
to his proper sphere of action. Each requires
difterent tempers and faculties; and the
brain and nose, which are adapted for the
retrifver, would be thoroughly out of place
In the greyhound; but by making use ol

these several powers in their proper places,

man is enabled to obtain a helpmate in all

his sporting propensities—though not tho
same animal for all purposes—in the highess
degree. Division of labour is known to
favour high excellence in man; and tho
same rule apphes to his assistant—the dog.

Sect. 8 Shooting-Pont.

110. For grouse-shooting, the pony is onTy
required (except for the lazy and infirm) to

take the shooter to the moor ; once there, ho
can scarcely avail himself of liis assistance,

without sacrificing his sport. During the
time in which a man is dismounting, the
grouse are getting on the run, and the inter-
val, short as it is, will very often enable
them to rise out of shot. Few active men try
the experiment, but I fancy if they did, they
would find that they could kill more birds

with than without a pony. With his aid.

you may get up to the birds much more
quiclily ; and I do not think that the noisa

made by the canter of the pony occaslon.-j

any disturbance to them. No doubt, tlio

increased height is a disadvantage ; but, to

balance this, is the increased speed in get-

ing to your dog's point. How often do we
see the pointer stand at 150 or 200 yards oii;

and what a time it takes to get up to him,

especially if against the steep side of a hill

;

on the other hand, many parts of the moors
are not rideable. In making the compari-
son, it is generally the case that the shooter

on foot is an active young man, and the

pony-man an old and infirm one, who
takes five minutes to get off, and perhaps

rides up as slowly as the other walks. Still,

I should never advise any good walker to

adopt the use of the pony; but, at the same
time, on 77iost moors, I fully believe a;i

active, wary man may, if he Ukes, use one
with advantage, and especially when birds

are running much. The pony oidy requires

to be broken to stand the gun; to leap iii

hand, or follow over a fence ; and to be

handy, and used to stand without holding.

This is so easily taught, that it is unneces-

sary to allude to it here.

Sect. 9 ^Expexses of IIoors, on Shoot-
ings.

111. The following estimate of the expenso

attending upon the sport, is, I believe, about

the average. In some cases, stiootings are

let at so much per gun, varying from iilO to

£50 per month. It is seldom, however,

that good shooting can be |irocured in this

way; lor, as the letters have all the expen^
of preserving, &c, they seldom perforin

their part of tiie contract fully. It is better,

therefore, for one party to undertake tho

whole moor, and to divide the expense ot

the place with one or more companions.
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JixPEKSE OF Grouse-Shooting One
Month.

Kent of Moor, per year . . £150 fl

Tno keepers, one 24s., one 12s. 93 12 C

Douceurs to shepherds ... 800
Keep of 7 dogs, at 12s. per week 31 4

(These are also available lor

partridge.)

Fare to moor and back of two
guns and oue man, with
dogs, taking the centre of
England as a starting-place,

and the centre of the moors
to go 10—about 15

£302 16

Living at moors not charged.

I have calculated this for two guns ; hut
more frequently the moor is divided among
three or lour. Such a one as would let lor

jEldO will scarcely supply game enough for

oiore than two guns, if pretty good shots,

and. ardent in pursuit of sport Some few
ehillings a-week may be saved in the wages
of the keeper; but I am persuaded that
economy here is badly invested. A really

good keeper is worth the sum I have named,
til tlie Scotch or Yorkshire market ; and h§
Is so diihcult to get, that I would rather
give less lor the moor and more for the
man than adopt tUo other aitLrualivc.

Between a good man and a middling one
there is a difference of at least 50 per centi

in the quantity of game; and, in mere
money-value, this will make up five times
the difference between a pound a-week and
24s. My advice, therefore, is to get a first-

rate gamekeeper at any price ; as good a
moor as can be procured at your own
price ; and as good dogs as you can breed
or purchase, breaking them carefully j'Oiuv

self—so shall the sportsman enjoy all the
pleasures and delights which this exhilar^>
mg sport is capable of affording.

Sect. 10.—Dog-Cabt.

The following engraving of a railways
travelling dog-cart is introduced as likely

to be useful to the grouse-shooter. It con-
sists of a moveable box in front (A) to hold
two brace of dogs, 4 feet 6 inches bj' 2 feel

3 inches high, and 1 foot 6 inches wid^
Behind is a smaller box (b), to hold three

dogs, and another or two may be placed
under (A) where the driver's feet and legs

are; (C) is sUghtly hollowed out, to recei^•B

the axletree, which crosses above it and
behind the knees of the driver. The wheels
may be packed behind (A), and after remo^s-

ing the shafts, it may be sent by an
ordinary luggage-train at a great diminution
of expense ; and it may be made to suit the
small LLgliiaud pouies, in point of size.

EaILWAY-TEAYELLIXG DOG-CAfiX,







CHAP. V.

r^VRTRIDGE-SIlOOTES'O.

O

Sect. L—Varteties op the Partridge.

112. This sport, tliough it closely resem-

bles grouse-shooting, In its general features,

especially in -wild and unpreserved districts,

yet differs in many particulars, which will

be presently described.

The Common Partridge {Perdix Cine-

rea), is the prevalent species, though the

red-legged variety {Caccabis Rufa) is even

now occasionally met with in England ; the

latter is, however, so destructive to all

eport, from its tendency to run before the

dogs, and also so dry and insipid in flavour,

that it is purposely eradicated, wherever
tills can be effected.

113. The Com>iox Partridge is loo well

ftnown by appearance to need description.

It is found nearly all over England, and in

Scotland and Ireland, wherever there is en-

closed land. In some counties, as, for in-

Btance, in Norfolk and Suffolk, it is so

generally preserved, as to be quite the pride

of the locality, a good day's shooting being

there considered the heau ideal of country

pleasure. Nevertheless, I never could see

tliis beauty in Norfolk shooting ; the birds

are so tame and so plentiful, that nothing is

required but the very moderate use of the

legs, and a good command over the gun.

Dogs are altogether at a discount, and are

scarcely thought necessary to the sport, ex-

cept for retrieving and driving the stubbles.

In my opinion, the expectation of true sport

In partridge-shooting is now for ever de-

feated, in consequence of the improved
system of agriculture almost everywhere
adopted. Formerly, in every farm, during

the month of September, nearly one quarter

was left with good (fouV) stubbles, at least

eight or ten inches high. Here there was
as good cover as in turnips, or nearly so, and
with the advantage, that dogs were capable

of finding theu: game without risk of run-

ning them up. Another very considerable

proportion was left in rough fallow, undis-

turbed by the scuffle; and still another
nselnl cover was met with in the shape of
rough grass; but nous avons changi tout cela.

The stubbles are all now bagged, or mown
as bare as the back of your hand ; the old

stale fallow is no more ; and the farm is so

well stocked, that in September no old feg

containing grass-seeds is to be met with.

Thus, however desirouswe may be of finding

our birds on the stubbles or fallows, we
cannot succeed, for want of cover in the one,

and from the non-existence of the other.

J$eside3, the science of farming is now car-
ried to such a pitch, that no sooner is the
com off the ground, than the plough is set to
vork ; and, therefore, we often find our best

stubbles, at the time of partridge-shooting
disturbed by three or four teams of horses^

with their attendant menv No wonder,
therefore, that the sportsman leaves the
South, and betakes himself to a country
equally full of game of even a superior

quality to the partridge, and allowing the
full beauties of the pointer and setter to be
developed. There is, however, no more diC-

Acuity in preserving a good head of par-
tridges now than there used to be; the in-

crease of turnips, and other green crops, has
more than counterbalanced the loss of the
stubbles, if the mere faciUty of rearing and
kilUng game only is considered ; but to kill

any number of partridges in the old style,

with a brace ofdogs finding them, is now out
of the question. We hear of more than 100

brace Mling to one gun in one day ; but how
was this done? By using a lot of men to

drive all the stubbles, and thus collecting

the birds on a given number of acres of
turnips or seed -clover, or some other green
crop affording good lying for them. This ia

similar to the battue in principle, and, I
think, more worthy of the butcher than the
true sportsman. It is, in fact, the same
spirit which leads to the use of the bagged
tbx or the trapped hare, though not, pep-
haps, quite so bad as those unmitigated
Cockney tricks. It appears, to my limited

capacity, that pigeon trap-shooting is quite

as good a sport as this tuniip-butchery, and
it may be had much more easily, and at less

expense ; but, as Colonel Hutchinson says,

"every Englishman must have his pre-

J udices
;" andwhether this ofmine is founded

in truth or not, it is scarcely for me to
say.

114. The Eed-legged Partridge, which
is now considered to be of a different genus
to the common partridge, is considerably

larger than that bird ; the bill, iris, and legs

are of a bright vermilion ; the back and top

of the head are of a reddish-bro^Ti, ap-

proaching to a slate colour on the forehead

and sides of the body ; and of a pale ash
colour on the breast and belly; the chin and
throat are white, mottled with black; and
there is a band of white over the eye. A'arious

bars occur on the quill-feathers, ofbrown and
grey, giving the bird a very party-coloured

appearance. It is not so thick and plump
as the partridge, and differs much in its

habits. It is very common throughout the

temperate zone, and great partof Uie torriil.

This bird is more incUned to run than fly,

and for that reason is a pest to the shooter,

giving rise to unsteadiness in the dogs, and
rarely leading to a good day's sport It also

often, by associating with the common
partridge, teaches that bird its own bad
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manners. Unlike the common partridge,

It perches on hedges and trees, but not so

commonly as the pheasant, and always

roosts on the gi-omui It was largely in-

troduced into England some years ago, on

account of its hardihood, and tendency to

increase ; but it is now, fortunately, ahnost

uuknown, except iu some few districts.

Sect. 2. — Best ktsd of Bogs foe Paht-
eidge-sjiiootixg.

115. In grouse-shooting, I have remarked
that a wide range is essential to success;

but it is generally supposed that the oppo-

site to this is the case in partridge-shooting.

There can be no doubt that, where they are

very plentiful, you only want a very steady

old pohiter—indeed, a mute spaniel, which
•will not range more than twenty yards firom

the gun, is often prefeired, because, from

the delicacy of his nose, he will leave

nothing behind; but, in wild, open districts,

where you have to beat 100 acres before

you see a feather, these pottering pointers

will no more avail than on the moors. Here
a grouse-dog is serviceable, but he must not

draic on his birds till ordered, as partridges

•will seldom lie if the dog is not a perfect

automaton ; at the same time, a good dog
ought to draw on his game when ordered
to "Hold up," or "Hie on," or you may
often be misled as to their exact localitj-.

I know nothing more provoking than to

walk up to a point, and, in spite of all en-
couragement to the dog, to be unable to

make out where your game is. I have often

Been this with very high-bred dogs; they
eccm to be unable to move a muscle, but
Btand as if carved in marble; and just when
you have taken a circle, in the hope of find-

ing the object ofyour search, the covey gets

up fifty yards to the left or right of you. It

Is In this tliat the setter displays a marked
superiority, as that dog ahnost always
stands witli his head to his game, and
"draws" with great certainty, either by
"foot" or "body" scent. This point, with
me, covers a multitude of sins; and I would
always rej^^ct a dog which stood in the
Idiotic way above mentioned. But, as
many pointers are capable of drawing,
I would by no means cliargo the wliolo
breed with tliis sin; and, for partridue-
ihooting, on tlie wliolo, I nmcli prctcr them
to their more liandbome rivals.

Sect. 3

—

Number of Dogs required.

lie. In tills respect, partridge-sliootlng
coiitrnsts very favoiiralily witli grousc-
Bliootim;. in wliich 1 liavc sliown that three
brace of doss at least must be provided;
berc, however, half the nuuiber will sullice.

and, indeed, one good dog will serve very
well for the use of many people. Let it ba
remembered, that this sport is seldom fol-

lowed for daj's together, as is the case on
the moors. Those who indulge in it are

generally near at home, and carry the gim
perhaps only once or twice a-week, which
is quite as often as the birds will allow,

witliout becoming wild ; the man, therefore,

who has a large kennel, can scarcely keep
them steady, and is not nearly so well off

as he is who contents himself with a brace

of staunch pointers or setters. This is

especially true of the latter dog, which
must be kept constantly at work, to be ser-

viceable ; but for the man who hunts one
dog only, or even a brace, if he uses them
three or four times a-week, the setter is

very useful, as he is so much more hardy
than the pointer, and a better feeder also

;

the great mistake is the want ofwork before

and after the season begins—the former, to

get the dogs steady, yet fit to work; the

latter, to keep them so.

Sect. 4—llETEiEviifG, Dress, &o.

117. Eetrieving partridges is to be con-

ducted exactly the same as for grouse.

118. Dress This also should be the samei

as tor grouse-shooting.

Sect. 5.

—

;Ma>jagement of the Beat.

119. CoL Hawker was, I think, the first

writer who drew attention to the great

disadvantage of beginning to search for

partridges before the dew is off the ground

;

it is, however, so important a caution, that

I am much surprised it was not before his

time generally acted upon, and also, that

even now many experienced shots dispute

the opinion; these, however, are the ex-'

ceptions, as the Colonel's suggestion is now
generally followed. His rules are so coa
cise, and, at the same time, so sound, that 1

shall make an extract from them, being th(

summary of the requisites for successfa

partridge-shooting, viz. :—'^ First, to haw
good markers, judiciously placed, and thet

to disperse the birds; the best way to dc

which, is to head the birds, by making ai

extensive circle. The second is, to make m
more noise than what cannot absolutely b<

avoided, by doing as much by signal ant

whistling, and as little by hallooing, as po3

sible. Tliirdly, go on the hills to find, am
drive down trom them, the birds ; and tliei

in vales, to kill them. Fourthly, when dis

tressed for i)artridges, in a scarce country

at the end ot the season, take a horse, aiv

gallop irom one turnip-field to anothci

instead of regularly slavin'.' after iiiacci-ssi

ble coveys."—i>. 1C5, 7lh edUiort. lie als
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aitds, in a note, the following advice as to

marking :—" Always be sure to tell a young
marlcer that he must carry his eye well for-
ward, when a covey of birds begin to skim
in their flight; and consider that, as they
may continue doing so for a field or two, he
cannot safely say that he has marked them
dawn, till he has seen them stop, and flap
their wings, which all game must do before

they can alight on the ground."—idem. His
advice as to the double-mounting of mark-
ers may be good; but it is so against all our
notions of what is due to the dignity of the

master by tlie man, that I can scarcely ex-

pect to hear of its being followed.

120. Peeserved Tuenip-Land.—I shall

now proceed to describe the usual mode
of conducting the sport in the highly-

preserved turnip-districts. At nine o'clock

In the morning—for if begun earlier, the

birds will return to their feed—the whole of

the stubbles are beaten by men and spaniels,

to such a direction as to drive all the birds

^Into certain large fields of turnips, clover,

mangold-wurzel, or potatoes ; all of which
afford good cover. Two or three ponies are

i very serviceable, since they may be rapidly

ridden over the ground, and they may serve

to prevent the birds from taking a wrong
direction; besides, as the whole ground
must be beaten between nine and half-past

; ten or eleven o'clock, it requires the speed
of the horse, or else a gi'eat number of

I beaters, to go over it. By the time last-

I mentioned, we will suppose all the birds
' driven mto the largest fields affording the
above cover for them ; then the party ot

'shooters form a line at one side of the field,

and having a man at the end of every ten
'yards, and the guns at intervals of forty,

• the}- proceed to " walk the turnips." Being
accompanied by the keepers, and a retriever

or two, any woimded bird is expected to be
retrieved ; but many escape, since the scent

of the turnips is so very prejudicial to the
pertect use of the dog's nose. In walking
straight across the field, it is divided by

' Imaginary lines, which commence midway
' between each two guns, and run forward at
'right angles to the line; each shooter,
' therefore, is allowed to shoot only at those
' birds which are actually within the lines on
' each side of himself; and all birds killed in
' that space are said to fall to his gun, even if

really killed by an adjoining one. This rule
is laid do-vvn to prevent two or more shoot-
ing at the same bird ; and also to set at rest
"the conflicting claims wliicli any one or

I

more may set up to a superiority in shoot-
'ing. It is a very useful rule, and should
i in all cases be rigidly adhered to, not only
with partridges, but also in grouse-shoot-
lug. It is only when both barrels have

• been discharged, uusuccessfoliy. that a

man's next neighbour has the privilege of
"wiping his eye," if he can. From the
immense numbers of birds which are often
driven into turnips, the shooting is "fast
and furious," and requires one or two spare
guns to each shooter. It is no uncom-
mon occurrence to find fi-om 70 to 100
brace in one large field; and, early in tho
season, three-fourths of these may be shot
at, since they lie like stones, and get up
singly, or two or three at a time only;
which, among a party of four or five, aro
soon disposed of. At every shot, the whole
line wait either till the shooter has reloaded
or changed his gun—which his servant, iu
the latter case, loads for him, ready for the
next shot. In this way, the whole of tho
turnips, clover, &c., is closely beaten, and
sometimes a second time over, with as good
success as the first ; for, as dogs are not
often tised, and the birds lie close, it is

usually the case that one-half of them are
not put up the first time. Those which
escape the formidable line are carefully

marked do-wn, and followed up afterwards,
when the numbers are reduced elsewhere.
In this kind of shooting, however, it is

scarcely desirable to follow up broken co-
vies, since they aU lie very well in the good
cover which green crops afford; and the
birds are so numerous, as to keep the guns
constantly going for four or five hours,
which is the usual term of this sport, fur

the birds leave the shelter of the turnips in

the afternoon, and go on the feed again,

where they are not to be slaughtered without
more trouble than the Norfolk sportsman
thinks they deserve. Such is the fashionable

and modern style of partridge-shooting. It

has many variations, of course, which de-
pend upon the quantity of birds, and the
size of the fields of turnips, &c. ; and it ia

chiefly to be met with in perfection in those
districts where turnip-husbandry is fuUy
carried out ; and these being generally of a
light sandy soil, are peculiarly suited to the
habits of the partridge.

12L The Wheat -Lands— Until very
lately, exceedingly good partridge-shooting

was often met with in the wheat-districts,

even on the strong clays; but the wheat is

now so very generally bagged, that tho

Ij'ing for them is gone, and, consequently,

by the second or third week in September,

the birds are off the moment the shooter

enters each field. It is here that judgment
is requu-ed, and that good dogs are so ser-

viceable ; for it is a singular fact, that birds

will often lie after they are found by a
steady dog, although without him thuy

would get up at 200 yards' distance from the

gun. In the early part of the season, in

these bare stubbles, the birds maj' be fouud,

whoD ia any numbers, by one steady dojj;
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Ti-hich should beat only about forty yards to

tlie right and left of the gun. After the

eecond week, however, it is generally

necessary to permit a wider range; because,

by that time, the game has become more
Bcarce and ^^lld, and, to find any number,

the sportsman's legs would be too severely

taxed for the powers of most people. If a

very steady brace of tolerably fast and

Avide-ranging dogs are now used, the sport

may be enjoyed to great perfection; but the

dogs must be very well broken ; must never

be inclined to "foot" or "road" the birds

till ordered, and must be very steady be-

hind. The plan is to send them off into the

far end of the field, ordering each off up the

hedge side, and then letting them beat

back towards you; or otherwise sending

tliem round outside the hedge, with a mar-
ker, and letting him loose them at the other

end. This is the better plan of the two, as

tlie passage of the dogs under the hedge
blarms the birds often, so as to prevent their

lying. In well-broken dogs, accustomed to

beat towards the gun, as well as from it,

the whole field is then systematically

liunted. the sportsman remaining where he
first entered, and having his back to the

wind. When either dog finds, the other, of

course, backs, and they both remain firm

on their " point" and " back." The shooter
readily detects the "pointing dog," and
walks straight up to him, or, rather, to lus

birds—and it will be found that in many
cases very wild birds Avill allow him to

come up and get "a right and left." This
arises from their bewig inclined to lie close,

with their heads down, as soon as the dog
approaches on their scent. If the dog holds
Ills head high, and stops steadily the mo-
ment he catches the body-scent, it is highly
probable that they will neither run nor rise,

but, watching the dog intently, will allow
the sportsman himself to come up in the
oi)positc direction. In this way, in a wild
and bare country, I have often obtained
shots which would have been wholly im-
practicable under the usual plan.

\2i. Mi.xED Farms.— Hitherto, we have
been considering the two extremes of i)art-

ridgc-sliooting, viz., the turniii-shooting
without stubbles, and the stubbles without
turnips; but tliere is also a mixed country,
consisting of the great majority of farming
districts, and composed of stubbles and
grcen-cro]i3 hitennixed, but without the
largo (lelds of turnips found in the light
Boils of Noriolk, .SuH'olk, Ac Here we have,
perhaps, four or live hundred acres in wheat
ond barley stubltles, with a few acres, here
ami tln're, of turnli)3 or potatoes, and now
and then a lUUl ol good feggy grass, ttc.

It. In such a district as this, the birds are
prutly well i>roserved, and ai'o uot coutmu-

ally being persecuted, good shooting may
still be obtained. The following precaution^

will, perhaps, enable any sportsman, whd
has the privilege of shooting over one or twO
thousand acres of this mixed land, to proceed
In such a way as to obtain good sport. Irt \

the first place, he should carefully abstain ij

from shooting till all the corn on his own ''

beat is cut, and also that on adjacent beats^

if he thinks the owners of them likely to

leave them quiet. Standing com is such a

harbour for birds, that you can do nothing
with your own but frighten them awayj
and if your neighbours blaze away at i

their's, they will only contribute to fill youf
fields with game. Wait, then, till aU yout
own is cut, and then begin throwing ofl

some fine morning, as soon as the dttc is off.
'

First, beat for birds in the stubbles, taking

care to have very steady dogs, and to givft

them the wind. As soon as a covey 19

found, endeavour to drive them up, by
walking to them from a quarter at righi

angles with your dog's point, so that they

shall uot go straight away from you, bui

pass you, if possible, and give you a chanco
to fire both barrels, which you will do, if

possible, at the two first birds which get upt

they being generally the old ones ; theiK

either yourself, or by your marker, marli •

down the remaining birds, and proceed at'

once to hunt for them wherever they may
be, if not more than half-a-mile distant,

which is not likely, so early in the seasoik

If they have dropped in turnips, take up
one of your dogs, unless both are very

steady, and proceed to beat for them care-

fully. When found, they will often get up
singly, but if not, then proceed as in tho

stubbles, and mark again; the thu-d time

they are almost sure to be scattered, and
you may then secure all the remaining

birds, if you have good luck, and a good

steady dog. When this first covey is dis-

posed of, but not till then, proceed to search

tor another, and, as the day wears on, try

lor them on the fallows, if dry, or in the

turnips, where they collect in the middle of

the day, even if not driven there on pur-

pose; or you may often find them in the

grass which is generally left by the side of a

brook, especially if search is made, in the

middle of a hot S«ptember day. Here they

are almost always scattered, and require a

good-nosed dogtn make them out, and they

he very close. When, in the middle of the

day, auring the latter end of December,
birds arc not to be found, and there are

open spaces of griiss in any neighbouring
covert, there is the most hkely place to find

them. They are exceedingly fond of such
places, when they have been much driven

about; but they seldom are louud in thiclK i

underwood.
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fciECT. 6.— Expenses of Paktkidge-
Shooting.

123. Hire of manor, which may be cal-

culated at £o per 100 acres £50
Oiie keeper, at 18s. per week 4G IG

(iratultie3 to labourers . . 6

Travelling expenses niL

£101 16

Or about one-third of the expense of

fe-rouse-shooting.

[

Sect. 7.—Quail and Lajtokail-Shooting.

f 12-i. The Quau, {Coturnix Communis),
I end the Landrail (Ortygometra Crex), are
I often met with in partridge-shooting. They
• are nearly of the same size, but fly very
I flifferently. Both are migratory birds, and
I arrive in this country in the latter end of

' summer, seldom remaining after the middle
of October, and generally not quite so late.

' A bevy of quail, as the brood is called, is

I seldom seen in Great Britain, but occasion-
I ally one or two turn up in a covey of par-

:
tridges—they fly in the same way, and dogs

I generally stand to them. Landrail are never
I found in greater number than two together,

' except by accident. Their flight is exceed-
ingly soft and bat-like, though slow : they

' can scarcely escape the gun when put up,

but run so much, as to be very difficult to

spring. They do much harm to the dogs, by
tJiis propensity to run, and pointers and
Betters should not be encouraged to hunt
them; they are oily for the table, and are

only fit for the sport and amusement of
' school-boys. These young gentlemen may
' amuse themselves, by calling them with a
' notched piece of copper, drawn over a piece

(of bone, which imitates their note, and
'brings them close to the gun, when they
may be routed out with a terrier or cocker.

They are eminently adapted to school-boy

sport, because they generally frequent places

unoccupied by game, and near villages, Ac,
,
such as vetches, willow-beds, and market-
gardens.

125. The Great Plover {(Edicnemru Cre-
pitans), is often met with in September, by

' tlie Norfolk, Suffolk, and Sussex partridge-

shooter; and, indeed, over all the sandy
soils in the south-eastern parts of England.
They frequent open sheep-downs, and large

fallow-flelds, and are rather difHcult of ap-
proach, so as seldom to allow the dogs to

point, but getting up wildly and out of shot.

By great caution, and keeping up wind,
they may sometimes be shot Their food is

composed of snails, slugs, worms, and in-

sects; and they are also said to devour
frogs and mice. In length, this bird is fully

17 inches. The iris is golden-yellow; base
of bill greeniah-yellow, point black- The

back isof a pale-browni, each feather having
a dark-bro\^^l striiie down its middle; wing
primaries very dark brown, the two first

having a white patch at the end. Tail*
feathers tipped with black, then a broad bat
of white, and the remainder of a mottled-
brown. The breast, belly, and vent are
almost white; legs and toes, yellow ; claw*
black.

126. The Golden Plover (jCharadrius Flit-

vialis), belongs to the true plovers. It i*

found, during summer and early autumn,
on the high breeding-grounds of the grousa
and partridge, in Scotland and the north of
England. They associate in large flocks, as
soon as the breeding-season has terminated
A remarkable peculiarity connected veitli

this bird, in common with some other plo-

vers, is, that it changes its plumage in tha
spring, and retains that change till the
autumnal moult This change is common
to both sexes, and consists, in the golden
plover, of an alteration from a greyish-

white colour to black, on all the under parts

of the body. The old feathers actually re-

ceive the black pigment in the spring, and
new ones, in addition, show themselves. Tha
spring moult, therefore, is an addition, not
a change; and the quill-feathers are not lost

or altered. The golden plover lays four
eggs, of a stone-coloured ground, blotched
with dark brown. These are large in pro-

portion to the size of the bird, which is II

inches long. These birds feed on worms,
snails, &c. ; they have a shrill, whistling

note, which may be easily imitated, and iu

this way they are often decoyed. They are

excellent eating, and fetch a good price in
the London market.

127. The Dotterel {Charadrius Morineh'
Ins), approaches very closely to the golden
plover in habits, and is found on the same
kind of ground, though reaching somewhat
farther inland. In the downs of Wiltshire

and Berkshire, small flocks, or trips, as they
are called, are often found in the spring and
autumn, as well as on the chalk-hills of

Hertfordshire and Cambridgeshire; here,

however, they are only met with on their

passage to their breeding-grounds, which
are further north, on the high moorlands of

Scotland and the North of England. The
plumage of this bird is very rich: beat

black ; iris brown ; back of head and neck,

dark brown ; back ash-brown— feathers

edged with buff; tail greyish-brown, tipped

with white; breast rich fawn-colour, with a
band of white extending from shoulder to

shoulder, and edged with a dark line; belly

black ; legs and toes greenish-yellow.

128. The Grey Plover {Squatarola HeU
vetica), is like the golden plover in most of its

habits; but, from the presence of a hind

toe, it is not included among them, it
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Is only a winter visitor, breeding in higli

uorthei-n latitudes. The beak is black; iris

very dark-brown; top of head white; back
black and white; chin, breast, and bellj',

black; vent and under tiiil coverts, white;

legs, toes, and claws, black; length of bird,

twelve inches. In winter, the grey feathers

become paler, and the belly is grey instead

of black.

129. The Peewit, or Lapwing ( Vanellus

Cristutus), is so well known, as scarcely to

require description. It is found on all poor,

waste-lands, where the fields are lai-ge ; but
It is so ^vary, as rarely to come -nithin gun-
shoL Its eggs are sought alter as a gi'eat

tlaintj-.

130. The Bustards, great and little, are

now so exceedingly rare, as to be scarcely

worth noticing in any treatise on Shooting.

The last great bustard shot in this country
was killed in 1831, and a little bustard, also,

was bagged in 1839; since which time I am
i»ot aware tliat any bird oi this genus has
been seen in England.

Sect. 8.—Shooting Hares and Eabbits
IN THK Open.

131. The Hare {Lepus Timidus), and the
Babbit (Lepus Cuniculus), are, in most
countries, the object of the shooter in those
Bituations only where the former is not
capable of being coursed, and where the
latter is found lying out, as among turnips,

or in hedge-rows, .fee. Both require the
aim to be carried well forward; and if the
lonner is gohig straight away, the tips of
the ears, if erect, are the best situation to
point the gun to. In coursing districts, it is

considered as great a crime to shoot a hare,
as in fox-hunting districts to shoot or trap a
lox ; but in thickly-enclosed countries, the
haro allords even less sport to the courser
than to the shooter, and there she may well
be knocked over with a charge ot shot
Pointers and setters will stand both hares
and rabbits, if they are shot to them; but if

this is never done, they soon leani to disre-
gard the scent altogether, unless, by the
way, tlicy are allowed to chase. It is at
tliosc animals that the badly-broken dog so
oliuJi tries the temper of his master, beciiuse

he not only, in chasing them, runs the risk

of putting birds up, but he also very often

chases the hare so far, as to be lost to sight

for a considerable time. Thewliistle is used
till the cheeks ache; and it only requires the
presence of a Frenchman, and his constant
"Sacrenom," Ac, to complete the picture

of impotent fury. It is no use thrashmg
the dog, the only result being, that he will

refuse to come back next time, and will

hang about at the distance of a field, com-
pletely upsetting all the plans of his master,
who is set at defiance by his slave. For
these rascals, the only remedy is the spiked-

collar, which may be had at the gun-
maker's, of varying degrees of severity; the
pointer's thin skin requiring a less sharp
one than the setter's hairy coat. By work-
ing the dog with a cord of about twelve or

fourteen feet in length, he is capable of

being stopped with great severity, if ho
chases when the hare starts from his point;

or, if the hare goes oflf her form Avithout las

finding her, the cord generally brings him
up at some hedge, or in cover. It is a cruel

remedy, but the only one for a badly-broken
and unruly dog, and is certainly preferabla

to a charge of shot, which is the alternative.

Col. Hawker has given a drawing in his

book of a coUar, consisting of two side-

pieces of iron, connected by a screw-piece

at the top, and united at the bottom by a
triangle running through open eyes in theit

extremities. This, he says, by attaching

the cord to the triangle, is made very severe,

the two side-pieces being pressed very
strongly against the dog's neck. But as

there can be no doubt of the efficiency of tlio

spiked-collar, and as both depend upon the

pain they give for their utility, I can see no

object in substituting a cumbrous and ex-

pensive machine for a light and clieap one.

Neither will stop a dog, except by the pain

they give him, and theretore they are both

objectionable, if they can be avoided; and If

one of them must be used, which 1 believe

it must in troublesome cases, I should cer-

tainly give the preference to the old and
long-tried mode, over the plan proposed by

CoL Hawker, high as his authority stands

OS a sportsman.
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Sect 1 The Birds met with.

139. Snipk-Shootixg is the most import-

ant aud interesting of the various kinds of

t
shooting included under the above head;

( but many other birds are met with in the

fens of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Lincoln,

and Essex, on the eastern coast; and on
'those of Lancashire, Cheshire, <fec., on the

western side of England, which are exceed-
ingly good for the table. In Ireland, espe-

cially, this kind of shooting is very good

;

and in some of the bogs, forty or fifty couple

of snipes may be easily bagged in the day.

The following birds may all be included

under this head; though some, as the

plovers, for instance, are generally more
abundant upon high and dry land. All,

however, are found in the same manner as

the grouse and partridge—by the aid of the

pointer or setter—and, therefore, they can
scarcely be included under Wildtbwl- shoot-

ing. At the head of the list stand the snipes,

as affording the best sport of any.

133. The Gkeat or Solitary Sxipe {Gal-

linago Major), is not very common in this

country, but is occasionally met with in the

fens of Essex and Norfolk, which it visits

only in the autumn. In length, it is about
12 inches ; and it weighs from 7 to 9 ounces

;

female larger than the male—which latter

is Ughter in colour than the female. The
bill is of a pale yellow-brOA>-n, becoming
darker towards the tip ; iris, dark-brown

—

a dark line extends from the eye to the base
of bill ; top of head, rich dark-brown, with
a longitudinal stripe of paler feathers. The
whole of the breast, and the scapulars and
Interscapulars, of a rich dark-brown. Tail-

feathers, 16, of which the eight outside ones
are nearly all white—middle el^'ht tipped

with white, next to which is a bar of black,

then a chestnut bar, and the bodies of the
feathers composed of a brownish-black.
Chin, pale yellow-brown ; breast and sides

covered with semicircular patches of dark-
brown or pale ground ; belly and vent, dirty-

white ; legs and toes, greenish-brown.
134. Common S^^PE, Snite, or Heather-

BLEATER {GalUnago Media), is an indige-

nous British bird ; though many, also, aiTive

from beyond the seas in the autumn, and
leave in spring. It breeds in considerable
numbers in the heaths and moors of the
northern counties; and often disappoints
the grouse-shooter, by rising before his

dog's point, when he anticipates a more
desirable shot "WTien descending from its

flight, it makes a pecuUar noise with its

wings, which is compared to the bleating
ofa goat ; and. as it chiefly makes this noise
when descending to its mate, after its rising

to a gi-eat height in the air. it is supposed
to be a manifestation of pleasure or excite-

ment Its food, like that of all its tribe,

consists ofworms and insects, small snails,

and seeds; which last, probably, are only
accidentally swallowed with the worms and
other insects. The whole length of the
common snipe is from 10 to 11 inches ; beak

2J ; female larger than male. The plumage
is much the same as the solitary snipe, with
the exception of the tail, which has only

fourteen feathers, of which the anterior two-
thirds are of a dull black, edged with brown;
beyond this they have a patch, of chestnut,

then a dusky-brown band, and, finally,

tipped with chestnut It lays five or six

eggs, of a pale oUve colour, irregularly

blotched with dusky-brown.
135. The Jack Snipe, Jubcock, or Gro

{GaUinago Gallinula vel Minima), rarely

breeds in Great Britain, which it visits in

the winter only. It is more solitary than
the common snipe, and is a very sluggish

bird, being often difficult to put up ; so much
so, as sometimes to allow the dog to catch

it on the ground. Unlike the common snipe,

it utters no scream on rising, and is re-

markable for confining itself to peculiar

localities, which it almost invariably visits

at the same period of the year. It is very
rarely known to breed here; and the eggs
which have sometimes been shown as

those of the jack snipe, are pronounced, by
Mr. Yarrell, to be those of the purre. In
length, it does not exceed 8} inches ; beak
IJ. The plumage, in winter, is more of an
ash-grey than the reddish-brown which it

bears in autumn and spring. The old birds

may be known by the brilUant irridescence

of their feathers. The plumage differs from
the two above described, in the following

particulars, viz. :—It has no light longitudi-

nal mark on the top of the head; tail-

feathers, twelve, all greyish-black ; breast,

belly, and vent all white.

136. Besides these three species, there are

also found, occasionally, though very rarely,

the Bro^vn Snipe, and Sabine's Snipe, the
description of wliich it is unnecessary to

give.

137. In addition to the Snipes, on most
of our fens, great quantities of birds pe-

culiar to these locaUties are to be met witti

and shot if approached with quiet and
caution. The sport they afford is not, cer-

tainly, equal to those kinds I have pre-

viously described; but as it does not
require a certificate to shoot any of these

birds, with the exception of the snipe, and
as in many of the fens permission to shoot is

easily obtained, it is well calculated for the

young beginner. In the fens ofCambridge-
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ehire, near the University, tliere is seldom
tnucli of this kind of sport, because tlie

Cantabs are continually d^i^'ing the birds

awaj' by their persecutions; still it is of

eervice to them in affording exercise, and
the hope of sport, if not the reality. At
eome distance, and towards the coast,

plenty of birds may be found, and a great

variety also. The foUomng are the prin-

cipal varieties, and their usual haunts :

—

133. The Bittern {Botaurus Stellaris), is

not now so common as it formerly was ; it

Is, however, still found occasionally, and it

may then be known by its "booming,"
when on the wing of an evening. This
sepulchral sound is not unlike the deep
bellowing ot a bulL It was one of the birds

which was the object of the falconer's art,

and would often injure his hawks with its

Ijowerful bill. The plumage is of a rich

reddish-yellow ground, variegated in a
beautiful manner with dark-brown and
black marks, especially on the back of the

neck. It is from 28 to 30 inches in length

;

legs and feet, grass-green. It feeds on fish

and reptiles. Its nest is built on any slight

mound out of flood's way, and it lays four

or five greenish-blue eggs. The bittern is a

Blow and heavy bird in its ordinary flight,

though sometimes it shoots at a good rate,

and is then more difiicult to kilL It is a
very shy bird, and dilHcuIt to approach
%v-ithui shot.

139. The HERoy {Ardea Cinerea), is a
biid renowned in falconry, and has been
immortalised in the work of Dame Juhana
Berncrs on that subject It is a gregarious

liird, breeding, like the rook, in what is

<2illed a heronry. It feeds almost entirely

on fish, which it watches for with great

patience. In colour, it is of a pale slate

over all the upper parts ; and of a creamy-
white, with dark spots on the breast and
belly. Tlie accompanying description will

Uiliy answer the sportsman's purpose, as tar

as the gun is concerned. As it is no longer

presen'cd for hawking purposes, it is seldom
met witli. Tliere are still more than thirty

heronries in England, and from them a stray

bird often escapes into the fens, and is there

picked up by the sportsman, who should

be very careful in approaching it, if only

winged, as its bill is strong and sharp, and
will inflict a severe wound. Colonel Hawker
advises that tluy should bo galloiicd at on
the leeward side, using a fast horse, and
shooting from his back; but, as their ground

Is generally fenny, 1 should not like to at-

tempt the feat.

140. The Kuff, female Reeve {Philo-

machtti J'ugnax), is celebrated, as its UHmo
Implies, for its pugnacious habits. The
plumage also changes in a very reni.irkable

lunnner at certain periods of the year. At

the breeding-season, a beautiful frill of fea-

thers appears round the neck, which is also
variable in colour. Each male, or rw^, has
his own Uttle walk, which he d^ends from
all intruders, ft et armis. The females, or
reeves, however, are gladly welcomed ; and
on their arriviU a regular pitched-battle

takes place, in which the grass is strewed
with feathers. The nest is formed in a hol-

low of the grass, and in it three or four eggs
are deposited, of a greenish-white, blotched
with brown. The ruff is easily shot, when
it can be approached; but it is taken in

springes witli still greater faciUty; or, by
means of stuffed decoy-birds, which entico

the ruff, through his propensity to fight,

they may be allured into the net 'WTien

taken, they are fattened for the table, and
are then considered a great delicacy. The
food used is bread and milk, with hemp-seod
bruised, and mixed with it They leave

Great Britain in the winter.

14L The Knot {^Tringa Canutus), is very
like the ruff in its habits, and somewhat
resembles that bird in all respects but tha
frill. It is shot or taken in the same way,
by means of springes or nets. On first ar-

riving in tliis coimtry it is stupid and dull,

but soon becomes wary, and difficult of
approach. It feeds on aquatic insects and
worms, and swims with great ease. Its

length is 10 inches ; its general colour is a
reddish-brown, -with black or dark-brown
markings. Wing and tail-feathers, gre^'ish-

brown ; chin, neck, breast, and belly, of a
rich chestnut; legs, toes, and claws, bluish-

black.
\

142. The Godavits, Bar-tailed and
j

Black-tailed, {Limosa, Lapponicaet A^go-
cephala), are not so common as formerly,

when they used to be fattened in large quan-
tities for the London market The chief dis-

tinction between the two species consists in

the tail-feathers, which are black in tho
latter species, and bai-red in tlie former. Tho
length of the whole bird is 17 inches, and
of tho beak alone, 4 inches. Tlie plumage
varies much in the winter and summer.
In whiter, the back is ash-brown : pii-

niary quills dusky-black, with a bar at the
base of each, visible on tho entire wing;
tail-feathers black at the outer two-thirds;

chin, breast, and belly, light-iish; vent
white ; legs and toes dusky-brown. In
summer, the back changes to dark- brown,
each feather becoming almost black at tho
base ; the breast also becomes of a white
ground, with bars of red-brown and aml)er.

143. Among the plovers, tho malis aro
larger than the females ; but tho reverse is

the ease with the snipes and godwits, Tho
great plover, golden plover, grey plover,

and dotterel, are found also among the fcn»

and marshes, but they aie more frequently
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found on high and dry ground; and I have,

therefore, included them in the chapter

treating of that species of shooting. All

these birds are migratory, and some are

only occasional visitors to Great Britaiu.

To the sportsman, the most interesting are

the snipes, the bulk of which arrive in the

autumn, on the east coast, where they only

stay a short time, and then pass on to the

Interior, and to Ireland. They retm-n in the

spring, taking the reverse course, and are

again found on the eastern coast in Feb-
ruary and Marcli. The whole of the low
coast, on the eastern side of this island, is

the resort of these birds iu the autumn and
spring; but during the severe winter

months, they prefer the warmer bogs of

Ireland, and the west coast of England and
Scotland. Snipes almost invariably fly up-

wind, and, when the gun is pointed at them,
they dart and twist in a wonderfully rapid

manner, at which time they are very ditti-

cult to hit ; but by catching them either the

moment they rise, or when they have done
twisting, they may be readily bagged with
No. 8 shot They are not capable of carry-

ing off much shot ; and, if a larger size is

used, the intervals between the shot with
an ordinary gun will be greater tlian the

size of the snipe's body, and, consequently,

frequent misses will occur.

Sect. 2.— The Dogs used in Snipb-
Shooxisg.

144. Snipe-shooters prefer the setter, be-

cause he is more capable of sustaining with
Impunity the wet and cold of the marshes.

In which this bird is found, than the smooth-
skinned pointer ; he should, however, be a
very steady dog, and accustomed to work to

hand, and to keep to heel when ordered. A
pointer wUl do the work well for a time,

but is almost sure to suffer from rheuma-
tism, or the yellows, before he has done a

week's work. Eveiy snipe-shooter, when
he means business, should provide himself

with one or two good setters, and a re-

triever, though the latter is not so necessary

as in partridge-shooting; for, as the setter

Is generally used for snipe single-handed,

and as he must learn to foot the snipe, and
to potter a good deal, he will scarcely get

much harm from retrieving, if made steady

to "down charge."

Sect. 3.—S^^PE-SHOOTING^

145. When starting in search of snipe,

dhoose, if possible, a mild day, after rain,

but with the surface just becoming dry ; for

If very wet, the smpe refuse to lie, as do
most birds, in fact Walk up-wind to the

end of your beat, with your dog, or dogs,

at yom* heel, and you will pick up a few
shuts, but not many ; whou ai'i'ived at the

end, cast off your dog, and let him steadily
beat every inch of ground, taking it in a
zig-zag direction, but always keeping your
face more or less down-wind. This will

give your dog the chance of using his nose,

and yet enable you to get between the snipo
and the wind, which they always try to

face, and, in doing so, are very apt to mak9
a circle round you, thereby offering a very
favourable shot. ^V^len your dog stands,

keep well to windward of him, always going
up to him on that side ; be very careful not to

hurry yourself or j'our dog, and do not shooj
till the snipe has done his twistings, unless

he first rises at more than twenty yarda
from you, when have him down at once.

If your dog finds a snipe to windward of
him, and you are behind, your only chance,

unless you are a crack shot, is to head youf
dog well, and prevent the snipe going off in
the wind's eye away from you, in whicli

case his vagaries are so eccentric as to balfio

most eyes and hands; but as snipe generally

lie well, you need not make so great a
cuxile as for partridge or grouse, under
similar circumstances. Setters generally

take to snipe soon ; and only require a few
to be killed to them, to make them as foml
of the sport as of grouse or partridge-shoot-

ing.

Sect. 4.—-Dkess.

146. Kecollect, that in snipe-shoothig

there is a constant risk of getting into water,

up to the hips, or nearly so. Long and
waterproof boots should be worn, with
plenty of warm hose, drawers, and flanuei-

waistcoats. It is seldom, in spite of these

precautions, that the snipe-shooter passes

the day without getting wet, as he is almost
sure to get into water while shooting.

Nothing is so treacherous as boggy and
mai-shy land, and therefore he ought to

walk slowly and cautiously the whole day;

if, however, the sportsman takes care to

keep his boots waterproof, by the following

composition, he will only require to keei>

his upper works dry, by avoiding scvcra

rain, and absolute duckings.

Eeceipt fok Waterproof Boots.

Boiled Linseed Oil lilbs.

Yellow Wax 3oz3.

Canada Balsam 1 oz.

Mix over a slow fire. This is to be rub-

bed in alternately with neat's-foot oil.

But the snipe-shooter may persevere wit?i

impunity, through any amount of wet, if ha

takes care to keep moving, not to drink any
quantity of ardent spirits, and to change

his clothes the moment he gets home. Ho
should also, as soon as he can after a wet-

ting, soak his feet and legs in stronir hot

salt and -water, aud titftii clothe wdrmiy.
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The two great promoters of disease are

spirits, and sitting In wet clothes ; and both
may easily be avoided, -without loss of sport.

The coat, waistcoat, and trowsers should be

of woollen, but varying in tliickness, accord-

ingto the weather. Velveteen is very cold

when wet; and all the Mackintosh Inven-

tions retain the perspiration too much, to be

safe for those who indulge in active pedes-

trian exercise.

Sect. 5.—The Gun, a>'d Accessories.

147. These may be the same as for par-

tridge-shooting, but the shot should never

be larger than No. 7 ; some use No. 9, but it

is not heavy enough to bring them down
with certainty; and it is more humane to

allow them to escape the shot, than to send

tliem off with two or three wounds in their
bodies, containing each a pellet of No. 9,

which may cause them to die a lingering
death.

Sect. &—Expenses.
14S. The expenses of snipe-shooting ara

so variable, as to make it quite impossible
to form an estimate which could be at
all serviceable. Many EngUsh and IrisJi

marshes may be shot over without ditft.

culty, not being preserved at all, or with
very little strictness. The French marshes
are also celebrated for this sport, especially

the neighbourhood of Abbeville; but as
this book is restricted to British sports, I
shall not venture into a cou:>idcration ot

thcui.

CHAP. VIL

COVERT-SHOOTING.

Sect. 1.—Habits op the Pheasant.
149. Pheasants, woodcocks, hares, and

rabbits, are all found and shot in tlie woods
of Great Britain; but the Phe.a.s-v>jt (Pha-
sianus Colchicus) is the grand foundation,

the pitce de resistance, ofthe covert-shooting

in tills country. Cock-shooting is said, by
Colonel Hawker, to be comparable to fox-

liuntlng ; but it is only attainable at certain

periods, soon passing away, and Is confined,

even then, to favoured localities. Pheasants,

however, may be reared in any part of Eng-
land, Ireland, or Scotland, where there is

dry, healthy covert for them. They are

esteemed as the greatest delicacy, being of

a flavour commensurate with their size,

and form a most Important item in a bas-

ket of game sent as a present For this rea-

son they arc carefully preserved, and most

probably will continue to be so, by those

who have purses long enough to be able to

pay for such an expensive luxury; for,

though they may be bought at about 7*.

per brace, they generally cost more nearly

£1 U., than that lower sum. But, while

tiiey arc so easily poached, and sold by the

poacher, this will always happen, because

the game-preserver rears three times as

many as he bags ; and, therefore, he must
nlways calculate each bird to cost him three

times as much as it would do, If no poaching

was carried on. It Is quite unnecessary to

describe the form of this bird, which Is

famiUar to all. It Is not Indigenous to

this country, but was introduced tVom

tJeorgia originally; it has now, however,

become naturalized, tliough its high price

In the market would soon render it as

scarce as the bustard, if not strictly pre-

servecL It can be tamed to a certain ex-
tent, but, even if brought up viith poultry,

it retains a certain degree of wiidness,

so that the least alarm occasions it to

retreat in terror to some protection affordetl,

by an adjacent shrubbery or plantation.

The pheasant roosts in trees, and is very
fond of the flr, and other horizontal-limbed

evergreens, which afford good shelter from
the rain, and also a substantial perch.

Spruce-lirs they are verj' partial to, and iu»

these trees they are not readily picked ofif

their roosts by the midnight poacher.

Pheasants have a strong propensity to uso
their legs in preference to their wings, when
disturbed; and this must be considered
well by the sportsman in pursuit, as well

as the keeper hi detence, of his game.
The latter I have already directed how to

manage his department, in tlie chapter
devoted to the preservation of game ; tho

former I will cudcavour to assist iu tho

prcscut one.

Sect. 2—Best Dogs por Pheasast-

Shootino.

150. For the purpose of hunting the phea-

sant, so as to compel him to rise before tho

sliooter in covert, tho spaniel or cocker Is, no
doubt, the best kind of dog. Pointers or

setters which are broken to run in when
ordered, may do in oi)en spring-falls, and
there they afford excellcntsport, but they aro

too large for thick covert, and recourse must
be had to a team of small spaniels, either

regular sprlngei'S or cockers, hicluding King
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Charles's and Blenheim spaniels. These

generally give tongue, varying in note with

the kind of game before tliem ; but they are

sometimes mute, in which case they re-

quire each a bell attached to a collar. Ter-

riers, also, are occasionally used; but they

have seldom sulSciently good noses for the

purpose, and they are difficult to break from

vermin. The sprmger is a larger dog than

the cocker, has a longer nose, a smaller eye,

and greater strength and hardihood. He
gives tongue sooner and louder on a scent,

and is much more impetuous by nature,

requiring strong coercion. The cocker, on

the contrary, has a most delicate nose, and

a keen perception of the shades of scent;

giving a slight whimper on first touching

upon it, and changing to a merry note only

•when quite hot upon his game. These last

are exceedingly pretty workers; and If they

only had equal powers of endurance with

the springer, would be ten times as valuable;

they are, however, deUcate ; and their full

eyes are so liable to be bruised and torn,

tliat a very few hours' work will knock

them up. Many sportsmen prefer the setter

or pointer for covert-shooting ; and ifthere is

much spring-fall, so that the setter can be

seen, he is, I think, quite as good as the

very best spaniel, and much better than a

bad team ; in tluck coverts, however, he is

of no use, as his size prevents his getting

tlirough the runs, and he would leave great

qiiantities of game unfound. If used, he

ought to break his point at command, and

is often even better than any spaniel at a

body-scent, provided he has as good a nose;

still, it seldom happens that he can hunt a

foot-scent hke these dogs, or that he can

distinguish between a true and a "heel"

scent, which spaniels soon learn to do. It is

very wonderful to see pointers and setters

go into covert, andbreaktheir points continu-

ally, and then come out and stand for an

hour in the open; yet such is constantly

seen in old, steady dogs ; but such animals

are seldom of much us3 out ot covert, as

they are constantly poking along the hedge-

rows, and leaving the regular line of beat

untouched. My preference, therefore, would
be given, for pheasant-shooting, to a good,

useful team of the Sussex spaniels, which
have plenty of courage and hardihood, but

require, also, lots of work to bring them
down to steady hunting. Once broken, they

are exceedingly good dogs, and their noses

are as tender as that of the best cocker that

ever hunted-

151. Nl'mber of Dogs kequired.—Of the

large springers, a couple and a- half, or two
couples, are enough for any covert, and one
couple will suffice for most purposes. Of
the smaller sorts, double the number will

be uoue too muny.

Sect. 3.—Beeakixg and Using thb
Spaxiel.

152. The Breaking the Spaniel shonlj

be commenced very early, especially with
the larger and stronger sorts. They arc

naturally very impetuous, and yet must ba
restrained in their range to thirtyyards from
the guu, at the most. They should be taken

out, fii-st of all, in small coverts and hedge-

rows, and imbued with the desire to hunt,

which they acquire readily enough, and at

six or eight months old are generally quito

ready for any sport thej' may be entered to.

Previously to this, they should be accus-

tomed to come to heel, and keep there as

long as they are ordered ; and they should

be used to hunt to the wave of the hand,

and not to break fence till permission is

given them. Great care should be taken

that they are not allowed to amuse them-
selves by "self-hunting," which they are

very apt to indulge in when first entered to

game. When spaniels are intended exclu-

sively for pheasant or cock-shooting, or

both, they should be kept carefully to those

birds, and should be stopped, and rated

soundly, whenever they "speak to fur;"

but the great point is to get them to keep

close to the gun, and not to press their

game untU they are assured that the sports-

man is near enough to take advantage of

thcur efl'orts. Few spaniels are really worth
having tiU they are nearly worn-out, for

their struggles in wet covert, with briers and
thorns, soon spoU their looks, and their con-

stitutions too. "When too riotous, there are

three methods of steadying them : first, to

put one fore-leg into the collar, compelUng

the dog to hunt on three legs ; second, to

hang a shot-collar round the neck; and,

thud, to confine one hind-leg by a strap,

buckled tightly round the leg, above the

hock. The strap must be changed repeat-

edly from leg to leg, as it soon cramps the

muscles so much as to render them useless.

If the fore-leg is put in the collar, this leg

also should be occasionally changed. There

is very Uttle choice in these modes ; either

will answer the purpose of subduing the

courage and pace of the dog ; the shot-col-

lar is, perhaps, the least discouraging, but it

scarcely acts sufficiently with most dogs

;

and, if a hea-vy fall is sustained, the neck

may be broken by the shock. If the puppy

is not iucUned to hunt, let him be put on

the scent of pheasants when just ofl' the

feed, and let hun rout them about well for a

few minutes ; this is not often to be done

without injury to the preserve, but it may
be occasionally ventured on after the young

birds are able to fly, as the dog soon causes

them to get into the trees, lea\-ing a strong

scent behind. Spaniels should be made to
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drop to the gun and to the hand very

Btrictly, and this may be taught by the

pistol ; but it must be enforced on all occa-

Bions when game is before them. A re-

triever is very useful, as it is very difficult

to prevent the whole train of spaniels from
bringing game, if any one is allowed to do

60; but they soon learn to "down charge"
strictly, and then the retriever goes to the

dead bird, and retrieves it for his master.

In first entering young spaniels to hunting
the hedge-rows, if the breaker i£ out alone,

thej' should not be allowed to go through to

the other side, but should be tept carefully

en the same side as the shooter; attei-wards,

however, when they are accustomed to the

range, and keep watchfully eyeing the

sportsman, to see that he is within reach,

they may be sent to the other side, and put

to hunt everything out on the same side as

the gim, which is always the most eflfectual

mode -with a single shooter. "N^Tieii the
young spaniel is first put into a large wood,
and is beyond the supervision of his master,

he often ranges the entire covert, and does

Unraense mischief to the sport, driving

e\'crything out of shot. He should be well
loaded with shot, or one of his legs taken
up, and put to hunt with two couple of
steady old dogs, even if he is so confined
03 to do nothing. He will soon learn to

Imitate his fellows, when he sees them pay
all attention to the gun, and when he finds

that game falls to their hunting, whereas
he has never yet succeeded in obtaining
each a result. After a time, his leg may be
i»et at liberty, and he may probably take to
Ills work kindly enough, and refuse to leave
the other dogs far. He will not probably do
much good, as this work requires great
experience, but he will do Uttle harm. It
cannot be expected "that the spaniel will
learn his business in one season, and he is

ecldoin perfect in two; but hevrill help to
Co the looking-on part, and will animate
tiie old, stale, but steady and clever dogs, to
Increased exertions. Many sportsmen are
constantly animating their spaniels, by cries
of "Have at 'em I" "Cock I cockl cock!"
tx. &C.; but this is perfectly useless, the
Blightcst whistle being sufficient to Indicate
the wliereabouts of the gun, and, more tlian

this, Interfering with the sport, because it

allows tiic game what they have to avoid,
ond when to avoid It. If the spaniel is fond of
Ills master, and accustomed to work for
Dm, he is as much occupied in watcliiiig
his motions as In seeking for game. These
dogs have a very strong love of approbation;
and very fortunately this Is so, because ttiey.

are so much more beyond the master's cou-
Uol than the pointer or setter.

l.v}. Mode op csi.nq Sp.vjjikls in Large
CoviJii8,_Uullko grou:su and piutridgc-

shooting, the early morning is as good a
time as any for pheasant-shooting; and
most ardent sportsmen of the old school
select that time, especially if they mean to

beat the hedge-rows, which they c;in do as
the birds are returning from their feed,

after which they should follow them intu
covert, and, with a wave of the hand, order
in the spaniels, with "Have at"— pro-
nounced " Haave aat"—which should only
be used just at first, by way of encourag&-
ment. After this—keeping them carefully
near him—the shooter should watch for
a whimper, and press rapidly forsvard to
that dog; as soon as he gets to him, the
Uttle creature is sure to push on, and will, -

if of a good nose, soon either undeceivu
him by silence, or drive up a pheasani
or cock. The great point is to rush well
forward, as far as possible in front of
the dog throwing his tongue, wherever
he may be, and being regardless of thonia
or brambles. Nothing can be effected with-
out this rush, as pheasants will run for

many yards before dogs, if not rapidly

pushed, and will generally get up far out of
shot, or so protected by the trees, as to be
defended by them from your gun. Little,

light men have, consequently, a worse
chance at this sport than strong and tali

ones, who are able to raise their arms and
guns above the underwood, and carry all

before them. It is seldom that a pheasant
can be marked into another part of the saiuo

covert; and, indeed, if it is so, the bird

seldom remains near where he alighted, but
runs a long distance, and then lies quietly

in the thickest and most impenetrable
part. If this sport is to be followed witli

much success, the spaniels must be broken
from "fur," both in the form of hares and
rabbits, as they will, otherwise, neglect tho
pheasants, and take to the four-footed

game. This can only be done with spaniels

whose breed is very pure, and free from the
stain of the beagle, which so many of our
old spaniels are crossed with. The Clum-
ber breed, when pure, is said to disregard
hares and rabbits, until thorouglily entered
to them, and always to prefer "feather" to

"fur." This, however, I never saw; nor
did I ever witness the hunting of a tho-
roughly-broken team of any spaniels. I

have seen a few good ones in my life, bat
never a perfect team at work. For thia

reason, perhaps, I never saw so much tp

admire in covert-shooting as in pai'tridgo

or grouse-shooting.

Sect. 4—Vaeious kixus of Pueasant*
suooting.

154. In hedge-rows and spinnles, as phe»«
saiits have a strong scent, both body auJ
ground, they may readily bo louud by uid
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n'lti-r or pointer; but they nroso carefully

driven by the keeper everj- ni«ht and inom-

1ns' into the coverts after feeding, tliat it la,

generally, out of the question attempting

to shoot thcin an.rwhere but in these secure

retreats. In fonner days, gotxi sport was

otlen afforded by spaniels In hedsje-rows, or

by a steady old pointer ; and even now. In

certain situations, near preserves, where

the keejwrs ha^-e not the right of drivins;

tliem. and vhere this right is car^uUy

m-atrhfd, a pood hour's sport may often be

obtaineiL The shooter should begin near

their covert, as soon as the pheasants arc

running back to it, which they generally do

up the dry ditches, or under the hedges.

If the fonner are wet or absent Immediately

nftcr feeding. Ky thus intercepting them,

they are obliged to rise. If the dogs arc

worked down the hedge-rows away from

covert, and there is a gun on each side the

hedge. It often happens that there is a brook

or river Intervening between the corn-fields

•nd the covert ; here the pheasants must rise

to return ; and if they are in the habit of

crossing It to their feed, the shooter should

station himself near the brook, and send his

•paniels to begin at the other end of the

fence, and drive towards him. The phea-

sants are sure to run till they know they

must rise, which they do about 30 or 40

yards from the edge of the brook, in order

to get well over It ; and at this point they

may be met and knocketl over, taking care

to have a good water-retriever, in case they

foil into the brook. In many situations,

also, there Is a chain of small plantations,

irhere the pheasants breed in preference to

large woods, and which the keepers soon

flrive them from. If permitted to do so.

Here they may be shot readily in the early

part of October, by sending in the spaniels,

and posting two guns on each side of the

end towards which they are to be driven,

and two others walking on each side the

planutlon parallel with the dogSL A man
or two, however, should accompany the

ioT<, and beat steadily through the whole

length of the plantation, to prevent the

pheasants running back. This kind of sport

Is generally met with on farms where the

game Ixjlongs to the tenant, and where the

pheasants arc preserved with some little

care, from the end of h.ilching to the middle

of October; by which time they are all

cither shot, or driven to the neighbouring

»trictly-prcserve<l I.irge woods, from whence
the old hens originally came. It must be

remembenHL that pheasants arc polygamous
birds, and the hen only is concerned In the

care of the young. She Is ready enough to

remain with the rest of her sex In the ha-

rem of her lord and master, till she Is

ohligcd to prepare her nest, at wliicb Umo

she Is looking out lor solitU'le. uud prei'un a
quiet little spinney or plantation all to her-

self, even though In the midst of cultivated

land, to sharing the secluded wood with lier

rivals, of whose Jealousy she Is afraid for

her brood, though not for herself.

155. Wild PnEASAsx-SuooTiNo.—Agafii,
In large woodlands, which are either wliolly

unpreserved, or not carefully preser\-ed, ah
occasional pheasant may be met with In the

course of a day's cock- shooting; but theso

are exceptions now-a-days, and cannat

often be calculated upon with sufticlent ct^r^

tainty to warrant a man in goUig out tor

pheasants alone.

156. The Battcte.—Tt Is for the pnrpoac

of the battue that pheasants are now re-

served and preserved with all the formido-

ble retinue of head-keepers, under-keepera,

day-watchers, and night-watchers. None
but men of large means, and in possession

of extensive coverts, can Indulge In this

amusement, except by the Invitation of

those who have at their command tlicso

pleasant auxiliaries to sport; but in this

instance power has been abused, and ii>-

stead of promoting sport, it has totally

destroyed it. No one can deny the fitness

of the pheasant for affording gratification to

the good sportsman, if the bird is fairly

found, put up, and shot; but as well might
" mobbing " a fox be called fox-hunting, as

a battue be considered genuine pheasanN

shooting; and this I will endeavour to show

in the following description of this amuse-
ment :—In the battue, nothing short of hun-

dreds, or, if possible, thousands, of killed,

to say nothing of wounded, will constitute a

successful day. The pseudo-sportsman, who
should be tempted from his fireside and his

"Times" after breakf.ist by anything short

of'flve brace an-hour to his gun, would bo

strongly inclined to complain, and would

think, if he did not say, that his presence

had been obtained under false pretences.

The mode usually adopted Is as follows :—

F'irst, gather together eight or ten crack

shots, who may, many of them, bo In

wheeled-chairs, or on shooting-ponies, hut

should be capable of killing, without si)Oil-

tng, this beautiful bird ; then, having brejik-

fasted the party, proceed to post them at ctr-

tJiin stations where the game must cross a

piece of open ground commanded by tho

shooters' guns. Thus, In wide covcrtH, tho

guns are arranged along the o<lgc9 of the open

springs, at about 40 or 50 yard* apart, so as

to command every head of came which

passes, whether pheasant or hare, or aomo-

tlmcs rabbits, Ac, each shooter ha\-lng twD

or three guns, and a man to load them. As
soon as these arc po«te<l. the beaters are

sent to the other end of the portion of wood
wlilcta Is to bo driven, aod they prua»a to
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drive the game through it, often with the

aid of a steady dog or tvro, but as often

without any such assistance. For some
time, nothing is heard but the men edlling

to each other to keep the line, or their taps

on the trees, &c., whichmay be distinguished

at a long distance ;
presently a hare canters

quietly out of the edge of the covert, and,

putting up her head to observe what is

going on, is knocked over—as easy a shot as

a farm-yard cock tied to a tree. Next, per-

haps, a rabbit shares the same fate; she,

however, seldom waits to look about her,

but goes at a fljing pace, and is a fair mark
for a good shot. By and by, another and

another shot is heard, with the squeal of a

hare or two following them ; then the beat-

ers may be distinguished approaching, and
their blows and cries are very loud and
audible. Expectation is on tiptoe, every

moment being the one at which the

slaughter is supposed to be about to begin

;

suddenly a loud "whirr-r-r" is heard, fol-

lowed by the peculiar "cock-cock-cock-
cockle" of the cock-pheasant, of which
some one, two, or three rise from the edge
of the high wood, to be as certainly brought
down ; as fast as one falls, another shares
his fate, and in ten minutes, or less, the
ground is covered with the slain. In many
instances, low nets are fixed along the edge
of the old wood, which compel the pheasants
to get off their legs and rise, as they are so
very tame, and so much inclined to run, as
to escape in that way without the nets. In
this manner, the whole of the pheasants in

a portion of wood, or a great part of them,
that is, all those which have neither doubled
back nor escaped the guns, are brought to
bag, and the keeper's retrievers are set to
work, to recoA-er those which are not
artistically disposed of. As soon as this part
of the work is accomplished, another portion
of wood is driven in a similar way; and this
is again repeated, till the whole of the pre-
serves are exhausted, or till the sporting (!)

propensities of the guests are fully gratified.
Now, it will be observ'cd, that in this de-
scription nothing has been said of finding
the game, or of the use of the instinct of
the dog, or of the gratification of tlie desire
for exercise, or even of the benefits derived
from it ; on the contraiy, the admirers of
this sport are generally wholly ignorant of
tlic art of finding game, or of the hunting
of the dogs, or unwilling or incapable ot
using their legs; tht-y only long for blood—
which may really be said to form the posi-
tive, comparative, and superlative degrees
of their ideas on the subject. There may be
some excuse for the boy iceling gratification
and pride in obtaining the mastery over a
fine pheasant by this kind of butchery; but
1 ucvcr could sec the grounds lor these feel-

ings in a full-gi'own man, with all his facul-

ties about him. For a gouty valetudinarian
also, who still clmgs to his old associations,

I can find some excuse ; but these form only
a small proportion of those who habitually

delight in the battue; however, we have no
right to complain of the taste of others,

especially when the gratification of that ^\

taste is not witliin our reach on every occa-

sion. The appetite for money no doubt
increases by its gratification, and I suppose
the same must take place in the votaries of

the battue, as nothing else \vill account for

the extraordinary lengths to which it is

carried. When the covert is of such a
nature as to prevent the posting of the
shooters in the spring-falls, portions of it

are di\ided off by long nets, and the game
is driven towards the open fields, in the

same way as I have before described ; but
here every bird that escapes is liable to be
lost, as it flies clear away, and if it has no
secure retreat within the same preserve, is

almost certain to fall a victim to some ex-
pectant gun ; good shots are therefore at a
premium in such a kind of wood, and few
bad ones find themselves included in the

invitations. It sometimes happens that the

nets are evaded, by the birds hopping over

them; but these are exceptions, and the

great majority never attempt to pass them,
after finding themselves stopped from run-
ning by them. A net a yard high is quite

sufHcient; but even if they have run the

gauntlet of half-a-dozen nets, they get

caught at last in fhe final comer, where
they are surroimded on all sides by the

beaters, and compelled to flice the redoubt-
able phalanx awaiting them. I have been
repeatedly tempted to partake of this amuse-
ment, but I never felt otherwise than
ashamed of myself during its continuance

;

and I would desire notliing more than to

stir up the same feeling in the breasts of

others, before they have been tempted to

try its effect upon themselves.

157. Excuse for the Battue —The ex-

;

cuse made for this abuse of sport is, that

where pheasants are thick, no one gun, or

even two or three, can pursue them in the

old sportsmanlike way without losing a
great many, Avhich are driven off into an
enemy's countrj*. Now, this I admit fully.

It is impossible to enter a covert abounding
with pheasants, and hunt them with spaniels,

without nine- tenths of the birds running
off out of shot, and escaping to a distance;

and if pheasants are wanted for the table,

and must be killed for it, and, by conse-

quence, must also be reared and preserved

:or it. then kill them in this way; but kt
p.aid hands do the butcherj-, and do not

L'lo.at over your Aictims, asd dignifv^ their

slaughter with the name of sporu DomcsLio
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poultry must be rciired, and killed; but
who would admit the pleasure of wringing
their necks, or cutting their throats ? Yet
where lies the diflerence? The pheasant is

not even a difficult shot. On first rising

from covert, his fliglit is slow and hurried,

though when in full s\\ing, it is oiten fast

enough; but the shots presented in a battue

are almost always easy ones, and the prac-

tice afforded is so grcat, that those who
Indulge in them are almost sure of their

mark. The only excuse I could ever make
for myself or others wlio have partaken of

the battue, is, that as it is a rare and ex-
pensive amusement, people arc apt to value
it by the general estimate—namely, its cost

Every one knows that plieasant-prcserving

causes a most extravagant outlay, and he
also knows that he cannot indulge in the
sport many times a-year. This may per-

haps account for the high rate at which it

is estimated, but is only a lame apology
at the best.

Sect. 5.—Dress and G ex.

153. Tlie sportsman should be well pro-

I tected with velveteen or fustian jacket and
itrowsers ; and he should have a strong cap,

with a good projecting peak or poke to it,

which will save his eyes from the thorns and
brambles. His gun, also, should be a short

double-barrelled one, not exceeding twenty-
eight inches in length of barrel ; and, in

fiict, two inches less, if a good one of that

length can be procured.

Sect. 6.—Tde Woodcock.

159. The Woodcock {Scolopax Rusticola)

I lis a native of the north of Europe and Asia.

\ It is rarely known to bi-ced in Great Britain,

j but visits tills country in the winter, arriv-

I

ing in the beginning of October, and leaving

I
in March or ApriL After its first arrival, it

I
Is alwaj's confined to the thickest and most

I Impenetrable covers by day; but at night,

and very early in the morning, it visits the
swamps and meadows, in search of the

,
worms upon wliich it feeds. When it breeds

i

here, its nest consists of a loose mass of

1 leaves and gra.?s, placed in some sheltered

bank far from the prying ej'es of children.
It lays three or four eggs, of a jellowish-
bro\\-n, blotched with bro^-n of a darker
colour, and mixed with grey. In length, it

Is about 14 inches, and 25 from tip to tij). Its

weight is about 12 to 13 ounces; the head
Is of an obtusely- triangular shape, and the
eyes are placed ven,- near the top ofthe cars.
The upper mandible measures about 3 inches
in length, and is furrowed nearly the whole
length. Its tip projects beyond the under
one. which it overlaps, forming a kind of
knob, and this is endowed with an extreme
Uc^ircc 01 acuailivcutss, by which the bi\d is

I

enabled to discover the insects it is in search
of in the mud. The woodcock is essentially
a nocturnal bird, and its eyes, like all of
that class, are large, full, and dark. While
other birds are alive and doing, these
are asleep under some bush, concealed by
thorns or evergreens ; and it is only when
aroused by the dogs that they fly up and
endeavour to reach a more secure place of
concealment. Several varieties of this bird
visit our shores, and this most probably
arises from their migrating to us from such
an extensive range of country. Dr. Latham
makes out three distinct varieties ; but as
one of his has a white head, it is most prob
able that it was only an accidental pyo
colour, and not a distinct and continued
variety. It may, however, be asserted
pretty generally, that the first comers aro
fuller, fatter, and duller than the November
cocks, which are nimble and active, easily

rising high above the underwood, and being,

consequently, difficult to kilL The male is

scarcely distinguishable from the female by
the feathers or form, the only distinction

being, according to Pennant, a narrow
stripe of white on the exterior web of the
feather in the female, which same part is

spotted with black and white in the male.
Every epicure is familiar with the flavour
of the woodcock, and with its mode ofdress-
ing without being drawn.

160. Principal Localities of the Wood-
cock These birds are never, or very rarely,

seen to arrive on the coast ; which is not so

much to be wondered at, since they are, in

other respects, nocturnal. They generally

come over with a light easterly or soutli-

easterly breeze, but are often caught in

their passage by an adverse current, and
are then much exhausted, so as to be almost
unable to rise for some time after landinff.

At this time they may be found in the
ditches near the shore, and will submit
almost to be killed with a stick or a stone.

They soon pass inland, and even cross over
to Ireland in great numbers, though a great

many also reach that country direct trom
France and Spain. Large quantities of wood-
cocks are taken by traps and nets, chiefly

on the coaits of Devonshire, Doi-setshire,

Hampshire, and Sussex, from which coun-

ties they are sent up in great numbers to

the London markets, and to the great jiro-

vincial towns. In Wales and Scotland—
particularly its western coast—they are also

taken in the same way, to a grcat extent,

and these supply the I5alh and Bristol,

and the Edinburgh and Glasgow markets.

Indeed, it is seldom that a shot woodcock is

sold in the shops, for the bird is so easily

torn and disfigured by the gun, that tlie

netted one is vastly preferred, and thcrclore

the iiuuchcr commands the tniurket.
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Sect. 7—Dogs used fob Cock-Shooting.

161. These are the same as those recom-

mended for finding the pheasant; but the

setter is here wholly useless, as the haunts

of the cock are inaccessible to so large a

dog. The Sussex spaniel is the best I have
c^'er seen, being hardy, and capable ofbear-

ing wet with impunity. His nose is also

wonderfully good, wliich its full develop-

ment, in point of size, would lead one to

expect They are bred so much for hunting

cocks that they own the scent very easily,

and seem to delight and revel in it, giving

generally a very joyous note on touching

upon their trail. The true Sussex may
easily be kept strictly to feather, and though
they will readily hunt fur when nothing

else is to be had, they do not prefer it, as

most other dogs do.

1C2. Nuj£BEB OF Dogs used in this sport

^lould be at least 2J or 3 couple, as the
coverts are generally large and very thick

;

but I should always prefer hunting two
couple at a time, and giving the other couple
nn hour's rest—thus, always having one
couple fresh and one tired at work together.

Sect. 8.—Cock-Shootixg.

1G3. The Mode of using these Dogs
iif Cock-Shooting is very similar to that
adopted in tcild pheasant-shooting, except
that different localities are \'isited by the
two kinds of birds—the pheasants keeping
as much as possible to the drj'and sound
parts, and to those which are tolerably
open, whilst the cocks select the neighbour-
hood of moist low ground, though they do
not choose the actual swamp for roosting.
For this purpose they prefer the shelter of
thick bushes, and low evergreens when
they can find them : for, though they fre-

quent wet and marshy ground lor feeding,
they are i)articularly addicted to protected
roosting-placcs, such as holly and juniper
bushes, or even laurel or lauristinus, when
planted in the midst of water, as in orna-
mental islands, &c During long frosts tlie

Inland springs are frozen, and the cocks ai-o

compelled to leave them and seek the salt
marshes, where the springs are seldom quite
hard ; but in very severe winters even here
thclrfood is sometimesfrost-bound, and great
innubors of woodcocks are starved to deatli.
as in tlie winter otl838-9, and in this present
one of 1854-5. Woodcocks, generally, take the
same line of flight in going to feed as is the
case with nearly all migratory birds; and in
tlyiuR, even from one covert to another,
tliey nuiy always be seen to take the same
ride or break in the trees. In beating large
coverts this is very conspicuous, as there arc
always certain spots where cocks arc shot,
0" aay aro to bo met with. Knowing old

hands take advantage of this, and station

themselves there to await their crossings

Beaters are very useful to assist the dogs ia

this kind of shooting; but the grand re-

quisite is a set of good markers, because the
cocks can seldom be shot the first time they
are put up, and do not run like the phea-
sant after they alight. Slany good sports-

men place two or three good markers in the
highest trees, on the opposite side of a large

covert to that which is to be first entered;
then, going in themselves, they get what
shots they can, by pushing up rapidly to the
dogs, as in pheasant-shooting; and as sooa
as they reach the other side, they are guided
to the points where all the disturbed cocks
have dropped, which a good marker can
point out by the trees which he has marked
and knows. Here they will always be
foimd by careful hunting, and may then,

generally, be flushed and shot at, if not
bagged. In high bare-stemmed larch or fir

coverts, these birds are more easily shot as
they rise above the low underwood, and
before they reach the branches of the trees;

but, in lower oak or beech woods, they must
be watched for in the openings, and snapped
at in a moment, or all chance is lost. Wood-
cocks, when disturbed by the dogs, often

settle just outside the; coverts, which the

markers can readily see, and here they caa
easily be got at and shot with facilitj^ They
generally go straight away from the gun
till the}' near the bushes, when they shoot

and twist in a manner which makes them
very diflicult to kill at that moment Each
successive time they are disturbed they lie

closer than before, but when put up their

flight is more rapid and snipe-like, in pro-

portion to the frequency of their disturb-

ances. If, therefore, the middling shot

misses a good opening the first or second

time, he seldom replenishes his bag, in the i

subsequent ones, at the same bird ; and, ia

this way, I have known six or seven shots

fired at one cock on the same day, without
ultimate success, though afterwards another

bird has immediately fiillen to the same gun.

This variety and uncertainty give grc;it

interest to the sport ; and it certainly ilo-

serves all the encomiums which have been

passed upon it The Irregular flight of tlie

bird; his mode of flapping his wings, pecu-

liar to himself; the way in which he shoots

right or left after a slow and smooth flight

—changing from that of a tame owl to tlie

velocity of the hawk—all conspire to giv^

interest to his pursuit Sometimes you may
licar him and see him with facility; at

others you hear him, but cannot catch even

a glimpse of the bird ; whilst again you hear

and see him for a moment, then lose sight,

and finally obtain sucli a view as to be able

to account fur him to your own satisfaction,
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f not hl«. Kut It is cliiefly In wild, rocky

Ilstricts that this bird can be pur-<ued with

yi-ery advantaRo; In fact, in tlio'se only

rhere open spaces alternate -w-ith thick

:lninpe of low bushes. Here he may genc-

ally be hunted with spaniels to great

advantage, and. Indeed, their presence is

'ssential to the sport, as no man can pene-

rate the thick clumps of holly and juniper

vhich abound in some parts of Wales and
Jcotland. No bird is so often missed, be-

cause every one who can get a shot is sure

o snap at him with the chance of a
itray shot telling ; whereas, in the pursuit

>f partridge, grouse, or pheasant, the

shooter does not put his gun op without a

air chance, knowing that, if he does not

;et a shot at them to-day, he will, or may,
lext week. The woodcock, also, is so very

ieceiving in his flight—beginning often so

aea>1ly, and then, again, all at once shooting

iff at a tangent—that it is no wonder that

bid shots even miss him. No one likes to

al a woodcock to pieces, by firing at a

few yards' distance, which might often be

lone when he first gets up; the shooter,

therefore, in great anxiety to obtain the

. waits till he is at a fair distance, and

. ^ suddenly surprised to see him begin

^ -u.^ot round some shrubs, which he fan-

ned too low to interfere. His moch-coveted
irize is this time secure; but he Tollows him
ip, and, after much trouble, gets a good

ot, and perhaps drops upon another or

in finding this one. Such are the

ifious uncertainties of woodcock-shooting.

(o bird Ues closer than a cock, and in some
lUnatious, when they are not much dis-

hed, the spaniels will actually rout them
at with their noses, and chop them even

onally; but this is not often the case,

the bird is very nimble in evading the

aws of his enemy. In order to hunt them
Xrell In thick coverts, the spaniels ought to

^ve their master ^vith them, as they re-

^aire every encouragement to make them
[penetrate the tangled masses of underwood
fre>iuented by the cocks ; If, therefore, the

keeper is accustomed to them, by all means
^ct him hunt them; but if not, the master
'jaiQ.ft undertake that duty, even if he loses

m few shots by so doing. I have said that,

in all cases, if a spaniel Is on the trail of a
cock, the shooter should get to him as

quickly as possible; but if he is hunting
*iith the wind, and there is enough of U
to be plainly felt in covert, the bird Is almost
Furo to come up wind into the shooter's

f-xce ; and he had therefore better remain
quiet in as open a spot as he can pick, and
catch his bird as he comes. Woodcocks
killed dead sometimes fall at some distance,
and are ven- difficult to find, as few rc-

trierers can hit off the body-scent of a d,ead

cock, which has not run at all. In this kind
of retrieving, the satracity of the Newfound-
land comes into advantageous play, as they
scorn to mark the spot where the bird fell

with great accuracy, and find it by eye
rather than by nose.

Sect. 9.—Thb Dress and Gcn.

1C4. The shooting habiliments should be
the same as in pheasant-shooting, except
that, as the ground is generally more or

less swampy in places, the boots should be
carefully dressed with the waterproof com-
position. Snipe-boots would soon be de-

stroyed by the thorns and briers, and are,

therefore, out of the question, besides being

too cumbrous for this active exercise. The
gun is exactly the same as for the pheasant.

Sect. 10

—

Hake and Rabbit-Shooting.

ICo. The Hare {Lepus Timidus) is usually

shot in covert, except when preserved

for coursing; but it is poor sport, as, while

In covert, she never goes faster than a
canter, and may be killed with certainty by
any tyro. It can only be for the pot, or

for the purpose of increasing the list of the

slain, that this game is shot Besides, the

killing hares when using spaniels spoils

them for pheasant or cock-shooting, as they

always own the scent of game which is

killed to them.
166. Uabbit-Shooting is a different affair

altogether from shooting hares, and affords,

in my opinion, the very best sport In covert

of all, excepting only wild pheasant and
woodcock-shooting. This, of course, has re-

ference to the hunting them with dogs, and
the shooting while going at their best pace,

which Is undoubtedly a racing one. Rabbits

breed in warrens, in hedge- rows, and in

covert, and multiply very fast indeed.

There are said to be several distinct varie-

ties ; but I believe there is no truth in the

assertion, the kind of food only causing a

temporary difference, and not permanently

tmslng a distinct variety. Warren-rabbits

removed to a covert, and there allowed to

breed, soon attain the same character as the

prior denizens of the same locality. Tlie

sport of shooting rabbits is never carried

on in the warrens, because the warrener

does not wish his property wasted, and pr^
ftrs trapping them, for obvious reasons—on«

being, that the wounded rabbits often escap*

into the holes and die out of reach. In hedge-

rows, they may be hunted with spaniels

or terriers, and shot as they come out;

but they generally have holes In the bankn,

and then soon reach fhem in safety. Whoa
driven to their fastnesses, the ferret Is the

only resource; and these animals, after

l)cing muzzled, soon drive them cither to

the gun or iuto bag-nets placed over Uta
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holes. But it is to the covert-shooting of

rabbits that I wish to draw attention, that

being the only kind of rabbit- shooting which
is to be considered worthy the attention of

'the true sportsman, and which, I have
already remarked, is really worth it. Bab-
bits are now much encouraged in large

pheasant-preserves, partly for the sake of

the keepers, whose perquisite they are, but

chiefly because they afford food for the

foxes preserved for fox-hunting, which
would otherwise prey upon the pheasants.

The keeper feeds his foxes when young
regularly upon rabbits wounded and left

near their earths ; and, consequently, these

rabbit-fed animals keep to the same fare,

and are thus prevented from interfering

with the pleasures ofthe battue. The keeper

continues to shoot a few outlying rabbits

round the covert, and those which are thus

wounded suffice to keep up the supply for

the foxes, in addition to those which the

keeper may purposely leave for him, or the

fox may himself succeed in laying hold

of. When the pheasant-season is over,

and the foxes also have been thinned, it

will bo found that the rabbits must be
kept down on account of the young crops,

which they begin to bite off most crueliy.

In February and March, therefore, good
sport is usually afforded by this thinning

of the rabbits, several hundred couple being
often killed in a single preserve. At this

time a great number of rabbits lie above
Kround, preparing for their young, or dri-

ven to seek the pleasures of love, or irom
other causes, of which we, in our ignorance
of their language, have not yet fathomed
the motive. However, there they are;

and in the spring-falls of a large wood
they may be found lying in tussocks of
grass, or in little bushes. For these the
vermin-terriers of the keepers are the best
dogs, as they himt them very quietly, j'et

strongly, and your regular springers or
cockers would be utterly spoilt for pheasant
or cock ifallowed to hunt rabbit. ]?y send-
ing the keeper and his terriers into the
wood, the rabbits are driven across the
drives, where the i;uiu should bo posted at

60 yards' distance from one another ; or, if

the spring-falls are quite open, they may
walk then in line. As the rabbits are put
up, they cut in and out of the rides or nms,
and require great quickness of eye to catch
them before they are lost to sight. The
guns must be carried on the shoulder, full-

cocked ; and great care must be taken not to

shoot the terriers as they are hunting close

upon the scent of the rabbit. I once shot a
very valuable dog in this way, with the
rabbit actually in his mouth. This was as

the rabbit was coming out of a busli, and
the dog«o close upon her, that, as she sprang
through, the terrier did the same, and re-

ceived my charge in her breast, killing both
dog and rabbit It is needful to shoot well

before the rabbit, as they run so quickly by
you, that if you do not take this precaution

you are sure to shoot heliind them. The
knack is easily acquired by . ,uick ye and
hand, but a slow man had better not at-

tempt what he will be certain to fail in. Iii

shooting rabbits. Colonel Hawker "dvises

the sportsman to get into a tree, but this

can scarcely be called sport, though some-
thing of a-plece with some kinds of wild-!

fowl-shooting. I should only advis pot-

hunters or boys to resort to such an unfair

advantage. If, however, they are to ba

destroyed as injurious to the farmer, the

plan is, no doubt, a good one; but lor this

purpose the use of the terret is far the best

resource.

Sect. 11.—Expenses of Cotert-Shootiko.

167. The cost of rearing and preserving

pheasants is enormous, usually reaching

from half-a-guinea to a guinea a-head lor

each bird bagged. Woodcocks, being birds

of passage, are not capable of being pre-

served, except during their short stay, when
tliey require intruders to be prevented

shooting or trapping them. Hares also re-

quire strong watching, and are even more
liable to the attacks of poachers than phea-

'

sants ; but as they are generally preserved

with those birds, and are considered sul>-

sidiary to them, tlioir extra cost is seldoia

brought iuto the cttlculatiou.
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Srcr. I Bnu)9 ForvD on Kiters and
TOXDS.

ICS, Here vre have little opportunity for

the skill of the sportsman to display itself,

anil tlie pretensions of this kind of sport are

not such as to meet with the approbation of

•uch a glutton at the gun as CoL Ilawkcr.

Still, many sportsmen prefer it to the punt-

Bhootlng so much lauded by that ardent

admirer of Its peculiar advaiitaKCS. I shall

first enumerate the birds which are nut
with, and then detail the best modes o(

shooting them on the rivers, ponds, and
Bmall lakes of thU countr}'. Some of them,

as the ducks teal, and wlgeon, are also

shot from the punt; but as they are to

be met with In large quantities in rivers

and ponds, I shall include them under
both kinds of sport At the head of this

Ust i^taiids

169. The ^^ALLARD. or Wild-Duck (Anas
Boschas) This is said to be the parent of

our domestic duck, one variety of which it

resembles In colour, though somewhat less

in size, and having dark legs and toes.

Some few ducks breed In this country, but
the vast flocks which frequent our coasts

and internal waters are migratory birds,

and are only here in the winter season.

When breeding in Britain, they make their

nest In some quiet hedge -row, or high bank,
near the river or brook, and lay 15 to 18 eggs
of a ereenlsh colour. The young wild-ducks
are diligently sought for just when they are

becoming fledged, and are scarcely able to

make use of their wings, in which stage
they arc called " flappers."

170. WiGEON {Mareca Penelope), arc next
In size to the wild-duck. They seldom are

found far Inland, therefore they aflord

better sport to the puntsman than to the
river-shooter; they are, however, very good
eating, and will reward the sportsman for

his trouble If they arc shot on the Internal

waters. In the adult male, the length is

about 18 Inches; bill, brown-black; iris,

brown; top of the head, white; checks and
back 01 the head, chestnut-red; back, grey

-

lah-whlte, with Irregular lines of bhick;
tall pointed, and nearly black ; wIng-coverts,
white, tipped with black ; a green speculum,
edged with black, on the outer webs of the
•econdary wing-feathers; chin and front of
neck, black; lower p.art of neck, pale red-
dish-brown ; breast. l)clly, and vent, white

;

legs and feet, dark-browiu Tlie old male
bh^ls, to a great extent, assume the feathers
of the female In July, and continue so till

the autumnal moult. In the female, the
length la about let Inches and the following
polau of difference occur : hoad and ueck.

reddish-brown, ri-eckled with darker brown

;

back, of two shades of brown in each fi- 1-

ther. The young male birds resemble tlio

fcm.ales.

171. The Pn<TAiLEDl)ucK(/)a/f/a>4cii/a),
Is also occasionally found on our inteniiil

waters and Is one of the first taken in t!ie

decoys In October. Its flight is very raiil<l.

No duck is better for the table, the flavour

l)eing excellent. In July the male assumes
the same plumage as the female, but re-

covers his masculine colours in the autum-
nal moult. The length of tail will always
serve to distinguish this duck from the
wigcon, whose plumage it resembles in

other respects.

172. The Pochard or Duxunu) (Nyroca
Ferina), receives its second name from the
peculiar colour of the eye. It is a winter
visitor to this countrj', appearing In Octo-
ber, and leaving in the spring. It resorts

to inland waters as well as the sea-shore,

and is a very shy and warj' bird. It is of a
very good flavour, and highly esteemed for

the table, resembling the famous canvas-
backed duck of the United States, thougli

but a humble imitation, in my opinion.

The length of tliis duck is 19^ inches. The
male tias a pa!e-blue blU, with a blacU

point and base; Iri.s red; head and upper
part of neck, rich chestnut ; lower part ot

neck and upper part of breast, deep black;

back, of a freckled-grey; rump and upper
tail coverts black; tail, greyish-brown;
lower breast and belly, grey ; legs and toes,

bluelsh-grey. The female has the bill all

black ; iris, brown ; head and neck, dusky-
brown; lower pait of neck and breait,

dark-brown.
173. TukTeal (Qi/erquedula Crecea). Is tli9

smallest of our ducks, and oue of the richest

In flavour; It Is, therefore, much sou);ht

after by the B);ort8inan who regards his

stomach, or those of his friends. It fre-

quently breeds in Great Hrituln, especially

among the lakes of Westmoreland. Its

flight is very ra|iid, and It aflords an ex-

cellent mark to the skilful shot From this

clrtuinstance it is still better 8nlte<l to switlo

snots than to the large punt-gun. Like a I

the duck tribe. It feeds by night. The female

lays only seven or eight egss. of a wh ti!<li

colour. In the adult male, the length ie

Ui Inches; the bill is black; eyes, hazel;

forehead, and band extending backwards,

chestnut-brown; a narrow line of but! from

the gape to the oo.lput, over the eye, and

also from under the eye to the lower part of

car co%'crt»—between these two lines n spot

of rich green; cheeks and remainder of the

side of the neck, chestnut ; back ot nock niMl

back trausverbely UueU with black antl
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•white ; wings, brown, in various stiades—

a

Fpeculum on the secondaries, of velvety-

black, green and purple, tipped with white

;

tail, pointed, darli-brown; chin, black;

tront of neck, chestnut above, with spots of

black on a white ground below; legs and
toes, brownish- grey. Like the wigeon, the

male birds lose their distinguishing feathers

in July. The lemale has the whole of the

head speckled vnth dark-brown ; back,

dark-brown, mixed on each feather with

lighter brown; wiug, like the male; chin,

pale-brown; lower part of neck has cres-

centic brown marks, instead of spots of

black; sides and beUy, dull white, spotted

with dark-brown.
174. The Bald Coot {Fulica Atra), is a

bird well known throughout England, being

a permanent resident in the ponds of the

ornamental grounds of our aristocracy. It

weighs about 28 ounces. In colour, it is a

deep black, excepting the outer edges of the

wings, and a spot under each eye, which
are wliite; under parts of a dirty lead-

colour. The nest is a huge mass of rushes,

«fec, quite on the water's edge ; and it lays

eight or nine greenish-white eggs.

The Greater Coot is only a larger va-

riety of the preceding, which it resembles in

nil other respects. The coots are oiten shot

on our ponds, and by some are preserved

expressly for that purpose. Colonel Hawker
maintains, that they are not to be con-

sidered as worth powder and shot in fresh

water, because they cannot then be slaugh-

tered in sufficient numbers; but I confess I

cannotsee the force of his reasoning, though
lie has obtained such an undisputed empire
over this species of sport, that it requires

gome courage to throw doubt on his dictum.

Still, it appears to me, that there is quite as

much sport in killing one bird with an
ounce of shot, as in killing 20 with 20 ounces.

Uothing surprises me more than the in-

consistencies of sport. In one kind (as, for

instance, partridge and grouse-shooting), it

Is considered as the highest degree of pot-

hunting, to shoot into the middle of a covey
or pack; whilst in another (the shooting of

wild-fowl), the sportsman is told that one
bird is not worth his notice, and that he
must wait quietly till he can catch a whole
lot of them within the deadly circle of his

fire. How is the young sportsman to

reconcile these incongruities? The only
answer is like that so often given by English
grammarians—" there is no invariable rule,

but each kind is governed by its own laws."

What Is right at Poole or Southampton, is

entirely wrong on the stubbles, of Nortolk or
the moors of Scotland. Tlie coot is a veiy
difficult bird to flush, as it keeps among the
rocds and nislics, diving at the approach of

the dog. By following these birds up with

a good dog, they may sometimes be maae
to rise, and then aflford an easj* shot

175. The Moorhen, or Galliitole {Gai-

linula Chloropus), is very commonly met
with in our rivers and ponds. Here it swims
gracefully, searching for aquatic insicts,

and nodding its head at every instant It

dives remarkably weU and quickly, and
(

remains in the reeds with only its beak
above the water. On account of its diving

so rapidly, it is rarely bagged without tlia

aid of a dog, as it does not rise to the surface

if death takes place after the dive. On land .

it runs rapidly, cocking up the feathers of

'

its tail, which are white beneath, and seek-

ing the secure retreats afforded by the water
as rapidly as possible. Its nest is built

:

among the sedge, and it lays seven or eight f

eggs, of a yellow colour, with brown spots.

.

The young birds appear onl}' like a brown-
ish-black mass of fur or down, and swim
about in the most lively manner. In the
male, the beak is yellowish-green, with a
red base ; on the forehead is a naked patch
of red ; iris, hazel ; back, wings, rump, and
tail, dark oUve-brown ; head, neck, breast,

and sides, dark-slate; beUy and vent
greyish-white ; above tarsus, a ring of red;

legs and toes, green.

176. The Water-Rail {Rallus Aquaticus),

resembles the moorhen in general figure,

though differing in colour, which is more
like the land-raiL The back is spotted or
speckled-brown; cheeks, chin, sides, and
front of neck aiid breast, lead-grey ; vent,

buff-colour; legs and toes, brownish-redJ

length, 11J inches.

177. The Grebes (Podiceps Cristatus, P.

Auritm, and P. Minor, are like the moorhens
in diving powers, and resemble them much
in habits. All the grebes feed upon fish and
water-insects. The lesser grebe is also

called the Dahchick. It is a very timid bird,

and disappears by diving on the sUghtest

alarm. It is easily domesticated on our

ornamental waters, and dives and comes
up again, over and over again, as if for the

amusement of the spectators.

Three varieties of the sandpiper frequent

our rivers, of which the summer snipe,

or common sandpiper, is the most familiar.

They are

—

178. The Green Sandpiper {Totanus Och'

ropus), ofwhose habits very little is known.
They are very common in siiring and au-

tumn, and frequent the banks of brooks and

inland rivers. They feed on worms and

insects; and thr^y have a shrill note, ot a

whistling character. Beak, greenish-black;

iris, hazel—as in the snipes, a line from it to

the eye; white mark over the e3-e; back

parts "of head, neck, and body, dusky-green;

primaries, dusky-black; tail-coverts and

feathers, white. The outside tail-feather
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lias one dark spot on the outer web ; tlie

next, two spots; ami the tliird and Iburth,

two black bands; the others also have
BLVoral bars. Under parts of tlie body
wliite ; throat, streaked with dusky Hues ;

le-rs and toes, gieenish-black- Length, 9i

IjKllCS.

179. The Wood Sandpiper (Tofanus

Chireola), resembles the preceding: in liabits

and t;eneral appearance, but differs in being

somewhat smaller, the lengtli being only

» inches. Iris, dusky-brown; tail-feathers

with six or more narrow transverse white

bars, on a cround of greenish black ; legs

and toes, olive-green.

ISO. The Summer Snipe, or Comsion
Sandpiper {Tringoides Ilypoleuca), is found

very generally on all our rivers, lakes, and
canals, where it breeds on the banks. It is

mostly seen running along the gravelly

edges in search of its food, which is com-
posed of insects and worms. It utters a
peculiarly sharp note when disturbed. Beak,
dark-brown, with a yellowish base ; iris,

dark-brown ; dark streak from beak to the

eye ; upper part of body greenish-brown

;

four middle tail-feathers greenish-brown,
with a blackish stripe across the centre,

and all barred with black—four outer ones
tipped with white; primaries almost black,

wth a greyish patch on all but the first;

all the under parts of a pure white ; legs

and toes, dark -green.

Such is a list of the birds chiefly frequent-
ing our ponds and rivers. Occasionally,

others are met with, but those I have enu-
merated form the bulk of the number.

i'BECT.
2.—Best Doo for Ri\T5E-SH00TnjQ.

181. The Best Dog for hunting these
birds in the brooks is the old English watcr-
apaniel; but a good roucli fox-terrier will

answer very nearly as well. The former
vill be found under the general description

of the dog; but his specific education hud
better be here introduced.

182. Breaking the Water-Spaniel or
Retriever.—.\8 these dogs are required for

punt-iliooting, as well as river-hunting,

'and as their education Is better conmienced
on the river-side than in the punt, it will

be well to enter in detail into their eduea-
• Uor. here. Nothing answers better for this

purpose than the shooting of "flappers,"
which usually comes on in July and August
The water being then warm, and the young
birds awkward, and not very good di%ers,

grciit encouragement to persevere is afforded
to the dog, and he may be easily induced to
swim more or less for hours, and to hunt
the side of a brook in the most ardent man-
ner. Tliere Is very little difliculty in enter-
ing these dogs to wildfowl, as they seem to
bavc a uaturul bloa that way ; but Uicy

should be carefully broken fl-om rats, which
abound on the banks of rivers and pond.'.

The only art consists In confining their

range, by making them beat to hand, ami
in persuading them to retrieve woun>le.l
or dead birds. The range is much cnoio
easily taught the water-spaniel than tlio

land variety, because he is almost always
in sight of the shooter, and always within
the sound of his voice. If, thereiore, the
puppy has been taught to come in at tli.j

word " Back," and to turn to the right and
left on land, in obedience to the hand, as
in ordinary spaniel-breaking, he will bo
sure to obey in the water, where he sccin.s

<o ask for the directions of his master. Tho
eye of the swimming dog is only able to

command a small circle, being very littlo

raised above the level of the water, and
therefore it cannot see far fi-om its nose;
but by watching the hand of its master—for
the voice should not be used more than
necessarj-—it is often directed to the ri^^lic

spot, and afterwards is glad to claim tho
assistance which is found to be so useful
The water retriever should be taught on
land, like the land-retriever, to seek for

gloves and young rabbits, &c, and to bring
them, uninjured, to his ma.ster. After a
time, he may be taught to bring a ball or
glove from the water, which he does moro
readily even than on land, but is very apt
at first to deposit it on the shore, as soon as
he reaches it, in order that he may shako
himself clear of the water hanging to his

coat. This should not be permitted, but
the dog should always lay his burden actu-

ally at his master's feet, becau.se some-
times, if not checked, he leaves it in such a
situation as to cause great difHculty in

reaching it. The desiderata in a wattr-

dog are— a liver colour, without white

—

black and white being alike conspicuous;

an extraordinary nose, to make out water-
fowl, whose scent is not remarkably stroiig;

a strong woolly and oily coat, to resist tho
water. Here there is a very great differ-

ence, some dogs bc;iiig able to remain in that

element for hours, while others arc rapidly

exhausted, and this arises mainly from the

ciiuse above alluded to. lie should bear

cold as well as wet; and be thoroughly

amenable to command, so that he will

lie for any Indefinite time without tho

slightest movement, waiting hU muster's

order to hunt or retrieve. Ho should

also bo mute, as his tongue Is never re-

quired, and would often disturb dl.stant

waterlowL All these qualities are scarce,

and should be highly prized wlien they are

united in one, which they seldom are. Tho
fault of the old liver-coloured water-spaniel

is, that he is too often headstrong and ini-

i
petuous ; wh;io the Nowroundiond is too
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bulky, and tires ratlier sooner than is desi-

rable. His colour, also, is not so good as

tlie spaniel's.

Sect. 3—Duck-Guss and Accessories.

183. The Duck-Gun is a totally different

tool from tlie ordinary fowlingpiece,

though lor flappers, and some of the com-
mon sorts, the latter ma^- suffice ; but for

the wilder varieties a more deadly weapon is

required—and such is the long tube called a
duck-gun. Colonel Hawker has established

so tliorough a control over the opinions of

all sportsmen on the subject of wildfowl-

shooting, that I shall make no further

apology for quoting irom him on most occa-

sions. No other amateur has had such a
long experience in these matters, and it is

only in those open to the common sense of

every sportsman that I shall venture to

differ from him. On land I think there are

many whose opinions deserre as much
weight as his ; but on water lie is undoubt-
edlj' the king of this species of sport. He
strongly recommends a country maker in

preference to a London one, and specifies

AVestley Richards at Birmingham, Burnett
of Southampton, and Claj-ton of Lyming-
ton, as the most likely to produce a good
article iu tliis particular line. Mr. Clayton
seems to be the one to whom the wildtbwl-
sliooter may most readily entrust his order,
having worked for the Colonel, and under
his eye, for some j'ears past. The Colonel
advises the following kind of implement :

It should weigh from 12 to 20 lbs. ; should
have a substantial stock, such as a fancy
workman would be ashamed of; it should
be made so large at the breech, that neat
gun-makers would laugh at it; the stock
should rise well u|) to the eye, because you
liave not tlie power to lower your head
when holding out a heavy weight; and,
above all, the barrel should lie level, and well
up to the eye, instead of being let down into
the stock so as to pitch under the mark in
quick (iring. A duclc-gun should have either
no heel-plate at all, or one of a metal which
will not rust from loading iu a wet place.
The advauUge of a duck-i,'un is. that it will
carry large shot more compactly, and may
belired with double or treble the charge for
a piece of the ordinary size. You are, there-
fori', enabled to use large shot with the same
advantage that JS'o 7 may be fired trom a
double gun; by which means, at a lame
object, you may kill considerably larther,
and, in a flock, many more birds at a shot.
1'lu' rocoil of a duck-gun can only be checked
by weight ot metal; and there are two ways
ti> dispose of It : the one, by immense thtck-
niss, wherel)y the gun may be short,
I'ortable, and easily managed; and the
Other, by hicreasiiig the ienglli, by which

you may kill farther, and take more accurate
aim. The former was the plan of Mr. Joseph
IVIanton, the latter that of the late Mr. D;
Egg; and, in order to partake a little of both
advantages, I should steer between the
two, and have barrels never less than 3 feet

8 inches, nor more than 4 feet 4 inches, unless
I used a rest. For pond and river-shooting,

these guns may be from 12 to 16 lbs. ; but
more than that greatly fatigues the arm;
and with a gun of this weight a good charge
is carried a very considerable distance. A
broad butt lessens the recoil, and a piece
of sponge adapted to it will still further
diminish that unpleasant feeling.

Colonel Hawker lays down a rule for the
length of duck-guns, which is founded upon
the length of the fowlingpiece to which the
individual intending to use one is accus-
tomed. It is as follow: —Measure the
diameter and the length of the ordinari

gun ; then find how many times tlie former
will go into the latter—and order the duck-
gun to be four or six diameters more than
it. Thus, supposing the gun to be 44 times the
diameter. \'iz., 2 feet 8 inches, lettheduck-gua
ot 7 gauge and 13 lbs. weight be from 3 feet S
to 3 feet 8 inches, or even 4 teet in length.

He also recommends the addition of a pistol-

grip for the right hand, which takes off a little

of the jar from the shoulder; and that tliis

l-art should be bound round with twine like

a cricket-bat In loading a duck-gun, the
farther you wish it to carry, the more
powder and the less shot you must put in

;

this rule applies to all guns, but more espe-

cially to the duck-gun. (See Fig. 1.)

184. Species of Primer.— Duck-guns, of

all sizes, are peculiarly liable to wet, and
often to tlie spray Irom the sea. It is found
that, under these circumstances, the ordi-

nary copper cap will often miss fire, irom
becoming damp, or allowing the powder in

the nipple to do so. Mr. Westley Kichards.

however, lias invented a primer, which acts

remarkably well tor all sizes of duck ana
punt- guns ; and the brass cyUnder contain-

ing the percussion powder is perfectly

waterproof; they may be applied to any
percussion or flint-gun. But for single

guns, these, as well as the percussion caps,

are somewhat in the way of the sight at

least Colonel Hawker says they are, wliich,

to many, is the same thing; and he has in-

vented a side primer, which consists of a
flat anvil, on which a tube is placed, which
also passes through a touclihole, similar to

the old flint-guns. The striker explodes
this tube, just as the flint set Are to the
powder in the pan of the old flint-gun ; and,
as coarse powder can be used instead of
fine, many advantages attend its use—one,

that it is perfectly water|)roof; a second,
that coarse powder may be used; and a
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Uiinl, that the guii rarely misses fire, be-

cause the tube reaches stiaisrht to the

powder in the chamber of tlie breech.

IM. DUCK- Shot.—No. 1 or 2 i3 tlie shot

for a 7 gauge, ami A or B for a 5 gauge, or

bich-bore.

180. Wadding.— Wilkinson's felt wad-

diuK is ttie best lor this species of gim.

187. Dress.—A strong tcooHen shooting-

eoat should be worn, as the cotton fabrics

«1o not resist cold and wet sutllciently for

riis sport. Caps should always replace

hats, making a considerable dilforence in

the height of the individual ; they sliould

also not be too dark, but of a neutral colour.

The trowscrs should be of some strong

woollen fabric, and woollen stockings,

drawers, and waistcoat should be invari-

ably worn. In situations where there is

much wading, the long water-boot should

be put on over two pairs of woollen stock-

ings. Mr. Short of East Yarmouth, is said

to make these boots well They should be

well dressed with the Unseed oil composi-

tion, or, if time can be gken them to dry,

with neats'-foot oiL Nothing keeps water

out so well as this last; but it must be

thoroughly soaked in the leather, and takes

many months to dr>-, so as to be safe in

point of health. I have put on boots thus

treated, which felt exactly as if thoroughly

wot. and would give cold as easiiy as if

they were really so.

Sect. 4._WiLn-T>rrK-SnooTixG ix

Kl-VEKS, &C.
,

188 Wild-Ducks. — Wiien the shooter

seeks the wild-duck in the shape of flappers.

he should go to the brook, or i)ond, where

they are supposed to be in July, and send

his dog into the rushes, woods, &c, along

the banks; in process of time he wUl spring

the old duck, and tliis will encourage hnu

lo the search for her brood. By and by a

young bird is seen to rush about among the

teeds, and tnakes perhaps an attempt at

flight, in which she most probably falls a

Victim to your shooting propensities. The

Whole brood should be diligently followed

When found, as those which are leit will

not remain to stand another hunt. In the

toonth of August the young birds are able

to fly to the com-flolds; and towards even-

ing, and very early in the morning, they

may be caught sight of and shot in their

fliglit backward and lorward to tlie water;

or, atter they are in that element, they may

be hunted tor in the banks and shoU This

b very pretty summer shooting, and affords

ver>- good practice for both dog and gunner.

In many large ponds, or oniamental waters,

these birds are found in large numbers, but

will seldom sufler the approach of the

shooter, except la thtir morning and dveu-

ing flights at this season to the com-flelds.

But when small brooks fall into these waters

a tew stray young ducks may generally bo

met with and shot.

189 SHOOTING Teai—Of all the varieties

ofriver-shooting, that of teal affords the best

s;)ort, as they do not fly far when found,

but alight again on the same brook, or pond.

They are less cunning than the commoa
wild-duck, and are, consequently, more

easily approached; and, being of such a

good flavour for the table, they are eagerly

sought after. They fly very fast and strong,

but not far ; and will sometimes take half-

a-dozen shots before they are killed, if the

shooter is a young hand at the business.

In marking a teal on a brook, be very care-

ful to cast the eye well forwards, as he is

very apt to appear to settle long before he

really does, and in this way deceives the

si)ortsman ; or he -svill drop, and then swim

away most diligently, without any attempt

at concealment in the banks or rushes. The

plan, therefore, is to send a man do^vn

below him to head him, and prevent his

adopting these tricks.

190. In shooting Coots an-d Watekhtns,

the object is to get them on the wing,

as they dive at the flash so rapidly, that

they can rarely be killed whUe in the water,

or if killed, tlieydie below the surface, and

are thus lost The best plan is to conceal

yourself on the windward side of the pond,

where you will not be heard or smelt by

these birds ; and get an assistant to go and

put them up vrtth stones on the other side,

catching them, if possible, away from the

bank ; or he may fire at thein a long shot,

and thus make them rise : but, after all,

tliey are an unmanageable species of bird

with the gun.

19L Tub Gkebe3 are worse than the

coots in diving at the flash ; and are really

scarcely worth the trouble of shooting.

SECT 5.—DECOT-DrrK-SiiooTiNC. IN tub

Hut.

192. Description of the Decot-Ddck.

—This sport was originally practised in

France, but is now being gradually iutro-

duced into this country. It requires. In

the first place, the aid of six or eight Ume
and pinioned wild- ducks, and these should

be of the French variety or breed, which,

like their masters, are vivacious and talka-

tive in the highest degree. Besides these,

the shooter provides liinisolf with one or

two good duck-guns, and then proceeds to

make his hut In France, the shooters are

generally of tlie peasant order, and follow

the shooting of ducks as a trade, which is

commendable enough, and the exercise of

ingenuity in thus providing for the market,

and for Uie wants of their wives and families,
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Is worthy of admiration and respect. In

tliis country, however, this species of sport,

as far as I know, has only been followed by
gentlemen-sportsmen, who build huts, and
nse decoy-ducks, for their own amusement.
Now, I have nothing to say against this, for

the sport is fully equal, in my opinion, to

any other shooting in ambush; and, per-

haps, since it displays a little more ingenuity

than usual. It may stand at the head of that

class of sports. It can only be carried on
with advantage in the neighbourhood of

those spots which are frequented by the

ducks in large numbers, because it is

entirely dependent upon the power of

"calling" down the wild-ducks which the

decoy-birds possess. It is well known that

all gregarious birds are induced to drop
where a good "call-bird" is placed; and
this is the case, without exception, through
the whole tribe. The Frenchman, therefore,

takes advantage of this knowledge, and
fastens several decoy-ducks on the water in

such situations as shall be within call of the

ducks as they fly to and from their evening
meal. Then, as they drop to the invitation

of the decoy-ducks, they are shot by the
ambushed-shooter, and retrieved by his

.dog. Sometimes these huts are fixed at a
Tery short distance from the sea, and at

others at some miles from it, but always
under the regular line of flight which these
birds take. The shooter having taken mea-
sures to procure his tame-ducks (which he
does by taking either the eggs, or the nest-

ling-birds while quite young, and rearing
them with other and older birds), proceeds
to build his hut in the summer season, in
the following manner :

—

193. Building the Hut He first selects

a sound piece of ground, either a small
Island surrounded by shallow water, or a
promontory of the same kind partly sur-
rounded by such a shallow. Deep water
does not suit his purpose so well, because it

compels him to employ his dog in retriev-
ing the wounded or dead birds; and also
necessitates the use of a boat In going to
and from his retreat. The hut is thus made:
a trench is first dug all round the intended
Bite, In order to drain off the water, and leave
Uie bottom dry for the feet of the shooter;
next, a space Is cut, deep and large enough
for the feet and legs of two men, so that
tliey sit down comfortably on the turf itself
forming the surface of the Island. After
tills the top covering is put on, which is

made of a semicircular ibrra, of willows
btnt from side to side, and covered at the
top with growing turf. A hole is left
•ufflcicut for the entrance of the shooters,"
and tills likewise Is closed with a turf or
grass-covered door. The sides are made
up with gr«ien twigs, sods, &c., so as to

imitate the surrounding objects, and holes

are left to admit the passing out of tha
baiTels of the gun or guns in various
directions, commanding the places where
the ducks are expected to alight.

194. The Ambush.—When complete, the
hut Is left till the winter ; as soon as that sea-

son arrives, the shooter proceeds to his hut
just before the flights of ducks are expected,
and fixes his decoy-ducks quietly on the
water, tying their legs to stakes driven Into

the ground, if the Avater is shallow, or to

ropes stretched across, if it is too deep for

this. Three, five, or seven ducks are thus
fastened, with the sexes alternating; but
always having a preponderance of ducks
over mallards. The decoy-ducks keep up
an incessant quacking and chattering; and
if they become quiet, are started off again
by one or other of the following expedients.

The first is, to rouse them by pulling tha
cord attached to them ; the other, to pinch,

or otherwise aimoy, a spare duck kept lu

the hut for the purpose. As the flights pass

over, they drop some of their numbers to

these call-birds, which are shot by the

ambushed shooter, who has retired to his

hut as soon as he has fastened his decoys.

He generally waits as long as he tliinks it

prudent, before he fires his gun, in the hopo
of collecting a great number of birds on one
spot, so as to sweep as many as he can;

but sometimes, by waiting too long, he
loses all ; and the great art is to take

advantage of the last moment, without
waiting too long. When a shot is made, ho
has only to pick up the dead, and retire to

rest as well as he can, or return to his

house till a little before daybreak, for no
more business nill be done till then. At that

time the ducks are returning to the sea, and
may then be caught napping, as before.

Wild- ducks and teal are thus shot iu large

numbers, but wigeon, dunbirds, <&c., refuse

to be charmed by the voice of theu- pro-

tended friends, and cannot be taken in this

way. The old English plan of sinking an
oil-cask in the ground, and covering it over,

would, I think, be an improvement upon
the mere earth excavation, as it would
enable the roof to be kept much lower, and
would also keep the feet and legs more dry.

These huts are warm euougli, iu con-

sequence of their small size, but they arc

necessarily damp ; and, to those who pass

the night in them, they often give serious

colds, followed by rheumatism or fever;

and it is a task rather than a sport, iu my
humble opinion.

195. Dress.—The only thing which need
bo noticed under this head is, that long

waterproof boots are required to wade to

the hut, to fix the ducks, and retrieve the

wounded and dead wilafowL
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Sect. L—Makise Wildfowi-

lOC The tlireo tbllowing kinds of wild-

fowl-shooting are practised oh the internal

Jresh and salt-water lakes and estuaries of

threat Britain and Ireland, such as the

various loclis of Scotland, and the mouths
Of the different rivers which empty them-
elves on the south and cast coasts of Eng-
iand; among which Southampton Water
aud Pool harbour are perhaps the most
conspicuous. All kinds of wildfowl are shot

Indlficrimuiately with the punt-gun ; but

wrlth the shoulder-gun the wild-duck, teal,

wigcon, golden eye, <fcc., are cliiefly thought

worth the shooter's notice. 1 shall, as

before, give the various kinds of birds which
usually are taken, and then the punts, guns,

Ac, used in taking them. At the head of

tiie list stands—
197. The Wild-Swax, or Hooper {Cyg-

nus Ferus) Of this bird there are several

varieties—the common wild-swan, Bewick's
swan, the Polish swan, and two small sub-

varieties of the Bewick swan. This last

•wan resembles the common wild-swan
In the colour of the base of the upper
mandible; but the Polish swan has this

part of a pale-yellow, instead of the bright

orange. The internal structure of the three

19 shown to differ by Mr. Yarrell, ami,

therefore, though the external difference is

so slight, there can be little doubt that they

are different varieties of this bu:d. Tiie

•dolt swan is of a pore white ; but the

joang birds, like those of the tame, or mute
wan, are grey in plumage. They breed in

the Arctic ocean, and only visit these shores,
' In the winter season, when the colds of then-

summer residence are too severe for them.
They are easily shot, till rendered wild and
cunning by incessant filing at them. A
cnarge of shot from an ordinary gun. If

directed against the head, or under the
wing, will often kill them; but not even
iwan-shot will penetrate the feathers of the

back and upper surface of the wings. They
weigh from 12 to 20 lbs., and strike with
such force of wing as to break the arm of a
careless or ignorant person.

193. The Common Wild-Goose (Anser
I^erus), generally called the grey lag, is

more an inland bird than one frequenting
Uie coast; but as it can scarcely ever be
shot on the feed—which is its only reason
for seeking the interior,—it may perhaps be
kept with its congeners, although seldom
taken with the shot of the punt-gun. In
Scotland, however, it is often stalked among
the lochs, which are accessible to the shooter
from their bold and partially-wooded shores.

It id tlxe ancestor of the tame-goose.

199. The Huent CioosE {Bernicla Brenta),
the Berxicle CJoose {Bernicla Leucopds),
the Bean Goose (Anser JSegetum), tlio

Egyptian Goose (Ckenalopex jEgyptiaca),
and the White-fronted or Laughinq
Goose {Anser Erythropu^), are all closely
allied to the grey lag in habits and general
appearance. Kone are equal to the tania
variety lor the table, being flshy and stroii;;

in flavour; but the Brent goose is bysoii:e
considered a dainty dish, when it hapi>en9
to be fat and well-conditioned. Wild-geese
generally average about 10 pounds, and
measiu-e 2 feet 9 inches in length, aud 5 feet

from tip to tip oJ extended wings.
200. The wild-duck, teal, and pintailed-

duck, the wigeon and the pochard have
been already alluded to at page 67. They
form the staple of the punt-shooter's sport.

They arrive in great numbers late in tha
autumn, the females coming by them-
selves first, and leaving in the spring—ilia

same order being obser^•ed as in coming.
Besides the five ducks already noticed,

the following are met with on the coast,

and afford sport to the puntsman :

—

20L The Sheldrake, or Bcrrougii-
T)vcK{Tadorna Vulpanser), andtheiiUDi>r
Sheldrake {Casarka Rutila).

202. The Black Scoter {Oidemia Nigra)
and the Velvet Scoter {Oidemia Fmca).

20.3. The Shoveller {Spatula Clypeata).
' 204. The Eider Duck {Somateria Mut-
lissima).

205. Long-tailed Duck (Harelda Gla~
cialLs).

206. The Gadv.'all {Chaulelasmua Stre-

pera).

207. The Golden Ete (Clangula Glatn
dan), of which the j'oung is the 3Iorillon.

208. The ilARLE(iUiN Duck {ClanyuU
Hiitrionica).

209. The Scattp Dcck {FuUgula Marilny.

210. The Tufted Duck (FuUgula Cri^
tata).

21L The Garganet, or SmiMES Tevl
{Fterocyanea fJircia).

212. The Divers {Colymbus Glacialis, C
Arcticus and C. Xepttntrionalis).

21.3. The Curlew and Wuimbrel (Au-
meinius Arquata and N. Fhaopus).

214. To these, which form the bulk of the

puntsman's objects of sport, may bo added—
the Ringed Plover; Turnstone Sanderllng;

Oyster-Catcher; Redshank, common and
spotted ; Little Stint ; Dunlin, or Purro

and Purple Sandpiper; the Oxbird, and tha

Dotterel ; also, the Cormorant, Gannet, ui.d

Gulls. The Rockbirds, including the Guil-

lemots, Auks, Puffins, and lUzorbiUs, alwi

afford objects for the shooter's power, rather

lUau bkjil, to be displayed ; llioutih aumc oi
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tlie lirst-mentioned are difficult to reach,

Irom sliyness, and are only to be baijrged by

shooting from the punt, as I shall presently

describe. The ducks, swans, geese, <fcc..

Including all of the duck tribe enumerated

above, together with the Curlew and ^\^lim-

Lrcl, and, also, the Divers, are those

which, principally, may be considered wild-

lowl, and which the wildfowl-shooter

sweeps down with his heavy duck-gun, or

his still heavier punt-gun. I shall divide

the subject into the three following heads

:

first, stalking wildfowl on land; secondly,

ordinarj- shoulder-gun punt-shooting; and,

tliirdly, stancheon-gun punt-shooting.

Sect. 2.—Stalking Wildfowl.

213. The Stalking of Waterfowl can

only be practised in situations w.iere cover

Is afforded to the stalker, either b.v shrubs,

trees, or rocks, and particularly where
he can take the birds in rear, after dis-

covering them in front—as in lakes or

lochs, &C. In these he can first see them on
tlie opposite shore, and then go round and
attack them on the same side as that on
which they are feeding. There are two
ways ofcarrying out this mode of getting at

wildtowl; one, by taking advantage of
every natural shelter afforded by rocks,

trees, <fec., and keeping them between the
body of the stalker and the eye of the
birds sought; the other, by employing the
inventive genius of maii, and using the
moveable stalking-macliine invented by
Colonel Hawker, or the stalking-horse of

the old fowlers ; but the Colonel's invention
Is by far the most successful, and, in mj'
opinion, atlords the very best kind of shoot-
hig which concealment or ambush is capable
ot. Mr. Colqulioun, in his admirable work
on the "Moor and the Loch," describes
wildiowl-stalking in the most glowing
terms ; and, to man in high health, fearless
and regardless of cold and wet, it is, no
doubt, us attractive as deer-stalking. I shall
quote largely from his pages, if not in his
words, yet using his descriptions as my
text for an account of a sport which 1 never
had an opportunity of witnessing in the
localities which he assumes as the basis of
bis operations.

216. The Ueqcisites for this sport are—
first, a hardy frame, t;reat activity of body,
mid some degree of quickness of thought
and fertility of invunlion, in order to take
advantage of All the leaturcs presented by
tlie rocks, shrubs, <fec., as protections against
tlie sight of the wildfowl; secondly, a good
<U>iible duck-cun, of about 14 lbs. tolSlbs.
wulght; thirdly, a retriever perfectly under
command, and accustomed to hunt when
nee<lid; and, fourthly, n good telescope. For
Uic retriever, .Mr. Colqulioun prefers a cross

ot the water-ipaniel or Newfoundland with
the Scottish terrier; imagming that the
latter will give nose to the former, which i?

quite in opposition to the general impre3«
sion; though, I confess, it is in conformity
with mj' own experience, as I have seen as
many tender-nosed terriers as spaniels, anci.

many more than I have seen among New-
foundland dogs. He advises all waterproof
boots and coats to be discarded, as impeding
the snake-like crawlings and stoopings

which this sport requires; and seems to

laugh at the wettings which the absence of
waterproof leggings or boots must occasion.

Few, however, can suffci this exposure to

cold and wet with impunity; and I should
advise great caution in venturing upon it,

since there are not many who would escape
scot-free.

217. General Principles of Stalking
Wildfowl.—Provided with his gun and
retriever, and with glass in hand, the
stalker looks out for his game in the dis-

tance, taking care to avoid showing himself,

by keeping beliind some projecting rock.

To effect this purpose, he must creep

cautiously towards the shore, and sweep
the surface of the loch with his glass, rest-

ing it upon some large stone or rock, and
conceahng his whole person behind tliis

object. As soon as he sees what he is look-

ing out for, hs should take the bearings of

some two high trees on the same shore a3

the lowl, and as close as possible to them;
one of these should be near the shore, tho

other further inland. Next, let him leave

tlie shore of the loch, and make a detour to

the other side, at a few yards' distance

from the water, and carefully out of sight

of the wildfowl. He must, while proceeding

on this path, avoid any noise whatever;
not even venturing to speak to his retriever,

and taking great care of all rotten branches

on the gi-ound, or in his way, as the ears of

all wildfowl are peculiarly sensitive. As
soon as he has ncared the more inland oi'

his two marked trees, he must order his

retriever to its root, and command him, by
signs, to lie down, and remain there till

summoned by tlie gun. which he should be

taught to attund to. Relieved ol the anxiety

attending upon the movements of his tour-

footed assistant, he now steals cautiously

forwards towards the mark nearest the

water, and by the bearings he has takeu

ho knows exactly where the fowl are; but

he must endeavour, if possible, to approach
tlRin unseen, in order that he may seize the

favourable moment, when several are con-

gregated, for a shot while sitting in the

water, or feeding in its shallows or on its

shores. To do this great caution is required,

as the act of raising the gun to lire will

often cause the wildfowl *f> take the ularui,
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nilJ to (live or tly o:t". He, therefore, looks

for a thin bush to fire through; or. if this

cannot bo f^ainrd unseen, then bo must
raise liis pun by the side of one, or by a
rtxk. or stone. Alter the first sliot, the

fowl will often rise in a cl' ud from the
water, and that is the time for the use

of the second barrel, ilr. CoUiulMun is

strongly of opinion, that wildfowl do not

possess that keen sense of smell which is

geitiTulIy assi jned to them; and ;iarticularly

by Colonel Hawker. He attributes their

uneasiness, when to leeward of tlie shooter,

to the acuteness of their ears, not of their

nasiil or:,'an3, and supi>orts his opinion by
some stron? cases. For wantof opportunity,

1 must leave the dirterence between these

sportsmen to the judgment of those of my
readers who may themselves be more c;U-

culated than I am to decide between them.
218. Some furthee Hints for particc-

LAR Cases are added by Mr. Colquhoun. If

be is in pursuit of the divers, including the

golden-eye, and the morillon (which lattur,

he thinks, cannot be the young of the former,

oecaoso its flavour is so different), he pro-

ceeds, as before, till he gets as near the part

of the lake where they are as he can without
discovery ; then, when he sees two or three

dive together, he rushes to the shore, and
awaits their coming up ^vith his gun at his

shoulder, being able to trace their where-
abouts by the line ot bubbles they send up
to the surface. As soon as they come up and
take wmg, he directs you to shoot well
forward, and you have a good chance ot

bacging a great delicacy, if the golden eje
Is the bird you have been stalking. When
the flock is large, an unpractised stalker is

puzzled to know what time to all >w for his

final run, because, as he is watching them.
be does not know which particular bird

oomes up and goes down, as they are con-
tinually appearing and disappearing. The
only way is to watch some detached bird,

and that one may serve as a guide to the
rest. Very shallow water is not favourable
to this kind of stalking, because the dis-

appearance of the rest of the flock Is at
once detected by the diving pair of birds,

and they rXsa to the surface and are off before
the shooter has completed his approach.
Dunbirds, he says, may, in Scotlaud, be
managed with the greatest ease, as, from
not being much shot at, they are compara-
live'y tame, and, from keeping together,
afford a good shot to the heavy duck-
gun. They may be easily manoeuvred from
one side to the other, by an asslstAnt
tliniwing \)\U of stick, <fcc, into the water
without showing himself, and thus driving
Uiem into the part of the loch which the
ambushed-stalker commands. Good spirt
«au ecarccly be tuul in large lochs, or wticro

the shore is too closely wooded; as it is

impossible, in the former case, to get round
to tho other side, and. In the latter, to
approach near enough to the water without
noise. The higher the banks the better, if

the stalker Is protected by lrre;.'ularitles of
the ground, <fec "The wildfowl-shooter,"
saysMr.Colquhoun," must never forget that
the true proof of his skill consists in obtain-
ing sitting shots, and stopping a number ot

fowl at one discharge; and, unless with
divers, mast not think of a flying right and
left." Such is wildfowl law.

219. CoLOKEL Hawker's I.wisible Ap-
proach.—The second kind of stalking to
which I have alluded, and which is carried
on by means of a moveable cover, is well
adapted for such lochs as are deprived of the
natural ambush which I have been alluding
to, as described by 3Ir. Colquhoun It has
been tried by Colonel Hawker, the inventor,
and found to answer the purpose ; though I

should certainly have fancied that the
approach of so bulky a machine on a bare
ahore would give the alann to wary birds
like the wildiowL The machine is simply
a long wheelbarrow, with a cover which
opens to admit the stalker, and which cover
and the wheels—which are also concealed
with painted canvass—are dressed with
boughs, so as to imitate a bush. The gun
is protruded through an opening in the
front, and is concealed, as far as possible,

by overhanging boughs. The idea may, of
course, be differently carried out, but this

will depend upon the ingenuity of each per-
son using the invention. In approaching
birds by this machine, it would, of course,

be wheeled as far as possible in the
ordinary way; then, when all natural con-
cealment must be given up, the Ud must be
cautiously opened behind, and the body of
the shooter most enter, closing It after him.
In Colonel Hawker's plate of the machine,
the body Is made to recline upon a canvass
bottom ; but how the shooter is to progress
in this way 1 know not If the machine
were made with a perforated canvas bot-
tom. It might be gradually moved fonvard
by the legs and hands of the shooter, and
the recoil of the common duck- gun could
do him no more harm than in an ordinary
discharge ; but If a stancheon-gun Is used,

it Is very Important that the shooter should
be a part and parcel of the machine, and be
carried back with It In the recoil; he must,
therefore, have a canvass bottom to rest on.
A disregard of this caution would lead to
serious consequences, but this will be moro
fully alluded to In describing the large stan-

cheon-gun. Colonel Hawker says that this

machine answered admirably well at ."oine

v«>ry wild leverets; anM it Is worth trying,

certainly, lu bare and difficult :>itu.itln'<
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Sect. 3.—Shouldeu-Gcm PcNT-SHOormGi.

220. Here a new aid to the shooter is

eniirted, and he haa not only his dog and

liis shoulder-gun of single or double-barrel,

but he Ubewise has a punt to enable him to

get up to his game on the water. The dog
and gun are similar to those which I have
already described, except that the latter is

considerably heavier and longer; and its

size being no longer limited to the capacity

of the human arms to carry it, but only by
the endurance of the shoulder in bearing ita

recoil, it may be unrestricted in absolute

weight
221. The Old Poole Fust (sce;T^ ) is a

very clumsy kind of expedient for this pur-

pose, inasmuch as it is wholly exposed to

the effects of rough water, and is con-

sequently unfitted for any but smooth and
calm weather. It has been in use for many
years in the harbour of Poole, and also on
Southampton-water, and other sheltered

spots in that part of the southern coast; but.

it is now entirely superseded by
222. The Decked-Punt, first introduced

by Colonel Hawker, and since his time ii^

common use wherever waterfowl are to bo
met with on the coast In the old punt^
accidents were continually occurring, but
in the decked-punt a tolerably heavy sea
may be borne with impunity. The modera
punt is usually about 15 feet long from stem
to stem, and nearly 4 feet wide at tlio

middle, gradually tapering towards the

bows and stern. This will be better under-

stood by a reference to the plan given in

the opposite page, in which ttie shooter is

protected from the sea by the deck over

his legs ; and between the shooter and tlio

puntsman a canvas, which is there showa
folded up, can be drawn tightly across so.

.

as still further to protect both of them. A.

considerable quantity of water is of course

sometimes shipped, but not enough to

swamp the punt; and by care and skill it

may be used in any ordinary sea. In makinjj

all these Ught punts, the bottoms should

be rounded a little, in order to give them
life—if too much so, they are unsteady:—
for a shoulder-gun only, the planks of whito

deal need not be more than one-third of an

inch thick, and of one piece, as in tliu

ordinary London outrigger. The seams

should be well caulked, and the hisido

coated with resin softened with a little oil j

tlie outside of the bottom painted with red

lead ; the sides and top of a light brown
or fawn colour. This punt may be easily

carried by two persons, and pushed any-

where before one of them over the mud, &c,
lor whicli purpose it has a square stern and
two handles. (See fg.) It has a decit

like the outrigger skulling-boats used on
the Thames, Ac; whicli, however, cannot

be made into a water-tight compartment,

because the room is wanted lor stowin.j

away the gun, uuimunition, &c., and tdaO
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for the legs of the shooter. I5y means of a

l.iiul-carriago—which may be very easily

r nstrucled, either lor the hnml, like nn
("•.Hilary truck, or lor a horse, ou four

^. heels—It maybe conveyed to any creek.

Inn launchcil over the miul. and used
%N iiile the sea is too rou.;h outside to admit
vt Its being brought there by water. Any
roiii;li ho;u-bulliler or common carpenter

coil m;ike tliis puut; but a regular boat-

bnPdor •wli: of conrse turn onl the most

»hii>-8hai e nrtlclc. No one will venture to

tl«ink of building one without refcrrinu to

Colonel Hawker's book. In which full dlrcc-

t*on« are (rtven, with the roca«uremcnl8
«»oe««ary for the purpose The subject U not

one of such Reneral Inti rest as to requlro
their admittance here; nor ought any one
wlio is at)out to lay out 20 or 30 guineas
in building a boat, to grudge an extra
sovereign In a book.

223. 11'NTINO ACCERKORIES To USO thJS

punt, either oars nntflled with leather are

employed, or a paddle or paddh s, with a
sliort tiandle for one hand, and tied to the

cimwalc by a short cord, so that they may
be dropped without noise or the necessity

for shipping tliem. (See /ig.) A long and
loaJi^^d torked stick Is also required, to move

the pnnt on or off the mnd bunks «ti(1 to

pin down wounde<l birds with {Mcjlg.) ;
»"'*

In addition, a palrol mod-board*, Irom IJto

leinches square, whi( h are securely flwtened

to the ank les, when wanted, as follows :—Pu*

the foot between the two loops, with the

heel against the loose line that is atuchod
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to both ; then cro:-s that line over the instep,

and pass it under the loop, on each side,

when brinj; it up to the instep again and
tie. (See/fir.)

MUD-BOABD.

224. JfANAGEJrENT OF THE PCNT AKD
Gl'n—With tliese accessories the shooter
proceeds, generally by night, with an assist-
ant ill the punt, both using the oars, paddle,
or forked-stick, till nearing the wildfowl,
when the shooter must sit with his legs
under the deck in front ; and the assistant,
crouching behind, paddles or poles him to
his game. Some go out alone, and proceed
with the paddle in hand, and the gun lying
by the side ready for use, till they see or
hear tlie fowl on the mud. A shot is then
made, first springing the fowl by tapping
lightly on the bottom of the punt; those
who are attended by a puntsman cause him
to give the birds the alarm, and take
advantage of it exactly at the right
moment. The amount of success will be
announced by the wounded birds beating
on the mud. The puntsman then puts on
his mud-boards, takes the setting-pole, and,
together with the retriever, proceeds to
pick up the dead and dying; but one-half
of the wounded generally escape, if the shot
has been made as it generally is by night
Flying shots are always refused by punts-
men, as not killing sufficient numbers.

225. The following Terms are in Use
AMONG Wildfowl-shooters :—A flock ot
wigeon is termed "a company ; " of swans,
cranes, and curlews, "a herd;" of teal,
"agpring; "of geese, "agaggle; "of ducks,'
a bndelyn;,'e

;
" of mallards, " a sord; "

of coots, "a covert;" of sheldrakes, "a
doppinp."

^
2'J6. The Dress, Ac, necessary for punt-

hootlng will be fully described under the
next and more important sectioiL

Sect. 4 —Stancheon-Cun Piint-Shooting.

227. In process of time, from continual
wiooling at waterfowl wherever they ap-
peartd. It l)ocamc very diflleult to ajiproach
th.in wltliin CO or 80 yards, the extreme
UniltKof the kiUing r&age of tilt) shoulder-

gim. The mvention however of the shooters
soon met this difficulty, by contriving a
larger and hea\ier gun, fixed upon a rest In

the punt, and stayed from recoiling by
ropes carried to the bows. These guns were
at first very rudely constructed, ani single-

barrelled. They carried from a pound to a
pound-and-a-half of shot, and were fired by
Si flint lock, for various powerful reasons.

However, it is unnecessary for me to enter
upon the history of the stancheon-gun and
punt, as the old ones are now entirely

superseded by Colonel Hawker's most
recent invention, which certainly is a most
ingenious one, and which by itself would
suflSce to make the reputation of an ordinary

man. I confess, that but for this, I shouM
be surprised at the reputation which he haa
achieved, since I can see nothing else which
the long experience of any man of ordinary
capacity should not have led him to devise

;

but this guu is not the result of any ordi-

nary thought, but it is the effort of a
genius devoted to one pursuit, and showing
itself in one ofthe most happy combinations
of mechanical ingenuity which it ever has
been my lot to see. It must be remembered,
that the object of the gunner is not to dis-

charge a large circle of shot, as in shooting
at objects in the air, but rather to fill an
oval with his deadly little messengers. The
reason of this is, that the fowl are lying on
the water, and consequently do not form a
circular target, but an oblong one, often

extended to a great length. The gunner
being on a level with them, or nearly so,

has them almost on a line with the axis

of his gun, and could perhaps dispense with
still more of the upper and lower shot than
is now effected by the double-barrel of
Colonel Hawker. But not only is this oval
instead of circular discharge of shot effected,

but by using two kinds of priming—namely,
the detonating powder of the side-primer
for the one barrel, and the flint for the
other, the two are discharged one after tho

other, and the recoil is thereby very much
diminished, so that a much greater and
more powerful shot may be made with the

two dlflferently-primed barrels, than could
be permitted in two detonators, or even iu

two flints, and much more than in a single-

barrel, even with a flint lock; moreover,
there is this advantage attending it—^thera

is the quickness of the detonator for the
birds lying on the water-line, and then at

a second's Interval, just as the remaining .

birds are rising, comes the slower discharge
from the flint This pun, therefore, would
be adopted by every wildfowl-shooter who
indulges himself in punting, but for the
expense ; but as this is considerable, I shall

first give a short account of the Colonel's

single-gun and punt and then of his finished
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invoutioii—the Uoublo sUiK-licou-bUii, lUiJ

punt to carry It.

22A TuK si.\0LE-('.t:>' should be in Icncth

of Imrrel from 7 to 9 feet; bore from IJ to

U Inch; and wei-ht from 70 to 80 lbs..

Including the patent plug. The smaller the

liore, the lartlicr you can shoot ; but this

size docs not carrj- so lar^-e a charge of shot,

and. consc<iuently, will not take in so many

birds within its circle. The barrel should

be substantial In every rnrt, and not tiled

away for any purpose. If tlie above wei>:ht

l>c adopted, the flint-lock must be used,

bt-cause this strength and size will not be

sale with the detonator, on account of the

rt-coU. If. therefore, the gunner wishes

t1ie detonating lock, the wei>:ht must be

Increased to 128 lb?., which, however,

requires the aid ot another pair of hands to

ship and unship from the punt The former

size may be used with a ropc-breeching,

which is attached to the bows of the punt.

In order to prevent the recoil ; the latter

would not be safe without Colonel Hawker's

spring swIveL (See paragraph 231.)

229. The abo^t: Gcn Is mounted In a

punt built expressly for it, the weight

bein? carried on llie bottom or floor, wliich

is the only part built ot strong and sub-

stantial materials.

200. Colonel Hawkek's Plan for Fikixo

A Flll Discharge of Shot in an Oval,

WITH Diminished Kecoil.—Tliis invention

Is intended to supply entirely the above

desiderata, and it appears to have fully

answertd the purpose. In the old plan, it

was found that more than a pound of shot

produced such a recoil as lo endanger the

safety of both punt and puntsman, and

uiiiny accidents occurred to both. A pound-

aiid-a-half to two pounds were often fired

without extra precaution; but the recoil was
tremendous. Nevertheless, as it was con-

siaereU Uciirahle to use this quantity of

sliot, the lulluwiii^' ii tlie Colonel's method
of combinln^' the use of even two-and-a-half
pounds witli safety and diminished recoil.

In the first place, ln>tead of discharging

this enormous load of shot from one largo

barrel, be divides it into two. which are put

together so as to fire two circles, each one
partly encroacliing uijon or eclipsed by tho

other, by which an oval, instead of a circle.

Is Included in the flra is'ext, he fires one
barrel with a detonating primer, the other

with a flint, so that there is a triflins dif-

ference in the times of the ignition sufficient

to cause an immense diminution of tho

rccoiL To do this, the two barrels are put
together so that their cylinders are per-

fectly parallel, the outsides being close at

the breech, and wide apart at the muzzles.

Such Is this most ingenious instrument for

doing what is wanted by wildfowl-shooters.

231. Spring Swivei The recoil is les-

sened in the following manner:—A long

loop is worked on, between, and under tlie

barrels; in this loop runs a slider, which is

attached to the swivel-pin that is raised or

depressed In order to fire the gun. The two
are connected by a strong pin, which also

keeps the slider in its place. Before the

slider, and kept in its place by a longi-

tudinal pin, is a spiral spring, and this

spring takes the shock of the recoil, and
breaks it in a wonderful manner. The
most important matter is the fixing of the

loop, which should be carefully welded, not

soldered on; because If this should tear

away, the pun would fly back, and do
most probably fatal injury to the gunner.

Altogether, it is a very efficient, yet simple,

means of taking oflT the recoil ; it is sup-

ported upon a block fixed in the floor of

the punt, and the danger of the slide break-

In? away from the barrels is diminisiied

by the use of a spare ropc-breecUiug fruia

the gun to this block.

SS3>

Colonel IIawker'b Srusa
bWlVKL.
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232. The Punt foe this Double-Stan-
ch eon Gun is of the followiug dimensions

and make:— It must be large euougli to

carry two men and gear, with dog and
jiun, weighmg at least 600 lbs. ; it must be

ciecked, leaving only room for the gunner to

take aim, and the man to work to the birds.

It is desirable, also, that the man should be

able to work his paddles without showing
his hand above deck; and, consequently, a

part of the deck must be made to ship and
unship for that purpose. The whole must
bo made very light—tlie deck being covered
V ith canvas, for the increase of its strength,

and tightness from water. The deck must
be supported in front where the man stands
in loading, and in the places where the

copper thowls are fixed lor the oars. The
Inner edge of the deck, surrounding the
o;>en part, must be protected by bulwarks,
or wash-boards, which are four inches liigh

forward, and have the opening for the
barrels of the gun stopped by an extra
piece, when the sea is so high as to require

it. The punt may be rowed stem-fon\-ards

by two pair of skulls, when the gun is

raised by means of a block devised for the
purpose; or, it may also be rowed stern-

ti'rwards by two pair, or by one pair in

the stern; or it may be paddled. There
is a cover for the open space when the
boat is laid up in harbour. This punt sails

or rows, and when the sail is used the
birds are even more easily approached than
V hen she is rowed, as the wildfowl become
accustomed to the sight of saiUng-boats,
and their suspicions are lulled. By the
use of the sliding-swivel the recoil is taken
direct from the barrels, and the old large
and cumbrous stock is now done away
with. Of course, this sliiie ma}' be adapted
to either single or double-guns ; and, if

properly welded on. Is much more safe than
the rope-breecliing. The detonator used by
the Colonel Is the brass-primer. Instead of
a mere fork to rest the muzzle of the gun,
t'olonel Hawker uses a slide for that part.
Tor the dimensions, and full particulars
necessary to make these punts, and other
apparatus used with them, the reader is

reierred to Colonel Hawker's book. He is

tlio sole authority on the suliject. and it

would not bo right to rob him of what
lie has taken so much pains to bring to
perfection.

2;«. Various Requisites for the Gun
Having described the single and double
•tjiiicheon-guns. It remains tliat I should
also give a description o( the apparatus lor
loailiug, Ac wlilch Is the same tor both
guns. Among the old gunners, the only
mode of loading the gun was to unship it;

but there is now the following Invention,
by which this awkward oroccss is avoided.

234. The Loading-Spoon (see fig. a) la

merely a wooden rod, fiat on the side cor-
responding with the spoon, which is of
brass, and attached to the one end—tha
other being tapered-off and armed with a
worm Cb) protected by (c), which screws on.

235. Loading.—The spoon should hold na

large a measure ofpowder as the shot ; and
in loading it should be filled -with powder,
then gently introduced into the gun, still la

a horizontal position, as far as it wU g04
as soon as it has reached this point the flat

side is to be tunied downwards, when the
powder falls out, on giving the rod a gentle

shake. It should be well-worked into the
cential hole with the small end (c) ; and if

that hole wants clearing-out, or the cart-

ridge is to be drawn, the worm (b) is

capable of effecting that purpose. Great
ore must be taken that tlie powder is well

worked into llie centril hole, as witliont

this precaution the gun is apt to miss
lire, or to shoot slow. At\er this, the

wadding is to be driven down, and then tlie

shot.

23C. Elet's CAKTRiDGhs are made of all

sizi!s for large j-'uns and answer admirably.
237. The Powder should be coarse-

grained, of the kind called "sea-gun," by
Alossrs, Curtis and Ilarvcy, who manufac-
ture it purposclj' lor punt-guns.
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23& The Shot fob Pcnt-Guns should bo

as follo>vs ;—
f No. 1 for fair shots,

lor shoulder pont-gnns
-J

.^ f^j. ,(,„g g^ots.

For staucheon punt- J No.Sforstarlk'ht

guns. "l No. 1 for fair shots.

Packed in cartridges . S.S.O., or L.G.

For(Joese A., or A- A.

Ditto, It very tame, S.S G.

23% The Dress of the Gunner should

be uf such a nature as to resist cold and
wot, and yet of a colour to be as far as pos-

sible invisible to the waterfowl. Without
the last precaution, the birds will be fright-

ened away; and witlioat the two first, you
will soon be unable to Ket to them, in con-

gequence of the cramps and stillness occa-

sioned by damp and cold. Every part of

the body but the feet should be clothed in

flannel, wearing a Flushing-frock under a
waistcoat of Bath-coating or shag; above
the waistcoat, a short jacket of woollen

doth or swanskin. The cap may be of cloth,

or of any waterproof material, with any
extra warmth which may be required. The
legs should be encased in very large and
looee long boots, covering two pair of long

and wann hose; and over these a pair of

eanvas or Flushing-co.iting trowscrs, ac-

cording to the weather. The hands should

be protected with warm muffatees, and also

warm gloves. But in vcrj' cold weather
iwanskin cuffs must be u«cd in addition;

and they may be drawn off in an Instant

when the gun is to l)c used. As to colour,

1
all depends ujion the light If sun or moon
10 visible, light drab should be the outside
colour; but in starlight a snow-white is far

ne best; and for this purpose a clean linen
irick may be put over all. The watcr-

:" which you may have required must
moved when you begin to worlt up to

-. When the punts are to be pushed
mud—and, indeed, in almost all cases

—

prudent to put a largo canvas frock
r all, as the mud, blood, feathers, and
Icr will soon s;>oil evcr>'thing worn

which is not capable of being washed.
• Colonel Ilawkcr also recommends a large

i canvas umbrella, which may be used as a

ideftnce against rain, and also as a mizen
MO. Hats are esp<^clally to l>e avoided.

J40. Masagemkxt of the .**TA.VCnEOX-
Cvs, AND Mode of Snoonxo.—Having
now described l)oth the single and double
rt.inchcon-suns, with or without the spring-
swivel, I must now proceed to the mode of
using them. Many may fancy that they can
e.XHily uic this wonderfully-destructive wea-
pon, but ex;>erience will show them that It Is

not so easy to manncuvre as It looks. When
It IS considered that the gun is floating on
an nnst.tble clement like the sea, and that
oven there one most sometimes attGiupt a

flying-shot. It will at once be manifest that
this kind of sporting requires more Uict than
the knocking down of a partridge or a
grouse. When a flock of wildfowl is des-
cried by the glass, the master and his man
must set to work and either skull or sail as
closely as they dare, without fear of disturb-
ing them; then shipping the skulls, the
gunner lies down to his gun, while the man
paddles up to the birds, or, in punting lan-
guage, "sets up to them." During this

last operation both should keep as much as
possible out of sight, the master only re-

quiring the top of his head to be so much
raised as to take aim, which he does by
raising or depressing the pin of the swivel,

and the man requiring only his hand and
arm over the gmiwale, in order to use the
paddle. In this way the approach is made

;

and the following remarks will enable the
gunner to reach and fire at each description

of his game.
241. For IIoopees or Geese, he will gene-

rally have notice from the birds when it is

the best time to fire, as they draw close

together before taking wing, and raise their

heads, which is the favourable moment for

the discharge of the gun with effect He
may, therefore, persevere at night till

within 40 yards, If they do not give this

signal. If they still allow his f\irther

approach, previously to firing he should
make some little noise, iu order to draw
them together.

242. Brent Geese are always wild,

except in severe weather, or when it blows
very fresh, when they keep in harbour all

day, though they generally go out at night
If, therefore, there is sufflcient water in

harbour in the daytime, they may often be
"set up to." In mild weather, prefer a
small flock to a large one. In pursuit of
wounded birds, It should always be recol-

lected that they make for the heaviest sea
they can reach, and the attendant boat
should therefore Intercept them, if possible,

A blow irom an oar across the neck will kill

these birds, which will take a severe blow
on the body with impunity.

243. The various Diver.s generally give

notice like the geese ; the ducks and wlgcqn
not so well ; and teal give no notice at all,

but spring at once on the wing. In setting

up to birds. It must be borne in mind,

that distance on the sea is very deceptive;

and that what lo<jks like 50 yards, is more
likely to be double that distance. When
curves, or divers of any kind, are wounded,
they must be shot with common detonators,

as they duck at the fliwh very rapidly.

244. A Crippix-Net on the same prli»-

clple as a landing-net for flsh, but about two
(cct In diameter. Is very osefUl la landing

the wounded birds.
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245 These punts have been chiefly used in

the south, as iu Poole Harbour aud South-

ampton Water, but they are now being

introduced Into the saltwater lochs on the

west coast of Scotland, where large flocks of

-nigeon, teal, and geese are often met wTth;

and where they afford even better sport than

In the south, because they are not rendered

BO wild by continually popping at them.

This coast is verj- flat, and the punt is the

only means of approach, stalking being

SHOOTING-

out of the question ; but, -vvith the aid of

Colonel Hawker's various inventions, such

sport as wUdfowl-shooting is capable of

affording will be met with in full mea-

sure. The advocates of this amusement

are enamoured of it to an extent which

those who have not tried it can hardly

imagine; but, just as in all cases of dis-

pute which imply a difference of opinion,

it may hero be affirmed that de gustibus >ivtt

at disputandum.

CHAP. X.

DEER-STALKDsG.

Skct. 1—Tire Red Deer and Roebuck.

246 THE Stag, or Red Deer (Cervus

Elaphus), is the largest of the British deer,

of which three varieties are known—\nz.,

the red deer, the fallow deer, and the roe-

buck. The first Is considerably the largest;

and the following dimensions— given by

Mr. Scrope in his interesting work on

deer-sulking—wiU afford some idea of his

enormous size :— _ .

Height at shoulder 3 Hi
Olrth at shoulder 4 7

Height from top of head to fore-foot . 5 6

Length of antler 2 6

From top of antler to ground . . . . 7 10

Gross weight, 303 lbs.

In colour, the sUg is usually of a reddish-

brown, wltli blackish muzzle, and mane

mingled with grey ; the inside of the thighs

and flank being Ughter, and approaching to

a fawn colour.

247. NoMENCLATCrRE, ACCORDING TO THE

Dkvonsiiiuk IIu.vt.—Deer under one year

are cAllod Calven ; till three, the male a

Brocket, and the female a JJearst ; at three,

the male a .s'/)ir<', and the female a Hind; at

four, a St'Kj'Kirt ; at Ave, a IStog; at six, a

Warrantable Utag ; and after this, a. Hart.

The female does not breed till three yeiurs

old, and ha* only one CAlf.

348. Horns The male Is known from the

femalo by having a pair of bonis, which are

•hed yearly, ami change In form with every

ocoeMlIng year. Kach tully-developed

horn haH a broxc, bay, and traij antler, and

tiro points also on the top. The three lirst

art! tomiod the rujhts; the two polnt-s, the

crofketi; the horn lU'telf. the beam; the

width, the »f-an; and the rough part at the

Junction with the skull, the jnuirls.

249. AfJK KNOWN BY TIIK lloRNfl.—TllO

Bko<;ket has only small proj«K?tlon«, called

kmobbtr$, with small brow antlers; the Spike

a brow antl^, and half-developed beam.

called uprights; a Staggaet, brow, tray, anc

uprights; a Stag, brow, bay, and tray, witl

one hom crockeited and the other single

a Warrantable Stag has brow, bay, ant

tray antlers, with crockets on both honu

After this no rule can be given, as the hom
constantly vary in aU points; but if the;

have thiee points, the harts are calle

roval.
,

250. Age known bt the Slot.—1 his

the proper name, according to the laws <

venerie, for the tread of the deer, which, i

the hind, is much narrower aud longer tha

that of the stag, especially at the toe. 1

the warrantable stag, the heel measur

fully two inches; if more than this, ai

deeply indented into the gromid, he Is

large heavy old hart; and such usual

bring up their hind-feet to the Impressi

made by their fore-feet

251. Other Terms used in Venerib ^

The deer's haunt is called his lair; wh«jj

he Ues, his harbour; where he rolls, 14

soiling-pool; where he breaks througbi

fence, his rack; if he goes to water, he tak

soil; If headed back, he is blanched; If |l

lies down in water, ho is said to be sinti

himself; an uuwounded deer is allied a <l

hart.

252. Habits of the Red Deer.—Hi!

rather a delicate auUr.al, aud bites close :•

a sheep; requiring an enormous rangfj

pasturage to afford him such a choice 4

change as shall keep him in healtlL '•

liart ruts about the end of September T

beginning of October; and this periocif

exceedingly short, as compared with •

sheep and goat, only lasting a single wfc

They show the change by a pecuUar sv*-

ing of the neck, where they throw out ail

of long hair; and at this time their tii«

are tucked up. from their refusing food IP

their tendency to fret. WhUo nitting, 9
are very roalloss, aud roll constantly lil»
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peat-mosses, becominR often perfectly black

\»ith the soil that adheres to them. They
are now wholly unfit for human food, and
are never sought after by the sportsman,

yrho selects, in preference, the more back-

ward harts and the hinds, which are then

Just comlnsj into season, but seldom yet fat

and of good flavour. The ruttina-harts are

exceedingly pugnacious, and terrible battles

are constantly taking place for the posses-

Blon of the females, a whole harem of which
are the spoil of the conqueror. These battles

are often fatal to one or both combatants

;

and many cases have even been known of

two stags being so firmly locked together

by their horns, as to be worried to death

;

an instance of wliich is commemorated by
Lindseer's celebratetl pictures, "Is'ight"

and "Morning," in the first of wliich the

h;irts are fighting fiercely, and in the

second they are seen lying dead, with their

boms locked together, so as to be perfectly

Inseparable.

253. The Period op Gestation in the

hind is eight months; the fawn is left during

the day concealed in the heather, and is only

suckled at night The suckling-hind is poor

ind tasteless, and should be allowed to

escape from the rifle-balL Hinds which do
oot breed are called yeld-hinds.

254. The Direction of the Deer's
Flight is almost always up-wind, in order

to be forewarned, by their acute sense of

roiell, of any approaching danger. There is

great difficulty in changing this instinctive

course, but it may be done under certain

circumstances. Tlie hinds are always the
most vigilant, and are set to give notice to

the harts. The hinds are also always put
first in the run, except in cases ef great

danger, when the master-hart comes for-

ward iind boldly faces it

255. The Timidity of the Red Deer is

very remarkable, and he can scarcely,

except by compulsion, be induced to remain
near the haunts of man. Every movement
alarms him, from the cry of the plover to

the tllght ofthe hill-fox. lie is more espe-
cially timid when he cannot make out the
exact nature of the danger which threatens
bim; while, if he sees his great enemy,
man, even comparatively close to him, he is

much more composed, though still wao'i
and never conAised or flurried.

2.^. The Stao. whe.v pressed, stavds
AT Bay, and in this position is a very dan-
gerous antagonist for both dog and man.
as he will defend himself with horns and
hoof till the last extremity. By choice, he
selects water, If pursued by dogs, as his

Instinct tells him that in this element his
superior size and length ofleg will give him
a L-re.it advantaire. Hero few dogs can pull

bim down, and when they attempt to reach

him by swimming, they soon fall victims to
the sharp points of his formidable horns.

257. The Age of the Red Deeb la said
to be three times that of man ; and there is

strong evidence for beUeving that this popu-
lar belief has some foundation in fact, as
many very old men have known particular

deer all their lifetime, and have had the same
linowledge handed down to them from their

fathers, and even their grandfathers. No
rule can be drawn with perfect accuracy
fl-om the period of gestation, which was
considered by the old naturaUsts to Indicate

the exact duration of hfe in all animals,

because we know so many exceptions as
to falsify it altogether. Thus the horse and
the ass go with young the same time, and
even breed together, yet the ass is nearly

twice as long-Uved as the horse. Again,

the camel Uves twice as long as the horse,

and yet goes with young one month less.

There is, therefore, no reason why the deer

may not Uve to the age usually allotted to

him by the foresters, though nothing is

more difficult than to get at rehable facts

bearing upon this subject

258. In Driving Deek, they always fol-

low in single file, hke the Red Indians of

America, and only break this rule when
hard pressed by the dog, or by other causes.

When fat they are soon blown, and cannot

go any pace up hill whilst in that un^vleldy

state, which only lasts till the approach of

the rutting season. They seldom attack

man, unless they are surrounded and hard

pressed ; but in the rutting-season instances

have occurred where savage and disap-

pointed stags have attacked intruders upon
their domains.

259. The Haunts of the Red Deer in

Great Britain are confined to the most
retired and inaccessible parts of the High-
lands of Scotland, to the Quantock Hills of

Somersetshire, to some of the adjacent

ranges of Devonshire, and to the New
Forest; but in addition to these, may bo
mentioned the deer confined in certain

parks, as Richmond Park, &c.; but these

can only be considered as deer in confine-

ment. In Scotland only are they stalked,

bcin'4 reserved for hunting in the west of

England and in the Xew Forest

2G0. The Roebcck (Capreo/Mj Caprcea), Is

also an inhabitant of some of the ScoLcU

deer forests, but it is chiefly confined to

the wooded parts, not choosing the moun-
tainous and open situations like the red

deer. In size, it is not to be compared to

its larger congener, being only 24 inches In

heiuht As, however, It Is rarely stalked

for its own sake, and as it is more calculated

for showing sport before a pack of dwarf

harriers, I sliall include it among the objects

of hunting rather than of shootins.
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Sect. 2.—The Deer Forests.

261. The Deer Forests are confined to

Pcotland; and are only to be obtained by

those whose purses are Ions? enough to pay

large sums for them. Indeed it is seldom

that any are in the market, as the fashion

of the day has made this sport more casrerly

Bousht after than any other. The Jeer

forests are— »., -. ,

262. First, those of Sutherland, the chief oi

which are the Dirrie-Chatt and Dirrie-

Moss ; the former being fifty miles long by

an average of twenty miles wide, and the

latter being about thirty mUes by twenty.

But, besides these, three smaller and de-

tached forests are comprehended within this

dlstrict^viz., the Parph, the Clibreck, and

the Dirrio-Mcanach. It is supposed, that

about 1,500 red deer are at large ui Suther-

land.

2C3. Secondly, thO!«e comprised within

Ross-shire are the Forests of Applecross and

Galrloch, most of which are only adapted

for the red deer, and are too wild and rugged

even for sheep. Balnagown Forest is partly

devoted to sheep, but red deer also are

found here, and in Locli-Broom, Castle-

Leotl, Novar, and Tulloch. The estate of

Foulifl is peculiarly adapted for the red

deer, but is now too much frequented by the

shepherd. Coigach, the i>ropcrty ot :Mr. Hay
Wai-kenzie, is strictly preserved; and, in

addition, the islands of Harris and Lewis are

ure haunts of this noble specimen of the

deer kind. At Coul, the property of Sir

Oeorge Stuart Mackenzie, the red deer are

very numerous, though it is only of late

years that they have become so. Applecross

Is a celebrated forest, and contains Large

numbers of dier within its secure and shel-

tered corrles ami on its hill siles.

264. 'llilrdly, Inverness-shire contains the

celebrated (llcni-'arry Forest, which, from

cast Ifl west, is abi>ut seven miles in extent

;

also, (llenfeslile^ containing 13,704 Scotch

a<Te.4, but now used as a sheep-walk- (laick,

consisting of 10,777 acres, strictly preserved

by Sir Jos. KailclilTe; Drumauchtar, com-
prehending 5,7«2 acres, now used as a

«l('cr fon^st tty the Marquis of Al)ercom

;

Olenavon, containing 22,0S(5 acres, and held

by the l)uke of Kicliiiioiid as a deer forest.

In connexion with (Jlenbuiiy and Glen-

llddlch, the lonnor in the s.imc shire, and
Containing S.-IM acres, the latter in llaniT,

ami making up 5,.Vi2 acres : these all for-

merly belonged to tlui Duke of IJordon.

afl.'S. Fourthly, AbiTdot-nshlre has within
IlK limits Invcrcaulil, IH nilUs In length by
alK)ut three nilli'H In width, and containing an
•normntui nuuiIxT of deer, thtuu'h these
floctuato () much as to bo dilhcult to cal-

Tbcy are geoerally very Hue aud

large, mainly owing to the excellence of the

feed in this district, and the strictness with

which they are maintained in an undis-

turbed condition. The Forest of Mar is

also in Aberdeen, closely butting upon
Invercauld, and consists of the four fol-

lowing glens, viz — Glenquoich, Glenluit>

Glendee, aud Glenguildy. Its length is

about 13 miles, and its breadth eight; and.,

it is supposed to hold 3,000 deer. It is the

'

property of the Earl of File.

2C6. Fifthly, Argj'leshire contains the

Forest of Corricliibah, in the district of

Glenorchy, the property of the Marquis of

Breadalbane, and holding at least 1.500 deei.

It extends over a^.OiX) acres, and the nature

of the ground is such as to render it one ol

the best deer-forests in Scotland.

267. Sixthly, Perth has also its Forest o;

Glenartney, the property of Lord Willoughb^

d'Eresby, and containing 2,800 acres, wit!

from 700 to 1,000 deer; but its crownins

glory, as far as sport is concerned, may b<

considered to reside in the Forest of Athol

in which 51,703 imperial acres are devotei

exclusively to the red deer, with the excep

tion only of Glen Tilt, where sheep ar

sometimes admitted; 7,000 deer are no\

supposed to be at large in Athol. but, at th

lowest computation, there must be froi

4.000 to 6,000. This noble property is strictl

preserN'ed by the Duke of Athol, and deei

stalking is here carried to that degree <

perfection which has been so well describe

by Mr. Scrope.

2G8. And, seventhly, in the Hebrides, als

red deer are found, and cbieiiy iu the ishmi

of Jura, Mull, and Sky ; but they are he

in much less numbers than on the niai

land : yet in Jura alone tlure are said to

500, and in Sky about hiUf that number. •.

Sect. 3.—Tm: Telescope. |
269. Every deerstalker, whether a prt'

cipal or an assistant, should bo provld

with a good telescope; and I believe,

general consent, l>ollond in St. Pau

Churchyard is considered the best mak

He Is, however, rather expensive, and i;<

glasses by other makers may bo obt;iii

for half the price. But it is really astoni

Ing to see what a diflerence there is bet".

a first-rate glass aud an inferior one. w

the former the eye takes in every thin-

distinctly as if close at hand, whilst ^^

the latter there is often a haze, which 1> i '

it in doubt whether certain objects al 1

deer or rocks, or perhaps only heath, i

oddly-shaped masses. If therelorc mono I

no object, Dollond would bo the maki I

should advise ; and I am quite sure thn '

every other respect ho will give i
ii i

satisfaction. The telescope should be \^ >

la a case slung rouud the right shoul '.
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anil slioukl be carelully kept Irom scratches

by ilrawing tbe slide well over the glass

«iter usiii!,' it.

Sect. 4.—The Gillies or IIillmen.

270. Nothing leails more to success in deer-

etalkini; than the having two or three

thoroughly good and experienced hillmen

to iiid and assist in the work. In most cases

the whole management is confided to them,

because they, from long experience, are

better able to know the exact currents of air

(n the confined valhes, and also can foretell

the precise effect of all their stratagems.

Each man should be born a forester, and
BhoMld have imbibed his knowledge of his

trade with his mother's milli. He should

be patient, sober, and hardy—civil and
obliging, anxious to show sport, and at the

game time should be jealous of his master's

prowess and interests. Such men are

scarce, and should be valued accordingly.

Sect. 5.—The Eifle,

271. In the Choice of the Kifle much
consideration should now be given; for the
recent improvements introduced in France,

England, and America, have effected quite

a revolution in its form and powers. Under
the old regime, a rifie was considered first-

rate which would in a calm day kill at 150

or 200 j-ards; and a chance-made shot at 300

yards was a feat to be never forgotten. But
by Mr. Lancaster's invention the windage of

the ball is greatly reduced, while it is carried

much further in consequence of its increased
weight, and the ingenious discovery and
adai)tation of the principle, that the axis of

Its rotation should be in the same line witli

the axis of its fiight, and not at right angles
to it, as formerly. The theory of this is clear

enough, and is very beautifully acted upon
by Air. Ijxncaster. It is quite manifest that
]i a circular ball Is rapidly revolving round
Its axis at right angles to its course, the
iriclion must be enormously increased, and
IS a consequence its flight must be retarded

fn proportion. To obviate this defect, Jlr.

Lancaster calculated that all the revolution
which is necessary for straight shooting is

about once in eleven leet, and that all be-
yond tliat should be avoided. He therefore
made his barrels one-quarter of that length,
or two feet nine inches, exclusive of the
chamber in the breech, being two feet ten
Inches in all. This length is worked so that
the rifle groove shall describe one-quarter of
a revolution, or, in other words, so that each
groove shall commence at the breech on one
aide, and end at the muzzle on the top or
bottom.—that is to say, the side next to
where it bcsan. Consequeutlj-, this forma-
tion communicates such a slow-revolving
tendency to the ball, that on leaving the

muzzle it goes on witli the same kind and
velocity of revolution, working its way
like a corkscrew tlirough the air, but like

one with a very open and long worm. The
barrel, being thus formed, the ball is also

made to suit it, being at the least one ounce
in weight, and cylindrical in form, with a
sharp cone at the one end and a segment of

a circle at the other—sometimes as in the
Minie' rifle, forming a deep cup with a thin

edge, which expands and fills up the groove,

and thus increases the force and accuracy of

its flight, without requiring any great pres-

sure of the ramrod. (SQe.fig.\,a.) It is true,

that theory and practice do not always
agree, but in this instance they appear to

harmonise in a remarkable manner, for, on
trial, it is found that Mr. Lancaster's rifle

will carry, point- blank, from one-half as far

again to twice as far as the old ones ; and
will also caiTy, with the proper allowances,

four or five times as far. I should therefore

unhesitatingly select a rifle on his principle,

with the common conical ball, or that of the

Minie' rifle. Double-barrelled rifles are much
in use, and maj' be made of 8, 10, or 12 lbs.

weight; but the new revolving principle

introduced by Colonel Colt, and improved
upon by Messrs. Dean and Adams, is now
being applied to the rifle, and threatens

to supersede all necessity for second barrels

or second rifles for many purposes. These
rifles will discharge five balls as rapidly as

the trigger can be pulled, and with great

power and accuracy; though, certainly, in

this last particular they do not come up to

the single rifle on the ordinary plan. At
short ranges—as, for instance, at 100 yards

—

they may be tolerably accurate, but beyond
this they are not so much to be depended

upon; and the rapidity of their discharge is

their greatest recommendation. They are,

also, more noisy than the ordinary rifle, so

much so as to require cotton in the ear to

make them endurable. In the annexed
engraving will be seen an exact representa-

tion of Messrs. Dean and Adams's revolving

rifle, which is made on the same plan as his

pistol. It is usually constructed for a small

charge of powder (about 1 l-8th to 1

drachm), and will drive a bullet with

great lorce for several hundred yards. I

have only seen it tried at 100 yards,

and there it performed well ; nevertheless,

not, in my opinion, to be compared wth
the ordinary rifle. If, however, the herd

ot deer pass within 100 or 150 yards, and

the stalker is provided with a revolver or

two, he may almost annihilate the whole

drive of deer as they pass—if his eye

and hand are accurate enough ; and the

only necessity for holding the hand will be

the limitation of men and deerhounds to

retrieve the wounded- Every day, how ever,
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some new improvement is taking place,

and, therefore, it will behove every rilie-shot

to look well about him before making his

selection. Xothing answers better than the

common percussion-principle for the locks

of these rifles, as they seldom are exposed

to such weather as to cause the cap to faiL

272. But, besides the revolver, several

breech-loading rifles have been introduced,

Including the original needle-gun, and those

of Mr. Xeedham and Mr. Holland, which
are attempted improvements upon Mr.

Lang's French gun, already described at

paragraph 61. All ol these rifles require a
cartridge; and, with the exception of Mr.

Lang's, they are all open to many objec-

tions, in my opinion. In all the needle-guns

there is great risk of breaking the needle,

by closing the chamber before it is with-

drawn; and when this accident happens,

the gun is useless till repaired by the gun-

smith. The choice, therefore, at present

lies between the ordinary rifle, that of Mr.
Lang, and the revolver; and their respec-

tive merits maybe summed up as follows:

—

First, the single-barrelled rifle is the best

and most accurate for long distances and
single shots; secondly, the double-barrelled

rifle comes next; thirdly, Mr. Lang's breech-

loading rifle I believe to possess all the

advantages of these, with the addition of

rapid loading; and, fourthly, Messrs. Dean
tod Adams's revolver shoots five balls

rapidly after each other, but not with quite

the same strength and accuracy of the

ordhiary rifle, and with a great increase of

noise. The bullets now used are either

conical, or if globular they have a leaden

tail rivctted to the wadding. (See^. 1, in

which a is the conical, b the globular, c the

diamber of the revolver, and d the whole
complete.)

Sect, ft—The DEERHOuyD.

273. The last accessory to decr-stalWng

wliich I have to describe is the Deerhound,
which is used to retrieve the deer after they

are wounded by the rifle; for it often hap-

pens that, though latally wounded, they do
not fall at once, but run some distance, and,

finally, even stand at bay, with a ball iu

some vital part A dog, therefore, is wanted
possessed ot great speed, power, and courage,

and capable of holding the deer by the car

or throat. If once ho can get flroi hold of

either of those parts.

274. The old Scotch DEEnnoiTjni pos-

sessed all these requisites In perfection, and
his feats have been handed down to us in

song and prose. I have taken some pains

to ascertain the exact breed of these dogs;

and the only conclu.slon that I can arrive at

Is, that they are identical with the rough
Scotch greyhound; but, having been kept/or

a particular purpose, they differ in their

mode of running from those dogs. No one
can say, by looking at the two breeds, which
is the greyhound, and which is the deer-

hound; but the moment they are slipped,

either at the hare or deer, a remai-kable

difl'erence in the style of going is apparent,

which detects the courser of the hare fi-om

that of the deer. They are equally fast, but
the deerhound gallops \\ith his head in tlio

air, and his body raised off the ground, ready
for a spring at the throat or ear, or even tho

thigh of his prey; while the greyhound,
with his head close to the ground, hes down
ventre d terre; and he is also prepared to

pick up his game, not to pull it down. This
difl'erence is so remarkable, that I am
assured by Mr. A. Graham, the highest

authority on the subject of rough grej--

hoimds, that in their ordinary play you
may at once detect the two varieties, though
in kennel it would be utterly impossibia
Now, although such a difiference as this is

quite sufficient to incapacitate each dog for

the purposes to which the other is applied,

still, it is only of such a ctuiracter as would
be gained or lost in a few generations. There
is not the sUghtest doubt that greyhounds,
even smooth ones, might be bred witli all

the requisites for the sport in the highest

degree ; but the rough coat is desirable to

resist the cold and wet wliich would cripple

a smooth dog, while waiting for his masters
shot. Mr. Scrope is of opinion that ordinary

greyhounds have not courage enough lor

the purpose; but his experience ot these

dogs must have been very Umited, or he

would have known that many of them will

pin a bull, and have nearly as much courage

as the thorough-bred bulldog. Mr. Scrope

gives the following dimensions as those of

Buskar, a celebrated deerhound belonging

to Captain M'Neill, of Colonsay:—Height,
28 inches ; girth, 32 inches ; running weight,

85 lbs.—of a black-muzzled red, or fawn-

colour. Ho ascribes to him tho following

attributes, In the highest degree, viz. :—
speed, strength, size, endurance, courage,

perseverance, sagacity, docility, elegance,

and dignity. He was used solely, or chiefly,

(or coursing the deer ; but those of the same
breed which are in existence have tendef

noses, and run cither by view or scent.

These dogs, however, are so scarce, that it

Is almost impossible to procure one of tlia

true old breed, and tho deer-stalker, there
lore, has no resource but to breed for hin»-

self, using such crosses as will bo most
Ukcly to suit his purpose.

275. iMu. ScROPKS Breed of Deerhouxd
Is thus described by that gentleman:

—

"Not being In possession of any of the

celebrated race of tlie original Scotch grey-

hoimd, which are now, indeed, very rare.
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and finding tliat all the dogs In the forest of

Athol were miserably dciieiierate, I bred

Borae litters from a foxhound and a grey-

hound—the foxhound being the ftither. This

cross answered perfectly; indeed, I was
previously advised that it would do so, by
Mr. John Crerar, who, after having tried

arious crosses for sixty years, tound this

lncompan>b:y the best. Neither of these

animals themselves would have answered

;

for the greyhound cannot stand the weather,
and wanti} courage to that degree, that most
of them will turn from a fox when thej'

come up to him, and see liis grin, and feel

his sharp teeth; they will scarcely go
through a hedge in pursuit of a hare till

after some practice. Besides, they have no
nose, and run entirely by sight, so th;it when
the hart dashes into a deep moss or ravine

tlie chase is over, and the dog stops and
Btiirea about him like a bom-idiot, as he is.

The foxhound is equally objectionable : he
has not sulHcient speed, gives tongue, and
hunts too much by scent ; in this way he
spreads alarm through the forest; and if

you tmmhim loose he will amuse himself ail

day long, and you will, probably, see him
no more till he comes home at night to his

kenneL All these objections are obviated

hy the cross between the two. You get the
speed of the greyhound, with just enough
ot the nose of the foxhound to answer your
purpose Courage you have in perfection,

for most dogs so bred will face anything

;

neither craggy precipices nor rapid streams
vrill check their course ; they run mute, and
when they are put upon the scent of the
hart, they will follow it till they come np
to him; and, again, when he is out of view,
they will carry on the scent, recover him,
and beat the best greyhound to fits— I mean,
oi course, on forest ground. The present
Marquis of Breadalbane had two dogs of
this description. Percy and Douglas, which
vrere bred by me. As they were my very
best upon scent, I gave the late Duke of
Athol the use of them every season, to
bring colli harts to bay, in which they were
wonderfully successful ; for, if they were
lalrly laid on, no hart could escape them.
They are now (In 1833) nine or ten years
old, and his Lordship informs me they are
•till able to bring the stoutest hart in his

forest to bay, and are altogether perfect
These dogs, in point of shape, resemble the
greyhound; but they are larger in the bone
and shorter in the leg. Some of them, when
to slow action, carry the tail over the back
like the pure foxhound; their dash. In
making a cast, is most beautiful; and they
•tand all sorts of rough weather. As the
above Is, I think, the best cross which can
possibly be obtained for the modem method
01 deer-stalking, so it should be siricily

adhered to—1 mean, that when you wish to
add to your kennel, you must take the cross
in its originality, and not continue to breed
irom the produce first obtained ; for, if you do
this, you will soon see such monsters staring
around you, as the warlike Daunia never
nourished in her woods and thickets, or as
cannot even be surpassed by the sculptured
ones at the Villa of Prince Palagonia, near
the shores of Palermo. The late celebrated
sportsman. Glengarry, crossed occasionally
with the bloodhound, instead of the fox-
hound ; his famous dog Ilector was, pro-
bably, bred in this way; and I believe
Maida, the dog he presented to Sir Walter
Scott, had also a distant cross of the blood-
hound in him. Two of these small blood-
hounds he generously gave to me, though
he was chary of the breed; but the.v ran
away from my kennel, and were unfortu-
nately lost. A cross with the bulldog was
once tried in the Forest of Athol, to give
courage, but the produce was slow, as
might have been expected, and the thing
was overdone, for they were all killed by
attacking the deer in front. High-couraged
dogs of every breed, indeed, are subject^

to accidents; they get wounded, and eveu
killed, by tha harts ; are maimed for life, or
meet their death by falling over precipices
in their reckless pursuit, particularly in
rounding a comer."

—

Scrope, p. 314.

27& DLSCUSSION of the MBRIT.S OF THIS
Cross.—I do not, of course, dispute the
result of Mr. Scropes experimental breed-
ing. Doubtless, his dogs were good, and
served the purpose to wliich they were
applied; but, at the same time, I am
strongly of opinion that a pure greyhound
would answer the purpose much better. X
have said that Mr Scrope could have had
little experience with greyhounds, or he
would not have accused them of want of
courage, want of nose, and idiotcy. No
dogs fight more savagely ; and the greatest

annoyance in the greyhound-kennel is the
constant occurrence of lameness, owing to
this cause. >Iuzzles are needlul on many
breeds, of there would be nothing Ictt

when the dogs are wanted for coursing. I

recollect, on one occasion, watching two
puppies of my own, only five months old,

which fought for two hours, and held one
another at the end of that time so tightly,

that they were obliged to be choked oit

These same puppies afterwards would face

anything, from a cat to a bull, and were
certainij* bold enough to run into any deer
wliich ever ran. ilany others I have known
as bold as these; but, nevertheless, I admit
that the generality of modem greyhounds
are of a more mild and pacific turn; still,

the breeder w^ould have no difiiculty in

selecting a strain which would give him
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plenty of courage of the kiiid he wants.
Next, as to want of nose—greyhounds are

always debarred from using the power
which nature has given them, in common
with all dogs, of ruiming by scent as well

as by sight ; the consequence is, that they
do not exercise that power, and, to a certain

extent, it is in abeyance; but, if thej- are

allowed to use it, they soon acquire a
dehcate ud acute sense of smell, and can
work out a scant as well as the loxhound.

Mr. A. Graham tells me, that he formerly

used to run his greyhounds a good deal

with blinkers on, by which they were pre-

vented from doing more than just rushing

at their hares, and instantly losing them.
These dogs, he says, soon acquired the

most perfect use of their noses, and would
hunt a hai"e as well as a beagle; or even
wind her while in her seat, and then,

guessing at the spot which they were un-
able to sec, they would pounce upon their

victim, and seize her in their relentless

jaws. Such evidence is conclusive as to

the nose of these dogs; for if they can do
these things while discouraged in every
possible way, what might they not be
expected to do if properly entered to their

game, and allowed the eight or nine years'

practice which Mr. Scrope's Percy and
Douglas were indulged •with. I have often

had puppies drag their leader across a field

In pursuit of a hare by scent, keeping then-

noses to her trail, and following it exactly-,

some time after she had run out of sight.

In the young greyhound the sense is much
stronger than in the old kennelled-dog, as
might naturally be expected; ar.d 1 am
quite certain that a young dog may be
entered to hare, fox, or deer, and taught to

hunt either, as well as any foxhound. In
this respect there is a great difference in

different breeds, but I should, ot course,

select that which would suit my purpose,

only confining myself to the pure-bred
greyhound, with only a slight cross of the
bulldog, which so many good breeds
already have. The last charge, of Idiotcy,

Is still more cruel than that of want of
nose ; for wo really have too nmch abihty
and cleverness, rather than too Uttle In
spite of all our precautions, dogs xciil run
cunning, and yet Mr. Scrope accuses them
of being born-idiota. Il' they are allowed
to associate with man and to use their

faculties, they speedily become clever in the

extreme; and many a poacher's dog is as

well-bred a greyhound as any in the world,

though from his exposure to liardshlj) he is,

perhaps, rough-coated and dirty, or pcrhajis

deprived of his tail. The cleverest poacher's

dog I ever saw was one of this kind ; he
would Work to his master's orders like luiy

pointer, and brought hia hares when killed

for miles, refusing to allow any one to
reUeve him of his burden. This dog, if put
upon the scent of a h:ire, would be certiiia

to retimi with her, even if she took him
through half-a-dozen coverts ; but his mas-
ter seldom dared to try his powers in this

way, for tear of his behig seized or shot by
the keepers. I have seen plenty of dogs
which would do tliis, but few so accom-
pUshed as this one. Xo one, however, who
knows much of the habits of the grey-
hound, would refuse to admit that he has
sufficient intellect, if permitted to use it.

He has, certainly, a deficiejicy in that love
of approbation which maa^^s the poodle, the
Newfoundland, and the spaniel so anxious
to please, that ihey exhaust all their powers
of invention in findmg out their master's
wishes ; but he has quite sutficient of this

faculty or qualitj- to mduce him to try to
please, and to exert his faculties in every
way for that purpose. The coiu-ser, how-
ever, discourages all tliis, and wishes only
to develop the tendency to run hares under
certain laws, leaving all other faculties in

abeyance, because if cultivated they lead

the dog to husband his powers in such a
cunning way, as to interfere with those
laws under which he is running. Thus, I

have shown that the greyhound hiis plenty

of courage, nose, and intellect, producing
sagacity and docihty; and that he luis

endurance, speed, perseverance, and size,

cannot be denied ; or that he has elegance

and dignitj'. Many of om* modern smooth
dogs are equal in hei,^ht, girth, and weight
to the measurement of Buskar, recorded at

page 86 ; indeed, one of the best dogs now
out (Mr. Horron's BlueUghtJ, is at least

27 or 23 inches high, Avith a girth of 3J

inches. His weight, if in such running
condition as to fit him for deer-stalking,

certainly would be over 75 lbs. I could

name many more of the same weight,

though latterly the best dogs have not olleu

been of such majestic proportions.

277. I'KOPOSKD Breed foe Deer-Stalk-
ing Believing that speed is too nmch
sacrificed by the loxhound cross, I should

certainly advise the selection ol a good
greyhound strain, crosseil six or seven

generations back with the bulldog. Mr.

Scropc is mistaken in supposing that this

cross causes a reduction ofspeed, and indeed
many, with the late Mr. Thacker, lancy ll'.-.t

it gives an increase to that viUuable quality.

There is, however, one inestimable point In

deer-stalking which it allords,—viz., tlio

retaining the hold when once taken. This

is very important, for a dog gets terribly

mangled If he is constantly rushing in and
graiiiiling with the deer, and then as rapidly

losing his hold. The bulldog-cross, however,

eusurea hia Urm and tenacious grasp ; and
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this peculiarity is remarkably developed in

some grejlioundd, wliicli are obliged to be

choked-od tbeir hares. The qualities to be

looked for are, as stated by Mr. Scrope, size,

strength, speed, courage, endurance, perse-

verance, nose, docility, sa>;acity, and beauty.

Now if Mr. Scrope, or any other deer-stalker,

will get hold of any of air. A- Graham's
old rough breed of greyhounds, and cross

them with such a smooth and large dog as

Mr. Laurence's Lopez, or Captain Besant's

Black I'rince, or Sir James Boswell's

Puzzle'em, or Mr. Wilson's Jamie Forest,

lie will find that the produce, if tcell reared,

will have all the qualities above-mentioned
In a higher degree than the cross he has

BO highly vaunted. But to ensure success,

they must be well reared, and should have
plenty of milk till three or four mouths old,

and afterwards be fed with a liberal quantity

of flesh and meaL They should also be

accustomed to be taken out, and allowed to

use their noses without restraint, always,

of course, taking care to keep them imder
control when necessary. They '«-ill run
anj-thing, from a lark to an elephant, if

they meet with such rare game ; and the

only thing necessary is to enter them to

<leer and keep them strictly to it If this is

tried, I fully believe that a breed of dogs
will be obtained quite equal to the old

Scotch deerhound, and much faster and
bolder than the foxhound-cross, with as

good, or perhaps even a superior nose.

The elements are in existence, and only
require to be educated and developed to the

full extent of which they are capable. Such,

at least, is my belief, founded upon a very
fall acquaintance witti the qualities of this

ooble animaL

Sect. 7.—QrAiiriES Necessabt in the
Deee-Stalkek.

278. It may readily be supposed, that for

the pursuit of deer- stalking a hardy frame
and plenty of pluck in the stalker are

required- These qualities are indispensably

necessary ; but in all other points he may
vary as much as the average of men are

Been to do. The model deer-stalker, however,
Should be of good proportions, moderately
tall, narrow-hipped to give speed, and with
powerful loins and well developed chest for

giving endurance and wind. No amount of

£at should be allowed; indeed, the deer-
Btalker ought to be in as good training as
the racehorse or greyhound. The foot

•hould be sure, and the eye keen and long-
seeing, as the telescope cannot always be
applied to that all-important organ. He
•hould be practised in running stooping. In

crawling on his belly or on his back, by
means c.if his elbows and heels ; and should
care neither for boainess, nor cold, nor wet

The nerves should be pood, for the excite-
ment produced by this sport is such as to
render unsteady the hand of all but thoaT
who are of the phlegmatic temperament.
"Dutch courage " is not desirable, but
" Dutch phlegm " will here serve in good
stead. The bodily powers are not the only
ones which should be well-developed, lor

the bniin should be as active and energetio

as the body itself. The red deer is as
cunning an animal as any alive, and to

circumvent him, all the resources of tho
mind of man must be called into play. Tho
stalker must be full of plans and resources
yet cautious in putting them into execution,

for many a well-matured scheme has been
frustrated by some thoughtless act on tho
part of the schemer. Great control over the
feelings is absolutely essential; for the
giving way to the exultation of hope, or the
depression produced by the fear of losing a
shot, will generally cause that which is

most to be apprehended. Above all, temper-
ance must be practised—no shaking hand
or flinching eye will serve the purpose of
the stalker; nor will the parched throat

or the perspiring skin avail him when
rushing up the hill side or through tho
winding valley. In fact, strict training, m
all its details, is required ; and the more it is

carried out, the more complete will be the

success of the practiser of its disagreeable

duties.

279. The Dress of the Deer-Stalkeb
should be light and elastic, j'et tolerably

warm. For these purposes, the Scotch
twilled-plaid is the best for the coat and
vest, while the lower garments may be of

somewhat stronger texture, yet still of

WOOL The head should be covered with a
close-fitting cap, and the shoes should be
studded with strong nails, to enable the

foot to take secure hold of the slipj^ery

stones found in the bums and among the

heather. A pair of leather gaiters should

be worn also, as a protection against injury,

and may either be put on under a pair of

trowsers, or worn with knee-breeches,

according to the taste of the sportsmaiL

The colour of all should be sober and
neutral ;

grey, or a mixture of black and
white, being as good as any, since it accords

well with the granite rocks which are so

common in the haunts of the deer.

Sect. 8.—The Three Modes of Stalkiso.

280. Thus, provided with glasses, rlflea,

gillies, and deerhounds, the stalker now
has to commence operations on the red

deer, which may be shot In three different

modes, —1st, by quiet stalking; 2nd, by

stalking in quick time ; and 3rd, by driving.

2SI. Quiet Stalking.—The following is

the mode of conducting tliis bpeciea oc
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stalking, as described by Mr. Scrope :—One
or two stalkers getting on their horses, pro-

ceed to tlie edge of the deer forest, where
they leave them, and are joined by two or

tliree t^illies, and a brace of deerhounds in

slips. The first point is to ascend the most
likely momitain to its top, and that will be

the one which commands the glens and
hillsides upon which the deer are most
likelj' to be at that particular time. Having
reached its summit, the stalker, or one of

Iiis men, should cautiously raise his

telescope over its brow, and, applying his

eye, should sweep the whole range presented

to his view with deliberate caution. As
Boon as the deer is discovered, an attempt
must be made to approach him, without

being scented, seen, or heard; and this is

well described in the following scene,

which is extracted from Mr. Scrope's book,

with some few abbreviations and omissions.

The hart is just descried, and Tortoise (Mr.

Scrope) thus speaks to his friend and pupil,

Lightfoot :—" A noble fellow he is, Mac-
liiren ; I can just see his horns, and the

point of his shoulders. It is a glorious

chance, for once in the bum, we can get

within a hundred yards of him, and that is

near enough, in all conscience. Here,

Lightfoot, look at the fine fellow; pull off

your cap, and rest the glass on the stone."

"Not the semblance of a deer can I see;

Dut I'll take your word for it, I daresay he
Is there, since you say so. And now explain

to me how j-ou mean to get at him ; com-
municate, my good fellow ; for it seems, by
all your caution, that even at this distance

you dare not show a hair of your head."
** Creep back there behind the hill, whilst I

mark the verj* spot in the burn which is

opposite his lair. Well, now, I will tell

you: we must go all round by the east,

behind yon hill, and then come up at the
notch behind yon two hills, which will

bring us into the bog; we can then come
forward up the burn, under cover of its

bank, and pass from thence into the bog
again by a side-wind, when we may take
his broadside—and tlms have at him ; so let

OS make the best of our way. It would be
Quite easy to get at tlie liart, if it were not
for the hinds on the top of the hill ; but it

we start them, and they go ou belling, the

hart will follow them wlictlicr he sees us or

rot. Get your wind ; he cannot. Maclarcn,
you will remain here, and watch the deer

when I have flrcd. Sandy, follow you at a

proper distance with the dogs; and come
you along with us, Peter, and take the

rides. And now, my lads, bo canny."
The party then advanced, sometimes on
their hands and knees, through the deep
Beams of the bog, and again right up the

middle ot the burn, winding tbeir cautious

course according to the inequaUties of the
ground. Occasionally the seams led in an
adverse direction, and then they were
obUged to retrace their steps. This stealthy
progress continued some time, till at lengtli

they came to some greensward, where the
ground was not so favourable. Here was a
great difficulty; it seemed barely possible
to pass tills small piece of ground without
discovery. I'raser, aware of this, crept
back, and explored the bog in a parallel

direction, working his way Uke a mole»
while the o'.hers remained prostrate. Re-
turning, all wet and bemired, his long,

serious face indicated a failure. This
dangerous passage, then, was to be
attempted, since there was no better means,
of approaclu Tortoise, in low whispers,
again entreated the strictest cautioiu
" Kaise not a foot or a hand ; let not a hairof
your head be seen ; hut, as you value sport»

imitate my motions precisely; everything
depends upon this movement; this spo>
once passed successfully, we are safe from
the hinds." He then made a signal fof

Sandy to he down with the dogs, and»
placing himself flat on his stomacli, began
to worm his way close under the low ridge

of the bog; imitated mo.st correctly and
beautifully by the rest of the party. The
burn now came sheer up to intercept the
passage, and formed a pool under the bank,

running deep and drumly; the leader then
turned his head round slightly, and, passing

his hand along the gi-ass as a signal for

Lightfoot to wreath himself alongside of

him, «aid, " Now, my good fellow, no
remedy—if you do not hke a ducking, stay

here ; but if you do remain, pray he like a
flounder till the shot is fired. Have no
curiosity, 1 beg and beseech you ; and speak
as I do, in a low whisper." " Psliaw! I can
follow wherever you go, and in the same
position too." " Bravo 1 here goes, then;

but if j'ou love sport, do not make a splash

in the water, but go in as quiet as a flsli,

and keep under the high bank, although it

is deeper there—there is a great nicety in

going in properly; that is the difhcult

point, I beUeve it must bo head foremost;

but we must take care to keep our heels

oown as we slide in, and not to wet the

rides. Hist 1 Peter, here, lay the rifles on the

bank, and give them to mo when I am in

the biirn." Tortoise tlien worked half hia

body over the bank, and, stooping low,

brought his bands upun a large granite

stone in the burn, w^ith his brej\st to the

water, and drew the rest of liis body afte»

him as straight as he possibly could. He
was then half immersed, and, getting close

under the biuik, took the rlilcs; the rea»

followed ailmirably ; in fact, the water wa3
not 60 deep as it appeared to be, being
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(fcarcely over the hips. They proceeded in

t'.iis manner about 20 yards, when, the

pround being more favourable, they were

enabled to get on dry land. "Do you
tlilnk it will do ?" " Hush ! hush ! he has

not seen us yet ; and yonder is my mark

;

tlie deer lies opposite it to the south—he is

almost withiii gunshot even now." A sign

was given to Eraser to come alongside,

for they were arrived at the spot from
which it was necessary to diverge into the

moss. In breathless expectation they now
turned to the eastward, and crept for\\-ard

tlirouph the bog. to enable them to come in

upon the rlank of the hart, who was lying

with his head up-wiud, and would thus

present his broadside to the rifle when he
started; whereas, if they had gone in straight

behind him, his haunches would have been
the only mark, and the shot would have
been a disgraceful one. Now came the

anxious moment Everjthing hitherto had
succeeded; much valuable tune had been

ipent; they had gone forward in every
possible position: their hands and knees
buried in bogs, wreathing on their stomachs
through the mire, or wading up the bums;
and all this one brief moment might render
ftitile, either by means of a single throb of

the pulse in the act of firing, or a sudden
rush of the deer which would take him
Instantly out of sight. Tortoise raised his

bead slowly, but saw not tbe quarry. By
degrees he raised himself an inch higher,

but Peter plucked him suddenly by the arm
and pointed. The tips of his horns alone

were to be seen above the hole in the bog-
no more. Fraser looked anxious; for well

he knew that the first spring would take
the deer out of sight. A moment's pause,

when the sportsman held up his rirte

ateadily above the position of the hart's

body; then making a slight ticking noise,

op sprang the deer—aa instantly the shot
was fired, and crash went tlie ball right

against his ribs, as he was making his rush.

Handy now ran for^^ard with the dogs, but
ttill as well concealed by the groimd as he
JDuld manage. " We must louse a dog, sir,

(* he will gang forrat to the hilL" '* Let go
both of them ; it will be a fine chance for

the young dog; but get on a little lirst and
put him on the scent, the deer is so low in the
bog that he cannot see him." Fraser now
went on with the hounds in the leash, sink-
tog and recovering himself, and springing
ttom the moss-bogs, till the dogs caught
sight, and they were slipped; but the One fel-

low was soon out of the bog, and went over
the top of the MeaIo^»-n. On following over
the hill, the voice of the hounds broke full

opon the stalkers, and they saw the magni-
ficent creature standing on a narrow pro-
jecting ledge of rock within tbe deft, and

in the mid course of a mountain cataract

;

the upper fall plunged down behind lum, and
the water coursing through his legs, dashed
the spray and mist around him, and then, at
one leap, went plump dovm to the abysa
below ; the rocks closed in upon his flanks,

and there he stood, bidding defiance in his
own mountain hold. Just at the edge of
the precipice, and, as it seemed, on the very
brink of eternity, the dogs were baj-ing hini

furiously—one nish of the stag would have
sent them down into the chasm; and, in

their fury, they seemed wholly unconscioua
of their danger. All drew in their breath,

and shuddered at the fatal chance that

seemed momentarily about to take place.

Of the two dogs at bay, Derig was the most
fierce and persevering; the younger one
had seen but little sport, and waited, a£

first, upon the motions of the older, nay,

the better soldier. But his spirit being at

length thoroughly roused, he fought at last

fearlessly and independently. Whenever
the deer turned Ids antlers aside to gors

TarflT, Derig seized the moment to fly at Ids

throat ; but the motions of the hart were so

rapid, that the hoimd was even compelled

to draw back, which retrograde motion
brought him frequently to the very verge

of the precipice ; and it was probable that,

as he always fronted the enemy, he knew
not, or, in the heat of the combat had
forgotten, the danger of his situation. At
this stage it was necessary to act speedily;

and Tortoise having at length gained a spot

which commanded a view of the stag^

prepared to potir in a final shot Three
times the rifle was raised, but each time tha

aim was abandoned from fear of wounding
the dog, or missing the deadly spot A*
length an opening; the crack was heard
fauitly in the din of the waterfall—the ball

passed through the back of the deer's

head, and down he dropped on the spdi

without a struggle. The dogs now rushed
forward and seized him by the throat,

and were obliged to be choked-off. The
men came cautiously on, and began to Uft

the huge animal out of the water, two at

his lore and the same ntmiber at his hind-

quarters. At last they laid him on the

grass, then plunging the long knife into his

throat, and opening him for the purpose of

grallocliing him, his head was bent back

on his shoulders, a black flag was tied to

his horns to scare away the ravens, a Uttte

gimpowder was shaken over him, and lie

was left to be sent for on the next day wltb

the aid of the forester's pony. Such 'is the

account of stalking this aaimai In quiet

stj'le, let us now see the nature of the

second mode adopted.

282. Stalking in DoxTBLE-QiniCK Time.—
This Is practised upon a somewhat diOerent
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principle to quiet-stalking, and is inter-

mediate between that species of sport and
the drhing of the deer, whicli is only prac-

tised on rare occasions, and for high and
mlfrhty personages. Both these latter plans

disturb the deer so much that they would,

if often adopted, scare them, and drive them
aftl oflf to other forests ; and, therefore, the

quiet-stalking is that usually preferred. It

i3 practised by sending one, two, or three

gillies, after the discovery of the deer by
means of the glass, as before, to such points

as shall induce them to move oflf towards
the sportsman, who, when forewarned of

tlieir approach by the signal of the hill-

men, rushes upon them as they pass a
certain point most favourable for the pur-

pose, and fires his rifles, furnished to him
one after another by the attendant. Two
or three points are here of great import-
ance : first, that the gillies sent on should
only allow the wind to convey their scent

to the deer, and should not actually show
themselves to their sight; secondly, that

the leading hinds should £dways be suflered

to pass before the rush is made, because,

otherwise, the herd would stop short and
return the way. they came, or up some side

ravine, instead of passing by the expectant
Btalkers. Great experience and tact are

jiecessary in the gillies ; and, after all, upon
them more than upon the principal depends
the success or failure of the attempt. It is

nil very well to fancy that thej' are acting

under orders, but, even according to Mr.
Scrope's own showing, they are obliged to

use their own wits, and to have recourse to

Iresh expedients on every change of direc-

tion taken by the deer. No signalling can
be carried on, because they arc out of siglit

ol' the party and of one another ; and all

must act independently, thougli still in

(Jonibination, for a specific object—viz., the

gentle compulsion of the deer towards a
spot near which the stalkers are lying in

wait. Mr. Scrope's description of a scene

in which this mode was adopted, is quite

as characteristic as that wliich I have
already extracted. Its great length, how-
ever, must prevent my doing more thai: to

give a part of the narrative. The gillie,

Maclarcn, has been sent off about half-an-

hour, and Tortoise and Lightloot are wait-

ing beiiind a projecting rock, with the

deerhounds and rifles attended by Peter,

liightfoot loquitur:—" Wliat beautitul crea-

tures! They are all standing up, and gazing

nt the summit of the hill. How stately the

stags look, with their jutting necks and
towering antlers! Are you sure they are

not elks? Uy Hercules, I think they are.

Now they are moving forward to the liind

Hn advance, wliich you seemed to have such
aa antipathy to. Wtiut iu tlio world makeii

them sliift their quarters ? " " Why, ilac-
laren is nearly opposite to them, but at a
great distance above, behind the swell of
the hill; and, doubtless, has just shown the
top of lus bonnet over the sk}--line ; but
they are aU going wrong, and do not seem
inclined to accommodate us." " They are
not much alarmed, I think ; for now they
are standing still, and the hind has walked
back a few paces, and is gazing up the hill

again; the others seem to watch her
motions, and to be guided by her judgment,
wMst tlie harts appear to give themselves
verj' little trouble about the matter." " No,
the lazy rascals ! but we may rouse them
yet. Yes, they are alaimed, or, more pro-
perly speaking, suspicious. They have that
sort of discretion wliich makes them run
away in cases of danger ; but you can never
frighten them out of their wits with so
smaU a fdrce as ours. They are deUberately
tr3dng to make out what is going on, before
they decide upon the direction of their

retreat, and are too proud to fly without
CNident cause. But, just keep your eye upoa
them ; Maclaren will not let them oflf thus

:

he will make a push for it at any rate."

And so it seems he did, for iu a few minutes
they turned aside, and came a little way
do\vTi the hiU, gazing more towards the
south. " By Jove, they are turning I

Capital I "Well done Maclaren !" " Doubt-
less, when he saw the deer going soutli-

wards, he slipped back behind the hill, ran
like an antelope, and then came in again

over the skj^-hne, and showed liimself

partially more in front of them. I maj' ;is

well tell you, that if the hilhnan had conio

down right upon them in the first or second
instance, and endeavoured to drive them iis

one drives sheep, they would immediately
have raced away straight south, right up
the ^vind, and have soon been out of our
cast" Peter now pressed his master's ami,
and pointed :

" Did you no see yon parcel

of hinds—these towards the shank of our
hiU? They canna choose but join them;
and they will come, but it will be low douiL"
And now the gillie, who had a clear view of

all these tilings, began to set to Avork In

earnest. He passed fonvard rapidly, still

out of sight of both parcels of deer, till at

length, when he came sulHcicntly forward,

he dashed down the hill in lUll view, shout-

ing, hallooing, and hurling stones down the

mountain with all his might—going to luid

fro as the deer shifted—slipping, clambering,

and tuinl)ling in such perilous places as

would have endangered the life of a mouii-
tain-goat. The hinds last-mentioned, wliii li

were opposite them on Ben-j'-venic, col-

lected and whirled about, much admiring
what all these strange noises might portend.

Now bad the decisive moment arrivcdi
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wl-.en the thing must tcnniiiatc cither one
way or tlio otiier. Wlillst tliis was doing,

the stalkers were preparing for their work.

Tortoise pressed his friend's nnii—"Now
then, or never! Creep back quickly, and
prepare for action ; for, by Heme ttie liuntcr,

tliey are coming;—low, low, for your life!

We must get on to that large stone, and
they will all come into our very mouths.
Now, then, fonvard! Take this rifle, and
hold well at the best antlers when time
shall serA-e ; be steady, and Arc well fonvard,

taking care not to drop the gun when you
pull the trigger." The clatter of hoofs was
heard, as they were picking their way
obliquely along the rocky ridge; but how
uncertain are all the chances of the chase

—

Instead of coming on. they turn awaj*.
" Come along, your best pace, Ilarrj', for the

hinds are startled, and our parcel is racing

up to them ; keep you above me, which will

save you ground ; and, Peter, do you stalk

the deer, and I will stalk you, wliich will

give me a pull also. We will make a push
for it yet." In pursuance of this arrange-

ment, Fraser peered down at the deers'

horns, over the ribs of the hill side, ducking,

skipping, and running, so as to keep out of

their sight, and nearly alongside of them ;

the riflemen above keeping parallel to him,

and di-essing according to his motions.

The deer, however, were steady to their

tactics ; lor they were resolved not to come
over the steep part of the hill, when, by
losing the wind, they might come unawares
on an enemy; thus they come, rapidly

advancing towards the point of the hill

•where the slope was so open and gradual,

that they could see a long way in advance,

and, consequently, could not be suddenly
surprised. Tortoise now changed his

tactics, and turned suddenly to the right,

going rapidly over t!ie hill in a new direc-

tion; for as the herd had never seen him,

nor any ol his party, he judged they would
remain, lor some time at least, on the round
swell ot the hill below, which they were
now approaching. Here Lightfoot was
obliged to give up, and remain beliind; but

his absence was not noticed by Tortoise in

the heat of the advance ; alter a short time,

however, he again followed behind. And
now Tortoise and Peter had reached the

crags on the opposite side of the hill towards
the west Here was an absolute precipice,

and large, angular stones were l>-ing down
It with their edges uppermost Happy was
the foot that did not slide down on their

sharp ridges, and charmetl was the leg that

was not either cut or broken by them.
Tortoise had forgotten his companion, so
completely was he absorbed in tils occupa-
tion. The struggle now was to get under
the hill, on the side opposite to that where

the deer were crossing, so as to arrive there
In time to Uike them us they passed over
the boll of it, still preserving the wimi
Arrived at length at tills desired spo;,

breatliless, flushed, and covered with per-
spiration, they crept fonvard, and wound
themselves through the heather, till, from
behind a small knoll, they saw the deer
feeding fonvard verj- leisurely, but still rest-

less, and with their sentinels lookmg back
towards the east Tortoise now thought of
Lightlbot left beliind. "Here is a glorious

chance," said he, "and I would not have
him lose it on any account" At this moment
he was descried approaching along a very
precipitous and difficult path- Davy was sent

back to assist him, and at length succeeded
in bringing hun up. Fraser, who had been
peeping, from time to time, through a bunch
of heather, now pressed Tortoise's arm, and
whispered, "Be ready—they are coming."
Both were Ijing flat on the heather, with
the rifles on the ground, on one of which
Tortoise had liis hand; but as yet he did

not raise it They lay stUl as death, tiU

some hinds passed within an easy shot;

next came a four-year old hart, which was
suffered to pass also ; the better harts wero
following him in the same direction, and
the points of their horns were just coming
in sight when, lo ! Lightfbot, who had that

moment come into the ground, fired at the

small hart, which was galloping away gaily,

and gaily did he still continue to gallop.

This injudicious shot struck woe and dis-

may into the soul of Tortoise. Up he spran;:,

and dashed fonvard, but it was only to sea

an antler or two vanishing out of sight

under the swell of the ground ; still he went
on as fleetly as ever he ran in his life,

cutting off to the point where he expectetl

the deer would reappear in crossing the bot-

tom. Here he stopped short, and, taking .i

deUberate nim, the peculiar swash was heard

which tells that the bolt has struck its

mark. The whole party now lay quietly

down, and Fraser was set to examine the

herd as they passed up the opposite heights,

and to keep his eye on the wounded hart

This is the surest way of recovering him

;

for. If you press him, and he is not hit

deadly, he will get forward into the middle

of the herd whilst his wound is fVesh, and
run with the other deer in such a manner
as will, most probably, occasion you to los<5

him ; but if thus managed, his wounded
part has time to stiflen, he slackens his

pace, and generally falls out from the rest

of the herd, if badly wounded; wlillst, if

only slightly wounded, you must lose hlni

at any rate. " Now tell me, my wayworn
and much-injured friend, what m.idc you
shoot at that little deer ? " said Tortoise, a<

soon as ho had time tb cooL "A little deer

!
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a little deer! Haud credo, I thought he was
an enormous monster." " I must reply as

Master Dull did to the erudite Holofemes

—

•Twas not a haud credo, 'twas a pricket

Extremelj' juvenile he is, but j'ou will soon

learn to distingruish better." A dog was
now sUpped, and the deer finally retrieved,

much as in the last described chase. Here
again, the chief part is performed by the

gillies;—Tortoise and Lightfoot play the

subordinate pait, except in being permitted

to use the rifle, w^hich is only another

species of genteel butchery. However, this

must be said sotto voce, because, while

deer-staDdng is so fashionable, it will alwaj-s

be prized, for such is invariably the case in

all societies.

283. Driving Deek There is very little

flifference between the principles on which
tliis sport is conducted, and those adopted
In the quick-stalking. The cliief points in

which they are unlike is in the number of

hill-men employed, the number of deer

driven, and the number of stalkers placed

tn ambush. In all these respects deer-

dri-sing has the advantage of a considerable

superiority—that is to sa}% if sport is to be
measured by the number of its victims, as is

the case in most instances. The pheasant-

shooter and the wildfowl-shooter are both
discontented with a small bag; and by a like

desire for blood the deer-stalker is stimu-
lated when he hopes for the death of tens,

twenties, or hundreds, instead of single

victims to his skUL In deer- driving on the
large scale a great number of men ai'e sent

out, and by conmiencing at the extreme
boundarj- of the forest, at stated distances

apart, and gradually approaching the pass

I up which the deer are to be driven, all those
within this circle are pressed on ttU they
arrive at the point desired- In this progress
the men have become much closer together,

and in proportion as the deer acciunulate,

and the difficulty of pressing them on has
increased, so has the number of men, in
proportion to the groimd covered, increased
also; thus, supposing the semicircle first

included was 10 mUes in diameter, then the
semicircle itselfwould be 15 miles in extend
and would require 120 men in order to gi\'e

one to each furlong. But when the pass to
which they are to be driven is only half-a-
mile across, the semicircle would be reduced
to tliree-quarters of a mile, gi'ving one man
to every 11 yards; and, if only a quarter of

a mile, one man to every 6 J yards. Such a
cordon would be difficult to break, one would
tliink; but, nevertheless, the deer, when
alarmed in front, often wheel round and
charge the d:'ivers. Such an accident is well

described in Sir Walter Scott's "'Waveney^-

and the scene given in Cooper's " Smuggler "

is also a good representation of one of those
grand affairs. To these novels and to Mr.
Scrope, I must however refer the reader

who wishes to follow out this sport. It is

one onlj' adapted for princes; and those who
are admitted to its pleasures should peruse

the spirited descriptions presented by the

above novehsts, and by that practic;il

sportsman Mr. Scrope. Most of us would.

I have no doubt, enjoy the diversion,

valuing it the more for its rarity; but for

any other attraction, I confess I look in

vain; excepting always the wild and pic-

turesque scenery which ita proaecation

presents to the eyCi







PART I.

THE PURSUIT OF WILD ANIMALS FOR SPORT.

BOOK IL—HUNTING.

CHAP. L

MATEErfcL NECESSARY FOR HUNT-
INO IN GENERAL.

Sect. L—The Game to be ffCNTED.

2S4. Hunting may be defined to be the

pursuit of certain wild animals, by means
of a pack of bounds, following by scent
The ftnimala himted are—first, the red deer;

Becond, the fallow deer; third, the roebuck;
fourth, the fox; fifth, the hare; and sixth,

the otter. The badger and marten are also

hunted in some districts, but never, as far as

I know, by a regular pack of hounds ; and
their pursuit will not, therefore, come mider
the above definition.

285. The Red Deer {Cercus Elaphus), has
Been already fully described at page 82,

under the chapter on Deerstalking. It is

hunted in certain parts of England in a wild

Bt;\te, and is also sometimes turned out
before a pack of staghounds, after being
deprived of his horns, If a male, and taken
to the meet in a deer-cart.

286. The Fallow Deee {Dama Vulgaris),

Is usually met with in our parks, where large

herds are generally congregated, and form
those pleasing groups which add so much
to the effect of the beautiful scenery peculiar

to Great Britain. It difl"ers from the stag
hi size, being less, and in the form of the
horns, which also are smaller, and flat

tostead of being round; they are also

broader, palmated at the ends, and better
garnished with antlers. The red and fallow

fleer never mingle together, even when con-
fined in the same park avoiding one another
most carefully, and never breeding together.
The rutting season also in the latter is a
fortnight or three weeks later; and the
males at that time are not nearly so furious
and excited; hence they are better suited
for our parks, and the neighbourhood of
man. Tliey breed at two years, and bring
forth one, two, or three fawns. They come
to maturity at three years, and tlieir

everage age does not exceed twenty.
Fallow deer are easily tamed, and may be
readily induced to follow their keeper into
any crowd, which they speedily get accus-
tomed ta At the ruttbig season, however,
they are sometimes troublesome, and
sluHiId then be carenilly confined, or they

may injure children or infirm persona,
more especially those who show a fear of
their horns. In England there are two
varieties of the fallow deer— the spotted
deer, said to be of Bengal origin, and
similar to the Axis or Chzettl {Axis Ma-
culata), and the dark, self-coloured brown,
which is supposed to have been introduced
from Norway by James I., who was devoted
to the chase, and especially to stag-himtuig.
Fallow de^, when hunted, are always
turned out of a cart ; and their horns aro

generally removed when the buck is the
ol)ject of pursuit.

2S7. The Roebuck (Capreolus Caprced),
was formerly common throughout England,
but is now cliiefly met with in Scotland,

north of the Forth, though it is occasionally

found stUl in Dorset and Devon. Its

extinction in the southern parts of this

island is owing to its dislike of confine-

ment, not bearing even the walls of our
parks. It will not admit of being tamed,
and is very savage and morose when in

close confinement. It is much less than
the fallow deer, being only 24 inches in

height; and it is even more elegant in its

shape and movements. It is not gregari-

ous, but lives singly, or in pairs, and drives

off its young at nine or ten months of age.

The horns are short and small, divided

into three small branches, not palmated,

and they are seldom more than a foot in

length. This deer is seldom himted ; unlike

the stag which is found on the bare moun-
tains, it prefers the thick undenvood of

large forests; and it is only on rare occasions

that it can be driven into the open lowlands

and hunted ^^ ith a pack of hounds. Th«
rutting season is at the same time of the

year as in the stag, but it continues as long

as in the fallow deer. The female goes with
young five months and a-half, and brings

forth two or three fa^vn3. The term of liie

Is not more than 16 years.

288. The Fox {Vulpes Vulgaris), has been
already described as a species of vermin; in

which capacity its destruction has been

permitted, and even enjoined. Here, how-
ever, he reappears as the cherished object

of the sportsman's care ; and no animal is

so jealously watched and tended as Is Mr.

Wiley, in the best fox-hunting districts.

Coverts are made on purpose, ofltta at great
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expense, and kept undisturbed solely for

Ills use. His ravages in the pheasant-
preserve and hen-roost are overlooked, and
the man nlio injures him is considered to

have wounded the feeUngs of the -whole

hunt, and sullied his own honour. • Nothing
but tliis imiversal esprit de corps could liave

saved the fox from amiihilatiou. Like the

woW, but for this protection, he would long
since have been among the tilings that

were; and the glorious sport he gives us
would be impossible, for -want of the ne-
cessary animal to himt. Foxes are found
of two or three varieties in the hunting
districts; besides the lull-fox of Scotland,

which is well calculated for showing sport

before hounds, if the country would admit
of horses. These varieties are—the grey-
hound-fox, a large, taU, and fast animal, of
IX greyish-red; the bulldog fox, thicker,

and darker-colom"ed, with a lieaAy head;
and the smaller, redder, and more compact
fox, wliich has been, and still is, imported
from France or Germany. All these several

foxes have the end of the tail black when
young, and becoming wliite in after yeai"s.

I have already enlarged upon the preserva-
tion of foxes, and the means by which the
keeper may satisfy both the pheasant-
shooting and fox-hunting tendencies of liis

master. The fox buiTows undergi'ound, in

what is called his "earth;" and the vixen
produces from four to six cubs at a birth,

once a-year—generallj' in April or May.
When cubs are turned do^m in the sum-
mer, they require regular feeding and
looking after lor some time, as they are
unable to get their own food, from a want
of parental teachuig. In process of time,

however, instinct prompts them, and they
gradually leani to provide for themselves.

A want ot tliis precaution has caused the
loss of many litters of cubs, procured at

great expense and trouble.

28'J. The Hare (Lepus Timidus), Is too
well known to need a lull description. For
hunting purposes she Is well suited, because
her instincts are so remarkably well de-
veloped in showhig her how to foil the
pursuit of her enemies. She doubles and
returns upon her trail in a way which
seems to prove the existence of reason;

and sometimes even swims down a river

to escape her pursuers wlien hard pressed.

There is a variety peculiar to Scotland, tlie

Scotch Hare {Lepus VaritibilU), and also

an Irish Hare (Lepus Jlibcrnicus). The
fnrmer is somewhat, and the latter much,
less than the English hare ; they arc both,

however, JiLstand stout; but the mountain-
hare of Scotland, which is the one alluded

to above. Is not well calculated for hunting
or coursing, having instincts very diflerent

U'um the ordiuary Scotch or Euglish haie.

290. The Otter {Lutra Vulgaris), has
ah-eady been described at page 10.

Sect. 2.—Houjhds, and their IMANAGEjrEvr,

291. The various Kinds of Hound were
formerly much more distinct than at pre-

sent Nothing can be much more unlike
the old southern homid or bloodhoimd, than
the duninutive beagle; and almost tht

only point of resemblance is the exquisite

power of scent which both possess. At
present, hounds may be di^^ded into—first,

bloodhounds; second, staghounds; third,

foxhounds ; fourth, harriers ; fifth, beagies

;

and sixth, otter-hoimds.

292. The Bloodhound, Southern HctrNDj
or Talbot (See Art. "Dog"), is still me*
with in England, but it is entirely super-i

seded by the foxhomid or harrier for all the

purposes of the chase. In pai-ks, however, il

is stUl used for singluig out certain deer,

rmmuig them dowm, when they are to

talien lor the purpose of hunting or
stall-fattenuig, or lor removal Here greal

caution is required, as the bloodliound is I

dog wliich cannot be kept under command
and no whip or rating -will prevent hB
gratifying his desire for blood when he hail

the opportunitj'. His nose, however, is S(

perfect, and he has so completely the powe
and the instinctive desire to keep to thi

hunted deer, that he will follow it througl

the whole herd, and pass them by regardlest

of their attractions. He has been also, an
still is, used for hunting sheep-stealers aii(

tliieves of all kinds, and must then b<

muzzled. Besides his intractability, he t

also comparatively slow, and the lox o
stag-hunter of the present day would no
require liis thoroughbred horse to keep pad
with his movements, but would vote hio

"apotterer," and would be more inclinei

to ride a steeiilechase home than to watd
his slow hunting. lii size, he is the largesto

the hounds, beuig about 27 or 28 inches higl

at the shoulders, and often weighing 80 Ibfi'

The colour is generally black and tan, witl'

a great preponderance of the red—whiih i-

moi-eover, more yellow than red; but i

the Talbot and sleuth-hound the yellow an

black-pie was the iisu;d colour. Tlic he*
is very handsome; ears large, soft, an-

pendulous ; jowl square, and lips well de i

veloped ; nose broad, soft, and moist ; aiv i

eyes lustrous and beautiftdly soft whc-
ill an une.xcited state. This dogisncarl,'

identical with the Talbot, and old souther

'

or sleuth-hound, of which we now liavc ii

pure representative; but they may be s;\i

to be one variety, and to be the stock iroi

which the stagliound, foxliound, liarrlei'

beagle, and otter-hoimd liave been all bre<

'

29a The Staghound and Foxhocn
'

may be cousldci'cd as the same, the foroit
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iK'iii^only a Inrgcrvaricty of the latter; hut

tlioufirh originally descended alike, they are

not now bred from the same strains indis-

criminately. As with the old deerhound
and greyhound, so with these hounds,

although their organisation and appearance
are identical, yet ftom being entered and
kept for many generations to different

game, they are to be readily distinguished

by their style of hunting. Kevertlieless, no
one could say where the line wliich di\ide3

them passes, and it would be impossible

even for Mr. Da\-is to distinguish a large

epiry foxhound from one of the smallest

and lightest of her Majesty's beautiful pack.

The staghound, therefore, maybe considered

as a large foxhound, or the foxhound as a
email staghound; the one devoted to the
hmiting oi deer, tlie other to that of the

fcx.

294. The Original Stock of these two
varieties of the hound is undoubtedly the

Bouthem kound, bloodhound or Talbot.

But in process of time, when the country
was cleared fVom forest, and more speed
was required, and when the horse could

be used in order to keep pace with that

Increased speed, a faster hound was sought
for, and the old-fashioned, deep-toned, and
careful hound was bred, which has been
ImmortaLsed by the verse of Somerville

and the prose of Beckford- These were
(ittster than the southern hound, but still

Blow compared with the modem foxhound.

In those days the cold scent of the morning
flrag was hit off by the hound, and the fox

was hunted up to his retreat in the wood-
lands before he had time to digest his

I nocturnal meal, or to sleep off his fatigue in

procuring it Hence, nose was all in all;

land the fox being full of food, could not go
ithe pace wliich he now does at 11 or 12

lO'clock, eight or ten hours after his belly

iwas filled with the fat capon or the wary
lold "rooster," as our transatlantic fWends
'Aenonunate the dimghill cock. It is not
fully known by what crosses this increase

.of speed was obtained; the subject was
formerly enveloped in much mystery ; and
masters of hounds were erabued with a
|Ver>- different spirit to that which prevails

among them in tlie present century. But
Uiere is strong reason for believing that the
greyhound, and, most probably, the old
Bcotch deerhound, were had recourse to,

either directly or through the northern
hound, which was a decided cross of the
southern hound with the deerhound. In
her itajesty's pack most of the hounds are
folly 20 incties in height, and the bitches at
least 24; thej- have broad short heads, with
straight hind legB, well ftimished thighs,

and stems more feathered than Is oi^nn
«eca In the ordia*ry fbxhound. They have

very delicate noses, can hunt a cold scent,

and yet with a blazing one they mn breast
high, but not quite so fast as some oi our
packs of foxhoimds when the scent is good-

Tlie deer's foot-scent is not good; but ho
leaves a strong bo-iy-scent, which falls to a
certain height, according to the state of the
air, and is readily owned by the staghound.
The endurance of this dog is great, but not
perhaps equal to the foxhound, as is to be
expected from his greater size and weight
Few packs of staghounds could bear tho
road-work which most foxhounds undergo
besides their runs, which are sometimes
two or three in the day; they also escape
altogether the work in covert, which is

most tiding to the lesser hound. Even
where wild deer are hunted they are
" unharboured " by slow hounds of the old

breed. Consequently, the actual chase is

all that is committed to the staghound,
together with the road-work to the meet

—

generally pretty near the kennel ; and tho
homeward journey, which, however, is

often a long and dreary one, but not, as
in the foxhounds case, prolonged into the
niq;ht

295. The Modern FoxHotn^ is a most
extraordinary animal; fast almost to tluj

same degiee as a slow grej'hound, he has
extraordinar>' stoutness and power of
endurance, with a hardy constitutioa To
these invaluable quaUties he adds a good
nose, not quite equal, however, to a cold

scent; with great docUity, when considered

in conjunction iivith his courage and dash-

With regard to his origin, there is strong

reason for belie^'ing, as Avith the staghound,

that he Is the old southern hound crossed

with the greyhound, with perhaps a dash of

the bulldog; but here, again, all is con-

jecture, and we can only guess at his origin

from his form and peculiarities. Beckford
describes the model hound as follows :

—

"Let his legs be straight as arrows; his

feet roimd, and not too large ; his shoulders

back ; his breast rather wide than narrow

;

his chest deep; his back broad; his head
small; his neck thin; his tail thick and
bushy—if he carry it well so much the bet-

ter . . .a small head, however, as relativo

to beauty only; for, as to goodness, I believe

large-headed hounds are in nowise inferior

. . . The colour I think of Uttle moment,
and am of opinion with our friend Foote,

that a good dog cannot be of a bad colour."

—p. 49. To this must be added a point of great

Importance, which has been insisted on by
Nunrod—namely, the length of the back-

ribs, which, as in the horse, should be well

developed, and firmly fixed to the hips by
strong muscles. Nlmrod also very properly

insisUupon length ofthigh, and good strong

BUJes, without which speed cannot be long
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maintained. This description will avail

equally well in the present day, although
written more than 50 years ago. He also

recommends a middle-sized hound, neither

too large nor too small ; but, like many other

writers on sporting subjects, he does not
further define what he means by giving the

middle height ctf the foxhoimd, or even the

extreme ranges to which they go. I tliink

that 24 inches for dogs, and 22 for bitches,

will be found to be about the outside height
wliich will be desirable for fast and open
countries ; while in strong woodlands, with
much work in coveit, an inch less will be

desirable, because the largo hound has more
difficulty in foUowing out the runs traversed
by briars, &c., than the dog a size smaller.

The quickest pack I ever saw, and that

which worked in covert the best, was Lord
Eedesdale's hunting the Heytlirop coimtry,

which were not more than 23 inches, dogs,

and 22 inches, bitches. This pack, however,
went like birds, and flew the stone walls as

well as a greyhound. Indeed, the contrast

with Earl litzhartlinge's larger hounds
himtingthe same district during part of their
season, was, I think, much in favour of the
little ones. They were, certainly, the most
beautiful pack, to my taste, which I ever
saw ; and so unusually " suity," as to please

the eye in that particular in away which no
larger hounds could be expected to do. It is

alwaya easier to draft large hounds than
email ones down to a certain size; and,
consequently, a small-sized pack can be
kept much more level than a larger one;
and the diflorcnce also between the sexes
being less marked, they look better when
tlie dogs and bitches are hunted together.

296. The Haeeier and Beagle may be
taken together, since they are now bred
one with the other so much that it is diffi-

cult to eay what are harriers and what
beagles. The latter is the more specific

breed, and may therefore with advantage
be first examined. 1 1 should be remembered
that the hare, unlike tlie fox, is constantly

"doubling," that is. returning upon her
track, and thus endeavouring to foil her
pursuers; for this reason, an exquisite nose

Is required, with great patience, and con-
siderable cunning, to meet artifice by
artifice. Hence, the hare-liound must dlfiVr

from the fox-hound, in possessing an acutcr

sense of smell, a slower pace, less dash, and
more patience ; ho must also be able to

distinguish a "heel-scent," as he may
othenvlse return upon the liuntod line,

fancying he is following a "double" of tlie

hare. One other point, also, is of vast

Importance—he must "pack closely;" for

as the h.ire so often doubles back, if the

bounds are all over the field tlie chance of

Suihxig the " double " by their omti scent ifl

increased when they spread widely. The
beagle, as embodying all these points ia
perfection, is, therefore, the model hare-
hound of the old school ; and has also lately

been re-introduced in high quarters, being
a great favourite at Windsor. In size the
beagle measures firom 10 niches, or even
less, to 15. In shape they resemble the old
southern hound in miniature, but with
more neatness and beauty ; and they also

resemble that hound in style of hunting.
Xo scent is too cold for them, and they can
work out, in all its windings and foils, thai
of the most cunning old hare, if allowed
time to do it. Kotliing is more beautiful

than to watch the working of these
diminutive hounds; and I trace my first

fondness for hunting and the sports of the

field to the occasional sight of a pack of

them belonging to the father of a school-

fellow of mine, Mr. Hai'ding, living near
Dorchester. The extraordinary style of

these Uttle beagles I have never seen
surpassed; but I fancy there was more ia

the mode of hunting, than in the hoimds
themselves. They were never lilted, and
rarely cast, but left to woi'k out their scent

in their OT\-n way; and, consequently, their

brains were thrown upon their own
resom'ces, and very rich those stores cer-

tainly were. Often have I seen them
apparently consult, and then, without the

slightest external cause, hit off the scent as

if by mutual inspiration, and carry it on
without a check for a mile or two. Slow
they were, at least so slow that we could

keep up on foot by cutting comers, <fcc ; but

at times, with a blazing scent, they would
race away tVom us. I would that I could

now catch a ^^ew of their graceful fonna.

The head and ears of the beagle are much
broader, and the ears longer, than tlio

fox-hound— very nearly approaching to

the bloodhound in development ; tlie legs

shorter, and the body bigger and stouter.

Ho is a very hardy Uttle dog, and will stand

an immense deal of work. At the two
extrcmcsof the beagle subdivision stand tlie

dwarf beagle—a Utile smooth lapdog, with

very long ears, and almost pug nose; and

the tbx-beagle, resembling the loxliound in

aU but size and dasli. The essence of the

beagle is the frtcdoni from this quaUty, and

it should never, on any account, bo per-

mitted to be displajed. Patience, co-opera-

tion, freedom tVom Jealousy, goodness ol

nose, and Lilliputian itimcnsions, are. In

fact, the essential qualities of the bciiglc-,

There Is an air about them which the

sportsman recognizes, but which is very

dillkult to describe ; nevertheless, there It

ifl, and a comparison will soon show it

Besides tliese, there is the rough bcai;!^. t

cross with the rough bcotcli terrier, au.
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partakinj? of his tonjjue ratlier than of tho

old mellow tone of the southern houml.
We may, therefore, sum up the varieties of

this Uttle hound as— first, the medium
beagle, which may be either hea^'y and
80uthem-like, or light and northem-liXe

;

second, the dwarf or lapdog beagle ; third,

the fox beagle; and fouith, the rough or
terrier beagle.

2V»7. The HAKRrER Is now a mongrel
animal, bred in all sort5 of ways, and vary-
ing from 21 inches down to 15 or 16. in

j

looks more like the foxhound than the

[
beagle, he has some remnants of his old

' breed in the longer ears, wider head, and
' stouter botly which he possesses. He
should, however, have a most delicate nose,

• even more so than the beagle; for as his
Increased size carries him faster over the

' ground, so is he more likely to overrun the
scent, and foil it so that he cannot recover

' It. Some of these hounds, however, have
I a wonderful power of carrjing a scent at

,
full speed, and -will race into a hare in such
a time as to finish her up almost as soon as
found ; this, however, spoils sport in great

, measure, as, by their speed, they prevent
all those artifices on the part of the hare

' which give zest to tliis otherwise slow
amusement For this reason it is that
harriers appear to have as good noses as

I

beagles, though they really have not ; for

by depriving the hare of scope to double
back, by pressing so closely upon her scut,

I

they give themselves much less to do, and
.
have only to work out a straightforward
scent. Many huntsmen of harriers now

^

oast forward as if hunting a fox, and with
reason too ; for as the hare cannot double
back, she tries all her wiles in a forward or

! side-direction—Whence the alteration in the
principles called for by the alteration in the
'.speed of hounds. It is. however, in my
opinion, an alteration for tlie worse ; and I

jhope that as hare-hunting becomes more
common, as will most probably be the case,

that beagles, ratlier than harriers, will be
the hounds selected. From an hour to one
hour and a-quarter is the proper average
time to kill a hare in; she then has a

,
quarter of a mile law all through, and stops
and pricks up her ears, and considers, and
then doubles-and doubles again, and resorts
to all sorts of expedients, which try the
powers of the little animals behind. The
pack, which is sho\vn in the cut hereafter
given with the chapter on Hare Hunting, is

a cross of the beagle and foxhound ; they
are from 16 to 17 inches in height, can go
qnite fiist enouj,'h to keep horses gallopin-.',

and can give a good account of 19 hares
nnt of 20, having, indeed, killed 51 in the
season of 13.H-5. They are of Lord Sefton's
blood, and such hounds I should like to see

througiiout England, kept at little expense,
and afl"ording amusement to hundreds on
horseback and on foot.

298. Otter-hounds are nothing more than
the old southern hound crossed with tlMi

f>cotch terrier and water-spaniel, and kept
for generations to the hunting of the ottec

Sect. S.—Constbuctign of Kennels.

299. The Kennels form a most importani
item in the managementofa pack ofliounas;
and much controversy has arisen on the
subject; the cliief points of difference in
opinion consist—first, in the soil upon
wliich they are built; secondly, on their
aspect; and, thirdly, on their formation
and ventilation.

300. The Son, for Kennels should cer-

tauily not be a porous one. Sand is the
verj' worst possible stratum for the purpose,
since it absorbs and retains all the excre-
mentitious particles which the dogs must
pass whenever they leave their kennels,
eitlier in their yards or grass-courts. A
cold clay is perhaps too much in the other
extreme, since it is always accompanied by
a raw and damp atmosphere; and is on that
account prejudicial to health. Of the two
extremes, however, it is, I think, the
better; and I should build on clay in pre-
ference to graveL Marl is the best stratum
for the purpose, or chalk, which does not
absorb to the same degree as graveL Either
of the two last is well suited to the purpose,

and one or the other may be procured in

most districts.

301. The Aspect is all-important; sun is

necessary to the health of all animals, and is

doubly so to the dog, yet an afternoon-sun

is too hot, and causes the sleeping-room to

be uncomfortably warm in the height of

summer. A south-eastern aspect, therefore,

should be chosen, well sheltered from tho

east and north by plantations or hills, but

not so much so towards the former direc-

tion as to shut out the morning-sun. The
gently sloping side of a hlU, therefore,

which looks to the south-east may be

selected, and the kennel built facing in that

direction, by which means the drainatre

will all be carried oflF out of the way of tho

yards and sleeping-rooms; and the yards

themselves may easily be levelled and

drained laterally so as not to interffere with

the kermeL This will be better understood

by the annexed diagram, in which tlie

dotted line a b indicates the old level, anfl

c d that of the yards and kennel, with a

good trapped-drain at e e, into which both

yards and lodtring-rooms are washed and

drained. By this arrangement the internal

parts are kept high and dry, and are cut

off from all damp by the drain between

them and the open yards. The momiof

It
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Pt.av of Foxhound Kennei.

rttsH
House

DOOHDRSeVARD^

Counr
5

Coonr

2

OO

Court
1

giin ban ftill power, nml rIvos honlth svifTl-

dent for all purjioscs, wliilst In tlio heat of

tlie oAomoon the doors may be throwTi

open, and the Interior !» all In shade as well

M Kreat part of the vnnL
803. In tub C'ONSTKfCTIOS OF THE KKN-

mcL. one (rrand point Is to wlect materials

whlrh win not al)Burb oltlicr tlio moisture
or noxious effluvium emanntlnR ft-om the

houn<L Tliey should be, then lore, either

bard »ton(> or flints, or well-hunit and hard
bricks. Sandy and porous bricks make the
ery worst walls for kennels possible, and
•hould carelully ho avolde<l. Next, aa to
ulze and sha)H> :—tho fonncr nmst deijend

m^oa tho number of hounds; but, as it Is

I

easier to build a large kennel orisinaDJ

than to Increase it when once built, it is aa

well to calculate upon one wliich will hoU

1
40 couple of hounds, the number which wlJ

. sufflco for stag or fox-hunting tlirce or ft»u

days a-weck. For such a pack, the dimen
sions given In the annexed plan are suffl

cient The essentials as to accommodatia
are very simple, and consist of— flrst, th

lodging-rooms; secondly, the fccdlng-room

thirdly, the boiling-house; fourthly, th

men's rooms; lifthly, the men's stables

and sixthly, the courts. The lodging-roonc

should consist of five rooms—three largi

and two small—Al, a2, a3, a4, a5. a1

for tho regular pack; % for tluj pac
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flraftcd lor hunting next day ; a 3 tor invalid

dogs ; A 4 for bitches in season ; and a 5 for

those whose room is drj'ing after being

washed down. Where a dog and bitch pack
ore kept separately, one other room, at

least, must be set apart for the bitches.

These houses should all have benches, raised

about 20 inches Horn the floor, and about

80 inches wide. These should surround

three sides of the room, and should have

open lattice-work bottoms, with a front-

olge to tliem about four inches deep, of

Btout timber, well rounded oft'. They should

also be lined with board, towards the walls,

nt least eight inches from the top of the

bench. The size of the rooms is indicated

In the plan annexed. All should be paved
vlth glazed tiles, slopmg to the centre,

which should have a trapped-drain ; and
they should be on a foundation of concrete,

composed of large cinders or broken bricks,

with Ume and graveL ^^^len expense is of

little Importance, all kennels should be built

on brick arches, which, after all, are not

verj' expensive, a single brick arch being

quite sufficient These rooms should be

from 12 to 14 feet high, and ventilated by
means of three or four trap-windows,
similar in principle to those in church win-
flows. The traps should, however, be
capable of being entirely removed in the

heats of summer. One large feeding-room
Is all that is necessary, but I have not given
It in the plan, as I should much prefer an
open verandah, running the whole length
of the kennel, for this purpose. Here the
troughs may be placed, and in the summer
time the food cools more rapidly, while,

after feeding, and indeed at all other times,

the verandah allows the hounds to enjoy
the shade from the smi, or protection from
the rain. The troughs // are made,
with perforated covers ; and when these are
Bhut down, they form a seat for the men,
or a bench for dogs to lie upon, high and
flry. The boiling-house may be placed at

the end of the building, or at some greater
distance, if desirable; but it should be
tolerably near, on accotmt of the increased
labour of carrjing the pudding, broth, <fec,

from a distance. It should be a room open
io the roof, to admit of the escape of the
gleam ; and containing two large cast-iron
boilers, set in proper brickwork. These
boilers should hold from 60 to 60 gallons,
and should be keiit, one for meal, the other
tt)r flesh. In the boiling-house, also, there
Rhould be two or three coolers, eight feet by
five feet, and one foot deep, in which the
pnddinrr or broth may be allowed to cooL
This room should also be floored with tiles

or bricks ; no concrete is necessary, but a
drain must be added, to allow of the blood,
dec, from the fle^ beinc washed away.

Over one of the three lodging-rooms (a1)
are the rooms of the kennel-huntsman, or
feeder who should always be at hand at
night, prepared to put down the first symp-
toms of quarrelling by the voice, or, If

necessary, the whip. Opposite the junction
of the inner wall of a 1 with that dividing
A 2 from a5, there should be in the feeder's
room a small stove, or fireplace, fed with
air from three air-drains, one of which
commences at the bottom of each of the
three lodging-rooms. By tliis plan, when his
fire is lighted, a draught is maintained from
the lodging- rooms, and the air kept pure
thereby, compelling the entrance of ft-esh

air from the windows. Over the room a 2
is a menl-room, and over a 5 a hay-loft;, for

the stable adjoining. At the end of the
passage, at h, is a foot-bath for the hounds
after hunting ; it should be made of Roman
cement on brickwork, about four or five

inches deep, and filled vrith warm broth; a
plug easily allows of the escape of the broth
after use. As the hounds pass backwards
and forwards to the feeding-trough, they
bathe their feet in the warm broth, which
they afterwards lick off, the tongue finishing

the good work begun by the warm broth- A
bucket of hot broth mixed with an equal
quantity of cold water is sufficient for this

purpose. Three courts are in the plan, as
follows, viz. :—I., for the hunting-hounds; n.,

for the general pack; and m., for any others,

or for feeding. The posts of the verandah
stand in these courts ; and there should be
a trap at the foot of each, leading to the
drain, for a purpose which every person
conversant with the dog Avill readily under-
stand. There should also be a grass-court
or paddock adjacent The stabUng is cal-

culated fbr four horses, which is quite aa
many as should bo at the kennel at one
time—the cliange-horses being better at the
regular hunt-stable; but these three or

four horses being done by the kennel-men,
are better at the kennel ; and in the sum-
mer-time the stable is required for the

cub-himting horses, which are seldom
more than screws adapted for that purpose.

Good himters would be sacrificed at this

time, owing to the hardness of the ground,

and the great amount of covert-work.

Kennels of these dimensions and construc-

tion ought to be put up without much
ornamental work, but in a thoroughly sub-

stantial mamier, for from £200 to £250,

according to locality and expense of

materials.

Sect. 4.—The JIaster and his Men.

803. The Master of a pack of foxhoundsk
staphounds, or even of harriers, ought to

possess the qualities which would fit him
fyc the command of an army iu the fleldi
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together with that particular knowledge
ivhJch is essential to hunting. He should

be able to keep in good order—first, a pack

of high-couraged hounds; secondly, a set of

opinionated men, in the shape of Hunts-

man <fc <Ja ; and, thirdly, a disorderly field

of sportsmen. If, fortunately for him, he is

master of his own pack, without the aid of

BubBcripUons, his task is comparativclj-

light; but even then he is often considered

to be the property of tliose who hunt with

him; and, ii things go wrong, he is pulled to

pieces as much as it he were the senant
of liis followers, instead of their being

Immeasurably obliged to him for enduring

the trouble, and undertaking the expense,

of his establishment There can be no
doubt ttiut a mau wlio undertakes to hunt
a country, even at his own expense, is

bound to carry out his engagements,
because one part of tlie arrangement is the

fe'i\'tng up the country to liim; and, while

he is in possession, no other master has a
right to it. Sometimes nearly the whole
of a fox-hunting countrj' belongs to the
master— tliat is to say, the wliole of the
large fox-coverts; but tliis is seldom the
case, and generally he is dependent upon
the permission to draw them, granted as a
part of Ills district. Tliis ptnnission is

fciven on the implied imderstauLling that
sport shall be sliown, for no man wislies
fox-hunting to be conducted in a slow or
tmsportsmunlike manner; and hence those
owners ol coverts who have granted leave
to draw, liave clearly a right o: inteiference;

but tliey are seldom the grumblers, the
octual malcontents being generally the
sporting butchers, <tc, who indulge the
Held with their presence. If this grumbling
happens with the master who keeps his
own litiunUs, how mudi more hkeiy is it

with the master o! a subscription pack. He
has unlbrtuuately a liundred subscribers, or
0outetlme« more, each ot whom fancies
hiiuscll JustitleU In calllug him to account,
or In refusing to obey orders, if he has been
transgrihsing the limits which are com-
{Mtiblu with the enjoyment of sport. Yet
• Held miut bo kept In order; tlio how? Is

the problem to bo solved, and Its solution
tuu puzzled tho brains and exhausted tlie

eoerglcs of many a hlgh-«plritcd and well-
tnt«nilouc<l sportsman. The master sin mid
poaacM the Iron nerves of tho "Iron Imkc,"
and yet with tticse vhoulil bo Joined tho
poliHhcd courtesy of tlie Eiulof ChestertlcliL
Oat lit nnd Imprecations may suiceed with
tlie sell-BupportIng master, but even then
they arc Utter left at liome; but these
tacUca are mlsappUod wltli tho aubscription
park. NoUil^m but firmness, united with
guiUemanly lanKuugc, haa a chance In these
Om^j; and Uielr ujilou, when combined

with a knowledge of the noble science and
good riding, will be sure to succeed any-
where and everj-\vhere ; the combinatioii,

however, is rare ; and there are few men
who possess it in full force who will not
soon give up their oflace in the tun
knowledge that the same talents applied

in a difl'erent way, will lead to success in

the legislature, or in some collateral pursuit.

Every master, however, should have a good
knowledge ot the theor>' and practice of
hunting ; and though he may be inferior, ia

some respects, to his huntsman, who has
made it the business of his wliole life to
study hounds and hunting, j-et he ought to
linow enough to be able to judge whether
he is doing right or wrong. If this is not
the case, the man will too often exult over
the ignorance of the master, if he attempts

to interfere ; and if he does not in any Avay

take the management, he is the slave of a
despot rather than the master of a good
servant However, in all cases the master
must undertake to keep the field from
overriding the homids. and fl-om surroimd-

ing a covert, and thereby heading a fox

bacli, and causing him to be "chopped,"
from an incapacity to break, in face of a lot

of chattering cigar-smokers and scandal-

mongers, who care little about huntLag;

and only want to have the pleasure of
exhibiting their persons in pink before the

yovmg dressmakers of their to^^•n or villaga

These gentlemen must be ranged in their

places, or the efforts of the best pack of

hounds and the most clever and persevering

huntsman will be rendered abortive, when-
ever tliere is a light scent. With a blazing

scent, after once hounds are away, no care
is required; but in nine days out of ten,

unless the master uses his "Hold hardi
gentlemen," pretty unceremoniously, the
spoit is spoilt, or, at all events, great'y

interfered wth. Such are the duties of tha
master in the field, which everj' man, noble
or gentle, who undertakes to hunt a pack of

foxhounds, takes upon his shoulders. AVith

his kennel duties, if self-supporting, no one
wliatevcr has a right to interfere; b'jt if

supported by subscriptions, his subscribers

luive a right to expect that he sliall see that

their money is properly expended in tin-

use of tlie meal, &c, lor tlie hounds, and &i

all other ways. There is a very great

din"erence in dlflferent packs in the money
spent, amounting to about 50 per cent ; and
this can only bo accounted for by thfl

man.igement being good or bad on the part

of the master.
301. TuE Huntsman next comes before ns,

and he, like the master, should be a gcnenil
out of place; but his duties are not so
multliiirious, as he has noihimr to do with
the field, while tlie master should have tlie
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knowledare of a huntsman, and also be able

ti> keep Ills unnily friends in onler. In all

CHscs, whether the master hunts his hounds
himself or not, he should have a steady man
to act as huntsman during the exercise,

nd in cub-huntine, <fcc ; also In his absence,

liom business or ill health. But the resrular

een'ant must possess the foliowintr qualities

:

ttunperance, judgment, hound -knowledge,

knowledge of hunting, including the ways
of all foxes, knowledge of country gene-

rally, and of the particular country hunted;
pood horsemanship—by which is meant
anjthing but random riding, nevertheless,

8 Imntsman ought, in nine cases out of ten,

to be able to get to his hounds ; sometimes a
pirk-wall, or a river, or canal may interfere,

but these exceptions do not often occur. A
gKKl voice is also essential, and the more
p.'culiar the better, as the less hounds
unswer to strange voict?3 the more suc-
ctssf\illy the sport will proceed; and, in

piirticular, he should have the faculty of
making hounds fond of him. With these
requisites, added to a quiet, ci\il deportment,
and a natunU liking for the science, a man
will always command sport ; and in propor-
tion to his success there, will be the respect

paid him by the field. For a pack of har-
riers or beagles the huntsman requires
much less dash and hard riding, and should
bf quieter, more steady, and less interfering.

His field is generally smaller; the farmers
fxke care that their wheat, &c., are less

ridden over, and the hounds have full

cliance to do their work without being
Interfered with. An older man is therefore
more suited to this place, as he is more
required in the kennel than the field ; for if

he gets command of his hounds in the
former, he will easily manage them in the
latter. Indeed, a word from a huntsman is

oiough ^»ith harriers ; they turn like light-

ning, and are, or ought to be, as handy as
kittens.

805. Unlike the ntrvrsMAW, ix evekt
BE8PZCT, SHOCXDBETHE WHIPPEKS-Df, bOth
tirst and second; they should both be good
horsemen, and, may be, perhaps, a little

more dashing at tiniea in their riding than
their superior ofticer—that is to saj-, that
It may be permitted to them to "risk a
drowning or a broken neck when certain
things are to be etlected, which risks the
huntsman seldom has occasion to Incur. If
8 hard-run fox is heading for certain earths
which are ojien, woe to the whip who does
not risk the breaking of his own neck and
his horse's heart in getting to them in time.
If hounds are changing their fox, and the
bunted one is close before a sin-le hound,
or a couple or so. then, at all hazards, the
other hounds must be stopped, and the
whips riding must be daring enough to

etTect his object He, however, should not
tlunk exactly for himself, but should work
in a subordinate capacity to tlie huntsman.
There may often be two courses to be
pursued, and it is not for him to con-
sider which is the best, but that which
the huntsman will consider the best, and
that is the one for him to work to. He
should always be on the look-out for "riot,"
and careful to check it in the bud; using a
rate, if that will act, and if not, then getting
to the rebellious hound directly and "serving
him out." No plan is so bad as that of
constantly flicking and cutting at hounds

;

if they do wrong in spite of a rate, then
punish them severely; but in all cases try
the gentler means first, and if they fail, use
the whip with power, but at the same time
with care and caution, as the dog's eye is

very easily aU out. The first whips duty is

chiefly to restrain any wildness in the leading
hounds, to stop them, or to check riot;

wtule that of the second whip is to bring up
the tail hounds, to drive on those hanging
in coveits, and generally to keep the slow
hounds up with the pack- The duties of
the second whip are very subordinate, and
require nothing but a strict attention to

plain orders. Nevertheless, he may do
harm by over-using his whip, or by a want
of activity; but most second whips are
ready enough in acting; and, as they are
generally selected for their good horseman-
ship, their task is performed with ease and
satisfaction to themselves.

S06. The Feedeb is a Jack-of-all-trades,

in a subscription pack especiaDy. He has
first to look out for and kill the dog-horses,

and should be able to know what to accept
and what reject Some over-dnigged and
diseased horses are absolutely injurious to

the kenueL and the hoimds had much better

live on their pudding alone, than be poisoned
>vith unwholesome food. Besides this

duty, he has to wash out all the lodging-
rooms, and mop them dry; to boil the flesh,

and make the pudding and broth, and to

get the food ready for them, either when
returning from exercise or from hunting.
It is usual for the feeder to undertake the
grooming, &c, of one or more of the men's
horses, generally the huntsman's; but

sometimes a helper is allowed. In almost
all cases the whips do their own horsoa,

and there can be no reason why they should
not ; then, if there is only one horse kept
at the kennels for the huntsman, the feeder

may well undertake lum, as his duties are

over when the hounds come in, and he hat
nothing to do but attend to this horse;

whereas the huntsman should himself feed

the hounds, ami attend to any wounds, *c.,

which they may have incurred in their

day's work. This will take him nearly two
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hours, IncluiUng a short intonal for his

<mii stomach. The feeder ought to be a

thoroughly trustworthy man, civil and
obliging, and also fond of hounds. A good

deal must be trusted to him ; lame and sick

hounds must bo left In his charge, and if he

does not carry out his instructions, many
hounds will die or be ruined. If, also, he

is not careful In drying the sleeping-rooms

before the hounds are returned to them,

or if he leaves doors or windows open in

bitterly cold days, from thoughtlessness

or carelessness, kennel-lameness, or some
other form of rheumatism, is sure to show
itself

807. Lastly comes the Eabth-stopper, a

rery important functionary to a pack of

foxhounds, thoujrh only wanted there, and
sometimes superseded by the keepers, who
engage to stop, on notice being given them;
but in all well-appointed establislunents he is

still a regularly paid olHciaL His office is, to

proceed at night when the foxes are all out
tiecding and stop the earths, wherever they
are likely to be run to on the following day.

If he is a man who knows his business, it

Is only needrtil to tell him what coverts will

be drawn ; but although this is all that is

necessary for him to know, yet he should in

all cases tell the first whip what earths are
Btoppod, in order that, if the run is by
chance different to what was expected, he
may know whether it will be needl\il for

him to get forward and head the fox before

cjitfrini; the open earths. jVfler hunting, the
earth-stopper should also carelully unstop
the earths, and leave as little trace as pos-
sible of hla midnight work. If the keepers
are to be trusted to do this, they of course
easily can; but It Is so important to hunt-
ing to see well to this part of the arrange-
ments, and disappointment so often follows
the reliance upon men whoso hearts are
more often sit upon the gim than the
hound, timt It Is nuich bettor f.tr the earth-
stopper lilms«"lf to see to this part of his
duty. 1 have ccrtalulj' seen many ruus
apotit ft-om a dependence upon tlic aid of
Uic kerpc-r.

808. The IIor.ses op the Men should bo
good u«i'iiil liunt<r», e.H|.<<(.ially those for

the huntsMinn, who ouKht to be the bi-st-

mountcd man In the field. It Is all very
well to say they may bo blemished, but so
may any lauilir. Who cans for bleinlslie-s

In the hunting- field? Many of our best
aiiil Iilglic8l-prlct»l hunters have had badly
!<r<ikpn knees, and with those drawbacks,
or with scoreil-htK-ks. have Iflched £400 or
jC-vw. if H iniin Ih not well uiouiitfd ho
cnimot t'l't U> hit hounds, and should not
bo blamod lor falling in cnectliii,' an hn-
po««lbllity. The whips may bo put on hall-
OmUo bursca, bvcauiu, hi caso of accident,

their places may be more readily supplied

;

but the better horses they have, tne better
tliey can perform their duties. In hiuitiu,'

three days a-week, the huntsman and whips
require a fresh horse generally evei-y other
meet ; and in fast countries the huntsman
usually has two out in the same day.

Sect. 5.—Ken-kel Management.

309. The Feeding and Kennel Manage-
ment of all hounds is nearly the same,
making due allowance for size. Cleanliness
is the great virtue to be practised, and
without it no hound can be presen-ed in

'

health, and in perfection of nose. It will be
remembered that, for the purposes of tlia

general pack, their lodging- rooms are
devoted according to the plan of kennel at

page 100. One of these (a 6) has been empty
all night, and should have been washed out
and have had time to dry by morning.
Into this the general pack should be turned
the first tiling in the morning, after gi\Tnj
them an airmg in the grass-yard, if dry, or
imder the verandah, if in wet weather.
The feeder should then sweep out their

lodging-room (a 1), and after doing so he
should mop it out well, leaving it quite sweet
and clean, taking care afterwards to dry it

as much as possible. This will be ready for

the hoimds again by eleven o'clock, when,
in the usual way, they may be returned to

it, after feeding and exercise, a 5 may then
be roughly swept, but not washed; and
then, after just wiUking them mto the yard,

the hunting pack may be turned into it

wliile their lodging-room (a 2) is being
swept and washed out. They will remain
there an hour or two, and then should be
taken out for half-au-hour or an hour,

according to the work they are doing, when
they may be brought home, fed, and returned

to their regular lodging-room (a 2). This
again leaves a 5 empty, and it may bo
thurou^jlily cleansed at any time when tho

feeder has leisure. Thus, the hounds ara

never turned into wet kennels, and conse-

quently are not subjected to the chanc> -i

of rheumatism. NVith regard to the hour ^ i

feeding, it should, as a general rule, bo

about eleven o'clock for the general pack, and
from one to two for the hunting pack,

according to the time of meeting and tho

distance ihey have to travel. IJy giving

two hours between the feeding times of tho

two packs, the duties of the feeder are

lightened, and he has time to exei-cise i

and I'eed the ibnner on hunting da>'3 wiili-
j

out help. In many kennels it is the prac- I

the to give a little broth or thin gruel to

hounds at night ; but even hi the ease of

delicato hounds I do not think it of much
use. Some certainly are so delicate that

they can scarcely be led too often; but these
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are exceptions, luul they should be treated

as suolu Water should always be within

reacli, and raised above the heiglit of the

belly of the dogs, or it will be soiled by
Uieir urine. It Is best in iron trou^'hs, one
Of which should be in each sleeping-roora

and court-yard. In summer the doors and
windows of all the rooms may be left open,

and access to the yards admitted night and
flaj" ; but in severe weather the doors must
bo shut, and ventilation only carried on by
the tops of the windows, and by the air-flue

oommuuicating with the chimney of the

feeder's room. The food should be princi-

pally of flesh and meal, with an occasional

mixture of vegetables. The flesh is always
that of the horse, to save expense, and
should be boiled for hours in one of the iron

boilers till it is ready to leave the bone.

A great saving of expense Is made in the
long-run, by having digesters instead of

open boilers ; they oest about three to four

pounds a-piece untinned, and will save the
flifference in prime cost in a single season.

This difference is not only in the extra
goodness of broth obtained from the meat
and bones, which is, however, at least 15 or
SD per cent., but also in the fire, which need
not be above half what is required for the

ojen boiler. If the digester is used, it

should be set like a boiler; and it is a verj-

good plan to screw a pipe in it near the top,

vrhich can be led into the drain adjoining, by
\>'hich means all the disagreeable smell given
ofl" from the stale flesh in boiling is carried

Into the bowels of the earth. This benefits all

parties—homids, horses, master, and men;
Ibr all are nauseated by the hot, greasj',

and sickening smell of boiling stale meat.
T^«« flesh having been thoroughly boiled,

may be withdrawn by a pitchfork, and set

to cool under the shed of the flesh-house,

or in the boiling-house, if the weather is

not too warm ; then taking out one-third,

or thereabouts, of the broth, pour it into

Uie other boiler, and fill up with water till

nearly half-f\ilL, in which condition the
other is left Both may then be thickened
with meal, which should be oatmeal chiefly,

bnt mixed with coarse wheaten-flour, or
Indian-meal, or barlej'-mcal, according to
the fancy of the master. The first I believe
to be the best and strongest for giving the
power of standing work; the second very
nearly, or quite as good; and the third
only fit to fill hounds' bellies, without
benefitting them in any other way. Indian-
meal and barley-meal are usually about
the same price ; but the former is ten times
as good, and has the valuable property of
bearing a much greater amount of boiling
than the oatmeal, which is not the case
either with wheaten-flour or barley-meal.
^Yheaten-flour requiies about half-an-hour

to boil; barley-flour, one quarter; Indian-
meal, two hours; and oatmeal, about one
hour, or nearly so. Hounds will generally
thrive best, if hard-worked, upon equal
quantities of oatmeal and wheaten or lo-
dian-meal ; one pound of the mixture bein?f

sutflcient for each hound. Enough only fbr

two days should bo boiled at once; aud
one-half being made with better broth, tho
other will serve for the more delicate light-

fleshed hounds. Each boiler holding, when
half-full, about 80 quarts of broth, there will

be required the same number of pounds of
meal, which will serve 40 couple of hounds
two days; if more or less, the quantities

must be regulated accordingly. In many
kcimels, as soon as the thickened broth, or
stirabout, has boiled suflaciently, the flro

is dra^\-n, aud the pudJiug Ls allowed to

cool in the boilers ; but by far the best plan
is to draw the fire, and then ladle out tlia

stirabout into the coolers, which have been
already described in the boiling-house de-
partment. Here the meal sets much more
rapidly, and has not time to get sour, as it

soon does iu the summer. I am quit^i

satisfied that, cooled in this way, it forma
a much more wholesome, and even a mora
palatable food, than when suffered to grow
cool in the boilers. After cooling, it form*
what is called " the puddings," and is thicS

enough to be cut out with a spade. It may
always be reduced with thin or thick broth
to any quality desired for bitches, invalids,

(fee. ; but for working-hounds it should ba
prettj' solid. When they are to be fed, this

should be broken up with the spade, ami
carried into the feeding-troughs, and the
meat, after being thoroughly cut up small,

should be incorporated with it. By some
it is said, that the meat is more easily

picked out of thick than thin "puddings,"
but this is a mistake. If they are thick

enough, it is ten times more difficult fbr

the dainty hound to pick out the bits, and
he is obliged to eat all as it comes, or nona
In feeding, every hound should be called

by his name, commencing with the hghi
feeders, and giving them the best "pud-
dings" in a separate trough. The hunts-

man—except the general pack on hunting
days—should always feed, as he is the best

judge of tlie wants and powers of each
hound- Throwing open tlio door of tho

room or court where they are, he keeps ail

in exiiectation, but not daring to cross thu

threshold; then, with a decided, yet eiv

couraglng tone, he calls out the name of

each hound intended to sh.oro the Aral

trough, thus: "Wanton! Kacerl Wasttv
f\il!" <fcc., (fee; generally drawing, at first,

six or seven couple. When these have
fllicd themselves, he calls two or three

couple more by name, aud allows tuncia
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iflao to got their fill with the tirst lot ; thus

often encuuraping the tirst to take a little

extra tbod through jealousy of the second.

When these have also fed they are all

eent back, and the tliird lot, consisting

of all the remainder of tlie hunting liounds,

except a few veo' gross fecdtrs, are admitted.

These are allowed to fill theniBelves as far as

tJic huntsman thinks proper, ordering each

ofT as he lias had what his feeder thinks

right. Then, lastly, the same kind of process

A repeated with the general pack of lame

and non-huntmg hounds, and the gross

li-edcrs, which are admitted cither in lots of

rtght or ten couple, or altogether, accord-

ing to the /ancy of the huntsman; but all

called by name, and ordered oiT in the same
way. This last feature is of great import-

onL-e, as It uses hounds to attend when
their names are called in the field, and the

slightest word then series to call their

attention to tlicir master's rate. Once
o-week in the winter, usually on Sundays,

8ome greens, {X)tatoes, or tuniips, are boiled

ond mixed up with the food, and serve to

keep the hounds cool and in good general

health. In the hunting season, about from
u quarter to haU-a-i>ound of flesh per

hound per day is sullicient, and many use

c%'cn less ; this is the average, but some take

more, some less. The oatmeal should be at

least one year old ; nnd the Scotch meal is

much bitter and goes farther than the Eng-
Kli!>h. AVheateii and Indian meal need not
l)e BO old. In summer the feeding may be
conducted on a very different iilan, and the
hounds are better divided into a dog and
bitch pack, whether such is the hunting
division or n()t. Oue of the best and most

cooling kinds of food is, then, the lowt^st

stomach or paunch of the cow, full of grass

half-digested. These should be thrown on
the grass raw, and the hounds soon tear

them to rags and devoiu- them. Properly,

each paunch should be given to about sis

couple of hounds by themselves, but fe^v

huntsmen care to take this trouble. This fuod
will suflSce for three days a-week, given in

the morning; and on the same eveninj>

which is the best time for feeding, some
cabbages, or turnips, or potatoes should 1/2

given boiled in broth. On the intermediate

days thin porridge, not "puddhigs," may
be given, being weak broth thickened with
Indian-meal, as the cheapest, or oatmeal,

or a mixture of each. Little or no tiesh

should now be allowed, as the hounds have
nothing but walking exercise, and do not
gallop about like greyhounds. They should

be fed so as to look healthy and bright, but
still not so as to be round and fat to the

extent of conceahng their ribs. I know no
food which keeps homids so bright and
healthy as the butcher's paunches; and they

may be obtained at a very low rate in the
neighbourhood of a town of any size. Tlie

half-digested grass is a capital alterative,

and there is also considerable nourishment
in it. Hounds are very fond of it, and prefer

it to any food you can give them; and
nature seems to point it out to tliem in the

summer, for they are then always looking

out for grass and garbage. Very little

physic is required, as a rule, but a dose of

Epsom salts or castor-oil now and then d'

no hami. If worms are present, or otli

diseaso. treat according to directions givLii

under the chapters on the Diseases ol Dogs.

CHAP. 11

8T.\G-HUNTINO.

ProT. 1—lIr>mNO thb CartkdDeer
SI'J. Mag-liuntmg may be divided into

twn grand He<tl(>n»—Ixt, hunting the carted-

docr; and 2ii<I, hunting the deer in its wild

ftate. The furnuT is confined to the red

do^rand the lalluw deer; the latter to the

n-d di'cr nud roebuck. In dcHcribIng stag-

liuntlng, 1 shall a>ttume Hiat the pack Is a

jn-rU"cl one, Ikiuiudc there are no rules for

ninklng It BO, ami 1 have no |>ers(>nal know-
U'<\„o on the nubject ; besides, it Is so rare a
•ivirt, tliiU low of my readen are Ukely to

want tills knowlcdiri'-

311. In JlUNlINO TIT> ('ABTED-DEEa,
Tli-Rldm the |>ack of slaKliounds already
uflirlontly drsortlx-d, and usually consist-

ing nt fnuii IH to aucouplf, and, besides the
11, huulAmoii, oud whijis, there U olbo

employed a cart or small caravan, to convey

the deer to the meet. This Is drawn by one

or two horses, and it is accompanied by two
or three yeomen-prickers, or, as tliey art

called in some hunts, " verderers." One of

these drives, and the others release tlu3

deer and prick bun on. and when ttiken,

hobble him and replace him in the cart. It

otten hapi>ens that the same deer is hunted

irom twelve to twenty times In the season,

and at last becomes so used to the gallop as

to show little fciu- of the hounds. One
peculiarity of the stayhound is his great

iracublllty, in which he far excels the

fo.xhound and bloodhound, and Is, in fact,

selected. In great measure, for tills virtue i

for If the whips are unable to stop the

liounds whcu the deer is at bay, the
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animal's lile is sacrificed, and mucli luture

8j)ort, if sport it can be called, is put an end
ti). All tluse ollicials, with the deer, bein^'

i
assembled at the sput appointed lor the

j
meet, which Is generally a common, in

I
order to allow the deer to get well on his

I loet beiore he arrives at the enclosed

, country, the deer is uncarted, and, with a
great parade of whip-smacking and horn-

tiowincr, is turned oil into tlie oi>en country.

312. The Deer, which ought to be, and
usually is the red deer, male or female, has
been some time before deprived of his horns.

If a male, and also trainee! by compelling
liim to gallop round his enclosure for a
considerable time each day. In most hunts
three or four, or sometimes five or six brace

of these deer are turned into a large

jieddock, surrounded by a high fence, and
they are daily driven round and round at a
moderate pace by men on horseback, or

muzzled hounds, or sometimes by bounds
trained like sheep-collies, to bark without
biting. "Without this training they would
be wholly unable to stand ten minutes
before the hounds, but would be blown at

onco, because they are highly fed in order
to get them into good condition, and would
become Internally fat, if tills food was
allowed to be converted into that materiiil

eo unsuited to produce good wind. Any
hounds will hunt deer naturally, and are
peculiarly fond of the scent; and therefore

it Is only when carted-deer are to be turned
OQt and preserved from the fangs of their

assailants, that the highly-broken stag-

hound ia so necessary. Sometimes the
hind is used, and many of tliis sex have
afforded as good sport as their lords and
masters. In this case there are no horns to

be removed ; but in the latter part of the
season they are so much disposed to lay on
fat, that they require a great deal of work
to keep them In good training. The cart

accompanies the progress of the hunt as
nearly as may be, and the yeomen-prickers
ought to be in attendance at the place
where the deer is at bay, to hobble him.
The hobbles are leather straps, which are
bnckled round the hin.i fetlocks, and are
then drawn up on each side of his shoulders
to a loop of rope thrown over the neck, and
•o secured. When the fallow deer is u.sed

as a substitute for the red deer, his horns
also are removed, and he is trained in the
same way ; but this species has neither the
boldness nor the speed of the red deer, and
does not consequently afford an>-thing Uke
the same amount ofsport Formerly, hounds
were kept to hunt the fallow deer, called
buckhounds—a smaller kind of staghound,
but they are now wholly out of fashion, and
1 am not aware that any such pack is main-
tained In Great Drit.\in at Uiii present time.

313. Afteb Tiu; Enlargement of thb
Deeb, from Five to '1'es Minutes' Law-
Is usually allowed before the hounds are
laid on ; during this time the deer has been
driven away, selecting, as far as possible^

the desired direction, and arousing hi.-* fears
by whip-smacking, hallooing, and hom-
blowing. Sometimes great dilflculty is

experienced in getting the deer to go
straight away, and he runs the roads*

instead of taking to the open country. It

is always the best plan to send one or two
mounted-men to start him off, and these,

in the Royal Hunt, are termed yeomen-
prickers. Occasionally, hov.ever, a good
and bold deer takes a line, and goes straight

away without dwelling a moment; and
such deer liave even escaped into the forest,

and been lost for some time. Often they
will stand before the staghounds, fast as

they are, for two hours, or even two hours
and-a-half ; and instances have been known
of runs lasting three hours without a chect
This long period of time would require at

Iciist 40 or 60 miles to be traversed, and
such a distance has really been accom-
plished on some memorable occasions ; one
of which is recorded by Johnson, in his

"Sportsman's Dictionary," as having taken
place iu 17%. The stratagems of the stag

are sometimes very curious; he has been
known to enter the bed of a rivulet, and
run for some considerable distance up the

stream; then, leaving its banks, he lias

again pursued his way, and as the scent

has been carried by the water many yards
below the point where he lett the banks, it

does not correspond with the actual line of
the stag. This is a very puzzhng affair, aa
a cast is necessitated, and nothing but great

experience in the ways of deer will enabie

the huntsman to make it in tiie right direc-

tion. When hounds, therefore, suddenly
throw up at a brook, and cannot carry the

scent beyond it, the huntsman at once
guesses either that the deer has "taken
soil," or that the above manoeuvre has been
practised. If, however, the former is not
tbund to be the case, which the eye soon
detects by examining the brook, he has only

to cast widely enough forwards, remember-
ing that the deer is almost certain to tako

up stream, and he, most probably, hits oDT

the scent. Deer are also very fond of

running through sheep, and nothing foils

the hounds so much as a flock of these

animals. Here, again, a cast is required,

and the huntsman's experienced eye must
enable him, if possible, to guess hi which
direction to make it; but as the deer

has been reared in a pack, and has no
knowledge of the country he is tror-

versing, this is oi^eu a matter of pure
speculation.
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314. Casts are effected as follows :—
When the huntsman perceives that the

hounds are at fault, and have throwTi up
t'leir heads, being unable to hit off the

recnt, he gives a note or two on his hom,
by which the hounds are gathered at his

heels, and "lifts them" clear of the sheep,

brook, or small covert, or whatever else

may be the cause of "the check." Then,

making; up his mind what is the most likely

direction for the hunted deer to have taken,

he trots off \sith his hounds so as to cross

tljat line at some hundred yards off from
the original scene of the check. Here, if

his surmise Is correct, the hounds at once
hit off the scent; and if they fail to do so, he
proceeds to cast his hounds in another

rtirection, only giving up all hope when he
has tried every possible plan of proceeding,

cuid has failed in all.

315. TriE Take of the Stag is the wind-
Tip of tlie royal sport, and is effected where-
erer the animal is standing at bay before

the hounds. He usually "takes soil," that

Is, enters a pond or river, and there, with
his back against a high bank, or some
Blmllar defensive position, he awaits his

assailants. It is always necessary in stag.

bunting that the huntsman or whipper-in
eiiould be with the hounds, because, though
from long custom they are so polite as to

waive their title to a slice of the haunch,
yet nature will prevail sometimes over
crlucation, and the deer, unprotected as

he Is by the defensive armour which
his horns would be to him if not removed,
must not be left undefended also by his

former assailants—but now guardians—the
huntsman and whliis. These officials

Cninediately whip off the hounds, and
mvalt the arrival of the verdercrs or
yeomen-prickers, whose task it is to hobble
the deer. The hounds are thus never
Wooded, which may account for their trac-
tablllty, and their refraining from fastening
Uiwri tlio stag when first running into
him nt bay. The chief packs are at tlils

time (lW.'.)_Hcr Mnjc-sly's, the Chelten-
ham, Ilaron Jiollischlld's, and Mr. Potre'a,

hi England; and the Ward Union in
Ireland.

816. TitE ExrENSEs op a Pack of Stac-
BOCNDsvary linmonsely, from the enormous
iiutlay of the yucen'B Pack to that bestowed
uiton the Chfltonham Kiagluunul.s, whicli
have been at timet supported upon Httlo

more tlian jEiKX) a-year. Kow siaglionnds
meet more than twice a-woek, and con-
Bcqiiently one pack ond n double set of
horaos are all that ore required. Setting
•aldOi therefore, the master's personal
expense* in homos Ac,, the necessary
oUiluy will bo OK lollow*, caiculutcd ou the
DiMt ecouumicoi scale :—

Expenses of Staghounds, pek annc^iI.

£ s. £
Huntsman and clothes. ... 100

First whip, ditto 70

Second ditto ditto 55

Feeder and verderer in one , . 30

Taxes on servants 4

259

Feeding 25 couple of hounds, at

Is. 6d. a-week each .... 195

Jfedicines, dressings, &c. ... SO
Tax on ditto 30

coc

Six horses, for six months, at

15s. per week 103

Ditto ditto summering, at 73. . 54 12

Shoeing 16

Veterinary surgeon 6

Saddler 15

Tax on horses 6

Helper in stable, at 123. per

week, for six months ... 14 8

22(

Allowance for keep of d -jr,

accidents, &c ....... 9J

Total £S0(

Sect. 2.-i-HlINTINQ THE WiLD RED DEEB,.

OB Roebuck.

317. This is a very different affair tmv
the pursuit of the carted-stag, but it is nowi

almost unknown as a regular sport Hei

aiajesty's staghounds still hunt the wild

deer, for a week or ten days, in the Ncm
Forest ; and, until very recently, the Devoi
and Somerset staghounds had usually somi

good days on the Quantock Hills in Somer
setshire, and in the Forests of Exmoor anc

Dartmoor. Now, however, 1 believe thej

are obliged to abandon their much-prizet

sport for want of the deer, which havi

become gradually extenninated by th«

encroachments of cultivation and the aid o

poachers. Killamey, in Ireland, still boastv

of her occasional days of sport, the gapi

being filled up by the hunting of the carted-

decr. It is useless to describe the huntin(

of the roebuck, because, as lar as I know
no established pack is used for the pursui

of this wild and beautiful Uttlo variety o

the deer. Whenever it is hunted, it is whei

it has been seen or heard of in the neigl>-

bourliood of any of the Scotch packs o

harriers, and then it atTords often a ven
good day's sport. No particular laws o;

rules can bo laid down, as its being hunter

Is only an exceptional case.

318. The Findlnq the Wild Deer is thi

point of difference between the two mode;

oi stag-hunting; for hero the animal L

"harboured" in some secure retreat, instca«

of In his cart. Certain men, called "hap
bourcrs," •with hounds trained for tlu
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purpose, called "tuttera," uiulertake the'

task, and proceed into the forest lor the

pnrivose, the regular pack being held at

hand by the huntsman and whips, ready to

be laid on when the hiut or liind is " un-

harboured." The harboorcrs being always

In the forest, know the haunts of the deer,

Slid can generally tell pretty nearly where
to rtnd thent By walkhig round any cop-

pice supposed to harbour a hart or hinei,

they ascertain by the ''slot," or tread, and
by the "fewment," or dung, whether the

fcniinal is in season, and of a proper age for

hunting; that is to say, whether his age is

guch as to make him "warrantable,"—

a

term already explained at page 82, as mean-
ing six years of age. The hounds also, by
their tongues, indicate the sex and the

presence, if any, of a calf with the hind

;

and if so, they refuse to hunt, kno^ving, by
p^e^'ious experience, that these are misuited

to their master's purpose.

319. Cebtain Periods are Fixed for

hunting wild red deer ; being, for the war-
rantable hart, from the 20th ofAugust to the

SlstofSeptember, both inclusive; afterwhich

he is so weak from rutting, as to be unfit

for sport. The liind is then hunted for a

short season ; and in the spring again, from
the 10th of April to the 20th of May, old

barren hinds, warrantable as such, are

hunted, and afford good sport. Thus, wild

stag-hunting has a very short season, and
three months out of the twelve is the

utmost extent to which it can be strained.

It is, therefore, no wonder even if wild deer

could be found, that the park-fed and
trained-deer should be used to fill up this

gap; and these are almost always hinds.

the stags being out of seixson after their

rutting; though sometimes they keep their

condition in the paddock, and are able tu

stand a run as well, or even better, than in

their autumnal state.

32a These Wild Deer are Hunted
exactly in the same way as the carted-

deer, but the hounds getting blood, they
run much more fiercely, and with more
resemblance to the dash of foxhounds, llie

huntsman must still keep well with liis

hounds; not as before, to save the deer,

but rather to assist the hounds when the

deer is at bay, and to save them from his

horns, which are dangerous weapons of

defence. Sometimes, however, a deer 1-5

saved from the hounds, because of their

scarcity; but the rule Is for the huntsman
to go in as soon as he can, or dare, and cut

the deer's throat wth his knife while he
is engaged with the baying of the hounds;
the latter are allowed to lap his blood,

which they do eagerly, and then he is

" gralloched," and his entrails distributed to

them. After this the carcase becomes veni-

son, and is carried home on the harbourer's

pony, to be treasured as a special dainty.

321. The Expenses of this Bond ov
Sport do not much vary from those givtm

at par. 316, as applj-ing to the carted-deer

;

the varjing margin being that devoted to

fees to harbourers, &c., <fcc, which cannot

be estimated. I have, however, heard that

the Devon and Somerset hounds were kept,

all expenses included, for about from £l,(XiO

to £1,200; whicli, considering that they

rarely had a dozen days' sport in the year,

is indeed paying dear in proportion to its

amount.

CHAP. m.

FOX-HUNTING.
Sect. 1 Ge>t:ral Remarks.

822. The Noble Science, as fox-hunting
k called by its votaries, is, by common
consent, allowed to t>e the perfection of
bunting. The animal hunted is just fast

enough for the purpose, and is also full of

all kinds of de^^cc9 for misleading his

pursuers. He leaves a good scent. Is very
stout, and is found in suflJcient abundance
to afford a reasonable chance of sport. It

would, therefore, be consistent with the
importance and dignity of fox-hunting to

ttave placed it above stag-hunting. La the
consideration of the varieties of hunting;
but in order to avoid disconnecting stag-

buutinif from deer-stalking, the former has

been placed In a more prominent situation

than it deser\'es, unless the size of the

animal hunted is to be taken as a guide to

the value and importance of the hunt In
this point of view it would certainly ranfe

much higher than fox-hunting; but in

every other it sinks immeasurably lower.

Still there are certain advantages attendant

upon the one which the other does not

enjoy; for example, the followers of the stag

may allege that they can always be sure

of a gallop within certain hours, and can

therefore calculate on being in their places,

either of business or pleasure, by a certain

hour. Tims, members of eitlier the House
of Lords or Commons may liunt with Hex
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Majesty's staghounds, and yet be in town
m time for their duties at tlie palace of
AS'estmJnster. These considerations, and
tliese alone, appear to keep up the expensive
eaxablishment at Ascot Heath.

Sect. 2.—Laws op Fox-Huntisq.

323. These laws are very difflcult to get

at, because they are not rccoriled in any
written code of rules, but are retained in

tlie traditional records belonging to the
families of the various masters of foxhounds.
Certain countries have long been held
by certain families, Irom father to son,

and any attempt to encroach upon them
would be resisted by all parties concenied,
with a.s much force as ii the title-deeds to

their estates were themselves end;mgered.
Long disputes and violent controvei-sies

have estranged the masters of neighbouring
packs from each other; but, nevertheless,
no step has been taken to avoid a recurrence
of these unpleasant fracas, by the framing
of written rules, to which an appeal could
he made. Objections are doubtless easily
produced at the onset to any such course

;

for it would be rather a dangerous proceed-
ing, perlia[)8, to admit on paper that A has
a riKht to draw li's coverts whenever it

suits liim. It may be all very well to suffer
it as a habit or custom between gentlemen;
but to admit it as the preliminary section
oJ' an established law would do away with
the liberty of tlie subject At present A
lias the right (reco-niscd among gentlemen)
of drawing li's coverts during the time not
cd>jccted to by him; but more tlum that
would be conceded, if B admitted the force« a law by which he would allow to A the
ri^ht of enlcring for the purpose of drawing
uny of his coverts. If A conducted himseU'
o%cr 80 obnoxiously towards Ii or others,
there would be no nuans of getting rid of
Ills prejicncc, and he would really be more
Uio master of the projorty, for sporting
{lurposos, thim B himsili:' Ii, therefore]
virtually says—" As long .as you continue
to hunt this country to the satisfaction of
the hunt. Including myself, you may draw
uiy coverts, niul at all events, until I give
you notice to the contrary." And siicli

is really tlio understanding overywhere,
though mucli more stx-ong in seli-support-
Ing hunts than In subscription ones.
The law of the laml says, that before a
trespass with hounds C4in bo committed,
due notice must bo given of the action
which will in that ciwo be brought ; nnd this
notice can at any time bo served upon
Uie nia.Hter of hounds who is obno.xlous to
»iny owner of a covert liut If a law
relative to drawing luid been sicncd by this
Uu»il-owntr, the i)ower of giving notice
Would have bcca suUcrwl to Lapac, aud the

master would be entitled to enter and
draw In spite of the real o^^•ner. Tliis

would no doubt be an evil, and is, I think,
a sufficient reason for leaving fox-hunting
laws as they now exist—only in the breasts
of gentlemen; for while all conduct them-
selves as such there is not Ukely to be a
dispute, and the presumption is, that if such

,

a dispute ha.s arisen, some one has outraged '

those other laws which gentlemen hold
sacred among themselves, and which are,
independent of the code peculiar to fox-j
hunters. All land-owners, therefore, indi-

j

%iduaUy, can spoil sport; and many cases oi
such selfish proceedings do occur, though!
not so often as might be expected from the
feeling which game-preservers have that
fox-hunting is injurious to their mteresti i

In spite of this feeling, such is the general

'

impression In favour of fox-hunting, that
even the coverts most strictly preserved for
the purpose of the battue are open to the'
foxhounds w^henever the master pleases
No one can dispute that the disturbance of
the game is tlien very great, and that many
pheasants are driven by the noise, Ac., out
of bounds and lost for ever to the OAvner of
that preserve; but, nevertheless, all is'

borne with good temper, and the interests

of the select few are made to bow to thoso
of the manj' who compose the hunt. A
more unselfish and praiseworthy act can
scarcely be quoted, than that of tho
pheasant-shooter giving up his most
cherished preserve to the use of a sport

in which neither he nor any of his perhaja
partakes. Fox-hunters are certainly rathor

exigeant in their demands when thoy
require this concession as a public right,

but custom has sanctioned it, and tU)
refusal is now considered the act of a chur»
But though this permission is a great booii.

a greater one still is generally practised liy

the very same hulividuals—namely, tluj

actual preservation, or rather the breediii:.^

and rearing of Ibxes for the express purposo
of atTording sport to others, but annoyauo'
to themselves; and this also fox-hunttrs
seem to claim as a right, and complain if it

is not acted up to ; but if the reverse is ttw

case, if not only is there no permission to

hunt, and no preservation of foxes, but i:i

addition. It a stray fox is trapped, tliiii

maledictions are heaped ujion the head 1

1

theofl'endcr In language more strong tli;:.i

elegant; and no punishment which coiil I

l)e devised would be thought too stnai.-.

But is this in conformity with the i.i r

spirit of gentlemanly locling which ou^l.!

to exist? I can hardly think so; I hoiunii

most highly the tox-preserving pheasant-
shooter, but I confess that I absolve Ircir

actual blame him who opcnJij professes ii

lorbld his presence on his property. Xhi

.
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man of all others, however, who Is to be
. spiscd and discountenanced is that one—

comn)on, to my knowledge—who pro-

II..-SCS to preserve, and is always ready and
pressing with his invitations to the master,

and yet only disappoints him with a tame
fox or a bagman; the former being fed up
to his throat with rabbits ani poultry, and
the latter just shaken out before the hounds.

These covert-owners, therefore, must be

allowed to have the power of doing what
they like with their own, by the law of the

land as well as the law of fox-hunting ; but,

by the univcrsnl consent of gentlemen, it is

settled that while they have this negative

right of withhol'ling their coverts from the

master of the hunt in which their property

Is situated, they have no positive power of

hivlting a strange master to enter and draw.

This is a very wholesome rule, because it

prevents one gentleman from annojing his

neighbour by bringing an extra pack of

hounds into the district, and thus being an
extra source of damage as well as of rival-

dainis. This nile, however, is only in

operation as to coverts which have been

habitually drawn, and are includeil within

the limits of hunting countries actually in

existence; and It is admitted, that if a

covert is not drawn by a pack of hounds
fcr a certain number of years, which is

variousl}' stated to be five and seven, that

the proprietor has a right to hand it over to

another and adjacent hunt. If this be done,

and no reclamation takes place immediately,

supposing that no draw has been made
during the last seven years, then the covert

becomes definitively attached to the new
hunt, and no law of fox-hunting allows its

disseverance. These are the only really

recognised laws among fox-hunters; for all

mutual agreements between neighbouring
hunt-clubs or masters are not laws, but
simply temporary agreements, revocable at

vUL I know of no law which can be con-

sidered as such, other than those I have
already stated. The agreements are as to

stopping each other's adjacent earths, in

case of drawing coverts on the borders of
the respective countries; and these being
mutually beneficial, are acted upon on ail

occasions; because, otherwise, every border-
(bx would escape by running to the nearest
earths in the next country, and, conse-
quently, all coverts but ihc central ones
would be quite useless. No one disputes
the law, which is universally acted on, that
a hunted fox may be followed into another
hunt ; and it is better for the hounds to do
so than to whip off while the scent Is good,
and there is any probable chance of blood

;

but if the scent Is bad, no sportsman would
think of risking unpleasant reflections by
casting his hounds, or utherwiac assisting

them. This would lead to an imputation of
an attom])t to find a fresh fox, and should
be cautiously avoided. Such are the laws
and customs relating to this noble sport;

and nothing shows the general high estU
mation in which it is held more than tlio

universal concession of private convenience
to its purposes.

324. The following Important Decision
has lately been given, b^' two of our highe>t
authorities on the laws of fox-hunting
countries. It referred to a dispute which had
existed for a long time between the Esses
and Herts Hunts, with respect to the right

to draw a particular covert, viz., Takeley
Forest. A committee was formed to collect

e^^dencc, and conduct the case before the
arbitrators. Lords Yarborough and Eede*-
dale, who have given the following award,
which is a lucid and searching exposition

of the merits of the respective claims, and
deserves to be placed amongst the archives

of fox-hunting law, as establishing cleat

and fundamental principles with regard to
the diflScult subject of neutral coverts :

—

" 1. Immemorial usage is the common title

to a fox-hunting country. When the date

of the commencement of such usage is

kno\vn, the right to it will depend on th«

manner in which it commenced. 2. In tho
case referred to us, satisfactory proof is

given that the forest has been drawn by
both hunts as long as any living man can
remember. ITie evidence of the Calvert

family, as to its belonging exclusively to

the Herts Hunt, can only be received as

a record of their opinion. At the tinje

when the statement was made the Essex
were drawing it, as well as before and
since; and in making the statement, Mr.
Calvert docs not say that they did so by
permission asked and granted, or give tlie

date and particulars of any agreement on
the subject. 3. There is a wide difference

between permission and sufferance, as

regards a title to a fox-hunting countrj'.

No term "f years will bar an original right

of the liberty to draw, commenced on
permission granted conditionally, with a
power to resume. An encroachment may
be neglected for a time, and, nevertheless,

afterwards properly and successfully re-

sisted, if satisfactory proof can be given

that it was an encroachment and an
innovation on former practice between the

hunts. But a practice claimed as a riglit

by one hunt, and suffered to be exercised

bj' the other fur a period of sixty years and
more, when all evidence as to the time and
manner in which it originally commenced
is lost, must be held to establish that right,

or a door would be opened for endle.ss

disputes as to boundaries 4. The fact n(

the forest having bccu drawn by the Esses
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Is admitted, and a reason assigned for its

never having been formally objected to

—

viz., that it Avas a great nursery and pre-

Borve of foxes, and then so strong and
hnpracticable a woodland, that there was
no getting a fox away, and no chance of a

run from it ; and that, as it was necessarj-

for the sport of both counties that it should

be routed as much as possible, 'the Herts

were glad to see the Essex go there, and do

the disagreeable work, and therefore no
objection was taken to their doing so.'

This is a ver3' important aamission. It is

seldom that so clear a reason can be

assigned in the origin of a neutral draw, as

the case of a woodland, to which no one

was very anxious to go, but which it was
the interest of botli hmits to have regularly

disturbed. 5. The neutral districts so

c.->tablished between the hunts, extended

beyond the forest, and disputes arose. In

1812, an arrangement was come to between
the masters of the hunts, which the Herts
rely on as establishing their exclusive right

to the forest, because it is not mentioned
among the neutral coverts. The answer of

tiie Essex is, that it is not mentioned
because there never was a doubt as to its

neutrality, and that the dispute was only as

to certain woods outside. In support of

this they prove that the forest was regularly

dra>\-n by them afterwards. The Herts
reply that this was done because Mr.
Houblon, the chief proprietor there, became
|oint-master of the Essex, and asked per-

mission to draw it from Mr. Hanbury,
the master of the Herts; and a copy
of a letter from Mr. Hanbury to Mr.
Houblon 13 produced, in which he says
tlvat he understands that the latter

wishes to draw ' some more coverts ' as

neutral, and that though he was not
himself an advocate for a neutral country,

lie and Mr. Calvert had every wish, on Mr.
Iloublon's account, to accommodate him,
and would meet him and ascertain his

wishes. 'WTiat these wore is not known—
tl>e words 'some more coverts' could
hardly apply to the forest, nor is there any
proof given that they did apply, or tliat any
extension of the neutral country then took
place. On the contrarj-, from the care Mr.
Hanbury and Mr. Calvert bestowed on
these matters, it is hardly possible that, it

anything was done, no writtcH memoran-
dum should have been kept; and tlio pro-

bability is that, on discussing tlie matter,

the objections ofMr. Hanbury to extend tiie

neutral country were louiul insurmountable,

notwithstanding his desire to accommo-
date Mr. Houblon. 6. Tlio forest contiimed

to be drawn by the Essex till 1*12, when
Lord I'ctre took the Jlerts liounds, and
'claimed an exclusive right to the forest

and the other coverts, and asked for a
reference.' A meeting took place, and the
result was that there was no reference, and
that Mr. Conyers was not dispossessecL

Again, in 1838, Mr. Houblon, the owner of
the forest, became master of the same
hounds, and desired 'to have the forest

drawn on certain defined conditions, or a
reference;' but Mr. Conyers still kept his

old ground. It is clear that if Mr. Houblon's
father had only got leave to draw the forest

conditionally from Mr. Hanbury, in 1812,

there must have been positive evidence of

that fact in 1832, as it must have been
known to many. It is asserted, that in 1833

the claim was only waived during Mr.
Conyer's life, but, as in 1S38, the owner of
the forest, then master of the Herts hounds,
asked to have the arrangements respecting

that draw 'defined, or a reference,' it is

clear that no abandonment of the Esses
claim of right took place in 1832 ; while Mr.
Houblon's demand negatives the idea of

any agreement having been then entered

into by the Herts to abstain from making
a claim only duruig Mr. Conj"er's life,

7. The reference asked for on these t^vo

occasions has now been brought before

us, and, after having given our best con-

sideration to the subject, we are of opinion

that, according to fox-hunting laws, the

forest does not belong exclusively to

either hunt, but must be considered neutral,

for the reason assigned in the third aud
^

fourth paragraphs.—YABBoaouGH, Ksssa*
DALE.—A'oo. 19, 1854."

Sect. 3 ^Fox-Hctnting Countrdes.

325. The different fox-hunting countries I

are classed under two heads—crack coua- 1

tries and provincials. This is a curious line

to draw, as if either were a metropolis, as

opposed to a province. It is true that the

grass-countries of Leicestershire, with parts

of Xottinghamshire and Lincolnshire, are,

as it were, one centre of hunting, and, even
geographically speaking, of England ; but,

nevertheless, for one province to call others

provincial, is like the Chinese cjtlling

all other nations barbarians. One thing

is clear, that the grass-countries have a

great adv.antage over all others in holding
,

a scent, and enabling hounds to go their
j

best pace ^ith a middUng one, as they
j

oflen do. Any hounds can race with a
j

blazing scent in any country, but for one ;

good scenting-run in an arable country

tliero are six over grass. Horses also can
live through a much longer and faster

burst on sound turf than on arable laud,

however well drained; and the ridges and
furrows alone, witliout the extra depth and
stickiness of soil, will make all the dif-'

ference. Many horses can carry weighs
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above ground whicli would die away at

oiice in dirt, and, consequently it i3 as easy

to be carried up to fast hounds in Lclcester-

dilre, as up to slow ones in deep arable

countries. Good fences are required in

grass-countries, because the grazing of

cattle always necessitates a strong fence;

and that which will keep an ox in his pas-

ture, requires a good made-hunter to get

over it; but as the taking off is sound and
priufO', the horse has a better chance of

doing his jump well, and clearing the fence

without touching it; and this is a very
Important feature in grass-countries. Again,

as the land in these districts is very valu-

able, it is seldom planted to any greater

extent than for game-preserving purposes;
and the only coverts where foxes can hang
•re those narrow belts which are fonncd
for the battue, or the spinnies, and gorse-

covcrts, expressly made tbr his own con-
venience. Hence, the obstructions which
large woodlands present are not offered in

the crack countries, at least not in the
crack portions of them, and hounds can
have fair scope for their powers. No won-
der, therefore, that they often burst a fox in

twenty or thirtj- minutes ; and that a run
lasting more than an hour gets the reputa-
tion either of being after a wonderful fox.

or of being wonderfully slow in itself

The excitement in these " bursts" is very
extraordinary; men are as jealous of suc-
cess in getting forward here as in the army,
the forum, or the bar; and perhaps, as the
blood of its votaries is generally younger,
the contest is to the same extent hotter
and more ungovernable. Neither accident
nor illness w ill cause a man to remain with
bis friend, and ''sauve qui peut" is the
order of the day. It is truly a glorious sight
to see two or three hundred of England's
best men mounted on her still unrivalled
horses, and racing for the lead. Glorious is

the view of this the most beautiful cavalry
In the world, while waiting at the covert-
siJe; but far more glorious is the first

iwoop made in charging the fence which
presents itself after the word is given, and
"hounds are gone away," as well as the
fcx- Crash goes ever3thing if not easily*

cleared, and horses and men make light of
ox-fcnces, brooks, or gates, in the first

frenzy of their charge. On the other hand,
In arable countries the scent in the first

place is comparatively bad, from the nature
of the soil, varjing much according to its

precise kind, and the mode of its cultivation;
next, the depth of the soil is too great for
horsea, and to a certain extent interferes
with hounds ; and lastly, there are almost
always large woodland tracts which come
even Into the heart of the country, and
cause ckeckB at every lew miled. Besides

these obstacles, every plough at work
affects, more or less, the line of the fox,

and therefore straight runs are the excep-
tions ; while the short, sharp, and decisive
bursts of twenty or thirty minutes' dura-
tion are almost unknown. iMuch lilting and
quick casting are here constantly reciulred,

if a fox is to be killed in the modern and
fashionable stj'le ; and if a hound has nose
enough to work out a scent through all

the intricacies of sma|l and large coverts,

constantly-repeated small flocks of sheep,

chasing of sheep-dogs, <fec., he will be so
slow as to be ridden over by the field, in

their impatience. Either, therefore, tha
modem system requires, and must receive,

attention, or the arable (provincial) coun-
tries must be gradually extinguished. From
this there is no appeal, and one horn or
other of the dilemma must be encountered.

It is no wonder, therefore, that the crack
grass-countries look down with contempt
upon the worst arable ones ; but there are

some, not included in the grazing countries,

which afford as good runs as can be met
with anyTvhere. Such are some parts of tha

Beaufort hunt ; great part of the Oxford-
shire countr}', some part of which is grazing
land, it i.s true; the Heylhrop, including the

beautiful slopes of the Cotswold Hills ; Me.
Farquharson's, in Dorsetshire ; theYork and
Ainsty and the Holdemess, in Yorkshire;
and the Vale of \yhite Horse, now hunted by
Lord Gifford. Still, if a good sportsman had
his choice, he would settle himself in one of

the crack countiies ; and, as he would then
be able to command several packs, he would
enjoy hunting in all its glory. This, how-
ever, requires a good stable of horses,

because to be badly mounted there argues

and necessitates the loss of a good place in

the field. If all are equally badly off, good
horsemanship may shove a bad horse into

a good place ; but when in a large field, eveiy
position is filled by a good man on a good
horse, it is idle for even a good workman
to appear on a sorry and inferior hunter; ho
had far better be contented with a slower

country, and settle himself whore an occa-

sional check will give him the chance of

seeing the hoimds between the find and
the worry. Less than this is not hunting;

for mere riding to hounds I hold to bo
anj-thhig but that amusement If tho

working of hounds is not seen and watched,

and admired when good, or blamed and
criticised when defective, no one can really

be said to participate in the sport of hunting

the fox. He may ride as well as a rough-

rider, and as boldly as the Ll^iht Division at

Balaclav;^ but he knows nothhig of hunting

as a science, and should not flatter himself

that he is anything more than a good horse-

man, with, perhaps, a good eye for couutiy.
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Sect. 4.—The Peeskrvation of Foxes,

323. This being the primary and most

essential part of fox-hunting, is neccssarily

the first thing for a master to attend to.

Hounds may be bouglit even at a month's

notice ; horses may soon be got together if

a cheque is only -written for their value

(real or supposed) ; but foxes must be bred,

If sport is to be sho\\Ti. Any number may
be turned down in the autumn, but they

•n-jU eitlier be shot or trapped if the keepers

are not otherwise ordered ; or, if allowed by

Ihcm to escape, and living till they arc

Ibund by the hounds, being in a strange

district, instead of making good their point

they will bo running circles like hares.

The general and, if possible, the ready

consent of the ovsTicrs of coverts being

obtained, they should all be requested to see

that tlieir keei)ers do their duty; but the

keeiiers tliemselves should also be engaged

In the cause by certain promises of reward

for every good find. They should specially

be iniovuied tliat wild foxes only will be

paiil lor, and that if the evidence Is strong

ofthe fijx found being a bagman, they will be

mulcted of tlicir honorarium. An additional

7<rcsent for a food run will never be thrown
away, as these gentlemen have more in

tlieir power than is generally kiionni. These
arrangements in subscription-packs arc

usually Icit to the connnittLC, and perhaps

proi)erly so, because the disi'Utes with
keepers are better kept out of the master's

Lamis. WlK-ncver the foxes are short in

numbers, cubs must be obtained in the

summer, or vixens turned down in tiic

spring. There are in a great many hunts
ceriain localities unillted for this sj ort,

and yet in which ibxcs arc viry apt to

breed. Here tlic cubs may witli propriety

bedu:;out and tiuiitd down in some more
favoured spot, as, for instance, in a gorse-

covtrl In tlie middlcofa good open country.

tJreat numbers of French foxes ami cubs

arc introduced every year Into tliis countrj-,

but they are unfitted for hunting, and the

best by fir arc the Scotch foxes Irom non-
hunting rtl.stiicts. If llicsecan with certainty

bo obtiined. Of course every fox-deaUr
•will account fi>r the possession of his cubs,

If rcnucsti'd to do so; but too often no
questions are asked or answers given, and
the fox or cubs are thankfully paid for

from wliateviT qn. liter they have bien
obtained. l>ad as ilds 8yst> in Is, it Is so

Kfui-ral that one act neutralizes anothor,

niul the fi>x-stealer only Uxkc^ the trouble

oil the hnnd^of thewhI.'S or earth-sto|iptr<»,

who woulil have to look out for woodland
cubs. If tliey were not taken possession of

fi>r thy purpoue of sulu in anothiT and
iMtfltaptt a^Juueut country. The cubs, wllen

turned down, require careful feeding lor

some time, and seldom can take care of

themselves until the end of September or

the beginning of October. No master can

calculate upon more than one half of his

cubs turning up at the beginning of tho

se.ison, the others not escaping the chances

of death and imprisonment which the fox-

dealer, the small farmer, and the badly

instructed keeper are constantly eudei-

vouriiig to compass.

Sect, s.—The Xcmber of Packs kept.

827. At this time nearly 100 packs of fox-

hounds are kept in England and Wales,

exclusive of a considerable number in

Scotland and Ireland. Each of these packs

costs, on an average, about £1,500 a-year,

some being three times as costly, and others

acain not costing half that sum. In Eng-
land, therei'ore, a yearly expenditure of at

least £150,000 may be calculated on as the

cost of the establishments alone, while, if

to this is added the additional cost of

hunters to mount "the field" attending

each hunt, the whole outlay cannot be less

tlian five or six hundred thousand pounds.

In a national point of view, theretbre, as

suiiporting the breed of horses calculated

for war pui-poses, this sport should be

encouraged; and not only as keeping up a

pood supply of these useful animals, but

also as keeping up to a high standard of

health, the courage or pluck, and bodily

constitutions of the men who ride theni.

:Maiiy obst.tclcs are now interfering witii

these establishments— low rents of land-

lords, bad times for farmers (latterly never

pleaded), the increase of railways, and the

yearly iprogress of the plough—all combine

against fox- hunting, which is becoming In

some districts less popular than hare-hunt-

ing. IIow much of this is due to its owa
change of management we shall, perhaps,

hereafter explain ; but that it is so, the li-ts"

of the two kinds of hounds sufflcleirly

show. For my own part I care not, as fir

;

as the country is concerned, which sport

;

is triumphant; but one or the other eer-i

tainly ought to be encouraged for the'

sake of that country's welfare. Some-

countries are totally unfitted lor Ibx-luint-

Ing, and are yet pretty well adaiitcd (or Ui<i

pursuit of the hare, which takes a sinaii r

range, and can often bo well hunted on i

few hundred acres. Let the-e, then, i-

reserved for her pursuit; but let Hi

establishment be of such a character as i^

reflect credit upon Its subscribers. Expi ii ^

Is not the criterion I mean; but let ih(

hounds only be well liunted and well fel-

wldch last is not a very exitensive proce' m

Ing—iuul I am quite sure the number ini

quiUity of the horaci kept for the purp
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of following theiD will be <miio equ.il ti.

those which would be used witli sn inferior

pack of (oxhouiiJs, huntiug a country

unfitted for the display of their peculiar

powers.

Sect. <l—Expenses op Fox-ncNTixo.

328. Xcthiii',' varies more than the bills of

various packs of foxhound*. I have seen a

pack, costing little more than £700 a-year,

show more sport in the same country than

another subsequently estiibhshed, and
costing £1,400 per annum. The following-

may be considered as the cost of two
il)acks—one for three days, tlie other for

live days a-week :

—

Estimate for a Pack of Foxhounds
llLXTiNG TimuE Days a-week-

£ s. £
Hnntsmn.n KK)

, First whip 70

Second whip 65

Feeder 30

Earthstopper, or fees to

keepers 25
' Taxes on ser*\uus .... 40
i 28i

I FeedinsrSO couple of hounds
at Is. 6U. per week each . 234

; Medicines, dressings, «fcc. . 6

: Taxes on ditto 3G

1 Expenses of walk, for 20

couple of young hounds . 65

;

. 311

[ Six horses, for six months,
'

at 15s. per week each . . 103

Ditto ditto summering, at 7s. 54 12

Shoeing 16

Veterinaiy surgeon .... 60
Baddler 15

• Tax on horses 6
' Helper in stable, at 12s. per

! week, for six moutlis ..148
220

Total £t>l5

Estimate foe a Pack op Foxhounds,
Hunting t'lVE oa Six Days a-wxek.

[
Men, as before, with the £6. £ s.

J

addition of second horse-
I man tor huntsman, at £.00

)
• per annum, and extra tax

on ditto 813

;
Feeding 55 couple ofhounds

at the same rate .... 429

Medicines, dressings, &c. . 10

Taxes on ditto .... 66
Expenses of walk, for 30
couple ofyouug hounds . 100

, B0.5

[

^ Canicd forward, £y:a>

JC a. J. !>.

Brought forw.-'.ril, 920

12 horses, for six mouths,
at 15s. per week each . 21C

Ditto ditto, summering, at

Ts. a-week 100 4

Shoeing S'l

Veterinary surgeon ... 12

Saddler 20

Tax on horses 12

Three heliiers in stable, one
at 153. and two at 12s. ler

week 102 18

502 8

Total £1,422 3

These estimates are both exclusive of all

fees to keepers and rents of coverts, <fec,

which vary in different countries so much,
IS to make it impossible to form any correct

idea as to their amount.

Sect. 7.—Different .Styles of Fox-
hunting.

329. Foxhunting in the eighteenth, and
foxhunting in the nineteenth centuries are

somewhat different pursuits; the former
was truly hunting, firom the time when the

drag was hit off up to the end of the run,

which generally lasted more than two
hours. Contrast this with the speedy burst

in the neighbourhood of Melton ilowbray
in the present day, and one would scarcely

recognise the two as being included under
one head- In order that modem fox-

hunters may be able to compare the old

style with the modem, I will here quote
Heckford's imaginary run, given in liis

celebrated letters; reminding my readers

that this was written little more than
seventy years ago, when already the old

slow southern hound was being replaced by
the cross with the northern hoimd and tho

greyhound. Bcckford begins by recoii>-

mcnding the hour of sunrise as that for tho

meet. How would this suit the men of the

present day I wonder?
330. Beckford's De-sckiption op a Rdx.
—" Now, let your huntsman throw in his

hounds as quietly as he can, and let the

two whippers-in keep wide of him on either

hand, so that a single hound may not

escape them; let them be attentive to his

halloo, and be ready to encourage or rate

as that directs. He will, of course, draw
up-wind, for reasons which I shall give la

another place. Now, if you can keep your
brother sport.smen in order, and put any
discretion into them, you are in luck; they

more frequently do harm than good; and, if

it be possible, persuade those who wish to

halloo tho fox off to stand quiet under the

covert-side, and on ao account to halloo.
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him 100 soon; it they do, he most certainly

will turn back again. Could you entice

them all into the covert, your sport, in all

probability, would not be the worse for it.

How well" the hounds spread the coverts!

The huntsman is quite deserted; and his

horse, who so lately had a crowd at his

heels, has now not one attendant left. How
steadily they draw ; you hear not a single

hound, yet none are idle. Is not this better

than to be subject to continual disappoint-

ment, from the eternal babblhig of unsteady

hounds?
"' See! how ttiey rangro

Dispersed; how busily this way and that

They cross, examiiiinir with curious nose

Each likely haunt. Hurk! on the Jrag I hear

Their doubtful notes preluding to a cry.

More nobly ftill and swelled with everj- mouth.'

gOUEEVILLB.

How musical their tongues 1 and as they

get nearer to him how the chorus fills!

Hark! he is found! Xow, wlicre are all

your sorrows and your cares, ye gloomy
iouls? or where your pains and aches, ye

complaining ones? one halloo has dispelled

them alll "What a crash they make! and

echo seemingly takes pleasure to repeat the

sound. The astonished traveller forsakes

the road, lured by its melody ; the listening

]i|ou(.'hman now stops his plough, and every

distant shepherd neglects his flock, and

runs to see him break. What joy, what
eagerness in everj- face 1 Mark how he runs

llie covert's utmost limits, yet dares not

venture forth—the hounds are still too

near! That check is lucky. Now, if our

fViendi head him not, he will soon be oil".

Hark! they halloo; by G he's gone!

Now, huntsman, get on with the head

hnunds; the whlpper-ln will bring on the

others alter you; keep an attentive eye on

the loading hounds, that, should the scent

fall them, you may know at least how far

tlicy brought It. Jlind Oallo;)cr, how he

leads them! It is dilllcult to distinguish

which Is first, they run in such a style
; yet,

he Is the loremost hound; the goodness ol

his nose is not less excellent than his spceJ.

How he c;trrics the scent! and when he

loses it, see how eagerly he flings to recover

It aj;ain ! There, now ! h<''s at head again !

See how tliey top tlie heilge ! Now, how they

mount the hilll Observe what a head they

CJirry, and show me. If thou canst, one

Fliulller or sklrter amongst them nil. Are
thi-y not like a parcel of brave fellows,

•who, when they engage In nn utidcrtaklng,

rtetermlno to share its fatigues and its

diiiigers equally among them ? It was, then,

the lox 1 saw as we eanic down the hill;

Uin.sc crows dlret'tcd me which way to look,

•nd tho sheep ran from him as he passed

kluug. Tho houudii oro uuw ou Uio very

spot, yet the sheep stop them not, for the.

dash beyond them. Now, see with whal
eagerness they cross the plain ! Galloper no
longer keeps his place—Brasher takes it;

see how he flings for the scent, and how
impetuously he runs! How eagerly betook
the lead, and how he strives to keep it ! yet,

A'"ictor comes up a-pace; he reaches him!
Observe what an excellent run it is between

,

them; it is doubtful which will reach the
\

covert first. How equally they run ! how

'

eagerly they strain! Now Victor !"\lctor! Ah,
Brusher ! thou art beaten, Victor first tops

the hedge ! See there, see how they all take '

it in their strokes ! The hedge cracks with

their weight, so many jump at once. Now
hastes the whipper-in to the other side of ^

the covert,—he is right, unless he head the

fox Listen! the hounds have turned;'

they are now in two parts— the fox has

been headed back, and we have changed.

'

Now, my lad. mind the huntsman's halloo,

and stop to those hounds which ha

encourages. He is right—that, doubtless,
'

is the hunted fox ! Now, they are oft'agaia

Ha ! a check. Now, for a moment's patience.
|

We press too olose upon the hounds.
'

Huntsman, stand still; as yet they want

you not. How admirably they spread!

ilow wide they cast! Is there a single '

hound that does not try? If there be,

never shall he hunt again. There, Truo-

man is on the scent : he leathers, yet still
,

is doubtfuL 'Tis right; how readily they
^

join him! See those wide-casting hounds,

how they fly forward to recover the ground '

they have lost ! Mind Lightning, how she

dashes ; and :Mungo, how he works ! Old

Frantic, too, now pushes forward ; she knows

as well as we the fox is sinking. Huntsman !
'

at fault at last? How tar did you bring

the scent? Have the hounds made their

own cast? Now make yours. You see

that sheep-dog bas coursed the fox. Get

forward with your hounds, and make a

wide cast Hark ! that halloo is Indeed a

lucky one. If we can hold him on, we may
yet recover him; lor a fox so much dis-

tressed must stop at last We shall now
see If they will hunt as well as run; for

'

there is but little scent and the impending

cloud still makes that little less. How they

enjoy the scent! See how busy they all

arc, and how each in his turn prevails I

Huntsm.an, bo quiet! Whilst tho scent

was good you pressed on your hounds : it

was well done; when they came to a check '

you stood still, and lnterrui)ted them not

They were afterwards at fault ;
you niado

your cast with Judgment tmd lost no time.

You now must let them hunt With such

a cold scent as this yon can do no good

:

they must do it all themselves. Lift them

now, and not a hound will stoop ajiuia
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lla! a liii;h-roiiil at such a time as this,

wlion the tcnderest-nosed hound can hardly

awi\ the scent ! Another fault ! Tliat man
6t work, there, has headed-back the fox.

Huntsman. Ciist not your hounds now I

You see they have overrun the scent : have

a Uttle patience, and let them for once try

back. AVe must now give them time. See

where they bend towards yonder fUrze-

brake. I wish he may have stopped there.

Slind that old hound how lie dashed over

the furze: I think he winds him! Now
for a fresh entapisl Hark! they halloo.

Aye, there he goes ! It is nearly over with
him ; had the hounds caught view, he must
have died. He will hardly reach the covert.

Bee how they Rain on him at every stroke.

It is an admirable race; yet the covert

saves him. Now be quiet, and he cannot
<»cape us; we have the wind of the hounds,

and cannot be better placed. How short he
runs! He is now in the verj' strongest

part of the covert What a crash ! Every
hound Is in, and every hound is running

(br him. That was a quick turn! Again
another I He is put to his List shifts. Now
SUschief is at his heels, and death is not
far offi Ha! they all stop at once— all

illent, and yet no earth is 0]K-n. Listen!

now they are at him again. Did you hear
that hound catch view They overran the

cent, and the fox had lain down behind
them. Now, Re>Tiard, look to yoursel£
Row quick they all give their tongues!
Uttle Dreadnought, how he works him

!

The terriers, too, they now are squeaking
at him. How close Vengeance pursues!
how terribly she presses! It is just up
with him ! Gods ! what a crash they
make! The whole wood resounds! That
turn was very short! There! now—aye,

how they have him ! VTho—hoop !
" This

l?lowing description, except in the time
fixed for the meet. Is a beautiful account of
what a run should be in the present day;
bat there is one remarkable proof contained
In it, that the speed was in those days very
different to what it is now. Suppose, for

Instance, a moderately-fast run in a grass
country, and a terrier by chance started
with the hounds, where would the little

rascal bo at the kill ? Yet Beckford
expressly mentions the terriers as squeak-
ing at him before the kill while the hounds
are running in the last covert. Now the
terriers here alluded to can only be those
belonging to the pack, which were formerly,
Indeed, part of the establishment, and
which must have started with them when
the fox was found. This speaks volumes
its to comparative speed. I am quite sure
that even In provincial countries a terrier

cannot live with foxhounds of modern
blood and speed ; if he could, a pack of

terriers would be better than loxhounds,
for they can generally hunt lower than fast

loxhounds. The remarkable patience and
want of interlerence on the huntsman's
part, in this account, would strike any one
who is now in the habit of seeing tho
hounds perpetually lifted and capjied to

halloos,—whips sent on to points to view
him, and to halloo if viewed, and all thoso
human artifices rather than canine by which
time is saved, and the fox so quickly killed.

But all these artifices and pressing forward,
it may be said, are now necessary, in order
to get out of the way of the impatient field.

Well, they may be so, and are, no doubt

;

but then, why should the field be allowed
to be so unruly ? This is the fault of tho
master, though of fashion also ; for if this

latter all-powerful motive power were to

say that order in the field must be kept, no
doubt the master's voice would be scarcely

needed. As it is, the horsemen are vicing

with each other for a good place, and aro
utterly regardless of the proceedings of the

hounds, or of the necessity for giving them
fair play.

331. The Disadvantages of the Modern
School are, that hounds being so constantly

taken hold of and lifted on every possible

chance of doing so, they cease to persevere

when in difHculties, and look to their

huntsman for aid rather than tothem.selvea

and the delicacy of their noses. Hence, tho
evils react upon one another—first, tl»a

horsemen press upon the hounds, and, as a
consequence, the hounds are obliged to bo
got forward out of their way ; secondly, the

hounds, in being thus constantly lifted for

the above reason, are injured in hunting
power, and cease to afford those beautiful

specimens of the old-fashioned style of
hunting, which will induce men, if anything
will, to watch their proceedings wth
interest and caution, lest they should be

disturbed. Nothing affords so strong an
argument in favour of the old style of

hunting as this double reaction of the en-or»

of the present day; and the cautious riding

of the "thistle-whippers." as they aro

deridingly called by the fox-hunter, is a
clear proof that hunting, when carried to

perfection, will always be watched with

attention. Observe the same men with

foxhounds and harriers: with the former,

they are all alive for galloping and getting

a good place—jealousy of their frlemls is the

predominant feeling, and the hunting ofth«

hounds is not seen, or. If seen, is not re-

garded; but next day the same parties attend

a*'thistle-whipi)ingconcern,"andtherethey

are all attention to the beautiful self-ca-tg

of the harriers or beagles, and admire as

much as anybody their brilliant powers. I

believe, even now, iu spite of fashion, if a
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master would oiily be firm, and, after

breeding hi3 foxhounds with a little more
hunt in thein, would rigidly abstain,

through his huntsman, from assisting' tiiem

except in extreme cases, that, in a very
short time, the field would pay that atten-

tion to their efforts which they now bestow
upon their horses and themselves. At all

events it is worth trying the experiment in

enclosed and arable countries, where it is

Impossible to vie with the grass countries

In pace; but where in hunting a cold scent

the hounds may display such powers as to

attract attention and command respect.

But even here discouragement meets the
provincial master, lor with the most

delicate-nosed hounds he can scarcely

expect that a scent will be made as much
of over his fallows, as would be shown la

Leicestershire by hounds not nearly such
good natural hunters. Is^one but a practical

and experienced man can be a judge ofthese

points, and such men are rare indeed in tho

hunting held, Nevertheless, I should much
like to see the trial made, and in course of
time, I cannot help fancyuig, that tho
system, if well carried out, would induce
many to admire the genuine hunting of the .

fox under difticuities, as much, or perhaps
more than the comparatively easy task of
bursting one in the grass-lauds of the crack

'

coimtries.

CHAPTER lY.

FOX-HUNTING (Continued).

Bkct. 1.—Pack to be Obtaixed at once by
i'ukcuase.

332. No one now-a-days would dream of

getting together a pack of foxliounds by
breeding them himself from a bitcli or two,
without any considerable outlay. Such a
plan is impracticable, because several im-
portant elements of success must co-operate

at the same time, and will not wait for one
another in idleness, as—first, the country
cannot he open and unused; secondly, tlie

huntsman, whips, <fcc., would have nothing
to do, and yet are required for a small pack
as well as a large one ; and thirdly, patience
will seldom hist long enougli, even if the
other elements were so accommodating as to

allow of this mode of business. All these
several items must, however combine ; and
all mifjht be kept dangling on but "the
country," whicli will not wait; and which
alone will put a stop to all dalljing with
pucli a llckle mistress. The moment, there-
fore, a muster undertakes the important
duty of "hunting a country," ho must put
Ills best leg loremost, and set about getting
a pack of foxhounds in eaniest. The
country and the fox-pr» serving I have
already diluted upon, and It now remains
to consider how the procuring of the hounds
b to be compassed in the quickest time, in
the best manner, and at the most econo-
mical rate. These three items will lonn my
Kuide In cojisiilering the subject in the
following pages; being really those which
ought to guide every prudent master
tliroughout ills career.

:i'>X The IIe.'H' Mode of Gkttino To-
orrrUfcK a 1'ack or Foxhounds, la to
purchase a lot of draft-hounds fi;uin those

j

kennels wliich your fancy leads yon to
select In my own opinion, there is little

choice in this respect ; all hounds are well
enough bred, and you may always succeed
in getting together a good pack in a lew
years, from drafts obtamed from any of our
best kennels, if only you are carelal in your
subsequent breeding, kennel management,
and hunting. I am quite satisfied, in

huntmg all depends upon the huntsman;
and that a good man will always be able to

make good tools, provided that he is not
stinted in horses, meal, and whips; andhasu
good country with plenty of foxes. With
these advantages he will readily make a good
pack, but not always a good-looking one.

It sometimes happens that too much atten-

tion is pjiid to looks, and good hounds aro

drafted from having coarse heads or throats,

necks, &C., while neat but useless anim:il3

are prized and carcluUy retained. Draft-

hounds may always be bought at three

guineas a-couple; and one-quarter, or a third

of them, will generally bo sen-iceable lor one

or two seasons. The remaining two-thirds,

or three-quarters, will, on trial, be consigned

to a speedy death ; and the result will tie,

that for thirty couple of tolerably useful

hounds, from 200 to 250 guineiis must bo

paid; and if this result could only be

ciUculated on with certainty, it would be a

cheap way of getting such a pack of hounds
togetlier. Uuiortunately, however, it will

be found that this number will be more than

the average, though, with luck and some
little judgment in going to work, the abovo

liuij been accomplished on more than ono

occasion. Sometimes a good pack is to 1x3

sold: and if steady, well bred, and well-

hunted, It is cheaper to give £500 for an
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entire pack of forty or fifty couple, youn?
aiul oKI, tinm to buy drafts at three guineas

o-oouple. One, two, and even three

iliousand guineas have been given for packs

of foxliounds ; Imt 500 guineas is tlie usual

*nd average price, and more than that is

only a fancy one. But supposing a draft

pack Is determined on, and the country is a

"three days a- week " one, then you should
purchase about from 80 to 100 couple,

aoconling to your luck in the first drafts

j-ou buy; but, at all events, you must
persevere in your purchases until you can
reckon on fifty couple of serviceable looking

liounds—that Is, hounds which have no
ai>l>ai-ent bodily defect, such as lameness,
blindness, <fec. For it must be remembered
that in drat^s there must be no picking and
choosing, but the lots offered must be either

taken entire or refused. Such is the custom;
and as they are the huntsman's perquisite,

tliere is great reason for this liberal mode
ot dealing. Well, then, having at length
pot together fifty couple of useful looking
liounds, they must be kept on till the month
of .\ugust, when cub hunting will soon
Bhow you which can be retained, and which
must be discarded as useless, from their

babbling, skirting, or slack-running pro-
pensities. The head and tiiil must also be
drafted at this time—that is, the verj' fast

anil the very slow hounds, because the
beauty ot a pack and their efficiency also
are marred by one, two, or three leading
away from all the rest, or by the same
thing happening at the tail, but in an
opposite directiou.

Sect. 2.—Breeding.

.'.U. TniS I'ACK THL'S GOT TOGETTTKR
THEN, MUST BE KEPT UP BY BREEDING; and
If some brood-bitches are procured in Feb-
ruary or March, something may be done in
this way during the first summer. The
best months, however, are March or April
for this purpose, which would require the
bitch to have been put to the dog nine
weeks earlier. Ot course at this time the
young master of hounds must be dependent
npon his longer -established fellows for the
sires of his whelps; but he will seldom
have much difflculty here, unless he is verj'

particular, or has a Tcrj- limited hunting
acquaintance. In subsequent seasons he
must breed from twenty to thirtj' couple of
whelpf, if he wishes to attain anything like
excellence in his pack ; for out of these he
will not choose to send out to walk more
th:»n half that number; or if sent, he will

dily weed them down to about from
Ive to fifteen couple, which should be
young entrj' every year. Ii the bitches

xvlielp ver>- early, they should be allowed to
iKivc a warm place, audi aa a loose box or

stall in a stable which Is warm enouuh to
preserve the wlicli>s from the ellicts of
cold; and the young pu;>pie3 should not bo
sent out to walk bctbre the end oi April pr
the beginning of .Alay, unkss the person
who is to rear them is one who will tako
care their growth is not checked by cold.

3.35. 'J'HE Best Blood of the rEESENT
DAT is 10 be found in the kerni'ls of Lord
FitzwiUiam, the Duke of Beaufort, Earl
Fitzhardinge, LordYarborough, Lord South-
ampton, and Jlr. Drake; however, these
hounds are very much of the same blood,
and have been bred one with the other to
a great extent. No kennel could long be
maintained in all its excellence without aii

occasional infusion of fresh blood; and
though I believe in-and-in-l)reeding may bo
practised to a certain extent with advan-
tage, yet if persisted in without occasional
fresh infusions, it will ruin the constitution
of either horse or dog.

336. The Wokking Excellencies of the
foxhound, and for which he should be
selected, are—first and foremost, the dash
peculiar to his breed; secondly, a good
nose ; thirdly, a tendency to cast forwards,
and never back like the harrier; fourthly,

great power of endurance of fatigue, cold,

and wet; fifthly, sutlicient Iractability,

without having too much softness; and
sixthly, perfection in drawing'and hunting.

337. The Defects which should espb-
ciALLT BE AVOIDED are—first, the throw
ing the tongue too freely, commonly called

"babbling;" secondly, mute running;
thirdly, skirting, or a tendencj' to leave the
rest of the pack, and not, as the foxhound
should do, " scoring to tongue"—this is that
excessof jealousy which should be avoided
in the fo.xhound as much as it should bo
encouraged in the greyhound; fourthly,

pottering and dwelling on the scent;
fifthly, hanging in covert when hounds are
gone away; sixthly, running riot ; which
means that the particular game which is

being hunted should be adhered to, and all

other considered as "riot;" thus, the fox
and hare are "riot" to the staghound,
while deer and hare are in the same
catcgorj' as regards the foxhound, and the

deer and fox to the harrier. Some ot these
..mlts are easily broken by means of the
whip, Ifnecessar)', or a severe rate in milder
cases; and the three last only requh-c the
aid of the whipper-in, but "babbling,"
"mute running," and "skirting," arc de-
pendent upon a defect In breeding, which
nothing will eradicate; and tlicy also

generally increase with age, so that little

hope of amendment is aftonled, and the
rope or the river must be resorted to at onc€t

.WS. TllK SELKCTIOV of THK I.VDrviDCAL

BiTca should be y^:ry carefully mode, liar
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pedigree, above all, should be such as to lead

you to expect good performances iu the

Held. I should never, certainly, breed IVom

a foxhound or hamer-bitch, however well

jf)rmed, which had not sho\\Ti good hunting

QuaUties during at least two seasons ; but

even this recommendation would not suffice

without good blood, and, in addition, shapes

suited to her office. Exceptional cases of

good hunting are common enough, even

with mongrels; but though good in them-

selves, such bitches will not throw good

puppies. In crossing her, due care v,-ill be

taken to select such a dog as shall improve

her good qualities, and eradicate bad ones.

Thus, if she is too small, she should be put

to a dog of good size, or vice versd ; again.

If light in the body, a dog of full proportions

In that department must be given her ; or,

if she is tliin and weak in the feet, her

mate must be remarkable for good imder-

etandings. On these principles the cross

must be selected, and every pains must be

taken to get what is the desideratum for

ber. After lining, the bitch may hunt for

about three or four weeks; but from that

time she must not be taken out for fear of

Injury to her burden, which then begins to

how, so as to make her also unwieldy and
•hort of wind. i>he should, however, be
allowed her liberty, if possible; or sliould, if

confined, be regidarly exercised, since her
health, and consequently the health of her
litter, will suffer by entire want of tliis

advantage. When near her wlielping-

time, she should be allowed to choose her
bed in some quiet comer of an outhouse or
loose box, or in that part of the kennel
which ouglit to be especially set apart for

breeding. Slie sliould not be allowed to

get too fat; but still she should be main-
tained in good condition. Tlie fonner is

bad, as leading to difficulty in whelping,
whilst the latter is necessary, because slie

will liavc to sustain Kreat drains upon her
constitution. When pupphig, great quiet
]b dcslral)lc as many bitches are so nervous
as to destroy or devour their whelps if

alanned. Tlio usual attendant, wlietlier

Tcoder or kenncl-huntsinan, should be tlie

only person who should go near her; and
he should always speak before opening
hor door. It Is necessary, liowcvcr, tliat

bo sliould occasionally visit her ; because

bitches are sometimes so long in labour :i3

to demand assistance; and they also ofton
requu-e a Uttie stimulating and supportin.;

food, in the shape of broth, or even caucil j.

When the whelps are brought forth, t! e

mother should have some gruel with the
chill talcen oflf, and after 12 or 14 hours, a
little warm broth or milk. Alter this, si if

should be well fed upon milk, or broth wit!i

a Uttle flesh mixed in it. For other par-

ticulars, see the general management uf

bitch and whelps, imder the article Dog.

Sect. 3.—Rearixg the Whelps.
339. The Young Hounds will REQi'ir.K

TO BE KocTNDED, wMch is an operation il-r

the removal of a portion of their ears, so iis

to prevent tlieir being torn by the briars

and thorns of the woods they travers.j,

Kemo\'ing the ear entirely does great hann,
and the cropped terrier is almost useless in

covert, Irom the water getting mto the ear,

and from the want of protection to tha

deUcate outside skin. But there Is tha

happy medium to be presen-ed, and this is

effected by rounding off the tips of the ears,

and leaving only enough to guard the

interior. It is a very easy operation, and
requires only a steady hand and care to

avoid cutting the two edges unequally Ions.

The two laj-ers of skin should be hcM
firmly, and without allowing them to mil

upon one another ; and should then be cut

through with a pair of sharp scissors.

This should be done at about tliree or four

months ; for earUer than that it is very

difficult to cut off exactly the right

quantity, as some ears grow very different 'y

to others at various ages. The dew-claws
often require removal, if not sitting very

close to the leg ; and in all cases the chur
itself should be dra^vu out by the teeth or

nippers. If the claw is very prominent, the

whole had better be removed at the eiul of

the first week. At tliis time, also, it j<

usu.al to remove a sm;UI portion of the tail

;

but fiishion now has reduced that portion

to an intinitesimiJ dose. Before sendin<

tliem out to their walks they should bo

branded, and duly entered in the Ust kept

for the purpose. Now, also, the nanio

should be given, selecting from the follow-

ing list, wliich is equally applicjible to tho

staghound, harrier, or beagle :

—

DOQ-IIOtTNDS.

A
Acton
Adamant
Adjutant
Aui'iit

AIniw.'U
AmiirouB
Aiitii-

Anxious
Arbiter

Arrogant
Arsi'uic
ArtMil
An 1st

Atlas
.Vu.llt.or

Awiai

It

Bachelor

Baffler
Barliarniis
Bcijli'inilo

Itcllnian
Blastvr
Bluecap
Bhienian
Bluolxiy
Bluster
Buositcr

Boisterous
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Cliaron
Cl.a.-.iT

C'liiiuier

C'liu-it.ini

Cliinier
Cliirper
Choleric
Claimant
Clamorous
Clani,'our
Claslier
Clinker
Combat
Combatant
Connbrter
Conu'adc
Comus
Conflict
Con(iueror
Conquest
Constant
Contest
Coroner
Cottager
Counsellor
Countryman
Courteous
Coxcomb
Craltsman
Craslier
Critic
Critical
Crowner
Cruiser
Crusty
Curlew
Cuirier

D
Damper
Danger
Dangerous
Dapper
Dapster
Darter
Dasher
Dashwood
Dauuter
Dexterous
Disputant
Downright
Dragon
Drciidnought
Driver
Dustman
Dulcimer

E
Eager
Earnest
ElToit
Eleeant
Eminent
Envious
Envoy
Errant
Excellent

F
Factor
Fnttioiis
Fatalist
Fcanioucht
Ferryman
Fervent
Finder
Firebrand

l-'lagrant
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LlTCUKS.

A
Accurate
Active
Actress
Ail:tble
Agile
Airy
Auiity
Angry
A Hi mate
Artiiice
Audible

B
Rancfiil
liashiiU
Haul.le
JJeaiitcous
lieauty
iJflilain

Bcllinaiil
BiaiiicUss
lilitli^ouie

IJlowsv
BluebcU
]?lueinaid
Jloiiiiy

Boiuiyhcll
IJonnylass
Boundless
Bravery
Brevity
lirinistODC
Busy
BuxoQ

C
Capahle
Captious
Careless
C^arelul

CamaRo
Caution
Cautious
<'harnier
(Miaiitress
('licertul

Chlrruj)er
Chorus
Clree
( larlonct
Clio
(."oiiicly

Coiiiinrt
Comical
<;oi)conl
Courtesy
Cnilty
Cfjizy

Credible
L redulous
Crony
Cniel
Curious
Curreut

D
Dainty
Daphne
iJiirling

UiisiuMvay
])auntless
Delicate
Desperate
Destiny
Diana
l>iH'_'ent

Doeile
Document
Doulitrul
Doubtless
J)readiul
Dulcet

E
Easy
Keho
Ik-stasy
Kndless
Ijier^'y

Knmity
£ssay

r
Falthftil

I'airmaid
••"airplay

Famous
Fancii'ul
Kasldon
Favourite
Fearless
Festive
Fickle
Fidget
Fiery
Fireaway
Fhetali
Fiijrhty
Fliiurish
Flurry
Forcible
Fretlul
Friendly
Frisky
Frolic
Fnilicsomo
Funnykibo

Furious
I'ury

G
Gainful
(ialieyslave
Gandjol
tiamesome
(iauiiistress

Gaiety
<.aily
Cayiass
(ihastly
Giddy
Gladness
(iladsome
Governess
Gracciul
Graceless
Gracious
Grateiul
tJravity
(iidlesorae
Guilty
Guiltless

H
Hasty
Handsome
Harlot
Hannony
HazardiHis
Heedless
Helen
Heroine
Hideous
Honesty
Hostile

r & J
Jealousy
Industry
Jollity
Joylul
Joyous

L
Lacerate
Laudable
Lavish
Lawless
Lenity
Levity
Liberiy
Li>.'litiiinp

LiKhtsoiuo
Likely
LUsdino
iJtlgate

If !» the custom to name all the whelps of
a Miter alter tlic Initials (if sire or diun;but
It should aUvavs be the endeavour of the
ferson who chooses the names to select
tluKonsmuch unlike one Bnotlieras|<osslble,
In order tlnit I he pujiples uuiy distlugulsll
tJieni with more ease.

.140. The Walks i-ou the Yoino Hor^iw
rtiDuid be chosen In such situations as that
they shall be accustomed to all sorts ot
cuuijxanj', from children to horses, and shall

Lively
Lofty
Lovely
Luck^dass
Lunacy

:m
Madcap
Madrigal
.Magic
.^laggotty
Matchless
Melody
^Merrylass
^Merriment
:Mindiul
Minion
^Miriam
-Mischief
.Modish
IVlonody
.Music

X
Narrative
Neatness
Needful
Negative
Nieetv
Nimble
Noisv
Nota"ble
Notice
Notion
Novelty
Novice

P
Passion
I'astime
J'atieuce
I'lioenix

I'hrenzy
I'bicid

IMayiul
ri;i>some
I'leasant
I'liant

I'osition

Precious
Prottjlass
Previous
Priestess
Probity
Prudence

R
PiKkct
Pally

Rampish
Itautipoie
Rapid
Rapine
Rapture
Rarity
Rashness
Rattle
Ravish
Pepiile
Resolute
Restless
Rhapsody
Pitkiauce
Riot
Rival
Itoiruish
Ruin
Uunnnage
Ruthless

S
Sanguine
Sappho
Science
Scrupulous
Shrewdness
Skilful

Songstress
Specious
Speedy
si)itefid

sjutiire

SiJoniiU
Sportive
Sportlj'
Sprightly
Stately
Stoutness
Strenuous
Strumpet
Suitv
Sybil
Symphony
Syncope
Syrcu

T
Tattle
Telltale
Tempest
Temptation
Termagaut
Terrible
Testy
Thankful
Thoughtl'ul
Tidings

Toilsoma
Tractable
Tragedy
Trespass
Triile
Trivial
Trollop
Troublesoma
Truelass
Truemaid
Tunable
Tuneful

V
^'anquisll
A'ehemence
Vehement
Vengeance
Vengctul
Venomous
Venturesouap i

Venus
Verily
^'icious
Victory
Victrix
VigUance
Violent
Viperous
Virulent
Vitiate
Vivid
Vixen
VociU
Volatile
Voluble

vr
Waggery
Wagdsh
Wagtail
Wanton
^Varlare
^Varlike
Waspish
Wasteful
Watchlul
Welcome
Welldone
^^himsey
Whirhgig
Wildiire
Willinginald
WishlUl
\\'oniicrful

Worrv
\N rathftil

Wreaklul

not consequently be shy and rctiHn?.
Bolilncss in the foxhound I? an cssenti.il

point, and a shy one utterly useless; ho
will not pass through a town, nor even face
a cow feeding, but Is constantly incurring
the wrath ot the second whip, tVom hia

lagging propensities. If a walk at a larm-
housc can bo procured so much the beitci;
or at n butcher's, or village innkeeper's.
Wherever they are reared they should b«
well done, aud not stun-cd into the rickety
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frillies whir.Ii one oflon sees. Here tliey

riiuaiii till after the liuiitiii^' season Is over,

wlic'ii they are brou.i;lit back to tlic koniicl,

aiul at once are -iubiiiittc'd to its discipline.

3U. When Fiitsx retvuxed to Kennel.
the young hound is Renerally sulky at

losing his liberty, and often refuses his food

for some days ; this does no harm, and no
notice need be taken of him; when, in all

probability, in the course of a few days he
will recover his appetite and spirits. For
«umc little time a low diet, with an occa-

Biouiil dose of castor-oil, should be adhered
to, because the change is considerable,

from the free roving life of " the walk" to

the close confluement of the kennel. Little

or no flesh is required at tliis time, and the

free use of vegetables should be encourai,'cd.

For some little time these youn,' hounds
will often refuse to notice their new master,

but by kind words and feeding them, they
learn to attach theuiselves afresh, and may
then be treated Uke any other member of

tills great family.

842. Breaking fbom Riot should be
commenced from the verj* first day that

the young bounds are taken out to exercise.

Tills should be ri-gularly carried on ever}-

<Liy during the summer months, both with
young and old ; and all the young and
unsteady hounds should be in couples;

always putting together a young and an old

hound, and dogs with bitches. In this way
they may at first be taken out along the
adjacent roads, choosing the more private

ones in preference, till the young hounds
know their names and attend to a rate

pretty quickly. At first, until they are
accustomed to their new huntsman, only
8 or 10 couple should be aired at a time

;

and for a day or two they should only be
walked out in the paddock in couples, and
caressed and fed by the huntsman. As soon
as they seem to be pretty ready to own his

voice, and to follow him at heel, he may
take them into the roads, and alter a time,

Tarj-ing according to circumstances, he
may gradu.illy increase his numbers, till

he can venture to take out all the pack,
nnless a very large one. When quite trac-

tible on the road, they should be walked
through sheep and deer, beginning again
with small numbers at first, and gradually,

as before, Incre^ising them. With sheep and
deer, at first all should be in couples ; and,
afttr a time, a few at a time should be
released ; and when found to take no notice,

they may be coupled again, and others set

at lib«.rty, till all have had the chance o(

showinx their propensities without restraint.

In this way, during the summer, the hunts-
man, by his kennel-management, already
described, and by exercise as here detailed,
t^acbed lila pack obedience, aad breaks

them ft-om riot of the above description—
viz, from sheep and deer, which may
almost always be met with In some park
ailjiiCfMit. Deer must especially be guarded
ayainst, because the scent is so tempting to
all hounds, and seldom a week passes in the
hunting season without the run leading^

through a deer-park. Very often, too, they
may be broken from hare and rabbit-riot,

during the summer, to a certain extent ; but
too much must not here be attempted, as
the young hounds are easily made shy of
hunting .altogether if they are continually
being rated, and never encouraged. Until,

therefore, hounds are entered to their par-
ticular game, they must not be too much
rated and broken from "riot;" but sheep
and deer being of great value, must at
once be protected ; and on no account should
cub-hunting be commenced till all the
hounds are quite steady from them. X
neslect of this precaution has led to great

expense and annoyance, for, as while
exercise only is the motive, couples may bo
kept on, so while hunting itself is going on
they cannot be confined, and the hounds
having no mechanical restraint are much
less manageable ; and if they begin to run
a flock of sheep or a herd of deer, they
generally end by pulling down one or more
victims. When once this blood has been
tasted, there is no saying when and where
the passion may return, and the houml,
apparently cured by the whip, is never safe

from a rciietition of his frolic Stop the
tendency therefore thorouahly, early in

the summer, and never mind the fear of
making shy the young entry. If they are
well-bred, they will soon find out that some-
thing is meant when they are thrown into

covert, and they will readily join in with their

fellows, when their game is afoot, though
perhaps at first shy for fear of the lash.

343. The Amount of Daily Exercisb
during the summer months should bo

very considerable, since the hounds aro

only walked out, and seldom trotted. The
huntsman should take them out early in

the morning on the road, for a couple of

hours, and may also do the same in the

evening, in the paddocks, or on any grass

hill, of which he can command the use.

Nothing but the time of the men ought to

limit this essentially healthy part of the

management ot the pack ; and as foxhounds

are a very hii.'h-courage'l set of animals,

unless their energies are suffered to expend

themselves in this way, they will. In the

first place, be always flghting in kennel;

In the second place, they will be under very

Uttle command ; and In the third, they will

be out of healttL In the nioming nvid>

work the men should he on their horses,

but in the evenmg ou foot In all caae*
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vvlKii out -Nvitli hounds, they should have

their hunting-coats oil.

Sect. 4—Exterlng Young Hocnds.

344. In grass-countries, by the month of

Au-ust, in arable- countries, as soon as the

corn is cut. and in the large woodlands,

even before, the young hounds should be

entered to fo.K. If the pack is altogether

new, it win be prudent to take tlie old

hounds out first, Avithout any of the young

entry, since many of thcin are sure to be

altogether useless— some from incurable

tendency to "riot," others from "babbling"

propensities, and others again from hanging

111 covert, skirting, or slack hunting. There

will, therefore, be quite enough to do for

some days, to get the old hounds handy,

and to decide upon what are so hicurably

bad as to be wholly useless, and even

Injurious to the young hounds. Some ot

Uiese vices certainly do not show themselves

plainly in the early cub-hunting; but the

ex|)erienced Iiuutsman may make a very

good guess even on the first day a fox is

found. He must not expect too much, but

must be contented if he can get iiom fifteen

to twenty coujde of hounds, tolerably

teady from riot, and with hunting enough

In them to drive a fox pretty hard in the

woodlands. He need not yet care about

llie hounds " packing" well, nor can he yet

Judge of their powers in this respect; all

Unit he has to do is, to get them to hunt

steadily and perseveringly their own game,

to avoid "skirting," and to turn to his

horn quickly and readily. The hunting

tendency is partly dependent upon breed-

ing; but much must be owing to previous

education. It is generally too late with

dratt-hounds to instil hunting into them

;

but It they are slack for want of blood

only, by perseverance, even with a bad

pack of draft-hounds, early in the season, a

few cubs can be run into, and chopped.

Bomehow or other. This will often, with a

persevering and cncoura;;lng man, totally

alter the disposition of a hound; for nothing

1h 80 Infectious as the mdiincr of the men.

ll they are slow and careless In cub-huiit-

liig, so will the liounds l)e, while If they

arc bustling and energetic, these qualities

are rapidly imbibed, ami the whole aspect

of the pack l9 changed. I have seen this

effected In a very short time when a slack

pack lias changed hands, partly Irom

hlKbcr feeding, but chielly from the deter-

mined energy of the men ; they h.ive

become lively and fall of dash, instead of

liMiking dull, and hunting like slow haniers.

'llie old hounds must at once bo well

flogged. If not free fVom riot, and the

Imurably bad ones mu<t bo drafted at oncc
bviure Ihu juung houudd aru Mitcred.

34o. Wheneveu the Old Hocnds arb

TOLERABLY STEADY AND HANDT, bUt not till

then, begin to think of entering your young

ones; taking out five or six couple of them
along with the steadiest and best hunters of

your old pack, and remembering that your

chance of good sport through this season and

the next depends more upon j'our young

entiy than upon the old draft-hounds. No
huntsman makes the mistake of parting

with old hounds, unless they ai-e either r;

infirm from age, or are bad hunters in some
form; but many men draft young hounds

from their looks not pleasing the eye, or r

from their being too high or too low, or not

being "suity," as it is called, and yet in

doing so perhaps give you the best blood of '

their kennels, and a hound which will do

you as good service as if picked out of ten

thousand. Cherish, therefore, this younK-'

entrj% and sacrifice time, cubs, and old I'

hounds to make them perfect. On the first t

appearance of the young hounds, it is very
desirable to find a cub as quickly as possible,

for as they are sure to run something or

'

other, if they have any sort in them, they
'

will be likely to run " riot " if nothing else

tm-ns up ; and the whip is a poor introduction

to their first day's sport. Some even go so

far as to wait till the old hounds have found

before they give the young ones liberty,

keeping them In couples outside the covert <

till the cub is on foot This, I believe, to hei

a very good plan, but as it is a troublesome

i

one, it may not suit the notions of alLI

AVhen once the old hounds are running hi

cub hard, and the scent is strong, the young

|

ones rapidly chime in, and there is very

little more trouble in urging them on.

Hallooing, however, should be indulged In

to any extent; encouragement is the orde*

of the day, and too much devil can nowi

hardly be infused. The sound of the hunts-

man's voice, if lisith his pack, also keeiis

them together, and prevents the young ones

from losing themselves, which they might

otherwise easily do. It should bo under-

stood that this cub-hunting begins at three

or four o'clock in the moniing, when, cvcu

in the summer, the air is cool and refresh-

ing and scent lies pretty well—though the

ground being generally dry, it is not so gootl

.as in the autumn. After the cub is killed

let the huntsman lay hold of him, and talM

him Into the first open space he can find,

then, before the blood of either fox or hounds

has had time to cool, let him excite tlui

hounds by a few cheers—not too lonjf

continued however, and throw him to

them. Af^er this ilrst-blooding it is better.

If the morning is not far advanced, to draw

for a fi-esh fox; choosing, if possible, an

unsoilcd part of the woodland, and pro-

ceeding to this clucfly in order to have an
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opiMJrtunity of" rating the jouii;,' ones for

rfpcaking to "riot," while under the fresh

recollections of the encouragement which
tiiey have received in their entry to their

own particular game. Aluch punishment
should be avoided; a severe rate or two
Konerally suftices; and. if" possible, the whip
sliould not be used so soon as this. If,

however, a young hound chops a hare or

rabbit, and will not drop it, let him have a
tiiste of the whip, and be compelled to leave

his diunty meal undevoured. If another

cub is soon found, let him be killed also, if

possible, or else marked to ground, and the

hounds well encouraged after doing so; but

do not by any means tire out the energies

of the younij entry, rather letting them
leave off while still feeling a zest for their

new sport This is a very important con-

sideration, as all means should be taken to

inculcate a desire for the peculiar kind of

fsanie to which they have just been intro-

duced.

Sect. 5.—Regular CrB-IIrvnuQ.

S46. This should now be entered upon in

enniest; and should, in September and
October, be followed two or three times
a-week, or, with a very large entry, still

oflcner. Upon it depends the sport to be

obtained during the coming season, not

only as regards the hounds, but also in

rcfi-rence to the foxes It should be known
that cub-hunting and regular fox-hunting

have two entirely different objects; the

former being to prepare for future sport,

tlie latter to afford present amusement to

the field of sportsmen attending the meet,

Cub-hmiting is, therefore, merely a kind of

bruaking-in of the hounds and men to their

respective places ; and yet some sportsmen
are particularly fond of this business—for
«l)ort it is not intended to be. 1 can easily

nnderstand this, when they are interested

In the future success or failure of the pack,

but cub-hunting per se, without any refer-

ence to the future, is, to my taste, a most
tiresome affair. First of all, it requires a
strong temptation to induce me to leave my
bed at one or two o'clock in the mommg.
In order to reach a woodland-meet 10 or 13

miles off; secondly, there is little pleasure

In crashing through thick tangled under-
wood, which at this time and season is

heaw with dew on the leaves ; and thirdly,

the ground is so hard that a gallop is out
of the question, and anj-thing Uke a leap

destructive to the joints of the horse. Few,
therefore, would willingly undertake the
tisk; but, nevertheless, it must be persever-
Ingly conducted as oflen as I have stated.

In order to effect two principal objects; first,

the disiK-rslon of the foxes ; and secondly,

Uic blooding and entering of the hounda.

347. The Dispkrsion of the Fo.xes is

one of the most important features in cub-
hunting, and one which is perhaps too
often neglected. Foxes naturally prefer
large woods, and espechdiy those which so
often are connected with others of a similar
character. There are many districts where
the soil is so unfit for grass, or to bear cereal
crops, and is yet so well calculated for

timber trees, that it is, and has been, long
devoted to that purpose. These extensive
woodlands are generally on the outskirts

of the hunting country, and are often far

removed from any populous neighbour-
hood ; hence, they are ciiosen by the foxes;
and these animals are often to be found in

great numbers in these secure fastnesses,

at a time when they are scarce enough in
the best coverts. Now, if these large woods
are never thoroughly routed during cub-
hunting, there is seldom much chance of
doing this afterwards, because they are
always unpopular meets, and are only had
recourse to for want of foxes in coverts

hkely to afford good runs. The huntsman,
too, often likes an early good run from a
good covert, in preference to a tiresome and
hard morning's work in the thick under-
wood ; and if his heart is not in his work,
or if he is not compelled to do so by his

master, he will avoid trouble, and instead

of doing good for the future, and driving

out the foxes into the small coverts, he
actually drives them back again into tho
large woods. This I have often known
done, and especially by young masters
themselves, who often like to go out cub-
hunting, and have a quiet little sinn to

amuse themselves with ; but such masters
\vill seldom show good alter- sport, and only

eat bad pudding in September, instead of

getting it good in November or Deceml)er;
for no run early in the season can be com-
pared to a winter one,' when the ground is

cool, the scent good, the turf soft and
elastic, and the fences may be taken by
the hunter without fear of injury. Let,

therefore, all masters, as well as men,
bottle up their impatience till the proper

season, and take care to avoid cub-hunting
for pleasure. They should never enter, on
any consideration, a favourite spinney or

small covert, in the middle of a good hunt-

ing country, but should always stick to

those woodlands where foxes are sure to

breed, and where they may be killed in

great numbers without injury to futuro

sport; whence, also, they should be sys-

tematically driven- These large woodlands

are almost always on the boundaries

between two countries, and sometimes are

hunted by two packs. In such a ciiae every

master will endeavour to drive out the (oxed

into Ms own cuuuti;}-, and tor this purpoee
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will draw towarUs it, not entering thcni on
Ills owTi side, but commencing to draw
them as for as possible Irom it, and driving;

all out towards his own dominions. ;Miich,

perhaps, cannot be effected in this way;
but it should be tried nevertheless, lor with-

out a trial nothing can ever be done.

348. TuE Necessity fok Blooding the
Hounds is the second and most innnediato

object of cub-hunting. Without blood even

the pack in regular work soou b, comes
slack, and the liounds hang back, instead of

getting forward with the true foxhound
dash. Becklord relates a case in point, in a

modest note, to the following effect :—" A
pack of hounds which had been a montli

without registering a kill, at last ran a fo.K

to ground, which the men dug out and
threw to them. After this, their S|)irits were
so renovated, that they killed seven days in

succession." Now this might have been a
run of luck, but most probably the marked
change in their success was due to the
cause to which he assigns it. However,
all practical men are agreed that blood

must be had even during the season ; then,

how much more necessary must it be before

hounds are made to know their business, to

give them bloo4

349. A3 SOON AS THE YoUNG IlOtTNDS ARE
DULY Enteued, and have had a fair share
of blood, the pack may be hunted exactly

as in the season, due reference being had to

the remarks already made on the earlj*

hour necessary, on the propriety of drawing
only the large woodlands, and on the
imperative want of blood, almost daily,

wliich must be had, someliow or oiaer
either by marking to ground and digging
out, or by chopping, or some other means.
At this time, even bag-foxes are justifiable

;

for it is not until hounds are rendered
lastidious by success, that they turn up
their noses at bagmen wtli disdain. These
animals cause disgust, because their see: it,

instead of possessing tiie due amount of

fox-tlavour suited to the hound's nose, \\:\i

become rank by conlinement and fear,

coupled with constant irritatioii. The fox,

in common with the polecat, cat, and all

others of liis kind, has a reservoir of
offensive scent under the root of the tail,

where it is secreted by certain glands lor

the purpose. When these animals aro

annoyed, as they are in confinement, this

scent is found in large quantities, of a rank
nature, and the consequence is that they
smell, or rather, in common English, they
stink most abominably. But when young
hounds are first entered, they can hunt this

strong scent better even than that of a
wild fox, and thcj' do so because they have
not yet learnt to know better. It, therefore,

%vild cubs cannot be found, a bagman or
two must be obtained, and turned dovm
before the hounds, and thej' will afterwards

work with redoubled zest. The bagged fox

should be turned into some small covert

tree from wild loxes, as the hounds will be
thereby encouraged to draw, which is one
of their most disagreeable duties. The
management of hounds in drawing, &a,
will be considered under the chapter
devoted to regular liuntiug.

Sect. 1.—Pheparations for IIuntixg.

.1.^0 .several ijlties devolve l'pon the
Wastei: preiiaratory to a hunting-'lay :—
Hist, he should have previously given the

usual notice of the meet; and it is advisalile

tiiat this meet .should be so fixed as to suit

two or moio covt^rts if possible, so tiiat

every attend.mt >\\M be obliged to appear
nt the place appointed, font-iicople included.

If this Is nut (lone, a great number will

Ii88enil)lc at the covert to be iliawn, ratlier

than at the meet, aiul often tliey surround
it so that no lox cim break; liut by tliis

preeaution, on taking the huunds on to

draw the covert, tho foot-people cannot
nntlclpate them, and a fox has time to make
Ills point before he Is lieadcd. Secondly,
the huutlug-pack must be drultcd ou the

CHAP, V.

FOX-HUNTING (Contimied).

previous day, fed, early or lato, according
to the distance they have to travel, and
separately shut up for the night. Wliea
drafting tlie hounds for the morrows' hunt-
ing, a list should be entered in the hunts-
man's book; and ho should take a copy of

this with liiiu in hunting—so should tho
master, if he at all iuterieros in these

matters. In making this drait it is u>ual
for the huntsman to select the hounds
wliich arc tlie best suited to tlie particular

country which is to l)e drawn, if lie has
sufficient numbers for that purpose; and also

to proportion his pack to the strength and
extent of tho coverts. Thus, lor an opeu
country with nothing but small siiinnies,

eighteen or twenty couple are amply
sulHcieut, wliilc for large wotullands twenty,

foiu' couple will not be too many. Tliirdly,
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tin. (..u iii-biojipcr and keepers sliouKl luivc

tlieir orders what earths to stop, and
wliether to stop at night or in the mornin;;,

flocording to the season, for It" in the spring,

they must not be stopped too long, or the

cubs may be stjirved, it" there are any. All

these preliminary duties should becareluUy
uticnded to, since a failure in any will afl'ect

the chance of sport on the morrow.

Sect. 2.

—

Going to Covert.

35L According to the distance from the

met must the start be made from the

kennel. About six or seven miles an hour
Is the pace at whicli hounds generally travel

on the road, except in very wet days, when
eight miles an hour will better serve to

keep hounds and horses from feeling any ill

effects from this disagreeable attendant upon
hunting. The hounds seem to know the

hunting days, and arc as impatient as the
most ardent tyro. They are all life and
animation on first bursting out of kennel,

and are the better tor a turn in the paddock
to empty themselves before getting on the
road. The men should then mount and
proceed on their way, the first whip leading,

with the huntsman in the middle of his

hounds, and the second whip bringing up
the rear. This order is maintained until

their arrival at the meet It is always
ndvisable to avoid the crowded streets of
towiis as far as possible for fear of accidents,

as it is not always that the hounds can be
safe from the careless driving of carts or

carriages, whose charioteers will not always
lull up for them to pass. When arrived at

meet the men may tighten their girths,

.. but the hounds should be kept moving
(11 tlie grass and not allowed to Ue about,

except it be in the very warm and drj' wea-
ther which is sometimes experienced at the
beginning or end of the season. Hounds in

going to covert are ver>' apt to pick up
bones, and will sometimes in their greedi-

ness for these unwonted dainties, swallow
large ones. This should be prevented by
the second whip, as tlieir possession only
leads to delay and quarrelliuj;; and if of
large size, and they are swallowed, they do
not improve the wind.

Sect. 3.—Drawing.

352. Ni part of a huntsman's duties is so
often performed in a slovenb' manner, and
yet none is of more consequence than thji

drawing of coverts. It is so unplea.sant to
all, that it is no wonder that it is shirkc<l

;

but, nevertheless, it is like business with
regard to pleasure, it should come first in
Importance, as in precedence. One ot the
most Ixaiutiful sights in fox-hunting, is the
perfect drawing of a pack of hounds. 1
Lavc rarely seen it to perfection, because it

is seldom that the eye can command tho
covert so as to ^et a bird's-eye %iew. Uut
in tho Ileythrop country some of the lK*st

coverts are merely willow-beds under tho
sides of the lulls; and there I have seen tho
hounds, when under Lord Itedesdale's

mastership, drawing in a style which
elicited my admiration, as well as that of
all the field Every square yard of covert
seemed to have its allotted hound, and they
drew irom one to the other, and back again,

so as to leave no single patch of ground
untried. Xo hound could be seen following

another, but, apparently, each cautiously

avoided this common defect. It happened
on one occasion that this was conspicuous,

through a long series of blank-draws, on
the same day, and still, even to the last,

these persevermg hounds spread out and
drew their ground as closely as ever. It

was, I recollect, a great disappointment to

me to meet with a blank -day, after-

travelling more than forty miles to the

meet, especially as, from the rare occurrence

of such an event, I did not expect it ; but

the gratification afforded by the pcrl'ection

of the drawing, quite made up for the loss

of the expected run- The first thing tlw

huntsman does is to send the pack into

covert with a wave of the hand, which is r^a

the signal that ought to be required ; then,

entering himself^ he takes the line which
he wishes hi.« hounds to follow, keeping a
little behind the body of his hounds, but
well with them- Much will depend on tlie

size of the covert as to the proceedings

from this time. If large, the draw is mada
up-wind, and the first whip is sent on to

the point where the fox is most likely to

break, in order to view him away, and save

time by hallooing, wiiich signal is of course

at once acted on by the huntsman. If the

woods are very large, it is no use for the

first whip to go to any one point outside-

he must rather select some ride or break,

which the fox must cross at some distance

a-head of the body of the hounds, and, as

they approach, quietly slip off to a second

and more distant one. He will thus ha^•o

a good chance of viewing the fox as he
crosses, and at last may post himself at the

outside, at the point where foxes usually

bre.ik from that particular coveit- I need
not say that, while engaged in this occupa-

tion, strict silence should be kept, and no
one should approach the whip for any
purpose, much less enter into conversation

with him. Some niiistens when drawing

large coverts, station five or six men in

diilerent parts, and give them a separate

signal This is of greiit use. and is certainly

canying out IJeckibrd's rule to the fullest

i
extent. In this ciise, also, much noise is to

' be avoided, as it is not desirable to drive
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the fox out of his kennel far before the

hounds ; the second whip should be a little

In the rear of the huntsman, and should

urge forward the lagging hounds. It is

most important that the huntsman should

himself penetrate the thickest parts of the

covert ; it is here that the fox will most
probably be lying; and many a one has

been drawn over unfound, firom the dislike

of the huntsman to set the example to his

hounds. . They will go anj^vhere with

encouragement; but a slack huntsman is

soon imitated, and if he leaves untried the

thick part of the underwood, so will his

pack. The field seldom can judge of these

tilings, because they seldom are where they

sliould be, in covert, but are talking, laugh-

ing, and cigar-smoking, often where the

fox is most wanted, or, most likely, to break.

If they would all enter and assist the

huntsman inside, they would be as useful

ns they now too often are the reverse.

As soon as the first challenge is given, the

lirst whip should be all attention to his

fluty, and carefully watch, by eye and ear,

for his charge's appearance. If he sees

him, no notice should be taken tiU he has
n-jiched the first fence from the covert; but
as soon as this ha.s been gained, he should
screech and halloo in such a way as to
bring everj' hound, with the huntsman, to

the spot in less tlian no time. Tlius is a
fox well found, which is tlie first item
towards kilUng him. It; however, the
covert is small, it is not necessary to take
nil these precautions; but, tlie huntsman
entering with his hounds, the wliips may
each take the skirts outside the fence, so as
to see the fox break before them, driving
every hound which appears outside into
covert ; and thus, \v\i.\i as much noise as
they like, the spinney or gorse maj' be
throadp(L Here the fox seldom gets away
f.ir enough l)efore tlie hounds to require
cnutlon; and the moment the scent is

owned, they settle to it, and are awiiy.
But It often liiippens tliat foxes in large

coverts when first Ibuiid, Instead ofbreaking
nt once, run ring ailor ring Inside, and at
Inat break down wind, nt the point where
the liounds entered. These are generally
foxes which have l)een unkeimelled just
iK'forc the hounds, and perliaps headed by
tlio whip, or by some otlx-r person who Is

trjing to 1)0 over-clever. Soinctinies these
rings are n-jK-ated so olleri, ihat the wliole
covert la foiled by the hounds so constantly
running over the same grotnid, and the
consciiuence is that they cannot hunt a
yard. This Is a niost annoying affair, and
trlis the temper of all parties more even
than a blank-draw. ^Vhenever It happens,
»nd the hounds begin to throw up, and
twiUly cannot hunt. It is better to tike them

away to some other covert than to persevere
in tills hopeless pursuit.

Sect. 4.

—

The EtiN.

353. "Gone Away! Gonk Awat!!" re-
sounds through the covert, and every nen-e
is strained by master, men, hounds, and
field to till their respective stations with
due credit The first whip now is a gentle-
man at large, in comparison with liis

previous duties; and need only ride so as to
be at hand in a moment, in case of difficulty.

He sliould now carefully husband tho
powers of his horse. The second whip
should bring up the tail hounds, and see
that none are hanging in covert, using his
whip and tongue pretty freely to compel all

to get "forrard," which is constantly now
to be in Ms mouth. Thus they stream over
hiU and dale. After lea\ing the covert tho
huntsman gives a few notes on his horn, and
acheeror two, then places himselfby the side

of his hounds; carefully watcliing them, and
t:\king advantage of every bend in the
leading hounds to cut comers and thus be
with them. He thus sees when and where
the scent fails in case of a check, and is able

to notice any facts wliich may assist him in

his cast, if necessary; as, for instance, tlio

presence of sheep, or deer, or a plough :U

work, or a sheep-dog, orthe scent ceasing at a
road or river, or fitly other such occurrences.

Upon these facts, trifling as they appear to

unlearned e3-es, the skilful huntsman founds
his c;ilculations, and acts according to then^
At tills time the master should be in tho

rear of his huntsman, and ready to restrain

the field from pressing upon the hounds. If

necessary. Presently a check occurs, and,

"Hold hard, gentlemen!" should be the

order from the master before mischief is done.

The hounds now, if used to cast themselves,

will do so without a moment's loss of time,

and spread right and lefl, or wheel in a
body, in order to recover the scent It Is

extraordinary how clever some hounds are

in this self-casting; and how, it left to

themselves, they try everj' stratagem likely

to occur to a dog's imagination. But thera

are many facts which they do not grasp,

and 01 these the huntsman takes advantage;

nevertheless. 1 believe, that if left to them-
selves, hounds would in tlw long run kill

more foxes than if interfered with -too

innch. Here, as in every other pursuit,

nuHleration is the great %irtue, and the

huntsman who interferes nt the right time,

and tlieii only. Is the man who is to be

applauded But though hounds when lefl

to tliemselves will kill their foxes, yet they
do nut kill them secntiduin arti^m, because

the hvntlng of the fox Is now considered to

be a compound operation, partly canine,

but partly human; and therefore if tli» i
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t)lped Is Ignored by the quadruped, and the

latter can do without him, the only party

•who can use lils tongue in intelligible

language is sure to throw it pretty freely.

354. The First Check is the trial of both

bounds and huntsmen. Time is now Re-
dans, for the fox is travelling; but "most
hi\ste is often worst speed;" if, therefore,

notiiingvery evident presents itself to the

huntsman as the cause of the check, by all

means let the canine instinct have fair

play—for a verj* short time at all events

—

and then cast them in favour of some
reasonable proceeding which the hunts-
man's brain may have devised, as that
irhich the ftix has employed in his defence.

Kow the scent is either hit ofif, or fails

•Itogether; and, in the latter case, what is

to be done ? Either wait for a " halloo, " or
at once lift the hounds to the point which
tlie fox is most likely to make, and this is

generally the nearest covert Halloos are
ticklish affairs, and the man who attends
to them indiscriminately, when he does not
know by whom they are given, is sure to

mislead himself and his followers, in nine
cases out of ten. As long as the scent is

o>vned it is better to work it out, unless a
halloo which is to be depended on is heard,

and then it should certainly be attended to

;

but if hounds are lifted from the scent and
disappointed, they soon become slack, and
lose that confidence in their huntsman
which is the strong link between him and
them,

355. Bat a common accident occurs per-
haps in the run—the hunted fox is changed
for a flresh one. It happens, unfortunately
Ibr foxhounds, that the fox, unlike the deer,
loses scent as he goes on ; the deer, as he
warms, sweats and enrits a very strong
scent with it, which falls on the ground, and
Increases mile by mile ; on the other hand
the fox, like the dog. Its congener, never
sweats, and what scent it emits is gradually
lost during the progress of the chase,
becoming fainter and fainter, though gene-
rally lasting for the lencth of a run. Hence,
while the deerhound sticks to the hunted
fleer, by preference for its scent, the fox-
hound is tempted by the fine fresh scent of
a newly-roused fox to take after liim, in
preference to the sinking animal before
him. Hence the difHculty in which the
huntsman is placed, for the natural powers
of the dog would here mislead him, and
H is In this predicament that foxhounds
most want his aid. For this also he must
always be on the look-out, especially in
covert, when running his fox through.
I>uring this time it is very important that
he should be with them, and that his first
whip should be on the other side of It, in
QTvIcr to view any fox which breaks, and

decide whether he is the hunted one or no^
whilst, at the same time, he may be abte
to halloo forward the huntsman and hounds,
if all is right. But there are some signs
which may indicate the hunted fox, as,
for instance, the following :—^Supposing the
hounds di\ide, then the huntsman should
be able to know in which lot are the leading
hoimds at the time of the division ; to these
he should stick, regardless of those who
were skirting at the time ; and the whipper-
in should stop the others, if possible, and
bring them to him. During a division the
second whip should wait anxiously for
orders, and be ready to act in a moment
when he sees to which side the huntsman
is leading. Now all goes on again, and the
hounds are running breast-liigh : soon they
press still more eagerly forward, and the
huntsman can perceive the fox hard pressed
only a field before him; at this time he
fancies that his prize is won, and halloos
and screams to encourage his hounds,
which then certainly do not want it Alasl
his hopes are damped, for, afler carrying on
to the middle of the next field of turnips,
they throw up their heads, and cannot o'vvn

the scent What can have happened ! The
fox must have lain down in the hedge-row,
or run down the ditch ; but the horsemen
are so forward that all ide»of hunting back
for him is out of the question, and the
hounds must be lifted to the hedge. Here,
after a careful cast he is hit off, and at lasi
run into only a hundred yards or so from
the line, being faii'ly blown, and lying in
the ditch.

Sect. 6 The Kill.

356. It is usual, when hoimds have killed
their fox, for the huntsman to dismount,
and get in among them, for the purpose of
laying hold of the fox and removing it in
order to "worry it" This done—in order
that the hounds may recover their wind,
and that the taU-hounds shall be encouraged
as well as the leaders—the fox is held aloft,

and the huntsman or whip gets into a tree,

or on a high bank, holding the fox towards
the hounds. The cheers and noise are then
redoubled, and the baying of the hounds In
addition, constitute a chorus most grati-

fying to the sportsman's ear. Presently the
fox is thrown among the hounds, and soon
torn limb from limb, and eaten. Such is

the finale of tliis exciting sport In which
the energies of so many have been long
engaged-

Sect. &—Rcyyix* to Gbocxd.

357. This happens sometimes as a flnalo

to a run. Instead of a kill or losing the Ibx,

and is certainly a better finish than this

laet conclusion, tho most unsatisfactory ot
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all to the good sportsman- "VMien hounds
have marked their fox -well, and there is no
doubt about his ha\'ing pone to ground,

they may, after some few minutes, be taken

off to some fresh "draw," or home, if the

day is too far gone. Sometimes, however,

ft is desirable to dig out or bolt the fox,

when hounds have been short of blood;

and then, a terrier having been procured,

he is put in, and soon pins the fox in some
comer where he is heard bajing him.

Ch-er this point the spades should be used,

and soon come dovm. upon him in

the ordinary way. Sometimes, however,

though rarely, the fox is bolted by the

terrier, and may even run the gauntlet of

the hounds, and escape, as has happened
on some occasions. The use of tlie terrier

Is to mark the exact situation of the fox,

and to prevent his digging on flirthtr,

which he will often do in sandy soils.

Somcthnes in shallow spouts or drains a

terrier may be made to lay hold of the fox,

and, by withdrawing him, tlie fox will be
brought out. If he can be reached, a whip-
thong should be first introduced, in the

hope of taking off the fox's attention from
the dog, who has then a butter chance of

escaping his teeth.

Secx, 7.—0» Scejt.

358l No single subject connected with
hunting has received so much attention as

tliis, and lor tlds simple reason, that none
Is so dittlcult to settle, from an ignorance
of the laws wlilch govern it. But not only
do we know nothing of its laws, but we
also arc at sea with regard to fticts, for of

these we have none upon whicli certain

dopendance can be placed. One party
asserts tli.it different Ibxcs have different

•cents ; and consequently, tliat scent varies
with tlic individual fox; but, says another,
"scout varies In a few minutes with the
same fox—then how is tlie individual the
cause of the variation?" Tliere can be no
doubt that tills often happens. We have all

Ofton 8eon on the advent of n hail-cloud,

scent milt away as if by magic; although
over the same count r>' it was previously a
good one. Hut what is there that we have
not seen? that Is tlio question in refeivnce
to scent. One thing may bo said—viz.,

tliat we have seen no one fact with reirard

to sreiit whieli could Ih3 considered so eon-
BUint UH to form llie basis of a rule. Is even
"the soutlierly wind and the cloudy ^ky "

a certain prelude to scent? I trow not ; and
1 should be sorry to depend upon It Living
for many years In a bad scenting country, I

have l>con saluted on all occasions with
prophecies as to scont; but never did I find
tlio man wlioso foretcUlngs were worth a
fikriUing. Ucoat muat t>e. either good cr

b:id, or indifferent, on any given day; and
therefore it is an even chance that any
opinion given beforehand will be right,

because the indifferent scent will do for

either, and will be claimed by both parties.

Yet I never knew any man receive general
credit for knowing anj-thing on the subject,

practically. I beUeve, however, that scent

really does depend upon the indi\idual fox,

and, moreover, that this scent is constantly
varjing with his hopes and fears. My^
impression is, tliat it is only partially

dependant upon his skin, and that when
that only emits the scent hounds have
a diflScult task. Did any ofmy readers ever

catch a cat in a trap set in a room ? If so,

they will surely remember the rank scent

which pen-aded that room ; and which was
not produced by the skin of the cat, but by
its anal glands. So with the fox. When
first disturbed he emits a considerablo

quantity of tliis scent, and if hard pressed

at first, it is produced in great quantities, >

and to such an extent as to enable hounds
to hunt breast-high; hence the advantage
of pressing him early, for the more he isi

pressed the better scent he gives ; but it thlai

scent is gradually and slowiy emitted, as it

is when he is suffered to go his own pace
without fear, the result is that the houndsi

are less and less able to own it, and he hasi

a fair chance of escaping. Again, supposingi

a change of atmosphere from a cloud, Gt
wiiatever other cause may produce it,

these glands suddenly cease to emit their'

scent, and the change is as rapidly trans-

mitted to the hunting of the hounds. Thai

soil and air have much to do with the "badv

scent" and with the skin-scent, but witli

this glandular-scent his icars and anxietiea

are the chiel agents; or, in the stiite ol

repose, his hopes and desires. This theorjl

will, I think, explain some of the anomalies

of scent, but that it wiU do away with all

dirticultles is beyond my fonde.^t fancy.

When we know all the intricate laws con-i

nected with and governing the electrical

condition of the air—that called ozone and
the laws of storms—wo may hope to

improve our knowledge ofscent; but, per*

haps, then it may elude our grasp. I^

however, attention is paid to nature it will,

I think, be found that however useless Ir

practice, the above is the true theory «
scent as regards the fox. At all events it

explains some of the facts which befor*

wore at variance with each other; but li

will only explain the strong variations ill

scent, and will not aiToct the ordinary rulSl

which Hccklord gives, and wiiich cveij

one re-echoes, though not exactly believtof

in tlieni. Such, however, as they are the)

should be known, and are given by him

OS follows :—" It depends chiciiy on tw<^
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tluw^s—tfie condition the groutvl Ls in, and
the temperature of the air; both of which

should be moist witliout bciii;? wet. When
both arc in this condition the scent is then

l>erfect and, vice versd, when the frround is

hard and tlie air dry, there seldom will bo

mij' scent It scarcely ever lies with a north

or an cast wind ; a southerly wind without

rain, and a westerly wind that is not rough.

are tlic most tavourable. Storms in the air

a:e great enemies to scent, and seldom fail

to take it entirely away. A fine sunshiny
day is not often a good hunting-day ; but

^^Ilat the French call jour des dames, warm
without sun, is generally a perfect one

—

t!iere arc not many such in a whole season.

In some fogs I have known the scent lie

higli, in others not all; depending, I believe,

on the quarter the wind is then in. I have
known it lie ^'ery high in a mist, wiien not

too wet, but if tlie wet should hang upon
t'le bushes, it will fall on the scent and
deaden it When the dogs roll, the scent, I

bave frequentiy observed, seldom lies—for

what reason I know not; but with per-

mission, if they smell strong when they first

come out of kennel the proverb is in their

fcvour, and that smell is a prognostic of

good luck. When cobwebs hang on the

bushes there is seldom much scent ; during

• wliite fro;5t the scent lies high, as it also

does when the frost is quite gone. At the

time of its going off scent never lies ; it is a

critical minute for hounds, in which their

game is frequently lost In a great dew the

econt is the same; in heathy countries,

where the game brushes as it goes along,

BCent seldom fails; wlien the ground carries,

•cent is bad, lor a very evident reason,

which hare-hunters, who pursue their game
over greasy fallows and through dirty

roads, have great reason to complain o£ A
wet night frequently produces good chases,

as then the game neither like to use the

0>vert nor the roads. It has been often

remarked that scent lies best in tlie richest

stils, and countries which are favourable to

horses are seldom so to hounds. I have
also observed that in some particular

places, let the temperature of the air be
as it maj', scent never lies." Beyond this

nothing, as far as I know, has been added
to our knowledge ofthe laws of scent

Sect. & — On DRAFrnfo Hoctjos fob
Faults.

iW. The characteristic of the foxhound Is

• da-sh." As the harrier can scarcely be too
cautious, so the foxhound can hardly be
too fiist if only his nose t< good. Tlie

com!)inatlon, therefore, of these two points
ahould be encouraged, and all old and slow
hounds, however jrood they once were,
must be drafted. Few bounds retain their

dash after five or six seasons; aiyl though
they can hunt a cold scent then perhaps
better than ever, they will dwell too lonu
upon a good one, and will thereby only do
harm to tlie younger hounds. Let not any
feeling of favouritism keep these oversteady
old hounds in the hunting-pack, but discard

them at once whenever their places can bo
supplied by younger and more vigorous

hunters. Inveterate skirters, also, and
conceited babblers, by all means hang

—

they are not worth keeping a day, and
deserve no mercy. Hounds should carry a
good head, and not follow one another like

a flock of geese ; and each should seem to

struggle for an opening. It is remarkable

how various are the powers of ditterent

hounds : some seem to hunt best in covert;

some can pick out a cold "pad scent;"

whilst others again, though not otherwise

faster, can rattle away with a breast-high

scent, and beat their rivals at that particular

point, though, with the fox in view, they
might again be overmatched. But the

various classes of hounds seem themselves

aware of these variations, and depend upon
one another for assistance—Rattler, Rain-
bow, and Admiral gi^ving way to Jowler,

Concord, and Beauty at certain conjunc-

tures, and again appearing to resume their

positions by sufferance, whenever that

conjuncture has passed by. Nothing does

so much harm to hounds as leaving them
in covert to hunt " riot " unchecked. The
second whip ought, therefore, to be careful

in getting all away; and he had better be
out of the run altogether than leave four or

five couple behind him ; they learn all sorts

of bad tricks, and if some are left every

day, almost any pack is speedily ruined.

Nothing is more wonderful than the power
which hounds have of tlireadmg their way
through horsemen, and reaching the body
of the pack. With a Leicestersliire field

this Is truly marvellous; and when the

pace is considered, it will be admitted that

it is difficult to account for the way ia

which tail hounds get forward ; but if they

do not they are useless, and they also

should be drafted.

Sect. 9.—The Duties of the ilEX.

360. The IltrNTSMAS.—The general duties

fo the men have been already alluded to in

the preliminary chapter; but I shall now
say a few words on those which are

peculiar to the hunting of foxhounds. Ia

the first place, the huntsman must be a

man in the prime oi life, a good and bold

horseman, and able to be with his hounds

wherever a horse can live. Bickford was
of opinion that the huntsman's office is not

so Important as that of the first whip ; and
la his days, when bounda were a good deal
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less inteijfered with than now, perhaps

Buch was the case. But now-a-days a

huntsman must be a very superior man;
for he must uiteifere a good deal, or lose

his character for "fastness; " and yet, when
he interfures, he must really do something

or otlier in a way superior to that wliich

tlie hounds themselves would have fol-

lowed. Ills costs, consequently, must not

be general casts, which the hounds them-

Belves would have managed as well as he

;

but they must be with some particular

object m view, and that object ought to be

really founded on observation and expe-

rience. Beckford says, " I am very well

Batisfled if my huntsman be acouainted with

his country and his hounds ; it he ride well

npto them; an.l if he have some knowledge

of the nature of the animal which he is in

pursuit of; but so f:ir am I from wishing

him to be famous, that I hoi)e he will still

continue to think his hounds know best

how to hunt a fox." In the present day,

however, if a huntsman is not "tamous,"

bis hounds will have a poor character, and

the sport will not be considered as good as

It should be. A huntsman's temper should

be good, both for the sake of his hounds

and for that of the field; and he should

revel with delight in liis business, not

following it solely for a UvcUhood, but

enjoying it witli as much zest as the

youngest of lus followers. His language

to his hounds should be good, and Ixis

manner to them of an animated character,

whether encouraging them or repressing

their ardour. The dog-language chieriy

used by the huntsman is
—"llarkl hark!

to Governor!" when (;ovemor speaks, and
Is dc-xenlng attention ; or, when encourag-

ing all to draw, ho cries, "Yooicks!
yoolcks! there, have at him I Rout him
out I Tush lilm up 1 At him, again, boys! "

These are his chief words of cnei)urage-

ment. The horn brings hounds to his heel

In austlng or lifting, or in leaving coveit,

and is always a slgnid for the second whip
to bring on tall-hounds. The great mis-
fortune Is. that Uie liuntsman of a pack of
foxhounds renuircs an old head on young
shoulders, whUh Is seldom met with ; in

fhct, IIc< tor and riysses In one would not
Ik} a more hnprohalilo combination than
that drxlrahle in the model-huntsman. I

ran conceive no situation more trying than
that of a himtsnian when things mil go
wronu' ; n bad scent, ft short-running ibx,

an ln)patl(>iit field, and an easy-teni|K'red

Tnnster. nro cnouuli to try a .lob in pigskin.

Homo excuse, tlierofonv, should lie made
U>r muh tr>lng clreumstanoea; but when
111 »ureos« la.sts »U1 through a season, cir

pcrliiipf* two. no niim shoiiM l)e a.^tonlslieil

•t gruiublluiii on the part of tho atleuilaut

"field." Success wiU generally in the long-

run be commanded if it is deserved ; and if

a man has a good head, a good seat, a good
eye, and, above all, a fox-hunter's heart, he
will generally both deserve and command
success. '

' Scrutator," who has lately written

a series of interesting letters on hunting
and hovmds, appears to lean to the system
of non-interference, and tliinks, with many
others, that the modem system of lifting

over fallows, and all kinds of haUoos, ia

a bad one. This opinion, coming from a
gentleman-huntsman, is a very valuable

one, because these are generally the men
who dehght most in exercising their own
talents in preference to those of their

hounds. But, afler all. It is a question of

taste, and it is not to be decided by the
number of foxes killed in each way, which
is not a decisive test, but rather by tho
general opinion as to which way is most
consonant with the preconceived idea of
sport If the number of kills is to be
received as decisive In all cases, shooting
birds sitting, or shooting into " the ruck "

of a covey, ought to be praised; but the
reverse being the case, is an example of tlie

rule not applying in all cases. WTiile,

therefore, the present fashion lasts, the
huntsman must interfere whenever he
thinks (and is right in thinking) that he can
do so with a prospect of advantage— not
Wiuting till the hounds cannot hunt, but
alwaj^s Ufting or castingwhen he is satisfied

that his doing so will gain time in pursuing
his fox. Such I believe to be tlie modem
rule, and if so, it requires, as I before

remarked, a better head than does the
office of first whip, although his duties are
by no means light and easy. In remarking
on the duties of the huntsman of a pack of
foxhoimds, I have passed over his kennel-
duties, and those which refer to entering

his young hounds, because they are pretty

much the same with all hounds and
huntsmen, and have already been suffl-

clintlj' insisted upon in the preliminary

chaiiter on Hunting. The following twelve
rules may be useful to tlie young hunts-
man :

—

Rule 1.—Avoid extremes in interfering

Willi liouiuKs. for though too much assist-

ance will destroy their hunting powers and
make them slack, too little will make tbein
tie on the soent. and hunt /leel.

Rule 2 Always cast on the most likely

ground first—taking a hedge, for instance,

In iirefeiviue to the open iteid; and casting

rapiilly or slowly in proportion to the good-
ness of the scent.

Rule .S.—He careful not to mislead hoimds,
let them always know what is the ])recis6 •

nature of the work to be done.

Kulo 4.—Always make good the cast tn
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each direction before trying another, and

do not have to go over the same ground

twi-e. In returning from a bad cast over

soiled ground, trot as quickly aa possible,

a^ the hounds then are not to suppose

themselves doing anything.

Kule 5.—When it is probable that tlie fox

fc headed back, if a forward cast is first

decided on, let it be a very short and quick

one, and do not lose more time than
necessary in that direction.

Kule 6.—When hounds are running in

covert, If the fox is seen in a ride, and not

over it, no attempt should be made to

Interfere with the hounds, as they must
hunt very carefully to avoid over-nmniug
the scent.

Rule 7.—Although the horsemen are better

!n the covert than out, yet they should not

be riding all over the wood, or they will

foil the scent
Rule 8.—^Vhen a fox Is hunted up to a

term-yard or village, great care should be

taken not to leave him belund. The hounds
are very apt to overrun the scent for half-a-

mile or more, when there is the hallooing of

tlie farmer and his men, or of the villagers,

and the fox may escape by taking reflige in

any outhouse.

Rule 9—The heel-scent is sometimes
stronger than the right-scent, in conse-

quence of the wind favouring it.

Rule 10.—When a fox runs his foil in

eovert, the tail hounds may be lifted and
thrown in at head (Beckford).

Rule IL—AVhen hounds are seen to be

perfectly unable or unwilling to cast them-
selves, and are apparently bewildered, the

chances are that the fox is headed back.

Rule 12—If many foxes are a-foot, it is

better to let the hounds divide and hunt all

of them at once, as by these means all are

equally distressed, and one is sure to break

;

when the remaining hounds may soon be
got up to the hunted fox by the efforta of

the whips.

361. The Frasr Wiiippkb-w Is truly a
^ack-of-all-trades ; he is expected to rate

hounds, and stop them from riot on all

occasions, as well as the second whip
; yet,

In case of the huntsman's absence from the
field, from any cause, he must be able to

hunt them as well as he does. Now, every
one knows that half of the power of the
huntsman over his hounds is vested in

their personal attachment to him, and that
tceterii paribus, the man who best succeeds
In making his hounds fond of him. in the
•nmmer and in kennel, will do most with
them in the hunting field. Yet the first

whip, who Is always to be rating and using
hLs whip. Is at once to step into the hunts-
nifln's shoes, and show sport as well as if

every hound was accustomed to fly to him.

instead of from him. Next, the first winp
must be able to forctel tlie exact point of
the fox in breaking covert, and ought to bo
there to see him ; or, if in a larger covert, he
ought to be wherever he is wanted, which Is

rather a large space to cover. Then, if the
fox unexpectedly takes a line which leads
to open earths, the first whip must get
there before him, let the pace be what it

may, or the maledictions on his head will
be many and loud. Such are his greatest
difficulties, often so great as to be insu-
perable ; but the regular duties he may fulfil

in a satisfactory manner, and they are
chiefly the following; and even in these ho
may easily exhibit extraordinary talent:

—

He must, of course, be a good horseman,
and should be a tolerably light weight ; the
more under 11 stone the better, and never
over that weight In stopping hounds,
never let the whip begin to rate them
before heading them, but gallop well before
them, and then begin to smack his whip
and rate them. This is particularly neces-
sary when in the open, but it should also
be attended to in covert While the hounds
are running many slight oftences may be
passed over; which, however, should be
treasured up, and considered in aggra-
vation of punishment on the next similar
ofl'ence. When not running no offence
should be passed over, and if the rate and
whip are not attended to, the hound should
be taken up and well flogged. When hounds
are very riotous, it has been the custom to
introduce the subject of their riot to the
kennel, and flog them well in its presence,
rating them the while ; but this is certainly
a bad plan, and quite unnecessary, if due
care is taken in the summer to accustom
hounds to riot, two or three couple at a time.
When these means have been taken in the
summer, and the whip sufficiently used
then, the rate "Ware-hare," or "Have a
care," or "Ware-sheep," will generally nip
such offences in the bud; and that Is the
time when they are the most easily pre-
vented. Besides these rates, the first whip
should chiefly use the halloo on viewing
the fox, and should be able to give it

artistically ; thus—" Taally ho ! taaally ho !

!

taaally ho! ! ! Go-n-e away! go-n-e away! I

go-o-n-e aw-a-y ! !

!

" followed by the pecu.
liar scream which no words will convey.
If, however, the fox is headed back, he
alters his note to " Tally ho ! back ! Tally
ho ! back !

!

" and, with a smack of his whip,
sends the hounds into covert ag.iin as fast

as they appear. In assisting the huntsmar
to get hounds out not by the whip, he uses
thewords,"Elup! eluppe!! eluppe!!!" One
thing a first wlilp should especially guard
against and that is. the giving the hunts-
man any cause for Jealousy. This focUng U
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alwaj's sufficiently near the sui-face. and if

encouraged, adieu to all hopes of co-opera-

tion on the part of two men whose duties

are as much connected as is the right hand
with the left. If, however, the huntsman
fancies that the wliipper-in is tning to

show off at his expense, or to supplant him
In the estunation of the hunt, he is sure to

endeavour to lower him, and in so doing he
Interferes with sport ; and the same is the

case with the whip himself They can do

as much harm by opposing one another, as

good by co-operation. Many think that a

good whipper-in makes a good huntsman,

but the two offices are so very distinct that

It rarely is the case. The one has a limited

Jleld of operations, and has confined himself

for many years to that field in which he
has been activity itself, and has rivalled

"the varmint" himself in skill and daring.

The other has a much birger field, and
requires to know not only the habits of the

fox, but tiiose of tlie hound as well ; also,

the natural history of everything upon
which liis eye falls in the hunting-field:

the habits of the crow, whose flight often

liiuicates the Une of the fox ; the habits of

•hecp, who often in the distance may be
seen to indicate the fox's presence among
them ; the peculiar style of hunting of each
liound. who eacli often tell him something
of what is going on; and lastly, the genenil
features of the part of the country- which
he Is hunting, upon which much depends
In his oists and litis.

362. The Seco.nd Whip has a much more
easy place, as fiir as head-work is con-
cerned, but his h.inds will find full occupa-
tion, even if he liad a dozen pair. He must
look out lor riot in covert, and stop it

quickly and decidedly ; he nnist be ready to

bring up the tail-hounds, and on all occa-

sions work to the huntsman wliencverhe
Is getting his hounds Ibrwurd, and lifting

tliem eitlicr in covert or out- " Torrard,

lurrard," is Ills overhustiiig crj-, and tlic

acting up to It Ills chief duty. If he does
tlil.s well, and takes care to leave no hound
bohhul liiin, he will fulfil hiii duties to

eveo'body's satiaiaction.

Sect. 10.—roiNTs op DiFFEnExcE nioM
.ST.VU-lIrNTl.\<l.

8fl3. Stao-Huntino being a sport in which
tile tt'inic is to be saved, hounds must
nPcoHs.iriiy be easily 9t>>|)ped; they must
therefore be vor>' traetul)le. wtiUli, to a
certain extent, is deslralile with foxlmunds,
t)ut Btlll not so much so as with staghounds.
Nothing perhaps woifiil Ih? more difficult

tlian to (Mivc a fox close before a pack of
foxliounds. and many a vixen In the spring
jviv« tlie itonalty of tills excessive desire for

blood. Without It the dash of tlic foxliouud

would be lost, and the chiel beauty Oi tha

sport marred; it would indeed sink into

tameness, and the high price at which it is

purchased would be totally thrown away.

Sect. 1L—Points of Diffekexce fkom
HAfiE-HUNTtSG.

364. Hake-Hunting, as we shall presently

see, is a sport totally different from fox-

hunting; and requires different men, dif-

ferent horses, different hounds, and a very
different field. Harriers should certainly

never be interfered with, and should be able

to carry on their hunting under every
difficulty. It must be remembered that tho
hare is always above ground, and that tho
hounds ought to be able to pick out her
scent through every disadvantage; conse-
quently, time is of no consequence, and the
end must always come if only the hounds
can continue to hunt. Patience, therefore,

may have full play; and the huntsman hiia

little to do but to watch his beauties, and
admire their wonderful efforts to out-

manoeuvre the turns and doubles of tlio

hare. As Beckford observes, fox-hunting
without its spirit would be no longer fox-

hunting; it would be as stale small- beer to

champagne. The harrier or beagle is always
at work, but is content to do that work
"slowly and surely;" he should never bo
hurried; wliile the foxhomid's dash leads

him to try fonvard and get on as rapidly a.s

liis nose will allow him to do. With a strong

bold fox this quality is very necessary,

and no true harriers or beagles would reach
hun; but with a short-rmming and bad
one, the case is different; and then tho

latter hound would perhaps succeed better

than the high-bred foxhound Hut when
foxes tiike a straight line, hounds must
race as well as hunt ; and it is their gi'cat

peculiarity that they are capable of doin,?

this. Beckford distinguishes hunting tlio

fox fVom fox-hunting ; and, to illustrate his

position, shows that a hackney, though ho
runs a race, is not therefore a racehorse.
The foxhound theretbre ought to be kept to

his own game, and not be used for the hare,

whose style of running he is not suited for.

If hares are to be raced Into, greyhounds
are the appointed dogs; and it is a poor

kind of coursing when the hounds occa-

sionally stoop to the scent, and at otlier

times run their hare in view. Fox huntinjj

in its very essence implies courage, im-
petuosity, p.ice, and dash In all engaged;

whilst hare-hunting Is Insepar.tbly con-

nected with cool, cautious, old-gentlemanly

discretion and >vlle. Towards the end ot a

run tlie diilerence is very remarkable. Tha
foxhound vires acquirit eundo, is more and
more full of (Lish. and as he catches viovr

in UtciaJly Irantic >N'Ith excitement; but
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t:iroiii.'hout the hare-liunt the same steady

Riid beautiful, but calm kind of hunting

goes on; and even at the kill the houn'Is

seem scarcely to enjoy their bloodless

victory. Ueaples cannot possibly be too

tender-nosed, provided they are all alike and
pack well; but the toxhound may easily be

80, if he is thereby tempted to tic on a scent

and potter, whereby time is lost, and the

ft)x escapes to his earth. Fox-huntixg
IS THE SPORT OF TOLTH AND EARLY
liANHOOD, and Is rarely enjo>-ed to the

lullest extent after that period of life is

gone. Few men after forty-flve can get up
the steam sufficiently to enter into it with
all the zpst wliich it is.capable of inspiring.,';

and though many who have j»as>e(l their

grand climacteric join in its pleasures, it is

generally without also partaking of its

perils. A perfect hunter and a little riding

to points ^vill generally suffice for the
prevention of accidents, but the sport is not
then enjoyed as it was at tliirty; nor is

It really partaken of in all its glories and
perlections. How seldom do we see any
man above the age I have si^ecificd at all

near the hounds ! Certainly there are some
brilliant exceptions, and especially with
some of our most prominent huntsmen of

late years, whose grey hairs seem no impe-
diment to daring horsemanship, and proper

and efflcient assistance to hounds. I have
heard of some men who prefer a tough
beef-steak to one cut from a tender London
rump, because the former lasted longer

than the latter; and with tbem perhaps a

four or five hours' fox-chase is the per-

fection of the sport; but though I like to

see hounds left to themselves a good deal,

I confess It is only that they may get on
the faster, not dwell the longer on a scent.

AJl hounds go fast enough with a good
scent, but no hound can go the pace which
a foxhound can with a bad one ; and in this

Is another point of difference between the
two hounds. It must be remembered that

<!nring every minute lost the fox is nearing
his point of safety by some hundreds of

yards; whilst in the case of the hare she is

only crouching close to you in all proba-
bility. For all these reasons foxliounds
should always be above their work, in order
to retain that dash which is so highly prized;

while harriers can scarcely be too much
Worked, as thereby they are rendered
•ufflciently steady and ready to stoop.

Sect. 12.—Bag- Foxes.

865. Whenever bag-foxes are to be used,

they should be hunted solely for the purpose
of pl\-ing blood; and If It is intended to
depend upon them entirely, a pack of
harriers will serve the purpose much better
turn foxhounds. Thej- run much more like

hares than wild foxes, and, not knowing
where to look for eiirths, they do not take
a line ; and consenncntly are soon run into

by foxhounds which will condescend to
hunt them. Old hounds which have tasted
goc^ sweet, and healthy wild foxes, Mrfll

sccnm such carrion ; and the (iict of a bag-
fox being shaken out l)efore hounds by the
keeper, is often clearly indicated by the
best hounds refusing to take their usual
leading places at the head of the i>ack.

Harriers, however, will hunt bagmen with
great alacrity ; and the sport is verv' similar

to a run with the hare ; and, as displaying
all the excellencies of the beagle, is not to

be despised- I should much prefer such a
sport with a good pack of full-sized beagles,

to the slow sport which is afforded by bad
foxhounds in a bad country, where foxes

are perpetualh' lost, or changed, or chopped;

and where a good run is a rare exception.

Sect. 13.—CossEQtrExcES of a Se\t:rb
llc.v.

366. When hounds have had a very severe

run, they require some time to recruit ; and
the same pack should not be again taken
out for three, four, or five daj's, if it is

possible to avoid it. In all cases, the

hardest working hounds suffer the most,

and they must have rest, while those wliich

have husbanded their powers, must make
up the pack with the hounds which were
left at home on the occasion of the hard
day. When hounds have been very severely

tested, they often take a week to come
round, and should have it at all costs, as

these are the treasures of the pack, and If

they are over-worked, will sadly injure its

brilliancy. Ilarl-worked hounds should

have a little extra flesh ; but this will not

entirely do away with the necessity for

rest, and, carried to extremes, will only

make them mangy, and full of humours.
Lame hounds, also, ouirht to have full time
to recover, and should never leave the

kennel till quite recovered; It is a stupid

and cruel plan to take out lame hounds in

order to make up the numbers. They must
lag behind, and only occupy the time of the
second whip, in getting them taken care

of at some keeper's house or labourer's

cottage. It is far better to start with short

numbers of useful hounds, than to cheat

the eyes of the uninitiated, by taking out a
lot of cripples to the meet—a practW which
every sportsman soon condemns In the

hearing of the whole field.

Sect. 1-i.—Xecessitt for Blood.

367. It is commonly, and Indeed almoal

invariably, said that foxhounds must have

blood; and, sine thf time of Beokford, the

•taking is constantly paraded. But though
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gome blood Is necessary, yet it by no means
follows that it is "well for the hounds to kill

every fox they find. Even were it possible.

It would not, I tMnk, increase their dash,

or add to their hunting; for an occasional

disappointment is more likely to give^cst

to success, than if the constant terminRion
by a kill was the goal to which all hounds
Jook forward without a doubt or fear.

Observe how differently an old greyhound
runs when he tliinks there is a chance of

losing his hare ; he then puts on the steam,

and is a different animal to what he was
when he thought ultimate success as

.certain as fate. And so with the foxhound

;

it he finds blood always reward .his

exertions, he will not try nearly so hard aa

he would do if he was doubtful of success.

Hence, how often we see, after a week's bad
scent, a good pack go off with a fair scent,

and run as they never ran before. Suci
dash! such a head! as never was seen.

They have been disappointed day after day,

and are savage/or want of blood. But this

must not be carried too far; ifthey are hope-

less ofsuccess, they will become slack, and in i

time this is always the result ofbad manage-
ment Hounds soon learn to know if they

are well hunted ; and, like race-horses, they

do not half answer to had handling.

CHAP. VL

HAEE-HUNTINQ.

BeCT. 1 IlARE-HorKDS—AXD HOW TO

PROCITIE THEM.

3G8. Tlie varieties of hounds for hunting

the hare have been already mentioned at

page 98, under the heads of Harriers,

iledlum-Beagleg, Dwarf-Beagles, Fox-Bea-
gles, and Terrier-Beagles. I shall, therefore,

now proceed to describe, as In fox-hunting,

the best mode of obtaining a pack. It will

be e^ident that here time is no object, for a

man may spend half-a-dozen years in pro-

curing a i)ack if he Ukes; and I am inclined

to think ho would succeed the best by so

doing. A pack of hounds to the exact taste

of the Intended sportsmen Is seldom in the

market, and the first thing a purchaser
docs Is to set to work to get rid ot certain

peculliiritica inherent in his bargain. Thus,

they are too high or too low, or too fast or

too Blow, or too flashy or too low hunters

;

or some other fault will be found which
destroys his pleasure In hunting them.
Tliere Is such a vn-st diffori'ncc between the

two extremes, and so many shades to be
met with, that few men can exactly please

themselves with any but bantlings of their

own breeding. lU-sliles, a man cim easily

breed six or eight couple of hounds In one
season, and these, with a few old and steady
hounds, will Bene very well lor hUn to
begin with. He will also. If ho hunts tliein

biniseir, be better able to manage a small
park, and may teach himself and them nt
tJic same time- I should, therefore, advise
Intended masters of hare-hounds, unless
they meet with a pack tiactly to their

minds, to set to work and breed, rather
than to liuy an Indifferent pack, 'i'liree or
tMx bitches should be selected of the exact

size, blood, and symmetry which is desired,

and any price given for them. Let no
moderate simi be considered too high to

procure tliis nucleus of the future "little

terribles; " for upon them all depends,

since, whatever they are, such wiU be your

young hounds, subject always to the chanpra

produced by the cross with the intended

sire. Now, it will be seen at page 99, that

I have recommended the beagle-blood to bo

selected in preference to the foxlwund iir

hare-hunting, because in them is developi .1

to the highest extent the hunting powers

of the old tender-nosed hound, with suf-

ficient pace only to allow the hare to

exhibit all those wiles which serve to dis-

play the hunting of the hound. Unlike tho

fox, the hare cannot save herself but by her

doubles; and the beagle has full time to

follow her in all her mazes and wanderings.

The hare-hunting foxhound, on the con-

trary, presses her too much, prevents her

running in her natural style, and races into

her in a most bastard and unnatural man-
ner, comprehending the bad features of

both kinds of hunting without their good
ones. By all means, therefore, I should

steer clear of that cross, except in a very

remote degree, or in very small hound*
which bear the foxhound cross without

liyury, because, with all their dash, they

cannot press the hare sufUcicntly to pro-

vent her display of doublings.

If the purpose, however. Is to get together

a pack of average-sized harriers, say of

about 18 to 20 inches, the less foxhound-

blood they have the better. Of course it

may be easy to err in the opposite extreme,

and to get hounds which will sit down on
their seats of honour (If they have any),
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Kiid tlirow ilitir tongues in the most melo-

dious maimer without sliiring their legs.

Sueh animals are absurdly slow, and w^ill

please no one, I should imagine ; nor indeed

would they be easy to procure in the pre-

sent fast age. But i)lenty of tender-nosed

harriers can be procured, with more or less

foxhound blood in them; and the brood-

bitches should bft selected according to taste

from these hounds. These bitches will also

Bcrve to enter the young pack, for, as the

dash and speed of the foxliound are not

wanted in hare-hunting, their age and
caution will be exceedingly useful in pickiiig

out the scent when the j'oung hounds are

in diiflculties. The full-sized and naturally

ftst modem liarrier is particularly adapted
Ibr running trapped hares, when a gallop of

twenty minutes is all that is desired, or

that can be expected. These hares nm as

•tralght as a fox, and in very much the

tme style; often topping tlie low fences

like a dog, if hard pressed. They do not try

the hunting powers of the hound, because,

in the first place, their scent is strong ; and
In the second, their ignorance of the country
tliey are in seems to prevent all attempt at

safety by artifice, and they run straight till

picked up by their followers. Small and
comparatively slow hounds are here out of

pl.'\ce; displaying neither the pace which
may be obtained with the trapped hare, nor
the beautiftil punting met with in the wild

one. The small drafted foxhound is veiy
little different ft-om those modem harriers,

but not having been so long confined to the
hunting the hare, is not so weU suited to

tlie hare-hunter's purpose; and I should
prefer breeding ttom such a pack as the
Blackmore Vale Hounds, wliich are true

foxliounds in blood, though long used to

hunt hares. These hounds are very fast,

and burst their hares generally witliin half-

an-hour; they have also excellent noses,

but they are too fast, in my humble opinion,

for the sport of hare-hunting. Occasionally

a quick hare, or one of the down hares, may
stand before these hounds for miles, and show
as straight running as a tox often displays;

but if such is desired, why not hunt the fox
at once? in which you will get such runs
constantly, and not as exceptional cases. l{

harriers are to be used as a means of giving
a gallop, trapped hares are by far the best,

and for them these dwarf foxhounds are
ftilly adapted ; but if for showing tme and
close hunting, without reference to pace,
we must go further back towards the old

southern hound to procure a hound suited
for the purpose. JTevertheless, as all may
not think ahke, it is well that every one
should know how to procure that which
will produce exactly what he wants. Tliis

I have endeavoured to show, and also to

point out liowthe pack may be bred exactly
to suit tlie taste of the master; but if thai
plan is considered too slow and long of
accomplishment, two or three packs are
generally sold every season, at a price
varying from 60 or 80 guineas to 300 guineas;
the latter being a very ld^;h price for

harriers, though £700 is said to have been
once given for a celebrated pack. From
these one may be selected, and if it does not
answer the purpose, it is no fault of mine.

Sect. 2.—Breeding.

3C9. When the choice is made of a par-
ticuLir kind of hound, it is necessary in the
pack of harriers, far more than in fox-
hounds, that all should be bred to that
standard. Tliis is not only desirable on
accoimt of looks, but also on the score of
efficiency ; for, if hounds aie not of tiio

same size and form, they are much less

hkely to pack well than if all are cast in

the same mould. Let the bitches, therefore,

be all as much as possible alike and of the
same blood; though, for after-convenience

of breeding, not too nearly related. Then
put them aU to the same dog, or to similar

ones, for if tliey are put to dogs of variom
sizes and blood, the progeny will vary also

in externals as well as in style of hunting
It is well kno«Ti that breeding in-and-in

will not do if carried too far, but witri

harriers it may be carried to a great extent,

and thrice in to once out will keep up in a
pack a sufficient amount of strength ol

constitution. Supposing, therefore, two
couple of bitches have been bred from, they
will, in all probability, throw from 12 to 13

couple of whelps; and with a little aid fi-oiii

other bitches, for which purpose many
may generally be obtained at the rigiit

time, that number may be reared. The^o
must be sent out to walk at two or three

months' old, and, with good luck, 10 couplj
of young hounds will come in towards the
beginning of January, and may be at onco
subjected to kennel-discipline, and in a
month's time may be entered to hare;
which, however, they should never run for

more than an hour or so in the day durmg
their puppyhood. Tliese hounds, however,
may be entered much earlier than fox-

hounds, but the larger dog-puppies should

be kept until the autumn. The management
in kennel is the same as already described

under the first chapter on Uuntlng, anJ
the breaking trora riot also ; remembering
that for them hare is not riot, but the

contrary, iluch time is gained, and great

advantage in every way results, from enter-

ing harriers to their game at this early age

;

.'ind I am sure that the development of the

taste for the sport is in a ratio with its

early instilment; besides, aa these hounds
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have not the courage of the foxhound, so

they are less calculated to beiir any loss of

this quality ; aud yet, during the next sum-
mer, they must be constantly exercised,

with the whip and rate perpetually going,

though the less these are used the better

IJut if they have been entered, their natural

propensity to hunt has been encouraged and
gratified, and they will afterwards bear

fionie degree of rating during the summer.
During this first entering and the next
season, it will not be possible to be very
strict in drafting hounds, because there is

little choice, and the master must make up
his mind to rub through this time with
what he has. looking forward with pleasure

to the future as the time of perfection.

By again breeding the same number of

whelps, at the end of the first season he
may begin to draft, as he finds there is a
probabiUty of supplying their places with
moreefBcient and eleirant substitutes; and
by the begiiming of the second season he
may take the field with a good-lookmg
pack of perhaps 18 or 20 couple of hounds,
which, if not quite up to all the dodges of

the hare, are at all events soon likely to

bo—that is. if properly managed, and not
too much interfered with. This plan will

produce a pack in two or three years, at

only a few pound's expense, for walking
and keep of hounds, over and above the
orighud price of the brood-bitches. It will

also atlord the master the pleasure of
feeling that he has bred his pack to his own
model of perfection; and if he has not fiilly

succeeded, he will be sure to console liim-

gelf by the belief that he has approached it

us nearly as possible. We are all prone to
!iug ourBelves in this way. and a great
happint-KS It is to most that human nature
Is 80 constituted. Kverj' man's goose is a
Bwan In his own eyt-s. however mnnift'St its

anserine propertiea are to all the rest of
tlus world.

8ECT. a— I*ECCl.IARmES PnoPEB TO TU«
Mkn.

S70. Trre nr>rrflMAN, who Is also with
bnrc-hounds generally the master, should
be a very tlllTercnt per8i>n to the liuntsnmn
Of a pack of foxhounds. Sometiint's a
young nnm succeeds In this task ; but more
frequently he falls Crom wunt of temper and
patience; and the age which Is tifMt suited
Ji)r tiie nport Is tlnit at which man nsniilly

has arrived at some decree of cimtrol over
his naturnl Impulses, Still there arc some
exceptions to this rule, and I have S(»<'n

hiirricnt excocilingly well hunted by very
young men. Hut, whatever the ape of the
huntsman, he should be quiet, p«'rsevering,
cautious, nnd fVeo fV«im mcihUing, artd
fc-iwild truat to the noses of his houuda

in preference to his own head. Beckford
recommends that the huntsman of a puck
of harriers should be bred from a female of

the family of the " quiet gentleman " in the
" Spectator, " crossed with a knowing hunts-
man ; and probably this cross would suit

;

but, as -nith the poet so with the huntsman,
nascitur non fit. He must be taken as he
is framed by the Almighty; and few are so

framed as to fit them for the management
of harriers till they have sown a crop of :"

wild oats in other and more exciting

amusements. The chief art of the hunts- <

man here is in breeding his hounds, and
in drafting them, so that they shall be '

"suity," and pack well; for when once
|

they are in the field, little or no interferenoe

is necessary. They should be as handy as
kittens, and should scai'cely require a
wliipper-in; and indeed some of the best

packs I have ever seen have been without
that appendage. By constantly taking out
hounds in summer, and breaking them
from riot, and by feeding them after draw-
ing each by name, and otherwise getting
control over the hounds in the summer
season, it is seldom that any occasion
occurs for the office of the whip. If the
huntsman rides well to them, he is always
near enough to them to mterfere when
this is wanted; and the hounds are not
cowed by the needless display of power,
which, if placed in the hand^of a whip, la

sure to be exercised. But the critical eye
of the master is always employed, though ]

he may otherwise be idle, in watching tha
actions of each hound, and noting his i

hunting and his pace, also in detecting
skirting and babbling, and in deciding upon
all the various qualities which will lead i

him to draft certain hounds, or to breed
from others. This is interest sufficient fbr i

any man ; and to a real lover of hunthig it \

is a most delightful amusement A com-
parison may here be drawn between getting

,

a periect pack of beagles together, and
putting four horses in harness so as to
exhibit a perfect team. In both cases any

;

one cjm manage them when broken; but
the artist is shown in getting them all to
pull together, and to be exact repetitions,

the one of the other. In a four-inhand
team, one horse ought not only to be like

the others in size, colour, and shape, but
his action should be the same, his carriage (

the sanie, and he should do exactly his own (

share of work, and no more. Tills is the {

perfection of four-in-hand driving, and • (

Very difficult task to accomiilish s.itisfao i

torlly; and so it Is with harriers or I

hengles—they niaj' easily be handled when
well-matched; but it Is In the matching
that the huntsman's power is shown. Ha
therclbru requires a great knowledge of
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IndMiliial clmracter in the hounds, so as to

BfK'ct those only, which exliibit wliat he

wants in great perfection, to breed frora.

and to cross with tliose which will develope

Ftill further those good qualities, or suppress

the bad ones.

371. The WniPPER-rv should be a mere
fn^jom, solely intended as a second pair of

hands to those of the master; and he should

never be allowed to use them without

orders. With a gentleman hunting his own
pack, such an assistant is very desirable, for

holdin;; pates open, turning hounds, keeping
them from tieing on the scent, and fVomriot,

Ac, all which are tiresome fcisks, but may be

easily performed by one pair of hands, if the

o^vne^ of them does not mind the trouble.

Sect. 4.—Pkepaeations roR Hunting.

872. The pack intended to hunt on the

Ibllowing day should he drafted and fed at

ebout twelve or one o'clock, and then shut
' np. From twelve to fifteen couple are quite

eutflcicnt for hare-hunting; and the hounds
ouu'ht to be all equally free from lameness,

and very level in condition. Beyond this

t nothing is requisite, as tliere is no earth-

stopping to be attended to, or public notice

of the meets ; but the privileged few should

have their information in good time, which
Is arran/ed in different ways, according to

the different circumstances of the pack.

I Sometimes harriers are publicly announced
to meet two or three times a-week, but

the injury done to the crops and fences by
the field, if numerous, is so great that there

will always be great objections to this. Hares
almost always take a ring, and often the

eame fields are run over several times; and,

consequently, much greater damage is done
tlian in a straight run, as with foxhounds.
It is only, therefore, wlicre hounds liave a
irreat reputation that farmers will allow

their land to be thus sacrificed ; but in some
neighbourhoods the sporting tendency is so

strong as to overpower the love of gold, and
with them the result is, that a well-behaved
field of horsemen is always welcome. There
la never any excuse for w^autonly riding

over turnips, or young wheat, or seeds, with
. harriers, because the pace and direction are
seldom such as to compel the maintenance
of a straight line, and a slight detour to

avoid such crops will never much interfere

with the enjoyment of sport Some excuse
may be made for the field of fox-hunters
riding over any crop, let it be what it may.
In the ardour of pursuit; but even then
some little care should be taken to avoid
doing injury to one's neighbours ; but in the
piirKuit of the hare, the man who does such
a thing deserves to be well-rated by the

! master, as well as the sufferer, for his
' thutM,'htle&sncsa.

Sect. 5 Hari-Findixo.

37a The Form of the Hare, or, as it ta

sometimes called, her seat, is verj- easily

seen by some men, and with as nmch
dirtlculty by others. This does not seem to

depend upon quickness of sight only, for I

have kuo\vn many who could see long dis-

tances, and were very quick-sighted, who
never could find a hare in her fonn. Others,

again, of comparatively weak sight and
slow habits, were sure to find her if she

was within ^•iew; so that it may be con-

sidered as a knxick or gift, a pood de.il

dependent upon the powers of observation.

Much depends upon the observance of

colour, for it appears to me that tliis is tho

chief guide. I have generally obser\-ed that

quick hare-finders have corrected a mis-

taken "See, ho'." by the remark, "Ko,
that is too red for a hare ;" or, "That is too

green." Never, "That Is not the right

shape," but always the difference being

referred to colour. It is probable, therefore,

that good hare-finders have a very delicate

perception of the shades of colour, and by

that faculty are able to find the hare in

her seat Hares sit in different situations,

according to the weather, and should be

looked for accordingly. Thus, in VFindy

weather they get out of its way, and sit on
hill-sides under the lee of the wind, or

under the protection of a hedgerow, and

not far from it In dry weather they affect

damp and marshy grass-bottoms, and in

wet weather will only be found on higb

and sandy banks. They seldom sit on their

feeding-ground, though this rule is not an
invariable one. FaMows are a verj- favourite

and chosen seat for hares, and when there

they generally choose their forms near the

top of the ridge. Fallows newly ploughed are

never used by the hare for much less thaa
a fortnight and very stale ones are also

rejected. It is diflScult to account for thia

last rejection, because we cannot under-

stand why a stale fallow should be disliked

by the hare; but so it is, and the f:ict is well

known to the hare-finder. Some fields

also, are much liked, year after j'ear, by
hares, and other* as much rejected; but,

here again, no one can assign a re.ison,

since their food has nothing to do with tlie

choice, and we know nothing of their other

penchantt. In hare-hunting, it is wrj
desirable to find the hare sitting, because

she may otliervNise sit so close as to b©

"chopped " before she gets away, a consum-
mation to be carefully avoided ; and, -at the

present usnal hour of meeting, the trail up
to the form am seldom be hit off, in con-

sequence of the hare ha\inK too long been
' In form to have left any scent on her road

I

to it ; though in this way hares arc niucli
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more easily found than foxes, the scent of

whose drag is much more faint than that

given out by the trail of the hare. The

hare-finder therefore, if possible, finds the

tare for the master, who brings up his

hounds to -within a reasonable distance,

and then the hare is put up out of view

;

Immediately after this the hounds are laid

on the scent, and the run begins. If this

cannot be managed, and no hare is fovmd

by man, the hounds proceed to draw for

puss on the most likely ground ; and as the

hour of meeting is, as I before remarked,

generally too late for the trail, they spread

themselves over the land, in the hope of

finding her in her form. The objection to

this is that the hare always gets up in

view, and is frequently chopped; but if she

escapes this early death, the view makes
the hounds flashy and unsteady, and pre-

vents them settling down to the scent ag

they would have done if not excited by the

view. Much, however, depends upon the

hounds and upon the hares, also upon the

kind of hunting preferred; for if the fox-

hound stjie is preferred, this flashy kind of

hunting wm not be rejected. If a hedge is

to be beaten, a man or two should advance
a few yards before the leading hounds and
beat it well, or othenvlse the hare in jump-
ing out is sure to be chopped. In any case
the drawing of the hounds is a very beau-
tlf\il sight, and the careful trjing and even-
gpreadlng of the Uttle s>Tnmetrical anunals
L"* one of the prettiest parts of the sport.

Hounds, when thus accustomed to find

their hares, take a great delight in looking
(br thera, and go on from tussock to tus-

sock, and from one likely spf)t to another,
In the most lively yet knowing way
reminding one of the peering ways of the
magpie, by their sharp and quick, yet quiet
Btyle of trjing every likely spot. Tliis part
of hare-hunting has alwiij-s appeared to me
the one In which they may assume a
upcrlority over fox-hunting; for here the
^c flndi an opportunity of dwelling with
admiration in the minutes of expectation,
wlillst In drawing for a fox, it is but seldom
that the cxpectiint and Impatient fox-
hunter can find any amusement or occupa-
tion, except In his cigar or the gossip of the
onvcrt-slde. Next in brauty to the working
of a brace of pointers or setters, I should
place the drawing of a pack of "sulty"
beatrles or harriers; It Is, to my ta.ste, not
tor Ix-hlnd that boautllhl picture, though
the fluil rortalnly does not come up to the
"set and back" of the sluMter's graud
aaAi.^tanta

Hbct. «—Tire Tlvrx.

«74. Tlio BrtlUcci of the hare are tmW
woadcrful, aud beat those of Mr. Wiley

liollow. Why the fox should have obtained

this name in preference to the hare, is very
unaccountable ; for every man conversant
with hunting is aware that the hare is ten

times more cimning than the fox* in her
doubles and running devices. If she is

watched before the hounds, she will ]je

seen to go straight away while in view, and
then to commence a series of doubles, which
certainly must require a degree of reasoning

power for their development She returns

on her track, perhaps, then makes three or

four enormous jumps, and starts oflf again

at a right angle with her former course;

she wiU then, if in a wall-country, jump on
to the top of a wall, and run some yards
along the top; then, descending with a
long jump, she will perhaps squat till she
ascertains the success of her manceuvTes.
After this, if unsuccessful, she will try

others, such as running through sheep, or

through a covert and back again, coming
out at the same meuse, and running up the

ditch, and off again on a fresh circle. Often

she wiU pass by a fhrze or thorn-bush, at

the distance of a couple of yards, then,

returning, she will carefully follow her
former course, and from it throw herself

into the bush, where she calmly remains
wiiile the hounds hmit by her. Again, slio

will perhaps take water, and endeavour to

foil the hounds in that way, often swimming
a tolerably-wide river in effecting her

purpose, and generally without perhaps

intending it, being carried down the stream,

while the hounds are sure to cross straight

over, or as nearly so as possible. Such are

a few of her artifices, and the hounils

should be able, and also be permitted, to

follow out all these various devices without

assistance ; the huntsman knowing thai

time will always bring her to bag, if they

can only hold on with any scent at ali i

Hunting is here the perfection of the sport,

and no one should care for the gallopt i

Plenty of fencing may be had, if it hi i

desiretl, or the hare-hunter may otherwise i

avoid it in most cases, by availing himself

of gates and gaps, li, however, a huntsman
is to be in his proper place, ho must take

all before him just as with foxliounds;

though this is not nece^isary for the present

day's sport, but rather for that of tho

ftiture; for unless he sees all the working
of tlie hounds, he cannot possibly di.-^

tlnguish the good from the bad, fbr tlus

purpose of drafting or breeding. Hare-
hounds seldom or never require a cheer;

tliey are only too apt to orverrun the sci:i»

without It ; and, as a pad, they should bc>

left to their own devices on all occiislons

but the following—first, when they come to

a check, and CAnnot recover the scent

;

sccoudiy, when tliey change hares; :uiJ
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tliirdly, wheu they ilivide. Individual

i.iults must of course be rated by the

liuiitdinan himself, or through him, by
Uie wlUp.

sr5. The Check is the great criterion of

tJie harehound's powers, for wliile the good
pack spreads and tries every yard of gi-ound

v.ith the greatest care, persevering even
b.iyond all apparent hope of success, the

I'ad one soon gives up, and the hounds stand

i.!ly and listlessly about, expecting tlie hare

to jump Into their moutlis. In hare-hunting

Uie check generally arises either from the

Btain of sheep, or from tlie hare having

practised some unusuallj' clever double, or

from her passing through a covert stained

wiih the scent of rabbits or otlier hares.

When the clieck is in the open, and from
sheep, the hounds having tried their cast

and failed, the huntsman should try round

the whole field, taking the hedge carefully,

iind not allowing the hounds to follow at

liis horse's heels, but cncouragmg them to

try all the way. If the scent cannot be hit

oif. and the hounds are good, the proba-

bility is that the hare has squatted in the

' middle of the field, which she often does

;

i wid if there is any covert, as in turnips for

tn-stance, every yard of it should be tried.

During this second cast in the field, it often

happens, if a good look-out is not kept, that

: the hare steals away without being seen,

and in that case may be missed; though if

tlie ground is carefully beaten she will be
sure to be hit off by some of the hounds.

If, nevertheless, no hound can scent her, the

huntsman must extend his cast and try the

hedgerows next beyond, taking them in the

order of their probabUity; and remembering
that hares have always a tendency, unless

they have a decided home, to return to the
place where they were found. If, however,
they have a home, he should try forward
towards that home : and in that direction will

generally succeed in recovering the scent.

Most hares now-a-days are bred in covert,

and return to it whenever disturbed; and
these will trenerallybe easily recovered by a
can in the direction oftheir home. Where the

check arises from a double, the huntsman
. should have previously observed the nature
of the doubles which have already been
followed out, because these wiU afford some

' Clue to the one now interfering with the
iport; for this reason, that the same hare
generally adopts the same kind of double
throu'.'hout her nin. Thus, if she has been
returning on her line, then taking a jump
and on again, she will most probably repeat
this over and over again, but under different

circumstances—as, in or near a hedge, or in

or near a brook, <fea; and the huntsman
must expect these variations of the same
artifice. Aga'm, If she has been making a

small ring and hunting the houndd once
she will be sure to try it again; and when
most at fiiult, the hounds may just hav^
passed over her in her secure retreat, where
her scent is completely overpowered by that
of the hounds.

376. In Case of the Change op IIabb,
the hounds should be stopped from the
fresh hare, and the old scent recovered If

possible. Nothing disturbs hare-hunting
so much as the over-abundance of hares;
and where they are thickly preserved it is

quite out of the question to attempt thifi

kind of sport In many preserves a change
would occur every five minutes, from ft

fresh hare jumping up before the hounds;
and, therefore, the sport is totally unfitted

for such countries. The hunted hare may
almost always be known by her changal
colour, and wet and dirty appearance, whilt
the fresh one is clean and dry. Hares long
hunted become very dark indeed, anil

almost of a dark slate colour.

377. When Hounds Divide, the hunts-
man, if both hares are ftesh, may choose
which he shall follow, and send his whip to

stop the hounds from the other, and bring
them up to him. If one is the hunted hare
and the other a fresli one, no one will

hesitate a moment in selecting the former,

and stopping the hounds from the latter.

Sect. 7—The Kill.

878b The Kill is generally, with harrlors*

the most painful part of the whole business;

because, in the first place, the cries of the
hare are often piercing and piteous in the

extreme, resembling those of a child la

agony; and the hounds not being always
allowed to have her, the whip is obliged to

be used at a time when they least deserve

it It is true that some packs are so higiilj'

broken that they will not tear the skin of
the hare even ; but few have arrived at

such a pitch of perfection without losing

their hunting powers, and it is not, I think,

to be attempted by the amateur-master.

Ordinary hounds will occasionally gratify

their desire for blood, and should be

indulged with a hare once a-week at the

least; indeed, many huntsmen like their

hounds to have the last hare they kill on
each day; but this is perhaps more than

necessary. If the huntsman is a good
horseman, and is well up with his hounds,

he may generally pick the hare up without

ushig the whip, as the hounds wUI not

break her while he is so close ; but if at a
distance at the time, they will take advan-

tage of his absence, and when once the

blood is tasted, the whip must be used, to

stop them in time. No one but the hunts-

man should attempt to pick up the hare

without the whip, as the hounds will only
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tear her from his hands. I confess that 1

1

should at aU times be miwillingto interfere,
j

as I would much rather see the hounds ,

enjoy their dainty morsel, than see it

reserved for the stomachs of less deservm^'
j

bipeds, who have not earned even the ,

currant jeUy with which it is ser\-«d up.

Sect, a—The Expenses of IlARRrEss.

S79. Compared with fox-hunting, the

expenses of hare-hunting are very trilling.

and they may be calculated as follows. It

must be also recollected that the first

Oiiilay is much less.

£ s. £ s.

S4 couple of hounds, at

Is. 6J. per week per head . 187 4

T.ix on ditto 2S 16

lixilicines. <fcc 4

Carry forward, —— 220

Brought forward, :

3 horses for 7 months, at

15s. per week 63

Ditto ditto 5 months, at 73. 21

Tax on ditto 3

Veterinary surgeon . ... SO
Shoeing 7 10

SaddUng 12

109 le

Helper and wliip, at 12s. per

week each 62

Tax on ditto 2

64

Total £30a 10

By great economy, and the dispensing with

the Whip, and using one horse only, with

twenty couple of hounds, only about half

this sum will suffice, especially with

beagles.

CH.1P. ^^L

OTTER-HUNTING.

Sect. 1 ^Trra Otteb, and its Haunts.

3S0. .\t pane 11, the otter has been ah-eady

partially described, but for hunting pur-

poses h'is linbits and peculiarities must be

more can-fully studieiL lie is an ampUibioua

animiU. li\ in« entirely upon tlsh, and seiz-

IH!? tlu in t)y swimming umler them, and

tlms tiililng tlicm when they Uast expect it.

Ul« 9<'«nt Is very strong, so that hounds

can hunt it for some hours even after the

otter has passed, lie Is very tenacious of

IHb, and a viry hard bltcr, and wiU easily

break ibo leg of a dog if ho gets good hold.

The otter docs not conllno hunsolf to the

water, but travels up tlie side of the river

or Itrook for some disUuicc, and leaves his

llHit-murJt, caUed his fe<il, wliich m.iy be

eiwlty recognised by the round ball or cup-

lIKe dcpres-slon. ami the marks of tlie webs,

which aro visible In the well-marked seal.

Tlie hound.s can, tliercfore, generally hunt

tlic otter up the banks of the l)rooks wlikli

ho lYeqncnts; but the sfnl will alTord tlio

best sl«n» for tracking him to his burrow,

the entrance to wtiicli la like the water-

r.it's. always under tlie w.iter, while a

aiuall and iuvisil)lo hole supplifS it witli air.

This burrow is called his couch; and his

coming to the surface to breathe, whicliho

to obUged to do evorj" few minutes, Is

called Ilia vent; his dung is also called hia

spraints.

Sect. 2.—Ottee-Huntino Implements.

331. Otter-spears are the chief requisite*

for this sport, and are of great assistance to

the otter-hunter, not only in killing the

otter, but in enabling the sportsmen to leap

over brooks, <&c Tliey consist of two por-

tions, the pole and the head. The pole iSi

an ashen statr, about 12 feet long, and

strong in proportion to the strength of tlie.

party using it, but stout enough to bean

his weight as a leaping-pole. It should

have an iron head, either fixed on or

screwed into a socket fixed on the potaii

but the permanent head answers all tJ»i

purposes required, and is very ma«*(

cheaper. It can also be made by the villagil

blacksmith, and, if lost in the ardour of th»

chase, may be easily and cheaply replace*'

Ifthe head is made to screw on and otT,tt

Is usu;U to have a concc;ded barb, wliica

comes out of a mortice, on the animal being

transfixed, and thus holds him firmly fixed

on tlie spear ; but the sliglitly-barbed spear-

head Is quite sufficient to secure him finnlj

If f.ilrly throuKh him. and even theconceateo

barb will not do this unlo.ts it also pierce*

the body of tlie lUiiinaJ. Eacli Bportain**
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BliouUl have a spear, and one or two spare

oius sliould be carried by au atleudaiit, iu

case ot'uccidont.

Sect. 3.—Thb Otter- Uon>a)8.

rB2. The otter-hound has been also par-

tially described as a descendant of the old

southern hound crossed with the wire-

haired Scotch terrier, and probably ^^'ith

the watcr-spanleL He is the nearest

approach of all to the southern hound, and
lias the length of ear. the t\ill pendent lip,

the de\rlap and throaty Mil, which arc so

diaracteristic of that hound. His nose is

ver>' good, which is required to track the

cold scent of the otter, and to follow him in

tlie water, where the otter-hound often

speaks to the scent in a wonderful manner.
The pure foxhound has been successfully

nsed by Mr. Cirantley Berkeley for the

otter, and will hunt him no doubt, as indeed

he will hunt whatever he is entered to; but

he is quite out of place here, being too fast

on litnd, and not a sufficiently good swim-
mer in tlie water, nor capable of bearing

that element for so louif a period as the

webbed otter-hound, whose greasy and
woolly coat is impenetrable to wet. Thuse
last two peculiarities he obtains from the

water-spaiiieL The deep -toned note of the

otter-hound is another renmant of the old

southerner, and he may be ollen seen to

throw his tongue on the scent, without the

power of moving his legs, so trreat is liis

pleasure and excitement. This, however, is

too much of the old school, and should be

got rid of in the perfect hound ; and gene-

rally is, if the terrier and spaniel cross is

sutliciently introduced. Both these dogs
have no disposition to tie on the scent, but

If too much of their blood is introduced, the

hound will suffer in delicacy of nose, and
^ill want perseverance in hunting. Otter-

hounds are very savage animals, and will

flglit to the deatlL, which is a common
result of their quarrels. If not savage, they
will scarcely cope with the otter without
flincliing, as his bites are exceedingly

severe. The otter-hound may be obtained

without much difficulty in Wales, Devon-
shire, or Scotland, where packs of them are

still kept up, and hunted wherever the
otter is heard oC The great drawback to

the sport is the scarcity of the otter in

any given spot, so that to obtain sport a
large district must be ransacked, and the
hounds taken long distances, often to

seductive promises of sport which are

without real foundation. Nothing is more
aisheanening than to find, after travelling

30 or 30 miles to a river where otters are
promised to be shown, that no seal Is visible

along the whole course of the banks This
xtuji^ 13 always to be met witli, cither fresh

or stale, and the experienced otter-hunter
knows that if it is entirely absent, he has
been deceived by false representations.

Otter-hounds are generally bred about 34

inches in height, the bitches being less, as
usual with hounds. There is a smooth
otter-hound, but the rough one is that
generally In use.

Sect. 4.—The Mes.

383.A huntsman is required for this sport as

well as for all others where a pack ofhounds
is engaged; for no pack can be properly

managed except by a man who is always in

the habit of taking them under his control

Unless, therefore, the master of the hounds
undertakes the task himself, he had much
better entrust the entire management to his

man; because they will seldom work so

savagely and courageously for any one else

as they will do for their regular feeder and
attendant. Otter-hounds are no use unless

they try most perseveringly every inch of

the bank; and they must stand the water,

or at least continue to be wet for hours

together. This, even in the summer-season,
is a very cold business in the early mornings;
and they soon begin to be slack, unless

animated by a person to whom they are

strongly attached. For this reason, there-

fore, I should prefer the regular huntsman
to any other person. The only other paid

servant necessary for this sport is an
attendant to carry a spare pole or two.

Sect. 5.—The Hcxt.

384. WTicn an otter has been heard of as

having been seen in any neighbouring

stream, or when his presence is suspected

there from liis "spraints," or "seal," or

from the half-eaten remnants of the fish

which he lias caught, the hounds aro

started ofT very early on a summer's
morning—that is. by dawn of day. No other

season but the summer will suit this sport,

because the cold water of early spring,

winter, or autumn, will chill and cramp
hounds and men to a dangerous dcgrea
But while the warmtli of summer is

necessary to heat the water sufficiently,

the rays of the mid-day sun are inimical

to the scent; and, therefore, the hunting

must be over by nine or ten o'clock, Tho
meet should take place by five at the latest,

wliich will give four or five hours' huntinij.

When the river is gained, the sportsmen

should divide into two parties, one-luiif

taking each bank, and anxiously looking for

the "seal " of the otter. The hounds at the

same time should try everj' likely place; and
when used to their work they do this most

systematically; scenting and trying every

inch of trround, and especially those which,

by expcrliuice, aro likely to contain tb*
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"couch." The roots ot old trees are

eepecially likely, and those still pools wliich

are just below a point in the river are the

osual places where the otter chooses his
* couch." At tliis hour in the morning the

otter has not long retired from his nocturnal

foray, and his trail may then generally be

hunted even when his seal is not visible

from the hardness of the ground, or its

being covered with grass. There is no reason

why otter-hiuiting should not be commenced
as soon as the water Is warm enough
In some rivers where the meadows are

grazed on each side; but where there is

mowing-grass it must be postponed till

Uiat is cut, because the men and dogs do
preat Injury to tliat valuable crop. After

some search, perhaps a " challenge " is at

li;st given, and one of the most tender-

nosed hounds hits off the scent, with a note

which informs liis master, in the most
unmistakable manner, that his game is at

hand. Now every sportsman must take his

place and perform his allotted task. Some
an* or two should pass upwards to the next
ford, and carefully watch that point; another
j'liir should take the same post at the ford
lielow; wliile the remainder must watch
every intervening yard for his "ventings."
Meanwhile, the hunt proceeds, and the
hounds are following the "challenger's"
steps, and endeavouring to make out the
whereabouts of their gama At last, the
Bcent becomes stronger and stronger, and
the couch is reached with a grand chonis of
music from the whole pack. At this moment,
fi-om the ford above, a halloo is given, and
he attempts to pa.ss it, but is turned by the
SMcars of the hunters posted there. The
otter, knowing full well tiiat his couch
i» not secure, generally leaves it before tlie

hounds arrive there; and it is from tliat

ciusc that he has tried the stream. He
ni'Xt trius the ford below, and here again
lio Is tunied; tlicn, seeking the pools of
tlie Intennedlate space, he is obliged to
"vent," and Is met with tlie spear of the
hunter, or the fang.s of the hound. If, now,
the hunters appoiiit-'d to watch the fords
will only keep well their ground. Ills death
Irt almost certain; but too often they are
watching the progress of the sport above
or below, and while doing this, neglect
tlieir own allotted olTlce, and sutler the
otherwise doomed animal to pass their
watch. A lull ensues; no vent Is seen, no
tongue Is heard, and di9ap|)olntnient is

Diarkod on every face. Every Inch of water
Ifl trletl, and still without success; for the
ott4T Ini.s broken thriuigh the ford, nnd is

perhaps a mile oir at the time when the
Crst pool is finally pronounei-d untenanted.
The next step Is to decide upon his having
Diu up or dowu Btrcimi, wldch is always a

lotter>-; for when hunted, he vnU. be aa
likely to ran up as down; and vice tersA
One or the other, however, must be tried;

and the hounds vnll here soon pronounce
whether the selection has been a good one
or not. I£ therefore, after trying in one
direction for a quarter or half-a-mile, no
challenge is heard, by all means try in tho

opposite direction. As soon as any certain

indication is afforded of his having chosen
either course, it will be desirable at once to

halt, and to send a party of three or four of
the best runners down to the next ford, at

least half-a-mile below. Here they should
diligently keep a look-out while the hounds
hunt up or down to them; and if tliis pool
is blank, then let them run on to the next
When once the otter is again pounded, he
must be again hunted as at first, a party
being placed to interrupt him above and
below, and the remainder, •with the hounds,
hunting him in the pool. This is the only-

way to kill an otter with any certainty ; for

if he is regularly followed, he will assuredly

tire out any pack of hounds, since ha
swims with ten times the ease vrith Avhich

a dog can follow him, in deep or sh;Ulow
water. But by pounding him at the fordsi,

and confining lum within given bounds, he
tires himself in his efforts to swim from
one to the other, and to avoid the spears

and hounds ; and yet is obliged to come up
and " vent " for want of air. In doing this,

he is sure to fall a victim sooner or later

;

and as his " vents " become more and more
frequent in his increasing exhaustion, ho
is at length impaled upon the spear of one
of the hunters, and borne aloft in triumph.

Sometimes a hound seizes him ; but it takes

a very bold and strong one to hold him,
for his bite is exceedingly severe, and liia

strength in the water is very great ; many
dogs have been dro^^^led in their efforts,

and sometimes both otter and hound have
been killed under water. The spear should

be used with caution when hounds and
otter are closely mixed in the viel^e, or a
valuable hound may suffer ft-om the care-

loss thrust of some impetuous hunter.

Upon those general principles all otters

should be hunted ; but in deep streams
without fords it is quite impossible to hunt
him with any chance of success. In these

situations he takes off at once, and unless

tlie hunters are in surtkient numbers tO

watch the stream for miles, for his " vent,"

he will probably never be seen again. Buti
If such were practicable, it would scarcely

ne hunting ; for the hounds can take no
part In the sport, and the spear must do all

the work, if dono at all.

3.S5. The .Vnxexed Description of a Rn»
with Mr. Oswald's hounds, in .\yrsliire, will

afford a good indication of the way iji which
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tlii!< sport is now comlncted:—"Exactly at

hall-past eight, at a sijruiil from the master,

Jolm's cheery, 'IIo, wind him, ho!' ranij

through the clear morning air, and opening

In full chorus, the pack dashed for the river.

Ko sooner, however, had they rushed to the

water, tlian every hound settled to Ids

work, and not a stone or root escaped their

notice. I may here mention for the informa-

tion of such of your readers as may not be

acquainted with the locality, that the river

Ayr is broad, though not deep, with rocky

and rugged banks, in many places wooded
to the water's edge. The coverts are well-

stocked with game and roe-deer ; and it is,

tlierefore, necessary to have hounds steady

and free from riot ; and, ft-om the nature of

the banks and the number of roots and
natural 'hovers,' it is of the utmost
Importance that hounds should work slowly

and carefully, even with a good scent We
had drawn on for rather more than a mile

without a wliimper, when Rattler, who had
swum to a large stone in the middle of the

stream, opened, and a ' true bill ' was
speedily returned by Old Comely, Nailer,

and Dazzler, whilst the rest of the pack

struggled to gain the rock, where Old

Comely had sat down to discourse sweet

music. From this point we had a cold drag

fbr about two miles; but on reaching a

eelebrated stream, where the largest trout

are to be found, 'a change came o'er the

spirit of our dream.' Lambton, always the

last hound to own a scent, began to cast

anxiously from side to side—now trying the

^ter, and now springing from rock to rock,

his stem erect and his hackles rising. At
last, on a small tuft of grass, he liit it off;

his clear loud note rang through the cliffs,

and brought every hound to his side;, for

well they know that when he speaks the

chase has begun in earnest In a moment
the rocks and woods rang with the cry of

the whole pack, as they carefully followed

tlie zigzag track of the otter, who, contrary

to the usual custom, it was evident had
fished up stream. I never remember to

have seen an>-thing more beautifuL You
might in reality, have covered the hounds
with a small sheet the very puppies entered

this season took it up. Forsvard was still

the cry, till he reached the holm below
Barskimming House, where there if a large

and deep pool; at the lower end is a shallow

ford, on the right hand side a high rocky
face, and on the left a steep earth embank-
ment on which stands a row of old plane
trees. On arriving at this pool the hounds
were at first a little at fault ; it was evident
the ' fishmonger ' had entered the water
liv the ford at the bottom- John pushed

igh the water; with a single twang on
... i.oru every hound was with him ; and,

making for the top of the pool, he cheered
them on with a ' IIo, cast for him, good
hounds.' We were not kept long in
suspense: Old Rally, who devotes her
attention almost entirely to roots, opened
loudly at the foot of a largo plane tree, and
was instantly joined by Ringwood ; with a
diish the rest of the hounds made for the
spot and we were left in httle doubt that
the varmint was at home. Pincher and
Charlie were now brought into requisition,

and disappeared tlirough the open net-work
of roots laid bare by the late heavy floods

;

they had not been in above a minute, when
a large otter bolted almost through the
middle of the pack, and made one long dive,

rising in the centre of the pool to see where
his pursuers were ; but finding them in his
wake, he disappeared. It would be tedious
to recount to you (though to us, at the time,
liighly exciting) the various dodges he tried

to elude his pursuers; now diving under one
root again lying resting in the still pool,

with nothing but his nose above water, and
then endeavouring to run the lower ford
(this we had manned, leaving him free
access to the upper waters). For full two
hours he afforded us incessant work; and
we were beginning to doubt if the hounds
could stand the cold any longer, when he
suddenly disappeared, ' leaving not a trace
beliind.' John, however, had been too long
at his work to be done in that way, and,
leaving us to watch the pool, he made a cast
forward about 500 yards, when the whole
pack opened with a burst ofmusic that sent,

us after them in double-quick time. Wheoj
we reached the spot, we found all hauds^
busy at a hole, where a severe fight was,
going on, the voices of Pincher and CharUo.
were both clearly distinguishable abcxve the,

deep ring of the hounds as they bayed at;

the mouth of the hover, from which they
were teanng huge mouthftils of earth and
roots, and in the centre of them stood John,
up to his middle in water, now swearing a^
a hound to 'keep quiet' and now digj-'ing

.^\ith liis hands like the best of them. What
took place ' in the hole '^ ws could noti

exactly see, but the ©aith seemed to give
way before the united cflferts of JcJin aud
liis hounds, and m a minute or two ha
appeared with a large- otter graspeti tightly

by the fore-legs, wibh Pincher, Billy, and
Charlie hanging to his mouth like so many
leeches. He had just time to change liia

grip to the taiU when the pack were upon
him. But Johais not the man to let go; he
held on till, by the united efforts of three

men, he and his hounds were pulled on ta

the greon grass, and then, with a '111,

worry-worrj-,' that made the echcns ring,

he threw liiin to them. I never remember
to have seen an otter fight so long; be drew
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blood from almost everj' hound in the pack,

and nearly cut the terriers to pieces. He
was a large dog otter, and weighed exactly

22J lb. AVe found the drag about half-past

nine or ten o'clock, and killed him at three

O'clock iu the afternoon."

Sect 8.—Deess foe OTTEB-Hc^"TI^•G.

386. It may readily be supposed that if

possible, waterproofs would be used in tliis

eport, but they are inadmissible for many
reasons. Fir.-t, they are too cumbersome
for the active exertions wliich must be

made. This is not like fly-fishing, where

the flshennan stands for some time in one

spot, but the legs are constantlj' called into

play, and sometimes at a vcrj- rapid rate

;

and, consequently, the height and bulk of

long waterproof boots would be beyond

measure annoying. Besides this, it must
be remembered that, unlike snipe-shooting,

the season is a warm one, and if the water

was kept from penetrating from the outside,

the interior would be damp, and even wet,

ftom the sweat produced by exertion and
tiuJtemeat. From all these causes, tliere-

fore, india-rubber is tabooed. Flannel is

the article in request, and should be worn
all over the bodj'. No linen should toucf.

the skin, but fine Jerseys should be worn
over the upper half of the body, covered by
open but soft clothing in the shape of a
Tweed shooting-coat, or some similar ma-
terial; whilst plain white flannel trousers

are the best investments for the lower li.ilf

of the body. Strong shooting-shoes, well

nailed, are the best covering for the feet,

and good woollen socks should be Avoi"n

under them. With this clotliing, although
the wet easily penetrates, it is as easily

dried, and no chill takes place from tlie

absence of confinement or ofwet linen next
the skin. It is only necessary to keep
moving till the whole dress is dry, and no

.

ill effects will be likelj' to follow.

Sect. 7 Expenses.

387. The cost of otter-hounds may easily

be estimated at 3s. per couple per week tor

the hounds, and 14s. to 18s. perweek for the

huntsman; beyond this no otlier expense
need be incurred.
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Sect. L—The IIaee.

3S3.—The hare has already been described

at page 65, under the headoi Shootinj,'; and
a'z;iiii, at page 96, in the Section describing
•* The Game to be Ilunted." For coursing-

purposes, however, it may be still further

remarked, that several varieties exist whicli

test the properties of the greyhound very
differently, but which varieties are only
dependent upon the situation and soil of the
localities upon which they are bred. Thus,
there are in England down-hares, enclosure-

hare?, covert-hares, and homeless-hares;
and besides these there are, in Ireland and
Scotland, the Irish hare and the Scotch
mountain-hare. The do^vn-hare is a very
fast, yet rather small variety, exceedingly
stout and bold, sometimes going away with-
out a turn from a brace of good greyhounds.
Some of these little hares have a wonderful
knack, of throwing out the greyhounds,
without appearing to be very f^t, but just

oontrinng to elude their pursuer by a
hair's breadth. They do not stretch far

away between their turns, but make them
as soon as they are pressed, and, with one
eye forward and the other behind, they
always manage to escape any but a more
clever killer than usuaL These hares are
found upon all the open and hilb' crounds
of Wiltsliire, Berkshire, Yorkshire, and part
of Lincolnshire, and afford better sport in

coursing than other hares, because they are

ao stout, and yet not often fast enough to

get clear away without a turn. It is no
nncommon thing to see a course of three or
fcur miles with them in which there are
more than a hundred turns ; but, generally
speaking, if the hare lives long enough to
elude thirty or forty efforts of the dogs, she
Is able to get aw^ay to her home. It is sel-

dom, now-a-daj"s, that hares are found on
the downs, except in the \'icinity of coverts
in which they are bred ; and I know of no
locality, where they arc met with in any
numbtra, at such a distance Jrom any home
as to be considered down-bred. Formerly,
however, this was the case in many neigh-
bourhoods; but the poachers take good care
that it shall not be so uaw. Wherever

therefore, on the downs, hares are not prew
served they are extirpated ; and if preser\-cd,

they are provided with a home in whicli
they may breed, and where they may be
more easily watched and protected. For
coursing-purposes, also, this plan answers
very well, as the hares can at any time be
driven to make their forms in the open,
either by fixing a net round the covert
when the hares are on the feed—which is

the best plan—orby driving them out at sun-
rise with dogs, when they do not return that
day, but sit out at once. The enclosuro-
hare, a variety found in the tliickly-enclosed

farms of the midland counties, is generally
a large and fast hare, fond of threading the
hedgerows, and too often spoiling the course
by so doing. These hares are also generally
bred in woods or plantations, but some-
times they breed in the open fields or thick
hedges. In any case, as soon as the com Is

cut they retire to the nearest covert, and
remain there, except for feeding, until the
leaves drop off in November. Whether the
dishke to these places of retreat at this

time is caused by the noise of the falling

leaf, or from any other reason, I do not
know, but the fact is clear, that as the
leaf falls they begin to sit in the open fields,

and not till then in any numbers. Much, I
fancy, depends upon the coverts being dis-

turbed for pheasant-shooting at this time;
and, probably, this has as much to do \>-ith

the change of seat as the fall of the leaf;

or pernaps more ; but still it is undoubted
that till that time it is of no use looking for

hares out of covert when such a retreat i3

near. These hares will often stand a long
time before greyhounds, but mainly from
their trj'ing their fencing powers ,to so

great an extent, because the hare does little

at the fence, whilst the greyhound has to

make an extraordinary effort either to fly

over it or through it Nevertheless, I hav«»

often seen enclosure-hares run as stout

and as fast as any down or marsh -hare,

independently of the fences, and in largo

enclosures of 50 or 100 acres eacli. Nothing
is perhaps more beautiful than the fine

fencing of a greyhound, bat it can so seldom

be seen, that the beauty Is wasted fbr

want of witnesses. "Wherever the fences are

strong enough to try the powers oi the grey-

hound, they ore too strong ibr au ordinary
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horse in cool biood, nor do the farmers

generally approve of riding over such land.

The spectator on foot, therefore, must con-

tent himself -^^ith the view of* the course up

to and over the first fence, and imagine the

remainder, unless he happens to be posted

on a high hill which commands the ^^ew
of the whole course in the distance. The
liomcless-hare is one which is bred on
highly-preserved land at a distance from

any covert, and is now chiefly found on the

reclaimed marshes of Essex, Bedfordshire,

Lancashire, and Lincolnshire. These hares,

when pood, are wonderfuUj' strong and
last, and test the merits of greyhounds to

their fullest extent ; but there is this objec-

tion to these hares, that thej' never go

straii;ht away home, but keep running

circles, large or small according to tlieir

boldness, and thus always favouring one

dog more than the other. I have seen these

hares mal^e ten or a dozen circles round a

ring of a few j-ards' diameter only, and then

break away, and beat their antagonists

hollow, wliich is a feat never tried by
hares that own some place of salety as a

home. ITiey seldom make the strong short

wrenches of the down-hare, but turn more
or less at a right angle, and are careless of

being brought round. From the different

style of running of these various hares, a
dog used to one sort will oitcn find some
dilliculty at first in running another, and
tlierefore it is well to accustom him to the
kind of hare ho is to course before his

merits are fairly put to the test. The Irish

hare is, I believe, a vciy small, fast, and
quick hare, but never having seen her pcr-
lonnanccs, I cannot speak from personal
observation of them.

Sect 2.—The Greyhound.

889. For private coursing, a diiTcrent dog
te required to that wliich will suit the
purpose of the public courser; tlie latter

must liAve that dog which will win him the
Btako for which lie conii)etes, even if his

dug only lasts for a few months—as indeed
Is generally the case; but the private
ourser will not like this constant necessity
lor change, and requires his favourites to
continue lit for use at least three or four
Seasons. Hence, he eacriticcs some essen-
tials to thislastlngconditlon; and Is content
If he can produce a tolerably fast, stout, and
honest dog, that will also livst honest for

illreo or four seasons. li\ enclosed districts

he must also lenco well; and, in addition, he
must be hardy In constitution to stand tlie

cxi>o8urc to weather without clothing, to
Vliich ho la generally open. All these
requisites may easily be obtained, and ninny
private kennels have them In great jierlec-

Uoii, and produce greyboundd which, in

private trials with one another, appear to

do as much as anj* public greyhounds; but
when actually put to the test are found
somewhat too slow, and not quite quick
enough at their turns. But to all private

coursers I would offer this advice—viz., to

avoid most carefuUy the blood which is

found to be successful in public, especially

that of the most winning puppies. These
greyhounds will not do for the private

courser, because he will find that after

tliirty or forty courses they begin to run
cminiug or slack, and are then useless to

him; whilst his own will run some hundreds
of hares before they show the same amount
of lurching propensity. The drawback is a
serious one to the public courser; but as he
breeds for a specific purpose, and can only
succeed by selecting that blood wliich is

most successful, he must put up •with the
inconveniences and do the best he can with
them. Unless, therefore, the private courser
will make up his mind to breed a fresh team
every j-ear, he must stick to private blood,

or to some of the most true and honest
strains which appear in pubUc. The reason
of all this is very clear: if the intellect of

the dog is sufficiently developed to mako
him take to his business very quickly and
well, he will also be quick enough to learn

more than that; and he soon finds out that
if he husbands his resources he ^vill obtain

his end much better than if he exerted

himself too much at first Hence he is of
early maturity (mentally) but early decay.

If the private courser is a pot-hunter, these

dogs arc often the best killers; but as I am
assuming that he pursues coursing as an
amusement, for the purpose of competing
with his neighbours in a friendlj- way, and
not solely to kill hares, I do not for a moment
look at his wishes from that point of view.

The man who habitually takes a brace of

cunning greyhounds out solely to kill hares

is no sportsman, though any one may some-
times do so when he wants a hare ; and, aa I
write for sportsmen, I will not insult them
by supposing such a thing. The greyhound
for private coursing may be obtained from
any of the districts where this amusement
is carried on; but some of the best breeds

arc very dilhcult to get at. Indeed, I

believe, some private greyhound-owncrS'
would not allow their dogs to be used on
any consideration whatever. This may
appear very absurd, but I do not look upon
it in that light; because, though they may
be easily beaten bj' many greyhounds, they

would not so easily succumb if the match was
to be run on three occasions—that is, once
during three successive seasons. Having i

decided upon the blood which will suit him,

let the Intended greyhound-owner get a

brace of whelps if he can, or a brood-biidi.

'
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nud put hur to a dojr of a similar strain of

blood. For private coursmg, there can be no

doubt that the bust mode of reiU'ing tliose

>vliclps is to send tliein out to walli until tlity

aro about ten or twelve moutlis old, when
Uicy should bo brought home and regularly

exercised for the rest of their days till done
with. If the brood-bitch is obtained, and
Is bred from, she may be treated in the same
way as any other brood-bitch, wliicli wih be

fully described under the article Dog. No one

in private courS'ing will take all the trouble,

and go to the expense, requisite to ensure

success in the public coursing-field, and
therefore all that need be done is to treat her

In the same way as pointers, setters, Ac.,

which will there be found at t\ill length.

For private coursing, I should strongly

ad\ise that the greyhound should not be

entered until he is at least 18 months
old. These greyhounds do not come to

maturity nearly so soon as the public

kinds, and they should not, consequently,

be entered so soon. Besides, there are not

the same reasons for the early entering,

eince it matters little whether these puppies

are shown a hare in Xovember or Decem-
ber, and, consequently, they may just as

well wait till their frames are well knit

before they are tested so severely as the

hare tries their bones and sinews. This
postponement is particularly needful, be-

cause the private greyhound is seldom quite

fit to run when slipped at the hare, and is

also often slipped several times in the day;
60 that in every way he is more tried than
tlie public one, and should be older before he
Is brought out Many good private coursers

take great pains to ensure good exercise

and general management for their dogs, and
they almost always beat all their neigh-

bours by so doing; but few go to the length
ot" training them, and are content to allow
them to gallop themselves into wuid, if they
wilL It is wonderful Avhat condition will

sometimes be obtained in this way; but,

generally speaking, after a short time the
r dog becomes laz.v, and refuses to exercise

himself sufficiently to remove his super-
fluous fat, or to get himself in wind; if,

therefore, it is desu-ed that he shall be able

to course his hajes without distress, he
must be trained in some way or other, and
horse-exercise is the easiest mode of obtain-

ing this. Most greyhound-owners are also

horse-keepers, and if they send out their

horses to exercise, they may Just as well let

their greyhounds accompany them. Tliis,

If done daily, will produce a tolerable degree
of condition, but the greyhound will often
be terribly distressed in a long course if

only treated in this way. Unless, therefore,
I the courser 4s in the habit of running his
' dogs once or twice a-week, he should cer-

tainly give them a Rw slips to Improve
their wind. To do this all thai is necessary
Is to take them up in eoui)les, then send on
their feeder half a mile or so, up a mode-
rately-steep hill, if possible, and have them
held by a stranger till he wiiistles to them,
when they should be let go. This improves
the wind if repeated once or twice, and by
its adoption tlie greyhound may be got intd

pretty good condition. An occasional dosa
of physic should also be given, consisting of
a dose of castor-oil, or an ounce of Ejjsom
salts dissolved in cold water. Attention
should of course be paid to health as in

ordinary dogs. For private purposes clothing
is not requisite, nor do I think it desirable,

except when standing about the fields in

coursing in very cold weather. Here a cloth

is indispensable, and the dog without it is

chilled, and rendered unlit lor exertion on
that day, and generally for some time
afterwards.

390. The Feedixg of Greyhounds for

private running should be principally on
Indian-corn meal and oatmeal, either plain

boiled or made into bread; if the latter, tho
flour of the Indian-corn must be finely

ground ; but if only boiled, hominy answei-s

perhaps better than meal. It requires

several hours to boil it, and it should be done
at least two hours longer than the oatmeal.

It is, however, a very good and cheap meal
for all dogs, and answers particularly well
for greyhounds. This should be the staple,

with milk or buttermilk. On two or three

daj's in the week they ought to have from
Jib. to Jib. of meat well boiled; and on the
alternate days, if they have not got the
buttermilk, they should have a few greaves.

Once a-week they ought to have a few
greens, or potatoes, or carrots, boiled up
with their meal. Greyhounds kept in tliis

way are not quite so hard and fit to run as

if fed on stronger food ; but they keep in

better health longer together, and will

generally be fit for what the private courser

wants, viz., a course or two whenever the

opportunity offers. Willi these few remarks
I shall i)ass on to other matters, reminding
the private courser, that if he wishes to go
to the full length of which the subject is

capable, ho has only to study the chapters

on "Public Coursing," and then he will

obtain the information. My object here is

to place before the private courser the usual

mode in which private greyhounds are

managed, and the amount of trouble to

which he must go In order to be on a level

w ith his neighbours and rivals.

Sect. 3.—The Gkouxd.

891. It Is unneccssarj- for me to remark,

that greyhounds are of no use unless there

is ground to trj- them upon ; if, therefore^
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the proprietor has none of his own fit lor

the purpose, he must obtain leave from

tJiose who have. In most coursing districts

there are certain estates which are tin-own

open on certam days to tlie pubiic, for the

benefit of the keepers, or of some landlord

of an inn, generally an old servant of the

jiroprietor of the land. But, supposing the

land belongs to the courser, he will find

that in all cases hares must be driven out

before they will sit, and he will shoot the

coverts the day before he intends to course,

or have them driven expressly for the pur-

pose. Khe has the farm in liis own occupa-

tion, he will of course choose such times

Avhen the fallows have been quiet for some
little time—that is to say, if tliese are the

fields which he intends to course over.

It is seldom that private coursers have
much choice of ground, and they coutent

themselves with what they can get

Sect. 4.—The Heaters.

392. "Wherever it is determined to course,

beaters are requisite, unless five or six

gentlemen on horseback are present. But
whatever is the mode adopted, a hne should
be formed, placing one beater at every
tliirtj- yards; and proceeding abreast ot one
imother from one extremity of the field to

another. Much art and experience are
necessary to ensure the best management
of the ground, for often a hare may be sent
the right way by careful beating which
would otherwise have been at once lost to
eight "When a field lies near a covert, it

Bhould be regularly bcatcn/rom the covert
and not toicards it; and alter taking a
breadth of land away from the covert the
t>catcrs should take wh.it is called "a
dead beat " back—that is to say, they should
return to the covert over the beaten ground,
and should not attempt to beat the grountl
towards the covert By tliese means hares
are often driven the right way; but the worst
ofthe plan Is, that tliey generally wheel short
round after the first turn an<l come back to
the same covert, which they have been
already prevented reaching by the "dead
beat" When a beat is taken along a hedge-
Bide, the beater nearest the hedge should be
at least 10 or 15 yards in advance, in order
to prevent the hare running at once to It

and escaping alto,'ether. If a hedge is being
iH-aten, the horsemen should all range
Ujcmselves on the side opposite to th.it

where the greyhounds an- ; and the foot
l>cnters should be a little In advance of the
di'gs. The slipper and dogs should be the
only party on the side wlilch the h.arc is

wl.shcd to face. Sometimes a small field of
turnip!* or potatoes, Ac, borders on a good
large open field; In such a case It answers
butt lor the slipper to remain in the latter,

quietly concealing himself as much as
possible at a short distance from the meuse,
and waiting till the hare is driven througH
it If now the beaters form a half-circlo,

they may drive the hare or hares to the
greyhounds; and will thus obtain what
would othersvise be impossible, a good
course. In driving small plantations, ifco^

the slipper should remain just outside, if

possible, concealed from the hare's view aa
she comes out by a tree. Hares driven out
of covert, however, seldom run straight or
well; and the plan should not be followed if

it is possible to avoid it In the early p.art

of the season it is the onlj- mode of getthig

a run; but (or private coursing there is no
great object in beginning so very early.

Sect. 5.—The Slipper.

393. A very important functionary iu

private as well as pubUc coursing. Ho
should be taught to run well ^ith his dogs,

and not to stop runnmg till after he has
slipped them. Practice, however, is neces-
sary for perfection, and few obtain it •with >

that amount which private coursing usually

affords. The great object is to slip without
a jerk, and not to dehver the dogs unless

they are both sighted, and equally strong
at the time. He should walk about five or :

six yards a-head of the beaters, and should '

never be behind them. If, therefore, he is

not able to keep up with the horsemen, they
must slacken their pace; for no plan is so

;

bad as to distress the shpper, or put up
hares so wild as to be beyond his reaili. If

the slipper is distresseil, he cannot run
forward, and the consequence is, that the

dogs are badly slipped ; and if the hares get

up too wild he has not time to get his doga i

sighted and straight on their hare before

i

she is out of their reach. In all cases thoi

slipper should have some one to give him
his orders to slip, and he should, on receiving

the word " go," shp his dogs as quickly- aii

possible.

394. Tliere is a great variety in the m.afee

of slips, every one fancying that particulari

form which suits his own ideas of perfection.

The essential feature is the delivery of both
dogs at the same moment, with smoothnesa,
and with as little jerk as possible. Ko slip*

answer better than the old crane-billedi

make; but they take a long time to puti

together. An improvement is made upon
this principle in Scotland, called the Calo*
donian slip<, and they arc used with goodi

eflect by ^Ir. White. 5Iy own slips also, I
beUeve, deliver the dogs with perfect falp-i

ness and smoothness; but they are uot
well suited to micouth puppies.

Sect. 6.—The JcrDCK.

90^ All courshig, whether public or piW

.
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vate, is in tlio nature of a competition, and
th:it cannot possibly be settled without a

)uii;,'c; one should, therefore, be appointed

for the da.v, and this precaution will often

Siive a disagreeable squabble as to the

various merits of dogs. It is very seldom

that the two owners see the course witli

:lie same eyes, and the aid of a third and
Impartial party is required to set them right

apon disputed points. Even, therefore, if

no person perfectly au fait can be found, it

Is better to nominate a judge of some kind

whose decision shall be final, than to go on
(luarrclling about the merits of each other's

(logs to the end of time.

Sect. 7.—The CotmsE.

396. Xo reason can be assigned why a

BDrics of courses in private may not be as
' good and as interesting as a simuar number
in public If the ground is as good, and the

bares equallj' so, and if the greyhounds are

well matched, and of good quality, no rea-

jonable man can contend that the course

nay not be identical with those exhibited

In public; nevertheless, it is an admitted

lict that, generally speaking, it is not so

;

fnd that private coursing is very inferior to

vhat we sometimes see in public It is

true that the best ground is generally

xcser^-ed ibr public coursing, and that when
hares are not preserved for the purpose,

•.'a-j are seldom thick enough for the

iiiiusement of the spectators; but inde-

pendently of these considerations, there is

seldom sufficiently good management to

ensure good sport. I have seen, on some
occasions, private coursing conducted with
as much good order as is often obse^^•ed at

any public meeting; bnt these cases are

exceptional, and must not be taken as the
rule. When the hare gets up, either after a
" Soho! " or when getting up wild, tiie dogs
should be held till she is from CO to 80 yards
off, when they should be slipped as directed

above. Sometimes when a hedge is vtry
close, and the hare is making straight for

it, it is better to slip at 30 or 40 yards tlian

to lose all chance of a course ; but it should
seldom be allowed under 50 or CO yards.

After the course the dogs should be taken
up. and another brace put in the slips. It is

very common in private coursing to run the

.same dog four or five courses in the daj', i/

they are not very severe; but more thai

these should seldom be allowed, as the^

only serve to exhaust the dog, and to make
him run cunning much sooner than ho
otherwise would do. It is a good plan to

take a little boiled mutton into the field,

and give the dog about an ounce after each
course, if he is intended to run again. If he
is much exhausted, he will of course not be

allowed again to go into sUps.

Sect. 8.—Kctles for Pbivate Cotmsixa

397. It is usual to judge the course In

private exactly under the same rules as in

public; and I shall therefore here refer tx)

the rules which will be found at length

under "Public Coursing." It is not a little

remarkable, that all that I have described as

the usual modeofconducting this sport in the

present day, was practised in the time of

^Vrrian, A.D. 150, who wrote a long treatise on
coursing, containing all that is now known
on the subject, and describing the course

with as much exactitude as could now be

done by the most ardent votary of private

coursing.

CHAP. XL

PUBLIC COUESINa

Sect. 1 Its Rectxt Date and
Impoetaxce.

S93. In the chapter devoted to private

coursing, I made tlie remark that the sport

known by that name was fully known in

the time of .tVrrian, and described by him
A.D. 150. Public coursing, however, only

dates back to the time of Charles L, when
several matches are recorded to have been
publicly decided; but since that time the

number and frequency of public coursing
meetings have so much increased, that

there are now more thanooostakes annually
ran for in the three kingdonis. The average

number of dogs running in each of these

stakes would probably be about twelve ; the
entrance-money may be estimated at about
4 guineas, which ^vill give 600 multiplied by
48, equal to 28,800 guineas. This appears a
very large sura to be invested every year in so

useless a sport ; but, when it is remembered
that it is spread over a very large extent ot

country, among, perhaps, 4,000 coursers, it

will only average an outlay for each indi-

vidual of 7 guhieas in stakes alone. This

does not, then, seem too large a sum for the

year'samusement, and the Improvement of

the health of so many people; and no one
would, I thhik, contend tiiat they ar«
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dearly bought at that price, even if to it be

added the outlay on a brace or two of

greyhounds for keep and training. It must
be borne in mind, that tliis sport is essen-

tially confined and proper to the middle

classes of society; for though some noble-

men and gentlemen stiU condescend to

partake of its allurements, they are the

exceptions to the rule, and the great bulk of

its supporters are those gentlemen in middle

life who are neither noblemen nor even men
of large landed property. It is therefore

fortunate for them that so many hberal

land-proprietors throw open their preserves

once or twice a-year to the use of their

neighbours, for without such an assistance

the sport could not possibly go on. But,

•with this kind and considerate help, the

man of moderate means can enjoy the

amusement with even greater zest than the

proprietors of those large kennels, which
formerly used to sweep everything before

tliem. At a very recent date, and long

•within my memory, Lord Kivers, Mr.

Goodlake, Lord Stradbroke, and Lord
Eglinton, were so strong, that no ordiuarj-

Individual had courage to pit himseh'agaiusL

them ; and though some few members of the

various clubs continued to contend against

tliem year after year, it was a hopeless and
vain struggle, and was persisted in more
from a desire to be seen grimly struggUng to

the last, than with any hope of victory. But
all this is now changed, and the tenant-

farmer or the professional man has as good

a chance, or even a better one, than the most
•wealthy and large-acred nobleman. " If a
tiling is to be well done, it should be done by
oneself," is a very common adage, and well

exemplified in the case of the courser; for

he Is the most successful who, understanding

the whole arcana of the business, sees

himself that they are practically carried

out This, few of those in high places will

do, and then, in consetiuence, they have "a
pull " against them. Again, they arc tempted

Into keeping great numbers of dogs, wliich

It •will licreaflcr be shown is a great cause

of failure; so that altogether it is no wonder
If they are sometimes less successful than

llie money and talent they bestow on the

BUbject ought to hisure. The sport, how-
ever, from many of these causes combined,

has become a popul.ar one with the middle

classes; and tlicy oujlit to be grateful for

the facilities which aro niTorded them by

6uch owners of presirvis as Lonl Craven,

Lord Londesl)orougli, Sir Ednumd Antrobus,

and Mr. Whitbread, whose examples are fol-

lowed in numberless Instances on a smallir

scale; but the above-mentioned noblemen
and gentlemen, not being tlicniselvQs

coursers, arc doubly entitled to the thanks
of those who ore.

Sect. 2.—Differexce fkoh Pkiyatb
cottrsisg.

S99. Between these two sports there are

important points of distinction, which are

not so evident to the cursorj- glance of thj8

unlearned as might be imagined by those

who are fully initiated into the mysteries

of coursing. In private coursing, I have
already observed that everytliing may be

conducted on the same principles as in th<

pubhc field ; but this is the exception, anJ
the rule is, that most men in private go ou4

for the sake of kiUing hares, and not for the

purpose of competing -n-ith their neighbours
and friends. Those who do this are only
intent upon the death of the hare, and
accomplish their object often by mobbing
her, or by starting her again with spaniels

from her retreat in the covert •which she
has gained. This I have known done by
old coursers, to such an extent as to course

the same hare three or four times in one

day, driving her out of her covert, ant

after losing her, putting spaniels on he:

scent, and again and again coursing he^

till at length she succumbs. Tins of couras

would only be practicable in enclosed

districts where there is a series of sraal

coverts, and \\-here hares easily beat grey-

hounds, unassisted by other dogs; but I

confess that the sport, ifworthy of that nama
at all, has no charms for me, and that [

should despise mj'self for partaking in suet

a bastard kind of hunting, for it certainlj

cannot be called coursing. In any case,

private coursing is too often converted into

a "pot-hunting" kind of business, fh which
the hare is the great object of the pursuit.

On the other hand, in public coursing the

hare is only a means of trying the powers
of the dogs, which are pitted against one
another, and her capture or escape is not
immediately connected •with the success or
failure of the sport. It often happens that

the best course of the day is a bloodless

one, and no good courser measures its

beauty, or the goodness of the greyhounds
engaged, by the same criterion •which the
private "pot-hunter" employs. The public

courser's whole study is to excel and outruu
all his competitors; and for tliis purpose

only docs he breed and keep his greyhoundaL

Many good coursers never see their dogs
run In private, and will never attempt to

fonn an opinion of their respective merita,

for fear of condemning a good greyhound
on insufnolont grounds. Certainly tills ia,

In my opinion, a weakness on their parts,

tliough a ver>' amiable one; for I can
scarcely understand any one being afVaid to

Judge amoncrst his own dogs, though it Is

very clear that few are ciipable of estimating

their pcrformauce as compared •with tlioM
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of strange, and, perhaps, superior kennels.

This, however, does not alter the bearings

of public towards private coursing, but it

makes very clear the distinction between

the two varieties. The one is the pursuit of

the hare for sport; the other is a trial

between greyhounds, using the hare only

as a means of developing their powers, but

quite ready to dispense -nlth her if the trial

could be efficiently made in any other way.

Thus the one is a sport which undoubtedly

comes within the present department of

British Rural Sports, viz., the pursuit ofwild

animals for sport, whilst the other would

perhaps more properly be considered as a

branch of racing. But with this double

difficulty before me, I preferred adhering to

the old definition, and have consequently

retained both descriptions of coursing under

this head.

Sect. 3.—The Public Greyhound.

400. Since there is but one object in keep-

ing the greyhound for pubUc competition,

and that object is only attained by success.

It is quite clear that by success must the

greyhound be tested, and for success must

he be bred. I do not mean to say that you
can measure his value by his money-
winnings, because luck is a most important

element in pubUc coursing; but I assert

that by his success, or his fitness to obtain it,

must the greyhound be estimated. Many
greyhounds have had a series of misfor-

tunes, and yet have been first-rate dogs,

and have been considered such, though
never victorious over good and large fields.

There are so many elements necessary to

this achievement, that it is no wonder that

many fail without deserving their failure.

A dog may get one or two undecided
courses from hares dividing, or from a

variety of causes, and this may put out his

diance of a stake ; or he may, in his excess

of courage, lame himself, and yet be the

more admired in his failure than the

steadier runner that has won the stake.

But in spite of aU these exceptions to the
rule, it is nevertheless a true one, that

success in the long-run is the best guide to

the selection of the best dog. This, there-

fore, is my test ; and upon that test as a
definition, 1 shall proceed to consider the
points and merits of the greyhound for

public running. In any other point of view
there is an endless scope for controversy.

One party may say, " Oh ! we do not want
speed, we want bottom;" another may
care less for bottom than for speed ; whilst

a third may disregard both, and stick to

working properties as the test of the true
greyhound. All this is a mere matter of
taste, except as tested by success in public
contests •. but with that criterion in view,

aU these private opinions sink into the
shade, and the result is that we all direct
our efforts to produce what will ensure its

being grasped. It must be remembered,
that this success is obtained under certain
rules, and that the greyhound is not pro-
nounced the winner according to the
particular fancy of any man, or set of men,
but he is tested in such a way as (theoreti-
cally) shaU decide upon his doing certain
things in accordance -with known and
recognised rules ; so that, after aU, we have
only to consider what greyhound is best
calculated to effect those purposes; and
this is the sum and substance of the present
section. It will hereafter appear that,

according to those rules, the properties of
the greyhound are estimated in the follow-

ing proportions : — first, speed ; secondly,
working and killing powers ; thirdly, stout-

ness or bottom ; and fourthly, courage.

401. Speed is a quahty which is very
easily understood in the abstract; but it

should be examined more closely, when
considered in reference to the greyhound.
It may be divided into speed from the sUpa,

and speed from the turns. Speed fkom thb
SLIPS is variously displayed, according to

the quickness of the particular greyhound-
Thus, he may be slow immediately from
the slips, yet soon increasing in pace, and
going on to a perfect torrent in velocity.

With some judges this is a very great point,

siuce it scores four to begin with ; for

they count this feat as a "go-by," though
on what principle I cannot imagine. A dog
which goes quickly out ofshps, and reaches
the hare first by thirty lengths, is only
allowed two points, while another which
suffers his antagonist to get the start for a
few yards, and then goes by him, and only

reaches the hare first by a couple of lengths,

is allowed to score four. Can tJiis bejustified
on any grounds? I think not Speed is

the only foundation for the decision in both

cases ; yet the one which is thirty lengths

faster than bis antagonist counts only halfas

good as the one which is two lengths faster,

I much admire that kind of speed which
goes on smoothly, increasing in pace from
the sMp to the turn; but I think that the

dog who thus runs is sufficiently rewarded

by his after-power of working; for I am
satisfied that the very courageous dog
which starts from shps as if ready to hurst

himself, really does injure his chance

materially by so doing, independently of

his being robbed of the due reward for his

superior pace. But so long as speed is the

only criterion for judging of the first turn,

I cannot consent to this mode of estimating

it. If it were possible to do so, I would
always breed so as to ensure the increasing

speed, for the reasons I have given above

;
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bat I would not punish the contrary, and
make the most praiseworthy efloit of the

p-eyliound to reach liis hare a double means
of ensuring his defeat. Hundreds of dogs

burst themselves by their excess of courage,

and must fairly suffer the penalty ; but they

ehould not certainly be deiirived of tliat

which they have e:imed ; and if more tlian

one point is ever to be allowed for sieed to

the hare, over and above the turn, it should

be given to that very superior speed which
cither ensures a long lead of twenty or

thirty lengths, or a lead on outside ground;

but no truinperj- lead of one or two lengths,

Trherever gained, ought to give more than
tlie one point for speed in addition to the

turn ; In all, two points for tlie cote, or first

turn. It Is this outgoing speed which
characterises the public greyhound; he is

the thorough-bred racer among dogs, and
tlie points which give the faculty are easily

rccogni.sed by the eye, though all dogs
which have them are not necessarily fast.

llicse i)ouits are—first, length from the hip-

Joint to the hock, trhen extended; and
secondly, powerful and flexible shoulders.

8PEED FROM THE TURNS Is a sonicwhat
different quality to the above; but it is

generally met ^\ith In the greyhound which
starts well from the slips, if he Is clever,

and of good bottom. A dog may be able to
get well away at first, yet so soft that he
tires himself in his first effort, or so slack
that hi* courage Is already exhausted. He
tlicrefore seldom does much after the first

turn, but subsides Into a second place, and
la easily' beaten by a much slower animal.
lie may get a turn now and then in tlie

course; but If the hare is a good one he
generally succumbs without a figliL On tlie

other liand, the stout and yet fast dog,
which Is a rare combination, not only gets
first from the slips, but also, afler tuniintr
LL^ hiire, he is first away from his turn, and
Is at lur again, tiiat is to say li he can stop
bimsclf BO aa to start "even \\\\.\\ his
AJJow." Thla point shows the perfect
grcyhoond, and it Is one which catclus the
<0'p of a good public Judge sooner than any
other. It Hhould. tlurofore, as Uic cause of
CUcccM, bo carefully prized, and the blood
Which produces It sluuild be diligently
•ouglit for. Next to tliese comes the speed
^hlrh pnuluces the "go-by," which is not
nr<-o«snrlly connected with working power,
but may be iHJsaesacd without tliat uttrl-
buU'. In tide kind of Bjwed there may be
iu> control over the exertions at all ; but
after the first turn there nia.v bt- little or no
power of stopping, nnd In the Interval the
other dog may get on the line of the hnro
and obtain a considerable lend. Ikliig,
b'lwcver, n slow dog, the fast but bad
Worker, If Umj Luro also !• a faai ouu, is

enabled to go by him and score tAvo points,

even if he cannot turn the liare from
liis deficiency of working power, or from
its being too flist even for him. Of these

three kinds of speed, that one Is the most
valuable which leads oflT and maintains the

lead, and which also is accompanied with
stoutness sufficient to enable the dog to got

away from the subsequent turns. In shapa

this is characterised, in addition to the two
pohits already specified, by the possession

of a muscular back, without wliich it is

seldom attained ; but, over and above all,

.

there must be a good heart.

402. Good Wokkixg am) Kulikg Powers
are generally co-existent, though not al-

waj-s so ; for some of the best M-orkers are,

and always continue, bad killers. But in

most cases the power wliich gives the

capability of turning the hare, and of keeping

her line afterwards, also gives the capacity

to kill. Sometimes, however, there is not

the will; and this is very common in the
puppy, who often does not attain the ten-,

dencj' to kill until the end of the first season.

'

Of this late-killing tendency the celebrated'

Mocking-bird was an extraordinary ex-
ample; whilst Figaro, her sire^ never had-
the power, and ran a great number of hares
before he ever tasted their blood. His
progeny, however, have been generally;

good killers rather than otherwise. Miuiy,

other examples might be given, but it ^vill

suffice for me to assert, as an undoubted"
maxim, that both these powers are of the

highest importance—first, as scoring quickly

and thereby gaining the course; and
secondly, as quickly ending it, and thereby

enabUng the winner to meet his ntxt
antagonist on favourable terms. The work-
ing of the greyhound is very ditTorcnt In

ditTerent breeds, and even In varieties ol tho

same breed. Tlicre Is sometimes the bold,

^ngorous, and determined rush at the haro

with the desire to kill; this produces a turn, ,

:

and generally a full turn; mid it Is varied

acconling as the rush Is made straight at

tho hind-leg, or at the side, or at the

shoulder. If the nisli is ntade at the hind-

leg, well on the line of the hare, and m ith

a good command at the turn, it is very

beautiful; and when united with good!

bottom and speed, is, in my opinion, the

peifection of running for most countries.

In the last case the line of the hare is liit,

more or less, and she Is attacked on a line

slightly varying ft-oni hcr's, but still parallel

with it. This is cjUled "not running the

line of the hare," and is considered a fault

for many reasons. Next, there is the steady

llnc-runiiiug worker, who goes fast to his

hare— running to her scut, and yet not

ni-hing at her for fear of bringing her

ruuud, and thus losint; groimd at the tma
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If this is executed with sufficient speed so

as to press the hare well and forcibly, it is a

most winning style; especially in such

countries as AViltshire or Berkshire, because

the hare does not come round, and the

competing dog cannot, or does not, get in

for many wrenches in succession. But too

often the dog which works in this style does

nothing really with his hare ; he merely turns

as she turns, and, instead of commanding
her, is only commanded by her. He, there-

fore, is easily beaten by a more courageous

dog, although with an inferior one he

looks, to a common observer, a very formid-

able antagonist. Such an animal is just the

one which leads on the young com-ser till he

is put out by a good dog; as, from his

apparent power of working, he thinks he is

a very superior performer. Nevertheless,

Buch dogs often win courses, though they

do not deserve them ; because, though they

do nothing with a fresh and fast hai-e, yet

•when a hare has been well-luiocked about

by a fast greyhound, and reduced in pace (to

the great reduction also of the powers and
speed of the greyhound which has effected

this alteration), the slow and good worker,

as he is called, comes out to great advan-

tage; and after turning behind his hare ten

cr a dozen times, is enabled to pick her up.

Such is the conclusion of many courses in

every public meeting; and by the inevitable

decision, the coup de grace is given to a

comparatively good greyhound by an animal

which never would have turned his hare at

all, but for the early assistance of his

discomfltted antagonist. Besides these

varied styles of going at the hare, there are

variations also in the dog's coming round
>vhen she turns ; thus, he may stop short

and wheel round on his hind-legs by the

power of his shoulders; or he may run a

segment of a circle without attempting to

stop himself, but rather to contract his

circle. Many degrees of these styles are

seen, but all kinds of coming round resolve

themselves into one or other of these two.
The former is generally the mode adopted
by slow dogs, the latter by fast ones.

Though many verj' fast dogs have the power
of stopping themselves very suddenly, and
some dogs display each mode at different

times; sometimes adopting the one style,

and sometimes the other. Indeed, it is

wonderful to see the power which some
dogs possess of accommodating themselves
to circumstances, and more especially to the
nature of their hare. Some must have a
"good hare;" some want a short-running
but stout hare; and some like a decidedly
bad hare: hut others can display their

powers with any hare, and seem different

dogs altogether vrith fast and slow hai-es.

Again, in killing gi-eat difference exists,

some dogs seeming to be able to mn into
their hares without a turn ; while others, as
fast from the slips, never dream of killing

till they have tried the effect of half-a-dozen
turns. There must be some power of fasci-

nation like that of the rattlesnake in some
dogs, or they never could run into their

hares one after another as they do. No
attempt seems made to escape from their

jaws, but the hare succumbs without trj-ing

a turn. The external conformation which
usually accompanies this power of turning
and killing is not very well-marked; indeed,

it may be said, that it is impossible to

foretel by the form what working power
the possessor may exhibit. Large dogs are

often said to be bad workers, but many
examples to the contrary might be adduced.
Again, speed is thought to be incompatible

with working power ; but here again many
examples to the contrary are well known;
though it is manifest that, cceteris paribus, a
slow dog can turn closer than a fast one.

Still, though he may be able to turn more
closely, he does not work better; because

he does not really do so much with his hare,

and though he turns on less ground, he does

not knock his hare about, and reduce her
speed in the same way as the faster dog. I

am quite satisfied that working power is

inherent in the breed; and its seat is the

nervous sj^stem. This will be made clear

in examining the various breeds, in some
of which you see the same good style of

working pervade every make and shape;

whilst in others you see bad workers with
forms which you would fancy the models of

perfection. The fact is, that for perfect

working a considerable degree of mental
activity and quickness is required, which
shall enable the dog to do enough to distress

the hare, without distressing liimself. A
good greyhound is never a fool, whatever
may be said by some old-fashioned coursers.

Depend upon it, that a greyhound soon learns

to know all the motions of the hare, and is

prepared to defeat them; and this tact he
learns often before he has ever seen a hare, by
chasing his companions in their play. Cun-
ning is often acquired in this way, but suffi-

cientknowledge must be somehow obtained,

and, I believe, this is the best mode. There

is a great difference in the ways of starting

off in the play ; some go off straight a-head,

without trying to throw out their pursuers,

whilst others spirt here, there, and every-

where, and are generally good workers

themselves, and also the means of making
their play-fellows equally good. All this,

however, is mental and not bodily, and no

clue can be gained to its possession by any
guide of which I am aware. Kemember
that too much knowledge or cleverness soon

leads to lurching; and that in proportion to
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Its rapid development will in peneral be

Ita speedy decay by that dire malady. The

extent ot" the killing propensity, I believe,

In most cases to depehd upon a proper

development of the posterior part of the

brain, occasioning a width across the ears,

which accompanies the dojf of high courage

In most cases. But so httle is known of the

nervous system, that ftirther than this I

can give no clue to its mysteries.

403. STOuryESS depends partly upon gene-

ral muscular development, without which

It can scarcely exist ; but chiefly upon the

Btate of the heart. This is well known in

all animals, and the phrase is founded in

truth which says that such a horse or dog

"has got a bad heart" By this is meant
that he succumbs to fatigue without a

etrugRlc, and that he does not use all his

efforts wlien tested. Now this may arise

from two causes—first, from a want of

tone, 80 that the muscles cease to act, and
become powerless, which is, in fact, a want
of what Is Ciillcd stout/iess; and secondly,

(torn a want of courage to bear difficulties,

fatlgue-s and punishments. The first is

tliat which I am now considering, and is

Dot confined to the brain, as far as I believe,

but to the whole ner^-ous system. Thus a
man may be intellectually of a very low
grade, and yet very stout, and able to bear
fatigues and punishments of all kinds well,

as we see in the prize-flghter well exempli-
fied. He is often a mere machine, incapable

of acting on the offensive to any brilliant

degree, but able to bear such an amount of
punUbmont as would annihilate a frame
oompoacd of more highly endowed and
0cnsitlvc materInK Ho with the lower
animals: the weasel, the polecat, and even
tlio common cat will bear witli Impunity
•uch Injuries as would destroy half-a-dozen
live* In some of the more highly deve-
loped animals, such as the dog or the
monkey. All this shows that tlierc is a
TMt disparity in the power of endurance
dUplnyod In dlffermt animals, and that it is

• oegntivr (|unllty altogether, resembling in
Its attributes the characttristlcs of the tnie
bulldog. This animal Is not so remarltablc
for courage as for obstinate porsevcrance In
Ills purpose, so that he will suiler himself
to be cut to pieces lM(on> ho will let go his
bold. .Many dogs will attack a bull, or
cvvn n. tlg<T, jun as boldly as the bulldog';
but tin y will not bear tbclr injuries wiihout
flinching, nor will they couthiue the attack
regnrdU-ss of all n'slstnncc like the hiKh-
brwl bulldog. These attributes, then, arc
•old to rt>.H|do In the ner>-ous system,
bocnnmj wo »|o not knew where else to
locate them ; and Iho onliiinrj- name by
Which they an' reou'iilsid. is stoutness,
pluck, or bottom—tho fonucr bdng that

which is usually applied to the grep-
hound.

404. CorEAGE in the greyhound is tiro

climax to all his other qualities, and without
it, though ever so good in form, he is

disinclined to use his powers, and is utterly

worthless. "What advantage is it to possess
a dog as fast as the wind and as clever as a
Solon, if he will not exert his powers, or If

he succumbs in a severe struggle, or pro-
vided he has a fall or a broken nail ? On
the contrary, it leads to a loss instead of a
gain, because stakes are paid, and expenses
incurred, in the hope of success, which \s

marred bj' a want of that essential point

whose properties I am describing. It is tho
quality which imparts vigour to act and
courage to bear, whatever may betal the
dog ; and it is the one which puts the final

touch to the general properties, which,
without it, are useless, because they are
not put into operation. The greyhonnd id

unlike the racehorse, in that he t.is no
persuaders at his side, or whip over hia

neck ; but liis o\vn spirit is liis only motive,

and therefore without that stimulus iQ

full perl'ection, he is a dull and useless cuht

But beyond the formation of brain already
alluded to, I know of no external mark of

its development ; and here, again, breed i3

the only probable guide to its existence.

Some of those whose courage is of the i

highest class, look dull and sleepy till they i

are animated by the game before them; ;

while, again, many lively and apparently
high-couragcd dogs quickly give up undef i

the slightest punishment or distress. Henoo
it may be said that no rule can be laid do^^-n

on the subject of either stoutness or i

courage, founded upon the appearance o* I

form of the greyhound.
405. External Form.—Such being th* :

general qualities which must be possessed

by the greyhound that is to be successful

In public contests, let us now examine into :

the external form most likely to ensure that i

success. This can only bo done by com-
paring the shapes, size, weight, and colours i

of the winning greyhounds with their

defeated antagonists, and endeavouring to i

deduce certain rules from the facts which
come out in the Inquiry. I shall, thcreforei,

begin by investigating the shapes most
likely to ensure success; though, at the

same time, there can be no doubt that tiM

greyhound, like the horse, can run anA
win In all forms.

400. The Head, I have already remnrkefl

should be wide behind, and should be coii-

-slderably larger in circumference. If raeft»

siircd over the ears, than over the eyebrowi
For dogs of good size, I believe the measuro
over the cars should be about 15 inches, anJ

lor bitches from 14 to 14} inches, accurdiiig
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to the general size of the head, which is

sometimes very small and neat in them
A>ithout injury. The jaw should be very

lean, with a good muscular development on

the cheek, which gives a strong hold, and
enables the dog to bear his hare in striking

at her. The head of the greyhound is com-
pared to that of the snake, but it is a very

fcir-fetched comparison, save in the flatness

of the top, and the width, which certainly

are points of resemblance ; but the nose is

so very different that the likeness is a very

poor one. The teeth should be good, and
in young dogs white and free from tartar;

Indeed, in a well-reared dog, the whiteness

is ofsuch a kind as to excel the finest ivory.

This is a strong mark of good rearing, and
Indicates the habitual use of bones, the

gnawing ofwhich not only cleans the teeth,

but aids in their formation, and also

Increases the general health of the whole
system. The eye should be bright and
tolerably full, though I have never been
able to satisfy myself as to the general

possession of any one kind of eye by good
public greyhounds. I have seen, I think,

as many of any one colour which can be
' mentioned, as of others common in the

gi-eyhound. So with the ears; different

breeds are so very variously furnished with
'< this appendage, that nothing can be made

of It as a sign of good or bad quaUties.

Some good ones are possessed of falling, soft,

and broad ears; others of sharp and
screwed-up ears; and others, again, of foxy

pricked ears; and these are very remark-
able in the descendants of Heather-jock,

belonging to Dr. Brown, in Scotland, who
;

often inherit this peculiarity to the third

and fourth generation.

j
407. The Keck is a very beautifal part of

[ the high-bred greyhound, and is very pro-

perly compared with that of the drake,

though not quite coming up to the elegance
• of^that bird- In many breeds, however, the

neck is very long and swan-Uke ; and this

point gives great power of reaching the

hare without losing the stride, which would
be a fatal drawback in the fast dog. Some
of our best breeds are very remarkable for

good heads and necks; as, for instance,
• those of the blood of Sir James Boswell's
• Jason, which possess these organs in great
' perfection, and are very remarkable in most

instances for killing powers. In a well-

fonned dog, the junction of the head ^\ith

the neck ought to be midway between the

point of the nose and the front of the

slioulder-blades.

408. The Chest asb Back together con-

stitute the body or ti-unk. The Chest is a
conical canity adapted to contain the lungs,

heart, and great vessels, to protect them
fcom injury, and to inflate the lungs by

enlarging the capacity of the chamber
which contains them. Such a cavity must,
therefore, be of sufficient volume for the
first purpose, of sufficient strength for the
second, and of sufliciently varying capacity
for the third ; and all these offices the chest
ofthe greyhound efficiently performs. But^
not only must it be thus formed, but it

must also be so flattened on the sides that

the shoulder-blades shaU lie smoothly upon
them, and have free play to extend them-
selves. In order to meet all these require-

ments, the chest of the greyhound is deeper
than in most animals, so as to give increase

ofvolume without separating the shoulders

too much, or placing their blades upon too

convex a surface. But if the chest is pro-

longed too far downwards, it strikes the

ground in the efforts made to stop the speed
at the turns, and in that way is prejudicial

to the going of the dog. Thus, a happy
medium is required in this department, and
the chest must be wide but not too round,
and deep, without being so much so as to

interfere with the working powers. Besides
these two points, it is important that the

ribs shall be well separated from each other,

so that they may expand the cavity pro-

perly, or otherwise respiration is not per-

formed with sufficient power and velocity.

This width of the spaces is known to exist

by the comparative length between the

breast and the last rib at the loin ; but,

again, this must not be too great, or the

back is rendered weak, and incapable of

those vigorous and quick efforts which the

gallop requires. By a reference to the

anatomy of the dog, it will be seen that the

chest is composed of various bones, together

making this framework, and moved by
muscles which are attached to them, so as

to expand and contract in the actions of

respiration. To the upper and hinder part

of the chest the Back is firmly attached,

the muscles of that important part in the

greyhound being inserted into the necks of

the posterior ribs. It may be said to con-

nect the fbre-quarter with the hmd, and to

be one of the chief means of producing

those extraordinary strides pecuUax to fast

gallopers. It is composed of a flexible, bony
centre, part of which runs up between the

ribs, and is also a component part of the

chest; while the remainder is free in its

middle course (constituting the true loin),

and attached behind to the pelvis. But it is

more especially in the muscles of the back

that the powers of the greyhound reside,

though these again are partly indebted for

their capabihties to the bones upon which
they lie. It is quite clear, that unless the

angles of the ribs are wide apart, and unless

the hips (or couples, as they are commonly
called) are also wide and free, there canaofc
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Black and red. No. 1

Thus, bj' ringing ttie changes of black, red,

and wliite, every shade will be produced, as

Kliown in the foUo«-ing table :

—

The Mixtcre op Hesclt.
) Red, >\-ith black

'i muzzle.

Do. do. No. 2 . . Red-brindlp.

Do. do. No. 3 . . Black auJ tan-

Black and white .... Blue.

Red and white .... Fawn.
Black, red, & white, No. 1 Blue-fawn.

Do. do. do. No. 2 Fawn-brin;l!e.

Do. do. do. No. 3 Blue-brindle.

These colours only result when they arc

mixed together in the coat generally; lor

when that is not the case the dog is patched

^ith these colours in blotches, either of

oolour on a white ground, or of white on a

coloured ground ; and I am quite satisfied

tJiat these several hues result from an
admixture of the blood of those greyhounds
which have these colours in their pedigree-

tables. Wherever the colour Is confined to

one only for some generations, the progeny
will almost always be tlie same, and the
whole litter will resemble one another in

that respect ; but when all colours of the
ndnbow are met witli, it is impossible to
guess at the probable colours of the expected
offspring. From the above table it may be
gathered, that wherever black is the pre-
vailing colour, you will generally liave blue
also, if combined with any blood containing
much wliite ; and the same may be said of
fawn, as a result of breeding from red
tinltcd with white; also of brindle, as
occurring in a mixture of the various
prlndpid colours. This last is often thought
to bo sui (/etierU; but it is nothing more
tlian the cunsequence of the mLvture of
colours, ajid is seen In all the domestic
animiUs but the horse, where there is a
variety of colour, as in the cow, the pig,
U»o dog, and the cat. In the horse the
mixture of colours is shown In the roim
Bhadc, and not In a brindle ; though in some
breeds there is a near apjiroach to it, as in
the Nonnan cre-am-colnund horse, which
Ims a black HtrijKS down the back, and
•omc bars generally over the shoulder and
down the arnu f<tlll the tnie brindle never
nppoar.t In the horse, hut pklmld, skewbald,
and spotted homes, In eviry other shape, are
Hot uncommon. No reason forthls exception
cun be given ; but that sucli Is the fact cannot
bo disputed. Wo may, ft-om the above
examination ns to the catisex of the varietlis
Of colour, tberelon-, conclude that black
nd red are the original shades, and that
all others nrc caused by tlielr mixture, or
by the mingling of one or Un\\ witii white,
which Is tlie typo and budge of domestitltyl
Kow u thla budKC U not odvontageous to

the greyhound, we may, I think, reasonably

discard it when possible, or, at all events,

when it is easy to do so, and accept the

pure colours in preference. By many
experienced breeders it is thought that

shape and performances follow the colour;

and that, in picking a puppy, it ought to

be selected by its near approach to that

colour wliich its best ancestor showed.

Thus, supposing a litter of whelps to be
black, red, and brindled, if the dam or sire,

or any one of their progenitors was par-

ticularly celebrated, then that puppy should

be selected wliich most nearly resembled
him or her in colour. This rule I have seen
tried in numberless instances, but I never
saw that it led to any good results ; on the

contrar}% as with most other rules in tho
choice of whelps, I believe it only leads to

dependence on a rotten reed.

412. The Coat is the last point in tho
conformation of the greyhound which will

be here considered ; and I believe it to be
one of no consequence whatever. There is,

however, one kind of coat which is radically

bad; and that is a woolly flir, rather than
hair, which, though short, has no gloss

on it, and Avhich gets wet on the slightest

amount of rain. This is a verj- bad defence

against the weather, and is a mark of weak-
ness of constitution, which would always
make me reject its wearer. In all other

re.<pects I am careless of the coat; and I

regard coarse hair and thin hair as alike

indicative only of particular breeds, equally
good for all purposes. Many of our best

:

breeds are verj' coarse in the hair, and oflea i

show a goodly brush in the tail, which f
however should, if hairy, be only tan-like,

and not like the fox's brash, hairy all

round. Some of the best Scotch blood have
a cross of the old rough greyhound, but

^

tlu'y seldom show the rough hair, which
soon disappears in crossing with the smooth i

greyhound; though again it occasionally

peeps out in a single puppy or two in a
litter, liir removed from the original strain.

It is, I fancy, rather desirable than other-

wise; but my experience of tliis cross is too
slight to warrant a decided opinion. Most
of the best modern greyhounds are well

covered with hair; and the fancy for b;iro i

thighs and cheeks is well nigh out of date.

Sect. 4 Be.st Mode of l^ocraiNa
Greyhounds.

41a. There arc two ways of obtaining a
kennel of greyhounds; one of which consists

in I'urchiising, the other in setting to work
to breed one. To the former mode there
are many objections, not the least of wliicb
is, that few people sell what they believe to
be good; and as they have better oi)por-

tuuities of trial than the purcUascr, they are

I
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more likely to know tlian lie is. It is very
seldom that a good kennel of greyhounds is

to be disposed of entire; few coui'sers are

disgusted with the sport whUe success

attends them ; and even if they sell while

In the heyday of their prosperitj', a change
In the management upsets aU calculation,

and the previously good runner turns out

a loser instead. Of this many examples
might be cited, not the least remarkable of

which might be found in the last season in

Lancashire, where a very celebrated and
victorious kennel changed hands, and the
cracks, although given into the management
of a very successfhl trainer, were put down
without diflSculty at the Waterloo meeting.
On the other hand, this change is sometimes
advantageous, as in the case of Mortality,

wliich changed hands four tunes before she
could come out vrith anjrthing Uke credit,

and then beat one of her former kennel
companions, supposed to be vastly superior

to her. But, generally, it may be said that

purchase is a bad speculation; and even
when the whole kennel is bond fide to be
flisposed of, the young courser is generally

supplanted by the old hand, who is pos-
sessed of information obtained from good
quarters, and therefore to be relied on. In
such a sale only the external form can be
studied, and this is seldom to be depended
ou as a certain guide ; action is the main

' rehance for choice at the pupi)y-age, and ia

a loose box, or in an auctioneer's yard,
none can be seen. Some good purchases
have been made in this way ; as, for

instance. Mocking-bird and Movement, into

and out of a celebrated kennel ; and, lately,

>Mr. Eandell's celebrated bitch. Rival, pur-
cliased at Sir H. G. Gore's sale for about
£15. At that sale also occurred a curious
Instance of the little value to be put upon
[Information as to the relative value of pup-
pies. Before the sale, a person who had
had good opportunities of judging of the
respective merits of the puppies, was asked
for his opinion by Mr. Randell, and he
advised him by all means to buy one by
Magician out of Shade ; and, acting upon
tliat advice, he did buy her at about the
same price as Rival, which bitch he selected

on his own judgment. Here, then, was a
bitch by a Waterloo-cup ^sinner out of a
Waterloo-cup winner, and recommended
by a good judge, who had seen her in her
play at various times, yet she proved utterly

tiseless, while the comparatively disregarded
companion turned out certainly one of the
best, if not the very best, greyhound of her
year. Such is the lottery in purchasing;
and the same may perhaps be said of breed-
ing ; but then the outlay is not so great,
and the annoyance also is relieved by the
absence of any specific sum as spent upon

a worthless brute. But in case ofthe neces-
sity for a purchase, it is much better to buy
a brace or two of whelps at weaning-time,
than to buy puppies of the age of 10 or 12
months, for the choice is not worth much
at the early period I have named, and the
good judge will often allow the best puppies
in a Utter to pass into strange hand s without
intending it Before three months there is

very little choice; and if only the legs and
feet are good, and there is no rupture or
other malformation, I should care little as
to the pick of the litter at weaning-time.
There are, of course, some which are
imhealthy and half- starved, but I do not
speak of the last pick, but ofthe difference

between the two or three best in the litter.

Let the young courser, therefore, if he must
buy, determine upon the blood he requires,
and then let him purchase a brace or two of
whelps of that blood, getting some friend t«
pick them for him out of the litter, but con-
tenting himself with the second or third
pick as quite equal to the first, in all human
probability. These whelps he may proceed
to rear upon the principles which will bo
found hereafter detaUed. In the meantime,
and while they are coming on, there will be
a season to spare, and during that season
the tyro should experimentalize on a brace
of greyhounds of average goodness, whicli
he may buy for £3 a-piece, or often obtain
as a giJft, With these he may appear in the
private coursing-field, or on those semi-
public days which are so common in every
coursing neighbourhood, and where he may
pit them against equally inferior dogs as
often as he likes. Let him bestow every
pains upon them, and try all he knows, or
his trainer, if he has one, for it will require

plenty of good management to make them
do more in his hands than they did before
in the hands of their previous master. But
tliey wiU serve to give him an insight into
the peculiarities of the auimal, and he will

learn to know what to avoid in his treat-

ment, and what is injurious to them, if not
always what is the most successful kind of
management. In this way I have known
gifts turned into winning dogs ; and low-
priced ones, after being discai'ded from
large kennels, have been able to do wonders,
comparatively speaking, when treated in a
different way in a smaller and more limited

stud. My advice, therefore, would be to all

young coursers, not to attempt to do too

much at first, but to purchase or beg a brace

or two of inferior greyhounds, and make
the most ofthem for the first season ; and, in

the meantime, to breed or purchase a few
whelps,which, by the beginning ofthe second
season, when practice has fitted the trainer

for their management, will be ready to tali©

the field with some pro::pect of success
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Vect. 5 Kjcnnixs, and Kennel Manage-
ment.

414. Kennels for greyhoands should be

constructed on a very different plan to those

already described for foxhounds or harriers.

For the more delicate greyhound, which is

clothed on exposure to the cold, and other-

wise protected, a covered court is always

desirable; and without it, he will not leave

his lodging-room in bad weather to empty
himseir, but will soil that apartment in a
way which is certainly not conducive to his

health. Besides this, more than four or

five greyhounds should never be in one
division, as they are so highly fed that

they are always fighting and laming one
another; and they are also less healthy than
when In smaller numbers. The annexed
plans and elevation will be found to be all

that Is required for from 12 to 16 running
dogs, which is quite as great a number as
oucht to be kept together at any one time.

These kennels should be from 25 to 35 feet

long, by 24 or 25 feet wide; and the whole
parallelogram should be roofed-in either
wltli slate, or boarding, or felt; but whatever
material is used should be white-wa.shed,
or painted of a light colour, on account of
the heat absorbed by the natural colour of
the slates, or by the dark colour of pitch, as
u.-<ually applied to felt. This area should be
subdivided longitudinally into three kennels,
each 8 feet wide; and these again should
be divided Off Into an inner sleeping-room,
and an outer yard, with a door (fgs. l and
8, 6) and window (figs 1, 4, and 5, a a a)
between, and a ventilator in the ceiling and
outer-wall, as shown In the plan at e e. A
bed ((/) .should be raised about 1 foot 6 inches
ffom the llo<ir, and the sides, back, and
front should be lined with boarding about
9 Inches high. If the dogs are quarrelsome,
each should have a 8e|)arate compartment
boanled off, about Ig inches high, as shown
•t////>/ •% and at djig. 1. This will enable
any t.ne o( four dogs to have a comimrtmcnt
to himself, even If he Is continually chased
al)out, t>ocau.<ie ho will always have an empty
one to fly to; and this is sometimes of great
consequence, as It frequently happens tliat
a cowardly dcg Is driven off the bed. and
obliged to lie on the rioor, to the hnmlnent
danger tif producing rh^•umati^m in some
one of It.H multifarious forms. This is the
Way In which kinnel-iameness is often
priHluced, and also many other varieties of
cijronlc rheunnillHm. I'ig. l gives a jier-
•pecllve view of the Intirlor of one division
of the keimel, adapted Ibr tour quarrel.some
dogs or bitches. It show.^ the outer-yard
on the lcl\, with lu doors (c ami />),"andU» tlooplug-room co Uie right, with" its

ventilating window (a), also shown er>

larged in figs. 4 and 5, and its ventilators ii

the ceiling and end-wall (e e). The beds
partitioned off, are shown at d. Fig. 2 showi
tbe elevation of the end of the whoh
keimels, and fig. 3 the ground-plan with thi

course of the drains. If a greater numbc
of greyhounds are kept than this kennel wH
accommodate, it is better to provide for then
elsewhere in a similar way, or to put then
for the time in loose boxes or outbuilding

of any form. The walls should be of goo<

hard-burnt bricks— not porous, so as t<

absorb the secretions ; and are bette;

covered with a layer of cement. The floo:

should be laid in glazed tiles, imbedded in i

layer of cement, upon concrete composed o

cinders, or clinkers, mixed with gravel anc

lime in equal proportions. This sets ver
hard, but it should have on it a layer o

cement, just thick enough to hold the tile

securely in their places, and prevent th'

water from insinuating itself into thi

crevices between them.
415. The Kennel ISIanagement is mainl;

dependent upon cleanliness and regularit;

for success. Every kennel should be scrupu
lously clean, and should be washed dowi
and carefully mopped dr>' once a day. Thi
should be done while the inmates are a

exercise, and it will be nearly dry wheif
they return. A layer of sawdust shoul*

always be on the floor in cold weather, bu
in the summer it is cleaner and bette

without it. Some use straw, but I thinl

sawdust better and more easily rencwei

and removed. For the beds, good straw i

the best, and in the heat ofsummer nothin;

at alL Greyhounds will then far rathe

sleep upon bare boards than upon the straw
and -will. If their beds are full of it, sice'

upon the floor in preference. Deal shav

are said to be obnoxious to fleas, but I lu s

.

found them ofmuch use. The feeding ueei

not bo here described, as it will be givci

more in detail at the proper time. Wate
should always be kept in iron vessels, flxo«

at about a toot from the ground to preven

its being soiled ; and it should be regularl;

boiled when the dogs are in training, V
prevent the change tVom producing injuriou

consequences. In all ordiniuy weather th'

door between the yard and the sleeping

room (Juji. 1 and 3, bbb b) may be let

ajar, for which purpose a couple of loos

tiles are very useful, one inside and th

other out; but in severe weather it mus
be closed. Some cut a hole in the door

and hang a piece of carpet against it

but this is not a good plan, because, h

severe weather, it allows the \\ind to peno
trate to too great a degree for the healtl

ol the greyhound.
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CHAP. ITL

VAEIETIES OF THE MODERN GREYHOUND

Sect. 1 ^The Newmarket Gkethound.

416. This variety stands at the head of

the list as the probable root of all our

modem subdivisions. It is well known
that the greyhound has been used in public

at Newmarket longer than elsewhere, and

that the greyhounds running there, being

considered as of superior quality, have
been eagerly sought after throughout the

length and breadth of the land. Pedigrees

almost always end in some dog or bitch

said to have come from a kennel celebrated

at Ne\\Tnarket ; showing either that this

breed was superior to all others, or else

that it was supposed to be so. The charac-

teristics, therefore, of this dog are really

those which are generally most highly

prized, as shown by the avidity which has
always been displayed to obtain the breed,

which, until lately, was very diflacult to

procure. In the days of Lord Orford and
Lord Rivers, no money could procure the

best blood of their kennels, and their

inferior drafts only were obtained, and
often these were not to be had without
gi'eat difficulty and favouritism. Since the

time, however, of Lord Rivers' final sale,

when his blood became generally dispersed.

Captain Daintree first began the system of
throwing open his best blood to the pubUc
at a fixed price; and his King Cob, with
Mr. Fyson's Fantail, were advertised at

£o 5s., as is now so commonly done. The
consequence has been, that any person who
can procure a bitch, and has the command
of five or ten guineas, is enabled to obtain
as good blood as the highest nobleman in

the land, and can compete on favourable
terms in any company of coursers, at least

Sb far as his breed of greyhounds is con-
cerned. The characteristics of the true
Kewmarket greyhound are, therefore, those
of the most racrng-hke dog, and are the
result of a long selection ft-om successftil

parents for many years past, over ground
which is not so severe as to hold pace in
abeyance, nor yet so confined as to make
pace the only criterion. This was formerly
more true of the ground at Newmarket
than at present, aa its character has been
much altered by the encroachments of the
railway upon the best part of it The
Newmarket greyhound, then, is a racing-
like, speedy animal, yet possessed of as
much stoutness as possible, in combination
with high speed. His head and neck are of
the most approved form, but perhaps a
Lttle too elegant and light to be thoroughly
efficient—that is to say, that, according to

* njy ideas, there is scarcely sufficient room

for a brain of volume enough to form a
' good centre of the nervous system. The
chest is very deep, and of good volume,
though often rather flat-sided; back scarcely
so stout as it should be ; thighs and hocks
extremely weU bent, and strong ; shoulders
very slanting, light, yet muscular, and very
moveable; fore-legs straight, and feet good.

In action these dogs are very light and fast

gallopers ; and being generally of good size,

they are able to beat most others to the
hare. They are seldom very first-rate

workers, being too large and fast to com-
pete with slower and smaller dogs ; but
many of them have extraordinary powers
of coming round with their hares, consider-

ing their speed and size. In effecting this

purpose, most fast dogs of this breed turn
by running a segment of a circle, without
stoppuig themselves and starting afresh;

and in doing this, they maintain their high
speed in a wonderful manner; but this

mode of working requires a very fast and
racing hare to show itself; for with a short-

running or weak hare, these round-turning
dogs are all abroad, and seem imable and
even unwilling to exert themselves. But
with a fast hare they show themselves to

gi-eat perfection ; and if they let in a closer

worker, they go by him in the stretches

again and again. In moderately-short

courses, therefore, with fast hares, they
beat everything not so fast as themselves

;

but in severe courses with hares which will

not allow themselves to be killed, they
exhaust their powers by their efforts, and
then often suffer defeat by a dog which
would perhaps never have reached the hare
in question but for them. This is one of the

lotteries of coursing which makes the cer-

tainty of success so much more difficult in

that pursuit than in any other ; for as you
can never tell beforehand either the length

ot the course or the nature of the hare, it is

quite impossible to be always prepared to

meet the exact difficulties which will have
to be surmounted. The only thing there-

fore to be done, is to select the dog which
wiU succeed in the greatest proportion of

events out of a given nxunber ; and then, I

think, the Newmarket variety, as above
described, will always bear the prize. I do
not mean that dogs such as now are used

at Newmarket, but such as are descended

from the best blood of those kennels which
were victorious in the palmy days of that

celebrated localits*. The most successftil of

these, as sires, have been of late years

Captain Daintree's King Cob, ]\Ir. Tyson's

Foremost and Figaro, both sons of his cele-

brated bitch, Frederica; Sir B. Smyth's
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Sherwood, Lord Stradbroke's Mariner, and

Jlr. Dobede's Ueflance and Doron. From
one or other oi these celebrated dogs most

ot our present fast greyhounds in the south

are descended, and many also in tlie north

;

and though in speed their stock are cer-

tainly rivalled, and perhaps even excelled

In cleverness by some of the Yorkshire

greyhounds, yet they are, in my opinion,

stouter tlian those dogs, and on the whole
upcrior to them- They have been so

Intermixed wth extraneous blood, that in

the present day few pure Newmarket grey-

Itounds are open to the public; the following

being, as far as I know, the only advertised

stallions of that breed, namely : Field-Mar-

8hal. Desperate, Damson, and Forerunner,

by Fi;;aro, out of Defiance bitches—Mirage,

another ot his sons (brother to Mocking-
bird)—Bourdeaux, also by Figaro, out of

Cloak — Foremost, Jun., by Foremost—
Esquire, Exchequer, and Jester, out of a
Fantail-bitch— and Kentish Fire, out of
Knab.by King Cob—Barrister and Dunkeld,
by Doron—Steam Engine and Electric in

Kssex—imd Mr. Harris" Baron, by Lincoln-
shire Marquis, but of blood bred purposely
for Newmarket The variously-crossed
I'uhlic stallions are so numerous as almost
to prevent their enumeration ; but they
will more properly come imder considera-
tion after the examination of the breeds
with which they are amalgamated. Tlie

Newmarki.t greyhounds are used in the
counties of Essc.\, Surrey, Cambridgeshire,
Suilolk, Norfolk, Bcdf.)rdshlre, lluntingdon-
slilrc, and Lincolnshire.

Sect. 2.—The LANCAsniRB Grethouxix
417. The lints of Lancashire which are

u*etl for coursing are nearly all reclaimed
land composed of perfcctiy level plains
Inteniccted by ditches; the soil Is peaty,
and the greater pun of it is cultivated by
the plough; hence, the greyhounds for this
C >untry must he large and strong; and as
the ditches which intersect the fields, for
the purjx'so of dniming them, arc rather
numt-rou.H, Iht-y must be possessed of suf-
tlclcnt tact and cleverness to avoid mistakes
at tho»o Impediments to the course. The
•oil U very dead and non-clastic, from the
prcjcnce of the ^cat cither at the surface or
dose bcncai ti It; and the gallop, which la
tlio most telling on It, Is rathor a longer
one than that whkh Is the best suited to
•ound turf or a sandy soil. From the
nbiunco of hllK aNo, the faculty of climbing
them Is not called Into play, and con-
•f-quently there Is no necessity for that
lonnntlon which cnal)lcs the greyhound to
kunnount them. Sp<cd, fherelorc. Is the
chlci .Icmcnt o( <iuccos.s. and In the soft soil
Of lUg rvclalmoU luud many a do^ L> able to

stop himself, wlio would be a very wide
runner on the downs of Wiltshire, the sound
land of Yorkshire, or the lowlands of Scot-

land. It must not, however, be supposed
that stoutness is not required on tliis kind
of ground, for, on the contrar>', it will be
seen by those who attend the Lytham and
Altcar meetings, that many of the courses
are of great length and severity ; and, on

,

account of the want of elasticity in the soil,

.

they are of a most distressing character.

Indeed, when a good Lytham hare is able

to get away from a brace of greyhouiuis,

slie leads them such a dance as is seldom
witnessed elsewhere, because, having often

no home, she is obliged to persevere till she
shakes them entirely off by running them
to a stand-stni. Nevertheless, greyhounds
run through more seasons in that country
than elsewhere, because they are seldom
lamed, there being no flints or fences to do
any damage; and as nothing makes a tio^

cunning so soon as the running him when
in pain, so the absence of tliis condition

ensures his going on without the appear-
ance of any lurching propensity. With aQ
these advantages in his favour, it haa
resulted that the Lancashire greyhound has
not been improved to the same extent as

his Newmarket rival; just as we olten seo

the best uaturiil soils in the worst state ol

artificial cultivation, so the greyhound
which has the easiest task, and is the least

tried bj' adverse circumstances, is really a
worse animal in the long run than his more'
hardly-used antagonist. In shape and make
the Lancashire greyhound very nearly

resembles the Newmarket dog, but doi^

not show such higli breeding in any of those

points which are considered signs of tluU

quality; the head is not so lean, and tin;

jaw is coarser; there is even less develoi>>

mcnt of brain than in the Nc^^^narket t'rey-;

hound, and the neck is shorter and thiciior,

though still long enough for the purpo>rj

to which It is applied. In general size \tt

is, perhaps, a little above the standard o'

Newmarket, some of the most celebratiji

dogs having been 2S inches high and 70 ilia

in weight; as, for instance, Tyrant, Ki;^

poror. Earwig, Priam, and Sandy. Most a
the Lanc;ishire dogs have a very long strUla

and I am inclined to believe that this i^t;

very important feature in their confonnai
tlou, sinc«, fVom the nature of the soil, it b

not well adapted for those quick shor
strokes which are often successful on soun^

and short turf Nevertheless, a good New.
market greyhound, tchen used to the ditches

has generally succeeded In carrjing olVtlii

Lancashire prizes, and that blood h.u

latterly been extensively Introduced by tin

Altcjir and Lytham coursers. When, how
ever, a roollj good specimen of the ol>
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Lancashire greyhound has made an appear-

ance there, nothhii,' has been able to come

near it ; and the wonderful performances o*

Cerito will long be remembered in thnt

neighbourhood. This bitch was entirely ol

Lancashire blood, and was exactly suited

to the firound she won her triumphs on.

Her stride was enonnous, and consequently

Bhe was not successful upon hard ground

like that of Amesbury and Market Weighton.

But, putting her exceptional case on one

side, diu-ing the last 12 years in which the

Newmarket blood has been so much tried

at tlie Waterloo-cup meeting, greyhounds

of the true Lancashire breed have been

victorious four times, whilst the true New-
market have succeeded twice. Again, a

cross of that breed with the Scotch has won
the much- coveted prize once, in the per-

son of Hughie Graham ; against the same
feat on the part of the combination of

Ne^vmarket and Lancashire in Sackcloth,

and the Lancashire and Scotch in Judge;
so that it stands thus — Lancashire, 7

;

Newmarket, 2 ; Lancashire and Scotch, 1

;

Lancashire and Newmarket, 1; and New-
market and Scotch, 1 : total, 12. In

the runners-up during the same period,

there were however only four Lancashire

dogs and one Newmarket, the remaining
seven being made up of five single speci-

mens of the various crosses and two
Scotch greyhounds, Larriston and Scotland
Yet. It will thus be seen that the former
great superiority of tliis breed on its own
gi'ound has not been maintained of late,

and that others have had, with the single

exception of Cerito, quite as good a chance
dui-ing the last eight years. Still, the Lan-

• cashu-e blood is more fitted for its own
' plains than for other and more hilly coun-
' tries, and consequently it is not often that
' its votaries are tempted to try their luck
• elsewhere. Sometimes, however, a good
' dog of this breed is successful on other
• ground, and the running of Sackcloth in

I

Wiltshire will not soon be forgotten. It
' may be said that he is partly Newmarket,
' and certainly such is the case ; but Lan-
' cashire can lay claim to three-fourths ofthe
' honour, he heing only one-fourth New-
market blood. Most of the Lancashire
greyhounds are descended from very old

' blood, that is to say, blood which has been
bred in-andin, though not too closely, yet
in the same families ; and the consequence

' is that it tells very much in those dogs of
which it composes a part. In this respect
tt resembles the Newmarket, and when the
two are combined it is difficult to say which

' will predominate, though, as far as my
observation goes, I am inclined to think
that the Lancashire has the superiority In

• persistence. The chief pubUc Lancashire

•stallions are now—Sefton, by Scythian, out
of SjTen; Syntax, by Marquis, out of
Synecdoche ; Port, brother to Mr. Borron's
Bluelight, a vcy successful stallion, but
only used in private by that gentleman;
Pirate; Marquis, son ofMarquis and Sja-en;

Leander, Juggler, and Columbus. Many
cood dogs of part Lancashire blood are
in existence, and some are used for .stud

pur|30ses. Those crossed with the New-
market are—Sackcloth, already describ d;
Ranter, unitinL; the blood of Figaro, Bugle,
and Marquis, mth the Nottingham Violet;

War Eagle and Wrestler; Jingo, brother

to Staymaker; Haymaker, by the last-

named dog; Clown, by Emperor, out of

Mistley; and last, though not least, 3Ir.

Brown's Bedlamite, which unites the New-
market with the Nottingham blood ; for,

as this last is more nearly allied to Lanca-
shire than any other, it may be considered

as identical with it.

Sect. 3.

—

The TonKsmBE Gkethound.

41-8. The scene of the struggles of thi3

greyhomid is different, again, from either

of those already described, being of a most
varied character; sometimes the fine turt of

Malton or Huggate is the ground selected

;

next, perhaps, the flinty and sandy hills of

Market Weighton will be run over; and,

finally, the rougher and stronger soil of

Burneston. The length of course is not
often very great, because the hares are most
of them covert-bred, and are only driven

out for the occasion of the meeting ; they,

tlierefore, he near their homes, and seldom
afford too long a contest. From these causes

it results, that while speed is still the most
sought after, cleverness is the next in

importance to the Yorkshire courser, and
stoutness is less thought of than is the case

where the courses are more severe. The
Yorkshire greyhound, therefore, is cha-

racterized by speed as great as that of

Newmarket or Lancashire, coupled with a

degree of cleverness rarely seen elsewhere

;

but, at the same time, sullied by a softness

and tendency to lurch greater than is often

met with further south. They are also of

great size, but are rather coarse in their

shapes, seldom having any appearance of

blood, but looking ragged-hipped and use-

ful, rather than level or elegant. No grey-

hound can beat them when in the humour,

and the performances of Charles XIL
and his descendants, among which are his

nephew and grand-nephews, Velox, Rattler,

and Assault, wiU make this blood remark-

able for pace and cleverness. This breed

may be said to extend to the borders of

Scotland, where it becomes intermixed with

that bloo'l. ITie chief public stallions are—
Velox now very old, and his sons Assault,
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liattler, and Wellington, in which there is

a cross of the buUdog, through Haimes'

Kaitler; Croton Oil, Admiral, Beverlac, and

Young Cedric, which are not quite pure, but

as much so as most greyhounds ; and Dutch-

man and his son Black Cap, brother to

Itestless. The cross with the Lancashire is

shown in Juggler, by Worcester Marquis,

and that with the Newmarket in Mr.

IJagge'a Trafalgar, who unites the blood oi

King Cob, Minerva, and Defiance, with that

vf Charles XII. and the Lincolnshire Mar-
quis strain; also, in Sam and Tout, shOTving

nearly the same combinations.

Sect. 4.—The S-MOoth Scotch Gbethoot).

419. This variety is composed of more
varied strains than either of those I have
already described, and is really now gene-

rally more English than Scotch. Thus, if

we examine the pedigrees of its most suc-

cessful stallions it will be tound that they

almost all go back to a denizen of one or

other of the English kennels. Mr. Sharpe's

Monarcli, the most remarkable perhaps of

tlicir stud-dogs, is almost wholly English

;

and Lord Eglinton's Waterloo was half

English, being a son of Mr. De Burgh's
Exotic, an importation from the south.

Lord Eglinton's Kufus, also, was in great

measure of Lancasliire blood, being a grand-
son of Balls Bugle. But Dr. Brown's dogs.

Sport and Chance, were, I believe, of pure
Scotch blood; and Mr. A. Graham's rough
breed, though much crossed with the blood
of Bugle, were otherwise entirely Scotch,
All these various sorts ditler with one
aiiotlier in many most rssentijd particulars,

and certainly tliey might be split up into
Btctlons quite as easily as the Newmarket,
Laucashin.', and Yorkshire greyhound,
w hlch n-soniblo one another quite as much
08 Ihcdesccndiuasof .Mr. Sluirpc's Monarch,
Mr. A. Graham's rough breed, nr Dr.
Brown's Sport. But still, though differing

In some points, they all partake of some
characteristics in common, not the least of
wlilch is tliclr early muturity. Puppy
stakes have long been a prominent feature
In llio Scotch courser's aird, and conse-
quently he has bred a good deal for that
))UnM)BC. Now, to ensiure early maturity,
tluro must be not only u frame wliicli is

rapidly set and fumlshed, but there should
be n dls|K)sltlon to aojulre tact and clever-
Dess without nuuh practice ; of which there
cannot be any ttrt-at amount in the case of
pupplM engak'ed to appear In those public
•Ukes that are run In October and Novem-
ber. From these causes it bos resulted,
lliat speed coming flrst, as It ought always
to do In U>e csllmatr, early maturity and
tact hsve next In-in considered In the

1 1 and the sire whoso puppies Lave

come out victorious in the produce-stukes,

has been ovenvhelmed with appUcations
for his ser^'ices. These peculiarities ha\-B

been verj' apparent in the Jason's, the
Heather-jock's, and Mr. A. Graham's blood;
wliile the descendants of Waterloo and
Sport, with many others of the old Scotch
blood, have not stood that test so weU, and
have consequently been rejected. The
Jasons are particularly remarkable foi

early maturity in working power, often

seeming to run their second or third hares
as cleverly as they ever do after long expe-
rience. This is also the case with the
Heather-jocks, as shown in Eufus and his

sister Blackbird, and in Haphazard and
his son the Nutman. Quickness and clever-

ness is their forte, together with a great

degree of hardihood of constitution and
power of bearing punishment, though often

coupled with an uncertainty of temper, for

which there is no accounting. Their power
of stopping themselves, and getting away
from their turns, is quite distinct from the

Newmarket sweep; and though they are

nearly, if not quite as fast as those dogs,

the}' are greatly their superiors with a
short-running or bad hare. With a very
fast one they do not seem to me to be able

to sustain so well the prolonged racing

pace, either from a want of coura^ie or of

wind, or both perhaps ; but when it comes to

a continuance of severe work, few dogs can
come up to them. The stock of Sport more
nearly resembles the Yorkshire strains in

every respect; while the rough breed of

Jlr. A. Graham must have a separate con-

sideration. There are now few public

stallions of pure Scotch blood ; but the

following, I believe, strictly come within

that designation, viz. — Wigan, Stanley,

Larriston, Eccletechan (of doubtful blood,

but said to be a grandson of Waterloo),

Jamie Forest, and Blue Baron. Hughie
Graham and Bonnie Scotland combine the

Scotch and Newmarket, as do also Vraye
Foy and the Curler, Puzzle'em, and the

Nipper—all four sons of Sir Jas. Boswell's

Jason. Motley and Martinet, again, com-
bine the Scotch,Yorkshire, and Newmarket;
and Japhet and Fugleman unite the two
former with the Emperor and Bugle blood,

which has been so successful on all kinds

of ground.

Sect. 5 Thb Rodoh Scotch Gkethounix

420. Of this breed, In its pristine puritj-, I

know nothing; but I have seen some of the

giiyhounds largely crossed with the blood,

and exhibiting all the roughness of the

original strain. Their speed seems great,

but, as far as I have seen, not quite flrst

class. It Is, therefore, chiefly as a means of

improving the southern breeds that it has
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been used, and with a considerable degree

of success. All those -which I have met
\nth. of this blood have been light in the

loin, and apparently deficient in power

there. This, however, is said to be acci-

dental, and that the best specimens were
remarkably good in that point. The charac-

teristics of this breed are great size and
good speed, with considerable working

power, but some little deficiency of quick-

ness. They are not very fast from their

turns, but with a straight-backed hare they

show well, and are able to lie well down,
running the line of the hare, and bending

with her vrithout much apparent distress

or trouble at the turns. They resemble the

deerhound in external form, but diflfer in

their power of stooping ; the latter always
carrying their heads high, whilst the former

drop it well between their fore-legs. They
are very hardy, and capable of sustauiing

any amount of punishment, and on that

account are well calculated for crossing

with themore delicate south-countiy breeds

;

but, as these are now much more accus-

tomed to bear cold and hardships than
they formerly were, the use of the rough
preyhound has been a good deal superseded,

and it is consequently neglected by most of

tlie Scotch breeders. Mr. A. Graham, how-
ever, still adheres to this cross; and an
opportunity will soon be afforded again of

testing its value. Mr. Kidgway has also

used it lately with success, having bred a
veiy good litter of puppies by Motley out
of Holyrood, one of Mr. A, Graham's blood.

In addition to these, many of the Lancashire
and Cheshire breeders have adopted a some-
what similar strain in Mi-. Moore's Derwent-
water, who is descended from Mr. A,
Graham's Gilbertfleld; and in the south
the celebrated Mocking-bird has been put
to Mathematics, a grandson of Mr. A.
Graham's rough bitch Mavourneen. The
rtsult of this cross is a very beautiful litter

of large racing-like greyhounds, and if their

lieri'ormances are equal to their looks, they
will do much for the reputation of this much
neglected variety of the animal we are now
considering.

Sect. 6.—The Wii-tshire Geethounb.

421. Lastly, as the most distinct variety,

I shall describe the Wiltshire greyhound,
which is intended for a peculiar hare, and a
down-country; and, when well marked
and of pure old blood, he is a very different

animal from the five already described.

The downs of Berkshire and Wiltshire are
well known to most coursers, but to those
who have never seen them I must observe,
that they are composed of an undulating
plain of fine turf mixed with light arable
land, which is, however, cultivated without

fences of any description. There is, conse«
quently, no let or hindrance to hare, dogs,

or horses; and not only do the greyhounds
run their courses without risk of being
thrown out by any kind of fence, but the
judge is able to see the whole of the work
from end to end. Hence, stoutness here
has full play, and many a course is won by
the slow and small, but lasting dog, who
has never made a point of merit in the first

half of the course. But as long as the j udge
is called upon to decide by estimatuig the

value of points according to the present

fixed rules, so long must this be the case

;

and, as the lesser of two evils, the principle

must be carefully supported. Stoutness is

no doubt a very fine quality, but without
pace it is, in my opinion, of little value ; and
though I despise the soft brute which shuts

up in three or four hundred yards, I have
no greater affection for the slow one which
could not come near him dm-ing the time

he was at work. Neitiier is to my taste,

though each wUI often win a stake in

consequence of a run of luck favouring his

particular efforts. The pure old Wiltshire

greyhound was formerly bred exclusively

for the extraordinary hares which are

generally met with at Amesbury and the

Marlborough Downs, or sometimes, though
not so often, at Ashdown Park- These hares

are generally fast, but they also have the

power ofthrowing out even the best worker

in a style quite different to the Lancasluro

and Yorkshire variety. Hence, the Wiltshire

dog has been bred especially strong and
stout-hearted, to cope with them, and with
as much speed in addition as could be

obtained, stoutness, however, was the

grand characteristic, and true runnmg also,

as essential to a continuance of those exer-

tions after punishment which all coursers

desire. It is well known that those gi'ey-

hounds which do not naturally run the line

of the hare much sooner take to "cheek"
her than those which adhere to her line,

and run only at her scut ; and hence it was
found by experience that a true runner

lasted much longer over the Wiltshire

Do-wns, where he often is severely

punished, both by excessive length cf

courses, and also by the sharp flints so

common there. Such is the general style

of the true Wiltshire greyhound ; and when
examined more closely, it ^vill be seen that

he is not of very great speed, but that liis

power of stoppmg himself and getting away
from his turns is the remarkable feature in

his characteristics. These dogs, when once

they get to a short-running hare, are glued

to her scut, and no ordinary dog can put

them out again; hence they often, after

losing a turn or two, get in and make a

dozen wrenches before they allow another
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point to be made. In the meantime the

Ikstcr dog l3 becoming savage ; and when he

has a cliance he cuts hia own throat hy

picking up his hare with a rush—thus
deciding the course against himself. Tlie

Wiltsliire greyhound is very often a small,

stout, and terrler-Ulie dog; but many or the

best old Wiltshire breed were of hirger size

;

as. for Instance, Biily-go-by-'em, who, if

not bred from WiJtsliire strains, was used

uitirely for that country, and has left some
good descendants to carry on the peculiarly

true style In whicti he excelled. Wiltshire

Marquis himself was a small dog, and so

were most of his stock; but some were of

good size, and when crossed with the Xew-
marliet blood in Koyallst and Figheldean,

they showed good size and pace, to„'cther

with the same true and close runnini;

already described. As for as I know, there
are no true Wiltshire greyhound stallions,

for the breed has become nearly extinct as

public performers; but numerous crosses

are open to selection, as with the New-
market in Forward, the Czar, Factotum,
Lablache, and Fire-office; and with the
Lancashire also in Neville, though his

Wiltshire blood was that of Mr. Goodlake's
Gracchus, who was more calculated and
intended for Newmarket than for Amesbury
or Ashdown ; and also with the Scotch in

Lopez and E,'ypt.

422 Such are the varieties of the grey-
hound. The next thing to consider is tlie

selection from them of the indi\iduals to

form the foundation of the breeding-stud.

CHAP. IV.

BREEDING THE GKEYHOUND.

Sect. 1.—Selectio.v of Brood-Bitch.

423. Upon the proper choice of this pri-

mary and most important foundation of the
utud, will in great meixsure depend the
after-success of her progeny. Now, on what
principles should the selection be made?
Or, are there any such reliable principles
known? To the second question 1 may
HUHWor decidedly, yes; and to the first I

will i-ndfiivour to afford what answer I can.
!n the fullowlng remarks. If the returns of
coursing meetings throughout England and
Hcotlnnd ore carefully analysed, it will be
found that In very Aw Instances will what
U rnllfd private blofxl be successlXil, and
Hint a Inrge proportion of winners are allied
to cortiiln wcll-Known families. Occiislon-
ally a grcyli..und of n pedigree unknown to
fame npix-nm i\« a winner, but rarely of a
largo Htukf ; niul if, by a great chance, such
an evi>nt <i-curii, It will oiicn l)e found that
although tlic sire and dam may be unknown,
jel their more n-inoto progi-nitors are
usually of wliming pulillc blood. Some re-
ninrknblo excrptlons to this rule might be
mldured, but they arc so rare as to make
lliom exreiitlons of that character wliirh
prove rnther than disprove a rule, Thux,
rulu tho npit nmy be laid down, viz , that
it Is ili-«lrnl.li> to wlert a hnKid-hltch of good
winning I.IihmI. Next, It will be lound, that
thnMighout Kngland and Scotland certain
bmila nm morn sucreHslul than others;
and Mr Welsh hnjt pul)liiihed returns whleh
•li'»w Uinl the pn)portl<)n of >\lnner8 to
U^vn varies in a very reunarkable niaunei'.

This part of his labours is of great use to

the breeder, and I have great pleasure in

thanking him for the trouble he has taken
to simplify the calculation to all lovers of

the greyhound. I prefer taking his list to

any calculation ofmy own, because it nii;;lit

otherwise be said that I had "cooked tlio

account" to suit my particular view. In
his Synopsis tor 1852-3, the performances of

the progeny of 38 stallions are analysed,

from which I shall reject all those whero
there are not at least 10 dogs, because a
smaller number than that would scarcely

form a reliable ground of selection or rejec-

tion. Thus, the courses won by the stock
of Buzzard are 50, to their losses of 67;
Columbus, 18 to 23; Croton Oil, 47 to 39;
Figaro, 189 to 101 ; Figheldean, 50 to 4S;

Foremost, 142 to 76; Kentish Fire, 32 to 11;
Sam. 99 to 68 J Curler, 97 to 63 ; Czar, 89 to

6«; VrayeFoy, 110to70; War Eagle, 73 to
60. Here then we find, after drawing out
all those which have only produced 10 run-
ners, that the largest proportion of winners
to losers rests with Kentish Fire first, at
nearly 3 to 1 ; next with Foremost, at nearly
2 to 1 ; then with Fi;;aro, at not quite ao
great a proportion, being about 7i to 4;
Vraye Foy stands next, at rather more than
li to 1; then Sam, at rather less than that

proportion ; whilst Curler and Czar do not
quite come up to his standard even ; and
Croton Oil, Figheldean. and War Eagle, are
barely In the proportion of 5 to 4. On the
other hand, tho successes of the stock of
Buzzard and Columbus arc loss th.in their

follarcB, and Judged by that test, they ahoulit
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at once be rejected ; but, judged by another

test, a Slightly different result will come
out. for if we compare the number of win-

ners with the number of dogs beaten, it wiU
stand as foUows :— Curler heads the list,

with an average of 19 5-7 dogs beaten in

each victory ; then Kentish Fire, 18 1-3

;

Buzzard, 16; Figaro, 14 1-3; Vraye Foy, 12J;
Columbus, 12 2-3; Sam, 12; Croton Oil, 11 2-3;

Czar, 11; Foremost, 9i; Figheldean, 8; and
War Eagle, 7^. But, taking either mode
of calculation, one breed stands out pro-

minently, -viz., the descendants of King Cob,

for out of these two lists, Kentish Fire, his

son, is first in the one case and second in

the other, whilst Figaro is third in one and
fourth in the other, and Sam tabes a good
place in both. Buzzard, also, is high in the
second list, thoush when examined bj' the

first mode of calculation, he will be reduced
fai value, A'om the fact that the defeats of

his stock were more numerous than their

•winnings. Next to the blood of fiing Cob
stands that of Jason, for his two sons,

Curler and Vraye Foy, stand high in each

;

Curler heading the second list, and Vra3^e

Foy being fifth, whilst in the first list they
are fourth and sixth. Afl;er him come
Foremost and his son. Czar, which stand
high in the first list, though not so weU up
in the second. In the following season
(1853-4) a rather different result will appear
firom the same mode of calculation, though
here, again, Kentish Fire heads the list

with 18 victories to 9 defeats, and with one
&4-dog-stake won, and another run up for

out o» the number. Next to him comes
Egypt, with 106 victories to -67 defeats.

After him, with about the same proportion,

viz., 194 to 125, is Figaro; then Neville,

95 to 64—Croton Oil, 71 to 47—Field-Mar-
shal, lis to 85—Buzzard, 35 to 26—Eden,
67 to 44—Lopez, 31 to 20—War Eagle, 90 to
63—Esquire, 37 to -25—Czar, 674;o 48—Vraye
Foy, 83 to 66—whilst Foremost, with 29 to

27, scarcely balances the account—and Mer-
cury, with 82 to 88—Columbus, 23 to 26—
and Sam, 35 to 43, are quite on the wrong
side, having lost more than they have
gained. On the whole, therefore. King Cob
stands first as the progenitor of Kentish
Fire, Figaro, Buzzard, Field-Marshal,
Esquire, and Sam. Next comes Jason,
through Vraye Foy, the CuiMer, Egypt, and
Lopez ; and lastly, Foremost and his sons,

the Czar and War Eagle, claim our notice
during these two seasons. We may, there-
fore, draw the following deduction as a
second rule, viz., that the stock of King
Cob, Jason, and Foremost have latterly

been more victorious than any other in
Great Britain; and consequently, on the
principle that "like begets like," the blood
ot' one or the other, if selected in a brood-

bitch, is most likely to succeed iu producing
winning puppies. This selection, then, is

founded upon a kind of statistical calcula-
tion, and one which will, I believe, be more
likely to lead to success than any other.

But the young breeder may say that this

information is not sutflcient, since he can-
not procure either of these breeds unmixed
with other blood ; and this is quite true

;

and therefore I shall proceed to show the
best mode of arriving at correct conclusion?

as to further operations. By a more rigid

examination of the returns in "Thacker,"
it wUl be seen that these breeds have net
been much or often intermixed, and that,

consequently, there will not be many brood-
bitches to be had combining any two of
these three strains. Two instances majf,

however, be adduced in which the J>ison

blood has been thus united—onee with Kin?
Cob's stock, in the cross between Egj'pt

and Mocking-bird, and again with that of
Foremost in the union of Cobea Scandeng
with Egypt. It would, therefore, be
reasonable to select either of these crosses

for a brood-bitch ; and I believe they will

turn out very useM in that capacity.

Beyond these few doubly-advantageous
crosses for breeding purposes, it may be
supposed that the next best plan would be
to select a descendant of one or other of

these dogs united with some other breed
that may be best suited to the particular

country which the breeder intends them
for, er which may be fancied by him.

Thus, he would have to select from the

Newmarket, Lancashire, Yorkshire Scotch

or Wiltshire breeds for this purpose, and
with perhaps very little further guide than
his own fancy or prejudice. During the

last season there have been one or two very
remarkable facts elicited inthe field which
may assist us in the present inquiry. In

the first place there have been a great

number of superior puppies descended

from Ball's Bugle. Two Utters belonging

to Mr. Borron have signalized themselves,

both having his blood ; one combined with

that of Streamer and Waterloo, the other

containing a double cross of Bugle com-
bined with the blood of Foremost and
Heather-jock. The celebrated Bedlamite-

litter, consisting of Eanter, Kiot, and Kant,

with Gipsy Royal, Gipsy Pruice, and Gipsy

Queen, are also out of a bitch combining

the Bugle and Streamer blood; and, in

addition, Habnab and Heroine are out of a

bitch by Wrestler, who was of the same
strain as the dam of this litter. Ptarmigan '

and Pantomime, again, in the north, are, by

Japhet. also descended from Heather-jock

and Bugle, mixed with the old Carron

blood of the Duke of Gordon; and lastly,

'though not a puppy of this season, the
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winner of the Waterloo Cup is descended

from Emperor and a sister to Bugle, also

united with the above-mentioned Carron

blood. Going back a little fuither, many
more winners might be adduced, descended

from Ball's Bugle ; but the above illustra-

tions are quite sufficient to adduce from
one season's winners—Judge, Black Cloud,

Bright Idea, Bonfire, Beacon, Bit of Tartan,

Breast-knot, Itanter, Blot, Gipsy Hoyal,

Cripsy Queen and Gipsy Prince, Habnab and

Heroine, Ptarmigan and Pantomime—truly
an array weU worth the consideration of the

treeder. Again, this Carron blood seems to

have been of great use, and, equally with

that of Streamer, to have added what was
wanting to the blood of Bugle. It appears to

me that though Bugle has got many winning

descendants, yet, in all cases, they have

only been so when united with vei-y fast

blood, as in the above instances, Streamer

and Carron both having possessed that

quaUty in a high degree, as well as Ileather-

jock. Foremost, King Cob, and Waterloo,

which are also associated with him in the

pedigrees of the above celebrated dogs.

I should, therefore, anxiously look out for

a combination of King Cob or Foremost
(alreftdy fixed upon) with Bugle, and should

expect it to answer all the better in pro-

portion as it is free from an admixture

Avith other inferior strains. My reasons for

this would be, that these two are already

shown to be in themselves highly desirable

;

and so also is Bugle proved to be when
united with a fast strain. Now, both King
Cob and Foremost were fast as well as

tlieir descendants, and therefore I should

prefer relying upon their giving pace to the

cross with Bugle, rather than risk any
other admixture, if I could help it. But
unfortunately the time which has elapsed

since Bugle Uved is too great to expect

such a bitch to be available; and conse-

quently one must be accepted not entirely

of his blood. But, besides these two
strains, the Yorksliire breed has been pro-

minently brought forward, Eestless and
her brother Black Cap having signalized

themselves by winning good stakes in tliis

06 well as the last season ; and Lola Montes,

with a combination of the Waterloo blood

and the Yorkshire, having likewise caught

my fancy, if not that of aU those who have
Been her run. Japhet I have already alluded

to, and I shall now conclude by mentioning
Wigan, the sire of Scotland Yet, a veiy

Sromising descendant of Mr. Sharpe's

lonarcli, on both sides of her parentage.

Lablache, the sire of Lydia Languish, and
consequently grandsire of her daughter,

Lizzie Lindsay, two first-rate Wiltshire

bitches, displaying the pecuUarly true

ruuuu)g of the Billy-go-by- "em breed, from

which they are descended ; and lastly,

Neville, sire of Sophy and JMixture, two
very excellent greyhounds, as well as of

others of fair average performance, but not
equal to the two last-mentioned superior

animals. Thus, I have first brought forward
certain indications, founded upon statistical

data, for the guidance of the breeder in the
search for a brood-bitch, and to these I
have added some few hints of my own,
founded upon personal observation. With
these helps, I trust that he may be
able to fix upon the blood which wiU turn
out triumphant; and, to prevent miscon-
ception, 1 now repeat the hst of desirable

breeds for the pui-pose under consideration,

founding the clioice on the above rules and
fancies : 1st, Jason—2nd, King Cob—3rd,

Foremost—4th, a cross of any two of these—
5th, a cross with either of the two last

and Ball's Bugle—6th, the Scotch blood of
Heather-jock, Waterloo, or Sport— 7th,

the BlUy-go-by-'em or Chieftam blood,

both remarkable for true running and stout-

ness—8th, The Bugle and Emperor, which
seems always to have "hit "when united

with fast blood, as in Judge— 9th, Mr.
Sharpe's Monarch, especially through Lord
Douglas's Driver—10th, Mr. Gregson's Ner
ville, as a cross for very stout and honest
bitches— 11th, the Yorkshh-e blood, in-

cluding that of Velox, Spanker, Cedric,

Lambton, and some others.

424. Choice of the Individual.—Having
thus given, as far as I can, some few usefiil

guides to the young courser as to the choice

of the breed which he shall fix upon, let me
now say a few words upon the particular

animal which is likely to be useful to him.

At first sight, he may think that a great

winner is necessary for his purpose, and
may wait a long time in the hope of pro-

curing such an animal. Here he would, no
doubt, find great difficulty, for most people

refuse to part with their pets, and retain

them in their possession, even if they do not

breed from them; but, fortimately for the

young breeder, it happens that the success-

ful runner is not always the mother of

winners ; and, indeed, I much doubt whether
she is as likely to become celebrated in this

way as another and less fortunate scion of

the same stock. Again let us have recourse

to statistics, and let us see how many of

the dams of om- best greyhounds are, or

have been, gieat public winners. In this

way, by taking our best litters for some
years back, it will be seen that they are

generally out of average bitches, and oltejj

not coming up to that degree; as, for

instance. Lord Eglintoii's Frolic, dam of

Black-cloud, &c. ; Fudge, dam of Judge

;

Black-fly, dam of Ranter, Riot, &c. ; Lucy,

dam of Brighton, Cromwell, «toc; Cobca
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Scandens, dam of Barabbas, Banoo, &c.

;

Tolhvife, dam of Motley, Uliss Hamiali, <fec.

;

all however of winning blood, though not

themselves victorious in any high degree.

Again, we have seen many extraordinary

pubUc winners produce litter after htter of

inferior or middling greyhoimds ; and even
the illustrious Mocking-bird has as yet
produced no very remarkable exception to

that rule. It is true that some departures
from this dictimi may be adduced; as,

for instance. Sackcloth, out of Cinderella

;

Staymaker, out of Dressmaker ; LurUe, out
of Landgravine, &c. &c. ; but, still, by far

the greater number of good winners are
oxit of bitches comparatively unknown to

fame. The young courser may, therefore,

be satisfied with a bitch of the blood he
approves of, even if she is not a winner, or
at all events not to any great extent. Again,
it is unnecessary that she should be in size

exactly what he requires, nor even that her
shape should coincide In every particular

with his ideas of excellence ; but by all

means let him be satisfied that she is

indi\idually healthy, and likely to transmit
that indispensable condition to her ofi"-

spring. By a reference to the principles of
breeding hereafter given, it will be found
that the rule is not exactly that "like
begets hke," but that "like begets the hke-
ness of itself or of one of its family;" and,
consequently, unless the whole family is

good, there is no certainty as to the result
Thus, in addition to health, it is only neces-
sary to take care that the family is such as
you wish to perpetuate, and then to dis-

regard the individual to a certain extent

;

at least to place the value of her particular
good qualities, excepting health, below
those of her immediate relations. Many
reasons may be given why great winners
are less likely to produce good offspring
tlian their more unlucky rivals; as, for
instance, the following :—First, they must
have been severely tested and strained,
bodily and mentally, in order to arrive at
success, and consequently their bodies have
been rendered less fit for breeding purposes

;

and their mental faculties have been so
liighly educated as generally to lead to a
degree of lurching wliich is too apt to be
ti-ansmitted to the offspring. I am quite
satisfied that the dam and sire of grey-
hounds ought not only to be honest, but
they ought, if possible, to possess tlieir

original fire of puppyhood in an undimi-
nished state. This, it is true, is seldom the
case; but the nearer it is carried to the
desired state, the more likely will the pro-
duce be to run in a true, honest, and game
style. This is especiahy necessary in those
breeds wliich come early to maturity, for,

as they are uecessarily clever by nature,

they do not bear with impunity any great
addition due to practice. If, thf-refore, the
young courser can effect the purchase of a
discarded little bitch of good strong frame
and constitution, and belonging to a win-
ning family of greyhounds, especially if she
is of the same Utter with two or three good
public wiimers, he may content himself
with the reflection that he has procured, at
Uttle cost, a brood-bitch as hkely to suit hia
purpose as it is possible to select; and having
made this choice, the next thhig to be done
is to decide upon the best stallion to cross
her with, in order to remove her defects,

and improve her excellencies or beauties.

Sect. 2.—Choice of the Stallion.

425. Next in importance to the choice of
the brood-bitch is that of the staUion to
cross her with. For many reasons the bitch
is first to be considered, one being that she
cannot so easily be changed every year; and
another, that she really impresses her nature
upon the whelps more than the sire does.

This is a disputed point, and I myself doubt
whether in shape the sire has not more
effect than the dam ; but in point of nervous
temperament, as evinced by what is called

stoutness and courage, I am satisfied that

the preponderance is in favour of the bitch.

Again, I think it is pretty clear that the
whelps go back more to the blood of the
grand-dam on the dam's side, than to the
same ancestress on the side of the sire. So
that not only is the immediate Utter more
affected by their dam than their sLre, but
their offspring also wiU show the same
result. Ttds, however, is very ditflcult of

Ijroof, and I offer it rather as an opinion

founded on general obsers'ation, than aa

proved by any facts capable of analysis

But, however, all this is foreign to the

present subject, which is that of choosing

the stallion for the brood-bitch already

selected. Again I shall ask, are there any
fixed and known principles upon which this

selection should be made ? I would that I

could answer in the affirmative, with any
strong belief in the truth of the opinion

;

but, alas, I am compeUed to say that the

more I see of breeding, the more I am
convinced that we are in the dark on the

subject of its mysteries. Some few guides,

however, we have, but let us not delude

ourselves with the idea that we have mom
knowledge than we can really lay claim t<x

The following will be found to embody all

that we know on this abstruse subject

which will interest the breeder :—
L^The male and female each furnish

their quota towards the original germ of

the offspring; but the female ovt-r and
above this nourishes it till it is born, and,

consequently, may be supposed to liuvo
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more influence upon its formation than the

male.
2 Natural conformation is tpansmitted

liy botli parents as a general law, and like-

wise any acquired or accidental variation.

3.—In proportion to the purity of the

breed will it be transmitted unchan<,'ed to

t!ie oflfspring. Thus, a pure Xewmarket
greyhound, if put to a bitch composed of

Lancashire and Scotcli blood, wiU get stock

showing much more Newmarket Wood than

either Lancashire or Scotch.

4.—Breeding in-and-in is not injurious to

t!ie greyhound, as may be proved both from

theory and practice; indeed it appears, on

tlie contrary, to be very advantageous in

many well-marked instances which have of

late years appeared in puljlic.

5 As every greyhound is a compound
animal, made up -of a sire and dam, and also

their sires and dams, so, unless there is

much breeding in-and-in, the result is such

that it is impossible to foretel with absolute

certainty what particular result will be

elicited.

6.—The first impregnation appears to

produce some etl'ect upon the next and
subsequent ones. It is therefore necessary

to take care that the effect of the cross in

question is not neutralized by a prior and
bad impregnation.

With these few rules, then, let us proceed
to consider what particular cross will suit

any of the above twelve selections. It must
be mentioned, however, that in the choice

of a sivc it is necessary to avoid any great

enid sudden chan^'e ; that Is to say, that it

eeldom answers to put a little, compact,
sliort-working bitch to a great, loose, fast,

and >^ide-running dog, unless she is of a
mucti-crossed breeds and he is the reverse,

when the result will be that the progeny
will follow his mould, and verj' few of them
will resemble the d:mi. If, however, they
are equally cross-t)red, or equiUly purely-

bred, the progeny will be made up of incon-
pruous materials; and Instead of taking the
happy medium between Uie two, will be
made up perhaps of large, loose^ and racing
liln<l-quart<'r9, with strong, conllned, mus-
culiir, ajid short fore-quarters. The conse-
qnence of this Is, that the stride is a/ailure

aaid the animal is .ilways over-reaching
himself and falling, as is so con.stanlly seen
In the coursing tield. The principle, there-

fore, should be to nr\old too great a difference

between the two, whiuh can seldom be
noces^ary If the bitih Is well seUcted, and
of a faml'y as near p«'rfectlon as I have
pointed out to bo desirable. When this is

tlio case, a great contnist can never be
ncorssary; and as there arc many dlsad-
vnnt:ipo(» attending upon It, It should be
can.iully avoided. Now, then, supposing

the breeder to possess a bitch of the Ja.sou

breed, and he is desirous to perpetuate the

kind of running peculiar to that family,

I should avoid any further in-breediua;

because it has already been carried to a
very great extent in that blood, and I

should therefore advise the selection of a
stallion partaking of the same quick, fa-;t,

and merrj' style of working, as seen in the

stock of Lablache ani Motlr-y, and more par-

ticularly in Bedlamite, who has this year
been put to that splendid great-grand-
daughter of Jason, Mr. Laurence's Luriie,

and Avill next season show the result oft'ie

cross. Many other untried stallions are also

suited to this breed, andamongthemmaybo
named that brilliant dog Judge. With a Kin^f

Cob bitch, or one got by either of his sons, I
should, if possible, combine a Jason stallion

;

or if not, then I should select one of the
following Scotch dogs—viz., Japhet or
Wigan, belie%-ing that they would "hit"
well \\-itli the King Cob blood. With a
Foremost bitch I should be much puzzled,

since I believe that in most cases—though
the immediate influence of that dog was
exceedingly great—that influence is not
permanent; and his daughters do not throw
puppies which follow him in shape or style,

of ninning. It would, therefore, depen 1

more upon the dam's blood than upon tlic

sire as to my choice of a stallion. Snpposin.,'

the bitch to be composed of a cross with
Jason and King Cob, or Foremost, as seen

in Barbara and Banoo, and in the Mocking-
bird litter, I should return to some dog of
the King Cob or Foremost blood—knowing
from experience that in-and-in breeding

wUl bring out their excellencies; and that

this blood will bear it to a very great

extent, as showm in Kival, INIiss Hannah,
IMarqueterie, and many others. With a
bitch of the Bugle, Carron, and Heather-
jock breed, I should have recourse to Mr,
Kandell's Ranter, where the Bugle cross is

in existence, but in a degree suflSciently

remote to avoid all chance of too great a
proximity of blood. The lines are also, with

that exception, all fast, and there must, of

necessity, be good pace as the result. If

there be any truth in the principles we are

going upon- The same dog, and for the

same reasons, would suit the Bugle and
Streamer cross. The descendants of Mr.

Sharpe's Monarch, through Driver, are

particularly well suited for Lablache, whose
descent tVom a sister of Billy-go-by-'em
causes him to get stock of th.it smooth yet
close style of running so exactly suited to

unite with tlie Wigan bitches. Lastly, the
Yorkshire blood ought to be united with
some of the stoutest and fastest blood of

Wiltshire or Scotland. Barabbas, Lablacho,

or Lopez, would, 1 should say, best rectijy
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the soft and slack tendency whicli, as far as
1 have seen, is so rife among them.

426, MANr OTHER Stallions besides those
I have enumerated may be mentioned, and
the following may be considered as an im-
perl'ect list ofthose most known, some behig
confined to private studs, but most of them
being open to the public :

—

Assault, by Velox, out of Alice.
Barabbas, by Egypt, out of Cobea Scan-

dens.

Barrister, by Doron, out of Hebe.
Baron, by Lincolnshire Marquis, out of
Highland Lassie.

Baron, by Kentish Fire, out of Linnet
Bedlam Tom, by Field-Marshal, out of
Bessy Bedlam.

Bedlamite, by Figaro, out of Bessy Bed-
lam.

Beehunter, by Eden, out of Fair Helen.
Beverlac, by Vagrant, out of Toast.

Biack Gap, by Dutchman, out of AUce.
Blue Baron, by Waterloo, out ot 2Iahratta.

Bluelight, by Monsoon, out of Stave.

Bonnie Scotland, by Liddesdale, out of

Queen of the May.
Bordeaux, by Figaro, out of Cloak.

British Tar, by British Lion, out of Ring-
dove.

Butcher Boy, by Liddesdale, out of Han-
nah,

Buzzard, by Figaro, out of Fairy.

<. .own, by Emperor, out of Mistley.

(.'olumbus, by Frisk, out of Nettle.

Croton Oil, by Case-is-altered, out of

Waterwitch.
Czar, by Foremost, out of Catch-'em.
i>amson, by Figaro, out of Daisy.

Dervventwater, by Lanarkshire, out ol

Phantom.
Desperate, by Figaro, out of Duchess.

])unkeld, by Doron, out of Destiny.

Ecclefechau, by Tarn Eaeburu, out of

a Waterloo bitch.

Eden, by Winspiel, out of Brenda.
Egypt, by Vraye Foy, out of Elf.

Ernest Jones, by Fire Office, out of Tiny
Trip.

Esquire, by King Cob, out of Edith.

Factotum, by Czar, out of Sister to Fea-
thers.

Jyjgheldean, by Wiltshire Marquis, out of

Spotless.

Fire Office, by Cecrops, out of Perfection.

Figaro, by King Cob, out of Frederica.

Field-Marshal, by Figaro, out of Duchess.

Foremost, Junior, by Foremost, out of

Cruiskeen.

Forester, by Eden, out of Hannah.
Forward, by Foremost, out of Catch'-em.

Frolic, by Oliver Twist, out of Fairy.

Fugleman, by John Bull, out of Fudge.

Gipsy Boyal, by Bedlamite, out of Black-

fly.

Guy Mannering, by John o' Badenyon,
out of Gay Lass.

Haymaker, by Staymaker, out of .Syreo.
Highflyer, by Hermitage, out of Heresy.
High Aim, by Senate, out oi Tiny Trip.
Hotspur, by Hotspur, out of Tippet.
Hughie Graham, by Liddesdale, out of
Queen of the May.

Imitator, by Motley, out of Mocking-bird.
Jauiio Forest, by Happy-go lucky, out of
Beauty.

Japhet, by Rufus, out of Reform.
Jingo, by Foremost, out of Dressmaker.
Juggler, by Worcester Marquis, out at

Empress.
Junta, by Senate, out of Tiny Trip.

Kentish Fire, by King Cob, out of Knab.
Lablache, by Figaro, out of Sister to Billy-

go-by- 'em.
Lansdown, by Hotspur (late Maccaroni),
out of Theon.

Lariston, by Liddesdale, out of Hannah.
Launchaway, by Vraye Foy, out oi

Leeway.
Laj^man, by Hotspur, out of Lightning.

Leander, by Crottuu, out of Phantom.
Lopez, by Vraye Foy, out of Elf.

Lucio, by Vraye Foy, out of Lucilla.

Mandarin, by Motley, out of Holyrood.
Mansoor, by Egypt, out of Mocking-bird.

Mathematics, by Juggler, out of Vote of

Thanks.
Marquis (late Sergeant Snap), by Wor-
cester Marquis, out of Syren.

Martinet, by Sam, out of ToUwife.

Mazzini, by Fire office, out of Tiny Trip.

ilirage, by Figaro, out of Malvina.

Merryman, by Foremost, out of MiscMeC
Motley, by Sam, out of ToUwife.
Neville, by Scott, out of Grace.

PUot, by Old PUot, out of Gazelle.

Pirate, by Rector, out of Bess.

Port (Brother to Bluelight), by Monsoon,
out of Stave.

Ranter, by Bedlamite, out of Black-fly.

Rattler, by Velox, out of Alice.

Sackcloth, by Senate, out of Cinderella.

Sam, by Traveller, out of Tippitywitchet

Sampson, by War Eagle, out of Kitcheu-
maid.

Sefton, by Scythian, out of SjTen.

Stanley, by Spring, out of Shepherdess.

Stephenson, by Figaro, out of Shuttle.

Sylvan, by Lightning, out of Secret

Syntax, by Marquis, out of Synecdoche.

The Cardinal, by Kentish Fire, out of

Linnet.

Tout, by Traveller, out of Tippityvritchet

Tom Tuumb, by Tom, out of Sister to

Scott
Trafalgar, by Miles, out of Twilight

War Eagie, by Foremost out of Flirt.

Wellington, by Velox, out of Alice.

Wigan, by Drift, out of Cutty Sark.
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World's-fair, by Figheldean, oui of Elite.

Wrestler, b3' Foremost, out of Flirt.

427. Best Cross foe otheb Bkeeds—
In the pre\ious remarks I have been sup-

posing that the brood-bitch is of one or

other of the twelve various breeds which
I have selected ; but it may so happen that

she is of blood foreign to them all, and my
observations would not then in any way
apply. But it must be recollected that I

have selected the Newmarket and York-
shire blood as possessed of the most speed,

which quality they share on nearly even
terms with the Scotch and Lancashire, but

Bullied in the last case with a want of

stoutness, and in the Scotch and Yorkshire

with rather too great a degree of cleverness.

Hence, if speed is required, I should select

tliese breeds in the order I have named,
viz. : 1st, Kewmarket—2nd, Scotch—3rd,

Yorkslure— and 4th, Lancashire ; always
excepting from the last the descendants of

Ball's Bugle, which certainly seem to differ

from any other of their countrymen in

possessing great stoutness and honesty, and
in communicating these qualities to other

breeds wlien mixed with them. But sup-

posing speed and stoutness, together with
working power, were wanted, then I should

take a combination of the Newmarket and
Wiltshire, or Newmarket, Wiltshire, and
Scotch ; as, for instance, Lablache, Lopez,

<x Barabbas. For a south-country bitch, I

fancy Wigan, Japhet, or Stanley will afford

the best cross ; and for those Scotch dogs
which require a south-country stallion,

tliere is none, in my opinion, so Ukely to

suit their purpose as Bedlamite, or his son
Ranter, or very probably that very fast dog,

Trafalgar. Field-Marshal has got a con-
siderable number of moderately- good dog>,

and some almost reaching the front rank,

but none quite coming up to that standard;
they do not generally run the line of their

hares well, and they are rather inclined to

rush without maintaining that even rate of

fast speed which one likes to see. No dog
can be doing liis best all through, if he is

able to put the steam on occasionally to the

extent they display; and though perhaps a
dog with good tact is never thoroughly
extended to the utmost, yet he ought to bo
doing all he can without excessive distress,

and especially when at work. I have thus
designated a few which may suit the owners
or' general bitches, without reference to the
blood suiting, but solely founded on their

qualities. One point, however, must l>o

attended to, and that is. that if the bitch,

whctlier oi private or public blood. Is very
much in-bred, she will not receive the flill

b<>jicflt of a cross unless put to a dog of

equally pure blood with herself. It Is an
ostaUIlshcd fact, tliat the purest-bred

parent tells the most in the offspring,

whether that blood be good or bad; and
consequently an inferior bitch of unmixed
blood will throw whelps resembling herselt

to a verj' great extent, even if put to a very
superior dog, composed of blood derived
from variously-crossed sources.

428. Bulldog Ceoss Breeders are
greatly at variance as to the value of tliia

cross, some supposing that it is of great
service, and others, that it mars the utility

of the greyhound in various ways. One
thing is quite clear, viz., that it does not
diminish the speed; for some of our fastest

dogs of late yeai's have been thus descended

;

as, for instance, Czar, Assault, Rattler,

Westwind, Fancy-boy, all the Jasons, <fec.

&c. My belief is, that it does not really

increase this valuable quality, but that tlie

courage being increased, there is a greater
tendency to display the utmost speed of
which the dog is capable The dogs, also,

are more high-couraged generally, and
stand training better, wliich is a very
important item ; and they also bear tha
many accidents of the coursing-field with
comparative disregard of their effects. But
as there is seldom gold without an aUoy,
so these advantages are counterbalanced
by a L'reater degree of mental cleverness
than is always desirable ; and as the pu;ipy

comes earlier to maturitj', so he sooner
becomes cunning and unfit for public con-
tests. This cross, therefore, is unsuiteil

for private running, or for those who do
not care for puppy stakes, but reserve
themselves for contests which only occa-
sionally come off, such as the WaterkH)
Cup, or other peculiarly-constituted exilic

bitions.

Sect, a—The Best Age for BREEDixa

429. The bitch is, I think, at her best for

breeding purposes in the third j-ear, but
many bitches have produced good litters as
early as the second, and some as late as
the tenth and eleventh. Mr. A. Graham's
Screw, the Wiltshire bitches Seldlitz ana
Magic, and the dogs of the same district,

Lopez and Egj-pt, were all out of two-year-
old bitches; but the great bulk of oar
best dogs have been out of bitches three,
four, or five years of age. In the sire,

another year Is perhaps required to brim?
him to his prime, thousrh many of our best*

runners have been got by two-year-old sires,

and some even at one year ; as, for instance,
Mr. Garrad's Locomotive; and the best lit-

ter, by far, ever pot by Wiltshire Marquis,
were by him when only two years old. At
three years old a great number of .stallions

have got good stock ; but most of our best

runniug dogs have been the offspring of
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four, five, and six-year-old stallions. It

•will, therefore, be more safe to select dogs

of that age ; though sometimes there are

reasons for advocating the selection of a
younger one, as in the case of a very old

bitch ; here a young dog is thought to

invigorate the worn-out properties of the

dam, but I know not with what effect For
myselC even in that case I should prefer a

dog in his fuU prime, to a younger and not

yet fully-developed stallion.

Sect. 4.—Bkeeding In-and-in.

430. I have already made some few
remarks upon this practice ; hut perhaps it

wiU be desirable to return to the subject,

as it is one which is of great importance.

Like many other good practices, it has been
Bhamefully abused, and carried to an extent
which would and must assuredly end in

failure. Lord Elvers was defeated in this

way, and so have many other of our
most prominent and at one time successM
coursers. ]Mr. A. Graham's rule of twice m
and once out is perhaps as strong an infu-

sion of the same blood as can be safely

tried ; and most breeders think too strong

by far. Latterly, however, the leaning has
been towards this plan ; and the successes

of Auchinleck, Vraye Foy, and the Curler,

and their stock, followed by those of
Motley, Miss Hannah, and Eival, have
recalled the wonderful exploits of Harriet
Wilson, Hourglass, Screw, Wonder, Spar-
rowhawk, and Streamer. One thing is

qaite clear, namely, that this practice of
in-breeding does not necessarily Injure

either the external form, or the stoutness,

or the speed; for all the examples above
quoted have a good share of those quahties.

There can be no reason In nature why
ta-breeding should be prejudicial to the
stock, because we find in many species

of animals the rule usually followed, espe-
cially among gregarious animals, where
the father often takes his own daughters,
and even his daughters' daughters, to his
harem. We know that it is a plan which
succeeds well in some of the pigeons, and,
therefore, while these examples can be
cited in opposition to that of man, his

exceptional case should be outweighed by
them. At the same time, when all that is

desired can be obtained in a dog of more
distant blood, I confess that I should prefer
him to one too closely allied to the bitch in
question. This, however, is frequently not
the case, and then I should boldly adopt
the plan of in-breeding two consecutive
crosses ; but after that it becomes a ticklish
operation, as 1 know of no recent instance
In which good has resulted from carrying
the plan to any greater extent.

Sect. 5.— Best Tdie of the Yeae fob
Beeeding.

431. The practice of breeding for prodnoe
or puppy-stakes has become so general, that
a great deal is sacrificed to that end; and as
they are run early in the autumn, it
becomes of importance to obtain the pup-
pies of good age at that time. Greyhounds
take their age from the 1st of Januarj-, and
therefore it is desirable to get the bitch to
produce her whelps as soon after that time
as possible, provided you have good dry
and warm accommodation for them. With-
out this last precaution it is useless to
attempt early rearing, as the whelps will
be spoiled by the cold and wet of the
winter and spring months. It is better in
such a case to wait till April or May, as a
weU-reared late puppy is far better than a
stunted and chilled early one. Bitches at
18 months old run almost as weU as at a
later age, and therefore if your litter is a
late one, you should choose them in pre-
ference to dogs for puppy-stakes. Puppiea
whelped after May, or the early part of
June, can scarcely be old enough for the
purpose; but they may be brought out ia
the spring following with good effect,

though still to some disadvantage. I should
therefore advise, that bitches whelping
early in the year should in all cases be
selected when they can be procured, and
that great attention should be paid to keep-
ing them and their whelps warm and dry;
thus the latter will be able to bear tlie

exposure to the weather to the full extent
which they require during the summer
months, and when the winter comes on
they are of good growth and strength, and
may be kennelled like the other dogs.
Besides these advantages, there is also this
attending upon early litters, namely, that
they may be entered to their game with
impunity in the spring of their first year, so
as to avoid the risk of doing this in the
September following, at a time when the
ground is hard, the weather hot, and the
hares difficult to come at. It should be
known that the bitch sometimes goes a few
days less than her full time, and con-
sequently it is not safe to put her to the
dog before the end of the fii'st week iu

November.

Sect. 6.—iLkNAGEMEXT of the Brood-
bitch.

432. Putting to the Dog.—As soon aa
that most difficult point is decided on,

which has been discussed in the last section

and those preceding it, it must be followed

up by putting the theoretical notions of the

breeder into practice. In order to accom-
plish this, the bitch must be sent to the dog,
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ii; as is senerally the case, he is not in the
j

same kennel wth her. Now. there are two
modes of sending bitches across the country,

one of which is much easier and cheaper

than the other, and often answers ju>t as

welL The easier phin is to procure an

Qrdinar>- three-dozen wine-hamper (this

size will do for any bitch under 52 lbs. in

weight), and after lining the bottom with

etraw. to put the bitch In and fasten down
the lid. An ordinary direction then com-
pletes all that is necessary to transport the

package to any part of tlie khigdom which
is reached by a railroad. In the summer.
the night (being the coolest part of the 24

hours) is the best for this purpose, as the

bitcli Mill not then suffer so much from

tliirst, and slie will easily bear the journey

vithout food, if it does not last more than

fVom 12 to 18 hours, which time is quite

f ufficient to reach any part of her Majesty's

dominions. The hamper should be strong

and sound, for fear of her escaping and
choosing a mate for herself. After she has

been sen-cd, she should wait a few days,

«nd then be returned to her owner in the

same way. The usual plan is to send a man
with the bitch, who sees that every thing is

quite right, and brings her back again after

tlie performance is over. There are some
cnses when one of these plans is more
suitable than the other—as. for instance,

when a dog has such a verj- high character,

ns to be in great dem.ind ; here sometimes
it happens that two or more bitches are

Ecnt together, and the man in charge,

rather than refuse one of them, is very apt
to pass olT another dog of tlie same blood
Instead of the one intended ; of course.

In this case, the "hampered " bitch has the
worst chance, and thert-lore when a very
popular dog Is the selection it is better to

send a man upon whom dependance can be
placed with her, for fear of such a result;

and if It docs not really happen, and the
puppies do not come exactly of the expected
colour, there Is always a suspicion of its

occurrence, I wa.^ once Inclined to suspect
wicli an unworthy deception, not fVom the
above cau^c, but from a difTerent reason
ftltogether, the whelps being of a colour
which I had little re-i.-ion to expect. I

therefore persmuled the owner ol the bitch

to see her himself put to the same dog
ncain In the autumn for the sake of satis-

fying himself and mc; and tlie result was
that the puppies were exactly like the
lormcr ones, and all doubt w.os at an eiiil.

Coursers certainly are a most suspicious
race of mortals, and are constantly fmcylns
tlieir rivals In the race are contriving
•chemes, which they would never suspect
them of In any of the ordinary affairs ol life.

In UiU respect coursing is like liorse-dealhig,

no one seems to trust his own best frienU;

and often, perhaps, with as much foundation
for his want of confidence as in that pursuit,

which every one admits is not conducive to

the honourable feelings ofthose who indulge

in it But let the suspicion be causeless or
not, there it is; and for the purpose of

avoiding all occasion for doubt, it is better

to adopt every precaution. Tliere are, how-
ever, some cases where no motive can be
assigned for any substitution of one dog for

another; as, for instance, when a young
unfashionable dog is chosen, and where tho
owner of the bitch is satisfied, from personal
knowledge, that she will have every cai-e

taken of her. In such a case the extra
expense and trouble of sending the man is

so much time and money thrown away.
The kennel-man of the dog will see to every-
thing being done, secundum artem; but if

the bitch is accompanied by your man, ho
should satisfy himself that the act is*fully

performed. Greyhounds are, many ofthem,
quite incapable of procreation, either from
being improperly managed by over-stimu-
lating, or from being long kept in kennel
and away from bitches, so as to force them
into an imnatural state of continence. But,
whatever is the cause, there is no doubt of
the fact, that many dois are nearly or quite

impotent; and therefore the above caution
is not so imnecessar>' as it minht at first

sight appear to be. Many men use all sorts

of stimulating drugs to increase this power
in their dogs, but it is a most dangerous and
improper plan, and one which ought never
to be adopted under any circumstances.

433. There is a great difference of opinion

as to the number of bitches which a dog is

able to serve in the season, and I have otten

been asked the question ; but I know of
no mode of settling the exact line beyond
which the dog should not be allowed to

aftord his ser\'iccs. As fir as my own
opinion goes. I do not think that a dog
recovers himself thoroughly under three or

four d.iys, which would give two bitches

a week as the 7«rt.r/ni«m allowance. Now,
as the season lasts iVom the 1st of November
to the month of ^lay, this would allow of
50 bitches being properly attended to; but,

unfortunately, the bitches do not come "in
season" In this regular May, but. on tho
contrary, they all come together, or in

groups of two or three at one time. Besides,
when a dog Is likely to have a large number
of bitches, he is generally priced so highly
as to make him cliiefly In demand during
the early j)art of the season, for few breeders
like to bestow lo guineas upon a bitch in

May or .June, with the full knowledge that
her puppies will be too late for the produce-
stakes the next year. Hence, if a dog li;i3

more than 20 bitches lathe season, he is sure
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to have at least three or four a-week occa-

sionally, and in this way, I am satisfied, that

many of these fashionable dogs are rendered

unfit for their arduous duties. It is not that

they do not get stock while in this high

demand, for I know that large litters of

puppies have been got on consecutive days,

but I have seldom known a good litter thus

obtained; and IMr. Gibson is distinctly of

opinion that a bitch lined soon after a pre-

vious act is likely to have only a small

litter. Now, if small in numbers, how much
more likely are they to be puny in strength,

and deficient in activity ot nervous system.
From all this, therefore, I should advise,

wherever the choice can be made, that a
dog which is not likely to have more than
a dozen or fifteen bitches should be selected

in preference to one more in demand, unless

the bitch requiring his services comes "in
season" in November or December. At that

time few are likely to be sent, or to have
previously weakened the dog, and of course
you are not the worse for what may be
hereafter done.

434. Duration of the Peeiod of Heat.—
The bitch is fully tlu'ee weeks "in season"
altogether, and is generally said to be nine
days coming on, nine days fully on, and
nine days going off'. This is rather a longer

time than my experience would allow as

the usual period, and I should fix seven or

eight days as the full term of each division.

The best time for the admission of the dog
is towards the end of the middle period,

when the bleeding which usually appears

in the vulva of the female is beginning to

i
subside. Sometimes this period is a veiy

I

short one, and by waiting too long the bitch

refuses altogether to submit, and is rendered
useless for that season. It is better, there-

fore, to put her to the dog as soon as she
•wiU take him, for fear of this unfortunate
[result ; and I believe that it is of very little

fconsequence^when the act takes place, so

long as the bitch is fuUy consenting thereto,

and no force is applied.

,
435. The Management of the Bitch after

her return should be of such a nature as to

[keep her in good health, without allowing
;her either to get too fat or too thin. As
' soon as she can safely be allowed to run at

large, she should be taken out to exercise
regularly every day, and umU that time

: she should be led out for an hour daily.

When a bitch can have a good run at liberty

she is perhaps all the better for it ; but I am
quite sure that full health may be main-
tained by a couple of hours' exercise every
day ; and for the first six or seven weeks
this may be with the other dogs, so as to
occasion no needless trouble; after that

' time, however, she ought to be taken out
by herself, for fear of her being knocked

over or otherwise injured, or of her being
temj)ted to jump over high gates, &c., by
the example of the other dogs. She should,
however, have her liberty in her exercise
every day till quite the last, for if not
tempted by others she vriU only take aa
much as comports with her matronly
dignity. Great care should be taken as to
her condition in point of flesh, for the two
extremes are almost equally prejudicial.

On the one hand, too high a state of flesh is

mechanically adverse to parturition, and
also tends to produce milk-fever after the
process is completed ; and on the other, too
low a state of flesh is inimical to that full

suckling of the whelps which ensures their
growth to a good size. The only guide
which I can give is this—^viz., that the ribs

should be easily felt, loosely rolling under
the hand, without being clearly visible to

the eye ; beyond this the condition is too
high, and if the ribs are very apparent to

the eye it is too low. About once a-week a
little castor oil should be given, unless the
bowels are quite loose ; but, at all events, I
Uke a dose given a few days before the end
of the nine weeks—say about the 60th day.

This cools the bitch, and prevents any bones
or other lumpy matter accumiilating in the
bowels and mechanically interrupting the

birth of the whelps. During the last week'

or ten days—that is, after the 60th day—the
bitch should be separated from the other

dogs, and placed in the box which she is

intended to occupy during her parturition

;

and she should be made quite at home there,

at once preventing all occasion for fright,

and keeping her perfectly quiet A boarded
floor should be raised for her a few inches

from the ground, and this should be pro-

tected from the wall by a boarded partition,

at least 6 or 8 inches high. If this flooring

can not easily be procured, spread a good
layer of straw on the ground, and place a
piece of old carpet upon that, then more
straw on the top of that, which wiU form a
good bed for the bitch. The reason of the

necessity for the carpet is, that the whelps
in their struggles to get at the teats of the

bitch scratch all the straw away, and if the

carpet is not there they lie on the bare

ground, and are often seriously injured or

killed by the damp and cold. But with this

protection they only scratch till they get

down to it, when they are rmable to do

more, and lie upon the warm carpet with

the thick layer of straw under it. These

httle points may seem of no consequence,

but it is by attention to them that disease

is prevented ; and that is a much more easy

matter than removingit after it is once deve-

loped, especially in the whelp. Towards the

last few days more sloppy food than usuai

should be given, in order to cool the body.
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and also to promote the secretion of milk;

but it should be very gradually chanized, so

as not to disorder the system by too sudden

an alteration from the usual diet. It; there-

fore, the bitch has been fed upon flesh and
meal, it is only necessary to substitute a

larger quantity of broth for some of the

flesh, and to mix it up with the meal into a

sloppy state. 'Where greaves and meal have

jcen used, the addition of a httle milk is the

best plan, or if not, then some broth must
be added, as the greaves do not mix well

with slop.

436. Management during Whelping.—
It is seldom that the bitch requires any
Interference at tins time, for the puppy is

80 small in proportion to the size of the

bony passage, that nature genenilly effects

her purpose very easilj'. Unless, therefore,

the mother is suffering from disease, Uttle

assistance is required. The process gene-
rally lasts some hours, and there is, on the

average, nearly half-an-hour between each
two whelps. The bitch should not be
Interfered with till all is over, unless she
seems very much exhausted, when a httle

warm brandy and water may be given

;

but as nature leads her to swallow a large

quantity of animal matter, consisting of
the 8ec'i':dine3 of each whelp, and also to

digest them, food is not now required.
Wlien, however, all is over, a little luke-
warm gruel made with milk, or mild broth,
should be given her, and repeated after two
or three hours. Nothing else but this kind
of food should be allowed till the milk is

(Ully come, which by nature would be as
soon as the whelps are born, or verj- nearly
so. Somctimos, however, in very young or
very old bitches, it docs not come on so
very readily; while, a^ain, in very fat and
over-fed ones, milk-fever sets in. and tlie

secretion Is postponed, or entirely pre-
vented. It is in these cases th.-it ovcr-fecd-
lag must be guarded against; but here
prevention is nuicli easier tlian cure; only
take care not to have the bitch over-fed
beforehand, and she will give no trouble
from milk-fever, uidess exposed to cold or
wet The opposite extreme of low-feeding
Is not felt so soon, but It leads to much more
unmanageable results at the second or third
week alter whelping, when lUs are apt to
occur, accompanletl with excessive emacia-
tion, weakness, and loss of milk. Strong
broths, flesh, Jellies, bread and milk thick-
ened with eggs, «tc, may be tried, with even
the addition of stimulants, In the sliajw of
brandy and water, or gmel with ale in it,

or slicrrj' ami egw'S. A teaspoonl\il of
aromatic spirit of ammonia may bo given
with the same quantity of Huxham'a
tin<'turo of bark twicc-a-day. In spite of
til tli.kt can bu done, It somcUiues bappcufl

that these bitches continue to have fits, and
to lose strength and flesh; they must in

this case be taken from their puppies, and
their place supplied by either hand-feeding
or a foster-nurse. After this they generally
rapidly recover; but unless they are very
vaduable, they should scarcely be tried

again for the same purpose. For the first

two or three days the food should be luke-
warm, and the bitch should be compelled to
come out for the purpose of emptying.,
herself at least twice a-day, as many
mothers are so proud of their newly-,
acquired wealth, that they neglect them-
selves in their care for their whelps. More
than this is not necessary, as exercise may
be dispensed with for the first week; but
after that time she should be led out for

an hour a-day. During the whole of her
suckling the bitch should be well fed upon
milk, if procurable, thickened with oatmeal
or flour, and at least a pound of flesh with
the broth, also thickened with meal, each
day. Without this quantity and quaUty of
food the milk is not sufflciently strong and
good for the whelps, and they do not reach
the size which is desirable, and which
indeed is necessary, in order that they may
go on aftenvards to that perfection offrame

'

which is the object of the courser. A le-.v

shillings will therefore be now well dispost d
of in milk and other good and nutritious

kinds of diet.

Sect. 7.—Management of the AVhelps
IN the Nest.

437. The kennel-man should watch the
whelps from the time they are bom tdi they •

are two or three days old, as they often

require a little assistance up to that tiiii.',

especially in large litters. If it is desii\(l

that more than five or six sliould be kein, a
foster-nurse should be obtained; but tor a

few days a good bitch will suckle eight or

ten puppies very well. When one or two

,

are very wealdy—as often is the case with

;

large litters—thevare shouldered out by the
stronger ones, and would, if left to their

,

own cflorts, speedily die of starvation ; but

,

by occasionally taking the strong ones
away lor a time, and lea\iiig the others to

suck, they soon are able to take their o^\ u
parts, ami olteu overtake their originally-

larger and -stronger brothers and sistei-s.
^

.\t this lime whelps are verj' readily chilled,

and when they are thus seized they become

.

purged, and soon die, emaciated to tho
highest degree. Six, eight, or ten drops ot,

laudanum may be given in a little milk,

two or three times a-day, which generally

stops tho diarrlia'a, or the laiulanum may
be united Avith a lew grains of chalk an I

UV't grains of aromatic confection. No
bitch should be allowed to suckle more
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than five, or, at the outside, six -whelps,

after the first week; and if a foster-nurse

cannot be procured, it is better either to

destroy all above that number, or to try

and bring them up by hand.

438. The Fosteb-Nurse may he of any
breed, but the bull-terrier, or any smooth
bitch of good size, will answer the purpose

best; a rough bitch will do quite as well if

her coat is healthy, and her skin free from

disease. It may generally be reckoned,

that for every seven or eight pounds in

weight of bitch she will rear one puppy,

and thus a 21 lb. bitch will do three whelps

very well. She should have a muzzle on,

except when fed, till she is qu^te accustomed

to the new whelps ; and to effect this, the

best plan is to take away her own whelps,

and place them with the young greyhoimds

in a basket for a few minutes ; then return

all to her, and when she has become in

Bome measure accustomed to them, take

away her o^mi progeny one by one. This

deprivation, however, should not be at-

tempted for twenty-four hours at least.

Many people fancy that puppies reared by
terriers, <fcc., are not so good as those

suckled by their own dams, but I have had
and kno^vn so many examples to the con-

trary, that I cannot for an instant doubt

the propriety of adoptiug this foster-nurse.

Mr. Borron's Black Cloud litter are good

examples of tliis plan, having all been
reared by buE-bitches, in consequence of

the death of their mother in whelping. On
the other hand, I have known some good
epecimens of rearing by hand; as, for

Instance, Mr. Webb's Flirt and Havoc. At
the expiration of about 10 or 12 days (seldom

sooner), the whelps begin to open their

eyes; and after this they may be fed as soon
as they wiU take cow's milk. When it is

desired to assist the bitch in this way very
earl}', the whelp must be taught to lap, by
dipping his nose m the milk, upon which he
soon takes to it, and licks his lips, if he does
not lap directly from the saucer. At three

weeks, unless the bitch is very full of milk,

they will require feeding two or three times
a-day, and the Ibod at first should be milk
only, then milk slightly thickened with fine

wheat-flour, and towards the fifth week
this food with thickened broth alternately.

To make this broth, a sheep's head should
be boiled to rags, then the bones picked
carefully out, and the pieces of flesh broken
up into very small fragments, and the
whole thickened to the consistence of cream
with fine white flour. Up to weaning, one
of these heads will last one litter of whelps
two or three days; but after that time a
head is used in a single day. As soon as
the whelps are able to run, they must be
assisted up and down from their wooden-

floored stage, if they have one, by lowering
the fl-ont edge, and making it an incUned
plane from the ground ; the box also must
be littered down with straw, and cleaned
out every other day, as the whelps soon
make it very dirty by their constant
evacuations.

439. Dew-Ciaws are sometimes left on,

at others cutoff, and again by some coursers

the nails only are pulled out with the teeth
or a pair of pincers. The last is far the best
plan, and it should be done at about the
time of the whelp first seeing, before which
the naUs are hardly strong enough to draw
well. There seems to be very little pain
given, as the whelp scarcely whimpera.

Sect. 8

—

Weaning and Choosing Whelps
440. The Weaning of the Whelp is the

great test of the skill of the kennel-man, and
very few understand it to such an extent
as to avoid loss of flesh at that time. Some,
however, will manage almost invariably to

take them away, and keep them as fat as

they should be for an indefinite period,

afterwards depending of course upon acci-

dental circumstances, but extending long

beyond the effects of weaning. Generally,

however, whelps become very thin, and
many are irretrievably spoilt at this period.

"Whelps which have been very well suckled

are the most diflicult to wean without loss

of fat ; and indeed sometimes they are so

unwieldy as to require some little diminu-
tion in order to bring them to a state fit for

exercise. I am quite satisfied, that beyond
five weeks the mother's milk is prejudicial

rather than othenvise; and many whelps
become thin and out of health from that

cause alone. I have always found that by
removing her entirely they take their food

more regularly, and are not constantly on
the fret for what after all is only a drop in

the ocean among so many and such vora-

cious swallows. There are three grand
principles needftil to successful weaning—
first, warm and dry lodging; secondly,

suitable quality and quantity of food; and
thirdly, regulai'ity In feeding.

441. The Lodging should be warm in pro-

portion to the season, and if the weather is

very severe, a stove is essential to success,

not only at weaning-time, but before and
afterwards. I am quite satisfied that from

Januar}' to April, in frosty weather, the

stove-system is of >'ital importance to the

rearing of young whelps, and is even better

than the heat ofa warm stable ftill ofhorses.

Tlie fire should be Ughted in the morning,

and kept m all day, with good ventilation;

then by damping it down at night, and

closing the ventilators, suflScient heat is

retained to last till next morning, when, on
entering the box for the purpose of feeding
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and cleaning, &c., the stove may again be

lighted. I have not found that young grey-

hounds reared in this way were afterwards

more delicate and susceptible of cold ; but

from being more strong and well developed,

they were actually more capable of resisting

atmospheric changes. It is for the first two
months that this artificial aid is required,

after which time they generate heat enough
when lying together to keep themselves

warm, and by leaving the stove off they
80on are prepared for facing the weather,
either in their walks or elsewhere. Up to

three months all puppies should be kept in

a loose box, and should not be suffered to be

at full liberty, as they are scarcely fit to

take care of themselves till after that time.

They do not get out of the wet if a storm of

rain comes on, and are consequently, if ex-
posed to the weather, at all times liable to

chilL A loose box, with the upper half of

the door open, especially if it admits the

sun, is the best place for them; but the
door should be closed in cold, windy wea-
ther, and at night in all cases.

442. The Qcalitt and QcANTrrr of Food
are the grand es^sentials in rearing the grey-
hound, especially at weaning time, when aU
tlie experience and tact of the kennel-man
will barely enable him to avoid errors. At
this time the whelps require feeding four
times a day, and their food should be com-
posed of milk and broth, alternately, thick-
ened with meaL Up to two months fine

flour only must be used, with a little oat-
meal If the boweis are at all confined; but
after that time a coarser meal may be sub-
stituted; the change, however, must be
very gradually made, by mixing a little

more each day of the coarse with the fine

flour. A sheep's head will now be required
every day among five or six whelps, and
from a quart to three pints of good milk,
which quantities will serve them till nine or
ten weeks old.

44.3. ItEGCLARrrr op Feedino Is also of
tlic utmost importance to .all young anim.als,

and especially to the groyhound-whelp.
The first meal should be nt dawn, or as soon
after as possible, and the last always about
dusk; though In Januar>' tlio wheips must
be fed a little later, or tlicy will have to fast

too long during the nlclit. It Is also of great
consequence not to allow any one of them
to overload the stomach ; and If they are
gross feeders, and very ravenous, those
vhlch arc so should not be suffered to take
more than the feeder thinks sulllrlent
Indeed I am strongly of opinion that whelps
•hould nerer be allowed quite to satiate
tlielr appetites, unlessthey areout ofluMlth,
and require a little extra nursing ; but, as i»

rule, they should always leave off with a
nadlDCM for more If It were given.

Sect. 9.—Choosing the WHELPa
444. The Weamxq Time is selected fbr

this purpose, because up to that period they
must remain with the mother; and while
sucking her, the changes are often so great
as to make what was at first the best, often
now the worst of the litter. Most peoplo
would prefer waiting to make their selection

till after the whelps are weaned, as they
show their shapes better when compara-
tively thin, than they do when loaded with
milk-fat. Tliis, however, seldom suits

the purpose of the breeder, who wishes
to get rid of the trouble and responsibility

as soon as he can. Unless, therefore,

the breeder has the pick, he will generally
insist upon the choice being now made;
that is, as soon as the whelps are five or six

weeks old. It is quite true that the age is

just as good as a later one, in all but one
particular, and that consists in the strength

of constitution, which has not j'et been
tested by weaning. Many delicate breeds
get very fat Avhile with their mothers, but
when weaned with all the care in the world
some of them will become thin, and reflase

to grow and thrive. These, of course, would
be rejected after weaning; and yet before

that process is accomphshed, they are the
most Ukely perhaps to catch the chooser's
eye. In picking at weaning time, I should
therefore by no means alwaj-s choose the
fiUtest, but the one which looks most hardy
and firm, without, on the other hand, being
wasted and tliin. At this time the legs
snd (eet are generally already sufficiently

developed to enable the good judge to see
what they are likely to be ; and if the whelp
bends his knees so far back as to stand upon
nearly or quite the whole of the parts below
the knee, I should cert;iinly reject him,
as he is always Ukely to be long and flat-

toed, with weak knees. A spreading foot

also shows itself by this time, and should
be examined into, and rejected in favour of
a close round foot. Examine also as to
niptures, which are now very evident; and
though many good bitches as well as dogs
have had them, they are by no means to bo
admired. Next, as to general shapes and
sizes—many sel< ct by colour only, taking
those which follow any particular ancestor
In colour or marks. I cannot say that I

have ever seen tliis guide of any use, but it

is a ver>' common practice, and cert.iinly

I have known it abused, by leading to the
selection of a badly-grown whelp in pre-

ference to a much better shaped one, of a
despised colour. The chooser should take
the whelp up by the tail close to the root,

when the shape will be well shown, as the

fore-legs are then sure to be extended, and
li' they ore well raised la front towards the
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cars, thev show a well-formed shoulder.

The length of the stifles is also now
beginning to be shown, and the general

frame is visible, especially when held as

above recommended- But nothing is more
ditncult and more dependent upon luck

than this choice, and I have constantly

known even the best judges make bad
selections. "ftTien the choice is to be made
after weaning, weight and size, with appa-

rent health, ought to be very strong guides

in selection; and I would never take a
puny, half-starved whelp if I could get one

well weaned and healthy-looking, with at

all the same frame; that is, if free from
any obvious and persistent defects. At
three months the choice may be made with

a very good chance of selecting the one

which shall turn out the best looking at

last ; but, after all, this may very likely not

be the best greyhound ; so that even here

the affair is a perfect lottery. Still, in the

long-run, the best looking are the best

greyhounds; and therefore they should be

chosen at all ages till a trial can be had.

But at three months the whelps begin to

move as well as to show their forms, and
this test should also be used, as weU as

those already described. By the end of the

third month the style of gaUop becomes
apparent, and though some short and
stumpy gallopers at that time become
subsequently good goers, still I should

always back the free and smooth-actioned
puppy at that age to turn out the best goer

at a subsequent period. It is astonishing

how whelps of three or four months old

will gallop, and what a pace they will go

;

and unless the one which is examined
goes in a good form between the third

and fourth month, I shoiild certainly reject

him, if I had the choice of another going
In a different and superior style.

Sect. 10.—Reabing the Whelps.

445. Home-Reabog and Walks Much
difference of opinion exists as to the com-
parative merits of these two systems ; and
to this day there has never been any
positive series of experiments made on the
two modes. Most people adopt one or the
other, and then argue in support of that
which they have used ; but the only way to
settle the question, is to divide several
litters, and rear part in oneway and part
inthe other. This I haveknown done in some
few cases, but never to such an extent as to
lead to a satisfactory restilt Of one thing
there can be no doubt—viz., that good dogs
have been reared in each way. It, therefore,
I were asked my opinion, I should say, that
It will depend upon the degree of perfection
in which either plan can be carried out. If

the "walk " is a good one, the food good, aad

the farm free from hares and rabbits, there
can be no reason why puppies may not be
reared there as weU as elsewhere. Again,
if at home you have good accommodation
and a good servant, with plenty of oppor-
timity for exercise, then there can be
no objection to your using those advan-
tages. My own opinion is, that the home-
plan, when well carried out, is free from
every disadvantage, and has all the recom-
mendations of the other in addition ; whilst
the constant liberty leads the puppy to be
lazy, and disinclined to exercise himself as
he ought to do. This, however, may be a
disadvantage for aught I know to the
contrary ; as it may really not be desirable

that the puppy should gallop so much while
he is growing. It will not therefore do to

argue upon this point as a positive good,

because, as I before remarked, it may really

be a positive eviL But a home-reared
puppy, if neglected, is a most deplorable

object; being too fat or too thin, with long
toes spreading like a duck's foot, and in

every way unfitted for his task. Such a
dog is a standing argument against this

mode of rearing, and very many such are
produced every year. I have known thirty

saplings and more reared together in a large

building, and scarcely ever let out of it

;

with the only resultwhich could be expected,

of producing all bad ones. Unless, there-

fore, proper care is likely to be taken, by all

means nm the chance of the "walking"
system. In this latter mode the puppy is

sure of air and exercise ; food, therefore, is

the only essential and desirable point in

which he is likely to be deficient But in

most farms the puppies are able to get to

the pigs' tbod, and that alone, with air and
exercise, is better than the best food In the
world without those essentials to health.

But if a good " walk " can be obtained by a
little extra pay, by all means should the

money be bestowed, as a shilling a week
extra onlymakes a pound or two's difl'erence

in the cost, while it often trebles the value

of the puppy. My advice, therefore, is to

keep your puppies at home if you can
properly do so; and fading that plan, to

select as many good walks for them, of

not more than two in one place; being

guided in the selection by the probabiUty of

good food, good lodging, and good treat-

ment, for nothing spoils a puppy more than

harsh words and severe floggings.

446. Home-Eeabing, from three months
of age tiU they are old enough to be ken-

nelled, which they may be considered to

be at nine or ten montlis, should be effected

in the following manner ; indeed, if they are

at "walk" they should be fed in the same
way, or as near to it as possible; but they

then liave their full Mberty, and require uo
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one to look after them during their hours of

exercise. It will be remembered that up to

this age they have been fed four times

a-day, alternately on thickened milk and

broth, the latter ynth the meat of the

sheep's head broken up in it, and that 1

have advised the gradual substitution of

coarse wheat-flour for the flue quality

necessary in early puppyhood. By these

precautions the dog-whelps ought, if of a

large breed, and also of tolerably early

maturity, to weigh at this age about 20 to

24 lbs., and the bitches 13 to 22 lbs. The

after weights are as follows -, though much
will depend upon the quality of food, and

the amount of exercise allowed, as some

puppies gallop of themselves till they are as

tliin as red herrings :—
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divisible with a knife without mucli sticking

to it. In reference to the proportion of each,

the rule is to give as much oatmeal as the

dog will bear without becoming too ' loose

in his motions. Some naturally costive

dogs thrive on oatmeal alone, and others

again will scarcely bear the smallest pro-

portion of it, so that no rule can be given

;

but I have found about one-third oatmeal
will generally agree with the greyhound.
Some people make the meal up into balls

with a little water, and boll them in the
broth at the same time as the flesh; but
I have never seen any advantage in this

plan, and it is certainly more troublesome.
As soon as the meal has boiled the proiier

time the fire should be withdrawn, and the
whole either suffered to cool in the boiler or,

which is better, it should be ladled out and
cooled in thin layers, on flat tins or boards
for the puipose. Tliis, with the flesh cut up
Into small pieces and mixed with it, forms
the ordiaary diet of the puppies, according
to this plan; and it is called "stirabout"
and boiled flesh. The paunches are either
cleaned and boiled with the meal to make
stirabout (being used in the same way as
the flesh in the above mode), or they are
given raw and with their contents mixed
with them. The latter plan answers very
weU, especially when the cow's paunch is

obtained, and kept till tolerably dry, with
the use of quick-lime rubbed over it to
absorb the moisture and prevent decompo-
sition. It may then be given to the grey-
hounds entire, and they quickly tear it to
pieces and eat it gi'eedily, with a considerable
quantity of the green half- digested food of
the cow mixed with the paunch itself.

Barley, or oatmeal, mixed with greaves is

prepared by boUing the latter quite soft in
water, after breaking them up into lumps of
tlie size of the fist The meal is then added
as in making the stirabout.

448. The eelative Value of these various
kinds of food is shown by the following
table, extracted from Leibig's Chemistry
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that the puppy absolutely demands large

supplies of nourishment Nearly a pound
of meal a-day will not be too much, and in

some cases fully that quantity will be used,

mixed, of course, with the broth, and with

a small allowance, at first, of flesh, cut up
and added to it The feeder should begin

with about one-quarter of a pound dail}'.

Increasing it to half-a-pound by the fifth

month, at which weight it should remain

till after the teething is accomphshed, when
three-quarters of a pound will not be too

much. This quantity may be continued

till the puppies have been entered and tried.

450. Bones mtst be supplied daily for

two purposes, one of which consists in

mechanically cleaning the teeth, the other

In affording a supply of lime for the nutri-

tion of the young bones of the dog, and also

in stimulating the secretion of saliva,

which is necessary for perfect digestion.

The larger the bones are the better, and a

little dirt is no injury to them. The kennel-

man should give them on the drj-^ grass,

while he is sweeping out the kennel, and
should always be at hand with the whip, to

prevent quarrelling.

451. The Houks of Fekding should be as

follows—^iz.. an early and a late meal, and
two others during the day, till the end of

the fourth month ; after which, to the end of

the eighth, the two middle meals may be

thrown into one; and at the exjiiration ofthe

eighth month, except in very large and
growing dogs, two meals a-day will be quite

BuflBcient, taking care to give free access to

water at all times, and to prevent the greedy

dogs ftom takmg more than their proper

shares of the food.

452. The Form of Ken'nel for home-rear-

ing is. I think, a mere shed with a raised

bench, for the whelps to run into, and for

Bleeping in; and, in addition, a run of 40 or 50

feet in length, and 8 or 10 in breadth, fenced

oflf for them from a field or garden—if
possible, shaded by trees. I do not like a

brick-floor, such as Is put in tl>e regular ken-

nel described at page 100. because it does not

wear away the nails sufllcienlly; and, also.

It does not harden the pads of the foot

Besides, the earth is a healthy anti-acid for

the whelps to get into their stom.ichs. wlilch

they obtain by licking it ofl' their coats in

cleaning themselves with their tongues. I

have found tliat common sheep-hurdles,

luied with the wire-net, and having tliat

kind of fence raised a yard above them by

straining It from post to post, fixed nt the end

of each hurdle, answers the purpose best as

no greyhound can clear It, and by leaning It

Inwards they cannot jump upon It It is

tlie most effectual and the cheapest fence

which can be put up, as no mere wooden
railing will hold the puppies, their teeth

soon cutting through tlie strongest bar, if

any interstice is permitted. When grass is

selected for the run, it is soon worn away;
and a Uttle gravel or sand should be laid

do^vn, to avoid mud.
453. TheAmount OF ExEsciSE required by

home-reared puppies is not much more than
they will take in their yard or enclosures,

where they gallop up and down and play
with each other for hours together. But,
in addition, they should always be let out
into a large field for a quarter of an hour
before each meal, as the gallop which they
then take causes the bowels to relieve them-
selves, and they are thus kept in a healthy
state. The giUlop should never be allowed
on a fhll stomach ; but when empty, I am
satisfied that it does great good, and hardens
and braces all their joints as they are formed.
A puppy reared in confinement grows per-

haps into a fine-looking dog, but being
composed of soft materials which have never
been strained, he lames himself the very
first time he is let out, and is a long time
recovering himselffrom its effects. Besides
this, he must again be rested, to allow time
for the restoration of the inflamed joint;

and thus he never can be suflfered to acquire

that tone of Ugament and hardness of bone
which are necessarj' to enable Mm to stand
the shock of the course with impunity. This
therefore is the pmicipal object in per-
mitting these daily gallops, which often

occasion sUght temporary lamenesses, but
not of such a degree as to lead to permanent
mischief If puppies are reared in this way,
with the daily use of a large field, and the
run of a yard or strip of natural soil, espe-

cially if it Is gravelled, they do not want any
other exercise until they are kennelled,

which should be commenced at nine or ten
months, or earlier, according to the season
of the year. It must be remarked herei

that this open-yard system does not answet
after October or the beginning ofNovember,
and then only in fine seasons; for in a colq

and wet one it must be stopped a^^ soon at
weather of that kind is thorougldy estab-

lished

454. Generai. Tkeatmext.—During thl«

time no brushing should be used, and th«

dog's natural cleanser, the tongue, is th6'

best adapted for the purpose of keeping his

body IVee tVom dirt. In ;ill but the very hot
motiths, plenty of clean straw should be
allowed; but In the height of summer the

boards must be left bare, as the dog will lie

on the ground in preference to a straw-bed.

At this time fleas, ticks, and other vermin,
are very apt to hifest the dog. and may be
removed by the use of soft-soai) .and soda, as

I shall presently explain. If the tick Is the

kind prosent. some white precipitate must
be rubbed into the skin, and tUter a lew d

UUSki
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brushed out again ; but the muzzle must be

kept on for some days, and the dog must
not be sufTered to get wet. Brimstone may-

be occasionally rubbed into the coats with
advantage, though it does not kill any kind
of vermin in a dry state, but it is licked otf

by the tongue and thus forms a cooling kind
ofmedicine for the pupiiy. At this time the
occasional use of a dose of castor-oil and
syrup of buckthome, in equal quantities,

when the puppies are a Uttle "offtheir feed,

"

wiU serve to restore them to their appetites

aud prevent further loss of health. If they

are othenvise iU, they must be treated
according to the directions given under the
head of "Diseases of the Dog. "

455. Evert Puppy SHotnj> have a Ke:*-
NEL-NAME giveu him before he is many
months old; and he should be accustomed to
it as soon as possible, so that he may be
able to know when he is rated or called
back, and may come when called, <fec This
is very important in saving the 3'oung
greyhound from imnecessary correction,

which he might otherwise incur from
ignorance rather than vice.

CHAP. v.

BREAKING, KEXXELLING, AND ENTEEIXG.

Sect. L—Bkeaking to Lead, Ken'N'els, &c.

456, Leading is necessary for various pur-

poses, and should be taught the puppy
either during the progress of his rearing, if

tJ'i is effected at home, or, ifnot, as soon

aa he is brought from his walk. Of com'se

in bringing him, he must have had a collar

on; but it is not only necessary that the

dog shall come along by force, but that he
shall foUow cheerfully and handily. One of

the most common causes of failure arises

from the awkwardness of the greyhound in

the slips, and this has its origin in imperfect

breaking to the leading-strap. I have seen

the chance of many dogs utterly destroyed

by their pulling in the slips, and therefore

I would strongly caution the young com'ser

to be careful that the whole process is

thoroughly effected by which handiness in

the slips will be effectually secured. Now,
as I before remarked, steady leading is the

first part of the education, and it should be

taught as follows :—The neck-strap should

be the ordinary wide one, at least 2

Inches in breadth, with the common swivel,

by which it is attached to a leading-reiu

about 5 feet long; this should be buckled on
tightl}-- in a field of soft turf, and the man
should then call the dog by name in an
encouraging manner. Generally he begins
to pull against the strap at once, and fights

most resolutely, by attempting to throw
himself into all sorts of forms, and biting at

the strap. He should be suffered to exhaust
his efforts for a few minutes, and then the
man should pat him and endeavour to make
him foUow, which, if he stni refuses, he
must be steadily dragged along by the
leading-strap. Aiter a tew yards he almost

always gives up all resistance for a time,
and follows at the heel, but soon tries

another bout, and this is often followed
by a fit of the sulks. The only remedy
is a patient pull upon the collar, and
generally in haU-an-hour the dog follows
pretty quietly; but in some cases there is a
much longer and more troublesome resist-

ance. After the dog has followed his

master about the field for a short time, the
collar may be removed with a few en-
couraging words, and another dog taken in

hand ; but it generally requires several les-

sons before the young puppy is quite perfect

in leading. Indeed, he seldom is so until lie

has been led about for hours in the cotirsing

field, which should always be the last

lesson before he is himself entered to his

game. At first when the hare is seen tlxe

greyhound seldom takes much notice, bi^
when other dogs are heard whimperinf,
and their anxiety is witnessed, the con-
tagion is soon conveyed to the young one,
and he begins to pull at his collar and to

enter keenly into the nature of the sport.

This is the critical period when the goud
manager makes his dog handy, and the bad
one confirms him in the foolish habit of
pulling. AH young dogs naturally pull

against their straps when they see anything^_

going on in which they are interested : arrd

the vmskilled leader puUs again; upon
which the dog, in his eagerness, keeps up
the strain, and leans upon his coUar in a
steady, duU, continued puU, wliich tires

him a good deal, but without being ofmuch
consequence at that time. "When, however,

he is put in the slips, he is all anxiety to be

doing, and puUs away as he has been used

to do with his awkward leader; and, mor«>-
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over, he tires himself at a time when it is

of sucli consequence that he sliould be fresli

and vigorous. In order to avoid this habit,

as soon as the young dog is felt to pull, the

leader should give him a sharp check, and
hit liim lightly on the nose, if the first is not

eulficient; but by continually checking him
\\-hen he begins to pull he soon leaves it off;

and however eager he may be he never

ventures to run the risk of the disagree-

able sensation produced by checking him
eeverely, unless a hare crosses so closelj^ to

him as to overcome his prudential feelings;

and, in this case, the leader should let him
pull, and run with him as the sUpper does,

and thus teach him to puUateadily when the

hare is actually before him, but at no other

time. This is the essential feature of the
well-broken dog, and it is a point which
ought never to be overlooked.

457. A JIuzzLE should also be put on
occasionally, of the following fonn :

—

and should bo loft on oven In the kcnnol for

Bome hours. Tlie reasons for this necessity

are the following :—First, It may vcr>-

probably be required in tlio kennel before

training, in case any accident occurs, or

liny poixrtnous drcs!«ing Is to be applied, and

then It is a bad time to begin the use of It.

Secondly, many young dogs are such savage

fighters or biters, as to require the muz/.le

always on at exercise ; and, when well made,
they can gallop and play with It on just i

n-* trcely a.s without It. Thirdly. In leaving
[

Uic dog In a stram/e kennel during the week
|

Of rumUng, a muzzle must always oe left i

on ; and also in his exercise on the daj' of

the running, lor fear ot accidents, &c. ' The
earlier the dog is accustomed to it the
better.

458. The Amount of Exercise necessary
to keep young dogs in health, after they are
brought into the kennel, is very consider-
able ; and if well fed, they must have from
two to three hours a-day at the least It is

much better to be on foot than on horse-
back with joung puppies, as they are very
rebellious, and inclined to chase everything
which will run away from them; unless,

therefore, they are taken out on the open
downs, and the horse isveiy handy, they
are apt to get into enclosures and there set

the horseman at defiance. The whip should
be used as sparingly as possible, but still

the dog must be kept iu some degree of

subjection, or he will get kicked to death by
running at horses, or perhaps be gored by
bullocks. Cats, fowls, sheep, pigs, Ac,
will each in their turn be chased, and the
man in charge will have his hands tull, in

saving the hves of the cats and lowls. If

cat-killing did not lead to other mischief it

would no doubt be beneficial, but as it

leads to wilful and malignant injuries from
the owners of the cats and fowls—and very
naturally so—it must be avoided by every
possible means. There are some breeds

which are very averse to cats, and can
scarcely be broken from lulling them, while

others never take any notice of the feline

species, and give no trouble in this way at

all. The muzzle is the best remedy in

confirmed cases; but it sometimes leads to

the loss of an eye, ftom the cat scratching

the dog when he attacks her without the

power of killing her. Sheep are the most
important, as the expense of one killed is

serious; and when once the greyhound
takes to this kind of amusement he can
never be depended on afterwards ; he must,
therefore, never be allowed to chase sheep
for a moment longer than can be avoided.

Manj' people lead their greyhounds on the

road as a regular practice, and loose them
only when they arrive at the fields; It

Is, perhaps, the safest plan ; but they take

a great deal of good exercise on the roads

when at liberty, and harden their feet

thereby very considerably. Couples are

dangerous things on dogs without loading

them, as they often start off together ; ond
In i)nsslng post.s, itc, if they each take
opposite sides at a racing iiace, they damage
themselves verj- considerably ; If, therefore,

atip simps are p>it on, they should be all

led by single leading-reins.

450. liATHlNO OR SWIMMINO GRETHOI'NDS
I believe to be a very healthy and usetUl

practlc" in the summer, as it induces them
to gallop at a season of the year when
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othenvise they would not be much inclined

that way. In hot weather greyhounds are

very lazy, except in the early morning and
In the cool of the evening ; but after going
Into the water they almost always gallop

about till they dry themselves, and in this

way avoid the ill consequences which might
otherwise ensue. On this account therefore

the plan may be encouraged, and I believe

It will never lead to rheumatism in the
greyhound if care is taken to keep them
on the move tUl they are thoroughly diy.

Some greyhounds can never be kept out of

the water, even in the depth of winter, and
they are generally very hardy ; but it is not
B thing to be then encouraged, as they are

opt to get in when you least wish it, as for

Instance, just before reaching home. For
the last two months before training is to

commence, an occasional hour or two of
horse-exercise should be given, as it accus-
toms the dogs to that kind of work, and
hardens the feet by wearing them down on
the road. This should be given about once
a-week or three times in a fortnight ; and
the distance may be gi'adually increased
from 6 miles to 12 or 15.

460. Xo Clothing is necessary before

training commences, except in standing
about in the coursing-fleld for the purpose
already described at paragraph 456, when
a good warm cloth is required in cold
weather.

46L The Food, from the tenth month to

the commencement of training, should be
of such a nature as to keep the dog in

high health, without over-stimulating liim,

or making him fat and imwieldy. After the
growth is completed, and the spring-trials

are over (which may be fixed at the month
of March) it is not desirable to keep up
quite so stimulating a diet as I have adArlsed

for the last four or five months of rearing.

From a third to a half-pound of fiesh daily

Is amply sufllcient, and one day in the week
the dog should have nothing but a pint of

thin slop. The same kind of food should be
given as before, but in such quantities only
as to keep his ribs just covered, and it

should not be of quite so rich a quality.

Oatmeal may be given in larger quantities

than before, and a shght occasional loose-

ness is of no consequence if there is no
actual purging accompanied -svith an
appearance of mucus. It is very important
to avoid all food which shall lead to erup-
tion of the skin, and to give only such an
amount of nourishment as will sustain the
health, without doing more. A certain
amount of flesh is beneficial, because it

must be given in training, and if the change
is suddenly made it disagrees frightfully

with the stomach and bowels ; but when a
portioii is given as a regular article of diet,

it may be used for many months together
without leading to any bad result. From
March to July inclusive, I should advise
the puppies to be fed twice a-day upon
stirabout and a small quantity of flesh,

varied as much as possible by getting horse-
flesh, inferior beef, paunches, dead sheep,
"slink-calves," &c, <fcc., atdilferent times.

These may be used four days in the week

;

then one day with potatoes, instead of
meal ; one day with greens, carrots, or tur-
nips, mixed with the stirabout ; and (Jne day
of starvation on the pint of slop will com-
plete the round. Tliis last banyan-day is

necessary for health in all the tribe to

which the dog belongs, and it will greatly

add to his stock of that valuable commodity.
It is better to use tins diet on the Sunday,
when most people give their dogs a day
of rest, to which the starvation is more
applicable than the fuller kinds of diet.

462. The Kenxel for the public greyhound
should be constructed in two portions, both
of which should be under cover. One Oi"

these is the lodging or sleeping-room, and
should have a raised bench or bed for the

dogs to sleep upon. Each kennel should

be made to accommodate 4 or 5 dogs,

which is the very utmost number that

should ever be put together. The plan

already described at page 162 as suited to

the private greyhound, is equally adapted

for the public performer ; it is intended to

accommodate 12 dogs in the regular way,
or 18 at a pinch. It is divided into three

compartments, which will each do for from
4 to 6 dogs. Each of them is a fac-simile

of the others, and therefore a description

of one will suffice.

The floor should be laid in glazed-tiles well

set in cement, upon a foundation of con-

crete. There should be a trapped-drain in

the middle of each compartment ; and it is

a very good plan to have a pole suspended

over this for the dogs to lift their legs

against. A fixed pole is often injurious, by
occasioning sprams against it in play. The
bed should be raised from the level of the

floor about 18 inches, as by this means all

chance of damp is avoided, and the grey-

hound likes to be high and dry. Sometimea

there is a verj' tyrannical dog in the kennel,

and he will not allow any other to rest in

peace near him, but drives him off the bed.

When this is the case, the beds are better

made in separate compartments, and on

different sides even. Ventflation is of great

consequence ; and a window of the follow-

uag form answers the dou'ble purpose of

giving light and air. It is made to open

with a hinge at the bottom, and when
closed, as in fig. 1, it has two boarded

V-shaped sides projecting into the open air

at a. When open (Jig. 5) it carries these
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sides with it into the sleeping-room, and
the air is admitted at the top without any
draft at the sides, which are closed by the
V-shaped flaps already described. A door
is required between the court and the

sleeping-room, and an iron trough for

water in each. Of course there must be a
pite into the outer-court, and the whole of

the lower part of the wooden rails must be
guarded with wire-netting, or wire-work
in some shape. Stoves are not wanted
iu these kennels, because it is never
desirable to use more warmth at home
than can be obtained abroad ; and as it is

impossible to get such luxuries suppUed
in the boxes of inns where greyhounds are

usually located, it would never do to lodge

tliem more warmly at home than abroad.

Indeed, without stoves the diflference is

BUfflciently great, and a cloth or two will be
required to equalise the diflference even
then. Many dogs catch cold at the meet-
ings, from insufticieut warmth ; and there-

tore it would not be desirable to increase

the risk.

463. Kentjel SIanagemknt.—The man in

charge should clean out the kennels daily

In the most thorough manner ; and in the
summer-time should wash them down
every morning In the cold weather I do
not like water, but prefer sawdust, which
may be kept constantly fresh, and swept
out quite clean every mornim,'. An occa-
sional wash-do^vn must be had recourse to,

in order to make all sweet; but the grey-
hounds should be kept out of the kennel
till it is quite dry. Ho bones should be
suffered to remain in the kennel, or they
will assuredly lead to fights, often of such a
savage nature as to cause serious injury at

the very time when the services of the dogs
are particularly wanted; but they should
be given regularly every day for half-an-

liour or an hour, and, in flue weather, the
K-reen turl" is the best place lor this. At
iither times all but one dog may be .shut in

the lodging-room, and that one may be leit

outside by himselt with his bone; and artor

a time another one may be U't out, and the
first one shut up inside, liy these pre-

cautions, the needful amount of bones may
be given without risk of injury.

464. No PiiTSic during this time >vill be
reciuired, if |)lenty of green vegetables are
given, and the dogs Iiave access to grass;

but an occasional dose of oil will do no
harm. Of course all deviations from a
ktato of health must be watched and
rectified, upon principles to be luroalter

described under tlie head of "Diseases of
the Dog."

Sect 2.—Entesinq.

iGX The greyhound requires very little

teaching, or "entering," as it is called, to

his game, but readily takes to it, partly by
instinct and partly by imitation. Some
dogs, however, are very late in acquiring

the savage desire for blood which is

essential to good running, and often go
through their puppy-season without caring

to kill, as was the case with the celebrated

Mocking-bird, who would hardly run into

her hare till the end of her first season.

Many others have the same kind of good-
tempered style for a time; but generally

the taste for blood comes sooner or later,

and the greyhound often becomes doubly
savage in proportion to his late acquirement
of it. It is, however, desirable that the
young dog should know what he is allowed
to chase, as soon as his bones and sinews
are suthciently set for the purpose. Besides,

if he is to be used in puppy -stakes, he will

be wanting experience more or less accord-

ing to his natural abiUties, before he is fit

to compete in them ; and as the groim.d is

hard in the autumn, and the weather hot,

he must be spitred at that time as much as
possible. Spring- entries, therefore, are
preferred by most people, if the age of the
puppies will allow of them ; and I believe

that ten months iu the bitch, and twelve in

the dog, will enable them to bear the shocks
of the course with impunity. A large, loose

and overgrown animal should of course ba
husbanded; hue most dogs and bitches of

those ages will, if well-reared, be fit to be
entered.

4G0 The Conditionat the Time of Enter-
ing TO HISGame should be carefully attended
to, for a verj' fat puppy will do liimself, or

herself, great injiu-y in a severe course. A
little gentle physic and Ught feeding will

however, with plenty of exercise, get the

imppy fit for his trial ; and I should never
advise more severe tnuning than this. All

puppies gallop a good deal if they are
properly reared and exercised; and if atten-

tion is p.iid that they are not grossly fat

their wind will bo good enough for a single

course. They should be fed very lightlj- ou
the i>revious day, but not so much so as to

weaken them—say, to about two-thhds of
their usual feed. They may also be fed a
little earlier than usual, but still in the
evening—say, at five o'clock.

4G7. Old Assistants r. Young Ones—This
is another point of dispute, some people
preferring to put their puppies down with
old .'ompanlons, while others dispute the
pri>priety of this pliui. My own opinion is

in favour of the young greyhounds having
the work all to themselves, as I am quite

suje they are more discouraged at being

beaten by their old assistant, than whea
they fail to kill their hare without on&
I much doubt the utility of blood to <
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the greyhound as an encouragement,

unless he himself effects the kill; and

I have never seen any good done by
allowing an old dog to kill a hare for a

young one. But if it so happens that the

young one kills, after the old one has
knocked the hare about for him, much good
may result ; and therefore Instead of select-

ing a good kUler to put down with a puppy,

I should, on the contrary, choose a fiist dog
which had not the faculty of killing, but

•which would reduce the hare to the pace

and powers of the puppy. This is the kind

of dog wanted, and when such a one can be

procured, I should certainly prefer him to

any young puppy as an assistant, if one
which is highly prized is intended to be
Drought forward, so as to be ready early

In the next season. But if this kind of old

dog cannot be obtained, then it is much
better to put down two puppies together,

taking care that both have seen enough to

lead them to give chase as soon as the hare
Is a-foot. If the dog has never been slipped

at all, it is better to let him have an old

assistant, as he may otherwise, when put
down with one his own age, refuse to leave

the slips and leave his fellow in the lurch.

"WTien a puppy sees another dog run forward
In pursuit of the hare, he generally follows

Buit ; and if he does not do anything else, he
acquires a zest for the sport. But after this

Is once acquired, the entering should be
oonducted upon the above principles. Many
aaplings of modem breeds will run very
smartly and cleverly when 11 or 12 months
old, and this is especially the case vrith

bitches, some of which run into their hares
at that age with great certainty. It must
be remembered, however, that March hares
vary very much in their running; and
therefore if a puppy commands his hare
well at that time, it does not follow in all

cases that the dog is good, as it may so
happen that the hare is of an inferior

kind, rather than that the dog is a superior
auimaL This mistake has often led to a bad
greyhound being nursed during the summer
as something very wonderful ; and on the
advent of October the bubble has burst by
the discover}' of his possessing very opposite
quahties. The young courser, therefore,
should never calculate upon the goodness of
his sapling upon the ground that he worked
and killed his hare in good style ; but if he
or she ran well with a known good grey-
hound, he may depend upon having some-
thing likely to turn out a flyer in the next
autumn—barring the usual accidents to
which this frail animal is subject. As soon
as the sapUng knows his business, and has
seen three or four hares, and especially if

he has made a good kill, no more should be
<ioiie till the next autumn. The grand I

point is not so miich to give the dog practice,

as to instil into him the zest for the sport,

and to save the trouble of finding two or
three extra hares in the folloAving autumn,
when they are very difiicult to come at.

Besides, ifthe greyhound is now encouraged
after running his hare, he is prepared for

rating in case of his chasing sheep, poultry,

&a, and thus distinguishes between the
proper object of his pursuit and the for-

bidden subjects, for chasing which he is

constantly being scolded and punished.

Sect. 3.—Removai, of Ticks, Fleas, &c.

468. Fleas, Ticks, &c Prior to com-
mencing training in earnest, it is necessary
to remove all parasitical animals, which
disturb the rest of the greyhound if per-
mitted to continue to infest his skin. Fleas
may be destroyed bj' soft soap and soda
rubbed into the skin in a state oi solution.

Equal quantities of the two should be boiled

gently in enough water to make a solution

of the consistence of syrup, and when this

is lukewarm it should be well rubbed into

the skins of the dogs with the hand, and
suffered to remain on for a day, if the
weather is not very cold ; and taking care
to keep the dogs moving till they are quite

dry. After the expiration of 24 hours it

should be well washed off with plenty of

warm water, and the dogs well dried with
a cloth, and then taken out to exercise.

This not only kills the fleas and lice, if there

are any, but it also cleans the skin, and is

not injurious to the dog if he licks himselt
It does not, however, kill the ticks, and
they must have plenty of white precipitate,

mixed with sulphur, rubbed in dry; using
the muzzle carefully while it is apphed, and
keeping them out of all contact with water.

After 36 hours the powder should be
brushed out with a dandy-brush, and tlie

above soft-soap solutionmay then be applied

with advantage,

469. WoBMS.—During the whole of the

rearing, a constant watch should be kept
for worms ; and if present, they should be

eradicated with the medicines prescribed

under the head of Worms, in the "Diseases

of the Dog." But at this time, before going

into training, so constantly are they present,

that I should never rest satisfied without

giving the dogs a dose of worm medicine

to clear them, in case any are in exist-

ence. I believe that 19 dogs out of 20,

at 18 months old, have some of these

parasites infesting their bowels; and as it

is too late to give them strong medicines

when in training, I prefer the precautionary

treatment in all cases. I have known so

many instances in which a dog has been

obliged to be thrown by in the middle ofhis

work for this pturpose, that I am satisfied
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the above is the best plan. I should there-

tore give liim half a drachm of stinking

hellebore first, and if it brings away any

worms, I should repeat it, or give the

Indian-pink, as hcrealter advised, or the

remedies for tape-worm if it is present.

The hellebore is the best for this purpose,

as it always brings some aw.iy if there are

any. but does not clear the gi-eyhound; and

it is not so injurious to the constitution as

the other kinds ofvermiftige. It will almost

always show the presence of tape-worm,

and is sufficiently to be depended on for

that purpose ; but it brings the joints away
alive, and therefore it is only as an index

to the state ot the intestines that I advise

its use. It should be given with a little

jalap mixed up in a ball. Whilst under these

remedies the dog must be kept separate, in

order that his motions may be watched,
though if the others are quite firm in their

fcEces, the kemiel-man will always know,
if only one is in physic, what is the result of

its operation. "When at exercise also the

dog in physic must be watched, as it is theu
that he is most Ukely to pass the worms,
from the effect of his play. WTienever he
has passed this ordeal satisfactorily, or if

otherwise, and he has been cleansed by a
reguliir course ofworm medicines, he may
be consideiv-d lit to begin liis preparatory

training.

CHAP. VL

TEAIKING, AXD GENERAL MANAGEMENT IN EUNNINa

Sect. 1.—Genebal Eemabks on Tbaining.

470. Up to this time the good breeder

has been chiefly in requisition; but now
another official comes into play; and it

does not always happen that the same
person unites the qualifications for both
these functions in equal proportions. Many
men can breed good greyhounds without
knowing anything of their treatment while

in training; and, again, the reverse holds

pood in a still greater proportion of cases.

Nothing is so simple as the rearing of the
jiuppy, excepting during illness, if due
attention is paid to his food imd exercise;

but lew things are more difiicult than the

bringing out a kennel of greyhounds, of

various breeils, In a high state of perfection.

The fiict Is that in a dozen running dojjs,

even of the same blood, no two will take

the same amount of work ; and when of

divers strains tliey must all be studied

separately, and eacli must be fed and
trained witlioutany reference to his kennel-
companions. It Is a well-known fuct, tliat

one dog will run best while as fat as a dog
can run, wliile another must be reduced to

tiio condition of n scarecrow before liis

racing qualities are developed No i-ulc

tlierelbre can be laid down as to wcJKht or

work in all coses; aiul all that the trainer

ciin do Is to study the various constitutions

which he has to treat; and, in addition, to

make himself fully acquainted with the

peculiar characteristics of their several

breeds; that is to say, as to caro'l'ig "esli

Willi advantage or the reverse, as to the
amount of work and practice required, itc.

.

Then when be has oucc satisfied himself

as to the form in which each will best

appear, either by the' above analOf;ic..l

process, or by direct expeiience in fonmr
instances, he will set to work to prepare his

dog so as to bring hun up to that standard
on the daj' of running. Thus I will suppose,

for example, that A has a dog (No. 1), 25

inches high, and weighing at 10 months,
when in good condition, 60 pounds. Ilo

knows that most dogs •will run at about the
same weight as they were at that ago,

when in good order, and therefore he
would expect that his dog, under ordinary
circumstances, would do so too ; but, on the
other hand, he also is aware, fi-om a know-
ledge of the breed, that they require to be
drawn very fine, and stand a vast deal of
work before they are at their best ; and that

if they are at all fleshy they are pursy and
thick-winded, having a tendency to lay on
fat inside and out. Tliis dog, tlierefbre, ho
will work much more severely, and feed

more lightly (with extra physic, &c.), than
the rest of his keuneL Again, he has
another (No. 2), of about the same size and
weight, but belonging to a breed which he
knows Is shy of work, runs well if iu flesh,

requires verj' little practice, and is soon
spoilt by over-training. This dog, therefore,

he will prepare very difl'erently to No. 1,

and will, most probably, leave alone to his

ordinary exercise till the second or third

week bi>fore running. Some dogs of the
sort similar to No. 2 will bear verj- little

work, and if they are taken out for a few
miles with a horse they loiter behind, and
when (breed to work become dull, heavy,
and untlt, as well as unwilling, to exert

tbemsclvcs. iSucb animals ore my abhor-
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rence, as they often run a single course, or

even two, most brilliantly, and in private

lead their owners to fancy them perfection

itself; but when they come to stand the

ordeal of two or three severe courses they

die away, and are utterly useless. But there

is a third kind which the trainer often meets
with, which we will call (No. 3.) These
are capable of being trained, doing good
work in a cheerful manner, and being of

good constitutions, and apparently all that

Is desired. Tliey make their first appeai'ance

in high feather, and perhaps run and win
their courses in an extraordinary style.

Hope is on tiptoe, and they are considered

safe to win their stakes ; but on then* return

from their second or third courses a nail is

discovered to be drawn, or a stopper slightly

cut, or some other mechanical iujiuy done,

as so often happens in the coursing-fleld.

This in No. 1 would most probably be of no
importance, as, even if he went lame into

slips, the first sight of the hare would take

all the starch out of him ; but in No. 3 the

leg is held up in the air, and very often is

scarcely put down when the hare goes
away, but the dog gallops on three legs

behind his antagonist without making an
efl^ort. This kind of dog, therefore, the
trainer will know must be drawn when-
ever he meets with an injury; and the
good judge always does so in case of his

having any of that kind which will not bear
punishment, either in the nature of severe

courses or mechanical injuries. It is

astonisliing what a difference there is in

this respect. One kind will be tired to death
by either training-work or coursing, and
yet will come out the next day as gay as

larks. These are the animals which should
be prized and bred trom ; and if they can
be obtained of good pace and working-
powers, they are the sort to pull through
good stakes.

471. Dogs to be Classed.—Every trainer,

therefore, should consider each of his dogs,
and class them under one or other of the
above three sets according to their capa-
biUties : first, of carrying flesh ; secondly,
of bearing continued work ; thirdlj% of
standing pmiishment, both in the shape of
sharp work and also in that of accidents;
and fourthly, as to the amount of practice
required. Then let him make up his mind
what each vnll require to teing him to his
best I shall therefore consider each of the
above three classes separately, and describe
the kind and amount of work suited to
each. The only and the great difficulty is

to decide upon the class to which any par-
ticular grej^hound belongs.

472. Individual DisTixcnoNS But be-
sides the difference in the breeds, there is

.also great variation in the tempers, dis-

positions, and habits of the individuals
composed of those bloods, though tliese

points will generally correspond -with the
breed of dog in a remarkable degree. Thus,
some are almost invariably savage and
surly with one another, but fondling on
man, and always anxious for his approba-
tion; others, again, are sulky brutes, and
even refuse to follow their feeder with any
degree of alacrity ; they are always pokiu'^'

into queer places, and lagging behind, and
do not come when called by the whistle or
voice. These dogs are seldom certain

runners, as they turn sulky if they cannot
at once command their hares, or if they
sustain any fall or other accident. On the
other hand, many greyhounds are merry
and good-tempered on aU occasions, arid

give no trouble either in kennel or out
In general it wiU be found that dogs bear
that kind of treatment to which their

ancestors have been accustomed; and
therefore, if your greyhounds are from a
kennel where horse exercise has been
largely adopted, you will find that they
train well with it, and foUow a horse
without trouble. On the other hand,
Lancashire greyhounds, where horses are

not much used, seldom foUow well, and do
not stand that kind of work with impunitj'.

I have always found that these particular

dogs must be treated diff'erently in this

respect from either the Wiltsliire or New-
market, or most of the Scotch breeds,

where horses have been used to train them
ibr many years. Hence, no rule can be
laid down in all cases, and no surprise need
be felt that one man trains without the aid

of a horse, while another requires two, if

he can get them, to bring his charge to

perfection. Again, there is a great differ-

ence in the desire for play in different

breeds, and in the various individuals also

;

some dogs wiU run themselves into most
excellent condition, if only suffered to play
as much as they like; but, again, others
are either so lazy as to refuse altogether to

gallop without necessity, or else so savage
as to stop the play of all (including them-
selves) by rushing upon the leading dog,

and biting him severely. It is seldom that

a playful dog can be found which will lead

off in spite of these attacks, as, if fust

enough to escape them for a time, he must
be caught at last, and is then severely

punished for his long defiance of his pur-

suers. The very best dogs are ofteai thus

savagely inclined ; but they are very difii-

cult to manage, as they seldom lead off,

knowing that their victims on former

occasions are sure to retaliate upon thera.

Whenever there is this tendency to bice

and rip one another in play, a muzz o

shoidd be constantly worn, of the patti-Tn
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described at page 186, and as vnth it on

the doer can drink water out of a pond or

brook, by tlirusting in his muzzle, and can

also put his tongue out and open his mouth,

it is no impediment to free exercise.

473. Weighixg.—It is in my opinion a

good plan to weigh all dogs before beginning

to train them, which may easily be done by

using a pair of steelyards and a couple of

horse-girths, one of which, witli a knot in

it to make it shorter, is passed under the

flanlc, and the other between the fore-legs

and over the shoulder on each side; the

four buckles may then be tied together, and

the dog suspended fcom the steelj'ard by

them. By thus weighing the dog, tlie food

and work may be much more exactly pro-

portioned, for it is much easier to tell by

this test how fast a dog is losing or gain-

ing flesh, than by the eye, which is not

cai)able of any nice distinction from day to

day.

474. Water should still be supplied in

the kennel, but it should now be boiled,

in order to accustom the dog to the same
kind of drink when at his quarters at the

meeting, where the variations of this liquid

require boiling, in order to make all as

nearly alike as possible.

475. After his feeding, the dog may be left

quiet till next morning; and I do not even

like tlHJ kennel to be disturbed for any
purpose. If the dog is brought out, he will

generally empty himself, but he is far better

with his food in him, than that it should

pass on before he has fully extracted the

nourislimcnt from it. I am satisfied that

the dog, if fed once a-day, should never be

di-turbcd after his meal till the next morn-
ing; but if fed twice a-day, as is the

practice in some kennels, he may of course

be brought out, to prci>are hiiu for the

reception of his second nieaL

476. Clotuino at Exkrcise Is used by
Bome people, in order to reduce the weight

of the dog, and I am bound to admit that

I have lately seen a fast kennel of dogs

trained in this way. Their condition wa.s

not perfection, certainly, as they seemed
deficient In stoutness, but they were not

rendered slow oy the clothing which they

cjirrled, aa is genenilly supposed to be the

result of that jiractlce. On the other hand,

I have certainly seen It attended by "the
Blows" In other hands, and I cjmnot flincy

that the practice is a pood one. The dog

docs not sweat by his skin, and the only

way in which the clothing acts Is by Its

weight increasing the work he baa to do,

ami by Its warmth causing the tongue to

throw off Its fluid by evaporation .somewhat

more rapidly than usual. In the kennel 1

Bi'oak of, the dogs are accustomed to be

slipped a distance of nearly* a mile with one.

two, or three cloths on, according to the
desired eflfect to be produced. Their train-

ing is very short, and they are seldom at
work more than a fortniglit or three weeks.
This plan is said to supersede the necessity

to a great extent of physic and starvation;

but, as I never tried it, I cannot speak
from actual observation.

Sect. 2.—Vabiett Xo. L
477. Dogs of the same Character as

Ko. 1, should have at least Ave or six

weeks' preparation before they are fit to

run; that is, if they are to be tried in
private before they are exhibited in public
Most people like to know which are their

best dogs, and to do this they must get
them fit at least tliree weeks before the
public contest. Now I am quite satisfied

that it is impossible to do justice to a dog of
this character, and to get him into any-
thing like his best form in less than three

weeks; and in order that this time shall

suffice, he must already have been regularly

exercised two or three hours a-day, with
an occasional journey, following a horse.

Under tliis treatment he will be half fit

to run, and with many dogs hke No. 2,

it is nearly all that can be done ; but
No. 1, and such as he, can be brought
out in a much better form, by attending

to the following directions, which, I again

repeat, are utterly injurious to No. 2. The
dog thus prepared by regular exercise

on foot, and also following a horse, and
having had his doses of worm medicine,

should have, as a final dose, a ball com-
posed of the following ingredients :—Take of

Powdered jalap, ten grains.

Barbadoes aloes, one drachm.
Ginger, five grains.

Oil of aniseed, three drops.

Mix, and make into a ball. This is the dose

for a large, strong dog, and will clear him
out, and render him cool and yet livel>%

and fit for anything.

478. The First Day's Work should begin

the day after this ball has worke.i itself

ofi", with the aid of good slops, Ac., when the

dog niiiy be taken out with an assistant, who
should bo a stranger to him, for the purpose

of holding him while the trainer gets to a
distance from hiia Before this is done
the dogs should bo allowed to play about
for an hour and a haU"; keeping them on the

move by widking, in order to prevent the

Mlo ones from lying down. After the

expiration of this time the assistant should
take up all the dogs to be slipped, or as

many us ho can hold, and running the loops

of tlulr leading reins through a stirrup-

leather ho should buckle It round his walsL
Here, again, a muzzle is often required, as I

have known dogs fall upon the boy holding
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them and bite Mm severely; wliilst he
could not release himself from them, on
account of their refusing to let him unbuckle
their neck-straps. Wlien the trainer has
left them a suflBcient distance behind, the

assistant should, as soon as he hears the

whistle, begin to loose one after another, in

the order already fixed by the trainer ; who
directs the one he thinks most likely to run
quickly to him to be first loosed, and the
others, according to their degrees of perfec-

tion, in this very useful particular. Some
dogs are very careless and independent,
especially farm-reared dogs which have
been accustomed to their liberty; while, on
the other hand, kennel-reared dogs are
uneasy unless they are with their breeder
and rearer. An interval of a few seconds
should intervene between each liberation,

as the first dog ought scarcely to be over-
taken by the second till he reaches his

master, and the same with the others. The
hindmost dogs exert themselves more than
the leaders, because they have a double
stimulus ; and hence the most free should
be first loosed, and the lazy ones kept back;
indeed, an idle dog will hardly train in this

way without one of another disposition to
lead him ; and even then, if he has the
chance, he will stop his leader by biting him
or knocking him over. The best place for a
slip of this kind is an open valley, with a
gradual descent on the one side and rise on
the other. Here the assistant should remain
on the hill on one side, and the trainer pass
over to the other, where he is conspicuously
seen and his whistle easily heard. When
the trainer is anxious to give a long slip,

'and his space is rather limited, it answers
very well for him to be on a horse or pony,
and to gallop off still further as soon as he
has given the whistle, and the leading dog
is in good view. Sometimes half or three-
quarters of a mile can thus be made available

lor training purposes, especially on open
downs of an undulating charaoter. One or

two sUps ofthis length will generally suflice

for the first day, then walk them about for

another hour and take them home. This
kind of training should always be upon the
same kind of ground as that over which the
pubUc courses will take place. Thus for

down-courses the slips should be over hiUy
turf; for enclosed arable land, over fields

of the same character ; and for marshy land
with ditches, over that species of ground.
479. Dkessing and Feiction. — After

arriving at the kennel, the feet and legs
should be washed and dried if dirty, and
also the imder parts of the body if they
require it ; but if this is done, the greyhound
should be rubbed till dry with a cloth.
After this the whole body should be well-
filctioned with the horse-hair glove, of a

coarser and cheaper kind than Dinneford's,
now made at 2s. 6d. per pair. Laurence's
glove, which is made on the same principle
as a brush, that is to say, with the ends of
the hair cut and turned outwards, is better
than either, and is to be pmrchased at prices
varying from 5s. to 7s. 6d. per glove. This
rubbing should be cliiefiy over the muscles of
the thighs, sides of the back, shoulders, and
fore-legs, avoiding the upper surface of the
back very carefully, which should never be
strongly nibbed. In doing this kind of
work the trainer should stride over the dog,
and first face his hind-quarter while that
part is being rubbed, and then turn round
and look towards his head, using Ids two
hands on corresponding parts of the
animal's body at the same time.

480. Feeding—^When all have had their
dressing, they may have a bone a-piece,

which will amuse them for a while, and at
about three or four o'clock they should be
fed. Most trainers feed at one o'clock,

because that is the usual hour of feeding
when the dogs are to run the next day ; but
I think a somewhat later period is more
convenient for all purposes, and the dogs
rest better during the night in the usual
way. The slight acceleration of their feed-
ing time on the day before running is ofno
consequence, especially as the meal is gene-
rally lighter than usual. For dogs ofthe kind
I am now considering (No. 1), the feeding
must be lighter than for more delicate

sorts; and I think that the only rule is to
take off from a quarter to half-a-pound of
their usual allowance, making the alteration
chiefly in the meal, but partly in the flesh.

Most people give their dogs in training
bread instead of stirabout, and jelly made
from cow-heel and sheep's trotters, the
mode of making each ofwhich I shall give
hereafter in this chapter. But whatever
the diet, it must be scanty in quantity, but
good in quality, and of such an amoimt as
gradually, in conjunction with the work, to
get the dog to the weight which the trainer

has fixed upon as his object to be attained*

48L HoESE-ExEECiSE—On the next day
a horse should be provided, and the trainer

should take the dogs out for at least two-
and-a-half to three homrs, keeping on the
turf as much as possible, and never going
beyond a gentle trot on the roads, if he can
any how obtain sufl3cient tur£ I should
not give more than half-a-mile t^vice over
of gallopping on this day, but should keep up
a succession of trots and walks of two or

three miles each during the time. This
will give eight miles of walking, occupy-
ing two hours; six miles trotting, three-

quarters of an hour ; and one mUe at twice
of gallopping, making up nearly three hours
altogether, and fifteen miles in distance.

O
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This distance is not too much at this pace,

to begin with ; and after the return home,
the dogs may be cleaned, dressed, and fed,

as on the previous day. At this time the

feet often are rather sore, and if so, they

should be bathed in warm alum-water,

then carefully dried, and afterwards rubbed
over with pitch-ointment. The trainer

should be very careflxl not to wear the soles

of the pads too thin, as it takes some time

to restore their soundness, if the horny
matter is actually removed by the formation

of a blister.

482. On the Third Day, instead of one
or two slips, three or four may be given,

according to circumstances, and the amount
of work which the trainer thinks each par-

ticular dog will bear; but, whether he has
them slipped once, t^vice, or thrice, he
should at all events keep them out lor three

hours, and walk them steadily, and as much
as possihle upon tur^ where they may play

as they go along as much as they please.

Some dogs are playful whether at work or

not, but in the majority, when they are in

good work, they cease to be very playful

among themselves, though still ready for

mischief, and ftill of life and animation on
returning to kennel. On all occasions after

the day's work, the frictioning must be had
recour.se to, and the feeding as usual.

483. On the Foukth Day the horse may
be again put into requisition. Increasing the
p.nce a little, but not yet venturing upon a
greater di-tance.

484. Subsequent Progress.—Thus alter-

nately using the slipping system and the
norsc-exercise, at the end of the first week
the dogs must be carefully weighed, and
the trainer must then conclude whether he
Is dolui; enough to get them to their proper
Weight and condition by the time upon
which he has fixed. It will generally be
found that liulf-a-pound a day is the utmost
which can safely be got off without physic,

that i:< to say, In a hardy dog of the class

now under consideration. If, therefbre, at

the end of this week a reduction of 3 lbs.

has not been made, it will be necessary to

give physic of a more ri'duclng nature than
the jalap and aloes; Epsom salts will

generally answer the purpose with least

Injury; and they may be given In doses

varj'lng from half-an-ouncc to an ounce,

dissolved In a teacup of warm wafer, with a
little cream of tartar and grated-ginger.

This dose may bo given ever>- third morn-
ing fasting, during tlio second week of

training, but very few dogs require more
than one dose a-wcck. It Is far better to

dimini.sh the 8upi)lles, than to rfffjoce tliem

by this severe kind of purgation. If the
dose is given, tlic day of rest Is chosen, and
it u worked off with 8!oi>!!. A very small

quantity of food, about 6 or 6 ounces, is

to be given at night, as the dog, if left quite
empty after his clearing out, will be too
weak on the next day to stand his usual
work. He must now go through a repo'
tition of the same kind of alternate horsa-

exercise and slipping which I befort

described, and it will generally be found
that he will bear his work during this week
better than on the previous one, though he
will perhaps lose quite as much flesh ; but
he •will be more ready to follow the trainer,

and less sore-footed and stiff than he waa
before. During this time, and towards the
end of the second week of training, many
dogs w^ill bear cheerfully and weU an
amount of exercise which to some is quite
incredible, and from 20 to 25 miles are often
run over on the horse-exercise days without :

the least fatigue more than suflicient to
make the dogs enjoy their beds. For dogs
of stout blood, I should say the average is

nearly 20 miles, with from two to three
spirts of a mile or two on the gallop during
that distance. The great difficulty Is to get

all the dogs to follow well, and some,
though capable of bearing a great deal of
work, are so lazy as to require to be k\L
The trainer should alwaj's take a leading-
string of common broad tape, and when he
finds any dog obstinately lag behind, he
should dismount and put a collar on him to

wliich the tape is attached. In tliis way a
dog may bo compelled to move himself at
whatever pace the trainer propose.^, and
even at a fast gallop he soon leiUTis to follow

handily and without pulUng. This is pre-
ferable to using the whip in the hands of a
man who is to follow behind, as the dogs
natunilly cower with the lash at their

backs, and will not go on cheerfully in the
way which they ought to do. When the dogs
have thus, by steady and long-continued

,

work, varied by occasional g;Ulops and
slips, been brought at the end of the second
week to a high state of efliclency, in point
of wind and capability of bearing fatigue,

they may be weighed again, and should bo
a little under the weight at which they are
supposed to be the best capable of running.
If this Is the case no physic need be given
on the second Sunday, but a rest-day, with
slops only, will answer all the purpose. On
the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday,
the exercise should be nearly but not quite

so severe as on the previous week j and on
the thi-ce last days of the third week they
may be kept to walking exercise on the
lurf, with a single short slip each day, of
only a quarter of a mile, feeding, friction-

lug, Ac, the same as before; and on the
;

first day of the fourth week the dogs are fit

(br their trials, and may Indeed be coa-
eldcred lit to run.
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Sect. 3 Vabiett No. 2,

485. The Dog No. 2, and those of tbe same
character, will require a very different

treatment from the above, for, as I before

remarked, they are incapable of bearing the

Bame amount of work, and become dull

and heavy, instead of continuing lively and
tit for anything. Such dogs are often very
fest for a short distance, and sometimes are

80 clever with it aa to run little risk with
ordinary hares of being distressed- But
with such hares as we sometimes see in

Wiltshire, Berkshire, and Scotland, they
are so punished and distressed as to lose all

chance of the stake for which they are

entered. Nevertheless, some coursers adhere
to this style of dog, and as he is often a
merry, playful, and good-tempered animal,

he will thus run himself into as good con-
dition, or nearly so, as the art of man can
effect. Horse-exercise to any extent is very
injurious ; and as he is generally fond of his

trainer, and inclined to follow him, he will

be more likely to be over-trained, with his

small amount of exercise, than the more
lazy dog No. 1 would be with double or

treble the work. I need scarcely say that

there are various shades and degrees inter-

vening between these two types, and that

the treatment in consequence must be
modified accordingly.

. 486. The Amount of Wobk necessary for

this class will be very httle more than that

wliich they themselves take, il at all playfuL

The weight must seldom be reduced bj'

this means, but by physic and reduction of

food. In most cases they lose flesh rapidly,

and I have known six pounds got off a
small bitch in four days,without destroying

her form. This was done bj' strong physic
and very little more than walking exercise.

Two hours and a half ofwalking exercise

Bhould be given these dogs, and they should
be suffered to play during that time, which
If they do fully, very little more will be
necessary. Three times a week they should
be shpped about half a mile from their

trainer, as described in paragraph 478; but
not more than once or twice at farthest.

This will amply suffice for the worst and
softest of these dogs ; but, as I said before,

according to the degree of this bad quality

must the two kinds of training be combined.
The trainer should always recollect that
courage and stoutness are quite separate and
distinct from one another, and that a very
high-couraged dog may be very deficient in

stoutness, and in that wiriness of frame and
tenacity of life which enables some to bear
injuries with impunity. The high-couraged
dog will bear them, as far as the pain is

concerned, but on the next day he will be
go.Tipletely hors de combat., in consequence

of the inflammation following them, and ita

effect upon his nerv^ous system. All this
must be considered by the trainer, as upon
his dog's possession or otherwise of these
quaUties must his treatment, both in train-
ing and in running, be founded.

487. The Quantitt of Physic necessary
for No. 2 will vary very considerably, in
accordance with the degree of flesh which
he carries. Some of these dogs, if drawn
fine, will not run a yard, and require very
Uttle to be got off from their usual weight.
A dose or two of aloes and jalap must
almost always be given, as dogs are so
natm-ally inclined to take purgatives, that
they are never long in their highest form
without one. These dogs may therefore

generally have a ball, as prescribed at

paragraph 477, once a-week; but they
should have nothing but walking exercise

on the following day.

488. Their food should be in larger quan-
tity than the amount ordered for No. 1, and
it should be about four-fifths of their usual

allowance, if they are not very high in flesh

when training is commenced. About a
fortnight is ample, with two balls, for the
purpose of preparing them for their private

trials, and no more need be done with them
than ^ have already advised, as to work,
food, and physic

489. The Frictionixg, Wateb, &c., for

these dogs should be as advised for Na 1.

The feet wUl seldom require attention to

prevent chafing or blistering; but some-
times their claws are too long, and then
they should be reduced by the nail-nippers.

Sect. 4 Vabiett No. 3.

490. The Thikd Kind of Dog which has
been alluded to must be trained according

to one or other of the above modifications,

according as he is able to bear work, or
otherwise ; and his peculiarities do not

come into play until he is exhibited in

public, in describing which I shall again

return to his mode of treatment

Sect. 5.—Management of the Bitch
"IN Season."

49L Her treatment, if intended to run
again, should be either the natural one of

allowing her to breed, without reference to

the puppies, or the artificial plan of bleeding

and physicking her. It appears to me that

there is a great deal of risk in both mpdes

;

as, on the one hand, the treatment in the

latter case is calculated to reduce the

strength of the bitch ; and on the other, the

breeding system often fails, from the large

number of whelps which the bitch some-

times brings forth. It it was possible to

Umit the number of these to four or five.

1 believe that it would be by fiir the better
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plan to allow the bitch to indulge her

natural propensity; but as this is not

practicable, I think perhaps the balance is

in favour of the bleeding and physicking.

Many bitches have run well after breeding,

and some only a few months subsequently

;

as, for instance, Mr. Temple's Titania, and

m the last season, 3Ir. Laurence's Lnfra;

but, nevertheless, it has ruined others, who
have never recovered their maiden form.

By bleeding and physicking, the change
which would otherwise take place in the

constitution appears to be checked; there

is not the same tendency to form fat, and
the spirits and general health are more
rapidly recruited. In this way I have
"known a bitch run well within eight or ten

weeks of her being in season; whereas,

either by simply putting her by, or by
breeding from her, at least fourteen weeks
must elapse before she is lit to run.

Sect. 6 Pkivate Tkials.

492. The immediate preparation for the

private trial should be, as nearly as may be,

the same as for running in public, to which
I beg my readers to refer. No mistake is

greater than to try the greyhomid in a

different form to that which he will appear

in hereafter, for it by no means follo^rs that

because he runs badly when fat, he -will do
the same when prepared. On the other

hand, if he runs badly in private, after a
severe preparation, and it is still determined
to start him, the only plan Is to try what
rest and light work will effect. Sometimes
a dog may be tried when dra^\'n fine, and be
found to run very badly; after a week's com-
parative rest, ho may show a very different

Ibrm; and if he pleases his master in every
respect, the trainer should endeavour to

bring lilni out at tliat weight, and in every
way in the same state of condition as to

work, food, Ac., «fca If not quite satlsfactoiy,

another week may be suffered to elapse,

and If there is such an hnprovemcnt as to

lead to the Idea that he is quite up to his

higliest point, then that particular state

Blioul* be fixed upon. All these delicate

shades require a master-hand to decide, as

it is often very difficult in private to test a
dog's running very satisfactorily, on account
of the difficulty of procuring good hares on
p:x)und good enough without being too

severe. When this am be procured, it often

leads to the other extreme; and the courser

b never satisfied till ho has taken all the
nmnlng out of his dogs.

493. The Numbeb of Courses which n
puppy should have, by way of learning his

business, depends so much upon liis lonn
and breed, that no rule can be given. The
courser will naturally select the small and
•arly dogs and the bltchca in prclcrcncc to

large and awkward and over-grown dogs.

Generally, with these forward dogs and
bitches, a very few courses will make them
handy enough with their game ; but so much
depends upon breed, that no rule can be
given. Much also depends upon what has

been done in the spring; but no dog should

be suffered to appear in pubUc till he is

quite aufait; that is to say, he should have
had practice enough to know what he is

about, and to be aware of the various de-
vices of the hare, in the shape of short turns,

wrenches, <fca Sometimes a puppy has
been accustomed to short-running hares,

which come back in almost all cases, and
he will be sadlj' puzzled with a strong hare
which refuses to be brought back by all the
exertions he can make. Such a dog often

resigns his task after two or three efforts,

while the one wliich is accustomed to that

variety of hare perseveres as long as he has
any wind or strength left. On the other

hand, a puppy accustomed to fast hares i.s

all abroad with a short-running and bad
hare, and will over-run himself at his

turns, without attempting to come round,

because he is wholly unprepared for their

peculiarity of style. But, over and above
this education of the puppy, there is the

trial with another of the same age, or

more often with a known good greyhound
of the previous year. This should ba
merely a test of speed and of comparative

working power, as the practised greyhound
almost always outworks the puppy at this

tune of the year. But the experienced

hand can draw a line, and will probably

remember how that particular greyhound
ran at the same age in her trial with an
older competitor. AU these calculations

must be made on the supposition that both

dogs are fit to run, for it will not do to try

the puppy with an unprepared aged do:,',

even if he was ever so good during the jiro-

\ious season. Here no line could be drawn,

as the unwieldy old one could or ought to bo

easily beaten by liis more fit competitor.

Not more than two courses a day shoiil 1

often be run in private, unless they are very

short and inconclusive. If the first is oi

moderate length, it is better to wait lor

another day, than to risk iiy ury by a second
course.

494. The Hesclts or the I'RrvATETruL
are often very melancholy, ftx»m the breeder

being disappointed in his expectations.

Nothing is so trying as to see a high-brel

greyhound cxlilblt want of pace, or want of
courage ; or of any other of the essential

qualities ol the first-class dog. Such, how-
ever. Is too often the case, and therelore tho

young courser must not be discouraged if

such a lot flills upon him in common with

his older and more experienced rivals.
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Wben we see coursers of good judgment,

and of forty years' standing, fall in their

attempts, and often for a series of years, it

leads one to suppose that luck has a great

deal to do with success. Nevertheless, in

the long run, care and judgment will be

served ; and though it cannot with certainty

be predicted that any particular litter shall

turn out well, yet it is very remarkable

that some men who only rear one litter

a-year will ahnost always produce some

good dogs out of each litter. If the puppy

shows awkwardness, there is great hope of

his stm turning out weU, and even if he

runs a little slack, he ma.j perhaps come off

thus ; but lurching is a trick wliich ought

to condemn him at once, as the cimning

puppy in private is sure to exhibit this

propensity still more stronglywhen running

his third or fourth course in a stake. Such,

therefore, should be at once condemned to a

watery grave. Wild and headstrong run-

ning is often the precursor of the best style

;

but such dogs require a good deal of

practice, and should even see a hare within

a few days of their pubhc performance.

When the kennel is large enough to admit

ofrunning the risk, I think a trial on the

third or fourth day before the stake is com-

menced will always do good, especially in

Wiltshire or any other severe country, as it

is impossible to extend the greyhound to

the same wiry degree by any other means.

His wind therefore is perfected, and he is

also practised in turning, which brings very
different muscles into play to those which
are used in straightforward gaUopping.

But if the kennel is only composed of such
a niunber of dogs as are wanted in public, it

is dangerous to put them down to run a
cotirse nearer than 10 days from the time
of the meeting in which they are to be
engaged. The annexed sketch of the pri-

vate trial between Mr. Eandell's Rival
and Ranter, shows the awkwardness of the
puppy, which arterwards turned out to be
"a chpper," and the difficulty of getting

a satisfactory shp in the early part of the
season. The scene is Croome Park, near
his own house.

Sect. 7.—Treatment atteb the Triai-

495. This should^ be of a quieting and
cooling description. A ball of the aloes,

&c., should be given, or, if the dog is verj-

lusty, the salts, &c., as advised in paragrapli

484. After this has operated, but not tUl

the following day, give a meal of potatoes

mixed with the bread, or a very few greens,

in order to freshen up the stomach, and
prepare it for its final eflfort. If the dog has
not been long accustomed to flesh, he will

often train-off at this time, if that kind of

food is continued, and therefore he should

be fed for some four or five days without it,

using only jelly, with a little broth ta

flavour the meals ; but ifhe has been reared

upon the principles advocated by myself he
will bear its continuance well, by using the

precaution to give the vegetable diet above-
mentioned. With these remarks, I shall

proceed in the next chapter to the final

preparation for running, and to that ordeal

itsel£

CHAP. VIL

TBAINIIfG, riKAL PREPARATIOK, AND RUNNING.

Sect. 1 ^Final Peepabation,

496. The Two Fikst Classes I have
already alluded to as requiring very dif-

tferent training ; and the third will hereafter

be found to demand greater care than usual

at the time of nmning. There are also

various states of constitution which inter-

fere with training, such as the effects of

the " heat " of the bitch, excessive gross-

ness of constitution, aggravated by long
rest, <fcc., &C., which must be met by
appropriate treatment; but the ordinary
greyhoimd, irrespective of these accidental
complications, must be treated on some
modification of the two types described in
the last chapter, and by that mode will

have been brought up to such a mark as

to enable his master to try him with some
chance of judging of his powers. I have

already remarked, that at tliis time the

trainer not only comes to a conclusion as

to his actual capabilities when quite fit, but

also as to his present " form ;
" that is to

say, he judges whether he is too much or

too little worked, and also whether he is

too light or too heavy. Having, however,

settled all this to his satisfaction, and

finished his trials, he has let his dog down
for a few days, as shown iu paragraph 495;

and the next thing is to bring his recently-

gained experience as to all the capacities of

the dog to a practical result, by concluding

his training during the interval of a fort-

night or three weeks before the meeting at

which he is to run, and till then he may
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alter his plans according to his experience

gained.

497. Both the Dogs Xos. 1 xsv 2 will

again require exactly the same routine of

exercise, feeding, firictioning, <fcc., as before,

unless the trainer, from tlie running in

these trials, sees reason to vary it He
should give them severe work, and propor-

tionally light food during the first week,

and then gradually diminish the former,

and increase the latter, up to the louith

day oefore the day of running. During this

time the dogs should have been kept ahnost •

entirely off the road, so that tbe homy
covering of the sole of the foot may have
had time to grow, and thus often save it

from the sharp edges of flints which abound
in some countries, and easily penetrate a

thin, worn-out sole. On the fourth night

before running, I should advise a mild

aperient, believing that it does not weaken
tlie dog, but, on the other hand, it freshens

his stomach, improves his wind, and makes
Lim lively and full ofenergy. Some coursers

at this time give an emetic, and I have known
very good results loUow its use, where the

liver is sluggish, or the dog is what is called

"bilious;" but otherwise, 1 think the simple
aperient ball (paragraph 477), or a dose of

castor-oil, will answer the purpose better.

From this time the same management will

suit both kinds of dogs, to which, on the
third day before runnijig, walkmg exercise

only should be given for at least four hours,
teeding as before. On the second day, the
»ame amount of walking exercise, with one
or two sUps of half-a-mile each. At this

time the dogs similar to Xo. 1 are generally
recovering fast from theh- severe work, and
are, or ought to be, as well as No. 2, very
fl-esh and ftiU of play, which they should
all be Indulged in, using the muzzle if they
are inclined to be spitelul. On the day
before the final struggle, the dogs should
be walked out for three hours, with a single
Blip of half-a-nille, to open thi-ir pipes; then
home and well tHctioned ; and afterwards
led at one o'clock, on not more than three-
quarters of a pound of mutton toasted before
llie fire, and, alter being cut up, mixed with
tlie same quantity of bread, soaked in

melted jelly. Tlie dogs may then rest till

the next morning, Uioui<li many trainers

take them out fur a short walk in tiie

evening ; but I do not believe it Is a g<H>d

plan, unless they are intended to be lightly

led belore running the next day. The fol-

lowing receipts iuid rules will conclude this

part of the subject
498. For maklno Bkead wrrnoirr Barm,

which sonutimes agrees with the stomach
belter than bread made witli it—take of

F -^ur, 12 lbs.

Bica.'H>nato of soda, 8 oz.

Mix them well together with the hauda;
then take of

Muriatic acid, 2 oz.

"Water, 8 phits.

Mix well together, and then stir the acidn-

lated water quickly into the flour with
a large wooden spoon. The dough thus
formed should be quickly put into common „
earthen fiour-pots, filling them about two- U
thirds full, and baked without delay, in a
quick oven, rather hotter than for common
bread. Tlie tiour may be of wheat alone,

or mixed ^\ith oatmeal, according to the
habit of the dog.

499. To Make Jelly for TRAiNnfG.—
Procure four cow-heels, unboiled, and two-
score ol sheep's-trotters, scald them, and
scrape off the hair and hoots. Then put
them in a digester, and boU gently till they
tumble to pieces, covering them with such
a quantity ofwater as ^nll just serve to float

them. After they are quite tender, let the
whole cool, then pull them to pieces and
take out the bones, after wliich they should

be again gently simmered for an hour,

adding a Uttle more water. The whole is

then put b}', and forms a thick jelly, which
in the winter wiU keep lour or five days

;

but in October and March will often become
sour In 36 or 48 hours.

800. Various ^Iodes of Dressing the
Meat :

1.—Hobse-Flesh is usually boiled, but It

sound and of good quality, it makes good
steaks, even in training, and should be

toasted before the fire, or fried in the
ordinary way, or grilled on a gridiron.

2.—Beef is best toasted, or fried, or broiled,

and it should be well beaten with a rolling-

pin before being dressed, in order to ensure
its tenderness. Horse-flesh is usually much
more short and tender, and when good, is

suiierior to beef in all respects. The fat

should be removed lYom both.

3 Mutton is certainly the best kind of

animal food for training purposes. The part

used should be the leg, which is the only

Joint from which a solid mass can be

obtained free from fat It may bo broiled

or toasted in the usual way. The reason for

the preference ot these modes to boiling is,

that as dogs are seldom indulged in them,
from their being more troublesome, they are

relished better, and appear to give tone to

the stomaclu Boiled meat, with the broth.

Is quite as nourishing as when broiled or

tonstetl, but it is not convenient to givq^tho

broth in the latter days of training, as the
bread is soaked in jolly instead ; and, as the

boiled flesh alone Is not good, the abovo
modes arc to be prelcrred.

4.—Klther of the above should be chopped
into fine pieces, and put into a saucepan,

with sufficient boUing'Watet lo cover them.
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Then set on the fire and just boil up, care-

t'uily stirring, to prevent burning.

50L Short Eules for Training :—

l._Give no more physic than just enought

to freshen the stomach, unless it is wanted

as a means of reduction,

2.—^Vhen used in this way try mild physic

before giving stronger.

3.—Give as little bread as will suffice for

health. The quantity may be known by

the colour of the faeces, which ought to con-

tinue of a good gingerbread colour, and

which become black, or nearly so, when the

Uesli is overdone.

4.—Reduce the dog more by increase of

work and reduction of food, than by physic.

6.—Give as much horse-exercise as the

stoutness ofthe dog will enable him to bear,

without over-doing him.

6.—Use plenty of Hiction.

Sect. 2—Tkaveixing.
602. Railways afford great facilities to the

courser, and the dogs maynow be conveyed

two hundred miles more easily than tliey

could be travelled forty on the road before

the present system came into vogue. If

possible, the trainer should have his grey-

liounds with him in the railway carriage, as

they are much more nervous and excited

when removed from his presence. In most

cases a second or third-class compartment
may be ob.ained for the trainer and dogs,

but If not, the luggage-van is better than

the boxes in which dogs are ordered to be

placed in most of the lines. A horse-box

may generally be procured by giving notice,

if there are enough dogs to occupy it, and

nothing can be better than this. It is

astonishing what a difference is made by
attention to these trifling particulars. Most
people prefer arriving at the place of meet-

ing some time before the day of running—

that is, ten days or a fortnight ; and I think,

If it is a healthy place, and there is good

training-ground near, that is the best plan;

but if ten days can not be given up, it is

better to allow only one clear day's rest, as

dogs often get more unsettled after a week
than they are at the end of two days, and

consequently they begin their contest at

the worst, instead of being at their best If

they can be slowly travelled with a dog-

cait, and exercised as they go along, a clear

day is scarcely necessary, if the dogs are

hardy ; and it is quite time enough to get

Into the new quarters by twelve o'clock on

the day before running, so as to feed at one.

But as the average of dogs seldom sleep

quite so weU in a strange place, this is

perhaps not to be recommended as the

ordinaiy rule.

Sect. 3.—IManagement at the SIeetinq.

603. The Amount op Exercise required

during the progress oi the meeting is not
very great, as the courses run will generally

be sufficient. About an hour or an hour-

and-a-half will be required to give time for

the dogs to empty themselves. They should

be led out with their clotliing on, and when
the trainer can find a quiet field where
there Is no chance of a hare getting up, they

may be loosened for a few minutes' play.

Those dogs which are going to run on that

day should have muzzles on, for fear of

picking up bones or refuse ot any kind

;

which precaution also serv^es to guard

against wilful poisoning. After this they

may be walked home, and well frictioned

and dressed for half-an-hour each dog.

504. No Food should be given, if the

course is likely to take place by twelve or

one o'clock; but if later than that, about

one or two ounces of mutton and one of

bread or toast vrill serve to keep up the tone

of the system, which is lowered by exces-

sive starvation. If more than one course is

run, and the first is a severe one, a ball of

mutton, spiced according to the following

formula, or a simple spiced ball, should be

given about a quarter of an hour before the

course, with a mouthful of weak wliisky-

and-water, or brandy-aud-water :—

Spiced-Meat Ball.

Take of Carraway seeds, 10 grains.

Cardamoms, lO grains.

Grains ofParadise, 5 grains.

Ginger, 5 grains.

Lean boiled knuckle of mutton, } oz.

Bruise the seeds in a mortar, and then mix
with the mutton, and form it into a ball.

Common Cordial-Ball.

Take of Cummin seeds, 10 grains.

Coriander seeds, 10 grains.

Carraway seeds, 10 grains.

Grains of Paradise, 10 grains.

Saffron, 1 drachm.
Syrup, enough to form a ball.

Bruise in a mortar, and mix well together,

then make up into a baD.

Egged-Wine is a very common remedy,

but I believe it is very inferior to brandy-

and-water alone, and certainly not equal to

the spiced-meat ball, which I have seen

effect wonders in many cases. As soon aa

the dog can be taken to his kennel after his

course he should be fed, in preparation for

the morrow, on the same quantity and
quality of food as before.

505. A Dog-Cart, if possible, should be

used on the ground ; but if the distance is

not more than two or three miles, and tho

weather is fine, the dogs are much better

kept out till after they have run. But it is
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after the course that the cart is so useful, as

the dogs may then rest quietly till they are

taken home ; and if they are detained very

late, they may be fed on the ground, if the

trainer has taken the precaution to bring

the food out A\ith him. Hardy dogs bear

this well, but delicate ones sometimes are

made sick by riding in a cart on a full

Btomach. The annexed plan of a dog-cart,

given at the end of this chapter, vnW be

found to be very useful, and will accom-

modate eight or nhic dogs very well, viz.,

four in the compartment A, three in B,

and one or two in C : the dotted hnes show

the divisions between the three compart-

ments. The head may be made to let

down partially, for convenience of seeing on

the ground; and the compartment A ought

to have a door opening into the interior, so

that the trainer may take out or put in a

dog, without subjecting him to the weather.

By this plan he may strip and rub him, &c.,

under cover, and keep him there till he
is ready to take him to the slips. Such a
dog- cart ought to weigh nearly 7 cwt, and
cost about from ;£25 to £45, according to

the materials and finish.

606. Whe.v the Tbainer, who has his

card in hand, finds that he shall soon bo
wanted, he should get his dog ready, and
give him a good ftictioning. If he has
already run, he should treat him according

to the rules laid down in paragraph 504 ; and
when his turn comes he should take him to

the slips, keeping him walking about for

about a quarter of an hour, if the weather
is not very unfavourable. AiVhen the dog is

put in the slips, the trainer should take care

that he is on his right side, and, if necessary,

that he has his collar on. If the weather is

cold, or wet, the cloth should be kept on as

long as possible, and for that purpose It

should button across the breast These
particular patterns are called " slip cloths :"

/

t_t,

2 S /.r /a 2/ 24 27 30 S3 &6
INCBP';

a b, button and hole, to loop up the cloth

when the roails are ver>' dirty; c c, belly

straps; d, a slit, to allow of the cloth hang-

ing smootlily down over the arm ; e e e,

three buttons for closing the front over the

breast; f/f, three strings for closing the

throat ; g, a slit, guarded by leather, for

allowing the leading rein to appear. If the

dog is young and uneasy, the trainer should

walk by liis side, and stop his pulling If

Inclined that way; or if he Is Inclined to

hang back, he should be reaily to prevent

his getting twisted, or to put him right, fT

such an event happens. lie should have an
assistant mounted, if In an open country, to

pick his dog up, or Ifenclosed, he should have
one, two, or throe, posted at the most likely

coTcrts, which the hares make for. By

these precautions the dog is prevented from
getting a second course, which of^en

destroys the chance of a good dog, after ho
lias won his first

607. The AccEssoRres which should bo

taken in the dog-cart are : Splccd-meut
balls, brandy or whisky, waterproof cloth-

ing, and spare cloths for dogs, muzzles in

case they fight, leading straps, sponge, cold

water, food In tin cases, bluestone, Canada
balsam spread on leather for wounds,
needles and thread, bandages, lancet, and
Friar's balsam.

60S. External Restorations are of twt
kinds—those which can be used in the field,

and those which may be applied In kennel.

Of the former, friction with whisky is the

best The band should be applied well for
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some little time in the ordinary way, tlien

a little whisky should he rubbed in, and
finally a good deal should be rubbed rapidly

on, taking «are to choose a perfectly shel-

tered place, and clothing the dog warmly
at once before the spirit has had time to

evaporate. When the dog is much dis-

tressed by his work, and is panting severely,

with blueness of the mouth, and the eyes

red, take about four to eight ounces of blood,

and use the whisky as above. After a short

time, when the blueness abates, give the

spiced-meat ball and a little brandy-and-
water. If the dog's work has been very
severe, a warm-bath at 98 degrees of Fah-
renheit is the best restorative. He should

be immersed in it up to the neck for fifteen

minutes, then take him out, dry him well

before a good fire, and afterwards rub him
over all the body with hot whisky. He
should be clothed before the latter is quite

dry, and left to take his rest The best

time for the warm-bath is about three hours

after the feeding-time.

609. The Water given at the meeting
should all be boiled and cooled, as in this

way the efi'ect on the stomach of a change
In the fluid is greatly diminished.

Sect. 4.—Tbeatment op iNJimiEs, &c.

610. When the dog 'So. 1 (Chapter vi.)

is punished, either by work or injuries,

'he may be suffered to try his best, and
will often pull through. The dog No, 2

will also often bear injuries for one day,

but will generally feel their efi'ect very
acutely on the following one, and must
then be drawn, if he is ever to be of use

hereafter, as he does not often try his

best after being thus severely tested- The
dog No. 3 had better, in any case, be drawn
at once, if he is either severely worked, or

bruised by a fall, or cut, or his nails broken

or stripped. By nursing him in this way,

he may at some time do good ; but if

liberties are taken with him, he will neither

win on that day nor on any future one.

By attention to these various indications,

and carefully studj'ing the powers, con-

stitutions, temperaments, and habits ot his

dogs, the trainer is enabled to call out all

the good, and prevent the appearance of

the bad, qualities of his charge. Herein the

reaUy-usefal man is shown; and by this

careful study, many middling kennels have
been made "to do the right thing at the

right time." On the other hand, by a
neglect of them, many a good dog in some
countries has been taken to others forwhich
he was unfit, and sacrificed to the ignorance

or infatuation of his trainer or master.

611. Cuts on the Legs are best managed
by fixing on the adjacent skin a piece of

white kid leather, spread with Canada

balsam by means of a warm knife. Thi^
answers better than anything I have ever
seen tried, and it agrees well with the dog's
flesh. The balsam is very adhesive, and
even the dog's tongue fails to remove it.

It must be heated first before applying.

512. Where a large Piece of Skin is

loosely hanging, as is often the case in
enclosed countries, the flap must be held in
its place by a suture. The plan is, to pass a
needle, armed with a strong thread, through
the corresponding sides of the wound, at

intervals of half an inch, then to tie each
stitch separately, and cut the ends ot the
thread ofl", but not too closely. The Canadii
balsam over this makes it very secure, if

the cut is on the head or the ribs ; but it

cannot weU be applied without a fina
foundation, such as those parts aff'ord.

513. If a Stopper is detached from the
leg, so as to be quite loose, it is far better to

remove the hanging portion with the knife,

and apply a bandage, with some Friar's

balsam. Just before nmning, the raw-

surface must be rubbed with bluestone,

which deadens the soreness, and prevents

the dog from feeling the contact ot the

ground. Over the whole cut-surface a piece

of leather, spread with the Canada balsam,

may be strained, and made to meet in front,

so as to encircle the leg.

514. When a Claw is broken, the ragged
bits should be carefully removed with nail-

scissors, and a Uttle Friar's balsam appUed.

On the day of running, about an hour or two
before going to slips, take a piece of blue-

stone, and rub weU over the quick which is

exposed. A piece of lunar caustic answers
better ; but it requires great care in its use.

515. Cuts in the Sole of the foot are best

treated by a small patch of leather spread

withthe Canada balsam, which adheres very
closely, if properly applied. A little blue-

stone, previously rubbed in, dries up tlie

surface, and renders it less sensible to pain.

516. Bruises of the Legs, or elsewhere,

are relieved by warm fomentations, followed

by a lotion composed ofa teaspoonful oftinc-

ture of arnica in half-a-pint of water, with

which they should be kept constantly wet
617. After the Meeting is over, the dog

should be given a dose of physic, and a few
potatoes or greens, according to his health.

518. Expenses of Rearing and TRAiNma
Cost of brood- bitch, per year ... £5
StalUon, and travelling 8 8

Tax on bitch 12

Keep of ditto 2 12

Keep of 6 puppies, at Is. 6d. per

week till 18 months old 35 2

Tax on do. after 6 months .... . 3 12

6) 55 6

Cost of each puppy £9 4 4
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Thus, reckoning the brood-bitch to cost
|
them cost £9 4s. 4<L each, at 18 months of

£.20, and to last four years, and calculating l age. Add to this the wages of trainer and
cm six puppies trova eacb Jitter, the mere I travelling expenses, with stakes, <fcc., and
Keep of greyhound-puppies, without extra I it wiU be clear that our large keouels <M6i

charge for kennels or attendance, will make
|
no iucousiderable sum.

CHAP. VIII.

MANAGEMENT OF COURSIXG-MEEXnCGS.

Sect. 1.—Origin of Meetinos.

519. Coubsino-Clcbs form one source of

courslng-mectlngs, and were, until lately,

the sole causes of public contests between

greyhounds. For many years coursing-

clubs have existed, and some time before

the present century the oUU-st of tliom, held

«t SwafTliam, was instituted. At that time

the sport was confined to those who could

gain nrtwiittanco to this and some one or

two other select clubs, and tlic day of op«n

champion-mcctlnKS had not yet dawned.

The chief clubs now in existence are the

Everlelgh, the Deptford Inn, the Carding-

ton, the lialdock, the Amicable, and tlic

Spelthorn, in the south; the Altcar, the

Kldgway, the Market Weighton, the Coquet-

dale, and the Newcastle clubs. In tlio north

Of England; and In Scotland,the Caledonian,

the Biggar, the Aberdeenshire, the North
Berwick and Dirleton, and the Nithsdale

and Galloway. These clubs have all of them
more or less ground to course over, which
they hold either by a rental, or by tha

favour of the owners of the property. la
some cases, as at Cardington and Ames-
bury, tlio proprietors of the property over

whose land the coursing takes place, not

only permit the club to hold regular meet-
ings, but pay all the expenses of preserv-

ing; wlillst In others the club has to pay
for preserving, as well as to give a rent

for the manor. The latter Is the usual

plan In Scotland; and but for the existence

of clubs, few large meetings could be held

in that country.

52a Open Meetinos are oi ten originated

by clubs whicli are anxious to try their

strength In competiUou with their ueigli^
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tkiors; in which case they throw their

{ground open to all coursers, instead of

limiting their entries to members of their

o^vn body. More frequently, however, they
are held for the benefit of some particular

Innkeeper, who is the tenant or an old

servant of the lord of the manor, and who
has permission to use the lands of his patron
for the purposes of an open meeting. In the
former case the meeting is under the control

of the members of the club, but in the latter

It is generally managed by the innkeeper
himself—as at the Waterloo meeting—or by
some person who is constituted a secretary
by general accord, or by the consent of the
patron, and who arranges all the proceed-
ings, without any control but that of public

opinion. Here, however, it is found that
this control is sufficient, because if he does
not give satisfaction his entries will not fllL

The chief open meetings are the Amesbury,
the Ashdown, the Newmarket, and the
Cardington, in the south; the Waterloo,
the Southport, the KenUworth, the Sun-
dome, the Wolverhampton, the Bumeston,
the Huggate, and the Malton. in the north

;

and the Caledonian, the Biggar, and the
Dirleton, in Scotland.

621. A Committee of Management
should be formed in any case, who should
meet and decide upon the election of the
judge and slipper, the stakes to be run for,

and their apportionment, and the rules

which shall guide the meeting.

622. The Committee to consist of a flag-

steward, a field-steward, and the secretary.

Sometimes a slip-steward is added, in which
case there should be two field-stewards, in

order to keep the number an uneven one.

All disputed questions to be decided by vote,

and the chairman, in case of an even num-
ber, to have the casting-vote.

623. The Election of Judge, either to

rest with the committee, in which case it

should be published with the advertisements
giving notice of the meeting, or else it

should be vested in the general subscribers

to the stakes, each ofwhom should have
one vote.

624. The secretary to draw up, with the
approbation of the committee, a programme
of the meeting, which should be advertised,

and should specify

—

1st—The date of the meeting.

2nd—The names of the stakes.

8rd—The qualification for ditto.

4th—The entries for ditto.

6th—The apportionment of ditto.

6th—The expenses to be deducted.
7th—To whom applications are to be

made for entries.

8th—The time and place of entry and
drawing.

9th—The rules to regulate the meeting.

10th—The judge, if named, or, if not. the
mode of election to be stated.

11th—Names of stewards.
12th—The secretary's signature.
.525. The Dkaw should be conducted on

the foUowing plan : first, the money for each
stake should be paid to the secretary by the
subscribers ; second, after this is completed,
small squares of paper, exactly Uke each
other, should be handed round, and each
subscriber should, either himself or by his
deputy, write the name of his dog, with the
pedigree, colour, and age, upon one of
them; after which they are folded up. The
secretary then collects these for each stake
in succession, placing them at once in a hat,
from which they are to be drawn in regular
order, and entered as they are drawn.
Nothing can be more simple than this plan,

and it does away with all necessity for

numbered cards, &c., which are the source
ofconstant confusion and mistakes. It also
facilitates guarding, and prevents all hang-
ing back to see what dogs are entered,
which is not conducive to fair and large
entries. It was introduced in the "Direc-
tions for the Management of Meetings,"
published by Mr. Welsh, in his 8th voL, but
it has not been commonly acted on, and
I was not aware of its existence until
reminded by that gentleman.

526. The DuTiEa of the Flag-Steward
are to receive the fiat of the judge, and see
that the flagman hoists the right flag (red
or white for the left or right side of the card
respectively, and both for imdecided courses).

627. The Slip-Stewakd, if there is one,
regulates the proceedings of the dogs at the
slips, and sees that the next brace is ready.

528. The Field-Stewards regulate the
beating and the general proceedings of the
field. They should have one or two flag-

men, with blue flags, who should always be
in sight of the beaters, and should restrain
the progress of the crowd beyond their
own boimdary. The field-stewards should
also see to the beaters, with the assistance
of the secretary, who is usually one oftheir
number.

629. The Rules for the Guidance of
meetings are ot great importance to their

success. Mr. Welsh's rules were usually
acted on until the National Coursing Club,

on its establishment in 1858, determined to

draw up a new code. Under the presidency

of the celebrated courser known as "Mr. C.

Jardine, " a set of new rules was drawn up by
that gentleman, with the aid of a small com-
mittee, and received the sanction ofthe club

at the next meeting, and of the whole cours-

ing world since. In theiollo'\yingPages they
are given at len gth, togetherwith Mr. Thack-
er's rules for the decision of courses, which
have been affirmed by the National Club.
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FUNDAMENTAL LAWS.

Composition of Club.

. The National Coursing Club shall consist of not more than thirty-five members, ot

(Whom five shall be a quorum.

Election op Membeb&

. At the Waterloo Meeting, in each year, five members shall go out by lot, and at the
same time five new members shall be elected viva voce by the members ol any recognised
coursing club present

Objects.

All complaints, ofwhatever description, or any matter in dispute connected with cours-

ing, can be referred to tbe National Coursing Club for arbitration and adjustment.

Meetings.

Meetings for the despatch of business, and for the revision or alteration of rules, shall

"be held at noon, in London, on the Saturday of the Epsom Derby meeting, and at three

o'clock p.m. at Liverpool on the day of entry for the Waterloo Cup. But the secretary,

upon a requisition addressed to him in writing by any three of the stewards of a meeting
or by six pubUc coursers who may happen to be present, shall summon a special meeting
at the earliest convenient opportunity

Code of Laws.

The National Coursing Club recommends that the following code of laws shall be
adopted universally ; clubs merely adding such special or local regulations as may be
required to adapt the National code to their own peculiar use

SUBSCEIPTIONS.

It may be necessary to make some provision to meet the printing, advertising, and
other incidental expenses incurred by the National Coursing Club ; all regularly con-
stituted coursing clubs are therefore asked to subscribe an annual sum, and those approv-
ing of the object could be assessed in proportion to the number ot their members or

otherwise.
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RULES

FoH THE Decision of Couhses, and for the Segulation of Meetings, as Amesde©
IX 1859 AMD I860.

1. Decision ofcourses.—'Eyery course shall

be decided according to the judge's estimate

of the balance of points in favour of either

greyhound. The value of the points in a

course, viz., the cote, go-bye, wrench, turn,

trip, or kill, as well as allowances or penal-

ties, to be for the present considered as

settled by Thacker's rules.

2. Disputed d^cwionf.—The judge shall de-

liver his decision aloud immediately the

course is ended, and shall render an expla-

nation of such decision (if required by the

nominator or his representative before the

third succeeding course is run) to the

stewards of a meeting, who shall express

their opinions in writing on tlie same even-

ing, whether such explanation is satis-

factory or not; but his decisious once given

shall not be reversed.

3. Allowance for being unsighted.—If a
greyhound be unsighted in going from the

slips, or afterwards, it shall be at the dis-

cretion of the judge to decide what allow-

ance, if any, is to be made under the

circumstances.

4. Dogs dividing.— li a second hare be

started during a course, and one of the dogs

follow her, the course to end there.

A. Definition of courses.—A "no course"

is where sufficient has not been done to

show superiority in either greyhound, and
must be run again; but where both dogs

have a single-handed course, and one Is

agreed to be drawn, the judge shall decide

whether enough has been done for the other

dog to remain in without running an addi-

tional bye; and It shall be at the option of

the owners either to run again immediately

or at the expiration of two courses, the

latter being llxed if they do not agree. An
" undecided course " is when the iudgo con-

siders the merits of the dogs so equal that

lie cannot decide, nnd the dogs shall bo put

in again after two courses, unless one be

drawn, but the owners must at the time

declare to the flag steward which dog

remains In. If It is the last course of the

day, fifteen minutes shall be allowed after

both dogs are taken up.

C. Slipping.—-The control of all matters

connected with slipping the gnyhouuds !

shall rest with the stewards of a meeting. I

Owners or servants on delivering their dogs I

into the hands ol the slipper may lollow
|

close after them, but not so as to Inconve-*^

nience the slipper, or in any way interterc*

with the dogs, hallooing them on when run-
ning, or otherwise, under a penalty of £1.

7. Collars—When two greyhounds drawn
together are of the same colour, they shall

each wear a collar, and their owners shall

be subject to & penalty of 10s. for non-ob-
servance of this rule; the colour of the
collar to be red for the left-hand side, and
white for the right-hand side of the slips.'

After the first round, the upper dog on tlie

card for the day will be placed upon the left

hand, and the lower dog on the right baud
in the slips.

8. Accidents in slips.—If through accident
one greyhound gets out of slips, the slipper

shall not let the other go. It the slips break
and the dogs get away coupled together, the
iudge shall decide whether it is to be a no-
course, or whether enough has been done to
constitute it an undecided course. In any
case of slips breaking, and either or both
dogs getting away in consequence, the
slipper may be fined not exceeding £1, at
the discretion of the stewards.

9. iiiding oter, ikc—lf any subscriber or
his servant shall ride over his opponent's
greyhound while running a course, the
owner of the dog so ridden over shall, al-

though the course be given against him, be
deemed the winner ol it, or shall havetho
option of allowing the other dog to remain
in and run out the stake, and in such case
shall be entitled to halt his winnings, if aQ>'.

la Dog getting loose.—Any person allow-
ing a greyhound to get loose, and join in ,t

course which is being run, shall forfeit £.\.

If the loose greyhound belongs to either cf

the owners of the dogs engaged in the par-
ticular course, snch owner shall forfeit his

chance of the stake with the dog then run-
ning; unless It can be proved to the satlsftic-

tion of the.stewards that the loose greyhound
had not been able to be taken up after run-
ning his own course. The course not to bo
considered as necessarily ending when the
third dot; joins in.

11. y«i/>H(;MiH(7(/cfi.<rio».—If any subscriber

openly impugns the decision of the judge on
the ground, except by a complaint to Iho

stewards according to Rule 2, he shall for-

feit not more than five nor less than two
sovereigns, at the discretion of the stewards.
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12. Committee and stewards—Th& secre-

tary of any proposed open meeting shall

associate with himself a committee of not

less than three members to settle preli-

minaries. The management of the meeting
shall be intrusted to stewards and field

stewards (in conjunction with this com-
mittee), who shall be elected by the sub-

scribers present the first evening of a

meeting. No steward to have a right to

vote, as such, during a meeting, in any case

where his own dogs are interested. The
secretary shall declare, as soon as possible,

how the prizes are to be divided; and a

statement of expenses may be called for by
subscribers alter a meeting, if they think

proper.

13. Election of judge.—The judge may
either be elected by tlie secretary and com-
mittee appointed under Rule 12, in which
case his name shall be announced simulta-

neously with the meeting; or his appoint-

ment shall be determined by the votes of

the subscribers taking nominations, but

each subscriber shall have only one vote,

Vhatever the number of his nominations.

The appointment of the judge to be pub-
lished at least two weeks before the meeting,

and the number of votes, as well as the

names of the voters, to be recorded in a

book which shall be open to the inspection

of the stewards, who shall declare the num-
ber of votes for each judge if called upon to

do so by any ofthe subscribers. A fortnight's

notice shall also be given ofthe day ofvoting,

which shall be duly announced in the public

papers. When a judge, from ill health, or

any other unexpected cause, is prevented
attending a meeting, or during a meeting,

leaving It, the stewards of the meeting shall

have the power of deciding who is to be one.

14. Postponement of meeting —If a meet-
ing, appointed to take place upon a certain

day, be interfered with by frost, the com-
mittee shall have power to postpone it, but
not beyond the week. If, through a con-
tinuance of frost, the meeting be void, the

subscribers shall be liable to their quota of
expenses. This rule not to apply to produce
meetings, which must take place as soon as

the weather will permit.

15. Penalty for absencefrom slips Imme-
diately before the greyhounds are drawn at

any open meeting, the place and time of

putting the first brace of dogs into the slips

on the following morning shall be declared,

and the owner of any dog which shall not
be ready to be put into the slips st such ap-

pointed time and place, or in proper rotation

afterwards, shall be fined IZ.; if not ready
within ten minutes from such time, the ab-

sent greyhound shall be adjudged to have
lost its course, and the opponent shall run a
bye. If both dogs be absent at the expira-

tion of ten minutes, the stewards shall have
power to disqualify both dogs, or to fine

their owners any sum not exceeding 5?. each.

No dog to be put into the shps for a deciding
course until thirty minutes after its previous
course, without the consent of its owner.

16. Entry and draw.—No entry by a sub-
scriber shall be valid unless the amount of

stake be paid in full, when a card or counter,

bearing a corresponding number, shall be
assigned to each entry. These numbered
cards or counters shall then be placed to-

gether in a bowl, and drawn out indiscrimi-

nately. This classification once made shall

not be disturbed throughout a meeting, ex-
cept for the purpose of guarding, or on
account of byes. Dogs whose position on
the card has been altered in consequence of
guarding must return to their original posi-

tion in next class, if guarding does not pre-
vent it.

17. Guarding ^When more than one no-
mination is taken by one person, the grey-

hounds, provided they are bona fide his own
property, or the property of one person, shall

be guarded—if more than 8, two dogs; if

more than 16, three ; if more than 24, four;

if more than 32, five ; if more than 48, six.

In Produce Stakes any number may be
guarded. This guarding is not, however, to

deprive any dog of a natural-bye to which
he may. in running through a stake, be
entitled.

18. Byes No greyhound shall run more
than one natural bye in any stake, and this

bye shall be given to the lowest available

dog on the list in each round. In Puppy
Stakes each bye must be run with a pappy
or single handed ; but if it is proved to the
satisfaction of the stewards that no puppy
cf&n be found on the field or otherwise in

time to run an unexpected bye in the first

class, the owner shall have the power of
substituting an old dog.

19. Change of name If any subscriber
shall enter a greyhound by a different name
from that in which it shall last have run for

any stake or piece of plate, without giving
notice to the secretary at the time of entry,

of the alteration, such greyhound shall be
disqualified.

20. Penalty for not prefixing ''names."—
Any subscriber taking an entry in a stake,

and not prefixing the word "names" to a
greyhound which is not his own property,

shall forfeit that dog's chance of the stake.

He shall likewise be compelled to deliver in

writing, to the secretary of the meeting, the

name of the bona fide owner of the grey-

hound 'named by him if called upon, and
this communication to be produced should

any dispute arise in the matter.

2L Pedigree and marks of puppies.~Tor

Produce Stakes, the names, ages, colours.
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and distinguishing marks of the puppies
shall be detailed in writing to the secretary
at the time of entering them. The subscri-
ber must also state in writing the names of
the sire or sires, the dam, and their owners,
together with the names and addresses of
the parties who bred and reared the puppies,
and where they are kept at the time of en-
try; and any puppy whose marks and pedi-
gree shall not correspond with the entry as
thus given shall be disqualified, and the
w hole of its stakes forfeited. No greyhound
shall be allowed to run in any puppy stake
whose description is not properly given as
Above, and it must be capable of being
proved, if required by the secretary or com-
mittee. No greyhound to be considered a
puppy which was whelped before the Ist

Jan. of the year preceding the season of
running.

22. Objections.—An objection may be made
at any time before the stakes are paid over,

upon the objector lodging a sum of not less

than 51., as may be required, in the hands of
the secretary, which shall be forfeited if the
objection prove frivolous; and the owner of

the greyhound olyected to shall be compelled
to deposit a like amount, and to prove the
correctness of his entry. The cost of the
expenses incurred in consequence of the ob-
iection to fall upon the party against whom
the decision is given.

23. Where objection cannot be substantiated
at the time.—Should an objection be made
which cannot at the time be substantiated

or disproved, the grej'hound may be allowed
to run under protest, and should the objec-

tion be afterwards substantiated, and it the
winnings have been paid over to the owner
of a greyhound, who will thus be disqualiflud,

he shall return the money or prize, or be de-
clared adefaulter. The money returned shall

be divided equally among the greyhounds
beaten by the dog thus disqualified, but if a
piece of plate baa been added, itmust be run
for by them.

24. Stakes divided vchen one dog is draicn—
If two greyhounds belonging to the same
owner or to confederates remain in for the
deciding course, the stake shall becousldcrcd
divided, as also it the owner of one dog In-

duce the owner of the other dog to draw him
for any pa3'ment or consideration ; but ifone
greyhound be drawn from lameness, or from
any cause clearly affecting his chance of
winning, the other may be declared the
winner, the facts of the case being proved to

the satisfaction of the stewards.
25. Third and fourth prizes ^Vllen more

than two prizes are given, the greyhound -

beaten by the winner in the last class but
one shall have precedence of that beaten by

]

the rumier-up. When only three dogs run
in this class, then the greyhound first beaten

'

of these three shall have the third prize, and
the fourth prize shall be given to the grey-
hound beaten by the winner in the previous
class, unless ttie winner had a bye in thati

class, in which case the fourth prize shall b6
awarded to the dog beaten by the runner-up
in that class.

26. Wh^n two winners mett on unequal^

terms.—If two greyhounds shall each win a
stake, and have to run together for a final <

prize or challenge cup, should they not have

'

run an equal number of ties in their respcc-'

five stakes, the greyhound not having run
the suflacient number ofcourses must run a'

b3'e or byes to put itself upon an equaUty in

this respect with its opponent.

27. Defaulters.—"So person shall be allow-

ed to enter or run a greyhound in his own'
or any other person's name who Ls a defaul-'

ter for stakes or bets.

28. Judge or slipper interested.—If a judge

or slipper be in any way interested in the

winnings of a greyhound or greyhounds,;

the nominator of these dogs, unless he can'

prove satisfactorily that such interest wai
without his cognizance, shall forfeit alij

claim to the winnings.
'

29. Bets.—All bets upon an undecidec^

course to stand, miless one of the grey-j

hounds be drawn. All bets upon a dog ruiKJ

niug farther than another in the stake, oil

upon the event, to be p.p., whatever accl/

dent may happen.

30. Bets where dogs divide.—Where mouejl
has been laid against a dog winning n stake!

and ho divides it, the two sums must bepuif

together and divided in the same proportioi

as the stakes.
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MR. THACKEE'S RULES FOE THE DECISION OF COURSES.

Rules 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are repealed hy (he above rules.

;
7. Scorefor the cote A cote to be reckon-

|

ed two points ; and a cote is when two dogs

start even together, and one outruns the

other, and gives the hare a turn or wrench

;

, but if the hare take a circuitous route, and
the dog which runs the outer circle gives

the turn, to be reckoned three points.

8. The turn and wrench.—^. turn to be

reckoned one point ; but if the hare turns

\ not as it were round, she only wrenches

;

and two wrenches are equal to one turn. A
wrench is when she strikes off to the right

or left, at about a right angle. Anything

I

short of that in a forward direction is only a
( rick or wbiflF, for which nothing ought to be

: allowed. [This rule is sometimes connected
with the 7th and 12th rules, namely, a cote

and a fall ; and but for the contingencies,

and their confusing the matter, those three

rules might be condensed into one rule, as

thus :—Turn about, if gained without that

superior speed which constitutes a cote, one
point; if with that superior speed, two
points; or if the turn about is given when
a dog falls in giving it, two points without
.superior speed, or three points with super-

ior speed ; it he only wrench the hare when
he falls it ought to be taken into account
the same as a wrench under other circum-
stances. Those contingencies render it

necessary that the three rules should be
difitinctlj' and separately understood and
acted upon, and the points will be as easily

covmted under the three rules as under one.

They must not be counted under both oriall

three heads; nor, on the contrary, must the
fall be counted and omit the turn, which I
have known to be done. With respect to a
wrench being originally meant as I have
here defined it, the hare striking off to the

.
right or left at about a right angle, which
has been suggested to me as being only my
own interpretation of the meaning, and
would be better backed by some other
authority. I have applied to the only work
I know capable of illustrating the question,
and that in very few hands, the Nohle Art
of "Venery, or Hunting." by Tnberville,
Trom which the translator of Arrian has
favoured me with the following copy, and
which bears me out in having interpreted
Jie meaning properly :—•' A cote serveth
"or two turnes, and two strypping or jerk-
nnea (as some call them stand for a cote

;

•Iso many times a hare doth but wrench
fid not turne ; for it is not called a tm'ue

unless the hare be set and do turne (as It

were) round about; two such wrenchys
stand for a turne."

—

Note hy Mr. Thacker.']

9. For the go-by A go-by to be reckoned
two points; but one dog being behind tho
other, and then getting first, by the hare
running in a curve, or any way but in a
straightforward stretch, or by superior

speed, when both are fairly on their legs

after a turn, is no go-by; if a dog give half

go-by, to be allowed one point for it, unless
that half a go-by forms part of a cote, in

which case it should be reckoned in the
cote.

10. The ^(7?.—Killing or bearing the hare
to be reckoned two points, if it be a kill of
merit ; but if one dog turn the hai'e into the
other dog's mouth, or the hare being taken
by other casual circumstances wherein there
is no merit in the dog, to reckon nothing

;

but there may be a kill which has not the
first degree of merit in the dog, yet not
without merit, wherein the judge shall use
his discretion in allowing one point for it.

IL For the trip.—A tripping or jerking

the hare to be reckoned one point. A jerk

is when a greyhound catches hold of a hare,

but again loses his hold ; and a trip is when
he misses his catch, but throws her up with
his nose, or other hindrance of that kind.

It has been said when a hare is tripped or
jerked that the dog ought to have held her,

and that it is a clumsy trick in letting her
go again ; it may sometimes be the case, but
whether it is or not it contributes towards
the main object, as it distresses the hare,

and delays her so that his fellow-dog has
the bettter chance of taking her; a dog giv-

ing either tripping or jerking generally ef-

fects quite as much as by giving a complete
turn.

12. Allowance/or afall.—If a dog take a
fall in a course whilst performing his duty,

to be allowed one point for it; if he falls

from pressing the hare closely, or flinging

himself to take her, and causes her to turn

about, he is entitled to two points, one for

the fall and one for the turn ; or if the turn

were by superior speed, he gains three

points, one for the fall, and two for the cote.

This rule is connected with the 7th and 8tl»

rules.

13. For being unslipped.—K one dog see

not the hare when slipped by any accidental

occurrence not his own fault, to be deemed
no course ; but if owing to his own uulractc
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ableness or infirmity of sight, or the fault of

his owner or servants, the dog that follows

the hare to win, and the judge to decide

whether his not seeing the hare was ac-

cidental or the fault of the dog. Ifhe after-

wards join in the course, it must be in the

discretion of the judge, if he deem it no

fault in the dog his not seeing the hare when

slipped, to give it no course; or decide it

according to the merits of the dogs when

running together, allowinsj for the distance

or number of tums given by one while the

other was absent from it, and comparatively

not so much at work. But if his not seemg

the hare when slipped was his own fault, or

that of his owner or servant, the course to

be given against him.

14. Speed to count where no turn is made.

—If there be no turn or other point gained,

an equal start, and the hare run in a straight

direction the dog leading first to the covert

to win. If one dog lose ground at the start

and afterwards evidently gain upon the

other by superior speed, though he does not

pass or get even with him, yet ifthere be no

turn or other point gained between them he

ought to be deemed the winner; either dog

leading first to the covert by an unequal

Start, an inside turn, or other occurrence

where there is no superiority of speed

shown, the course to be adjudged dead;

but if the unequal start were the fault of

that dog which lost ground by it, and who
does not regain that loss by superior speed,

he ought to forfeit the course for his own
untractableness. But if a dog lose his start

by the slipper standing still instead of run-

ning forwards for the dogs to press against

the collar, and in his natural struggling to

get to the hare when he sees her has his

eyes in a contrary direction when loosed, it

ought not to be deemed his untractableuess

but the slipper's awkwardness.

15. Ifa dog lose ground in the start by any

untoward circumstances not his own fault,

and yet maintain equal speed with the

other. If that other give the hare a turn, or

gain any other point, but tho course ends

Immediately by the hare g.-^ining covert,

sough, squatting In turnips or other brush,

except killing her, that turn cr point not to

be allowed for, but the course to be adjudg-

ed dead. If that turn were gained by tho

advantage ot an inside turn, the hare run-

ning iu a curve, without any superiority of

speed being shown, to bo adjudged dead.

If tho course continue longer, and other

points are gained, that first turn or point

to be taken into the account ; and if that

unequal start were owing to the dog's

untr.Hctableness, or otherwise his own fault,

the turn or point gained by tho other dog to

entitle him to win.

IG. Penalty for standing stUL-~U a dog

wilfully stand still in a course, or depart

from directly pursuing the hare, or to meet

her, the points he has gained to be reckoned

only to the time he stood still, or left the

course, though he may afterwards join in It.,

Ifthe points he has gained up to the time

he stood still or departed from the ordinarj,

course should equal what the other gained

in the whole course, his standing still o:

leaving the course, to give the casting poin

against him. If both dogs wilfully stoj

with the hare in view, to be decided by th>.

number each gained ; and if they are equal

to be decided by a toss up, though one rui

longer than the other. If one or both dog.

should stop with the hare in view, and re

linquish the pursuit through utter inabilitj

to continue it, the course to be decide

according to the number of points each do;

gained in the whole course, and not to tha

dog which ran the longest, though hecoD'

tinned the pursuit to the covert.

17. For re/using to fence.—\i a dog refus_

to fence where the other fences, his point

to be reckoned only up to that time, thougi

he may afterwards join in the course. :i

he do his best endeavour to fence, and 1-

foiled by sticking in the meuse, or the fenc

being too high to top it, whereby he cannt

join in the rest of the course, such course t

be deemed to end at that fence. Shoul

the points be equal between them, to I

undecided; but if one be thrown out t

being a bad fencer, and yet the points I

equal, a good fencer to have a casting poh

over a bad one.

IS. If a fence intervene in a course th

the judge cannot get over, and thereby lo

view of the remainder of the course, tl

course to end at that fence.

19 and 20. Repealed.

21. Superiority of speed over othtr qua'

ties.—li the points are even between tv

dogs, and one evidently show most spec

that extra speed to entitle him to win ; b

where a dog has a balance of one poir

and the speed of tho other is only a trli

more, the point to win. If very few tur

or wrenches are given, and one dog has

balance of only one point and tho other

great degree of superior speed, that spe

to win. If the points be equal, and one h

most speed at the first part of the conn

and the other at tho last part, If in eqt

proportion up to the last turn, or kill, t:

course to bo adjudged dead ; but If t

points are cqu.al, and speed also up tot

last turn, and ono shows more speed th

the other In tho run up to cover, that ex

speed to win. It two dogs aro slipped evi

the course straight, without a turn, and c

shows most speed at first and the other

the Inst part, so as just to pet even with

fellow, and no more, the course to be
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udged dead. [The last section of this rule

is just like a race with horses, and it is im-
material whether a doe: loses ground at first

from waiting or deflcieney of speed, or
whether he gains at last from having wait-
ed or bein? stouter than his fellow; whe-
ther he begins to gain exactly half way, or

either before or after ; then, if they come
even at last, it is to all intents and purposes
a dead heat. There is no distress from
turns, or any other by dependencies, but
tiie same ground run over in the same lima
-^otebyMr. Thacker.}

PEDIGREES OF CELEBRATED DOGS.

The following pedigrees are inserted partly for the information of the coni-ser, bat

chiefly to serve as a comparison between those of the thoroughbred horse and the grey-

hound. The breeding of this latter animal has not been carefully attended to for so many
generations as in the horse; and, consequently, his descent cannot be traced nearly so

. ar back. Mr. Randell's celebrated Riot and her brother Ranter can be traced back as

far as probably any other dog, but even his pedigree, as will be seen, breaks down in the

fifth generation. The lines of Mr. Reed's Mechanic and Mr. West's War Office have been

searched with great diligence by their respective owners, but the result shows, as in the

case of ilr. RandeU's dog, the great difference between the horse and the greyhound.
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Pedigbee of Mb. Raitdell's "KANTER," including also those of "Bedlamite,"
Ck)B," "Fkedeeica," WoacESTEB Mabquis," Ball's "Bugle," «fcc., &c.*

bldPiioF"
Bliss

'Kdjq

5.0

O

E

I

King Cob
(JJaintree)

Frederica
{Fyson)

King Cob
iMelmsUy)

Lively

Eoclcet

SteDa

Konll Khan
{Kerthaw)

Knavery
{sister to DaWa
BugU)

Ion
(Jnskip)

Kate
iUaintree)

Stumps

Ida

Damon
(fiobede)

DaflFodil

Smoter
(Helmsley)

Lady

Brother to
Brigand

Ladv
(Nixon)

Streamer

Fly

Sambo

Bose

Topper
(Calvert)

Hannah
{Bassalt)

Bachelor
(Hill)

Nimble
(Jackson)

Deptford

Sister to Fanny

What Not

Nonpareil

Bubeos

Eve

Tinker

Fan (Parr)

Colwick

Sister to nerds-
man

Duke

Countess

Hercules
(UassaU)

Laura (his)

Harold

May-Fly

Merlin

Spider

Lunardl

Fairy

Rocket
Violet (NottinQ'
ham)

Brutus
Sister to Nun

Nelson
Madam
Stretcher
Fly

Grasper (Derby)
Fly

Merlin
Transit
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CHAP. rx.

DEEE Am) RABBIT-COUESDsQ.

Sect. 1 DEEs-CotnEsiNG.

! 530. The deer which is coursed in the

Island of Jura, the only locaUty where

this sport is now practised, is the red

deer already alluded to at page 82. The

hound used has also been fully described

In the same chapter.

531. The Mode o? Conductinq the

Spoet is as follows:— The deer is first

stalked in the usual way, just as in deer-

gtaMng; to the chapter on which the

reader must refer for the particulars. Two
deer-hounds are then slipped, and either

succeed in pulling down their quarry, or

are foiled by his speed and lasting powers.

Mr. Scrope's description of one of these

courses will give some idea of its exciting

nature, but its length must preclude my
giving it insertion. SuflBice it to remark,

that after the dogs were slipped, a long and

severe course ensued, in which various

•casualties took place, incidental to such

rough and rocky ground. At the termina-

tion ofthe course, when the party arrived at

the spot where the deer lay, " Buskar was
perfectly exhausted, and had lain down,
shaking from head to foot like a broken-

down horse ; but on our approaching the

deer, he rose, walked round him vrith a

determined growl, and would scarcely

permit us to come near him. He
had not, however, received any cut or

Injury, while Bran showed several bruises,

nearly a square inch having been taken off

the front of his fore-leg, so that the bone
was visible, and a piece of burnt heather
had passed quite through his foot Nothing
Could exceed the determined courage dis-

played by both dogs, particularly by Buskar,

throughout the chase, and especially in pre-

serving his hold, though dragged by the
fleer in the most violent manner. This,

however, is but one of the many feats ot

this fine dog. He was pupped in autumn,
1832, and before he was a year old killed a
fiiU-grown hind single-handed." Mr. Scrope
goes on to remark, that "the speed of a
fleer may be estimated as nearly equal to

that of a hare, though in coursing the latter,

from its turnings and windings, more speed
Is probably reqxiired than in coursing the
fl)rmer ; but, on the other hand, if a dog is

In any degree blown when he reaches a
fleer he cannot preserve his hold, nor
recover it if it is once lost; and, as it is

only from his superior speed and bottom
that a dog can continue to preserve his

bold, and thus by degrees to exhaust the
deer, tiU at length he is enabled to puU him
down, this great power ofendurance is only

to be found in a thorough-bred greyhound
of the original sort; for, even though a
cross-bred dog might succeed in fastening

on a deer, he seldom has the speed or

endurance necessary for preserving his

hold ; and should he receive a fall will, ir»

all probability, suffer much more than a

greyhound whose elasticity of form is bet-

ter able to resist such shocks. Perhaps the

greatest advantage possessed by superiority

of speed is that the dog runs less risk of

injury; for so long as the deer has the

power of movement, he will not turn round
or attempt to defend himselfwith his horns,

but endeavours to fly from his pursuers

until they have fastened on him, and aro

enabled, by seizing on some vital part, to

pull him down ; whereas a cross-bred dog
who has not sufficient speed for a deer, and
succeeds only in running him down by the

nose (and that after a long chase), at length

finds the deer at bay with his back against

some rocli. In this situation no dog can
possibly attack a deer with the slightest

chance of success. In fact, so skilfully does

he use his horns in defence, and with such

fury does he rush upon the dogs, that none
can get to close quarters with him without

the certainty of instant death. In this

position, indeed, he could without difficulty

destroy a whole pack. When running

obliquely down a hiU (which is a deer's

forte), no dog can equal liim, particularly

if the ground is rough and strong ; and In

such a situation a dog without great rough-

ness of feet is perfectly useless. It is, there-

fore, advisable not to let loose a dog at a
deer in a lofty situation, as the ground is

generally most rugged near the tops of the

hills, and the dogs run a great risk of being

injured. On the other hand, in low and
level groxmds, a dog is an over-match for a
deer in speed; and as the deer generally

attempts to make for the high grounds for

security, and is a bad runner up hill, the

dog has a decided ad antage when slipped

at a deer in such a situation."—^Page 363.

It would be idle for me to add any
remarks upon a sport which it has never

fallen to my lot to be engaged in ; indeed^

it is so limited in extent, and so rare even

in Jura, that very few individuals aro

enabled to participate in it. Mr. Scropo

seems to set great store by it, but, saving

its rarity and the wUdness of the accom-

panying scenery, there does not seem to be

very much to recommend it in preference

to the coursing of the hare. The dogs

must have more courage perhaps, but they

require little besides that quality and
stoutness; whilst the ordinary greyhound
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requires working power and speed in addi-

tion. Tlie one is more straiglitforward and

bold, the other more scientific and full of

the delicate points of distinction which give

the chief interest to the coursing of the hare.

I cannot but tlunk, as I have stated at page

86, that the modem smooth greyhound, of

good, stout, and hardy blood, would soon

enter to this sport with great zest and

spirit, and would pull down the best deer

which ever ran.

Sect. 2.—Eabbtt-Coubsixo.

632. The Rabbits used for this purpose

arc usually caught iu warrens, or elsewhere,

ond they are let out of a trap similar to the

pigeon-trap, but of larger dimensions, by
pulling a string. They require to be turned

Into an enclosed ground two or three times,

nnd driven about, or they are apt to squat,

and suffer themselves to be killed at once.

633. The Dog9 are a cross of the terrier

und greyhound, and are usually limited in

weight, 25 lbs. being that which is generally

adopted. They are very fast for their size,

but would of course be beaten by even an
Inferior thorough-bred greyhound; hence,

the stipulation is generally made as to breed

and weight. They have great power of

turning and stopping themselves, which is

required by the short running and quick

turning of the rabbits, which spirt about
even more sharply than hares. Many of

these dogs are very nearly, if not quite, of

the pure old Wiltshire breed of greyhounds,

und would kill many a hai'o in that locality,

though not fast enough for some of thi

flyers found there.

634. The jMode of Conducting the Spobi

in rabbit-coursing is the same as in coursinj

the hare, except that the rabbit is let out o

a box by pulling a string, instead of beiiK

found in the natural way. Slips are u^

and a brace of dogs only are let lor?

Generally the contest is confined to matches 1

in which the winner must gain two courses I

out of three ; but sometimes sweepstakej I

are run for as in hare-coursing.
j

635. The Rules are precisely analogoui '

to those given at page 210, some of whicl

.

however are not wanted in this species ot

sport, where there are no fences, and when
dogs are seldom run to a stand-stilL

636. The Chief Localities where thl

sport is carried on are the suburban garden:

of our large manufacturing towns ; as, fo

instance, the Pomona Gardens, Manchester

Here the mechanic is enabled to amusi

himself by trying his dog's poweis in coin;

,

petition with others belonging to his com
panions. It may be open to the charge oi

cruelty, but so is every sport depenrtini',

upon the death of its victims for its exist:

ence; and certainly in this respect rabi)iti
'

coursing is not to be compared witJi

shooting, in any of its nuiltiflxrious fonnS'

It may not be very interesting to those whd
can obtain more expensive and mont
exciting amusement, but to those who ani

confined in the murky air of our manulUol

turing towns, it aff"ords an Incitement t('

comparatively fresh air aud out-door reci c.i

tiou of the body.



PART L
THE PURSUIT OF WILD ANIilALS FOR SPORT.

BOOK IV—FALCONRY.

CHAP. I.

Sect. 1 The Game Flown-at.

637. The Heron (Ardea Cinerea), though
Blready alluded to as being met with occa-

sionally in the fens, must now he more fuUy
; described, since it Is the chief of the birds

i; at which the hawlc is, or rather was, flown,
I In the sport called Falconry, or Hawking.
J In the winter they are shy and soUtary,
' and are then more frequently seen in the
5 fens by themselves ; but in the spring they
; congregate and resort to the place of
I breeding called "a heronry," which is

usually in a high wood. The nests are
< built like those of the rook, which bird

they resemble in their habits, at this time
' of the year, in many respects. Sometimes,
. however, they build upon rocks on the
, coast, and at others in reeds or rushes;
1 but these are rare exceptions, and the
i ordinai-y situation is the top of a lofty oak,

; fir, or elm -tree. The nest is very large and
' broad, made of sticks, and Uned with wool.
The eggs are fom- or five, of a sea-green

I colour, rather more than two inches in

length, and one and three-quarters in

breadth. The heron feeds on fish, reptiles,

mice, &C. When fishing, which is usually
earlj' in the morning and late at night, he
stands motionless in shallow water, with
the head between the shoulders, which, on
Beeing his prey, he darts as quick as light-

ning into the water, with a sure stroke.

It is remarked that the heron always seeks
the protection of a rock, or other impene-
trable body when a wind is blowing. In
the adult bird, the beak is yeUow; iris,

yeUow ; head, greyish-white
;
plume, dark

. Blate-blue; back, French-grey; tail, slate-

grey; neck, white, with dark blueish-grey
spots in front ; breast, beUy, and vent,
greyish-white, streaked with black ; legs
and toes, greenish-yellow; claws, brown.
Length, three feet Adult females difi'er

only in their colours being less bright. The
plume does not appear tUl the third year.
The following Ust of Heroneies is ex-

tracted from Mr. Yarrell's splendid contri-
bution to Bi-itish Ornithologj', to which I
am also indebted for much useful informa-
tion relating to birds here introduced :

Berkshike—Windsor great park, two.
Cheshire.—^Durham Massey, the seat of

the Earl of Stamford ; Combermere Abbey,
belonging to Lord Combermere ; Hooton on
the Mersey, the seat of Sir T. M. Stanley,
Bart ; Ai'dley Hall, the residence of R. E.
Warburton, Esq. ; and at Oulton Park, the
seat of Sir Philip Grey Egerton, Bart
Cumberland Gowbarrow Park, near

Ulswater Lake, and at Graystock, or Gray-
stoke.

Devonshire Powderham Castle, another
at Sharpham on the Dart, and a third at
Warleigh on the Tamar, the seat of the
Rev. W. Radcliff.

Dorsetshire. — Brownsea Island, near
Poole.

Durham.—Ravensworth Castle, the seac

of Lord Ravensworth.
Essex.—Wanstead Flats.

Kent.—Cobham HaU, the seat of Earl
Damley ; and at Penshurst Park.
Lincolnshire.—Formerly at Cressy HaJJ,

near Spalding, a very large one, now
destroyed, but two others established in

the neighbourhood—Downington; Manby,
near Brigg, belonging to Lord Yarborough;
another at Skillifigthorpe Wood, near I^-
coln.

JMiDDLESEX—Osterly Park.
Norfolk.—Didliugton, the seat of Colonel

Wilson.
Northampton.—The seat ofEarl Spenset
Northumberland. — Chilllngham Park,

the seat of Lord TaiikervUle.

Shropshire At the mere, near EUes-
mere.
Somersetshire.—Picton, belonging to the

Earl of Carnarvon; and at Brockley Woods,
near Bristol.

Surrey.—Cobham Park, the seat of li.

Coombe, Esq. ; and at Ashley Park, Walton-
ou-Thames, the seat of Sir H. Fletcher,

Bart.

Warwickshire. — Warwick Castle, the

seat of the Earl of Warwick.
Westmoreland.— Dalham Tower, the

seat of Colonel WUson.
YoRKSHHiE.—One, at the seat ofR. Thomp-

son, Esq., near Boroughbridge; another at

Walton HaU, the residence of Charles

Waterton, Esq. ; and at Hutton, near

Beverley, the seat of Mr. Bethel.

638. Kites, Partridges, Pheasants,
Larks, Rooks, Magpies, Pigeons, Siak-
ROWS, andWildfowl have each in their turn

been flown-at in modem times, within the
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limits of Great Britain. A great attempt
has been recently made to restore this

almost forgotten sport to something like its

pristine state, and in doing so pigeons were
chiefly the subjects of the falconer's art;

because they only could be ensured at the

time when a large company was assembled
together. But the attempt failed to attract

attention, and it is scarcely likely to be
generally popular in such days as these,

when the patience and perseverance of the

old-fashioned sportsman are no longer

practised. A few casts of falcons are still

maintained where heronries are kept up, as

one of the proofs of antiquity of places or

race to which most people cling who have
any title to them ; but they are so scarce as
to be out of the reach of nine himdred and
ninety-nine out of every thousand of her
M^esty'8 sporting subjects.

Sect. 2.—YABiETtES of Hawks Used in
Falconbt.

539. The Length of Wing and the notch
In the bill form the basis of the two classes

Into which the hawks are divided. Those
whose wing-feathers project as far as the

ends of their tails being called long-winged
hawks, wliilst the epithet short-winged is

given to those whose tails are much longer
tJian their wings. But the utility for

fiawking purposes does not always exactly

depend upon this formation, since the
short-winged goshawk and sparrow-hawk
«jre far superior to the long-winged kestrel.

All the falcons relieve their stomachs of the
nndigested feathers, bones, &c., of their

prey, by vomiting up what is called " cast-

ings," some time after they have devoured
them. Kone of the falconidas change their

wing and tail-feathers in their first autum-
nal moult

640. The Gtr-Falcon {Fako Gyr-Falco)
This splendid bird is long-winged, and is

the largest species used in hawking; it Is

verj' rare in Great Britain, and can seldom
be obtained even in Norway or Iceland,

where it Is comparatively common. In the
olden days of falconrj', the Iceland gj-r-

felcon was very highly esteemed, it being
supposed to bo more courageous and of
more rapid flight than the British variety,

or even that obtained ftom Norway. Indeed
It was very commonly supposed to bo a

Oistlnct species, but it Is now generally

considered as Identical with the gj-r-falcon

of Great Britain. It was used for flying at

herons and the larger kinds of %vildfowl,

for which its great size and strength made
It peculiarly fitted. In length the gjT-
falcon Is about 23 Inches. The be^.Is
of a horn colour, with j-ellow cere, liis,

dark ; the l)ack and all the upper parts of the
body vary according to age, from a plumage

of dark browTi shaded with light bro^vn, to

feathers each edged with white and having
a light brown centre. The lower parts also

vary from a pale brown to a pure whiter

The tarsi and toes are yellow ; claws, blacfe

and much curved. The nest is built high
among the rocks of the coast, and the eggs
are of a dull white ground, mottled with
pale reddish-brown ; they are nearly two '

inches and a half long, and two inches iu i

diameter.

54L The Pekegeine Falcon (Fa7co /"«•«>.

grinus), being more common than any of

the large long-winged falcons suitable for

hawking purposes, has always been the
chief subject of the falconer's art. She is

nearly as large and powerful as the gjr-

falcon. The female is larger than the malo,

and is consequently used in falconry h\

preference; being reserved for the herou
and wildfowl, while the male is flo\TO ut

partridges and quails. The yearling male is

called a red tiercel, and the female a re4
falcon ; the further names ot ej'as, gentil,

passage, and haggard are also applied to

them according to the age at which they
are taken, the first name being given to

the nestling birds. The peregrine is found
almost in all countries, hence its name. It

builds on the high rocks all round the coast

of England, AVales, and Scotland, and in

the interior of Ireland, as well as on its sea

coast ; and lays from two to four eggs, about
two inches long, by one and two-thirds in

breadtli, mottled all over with pale reddish-

brown. In length it is about 13 incln ^,

if a female; or 15 inches, if a male. T!.e

beak is blue; cere andeycUds yellow; iris

dark bro^NTi; top of the head and neck, and
also a spot under the eye, brown-black. Tho
whole upper surface of the body is of a

blueish-slate, or ash colour, hence its com-

,

mon name of "blue falcon;" these foatlicrs

are barred with a darker shade of the same
colour, and both shades become lighter in

old birds. The primaries, dark brown,

barred and spotted with rusty white. Front

of neck of a white ground, with longitudinil

streaks of brown ; breast, pifle rusty-wliitu

with transverse bars of brown. Flanks and
under surface of tho tail-leathers barred:

with white. Logs and toes yellow; claws,

black. The j'oung peregrines have all the

upper parts of a brownish-ash colour, each

feather having a rusty edge. The longitu-

dinal streaks on the breast are also moio
m.arlicd.

642. The Hobby (nypotnorchisSubbutco)
Is a peregrine in miniature, but of a more
delicate, alr>-, and elegant shape. It is also

j

more bold in proportion to its size, haAinij

sometimes been known to fly at birds larger

than Itself. It is a bird of passage in this

couutiy, appearing In the spring, and leaving'
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US again for warmer regions in October

m November. Its chief haunts are the

woodlands of the more cultivated districts,

where it probably succeeds in obtaining

half-crippled thrushes, sparrows, or other

birds, more easily than would be the case

Ifthey were whole and sound. It makes its

nest in some high tree, usually selecting the

deserted one of some other bird. The female

lays three or four eggs, in length one inch

end two-thirds, breadth one inch and one-

third, speckled all over with reddish-brown

on a ground of dirty white. The hobby is

obliged to have recourse to large insects for

fbod in default of birds, which it cannot
always procure. The female measures 14

and the male 12 inches in length. Tlie

colours of the male are as follows :—beak,
horn-colour; cere, greenish-yellow; iris,

brown; aU the upper parts greyish-black,

the feathers having each a whitish fringe

;

primaries and secondaries black, edged with
white; the two middle tail-feathers plain

black, the others barred with a hghter
fihade; chin, white; cheek, black; breast,

belly, and thighs of a yellowish-white

ground, with streaks of brown; legs and
toes, yellow ; claws, black. It is too small

for hawking purposes, but may be used to

fly at larlis or sparrows let loose from the

hands.
643. The Merlin (Eypotriorchis uSsalon)

Is like the hobby, too small for the purpose
of fljdng at any ot the larger varieties of

game; but, as he is a very bold bird, he is

capable of being used with great efficiency

in taking larks, &c., on the open downs, or

small birds let loose from the hand. So
bold and powerful is this little falcon, that

he has been seen to strike and kiU a part-

ridge of more than double Ins weight. He
Is very tenacious oi his prey, and it is very
flifflcult to make him leave it when he has
fall possession. He does not often, like the

hobby, feed on insects, but pursues small

birds with unrelenting fury and courage.

The greater number of the merlins found
In this country are bred elsewhere, but
many nests are found in the northern
moors and in North Wales. The nest is

made on the ground, with very scanty
materials. The eggs are four or five in

number, mottled with two shades ot red-

flish-brown, and they measure one inch and
seven lines, by one inch and three lines.

The merUn is from 10 to 12 inches in length.

Its description is as follows :—In the male,
beak, horn-colour; cere, yellow; iris, brown;
npper parts blue-grey, with a dark hue
along the shaft ot each feather; primaries,
black; tail-feathers, blueish-grey, verging
to black towards the exterior third, and
each feather having a white tip ; chin and

^ throat, white ; breast and under parts rufous,

with patches or streaks of brown on eacb
feather ; legs and toes, yellow ; claws, blacK
The females differ, in having all the uppe?
parts of a dark liver-brown, each feather
having a rusty tip ; tail, brown, with flva

nan-ow transverse bars of a deeper shade j

under parts, pale, whity-brovsn, with darker
streaks. The young males resemble the
females.

544. The Kesteel, though a long-wingea
hawk and of very great powers of flight,

can never be trained even to fly at small
birds. Its timidity is so great that it will

not return to the vnist of the falconer, un-
less very strongly pressed by hunger. At one
time I doubted this fact, but having perse-

vered for many months in endeavouring to

reclaim a pair of these birds, I can speak
from experience as to its utter impracti-

cability. It may, therefore, at once be
dismissed from the list of hawks suitable to

the falconer's purpose. The remaining
hawks are of the short-winged subdivisiorw

545. The Goshawk (Astur Palumharius)
not onlyhas the shorter wing to distinguish

it from the true falcons, but it has also a
lobe instead of a tooth on the cutting edga
of the upper mandible. In flying at its

game, the goshawk does not soar above it

and then stoop, but follows in the same
line, in a style which is called "raking " in

falconry. This Is occasioned by its compa-
rative want of speed, which forbids its

soaring, and it is consequently compelled to

adopt the only plan left to it. Nevertheless
it ia a very bold bird, and was formerly

highly esteemed for flying at ground-game.
Its flight is very fast for a short time, but it

cannot long maintain its speed ; and if it

does not succeed at once, it gives up tho
pursuit and retires to the nearest tree, from
which it may be easily "lured." Colonel

Thornton was very partial to this species oi

hawk, and used it in the pursuit of pheasants

to a great extent. Those which he trained

were obtained partly from Scotland, but
chiefly from the Continent. It is very
rarely met with in the south of England,

though a few specimens have been taken on
Dartmoor; there is no record of its appear-

ance in Ireland. It buDds in some high tree

on the outskirts of an extensive forest, and
lays three or four eggs of a pale blueish-

white. The female is from 23 to 24 inches

long; males, about 17 or 18. Plumage aUko
in both, whenfiill-grown; beak, horn colour;

cere and iris, yellow. AU the upper parts

dark-greyish brown, inclining to clove-

brown in the females ; tail feathers, barred

vrtth a much hghter shade of brown. All

the under parts white, with spots ami
undulating transverse bars of brownish-

black on the breast, belly, and thigha.

Cheeks and ear-crests, greyish; eyes and
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toes, yellow; claws, blueish. The young
birds difler in having the top of the head
and ear-coverts of a rusty white, vnth a
dark band down the middle of each feather;

back, wings, and upper tail-coverts, bromi,

with an edge of buflF. Primaries, dark-

brown, with two shades of brown barred

on the inner webs ; under parts, greyish-

white, each feather having a central patch

of dark-brown; legs and toes, brownish-
yellow.

546. The ST&s.^ow-TlAWK(AccipiterNisus)

Is another short-winged hawk. It is much
smaller, and bears in some measure the

same relation to the goshawk which the

merlin and hobby do to tlie gjT-falcon and
peregrine. Thus, the young aspirant for

honours in falconry may choose iu every
case any one of the three sets, and then con-
fine himself to the under-sized bird, which
must be flown at smtdl game; or extend
Lis operations to the more bold and expen-
sive amusement for which the three larger

varieties only are suited. In all the wooded
districts of Great Britain this hawk is very
common, and may be readily obtained when
In the nest ; but for the purpose of falconry

It must either be allowed to reach its full

powers in a wild state, and can then only
te procured by trapping, or it must be
reared in a half-vrild state, called " rearing

at hack." It Is an extremely dangerous
enemy to the poultry-yard and the young
fcroods of game, and, aa I have aU'eady
directed in the chapter on game-preserving,
should be diligently rooted out in every
preserve. It builds in some tree, generally
In the deserted nest of the crow or magpie,
and lays four or five eggs of a pale blueish-
white, blotched with dark reddish-brown.
The male measures 12 inches in length.
Leak, blue; cere and iris, yellow; all the
Dpper parts, rich dark-brown ; tail, greyish-
brown, transversely barred with darkish-
brown ; imder parts, rufous, wth numerous
transverse bars of a much darker shade;
legs and toes, yellow; claws, black. The
female Is 15 Inches long, and differs as
follows :—The upper parts are marked ^ith
dcUcate white spots, which arc partially

concealed by each successive feather;

primaries and tail-feathcri, of a ligliter

brown ; under parts, greyish-whito. Instead

of rufous. The young male resembles the

t'male, but the feathers of the back are not
spotted with white, but are edged wltli

reddisli-brown; tail, reddish-brown towards
the base.

547. The Kite, Bcczard, avd IIarrikb
may be reclaimed, but are not bold enough
for the purjwse of hawking; and so long a«

tlie peregrine falcon or goshawk may "be

obtained, no one would dream of tlieir use.

They have none of tho daring of that bird

in the presence of man, though in a will
state they sometimes exhibit great boldness
and courage.

Sect. 3 Hawking Appaeatcs, am) Tech-
nical Teems.

648. The Hood-Pbopeb is of the greatest
importance in breaking the hawk to the
hand, and its manufacture requires some
httle nicety of workmanship. Its great use
is to tame the hawk by producing tem-
porary bUndness; and as we know the
effect of solitary confinement in the dark,
we can easily understand the consequence
of this mode of treatment This hood is

made of stiff leather, and must be blocked
upon a wooden model of the intended shape
so as to sit stiflly and firmly on the hawk's
head. In order to obtain the necessary
shape, a central portion of leather (Jig. 1, a)

is let in, and neatly stitched to the cheeks,

which are seen at 6 6 ; c is an aperture for

the beak to come through, and should be
large enough to allow of the bird's ejecting

his castings without difficulty, but not %v-ido

enough to allow him to see ; d is a sUt at

the back, to allow of its being put over the
head, and afterwards confined by means ol

the leathern braces ce,wluch draw together,

and fix it easily, yet securely. In blocking
the leather, a convex piece of leather or

other material should be fixed upon the
ground-block to represent the eye, by which
precaution the hood is rendered more con-

cave at that part, and is prevented from
pressing upon that delicate organ. If this is

properly attended to, the hood sits quite

easily, even on the prominent eyes ot the

kestrel, which is the most diflicult of all to

fit -vvithout injury. The hood-proper is

usually ornamented with a tuft of feathers,

as shown In the woodcut
649. The Ruftzb-Hood Is Intended ta

remedy the defects of the hood-proper when
^dly made, but instead of this it only
aggravates the exiL Everj' one knows that

a smooth and polished piece of leathei

would bo less palnf\il to the eye tlian a

rough surface, even though soft and pliant

besides, the rufter-hood being of cloth orplK
able leather, is more liable to be rubbed Inl

the eye In tho efforts of the hawk to get rid

of it ; and 1 have found by experience that It

is a very bad substitute, even for a badly-

made hood-proper. It is made iu two pieces,

having a neat seam down the centre, and,

like the hood-proper, h;i3 a hole for the beak,

and also a sUt at the back with a brace (see

/ig. 2, a and b).

650. The Hrait, ifig. 3) Is merely a slip

of soft leather slit down bj' the knife, so ae

to Include the wings (as shown at /ig. 3, a

b) while the end is continued backwards,

and being cu°/<ud along the side, is Ueu U
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tlie other end above the back. Its object is

to prevent the newly-caught hawk from
fluttering, or "baiting," as it is called,

which would permanently injure her fea-

thers, so as to interfere with her appearance

and powers.
551. Jesses and Beixs are fixtures to the

legs of the falcon, being constantly suffered

to remain on, even when flying at her
quarry. The jesses are two slips of leather,

or knitted silk, one for each leg, a few inches

long, varying with the size of the hawk.
One end of each {Jig. 4, b) has a ring to

Which the swivel of the leash is attached

;

ihe other has a running noose (a a), in

which the leg of the hawk, together with
the "bewit" of the bell is inserted. The
Jesses are held by the fingers of the falconer

when the bird is on his wrist, or they serve

to attach her to him by the leash when in

training. The bells are for the purpose of

finding the hawk when she is at large, and
they are attached by a double slip of leather

called the bewit {fig. 4, c), through which
the leg is passed, and then the button is

still further confined by the running noose

of the Jesse.

652. The Leash {fi.g. 5, a V) and Ceeance

{fig. 5, b c) are for the purpose of confining

the hawk. The former is of leather, with a

swivel at a, by which it can immediately be

unhooked from the jesses when the game is

on the wing. At the other end it has a

simple loop at 6, by which it may be

lengthened vrith a light cord called the
" creance." This last is only used for train-

ing purposes.

653. The Lube, in some form or other, is

used to entice the hawk back to the wrist

of the falconer, either after an unsuccessflil

flight, or when the game is struck, and is to

be saved from the talons of its devourer.

The OEDiNAKT LUBE is a bunch of gaudy
feathers, vnth a cord and tassel (as shown
eXfig. 6). In the middle of the feathers is a
forked piece of wood, to which is tied a

piece of raw meat. By accustoming the

hawk to feed upon flesh tied to this lure,

she soon learns to come to it immediately;

and thus its chief use is obtained. The
TABTia-STTCKE and Deawee are modifica-

tions of the same, merely using a stick

Instead of a cord.

654 Hawking Gloves are made of stout

tanned leather, with gauntlets coming up
over the wrist. In the palmy days of

falconry these were very gaily ornamented;
but this being quite a matter of taste, it

is needless to go into the many coloiirs

and ornaments which were appended to

them.
655. The Mews is the apartment in

which the hawk is kept. This should be
open to the air on the south and west, but

protected from the cold winds coming from
the north and east. In intense frost,

windows are required, but usually the
apertures may be left open day and night.

"UTien several hawks are kept, two or three
of these apartments must be provided, in

order to suit the particular constitutions

or conditions of each variety or species.

Wooden blocks or perches must also be
fixed in the ground ; the former being mere
cones of wood for the long-winged hawks,
whilst the latter are for the short-winged
hawks, and are cross-bars fixed at the top
of posts, and having a piece of cloth or

matting hanging do^vn to the ground, by
which the hawk is assisted m recovering
his perch ; and the leash is also prevented
from being entangled, by the hawk con-
stantly descending on one side and ascend-
ing on the other. The floor should be ot

dry gravel, constantly renewed.
556. The Cage is used for removing the

hawks from place to place. It is merely au
oblong square, or circle, of light wood, in

the centre of which the falconer walks,

suppoi'ting the weight by shoifider-straps,

and steadying it with his hands. The
cross-bars should be of a size suited to the
feet of the hawks used, and should be of

soft wood, or even padded with leather. A
few light cross pieces are added, to prevent

the hawks falling inwards. The oblong
cage is 4 feet 6 inches by 2 feet, and has
four moveable legs, by which it is supported

from the ground when the falconer wishes
to leave it.

557. The Technical Teems used in fal-

conry are the following :

—

1.—The Paets of the Hawk.
The upper mandible is called The beak

The lower mandible The chap
The cere of the bill The cere.

The nostrils Nares.
The legs Arms.
The toes Petty singles

The claws Pounces.

The wings Sails.

The long feathers ofthe wings Beams.
The first two feathers Principals

The next two feathers Flags.

The tail The train.

The crop of the hawk The gorge.

The stomach ThepanneL
The lower intestines The glut.

The ejectedfeathers, skins, &c. The castings.

2. Names given accoeding to Aca
A yoimg hawk from the nest is An eyas.

A young hawk which can hop
but not fly -4 brancher.

A nestling hawk reared at

liberty ^ hack-hawk.

A young hawk able to take

game -^ soar-huwt
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Young hawks taken wild

before Lent Lantiners.

Young hawks taken after Lent Haggards.

Young hawks taken in their

migrations Passagehawks

8.—Names foh various Actions ob
Peocesses.

The taming of the hawk is Reclaiming.

fluttering Baiting.

Fighting -with each other Crabbing.

When the hawk sleeps, she Jouks.

Her prey which she is flOTv-n at Her quarry.

When she strikes it she is said To bind.

When she flies away with it She carries.

When she plucks it She deplumes.

The dead game is Tlie pelt.

When she pursues her game Sheflies at it.

When, after soaring, she de-

scends with her game She trusses.

Wlien she soars and then

descends She swoops.

Her direct pursuit without

soaring is Raking.

WT^en she leaves her proper

game to fly at crows, &c She checks.

When the game fli»s into a

hedge It puts in.

4.—The Tebms tsed in Moultinq.
Moulting the feathers is Mewing.

When she has gone through
her first moult she is Intermewed.

A hawk with complete plu-

mage is SumTned,

A hawk with incomplete plu-

mage is Unsummed',

A hawk in good condition Is Jnseamed.

The reverse Seamed.
Mending the feathers artifi-

cially is Imping them.

Taring the bill or talons is Coping.

6.—Terms trsEO in Training and Fltino.

When the hawk is obediently She waits on
flj-ing round in the air her master.

Tlie hawk is sent off by A tchistle.

She is brought back by A lure.

Fljing long-winged hawks at

partridges from the wrist is Flijing out of
the hood.

A couple of hawks A cast.

Sect. 4.—Modes of Obtaininq Hawks.
653.—All hawks are either taken from the

nest {eyases and branchers), or they are

trapped at a later period, when able to

take game themselves {lantiners and hag-

gards). By the adoption of the former

mode they are much more tractable, but

they do not fly at their game so boldly or

80 strongi}'; and, as taming the hawk is

oasy cnougli, whilst teacliing them to fly

nt game is the chief difficulty in falconrj'. It

Is no wonder that haggards arc preferred

for hawking, when they con bo obtained

;

since their full perfection in plumage is an
essential to their employment as falcons;

but they are of course more dilHcult to pro«
cure, since the hawk is a very cunning bird,

and not very easily trapped. When the nest
is found the eyas is taken at once, and
reared more or less at liberty, or it is

allowed to remain under the fostering caro
of its parents until it is nearly able to fly

(a brancher), in which stage of development
'

it may be taken by several active men iu
the trees surrounding that in which it is

perched, or by springes of horse-hair, or by
bird-lime. Tlie two latter plans, however,
injure the plumage a good deal, and should
not be adopted unless it is impossible to
procure the assistance of active men or
boys. The nests being usually in the same

;

place in each succeeding year, may gene-
rally be found by those who have made tlio

matter their business.

659. Haggards may be trapped In this

country with the square-net, or the bow-
net, but in either case great difficulty is

experienced. The square is thus described
by Sir John Sebright :—A net, eight feet in
depth, and of sufllicient length to enclose a
square of nine feet, is suspended by means
of upright stakes, into which transverse

notches are made, and on wliich notches
the meshes of the net are looselj- placed, so
that as soon as a hawk strikes against it

the net readUy disengages itself and falla

The square enclosure is open above, and
within it a living bird, usually a pigeon, is

fastened as a bait The colour of the net
should assimUate as much as may be witb
surrounding objects, and the material

shotUd be a fine silk. The merhn, thn
hobby, and the sparrow-hawk may ba
taken in this way, but the larger varieties,

viz., the gyr-falcon, peregrine, and gos-
hawk, are seldom to be thus trapped, and
they must be captured either by the bow-
net or the hand-net, as follows :—The bow-
net consists of a net of dark-green silk, six

feet square, which is attached to an arch of
wood or metal fixed to tlie ground, like tho
handle of a common pall is to tho pail itselC

The bow works freely backwards and for-

wards in eyes which are attached to pegs
firmly driven into the ground ; it Is about
four or five tect in diameter, and is fixed to
the ono side of the net by fine but strong
cord, the other three sides being firmly
pegged down to the ground, but so fastened
as to allow the bow to be drawn completely
over to the side opposite to that on which
tho pegs are driven hito tho ground. By
this arrangement tlio bow-net is scarcely
^isible when set, the bow then Ijing on the
ground upon the folds of the net, and the
whole being concealed by grass, <fcc., but

capable of being drawn over to the other
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side at the pull of the falconer, when his

prey is within its reach. To effect tliis

purpose a long line is attached to the bow,
and a live pigeon, or other bird, is fastened

down by a string close to the bow-net, so

that when the falcon strikes the pigeon it is

enclosed by the net, which is rapidly pulled

over it by the falconer in concealment.

The great difficulty lies in the habits of the

hawk tribe, which will seldom strike a bird

on the ground; but with patience, I have
little doubt that the bow-net would suc-

ceed. In this way Passage-Hawks, both
of the long and short-winged kinds, are

caught on the continent of Europe, and
particularly in the heaths near Falcons-
waerd, in the autumn, as they pass south-

wards and to the east. A pigeon forms
the usual bait; but, in addition to this

apparatus, which is the same as that used
In England, a Butches-Bied (Lanius
Excubttor), is tied on the ground near the

hut of the falconer, and two pieces of turf

are so set up as to serve htm as weU for a
place of shelter from the weather, as for

B retreat from the falcon. The talconer

employs himself in some sedentary occupa-

tion, relying upon the vigUance of the

butcher-bird to warn him of the approach
of the hawk. This he never fails to do, by
screaming loudly when he perceives his

enemy in the distance, and by running
under the turf as the hawk draws near.

The falconer is thus prepared to pull the
net the moment the falcon has pounced
.npon the pigeon. The short-winged hawks
are all taken in the square-net, as already

described for capturing hawks in this coun-
try. Sometimes the passage-hawk is taken
by large hand-nets similar in principle to

the landing-nets used in fishing, but very
much larger. With these the hawk is caught
by the falconer, who is concealed near a
pigeon tied by a string to his hand, and
suffered occasionally to fly a short distance.

The bird attracts the hawk, who makes a
swoop, and is dexterously caught by the
falconer while his attention is thus folly

engaged.

Sect. £>.— Genebal Management op the
Hawk.

660. The Housing is the domestic economy
of the hawk, and upon its being properly
carried out depend her health and spirits.

1 have already described the apartment or
mews in which they are to be kept. It is

strongly recommended by Sir J. Sebright
that hawks should be bathed every five or
eix days in a running stream with a
shallow edge. Before bathing, they should
be Ughtly fed; and if a running stream
cannot be obtained, an artificial pond or
a sunken pan of earthenware must bo

employed. In veryhot weather a bath evei-y
other day is not too often. The hawks may
be unhooded, and fastened by their creancer
to pegs stuck in the ground, and may be
left by the falconer to bathe themselves, he
retiring to some little distance. But they
must not be suffered to indulge themselves
as fully and as long as they like, nor musi
they be allowed to struggle or "bait " when
confined by the creance, which they wiU do
as soon as they begin to attempt to fly after

bathing. The hood must therefore be again
put on, and the hawks returned to their

perches. Hawks must also be weathered;
that is to say, they should be put out on
perches which are erected in the open air,

and then left either hooded or unhooded^
according to their degree of wildness, fojr

many hours a-day, but not in the rain. If
wild and imruly, they should be well fed
before weathering, which renders them
sluggish and disinclined to bait.

661. The Keaeing of the eyas or branches
must be carefully attended to. They mus*
be kept warm, but should be handled as
little as possible. Sir John Sebright recom-
mends a hamper to be placed in a sheltered

situation, about breast-high, in a tree o?
hedge. The bed of the hamper forms a
good stage for the young birds to come oul
upon, in order to be fed. Beef or mutton
forms the food, with the fat carefully

removed, and the lean cut into oblong
slender pieces. With these the young birds

are fed night and morning, the falconer

always using the same kind of cry as an
accompaniment, which the young hawks
speedily get accustomed to, and are lra«.

patient for their food as soon as they heaf
it. The long-winged hawks are usually

fed on a high table, the short-winged on
the ground. Birds, such as pigeons and
rooks, are given occasionally as a variety,

and also to stimulate the appetite for thafl

kind of food- If young hawks are not
properly fed, the feathers are not well

developed, and what are called hunger-
traces are left upon them. It is said that

one day's starvation will leave a mark on
the feathers. Sir John Sebright says,

"The hunger-trace maybe seen as a line

of imperfection across the web of every

feather, neatly marked, as if a razor had
been passed across the wing." When thia

appears, a raw egg must be added dally to

the flesh. When the eyas is fully feathered

and capable of flying, she is either confined

to certain limits by her jesses and leasl]^

or with her jesses and bells on, she is

suffered to be at large, and is then said to

be at hack. The hack-hawk must be care^

ftUly fed and watched, and if she does not

come to her usual feeding-time, she must
be sought for and retaken by means of a
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bow-net, or some oilier device, such as

horse-liair springes, &c. Of course the
neighbours should be requested to respect

the hack-hawk, and not to take advantage
of her comparative tameness. As soon as

she begins to hawk for herself, she must be

confined to the length of her leash, or she

will assuredly be lost But if care be taken
to feed them very early in the morning,
they may be left at liberty for a long time,

as they do not fly at game unless hungry.
662. The Mewing, or moultiug, must be

carefully attended to, as this process is

often accompanied by considerable fever

and loss of appetite. The moulting com-
mences early in the autumn, and at that

time the hawks should be examined for

vermin, and, if any are present, treated

according to the plan hereafter recom-
mended. The apartment must be warm,
but not close ; airy, yet free from draughts

;

the hood should be avoided, if possible, and
the beak and talons should be closely coped,

to prevent her from injuring her young
feathers. Bathing occasionally is necessary,

but in cold weather the water must have
the chill taken off. Mewing-hawks should
be well fed, and should be encouraged to

come to the fist as often as possible, for the
sake of exercise. Hawks are not to be
suffered to fly for six weeks after the com-
pletion of the moult.

663. Imping Is the repairing of broken
(feathers, and for this purpose the falconer

Bhould have a good store of all the wing
and tail-feathers of the vaiious species

which he has under his care. When a
feather is broken, it must be repaired as
fellows :—The broken feather is to be
obliquely cut off, and the artificial one
exactly shaped to fit it; then, by inserting

two needles, and using a little solution of

Isinglass In spirit of wine, the two may be
strongly spliced together. The old falconers

nsed merely a needle dipped in \nneg;ir or

salt and water, and trusted to the mst
arising upon it, for the retaining the two
parts in apposition. Diamond cement and
white of egg have been recommeuded ; but
I have found the solution of isinglass make
80 secure a joint that it is dlfllcult to detect

the point of imion ; and by a little care, all

soiling of tho adjacent feathers may be
avoided.

664. TnE Conditioning of tlio hawk l;' tho

process of dieting and physicking her so as

to replace by art what she loses of her

natural state. When at liberty she takes

no food without feathers or fur, and natu-

rally requires their stimulus to her stomach;
Tisually also she feeds on her prey while
lying on tho ground, and in doing so shis

gets some small portion of earth with the

fcatlicrs and Hesh. Hence the falconer, to

imitate his great prototype, gives his char.L^e

feathers and smaU bones mixed with tbe
meat, and occasionally a little fine gravel

;

or, if he has not these readily at command,
a little tow or wool. The feet of fowls,

rabbits, and hares with the fur on answer
this purpose well, and should be given at
night, as the hawk is usually dull till the
castings have retiuned. All hawks should
have a full meal, called a gorge, every four
or five days ; which is their natural mode of
feeding, with light feeding on the inter-

mediate days. The condition is known by
the weight or handling, and the amount of
food is regulated accordingly.

665. Medicines are sometimes required,

and especially purges consisting of from
three to four grains of rhubarb, jalap, or
aloes mixed with the meat. Ifthedoseis
not active enough, it must be increased;
and sometimes 10 or 12 grains will be takea
by the larger hawks without over purgation.

If the hawk is relaxed, a little chalk and a
grain or two ofcinnamon must be given with
the meat. When the castings are returned

in a moist state, with small pieces of flesh

adhering to them, or covered with mucus, it

shows that the stomach is disordered and
weak. For this condition five grains of

extract of camomile with some cinnamon
should be given after a dose of rhubarb
daily. If the iTiewtings or faeces are black,

a grain or two of mercurywith chalk should
be given with two or three of rhubarb,
every other day till they become of the
natural colour. Sometimes the harwk has
an attack of wheezing, for which from a
quarter to half a grain of ipecacuanha may
be given, or a Uttle syrup of coltsfoot. If

they are afflicted with worms, as much
finely-pounded glass as will lie on the point

of a large penknife is to be mixed with an
equal amount of salt, and put on a piece

of flesh and given to tlie hawk daily.

66a For Vermin, fumigations of tobacco

must bo used, taking care to exclude her
head ; or powdered sulphur may be well

sprinkled among the roots of tho feathers

by means of a powder-puff. The fumigation

is effected by tying a largo bag round the

back of the hood, and then introducing int'

the bag theftimes of burning tobacco. Car
should be taken that there is no escar:

between the head of the bird and the hooi',

and to prevent tliis some soft cotton should

bo gently introduced at the back-

Sect. fli—Tbainino the Etas and
Brancheb Falcon.

6G7. nooDixQ commences this r^irt of tho

education of the hawk, and should be com-
menced as soon as the yoimg eyas is fUlly

feathered. 'NVTien first hooding her, tlio

brail, paragraph 660, should be used, and
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continued till the hood is borne with

patience, in order to prevent the bird from

baiting and spoiling her feathers. K very-

refractory, the constant dropping of water

upon her will soon bring her to, conjoined

with deprivation of sleep and low diet ; but

tills is seldom required in the eyas. The
next thing is to accustom her to the bells,

Jesses, and leash, which she bears well

enough with her hood on, but without it she

will soon pull them to pieces, until pre-

vented by careful watching. The water-
dropping acts well here, by taking her
attention off her feet; but it is not safe to

use it freely, except in warm weather. The
perch to which the hawk is attached by the

leash is usually a cross-piece of soft wood,
or a solid cone of the same material, to the
lower part ofwhich the end of the leash is

attached, the latter being used for long-

winged hawks only. The next thing to be
done is to accustom the hawk to the flst, on
which she should be first placed while in

ber hood; after removing this she is In

course of time reconciled to her master, and
fr rewarded vnth a piece of meat, soon
learns to bear his presence without baiting.

Every time she Is wanted to bear any
restraint, or to obey her master In any way,
Bhe should be rewarded for compliance by a
choice morseL In this way, however much
she may resist at first, she finally submits
to hood, jesses, and bells, and readily comes
to the fist, either to be fed, or simply to the
whistle, which invariably accompanies that

act. When the hawk will come the length
of her leash to the flst, the creance may be
added to the former to any length, and the
hawk may be suff'ered to fly short distances,

that is, to the length of her creance, fl-om

which she may be enticed back to the fist

by the whistle. All this is very easy vrith

the eyas or brancher, but with the haggard
It can seldom be fully accomplished, and
the falconer must content himself with
breaking his hawk to the lure; and even
that is sometimes diflicult to accomplish*

568. The Luke is useful for two purposes

:

first, to teach the hawk to fly at game ; and
secondly, to recover her in case of failure

In her flight; or to distract her attention
from the game which she is not wanted to
devour, by giving her her accustomed food
Instead. The first step is to feed the hawk
regularly on the lure, andwhen this is freely
taken at a short distance firom the hawk,
gradually increase the interval, but very
cautiously, for fear of alarming her fears.

Next take the hawk out when very hungry,
and let an assistant swing the lure round
his head steadUy, and at the flill length of
the cord ; upon this the falconer casts off
his hawk with the usual whistle or halloo,
still holding the creance, and the assistant

suffers the lure to fall to the ground, for fear
of injury to the hawk by striking it in the
air, with the two strings attached. When
this lesson is perfect, the assistant, instead
of suffering the lure to fall withdraws it, and
disappoints the hawk, which flies by him
and then returns, when he may be suffered

to strike the lure and feed upon it. In pro*
cess of time the creance and jesses may bs
removed, and the hawk enticed to the lure

from a considerable distance, and may then
strike it in the air, while swinging round
the head of the assistant After a still

greater time the hawk becomes so perfect,

that she will circle round the head of the
falconer, waiting for the lure to be thrown,
and is then said to wait on him perfectly.

While the hawk is feeding on the lure, the
falconer should encourage her, and suffei

her to finish without alarm, by which sha
will be shown that she may do this without
fear, and will readily suffer herself to be
taken after fljong. She should also be
accustomed to horses, men, and doga
AYhen this part of her education is accom-
plished, the liawlt is ready for entering to

her game.
569. Entebinq to eek Game Is effected

by letting loose a partridge or thrush, con-
fined by a creance, at the time when the
hawk is expecting the lure j she soon spies

her prey, and strikes it to the groimd, and
may be suffered to indulge her appetite

without restraint, while the falconer walks
round and caresses her. After this she is

ready to fly at wild game; but in case of her
failure to strike, a live bird should always
be carried into the field, which may bo
thrown up, confined by a creance.

Sect. 7.—Training the Haggasd FAtcoTi

670. This is not quite so easy a process as
that which I have already described for the

eyas. The first thing to be done is to pu8
on the hood, jesses, and beUs, and to brail

the wings ; then carefully cope the beak and
talons with nippers and file. During the

earlv davs their meat, which should only

be given once a-day, must be washed with
water, in order to reduce their courage;
and they must be deprived of sleep, either

by continual watchings of the attendant

falconer, or by water dropping from above

on their backs. If the hawk Is very wild,

the wearing of the hood must be postponed
for some little time, till the courage is som^
what subdued by starvation and want of

sleep ; but the sooner it is put on the better.

The falconer must be incessantly occupied

with his charge, and by soothing treatment

at last teaches her to beai' her feathers to

be touched without baiting. The falconer

must live almost constantly with haggards
before they get accustomed to him, but
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when they own liis presence tliey "rejoice"

In him even more than the eyas. When the

hood is borne pretty weD, and the hawk is

quiet on her perch, she may be fed a little

more liilly, but not yet upon unwashed
meat. Sometimes there is great diflSculty

in getting the hood on the haggard at all,

as the resistance is so great as to threaten

destruction to the feathers, or even the life

of the bird. In this case great tact is

required, but it may always be accompUshed
by patience and perseverance when joined

with starvation and want of sleep. When
the hood is well borne, and the hawk
becomes tamer, and feeds readUy in the

presence of the falconer, he may be tempted

to approach by throwing him his food at

some little distance from the falconer, when
be will come nearer and nearer to him day

by day, and at last feed freely close to him.

Then the lure should be used as the place of

feeding, and at last the hawk should be fed

solely on that useful apparatus. Finally,

she should be taken out and accustomed to

strike the lure in the field; but the hag-

gard can seldom be made to wait on the

falconer, nor can she be recovered after an
unsuccessful flight by its means, but a live

pigeon must be let fly, with a creance

attached.

571. Enterinq the Haggard Is a much
more tedious process than the coiTcspond-

Ing part of the treatment of the ej'as,

because so much more care is required lest

Ehe should escape. 'WTiatever game she is

Intended for should be let fly vvith a string

attaclied ; and if this is the heron, the beak
of that bird must be guarded with a piece

of the elder-tree passed over its point

When a pigeon is used for entering hawks,

tliey must afterwards be disgusted with its

pursuit, by letting a succession of them fly

at such distances from her as to be quite

secure, and in this way tire her out In the

same way hawks may be broken from any
kind of birds which they are wished not to

vursua

^£CT. a—TbAWINO the SHOBT-WDCGED
Hawk.

fi72. This is the same as regards feeding,

and the use of the bells, jesses, and leash

;

but the shoit-wijigcd hawks arc flown from

the flst, and are never hooded, except for a

Biiort time when first taken, or when on

the cage. They, therefore, require to be

made as tamo as possible, by constant car-

rying on the wrist, and by tiring them out

in allowing tliem to pull at a hare's foot or

bare piuion-bonc.

6ect. 9—Pbepaeation for Flyuto.

673. All hawks should have a slight meal

on Uic day bclbre fl\-lng them, more or kbs

according to the condition and behaviour of
the particular bird. Subsequently to fljing

they should be gorged; after which two
clear days must intervene before the hawk
is fit to be flown again. The feeding should
be in the field immediately after fljing

Half-reclaimed hawks must be flown very
hungry; but excess in this respect does noi
answer the intended purpose, because it

induces the hawk to hover round the

falconer in the hope of being fed, rather

than to pursue the game at which she is

intended to fly.

Sect. 10.— Fltinq The Falcon or Lo^o-
WESGED Hawk-

674. Heeon-Hawkinq.—The falcon, which
must be either the gyr-falcon or the female

peregrine, having been previously entered

to the heron, as described at paragraph
570, and fed according to the directions

given in the last section, may now be taken
into the field to wait for the appearance of

the heron. Sir John Sebright thus describes

the mode of flying peregrine falcons at

herons, as practised in Korfolk :—"A well-

stocked heronry in an open countrj' is

necessary for this sport, and this may be

seen in the greatest perfection at Didling-

ton, in Norfolk, the seat of Colonel Wilsoiu

This heronry is situated on a river, with

an open country on every side of it The
herons go out in the morning to rivers and
ponds, at a very considerable distance, la

search of food, and return to the heronry
towards the evening. It is at this time
that the falconers place themselves in the

open country down-wind of the heronry

;

so that when the herons are intercepted on
their return home, they are obliged to V.y

against the wind to gain their place of

retreat Wlien a heron passes, a cast (a

couple) of hawks is let g* The heron
disgorges his food when he finds that he
is pursued, and endeavours to keep above
the hawks by rising in the air ; the hawks
fly in a spiral direction to get above the

heron ; and thus the tliree birds frequentl j-

appear to be flying in difl^erent directions

The flrst hawk makes his stoop as soon a^

he gets above the heron, who evades it by
a shift, and thus gives the second hawk
time to get up, and to stoop in his tuni,

In what is deemed a good flight this Is

frequently repeated, and the three birds

often mount to a great height in the air.

When one of the hawks seizes his proy,

the other soon binds to hinu, as it is tenncd,

and, buoyant from the motion of tlieir

wings, the three descend together to the

ground with but little velocity. The fal-

coner must lose no time in getting hold <:ti

the heron's neck when he Is on the giomul,

to prevent him from iiyuriiig tlie liawiis
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it Is then, and not when he is in the air,

that he will use his beak in his defence.

Hawks have indeed sometimes, but very

rarel}', been hurt by striking against the

heron's beak when stooping, but this has

been purely by accident, and not, as has

been said, by the heron's presenting his

beak to his pursuer as a means of defence.

When the heron flies do'Rm-wind he is

seldom taken; the hawks are in great

danger of bemg lost, and as the flight is in

a straight line, it afl'ords but little sport."

575. Kite-Hawkdcg. — Some years ago

these birds {Milvus Regalis) were much
used in falconry by the Earl of Oxford, near

Alconbury HilL They are abundant in

open countries, but require the gyr-falcon

or the female peregrine. The great owl,

-with a fox's brush tied to it, was used as

the lure to draw down the falcon after an
unsuccessful flight ; the object of the brash

being to impede the flight of the owl.

576. Hawking Eooks requires, as in

heron-hawking, a cast of falcons. The
tiercels are too small, and haggard or pas-

sage-hawks must be employed, not eyases,

unless the latter are very bold and strong,

and when this is the case they are superior

in all respects to the haggard. The rooks

mount like herons, but not so high. They
must be found in an open countrj', on the

leeward side of their rookery, so as to com-
pel them to fly up-wind.

577. YriLDFGWL may be fiown-at by the

various kinds of falcons, according to the

size and strength of the fowL Thus, geese

require the gyr-falcon ; but both the game
and the hawk are so rare as scarcely to

reqiure alluding to. Ducks, wigeon, and
teal may be taken with the peregrine

tiercel, and either the eyas or the haggard
may be employed. The hack-hawk is the

variety usually employed, belag bold

enough, yet suflSciently reclaimed for the

sport Sometimes in the old days of fal-

conry, half-tame ducks were let loose from
the neighbourhood of a brook, and were
then taken with the goshawk ; but it must
have been a very poor imitation of the

more noble varieties.

578. Paetbidge - Hawking. — For this

sport eyases are used, and an open country
is required. The falconers must be on
horseback, with a steady pointer, and one
or two spaniels, under good command.
When a partridge is marked-down or

pointed by the dog, the hawk is unhooded
and cast off. He then icaits on the falconer,

if a good bird, at a considerable height. If

he ranges too far he may be brought nearer
by the halloo and lure ; but these must be
used -with great discretion. Tliis, and the
not giving the ha^k sufficient time to

motmt are the most common faults in the

falcon. r. It is not necessary that the hawk
should be within two or three hundred
yards of the birds when they rise, if his
head is ttimed towards them, and he is

high enough. High-rangiag dogs are the
best, as the birds lie better to them. The
hawks are to be cast off as soon as the do?
points with any certainty, as the rise of the
hawk prevents the bird from springing.
When the partridge rises, the hawk will

dart down with great velocity, and either

take it at once or force it into a hedge. If

the latter, the hawk rises again into the
air, and waits for the falconer to push up
the bird. The falconer now attends to his

hawks, and the assistant proceeds to push
out the bird. As soon as the partridge is

taken, the falconer alone is to approach his

charge ; at first walking round him, and
gradually drawing near with great caution.

At length, by kneeling down, whistUng as

at feeding-time, the arm may be extended
gently, and by taking hold of the partridge

both may be placed on the fist, after which
the hawk may be suffered to devour ths
head, and is then hooded. If a young hawk
does not take the partridge in his first

swoop, and if the bird cannot be put up
again speedily, after he has put it in, a live

partridge must be thrown up from a bag;
and if it is his first flight, he should bo
suffered to eat it. This will prevent him
carrying, which is caused more by his fear

of being deprived of his prey than by vrild-

ness, as is generally supposed. When tho

partridges are very wild, the company
should be drawn up in a line at a distance

of 60 yards from each other. They should

then gallop across the country, with the

falconer in the centre of the line to regulate

the pace, which he does according to the

position of the hawk whicli is waiting on
him. When the birds will not lie to the

dog, the hawk is sometimes tmhooded and
cast off, the moment they rise ; this is

called, /yi«^ out of the hood.

579. Larks may be taken by the merlin

and hobby, which should be used on the

same principle as the larger varieties of

the lalcon tribe. These little hawks mount
and swoop in the prettiest style imaginable.

Nothing can be more elegant than this

sport ; but it has not received that attention

which it deserves. I have succeeded in

carrying it out to a very considerable

extent, and can speak from experience as

to its perfectibihty ; but it is so very similar

to rook-hawking that it need not be more
fully described.

Sect. 11—Fltixg the Shobt-winged
Hawks.

5S0. Paeteidges are taken by the gos-

hawk, and even by the sparrow-hawk, with

Q
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one of which Sir John Sebright says that

he took a partridge only ten days after his

capture by the bow-net But the sport is

very different to the partridge-hawking

already described-

581. Pabtkidge-Hawking.—Before shoot-

ing fljang was introduced, the goshawk was
very commonly used for the purpose of

taking the partridge; and he may be made
to take a great deal of game, and even to

fly in a wood- Sir John Sebright expresses

his surprise at any one seeing any sport in

hawking partridges with the short-ringed

hawks, in which opinion I beg leave to join

;

and as it was done only for the purpose of

procuring game, wiiich may now be much
more readily shot, it is no wonder that its

use has been entirely superseded by that of

the gun. When a covey rises, if the birds

are very small the goshawk may possibly

take one at the first flight, but if the part-

ridges are tolerably strong, they will fly

twice as fast as this hawk- The goshawk
follows the covey at a distance, and in the

manner of an owl. When they take refuge

in a hedge (for these hawks are too slow for

the open countrj-), the gosliawt marks the

spot with the greatest precision, and after

ha-s-ing made his point, by rising perpen-

dicularly in the air, he takes his stand upon

a neighbouring tree. If his situation be

favourable he is allowed to retain it, or

othcns'ise he is called down to. the fist In

either case the birds ai'e to be driven out,

and he either takes one at this their second
flight, or again drives them into a hedge,

and takes his stand as before. A great

many partridges are taken in this way by
the dogs in the hedges, to which thej' are

driven by the hawks, over and above those

killed by the hawk himself.

682. Lant)kails may be taken in the sained

way, but as they are of slower flighty

goshawks used to them will not fly a1

partridges.

683. Pheasants, also, may in like mannei
be taken by the goshawk.

684. Kabbits are very easily taken by tiki

goshawk, or even the sparrow-hawk; bul

the latter is hardly strong enough, and ij

sometimes carried off into the earths of thtl

rabbit, and permanently uijured or killed.

Sect. 12.

—

Expenses of Hawkixg.

585. The market is now so limited, that i;

is quite impossible to set any bounds to th

'

expense wliich must be incurted in pro.

curing the most rare and valuable hawk? I

The si>arrow-hawk may be easily procurec'

and the merlin also is tolerably common
but if either of the larger long-winut

hawks is desired, considerable difficulty an

expense must be encoimtered. I havo n

guide to offer as to these, as I never l.av

procured, or attempted to procure, any t

them.



PART I.

THE PURSUIT OF WILD ANIMALS FOE SPORT.

BOOK v.—ANGLING.

CHAP. L
VARIETIES OF LAKE AND EIVER

FISH.

1686. The Common Saimov (Salmo Solar)

stands at the head of British fish, as

•affording the best sport to the angler, and
the greatest treat to the gourmand, its

flesh being rich in flavour, and of a beautiful

red colour. It is a fish of large size, some-
times attaining to the weight of 50 or even
^60 pounds, and of beautiful proportions.

'The head is small; upper jaw longer than
the lower; vomer furnished with teeth;

body slightly arched on the back, which
'ought to be broad and muscular, and
gradually tapering to the tan, which is

broad, and ends in a crescentic curve. The
colour of the salmon when in season is a
'purplish-black on the back, softening into

'a silvery-grey on the sides, and ending in

a pure white on the belly. When out of

season, these colours are represented by a
dull brown on the back, reddish or pale-

brown on the sides, and reddish-white on
the belly. The male has several small,

Irregular, and copper-coloured spots on his

sides. These in the female are larger, darker,

and generally round or lunated. The male
is also more slender. The scales are middle-
Bized, and are easily detached. The average
length is from two and a half to three feet.

Salmon feed freely on fish and mollusca,

but digest their food so rapidly, that when
opened their stomachs are generally foimd
ompty. Their growth is proportionate to

the quantity of food which they can pro-

cure ; and hence when they reach the sea
they increase in size in a marvellous man-
ner, during a very short period. The
successive stages of development of this

fish are now supposed to be as foUows :

—

The fry are hatched chiefly in the spring

and early summer, and grow very slowly till

they are about a year old, up to which time
they are called salmonfry, and have several

transverse bars on their sides. When these
disappear, and the fish becomes uniformly
sUveiy in colour, it is about to commence
its first migration to the sea, and is called a
smoult. Alter the smoult has remained in
the sea a few months, it returns to its

native river, if possible, and is then greatly
Increased in size, generally weighing two

or three pounds, or even considerably more
They are now called grilse ; and after a
second time descending to the sea, where
they again rapidly add to their size and
weight, they attain the full dignity and
name of salmoiL The female salmon depo-
sits her ova In the gravelly beds of mountain
streams, where she ploughs a groove with
her nose, and is assisted by the male in the
whole operation. The size of the salmon
does not entirely depend upon the age, but
on the nature of the river in wliich it is

bred; some rivers never produce large
salmon, whilst others are remarkable for

fish of great size. These points have all

been recently discussed with great care and
ability by Messrs. Shaw andYoimg, in Scot-
land, and by Mr. Yarrell and "Ephemera,"
in England ; but the above conclusions may
be considered to embody the present general
opinions on the subject, embracing those of

all the above authorities but IVIr. Shaw,
who still adheres to the belief that the
salmon is two years old before he seeks
the sea. The fence months, when it is

Ulegal to take salmon, vary in the different

rivers; but in most of them that time
extends from the 10th of September to the

25th of January.
587. Salmon, or Sea-Teout {Salnvo

Trutta) According to Mr. Yarrell, this

fish is distinguished from the common
salmon by the gill-cover, which differs in

the following points :—The line of union of
the operculum with the sub-operculum
and the inferior margin of the sub-oper-

culum is oblique, forming a considerable

angle with the axis of the body of the first

The posterior edge of the pre-operculum is

rounded, not sinuous. The teeth are also

more slender and numerous. The flesh of

tliis fish is very similar in flavour and
colour to that of the common salmon, with

which it is very generally confounded; and
the two are sold indiscriminately by the

fishmongers as ordinary salmon. In habits,

haunts, &c., they are also alike.

588. The Buxl-Teout, Sewen, ob Whtt-
LiNG {Salmo Eriox), is known from the two
preceding varieties or species, according,

again, to oiu- chief authority, air. Yarrell,

by the gill-cover, which in the bull-trout

presents the line of union of the sub-oper-

culum oblique, forming a considerable

angle with the axis of the body of the fish.
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The teeth are longer and stronger than

those of the salmon and sea-trout, and the

tail is square. Tliis variety is found in the

Tweed, in several of the rivers of "VYales,

nnd in Devonshire and Cornwall. Its

weight is usually from 12 to 16 pounds. It

is a bold fish, affording good sport to the
angler. Its flesh is much paler than the two
first described, and not ot such high flavour.

589. The Pake (Salmo Sahnulus) is

decidedly considered by ]\Ir. Young to be

a distinct variety of the Salmonidce, and
not, as was at one time supposed, the
young of the common salmon, or sea-trout.

3Ir. Young says that this is clear, because
paiT are very commonly met with at a
time when the yuung fry of the salmon are

all gone off to the sea; but the other side

of the argument is supported by the asser-

tion, that as salmon spawn at very late as

well as early periutis of the year, so all

tlieir fry are not at anj' one time at se;x.

The arguments, however, in favour of Mr.
Young's side of the question appear to pre-

ponderate, as there seems to be a consider-

able diflerence in the shape of the head of

the two fish ; and in some cases paiT are

found in rivers which are never frequented

by salmon. 1'he parr is a Uvely Utile fish,

and will take the fly with gre-at eagerness.

Except in the form of the head, the parr

closely resembles the fry ot the salmon.

690. The Com^io.v Tkout {Salmo Fario)
is distinguished by the length of the lower
jaw being greater than that of the upper.

It weighs from lialf a pound to lour or five,

or even, in rare cases, up to eight pounds;
and its orduiary length is from 10 to 18

or 20 inches. In shape it is not quite so

elegant as the salmon, but it is, never-

theless, a very beautiful flsh. The snout is

more blunt, and the jaws are thickly sup-

plied Willi teeth inclining inwards, and
verj' sharp. In colour it is of a pale yellow-

ieh-grcy, darker on the back, and nearly

white on the belly. It is marked on the

sides with several distinct round spots ol a
bright red colour, each surrounded by a
halo of pale grey ; occaM<inally a black 8i)0t

occurs, especially on the lins. These arc of

a purplish-brown colour, except the vcn-

trals, which liave a reddish tinge. Trout

vary so much in different rivers, that no
one description will minutely apply to all,

but the above will give tiic general charac-

teristics of the species. The trout letils

Uke the salmon, and in habits resembles

that flsh in all rcsi)eets but the migration

to the sea. He is generally timid in switl

and gravellj' streams, and rejects those oi

an opposite character, thougli he is occ.i-

eionally to be met with there, in conse-

quence of the artificial and compulsory
interl'crcnc* of man. The spawn is deposited

in tlie same way as that ofthe salmon, but as

the 3"oung do not migrate, their successive

changes and growth citnnot be so clearly

made out. The spawning time begins in

September, in some few cases, but it is ni t

commonl}' in full operation till October or

November, after which it may be said to be

completed. The trout is in full season from
March toJul\', but the time varies in c',.:-

ferent rivers so much, that it is impossil lo
'

to lay down any decided rtde. When in

high perfection, its spots are peculiarly

brilhant and distinct; the head is small, t:

body being plump and thick, and the bc.:y

silvery.

59L The Geeat Lake-Trout {Sal' .>

Ferox).—Mr. Yarrell defines this magiii. -

cent fish by its proportions, which he ?a> s

are as follows :—The head is to the body as

1 to 4i, depth of body to length as 1 to 4

;

teeth large, strong, and numerous, and in

five lines ; it reaches nearly the same pri >-

portions as the salmon, from which it dirtcrs

in not migrating to the sea. The flesh is

less liigldy flavoured, and of a much pal r

colour.

592. The Char (Sahno Umhla) is ovw
found in a tew of our northern lakes. ;n. 1

m those of Ireland. Several varieties .\---

known, as the silver char, the gelt char, t It^

red char, and the ca^se char, according .i

the peculiar shade ot the colour. It is .i

beautiful fisli, but it is not clearly describr .

and authors vary as to the pecuharitic s ni

its colour and formation.

5i»3. The Grayling {ThymaUiis Vulgar; ~)

is lound only in certain streams, and
i

-

ticularly those descending from gra'i

mountains. It is a very elegant fish.

middle size, sel loin exceeding 15 or

inches, and slender in proportion. The I

is small; upper jaw the longer of the n
teeth small, and si)read over the roof oi

mouth; the colour of the back varies i

a lilackish-green to blue, gradually shM^:

into a silvery grey towards the belly. \\ i

first taken, there are several black spois m
the back, and some irridcscent patches c

gold colour on the sides; this appearanci,

rapidly fades, and the general colours soop
sober down. The scales are proportion,

ally large. Sometimes, though rarely, tin

weight is greater than that given abov.

and in some few cases graylings iiave beei

.taken of lour or live pounds weight, Thi

is a very bold lish alter the fly, hut It doe
j

not atlord such good play when hooked n,

the salmon tribe. The season is from Sep
J

temher to March, after which they begin u

spawn.
694. 'I'HE GwiNiAD {Corenonus Pennantii

found in the lakes of Scotland and Irel.in.'

and in those of Cumberland, the row\
{Coregonus Clupeoides), found only in L c
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Lomond and one or two other Scotch lakes,

the Vexdace {Coregonus Albula), found

, also in the Scotch lakes, and the Polian
(Coregonus PoUan), found in Lough Neagh,

;
in Irv^and, are four closely-allied lake-fish

[ -.fiiich somewhat resemble the Salmonidce,

but have prolonged snouts resembling the

herring. Hence, the first has been called

\ the fresh-water herring. They none of them
! tirford sport for the angler, and are only

i iaken with the net.

I
595. The Pise, ob Jack (Esox Lucius)

This voracious fish is met with in the

gently-lio-vTing rivers and ponds of Great
Britain, and is called a pike when above

I

tour or five pounds in weight, and a jack if

of less than that size. It is a very ugly-

looking fish, the head being large, the jaws
long and savage-looking, and armed with
several hundred teeth ; the tail is lunated

;

' the colour is a pale olive-grey, becoming
deeper on the back, and marked on the
sides with several yellowish spots or

jjatches. Sometimes the pike reaches an
enormous size, instances having been
known in which it was taken more than

. three feet in length. The food of the pike
consists of fish, frogs, rats, the young of
water-fowl, or, in fact, anj^thing in the
shape of animal food- They spawn in

March and April, among the weeds of their

favourite haunts. Like all other fish, they
are only in high season for the few months
before this process is commenced ; the flesh

is white, and of a good flavour, resembhng
the haddock.

596. The Bseam (Abramis Brama) is

more like a flat-fish than any other of the
fresh-water fish, except the flounder. It is

very narrow across the back, wliich, as well
as the belly, is much arched, forming
altogether almost an oval. It frequents
stUl-water like the pike, and is often found
in the same rivers and ponds as that shark
in miniature. The head is verj' small, with
a pointed snout, small mouth, and no teeth.

The colour is a blueish iron-grey on the
back, inclining to wliite on the belly. The
bream is rarely above one pound and a half
in weight, and is not highly prized for the
table, though, when stuffed and roasted lilje

a pike, it is not to be despised.

597. The Chub {Leticiscus Cephalus).—
Tins fish has various names in the diflerent
counties of England, where it is also called
the chevin and skelly. It is a powerful fish,

but very tunid in its nature, and retreats to
the deepest holes of the river when there is

the shghtest appearance of motion in the
neighbourhood of its own body. In weight
it is fl:om one to four pounds. It is a short,

thick, and h gh-back d fish, with large
scales; head and back ofa greenish-brown;
sides, silvery-brown, approaching to yellow

in the summer ; belly, white
; pectoral fins,

yellow; anal, red; tail, forked, and of a
brownish colour. The chub spawhs in April,

and is very soon recovered from that pro-
cess, being again in season in June. It
frequents deep rivers running through allu-

vial districts, and lives chiefly upon worms.
598. The Eoach, oa Braise {Leuciscus

Rutilus), inhabits the same kind of rivers

as the chub, and is a gregarious fish. It

has a small, round, leathery mouth, and is

provided with a circle of teeth placed in

the throat. The roach is as deep, but not
so thick as the chub ; scales large, and of a
pale golden tinge approaching to brown on
the back ; fins red, as is also the iris.

599. The Dace, ob Daee (Leuciscus Leu-
ciscus) is also a gregarious fish. The head
is small ; body slender ; tail forked ; colour
dusky on the back, varied with patches of

pale oUve-green; sides and belly, silveiy;

fins reddish, but not so much so as the
roaclt It is about nine or ten inches long.

Its hatmts are unlike those of the roach
and chub, inasmuch as it prefers swift,

gravelly streams, but selects those which
are thickly infested with weeds. It is a
fish very generally spread over England,
but is not highly esteemed either hy the
angler or for the table.

600. The Geaintxg (Leuciscus Lancasiri-

ensis) occurs only in the Mersey. It is

merely a variety of the common dace.

601. The EtDD, ob Ked-Eye (Leuciscus

Erythrophthalmus), is a very rare fish,

occasionally found in the Thames and the
sea, and in some of the ornamental waters
of our southern parks. There is a great
dispute among naturalists as to its charac-
teristics. It is a middle-sized fish, rather
more than a foot in length, with a deep and
thick body ; head small ; iris, yeUow ; large

scales ; colour somewhat Uke the dace, but
ttie sides and bellj' are of a more golden
hue.

602. The Azceixe (Leuciscus Cceruleus)

is another fish only found in Lancashire;
it resembles the roach in shape, but is of a
dull-blue colour, and is called the blue-

roach in the coimty where it is found.

603. The Bleak, ok Buck (Leuciscus

Alburnus).— This Uttle Uvely fish is con-
stantly seen in large shoals near the surface

of every still-flowing river. It is seldom
moie than four or five inches long. Head
small and neat; eyes prominent, with a
patch of blood-colour below ; back, oUve-
green ; sides and beUy, silvery ; scales

large; fins colourless, and verj' transparent;
tail forked.

604. -The Minnow (LeuciscusPhoxinus)
Ttiis fish, likewise called the pink and men-
now, is to be met with in most of our clear

brooks, which it prefers to larger and stillar
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rivers. It is gregarious, and is in the habit

of retreating to the mud and weeds in the

winter months. The colour varies much in

diflferent localities, from blue to green on
the back, and from white to red on the

belly. Sometimes it is of a pearly-white,

which is a colour much prized when the

fish is wanted as a bait, and sometimes of

;i yellow cast. It is chiefly sousht after for

tl'e purpose of using it as a lure for the

irout, sjilmon, and pike.

605. The Loach, ob GROtTNDLiNG {Cobitis

Barbatula), is unlike the last described fish

in being nearly of the same size tliroughout

its length. It has a compressed head, fur-

nished with a well-marked beard composed
of six tufts. It is about three or four inches

in length, of a dusky-bro^vn colour. It also

Is only used as a bait ; but for this purpose

it is not equal to the minnow, bleak, or

gudgeon.
606. The Common Carp {Cyprinm Carpio),

is the type of a family which have all a

small mouth ^vithout teeth, but possessing

a bony apparatus in the throat as a sub-

stitute. They have only one dorsal fin.

The common carp is not a native of Great

Britain, but was introduced by the monks
to serve the purposes of the table during

their fasts. In length it is usually from one

foot to one foot six inches. The back is

arched and thick; colour yellowish, ap-

proacliing to brown over the back, and to

white under the belly. The mouth lias a

short beard on each side, both above and
below; on the sides are some blackish

specks; fins, brown; tail, brown, and

forked- Carp feed on worms and insects,

and are very prohfic, living also to a great

age. They are a very wary and cautious

fish, and very uncertain in appetite, being

sometimes ready to take a bait, and at

others obstinately refusing every tempta-

tion. The crucian api)cars to be only a

variety of the common carp.

607. The Barbel (Darbus Barbui), like

the carp, has a beard, which has given its

name to this flsh. This beard consists of

four distinct prolongations; two on each

side of a very prominent upper lip. The
colour of the flsh is a silvcr>'-grey, becoming

darker on the back, and white on the belly.

Scales middle-sized, and rounded; dorsal

fln, small, and of a bluelsh-brown ; other

fins, brown, tipped vkith yellow ; tail,

forked, and of a purplish-brown. They
(requcnt deep but rapid rivers, and are

gregarious teeding on insects and worms.

Tliey are not so wary as tlie carp, and allord

good sport to the bottom-tlshor.

608. The Tench {Tinea Vtilgaris), like

the carp, has been introduced from abroad,

for tlic purpose of supplying the tables of

Ihe Komau Catholic population of Great

Britain. It thrives in stagnant or slowly-
changing ponds, especially those made iu

loamy or rich soils. It is a thick fish,

resembling the carp in shape, and ha^ing a
small thin beard at each corner of its

mouth- Like the carp, it has no teeth. .

Gill-covers, bright-yellow ; colour of the ,

body, deep-olive, with a tint of gold ; scales ;

small, thin, and covered with a thick viscid ;

sUme ; fins of a dark, brownish-purple ; I

tail, square. Tench spa\\-n in the spring j

among the weeds, and the young grow]
rapidly, so that a pond is soon stocked -nith \

these flsh, which are of a very superioi
flavour to the carp.

609. The Gudgeon {Gohio Fluviatilis\

though small, is highly prized from its good
flavour, and afi^ording sport to the j-oung
angler. It is gregarious, and is taken in'

immense numbers in the neighbourhood of

London. Gudgeon rarely come to the sar-i

face, but frequent the bottoms of rapid

rivers and brooks, preferring moderately-,

shallow water with a gravelly bottom.
This fish has a small beard on the upper lip-i

It is about five or six inches in length, with)

a round body and a thick head- Colour.'

pale-bro^^^l on the back, and reddish-white

on the belly; fins shghtly tinged with

reddish-yellow ; the dorsal fln and tail ;irt.

spotted with black.

610. The Peech {Perca Fluviatilis) if c

very handsome fish, of medium size. ThhIn

deep, with high-arched back; head small
with sharp teeth in the jaws and the rom o

the mouth. The edges of the giU-covcn

are serrated, with a spine on the lower part

Colours as follows :—Back, deep olive-groeii

with broad black bars, gradually becomiiii,

white towards the belly; veutril and ana,

fins of a rich scarlet, as also is the tail)

though not so distinctly of that colour^

The dorsal fln is fiirnishcd with spinouj

prolongations, so sharp that it can scarce!.''

be handled with impunity by the anglei;

It thrives best in large tidal rivers, where i,

seeks the point at which the water is usuall.'j

brackish, and grows there to an exten,

never seen elsewhere. In stagnant pond

it will hve, but does not thrive. It ia i.

slow-growhig flsh, requiring many year

to arrive at its full size. The perch spawn

.

in the months of March and April. It is
'

gregarious flsli, and is very tenacious c'

lUe.

611. The Ruffe, ob Pope {Gymnocephalu

Cernua), is generally considered as a varict

of the perch, which it diflers from in coloui

being of a dusky oUve, with black spot

In its generic and anatomical arranizemenli

however, it varies so much as to be classe

under a different subdMslon of the flshti

lound In Great Britain. It Is very abundar >

In the Thamej>.
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j
612. The STiCEa-EBACK {Gasterosteus Acu-

\ teatus, G. Spinulosus, and G. Pungitius)—
These three varieties of tlie smallest fish

Known in Great Britain differ from one

another only in size, and in the number
of the spines which are attached to the

scales of the sides, but which are more
or less excitable at pleasure. The largest

of them, which heads the above list, is

two inches and a half long, whUst the

smallest is not much more than an inch

and a half Tliey are great devourers of the

young fty of all fish, and are therefore

destroyed as far as possible by the guardians

of tbe best rivers. Without their spines

they form good baits for trout and pike.

613. The Bullhead {Coitus Gobio) is

known by the enormous size of its head,

which is out of all proportion to its body.

It is a small fish, and conceals itself under
stones, waiting there for its prey, and at

the same time saving itself from the attacks

oflarger fish.

614. The Flotindek {Platessa Flesus) Is

met with in the Thames in great numbers,
and affords pretty good sport to the angler

in that river, as well as most others near
their mouths. It is a flat-fish of moderate
size, seldom reaching to more than two
pounds in weight. The upper part is of a
dirty bro^Ti, with afew dusky-yellow spots

;

belly, white. It has a row of sharp small

spines surrounding the body, and between
it and the fins, by which it may be dis-

tinguished from other flat-fish.

615. The Shabp-nosed Eel {Anguilla

Acutirostris), the Beoad-nosed Eel (A.

Latirostris), and the Snig-Eel {A. Medio-
rostris) are the three varieties ofthe common
eel known in Great Britain. They vary only
as their distinctive names imply, in the
shape of their noses. In length they are
from 1 to 3 feet ; colour, on the back some-
times a dark-olive brown, at others light-

brown; belly, always white and silvery,

especially in the silver-eel, avariety peculiar

to some rivers. Head flat, and jaws more
or less oblongated, but the lower jaw
always the longer ; eyes very near the I

mouth, and small, with a reddish iris ; gill-

opening set far back, and close to the tem-
poral fin. The eel is now ascertained to
spawn in the sea, for which purpose it

descends from its usual haunts and visits
the ocean. It has the power of overcoming
all obstacles, because it can leave the water,
and, by its serpent-like form, travel over or
round any flood-gate or miU-dam in ita

course, whether up or down stream. It
generally chooses dark stormy nights foi

this purpose ; and its migration do-\vnwards
takes place in the months of August, Sep-
tember, and October, during which time
eels are taken in large numbers by the
millers throughout the khigdom, who set
their nets at the chief water-courses. Eels
are generally considered to be viviparous,

but they seem, hke many other animals,
sometimes to produce their ova already
hatched, and at others to eject them with
their contents still in an embryo state. The
young first appear on the coasts in March
and April, and are then seen in enormous
quantities. They soon ascend the rivers,

and by various devices they surmount the
flood-gates, &c., which impede the pro-

gress of other fish ; sometimes the millers

put straw-ropes for this purpose, up which
the young eels swarm in myriads. While
ascending the larger rivers they may be
seen in a double column, one close to each
bank, swimming with great power and
speed. These yoimg eels are from half an
inch to an inch in length. The eel is a very
voracious fish, and will feed upon all kinds

of garbage, and upon small flsh, frogs,

rats, <fec ; it may be said to be the great

scavenger of our rivers. Eels feed chiefly by
night, and they lie chiefly by day in the

deep pools of rivers, or under stones or

stumps oftrees, oramongtheweeds, or other

impediments to the current of water, which
they seem in aU cases to dishke.

616. The Lampkey and Lampekn {Lam^
petra Fluviatilis and L. Planeri) are en-

tirely unfitted for giving sport of any kind,

and are taken with traps for the purposes of

the table only.
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CHAP. IL

APPARATUS USED IN FISHING.

Sect. L—The Line, Eeel, and Hook.

617.—This, which is the essential part

of all fishing-tackle, consists of a reel-line,

varjing in length, strength, and size,

according to the nature of the fish which is

sought after ; of a reel to wind this upon,

also varjing in accordance with the line

;

and of a smaller and finer foot-length

attached to the line, wlilch is usually com-

posed of silkworm-gut, hair, or gimp, and

is armed with one or more hooks, variously

baited.

618. Eeel-Lixes are made of horse-hair

(from the tail), of silk, or silk and hair

mixed, of Indian-weed, and of silkworm-

gut. It is usual for the amateur fisherman

10 purchase these lines which are made hj-

a small machine, but sometimes the angler

prefers making them himself, and if at all

handy, he may do this -with great advantage

by tlie foliomng mode, which is much
superior to the twisting-machine, because

It admits of the introduction of fresh hair

with much greater faciUty.

619. In Making the horse-hair line, first

procure a quantity of good hair, which may
be bought at the shops ; but if it can be

obtained from a good young chestnut horse

with a flaxen-tail so much the better.

When such a horse is docked, a consider-

able portion of his taa with the hair

attached is removed, and that is the very

best for the present purpose. A grey horse

with a silver mane will give wliite hair,

which requires staining, but the colour of

the flaxen mane is as good as any art can

give.' Young hair is twice as strong as tlie

milk-white hair, which is peculiar to old

horses. Next procure three pieces of strong

gooso-quill, eacii about half an inch long,

and fit looselj' into them three pieces of deal

three or four inclies lone; then divide your

hair intended for your line into three equal

portions; thus, if your line Is to bo of

fighteen hairs altogether, then let each of

your quills receive six, leaving about four

Inches projecting; then push In the sticks

gently, and tie the loose ends together, as

shown In the annexed woodcut (/f</. 1).

The knot formed by the union of the three

divisions Is to be attached to some fixed

object by a pin; then take out each stick, one

Rfter the other, and pass the quUl up to wliliin

an inch of the knot, rcpliicc the stick, and
take two of them hi the loft hand. The
remaining stick is to be gently twisted from

right to left, and when snfllciently so,

passed over the other two also IVom rignt

to left, when it should be grasped by the

left lumd, gently keeping up a sUght strain

upon the knot. At this time the three ar<

in the position sho^vn in the woodcut ; thei

let the angler take hold of a d, draw i

towards him about a quarter of an inch
allowing the hair to sUp through the spawi
between quill and wood ; t^vist it as before
and pass it over to the left. Kepeat thi:.

with b e. and then with c /, when a b wili

again occupy the same position as at first

By carrj-ing on this process a line may soor

be turned out of great strength, and of an}'

degree oftightness of twist ; but iftoo tight-

it will be liable to be entangled, or to tint

'

as it is generally called. As soon as th(.

an2ler has mastered this part of the pro-"

cess, and has twisted a few inches of line';

he must divide the remaining length of hi^"

hair into the same number of portions as hi:

has hairs in his line, and cut off one hair at

each of these lengths, so that he maj' sphct

his line regularly throughout its whoU

:

length. As soon as oneof tliese cut end:!,

appears loose above the head of the quill,ij

the stick must be removed, and another]

hair of full length inserted and twisted in
j

•with the rest, and so on with everj- succeed-

1

ing break. Jn this way the Une appears,.!

when finished, to be fhrnished with a series

of projecting hairs, but these may bo

removed without danger with a knife, or

scissors, or a taper, previously soaking the

whole line for twenty-four hours in water.

The line may also be gradually reduced in

size at the pleasure of the maker, by
omitting to insert fresh hairs. By this

mode all links and joints are avoided, and
the Uno is everywhere within one hair of

the full strensrth with which it would bo
furnished if joined in links in the ordinary
way.

620. Silk and Hair Mixed Lines anr
those usually sold, and they are the best for

all purposes, because they wind so well oa
the reel, and are strong and durable. They
are made of all lengliis, and may be piuv

chased at any of the tackle-makers. Induus-
Wei:d or (iBASs Lines are also sometimea
used, but they do not stand suilden jars,

being inclined to snap. A Plaited Silk

Lint: Is now made without hair, and is vi -y

generally adopted. It is much more u e

from kinking or ravelling than the otlu r

lines.

CiU. The Keel Is generally used by tt.'^

angler, i)artly for the convenience of carry-

ing the line s;ifcly, but chiefly in order to

allow of rapid extension or drawing in of

the line which is wound upon it JluHiply-

Ing-reels, in which, by the introduction of

machinery, the barrel is made to travel

flevcrul times to the single revolution of tho
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handle, were formerly much used, but they
are now in great measure replaced by the

more simple plan of having a large ban-el

or drum on which to wind the line, instead

of a small central spindle. The difference

will be seen at onceby reference to the wood-
cut, in which a view of both reels is given

(fig. 2) ; a being the multiplying reel, and b

tlie simple one with a large spindle. By
the use of this large drum even a salmon
line may be taken in as rapidl3' as can be

desired, and the line lies much more evenly
and free from any kind of hitch, with the

Kreat advantage that it will give off the
line readily to the end.

622. The Foot-Length, or the extreme
portion of the line, is composed of finer

materials than the reel-line, in order to

escape the eye of the fish. It is generally
made of pieces of gut, knotted together, and
altogether comprising a length of from three

to eight feet. Sometimes it is of single gut
throughout, but generally of two or three
thicknesses of twisted-gut at the end next
the line, then of two, and finally of one
piece of gut. This material is the produce
of the silkworm, and is the unspun sub-
stance intended for silk, but made into gut
instead by the art of man. The silkworm,

Just before spinning, is broken in two by
thehandsofthe gut-maker, who, by drawing
the pieces apart, obtains gut ofany firmness,

according to the length to which he pulls it.

Considerable knack is required to make it

uniformly round and free from weak places,

which should be searched for carefally in

selecting gut for the single lengths. Horse-

hair is sometimes used for this purpose, and
5n some instances gimp, consisting of silk

protected by wire. All these various sorts

will be treated of under the respective kinds

of fishing in which they are employed.
623. Hooks are pieces of bent steel-wire,

barbed at the point, and of various sizes

and forms. They are made according to

the respective patterns which are fancied

by the English, Scotch, and Irish makers.
The romid-bend hook is that which is most
used in England, the Limerick pattern being
chiefly in vogue in Ireland, and the Scotch
e.nglers using some of them, the former
and others the latter; while many Scotchmen
use what is called the sneckbend, diff'ering

fiUghtly from both of the above, in being
made of a more square shape. The round-
bend hook is numbered from 1, the largest

salmon size, to 14, the smallest midge. The
best Irish hooks, made by PhiUps of Dublin,
are classed in a different way : F E is

intended for the smallest trouting-fly; F,

the next; then FF; then, again, FFF.
After this come C and C C ; then B and
B B. The C's and B's have intermediate
or half-numbers, and above B B the hooks

lor sahnon are known by numbers, begin-
ning with B B, which corresponds with 9,

and going on regularly up to No. L
624. Various articles are required for

uniting these portions of the Une—viz., sills

of different degrees of strength, cobbler's
wax, spirit varnisli, and small scissors, &c.

625. The Joints used are—first, whipping;
second, knotting. Whipping consists in
drawing successive circles of silk, weU
waxed, tightly around the two objects
laid in apposition ; as, for instance, two
portions of the line, or the line and hook.
This is finished off by slipping the end of
the silk through the last circle and drawing
tight, and, if necessarj', repeating the opera-
tion again and again; this is called the
half-hitcli. Knotting is effected by several
modes, the most common of which is the
water-knot, which is managed as follows :—

.

.

Lay the two pieces of gut or hafr together,
one overlapping the other three inches or
more, then hold one end in the left hand
and form a simple slip-knot upon it, turn
the other end to the right and do the same
thing, then draw the two together and the
knot is complete; by whipping with fine

waxed silk this knot is made still more
firm. The advantage of this knot is that it

will never give way to a direct pull, and
yet may always be undone without diffi-

culty.

626. The Accessoeies to the line are the
float and the shot or leads. These are used
in bottom-fishing only, and are intended to

keep the hook at a certain distance from the
bottom. The float is either of quiU or cork,

and is fixed upon the line by a ring at one
end and a sliding-quill at the other. The
shot are partially spht and then brought
together again upon the Une. In this way,
by plumbing the depth of the water, and
adjusting the float so as to keep the bait at

a certain depth, the object of the bottom-
fisher is attained.

627. Box-Swivels and Hook-Swivels
may be readily understood from their

name, and are used in spinning tackle,

in order to prevent the line from twisting.

628. Gimp is composed of silk or other

material strong enough to resist any strain-

ing force applied to it, and protected from
the teeth of the fish, or from sharp stones,

by fine br.us wire neatly wound round. It

is made of various sizes and strength.

Sect. 2.—The Kod.

629. The Eod is the macliine with which
the line is convej'ed to the place where the

fish is the most likely to take it, and with
which the various mancEuvres prior to his

capture are effected. It is made of several

pieces united byjoints, and these are ofvary-

ing size, length, and materials, according
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to the kind of fishing to which it is to be

applied. It is also sold to suit all purposes

in one by changing the top joints, and it is

then called a general rod ; but though tliis

may suit the pedestrian tourist who wishes

to avoid carrying more than one rod, yet it

interferes a good deal with the eflQciencj' of

both, and especially does it fail as a fly-rod.

It is, however, well enough suited to the

beginner. The extra pieces are contained

in the butt, which is hollowed out to

receive them. The specific varieties of rods

will come under consideration in each

chapter devoted to the particular sport

for wliich they are intended, but I may
enumerate them here as the general rod,

the trolling rod, the trout fly-fishing rod,

and the salmon fly-fisliing rod. The
materials of which these are composed are

ash, loickory, lancewood, and cane, which
axe imited together by brass ferules.

Whalebone is also sometimes used in the

top joints of fly-rods, but these are made
BO much better by the tackle-maker than
by the amateur, that it is useless to go into

the description of their manufacture. I^Ir.

Blacker, of Dean Street, Soho, or Mr.
Farlow of the Strand, will serve the young
angler with rods in every variety, and of

the very best quality; and if he finds that

he cannot afiord their prices, which are as

low as a good rod can be made for, he can
procure plenty at the cheap shops which
will answer his purpose much better tlian

any ofhome manufacture.

Sect. 3 ^Natukal axd Geount>-Baits.

630. The Eakth-Worm is tlie most primi-

tive and simple of all baits, and is that

which is generally first used by the juvenile
angler, because it is easily obtained, and
oppUed without dillkulty. There are sevcnd
varieties of these worms, known to anglers

aa the dew-worm, or lob-rcorin, the marsh-
uorm, the taglail, the brandling, and the
red-tcorm.

631. TuE Dew-Worm, or large gnrden-

worm, is of considerable size, varjing Ironi

6 to 12 Inches in length when extended.

The tail tapers somewhat, but in the

equirrel-tailed variety It is flattened. Jn
colour this worm is of a dull brick-red,

approaching to a crimson towards tlie head.

These worms are obtained either by dig'.;ing,

or by searching for them quietly at iiiglit

with a v:andle and lantern on the lawns or

paths of the garden. In dry weatlier tliey

are always out when the dew is falling.

632. The aiARSH-WoKM. oa Blue-Head,
Is found in moist and undraincd localities,

where they maj' be obtained with a c^uulle

and lantern in large numbers during the

fme summer nights. In colour they are of

ca Ught dirty or browuiah-purple. These

worms should be kept in damp moss with s
*

Uttle earth mixed with it A variety of thi£

worm found in land only partially marshy,
is called in Scotland the Black-Head or

BcTTON-WoEM, and is more tough, and
therefore better calculated for standing the
rough treatment which it must undergo in.

swift and vride streams. It is an excellent
bait for trout.

633. The Tagtail is common in good
strong clays, which are well manured for'

turnips, mangold-wurzel, <fec It is a smalli

worm of about 2 or 3 inches in length.'

Head larger, and of a deeper blue than the.

body, which is a dingy-red ; tail, j'ellowish.

634. The Bbandlixg is a sm;\U worm,
found in artificial composts, and in rotten

tan, or other decaj-ing vegetable matter,'

ofa dirty-red colour, approaching to brown.
635. The Eed-AVoesi is about the same

size as the brandling, wliich it resembles in

all respects but colour, that bebig in the
red-worm exactly what its name impUes.
It is found in the banks of ditches arid

sewers. The gilt-tail is a variety of this

worm, but larger, and of a paler colour

towards the taiL

636. Au, these "Worms should bb
Scoured, a process which consists iu

starving them, by placing them in damp
moss, neither too wet nor too dry. The
worms here are not only deprived of their

usual food, but in their efl"orts to escape
they mechanically compress their bodies

between the fibres of the moss, and hi that

waj' completely empty themselves of their

foecal contents. Before puttuig them in the

moss, Mr. Stoddart recommends that worms
should be placed in water for a few minutes,
after which tliey should be sutTired to

crawl over a dry board, in order still furtlier

to cleanse their skins. They may then be

'

transferred to the moss, as described above.

The worms should be examined from day
to day, and those which are unhealthy or

Injured should be removed. When the
worms are quite sufficiently scoured, they
should be stored for usa Three or four

days Is the average time required for

scouring.

637. Worms are rRESER>-ED in the fol- .

lowing manner : — Procure some ttesh

mutton suet, cut It fine, and boil It In a
quart of water till dissolved ; theu dip In tlda

two or tlireo pieces of coarse new wrap-
per large enough to supply each variety of

worm, which should not bo mixed together.

Wlien thi se are cold, put them into separate

earthen jars, with some damp earth and
tlic worms which are to bo kept, and tie

over all a piece of open and coarse muslin.

638. Shrlmps are used for angling in docks

and canals, and are good baits for perch, 1/

used alive.
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639. The Cockchafee is a common bait,

bnt is not of mucli value in angling, except

for chub.

640. DUNG-BEETLES, of vaxious kinds, are

also employed, and some anglers use them
after removing their wing-cases. They
should be placed crosswise on the hook-

641. Geasshoppeks form good baits for

some fish, and are much used for chub in

particular. They are met with after the

beginning of June till the end of September.
The greener and larger they are, the better

they take.

642. Butterflies and Moths are also

sometimes efiicient baits, but their artificial

representations are more commonly used.

643. The Ephemera, oe Natueal Mat-
Flt, is used as a bait during the period

when it comes forth in countless mj-riads.

By baiting with this fly in May and June
success is often attained, putting two flies

on the hook at the same time.

644. Caddis-Flies are also used in the

same way as the ephemera.
645. Humble-Bees, Blue-Bottle Flies,

Gnats, and Ant-Flles are held in estima-
tion by many anglers, as well as the Habrt-
long-legs, and the Comjion House- Fly.

646. Mant Laev^ or Geubs are used in

bottom-fishing, and are of great service in

that department. Of these the princiral

are

—

lit, Jlesh maggots; 2nd, beetle lance;
8rd, caddies ; and 4th, caterpillars.

647. Flesh Maggots, oe Gentles, are

obtained and scoured in the following man-
ner:—Procure any kind of flesh, or the

body of any smaU animaL If there is any
difficulty about this, the liver of a horse or

cow answers remarkably well. With a
knife cut some deep gashes in the substance
of the liver or flesh, and hang it up in a
shady place, but near the haunts of the
blow-fly. In a few days the maggots will

attain a lively state of existence ; but they
require about a week to reach their full

development to the greeu or soft state, and
another week to reach their maturity, when
they are large and fat, with black heads.

The various stages are adapted lor ditferent

fish. Blow-flies are abroad from May to the
end of November, or even to the middle of

December in mild seasons. The scoueing of

these gentles is effected by placing them for

a few days in a mixture of bran and fine

sand, slightly damp. By this process they
are emptied of their contents, and rendered
tough in their skins. When the object is

to preserve them in this state for many
days, they must be kept in a very cool

place, such as a cellar, or they even should
be buried in the earth. Without attention

to this precaution they are almost sure to

assume the chrysalis condition, in which
stage they are useless as baits. A low

temperature and exclusion from air and
light retard this development; and by
burying the carcase of a small animal
(afcer the larvae are a day old) in a cool
place, and confined in a box containing a
mixture of dry cow-dung and fine eai-th,

the gentles may be preserved in their larva
state during the whole winter. The place

selected should be protected from severe
frosts, which woidd kiU the gentles, and
therefore an outhouse is weU suited for this

purpose, or auy space in the garden well
sheltered by a thick sliub, such as the
lauristinus.

648. The Laev.e of the various beetles

are called by anglers, the white-worm grub,

the coW'dung grub, the cabbage grub, and
the meal-worm. The first is the larva of

the cock-chafer, and is foimd iu loose loamy
soUs, especially near the horse-chestnut
It may be easily found by foUo^-ing the
plough. The second, as its name implies,

is found in cow-dung, and is the larva of

several of the beetle tribe. The third is

found in the stalks of old cabbages, and
often about their roots, and is the larva of

two or three varieties of the beetle. The
last is found in the meal-tub, is much
smaller than the three first mentioned
varieties of grubs, and is not so good for

angling purposes as the gentle.

649. These Geubs mat all be Peesebved
by simply placing them with some of the
earth in which they are found, in any
receptacle, keeping them afterwards in a
cool situation.

650. Caddies are the idrvfe of the

ephemera, or May- fly, as well as the stone-

fly and the caddis-fly. They are easily

found beneath the stones, weeds, &c., of

shallow brooks, and may be stored by
putting them in water, with some sand, in

a cool place. By placing them in a per-

forated box, they may be suffered to remain
in a running stream, where they continue

to grow and thrive as well as in their

native haunts. They are not, however,
much prized as angling baits.

651. Cateepellaes, or the larvas of the

butterfly, _are either smooth or rough. The
foiTuer are not much used, and the latter

are so thoroughly imitated by the artiflcial

fly called the palmer that they are scarcely

ever employed. There is no doubt that in

angling natural products are better than

artiflcial, if they are equally capable of

enduring the rough usage required to drag

them through the water. In this respect it

is that the artificial palmer beats the hairy

caterpillar, its original; and hence the

latter is almost whoUy driven out of the

angler's Ust of baits.

652. Salmon-Koe is a very favourite and
killing bait for trout, and is found to be so
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destructive that its use is often coiisidored

to be a species of poaching. I cannot
understand on -what principle tliis odious

stigma sliould be cast upon its adoption,

because it may be employed, like any other

bait, in open daj'; and the only objection to

it -which can be urged is its vciy great suc-

cess. No one would call an unerring shot a

poacher, simplj' because he kills more than
his neighbours; then Avhy should the bait

which is more succesHful than any other

labour under this imputation? It appears

to me that everj%)ne is straining to effect

& certain purpose, viz., the killing of the

greatest number of fish, and yet when a

certain mode of attaining this object is at

hand, its adoption is forbidden because it

will ensure what all are aiming at, and b)'

open means too. However, as I cannot
discover any real foundation for this crusade

against the sa!raon-roe, I shall include it in

the list of baits, and describe its prepara-

tion and mode of application to the hook.

The roe itself should be collected as near

the tiuie of spawning as possible, and
should either he preserved whole, or be

made into a paste at once. If the former,

the best way is to keep it in a jar, with
alternate layers of wooL The roe should

be carefully separated from its enveloping

membrane, and should be sprinkled -^vitli

salt, as also should the wool. When tlie

jar is filled, it sliould bo tied down with

a bladder, and kept in a coul and rather

moist place, such as a cellar.

C.".3. Salmon-Koe Paste Js made by
boiling the roe without its envelope for

liO minutes, then bruising it in a marble
mortar until It fonns a uniform mass.

.iVfter this add to each pound of the roe one

ounce of common salt and a quarter of an
ounce of saltpetre ; beat them all up
together, and keep in a jar tied down with
bladder.

C54. SrniTMP Paste Is made exactly In

Uie same waj-, after removing the shells.

diiS. IJnEAD Paste is also used as a means
of taking flsli, and Is made from new bread,

well kneaded, and with or without the addi-

tion of honey. It is cither used in the white

state, or it is coloured with vennllion, lake,

or turmeric Soniethnes stale bread is

used, hut It requires more kneadhig. ami
the addition of gum water, or soaked

greaves, or some more adhesive materLd.

It is often llavoured with the roe ol s;dnion,

or other fish; the size of the portion used

nuist vary with the fi^h angled for. Cheese

Is also sometimes made the foundation of

piiste, cither by Itself or mixed with bread;

by constant kneading It becomes perfectly

tough, and withstimds the action of the

water for a long time. A peculiar kind of

paste, Ciiilud i)atent paste, is mudc by wash-

ing away all but the pure gluten. A paste of
flour is first to be made in the usual way,
then by successive washings in cold water,
by degrees the process is completed, care
being taken not to dissolve the gluten itself '

by mixuig it up with the water; and to

avoid this, after each successive washim:,
let the paste drain for a few minutes. This
paste will keep for any length of time, if

))rotected ftom tlie action of the air by
wrapping it in sheet-lead.

ex. Grocnd-Bait.—The object of tl.is

vciy general accessory to the angler's art

j
is to collect an unusual number offish to a

' given spot, and at the same time to do this

by offering them a quantity of bait of the
same kind as that which is afterwards to !..

used on the hook, but of an imerior quality

to it Thus if intending to fish with earth-
'

worms, bait with unsecured worms, and
fish with them well scoured. Worms in

clay-balls are a good ground-bait, because
they are not all at once presented to tlie

fish, but appear gradually as the clay

dissolves. ]Mr. Salter, who is a good auth' -

rity in bottom-fishing, recommends t!ie

crumb of a quartera-loaf to be cut in slici s

2 inches thick, and soaked in water till

thoroughly saturated, then squeeze it toKr-
ably dry, and add bran and pollard, kne.ui-

ing all together till a firm mass is ilie

result as tough as clay. Soaicd gretii-,.<

mixed with tenacious clay are a verj- usi I'ul

ground-bait; and may be made into l.irgc

masses, and thrown into the water in lumps
of two or three pounds weight Gentles

mixed with sand arc also used, but they
should beunscoured, and coarse old carrion

gentles for this purpose are the best as the

lish will be attracted by them, but will

take the scoured gentlo on the hook in

preference.

<>."i7. Dead Frsn as P.aits arc usu.ally so
arranged on the hooks as to spin or rotate

on their axis rapidly, bj' the action ol the

current, or by drawing them through the

I water. Tliis Is an unnatural motion, and
mdikc any movement of any known inhabi-

tant of the river; nevertiieless, it takes

well with man}' fish; and, judged by that

unerring criterion, it may safely be approved

of and adopted. ^linnows, parr-talls,

gudgeon, sticklebacks, and other small

llsh, are thus used; but the prelerence is

always given to the two first whin they can
1)0 procured. There are various modes of

baiting with minnows and these small lisli,

and almost ever>- fishennan has bis piir-

tlcular whims and oddities hero as well as

In other matters connected with flslilng.

Nothing could more comidetcly dlsiirovo

the necessity for the adoi)tion of any
peculiar mode of baiting than the hnmeiiso

variety in the plans ol the most succcssiul
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anglers. Some use one hook, some two,

some three, and others even fom-. Some

—

as, for instance, Mr. Stoddart—bait tail-

foremost, after removing tlie head; others

. always take care to present the head to

the trout or pike. The great thing to be

attended to is to make the bait spm weU,
which can only be done by producing a

. sUght curve in its body, and by making the

line draw it on one side more than the

otlier. In this way, with one or two
swivels, which prevent the line throwing

any impediment iu the way, the bait rotates

rapidly it' well appLed, and the fish is

deceived to his ruin. When two hooks only

are used, the extreme one is larger than the

other (usually Nos. 3 and 5, EngUsh sizes),

and they are whipped on the same piece of

gut or gimp, at an interval of about half an
mch clear between them. A baiting-needle

is required for most ofthese hooks, but here

It is not necessary, as the larger hook is

passed through the mouth and out at the

root of tbe tail, so as to leave the barb free.

. When this has been done nicely the min-
now assumes a bent form, coiTesponding

with that of the hook, and if properly put

on, it will spin or rotatewhen rapidly drawn
through the water. But for this purpose

its mouth must be closed mechanically, and

this is effected either by a leaden cap which

slips down over the line, or by the second

hook being passed through both lips, and

thus holding them shut ; or sometimes, in

addition, by a few stitches with a tine

needle and thread. Colonel Hawker recom-

mends a hook or two to be allowed to float

loosely and openly by the side, on a stout

piece of gut, but I cannot advise their

adoption. The u^ual mode of employing the

third hook is to whip it on to a piece of gut

about an inch long, and then to include tliis

gut in the whipping of the second or smaller

hook, which it should also match in size.

This third hook then lies closely adapted to

the side of the bait, but not floating loosely,

as advised by Colonel Hawker. The two
; first are applied exactly in the same way as

;
when two hooks only are used, when the

'. third win lie fiat against the side of the bait,

and retains its position there by the stiffness

: of the gut or gimp. This last form is used

:
for the application of the celebrated parr-

tail as a bait, which is much used in

Scotland ; and is strongly recommended by
Mr. Stoddart, one of the highest authorities

on the subject. He advises aU the lins and
tails to be cut off, and the head and shoulders
to be then obUquely sliced off with a sharp
knife. When this is done, the tail-end is to

be used forward—that is, nearest the rod,

and is then made to appear as the head of a
fish. In this mode the gudgeon, dace, or
other small fish maj' be prepared, when tlie

parr is not to be found ; and they answer
well for large trout or pike. But nothing
takes so completely and generaUy as a good
minnow of the proper size, requiring no
paring, and fitting the hooks exactly so as
to allow the one to project slightly through
the tail, whUe the other closes the mouth.
Some other modes are described as useful
variations in adapting dead fish-baits, but I

believe the double or treble-hook, as above,
win suit all purposes where the bait is

required to spin rapidly, whether it be the
entire fish or part, as already mentioned.
The gudgeon, loach, or dace may be divided
in the same way as the parr, and will spin
remarkably well when used as he recom-
mends that Uttle fish to be employed; as
will also the perch itself when deprived of

its back fin, or any of the smaller fish which
are attractive to the pike. AU these various
hooks require swivel-traces, single or double,

which will be found described under the
head of Pike-fisliing.

653. Minnows abe axso mounted onGoege-
HOOKS : see woodcut, in which a represents

the hook itself, and h the fish and hook

ready for use. Gorge-hooks are either

single or doitble, the latter bemg repre-

sented in the annexed woodcut. In baiting

this hook, after it has been whipped to a

piece of strong gut looped at the other end,

take a needle used for the purpose, and by

its means draw the gtit and hook through

the mouth aud body of the fish, bringing'

the ncedie out at the root of the taU, and
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leaving the hook buried in the body ol the

minnow, -mtli the bend and barb of the
hook on each side of its mouth. After the

needle has been brought out, re-enter it on
the other side, so as to include a piece of

the flesh of the tail in a loop of the gut If

this is neatly done it will be found, after

drawing the gut tight, that there is no dis-

position in the fish to slip off the hook,

unless very flabby, in which case a single

turn of light silk tied tightly round the

root of the tail is sure to make all safe.

Besides these modes some others are used

in pike-fishing, but as they are peculiar

to that department, they will be treated of
under the head of Pikc-flshing.

659. Dead JIixxows jiat be Peeserveb
for use, as well as other small fish, by
keeping them in salt and water, or pyrolig-

neous acid md water ; but the latter I

believe gives them a flavoxir which fish do
not like. Sugar also will answer the pur-
pose, or any kind of spirit—as whisky or
gin; but by fixr the best material is oil,

which wiU keep them sweet, and also still",

for a great length of time, if they are just

raised to the boUing temperature, by im-
mersing the vessel containing the oil and
'fsh in boiling water for a few minutes.
Alore than this renders them tender and
liable to break. All fish-bait should be
killed by a blow on the head as soon as
taken.

660. Live Fish form a very common lare

for the larger kinds of fish, and they are
used by Inserting the hook in some part of
the body not necessarily AitaL This is

called KOViNO, and is practised with any of
the smaller fish, such as minnows, bleak,

gudgeon, &a, In capturing trout, perch,

pike, &C. The hook is merely entered in

the back close to tlie fin, and the barb Is

suffered to protrude above that appendage,
and with the point of the lioolv directed

towards the tail of the fish. The line must be
shotted so as to sink the fish to the rcnulrcd
depth, and it may be used with or without
a float Some other methods of fixing the
liooks have been rccommendi'd, by whicli

the hook la entered in one part, then made
to traverse tlie fish under the (skln, and
finally brought out at the mouth ; but they
arc .so nbominably cruel that I must decline

having anything to do with their descrip-

tion. All field sports are too much mixed
up with an undercurrent of cruelty; but
where there is a choice, no man of nny
ordinary feollng will hesitate In selecting

the least severe modes of taking game.
661. Frogs and Newts may bo used

exactly In the same way as the minnow, bj-

passing the hook through the skin of the
liack- They must be well shotted, to keep
them down, and must be raised to the sur-

face every four or five mmucca, to allows
them to respire.

662. Mlxnows ahe PEocuEEDforthepur-i
pose of using them as baits, either by<
angUng for them, and carefully removinii|
them from the hook, and then placing themj
at once in a vessel of water, or by taking
them with a large hoop-net or fine casting-;

net The last plan is that usually adopted,!
but it requires some little practice for its]

use, and nothing but an ocular demonstra-l
tion will give any idea of the mode o*
emploj-ment Any fisherman will, how-i
ever, initiate the tyro for a trifling con-
sideration. With the hoop-net they may be
taken, by sinking it by means of weights
to the bottom of the brook; then, after

enticing the minnows by means of small
pieces of worms dropped over it, the strins

is suddenly raised, and the minnows are
caught in its meshes.

6G3. 3IIXNOWS MAY BE PRE.SER^•ED AXIVE
by placing them in a perforated tin or
wooden case, and sinking them in any
running stream, in which mode they retain

their health and livehness for an indefinite

period. They may also be kei^t alive for a
long time in any clean vessel by changing
their water fi-equcntly; but in this way
they are not so healthy as in the above plan.

\Vlien wanted for u.^e, a small bait-kettlo

is used with a perforated lid, and capable of
containing from one to two quarts of water.
This should be kept uniler the shade of a
tree or hedge while the fishing is going on,

as the heat of the sun soon raises the
temperature of the water to such a height
as to destroy the hfe of the fish, or so nearly

so as to cause their death soon alter putting
them on the hook.

Sect. 4.—Autificlvl Baits and Flies.

664. Minnows are now manufactured 80
as closely to resem!)Ie the real fish In

appearance, but most of them fiill in imitat-

ing the consistence and softness of tho
original, and consequently do not take
nearly so well as their appearance would
lead one to expect. The Archimedlan min-
now spins beautifully, and so do some
others constructed on similar principles, and
all will take good fish, but certainly not so
well a'^ the real minnow. In many localities,

however, these are verj- scarce, and there

tho substitute Is certainly usefhL Mr.
Flinn's flexible ndnnows are far tho best,

as they are soft and yielding to the grasp of

the fish ; they are made of gutta percha,

painted very c'oscly In imitation of tho
minnow, gudgeon, <fec.. and are of sizes

snifed to all fish, ft-om tho trout to the

snlmnn. The Archimedlan, on the other

hand. Is hard and Inflexible^ and though it

spins well, and Is to the eye all tluU can bo
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desired, yet from its hardness to the touch

It is very apt to deter fish from a close

approach, and is not so successful as Mr.

Flinn's imitation. Mr. Blacker, also, has

recently introduced a modiflcation of the

"devil-bait," with the addition of a pair of

Archimedlan fins ; this is said to spin well,

and to take good fish, but I know nothing

personally of its properties.

665. AnTiFiciAi- Flees are so numerous,

and their importance is so great, that a

great part of the angler's time is generally

occupied in mastering a knowledge of their

various forms, and the mode of tying them.

All of them are composed of three essential

parts : first, the hook ; second, the gut or

loop to attach the hook to the line; and
third, the various articles tied on the hook
for the purpose of imitating the natural fly.

The angler wiU have no difiicultyin pro-

curing his hooks and gut, both of which
however he ought to select with great

care; but he will experience some Uttle

Texation and disappointment when he
attempts to tie an artificial fly, especially

without the practical instruction of some
older craftsman. Mr. Blacker, of Dean-
Btreet, Soho, has endeavoured to supply
this desideratum, by publishing a small 8vo.

volume in explanation of the whole process

of making artificial trout and salmon-flies.

His illustrations are most beautifully exe-
cuted, being engraved on steel, and coloured

by hand in the most elaborate manner ; and
every young fly-fisher who aspires to any
degree of proficiency in this elegant art

ought to possess himself of this volTmae.

His great practice as a fly-fisher, and also

as a manufacturer of flies, renders him per-

haps more capable than any other man in

the kingdom of performing the task which
he has attempted.

666. The Matebials are first to be col-

lected, and if they are not at once bought
in the mass from the fishing-tackle maker,
they require some little time to get them
together. They should be kept in a case

expressly for them ; the best form for which
is somewhat like that of the common tra-

velling writing-case. In this the body of

the case contains the solid articles, such as

wax, hooks, scissors, &c., and the lid may
ie converted into a series of large pockets,

for feathers, silks, wools, &c

Fly-Making Mateeials.

1st—Hooks of aU sizes.

2nd—Gut, plain and dyed, fine and stout.

Srd—Fine, curved, and common scissors.

4th—Nippers and pliers.

6th—Silks of all kinds and colours.

6th—Wax, spirit—^varnish, and brush.
7th—Wing-picker or pointer.

8th—Pair of fine spring-forceps.

.

9th—Dubbings, viz. : pig's wool, mohaiF,
coloured wools, hare's eai--fur, white seal's

or white rabbit's fur, water-rat's far,

cowhair, squirrel's fur, mole's fur, black
spaniel's ear-fur, black bear's hair, &a
10th—Tinsels, viz. : gold and silver, flat

wire, twisted and fretted cords, &c
11th—Feathers for trout-flies, viz. : wing^

feathers of snipe, woodcock, partridge,

landrail, thrush, lark, starling, blackbird,

wren, watorheu, coot, and redwing. Body
feathers of grouse, pheasant, mallard, teal,

and golden plover. Hackles of barn-door
fowl in all colours. Neck-feathers of part-

ridge, starling, lapwing, wren, to be used
as hackles. Peacock-herls and ostrich-herls

of aU colours, dyed.
12th—Feathers for salmon-flies : including

those of the turkey in all shades, golden
pheasant neck and body-feathers, silver

pheasant, common pheasant, and argus
pheasant, peacock, jungle-cock. Blue
feathers of the lowrie and mackaw, and of

the jay's wing. Green feathers of the

mackaw. Besides the natural colours,

there should he dyed cock's hackles of

larger size than for trout, of the following

shades, viz. : purple, blue, crimson, scarlet,

orange, yellow, gre«n, and bro^vn. Feathers

ofthe kingfisher, swan's feathers for dyeing.

Guinea-fowl, bittern, heron (pendant and
breast feathers), ostrich, and raven. Few
collections comprehend the whole of the

above, but the angler may endeavour to

obtain as many of them as possible ; stiU

he may rest satisfied even if he is not
able to fill up every link in so extensive an
assortment

667. Dyeing is required when the natural

feathers, &c., are not sufficiently varied.

It is an art exceedingly simple Ln principle,

though not always so easy in practice, if

the colours are required to be very delicate

or brilliant. All the light and transparent

shades require for their perfect development

either a white material, or one of a shade

somewhat resembling the intended one.

Thus, the pale or bright yeUows can only

succeed with a white ground; reds will

take on brown or yellow; greens on any
light colour, but not weU on deep brown or

red; purple on light brown or red, &c, &c
The chief materials required to be dyed for

the purposes of the angler are silk, feathers,

and wool, or hair. The first is usually to be

bought of the required colour and shade,

and it may therefore be dismissed from

consideration. The second and thurd require

to be well scoured before they will take the

dye, and for this purpose a solution of car-

bonate of potash (one drachm to a pint of

water) is to be employed, or putrid urine,

the material being well soaked, and then

washed in it, and finally thoroughly tinsed
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lu clean water. All d^-es, or nearly all, are

effected upon the same principle; namely,
to saturate the substance with the colouring
matter while in a soluble state and dis-

solved in water, and then to add some
substance that wiU convert the soluble dj-e

into an insoluble one, by which process it

is retained within the substance of the
material, and is rendered permanent, or

incapableof being washed out. This latter

substance is called a mordant. Thus in al-

mostevcry case the artof dyeingrcquires the

dye-stuff and the mordant to be separately

aiiplied ; sometimes the mordant being first

introduced, and then the dye-stuff, whilst

at others the opposite mode is adopted. In
some cases, however, the two are applied

together, and in others no mordant what-
ever is required.

6G8. The Mordants used in dyeing are

numerous ; but ibr our purposes a few o\\\y

need be employed. These are—first, alum
and acetate of alumine ; secondly, muriate
of tin; third!}', nut galls; fourtliJy, acetate

of iron. Alum is most generally used, with
the addition of a little cream of tartar,

which is added in order to engage the
/xccss of acid when decomposed by the
oily matter contained in the material. Half
an ounce of alum and half a drachm of

cream of tartar are dissolved in boiling

water in an earthen iiipkin, and the mate-
rials arc then boiled for two hours in the

solution, which is called "a bath." They
are then taken out, drained, and washed,
and are ready for the dye. For dyeing
feathers, purified alum sliould be used, as

the common sort is impregnated with sul-

phate of iron. The other mordants are

used in the same way, in quantities wliich

will be specified when required.

C69. The Dye-stuffs are either soluble or

insoluble in water. When the former is the

case, as it fjcnorally is, the}' are dissolved

In it at a boilin.: teniiicrature in an ear-

tiien pipkin. Into this the material, after

receiving tlie mordant, as described In

the preceding paragraph, is plunged, and
allowed to remain a spccilied time, varyins:

according t'.> circumstancfs. AVhen the
colouring matter is by nature Insoluble In

water, as in the case of indigo, its solution

is elTcctcd by means of some other fluid,

wltli which the article to be coloured Is

Imbued; aitir which, by tlie ad»lition of

some third body, it Is again rendered

insoluble, and thug retained in the uieshcs

of the materiaL
670. To Dye Black.—Make a mordtnt-

bath of one drachm of acetate of iron dis-

solved in half a pint of water; boll ilic

materials in this for two lioiir.s, tlien rin^^e,

and boll Kcnily for ono or two h<uir9,

according to the shade required, iu the

following dye- bath :—IVladder and logvvood,

of each two ounces ; water, hali a pint.

67L Purple is dyed by using the above
mordant-bath and half the quantity of dye-
stuff. If a crimson-purple is required, the
mordant must be composed of equal quan-
tities of acetate of iron and acetate o< i

alumine.
672. Ceimsok or Claket.—The mordan:

must be composed of one part ot acetate "

iron and three of acetate of alumine ; tla 1

1

use the madder and logwood as before. 1

1

required to be very bright, use the alum

:

\^ithout the iron. Another mode con.-:

in using the alum-bath as a mordant, ;.:

cochmeal as the dye-stuff; but there is nut

so rich a result as with the first receipt

673. Eed Mordant of acetate of alum;:ie

alone. Dye-stuff, madder or cochinciU.

674. Scarlet is dj-ed by making a mcn-
dant-batli of muriate of tui, two drachms,
to the half- pint, with the same quantity ot.

cream of tartar. Then make a dye-bath ot

three or four drachms of cochineal, and boil

till dissolved, after which the materials^

must be gently simmered in it for an hoar<

or two, and then dipped in the mordant-)

bath, examining carefully to see when the',

full colour desired is obtained. ]

675. Oeaxge.—First use tlie mordant-!^"'

of acetate of alumine, then boil in a d,

bath of madder, and afterwards one

quercitron. The exact shade must I ^

obtained by repeated trials.

676. Yellow.—Very strong mordant-bai n
^

of acetate of alundne, then dip in a dye-;

bath of quercitron or turmeric, varying tho!

quantity according to the shade requircii.

677. A tiOLDEN (.'OLorB is obtained \<y

alternately using two baths, one of copperas

,

and tlio other of lime-water (one drachm of
the copperas to half a pint of watar). IJy •

the absorption of oxygen, the protoxide of;

Iron soon passes into Iho golden-coloured

;

deufoxide.

678. A IJiTF is obtained by a diluted batli
j

of each of the last materials.
|

679. BurE Is produced by rendering indigii i

soluble, either by dissoUIn;; It in throe timc.>«

,

its weight of sulphuric acid, which, however,
to a certain extent destroys the toughness

;

of the leathers, or bj* adding to it equal

(juantitics of potash and orpiment, which
,

nnike It of a Krecnish-yellow for a tini^^.

ft-om which It recovers its colour by >

posuro to the air; or by adding to ;

indigo a solution ot copperas In linie-wai< .

I'.oth of these last processes, however.
require some time and exposure to the air

j

to produce the full blue colour. The pro-
j

Iiortlons arc one of Indisro to two of the
(

copperas and lime, respectively.

6S0. (.JuEEN is produced by dyeing first the <

yellow colour, and then dipping In the
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ndigo till a proper shade is produced. It

nust always be remembered that the blue

)ecomes more fully developed by time,

md consequent^' the colour should be at

irst of a more yellow shade than is re-

Itiired.

681. The following shades are not so per-

nanent as those already given, but they

ire sufficiently so to suit the purposes of the

mgler :—
682. A Pale Gkeex, as required for the

nreen-drabe, is obtained by using the

nuriate of tin mordant, and then immersing
a a dye-bath composed of prussian-blue

Lnd tincture of turmeric, both being used
•ery sparingly.

683. Lavender or Slate is obtained by
(raised nut-galls and copperas, with more
)r less logwood according to the shade
equired.

684. Bkowns may be procured either by
)oiling walnut-shells do-wn to a strong

olution, or, when required of a more chest-

lut hue, it may be made of that colour

)y boiling in a bath composed of a small

landful each of sumach and alder-bark

)oUed in half a pint of water with half a
h-achm of copperas.

685. Olive is obtained by adding to the

nreen, as above described, a portion of the

.valnut-dye, more or less according to tbe
:olour required. Brown-olive requires the
bundation to be of the walnut decoction,

ind only a little green to be added, while
^•een-olive must be fast dyed in the usual
vay of a green colour, and then submitted
the walnut decoction.

686. Wax is used either in the shape of
he common " cobbler's-wax," or in a
ransparent form, composed of—white-wax
lalf an ounce. Burgundy-pitch half a
Irachm, lard half a drachm; melt all

ogether, then cool, and when nearly cold
vork and draw it weU out till it becomes
vhite, opaque, and ductile.

687. Spieit-Vaknish is sold in aU the
hops of good quality; and, also, good Ttm-
entine-Vaiinish, which should be obtained
•f the best coachmaker's quality. It cannot
le made in small quantities nearly so well
is by the varnish-makers.
688. Such are aU the materials which are

lecessary for artificial fly-making. "We will
low proceed to consider the best mode of
ying them on the hook.
689. General Pkinciples of Flt-making.
n all cases the gut and hook should first

>e selected of such size and strength as will
erve to hold the fish which they are
ntended to capture; then whip the hook
)n one end of this piece of gut, after flatten-
ng it with the teeth, usmg for the whipping
1 piece of strong silk well waxed with cob-
)ler's-was. Sometimes the continuation

e

of this same silk is used for the purpose
of tying on the feathers, wool, &c., but
usually a finer kind is employed, and espe-

cially where great neatness is required, as
in the smaller sized-flies. Some fly-makers
begin their whipping at the bend, and
others at the end of the shank, but this is

very immaterial, and is almost always a
matter of choice. The most simple fly is

made up of a head, body, and legs ; the

next stage of complication gives a pair of

simple wings, then a tail, and finally are

superadded, in the salmon-fly, the com-
pound bodies wWch separate joints and
legs, and the wings and taUs, composed of

various-coloured feathers.

690. The Body is made of one or other of

the following materials : first, coloured

floss-sUk wound round the shank regularly,

and giving a uniform, smooth, and shining

surface, as in the caperer; secondly, of

wool, flir, or mohair called dubbings,

attached to the tying- silk by the adhesive

power of the wax with which it is covered,

and fonning with it a rough hairy line,

which is then wound round the shank, from
the end to the bend, or vice versd—this

forms a rough hairy-looking body, as in

the hare-lug and numerous other flies;

thirdly, of peacock or ostrich herl, either of

which is wound singly or in double layers

round the shank, and forms the body of

several of the most killing flies—as, for

instance, the black-gnat and peacock-

hackle ; fomthly, of a foundation composed
of either of the above materials ribbed with
sUk, or gold, or silver-twist wound spirally

round, or sometimes in a circular manner
at intervals in the body, or as a terminal

joint at the lowest part.

691. The Legs ob Feelebs are generally

made of feathers wound spirally round the
shank of the hook, but sometimes depend-
ance is placed on the dubbing, which, after

it is wound round, is pulled out by means of

the picker, and made to take the form of

the legs, as in the hare-lug and brown-rail.

This, however, answers badly, except in

very small flies, as all the dubbings lie close

in the water, and do not serve to conceal

the bend and barb of the hook like the

hackles or any other kind of feather.

Generally speaking, the legs are imitated

by some of the many-coloured cock's

hackles, which the fly-fisher ought to pos-

sess, either of the natural colom-s of the

cock, or dyed by one of the receipts given

above. These are first tied at the point to

the shank, beginning always from the side

next the bend and ending at the shoulder,

and thus keeping the longest fibres of the

hackle outwards. Sometimes the whole
body is invested with two or more hackles,

after first making it up fiiU with dubbing
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of some kind. This is seen in the single and
double pahners.

692. The Head is generally made by a few
turns of silk, or by the black herl of the

ostrich, or that of the peacock's feather.

693. The Tail, when used, is composed in

the trout-fly of two or three fibres of some
feather, as in the grej'-drake ; or oftwo fine

hairs, as in the stone-fly. In the salmon-
fly it is often much more compUcated, and
is then generally composed of a part of the

crest-feather ofthe golden pheasant, with or

without the addition of a tag of coloured

silk or other gaudy material
694. The Wkgs in the trout-fly are

generally composed of two pieces of the web
of some of the feathers enumerated in the

list already given. They are sometimes
tied on at the shoulder, in the direction

which they finally assume, but the best

plan, and that which gives the best appear-

ance in the water, is to tie tliem on first the

reverse way to that which they must take

when finished, and then turn them back
again, and retain them in that position with
a couple of turns of the silk. In the salmon-
fly the wings are often made up of six

different feathers, each called a topping.

695. A Little Vabnish added ^vith a fine

brush to the head, and also at the lower
end next the tail, but with great care,

prevents those parts from coming to pieces,

and greatly adds to the lasting properties of

the fly.

696. Hackles and Talmebs.—The mode
of tying the peacock-hacklo {fig. 1), which
Is one of the simpUst of all flies, is aa fol-

lows:— Begin by whipping the hook on

the gut, leaving a loose end of the silk

hanging from the shoulder where the

whipping is to be commenced. When the

•whipping has proceeded to within two
or throe tunis of the bend, include with-

in Its folds the cuds of two or three

pcacock-hcrls, which arc to be left project-

ing beyond the bend, and after making
these turns fasten olf. Then take a rod

cock's hackle, and smooth tho librcs of

It well ; with a pair of scissors trim tlic-^o oflf

et tho point, leaving the shank bare lor

about an eliihth of an inch ; ui-xt include

this within two or three turns of the silk

left at the shoulder, dircctiuK tlie haciile

towards the gut and fastening olT tho silk.

Then taking the bend of the hook botwei-n

tho finger and thmnb of tho left hand, lay

hold of the herls witli the right, and wind

them carefully round the shank of tho hook

up to the point where the hackle is tied,

where they are to bo Included in the silk

which is still left there and then cut oft

The body Is now complete, but the legs are

BtlU to be imitated by the hackle, which
tibould be coreiully wound round the hook

above the herl; arranging the fibres, as it b
wound, by means of the picker, anv

fastening oflF at last by means of the si'^

which is still projecting, and left for th

purpose. Now cut off the silk at both ends
lay on carefully a very httlo varnish at eacl
end, and the fly is complete. All palmer.'

and hackles ifigs. 2, 3, and 4) are made < ;

this principle, substituting various feather

for the cock's hackle, and various dubbint;:
fur the peacock-herL

697. Simple AVixged-Flies.—Sometinv-
a pair ofwings are tied on at the same t

aa the hackle-point, and afterwards .

hackle is wound round the shank, and tin;.-

ser^'es to keep the wings ft-om lying rial

against the hook when hi the water. (Sti

the black gnat, hare-lug, yellow sally, ouk-

fl}', caperer, &c)
The Black Gnat (Jig. S) Is tied in the

same way as the peacock-hackle, usin^' .i

smaller hook (No. 13), and fine black >!'
.

A small black ostrich-herl forms the b

and a piece of the starlini,''s \ving-fe;i;

the wings. A very fine black cock's ha<.;> .^'

is used for the legs.

The Hake-lug (fig. 6) is composed "f

a body consisting of a dubbing from t:.-

back of the hare's ear, making it thin an t

neat towards tlie tail, and pretty stout ncir
tlie shoulder. The hook is of the same j^Izo

as in the black gnat, and tlie wings are th j

same. After these are tied, pick out a htiLo

of the dulibing to make the hgs.
The Yellow Sally (fi'j. 7), is ti^^l

exactly like the hare-lug, with the substitu-

tion of yellow or buff mohair or fur for tli:it

of the hare, and the addition of a liiu-

yellow cock's hackle for legs ; wings from
a feather iVoin the inside of the thrush's

wing. Hook No. 12.

Tub Uak-IYt (1\q. 8). — Tho body li

Hiiiile of brown moliair and a little hare's

ear- fur towards the tail. Legs of a bittern's

buckle, or partridge feather, or a furnaco-

cock's hackle ; wings of a woodcock's wlng-
leathcr. Hook Xa a
The Capekf.u (fig, 9) Is made up as

follows :—Body of rich brown tloss-silk,

legs of a fine red or brown hackle ; wings
of a woodcock's feather. Hook Na 9.

The Winged -I'ALMER (fi*j. 10), a pood
ooniinon autumn tly, is made on the saiiiu

plan as the peacock- hackle, but of a smaller

size, and with tho addition of a pair of

wings made from the out-*ide-feather of tho

thrush's wing. The end of tho body is

finished with a few turns of orange silk.

Hook No. "J or 10. It la tho oock-y-bondliu

of Wales
698. Wlsged and Tailed-Flies.— These

are made like the last set of flies, except

that at the time of whippiug on tlm

Uo.k the fibres are Included which are to
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cou stitute the taiL The body is then formed

by the dubbing, floss-silk, or herl, and the

wings tied as before. This set Includes,

among a vast variety of flies, the May-fly,

green drake, stone-fly, March-brown, red

spinner, (fee-

egg. The Green Dkake ob Mat-Fly
(Jig. 11).—Body made of yellow floss-silk

or mohair, dyed a pale yellowish-green, and
ribbed with bright yellow silk ; tail of two
or three hairs of the sable or fitchet, or of

fine horse-hair from the mane ; legs of a

grey cock's hackle, dyed the same colour

as the mohair, or of a ginger pile undyed

;

wings from the mallard's back-feather,

dyed of the same yeUowish-green. Hook
No. 6 or 7.

700. The Geey Deake {fig. 12) is made
as follows : —Body of pale dun-coloured

mohair ; tail of two fibres from the feather

of the mallard's back; legs of a brown
or ginger cock's hackle; wings from the

grey feather of the mallard's back, undyed.
Hook No. 6.

701. The Stone-Fly {fig. 13)—Body of

red mohair, ribbed with gold or yellow
silk ; tail of two long fibres from a coarse

red cock's hackle ; legs a red cock's hackle,

carried down over all the body; wings of

the hen-pheasant's tail-feather, or of the

grey goose wing-feather. Hook No. 6.

The Makch-Beown {fig. 14). — This fly

is made of two sizes ; one on hook Na 7,

the other on No. 11 or 12. The body is of
brown floss-silk ; tail of two long fibres of

the red cock's hackle; legs of brown cock's

hackle ; wings of a woodcock's feather.

The Red Spinnek {fig. 15) is tied on
hook No. 7. Body of red mohair, some-
times ribbed with gold ; tail of two fibres

of a red cock's-hackle ; legs of the same
hackle ; wings of a bro^vn mallard's feather.

The Winged-Lakva of I^Ir. Blacker {fi^.

16) resembles the green drake in all but
the body, which is prolonged separately from
the hook by means of a couple of hog's
bristles, which are tied in with it and the
tail-hairs, and extend about a quarter of an
inch beyond the bend. The sUk or dubbing
is then carried from the shank to the
bristles ; and thus the fly has the appear-
ance of a long body. The legs are often
made with a dyed feather of the mallard's
back, used as a hackle.

702. Extra Trout-Flies.—Those given in
the preceding paragraphs will sufiice for all

common purposes ; but they may be varied
od infinitum by the angler, to suit particular
locaUties. If; however, he makes himself
perfect in the manufacture and use of these,
and has the stock of materials which I have
anumerated in paragraph 666, it wiU be at
all times easy for him to extend his Ust,

either by imitating the prevalent natural

fly, or that which is successftdly employed
by the anglers familiar with the district

IVIr. Stoddart is of opinion that for the
trout the red, bro'mi, and black hackles,
with or without wings, and the hare-lug
are sufficient for all ordinary purposes.
This is perhaps canying simplicity to
an extreme length; but there can be no
doubt that the young angler is often over-
whelmed with useless flies, as well as other
complicated forms of fishing-tackle, in

order to suit the trading propensities of
the tackle-makers. No doubt in Mr. Stod-
dart's case the above flies would be more
successful than others attached to the hue
of abeginner ; but even the above celebrated
piscator does not maintain that no others
win be more successful at times than the
three he has selected, but that there is no
absolute necessity for them. This certainly

is in accordance with my own experience,
as I have known a very successful angler
who never possessed any fly but the red
and black palmer and the black gnat.
Still I have no doubt that at least as great
a variety as I have enumerated Avili at
certain times be useful, though some of
them will only suit particular months. The
foUo\ving Ust will perhaps be some Uttle

aid to the young angler who is anxious to

try a greater variety.

The Wren's Tail.— Body of sable-fur

and gold- coloured mohair mixed. No
wings ; legs of a wren's tail-feather, used
as a hackle. Hook No. 8.

The GK0US£-HACEa.E.—Body of gold-

coloured mohair mixed with the dark fur

fl-om the hare's ear. No wings ; legs made
with a reddish-bro-ma grouse feather, used
as a hackle. Hook No. 7.

The Dark Claret Body of claret

mohair, fine towards the tail, and full

towards the shank. Wings four, two
below from the starling's wing, and the

upper two from the partildge's tail.

The Spider-Fly Body of lead-coloured

floss-silk; legs of a small black cock's

hackle below and above, with a hacklu

made from the woodcock's feather taken
from near the butt-end of the wing. Hook
No. 7.

The Little Iron-Blce Body of slate-

coloured mohair; tail of two fine hairs

from a dark sable; legs of a fine dun
cock's hackle; wings of the coot's or

starling's wing- feather. Hook No. 9 or 10.

The Blue-Blow.—Body of mole's fur;

wings of the tomtit's tail-feather. Hook
No. 14.

The Hare's Ear and Tellow.—Body
the dark fur of a hare's ear, mixed with
a little yeUow mohair; wings of a starling's

feather. Hook No. 8.

The Ant-Flies are of four kinds—the
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large and small red, and the large and
small black. The red are tied on Nos. 7 and
12. Body of amber-mohair, made large

towards the tail; legs of a red cock's

hackle; wings of a starUng's feather. The
^lacK have a body of black ostrich herl,

wth a black hackle for legs ; wings of the

blue feather of the jay's whig.
The Mealt-White Night-Flt.—Body

white rabbit-fur, made fuUy as large as

a straw on a No. 6 hook ; lejis of a downy
white hackle; wings of the soft mealy lea-

thers of the white-owl.
The Mealy-Brown Night-Fly—Body

of the same size as the preceding, made
of the fur of a tabby-rabbit; legs of a
bittern's hackle, or a grey cock's; wings
the bro^vn-feathers of a white-owL Hook
No. 6 or 6.

703. Salmon-Flies are made on the same
principle as the trout -flies, but as they are

larger, so they are capable of being tied

with greater exactness and finisli. They
are generally of much more gaudy mate-
rials than the trout-flies; and in this respect

tliey have latterly been used still more richly

coloured than was formerly the case, even
In Ireland. Until lately, very sober sal-

mon flies were ordinarily used in Scot-
land, the prevailing colours being grey,

brown, bufl", and brick-dust; but now it

id found that a much more brilliant set of

colours will answer fJir better, and the
Irish iavourltes, viz., scarlet, bright yellow,

blue, and green, are the lasliion, united
with less bright toppings—as, lor Instance,

the tail-feather ol the pheasant, or the back
or breast of the bittern or turkey. In Wales
more sober flics are still in vogue; straw
colours, natural mottles, and pheasant
or turkey leathers being considered the

most killing. Tinsels are however approved
of in all three localities, and are used more
or less in almost every salmon-lly. In

nearly all caacs this fly consist* of .i body, a

head, legs, and tf.:l, and wings of a very
compound nature; but the mode of tying is

very similar to that adopted In trout lly-

maklng. Most srdmon-Hics are tied wltli a

small loop of gut attached to the shank.

Instead of, as In the tiont-(ly, n full lengti)

rf that material; so i ctiuies a bristle or a

piece of wire is bent for the purpose, and
again In some cases the gut, cither plain or

twisted, is tied on as In the trout-lly.

Whichever mode is adopted, the end or

ends of the gut or bristle must lie shavod

off, and moulded with the teeth Into slight

ridges, 80 as neither to present an tbnipt

and unsightly edge where they leave off

nor to be so smooth as to be liable to slip

ft-om the hook. This ey or length of gut Is

to bo first whipped on to the hook in the

usual way with strong waxed-allk, which

is then to be fastened off and removed ; and
for the subsequent tying, a flner and gene-
rally a bright-coloured silk adapted to the
particular fly is to be employed We will

now enter upon the construction of six
salmon-flies, which are given in the platQi
annexed, of the exact size. Nos. 1 andl
are well suited for either Scotland or Wales,
and for comparatively clear waters; the
remainder are calculated for more turbid
water in Ireland or Scotland.
The Salmon- Fly, No. 1—After tying on

the loop of gut, take a piece of crimson silk

about half a yard long, and fasten it on at
the bend, leaving an end to reach beyond
the shoulder ; next take a part of a golden-
pheasant's crest-feather for tail, and tie it

on the upper side ofthe bend, also including

a flat piece of gold tinsel; then dub the silk,

alter waxing it, with crimson mohair, and
lap it round the sliank for about one-third

of the length ; when arrived at this stage,

tie in the point of a long and coarse cock'a

hackle, dyed crimson, then proceed with tho

rest of the silk and dubbmg to complete the
body As soon as this part is finished,

the dubbing must be removed ftom th«
remainder of the silk, which must be fas-

tened oft'; now take a piece of the tail of

the pheasant of tho requisite length and
substance tor the wing, and a single herl of

the peacock lor the head, and tie them on
firmly one above and the otiier bilow tho
shoulder of the hook, using the other piecu

of the silk leit projecting at tho shank-end,
and layuig the feathers lor tiie wings either

at once where they ought to go, or elso

tyuig them first tho rvvirse way and tlun
turning them over, and kecjiuig them down
with au extra turn or two ol tho silk over
the root of the wing ; fasten this otT, and
proceed to ilnisb tlie body, lor which pur«
pose tho hackle is first mlled rouml till it

comes close under the wings, where It il

fastened off, and then the gold tinsel to

wuui]d several times round llic bare hook
imdcr the tail, then onco over it. and after-

wards spirally round the shank, following
the hackle till it arrives at the shoulder
where it also nmst be fn.stencd o ', and
neatly cut o i with tho h.ickle. The fly ll

no * complete, with tho exception of thfc

head, which is made with the peacock's

licrl wound round the part of the shank lell

projecthiu' bey. Mid the wing, and Is fasicnc.l

with the same piece of silk a^ the win .

which fastening rec ives a touch of varnish

with tho lirnsh kept for the purpose. This

Is I'ue of the most simple of all sahnon-flle«,

and is well ad;ii>tcd for tho practice of tho

young tly-makcr. (See tig. 1.)

Sm^vll S.^a-MON OR Grilse-Flt, Na S—
This is tied alniost exactly on the same
princ pie as the !ast, but the mate-

I
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rials, &c., being different, it presents when
finished a lighter and somewhat brighter

aspect. The body is of brown mohair
or weasel's fur, the last joint being of

bright yellow floss-silk, finished off with

a single turn of gold tinsel ; taU of six. or

seven fibres of the golden-pheasant's crest-

feather ; wings of two portions, the outer

pr.rt being of the grey feather of the mallard,

1 c iniie:-, of the yellow part of the web of

Ihe hen j heasant's tail; a reddish-brown

coarse cock's hackle is rolled over the whole
of the mohair forming the body, and with it

a piece of sUver twist. The head is composed
of a few turns of the tying silk only, without

any other materials. (See^gr. 2.)

Gaudy Salmon-Fly, No. 3.—After whip-
ping on the loop, a portion of golden-

pheasant's tail and a piece of silver twist

are fastened on to the bend of the hook;
after which the silk used in the process is

dubbed with blood- red mohair, with which
one-third of the shank is covered, then

another third with orange, and finally, the

remaining third with deep green-dyed wool.
Corresponding with each division, and
before proceeding to the next, a cock's

hackle of the same colour as the body is

tied on, and wound spirally round, finishing

it off and tymg it down with the silk used
for the dubbing of each division. After

completing the last division, the point of a

bottle-green or purple cock's hackle is to

be tied in, together with a pair of wings
composed oftwo full golden-pheasant's crest

feathers, with two toppings of the yellow
crest of the mackaw under ; and in addition,

a black ostrich herl for the head. After the

wings are partly tied on, and before they
are reversed, the silver twist is wound
round, the purple hackle is then turned
round and finished off; after which, the
wing is reversed and tied down, and the
herl formed into the head in the usual way.
It is a very light and taking fly in the
water. (See /jr. 3.)

Gattdy Salmon-Fly, No. 4.—Tail of two
slips of brown mallard's feather, with a
thin topping of golden-pheasant's crest.

This is tied on after making a short joint

at the bend of the hook of gold tinsel and
orange floss-silk. The tinsel is carried on
under the latter, and is left for further use.

Next tie in a black ostrich-herl, and turn it

round three times closely together, finish

off and remove the end ; then dub the silk

with crimson mohair or wool, and make up
one-quarter of the shank with it for body;
tie in a black cock's hackle, and make up
another quarter by dubbing the sUk with
scarlet wool ; then another quarter with the
crimson, and tie in when finishing this part
a bright-red coarse cock's hackle. Now

I
wind the black hackle up to the last quarter

of the body, following it up with the gold
tinsel, and fasten and remove the ends of
both. Next take a pair of wings composed
as follows, placing one of every sort of
topping on each side in a corresponding
manner: first, two long fibres of red
mackaw; secondly, two portions of reddish-
black mottled turkey's feather, not quite so
long; thirdly, two portions of the back
feather of che golden-pheasant ; fourthly, two
short feathers ofthe blue lowrie or mackaw.
These are to be tiea on above the shoulder,
and a piece of dark guinea-fowl's back
feather beiOW ; also a black ostrich herl for

head. In tying on wing-feathers of this

compoimd sort, pinch them flat between
the finger and thumb, and do not attempt
to tie them on the reverse way. After the
v^ings are secure, and also the guinea-fowl's
feathers for feelers, wind the last red hackle
as a support to them, and then finish off

with the herl for the head. {Seefg. 4.)

IMEDitTM Salmon-Fly, No. 6.—First whip
on the loop as usual, then commence by
fastenhag a piece of silver plait or braid,

which is to make one turn at the bend of
the hook, and is to be afterwards concealed
by some turns of purple floss-silk for about
the eighth of an inch; next tie in for the
tail a fine pointed red cock's hackle and a
golden-pheasant's crest feather projecting

beyond it; then a black ostrich herl, which
is to conceal their root by making a raised

ring of black above the silver braid, which
is now allowed to hang over ready for use.

The body is then made up of three equal

portions of floss-silk, orange, yellow, and
lilac, over which the silver braid is to be
spirally wound. Next tie at the shoulder a
blue jay's wing-feather, to be used as a
hackle, and then a compound wing of the

following dubbings : first, a large piece of

brown mallard's feather ; secondly, a fibre

on each side of the green or blue mackaw;
thirdly, a dyed crimson cock's hackle on
each side ; fourtlily, two slips of bustard's

feather. Below this is to be tied a long tag

of the short herls at the root of the ostrich

feather, and surrounding the shovUders of

both the wing and the feelers a portion of

reddish mohair is tied on, and afterwards

picked out so as to shade off gradually over

both. Finally, a head is formed with a few

turns of well waxed silk. This is a very

good and useftd fly, and will take in a

medium state of water, being neither very

gaudy nor quite plain. (SeeJig. 5.)

A VEEY Gaudy Salmon-Fly, No. 6.—

.

Begin as usual, then fasten on at the bend

a piece of tying silk, half a yard long; well

wax it, and then lay on, first of all, at the

bend two or three turns of flat gold tinsel,

which fasten off with the silk ; next include

in the silk the tail, consisting of a golden-
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pheasant's crest feather, a small bright

crimson cock's hackle, dyed, and three or

four fibres of a pale-green mackaw's feather.

Now tie in a short tuft of crimson wool,

surrounding the hook, and do this either

by using it as a dubbing or otherwise at

discretion. In fastening this off, include a

piece of twisted gold cord, and then dub
the silk with snuff-coloured wool, mohair,

or pig's wool, with which the lower half

of the body is to be made up; finishing

the upper half with crimson wool as a

dubbing. In the interval between the two
dubbings, tie the point of a large and
coarse crimson-dj-ed cock's hackle, and,

before finishing off the crimson dubbing,

tie on first the feather of a cormorant's

neck as a hackle; a dark guinea-fowl's

feather will do, in the absence of the

cormorant's feather. Next wind the gold

cord spirally round the whole bod3% then

lay down the crimson hackle, and finally

the cormorant's neck hackle, tying each

down seriatim. A very large and hand-
some compound wing is now tied on, and
with it a black ostrich-herl for the head.

The wing is composed of the following top-

pings : first, twofrom the golden-pheasant's

or bustard's tail feathers; secondly, two
fibres of the red mackaw ; thirdly, two of

the blue mackaw; fourthly, two of the

bustard or bro^vn wood-duck's feather.

Under this lies the cormorant's neck fta-

thcr, which being used as a hackle, appears

above and below the shoulder of the hook.

Tills Is a good spring-fly, and is the largest

ordinary size suited for Scotland or Ireland.

7(H. SEA-TKOirr Flies may be made of

sizes and colours Intermediate between tlie

trout and salmon flies. They are tied ot all

colours, and with or without the addition

of a gaudy tall of golden pheasant fibres,

and tinsel wound round the body. The
tollowiiig size and form, however, will

suit the trout In lochs, and the average
size of the sea-trout when ascending from
the sea. The body Is of brown mohair; legs

of a black cock'.s hackle; wings of n brown
mallard's feather; head of plain waxed silk.

Hook No. 5 or 6. A good variation consists

In using purple or scarlet dubbing for the

body; red or li!ac-dyed hackle, and tl.

green-dyed feather generally used for tli

May-fly for the wings; with a tall of a fev

fibres of the common pheasant's tail feather

Numberless variations ofthese fliesaremad-

and sold, but the whole of them are fanci

ful creations of the maker's brain, and no
imitations ofany living insect. The fisher

man therefore may please his own fancy

and try his skill in any way that strike

him, and perhaps the more novel the fl:

the better it may succeed, though there i

still a considerable section of good angler:

who adhere to the old-fashioned flies callec

the butcher, the doctor, Ac ; but I ftilh

beUeve that any slight variation or altera

tion from the annexed models, according t(

the contents of the angler's stock of mate
rials, wiU be just as hkely to succeed as thi

celebrated " ondine " of Ephemera, or tin

new "spirit flies" ofilr. Blacker. The whol<

of the above set are tied after the models o

the last-mentioned maker's flies, but diffei

considerably from those published in his veo
beautiful series of plates. The change
however, is in fhvour of the fisherman, a;

I believe the flies will be found to be equall.N

killing, and not near so expensive or dif

flcult to tie as those published by him:

nevertheless, I should strongly ad^^se everj

fisherman to procure his book, and studj

his models for himself; they are so beau-

tifully engraved, and coloured by hand,

thnt the flj'-maker can scarcely foil In

detecting their mode of tying; but he mu«i

not expect to equal them in beauty, for

even ^Ir. Blacker himself cannot by any

possible degree of neatness come up to the

delicacy of finish with which lie has

endowed his painted imitations. This cau-

tion I have added, fearing lest the tym
should give up his task in disgust, anJ

without the slightest wish to detract fh>in

the merits of a performance the utility ol

which, with the above caution, I am ready

most fully to allow.

Sect. 6.—The Landino-Njbt, Gaft,
j

Basket, Ac. '

7W. The Lavdixg-Net (see fg.) It

merely a hooi) with a handle to it, MU*
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armed with a net for the purpose of taking

the hooked-fish out of the water, without
danger to the tackle or of losing the fish.

It is generally now made with a hollow

handle, to take the top joints of the rod, and
this handle screws ofi' the ring, which is

also jointed, for the convenience of car-

riage.

706. The Gaff and Landen-g-Hook are

constructed for the same purpose. The
simple hook now used, attached to a firm

handle, inflicts the least severe wound, and
is more manageable than the gaff,

707. The Basset os Cpjeei is slung over

the shoulder by a belt, and is made of

various sizes to suit the probable amount or
weight offish expected by the angler.

703. Fish-Bait-Kettles are made of tin.

with a perforated lid, and a handle to carry

them by.

709. The Deag-Hook is a long line of

strong whipcord wound on a thumb-reel,

and armed with a three-hooked blunt drag
weighted with lead, so that when a hook is

caught in weeds or other impediment, the

drag may be thrown on to the same spot,

and the weed dragged away -with the hook,
or at aU events the greater portion of the
line may be saved.

710. The CLEABrNGEixG is intended for
the same purpose, and is a jointed-ring of
heavy metal which opens and closes again
with a catch. It is attached to a long line
like the last, and is passed upon the end of
the rod open, and when closed is slipped
down the reel-line as low as possible, and
then drawn to land, bringing sometimes the
hook and obstacle with it, but generally
breaking the casting-line near the hook or
about the shot This does not act so well
as the drag-hook when a float is used.
TIL The Bait-Box is merely a flat box

perforated with small holes in the lid, for
containing worms, or gentles, or dead mio-
nows, in bran.

712. The Disgorgee is an instrument for
removing the hook from the throat of those
fishwhich swallow their bait, and is made
of various forms. One end shoifld be forked,
and the other perforated with a hole, and
ending with a sharp-cutting round surface
like a spatula.

CHAP. IIL

BOTTOM-FISHDfG A2fD TEOLLESTG,

Sect. 1.—The Fish Angled foe in this

Way.

713. Every fish enumerated in the first

chapter may be taken by this mode of

angling; even the noble salmon and the

wary trout may thus be captured. But
almost all require some shght modification

of the apparatus or bait employed, and of
the mode of using them; and therefore

each must form a subject to be studied

by itsel£ Commencing with the smaller

varieties of fish, and those most easily

caught, I shall take all in the order of their

usual presentation to the young angler.

With each variety it will be my purpose to

specify—first, the kind of rod, hook, and
line to be used ; secondly, the best bait

;

thirdly, the time and place best suited for

tach kind of fish; and fourthly, the mode
of fishing.

Sect. 2—Fishing fob Minnows, and
SQiiLAB. Small Fish.

714. The Kod, Line, and Hooks for the
minnow should aU be fine and delicate,

especially the last, which must be of the
smallest size. Three or four hooks should
he whipped on mie gut or strong horse-

hair, and attached to a short line of horse-
hair or silk, leaving the hooks each about
three or four inches longer than the one
next above it This is better than the
paternoster line, which will be described in

section 3. A crow-quill float, and any light
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but stiff rod, will complete the angling

requisites for this flsh- A plummet may be

wanted to obtain the exact depth of water,

but the eye is generally a sufficient guide.

715. The Bait should be of very small

red worms, or pieces of them.
716. MiKXOWs AEE FOUKD from March

till Michaelmas in small gravelly brooks,

and sometimes in large rivers. They take

the worm fteely all day, especially in warm
still weather.

717. The Lowest Hook and Bait SHOcxt)

BE suFFEKED to float tolcrably near the

ground, and the highest at mid-water,

above which these flsh seldom feed. At
the slightest indication of a bite the rod

should be rapidly raised, as by this means
many mimiows which would otherwise be

lost will be taken, while the worm is only
partially in the mouth. In this way it is

that the juvenile angler, with his crooked
pin, succeeds in catching this little fish.

718. The Stickleback may be taken
exactly in the same way. They form an
excellent bait for the larger kinds of fish,

with their spines removed.
719- The Bullhead Ues under stones,

and it is therefore to be angled for with a

single small hook, and the bait must be

suffered to float along very near the bed of

the river. These flsh are very voracious,

and rush out with great greediness upon
the bait as it passes by their place of
retreat.

720. The Loach also may be taken with
the same kind of tackle and bait ; but as it

is neither a good flsh for the table nor suited

to the palates of larger flsh, it is seldom
sought after. None of these flsh require

ground-baits, as they are so plentiful when
they exist as to bo easily obtained in large

numbers.

Sect. 3.—Bleak-Fisittno.

721. Tire Rod. Li>fE, and Hook. —Two
kinds of line are used for this flsh — one
similar to that described under Miimow-
flflhlng at paragrai)h 7U ; the otUcr, usually

called a paternoster line, which Is made as

follows :—\. bullet la attached to a strong

line, and is dragged along the bottom of the

river by it A few Inches above tbo bullet

a strong and long bristle is whipped at

right angles to the line, forming a cross

with it (hence its name). To the ends of

this bristle fine hooks are whipped in th^'

.

ordinary way; and at intervals of seven, i \

eight, or nine inches up the line other
bristles are attached in a similar manner.
In this mode four, six, or eight baited hooks

:

are dragged along at inter\-als above the
bed of the river, each hook being kept fi:x)ra

entanglement by the stiffness of the bristles.

.

722. The Baits for the bleak are gentles,

red-worms, caddis, paste, <fcc. Gbounk-
Bait should be used when it is intemk 1

to take any quantity of these flsh; but as

they are not considered very good eating,

;

it is seldom that this amoimt of trouble

is taken. i

723. The Haunts of tut. Bleak aro <

exceedingly extensive, it being found in i

almost every British river. Mid-water is

the best general depth to angle for them;
but in warm weather thej* swim very near
the surface, and in cold, quite on the bed of

the river. In the former case they prefer

the fly, and may then be taken in largo
|

numbers by whipping with a small black

gnat, which forms a very good introduction

to the young (ly-flsher, as I shall hereafter

show. They spawn from the middle of

March to the end of April.

724. In Fishing foe IIleak there Is no
great art; all that is required Is to pull

them out at once, but not- so rapidly as

with the minnow, as they do not adhere to •

the worm with the same pertinacity a* that

little flsh does.

Sect. 4—Fishing fob Dack and Roach.

72.'5. The Tackle for these flsh Is the same •

for both, and thoy may bo taken precisely >

in the same way in everj' respect Tub
Hod should be very light but yet stiff and
long. It Is generally of bamboo or cane,

[

about 17 or 18 feet long, or even a foot i

lonirer, as It Is a most essential point In this

kind of fishing to command a great extent of
i

water without showing the person, and yet

to drop the halt verj- gently Into It A light

(iENERAL KoD answers the purpose pretty

well, and the spare tops for fly-fishing will

avail for common purposes In that depart-

CT 1^^
- u.^^rrTra
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ment. Such a rod should be about 17 feet

long, and made of hickoiy or split-cane;

and ATill suit either for trolling, spinning, or

barbel-fishing -with the lob-wonn. (See

woodcut, Avhich gives a good idea ofthe com-
mon general rod in its cheapest form, with

a spare top for fly-flshing.) The Lixe should

be very fine down to the Float, which
should be of swan-quill. Below the float

it should be either of single hair or fine

gut, with the knots onwhipped with silk

in order to be more invisible. The lengths

of hair being longer than those of gut,

the knots are not so frequent; but as

the hair is not so strong as the gut, more
dexterity is requli-ed in landing a large fish.

The Hook should be Xo. 10 or 12; and
enough spht-shot should be attached to the

line, beginning about afoot above the hook,

to immerse the float three-fourths of its

length. The shot should be No. 1 to 4. A
plummet is required to ascertain the depth
of the water, of either of the forms given in

the annexed woodcut, one of which is of

solid lead, the other of sheet-lead rolled

apon the line.

726. The Baits for Eoach aot) Dace
are any of the following:—Gentles, paste
coloured with vermilion, worms well
scoured, and grubs or salmon-roe ; the two
first being almost exclusively used in the
neighbourhood of London- Ground-Baits
are very generally used, and should be
composed of some of the above baits, used
on the principles described in paragraph 656.

727. The Localities best suited for dace
and roach-fishing are moderately rapid and
deep streams. Dace are fond of miU-
streams, but are also to be found in more
sluggish parts of the rivers. Both are
chiefly to be found at the bottom. The
Time when roach are in season is from
August to the following spring. Dace spawn
in March and April, but soon come in season
again, and may be taken from June to
December.

728. These Fish mat be An'gled for in
the following manner:—First, plumb the
depth and allow your bait to float very
near the bottom, by adjusting your line to
the required length. Then keep your eye
on the float, and when you see it move

downwards from the biting of the fish,

strike smartly, but gently. The rod, line,

float, and bait ought to be perpendicular to
one another, and no more line should be
used than necessary, so as to lose no time
in striking ; which evolution should be from
tjie T(Tist only, the arm being nearly
motionless the while. When the fish is

securely hooked great care must be used
in landing him, as he will break the line
inevitably if he is jerked, or if not care-
fully humoured, especially if hair is used in
lieu of gut.

729. Graixing, Rdd, a>-d Aziirine may be
taken in the same way as the above. Eud
require a rather larger hook, and a coarser
line will not interfere with their capture.

Sect. 5 Chitb-Fishing.

730. The Chub is a larger fish than the
dace, but otherwise very similar in habits
and appearance, so that a young chub is

often taken for an old and mature dace, and
vice versd. Several modes of taking this

fish are practised, one ofwhich is similar to
that already described for roach and dace,

but requiring a larger hook and stronger
tackle. Being a very violent fish when first

hooked, although soon giving in, it is very
apt to break fine lines. It also frequents

weedy places and stumps of trees.

731. Sinking ant> Drawing is therefore

practised, because by this mode the line is

not so likely to be entangled as with the
ordinary line and float. A strong rod and
line are used for this purpose, without a
float, and the line is shotted so as just to

sink it. When the hook, which should be
about No. 6, is baited, drop it gently in

some clear place and sufi'er it to sink to the
bottom, then immediately draw it up again
as obhquely as the weeds, &c., will allow,

and with a quivering or gently jerking
motion to imitate the actions of aquatio
insects. Chub are also taken in largo

numbers by dipping with the natural fly ot

humble-bee, or with a very good imitation

of the latter which is sold by the tackle-

makers.

Sect. 6—Gudgeon-Fishino.

732. The Tackle for the Gudgeon should

be as fine as that for the minnow, and the

hook or hooks No. 8 or 9. Very fine shot

also must be used, and a light quill-float.

733. The Bait which is the most killing

for gudgeon is the red-worm, next to which
is the gentle or caddis-worm, and then
come the various pastes. Instead ofground-

baiting, rakmg the bottom with a long rake

is practised, which has the same efl'ect in

attracting the fish, and in which alone

gudgeon-fishing differs from that described

in the first section of this chapter.
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734. In the Thames gudgeon are taken in

preat numbers from the punt, but in smaller

rivers there is no necessity for this acces-

eory. Gudgeon spawn in April, and bj' the

1st of June are in good season, after which
they may be taken in almost all our rivers.

735. The Hook must ahvays trail on the
Fi'ound, as this fish invariablj' feeds there.

It should be steadily dr;i\vn along, or suf-

fered to remain quiescent, some fishermen
using several rods at once. The moment a
bite is seen, the wrist should be raised and
the fish landed, as it is too small to endan-
ger the tackle, however light and frail.

Sect. 7.—Fishing foe Bakbel.

736. The Ledger-Lixe is that most com-
monly used for taking tliis fish, and may be
described as follows :—The line should be
of single gut, three or four icit long, with a
I<o. 5 hook tied on it, and a single large shot
firmly fixed about a foot from the hook.
Upon the part of the gut above this shot a
bullet with a hole in it should freely play,

and the ]edL,'er-line, after the bullet is drop-
ped on it, may be attaclied to a long silk or
liair-Iinc in the usual way. If the punt is

used the Kod should be short and stilT, but
If the fishing is from the bank of the river,

one at least 16 feet long will be required,

but still stiff and free from play. The Line
should be 30 or 40 yards in length, and of

good strength; and a winch will of course
lie required.

737. I<"loat-Anglino is also practised for

the barbel, and in roach- fishing it is very
(timmon to hook this flsli, but as they
j>!unge vcrj" di'sperately wlien hooked, tliey

ol'tcn break away with the fine tackle used
In roach-flshing. When the barbel Is the

cliief object in float-flsliink', tlie line must
be of very strong gut, iind a cork-float

eliould be used. (See woodcut of floats at

paragrapli 714.) Tlie rod may be tlie genenil

rod already described, or tlio light one
adapted for roach and dace-flsliing. A long

line and winch are doubly necessarj- in this

kindofflsblng.

738. CnoUND-BAiTiNO for barbel Is ahvays
practised, and without it there is very little

chance of good sport in any given locality.

If, therefore, the fishing Is to bo 11-oni a
punt, the ground-baits should have been

diligently used over-night, and repeated at

Intervals till the end of the flshlnsj, or it-

will be in vain. The Best Baits arc—(or
clear water, red-worms well-scoured, gen-

tles, and greaves ; in muddy water, lob-

worms or marsh-worms, cheese or paste

may bo used ; but whatever bait Is fixed on

»;hould completely cover the hook; thus,

one, two, or three gentles will be required

;

two red-worms, or a lump of greaves. If lob-

worms are employed, one will generally

conceal the hook; but as these fish gra-
dually suck in their bait into their small
mouths, it is important to conceal the hook
not only from the eye, but from their sense
of touch.

739. The Season for Bakbel-Fishinq
is from March to the end of October, and
the rhost likely time is quite late in the
evening; but though they do not bite freely

till then, they may be taken during the
whole of the afternoon; in the early morn-
ing, also, they take a bait as freely as in the
evening, and especially after rainy weather.
The most likely spots where they may \h-

found are the deeps of rapid rivers, whcri'

they lie in small shoals ; under bridges they
are very apt to lie, and round piles, or at

the foot of flood-gates clear of the rapids,

they often remain quite stationary for

hours, and are then sometimes taken by
unfair means—such as eel-spears, or land-
ing-hooks. &a; or by means of a large

treble-hook dragged over their backs with
some little knack, however unfair it

may be.

740. The Mode of Fishing fob Bakbii,
with the ledger-line and punt is as follows

:

The pimt should be moored across the space
already ground-baited over-night; the short

rod is then to be held over the stream, and
the bait gently dropped into the water,

keeping the line moderately "taut," but not

so much so as to prevent the fish pulling

the bait slightly through the bullet, but still

enough to show when he is actually sucki'

it iiu When the point of the rod indica:

this action strike smartly, and the hook is

sure to get secure hold of his mouth, wheii

unless he is a very large fish, he is quite

safe; but If very large, his struggles witli

his tall will be likely to break the line, aiul

even sometimes to carrj' away the top joint

of the rod. In this case—that is, If he is a

strong fish, the line must be sufiered to run
out as far as the weeds, <fec, will allow ; but

it nnist alw.ays be managed so that the fish

Is kept In clear water, as he fights most
energetlciiUy among piles or weeds. A
landing-net or hook should always be at

hand In such n case, and an assistant will

then save nil trouble by bringing him to

shore; but It this can bo avoided without

danger ol losing the fish, and the sport I*

desired to be prolonged, he may be i)layed

till exhausted, and then brought out with-

out risk by the landing-net used In the

punt, Tho same mode may be adopted In

fishing IVom the shore, but here, as tho

angler am run with his fish if the weeds
are not very rife, ho may play him to

greater advantage. .Some anglers consider

the sport aflorde<l by this fish almost equal

to that of tlic trout, and superior to the

grayling.
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Sect, a—Tench and Carp-Fishing, ai.so

Ckdcian and Beeam.

T41. The Tackle for these fish should be

as follows :—Rod, an ordinary bottom-rod

—

tlie general one described at paragraph 725,

will suffice ; Line of plaited-sUk. or twisted

hair, with a good length of stout gut;

Float of cork or swan-quill; Hook, No. 6

or 7. A Plujimet will always be required.

Sometimes, as in fishing for chub, sinking

and drawing are practised exactly as there

described.

742. Gkound-Baiting over-night is always
to be practised for carp or tench if the punt

is to be used ; and if the angler fishes from
the bank, he should cast in a little of this

useful accessory every few minutes.

743. The Best Baits are a couple of red

worms or gentles ; sometimes one of each
will take the fancy of the carp, which is a

very fickle and cautious fish, and very
difficult to bring to hand. Taylor advocates

green peas, which are said by him to be
very efficacious ; but all sorts of baits suc-

ceed at times and fail at others. The angler,

therefore, who is anxious to take carp may
try caddis, bees, grasshoppers, and in fact

the whole range of baits described at

Dages 236 and 237.

744. Cakp are in Season fi"om February
»0 September ; Tench do not come in sea-

jon quite at the same time, as they spawn
n May and June, and are then out of con-
dition till August. Both are usually met
vvlth only in ponds and ornamental waters,

though they are also taken with the net in

running but sluggish streams, but are sel-

dom kiUed with a bait anywhere but in

strictly-preserved waters, as they are soon
alarmed, and are then rendered extremely
cunning and waiy. Both take a bait better

after rain than at any other time. The
deepest and stillest parts of the river or

pond are those where these fish are the
most likely to be found, but in summer they
are very fond of basking near the surface

among the weeds, and it is then extremely
difficult to persuade them to take any bait

74.1. In I'isHiNG FOR either Tench or
Carp, great care must be taken by the
angler to keep well out of sight, as they are
60 cautious as to refuse all baits when
alarmed by the sight of man. The line

must also be very carefully and lightlj'

dropped into the water, and not even the
shadow of the rod allowed to fall over their
haunts. Tench lie in the mud, -and can
seldom be tempted out of it ; but by plumb-
ing the water carefullj', and patiently sus-
pending the bait a very few inches above
tlie mud, they may sometimes be enticed
out of their beds. For the carp two or three
rods may be used, as the bait must be left

for a long time quietly in one spot, where
the carp will often watch it most jealously

for some time, and then when perfectly

satisfied of its freedom fl:om guUe he will

at last take it. Even with half-a-dozen
rods there is no danger of the angler being
overdone with more than one fish at a
time. The bait should be suspended about
a foot from the bottom.

746. The Crucian may be angled for

exactly in the same way as carp, but it is

so rare a fish as seldom to be presented to
the angler, except as an accidental take.

747. Bream, also, will be found to require

the same kind of tackle and management
as carp and tench, but as they bite freely

enough they do not require either so much
patience or caution as these fish. They are
chiefly found in deep but rapid rivers run-
ning through rich alluvial soils.

Sect, a—Perch-Fishing, including ths
EuFF OR Pope.

748. Fob Small Perch, such as are most
commonly met with, a "general rod" wiil

suffice; and the common Une with good-
sized gut, and a No. 4 or 5 hook baited with
lob-worms, or almost any other worm, or
with the caddis, caterpillar, or wasp-grub.
These baits must be varied till some one is

successful; or if it is known beforehand
what bait suits the particukir locality,

that one should be selected. The pater-

uoster-line, armed with various baits, may
be used if the angler is not in possession of

the above kind of information ; and as the

perch swims and feeds at all depths, it is

the best kind of tackle in deep water. In
rivers where many weeds exist, or where
there are piles, or roots, or trees, this tackle

is not so manageable, and the sulking and
drawing plan must be adopted.

749. Foe Large Perch, the minnow,
either dead or alive, is the best bait ; and
both m;iy be used at discretion. For open
and clear water, or in running streams, the

dead minnow, with the spinning-tackle as

described at paragraph 637, is the most
kUhng bait ; or the gudgeon may be used

according to the plan described in the

same paragraph, with the parr-tail ; and
which, with the pei'Ch, I have known a

most efficient lure. The gorge-hook (par. 65S)

is also successful, and is particularly sei-vice-

able in awkward and weedy rivers where
the spinning-tackle can scarcely be used.

750. The Season for Perch is from
February till October, during which long

period they bite with varying degrees of

readiness, and at almost all hours of the

day. It is generally supposed that windj'

weather is the most likely to tempt these

fish, or at all events that they are as free to

take the bait then as at other times. Such,
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however, is not the result of my own
experience, as I have always found a
marked difference in perch as well as other
fish in connection with strong winds, and
also with the time of day. Young anglers,

therefore, should take this dictum with
some caution.

751. Little Diffebekce ik the Mode
OF Using the Bait need be made from
those recommended for roach and dace, if

the perch sought for are small; but in

localities where large perch may be ex-
pected, and where the live or dead fish-

bait is used, some considerable variation

must be practised. Hitherto I have not

had occasion to describe the mode of using

THE LIVE AND DEAD FISH-BAITS ; bUt aS we
now are considering their adoption in

taking perch, it will be proper here to

enter upon the subject I have already
(paragraph 660) alluded to the mode of

applj'ing the live minnow to the hook, or

rather of inserting the latter in tlie back of

the fish close to its fin. When this has
been done, and the gut is properly shotted
^vlth about two or three Xo. 1 shot, quietly

enter the fish at some distance from the
shore, and let it take its own course,

swimming where it chooses. A float is only
a hindrance to the live bait ; and as it is

ilragged about on the surface of the water, it

nerves to attract the attention of the perch,
and is very apt to scare tliem away. As
soon as the perch is seen or felt to take the
bait, strike pretty firmly, though not with
much force. Live frogs may be used in the
same way, as well as newts.

752. Spinning for perch is practised as
(bllows :—The bait being applied according
to either of the methods described at para-
graph 657, the angler should use the general
rod with tlie short-top; a reel and reel-line

of plaited-sllk or twisted hair and silk will be
necessary, and a good lengtli of strong gut
(or, when pike are likely to be met with, of
gimp), armed with one or two box-swivels.

Witli this apparatus the angler proceeds as
follows:— Ho first casts or throws the
minnow down the stream. If there Is any,

or, if In still water, as far out as he cun

;

then, pulling the bait gently yet (Irmly to

him for a yard or so, It revolves rapidly on
Its axis, and mast be allowed to sink for a
few inches at the end of that distance by
hla ceasing to draw In. The an;;lor then
repeats the operation till he brini.'s the halt

out of the water, when a cast in a n-esh

direction must bo made, but cxartlj* as

before In principle. It Is obvious that for

thi? purpose a long rod Is required to com-
mand a greatiT extent of water, and a more
numerous serie-; of spins, and that running
water materially assists the spinning; still,

lu dead water a well mounted minnow or

gudgeon may be spun with great effect, and'
will kill there in preference to any other
bait, except perhaps a live one of the same
species.

753. The Gorge-Hook is used with the!

full-sized trolUng-rod and a long line, a^

yard or two of which is pulled out in a loop

,

clear of the reel, and held loose in thel

left hand- Cast as gently as possible the|

minnow from you down-stream, or out into
]

the water, if it is stilL In thus casting, the i

loose portion of line is expended, and the
bait is tlirown considerably further than it

otherwise would be. Then begin to wind-
up a little at a time, stop, and wind again

;

thus imitating the actions of the livin:,'

smaU fish represented by the dead bait.

When tlie length of hne is reduced to a
manageable amount, the action may be

'

Viiried a little, and the fish may be eased
'

doAvnwards or upwards, or among piles or
,

other hkely places; but in all cases pro-

ceeding by slight jerks, and at the same
time not too rapidly. When the bait is

thus brought to hand again, repeat as !

before, and try all likely spots—first casting i

and drawing over and tlirough the nearest

places, and then extending the reach to the

most distant ones. The ex|iert angler will
'

ahvaj's study the actions of living fish, and
'

endeavour to imitate them, which example
,

is far better than any precept that can be

given in print

Sect. 10.—riKE-FisHiNO.

754. As these fish are strong and often of

good size, and are fumlsliod with sharp

teeth, the tackle must be in proportion.

The rod la necessarily longer and strongir

than that known as " the general rod," an<l

must be of the kind known as a "trolling

rod," which may be described as follows :— '

It should be here mentioned that pike are

taken with the minnow or gudgeon in ;

three different ways—first wltli live bait;
;

secondly, with dead bait. In a way called '.

"snap-ilshing;" and thirdly, with the i

g()r;;e-hook. on principles similar to those

already described The first and last of

these modes require a long and tolerably

stilT rod, while snap-flshing nmst be prac-

tised with the top joints of the rod reduced

In length, ami of greater stiflnesi This '

will servo to make the following account

more Intelligible. The angler who is very

exi'jeant In his desires for the most perfect
\

Implements of his craft, will perhaps rcqulra

two separate rotls of varsing sizes for each

purpose, 80 as to suit l>road and narrow
rivers, as well as large and small fish ; but

the more easily satisfied fisherman will

make one rod of the following dimensions

serve cverj* purpose :—A bamboo rod is the

lightest, and b> yet stroug and stiff enough
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for any practised fisherman; it will not

however bear very rough usage, and for

very large pike the butt and second joint

should be of some light yet tough wood,
such as holly, which may be bored for the

sake of diminishing its weight, and also to

accommodate within its cavity, as in a
place of security, the small top joints. Of
these it should have thi'ee—one short and
stiff, and two others sunilar to one another,

longer and more elastic than the first. The
short one is made entirely of whalebone,
and is not more than 12 or 18 inches long

;

the longer tops are made two-thirds of

hickory or lancewood, and the remainder
of whalebone. These rods are generally

made in five joints of nearly equal length

;

the first, second, and last as above
described, and the intermediate two joints

of bamboo. They are united by the ordi-

nary brass ferules in the usual way, but
sometimes other methods are practised;

but there is so little occasion for any
alteration, that it is unnecessaiy to take

up the reader's time by any farther descrip-

tion of them. Almost all trolling-rods used
in the south are furnished with rings which
are made to stand up from the rod, in order
to allow the hue to traverse their openings
with greater faciUty. These are usually

made of broad brass ferules encircling the
rod, and having lesser rings ofwire rivetted

mto them ; but a much hghter and cheaper
plan answers perfectly well, and may be
described as follows :—Take a piece of wire
of sufficient strength, and bend it into a
ring of the usual size, leaving a short tail

on each side; turn these tails to a right

angle each way, and flatten the ends so

that they will lie along the side of the rod,

when they may be whipped in the usual
way. They thus form stand-up rings, easily

removeable by cutting the whipping-silk,
and very capable of being restored, if by
any accident they are injured. One of these
to the head of each joint, and a second to
the middle of the last, are about the proper
number. Some northern anglers, including

that high authority, Mr. Stoddart, approve
of the same kind of ring as is used in
ordinary rods, and which is only attached
by a piece of quill, or other similar material

;

but I confess that though I have the highest
opinion of Mr. Stoddart's judgment in
general, yet in this instance I cannot agree
^vith him, as there can be no doubt in my
mind that the fixed and upright ring allows
the line to run much more freely than the
ordinary one such as he recommends. A
large reel is wanted, capable of holding
from 35 to 70 yards of line, according to
the nature of the fish and extent of water
intended to be fished. This reel should
have a simple large barrel without multi-

pliers. Floats may or may not be used,
but if used they should be of cork. The
Eeel-line must be strong, and the plaited
silk is that form now usually adopted, as it

is found to be more free from "kinking"
than any other. An essential accessory to
pike-fishing is the swivel, which may be
either the box-swivel or the hook-swivel;
the latter differing from the former only in
having a small hook at one end. These are
attached to lengths of gut, or more usually
gimp, foi-ming with their help what are
called double or single swivel-traces.

755. The Single Swcvel-Tkace consists

of about 12 inches of gut or gimp, with a
hook-swivel at one end and a loop of its

own substance at the other, which attaches
it to the reel-line by the usual draw bow-
knot. The Double Swivel-Trace has, in

addition, an extra length of gut or gimp,
ending also in a loop, and between the two
a box-swivel by which the tendency to

twist in spinning is still further diminished.

In both cases the hook-swivel receives the

loop of the hook-length ofgut or gimp after

it is baited; and in both instances, also,

sv/an-shot or lead, in some form, is required

to sink the bait; and it is attached in

greater or less weight, according to circum-
stances, to the gimp close to the hook-
swivel.

756. The Hooks vnU be more particularly

described under each mode of fishing ; and
fbr their application to the bait a needle,

called a baiting-needle, is required.

757. A Landing-I^et, or Hook, will be
required, as pike are sometimes of such a
size as to demand their assistance. The
former is merely a circle of iron, either plain

or jointed, with a handle which may be
made to take on and off for the sake
of convenience ; and armed with a deep net,

which receives the fish. The hook is

intended to supply the place of the net, but
is a clumsy substitute. (See paragraph
705, and accompanying woodcut.)

75S. The Baits used for pike are exceed-
ingly vaiious, reaching from the common
lob-worm and ordinary hook, wliich will

often take jack

—

alias small pike—through
all the degrees of live minnows and other

fish, as well as frogs and newts, dead min-
nows and gudgeons, artificial minnows
and gudgeons, and even the artificial fly.

These various baits are used also in almost

as many different ways, ofwhich three have
been already described in the list of baits,

under the heads of " The Uve 3Iiunow-bait,"

"The Spinning-minnow," and "The Gorge-

hook-bait" But besides these, the snap-hook

bait is employed at those times when pike

are shy of gorging, and inclined to eject the

bait, or blowit out, as the angler denominatea

this act. The snap-hook is either the plain
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or the spring snap-hook, and thej' are both

used for live as well as dead fish baits ; though
the spring snap-hook is very apt to destroy

the life of the fish very rapidly, and is a

verj' cruel mode of baiting. The plain snap

is made in several ways, as follows : first

plan—two hooks (Xo. 4.) should be tied back
to back, then to these tie another smaller

hook (No. 8.) together with a piece of wire

ending in an ej-e (see snap-hooks, fig. 1). To
the eye is whipped a piece of gimp, and tlie

other end of this has a loop by which it is

attached to the hook-swivel in the usual

way. In fixing on the bait proceed as

follows : take a good sized gudgeon, or small

roach, or a perch with the back fln removed,

arm the gimp with a baiting-needle and
Insert it bohhid the back fin, bringing it out

again at the mouth and drawing the gimp
after it, so that the short hook stands with
the point rising out of the back, and the

others are one on each side the belly ; this

bait ought to spin welL Second plan-
exactly similar to the mode recommended
by Mr. Stoddart of applying three hooks to

the parr-tail, only that in England it is

used with a whole fish, and the hooks point

towards the head. Mr. Stoddart 's plan is

no doubt the best, and with a tail of the

roach, dace, or porch, is admirably adapted
to pike-fisliing. Third plan—in this mode
Jour hooks are used, which are separately

whipped on to two pieces of gimp, looped at

the other ends ; one about three- quarters of

an inch in length, the other about three

times as long. Alter arming them with
the baiting-necdlc, they are each passed
through the fish, the short one at the

tilioulder, the other nonr the tail, and both
the loops being brought out at the mouth
are attached to a hook-swivel, after which
the mouth is sewn up and the bait is finished

and ready for use; though sometimes. In

addition, a Ic.ndcn weight is sewn up in the

mouth to sink tlie bait. TuE Spbing S.vap-

Bait is a more complicated machine, and is

composed o( a cuse which connects and
keeps in place the shanks of the hooks,

whlcli, wlii'n In the ca^o, rewnible the

common gii.ip-hook {,fi<j. 1.), but whkh,
when drawn out, c-xp.iiid l>y thrir own
elasticity, and assume the form indiiatoul in

fig. 2. This Is sometimes applied to a live

fish, but usimlly to a dead roach or Kud;;eon,

or to a small bream. Tlie bait should be

nbout six ounces in weight, for a smaller

one will not el'i-ctually conceal the hooks.

In baiting the hooks insert the small hook

In the back of the fish, near the back fln,

taking a good holdol the llosh and allowing

the point to project a little way out of the

skin, and the other two hooks to He one on
each side of the belly. The mode In which
tLi« acts is as follows : as soon as the pike

seizes the fish in its mouth he pulls slight^j

on the line, which causes the angler t(

strike, and this action draws the case flroil

the shanks of the hooks and allows them t
expand themselves, and thus prevent thi

pike from blowing the bait out of his

mouth.
759. LEDGEK-BaTT?, or BAJiK-KtnOfKRS^

are often adopted in pike-fishing, and
merely used as a mode of dispensing witl
the rod. The bait is a live minnow or fro;

attached to a long line woimd on a reel at

the top of a strong pointed staff which is:

driven into the bank, and the line sus-

pended over the water by a forked stick ; a

cork float Is used, and the fish or frog-b.ilt

is suffered to swim about ; the angler visit-

ing his ledger-baits every half-hour or sa
This, like the tollowing, is a poaching kind
of fishing, more adapted for filling the fish-

kettle than for showing sport. Its worthy
companion is The Tkimmeb, which Is a
floating reel, allowed full hberty on tlie

lake which is to be fished, and of which
several are thus set afloat at one time. This

also is baited with a live fish, and its action

is similar to the bank-runner, except that ,4

as the trimmer follows the hooked fish it i

does not require so long a hne. The hook is
'

sometimes a single one inserted in the ba. k,

and at others a double snap-hook passi il

obUquely through the body. Two sorts of

trimmer are described by Mr. Daniel—the
first is made of flat cork, or light wood,
painted, seven or eight inches in diamctir,

circular in shape, with a groove in the ed-o
deep enough to receive a fine whipcord or

silk line 12 yards long (the proper rule is ti v<i

yards longer than the depth of the watm.
A small stick,two niches long, stmds up ir i

the water, with a slit in the end. In setii. .,-

tills the bait Is attached with a double hoi k,

which Is pai'sed obliquely beneath the sk'ii

only, and the line, at about three feet fr. i

the bait. Is gently dropped into the slit

that when the pike Is hooked he tilts up t

cork and disengages the line IVom the s

which onlj' serves to keep the bait n; .

proper depth, and near enough to the flo a-

Ingcork, The second kind instead ol bciii-r

circular Is made In the formof a wedge; nr

the line in place of being colled round t

edge, is wound In the form of a cross >'\

the float, like the cotton over an oM-
liishlnnod card. It answers better lor

weedy pl.ir<'3 perhaps, but on the whole is

scarcely to bo preferred to the comnu n

pLin.

76<i. Pike are in .**EASO!f from May •

Februarj-, but the best time for the sport

taking them with the hook Is the per

Immediately before tlie weeds shoot,

again in October when they have rott

The latter ia the true pike season, as tl
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are then firm and fleshy, and also voracious,

80 as to afford good sport. This fish is

usually taken of good size in artificial

waters, or in deep alluvial rivers. In these

; situations there are almost always great

quantities ofweeds, and when they exist in

full vigour it is almost impossible to land

, large pike, even if they are hooked. The
bait also can scarcely, at such times and
situations, be properly manoeuvred, and
hence, it is by common consent considered

that pike, though perfectly edible, should

not be angled for till after Michaelmas, from
which time tUl February the water is in

good order for their capture.

76L The Mode of Fishing for pike varies

with the particular hook and bait employed.

If the Live Bait is used with the ordinary

hook, it can only be successful at times

when the fish are voracious and ready for

any bait, which, indeed, they often are. If

this happens to be the case, the bait must
be gently passed into the water, and will be

more easily managed with a float, as with

the length of line required in pike-fishing it

Is impossible otherwise to maintain a proper

ilepth for the bait, which should as far as

possible be made to swim at mid- water,

rhis is effected by the float keeping the

bait up, and the shotted line preventing its

rising to the surface. If the bait seeks the

weeds or other shelter it must be stopped,

and if dull and sluggish it must be stimu-

lated by a gentle shaking of the rod. WTien
removing the bait for a fresh throw, great

care should be taken to do this gently, as a
very little extra force will make a great

difference in the duration of the life of the

fish ; and not only so, but the gentle mode
T,m give the bait less pain than any other.

The use of live baits is always more or less

cruel, and surelj' every uimecessary degree

of pain should be avoided. When the bait

ii seized by the pike, wliich may be kno^vn
by the float disappearing under the water,

be very careful to allow him to carry it off

without restraint, and tor this purpose draw
off the line with the hand and let it run
loosely through the lings. If the slightest

impediment occurs he will be sure to blow
It out, and your hopes are blasted. After a
short time, during wliich he has been
Quietly gorging the bait, he will again move
off, and then is the time to strike, wliich you
may do sharply, but not roughly. If this is

cleverly done the fish is firmly attached to
the line, which, if ofgood materials and the
hooks equally efficient, will land your fish

for you with the aid of a little skUfui
management Pike may be played with
great advantage, and a considerable increase
to the interest of the sport The piinciple
consists in yielding to him for a time, by
Ifctiing out the line as far as is prudent and

the absence of weeds, &c., will allow; and
when otherwise, making the elastic power of

the rod withstand liis progress by advancing
the butt In this way he wUl at last be
tired out, and may then be landed with
safety by means of the landing-net

762. The Snap-Bait is employed only
when the fish are wary and incUned to

eject the ordinary kind, and it is used as

follows:— I have already (paragraph 758)

described the mode of arming the hook,

with the bait, and also the peculiarly shon
and stiff top to the rod which is required.

This last is necessary in order to give

increased quickness to the stroke. The
chief difference in this mode from that last

described consists in the striking, which
should be done the moment the pike seizes

the bait when, if successful, he may bo
landed or played according to circumstances,

as before described, or if not too large,

pulled out at once over the shoulder.

Tkolling, however, by means of the gorge-

hook, is the most common mode of taking
pike, and is also the most sportsmanlike,

inasmuch as it is deprived of the stain ol

cruelty which attends upon live-bait fish-

ing. It requires, as I have already observed,

the full-sized troUing-rod, with long and
strong line, a good-sized reel free from
multipliers, and aU the apparatus peculiar

to the gorge-hook—viz , cork-float, swivel-

traces, gorge-hooks, and bait "When these

are aU artistically adjusted, the bait must
be manoeuvred in the manner already

described at paragraph 753 for perch, audit
will generally be successful where good
fish abound, and the fishing for them is

attempted at the proper season. The butt

of the rod should be rested against the

thigh or groin, and it should be grasped by
the hand about 18 inches higher up, which
wUl give the angler great power over his

rod, and also leave the left hand at hberty

to manage the line, a loop or two of which
should be held in that hand, ready to "pay
out," as the sailors say, when the bait is

cast When a pike has seized the bait

wait patiently, as already recommended,
and the average time necessary for this

exercise of patience will be about six

minutes; then strike and play, or not, as

before mentioned.

763. In Removing the Bait fbom the
Mouth of the pike after landing Mm, be

careful of his jaws and teeth, which some-

times inflict severe wounds. The first

thing to be done is to knock.him on the

head, which -will enable you to recover your

hooks and gimp at your leisure, whereas by

attempting, by means of the disgorger, to

remove them while he is alive, great risk is

incurred not only to them, but to your own
fingers. After he is quite dead, open tiio
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moutli, and if the bait is still there, after

propping the mouth open, liberate the

hooks with the knife, and remove the bait

;

but if this has been swallowed, make an
Incision into the stomach, and remove them
tlu-ough it. Very often the process is a

delicate and tedious one, and many fish

will require to be slit open from the mouth
to the stomach before the hooks, if well

fixed, can be so cleared as to allow the

bait to be removed without injuiy to them
or to the gimp.

Sect. 1] ^Eel-Fishing.

764. The Apparatus which is used for

taking eels is exceedingly various, inasmuch
as almost every kind of hook is occasionallj'

adopted. Some of the different modes and
tackle have been already described, such as

the ledger-line (under Barbel-fishing), the

ordinary float-angling, &c. These may be

used with eel-hooks and strong tackle ; and
the eel should be landed as quickly as

possible after he is hooked, for the reason

that he is othenvise sure to coil himself

round some weed or pile, or other fixed

object, and so set at defiance the efforts of

the angler. Usually, however, these fish

are taken at night, and the ledger-line

answers verj' well for that jiurpose, the

hook being mounted on strong whipcord
or on gimp. The regular Night Line con-
sists of a long and tolerably stout cord, to

each end of which a brick or stone is

attached weigliing three or four pounds.

At intervals of two or three feet a piece of

whipcord or gimp 18 inches long should

be firmly tied, and armed with an ordinary

eel-hook. When lUl are baited, drop one
brick or stone gently into the water, then

M'ith a long pole or a boat drop tiie other

at the full length ol the Une, and leave tlic

whole apparatus sunk till the next morning,

when at early dawn they may be taken up
again with a boat-hook, and the eels, il"

caught, removed. They should bo set the

last thing at night, that the bait may bo

Iresh, and taken up at very larly dawn.

7C5. HoBBiNO FOE Eels is practised with

a common darning-needle and worsted,

several lengths of which are strung witli

worms, and tlicn, alter btlng gathered

into loops, they are united by a strong line

to a piece of lead weighing nearly a pound,

r.nd pierced with a hole tor the puriwsc of

attachment to the line. The eels are taken

by their teeth catching In the worsted.

766 Trimmebs are set for eels exactly as

for pike, except tli.it the Ixooks should be

eel- hooks.

767. Sniggling Is another motlc of taking

eels, which is carried on during the day,

and the apparatus consists In a strong

needle about two inches long, a stout wlnp-

cord-line, which is whipped to the needle

from the eye to the middle, from which part

it is suspended, and a short rod with a

notch at the end, and capable of being set

at any angle or curve, for which purpose it

is either made of flexible ^vire or with

hinged-joints. The needle is baited viitt

the worm, which is drawn over both needle

and Une, and when the angler strikes he

fixes the needle across the eel's throat

768. The Eel-Spear is the most common
of all the implements used in taking eels;

but as it requires verj' little art, it is scarcely

fitted for the sportsman's use, and is solely

intended to be employed by those who take

fish for profit. But the gi-eat bulk of the

eels caught in this country are taken in

traps set in the weirs of the rivers, when
they run in the floods which are so coa-

stantly occurring.

769. The Best Baits for Eels are either

live fish or lob-worms. Dead bait are not

so readily taken, as there is no means
during the night of simulating the motions

of the li\'ing fish, as can be done \^ilh

perch, trout, and pike, wliich take their

food by day. Lob-worms, therefore, as

being the " most readily procured, and

remaining alive on the hook for a con-

siderable time, are the most common bait

The lampern is used in those rivers where

it is met witli, and is a very deadly bait

It requires care in its application not to

injure the nine-eyes or gills, for if they aro

destroyed the fish soon dies, and li

motionless and unattractive. The ho.

therefore, should be entered below tlum.

leaving the head and these openings hang-

ing free. It is too large a bait for any but

full-sized eels, as the small ones pull oif the

pendant portions without hooking them-
selves.

770. Eels mat be taken during the

spring, sununer, and autumn. Thoy haunt

the recesses of the banks, or lie in the nnni

and weeds during the day, leaving thisr

places only at night for food. Ton.

canals, and alluvial rivers are tlie cl

localities for this fish, but few rivers :

totally free ft-om them. In some, howevi

they absolutely swarm, and even in sm
brooks ihey may he taken In (lUiintli

amounting to many hundredweight dun

i

their runs or migrations.

771. The Moi>E8 of taking THFiSE Fmi
Viirj' with tliv apparatus employcit Duri i

•

.-

the day, giggling, bobbing, or ledger-hiit -

fishing -will be the most successlul. Tln'

first Is practised as follows :— Take tlio

needle, armed and suypendcd as already

described, and draw on It a large lob-wonu

in the following manner. Enter the eye «-(

the ueedlc at the head of the worm, an.,

run It do:\-n till the whole needle is covcr>.J
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except the point, wMcli is inserted in the

notch or sUt at the end of the rod, leaving

the worm free. In this way the head of the

worm is presented to the eel, and is con-

ducted into his hole or haunt hy the bent

end of the rod- As this end can be set at

any angle, it may be guided round stumps

or stones, and when it is gently insinuated

as far as it will go, it is quietly left there.

The line attached to the hook is held in the

left hand, and as soon as the fish seizes the

bait and has drawn it out of the cleft stick,

slacken the line, and gently withdraw the

stick ;
give a httle time for the eel to

swallow the bait, and then strike, when
tlie needle will cross his throat, and hold
him securely. Do not attempt at once to

;
draw him out, but let him tire himself first,

and when he is exhausted, pull him out.

Bobbing is practised with the worms
. strung on worsted, as already described,

and gathered up in links, which are to be
attached to a line of whipcord about two
yards long, having a knot on it eight or ten

Inches from the worms, and the lead slipped

down to that point. V\Tien the eels bite,

their teeth stick in the worsted, and thej
may be gently pulled out before they dis-

entangle them. This mode I have never
seen practised, and I have great doubts
of its efficiency with any but small eels.

Ledger-lixe-Fishinq for eels is similar to

that for barbel, described at paragraph 738.

For the purpose of taking eels by night, the
trimmers may be set as for pike, or the
night-line, as described at paragraph 764.

Sect. 15.—Borroii-FisHixG foe Commox-
Tkout, Lake-Tbout, axd Sea-Tbout.

772. The Bottom-Eod for trouting should
be at least 17 feet long, and should be in
fact similar to that described as the trolling-

rodforpike (see paragraph 754). An ordinary
TBOtrriNGEeel andReel Lint: are sufficient

for the purpose ; and the casting line should
liave six lengths of good single-gut slightly

stained with brown or brovraish-green by
Beans of common black or green tea. No
silk should be used at the knots, but the
simple angler's knot should be employed.
The Hook for trout best adapted for the
ivorm is Xo. 3 or 4, and for the minnow
according to the kind of fishing adopted.
kVhen the hook is intended for the worm it

lught to be whipped on to the gut with
;rimson silk, as the dark silk usually
mployed alters the colour of th^ trans-
)arent worm, and deters the trout from
aking the bait. Shot or lead, in some
brm, is required in order to sink the bait,
md its weight should depend upon the
trength of the current. Swan-shot answers
est for this purpose, and, more or less,

aust be apphed at the discretion of the

angler when by the water-side he ascertains
the rate of the current A Float -will

sometimes, though not always, be needftil,

and may be either of cork or swan-quill,
the latter being to be preferred. The Hooks
FOB Spinning-Tackle are similar to those
described at page 65"; and the Gokge-Hook
will be found treated of at page 239.

773. The Baits for Tkout used in bottom-
fishing are chiefly worms and minnows, the
latter either natural or artificial Caddies,
however, and caterpillars, with gentles and
salmon-roe, are in some localities much
prized. The worms which are the best for
trout-fishing are the marsh-worm, the
button-worm, and the brandling; the last

being chiefly adapted to the smaller sizes of
fish. They should be well scoured, and
applied as follows:—Six or eight dozen
worms will in all probability be required in
a good day's fishing, and should be carried
in some damp moss in an appropriate bait-
box, or canvas-bag. In putting the worms
on the hook, take the latter in the right
hand, between the finger and thumb, then
taking a worm in the left finger and thumb,
insert the point of the hook near the head
of the worm and run it along its body untU
the whole of the hook is concealed, and also

a veiy short portion of the gut ; in doing
this great care should be taken not to
expose any part of the hook, and especially

the barb, which should not on any account
penetrate the side of the worm. . If the
worm is too small to conceal this quantity
of the hook and line, and also to leave a
portion, at least an inch long, hanging free

from the end, two may be applied ; and if on
the other hand it is too long, the barbed-end
may be brought thi"Ough and re-entered an
inch or so lower do^wn, so as to pucker up a
coil of the worm's length, which adds to its

allurement, and at the same time prevents
too long a fi-ee portion fi-om hanging from
the end. The worm is thus injured as httle

as possible, and will live a considerable
time if not roughly used in the water. It

should be examined every now and then to

see that it is not broken. Grubs, caterpillars,

and gentles are apphed two or three at a
time on the hooks—.first one length'wise,

then one obhquely so as to leave each end
free, and finally one lengthwise to conceal

the barb. The mode of applying the dead
minnow and parr-tall has been described

under the head of ''Baits," as well as the

other ordinary methods of baiting the gorge-

hook and the Uve minnow-tackle.

774. The Abtificial jSIixnow, in all its

varieties, may be tried, and in some rivers

and states ofwater wfll do great execution.

In none, however, vrm it take equally well

with a good and well-baited real minno^vr;

and if these can be obtained, it is useless to
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attempt to take fish with an inferior article.

The Devil-Bait is also sometimes success-

ful ; indeed trout are so capricious, that it

is difficult at all times to say beforehand

•vrhat they will take, and what refuse. I

have alreadj' mentioned and described Mr.

Blacker's modification of this bait.

775. The Commox Trout is found in

almost all the clear, gravelly, and quick-

running streams throughout the three king-

doms, and sometimes, though not in the

same perfection, in streams of an opposite

character. They spa^vn in the autumn, the

exact time varying in different localities;

and they come into season in the spring,

when also their time of perfection will be

early or late, in accordance with the nature

of their habitat. A low temperature seems
rather to accelerate than retard their con-

dition ; and many of the Scotch streams are

much earlier than those in the southern and
western parts of the island. After August
trout are not fit for the sport, being full of

roe, or else spent from the operation of

spawniing. For bottom-fishing, the deeper
and stiller parts of the stream answer better

than the very rough flreshes, though even
for this kind of fishing perfectly still water
is not so well calculated as that rate of

stream which will move the bait without

destroying its form or texture. The great

lake-trout is met ^ith in a few of the large

lakes in Scotland, while the sea-trout are

common in all the Scotch salmon-rivers.

Under this term, so well known to anglers,

are comprclicnded the bull-trout, the sal-

mon-trout, and the flnnoch or hcrling.

776. The Vabioi's Modes of Taktno
Trout will be now entered upon. First, flsh-

inu' with the worm is practised by obtain-

ing all the apparatus and bait described

nt paragraphs 772-3 ; the angler tlien, with

his wading-boots on. If he uses them,

quietly wades into a part of the river which

will command an extensive sweep of likely

water; or, if prefirrlng terra ftrma, he

keeps as much as possible out ol sight of the

fish upon a part of the bank suitable for his

purpose, and below the water to be llshed.

It must be known, that the worm nhould In

all cases be cast up-stream, and suffered to

float down again, for ronsons which will bo

clear enough when explained as follows :—

first, the trout always 11c head up-stream,

and therefore do not see the angler so well

below them as above; secondly, the bnlt

flouts gently down without lnjur>-, which

must be done to It If dragged against

Stream ; thirdly, in hooking the fish, the

barb Is much more likely to lay hold in this

way than if he is stnick in the line of the

axis of his body ; and fourthly, the water is

not disturbed by the wader till it has been

already fished.
' The angler swiugs or caoU

his worm gently as far up-stream as h<

can, using as long a Une as he can easil}.

manage, and no more, and suffering it h
float down with the stream till within ;.

short distance of the place where he L

standing, when it should be lifted ani

recast "When a fish is felt to bite or laj

hold of the worm, wait a few seconds till h«

has done nibbling, and the moment he i-

running off with it strike smartly but ten-i

derly -with the wrist, not n-ith the wholi

power of the arm, and proceed to land youj

fish with as little delay as possible.

777. Gecbs, Cateepillabs, Gentles, Ac.

are all used in the same way, and will servi

the angler well in many localities, but as h

general bait for trout they are not equal Xi.

the worm. Fishing with the salmon-ron

will be found more particularly described tS

the end of this section.

778. In Using the Live Minnow, the

hook (of size No. 3) should be entered at

the back-fin, and the barb should staud up
a little above the surface; the line then

being shotted, and a swan-quill float

applied at about three feet from the hook,i

the bait is suffered to swim about In any
direction but that of weeds, or other danger^

ous spots in the bed of the river. As, how-i

ever, trout are chiefly found In strongs

running streams, and as in such situation-^

some force must be exerted upon the min-

now in keepiug it (tom running with tho

stream. Its life Is soon destroyed, and there-i

fore the live minnow is not so well adaptciL'

for trout-flsliiug as for perch or pike; buti

in those rivers whose current Is com-

paratively slow, and which are nevertheU ~3

the haunts of large tnmt—as, lor Instance,

the Thames, the Severn, the Warwickshire'

Avon, cfeo,, the minnow may bo us«xl ali\-0'

with advantage, keeping it out of the rotuh'

water which is always at the foot of weirs •

.nnd waterfalls, where dead or artificial:

minnows are nnich more useful.

77a The Dead AIixnow Used wn'i

SriNNiNO Tackle, according to om
other of the nioiU-s recommended at

,

aw, Is most suited for taking large tr

and tho precise style of fishing with II

baits la as follows; bat the angler sli

undorstanil that tho principle on whit I

conducts his operations Is not that <

slavlslj imitation of tho motions of

natur.il live minnow, such as will aiis

to a certain extent with the pike and pcri ...

which are le«8 warj- than the trout, but

rather to produce such a quick and constant

spin of tho bait as shall conceal the hooks

lhim the flsh to be caunht The principal i

point, therefore. Is to fix the bait on the

hooks so as to spin well, and to last in thU

state a long time; and thus to avoid as '

mucb as possible the reuewing of the haXvt
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by whicli time is lost, and generally just at

the most valuable period of the day. No
bait comes so near perfection in these

several points as the parr-tail, and it will,

I am persuaded, as far as a limited trial

will allow of an opinion, be found to be

better suited than any other to spinning

for trout, in all streams where the current

is strong. I have already remarked that

gudgeon, or other fish of the same size, in

the absence of the parr, will be large

enough for this purpose. When the bait is

properly applied, according to the mode
recommended at page 239, the line should
be cast as gently as possible by means of

the trolling-rod, taking care not to injure

the texture of tjie fish-bait by jerking it

violently, and therefore avoiding too long a
line and too forcible a throw. Underhand
casting does less damage than when the
bait is throAvn overhand, and by its adoption
ithe splash in its fall into the water is also

much less considerable. In working the
bait everything depends upon the strength
of the stream; but the rule always is to

make the minnow spin as fast as possible

without injury to its texture. Thus when
it is drawn against the stream, it may be
steadily brought towards the hand, and
made to revolve, chiefly by the a'^tion of
the current If, however, it is drawn down
jtream, a series of jerks must be given,

)r it will not spin sufficiently fast ; and yet
f the pull is maintained so as to keep up
he spinning at the same rate throughout,
-he casting-line itself makes a very pro-
ninent ripple, and by the overdoing of the
ittempt serves to scare away the fish.

Che line should always be well shotted, as
he minnow vrtll otherv^^se rise too near
he surface, and no float wUl be required,

nasmuch as the bait is always at the
Jid of a " taut " line. Mr. Stoddart also

Bcommends the adoption of a plain hook,
laited with a minnow as when using a
vorm, running it in at the tail and bringing
t out at the mouth ; after which he hitches
he gut over the taU to suit the bait in its

iroper position. With this he fishes as
rith a worm in low and clear states of the
vater; but as I have never seen this bait

sed I cannot speak as to its efficiency. It is

xactly the reverse of Izaak Walton's mode
f entering the hook, and according to Mr.
toddart's practice and theory, is much to
e preferred to it. Colonel Hawker's mode
r baiting the hook with the addition of
de hooks, is used in the same way as
rdinary spinning tackle, and the minnow
iited as he recommends will be found
.ilerably sei-viceable. It is merely the
Iditiou of the side hooks to Izaak Walton's
•ethod of applying the hook, which has
le objection of ofi'cring the wrong end to

the trout, having the barb at the tail

instead of the head. It is therefore no
wonder that trout so often are missed when
rusliing at it, since they almost invariably

endeavour to seize the head. This is the
case with most predacious animals, whicli
are instinctively made aware that this part
is the most vital organ, and they almost
always begin by eating the brain where
such an organ exists. When fishing with
the minnow weU leaded and in deep water,

the angler seldom sees the trout rush at his

bait, but is warned by the sense of touch,

rather than by his eyes that the trout is at

it. At this moment the angler slackens

his line gently for a couple of seconds, and
then strikes with his wrist, using only a
slight j erk. The trout is now either hooked
or alarmed, but generally the former is the

case, unless he is a very shy, wary old fox;

in which case he is not likely to be again

tempted on that day. If, however, the trout

is seen approaching the minnow, the angler

ought to endeavour, as far as his nerves
wUl allow him, to continue the precise

kind of motion which attracted the fish,

until he not only sees him at the bait, but

feels his pull, when he should proceed

exactly as if all was out of sight. This,

however, is a difficult task, and few young
fishermen have sufficient command over

themselves to avoid the mistake to which
their attention is here directed. Every one
who has hooked fish of any size with fine

tackle must be aware how difficult it is.

when commencing trout-fishing, to carry

out in practice the theory which he has
been endeavouring to realise for some time

past ; and each, in his turn, must have been
made painfully conscious of the danger not
only of strikmg too soon and too hard, but
of attempting to land a large fish with fine

g-ut before he is tired. My own early

recollections satisfy me on this pomt; and I

remember on one occasion losing a trout of

at least five pounds weight, through excess

of anxiety to land him rapidly and tri-

umphantly; although, theoretically, I was
fully aware of the folly of my proceedings

AU of us, I have no doubt, could tell the

same tale; and so it must ever be. Nothing

but practice can give that steadmess of

nerve and presence of mind which will

enable the fisherman, or any other sports-

man, to do the right thing at the right tima
In bringing the minnow home, if the angler

is on the bank, he should be very careful to

lift it from the water slowly and quietly, aa

it is veiy often at that moment that the

trout seizes it. Whether he fancies that the

bait is a live minnow leaping out of the

water, or whether the value of the thing is

increased by the prospect of losing it, cannot

of corn-so be surely known, but it is certain
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that at this moment many large trout which
have cautiously followed the bait all through
the cast, are at last tempted to rush at it,

and may then be taken if the above pre-

caution is adopted; whilst, on the other

hand, they are assuredly s<;ared if the bait

is carelessly drawn out of the water.

780. Trolling for the Great Lake-
Tkout is often practised in the Scotch lakes.

For this purpose two strong and long troU-

ing-rods are required, with lines of at least

80 yards of strong twisted silk, or good
hand-made hair-line. This kind of fishing

must be carried on from a boat suited to

the state of the lake, which, if liable to

strong currents or winds, will require it

to be of fall size and seaworthy. This is

rowed out into the lake by a couple of men,
who manage it and impel it in the direction

and at the rate of speed indicated by the
angler, or by some exi)erienced hand, if he
is young or a stranger to the locaUtj^ Vei7
strong swivel-traces will be required with
the double swivels, and either strong gimp
or treble-gut must be used for the hook-
length; but if the latter, it also must be
guarded with brass wire, as these fish are
veiy apt to bite through anj'thiug which is

capable of being easilj- cut or divided. The
parr-tail form of hooks may be used with
one of the rods, and baited i^ith a small
trout or smoult ; on the other may be used,

by way of variety, any of the ordinary
forms of hooks, or the following, which, as

being equally simple and efficacious, may
be strongly relied on :—Two hooks of No. 3

elze arc tied together at a considerable

angle with a third of No. 5 size, whose
shank comes quite close to the point of

Junction of the two hooks. This fonn ot

hook is used with a large smoult or small
trout, and will generally succeed, thoutih

not 1 think so good as IMr. Stoddart's parr-

t.ill. The traces should be heavily leaded
with rolled lead or swan-shot. In using
these baits the angler is rowed out into

deep water, and then drops one of his baits

from the stern of the boat whilst slowly

progressing under the oars, and allows the

line to run out about 30 yards, when It is

stopped by some kind of hitch, su -h as a
slip-knot or any other device, and the rod

is fixed over the side of the stem at an
angle of 30 or 40 degrees. The other rod Is

then set in the same way, and the boat

steadily kept going at about two miles an
liour. If the boat nears the shore, or rows
along it In a circular direction, ttie line on
the shore-side ought to be shorter than tl>e

other by at least 10 yards. The line ought
to be free, or so nearly so as to barely with-
stand the force ot the boat moving through
the water; Iftherefore a slip-not Is used, sec
that it is a very tree one. A stone is some-

times employed, placed in the bottom ofthe
boat, or a piece of cobbler's-wax on the butt»

end of the rod to which the line is attached,
by the thumb, and from which it is easily,

torn by the pull of the fish. When a large'

trout is hooked, the boat should be rowed to[

the shore, and the fish landed with the land-
ing-net or gaff. Aktificlu, JMiy>'ows, or
other fish, are used for toe common trout, or'

lake-trout, exactly as in fishing with their

originals for which they are substituteil,

except that the striking must he quicker,

so as to prevent the trout from detectin

'

his error, and thus leaving the bait beforo

he is hooked. There is one other bait to

which I have alluded, the description of th'^

mode of using which must now be given ; i:

is a very deadly bait, and will so generally

take trout, that it is by many considere.l

to be closely allied to poaching—this is tho
Salmon-Koe, the mode of using which
is as follows :—The directions for curing tho
roe and making the paste have been already

'

given, but the ova, or beads, must bn
removed from the jar before use, and place.

1

in flannel in a warm place, and mider sligh";

pressure, so as to toughen the skin. l:i

fishing with this bait, the refuse particles

are used as ground-bait, and then tlio.

hook is Strang with the beads or baito.l

with the paste, and the trout taken as

fast as this attractive food will temp;
them to their fate. Mr. Stoddart recom-
mends two hooks to be tied back to back,

and then brought half round so that tht ir

bends stand at right angles to one anotlior,

in which state they hold the paste very
well. lie is of opinion that this bait is tu >

murderous In ordinary rivers, and only
suited to such loc;ilities as are frequenti 1

by trout in search of salmon-roe, when it

may be desirable, Ibrthesakcof thesalmoi:.

cither to get rid of the trout or to scaio

them away, and disgust thera with V.i'-.i

particular food. His mode of fishing wita
sahnon-roe is tho following:— "Let thj

angler, provided with a stiflish singU--

handed rod and the tackle already describe!,

sally forth either alone or consorted, Mt

most, with one companion in arms. IKi

may either betake himself to one of ttio

accustomed beats, if not previously occupic!

by another party, or pitch upon some untrif 1

piece of water which, although of limiti i

range, possesses the same qualities of deptli,

fpecd, and bottom. Near the head of this

he ought to select his stand, or post, on ;»

dry and unexposed portion of the banlc

There is no necessity, on commencing opera-

tions, that he should bait the spot. Tliis in

tho course of a few throws will be donr
quite sufficiently without occasioning, as

the other practice docs, the gorging an I

repletion of a portion of the fish further j
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flown. In throwing, the angler should

generally employ a short line, not much
exceeding his rod in length, and occasionally

a good deal shorter. He can always in that

highly discoloured state of water in which
the salmon-roe is most effective as a bait,

entice his sport to within a yard's distance

of the margin. Accordingly he loses no
advantage by em-ploying the description of

line I have recommended, and in the matter

of striking acquires a very Important one.

Sometimes, however, in certain localities,

end where bull-trout or whitlings are

observed rao^^ng ui his vicinity, it may be
expedient to increase the length of his cast,

or throw ; also, in brown or fine waters it is

essential to do so. In baiting with the

paste, let the angler extract a small portion,

equal in size to a horse-bean, ft'om the pot

or jar. He requires then to insert it between
the projecting barbs of his hooks, in the
angle formed by their junction. A shght
pressure of the finger wiU assist in attaching

It, but it is not necessary to conceal every
portion of the hook as in worm-fishing.

^Vhen casting, the angler ought to be
extremely cautious, lest, by excess of force,

he should occasion his bait to drop off ... .

In the mode of fishing recommended, the

ongler ought to restrict his operations to a
single spot in the range or beat occupied by
liim, when he will effectuallyconcentrate the

leeding trout, and render available a great

proportion of his casts. He should always
keep his line taut, sounding, as it were, the

bottom with the leads attached to it ; and
holding himself on the alert in case of any
sudden stoppage by the seizure of the fish."

iSuch is Mr. Stoddart's account of his mode
of fishing with the salmon-roe ; there seems
to be one objection only to its use, namely,
that it is too successful ; but that is a ground
of rejection the force of which the young
angler will be little inclined to admit.

Sect. 13.—Salmon-Fishinq with the
WoKM OB Fish-Bait.

7S1. The most simple kind of tackle used
in bottom-fishing for the salmon, is that

employed when the worm is used. For this

purpose a single hook (Nos. 1 or 2) is whipped
to a length of strong single sahnon-gut,
which should extend at least five or six feet,

and then be joined through the intervention

of a swivel-hook to the casting-Une. The
reel-line should be about 45 yards long,

made of good plaited hne, or hand-twisted
hair-line ; and the reel should be of full size,

simple, and with the large barrel instead of

the multiplier. About two feet from the
liook five or six swan-shot are to be appUed,
or a piece of roll-lead if the stream is very
strong and powerful ; since the tendency in

fcuch cases always is to cast up all objects

thrown into the water, and therefore the
increased weight is required to counteract
this power. Sometimes two hooks are used
in worm-fishing for salmon (Xos. 1 and 4);
the first is tied on below, and the latter a
little above its shank. The rod for this kind
of fishing is the ordinary trolling-rod, with
the substitution of a more elastic top for

that which is required to manosu\Te the bait

in minnow-spinning.
782. The Spinning-Tackle for salmon is

exactly similar to that used for the Salmo
Ferox, or great lake-trout ; the only dif-

ference being that it requn-es a greater
weight of lead to sink it to the bottom,
where the salmon always feed when in
search of fish or worms.

783. The Mode of Baiting the single

hook with the worm, is to take two or three

lob-worms, or marsh-worms, and run the
point of the hook through an inch of one of
them near the head, then omit about an
inch and a quarter, and insert the hook
again through another inch; after which a
second worm is to be served in the samo
way, and it they are not of good size a third,

always finishing by leaving the point and
barb within the body of the lowest worm,
and about two inches from the point of its

taiL In this way the worms he in four or
six loops on the hook, with their heads and
taiJs fi"ee, and they are killing in proportion

as they are constantly moving in their

struggles to free themselves from the hook.

In baiting the double-hook, the lower ono
is entered at the head of the woim and
brought out at the tail ; the worm is then
drawn over the point of the upper hook by
bending the gut, and it is stretched up to

the shank as well as partially over the gut,

in which process the point appears project-

ing from the middle of the worm. Next,
transfix another worm with the lower
hook, and then impale one half of it upon
the upper hook so as to conceal it, leaving

the lower half of the worm free ; finally,

conceal the bend and barb of the lower hook
with a third worm.
784 JIiNNows, Park, Smouits, Tbotit,

&c., are appUed to the hook exactly in the

same way as in trout-fishing, remembering
always that the bait should be of a largei

size, in order to tempt the salmon, and that

as the baits are larger so the hooks must
correspond in dimensions, in order to carry

them properly. Aktificial Fish-Baits are

used also for salmon similar to those for

trout, but larger.

785. Salmon abe Chiefly Taken vrlth

the worm or minnow from the beginning of

March to the middle of June, but sometimes

even in the autumn they may be tempted

with the worm or fish-bait StiU water-
that is to say, water comparatively still—ia
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the best fitted for bottom-fishing; and in

sach situations they often take the fish-bait

or worm in preference to the fly. It often

happens in severe spring frosts when the

water is clear, but ofa cold uninviting green

colour, that the salmon will take the parr-

tail freely, and j'et refuse the fly in toto.

But all "further rales on this subject are

useless, as so much depends upon the

variations of the season, that what will suit

In one j'car will faU in an exactly similar

condition of water in the following season.

The safe plan, when the salmon are shy, is

either to trj' all baits in succession until the

killing one is pitched upon, or to watch
others doing the same thing, and then to

profit by their experience. If, however, the

angler is himself tr>'ing the various experi-

ments necessary to the final selection, he
ought to have a thorough knowledge of the

locality, and be able to judge at a glance,

from the condition of the river, what
humour the salmon are liiiely to be in. It

must be known, that a pertinacious use of

an unseasonable bait not only destroys all

chance of sport with other bait on that day,

but disgusts the fish with that particular

kind of lure for many days, or even weeks
to come. Hence, this practice is a dangerous
weapon in the hands of the tyro, and,

though very successful with the experienced

hand, is capable of doing great mischief if

abused. This is more esi)ecially the case

with the wonn, which requires tlie water to

he exactly in one particular state for its suc-

cessful employment ; and ifused at any other

time will disgust the fish for a long period.

Hence, It is essential to its use that the

water shall be just low and clear enough to

allow the bait to be seen, and yet that the

stream shall be sufflclont to carrj' the worm
(loAvn at a certain distance ftom the bed.

The fly may have been used to any extent,

and will not Interfere with bottom-flslilnp;

but If the worm has been often exhibited to

tlie salmon. It Is useless to repeat tlie oflfcr

for some time to come.
78«. The Mode of Fisnixo for the salmon

with the worm Is the following:—Let out

about 20 feet of line, ami attach the worm
In one or other of the uukIcs described In

paragraph 783. Then let the flshtr take his

Btand on the bank, and draw out a yard

and a half of the line from the reel, lettlnu'

It hang loosely Irom the butt-end of the

rod, so as to olfer no Impediment to the

salmon when he seizes the bolt. He then

casts his wonn well across the water,

directing it slightly downwards; the cur-

rent Immediately seizes hold of It, aiul

sweeps It onwards with a tendency towards
Ills own side, and In this sweep the salmon
takes It, If so Inclined. When it reaches

the Bldo of the river on which the angler

stands, he must lift it gradually from the '

water, but without jerking it, and repeat '

his cast, slightly varying the direction. If

during this proceeding the fisher experi-

ences any pull, whether decidedly from a
fish or from any other cause, he should give '

out line until he finds some very decided
pull upon it, such as to leave no doubt upon !

his mind that the salmon has bolted the
'

bait, when a very slight elevation of the
[

wrist will strike the hook or hooks into the !

throat of the salmon, and the angler has \

only to proceed according to the size of the !

fish in order to effect his capture. Of course i

with the strong tackle used in worm-fish- '

ing less danger of losing him is incurred '

than with the fly; but still with large and
vigorous fish some care is necessary, and '

the butt-end of the rod must be advanced
;

pretty constantly, and for some little time,

before the gaff or landing-net can be safely '

called into requisition. In using the Spin- '

ning-Tackle with the parr-tail or troutling '

as a bait, it is spun exactly as for trout ; but '

as the leads are heavier there is more '

danger of its fouling the bottom ; and If so,

the angler must proceed as the coachman '

does with his whip when it is fast in a
buckle or trace—that is to say, he must by
a rapid throw of the rod suddenly slacken

his line and thrust the bait away from hira-

Thls often succeeds; but if It fails, recourse

must be had to a long forked-stick, or the

clearing-ring, or drag-hook (see paragraphs

709 and 710), by which a great part, if not •

all of the line may be saved ; and as the

loss of a part is better than the whole, so

tlie loss of the hook will be bonie better

than that of the whole of the tackle.

Sect. 14.—Gratlin'g HoTTOM-FisHnjo.

787. The Tackle fob Gratlino must ho
of the finest description; and most grayling-

fishers prefer a single hair ca«tlng-llne im '

that account This or a single-gut length '

ol six or seven feet, with a 8waii-(iuill float '

and a fine hook of Ko. 6, 7, or 8, will com- .

pleto the equipment for this species ol

aport—that Is to say, In coixiunctioii with
a n>d of 10 or 17 feet In length, and a n'cl

and reel-line of such iilm('nsions as to afford '

about 25 or 30 yards of available lino.

Three or four No. 2 shot will generally Ikj

wanted, or If gentles are used. No. 4 or 5

will be heavy enough.

788. The Best Haits for pmyllngs are

the gentle (wcU-scoured), the caddis-worm,
and the brandling, or the n-d-worm. The
various grubs are also employed with suc-

cess In grayling-fishing; indeetl all tho

small larvM3 will take this fish, but none

are better than the gentle and the caddis-

worm. GRot-XD-BAiTLNG sliould alwavs be

practised, but not too prof\isely, as this fisb
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Is more easily satiated than some otliers in

wliich ground-baiting is employed; and it

is also less discriminating, so that it will

take uuscoured ground-bait as readily as

the well-scoured bait on the hook. Still,

without the temptation afforded by a few
unbaited gentles, it will be less likely to

take the armed ones with avidity, and will

consequently refuse to be charmed out of

its gravelly bed. The minnow is not often

taken by the grayling, but occasionally it

has been used with success; still, the
grayling-fisher will waste his time by
endeavouring to capture this flsh with
any bottom-lure but those which I have
specified above.

789. Gbatling are in Season in the
autumn, coming in just as the trout go out.

They spawn in April and Slay, and come
round so as to be edible by the end of July

;

but they are not in high season till the 1st

of September. They are found in clear

gravelly streams, as well as those which
are loaded with mud, such as the "Wye in

the lower part of its course; but in the
latter kind of river they are not so fine and
beautifully coloured as in the pellucid and
gravelly bed of the Teme, and the upper
course of the Severn, as well as in the Wye
above Hereford. Unlike the trout, they are

not spread over the three kingdoms, but
are confined to about 12 or 13 rivers,

including, chiefly, the "Wye, Usk, Lug,
Teme, Severn, Dove, Trent, and Humber.
From this circumstance, they have been
supposed to have been introduced into

this country by the monks, and the theory
is very probably correct, though wholly
incapable of proof.

790. The Gkatling is taken either by
simple float-angling (the angler striking

pretty quickly, but gently) or by dipping
(see par. 794) or sinking and drawing. The
depth at which the bait is to lie varies

much, but in general, during the first part
of the season, these fish feed near the sur-
face, and later on nearer the bottom. All
sorts of natural flies and grasshoppers may
be used successfully as dippers, and the
artificial fly also ; but as this will be here-
after treated ofimder the head ofFly-fishing,

it wUl be unnecessary to allude more fuUy to

this mode in the present chapter. Grayling
play pretty fi-eely at first, but do not fight

nearly so strongly as the trout of the same
size ; hence, even with the single hair, they
may generally be landed in twenty minutes,

or even less; and the instances in which
tackle is broken by this fish, in the hands
of a skilful angler, are rare indeed.

CHAP. IV.

XATUKAL AXD AETIFICIAL FLY-FISHIXG.

Sect, l.—The Fish which will take
THE Fly.

79L In the chapter on Bottom-fishing I

have remarked, that all fish may be taken
by that mode ; but now it must be explained
that the circle from which the victims of
the fly-fisher's art are to be selected is

much more limited. He may, however,
flatter himself that all, or nearly so, of the
most prized varieties are included in his

list, and this is the case not only in the
British islands but in almost all countries.

In India fly-fishing is practised to a great
extent, and Indeed wherever the xalmonidce
are found it may be flreely indulged in. The
following list includes all those fish which
^vlll take the fly so freely as to be worth
the angler's notice ; and I shall- describe
the particular mode of fishing for them in
the order of their value, not only as edible
fish, but as affording sport to the angler,
beginning with the little playful bleak, and
ending with the lordly salmon. They are-
first, bleak; secondly, dace; thirdly, roach;

fourthly, chub; fifthly, grayling, sixthly,

trout in all its varieties ; seventlily salmon.

Sect. 2.—Varieties of Flt-Fishing.

792. Natueal Flf-Fishing consists in
the use of the various living flies, grass-

hoppers, &c., which are found on the banks
of rivers and lakes. It is practised by a
process which is called Dipping, but chiefly

in such situations as are so much overhung
with bushes as to preclude the use of the
artificial fly. In these spots the water is

generally still, and there is no possibiUty of

offering the lure in any other position than
a state of almost entire quiescence. Hence
all imitations are easily discoverable ; and
the real fly and grasshopper, &c., are the

only surface-baits which the flsh will take.

793. Aktificiai, Flt-Fishing, on the other

hand, consists in the use of imitations of

these flies, and also of other fancy flies, by
means of an elastic rod and fine tackle, and
by a process which is called whipping. AU
flsh which wiU take the one will take the

other kind of Itu-e, but not always with an
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eqnal degree of avidity, as we shall here-

after find ; but as the principle is the same
in both cases, they are better treated of

together, rather than to go over the same
ground a second time.

Sect, s.—The AppAKATrs reqcihed hj

Dipping a>"d Whipping.

794. The Tackle for Dippixg Is much
more sunple than that emploj'cd in whip-
ping, and it consists of a moderately-short

and stiflf rod (the spinning or troUing-rod,

minus its butt-joint, answers this purpose
well)—of a short but strong reel-Une of

hand-tv. isted hair—of a single length—or

two at most of gut—and of a fine hook
suited in size to the bait and fish. In
dipping, it is usual to lengthen or shorten
the line, which is used from a foot in length

to two or three yards, by coiling it round
the end of the top joint, and imcoiling it as
the line is Avished to be extended, and after

the rod has been insinuated through the
trees or bushes growing on the banks.
Some anglers use a reel fixed upon the
lower part of the second joint, and with a
hair-line it acts pretty well ; but with a
plaited one it is difficult to protrude the
line from the end of the rod without so
great a degree of disturbance as to alarm
tlie fish. The uncoiling from the end of the
rod is not unattended %vith this disadvan-
tage; but it is less objectionable than doing
80 entirelj'- f^om the reel, though I think,

for the sake of convenience, that appendage
may be added, taking care to have the
lowest joint ttco, so as to be able to shorten
the rod by that amount at pleasure.

795. For Whipping, ok Fly-Fisiiino as it

fg generally culled—that is, for the use of

the artificial lly, a rod, either single or

two-handed, accorflhig to circumstances, is

required, with a line reol-llno and large

barrelled-reel ; aud, also, a long casting-line,

•with one, two, or three droppers, each
armed with a fly.

796. The FLY-ltODlscithera single-handed

one, or, wlun used lor the larger varieties

of the trout or for salmon, the two-handed
rod. Both of these rods arc usually made
of the same materials, and they dilfcr only

In size, thSslnglc-lumded varying from U to

13 feet in lengtli, wliile the two-handed
extends from 14 to 20 feet They arc both

usually made In four or five lengths, but In

Scotland they are, I believe, seldom In more
than three pieces. The butt-end Is generally

an ash-sapling, sometimes solid, and at

others hollowed out to receive the small

Joints. The middle joints are almost always
made of hlckorj', and the top joint either of

lancewood alone, or of that wood spliced

vrith the bamboo and strengthened with
•Uk. Many of tiio best aud lightest fly-rods

are now made, except the butt-end, of rent
and glued bamboo; and none are more
beautiful and efficient than these if properly
used; but they are very fragile in careless

hands, and therefore scarcely fitted for tlie

young angler. Mr. Blacker's rods are of
the most beautifUl construction, and may
be obtained at a price Tarying ft-om two
guineas upwards. They are far superior to
any of home manufacture, or to those
obtained at inferior and cheaper shoi>4
Nothing in the whole range of the manufac-
ture of fishing-tackle requires greater skill

than the putting together of a good fly-

rod ; for it must possess great pliancy and
strength, and yet it must balance exactly
in the hand, and yield equally in every part.
This last quality is essential to the dne
management of the fly, for Anthout it it ig

impossible, except by long use of the same
rod, to do fall justice to the art which is

under consideration. These various mate-
rials are generally brought up in colour to

that of the red hickorj', by means of the
application of a mineral acid, aided some-
times by logwood if the colour is desired to

be very dark. Finallj-- the whole rod is

varnished, and this process should be
repeated at the end of each season before

the rod is put by. The portions of the rod
are united together in the same way as the

bottom-fishing rod, by means of brass

ferules ; but, in addition, a small pin, or a
flat hook of doubled and bent wire, is

usually fixed close to the socket and he: !

of each piece, and alter the latter is passi i

into the lormer these pins are united by a

few turns of waxed silk, in the form of ,i

%ureof8, so as to prevent the force exact. I

in throwing the fly from separating the r .;

into two or more portions. On flnishii .:

the day's fishing these may be cut away i r

retained at the discretion of the fisher, wlio

will sometimes prefer keeping his rod
together from day to day, to the trouble of

repeating this operation on each visit to tlio

river. About from 10 to 14 good sized riiu ?«

shoKld be fixed on that side of tlie rod ca
which the reel Is used, whichever that may
be ; and they may bo applied by means of :i

piece of quill and a few turns of waxed sili

above and below the ring. At the butt-eiul

a Spike, which la capable of being with-

drawn like a toothjiick into its case, i^^

exccedin.'Iy useftil ; and as its weight ser\i s

to balance the outwanl leuiith of the rod, it

Is rather advantageous than othenvise. It

Is moreover so usertil in fixing the rod while
recovering the fly when entangled, that I

should strongly advise the young angler to

adopt It, or to have with him a screw-spike

capable of being attached whenever that

unpleasant occurrence takes place. The
Reel is eitber siiuiile, with a large drum or
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cwtral barrel, or otherwise. Tlie multiplier

Is made with a series of wheels, which are

intended to give out and take in the line

more rapidly than the simple machine. In
this desirable point I am satisfied that the
object is attained much more completely by
the simple large drum; for though the
multiplier is veiy pretty in theory, yet in

practice it is constantly failing in its

powers when tested by a strong fish.

Besides this, the large dram actually

gives out line much faster than the mul-
tipUer, and has therefore that point in

its favour; while in taking it in, he must
be a bungler indeed who cannot wind
the winch or handle rapidly enough to do
all wliich he wishes to effect ; and it is quite

certain, that what is done is better and
more smoothly done in this way than by
the aid of wheels and cogs, which are liable

to jerks and interruptions. Upon this reel

is wound from 30 to 80 yards of line, varying
with the rod and the fish for which it is to

be used; thus, the smaller fish, including
the ordinary run of common trout and the
grayling, wiU require only 30 or 35 yards,
while the larger varieties of trout and the
salmon should always have from 60 to 80
yards ready for their capture. The Haie-
Le»t:, as ma4e by the hand, I have already
described at paragraph 619, and I believe

this, if well-made by a carefiil yet handy
man, wUl be superior to those usually sold

In the shops, and made by the machine. It

should be regularly tapered, and should
vary in strength from 24 hairs down to 14
for salmon, and from 18 do^vn to 10 or 12
for trout. The tapering portion, however,
should only extend, in the trout-line, as far

as it is clear of the reel, which may be
estimated at about half the length of the
line ; and in the salmon-line only for about
20 yards from the end. Plaited sUk lines

are now much used, especially for salmon,
but I confess I have never seen any line

which could be thrown witR as much cer-

tainty as the hand-made hofse-hair line.

It has just sufficient stifiness to carry itself

smoothly through the air, with pliancy

enough to adapt itself to all the varying
evolutions of the angler's waists and arms.
Nevertheless, I am aware that many good
anglers give the preference to the plaited

line, and it is no doubt very superior to
the old machine-twisted article, which was
constantly "kinking," and from that cir-

cumstance liable to break, Th,e Casting-
Line is composed of two, and sometimes of
three portions; the first, or extreme por-
tion, consisting, in all cases, of several
lengths of single-gut carefully knotted
together, with or without silk "lapping;"
the next portion is usually of treble-gut,

twisted by the machine, or by the quills and

bobbins which I have described at para-
graph 619. To these some anglers add a
tliu-d portion of twisted hair, which how-
ever is unnecessary if the reel-line is pro-
perly tapered, and is of hair also. The great

principle to be carried out is to taper the
line from the point of the rod to the end, so

that in working it through the air it shall

play smoothly, and obey the hand to the
greatest nicety. In this respect it should
imitate the four-in-hand whip, which is so
graduated that it tapers aU the way, and is

hence capable of taking a fly off the leader's

ear. The gut varies in strength and siz'\

from that required for the salmon to the
finer sizes used in grayUng or small trout-

fishing. The single-gut portion is generally

about two yards long, and terminates in a
fly which is called the stretcher, and which
is either dressed on a length of gut, or has
a fine loop left at its head by which it may
be attached to any fresh length of gut^

About three or four feet from this stretcher

another fly, called a dropper, is attached by
means of a short length of gut, usually

about three or four inches long ; and at the

junction of the single-gut with the twisted

portion there is another dropper, with a
somewhat longer length of gut. If moro
than two droppers are used, the single-gut

length is increased to eight feet, and the

third dropper is then introduced midway
between the two already described, with a
length of gut of about six inches, wliile that

of the highest is increased to eight; by
which gradual increase of length the

stretcher and the droppers all ought to

touch the water at the same time, while

the foot-length of the casting-line extends

in a gentle sweep fl-om the stretcher to the

point of the rod. The mode of attaching

these droppers to the casting-line is by
opening the water-knots, and then intro-

ducing the dropper-gut between their two
portions, after having pre\'iously knotted

its end. This should be done as neatly as

possible, to avoid making an unsightly

projection. Most anglers whip the ends ol

the water-knots with white silkwaxed with

white wax, and also take a few tiuus rounfl

the dropper-gut to make all secure. The
ARTIFICIAL Flles have been already fully

described in the second chapter.

Sect. 4. —Bleak-Fishing, and GENEE.\i

Directions fob Throwing the Fly.

797. "Whipping foe Bleak forms the best

introduction to the use of the fly-rod,

especiaUy as these little fish may be met
with on almost all our canals and rivers,

and often in situations where there are no
trees to interfere with the use of the line.

Almost any small midge or gnat will take

the bleak, and the tackle throughout should
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be of the finest description, with a light

single-handed rod of about 11 or 12 feet m
length. The young angler should now take

as much pains in throwing his fly as if he

were intent upon the capture of the finest

salmon. In watching the evolutions of the

general run of fishermen, it is common
enough to see two or three feet of line

touching the water before the fly, whereas

the contrary ought to be the case, and the

fly should alight on the water as airily and

gently as its natural prototj-pe, with scarcely

any portion of the Une following its example
by coming into contact ^vith the water at alL

If the angler will only endeavour to avoid

jerking his line, and ^vill coax his fly rather

than force it forwards, he will soon see the

difference. The cast or throw is eflfected as

follows, when the rod is hght and there is

plenty of elbow-room. I am now supposing

that the angler has a rod Oi 11 feet in

length, and a line, altogether, of about 18,

with either a single stretcher, or in addition

one or two droppers, all very minute ; he
takes the casting-hne in his left hand, at

fr-uch a distance from the fly that it is quite

clear of the ground, and ^^^th the rod point-

lug forward and to the left ; then at the

moment when he looses the line, he, with a

half side and half backward movement of

tlie arm, sweeps the line in a gentle curve
till it is Avell behind and above him. It is

at this ix)int that the first mistake is likely

to occur, as here the awkward hand gene-

rally jerks his fly (which is sometimes even
whipped off with a snap), and aller this

J irk he can never regain that even and
emooth flow which would otherwise follow

Its alteration from the backward to the

forward direction. When this movement
Is elegantly and effectively carried out, the

lino, without any abrupt change, is brouglit

round the head ft-om tlie backward to the

forward movement witliout passing directly

overheail, but in a line considerably above
the level ol the head of the angler; when
It has passed before the body, it Is thrown
forwaixls at tlie full lemjth of the arm, and,

without the sUglitest hurr>', to the point

which it is Intended tlio fly shall allglit

upon. If this is badly executed, and w Itli

nny jerk, the line is doubled upon Itstvlf,

nnd the loop thus made touclies Uie water

>\hilst the fly is two or three feet from Its

destination, and finally descends with a

whole scries of convolutions of (lut or hnir,

mough to alarm all tlie flsh within siplit.

This Is called throwing fYi>ni tlio led

shoulder, from whicli mode throwing fW)ni

the right shoulder, or back-casting, ditrers

in bringing the rod and anu (after they

liave achieved the backward movement)
forwards again by the side of the head,

delivering the fly over tho right shoulder

without making the complete circulc,

sweep behind the body. Sometimes whe ]

it is desirable to throw the fly with grea

deUcacy, it is dried by waving ttie line frot,

right to left over the head, in the form of •

figure of 8; but this can only be effectivel;

done with a single fly, as the droppei,

interfere with the manoeuvre too much tj

allow of its being tried wheu they are usee.

The young angler should practise botj

methods, and should never consider that h ,

has mastered the first great difficulty unti

he has acquired the power of dropping hi

fly upon the water tolerably near a give

spot by both the above methods, aui.

without its being preceded by any portio::

of the line, or followed by more than a fe^-

inches of it As soon as he has thu

dropped his flj' he begins to draw it mor(

or less directly to him, and with a serie.

of jerks, varying a good dciU according t]

the fly and the flsh to be takeiL In whipi

ping for bleak, very Uttle more need be don,

than to bring the fly gently and 8teadil.|

towards the bank, and then repeat the cas

in a fresh direction. When hooked, the;,

may be landed at once, even with a singl'

hair-hne. Dipping may be practised wltl,

the bleak, using the natural house-fly, or Ij,

fact any small fly; but it jpquures ver,

little art, and I shall therefore postpone th,

description of this species of fishing unti

the section treating of Chub-flshing.

Sect. 5.—Roach ant> Dace.

793. Dace may be taken witli the artifiola

fly, and afford even better practice tli.i:

tlie bleak, since tliey w^lll take a coarser il

y

and the tackle may be somewhat larger u.

proportion. The line, tliereforc, havin>,

more substance is more easily haudled, anij

the fly may be manoeuvred to a mucl;

greater nicety. Black and red palmers, oi|

gnats, will generally take dace; and tv,%<

droppers may be added in almost all case;,

to the stretcher, the angler vaij-lng tho ll^,

upon each,
;

799. KoACH may also be taken with tlM,

wime flies and tackle, but they do not rise tt;

Uie tly nearly so well as the dace and blcak-j

800. Dipping may also bo used with bolt

ot Uiesc flsh, but they will In general take'

tliC artificial fly quite as readily', ovcuin stili)

water.

Sect, ft—Mode of Taking CnrB wrru thi

ABTinCIAL AND NaTTRAL FlX.

801. These Fish generally lie under the

sliade 01 willows or other trees, and very

ollen are dllHoult to get at with the arti-

ficial fly, which, moreover, they do not at,

any time Uikc so readily as the natural one.

Sometimes however, good chub may be

taken in the middle of the daj', wlUl«;
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I

tasking on the surface of the water, by
means of fine tackle and an artificial

homble-bee, or a small red hackle, or an
ant-fly, ona Xo. 6 or 7 hook; but their best

time is in the mornings and evenings.

When they do take the fly on this fine

tackle, they require great care at first,

as they fight very hard for a short time

;

and are, on that account, excellent practice

for the embryo salmon-fisher.

802. In Dipping fok Chub, which is the

best and most certain mode of bringing

them to the basket, the following flies, &c.,

will be found most useful :—First, the blue-

bottle fly (two of which may be put on one
hook) is a most kilUng bait for chub;
secondly, hairy caterpillars ; thirdly, beetles

of aU kinds, including cockchafers ; fourthly,

grasshoppers and humble-bees also are

among these most destructive lures ; and
lastly, the May-fly is a certain killer. All

these various natural baits must be used
very cautiously, and the angler should
make as little noise as possible, and should

hide himself behind as large a tree as he
can find. The beetle, or other bait, having
been applied on the hook so that the barb
lies imder the division between the wing-
cases, the quantity of line necessary, which
seldom exceeds two yai-ds, is coiled around
the end of the rod, so as to be capable in

this state 01 being portruded quietlythrough
en opening in the o^verhanging branches of

the trees, whose shade the chub chiefly

affects. When the trolling-rod, thiis armed,
has insinuated itself; and is clear of all

obstruction, it may be very gently turned
round so as to lengthen the line by unrolling

It, and the bait in the most imperceptible

manner is suff'ered to reach the water. If
there are water-lilies or other flat leaves
floating on the water, a good plan is to drop
the beetle on one of them, and then gently
draw it oflf the side into the water, when.
If there is a chub near, he generally seizes

npon it. But in all cases avoid a splash,

and let the armed hook reach the water so
gently as to cause scarcely a ripple. When
there it may be very gently jerked in all

directions, a few inches at a time ; avoiding
aQ contact of the line with the water, and
Imitating the movements on the water of
the insects which firequent it. In this way
good fish may generally be tempted to their
fate, and when hooked, may be played and
landed in the same way as with the arti-

ficial fly ; but as the rod is not so suited to
this purpose, owing to its stiflhess, and as
the line is shorter, the chub must be mas-
tered and landed with the net as soon as
possible.

Sect. 7.—Gbatling-Fishing.

803. With the Abtificiai-Fi-t the gray-

ling affords good sport; and as this flsh is in
season at a time when salmon and trout
are going or gone out, it is highly prized on
that account, if not owing to its mtilnsic
sport-giving powers.
804 The Flees fok Gbatling are similar

to those for trout, and especially to those
used in the autumn. Kos. 1, 2, 3, and 5,

of the trouting-flies, at page 244, may be
used early in the season; and later on,
Nos. 7, 8, and 9. Sometimes the May-fly will
take these fish, but not very commonly,
except at a time when they are not con-
sidered so fit for the table as in the later

months of the year. The winged larva, Xo.
16 in the preceding Ust, wiU also take the
grayUng ; and it may be used with advan-
tage on a stretcher with droppers of Xos. 7
and 8. The trout casting-lme should be
used with a rod of about 11 or 12 feet in
length, and a reel and reel-line ol 30 yards
will suffice, as the grajiing very rarely

exceeds two pounds in weight, and the
average in most rivers is not much above
one pound.

805. In Fishing for grayling with the
artificial fly, there is not much occasion for

concealment, as this fish is very bold and
fearless of the presence oi man. When
hooked there is hrtle necessity for striking,

as the hold on the mouth is not in any case

good, and the attempt to improve it by
striking often ends in breaking the hook
away from its hold. At first plenty ol

liberty should be given, short however ol

a slack line ; but in a very few minutes the
attempt may be made to wind-up, and this

will seldom be resisted. Grayling do not
fight very severely, and are not nearly so

violent as the chub ; they sometimes, how-
ever, are strong enough to break away,
because their mouths are so tender and the
hooks used so small, on account of tho

limited size of their jaws, as compared with
the trout But the line is seldom in danger,

and if the hook is only securely fixed, the
landing of its victim is safe enough.

806. Dipping fob Grayling may be
practised as for chub, but with flies onlj',

avoiding beetles and grasshoppers. It is

not, however, a plan often adopted, since

the grayUng will generally take either the

artificial fly or some kind of bottom-bait

better than any natural fly, by the dipping

process.

Sect. 8.—Teout-Fishikg.

807. The Tackle beqctred for this most
beautiful and exciting sport is described in

the third section of this chapter, paragraph
796.

808. The Mode of Using it has also been
to a certain extent explained in the next sec-

tion, at page 268. Some few pecuUarities,
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lio-\vever, must be alluded to in the fol-

lovring account of fly-fishing lor trout,

which differs in many respects ftom all

other kinds of sport practised on the waters
of this country with the rod and line.

Unlike the mere whipping for bleak, which
I have dilated upon as torming an excellent

Introduction to trout-fishing, the latter

requires great caution not to scare the fish,

either by the too near presence of the

angler, or by the awkward manipulation of

his line and flies. The management of the

two-handed rod will more properly come
under salmon and lake-trout fishing, for

although it is sometimes employed in fishing

for common trout in large and wide rivers,

yet it can scarcely even then be needed, and
it certainly loses in delicacy of manipulation

much more than it gains in its power of

controlling a larger extent of water. Dif-

lerent men adopt various plans of throwing
the flj", but it is of little consequence which
mode of many is followed, so that the angler

lias only entire command of his rod and
line, and can do what he likes with his flies.

NATien this perfection of casting is arrived

Ht, the angler may choose whether he will

Dsh up-stream or down, but he will soon
find out by experience that the wind in his

Lack is advantageous to him, and that he
will scarcely succeed in any case in casting

his fly in the face of a strong breeze,

lleyond this no rule will in all cases apply,

and the fly-flslier must use liis own dis-

cretion, founded in great measure upon
practiciil observation, as to the precise

mode in which he will reach and flsli par-

ticular parts of the water that he believes

to be the resort of good trout Indeed it is

useless to attempt instructing the tyro by
tlieoretical lessons in the details of an art

In which it is certain that notliing but prac-

tice can give any degree of iirortciency.

This Is constantly shown even in the pro-

fessed fly-flshcr of two or three seasons'

experience, who tlirows liis fly with all tlie

most approved motions, and is beforehaiul

flilly convinced that he Is the equal of niiy

angler, from John o' Groat'3 to tlie Land's-

end; but, when he sees flsh after fish

hooked and landed by some older hand
following in his wake, and using the very

same fly, with perhaps an Inferior rod, he

la obliged to confess that thcor>' must sue-

cimib to delicacy of handling, and that fly-

fishing is a i>ractlc.al art, rather than a

Bcience attainable In the closet. The various

degrees of success mark the dlfl"ercnco

between the master and the scholar, and
Bliow that a llfe-tlmc may bo spent in

acquiring the power of deceiving this wary
fish, and yet there may bo room for

Improvement; heiico It is that so many
Uicu of talout have been devotees to the

flj'-rod, and wliile they have enjoyed the
beauties of nature displayed to them during
the prosecution of their sport, they have
nevertheless been much more deeply
engaged in acquiring the art of fascinating

a fish seldom of more than 20 ounces in
weight. No one of these men would care
for taking trout in any way unaccompanied
by difficulty, and attainable without dex»
terity; but when it is found that by long
practice and careful obser%'ation a feat can
be accomplished which no other means
will give, then the man who has mas-
tered the power congratulates himself
upon its possession, and is not unna-
turally pleased in being enabled to display

it by showing what ma}' be done after

another's failure. Kivalrj' is the great zest

in sport of all kinds, and the trout taken by
an artist, in water which has been well

flogged bj' his inferiors, are thought much
more of than those landed where thej' rise

to any bungler's throw. But to proceed to

such a general description as may be of

some little use to the tyro, I must first

observe, that he should confine himself to a
single-handed rod with a moderately long

line—say, of from 15 to 13 feet, Avhich be
should at once draw off the reel, and of

which he should hold the gut in his hand
near the fly. With tliis he may proceed to

flsh the river which is the seat of his

intended sport, and may walk quietly along

its bank, throwing successively over every

yard of likely water ; but always fishing

first the water nearest to him, and lengthen*

Ing or shortening his line according to cir-

cumstances, such as the breadth of water,

the freedom from trees, <tc lie will find

that he must not throw straight across tho
river, neither must he allow the fly or flies

to be drawn too near his o\>ti bank, or ho
will not be able to lift them cleverly from
the water, so as to get such a clear sweep
as will enable him to re-cast them with
precision and dellcacj-. Hence, Instead of

fishing the water under his feet, he will throw
his tiles so as to take the edge next his owii

bank at the length of his line; and will thus

successively throw over all on his side lonjj

before his person is seen; and when he
brings his flies up to within 10 or 12 feet of

wluro ho Is standing, he may llfl them,

because ho has already well tried that

l)ortion of the water. But besides the
excellence in throwing the fly, there Is also

a grc.1t art In Stp.iking and Hooking the

flsh exactly at the right time, and with the

proper degree of force. When the trout

rises at the fly, which may always be seen

by the angler, the rod should be raised with

a motion upwards of the wrist only, avoid-

ing, as far as the excitement of the momer.l

will permit, all shoulder or elbow-work,
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and using just such a degree of -vvTist-action

as may be judged will fasten so sharp an
implement as the hoot in so soft a substance

as the mouth of the trout. Theoretically

thismay easily be estimated, but practically

It vrill be found that the tyro generally

Jerks hard enough to strike a blunt hook
deep into the jaws of a shark or dolphin.

The object of striking at all is to prevent

the fish from having time to discover his

mistake, the natural consequence of which
would be to "blow-out" the fly from his

mouth. The fly-fisher, therefore, waits till

the moment when the fly is actually within

the lips of his victim, and then, with a

gentle yet rapid wrist-action, he fixes the

hook there. This is much more easily done
with a hght single-handed rod than with
one used by both hands, and hence it is

advisable for this reason, as well as on
account of the greater facilities in casting

with it, to limit the young trout-fisher to

Its use. In Flaying trout when hooked,
much depends upon their size ; if small, they
may be landed immediately; but if above
half or three-quarters of a pound, according
to the fineness of the tackle, and the game-
ness of the fish of that locality, it is neces-
sary to yield to his powers for a time, and
to give him Une for running ; alwaj'S taking
care not to give him so much liberty as to

enable him to reach adjacent weeds, or to

nib his nose against the ground, and thus,

In either way, get rid of his hook. When
tolerably exhausted, by advancing the butt
of the rod and so using its flexibility as

a safety-spring, the reel may be gradually
wound up until the fish is brought near
enough to be dropped quietly into the
landing-net, after which it may be con-
eidered secure. But whoever has charge of
the net must keep well out of sight of the
hooked fish until he is effectually exhausted,
or he will be sure to make fresh struggles,

and often to such an extent as to cause his

loss. The fly may easily be cut out of the
lip with the penknife, and is generallj' none
the worse for the service it has performed,

809. Good Tkottt are found in almost all

the gravelly and quick-running rivers of
Great Britain and Ireland, but they vary
much in size and gameness, without which
latter quality thej- are Uttle valued by the
fly-fisher. In Scotland they are highly
prized, since they afford excellent . sport,

and are also ofgood size and flavour.

810. Sea and Lake-Trout, when they
take the fly, are to be managed in the same
^vay as salmon, whose size and strength
they approach much more nearly than
those of the common trout.

Sect. 9 Salmon-Fishing.

811. Foe the Salmon, tackle must be

employed of a description much stronger
than that used for trout ; in principle, how-
ever, it is nearly similar; and a salmon-rwd
with its line may be compared, in all

respects, to a trout-rod magnified with a
sUght power of the microscope.

812. The Salmon-Eod should be from 14
to 20 feet in length, and should be made of
three or four lengths, at the discretion of
the fisher. The butt is always of ash, the
middle piece or pieces of hickory, perfectly

free from flaw, and the top-piece of the best
bamboo, either rent and glued up or spliced

in lengths, which of course only extend
from joint to joint ; this is better than lance-

wood, which is apt to make the rod tOv>-

heavy. Anglers of note differ as to the
nature of the joints, which are sometimes
made to screw together; at others, with the
bare wood of one joint dropping into the

brazed ferule terminating its next neigh-

bour ; and at others again, by having both
ends brazed, so as to oppose brass to brass.

In both the latter cases the double-pin, or

bent-wire, and silk fastening, as described

at page 254, are used, in order to prevent
their becoming loose and unattached in the
ardour of fishing. The rod should balance
pretty evenly at the part where the upper
hand4|grasps it above the reel, which is

usually fixed at 18 or 20 inches from the

butt-end- These essential characteristics,

coupled with those already given at page
266, will suffice for the description of the
salmon-rod. The Keel-Line has also been
there described, and is of 80 to 100 yards in

length, with the last 20 only tapered down
to little more than half its regular size. To
this is appended a casting-line made on the
same plan as the trout-line, but one-third
longer in all its parts, and entirely of gut,

which should be of the size called salmon-
gut. The Flies for salmon are described at

page 246. When a dropper is used, it i3

generally appended at about four feet from
the end.

813. These Isiplements are tsed on a
scale very different to trout-fishing, and,

generally speaking, with less delicacy in

proportion to the increase of sweep, and the

coarseness of the tackle; but in salmon-
fishing so much depends upon the extent ol

water covered in throwing the fly, that no
pains should be spared to acquire this

power as fully as possible. It must be

remembered that in salmon-fishing, unlike

trout-fishing, the river is often too broad

for any hue to reach nearly over all ths

good casts, and success is here often

obtained solely by the power which some
men have of sending their fly into parts

which their weaker or less expert rivals

cannot possibly cover. With the young
angler, the first thing to be done is to
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secure the assistance of some resident guide

well acquainted -nith the haunts of the fish,

who will give him confidence, if lie docs

nothing else. Without his aid the angler,

if unsuccessful, will wander from point to

point, and ^vill be unable to do justice to

himself, because he has no confidence that

tliere are fish where he is trying for them.

Indeed, even the experienced salmon-fisher

is all the better for this assistance, if he is

on strange water, as though he may give a

shrewd general guess as to the most pro-

bable casts for fish, he ^vill often pass over

good ones, and select those which are much
Inferior to his rejected locahties. He will

also get some information as to the pro-

bability of liis flies suiting the particular

river and time, and generally as to the

fitness of his arrangements fjr that precise

spot. This knowledge, once obtained, will

serve as long as the river continues in the

same state; but if rain, or the reverse,

should alter tl.e condition of the water,

making it either much lower or much
higlicr than before, the tyro will require

additional aid from his quondam friend.

This is known to all salmon-fishers, inas-

much as these fish frequent very difl"erent

parts of the same river in a low and, again,

in a high state of the water; and t^ flies

also will require considerable modification,

according to these changing elements.

There are, however, some general rules

which may be of service, though they by
no means apply in all cases. Thus, large

rivers usually require larger flies than small

Btreams, which latter will more often be

successfully fished with a gaudy but com-
paratively small 11y—that is, if the water is

not too clear. The fish, generally lying at

the bottom, will scarcely lie attracted trora

the depth of a hirge river by a small fly,

whilst If it 1* too gaudy, they are scared by

Its colours when they rise near the surface.

Again, in small streams salmon seldom

take any fly, except when the water is

rather discoloured, and In that state a dusky

or dull one Is not sulHciently attractive;

and when the same condition of water

exists in the large rivers a gaudy colour

win also be prclerred. The size of the fly

Is of course an Index to that of the hook,

which Is its foundation. Beyond these

imperfect hints little aid can he given to the

tyro, and he must learn by experience In

his own person, or from that of others, the

peculiar rules applicable to each locality.

814. The Casting is generally from the

lelt shoulder, backwards; alter which the

line is steadily and rather slowly brought

over the right shoulder, with the rod held

in both hands, and its point directed up-

w-ards .ind backwards. It is thin broUL;ht

forwards witli an increase in speed and
,

force, when, still accelerating the speeil,

the angler delivers his fly at the spot upon
which he wishes it to aUglit This tlirowing

from the left shoulder is chiefly useful wheru
there are low bushes or other impediments
near the ground behind the angler, under
which circumstances the fly must be kept
aloft; but sometimes the reverse is tlto

case, and with impending trees and a bare
background, the right shoulder or back-
casting will avail much better than the

rival mode above alluded to ; but it is not so

manageable with the two-handed rod a;3

with the light single-handed trout-rod,

which may be used with as much certainty

and faciUty as the four-in-hand whip. Mr.
Stoddart lays it down as a rule that no man
can manage properly, without the aid of the

wind, a line more than four times the

length of his rod, measuring from the fly to

its point, and not including that part wlthJn
the rings. This is certainly much within
what is generally considered the extreme
length of the salmon-line, and many pro-

fessed fishers maintain that they can throw
nearly twice as far as that length will

command. But there is a vast diflferencB

between simply throwing a fly and throww
ing it cleverly and eff"ectually; still I cannot
help thinking that Mr. Stoddiu-t has a little

understated the power of the salmon-rod
and line in good hands, when he limits the

range to 35 yards from the spot where the
angler stands. This I should say is about
the average length of good fly-flshers, but
I should think that some few tall and
muscular men, who are also adept-s, can
connnand nearly 10 yards more, when the
air is iterlectly still and the situation is

favourable to the display of their power and
skill. Much nmst depend upon the tackle,

which should be very nicely graduated, and
if the cast is intended to be very extensive,

one fly only should be used ; indeed in

(^almon-flshing it is seldom that much good
is derived ft-oin a dropper in addition to tlio

stretcher. When the fly is to be thrown in

a wide river of rather sluggish current, It

may bo directed nearly straight across,

especially if the opposite bank can bo
reachud, and the fly, after It has touched
the water, may bo brought back with a
circular sweep, keeiUng the rod low untU
It is absolutely net essary to raise it in order

to brinu home the fly, and working it by
gentle fits and starts so !\s to Imitate tho
movements of a living Insect When, how-
ever, there is a considerable stream, the
fly may bo thrown obliquely downwards,
as iu trout-flshlng, and is then brought
bark against the stream, and oi^cn without
that attempt at jerking which must bo
made in comparatively still water. In all

cases the saliuon-fisher should keep as
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much as possible out of sight ; and when he
has reconrse to wading, he should only enter

the water which he has already effectually

tried ; and when there, he should make as

little disturbance in it as he can possibly

avoid. In this respect, however, salmon
are duller and less wary than common
trout, or even than sea-trout ; but still they
are easily scared, and no one should incau-

tiouslj' run risks which are not absolutely

required. The fly is worked very differently

to the trout-fly, which must always be on
the top of the water to be effectual ; whereas
the salmon-fly should always be sufficiently

under the water to avoid making any ripple

as it is drawn towards the thrower, and yet
not so deep as to be wholly out of sight.

The young angler should not however
follow his lure too closely with his eye, or
he will be apt to strike when the fish rises

at it ; whereas, he should always depend
npon the sense of touch before he raises

his rod, which is the only motion to be
adopted. Sharp striking, as in trout-flsh-

Ing, is wholly reprehensible; and all that is

required is the instinctive stand which it is

Impossible to avoid making against the fish

as he seizes the fly to rim away with it.

Sometimes, however, it is foimd difficult, or
even impossible, to tempt the salmon into
actually seizing the fly ; they will rise at it

again and again, hut from some cause or
other refuse to take it into their jaws. In
this case it must be changed until one is

found to suit their fancy, but the change
need not be made until the same fly has
been tried two or three times unsuccessfully.
Patience and perseverance, with skill and
science, will here be required, and will

always be served in the long-run.
815. In Plating the salmon, greater art is

required than in the corresponding depart-
ment of trout-fishing; and, inconsequence,
nearly one-third of all the fish hooked
escape before they are landed. This arises
generally from imperfect hooking, but often
also from defect in the tackle, which has
escaped the notice of the angler. Besides
these causes of danger, there are others
depending upon the direction taken by the
fish, which cannot always be followed by
the angler; either from the depth of the
water in large rivers, or from mechanical
causes in the shape of rocks, woods, &c.,

where the stream is smaller. When hooked,
the first thing to be done is to raise the
point of the rod, commonly called " giving
the fish the butt," which motion must be
carried out with as much power as the
fisher considers his tackle wUl bear ; always
remembering to give way by releasing the
line when the strain is too great for it to
bear, and when the fish is resolutely bent
ttx'On running. But this exact calculation

as to restraining or giving way is sometimes
very difficult, especially as the size of the
fish is no certain index to his power ; nor
can the size always be correctly estimated
at the first commencement of the struggle,

especially by the tyro at this kind of sport.

A lively and fresh run fish will appear twice
as big as he reaDy is, wMst a large but
dull one wiU sometimes deceive his pur-
suer into the belief that he is weak and
powerless, and then in a fit of desperation
he will show his real size and capabilities

by breaking away with a long line towing
astern. Mr. Stoddart's directions for play-
ing the salmon are so good, that I am
tempted to quote them in his own words :—

.

"Always in running a fish, keep well up
to, or, if possible, at right angles with its

head. In the event of its taking across the
current, instead of stemming or descending
it, give the butt without reserve. In the
case of a plunge or somerset, slacken line aa
quickly as possible, but lose no time in

recovering it when the danger is over.

When fish are plentiful and in the humour
to take the fly, it is better to risk the loss of
an indifferent-sized individual which yoa
happen to have hooked, than to allow a long
range of unflshed water to become disturbed

through its capricious movements. In this

case stint the line and hold on obdurately,

but not beyond the presumed strength of
yoiM tackle. During the grilse season there

are many portions of water, on Tweed
especiall}', where it would be absolute folly

in the angler were he to humour the fish to

its heart's content. A lively nervous grilse

may occasion more alarm among its kinj
than one is aware of, especially if the water

,

be of the transparent hue it generally beara
during the summer and autiimnal months.
In event, however, of the salmon being few
or rising shyly, I would advise that some
degree of care and ceremony be taken wit la

what fortune brings to the hook; and that

on such occasions more regard be paid to

the management of the fish under control

than to the non-disturbance of a few yards of

stream, where the chances of adding to one's

success are at the least extremely doubtftiL

In these circumstances avoid using undue
violence. Should the fish escape, the con-

sciousness of your having done so will only

add to the disappomtment. There is one pre-

caution particularly to be attended to in

respect to a newly run fish, and that is,

immediately on hooking it to use a moderate
degree of pressure. The salmon wiU then

brave or stem the current, and direct its

course upwards; whereas, on tightening

the reins, it will frequently do the reverse,

and thus not only maj- a portion ofthe water
in prospect become disturbed, but there is

considerable chance, and in some places au
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absolute certain tj% of the fish, if a large

one, making its escape." Baggits generally

descend the stream, as a rule, when hooked,

and no management will make them leave

the current; but as they fight sluggishly,

and as their loss is of little consequence,

provided they do not run away with a good

line, the butt may be shown them pretty

early, and with a considerable degree of

power.
816. The Gaff is to be used in the follow-

ing manner :—When the salmon has been
thoroughly exhausted hy his efforts to free

himself from the hook, in which he has

been opposed by the elastic resistance

off"ered by the^rod, he is brought near the

bank, still keeping the butt-end of the rod

well advanced, and the assistant then pro-

ceeds to strike the gaff into the shoulder of

the fish, or if he uses the single hook, to

Insert it into the gill-cover. The latter plan

Is the least injurious to the beauty of the

fish, and in skilful hands will answer every

purpose. In all cases, however, the assistant

should keep out of sight until the angler is

satisfied, by the yielding of the fish, that it

Is safe for him to approach, for a neglect of

tliis precaution leads to the loss of many a
fish. The assistant, or gilUe, attempting to

iitrike him before he is spent only makes
liim desperate ; and the eHorts to escape,

which before this were ^\^thil^ bounds anl
under the control of the angler, are now
rendered madly violent This tries even
good tackle too far, and either the hook
itself or the gut gives way, or else the hold

on the fish actually tears away. Tact and
experience are the onh- sate guides in this

delicate point, and witliout them apparent
Aictory often ends in defeat. Instead of the

gaff or hook the landing-net is much used

;

and in the south, as well as in Wales, is

perhaps more in vogue tlian the guff. The
only objection is its size; but as both must
be carried by a gillie, since neither can be
well managed by the angler himself, this is

really of little consequence. If, however,
the angler is either unable or unwilling to

obtain an assistant, the hook with shdin^'-

stick is the best instrument for the purpose

;

but even with its aid he must wait until the

fish is nearly spent, and must then draw
near a low and shehing shore before he can
venture to hook him under the gills. iIo?t

rivers, however, present these conveniei.t

spots at intervals, and the angler shou'. :

play his fish until he reaches one. let t .

distance be what it may, if he wishes t

run no unnecessary risk. In all cases wli :i

landed, the salmon should at once lo

knocked on the head, and the hook care-

fully removed with a pcnkuifd.

CHAP. V.

THE CHIEF RIVERS OF GREAT BRIT.UN, AND THE FISH FOUND IN THEM.

Skct. 1.—Saimon Riteks.

817. Salmon and Sea-Tiiout are found In

nil the four divisions of the three kingdoms,
but chiefly in Scotland and Ireland In

Wales there are still some pretty good
rivers; and in lilngl.ind they are Uiken in

email numbers in the Wye, the Severn, and
the Tamar. The two first of these are how-
ever partly Welch; and either of them can
bo recommended as nffonling i)retty good
eport to the angler. The Wye Is no doubt.

the best; the Sevcni Is in progress to become
a tolerably pood river; but the Tamar is,

I believe, becoming daily less and less

frequented by this noble fish. For many
years past a salmon taken with tJic :ly I"

the Severn was. a rarity, but lately the (eat

lias been tolerably often witnessed, and
hopes arc held out of making it the head-

quarters of the southern sahnon-flshers.

818. In AVales, the Conway, the I'sk.

the Wye, the Dovey, and the Tivey arc the

Bahnon-haunts ; and are preserved with
great core for the lovers of the sport.

819. In Ireland, the Shannon Is tho

chief seat of the sport, and affords perliaps

more faciUties than any other river in the

British Isles. Next to it come the Moy and
the Erne, the Ban and the Bush, together
with tlie rivers Blackwater and Lee, and
the numberless lakes of ivillarney, Conna-
mara, <fcc. Eveiy year, however, these

rivers are more cautiously reserved for

netting, and the anuler, without good intro-

ductions, has not the faciUties which were
ft>nnerly at his disposal

820, In Scotland, tho Tweed almost

equals the Shannon In size and oppor-

tunities for sport. It however is so much
fished as to be to a certain extent spoiled as

a salmon river; and it Is obliged to hide

Its naturally higher head before its more
northerly rivals, the Shin, the Thurso, and
the Esk. The Tay and Its tributaries also

are first rate salmon rivers, 50,000 fish being
taken on the average in each year by the

net The Findhoni comes next, but is more
remarkable for trout than for salmon, whicli

are not so plentiful in tliat river as they
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formerly -were. The Clyde also has the

same repute as a treating river, but is not

much frequented by the salmon. There
are numberless smaller rivers throughout
Scotland in which salmon are occasionally

taken, and in which trout abound ; but tlie

above are, I beheve, the principal seats of

this exciting sport; yet as my experience of

their qualities is very limited, I cannot

pretend to oflfer any observations on their

c5omparative merits or demerits.

Sect. 2 Common Tkout and Gkatles'g
ElVEKS.

82L Ix Scotland, Ireland, and "Wales

every river swarms with trout in some
shape or form, varying from the fine, well-

formed flsh of the best rivers, down to the
small half-starved ones found iu the small
rivers which descend from the barren sides

of the northern granite mountains. It is,

however, quite useless to particularise those
which afford the best sport, since their

name is legion ; and I shall pass on to the
English scenes of the rod and fly. These
ai"e chiefly the following, commencing with
those near London, and proceeding more
and more in aU directions:—The nearest

trouting-river to the metropolis is now the
"Wandle, since the Thames near London has
been almost extinguished as a haunt of

this flsh; the Cohie is also close upon Lon-
don, and both are well stocked with trout

of middling-size, but they are strictly pre-

served, and good fishing is difficult to

obtain, except by interest with the pro-

prietors. Buckinghamshire and Oxford-
shire afford the higher parts of the Thames,
the Ouse, the Colne, and the Wick ; Berk-
shire, Hampshire, and Wiltshire present

the Kennet, the Lamboum, the Test, the
Itchin, and the Avon; Dorsetshire and
Devon are remarkable for the Frome, the

Axe, the Charr, the Tamar, the Dart, the Ex,
the Tyd, the Teign, and the Tarridge—all of

them good trouting rivers ; whilst the bor-
ders of Wales afford the Teme, the Wye,
the Lugg, the "Usk, the Froome, and some
others remarkable for fine trout and grayling.
Proceeding towards the north, we find good
trouting-rivers in Derbyshire, Yorkshire,
and the adjacent counties ofDurham, Cunt-
berland, Westmoreland, and Northumber-
land, where the Trent, the Erewash, the
Dee, the Dove, the Derwent, the Kibble,

the Swale, the Wharfe, the Tees, and the
Wear employ numberless rods in each
succeeding season. To tliese must be added,
as part of the same district, the Coquet, the
Tyne, the Aln, and the various lakes of
Westmoreland, with their tributaries, all

of which are fuU of fine trout, and may be
expected to please the taste of the most
fastidious angler, as well as to gratify the
eye of the admirers of the beauties of

nature.

Sect. 3.—Bottom-Fishixg Efvebs.

822. The Thames, the Lee, the Medway,
and the New River, near London, the Kent-
ish and Dorsetshire Stours, the Ouse, the
Cam. the Humber, the Severn, the War-
wickshire Avon, and the Isis, are the chief

seats of bottom-fishing; together witlx

the preserved artificial waters sprinkled .

throughout England in the ornamental
grounds of our nobility and gentry. They
are however so numerous, that an extended
list would occupy too great a space, and
the limits which can be assigned to the
present subject forbid my going further into

the scenes of the angler's passion, which is

so strongly developed in the votaries of the
art as to be only described with propriety'

by that word. Those who desire more
minute information upon this, as well as

other points connected with the rod, I must
refer to the practical works of Messrs. Stod-
dart, Blacker, Ephemera, and Salter, who,
together, will enlighten him upon all the
branches ofthe sul^ject.

CHAP. VL
EXPENSES OF FISHING, AND LAWS RELATING TO INLAND FISHERIES.

making materials. If, however, the angler
Sect. 3 ^Expenses of Fishdtq.

823. The chief expense of fishing is the
tackle, which may be made to cost any sum
from three pounds to almost any amount.
The average cost, however, of "a complete
outfit will not be more than twenty pounds,
if due economy is used in procuring fly-

is extravagant; he may easily spend from

£50 to £100 in rods and tackle. Beyond
this the expense is only in procuring tickets

for fishing, and travelling expenses. The
tickets vary from ten pounds to ten shillings

per month, according to the nature of tha

sport and the locahty.
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Sect. 2. — Laws Eelatinq to Inland
Fisheries.

824. Foe Destkoting or tilling fish In

enclosed ground, being private property,

a penalty of five pounds, or imprisonment

in tlie House of Correction for a time not

exceeding six months.
823. Foe Beeaking into an enclosed or

private ground, and stealing or destroying

the fish, transportation for seven years, and
receivers the like punishment.

82& Ko Pebsoxs mat have in Posses-

sion, or keep, any net, angle piche, or other

engine for taking fish, but the makers and
selJers thereof; and the owner or renter of

a river fishery, except fishermen and tlieir

apprentices, legally authorised in navigable

rivers ; and the owner or occupier of the

said river may seize, and keep, and convert

to his own use, every net, &c, which he
shall discover laid or used, or in the pos-

session of any person thus fisliing without
bis consent.

827. Ant Peeson Damaging or intruding,

by using ncttrices, fish-hooks, or other

engines to catch fish, without consent of

the o-mier or occupier, must pay anj'

amount the magistrate or justice orders,

provided it exceeds not treble the damages,
and be fined, not exceeding ten sliillings,

for the use of the poor of the parish, or

imprisonment in the House of Correction,

not exceeding one calendar month, imkss
he enters into a bond, with one surety, in

a sum not exceeding ten pounds not to

offend again, and the justice may cut or
destroy the nets, <fec.

828. If apjt Pebson Unlawfullt oe
Maliciously Cut, break down, or destroy

any head or dam of a fish-pond, or milaw-
l\illy flsli therein, he shall, at the prosecution

of the queen, or the owner, bo imprisoned

three months, or pay treble damages, and
after such imi)risonment, sliall find sureties

fbr seven years for his good behaviour, or

remain in prison till he doth.

829. Limits of Size of JIesil—To prevent

the fish in the Thames fVom being impro-
perly destroyed, the 30th of George the

Second enacts, that no person shall fish, or

endeavour to take fish. In the said river,

between London-bridge and Klchniond-

bridge, with other than lawful nets. For
talmon, not less than six inches in the

mesh. For pike, jack, pcrcli, roacli, chub,

and barbel, with a flew or stream net, of

not less than three inches In the mesh"
throughout, with a facing of seven Inches,

and not more than sixteen fathom long.

For shads, not less than two Inches and a
half In the mesh. For flounders, not less

than two hichcs and a half In the mesh, nnd
out more than sixteen fathom long. For

dace, with a single blay-net, of not k?-
than two inches in the mesh, and not mor
than thirteen fathom long, to be worked ly
floating only, witli a boat and a buoy. For
smelts, with a net of not less than one inch

and a quarter in the mesh, and not of

greater length than sixteen fathom, to be
worked by floating only, with a boat and a
buoy. Under the penalty of paj'ing and
forfeiting the sum of five pounds for everj"

such ofl'ence.

830. Limits of Size of Fish.—No fish of

any of the sort hereinafter mentioned may
be caught In the Thames or Medway, or
sold, or exposed to or for sale. If caught In

the Thames or Medway:—No salmon of

less weight than six pounds. No trout of

less weight than one poimd. Ko pike or

jack imder twelve Inches long, from the eye
to the length of the talL No perch under
eight inches long. No flounder under seven
inches long. No sole under seven inches

long. No plaice or dab under seven Inches

long. No roach imder eight Inches long:

No dace under six inches long. No smelt
under six Inches long. No gudgeon under
five Inches long. No whiting under eight

inches long. No barbel under twelve Inches

long. No chub under nine Inches long;

Under pain to foricit five pounds fur every
such oflTcnce.

83L LiMTTS OF Time op Taking Fish.—
Salmon and trout may be taken only fitua

January 25th to September 10th. Pike,

jack, perch, roach, dace, chub, barbel, and
gudgeon, may be taken between July 1st

and March 1st Bottom-fishing ia pro-
hibited In the river Thames, as far as the
Corporation of London has jurisdiction,

from the Ist of March to the 1st of June.
The right of fishing hi the sea, and In aQ
rivers where the tide ebbs and flows, ia a
right common to all the king's subjects.

832. Kight of Appeal.—^Vny person or
persons considering themselves wTonged
or aggiieved by any decision agjilnst them
by the maglstiate or justice, may appwil

against It at the quarter sessions.

833. PBorECTioN OF Peesekves.—"That
no person shall fish with any sort of net,

weel, night -hook, or any other device,

except by angling; or make use of any
net, engine, or device to tlrivo the flsh out

of any place which shall bo staked by order

of the Lord Mayor of tlie City of London
for the time being, as conservator aforesaid

;

and that no person shall take up or remove
any stake, burr, boat, or any other thins,

which shall have been driven down or sunk
In any such place as afbrisaid, upon pain

to forfeit and pay, fiom time to time, the

sum of five pounds for every offence or

breach of any part of this order."—O/y
Ordinances, Item 44.



PART n.

BOOK L—HOESE-EACmG.

CHAP. L-jGENEEAL EEHAEKS ON HOKSE-EACING.

1. The Sole Object for -whicli horse-

racing was originally established, and has
since been supported by the powers that be,

is, confessedly, the encouragement of the

breed of English horses. Ko one can con-

tend -NTlth a semblance of reason that in any
other view it is capable of standing its

ground as a national sport, for it is certainly

alloj-ed with numberless objectionable con-
comitants, and it requires a strong induce-

ment to those who wish well to the morals
ofthe people to counterbalance these disad-

vantages. But while wars are inevitable

attendants upon our fallen nature, a well-

mounted cavalry is essential to our existence

as a nation ; and unless a great encourage-

ment is afforded to our horse-breeders, we
shall speedily lose that pre-eminence in

horse-flesh for which we have always been
remarkable. It is quite true, that While the

exportation ofhorses is aUowed other nations

participate in our advantageous position;

but still, in case ofa struggle near at home,
that source of supply could be cut of^ and
we should neither export nor import them
to any extent. But if it can be shown that

a superior breed of horses is necessary or

desirable for national defence as well as

otlier purposes ; if that breed is only likely to

be maintained by extraordinary encourage-
ment; and if racing alone keeps it up in any
)mmbers, and in its pristine purity, then,

until some substitute is discovered, every
patriotic Briton must lend his aid to its

progress, or, at all events, avoid opposing
Its proceedings. Nevertheless, undoubtedly
he may at the same time oppose the
fraudulent actions and even gross robberies
which are too common on the turt; because
there can be no real reason why the practice

of running horses should be attended with
more frauds or deceptions than exist in any
other kind of competition. The causes of
these attendant evils are plain enough, and
it only rests with the pubhc to encourage or
remove them. This, however, is a subject
which will be better considered as we go on
in the examination of the details of horse-
racing, and the only thing now necessary
is to be thoroughly satisfied that the
txistence of our superior breed of horses
depends upon the maintenance of the sport
ot' horse-racing, leaving its purgation to a
future time. In order, however, to enter

fuUy into this question, two pomts must
be assumed, which will be found fully

supported by argument as we proceed-
These are, first—that the high-bred horse is

comparatively useless for any other pur-
poses but racing, and the production of
half-bred stock ; and the breed would con-
sequently soon dwindle down into very
limited numbers if the only present induce-
ment were taken away; secondly, that
speed and stoutness can only be tested by
competition, which must take the form of
racing in some shape ; for without this trial

the horse-breeder could form no opinion
as to the goodness of the stock from which
to make his selection, because the external
form is not sufficient forhim, as everybreeder
knows, and with that guide alone he would
be constantly Uable to produce a showy but
useless brute. If these two points are

proved, it follows that racing in some shape
must be maintained for the guidance of the
breeder in his choice of stock to breed from

;

and that it should be encom-aged by the
ofl"er of Eoyal plates, «fcc., in order to tempt
the wealthy and the noble of the land to

devote their opportimities to produce this

stock in the highest state of perfection and
purity.

2. Inteoduction of Handicaps.— The
bad tendencies of racing are now so firmly

connected with its practice, that no means
short ofa strong legislative enactment wiU,
I am afraid, cope with them effectually.

The cause of the evil is plain enough,

but the remedy is not so easy, without at

once cutting away almost the entire system
upon which the sport is now conducted.

This I wUl now endeavour to explain in as

few words as possible. UntU within the

last 30 years all races were run under
weights fl:xed according to the age or

height of the horses competing in them;

but at that time it was foimd that by
means of caravans and, since then, bj'

raUroads, a lew good horses swept every-

thing before them, and consequently there

was great diflSculty in making up sufficient

sport for the spectators, or in affording

good stakes even for good horses ; for

when it was known that a superior horse

was likely to make his appearance at

a race-meeting, no other entries were
effected, and the result was a "walk over,''-
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or sometimes, when no public money Tvas

added, not even that. In order, therefore,

to meet these difficulties, various race-com-

mittees decided upon adopting the system
of handicaps, which were known long
before that time, but only occasionally

resorted to. The nature of tliis de%-ice is

such as to offer a constant premium to

fraud and deception ; for without these no
horse has a chance of winning a handicap,

if he were to run every month, from March
to September. The reason is obvious
enough, because it is only by deceiving
the handicapper that the winning horse is

weighted below his real powers, and thus
enabled to win. To the uninitiated it is

perhaps necessary to explain, that the
handicap-race is one which is offered to

horses of every description, each of whose
owners enters his horse by paying a certain
sum, after which the handicapper fixes

such a weiglit upon all as to bring them
to a level at the winning-post ; the owner
after this having the option of forfeiting

his stake, or of adding to it an additional
sum. Thus it will appear, that if the
theory could be earned out to perfection,

all the horses engaged would come in
a-breast ; but in practice it is liable to error,

because the handicapper, in order to form
his opinion of their powers, is guided by
their previous running in public, and there-
fore it becomes the object of the proprietor
of a horse which is intended to run in a
handicap of importance, to run him In pre-
vious races expressly to lose, or, in the
language of the turf, "to get the weight
off." Hence all those engaged in tiiese

villanous devices are constantly attempt-
ing to deceive the handicappcrs into the
belief that their horses are worse than they
really are, and sometimes a horse is run
for a whole season, or even more than
one, in various stakes, witliout allowing
him to win, and all In order "to get

the weight off" against some grand coup.

In fonner days this would have been con-
sidered highly dishonourable, and such an
act has more than once been visited by tlio

displeasure of the Jockey Club, even where
the order to "pull the strings" has been
given fiom a l«ss unworthy motive; but
now-a-days the act is so common, that the
owner of a " badly-managed horse" earns
the contempt of the whole " ring." Nor can
this occasion surprise, when it Is remem-
bered that the very conditk)ns of the race

are a siandhig temptation to dishonour.
Man is suMlciently prone to vice without
extra stimulus, but to afford more than his

nature prompts him to Is the helyht of ab-
surdity and folly. So fully is this maljiractice

recognised on the turf, that It has become
Quite a proverb, "that a bad horse well

managed is better than a good horse badly
managed;" and that he brings in more
money is clear enough. Hence, if monej- is

the great object of the racing-man, as is

unfortunately too much the case, the above
proverb is quite appUcable, and the inferior

horse is often much more profitable to his

owner than his vastly-better companion of

the same year. Many instances could be
adduced in which horses have been engaged
for a whole season, in their third or fourth

year, solely to get them "well in" for the

next year's spring-handicaps, which they

have swept away in consequence with the

greatest ease ; but the facts are so notorious

that it is quite unnecessary to dilate farther

upon them. Suffice it to obser\-e, that it is

universally admitted by all who are in the

secrets of the turfi that horses are con-

stantly entered and run solely wth the view
of inducing the handicapper to "weight"
them at a low scale ; until at last the prac-

tice has become so notorious that its object

is almost defeated, since as all, or nearly all,

are alike engaged in the same game, the

handicapper is obUged to resort to other

modes of ascertaining the relative merits ol

the horses, and is not always guided by the

place which a horse occupies as to the

weight which he shall give him. But this

is the exception to the rule, which is still

made to be dependent on public running;
and though in some flagrant cases horses

may be crashed out of the field by the

weight given them, yet in the majority oi

Instances, by patience and ordinarj' cun-

ning, or prudence, as it is called, the h.andi-

capper is at last induced to accord such a

low weight as will ensure the coveted sue'

cess, barring all the acclilcnts incident.il to

training. It may be urged in favour of these

races, that they afford some encouragement
to breeders, because if the result of theii

time and trouble is not first-rate, he may
still in a handicap obtain a good prize; bul

i

tlie worst of the business is, that success i

here Is not made to depend upon the relative

goodness of the horses, but on the relative

badness of those who manage them.
Nothing would be more easy than to give

encouragement to second or third-r.iU

horses, by offering stakes open to those

which have never won more than a certain

sum; and this used to be the practice al

small meetings ; but though It encouragec (

the horse-breeder, it did not suit the pur-

poses of the "book-maker," who requires f'l

larger field of horses. In order to give hiir

an opportunity of "betting round;" nor o
the race-committee, who wish the same
thing, In order to draw company to theJ'

meetings. Hence arises the exiraordinar)

success of handicaps, as they suit the pur-

poses of so many parties, viz., the bettlnj
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fraternity, the owners of inferior horses,

and the race-committees, and are only pre-

judicial to man as regards his morals, and
to the horse, in reference to his powers of

carrying weight. If the breeds of horses

"were dependent upon these races alone for

encouragement, tliey would rapidly dete-

riorate, and the speedy, flashy animal cal-

culated to carry six stone as a top weight,

would be the summum bonum of the

breeder's views.

a The Deebt, Oaks, ani> St. Leger
have, however, been fortunately preserved

;

and have been the means of avoiding the

evil tendencies of the handicaps as regards

the horse, though, unhappily, they are

almost as much prostituted to the purposes
ofthe ring as their modern competitors for

pubUc honours. These great races are real

tests of the merits of the horse, and many
noblemen and gentlemen of unblemished
honour have succeeded in winning them;
Indeed, in their annals, the success of a
horse belonging to "a book-maker" is a
rare event. Their great defect is that they
are too much dependent upon the fluctua-

tions of the "betting-ring," and that when
the money invested by the public is so

enormous, the temptations to fraud, in some
shape, are enough to ensure its frequent

perpetration. To be straightforward and
candid in avowing the powers of a superior

animal would be enough to ensure his

downfal in most cases, and hence the neces-
sity for all the secrecy which is practised or

attempted in the racing stable. No sooner
5s a Derby horse at short odds than he is

the mark for numberless "touts," who
would be too ready to destroy his health or

legs if they could obtain an opportunity.

This has often happened, and in the case of

a good favourite, the fear of its recurrence
necessitates constant vigilance and the
supervision of an Argus. It is true that
yome do pass the ordeal, but others more
frequently succumb ; and the safest plan is

imdoubtedly to keep the public in the dark
as to a horse's qualiflcations, if possible.

4. Evil Tendencies of Betting As
already remarked, these races are often
taken advantage of by the betting man to
make money, and horses are entered and
made favourites solely for the purpose of
laying against them, and thus making sure
of a large sum of money—not so great, it is

true, as that which could be landed by
success, but still sufficient to ensure a pay-
ing return. In some cases two or three
horses are entered by the same party, one
of which is "meant" to run, and is kept
back in the betting, whilst the others are
never intended to win, but are used solely
as a means of ensuring such a sum as shall
pay all expenses, and perhaps a little more,

in case of the failure of the one intended to
win. All this chicanery is no doubt very
bad, but it is not necessarily attendant upon
racing, and is not, as in the handicap,
encouraged by the very terms of the race.
Wherever betting is practised to any
extent, there is sure to be some kind of over-
reaching, whether on the stock-exchange,
in the gambling-house, at the hop-markets,
or on the turf; but this has notliing to do
with the events upon which those bets are
made. It might as well be alleged that the
growth of hops is immoral because they
are made the gi'oundwork of incessant
gambling, as that horse-racing has that
tendency. No doubt both are attended
with evil ; and if hops and horses could be
dispensed with, perhaps there might be
some little difflciflty in supplying their

places with equally uncertain and fluc-

tuating materials ; but while straw can be
drawn out of a rick, or maggots can be
raced over a plate, bets will be laid to any
amount which will suit the ideas of the
by-standers ; and even the total destruction
of horses and hops would fail in rooting
out this propensity to gamble.

6. The Eefoem of the Tdkf is now
become a necessity of the age ; and its de-
struction is so far from being desirable, that
it may be shown that it would be highly
prejudicial, and therefore whilst its con-
tinuance in some shape is to be supported,

the only thing to be done is to ensure its

purgation from those vices which now sully

its reputation. Betting must be left to take
its chance; no legislative enactment can
prevent men from staking money in support
of their opinions, and it only becomes a
question how far it is desirable to enforce

the performance of the contract in a court

of law. The recently-promulgated notice

of certain members of the Jockey Club of

their intention to propose a rule that in

future no bets shall be p.p., is a step in the
right dh-ection, and if carried out, will pre-

vent many of the fraudulent practices now
so common. Indeed, it wiU wholly revo-

lutionize the proceedings of the betting-

ring, and will put an end to the present

system of " making a book," since every

one will be uncertain as to what bets will

remain good and what %vill be off, from the

non-starting of the subjects of them; and
even if the above rule should happUy be
carried, there will sti 1 be a sufficient field

for the exercise of tue judgment of the real

lover of horses, and the mere betting-man

may well be left to take care of himselC

But while the betting-man may be suffered

to take his chance, there can be no reason

why racing should not be raised from
the low ebb to which it is now reduced-

The task is a difficult one, and I am not
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sanguine enough to suppose that it can be

effected by the efforts of any individual;

still, time will work the cure, for there must
be an end to such a rotten system as that

wliich is now pursued. Whenever it is

found that frauds fail in their object they

will cease to be attempted ; and when all

are engaged in the same unworthy mode of

deceit, the end must be that they will all

alike f;\U ; thus the evil will work its own
cure, and "flat-handicaps" will follow in

the wake of the corresponding steeple-

chases, which are yearly becoming less and
less frequent and important. If by any
means these unworthy features of the ordi-

nary race-card could be eradicated, a great

Wow would be levelled at the betting fra-

ternity, who exist in great measure upon
the pickings derived from the handicaps.

Three great betting-races a-j'car would not

suffice for their capacious maws, and the

loss of the handicaps would be severely

felt, and therefore, though I do not advocate

their cessation in order to purge the

"rmg," yet this effect would by no means
be disagreeable to me or prejudicial to the

interests of the racing world. Nothing can
exceed the beauty of the horses engaged,

and no scene can be imagined more exciting

than a well-managed race-course with a

large field of high-bred horses ; but the

adventitious incubus of the betting-ring is

certainly not to my taste, though I have no
quarrel with it, beheving it to be a neces-

sary evil, and a safety-valve for the exuber-
ance of loaded purses, and the high-health

ofyouth and inexperience. Let the manage-
ment of the public races be under some
general board of control, appointed by the

.Secretary of State for the liome Depart-
ment, and let all premiums to fraud be done
away with in the shape ofhandicaps, &c, and
then the full benefits of the system may be
expected, without the dreadful alloy 'low
incorporated lu its very essence. Race-
committees are spread so widely over tlie

whole land, and compete so constantly with
one another, that it Is not to be expected that

they shall reform themselves ; but If they
were obliged to submit tlicir projrrammcs
to a responsible pubhc ofllccr, and if certain

rules were drawn up for their guidance,

tlicy would be compelled to abide by liis

decisions, and conform to his regulations.

All proved acts of fraud, such as " running

horses to lose," &c, Ac, should bo punisli-

able either by exclusion from the courao or

by heavy penalty ; and though they could

not be prevented entirely, they would to a

great extent be dimiuiahed in iVcquency

aud importance. 2to one now cuu be

punished for betting against his own horse
with the ftill intention of robbing the public,

but some law to that effect ought if pos-

sible to be framed which should stamp t

act with iniiimy, even if it did not entiiL

prevent it Such must be the course wliici

vrill be forced upon the legislature sooner
or later, if the turf is to be restored to tlie

condition of utility, as a means of keepiii,'

up the breed of horses, which it formerly
enjoyed. How soon it may be carried out

,

wUl of course depend upon circumstances .

which are yet enveloped in the future.

6. Raclvq is DI^^DED into Flat-racing,

Hurdle-racing and Steeple-chasing, Riding
to Hounds, and Slatch-trotting. The fir.<t

di\ision of these is now practised all ovtr

the three kingdoms. The second is als'

common enough, but its two sub-sections

are not nearly so frequentlj' resorted to as

was lately the case. Hurdle-racing is

sometimes mixed up with flat-racing at

the summer meetings ; but it belongs mo:
to the division of steeple-chasing than
flat-racing, as they both require the ho;.-.

to be able and willing to jump over t'lie

obstacles placed in his way. Riding tr>

hounds is now a complete race, and n...y

well be classed with other forms of raciii-,

though not attended with any formal prize

;

still its votaries compete with each other as

ardently as the jockeys on the race-course,

and tlie pursuit of fox-hunting is in many
countries more often a daily steeple-chase,

than the prosecution of the sport called

fox-huntmg. Match-trotting is now almost
exploded; but as it still is occasionally

practised, some account must be given of

the mode of conducting it in England.
7. The Hobses Emploted in these

various kinds of racing are — lirst, the

thorough-bred horse, which is now almost

the only horse used on the fiat ; secondly,

the half-bred, or cocktail, which is gcnenilly

about fllleen-sixtcenths of the blood of the

pure thorough-bred horse, and Is used as a

hurdle-racer, steeple -chaser, or hunter.

Many of these ore quite thorough-bred;

but the most successful steeple-chasers

have generally had some stain in their

pedigrees, though not more than one-six-

teenih, or even one thirty-second part.

Hunters and trotters are more frequently

about seven-eighths of pure blood, but m:iny

of Uicm have oven less of tliat valuable

artlele, and some, again, ore quite tliorough-

brod. The subject, however, will be found
hereafter more fUlly entered into under the
several heads of the Race-horse, the Steeple-

chaser, aud HurtUe-racer, the Weight-carry-
ing Hunter, and the Match.trotter.
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THE THOSOUGH-BEED EACEHORSE.

Sect. L—Defdotiov of the Thoeough-
beed hokse.

[
8. This is not quite so simple as is gene-

I rally supposed, for though the thorough-bred
' ]iorse is said to be of pure Eastern blood,

I
this is not really the case when traced back

' to the earliest times of which we have any
account In the pedigree of Eclipse there

are the names of no less than 13 mares of

unknown breed ; and the same amount of

impure blood, or nearly so, wUl be found in

every horse of his date—that is to say, if

they are as far removed from the primary

;
roots of all our best stocks. Hence, this

'

definition will not suffice, since it is clearly

not applicable to a horse whose blood runs

in almost every breed of the present day

;

and not only to him, but to others as well.

. The only criterion therefore which will hold

good as a definition, is the appearance in

the "stud book," where every horse and

;
mare considered thorough-bred is regis-

tered; and, by common consent, this is

accepted as the test of pure breeding. AU
horses, therefore, which are the produce of

mares therein described, and by horses also

. to be found in its pages, are called thorough-

bred ; and all others are commonly desig-

nated as half-bred, whether composed of

half pure blood, or three-quarters, or seven-

eighths, or any other proportion. Many of

our half-bred stallions are very nearly pure,

but nothing can now wash out the stain

which formerly was considered as easily

eradicated by a few crosses of Eastern

blood.

Sect. 2.—Oeigut of the THOEoroH-BEED
Horse,

9. "We are indebted to the Stuarts for the
first great improvement made in the breed

of our horses, James I. and Charles I.

. liaving introduced the Arabian blood, and
Charles IL laying the foundation of our pre-

sent breeds by importing four mares (called

Koyal Mares, from their master), to which
may be traced the celebrated horses of the

latter end of the last century, and some of

our best modem breeds. Several Eastern
horses were also imported at various times,

as, the Stradling or Lister Turk, sire of

Snake; the D'Arcey White and TeUow
Turks ; the Acaster Turk ; the Alcock Ara-
bian; the Curwen Bay Barb; theThoulouse

' Barb; Honeywood's "White Arabian; the

; Cullen Arabian ; Old Greyhound, foaled in

England but got in Barbary ; the Damascus
Arabian ; the Hehnsley, Belgrade, Selabj%

:md Strickland Turks ; the Oglethorpe and
Lonsdale Bay Arabians ; "WUson's Chestnut

Coomb Arabian ; the Hampton Court Lit-

ten Arabian; Cole's and Tarran's Barbs;
Lord Oxford's Bloody-shouldered Arabian;
Place's "White Tm'k; BetheU's Arabian; the
Holdemess Turk; Compton's Barb, after-

wards called the Sedley Grey Arabian ; the
Northumberland, Golden, Bell's, and tlie

Saanah Arabians ; Hutton's Bay Barb

;

Newton's Grey and Bay Arabians ; Pan-
ton's Arab, and several Arab mares, among
others Admiral Keppel's ; Wynn's Arabian,
and Lord Fairfax's Morocco Barb.

10. But the chief Eoots ofour besthorses
may be considered the three following

Eastemhorses :—Ffrst, the Byerley Turk, of

whom nothing more is known than that he
was Captain Byerley's charger in Ireland,

in 1689; secondly, the Darley Arabian, im-
ported by Mr. Darley ofYorkshire very early
in the eighteenth century, supposed about

1712; and the Godolphin Arabian, or Barb,

imported a few years later, and first used as

a sfre in 1731, in consequeuce of the failureof

Hobgoblin, to whom he acted in the ignoble

capacity of teazer. From these three last

mentioned horses are derived all our best

breeds, in whose pedigrees their names will

invariably be found mixed up with more or

less of the descendants of the other Eastern
horses and mares given in the previous list.

By a reference to the various pedigree

tables appended to this article, it wiU be

seen that Godolphin predominates to a
much greater extent than any other horse

;

for though he made his appearance only

about 20 years later than the Darley
Arabian, and he may therefore be con-

sidered as two removes nearer our day, yet

his blood prevails much more than that

slight difi'erence of time will account for.

In examining our pedigree-tables it is usual

to trace the descent chiefly through the

male line, and hence various horses are

considered to be descendants of one or other

of these three horses, when they really own
more of the blood of one or both of the two
others. Thus Eclipse is generally said to

be a descendant of the Darley Arabian—
and so he was—^being a son of Marske,

who was son of Squirt, who was a grand-

son of the Darley Arab, through Bart-

lett's Childers; but then EcUpse was out

of SpUletta, who was by Eegulus, son of

Godolphin, and consequently he was com-
posed of one-eighth Godolphin and one-

sixteenth Darley Arabian blood. It has

been contended by some writers on the

horse, and among others by Mr. Hanckey
Smith, that we owe more to the previous

breeds for the goodness of the two Childers

and their stock than to the Darley Arabian;

and the Newcomb Bay Arabians; the I but this I cannot help thinking ig a fiiUacy,
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and for the following reasons. It will be

seen, by a reference to the pedigree-tables,

that the blood of the Darley Arabian,

together with that of the Byerley Turk
and the Godolphin Arabian, is met with ten

times as often as that of any other, whether

a Royal Mare or Lister Turk, which come
next perhaps to these successful sires in

jioint of frequency. Now, if the goodness of

Eclipse were owing to the Lister Turk and
Hautboy crosses in his pedigree, how comes

it that in subsequent breeding we do not

iind this blood predominate in our first-

rate horses ? If, however, on the contrary,

we find aU our best stock absolutely deluged

•with the Godolpiiin, Byerley Turk, and

Darley Arabian, to the exclusion almost of

any but scattered fragments derived from

the various names I have given above, we
are compelled to assign the chief honours

to these three; and it only becomes a

question whether, though they were origi-

nally the cause of the goodness, they may
not now bv long perseverance require a

little fresh importation of new blcod. But
tiiat they are the great guns of the pedigree

lists an examination will readily show. In

the present daj% however, it is scarcely

desirable in theory, and it is wholly impos-
sible in practice to separate these roots,

and to value them in comparison with one
anotlier—inasmuch as the present genera-

tion of horses is so much removed from the

age in which they lived. Few of our pre-

sent horses are within seven removes from
Godolphin ; and Cotherstono and his sister

Mowerina are, I believe, the only horses of

nny note who rank him as an ancestor in

the sixth remove. Tlic distance from tlie

Darley Arabian and Byerley Turk is still

greater, thoui;h in some cases not more
than two removes further olT. For the sake

of convenience, therelbre, I shall give a list

of the most prominent horses and marcs
removed from our present horses about six

or seven degrees, with a description of their

pedigrees and peculiarities ; and then trace

up our present horses to tliem, so as to

ascertain the relative value of tlicse ele-

ments, and the propriety of going back to

them or avoiding them rispectively In

making the selection of breeding-stock,

ifothing is so difficult as to make this

calculation without having the fhll pcdlsree

before the eye, because it Is Impossible to

prasp all its details by a rcforenco to the

nsual mode of giving it In the stud-book.

But from a more careful Investigation U
will, I think, result that certain horses and
inares removed only to this extent are

highly to be prized, while others are

gradually becoming extinct; and according

as the fonner predominate, or are absent,

vin the strain be valuablo or worthless.

Sect. 3—List of Horses xsd 5Iaees fbom
WHICH OUB BEEEDS AEE CHIEFLY DEEIVEU

IL A List of Horses akd ^Iares re-
moved six or seven times from our present
horses—that is, about 100 years, will be
v;xluable to the breeder, inasmuch as it

will enable him to comprehend at once the
annexed tables of our present most dis-

tinguished horses and mares. At the head
of this list I shall place the following cele-

brated sire.

12. Heeod, or, as he was formerly called.

King Herod, was foaled in 1753, and was
bred by the Duke of Cumberland, and sold

to Sir John Moore, in whose hands he
was a great performer on the race-course,

though not always victorious like his son
Highflyer, or those reuo^^^led ruimers,

Childers and Eclipse. He was a very fine

horse in appearance, with great speed and
power; but liis fame now rests upon his
stock, which in the first generation pro-

duced 497 winners, and realised more than
£200,000. By a reference to his pedigree,

given in table 2, it will be seen that he was
bred almost entirely from Eastern blood,

but with several flaws nevertheless, any
one of which in the present day would
vitiate a pedigree, lie is usually considered

as a representative ofthe Byerlej' Turk, but
is really more of the Darley Arabian by one
half, having only one infusion of the former
and two of the latter. Flying Childers

appears as his great-grandfather; and to
him, I suspect. Is due tlio merit which
Herod must always claim, of being the
most valuable ingredient in the composition
of our present breeds of horses. In examin-
ing the pedigree-tables, he is met with more
commonly than any horse of his time;
and I think I shall be able to show as a
rule (liable of course to exceptions), that
according to the amount ot his blood in the
pedigree is the value of the animal as a
racehorse. Spanker forms not quite one-
sixteenth of Herod, which proportion is

made up by combining the three mor«
remote strains Inio one. Bethel's Arab
also lays claim to a chiet share, since ho
fonns an entire eighth of Herod ; but as he
has not much reputation derived from other
sources. It can scarcely be considered that
the goodness of Herod Is derived lYom him.

13. Matcuem will come next In import-
ance, as In point of time. In which respect,

indeed, ho ouaht to take precedence of
Ilerod, having been foaled In 1748; but as I
believe he docs not prevail quite to tlie

same extent ki the pedigrees of our horses,

I have lowered him beneath the above
celebrated horse. Although In the male
line he Is the only representative of Godol-

phin of his time, yet lie shares the honour
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of transmitting the blood througli the

female side with !Miss Eamsden, Molly
Longiegs, Rachel, Lisette, Folly, <fcc, &c.,

the last being by Blank, son of Godolphin,

out of a daughter (sister to Regulus). The
pedigree of Matchem is given in table 1,

"Which will show his composition as derived
in great measure from Godolphin, and as

exhibiting very few flaws. St. Victor's

Barb, Acaster Turk, the Byerley Turk, and
the Oglethorpe Arabian, each make one-
sixteenth, which proportion Curwen's Barb
also takes, with an additional small share
through Crab. Spanker again appears in

this pedigree, but in a smaller degree than
in that of Herod. Matchem was a very
good racehorse, and was nearly always
^•ictorious ; as a staUion, he does not come
up to Herod, but he was the sire of 354

winners, whose joint wiunings amounted
to more than £150,000.

14. Eclipse, the pride and boast of the
race-course, is usually ranged among the
descendants ofthe Darley Arabian, ofwhom
he is the only representative in the male
line who can be traced in the same way to

our present breeds; but by examining his

pedigree (table 4), it will appear that he has
twice as much of the blood of Godolphin as

that of the Darley Arabian, the former com-
posing one-eighth, the latter one-sixteenth

part. Besides these, we find the Lister

Turk making up nearly an eighth part, the

D'Arcy V\Tiite Turk rather more than one-

sixteenth, and the Royal Mares the same
proportion. He was bred, like Herod, by
the Duke of Cumberland, and sold at his

death to Mr. Wildman, who resold him to

ilr. Kelly, by whom he was run at five

years old, with the extraordinary results

•which are known to every one familiar

with the annals of the turf. He was never
beaten, andwon eleven King's Plates, besides
other stakes. In shape, he was long and
very low before, and his temper was so bad
as to occasion great difllculty in riding him.

His winning produce, both in numbers of

horses and value of winnings, was very
nearly the same as that ofMatchem—being
•winners, 344; value, £153,000.

15. Rachel, Folly, SIiss Ramsden, Pkin-
ctPEssA, Lisette, and Molly Longlegs,
were all grand-daughters of the Godolphin

. Arabian, and most of our best horses exhibit

one or more of their names in their pedi-

grees, some ofthem indeed combining nearly
all of them together. Their pedigrees are
given in full in the following tables ; where
also will be found those of Snap, Bay Bolton,
<iipsey, Babraham, and the Large and Lit-
tle Hartley Mares; also. Cole's -Foxhunter,
Young Belgrade, Giantess, Soreheels, and
Careless ; all names constantly occurring in

the sixth or seventh remove from our pre-

sent horses. The first table exhibits among
Matchem's ancestors— Partner, Sister to
Mixbury, the Bald Galloway, Crab, Basto,
and Spanker ; in the second table are given
with that of Herod the pedigrees of Blaze,
Childers, Fox, and Merlin ; and lastly. In
Eclipse's table are given those of SpiUetta,
Regulus, Mother "Western, Snake, and
Hautboy.

16. TBEyTHA>r, bred by Sir John Moore,
in 1766, was sold to Sir John Ogil\-ie, and
reahsed in stakes more than 8,000 guineas,
an enormous sum in those days. He was
afterwards used for stud purposes by Lord
Egremont, and appears in the pedigrees of

Melbourne, Lanercost, Alarm, &c., as the
sire of Camilla (1778), who -was out of
Coquette (1764), a mare bred by Lord
Bolingbroke, and got by the Compton Barb,
out of Sister to Regulus (see table 47).

17. Syphon, foaled in 1750, combines
several strains of old blood through Squirt,

son of the Darley Arabian, Bay Bolton, son
of Grey Hautboy, twice—and Sister to Mix-
bury, daughter of Curwen's Barb. His
pedigree is in table 6.

18. Ceab, son of the Alcock Arabian, and
of a sister to Soreheels, wiU be found to
transmit this blood to several of our best
stocks ; he is not, however, represented in
the male line by any of our present horses,

19. Childers, better known as "Flying
Childers," is not represented in the malt
line, but his blood prevails very extensively
through Lisette, Elfrida, Hyena, Curiosity,

PapUlon and Promise, aU of them daugh-
ters of Snap, his grandson. Their names
are constantly found in the fifth or sixth
remove from the present day, in company
with that of Herod, also a great-grandson,
of Childers, as already remarked in par. 12.

His career on the turf was a very remark-
able one, even in those days when compara-
tively little use was made of a first-rate

horse. He was never beaten, and is said to
have carried 9 stone 2 pounds over the
Round Course at 2sewmarket (3 miles 4
furlongs 93 yards) in 6 minutes 40 seconds

;

which is as nearly as possible 14 seconds a
furlong, the highest rate at which the Derby
course has ever been covered in these days,

with a stone less weight, and not half the
distance. But as I shaU hereafter show
this has been surpassed by West Austrahaii

and Kingston, at a later period of their

development—^viz., when 4 and 5 years old

respectively.

20. SpoKTSJnsTBESS, foalcd in 1765, will

always be remarkable as the dam of

Pot 8 OS, by Eclipse. She was a great-

grand-daughter of Godolphin, and thus
gave her produce a fresh infusion of that

blood already predominating in Eclipse.

Besides Godolphin, she was largely imbued
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with the blood of Crab, who was an ances-

tor of Cade (her grandfather, and also

grandsire on both the dam's and sire's side

of Goldenlocks, her dam). Thus Sportsmis-

tress was much in-bred with Crab, and by
her union with Eclipse hit with the bloo.d

of Godolphin, and also with that of Crab,

which appears in the Bald Galloway, in

Cade, and Eclipse, and twice over in the

pedigree of Sportsmistress. Besides Pot 80s,

who was her first foal, she produced 10

others, but none of any great value (see

pedigree table 40).

21. Brunetti:, thedamofTmmpator, Can-

tator, Pipator, &c., was foaled in 1771. She
combines the blood of the Godolphin Ara-
bian with that of tlie Byerley Turk, the

Darley Arab, Bloody Buttocks, Greyhound,
Ancaster Starling, and the Xewton Bay
Barb ; she was not much in-bred (pedigree

table 42).

22. Kachel, foaled in 1763, by Blank, son

of Godolphin, and out of a grand-daughter

of the same horse, is remarkable as being

tlie dam of Highflyer by Herod, and Mark
Anthony by Spectator. In the first case

there was a very close in-breeding to

Godolphin, and an out-cross into the Herod
blood, producing the invincible Highflyer

;

and in the other case a continuation to

some extent of the in-breeding produced an
inferior horse to Highflyer, but one far

above the average. Here the blood of Sore-

heels was in both sire and dam.
23. The celebrated Pbukella must not pass

unnoticed, as the dam of two of the most
celebrated brood-mares whicli ever lived

—

tIz., Penelope, by Trumpator, dam ofWhale-
hone, Whisker, Woful, Web, and Wire;
and Parasol, by Pot 8 os, dam of Partisan.

It will be seen that she received a second

Infkision of the blood of Childers fVom her

dam tlirouRh Snip, her sire being, through

Herod, descended also from that celebrated

horse by the collateral line of Cypron,

rtaunhter of Blaze, another of his sons.

Like most of the best marcs of lier day, she

inherited blood from each of the three great

eastern sire.s tlie preponderance, as usual,

being in favour of the flodolpbin Arabian.

24. The most extraordinary brood-mare

in tl» whole stud-book Is the Alexander

;\Iarc, whose pedigree is given In the 55tli

table of this book. She was dam of no less

than three flrst-rato stallions, viz., Cn-trel,

Sellm, and Kubens, whose blood Is now
justly considered to be ot the ver>' highest

i^ste; Castrcl being now represented by

Pantaloon, Sellra by Bay Mlddlc;on, Fly-

ing Dutchman, Cowl, PjTrhus the 1st,

and a whole host of celebrities; while

Rubens, though extinct In the male line.

Is yet maintained in reputation from the

value of the breeding stock left by Defence,

who was a grandson on the dam's side of

the above horse. In this way most of our
present fiishionable horses trace back to

this mare.

Sect. 4 Series of Tables of Pedigrees.

25. The following series ot tables contain <;

the pedigrees of our present most remark-
able horses, traced up to the highest point

which is given in the stud-book. Each will

be found generally divided into two or more
sections, in order to avoid the endless repe-
titions which would otherwise occur; but
as a reference is given in all cases to tho-c

tables where the full pedigree is made or
it will generally be easy to follow out t:

investigation by turning to the table in'

cated by the figure. Most of our mode:
horses are derived from about two dozci. ,

mares, generally closely related to one
another ; and thus, by giving the pedigrees

of those mares once, it is unnecessary to

repeat them so constantly as would bo
required if each pedigi-ee were made out
at full length up to its root The great

point in examining a pedigree is to have
all the recent ramifications presented to

the eye at once, so as to grasp all its

bearings at a glance, and thus estimate

the relative importance of the various

elements composing it For instance, in

examining the pedigree of Bay Sliddleton,

we sliould be told that he was by Sultan,

out of Cobweb, by Phantom, and then

perhaps the investigation would cease in

an ordinary way; but by turning to the

table giving his pedigree with that of his

son Andover, it will appear that he is

descended from the same blood as many
others of our best horses—as, for instance,

Williamson's Ditto, Julia, sister to Cressida

(dam of Priam), Web, sister to AVhale-

bone, itc,, <fec; and thus we should not

only attain some knowledge of his own
elements, but also arrive at certain

conclusions as to his fitness to combine

with other strains of blood. The sarao

will apply to every table here published,

but it would lead to an endless discussion If

I wore to go Into nil the remarkable features

exhibited in them. Suthco It to say, that

they show at a glance, in each case, the

strains from which all our most successful

modem horses are derived, and enable the

breeder to make his selection with the

fullest chance ot not overlooking any horso

remarkably well suited to his purpose.

26. In comparing these tables some namea
meet the ej'e continually—as, for instance.

Eclipse and his sons Alexander, Pot 8 oa,

Joe Andrews, Saltram, Dungannon, Mer-
cury, and KingFercus; and Herod and his

son Highflyer; Matchem also is constantly
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met with, but not so frequently as Herod,

Highflyer, and Eclipse ; and ''t. is remarkable

that, though the Godolphin blood on the

whole preponderates over that of either

the Byerley Turk or Darley Arabian, yet

it is spread over a greater number of chan-

nels in its descent. The value of these

names is such, that I believe the goodness

of a particular strain may generally be
estimated by the amount of Herod or

Eclipse blood in the pedigree, especially

that of the former. Highflyer, combining
the blood of Herod with that of the
Godolphin Arabian, is also particularly

valuable as a progenitor, and, perhaps,

even more so than Herod when derived

through other sources ; but taken as a
whole, whether coming to us through liim,

or through Maria, the dam of Waxy, or

through other sources, I believe that it

may generally be assumed as a rule, that

in proportion to the amount of Herod blood

found in the 64 progenitors of any horse in

the sixth remove, will be his value as a
racer ; and when this amount is large, with

the addition of a Uberal allowance of Godol-
phin blood, and that of the Darley Arabian,

through Bartlett's Childers and Eclipse,

the combination is of that quality that it

cannot be excelled. Let the investigator

into the arcana of the breeding stud
calculate and compare for himself these
elements, as contained in the annexed
tables, and I think he cannot fail to come
to the same conclusion. But independently
of the value of these tables in giving an
idea of the various combinations of strains

composing each pedigree, they are also of
great use in leading to an estimate of
the propriety or otherwise of in-breedincr.

Without such a guide as is here afl'orded,

it is impossible to guess even at the curious

relationships which exist between the
ancestors of our present horses of note.

Wherever the full table is given, if the eye
is cast down the several columns, the
chances are that the same name occurs
again and again, and in this way the con-
clusion is forced upon us, that in-breeding
to some extent has been always adopted,
and almost of necessity, because every
horse of note is now derived from the same
sources, though often variously mixed, and
sometimes kept in a distinct strain for

several generations. All these points, how-
ever, should be carefully studied, and here-
after will be again alluded to in entering
upon the subject of breeding, and the laws
which regulate that mysterious yet interest-

ing occnpatirn.
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TABLES OF PEDIGREES OF THOROUGH-BKED HORSES.

Q)
|Godolphia Arab (1724)

I

1 St. Victor's Barb

ilATCHEM (1748).

.(ioaoipnm

= C. ^ "
J
Daughter of

3 iS •« /

{ Why's

fAlcock's Arab
"i
Sister to Soro

Not

A.rab ( Basti

'°^"-
1 Siste

\Biiy 1 eg, ^
rto

Mixbury

Eoyal Mara
( Daughter of {^?^^

^
^ ^^ jj^^ g^^^^ 3^

o .2^1 Acaster Turk

=-^ Pbl

f D'Arcy's
-{ Yeli<)\v 'rk. ( Sforocco Barb
(Daughter of ! Old Bald tejj

o 1 I

5 =

ByerleyTurk (16S9)

1 Spanker
Daughter of \

( I Arab

Cur\ven's Bay
Barb

Daughter of \^^^ ^P°* "^^ ^'^''^^ '^^

(.Daughter of White-legged Barb, out ofVintner Mare
Oglethorpe
Arab

Trumpet's
Dam

"'-SI
Brimmer fD'Arcy's Yellow Tuik

(Iloval Mare
_ ,

f.
fl'lace's White Turk, bvDodsworth Arab

Daughter 01 ^Daughter of Lay ton's Viulec Barb Maro

(2)

/s
Partner, 1

(1716)

Mcliora
(172<J)

Blnro
(1733)

p. I Selima

HEROD (1758).

( Clumsy—Hautboy, by Wliite D'Arcy Turk, out of Koynl Mare
jFox(1714)

^ /Jr«^,''«^A^ab .L,„,es ArabF ajieg ^i.ualdl-cg ^uld Morocco!
(Uilkm

(.Old Morocco Maro, 1

ChiMors
(1710) f Careless

fSpanker, 1

\A Barb Maro

I Snail

(shield's Galloway

(Darley Arab

(Betty Loedes ,
-

, Ltedes Arab
(bistertoLeodcs

1^^^ ^^ .Spanker, 1

/ Confodcrato fnrcv Ornntham, by Bro\viilow Turk **

^ I'illy \lir.'of Kullai.d bk-'Barb, out of Bright's roaa

( Bethel's vVrnb /-. t 1 ,^1. _ • (Harper's Arab
J"""*^ ^

Grahams Champion
]„^^,.lj„„^l^,y (,«, .bove)

(.Dr. of iDaughtcr of J
^-^'"y ^'"^''^

(Dr. ofMerlia

i Spanker's Dam, 1

<S) RANTHOS (1763}—brolftfrfo Matden.

g I
Matchcm, 1

a
H ( Squirt, 4

^^Dau«ht«rof "^ Daughter of -|^.^utorof H'-'-V »«"-" 31
( Mogul (trofWr to Babraham. 3,'))

'
1 11.1V H>.lti.n, 31

\ Di.' 01 i'ullcu's Chestnut Mji>
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(4) ECLIPSE (1764).

/ f 9nTi'ri nn2\ f Bartlett's Cliilders (brother to Childtrt, 2)

/ S> I
^ ^' ' \ Dano-hter of / »^^a\<:, by Lister Turk, ont of daughter of Hautboy, 2- ' vuau„Dterot \ Daughter of Hautboy, 2

Hntton's ( Button Bay Turk
Blacklegs \ T)a„(,vtp_ „f / Coneyskins, by Lister Turk
(1725) (

uanghter of | Daughter of Hautboy, 2
Daughtsrof \ T Fox-Ciib f Clumsy, 2

\ Daughter of Leede's Arab
g 'Daughtsrof ^ (

a '
S / t Daughter of <

f Godolphin

Daughter of i
Coneyskins, by Lister Turki^au^nier or

^ Daughter of Hutton's Grey Barb

J ^iir„4.T,»-Ti7-«-*«.—

'

fOldMontacaes MotherWestern . -n-^^.t^, „» 3_

Regnlnaa739) < creyKobinson \ T,.^„y.i.. r.f / Snake (see above)
I I

Daughter of | old Wilkes, by Hautboy

( Son of (
^^^^ (*^® above)

1 ( Old Montacae

j
Daughter of ] Daughter of f Hautboy, 2 .^.^^.

J

t

I
Daughter of { Bnmmer, 1

(5) MAEK AXTHOXT (1767).

X f
fCrab, 1

a Spectator \ (Partner, 1

2 I (Dr. of < (Bay Bolton. 31

E2 1 (Dr. of \ (Darley's Arab
S J <Dr.of < (ByerleyTurV
<

\
(Danghterof < fPlace's White Turk

W (Danghterof ] ^^^^^.^^

^[Rachel, 32
^^- °f iBarb Mare

(6) CONDUCTOE a767).

/"Matchem, 1

^Daughter of
|^,,^.^,^ „, {^^^X^^J 33

(7) BOUDEOW (1777).

(Crab, 1

fSloe < (Chnders, 2

/ ) (Dr. of ^ fSutton Turk
•>.

I
ta [Sweeper

J (Mogul, 3 (Mermaid \Basto Mare, I

5 1 I (Dr. of
-J

partner,!

§ ' = )
^"^-"^

(Danghterof /Coneyskins, 4

5 1 S \ (Tartar, 2 *

§ I ^ xild Tartar
^ plognl (6r. <o ioiraftam, 35)

'-'
1 §> , Mare (Dr. of J. (Sweepstakes, 47
I I { (174S) (Dr. of -j pay Bolton, 31

P ^
^^""^

^iDr.of(^°^5^^,^«3^^«^^ /Old Spot
\

\Daughterof (vrntner W

(S) MERCURY (1778) Aim VOLXTSTEEB (1780).

MERCURY /Eclipse, 4
{hrother to Voltinieer') toid Tartar Mare, 7
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(9) DIOMED (1777).

„ L, . ,
(Herod, 2 fGodolphin

g r°"^«MDaughterof (CygTiet
j

rCrab, 1

S! ^ „ I (Danghterof < ,,^.,,oC ,. _
(Spectator, 5 Jd j^t^^ ,,j.

rChilders, 2
" " (Miss Belvoir, by Grantham

« °
liliss JBelvoir, by Grantham

(10)

BEBMES )

, (Blank, 32
/Chrysolite-}

(Blossom

HEBME8 (1773).

(Crab, 1

r

(Vt of /Ch'Wers, 2

( Spectator, 5 IMiss Belvoir, by Grantham

IDr.

,

(Blank, 32

(Daughter of ^^^^l^: ^
liUss Bdvoir, by Grantham

(lU
(Herod, 2

AX\1L

fDr. of

Feather

Dr.cf

XSYIL (17?9).

(Godolphin

lDanghterof|f?"''er«;2
^T I ,. .

l-^iissi>eIvoir, by Grantham
fI-ath, (brother to Cadt, 1)
ISister to anip, 36

(12)
i Herod, 2

PHENOMENON r„
J
Frenzy

( (1774)

PHENOMEKON (17S0).

(Eclipse,* (Sampson /S'"\®,
(Engineer -J

IHipJl
^Dr, Dr. of

2
, Mare

( Y. Greyhound
\CurwenBay Barb Mare

as)

( Highfly

CELTINI >

) (Blank, 32
(Dr. of '

DELPINI (1781).

/Herod, 2
IKachel, 32

Dr. of
(Blaze, S

(Dr. of
fOreyhound
\Curwen Bay Barb Mar«

(14) CUANTEB (1782).

(Eclipse, 4
CHANTER \

*^ ^
Mr , o

daughter of {^1«^.J^^^^ 32

(15) WUISKEY (1789).

(sMtram(E''"P»°>* ,„ ^
WHISKEY (!'«>) ivirapo f

°"^ ""
,„

; (Ueio<l 2 lnnnRhtorof|S''»f"'"\*, ^
( Colasli -j ( Matchem, 1 l***^*^^ ^ ^^^ •»« *U Black, 30

^Daughter of /^.'•Pw'"^ *
lautur to Aiicutcr Starlinfr

I

J
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(16) BOB BOOTY (1804),

Master Bagot, Gamahoe.

/
( Woodpecker. 31

Clianticleer ] Daughter j Eclipse, 4
[ (of (1778) (Rosebud {stster to Everlasting, 46)

(
\^ ^ '""°

1 Arethusa, 60
1 Bagot ^ fMatchem, 1

Master Bagot (. I Jlarotte \ -n- „f f Traveller, 42
1^ ^

ur. or
^ jjj._ ofHartley's Bd. Horse. S

/Harmony /Eclipse (nmo,. fGodolpliin
\ (1776) t IMiss Spindleshanks ^ '^^^ 1 Lath Mare

( Starling Mare
leme < i /• -RiKJtnrd / Crab, 1

Gamahoe 5 "",J,]^i»l Slamerkin, sa

1 /Dr of(Begulas, 4
Daugh- ^ ^^- ^^

\ T^_ -f /Partner, 1

ter of (
^^- °^ 1t._ „f /Bay Bolton, 31

1
i^r. 01 Parley Arab Mare

Tim (Squirt, 4
Patty

(1752) isistertoBaJazet {^SS^]^]^''^'

Miss Patch.'

rTn=;tiVft
/LittenArab

I Mare

lAIdby Jenny
' Curwen's Bay Barb

Ringtail Galloway (Hip
Dr. ot '.Sisterto Piping

I Peg

(iSA) THE SADDLER—Waveblet (1817).

THE SADDLER
(1831)

(Whalebone, 73
Waverley \ i Sir Peter, 38

(Margaretta .
fHighflyer, 13

Kiji. oi
VNutcracker, by Matchem

(Castrel, 68
Castrellina

-j
i Waxy, 27

IDr. of
\

(Peruvian, 68
(Bigarre IViolaate, 73

(Ig B) SAFEGUARD,

WrrcHCEAPT, Faie Ellen (dam ofLiliaSy by Interpreter).

/Defence, 27

'^•^^i^Yi^^'^
(Selim,27 .Witchcraft f""^''^"^'^(1841) > Selim Mare, 1822 \

/-Wltcncrait
|

i (dam ofAntler, (Eurjone < , ^ -
, k

I by yeumii) iFair Ellen
(WeUesley Grey Arab

"j „ . /Highflyer, 13
iMana |Nfutcracker

,,.„„ -irn+^T, /Sorcerer, 28
Miss Witch iKosette
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QT) PLEXIPOTEXTI^VEY
EiOLins, Obtille, Pebicles, Bexijtbbocgh , Stamfobd, Evaxdek, <tc
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(18) HAEKAWAT, Economist, S^aboclish, Miss Toolet, Octavian, EEiGANTrso.
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(22) VAN TROMP (1844),

LAJTEECOST, LrVBKPOOL, Tkamp, Catton, Saitdbeck, Baebelle, aitd Fltdig Duichmak.

s
'=5

Tramp
1810)

Daughter of
(1S04)

Bustard
(1801)

L'Orient
(1805)

Catton
(1809)

Orvillina
(1804)

(*i4ter to Orville)

Amadis
(1807)

Seluna
(1810)

Dick Andrews
(1797)

Daughter of

Whisker

Mandane
(1800)

Buzzard
(1787)

Gipsey
(1789)

Election
(1804)

Sister to

Sky-sweeper

Golumpus
(1802)

Lucy Gray
(1804)

Beninbrough

Evelina
(1791)

Don Quixote
(1793)

Brother to

Alexander and
Xantippe

Fanny

Selim
(18C2)

Daughter of

Joe Andrews
(1778)

Daughter of

Gobanna

FraxineUa

Saltram

Calash

Pot 8 03

y. Camilla

Woodpecker

Misfortune

Trumpator

Daughter of

Gohanna

Chestnut Skim

Highflyer

Daughter of

Gohanna
(1790)

Catherine

Eclipse, 4
Amaranda
Highflyer, 13
Cardinal PuflfM.

Mercury, 8
Herod Mare, 25

Trentham, 4"

WoodpeckerMare
Eclipse, 4
Virago, 15

Herod, 2
Teresa, 15

Eclipse, 4
Sportsmlstress, 40

Woodpecker, 68
Camilla, 47

Herod, 2
Miss Ramsden, 31

Dux, 43
Curiosity, 43

Conductor, 6
Brunette, 42

Herod, 2
Snap Mare, 36

Mercury, 8
Herod Mare, 25

Woodpecker, 68
Silver^ Dam, 24

Herod, 2
Rachel, 32

Eclipse, 4
Rosebud, 16

Mercury, 8
Herod Mare, 25

Woodpecker, 68
Camilla, 47

Timothy

Lucy

King Fergus

Daughter of

Highflyer

Termagant

Eclipse
Grecian
Princess

Sir Peter

Daughter of

Buzzard

Daughter of

Pot 8 03

Editha
(1781)

Delpini, 13
Matchem Mare
FlorizeI,9
Frenzy, 12

Eclipse, 4
PoUy, 39

Herod, 2
Pyrrha, 17

Herod, 2

Rachel, 32

Tantrum, 57
Sampson Mare, 57

Marske, 4
Spiletta, 4

Forester, 56
Coalition, CM. 55

Highflyer, 13

Papillon, 38

Diomed, 9
Desdemon(\, 41

Woodpecker, 68
Misfortune, 43

Alexander, 55
Highflyer M., 55

Eclipse, 4
Sportsmistress

Herod, 2
Elfiida, 37
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(23) VOLTIGEUR (1847), Voltaire, SIaetha Lynn, Filho da Pcta, &c.

WUtelock
(1803)

Daughter of

Phantom
(1810)

Daughter of

Catton
(IbO'J)

Desdcmon.i
(lail)

Filho (la puta
(1811')

Treaauro

Hambletonian

Rosalind

Coriander

Wildgoose

"Walton

Julia

Overton

Gratitude's
Dam

Golumpus

Lucy Grey

OrvlUe

Fanny

King Fergus

Daughter of

Volunteer

Eyebright
is. to Conductor)

Eclinse, 4
Puliy, 39

Hi-'lulyer, 13
Matchem Mare
Eclipse, 4
Old Tartar Mare, 7

Pot 8 OS

Lavender

Highflyer

Coheiress

Sir Peter

Arethusa

Whiskey

Y. Giantess

King Fergus

Daughter of

Walnut

,

Daughter of

Haphazard

Mrs. Bamctt

CamlUus

Daughter of

Gohanna

Catherine

Timothy

Lucy

Beninbrougli

Evelina

Sir Peter

Daugliter of

Sir Peter

Miss Hcrvey

Waxy

Daughter of

Hambletonian

Faith

Uyadnthus

Flora

Matchem, 1

Snap Mare. 6

Echp^e, 4
Spoitsmistress, 40

Herod,'2
Snap Marc, 44

Heroil, 2
Kachcl, 32

Pot 8 OS, 40
Manilla, 62

HighHver, 13
Pai)illon, 38

Dun;_'iumoii, 60
Propiict .Marc, 00

Saltram, 15
Calash. 15

Diomed, 9
Giantess. 35

Eclipse, 4
Spoitsmistress. 40

Herod, 2
Snip Mare, 36

W's Ditto, 16
Maiden, 3

Ruler, 74
Piracantha

ISIercurv, 8
Herod ilarc, 25

Woodpecker, 08
Caniillii, 47

Delpini, 13
Matchem .Mare

Florizel, 9
Frenzy, 12

King Fergus, 39'

Hi-rod Man\ 25

lliKlitlycr, 1.!

TeinjMgaiit, .i7

HivliVlycr, 13
~

Paiiiloii. 38

DioiiK'd, 9
Dcsdeiiiona , 41

llTghTlyer, 13
^

Papill uii, 38

Eclipse, 4
Clio, 45

Pot 8 OS. 40
Maiia. 36

Woodpecker, C8
Ihincl, 73

King Fermis.t>7
Highflyer Marc, 6 :

PacoTct, 60
Atalaiita, .'>0

Spadillc, 61
Rosalind, 67

King Fergus, 39
Ataianta, 50
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(24) TEDDINGTON (1848),

Oklando, Touchstonb, Camel, Vultuke, Eockingham, Langak, and Election.

Camel (1822)

Banter

Wlialebone
(1807)

Daugliter of

Langar (1817)

Kite

Humphrey
Cliiiker (1822)

Medora (1813)

Election (1804)

Dr. ot (1805)

Master Henry
(1815)

Boadicea
(1807)

Sellm

Daughter of

Bustard

Olympla

Comus

Clinkerina

Swordsman
(1797)

Daughter ot

Gohanna

Chestnut Skiiji

(5. to GreySkim)

Stamford

Miss Judy
(1784)

Waxy (1790)

Penelope

Selim

Maiden

Orville (1809)

Miss Sophia
(1805)

Alexander
(1752)

Brunette

Buzzard

Daughter of

"Walton

Y. Giantess

Buzzard

Gipsy

Sir Oliver

Scotilla

Sorcerer

Houghton Lass

Sir Peter

Hyale

Prizefighter

Zara

Trumpator

Peppermint
(sis. to Prunella)

Mercury

Daughter of

Woodpecker

Daughter of

Haphazard

Bess

Alfi-ed

Manilla (1777)

Pot 8 OS, 40
Maria, 36

Trumpator, 42
Prunella, 49

Buzzard, 68
Alexander M., 65

Sir Peter, 38
Phenomenon M.,12

Beniubrough, 17
EveUna, 67

Stamford, 17
Sophia, 54

Eclipse, 4
Grec Princess, 65

Amaranthus
Mayfly
Woodpecker, 68
Misfortune, 43

Alexander, 55
Highflyer Mare, 65

Sir Peter, 38
Arethusa, 60

Diomed, 9
Giantess, 35

Woodpecker. 22
Misfortune. 23

Trumpator, 22
Herod Mare, 22

Sir Peter, 38
Fanny
Anvil, 11
Scota, 74

Trumpator, 42
Y. Giantess, 35

Sir Peter, 38
Alexina, 68

Highflyer, 13
Papillon, 38

Phenomenon, 12
Eally, 17

Florizel, 9
Promise, 49

Eclipse, 4
Squirrel Mare, 42

Conductor, 6
Brunette, 42

Hlghflyer7 13
Promise, 49

Eclipse, 4
Tartar Mare, 7

Herod, 2
Maiden, 3

Herod, 2
Miss Eamsden, 31

Herod, 2
Young Hag, 41

Sir Peter, 38
Miss Hervey, 45

Waxy, 27
Vixen, 69

Matchem, 1
Snap Mare, 6

Gold finder, 62
Old England, 32
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KINGSTON (1849), Venison, Slane, Partisan, Smolensk©, Gohanna, Walton.

(86)

O"

Partisan
(18U)

Fawn

Slane
(1833)

Garcia
(1823)

{sis. in blood
to

Octavianu)

Walton (1799)

Parasol (1800)

Smolensto (1800)

Jerboa (1803)

Koyal Oak (1823)

Daughter of

Octavian (1807)

Daughter of (1806)

Sir Peter

Arethusa

Pot 8 03

Prunella

Sorcerer (1796)

Wowski

Gohanna (1790)

Camilla (1778)

Catton (1809)

Daughter of

Orvllle

Epsom Lass

Stripling

Daughter of

Shuttle

Catherine

Ilighflyer, 13
PapUlon, 38

Dunarannon, 65
Prophet Slare, 60

Eclipse, 4
Sportsmistress, 40

Highflyer, 13
Promise, 49

Trurapator, 42
Y. Giantess, 33

Mentor
Maria, 36

Mercury, 8
Herod Mare, 25

Trenthara, 47
Coquette, 47

Golumpus, 22
Lucy Gray, 22

Sniolen sic5725
Beninbroui^h M., 17

Beninbrough, 17
Evelina, 57

Sir Peter, 38
Alexin a, 58

Phenomenon, 12
Laura, 70

Oberon, 70
Sister to Sharper, 70

Y. INIarske, 68
Vauxliall Snap M.
Uelpini, 13
Flora

WEATHERQAGE, Weathebbit, Sheet Anchor, Zinganee, Mokisco, SIiss Lettt.

<26)

Sheet Anchor
(1832)

Miss Lotty
(1834)

Taurus G826)

Esmerllda

Lottery, (1820)

ISIorglana

Priam (1827)

Miss Fanny'8
Dam

Morisco a819)

Katliorino
(1821)

Zinganee 0825)

Pastille (1819)

Tramp (1810)

Mandane (1800)

Muley (1810)

Miss Stephenson
(1810)

Emillus (1820)

Crossirta (1807)
{sister to Eleanor)

OrviUo (1799)

Daughter of 1800)

Muley (1810)

AquUina (1807)

Soothsfycr (1808)

Quadrl le (1815)

Tramp (1810)

Folly (1808)

Kubons (1805)

Parasol (1800)

Dick Andrews, 22
Highflyer Mare, 56

Pot 8 OS, 40
Y. Camilla, 47

Orville, 17
Eleanor, 74

Sorcerer, 23
Sister to Potworth
Orville, 17
Emily, 17

Whiskey, 15
Y. tiiantess, 35

"Heninbroiigh, 17
Evelina, 17

Buzzard, 68
Hornpipe
Orville, 17
Eleanor, 74

Eagle
t^istiTto Pctworth
Sorcerer. 28

Golden, Locks, 27

Selini. 27
(,'anary Bird, 20 _
Dick. Andrews. 22~
Hit:hflyer Mare. 66

Young Drone
Ueuina
Buzzard. 68
Alexander MarCjM
Pot's 08740
Prunella, 49
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(27) AimOVER (1851),

Bay Middleton, Sultan, Cobweb, Defence, Seum, Bacchante, Phantom, «fcc
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(28) WEST AUSTRALTAX (1850),

Cdtheestone, Melbouene, Hujiphret Clixkee, Cervantes, Whisker, <fec.
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STOCKWELL(1849), Rataplan, The Bakon, Bikdcatcher, Sm Hekcules, Glencoe, &c.

(29)
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(31) MISS EAMSDEN {dam of Woodpecker, by Herod).

I

Cade, 1

mSS RAMSDEN < / Lonsdale Bay Arab
(1760) J \

I
(Grey Hautboy, by Hautboy, 2

' Dr «f I I
^*y Bolton } (Makeless, 1

/ fDarley Arab
^ Dr. of

< lAiaKeiees, i

(Dr. ot< (Brimmer, 1

ley Arab
(Byerley Turk

of < (Place's White Turk
(Dr. of

Diamond
Sister to Merlin's dam

{(Byerley Turk
Dr. of

-J

fPlace'
"" "'

Taffolet Barb
(Dr. of{5iNatural Barb Mare

(82) EACHEL (sister to Ruth)

Blank (1740)
fGo<3oJpWa

EACHEL
ri^ #„ n p-o.\ i (Bartlett'g Childers, 4
(bro. to o. Jing.)

I Little Hartley M. { pVoodstock Arab

(1763)
) fKe^us, 4

^""^^^^
JDr. of (fv^'''rr^^"^

/Daughter of
J
^^ fSoreheels, 1

' " tWhy >otMara, 1

(83) PRINCIPESSA a"62).

(Blank (1740), 32
PRINCIPESSA < (CullenArab

(Dr. of •{ (Partner, 1{(Partaer, 1

Lady Thigh i ^Greyhound
^^'- °'

isophonisba's Dam {^^^^^^i^'l'^^ l^^

(84) FOLLY (1764).

(Blank, Sa
FOLLY

\
(sister to Regulus, 4

(35) GL\NTE8S (1769).

I Matchem (1748), I

«.2 ( Oodolphln
/ Bsbrahnm J rHoldemen Turk

F ..§
'

1 (1740) \ (Hartley's Blind i (Makeless, 1

5-Q 1 \ ILargeHarUey M. i Horso (Black M. •{D'Arcy

5 e- & i
Molly Txyng-legs (FlWng WHiip. 32 ( Royal M.

'"'""'

1 Dror /^°'«'-'^-'~{niunrBrl°''Ll/''*^

[

•

\ Sister to Cato {^^.S ^xana, 1

(38) LISETTE a77J).

if f Snip (1736) (.^^tl'^tT's'orcheel., 1

g| l8nap(1750)< (Fox, 2

^til (Dr.of
^

fBayBolton,31

t =
'^

^ °''**^
J n.ncrht«. „f /Newcastle Turk

h-la' (Daughter of
(uauphter ol Hverlcy Turk

^ftl i
(Qodolphta ,y B«W.d. iB'''K^'"«°T"^''

' V, S MiM Windsor a754) \ f
^- Belgrade S rB«y Bolton, 81

|J^ leister to Volunteer.'
^°'"'^*'*«' °' 1 l^oarborough M

I n.nn.».f«, /.^ fBartlett's Childers, 4
l.DanghteT of ^,^ „, i)„vnn.htr« n.
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(37) ELFBIDA (1768).

(Snap, 36
ELFBIDA ]

(Eegnlus, 4
(Miss Belsea < (Bartlett's dulden, 4

(Daughter of

«

1 True Blnea

(38) PAPILLON (1769).

PAPILLON f
S°*P' ^

(dam of Sir PeterJ^ Cleveland fRe&°l°s, 4
bu Highjiyer)

J

Jliss LJejeiana j g^^ ^f g Bolton, 31
V. U/o»; (Midge

^
(BarUett's CMders, 4

(Daughter of
j fHoneywood's Arab
^^*'^^*« °UDam oftheXwoTrueBluoh

(39) POLLY (1756).SfCrab, 1

Black and all Black < (True Blue
(Mifl8 Slamerkin \ ^^^^^.^ ^^ ^^^

{dam of King Fergut,
\

' IBlack-legged Royal Mare

b:,Ecl,p.e) rrartar,2 /Bay Bolton, 31

r""^ {Daughter OfP^" &»*" °'^'''"^°"'^
iDaughterofl^^-^-i^^

(40) SPOETSMISTBESS (1765).

rCade, 1

S. I Snnw^«r.<ir. n7>^7\ J /" Heucage's Whitenoso fHaU's Arabian
^.|. (Sportsman (1753) ^gjj^grt^j ^6^22) loam of his Jig

K aj 1 (Daughter of •{ (DarleyArab
g^ I (, (1738) "j

"

(Rattle

(Dr. of
-I

fGresle:
(Dr. of

]^
\Dod8worth's dam

(Dr..g*
I

(Dr. of-j rSresley's Bay Arab

g 8"
(

^^' '^ ]v.^„ fHelmsley Turk
m^ \ lVixen{„„^^^„4^,„^„

^S,
I

/"Oronooko fCrab, 1

O^ JGoldenlocka.] (^^^) l^s Slamerkin, 39

""I f
(Daughter of ]

^^ '

rPartner 1S
(

(Daughterof g^^^-^^ i>^ Man,

(41) DESDEMONA (1770).

(Marske (1750), 4 ( om„ TStarUi _
DESDEMONA i \

°^™ \Daughter of Bartlett's Childers, 4
(Marske (1750), 4 ( om„ TStarUng, 39
1 \'=^™\Daughterof]
(Yom.gHag(1762)J ^^^^^

/Hag ^__ ff^iifl
Jt,. ^

, fChilders, 2
tJiDony

^(^jjj Ebony, by Basto, 1

(42) BEUKETTE (1771).

(
Old Traveller P'^^'jilmanzor gt^tTo^ML, 2

I '^'- °- 1^ ^, . fGrev Hautbov

e

KV^ ] \ Matchless (l^fffi^^^ „«
i

». Dove (1764) -
tSouths dam, 47

^

i i Dr.of T'^'"''"^^ i
— (Bandy ^ p^.^ner.!

^
(Daughter of {^^"^^'^''PP^ |^ e,

l^''- «>f iGreyhoundll,
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(43) MISFOETUKE {dam ofBuzzard, by Woodpecker).

I jMatchem,! /Godolphin

MISFORTUNE ; (Duchess \
»^*'^'®'^ ^ ^"^*' ^

(1775)
J

( Miss SlamerkiD, 39

( Curiosity {titter to l.lfrida, 37)

(44) LAVENDER (1778).

rHerod, 2
LAVENDER ] (Snap, 36

(Daughter of \
fCade 1(Daughter of
{q-^^^^^ Buttocks Mare

(45)
. MISS HERVEY (1775).

^ I Eclipse, 4

nbq ^
"^ ^ ' T. Cade {brother in blood to Matchem, 1)

!^«(Clio|
(Starling, 39

Daughter of < (Bartlett's Childers, 4
(Daughter of •< (Bay Bolton, 31

(Daughter of Ji,,„g,^„„,JByeHc.v Turk
Mare

(46) EVERLASTING (1775).

( Eclipse, 4

EVERLASTING Hvena
\sitler to Elfrida, 37)

(47) CAMILLA (1778).

(Govrer Stallion {ton qf Godolphin)

, Sweepstakes ] /Partner, 1

^ .^ \ ^^*"^''*<''<'Msi6tertJMatchem'8dani,l

^ I r?77Br i fRegulus,4
^

<..|^l 1177b) /South'? (Soreheels, 1

tj o -S 1 / MiBfl South
\

(Daughter of < fMakeless
E^.lJ I (17M) <I^«"P'>»''^°fU;W Royal Ma«'"^

(Bald Galloway,!

r.»,.„i.~
(Cartouch

^ /Cripple (joiKiTGorfirfpAlii)Daughter of s (Dr. of
^suler to Matchem« dauA 1

Coqnptte fromptonBarb (Ebony, 41

(1764) ISister to Kegului>,4

(48) riCWET (1786).

(syphon f*^"^* p-atriot f »-^ ^°''-'
='\ „, ,

/ \
tDaughlcrofJ ('"'•') |L)nughter of

{-old Lady,by PuHen's Arab
I Tandem 1 i (Crab, 1

b- \
^'"^^ 'daughter of

j
m„v Bolton, 31

W I I
(Rcguh.8,

4

(Daughter of
\ gj^j^ ^^ Miibury, 1

>i [Daughter of ^ (Snip, 36

W) ^ (Daughter of

j fCotttngham P^^'»
^-^^ Ho«e. 35

^L .
(Eclipse, 4

Coltingham Mare^ I

,Snake,4
Terma^gant

|^ ^^^^^^
jMcrUn Iwarloch GaUoway jsister to Carli.M

(49) TEUKELLA {dam of Penelope, Iv.Tn/mpator; of Parasol, by Pot 8 OS.; and qf
Pope, by Waxy).

1
Highflyer {||-^^«3,

PRUNELLA

)

i<i„«r.tn

I
IJuua

\8pectotor'» dam, 6
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(50)

Faoolet
(Blank, 33

FAITH (1779).

FAITH \

Iwhiteneck Olphiu Mare

/ Atalanta (Matchem, 1

\ '^'"^J (Lass of the Mm
]

( Old TraveUer, 42
(DangHterof]

/Y. Greyhonnd
(MissMakeless {p^rtuTr Mare

(51)

MATEON

MATRON (1782).

fPlorizel, 9

(.Maiden {litter to Fanthot, 3)

(52)

LUNA

LUNA (about 1785).

(Herod, 2

Sister to Eclipse, 4

(53) GREY DORIMANT (1781).

(,,, fChedworth Foxhunter
I mioses

\^Portland Arab Mare
Otho ^

^^ ^^^^^
(.MissVernon [q^^^ ^^ Witherington Mare, by Partaer, 1

^'' "^
) Daughter fAbraham, 35

Chflders, 2 ,^,^^^, tu.^
' "^ U >,» J Hampton Court Childers^j)^^l^g^3 Jb'Aroy's AVhite Turk

^Daughter of-' , I
( j^J^

UaldCbaxlotte
CghTr of {1«'^^^'^

<iS^*-^^vi'auo"'-';'- "» \Brunmer Mare
Blank, 32

fWymis's Arab

(Lady Mare
{f.^ughter of St Martin

(Conyer's Arab

Dizzy
(1757)

f
Ancaster Dizzy {

\ ]

' Daughter of.<

Smiling Tom
' Daughter
^

{
(Oysterfoot

(Daughter of [^^^^/^J^^^^

Daughter of 4 ' fMerlin
(Daughter of

j /Commoner
(Daughter of

|(.„ppg^jl_

(54) VIOLET (about 1785).

c.i,„,v (Marske, i
^^"^

\
(Snap, 36

^ ^™ -

(Daughter of
-^ ,,_. /Marlborough (ftroMer to BoimAam, 35)

VIOLET V _ . 'paugbterof|jj^j^g^B^t,^jj[^g
fSyphon, 43

(Quick's Charlotte
Daughter of ! (Blank, 32

(Crab, 1

(Daughter ot^ peer's Dimple
(Daughter of

|jj^_ ^^ Bethel's Castaway

(1782)

(55)

^ a ^ I Alexander

<>-
g /

Eclipse, 4
ALEXA^^DER MARE 1790).

S °^? I Daughter of I

(Hartley's Bd. Horse, 35

Forester < (Partner, 1

1 (Daughter of
^ . fGreyhound

I GreoanPrincess i (Daughter of Isrocklesby Betty

1 ("The Coalition Colt

[Daughter ofJ (Crab 1

I .
(Bustard (niss Slamerkin, 39

VDr of
-J

/Childer3,2

, _^ ^Df- of second
Igj^j^j ^^ g^.fHighflyer, 49

(Daughter of
fAlfic*^

(brother to Conductor, 6)

1t> v<. , „p /Engineer, 12
(Daughter of ^^^° Malton's dam

) Sorehsels, I
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(56) HIGHFLYEB MABE a790).

g-gif \ Highflyer, 49

K*^^'5' , (Babraham, 35

!

Cardinal Puflf ^ ra„i„ '>a

(Daughter of {f°'P' ^. ,. -,
ILady Thigh, 33

(TaUer (brother to Julia, 49)
Daughter of < iSuip, 3t>

C -a (Daughter of < (GodolpUn
(Daughter of

] nVhiteneck, 50
(Daughter of [p^ii^^ ^^ naw

(57) EVELINA (1791).
Highflyer, 49

/Cripple («m i^Godolphin)
EVELINA ,

r lantmm (17bUJ ^Daughter of Hamptua Court CluldMf,U
(Termagant

^ rSampson, 12

(Daughter of
j -/Regultts,4
(Daughter of [^^^^ oam, 4

(5&) ALKXTNA (1788).

[King Fergus (1775) {fgf|b*
^""^^^

rYMar8keParske,4
(Lardella,39r-''"'^''icUo-sDam,45

[Daughter of {Bea^lmonfs Dam

(59) UISS SOPHIA (1805).

!ii-.,»,-,-,vi /Sir Peter, 38
Haphazard

(jjiss HerVey. 45

( ITT ( r'ot 8 OS, 40

"®*"S (Pot 809,40

MISS SOPHIA
j

''''''°
{cypher {f,^eS'Mare.4

^^'^
|Hun««nunca {Ji;S^7r.bo^,

(60) ARETUUSA (1792),

,
(Eclipse, 4

/ DuDgannon O'SO) i {Herod, 9

ARETHDBA i

(Daughter of ^ rBlank, 33
( Daughter of •] i Spectator, 5

iRcgnliu,4 (Helen -v ,_,

(Prophet- (Pnrtnpr 1 (I>«phne<v.
Daughter of

{^^^ ^1
Jenny Spinner

{ Jj^^^oJud Mare
^''

(61) LITTLE FOLLY (1S06)

(Highflyer, 49

( Highland rang
('""'""'

jnora (X^Lcu1L^ to WU* £^-.37)

I

vvtEiia
^progerpine {titter to Lelipte)

/ Harriet (j::'r,!r!l

UTTLE folly]
^'**^

IcaJla ({I^J^^j^^^J

fVolnnto<>r,8

XDaughter of AliVcd [bnthtr to Cmdueior, 6)
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(62)

!81rFeter,38

\

Hornet (1790)

RIVAL (1800),

, (Herod, 2

/ Drone { (Blank, 38

^^^U^/Caae,lPeggy JLady Thigh, 33

(Snap, 36
(Goldfinder i

fBlank. 32

303

C6S) FLIGHT (about 1810).

(Tug
Commodoie (1793) < (Scaramcach

/ Escape (1802) ( (Smanhopes i
^ Ttio„i, -jo

PLIGHT
) \

(Highflyer, 13 (I^aughter of {^^^^^^^^ „ ^^ ^OuUdoU^l
(ok^Sl^r ishiit

^^weethria,
^
I>r. of Traveller. ^

) I
y T. Heroine <

\

Old Her<Aae
/Hero£*<»» <ifCiide)

(64) CHESTNUT SKIM.

CHESTiaJT SKrai (Woodpecker, 31

(«,fcr to Grey Skim)
jg^^^^,^ ^^^

{j^^g, 41

(65) CANARY (about 1805).

,r>«~-o^/i». (Pots OS, 40/Conander |LaTendW,44
CANARY^

(Highflyer, 13

yiSiaa Green < (Matchem, 1

(Harriet
-j

(Kegnlns,4
(Flora i . (Bartlett's Chnderg, 4(Daughter of

jg^y ^^^^^^ ^^^^

(g© SYLPH {dam ofLugwardine, Newcourt, and Lady Lift), Spectee, Gouty, &c
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(67) QUEEN OF TRUMPS (1S32), Velocipede, IVIalek, Junipkb, Diamond, <fcc
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C67A) VERBENA {dam oflthund, by Touchstone),

IXHCBIEL, MiLO, &C.
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(67 C) BEESWING
(Dam ofNewminster and Nunnykirk, by Touchstone, and of OldPort,by Sir Hereuks\

DocTOB Syntax, Aedrossan, John Bdix, Newmts'steb, and Ou) Post.
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(C8) GHUZNEE (1838), Pantaloon, Cain, Peettvian, PACLO-nrrz, Poolton, &c

Buzzard
(1787)

Daughter of

Peruvian

Musidora
(1804) .

Woodpecker
(1773)

Misfortune

Paulowitz
(1813)

Daughter of

Poulton
(1805)

frr. to Fyldener
and Sir Oliver

Variety
(1803)

.

Alexander

Daughter of

Sir Peter

Daughter of
(1788)

Meteor
(1783)

Maid of all

Work

Herod

Miss Ramsden

Tartar, 2
Cypron, 2

Dux

Curiosity

Eclipse

Grec Princess

Highflyer

Daughter of

Highflyer

Papilloa

Boudrow

Escape's Dam

Eclipse

Daughter of

Highflyer

S. to Tandem

Sir Paul
(1803)

Evehna
(1791)

Paynator
(1791)

Daughter of

Sir Peter

Fanriv
(1790)

Hvacinthus
(1707)

Sister to
S'Nvordsman

Sir Peter

Pewet

Cade, 1
LnsdI.BayEb.M 31

Matchem, 1
Duchess, 43

Snap, 36
Regulus Mare. 43

Marske, 4
Spilletta, 4

Forester, 55
D. ofCoalition C.55

Herod, 1
Eachel, 32

Alfred, 55
Engineer Mare, 55

Herod, 2
Rachel, 32

Snap, 36
Miss Cleveland, 38

EcUpse, 4
Sweeper Mare, 7'

Squirrel, 42
Babraham Mare,35

IMarske, 4
Spilletta^4

Merlin
Mother Pratt

Herod, 2
Rachel, 32

Syphon, 48
Regulus Mare, 48

Highflyer, 13
PapUlon, 38

Highflyer

Termagant

Trumpator

Daughter of

Delpini

Daughter of

Highflyer

Papillon

Diomed

Ambrosia

Coriander

Rosalind

Tandem, 48
Termagant, 48

Herod, 2
Rachel, 32

Tantrum, 57
Sampson ]Mare, 57

Conductor, 6
Brunette, 42

Mark Anthony, 5

Signora

Highflyer, 13
Blank Mare, 13

Y. IVlarske, 58
Gentle Kitty

Herod, 2
Rachel, S3

Snap, 36
Miss Cleveland, 38

riorizel, 9
Spectator Mare. 9

Woodpecker, 68
Sister to Rachel, 32

Pot 8 OS, 40
Lavender, 44

Pbenomenon, 12
Atalanta, 50

Prizefighter

Zara

Florizel, 9
Promise, 49

Eclipse, 4
Squirrel Mare, 42
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(69) CYPELA>J

{Dam of Joe Lovel, by Velocipede; of Songstress, by Birdcatcher ; of Meteora, by

Melbourne; and of Cypriana, by Epirus).

Partisan
(Walton {iSSS

(1811) ^p^^oi {S2,*«°f:^„
PVPPTATiT ' LPrunella, 49

\i QoVx ^
(FUho da Puta (-Haphazard, 59

(iXM)
. Frailty J (1812) litrs. Bamett, 73

(
(1821) ^Agatha(1814){0^il.J,^

(70) CRUCIFIX

{Dam of Surplice, Pontifex, Rosary, and Cardinal, by Touchstone ; of Cowl, by Bay

Middleton; of Crozier, by Lanercost; of Gonstantine, by Cotherstone; and of Chalice,

by Orlando).

I Priam, 21

CRUCIFIX ( (1307, Wgb.erof{S^j'sW,,.
r Octavlaaa { rchn^io /Y. Marske, 58
\ : Daughterof i

»iQ':tie
^ Vauxliall Snap M.

(
(1807) |z„a(i8oi) i§^^'^\i^

(71) EMPRESS (dam of Autocrat, by Bay Middleton).

EmiUns \ * iV^ ?*^^^

EMPRESS
i Vmtii, f istamtord, 17<r-nuiy

| Whiskey Mare, 17

Mangel Wurzel j f Sorcerer, 28(Morei
t Hornby La^s

(72) ALICE HAWTHORN {dam ofOulston, by Melbourne).

I plulcy f 0^^^11e, by Beninbrough, 17
I Muley Moloch ' (1810) \ Eleanor, 74
\ (1830) Ivnnrv (Dick Andrews, a

ALICE HAWTHORN ,

^JNancy
\si)itflro



PEDIGREES (1831-50). S0§

(73) PHRYNE {dam of Elthiron, WtndJiound, Miserrima, Eobbie Noble, the Reiver,

and Rambling Katie, by Pantaloon), Decot, Flatcatchzk, Camel, Fujio
VJt. PuTA, ToucnsTONE, Lattncelot, and Masteb Hekbt.
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(74) VIBAQO (1851), Ptrbecs I., Epieus, Elis, Langas, Rowton, Mixkt.
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(75) WHIM idam of Chanticleer, by Birdcatchef), Deone, Waxy Pope, Master
EOBEBT, AND BUFFEB.
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(76) MAEGEAVE MAEE—<fa7n of Sir Tatton Sykes (1343), by Melbourne.
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(78) EUBY {dam of Coronation, by Sir Hercules).

^(\^. \ (Wffliamson's Ditto, 16
U«w»; ( Daughter of

\
(Shuttle, 20

(Agnes <
fHighflyer, 13

(HighflyerMare f5oj^„3 2(Daughter of \^^^ Boliilbroke

(79) PASQUDfADE {sister to Touchstone, and dam of the Libel,

by Pantaloon).

(80) KUFINA (sister to Velocipede, and dam of Ratcatcher,

by Langar).

(81) LOUISA {dam ofJerry, by Smolensko).

(Orvme,17
LOUISA (1813) .Timothyimomasina

^yjoigt, by Shark, 54

(82) TAT {dam of Vatican, by Venison, and Windfall, by FUz-Orville).

VAT (1826) {sx^^Q^lsister to Whalebone)

(83) lOLE {dam ofldleboy, by Harkaway).

!Sir Hercules, 29

( Sultan, 2'
\

( Sultan, 27
( Cardinal Cape \

f Cervantes, 28
(Dulcineaj pioor^p^t

(Kegina {^^y^ 28

(Si) HESTER {dam of Chatham, by the Colonel).

( Camel, 73

fMuley, 2

Petworth, by Precipitate

HESTER (1832)
] . . fMulev 26iMommia (SJ'to P

(85) TAGLIOXI {dam of Retriever and Pride ofEildare, by Recovery, son of Emilius;

of Tearaway, by Voltaire; of Fireaway, by Freney; of Clear-the-way and

Sanceaway, by Harkaway).

(Whisker, 18
TAGLIOXI (1836) < (Catton, 22

(Daughter of
{

rPaynator, 6?
li^augDter oi

[yiojet, by Shark, 54
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Thefigures here

A
^gis 27
Agatha 69
Alarm 19
Alexina 68
Alexander 65
AlexanderM. 55

Alfred 63
Alice Haw-

thorne 72
Almanzor 42
Aldemey 77
Amadis 22
Amaranthus 73
AncasterStaT'
Ung

Ancaster
Dizzy

Andover
Angelica
Anvil
Aquilina
Ardrossan
Arethusa
Assault
Atalanta

INDEX TO PEDIGREE TABLES.
and in the last column ofeach Table refer to the numbers ofthe Tables.

42

63
27
61
11
26

67 c
60

60

B
Baron, The
Bay Peg
Bay Bolton
Bay liliddle-

ton
Bajazct
Bald Peg, O.
Bald Peg, Y.
Bd. Galloway 1

Babrahara 35
Bacchante 27
Jiandy 42
Banter 73
Barbelle 22
Bd. Charlotte 53
Barbara
Baste
Bagot
Belgrade, Y.
licatrice
Beeswing

67
1

16
36
28

67 c
Betty Lec'dcs
Benlnbrough 17
Belinda 20
Bess 69
Birdcatchcr,

Irish 29
Blank 32
Black and oU

Black
Blossom 10
Blacklock 23
J'.lowing 70
IMazo 2
Boadlcea 73
liob Booty 16
Boudrow 7
Brimmer 1
Brisk 85
Brunette (by

Squirrel) 42
Brunette (by
Amaran-
thus) 28

Bnitandorf 21
Buffer 75

Bustard (by
Crab) 16

Bustard (by
Buzzard) 22

Buzzard 63

C
Cain
Careless
Cade
Cade, Y,
Cato
Camerton
(Jastrel
Calendulas
Camilla
CamiUa, Y.
C!alorael
Canary
Cardinal
Catton
Canary Bird
Calash
Cartouch
Canidia
Camel
Camillus
Cardinal Puff 56
Catherine (by

Delpiiii)

Cervantes 23
Chatham 84
Chanter 1

Chanticleer 16
Chanticleer (by
Birdcatchcr) 75

Chanter (by
Eclipse) 14

Champion 2
Chalice 70
Childers 2
Childers, Bart-

lett's 4
Childers,IIam.
Court 63

Chesterfield
(b.toCr"flx70)

Ch. Skim
Chrysolite
Clumsy
Clinkcrlna
Clio
Clare
Cobweb
Constantino
Cowl
( ommodoro
Coelia
Cottingham
Coheiress
Colonel, The 27
Conductor
Coriander
Coronation
Coquette
Comus
Coles' Fox-
hunter

Coneysklns
Cotherstono
Confederate

Filly
Confederate
Cossack

Crab
Cressida
Cripple
Crozier
Crucifix
Curiosity
CjT)ron
Cj-pher
Cygnet
Cyprian
Cypriana

D
Daphne
Defence
Defiance
Desdemona
Decoy
Delpini
Dido
Diomed
Diamond
Dizzy
Dick Andrews 22
Doctor Syn-
tax 67 c
Don Cossack 77
Don Quixote 22
Dorimaut
Dove
Dragon
Draj-ton
Driver
Drone
Drone (by
Herod) 62

Duugannon 60
Duchess (lij'

Whitcuose) 43

53
42
67

75 A
53
75

Duchess
Dux

E
Ebony, Old
Ebony
Economist
Eclipse
Echidna
Eleanor
Ellen Middle-
ton

Election
IClection M.
Elthiron
Eilrida
Ells
Emmelino
Emma
Emllius
Emily
Empress
Engineer
Epsom Lass
Eplrus
Escape
Esmerilda
Euphrasia
Evan dor
Evelina
Everlasting
Eyebrlght

F
Faith
Fair Helen
Fanny Legh

Fanny (by
Tartar) 89

Faugli-a-bal-
lagh 29

Feather 11
Filagree 27
Fillikins 66
Filho da Puta 73
Finesse 73
Fiatcatcher 73
Flying "rtTiig 32
Florizel 9
Flora (by Ee-
gulus)

Flight
Flora (by

Squirrel)
Floranthe
Flying Dutch.
man

FoUv (by
Blank)

Folly (by Y.
Drone)

Fortress
Fortitude
Forester
Fox
Fox-Cub
Frenzy
Fyldener

G
Gadabout
Gamahoo
Garcia
(ialatea
Ghuznee
(iipsey
Gibside Fairy 28
Giantess 35
Giantess, Y. 35
Glencoo 29
Ciladiator 20
Ciohanna 25
Goldenlocks
(bv Orono.) 40

Goliienlocks 27
Goldflndcr 62
(iolumpus 22
Goutv 66
Goutv, Y. 80
Cower Stal. 47
(trace DarUng 77
Grey Gran-
tham 2

Grey Robin-
eon 4

Grey Skim 21
Greyllautboyol
Grey Dori-
mant 63

Grasshopper 42
(;rec.PriucesS5.">

Gulccioli 29

U
Hag 41
Hag. Young 41
Hautboy 2
Harkawnv 18
Hartley Mare,

Little 32
Hartley Mare,
Large 35

Hartley's Blind
Horse 35

Hambleto-
nian 23

Harriet 61
Harriet (by
Matchem) 65

Harmony 16
Haphazard 59
Heroine, Y.

67 B
77
10
73
3
84

21
13

Heroine, Old 63
Helen
Hero
Hermea
Heinel
Herod
Hester
Hetman Pla

toff
Highflyer
HiffhflyerJL 55
Highld. Fling 61
Hornet 62
Houghton
Lass 28

Hobble Noble 73
Hutton's Black-
legs 4

Humphrey
Clinker 28

Huucamunca i9
Hyale 23
Hyacinthus CS
Hyena 46

I& J
Idalia
leme
Interpreter
Ion
lole

Ithurlel
Jerboa
Jenny Spinner07
JennV Spinner
(by I'artuer) t»

Jewess 74
Jig 1
Joe Lovel 69
Joe Andrews 22

63
16
76
30
83

67 A
25

John BuU
Julia
Juniper
Juno
Justice

73
27
67
10
16

K
Knthcrine (by
Soothsayer) 26

Kathorina
King Fergus
Kingston

L
Lass of tho
MiU

Lady Thigh
Lady Mare
Languisli
Lady Jane
Lanercost
Launcelot
Landscape
Lardella
Lath
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CHAP. UL

THE POWERS AlfD USES OF THE MODEElf EACEHOESE.

Sect. L—J*be3ent Speed of the Race-
HOKSE.

27. By an examination of the racing time-

tables as recorded of late years, it will be

seen that from 13J to 14 seconds per furlong

is the highest rate ot speed attained in

any of our races, above a mile, and
with 8 St 7 lbs. carried by three-year-old

horses. In 1846 Smplice and Cymba won
the Derby and Oaks, each running the

distance in 2 minutes and 48 seconds, or

exactly 14 seconds per furlong. This rate

has never since that time been reached;

Lord Zetland's Yoltigenr having, however,

nearly attained it, but failing by two
seconds—mating his rate 14 seconds and
one-sixth per furlong. But the most extra-

ordinary three-year-old performance is that

of Sir Tatton Sykes over the St. Leger
cofurse, 1 mile, 6 furlongs, and 132 yards in

length, which he ran in 3 minutes and
IG seconds, or at a rate of as nearly as

possible 13} seconds per flirlong. With an
additional year and the same weight, this

speed has been sUghtly exceeded by West
AustraUan, even over a longer course, as

at Ascot in 1854, when he defeated Kingston
by a head only; running 2 miles and 4
furlongs in 4 minutes and 27 seconds, or as

nearly as possible at the rate of 13 seconds

and one-third perfurlong. This performance
is the best in modem days, considering the

weight, the age, and the distance ; and it

will compare very favourably with the

often quoted exploit of Childers over the

Kound course in 1721, when, being six

years old, he beat Almanzor and Brown
Betty, carrying 9 sL 2 lbs., and doing the
distance In C minutes and 40 seconds, or
at the rate of 14 seconds and one-third per
furlong. Thus, allowing him his year for

the extra } mile In the course and for the

2 lbs. wnich lie carried above Kingston's

weight, he was outdone by the latter horse
at Ascot by 1 second per furlong, and
likewise by West Australian, ut the usual

allowance for his age. Again, comparing
these performances on the English turf

with the recently lauded exploits of the
American horses, it will be found that

there is no cause for the fear lest our
antagonists In the "go-a-hcad" depart-

ment should deprive us of our laurels. On
the 2nd of April, 1855, a time-match was
run at New Orleans between Lccomtc anil

Lexington, both four years old, In which
the latter, who won, did the four miles

(carrying 7 st 5 lbs.) in 7 minutes lOJ

seconds, or, as nearly as may be, 13? seconds
per l\irlong. This Is considered by the
Americans the best time on record, and is

undoubtedly a creditable performance;
though when the Ught weight is takeai

into account, not so near our best English I

time as would at first sight appear. Oni
the 14th of April Brown Dick and Arrows
ran 3 miles over the same course in 5
minutes 28 seconds, or at the rate of IS

seconds and two-thirds per furlong; the
former a three-year-old, carrying 6 st. 2 lbs.,

and the latter five years old, 7 st. 12 lbs.

Thus it will appear, that Khigston, o?'

the same age as Arrow, and carrying 9 st.

instead of 7 st. 12 lbs., ran 2} miles at a
better rate than Arrow did his 3 miles by
one-third of a second per furlong ; and it

has been sho^vn that in the year last past
two horses exceeded the greatest per-

formance of the olden times by a second
per furlong, and beat the best American
time of modem days by one-third of a
second per mile. The assertion, therefore,

that our present horses are degenerated in

their power of staying a distance under <

weight is wholly without foundation, since

I have shown that even taking the time of

the Childers' performance as the true rate,

of which there is some doubt, yet it has
recently been beaten very considerably by
West Australian and Kingston- Many
loose assertions have been made as to the

rate of the horse for a single mile in the

last century, but there is not the slightest

reliance to be placed upon them- That any
racehorse ever ran a mile within the minute
is an absurd Action ; and it is out of the

question to suppose, that if Childers could

not beat ourmodem horses over the Beacon
course, he could beat them a shorter dis-

tance. Stoutness was undoubtedly the/orte

ot the early racehorses ; they were of small i

size, very wiry and low, and could unques-
tionably stay a distance, and could race

month after month, and year after j-ear in

a way seldom imitated in these days ; but

that they could in their small compact
forms run as fost in a short spin as our
modem three-year-olds is quite a fallacy, and
no racing man of anj' experience would
admit it for a moment

28. Toe Size and Shape of the modern
thorough-bred horse are superior to those of

olden days, ifwe may judge by the portraits

of them handed down to us by Stubbs, who
was by far tlie most fiUthful animal painter

of the eighteenth century. In elegance of

shape wo beat the horses of that day very

considerably, more especially in the beauty

of the head and the formation of the shoul-

ders, which have been much attended to by
breeders. In size, also, there has been an

Immense stride made, the average height of

the racehorse having been increased by at
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least a hand within the last century. This

enlargement is, I believe, chiefly due to the

Godolphin Arabian, who was the sire of

Babraham, the only horse of his time which
reached 16 hands, and sire or grandsire of

several which were more than 15 hands,

much above the average height of horses

at that time—as, for instance. Fearnought,
Genius, Gower StaUion, Infant, Denmark,
Bolton, Cade, Chub, Lofty, and Amphion.
Indeed it will be found, by an examination
of the horses of that time, that out of 130

winners in the middle ofthe eighteenth cen-

tury, there were only 18 of the height of 15

hands and upwards, of which 11 were by
Godolphin or his sons, three descended from
the Darley Arabian, two from the Byerley
Turii, and two from other sources. It may
therefore be assumed, with some degree of

probability, that the increase in size is in

great measure due to the Godolphin, in addi-

tion to the extra care and attention which
the horse has received during the same time.

Nevertheless, all the care and forcing in the

world wUl not increase the size of some
breeds ; and unless there was this capability

of being forced, no amount of attention

would have brought the horse to the pre-

sent average, which may be placed at about
15 hands 3 inches.

Sect. 3 Early Maturitt incompatible
with dubabilitt.

29. The Laws begulating Growth ant)

Decay are immutable, and it may almost
always be pronounced, that in proportion

to the quickness of the growth wUl be the
early decay of the animal or vegetable
being. Thus, the oak is more lasting than
the larch, and the elephant outlives the
horse ; and so it will be found that, whether
in the case of the greyhound, the horse, the
sheep, or the buUock, those animals which
corns to maturity the earliest are the flrst

to decay, or to show signs of that stage

;

for in a state of domestication actual decay
is rarely permitted to take place; hence,
while the breeder has his attention drawn
to the production of colts which shall at
two years of age be formed like old horses,
and be fit to compete with them for short
distances, it will always result that he
attains his end at a considerable sacrifice of
durability, as evidenced in the diminished
strength of constitution, and the feeble and
yielding nature of the organs of locomotion.
The timber, in fact, instead of being oak
is deal, and is as little to be compared in
durability with the materials of which the
old-fasliioned horses were composed, as the
latter timber is vrith the former. It is true
that some exceptions may be adduced
even in these days, which seem made ot
Jis iron-like materials as Eclipse or Chil-

ders, or thefr contemporaries— as, for in-
stance, Rataplan, who ran last season 29
times, winning 18 ; and Angelo, who ran
35 times, but only managed to be first in 10.

StUl these are the exceptions, and the vast ,

majority of our horses are unable to put la
an appearance on the race-course more than
8 or 10 times in the course of the season,
and many not nearly so often. Both Chil-

ders and Eclipse were five years old before
they were trained, and such was the usual
practice in those days. As an Instance of
this, Miss Neesham was foaled in 1720, was
flrst started for the King's Plate at York,
in 1726, and continued to run every year tUl

1731, when she was used for two seasons
for breeding purposes, and produced Miss
Patty. In 1733 Miss Neesham, now called
Mother Neesham, won a plate at York; and
again, in 1734, she won two stakes at the
same place, being in her 14th year. Such a
case is unknown in these days ; and even
an eight-year-old running horse is a rarity

seldom met with. Beeswing, it is true,

ran and won good stakes in her ninth j'ear,

but she was a rara avis indeed, and we
may wait some tune before we look upon
her like again.

30. Racehorses are not, however, to
be considered as really degenerated, simply
because they are of earher maturity than
was formerly the case, but they are no
doubt altered to character by the long-
continued attention to the production of
this peculiarity. The type of the racehorse
is now more nearly aUied to the two-year-
old form, and he has become more speedy,
but less lasting in proportion to his speed.

This is easily imderstood, because it is

impossible that a horse can maintain a high
velocity for as long a time or distance as he
can keep up a slower rate of gallop. I have
shown that he can, and does now perform
the same distance in a less time than Chil-

ders, but that he can keep up his top speed

as long as the old-fashioned horses is I
believe untrue. A very slow horse can
maintain the only rate which he can
manage to reach for a long time, as com-
pared with the fast horse; and he may
safely be kept extended for the whole dis-

tance he has to go, unless this is a very
long one—that is to say, if his temper is

good enough to bear the trial ; but the fast

horse wiU soon burst himself if allowed or

made to extend himselffor any distance, and
he therefore must be husbanded in some
degree, for fear of the consequences. And
not only is there tliis two-year-old type in

speed, but there is also the two-year-old

condition of bone and sinew; and in addi-

tion there is the early trial of both in the

severe training to which the young horse

is now submitted. Thus all things tend to
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the production of uusouiid and soft-con-

stitutioned animals, and it cannot occasion

surprise if the per centage of lameness, or
other infirmity, is greatly increased- It is

quite true that our hunters and other horses

are also earlier in coming tq, their Ihll

growth, and thus some advantage is gained,

but I am afraid more than counterbalanced

by their early decay, and by the want of

durability, which their legs and feet show,
as evidenced by the frequency of inflamed

joints and diseased ftet, now so prevalent

In the field and on the road. Thus, what Is

gained between three and five years of age
is lost between ten and fifteen, and I am
afraid more than lost, for undoubtedly a
greater number must be bred to last a given
number of years than was formerly neces-

sary, whether for hunters, roadsters, or

harness-work. Still, as I said before, the

alteration is not entirely for the worse, and
the earlier utility of the horse is some little

set-off against his premature decay.

3L The Gkam> Desideeatum in these
days is the production of a set of thorough-
bred horses calculated to get good sound
roadsters and hunters. Now this is quite

Incompatible with the present system of
breeding for the two-year-old market, and
yet while prizes, often amounting to some
thousands, are within the probable reach
of our best two-year olds, it is scarcely to

be expected that they shall bo kept from
grasping them. As, therefore, it is unlikely

that the public will indi\idually produce
tliese much-needed horses, it ia incumbent
upon the government either to establish a
breeding-establishment for their manufac-
ture, or else to offer prizes of some kind
which may tempt the breeder to produce
them- One or the other must bo done, if

the horse is to bo restored to its former
condition of hardihood of constitution and
durability of leg, qualities Avhich are now
lamentably deficient In all our breeds of

modem horses.

83. Although THEThobouoh-biied Horss
Is well fitted to compete with others in

all cases where speed is the chief point of

trial—as In flat-racing, steeple-chasing,

hunting, &c—yet he Is not so well quaUfied

for some kinds of haniess-work, or for

road-work of any kind, as the horso ex-

pressly bred for that purpose. There is no
doubt that thorough-bred horses nii'j/it bo

selected and bred expressly for this kind of

work, and would excel all others, because

originally their limbs and constitutions

were at least as sound as, or perhaps even
sounder, than any other class of horses

;

hut while they are selected and bred solely

far speed, without much relerence to these

other qualities, it Is useless to expect much
Lnprovemeut in the latter; but, on the

contrary, they may be expected to become
yearly more and more soft and yielding.

For many purposes the Eastern 'horse is '

wholly tmfit— as, for instance, for heavy
and dead pulls; here his high courage,
light weight, and hasty temper are adverse '

to the performance of the task, and he is

far excelled by the old English, or modem
improved cart-horse. Ko thorough-bred

:

horse would try again and again at a dead
pull like many of our best breeds of cart-

horses ; and therefore he is little calculated
for workwhich requires this slow struggUng
kind of exertion. The pull of the Eastern
horse, or his descendant, is a snatch ; and
though it may to a certain extent be modi-
fied by use, yet it can never be brought up
to the standard of the English cart-horse,

even if his weight of carcase and size

and strength of limb could be suflSciently

increased,

33. It has thcs beex saowN that the
English racehorse, as now bred, is solely

useful in improving the breeds of our
hunters and light road-horses ; and that he,

from his early maturity and decay, is to

a certain extent prejudicial to the improve-
ment of their lasting powers, in enduring
the battering of our roads, which are now
yearly becoming harder and harder, and
thus more trying to the legs and feet

That he has been the means, however, of
improving these breeds in all other respects

is clear enough ; and we now possess horses

which are perfect in every other respect,

being excellent hacks, huwters, and light

carriage horses, and often all in one. This

is the perfection of the horse; and if many
such could be produced it would be a great

advantage, because most people would hke
a horse which could " make himself gene-
rally useflil," if such an animal could be
obtained. Without Idgh-breeding, how-
ever, this is impossible ; and yet with most
ofour purest strains, thaugh it is attainable,

the conilition in which it exists does not
last long, in consequence of the effect of

the hard road upon their soft; legs and con-
tracted feet. Consequently, as I have already

remarked, there is a necessity for Govern-
ment interterence to produce such a breed
of thorough-bred horses, by careful selec-

tion, as shall give us the above throe kinds
of horses uscl\il in civil life, from which
may be culled a plentiful supply of cavalry

horses, whenever wanted; because the very
same qualities are there demanded, and
what will suit the one will be equally

iiuvantageous to the other.

Sect. 4.—TuoBonoH-naED UoosR as
INTE^fDED FOa liACINQ ONLY.

34 But tjr ^iJ)DiTioN to the use of the
thorough-bred horso for the purpose of
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Improving our general stock of horses, he

Is incidentally employed in a pm-suit which
in itself is of no use to the nation or to

individuals, but is carried on partly as a

pastime, but too often now as a trade. As,

however, this is the only motive for the
encouragement of this variety of the horse,

which is extremely useful in improving
those breeds that are vitally necessary to

oiir existence and comfort, the evil must be

borne for the sake of the accompanying
good; and we must be thankful to those

who lay out large sums, from whatever
motive, in producing those splendid speci-
mens of the horse which are yearly brought
to the post. That they are not perhaps the
best possible for the purpose of breeding
what is otherwise wanted I have already
shovni ; but imtil the Government take the
matter up, and give us stUl more perfect
animals, we must be satisfied with what
we can get, and be content to praise the
bridge which carries us safe over, even if it

is not made ofthe very best heart of oak^

CHAP. IT.

ESSENTIAL POINTS IN THE THOROUGH-BEED HORSE FOE RACING
PURPOSES.

Sect. 1 Pubitt of Blood.

35. PniiiTT OF Blood is a sine gud non
fbr racing purposes, but it is necessary to

understand what is meant by the term
"blood." It is not to be supposed that
there is any real diflFerence between the
blood of the thorough-bred horse and that

of the half-bred animal ; no one could dis-

criminate between the two by any known
means; the term "blood" is here syno-
nymous with breed, and by purity of blood
we mean purity in the breeding of the
Individual animal under consideration;
that is to say, that the horse which is

entirely bred from one source is pure from
any mixture with others, and may be a
pure Suffolk Punch, or a pure Clydesdale,
or a pure thorough-bred horse. But all

these terms are comparative, since there is

no such animal as a perfectly purely bred
horse of any breed, whether cart-horse,
hack, or racehorse; aU have been produced
from an admixture with other breeds, and
though now kept as pure as possible, yet
they were originally compounded from
varying elements. Even the best and
purest thorough-breds are stained with
some slight imperfections, and therefore it

is only by comparison that the word pure
Is applicable to them or any others. But
since the thorough-bred horse, as he is

called, has long been bred for racing pur-
poses, and selections have been made with
that view alone, it is reasonable to suppose
that this breed is the best for that purpose,
and that a stain of any other is a deviation
from the clearest stream into one more
muddy, and therefore impure ', the conse-
quence is, that the animal bred from the
impure source fails in some of. the essential

characteristics of the pm-e breed, and Is

in so far useless for this particular object.

Now, in practice this is found to be the
case, for in every instance it has resulted

that the horse bred with the slightest

deviation from the sources indicated by the
stud-book, is unable to compete in lasting

power with those which are entirely ofthat
breed. Hence it is established as a rule,

that for racing purposes every horse must
be thorough-bred; that is, as 1 have already
explained, of a sire and dam whose names
are met with in the stud-book.

Sect. 2.—Exteesal Foem.

36. The External Form of the race-
horse is of great importance ; but there is

no doubt that the axiom is correct, "that
the horse can run in all forms." The
instances where this is so, however, are
the exceptional cases, and the rule, never-
theless, is a good one, which lays down that
cceteris paribus, the horse will be the best

runner which is formed in the mould most
like that of the greatest number of good
racehorses. Thus, supposing it is found
that out of SO good horses 49 have neat
heads, light necks, deep chests, oblique

shoulders, long racing hind-quarters, strong

hocks, &c., the presumption will be that a
horse resembling those 49 in shape will also

resemble them in speed and endurance.

On the other hand, it is admitted on the

turf that high-breeding is of moi-e con-

sequence than external shape, and that of

two horses, one perfect in shape, but of au
inferior strain of blood, and the other of

the most -ninniug blood, but not so well

formed in shape, the latter will be tha

most Ukely to perform to the satisfaction of

his master on the race-course. On this
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principle the proverb has been framed and
handed do-mi to us, that "an ounce of

blood is worth a pound of bone," and with
the above explanation such is really the

case. But in spite of all this recognised

superiority of blood, it is indisputable that

lor the highest degree of success there must
be not only high purity of blood, and that

01 the most winning strains, but there must
also be a frame of the most useful charac-

ter, if not always of the most elegant form.

Many of our very best horses have been
plain, and even coarse-looking — as, for

instance, most of the Melboumes, and
especially that very fast horse, Sir Tatton
Sykes; but in spite of their plainness, all

the points are good and useful, and the
deficiency is in elegance, not in real utility.

Nothing can exceed the goodness of the
frames of this horse's stock, and their width
of hip and general roominess of make is

such as to give them enormous power and
great substance of muscle, which is par-

ticularly serviceable in the fillies got by
him, a class of animals more often deficient

In these points than colts. From tliis it

results that the distinction must always be
made between elegance and utUity; and it

must be remembered, that while the former
pleases the eye, it is not really conducive
to victory ; whilst on the other hand, the
ragged hips and general bony frames of
some horses are not so elegant to the eye,

but they give strong attachment to the
moving powers, and also allow the mus-
cular system to be largely developed on
their foundation. The follo'vving arc the

generally admitted good points by which
the racehorse of high caste Is distinguished

from the common herd.

37. TuE IlEicnx of the racehorse varies

fVom 15 hands to 16i hands, or even 17

hands ; but the general licight of our best

horses is about 15 hands 3 Inches. Few
llrst-class performers have exceeded tlio

height of Surplice, who Is 16 hands 1 inch,

as is also tlie winner of this year's Derby,
Wild DayrelL Sir Tatton Sykcs is 15J hands j

and between his licight and that of Sun^Hce
may be ranged every great winner for tlic

last 10 or 12 years. This average, tlicrcfore,

may fairly be laid down as tlio best height
Itr the racehorse, tliough it cannot be
denied that for some small and confined

courses—as, for Instance, that of Clicster,

a smaller horse of little more than 15 hands
neiglit has a better chance, as being more
capable of turning round the constimtly
recurring angles or bends.

38. The Head and Neck should be
cliaracterised by lightnfss. which Is essential

for this department. Whatever is unneces-
sary is so much dead weight, and wc know
the effect of 7 lbs. In impeding the horse

over a distance of ground- Now, 7 lbs. are
easily bestowed upon a neck which may
diflTer in at least 20 or SO lbs. between the
two extremes of lightness and excessive

weight Thus, it may be considered as

indubitable that whatever is met with in

the head and neck, which is not necessary
for the peculiar purposes of the racehorse,

is so much weight thrown away, and yet it

must be carried b}' the horse. Such is the
general character of this part ; but in detail

the Head should be lean about the jaw, yet
with a full development of forehead, which
should be convex and wide, so as to contain
within the skull a good volume of brain.

Supposing this fulness to exist, all the rest

of the head may be as fine as possible ; the
jaws being reduced to a fine muzzle, with a
slight hoUowing out in front, but with a
width between the two sides of the lower
jaw where it joins the neck, so as to allow
plenty of room for the top of the windpipe
when the neck is bent. The ears should be
pricked and fine, but not too short ; eyes full

and spirited ; nostrils large, and capable of
being well dilated when at full speed, which
is easily tested by the gallop, after wliich

they ought to stand out firmly, and so as to

show the internal lining fully. The Neck
should be muscular, and yet Ught ; the windv
pipe loose and separate from the neck—that
is, not too tightly bound down by the

fascia, or membrane of the neck. Tlie crest

should be thin and wiry, not thick and
loaded, as is often seen in coarse st.allions,

or even in some mares. Between the two
extremes of the ewe-neck and its opposite

there are many degrees, but for racing

purposes I should prefer, of the two, the
former to the latter; for few horses can go
well with their necks bent so as to draw
the chin to the bosom; but here, as in most
other cases, the happy medium is to be
desired, which is that exhibited in the

portrait of Ivingston accompanying this

article; though perhaps it is a little more
loaded than is either desirable or belonging

to the original. His head and genenil form
are tliose wliich may be selected as the

pattern for the racehorse, for though he is

often considered as too light in the girth,

lie is, in my opinion, just what a racehorse

shouM be In that department, which is

more frequently too deep than the reverse; .

and his well kno^^^l stoutness, as well ns

that of liis kith and kin, verities tlie

opinion.

39. The Body, or JIiddle-I^ck, should
be moderately long, and not too much
confined between the last rib and the hip-

bone. So long as the last or back-ribs are

deep, it is not of so much importance that

they should be closely coimected to the

hip-bone, for such a bhapc shortens the ,
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stride ; and though it enables the horse to
carry great weight, yet it prevents him
from attaining a high rate of speed. The
Back itself should be muscular, and the
hips so wide as to allow of a good develop-
ment of the muscular department. The
Withers may rise gently, but not too high,
with that thin razor-like elevation which
many people call a good shoulder, but which
really has nothing to do with that part, and
5s only an annoyance to the saddler, in
preventing its being pinched by the saddle.
The Chest itself should be well developed,
but not too wide and deep; no horse can
go a distance without a fair "bellows-
room;" but, supposing the heart to be
Bound and of good quaUty, the amount of
lung will suffice which may be contained
In a medium-sized chest, and all above that
Is wasted, and is extra weight. Many of
Dur best-winded horses have had medium-
sized chests, and some of the very worst
have been furnished with room enough tor
a pair of blacksmith's bellows to play in.
[f the heart only does its duty well, the
iuugs can always furnish sufficient air; and
fve know that when frequently renewed,
md with sufficient power, the blood is

terated as fiist as it is propelled, and the
fhief difficulty lies in this power of pro-
vision which resides in the heart alone,
f the chest be too wide it materially aflfects

he action of the fore-legs, and therefore in
very point of view, theoretically and prac-
ically, there is a happy medium between the
ao great contraction in this department,
nd the heavy, wide, lumbering chests
ometimes seen even in the thorough-
red racehorse, especially when reared
pen rich succulent herbage, more fitted
)r the bullock than the eastern horse.
a. the formation of the Hips, the essential
oint is length and breadth of bone for
luscular attachment, and it matters little

Irhether the croup droops a little, or is
retty straight and level, so that there is
good length from the hip to the haunch-
one ; the line between which two points
lay either be nearly horizontal, or forming
considerable angle with the ground; but
ill in both cases it should be a long line,
111 the longer it is the more muscular sub-
aiice is attached to it, and the greater
verage will the muscles have. All these
Mnts are still further explained in the
uatomy of the Horse, which see for the
itails of those parts.

40. The Foke-Quastes, consisting of the
loiilder, upper and lower arm and leg and
ot, should be well set on to the chest; and
le shoulder-blade should lie obliquely on
le side of that part, with a fatl develop-
'ent of muscle to move it, and thrust it

I ell forward in the gallop. Obliquity is of

the greatest importance, acting as a springm taking off the shock of the gallop or leap,
and also giving a longer attachment to the
muscles, and in addition enabling them to
act with more leverage upon the arm and
leg. It will be seen, by a reference to the
skeleton, that the shoulder-blade does not
reach the top of the withers, and that those
bones forming that part have nothing to do
with the shoulder itself; hence, many high-
withered horses have bad and weak shoul-
ders, and some very upright ones ; wMlst,
on the other hand, many low-withered
horses have very oblique and powei-fu]
shoulders, and such as to give great facihty
and pliability to the fore extremity. Th?
SHOtTLDER should be very muscular, vdthou:
being over-done or loaded, and so formed
as to play freely in the action of the horse.
The point of the shoulder which is the joint
corresponding to the human shoulder,
should be free from raggedness, but not too
flat ; a certain degree of development of the
bony parts is desirable, but more than this
leads to defect, and impedes the action of
this important part. The Upper Arm,
between this joint and the elbow, sliould be
long, and well clothed with muscles; the
elbow set on quite straiglit, and not tied in
to the chest ; the Lov^r Ahm muscular and
long; knees, broad and strong, with the
bony projection behind well developed ; legs
flat, and showuig the suspensory Ugament
large and free

; pasterns long enough, with-
out being weak; and the feet soimd, and
neither too large nor too small, and
unattended with any degree of contraction,
which is the bane of the thorough-bred
horse.

41. The Hutd-Qdarter is the chief agent
in propulsion, and is therefore of the utmost
consequence in attaining high speed. It is
often asserted that the oblique shoulder is
the grand requisite in this object, and that
it is the part upon which speed mainly
depends, and in which it may be said to
reside. This is to some extent true, because
there can be no doubt that with a loaded
shoulder high speed is impracticable; for
however powerfully the body may be pro-
pelled, yet when the fore-quarter touches
the ground it does not bound off again as
smartly as it ought to do, and the pace is

consequently slow. This position may be
illustrated by an experiment with two
balls, one of Indian-rubber, and the other
of corresponding size and weight, made of
any inelastic material, such as wax. Kow,
suppose these two balls propelled with
equal power along a piece of fine turf at
such an angle as to strike its surface, and
rebound again and again—the elastic ball
would at first only equal the other in speed,
but it would soon outstrip it, because ita
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elasticity Tvould cany on the original pro-

pelling power, while the dull, inelastic

nature of the wax-ball -would speedily

cause it to adhere to its mother earth.

Just so with the elastic shoulder—it receives

the resistance of the earth, but reacts upon
It, and loses very little of the power given

by the stroke of the hind-quarter, which,

nevertheless, must be strong and quick, or

else there is nothing for the shoulder to

receive and transmit For the full action

of the hind-quarter two things are neces-

sary, viz. :— first, length and volume of

muscle; and secondly, length of leverage

upon which that muscle may act Hence,

all the bones comprising the hind -quarter

should be long, but the comparative length

must vary a good deal, in order that the

parts upon which the muscles lie may be

long, rather than those connected with the

tendons, which are mere ropes, and have
no propellmg power residing in them, but

only transmit that which they derive from
the muscles themselves. Thus, the Hips
should be long and wide, and the two upper
divisions of the limh—viz., the Stifle and
LowEE Thigh should be long, strong, and
fully developed. By tliis formation the

stifle-joint Is brought well fonvard, and
there is a considerable ancle between these

two divisions. The Hock should be bony
and strong, free from gum or spavin, and
the point long, and so set on as to be free

from weakness at the situation of curb.

In examining the hind-quarter to judge of

Its muscular development, the horse should

not be looked at sideways, but his tail

should be raised, and it should be ascer-

tained that the muscles of the two limbs

meet together below the anus, which should

be in fact well supported by them, and not

left loose, and, as it were, in a deep and
flaccid hollow. The outline of the outer

part of the thigh should be full, and in

ordinary horses the muscle should swell

out beyond the level of the point of the liip.

Tills Ailness, however, is not often seen to

this extent In the Ihorou^'h-bred horse

until he has arrived at mature age, and Is

taken out of training. The bones bolow the

hock should be flat and free from adhesions;

the ligaments and tendons fully developed,

and standing out ft-ec from the bone; and

the joints well formed and wide, yet without

any diseased enlargement ; the pasterns

should be moderately long and oblique;

the bones of good size ; and, lastly, the

feet should correspond with fliose already

alluded to in the anterior extremity.

42. TiiK ToTALiTT of these points should

be in proportion to one another—that Is to

say, the formation of the horse should be

"true." lie should not liave long well

developed hind-quarters, M'ith on upright,

weak, or confined fore-quarter. Nor will

the converse serve, for however well formed
the shoulder may be, the horse will not go
well unless he has a similar formation In j

the propellers. It is of great importance,
therefore, that the racehorse should havTi

,

all his various points in true relative

development; and that there shall not be i

the hind-quarter of a long racing-like horse I

with the thick confined shoulder which
would suit a stride less reaching in its

nature.

Sect. 3 The Colouii, Skin, Haie, &c.

43. The Colock of the thorough-bred
j

horse is now generallj' bay, brown, or '

chestnut, one or other of which will occur '

in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. Grey
is not common, but sometimes appears,

as in the recent case of Chanticleer and
some of his stock- Black also occasionally '

makes its appearance, but not more fre-

quently than grey. Roans, duns, sorrels, <fca,
,

are now quite exploded, and the above five '

colours may be said to complete the list of •

colours seen on the race-course. Sometimes
,

these colours are mixed with a good deal of

white, in the shape of blazes on the face, or

white legs and feet; or even both may
occur, and the horse may have little moro
than his body of a brown, baj', or chestnut
Most people however prefer the self colour,

with as little white as possible; and nothing
but the great success of a horse's stock

would induce breeders to resort to him if

they were largely endowed with white,

drey hairs mixed in the coat, as in the

Venison's, are rather approved of than
otherwise; but they do not amount to a
roan, in which the grey hairs equal, or even
more than that, the other colour mixed
with them.

44. The Textube of the coat and skin Is

a great proof of high breeding, and in the

absence of the pedigree would bo highly

regarded; but when that is satisfactory it is

of no use descending to the examination ol

an inferior proof ; and. therefore, except as a
siyn o/' /('(/////, the skin Is seldom considered.

In all thorough-bred horses, however, it is

thinner, and the hair more silky than in

common breeds; and the veins are more
apparent under the skin, partly from its

thinness, but also from their extra size and
number of branches. This network of veins

Is of lnii>ortance in allowing the circulation

to be carried on during high exertions,

when, If the blood could not accumulate in

them, it would often clioke tl)e deep vessels

of the heart and lungs; but by collecting

on the surface great relief Is afforded, and
the horse is able to maintain such a high

and long continued speed as would bo

Impracticable without their help. Hence,
^

f
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fliese points are not useful as a mere mark
of breed, but as essential to the very-

purpose for wMch that breed was estab-

lished.

45. The BIane asd Tail should be silky

and not curly, though a slight wave is

often seen. A decided curl is almost uni-

versally a mark of degradation, and shows
a stain in the pedigree as clearly as any
sign can do. Here, however, as in other
cases, the clear tracing of that all-powerful
proof of breeding -rtII upset aU reasoning
founded upon inferior data. The setting on
of the taU is often regarded as of great

importance, but it is chiefly with reference to

appearances ; for the horse is not dependant
for action or power upon tliis appendage.
Nor is strength of dock of any value as
a sign, and I have known many very stout

horses with flaccid and loosely pendent tails.

Sect. 4.—Vabieties in Form.

46. Betweex the Fokm of West Aus-
tralian and that of a common country
plate-horse there is a veiy wide difference,

and scarcely any weight will bring them
together short of that which would crush
the former to the earth. There are num-
berless cases in which four stone might
be carried by a first-class horse, over and
above the feather-weight placed on a very
slow horse, and yet the horse in high form
wUl run away from the plater, who cannot
by any means get over the ground faster

than the rate at which he can carry a fair

average weight. An examination of our
handicap-hsts A\ill show, that between their

top and bottom there is generally a differ-

ence of four or five stone ; and though this

diflerence is often effectual in keeping back

the best horses, it does not always allow
the Ughtest weights to win, but rather
those which are the hghtest as compared
with their real powers. But it is also well
known that certain horses can nm half a
mile at high speed, but no more ; others a
mile ; others, again, a mile and a half or two
miles ; whilst another class, now less com-
mon than formerly, require a distance of
three or four miles to develope their
powers, as compared with ordinary horses.
These peculiarities are generally hereditary,
though not always so ; but still when the
blood is known, it may generally be sur-
mised that the individual will or will not
stay a distance. When the cross in ques-
tion is stout on one side and flashy on the
other, it is not easy to guess to which the
young scion may lean ; but in those cases
where a horse is bred from sires and dams
both of stout blood, or the reverse, the
experienced hand may, in almost all cases,

decide beforehand upon the properties of
the son or daughter, as far as staying
quaUties are concerned. Again, there are
some horses of strong compact frames, with
short backs and strong quarters, who may-
be expected to climb a hill without dif-

ficulty, especially if of stout blood; and,
again, there are others of lathy frames,
with long but weak points, and a great
deal of daylight under them, who may win
over the flat for a mile, or a imle and a
quarter, hut can never climb a hiU, or get
beyond the above distance over a flat All
these points should be carefully studied by
the breeder in getting together his breed-
ing-stock, and by the owner in deciding
upon the stakes for which he shaU enter
"his young produce.

CHAP. V.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A KACING-STUD.

Sect. 1

—

Eeaking versus Pukchase.

47. \Vhen once a determination has been
arrived at to enter uiion the exciting pur-
suit which is now under consideration, the
next thing to be done is to discuss the best
mode of caiTying out this resolution. There
are two modes of getting together a stud,
one ofwhich consists in breeding the horses
requisite for the sport, and the other in
buying them at the age of two, three, or four
years, according to circumstances. The
choice must be guided greatly by the kind

of stake which is to be competed for, and
the judgment of the proprietor or his usual

adviser ; also, upon the facilities for breed-

ing commanded by him, for without a
breeding-farm of such land as is suited for

rearing horses, it is useless to attempt this

mode of proceeding. Either course requires

great skill and judgment, and it is seldom
that these are acquired untU large sums of

money have been expended, and the desire

for success has been blunted by the know-
ledge that it is not always the reward of

desert. Still, while the passion exist.s, it is
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only fair that it should be allowed free

scope ; and if the turf were onl3' weeded of

those of its present supporters who disgrace

it, it may recover its healtliy tone, and
encourage lionourable men again to enter

its cliarined circle, and compete for its

honours. If the ambition of the young
turfite is high, and he intends to enter into

the contest for the "blue riband," he must
make up his mind without doubt to breed

for himself, for the cases are very rare

indeed of success in this particular class of

races, with horses bought after thej' have
arrived at an age to be tried. i>ome few
have been sold as yearlings, from particular

circumstances, but the gi'eat majority of

the wiiming Derby horses have been bred

by their proprietors at the time of run-
ning. Besides, when a good-looking colt of

fashionable blood is for sale, he is generally

bought at a price which would make a stud
of such horses rather an expensive article,

and yet without a stud notliing is to be

done in such an undertaking. A man may
breed, train, and run a Wild Dayrell as an
exceptional case, but few such instances

occur, and the necessity for more than one
string to the bow is recognised by all those
who have entered the arena; but if the
intended contests are to be confined to

country niettings for specific local pur-
poses, or to other small undertakings, a few
horses calculated for them will be easily

procured at a comparatively low cost, and
with a lair chance of success. Unlike the
greyhound, the horse maj' always be tried

with a very near approximation to his real

merits, becjiusc in every case lie will do his

best In his then form, and there is no
chance (except when the temper is bad) of
the horse atterwanls turning out very dif-

ferent to his per.ormance on the day of
trial. It should also be known, that for

common plating purposes a horse may be
obtained whose speed is not quite of the
first class, but whose constitution and legs

are so enduring as to allow of his being
raced much more frequently than his

highly-organised com))eer of faster form
and more Irritable temperament. Thus
the tyro may, at comparatively little

expense, indulge his aitpetite for excite-

ment by competing in country races with

a limited stud, and yet a fair prospect of

Buccess, and with a certainty of avoiding

those heavy expenses which are attendant

upon a numerous stud, and the requisites

for success at Newmarket or Epsom. Few
people would undertake the more expen-
sive gratification of the t.-.stc for racing

without first gaining experience In the
minor events; and I should strongly advise
every beginner to keep himself li-ee from
those eztravagaiit outlays which arc now

absolutely necessary to success in the
higher departments of racing. Let him
only attempt to master the alphabet, and
he will find his hands full enough now-a-
days, when even the small events are filled

with the offsets of our great races. Indeed
it is extraordinary how well prepared are
the liorses at all our second-rate meetmgs,
and how little diflference there is in appear-
ance between the horses there met with
and those running at Epsom or Doncaster.

48. For Second-rate Meetings, then, it

will suffice to pick up horses which are sold

as unfit for the great events, as being some-
what troubled with "the slows," and yet
stout and honest, with good sound legs and
feet. These horses will answer every purpose
in company of the same kind, and will pick

up stakes which are confined to horses which
have never won more than a certain sum;
or they will suit selling stakes, where they
may be entered to be sold for a low sum,
in proportion to their cost and value. These
colts or fillies may be estimated at their

precise value, if they have appeared in

public and are sound, but if only tried in

private it is a perfect lottery, unless a trial

can be obtained with a horse in an equally

good state of preparation, and whose form
is well known. If cither of these modes of

estimating the value of the proposed pur-

chase can be obtained, and there is no doubt

of the soundness of the animal, the young
turfite may venture to invest from .£50 to

£200, or .£300, according to the esthnate he
has formed, and the advice he has received

from his trainer; for, of course, he will not

venture to act upon his own unnssisted

judgment. Racehorses are sold without a
warranty of soundness, and are taken with
all faults, so that it requires great caution

to ascertain their usefulness as regards thia

important particular. Few horses of any
kind are without a " loose screw " some-
where or other, and this is especially true

of racehorses, who require every part of the

animal economy to be as perfect as po.ssible.

Nothing can be more trying than a severe

preparation over summer ground, and the

races run over some of our courses are

enough to destroy anything but legs of ste<L

It is no wonder, therefore, that so many fail;

and It behoves the purchaser to bo very

carolul lest he should lay out his monty
badly, and be saddled with an Infirm bruie

which cannot stand a severe preparation,

much less the constant public contests

which ho wishes him to appear In. When,
however, ho has done all in his power
to ascertain his fltne-^s, and Is satisfied, he

may procure him, with one or more com-
panions of the same .«tamp, and hand them
over to a pubUc trainer, or to his own
private servant
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Sect. 2.—Kequisites fok a Shall Stcb.

49. A HoKSE TO Lead the Gallops will

be wanted in any case ; and if the training

establishment is a private one he must be

procured and used solely for that purpose

;

but in public stables that is part of the

engagement of the trainer, who usually

manages, in small strintrs, to find a horse

of some kind for the purpose, or, if a single

horse, to let him go in with others in

their gallops. In all cases of importance,

liowever, whether in public or private

stables, a horse of this kind must be spe-

cially set apart to lead the others ; and is

ibund by the owner, and separately charged
lor by the public trainer.

50. A BoT TO Each Hokse is also needed,

and may be either found by the owner or

trainer, as agreed upon; but, in all cases,

each horse has his own lad, who has
exclusive care 'of him, dresses him, and
rides him at exercise. It is astonishing to

see these light-weights with their horses,

how they manage to ride them and hold
them together ; but by earlj' education and
constant practice, and partly by their being
so constantly with their charge as to make
them own them as part of themselves, they
contrive to do more than could othermse

be accounted for. It is very desirable to

get these lads as Ught as possible, because
of the effect of w^eight upon the horses legs;

but sometimes the temper of the horse is so
bad as to require more than the ordinary
control of a racing stable-lad, and then an
older and more powerful hand must take
the horse in hand, and his legs must take
the consequences. After a time, however,
the Ught-weight may try him again, and
may now succeed in riding him without
diflBculty. This is one of the points iB

which the large establishments have &

great advantage, as they can change the lads

to suit particular horses ; and among their

large numbers they have generally a few
lads who can ride anything with four legs.

51. This Small Kacixg-Stdd may there-

fore be assumed to consist of a few drafts

from the great breeding-studs, which have
been selected with great care, and by the

advice of the trainer, aided, also, by the

examination of a good veterinary surgeon,

who may be consulted on the question of

soundness. 1 shall now go on to the con-

sideration of their preparation for racing,

usually called training, and shall suppose

that it is to be conducted in private, with

the aid of a good training groom, and such
ground as is available for the purpose.

CHAP. VL

TEAIXING.

Sect. L—The Gbotini) Necessabt.

62. Without Good Tkadiing Gbodnd it

is quite out of the question to expect horses

to be brought to the post fit to run. It may
be supposed by ignorant perscms that their

condition might be perfected on any ground,

but this is a fallacy, since the state of the

legs and feet must be a source of continual

anxiety to the trainer ; and luiless he can
keep these parts in good order, it is impossi-
ble to regulate the work as would be other-
Avise desirable; and hence, from the very
outset difllculties are thrown in the way of

the horse's work, and he is not finally

brought out as he should be. Let, there-

fore, no pains be spared to procure ground
of the proper character, and of such a vary-
ing nature that part at least s"hall always
be in a fit state to train on. Some land
scarcely ever gets hard, apd is yet never
wet, and this is invaluable for the purpose

;

but such ground is generally appropriated
on account of its great value, and few
private stables can have access to it. lu

many situations there Is down land, of good
quality in wet seasons, being high and dry;

and there is also often within reach a low
and mossy tract of land, suitable to gallops

in dry summer weather. This is as well

adapted to the purpose of training as the

best ground in the world, and the only

objection is that it is generally free from
hill, and therefore not so well suited to the

purpose of the gallop, which requires a
gradual elevation to finish with. The
trainer, however, wUl make his selection,

and if he cannot get all that he wishes, he
will do the best he can. Tan or ploughed

gallops are required in frosty or very dry

weather, where the ground is made hard

either by want of rain or by the severe

cold of raid-winter; or a straw ride, con-

sisting of the long litter from the stable

after it has been soiled, may be laid down
in any convenient situation, upon which
the horses may be trotted, or even sweated

;

but it does not answer the purpose nearly

so well as the tan-gaUop, which is more
springy than the straw, and may be made
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as deep as it is required, so as to take o T
all the jar inseparable by other means from
the frozen earth.

Sect. 2.—Stabling.

53. Tkaintng Stables must of course be
obtained, and, if not readily procured built

to the hand, they may be put up at little

expense. About iE30 per horse will find

everything absolutely necessaiy in the
shape of stabling, if materials are not
unusually expensive, and the tastes of the
owner do not lead him into a drawing-room
stj'le. This sum will cover all that is neces-

sary; but for fancy stables a proportionate
8um must be made, amounting, in some
cases, to £200 or £300 per horse. Part of
the stabling ought to be divided into loose

boxes, quite distinct and separate from each
other; but horses in hard work do better
In company, and should therefore either be
in ordinary stalls—which however should
be deeper than usual—or else they should
only be separated by woodwork below the
level of five or six feet, and iron railings
above, so as to allow of that companionslup
which takes off from the tedium of solitaiy
confinement. It is found by experience,
that in many instances a horse fond of
companionship will take at least a feed of
com more per day in a stall than in a loose
box ; and hence with light feeders this is a
point of great importance, since it often
happens that their condition mainly depends
upon the amount of com which they will
take. By arranging the stables so as to
combine the advantapes of both plans, in
the way I have suagestcd—-that Is, by the
Iron railing on the top of the divisions, "each
kind of horse will be suited, and the regular
loose box is only wanted where qiuet and
seclusion are necessarj-, as In the case of
disease, whether infectious or only requir-
ing rest and freedom ft-om annoyance,
aiany i>eople are of opinion that stables
cannot be too liirht and airy, but this is I

think a great mistake, and, on the contniri-,

I am of opinion that they can scarcely bo
too dark and confined, consistently with
good ventilation. If very lolty, they nmst
be warmed artificially, or else they must bo
entirely stopped from fresh air; but when
moderately small and low—that is. 10 or 11

feet high, they are just capable of being
wamied by the horses' natural heat, and
admit of fresh air being allowed to enter
as it is wanted, and carried off by a funnel-
Bhnped alr-draln from the ceiling. Dark-
ness I am quite sure, is advantageous to

the horse which is doing strong work, and
he will thrive twice as well in a moderately
dark stable as in a very HkIU one. The
horse in training is at least fi-ur hours
UiHlujr in tlie opeu air, and corned in ready

for rest, which he does not take to the full

extent in a strong light ; but with a dark-
ened stable he lies down and rests himseH
and suflers his legs to recover from the
eflTects of his work, which they do much
sooner in a recumbent position than when
sustaining the weight of the body, and ita

full column of blood. For these reasons,

therefore, and because I have always found
the healthiest stables were dark and mode-
rately low, I should strongly ad\'ise their

selection for the purposes of training;

always taking care that they are thoroughly
cleaned out. and that the drains are well

trapped, and act with a good falL There
should be every accommodation in the

saddle-room for heating water, and for

washing and drj'ing sweaters, <fcc. ; and the

lads should be located in the rooms over

the stables, so as to be always within

reach of the horses, in case of their being

cast, or any other accident occurring. Good
water is also very desirable, and the sitna-

tion of the stable, with regard to the train-

ing-ground, is of great importance ; it should

be within a quarter of a mile of the place

where the sweating-gallop ends, in order

that the horse may at once be taken in, and
dried and finished off before the sweat has

time to be re-absorbed into the system. It

this cannot be accomplished, a single box
must be built at the end of the gallop,

where the horses may each in their turn be

mbbed do-wn, and then taken out again to

have their canter before being shut up in

their stable. Such are all the requisites for

the ordinary racing-stable; those which
relate to the breaking and preparation ot

two-year-olds I shall leave till after the

consideration of the breeding-stud, which

alone requires such additional accommoda-
tion. I am now supposing that the simplest

kind of training is going on, and such as

the tyro should alone attempt, if he is at

all anxious to avoid a decided f.iilure ; for It

will be quite time enough after mastering

thearcanrt of the ordinarj' racing-stable to

attempt to penetrate the still deeper niys-

tor>- of the lirei dinc-stud, and the bringing

out of the two-year-old.

Sect. 8.

—

Saddlekt.

64. Besides the exercise-saddles and
bridles which are left in charge of the l.id,

and kept in the ordinary saddle-room, there

is needed a supply of saddles for trials,

which should be weichted differently la

order to make up what is int'iided to be

carried in the private tri.als. These should

be under the sole control of the trainer, and
kept under lock and key; though, in spite

of all attempts at concealment, the lads

now-a-da>s are generally able to arrive at

a correct estimate of the powers of the
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horses which they ride ; and many of them
have longer heads than their masters give

them credit for, though totally incapable

of going beyond their peculiar province,

and perhaps dull enough in their powers of

appreciating anything imconnected with
horse-flesh. But stiU it is useless to give

them more than necessary means of arriv-

ing at the merits of their charge ; and as

the trainer may, and does, saddle the horses

himself before their trials, thej- do not even
handle the saddles, and he may if he hkes

keep the weight entirely to himself. These
saddles may be kept in a case expressly for

the purpose ; and if a room is not set apart

for them, the case may be placed in a

kitchen, or other dry and warm situation.

The trainer will of course keep a record of

trials, and many men also enter every day
the amount of work done by each horse

;

keeping in fact a regular diary of their

performances.

55. But in addition to these private-trial

saddles, numberless articles are required

for the training stable, including—combs

;

brushes ; hair-gloves, which are now much
used and approved of ; bandages, woollen
and calico; sponges; ordinary clothing;
light clothing; sweaters and common rugs

;

exercise-saddles, of 7 lbs. weight
; plain

snaffle-bridles, and double bridles; Pelham
bits ; martingales, and in fact all the
varieties of tackle which the trainer may
approve of as likely to suit the particular

temper of his horses; boots for exercise and
for travelUng ; knee-caps for ditto ; water-
proof sheets for wet weather ; rubbers

;

leathers; scrapers; twitch; trimming scis-

sors; and the few ordinaiy remedies used
m the stable, such as purging balls,

cordial balls, nitre, condition balls, &c.,

which most trainers use at their own discre-

tion. Local appUcations for strains or blows
of the legs are also kept readj' for use, as
these accidents are of almost daily occur-
rence, but their treatment will hereafter be
given under the head of Diseases of the
Horse. With these exceptions, the above
list includes all the articles wanted for
ordinary use in training the horse for
racing.

Sect. 4.—The Necessaut Examination
of each hokse.

66. Before commencing Training, it will
be necessary to examine each individual
horse, and consider the state in which he is

as regards forwardness of condition, and
also his powers of constitution, his breed,
and, as a natural consequence of these
roints, his capability of standing work. In
forming this estimate, the trainer is guided
ty the following points, which to an expe-
rienced eye are pretty certain aids in

arriving at a conclusion on the subject :—
First, the breed, or strain of blood, upon
which much depends, for some breeds are
notoriously bad trainers, and others will

take any amount of work; secondly, the
state of the legs, which must be attended
to in all cases, because a horse half fit upon
sound legs is better than one perfectly pre-
pared, but so sore and lame as to be imable
to raise a canter; thirdly, the feel to the
hand, and the general appearance, which
indicate either a hearty, gross, and good
feeder, or a delicate, soft-constitutioned

horse, always difficult to train. Of course

these three varieties will require very dif-

ferent work : the first being easy enough to

get ready, and requiring only regular work,
with weekly sweats, and plenty of walking
exercise, &c.; the second will constantly

demand the trainer's supervision, and must
have a very careful lad to ride him, since a
single careless gallop will most probably

stop his preparation, and occasion his being
laid by for some time to come, or perhaps
permanently. The third variety may or

may not have bad understandings ; but in

any case he will demand almost as much
care as No. 2, for fear of giving him too

much work, and thus upsetting his appetite,

or destroying his general health. Each of
these classes must be worked by itself, as
far as sweats and gallops are concerned,

but in their walking exercise they do not
get any injury by going in the same string.

Without these varieties in constitution,

temper, legs, breed, and age, training would
be a very simple process, because it theo-

retically consists in simply giving the horse

work enough to get his muscles and wind
into the highest possible state, and also

removing all superfluous fat from the sur-

face as well as the interior of the body.

Training is, in fact, working the horse ; but

the nicety consists in giving the proper

amount suited to each particular case, and
in giving it at the right time. It must
always be remembered that these directions

apply to thorough-bred horses only—the
training of half-breds being conducted very

diflferenlly ; and it will be alluded to under

the sections on Steeple-chasers and Hunters.

57. The foilowing Considerations are

those which mainly weigh with the scien-

tific trainer in his decisions and his mode of

dealing with each inmate of his stable.

The first great essential is a sound con-

stitution, and a robust state of health to

begin with. No one can train a horse

already lowered by bad food, or bad treat-

ment, to such a point as to be weak, and

probably to a certain extent diseased. Such

an animal should be throAvn by for a time,

and no attempt should be made to train

him until he has recovered his Sesh, and la
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in good health, and rather lusty than other-

wise. There should be no unsoundness of

any kind—that is, none of any importance

;

and more especially should the lungs and
legs be free from disease, for if either of

them—the main agents in active exertions

—

Is at all faulty, there is an end to aU chance

of doing any good by training. It was
formerly the custom to train all horses by
means of purgatives and sweaters till thej-

were as thin and wiry as it was possible to

make them, and no horse was considered

fit to runwho did not show every superficial

muscle in liis bodj-; but now a better system
prevails, and it is found that as soon as the

vvind is so good as to enable the horse to

exert himself from end to end of his distance,

witbout distress (or more than a second or

two, that then he is sufficiently relieved of

his fat, and onlj' requires time to make him
perfectly fit; so that no nile can possibly

be laid do^>Ti, for neither the eye nor the
amount of work, nor any other fixed test

will apply in all cases ; and experience and
judgment must be called in to decide upon
the amount of work which each horse must
go through.

58. The Length of Traintng must varj-

very considerably according to the previous

condition of the horse, his age, and the

distance he has to run. Six months may,
perhaps, be taken as the average of time
which will be required to bring a three-

year-old horse out in liis best form,
supposing him previously to have been
broken thoroughly, to have had ordinary
walking exercise, and to be in good health,

and sound in his limbs and wind. Many
hor.scs have been bronsht out much more
quicklj', even reckoning; Irom the time thoy
were at grass; but this is, I believe, the
usual average, and in many cases a still

longer time has been employed in pro-
ducing that exceedingly Wiyh state of health
which Is the result of h'.Ax feeding and
strong work, but which cau seldom be long
maintained.

69. IJut this thne Is not all occupied In

one undcviating kind of work—walking
to-day, galloping to-morrow, sweating the
next day, and so on. The plan Is Kciurally

adopted of dividing the process into two
or three stages, called "jireparation-s," and
In the intervals giving a do.so of physic, and
a lew days', or even a week's rest. It is

well known that a horse which has been
out of work for a long time, or which has.

never done any in his life, rcfuiircs u long
reasoning before his bones sinews, and
^,'aments, as well as his heart and lungs,

are in a fit state to undergo violent e.\er-

cions. Hence, supposing tlie time intendcil
to be occupied in training a horse for a par-
ticular occasion is sLx mouths, then dividmg

this space into three preparations, the first

will be occupied by very slow and gentle
work, the second by work somewhat taster,

and the third by the highest rate of speed
in the work which the horse Is ever to be
submitted to. In this way, therefore, the
training of the horse may be considered
under the three heads of his first, second,
and tliird preparation, each one more severe
and the work faster than in the preceding
one.

Sect. 5.—First Preparation.

CO. The Grand Object in this part of
training is to harden the limbs and their

jouits, to get all superfluous and gross fat

out of the interior, and to accustom the
horse to long-continued waliiing exercisi-.

It is seldom that the wind can be entirely

made good in this stage, for very fast work
could not be borne, either by the internals

or externals, and chronic cough or inflamed
joints would be sure to follow the attempt
to hurry the process. Some hardy horses
might perhaps bear the strain with im-
punity, but in most cases the injurj- wouUl
be very great, and the training must be

stopped in order to rectify the origmal
error. " Most haste is worst speed" here in

real truth; and the attempt to begin at the

wrong end is almost sure to make the horse
slower, instead of the reverse,

61. Mild PnTsic will generally be neces-

saiy once or twice during the courso

of this first pre|iaratiou ; but if the

horse is out of the hands of those who
have attended to his health and given

him regular exercise, he may dispense with
its use for the first month; after which in

most cases it will be required. The amount
will vary with the size and age frcnu

3 drachms to 6, or even more if an age.l

horse has been on green food, which always

makes him less amenable to the action c>f

]iurgatives. "When this dose has thoroughly

set ho may be walked out regularly, and
commence the routine of liis daily work.

(For purging- balls, see Diseases of tlio

Horse.)

62. On Opening the Dook of the Stablb
at four o'clock in the sunnncr, or at six or

seven In early spring or autumn, the lad

first racks up hi-i horse, so that he caimot
lie down, but can reach his manger. He is

then ft d, usually with a quartern of oats,

and perhaps a single handful of chaff if he
chews his corn badly; but if he is a gross

feeder no chaff at all should be given.

During the lime of feeding the bed is put
straight, removing all dropplnys during the
night, and othenvise setting it clean and
smooth, and free either from dung or urine;

taking care to remove all the straw stained

with either the cue or the other. The most
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particular stable-men turn back the litter

every day, and "muck out" the stall; but
evcrj- careful man does this at least twice
a-week. While the horse is finishing his

feed the lads may have their breakfasts, for

as they will be two or three hours without
getting off their horses, they will want
something on their stomachs. By the time
this is finished the com is eaten, and the

lad now gives his horse his drop of water,

and racks him short up, puts on his muzzle,

and dresses him lightly over; after which
he reclothes him, saddles him, and puts his

boots on, and then either puts Ids bridle on,

after turning him round in his stall, or leaves

him for awhile, according to his direc-

tions, till the other horses are ready.

When, however, all are prepared, the horse

Is mounted in his stall and waits his turn

to go out; which he does patiently enough
In the stable, from the liabit which he has
acquired of standing still there, but which
would be difficult to persuade liim to do on
any other spot.

63. Walking Exercise is the main ele-

ment in this stage of training, and in fact

many horses are fit for little else till they
have gone through their first preparation.

A single slow sweat, or perhaps even two
or three, may be desirable when there is

very great grossness ; but, in the majority

of instances, it will be better to confine the

horse—at all events for the first month—
almost entirely to walking exercise. If the

horses are young or very fresh, they must
be walked for half an hour or so round the

yard or some similar enclosure, for fear of

their breaking away with the lads ; but if

aged, or quite steady naturally by temper,

they may at once be ridden off to the
training ground. Here they are walked in

a large circle or oval, or other suitable

figure according to the ground, for one,

two, or three hours ; some of them taking

a short canter or hand-gallop, if the trainer

thinks them fit for that amount of exercise,

but none of them being allowed to go fast

enough to blow or sweat, but merely to

vary the monotony of the walk and to

keep up the faculty of going, so as to

prevent the leg-weariness which incessant

walking produces. With this ti ifling varia-

tion, the walk may be kept up for three

hours on the average; each horse when
emptying himself being allowed to stop,

and all behind him stopping at the same
time. Mr. Darvill—who is the only writer

of any note on the racehorse—is opposed to

more walking exercise "than is absolutely

necessary," which amount he thinks will

be measured by that which will, first of all,

give the horse time to empty himself, to

give flexibility to his muscular sj'stem, and
to keep firm his legs; secondly, assist in

steadj'ing those horses which may be too
hearty and full of their gambols; and
thirdly, give delicate flighty horses an
appetite for their food, as well as assist in

steadying them. But in opposition to his
opinion is the practice of most of our
trainers, who use walking exercise jointly
with the occasional spirt or hand-gallop to
an extent which Mr. Darvill never dreamt
of. There is no doubt that it may be carried
to excess, like every other useful thing, and
by over-doing it the joints may be rendered
stiff, and the muscles slow to act, and rigid

instead of being elastic. But up to a certain

point it is the great reliance of the trainer,

and especially with horses whose legs are
at all inclined to give way, as is too often

the case -nith our present breeds.

64. The FmsT Sweat should never be
before the horse has been steadUy at slow
work for a fortnight ; and if not very lusty,

or if he is not a good feeder, it may well be
postponed for a longer time stilL Some
horses should never have any clothed
sweats, but will part with their super-
fluous fat without that aid. Indeed, with
irritable, fretful-tempered animals, the dif-

ficulty sometimes is to keep them from
sweating on all occasions; and even if

galloped in their ordinary clothes they
lose too much, and are obliged to be worked
after being stripped of everj'thing. The
mode of sweating is as follows, and as it is

done at this time in the morning, it is as

well to describe it at this place. It is gene-
rally the practice to keep back three horses

besides the sweater, in order that their lads

may assist, for it is an operation which re-

quires a good deal of help, as wiU presently

be understood. When the sweat is to be a
general one, and no part in particular is

overloaded, it is usual to put on an old rug
first, or a sheet called a sweater, and an
extra hood and breast-cloth, then a second
quarter-piece, and lastly a complete set of

clothing over all, with the saddle as usual
But when particular parts are to be reduced,

as, for instance, the shoulders, or the parts

about the brisket or bosom, an extra cloth

is folded and strapped up to the breast-

plate-straps on the withers, or retained by
the saddle if for the brisket only. All these

points of detail will exercise the ingenuity

of the trainer, and he wUl, according to

circumstances, place extra clothing on
those parts he wishes to reduce, and keep

it light on those which he thinks already

drawn sufficiently fine. When all are

securely fixed, the horse is ridden out, and
after walking for a very short time to empty
himself, he is started off for his distance,

which is generally four miles, and is slowly

and steadily kept galloping for three-quar-

ters of it; at the expiration of which he ia
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set going a little faster, and at last is

brought out to his top-speed, ifin full train-
in?, or nearly' so it in his second prepara-
tion. By his top-speed, however, is not to
be understood the very outside pace which
can be got out of the horse, but only such a
epeed as is short of that by so much as will
preserve his stride in full -vigour, and pre-
vent that overpacing which leads to the
rupture of muscular or tendinous structure.
In his first preparation he should seldom be
extended, and it is better to increase the
distance rather than to accelerate the speed
beyond the steady gallop; but few horses
refuse to sweat at this pace in this stage of
training. As soon as he has finished the
distance, the trainer examines his state,

and either directs him to be walked or
trotted on to the rubbing-place, which
should be a box set apart for the purpose,
either on the training-ground or at the
usual stables. The fuU benefit of the sweat
is not obtained unless the fluid is scraped
oflr before it has had time to be re-absorbed,
which is effected by the skin, if it is allowed
to remain chi its surface after this has ceased
to give out any fluid. It then, instead ol
perspiring, adopts the opposite extreme,
and appropriates the sweat by its own
power of ab;Oiption ; thus doing away with
the chief benefit which was expected and
desired from the sweat itself. ^Yhen the
hand of the trainer, applied to the shoulder
of the horse under his breast-cloth, tells
him that the sweat is coming kindly, the
horse may have a couple of rugs heaped
upon him, and be suffered to give out the
tiuid fora very few minutes only; but if it

docs not break out at once, three or lour
must be put on him, and he must wait a
quarter of an hour or twenty minutes before
he is fit to scrape. If he sweats freely, the
lad In charjie of his head may rub his ears
and wipe his eyes, so as to refresh him
slightly; but If there is any diihculty in
bringing on the sweat this will only retard
the process, and he may be allowed to stand
quite quietlj', and without any attempt to
refresh him by the above little attentions,
or by rubbing his legs or wiping his thighs
or bosom. As soon as the trainer gives the
word the hood is taken otf, and the head
and neck rapidly rubl)cd dry, together with
the bosom, from wliich the breast-cloth is

removed, and the rugs and quarter-piece
turned back so as to expose the whole neck
and the points of the shoulders. Four lads
may be employed In scraping and afterwards
dr3ingthis part, besides the one holding the
bridle ; but if the horse is quiet enough, this
may be removed, and the head dressed all

the more eflectually. A very few minutes
bufflce for drying this half of the horse,
when the bridle should be readjusted, and

the quarter-piece and sweaters whoU
turned off over the croup; upon this th
four lads again set to work with theil
scrapers and rubbers, and two taking th
sides, and the others the hind-legs, the;'

soon get rid of every particle of sweat, ani^
have the coat perfectly dry and smooth'
Much depends upon the stage of training
in the early part, the sweat is profuse
tliick, and soapy, and takes more time t"
dry, wliile in the latter stages when th'
horse is getting fit, it is watery and scanty
the horse will scarcely scrape, and drie
without the slightest trouble. This is i

good sign of condition, and the necessit;
for a repetition of the sweat may generau";
be gathered by the appearance of the fluid
which, when thick and latliery, shows tha
there is much gross fat in the systen
requiring removal; but, nevertfceless, i

also shows that great care must be takei
in the process, lest mischief should be don«
by calling upon Dame Nature too rapidlj
while the animal is in this fat state, anc
liable to inflammations of all kinds. Aftei
rubbing all the coat dry, and smoothing li

down with the leather rubber, the usua
clothing should be put on, and the horst
taken out to his exercise, which he ui.-^j

take with the other horses as usual, c;u-c

being had that he does not catch cold if th£
weather is severe. The reason why the
horse is taken out again is, that if he were
left in the warm stable he would break oat
again into a sweat, and if he were placed
in a cool one he would surely take cold.
Walking exercise, therefore, with a short,
gallop, is adopted as a means of avoiding
both of these injurious conditions; but he;
should not continue it longer than to put
him into a cool state and restore his nerves
and blood-vessels to their usual state. The
length of ground and pace for sweating
vary with the age, condition, and intended
distance to be run over in the race tor

which the horse is trained, the maximum

:

length being 6 miles, and the minimum S
to 3, with a speed varjing with every
individual case, and depending upon the
age, bree.l, and action of the horse, as >\ . U
as his constitution and legs, and the state
of preparation in which he Is. Sweats are
given at periods varjing from once a-week
to once a-lbrtnlght after the first prepara-
tion, but seldom so ofien during that time-
When sweats are given witliout clothings
they are in otiier respects just the same as
that described above, and the lads are
required in a similar way to dry the horse
at once; but the quantity of sweat Is nut
neariy so great, and two good hands vill

generally sutlice for the purpose. In almost
all cases, even where clotinng is not used,
it is heaped on when the horhe is taken into
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the rubbing-house, in order to encourage
the perspiration.

65. On Ketukninq fkom Exercise, the
horse is watered and then well dressed
over for at least three-quarters of an hour,
or an hour, taking care that he has plenty
of litter under him, as he will generally
knock about a good deal while being
dressed; and will do his legs and feet no
good if he keeps striking the bare bricks of
the floor. By the time this is done the hour
of feeding, from 10 to 11 o'clock, wUl have
arrived, and the horses may be fed; after
which they are shut up, their heads un-
racked, and they are left entirely undis-
turbed, and with locked doors, till their
next feeding time, which is generally at
three or four o'clock. They are now fed
again, and allowed a few go-do-svns of
water, and are then saddled and taken out
to exercise for an hour or an hour and a
half; after which they are brought in and
watered for the night ; they are then
dressed over lightly, and are left till seven
o'clock, when they are fed for the last time
with their com, which the light-carcassed
ones should have mixed with a little chaflF.

At this time the hay which is allowed to

each is placed in the rack, and then the
Btables are locked up till the next morning,
nnless any accident happens requiring the
presence of the boys or trainer. The
quantity of hay allowed to the borse in
training varies from six to eight poimds
per day. It should be of the best upland
quality, well heated, and at least one year
old. Green hay which has never been
properly fermented is very unfit for race-
horses. This plan is sUghtly varied in
diflerent stables, some, for instance, giving
the water in the stable, and others from the
troughs, which used formerly to be the sole
mode of watering horses; but the facUity
of poisoning the troughs has now in a great
measure superseded their use, and the
water is given in the stable; often being
taken tirom a reservoir under lock and key.
These precautions are now become abso-
lutely necessary on account of the constant
occurrence of poisoning, which is so very
easily effected by means of the water,
almost without any reasonable chance of
detection; the presence of fish being,
however, a pretty good test of its purity.
The hours also vary in different stables,
but the above are those most commonly
followed; and they suit the habits of the
horse and the powers of his stomach, which
require to be often filled with small quan-
tities of food, and not gorged like the dog
and cat tribe.

C6. The Amotint of sweating and gallop-
iJig during the first preparation may be
very gradually increased, if the trainer

finds that his early attempts are followed
by improvement ; that is. if the horse seems
light and corky after a sweat or gallop, and
if he feeds well and his legs are cooL
Sometimes tlie reverse of these results
takes place, and the horse is quite upset,
and requires a bran-mash or a gentle dose
of physic to put him in place again ; after
which he must be allowed a considerable
time before the attempt is next made to
improve his condition. All these various
points require the greatest care, and it is
here that the experience of the trainer is

tested. Nothing is more easy than to
bring out a perfectly sound hardy horse,
but to produce a naturally washy and light-
carcassed horse in high feather, is a task
which requires not only experience but
considerable thought and judgment, since
there are very few even of these which are
exactly alike ; and fresh complications are
constantly occurring, the results from which
must be set to rights at once, for if suffered
to gain a head they will demand such
severe measures as will put the horse back
very considerably in his preparation.

67. A Second or Third Dose of physic,
of a mild nature, vk-ill almost always be
necessary at the end of this first prepara-
tion; and the horse should be well mashed
before giving it, and then suffered to rest
upon walking exercise, and a lighter allow-
ance of com, with a mash or two. until the
expiration of a week, including the days of
his physic; after which his next stage
begins.

Sect. 6.—Second Preparation.

ea By the end ot the last described stagB
the horse is getting hard in his muscle, his

sinews and joints are becoming set and
firm, and he may now be galloped a
moderate distance and at a fair pace with
safety. His corn also may be increased one
quarter, being raised from a peck a-day to
five quarterns, which quantity may be con-
tinued throughout this period, varied of
course according to circumstances. The
stable-hours are precisely the same, and
the length of exercise is not altered, but the
chief difference is in the pace of the gallops,

and the frequency and length of sweats.
These are now generally given every week
or ten days, and the distance is almost
always four miles, except with very young
colts, which we are not now considering.

In the sweat itself the pace is made pretty

good, especially towards the end; and if

the horse is at all inclined to be lusty, he is

made to extend himself for the last mile,

and is kicked along and roused to his out-
side pace towards the finish, so as to make
him blow very considerably, and to open
his pipes to a great extent. The sweat in
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the first preparation is only adopted as a

means of getting rid of the superfluous fat

from the interior of the bod3% but it is now
used partly for that purpose, but also in

order to improve the wind. The lad riding

the sweat should be a good judcre of pace,

and the one usually employed is seldom

sufficiently so to be trusted; an older head

n-ill almost always be necessary, and the

one in the stable who is the best judge of

pace should be selected. In riding gallops

the head lad usually leads, and thus reiju-

lates the pace for those behind him; but in

a sweat this cannot be, because the sweat-

ing liorse goes at so very different a rate of

Bpeed with all his sweaters on to that of a

Btripped horse, that it is very difficult to

lead him, and avoid forcing him too much.
No one but the rider of the sweating horse

can exactly tell how to ride him, and unless

it is left to his discretion mischief is sure to

accrue. Unless, therefore, there is sufficient

strength in the stable to allow of three or

four horses being sweated together, it is

better to let the head lad sweat them all;

but if there is, he may easily regulate the

pace for those sweating at the same lime.

The scraping and subsequent exercise

Is just the same as described at para-

graph 64, except that afterwards a gentle

gallop may be given with advantage.

69. Galloping Exercise in the second

preparation, independently of the sweats,

may be now had recourse to, great care

bein^ taken that neither the legs nor the

constitution suffer by too rapid an increase

of the length ol gallop, and the pace at

which it is done. During the first prepara-

tion, and towards its close, the horse has

been accustomed to short gallojis, and the

trainer has been able to judge from them,

and from the slow sweats, how far he can
venture upon faster gallops, and longer and
more severe sweats. Throughout tiie whole

of the three preparations each succeeding

etage must be regulated by the preceding

one, and the superstructure must bo built

according to the effects of the early stak'es

upon the foundation. If, for instance, the

last week's work is badly bonie, the next

must be ratluT less than more severe;

whilst if the horse "trains on," and

improves in all respects the lengths and
pace may be gradually augnioiitoil, and all

goes on smoothly, and to the trainer's

satisfaction. Thus it may lie understood

that no rule can be laid down further thim

this, tliat 80 long as the horse is lively,

looks bright and merry, and /ccJ.i ir.'ll, he

may bo safely considered to be above his

work; and it may cautiously be Increased up

to the highest standard of which he Is capa-

ble according to the opinion of the training-

groom. The dillcrcucc between the sweat

and the g:illop may here be considered;

former being a process of reduction, to gc "

rid of offending and useless matter, thi,

latter a process of education, to build uj,

useful muscular structure, and to teach thr

horse liow best to use and economise hi.',

powers. This difference should be steadily

kept in -view, and the trainer should remem-i
ber that he not only has to get rid of fat

but he lias also to lay on good wiry and ye

elastic material, and to accustom the hois(

to exert his powers in the most quick anc>

telling manner. Such is the theory of thesd

two processes; we shail hereafter return t<

the practice by which this is carried out

With regard to .sweats, as soon as the tluic

becomes quite waterj', and all superfiuous

fat on the surface appears removed, thej '

need not be used with heavy clothing; but

the horse may either be sweated iu a lighli

rug or stripped, as the trainer may con-i

sider best from his appearance and froml

his breed, which is a great guide to a man
who knows practically the peculiarities o:

the various strains.

70. The Maxagemevt ci ttte Gallops i<

dependent, in a great measure, upon the,

number of horses in the hands of the trainer,

and upon their peculiar natures and dispo-;

sitions. Some lead best, others will noti

lead kindly, and when placed in front are

always hanging about, and preparing to li"U

out of the course or gallop. These aniiii.ils

should always be kept second or third iu ni

string, and must have a horse to lead them,

in all cases, in order to extend them andj

bring out their powers, which often are in

the end of a first-rate character. Hence the!

necessity for a horse especially set apart fori

the purpose of leading the gallops, becausoi

the chances are that there is not one in the

string whose temper is such as to enable the

trainer to jilace him first with advantage to

himself, and yet sufficiently fast to draw out

the powers of those behind him. ll, how-
ever, there is such a horse, no other is!

wanted, and the exiiense may bo spared I

of iirocurlng one. But it is very seldom:

that a horse even of a suitable temper I- -

a string long without losing pace; still tli

arc exceptions, and, in some instances, uo

will not train anywhere else, and if placed i

behind another he will fight In his gallop,

and take .so much out of himself as to in-

terfere seriously with his progress. Su> ii

a horse, howtver, will seldom show to

advantage in a race, because he will not be

used then exactly as In his gallop; and ld» i

competitor's rider finding out his pi'cull-

arlties will worry and excite him. and make
him dHplay those qualities in the race whicli

the trainer, by putting liim to lead, has kept i

in abeyance during his training. So that

after ail the evil day is only postponed to a
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time when its advent is attended with the
: expense and mortification inseparable from

a public defeat. These animals are very
. useful to the trainer, but they are often

: unworthy of the support of their owner,
I leading, as they almost always do, to his

. belief in their superior powers from their

private performance, which is only upset by
; their public failure,

. 7L The Conclusion of the second pre-
I paration should be a severe sweat, then a
I bran-mash for two following nights ; after

which, it the dung is soft enough, a dose of
• physic should be given, and the week made
; out by a slight reduction of corn, with walk-
ing exercise only. This brings us to the

J last stage of training.

Sect. 7—The Final Preparation.

72. Setting Except with very gross
; horses, and such as will persist in eating
. their litter, the muzzle is not employed
' until the time we are now considering;
; but in such animals it maj' ue necessary in
the second stage of training, yet tbe in-

stances are not common in which it is

' needed. By setting is understood the pre-

venting the horse from getting at hay or
litter from the time the muzzle is put on

;

for it is ibund by experience, that fast work
upon a stomach containing anything but
corn will interfere with the wind, and
occasion mischief rather than improve that
essential qualification. Hence, in different

horses, according to their constitutions,

they are set at particular hours—some
requiring to be set over night after having
their hay, others being so light-carcassed as
to be better only set at a very early hour in
the morning, and some very gross feeders
requiring the muzzle on immediately after

their last feed of corn over night, and with-
out giving them any hay as usual, or per-
haps only hah their allowance. In all cases
the setting does not interfere with the corn,
which is given as usual,

73. Sweating during the last preparation
Is carried on at such intervals, and with as
much clothing, as the experience of the
second preparation leads the trainer to
consider desirable. All these points must
vary with each case, and it is ridiculous to
attempt giving rules on the subject, I have
already, in paragraph 68, described the
increase in the severity of the sweats
during the second preparation, and I can
only add that according to the results of
these will the trainer decide upon what is

now to be done. During the last prepara-
tion the amount of walking exercise may
be reduced in exact proportion to the degree
in which the gallops and sweats are pro-
longed. It is no doubt true that the long
continuance of the slow pace of walking is

I to a certain extent opposed to a very fast

degree of speed, and the horse which was
only walked a very short distance would in

all probabUity always command the highest

amount of pace ot which he is capable/or a
short spirt. But as he is generally wanted
to do more than this, and as his legs will

seldom admit ol his doing all his work at a
fast rate, a compromise is effected, and his

trainmg consists of a due admixture of

walking and galloping, varied in length of

each according to the peculiar circumstances

of the case. Sweating, however, as already

remarked, is for a different purpose, being

designed to reduce the fat of the horse, or

to keep it down if already reduced by pre-

vious sweats, and to prevent any unneces-

sary amount of galloping work beyond that

which is required for wind and muscle. By
these means the legs are not made more
stale than necessary, and yet the horse is

kept light and corky, and his heart and
internal organs are allowed free play.

There is no doubt, however, that if the

legs would admit of it, and if the individual

is not more than commonly gross, sweats
might be dispensed with, and the gallops

made to suffice; but as in practice it is

found that the amount of fast work neces-

sary for this purpose will almost always
make the legs stale, the expedient is re-

sorted to of using a slower pace, by the aid

of extra clothing, to do that which the

faster pace and more frequent gallops would
otherwise effect. It may therefore be con-
sidered as a rule, that in aU cases during
the final preparation, a long-continued and
moderately fast gallop, called a sweat, with
or without clothing, will be requu-ed every
week or ten days to keep down superfluous

lat and flesh, and to do this without affect-

ing the legs.

74. The Gallops which a horse goes
through in his last preparation are chiefly

with a view to accustom him to extend
himself at his best pace, and in a steady,

workmanlike way, -without raking or fight-

ing, and with the view of gaining the power
of staj'ing the distance which he has to get
The process to efi'ect this wiU depend in

great measure upon the distance which is

"to be got into the horse" (or which he
has to run, in plain English), and also upon
his temper, age, and breed. Some horses

will bear training badly, and can never be

safely galloped the distance which they

have to run at the speed which they are

likely to be put when actually engaged in

the race. They must be nursed, in fact, and
the best must be done with them of which
they are capable ; and such horses are very

diflacult to bring out, and will not do to race

a second time for perhaps two or three

months, in consequence of the effect pro-
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duced by the effort to which, ot necessity,

they are unused. This difficulty may either

arise from a high state ol nervous irrita-

bility, or from delicacy of constitution, or

from both. In many cases, a horse which is

hard pushed, and either made or allowed to

exert himself to the utmost, is so excited

that he refuses his feed for some days, pick-

ing up only a few oats, or a handful of hay,

and losing his condition more in a few days
than can be replaced in two or three

months. It is obWous, that if this degree
of excitement is often attempted in private

during the course of his training, the chance
ol success would be entirely destroyed, and
therefore the plan is adopted of alwaj's

keeping the horse within himself in his

gallop, and never by any chance allowing
him to extend himself to such a degree as to

produce this unfortunate result. All this,

however, can only be found out by experi-

ence, and it is not until the mischief is done
that it is possible to discover that anj' horse
will be thus affected. It is a great draw-
bacli in all cases, and it is only in very
superior horses in other respects that it is

worth while to persevere with such tem-
peraments. This condition of the race-

horse has nothing to do with, though it is

often attended by, the peculiarity evinced by
some animals of displaying their powers only
In private. Many a first-rate horse, as tried

In private, will never face a crowd, though he
will take any amount of work as long as

there is no noise and bustle, and will do all

tliat is required; but once let him hear the
shouting of a crowd, or see them beforehand
even, and his energies seem to leave him, to

tlie extent often that he ceases to struggle
and "shuts up," as it is called, at the dis-

tance, or perhaps nearer home, apparently
with the race in hand. There is no remedy
fbr this nervousness but repeated trials in

public, because of course the crowd caimot
be got together or imitated in private; and
tlms the only way is to persevere until the
horse becomes accustomed to the stimulus,

which, however, lie often falls to do. It is

partly a constitutional defect, but It may
also arise fVoni the want of early accustom-
ing the joung colt to crowds, and the noise

connected with them. Very valuable young
horses, when broken, arc often nursed up
and kept In retired situations lor feiu* ot

accidents, and the result Is, that they are

tia.sily alarmed when first taken into com-
pany, and so affected by it us to be utterly

useless for the verj- purpose lor which tluy

have been so carefully preserved. Care has

here defeated Its own object, and It Is only
another cxcmpllflcation of the principle,

tliat a good thing may always be overdone.
The expedient Is somctimi'S adopted with
success of deceiving the horse by ruimiug

him in clothing, but this is chiefly useful
when great punishment has on a previous
occasion been used in a race, which has »

made the horse nervous, and perhaps i

vicious, aftenvards. The clothing, then, is

associated with the absence of the spur,
and the race is run without a reminiscence
of the severity which was formerly used

;

but for the purpose of doing away with the
effects of the crowd such an expedient is of
Uttle value. •

75. The Length of Gailop is generaDj
in proportion to the intended race, and their

outside distance is not constantly gone over,

but only once, twice, or thrice a-week,
according to the temper and stoutness ofthe
horse. These longer gallops are generally

a trifle further than the distance of the
intended race, unless that is a very long one,

and the horse is not very stout—as, for

instance, for Queen's-plate distances, when
the sweats may be relied upon for the pur-
pose, and the horse may be kept to two mile
gallops at the outside. If, however, he is

stout enough, it is always better to send
him the full distance, and a little over, at

least once or t^vice a-week. Shorter spins

of three-quarters of a-mi!e, or a mile and a
quarter, will be adopted as often as the
trainer sees fit, and one or two will be
given, at a pace varjing with circumstances,

everj' day, except the day after sweating,

when little more than walking exercise

should be used. In finishing the gallop, the
hindmost horses are allowed to reach, and
even to go by, the one leading them all;

but this is only occasionallj', and not in

every instance. The trainer beforehand
gives his orders to the lad leading, who is

generally put there because he is a judge of

pace, and to be depended upon; he also

instructs the others either to keep their

places, or to get to the leading horse's girths

at a particuliU" part, or even to go by him if

they can at the finish—all according to the

wishes of the trainer; and the going by at

the finish being either by sufferance of the
leading lad, or otherwise, as the case may
be. The necessity for all this, however,
will be evident and clear to the least expe-

rienced, and need not be more lUlIy enlarged

upon.
76. Oveh-markino Is the effect produced

upon the horse constitutionally, as well as
locally upon the legs, by over-work and
over-feeding. In this respect the horse may
be compared to the bow of the archer,

which may be tightened with advantage
up to a certain point, but bcy-ond that it

ceases to shoot at the best rate, and will in

lact break if the tightening is Ciuried far

enough, or will permanently suflfer in

elasticity and power, without actually snap-

ping. Uo it is with the horse; up to a
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certain point, varying in every case, he

may be galloped, and sweated, and fed,

but in every case there is a turning point

which must be carefully watched, and
avoided by diminishing or by not increasing

the food and work, so as to steer clear of

the dreaded result. The over-marked horse

is detected by his duU heavy eye, his staring

coat, liis battered legs, and his general look

of care. At the same time it must be known
that a stout horse should not make his

appearance full of Ufe at the post, but

should, though looking blooming and full

of muscle, be quiet, and rather dull than
otherwise. Such is the appearance of the

well-trained horse of stout blood; but, on
the other hand, the same degree of work
wtiich would produce this state of quies-

cence would be fatal to the chance of

another horse of less stout heart and con-

stitution, and therefore it is common enough
to see even in the same stable two horses

make their appearance, one dull and sleepy-

looking, and the other full of irritability

and hfe ; and yet both have had full justice

done them, and been trained with equal

care, though with a very different amount
of work.

77. Hand-Rubbing to the legs must be
practised throughout the whole course of

training, but it is now more than ever

necessary, and each leg should have at least

a quarter of an hour's rubbing every day.

It is astonishing what a difference this pro-

cess makes in the durability of the legs, as

it is foimd by experience that they will go
through much more battering while they
are carefully hand-rubbed than they would
do without it, or with it only imperfectly

done. The more precise mode of rubbing
win be given under Stable Management,
which see for many other directions neces-
sary for the management of every kind of
horse ; those only pecuUar to the racehorse
being here given, in order to avoid endless
repetitions.

Sect. 8—The Triai.

78. A Teiai will in most cases be required
before the actual race, and it is generally
attempted at about a fortnight beforehand,
or stUl longer in the case ofimportant races
like the Derby or St. Leger. It is usual to
try horses about two days before their

ctistomary sweat, so as not to interfere

with their due course ; but if the horse is

not very lusty, and the trial is to be run
very true, the sweat may often be dispensed
with, and the trial take its place. No
private trial can be depended upon unless
the horses are ridden by men as good as
those who vrili ultimately be ordered to
ride ; and to put a first-rater on the horse
to be tried, with an exercise lad on the trial

horse—as is often done—is a mockery and
a snare, and only leads to disappointment.
Far better than this is the plan ot putting
up the usual boys on both ; but sometimes
two regular jockeys can be obtained, and
then, if both horses are really equally fit,

some dependance can be placed on the
result. After all, the private trial cannot
give implicit confidence, for the reason tnat
I have given in paragraph 74, especially in

horses which have never seen a race-course,

and such are those which are generally
tried in this way; because those which
have already been out are by that means
tried, and the less they are hustled the
better. Nothing differs more from a true-

run race than the ordinary careful gallop

used in training, where the horses go a
good steady pace for a certain distance,

and then make a single effort, and finish

without a prolonged struggle ; but in a race
it often happens that first one horse goes to

the head of a dreaded performer, and
extends him, then another tries his powers,
and perhaps even a third, all which nevei
is done in a private trial Scarcely any
two races are run exactly alike from these

varying circumstances ; and thus it cannot
excite wonder that the trainer or the owner
is deceived, and led to expect a verj' dif-

ferent result from what really takes place;

though if the race had been run exactly

like the trial, the horse might have per-

formed as well as he then did. In all cases

ofprivate trials, such a weight is put upon
the trial horse as to make him (on the

principle of the handicap) the equal of the

horses which are to be met in public. The
trial horse, therefore, is of no use unless his

powers are well known to the trainer; and
he should have been recently out, so as to

have proved his present "form" by his

actual performance, without which criterion

he may as well be kept in his stable. If,

however, all these points have been attended
to, and the beating has been very satisfac-

tory and complete, it is reasonable to

expect that the same can be repeated,

subject to all the vicissitudes already

alluded to.

Sect. 9.—The Last Week's "SVokk.

79. A Sweat, either with or without

clothes, usually commences the last week
before running; and the extent to which it

is carried will always depend upon the

lustiness and general character of the horse.

If the trainer is of opinion that his pupil

must be drawn fine, he will now put thf-

finishing touch to liis previous work by
giving him a severe sweat ; but if, on the

other hand, he thinks that the oppositfe

condition will suit liim best, he adopts the

plan of giving a very gentle sweat, and
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perhaps without any clot lies. In all cases,

however, the long ste.idy gallop afforded

by the "sweat" is useful about this time,

and should seldom be given later than the

seventh day belore runninir; though in

extremely gross horses, or where the indi-

vidual seems always improved by the sweat
at a short Interval, it may be practised as

near even as the fourth day before the

public performance. After the sweat the

gallops are given as usual, and carried on
daily until the day before the race, when a

slight or severe one is given, according to

the nature, aire, and temper of the horse.

Usually, however, a good brushiug-gallop

Is given two days before the race, and on

the day before only a moderately short and
fast gallop, so as to open his pipes, but no
more. All these points, however, cannot
possibly be entered into further than to give

the most common requirements, and the

principles upon which they should be varied.

Sect. 10.—Feeding.

80. The Feeding during the whole of the

third preparation is on the most liberal

scale, being increased from four quartenis

of oats per day in the first, and five in the

second preparation, to six quarterns in the

third, with the addition sometimes of half a

quartern of split beans divided among the

four feeds. Peas used formerly to be much
In vogue for training purposes, but thej- are

now suldom used, it being found that they
disagree with the horse more than beans

;

and that they are apt to affect the kidneys,

whilst beans are entirely free from that
objection, and are solely prejudicial to the
condition, inasmuch as they are heating,

and apt to produce fcverishness and a ten-

dency to inflammation of the legs. Hence,
most horses are better restricted to oats

and hay; and with good English oats of full

weight, and sound upland hay, the con-

dition may generally be obtained as soon as,

and retained much longer than, with the

aid ofany otiier kind of food. Some horses,

however, are very shy feeders, and will

scarcely eat oats enoutih without beans

;

and In such cases the last-mentioned article

must be had recourse to, using them how-
ever more as a means o( tempting the horse

to eat his oats, than as a main and solid

stay in themselves. In the third prepa-

ration chaflf should always bo avoided, if

possible.

Sect. 11.—Review of Tkainino.

81. FUOM THE PBEVIOUS REUABKS it Will

be gathered, that the training and bringing (

out of the horse is a much more simple pro-

cess than the corresponding treatment of !

the greyhound. At the same time there is
[

room for much more skill, because there is

less uncertainty, and the really good trainer

has more chance of a return for his care
than is the case with the canine pupiL In
the horse, the trainer must certainly always
take into consideration that some few of hia i

charge, though capable ot running to advan-
tage, yet vrill not try their utmost; but with
the greyhound-trainer this is a constant .

source of uneasiness, and his operations are
continually cramped by a fear of its occur-

rence with every dog. With a horse of good t

blood and temper, the trainer may generally

calculate with certainty upon his doing to-

morrow pretty nearly what he has done
to-day, and hence he has some guide in his

operations ; but not so with the greyhound,
who is ten times more uncertain, and will

throw overboard all his trainer's calcula-

tions, by refusing to trj- even when at hia

very best, in point of condition and general

powers. The great thing to be avoided by
the trainer of the horse is the tendency to

be constantly extending him, for it is found
that few horses will bear it without loss of

pace ; and when kept racing at one another

they -sN-ill lose heart, unless they are as stout

as steel. Hence, the good trainer, when ha
is aware of the peculiarities of his horse,

keeps him within himself, and will give him
pace by occasional short and merry spirts,

without taking enough out of him to pro*

duce loss of speed, or to destroy his relisU

for the race, which most generous horses

delight in. He will study the peculiar tem-
per of his string, and will in the course of

training discover not only how they like

best to be treated in their work, but what
sort of a race suits each individual, whether

they can run from end to end, or can only

last throuj-'h one short strugi,'le; and upon
the views thu8 formed he will instruct the

rider on the day ofappearing in public Tho
above remarks may be consiilered to include

all that is necessary for ordinary training,

when commencing with a horse purchased

out of some stud where lie has been con-

demned. Itjs not to be expected that many
people will succeed like Mr. Parr, with a
Weathergape or a Mortimer, but if these

views are carried out, they may enable any
amateur to understand the principles upon
which Ills trainer is proceeding, and per-

haps to distinguish between the rude

attempts of an ignoramus and the saccess-

ful efforts of an artist
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BEEEDING.

Sect. 1 The Stud Fabm.

82. The Xecessitt fob a Farm, with all

the buildhigs suitable to a breeding stud of
racehorses, is self-evideiit, inasmuch as the
mares and colts are of that valuable nature,

and also of such intractable dispositions,

that ordinary accommodation -would be
insufficient But even more do they require
herbage of a peculiar Mnd, full of fine

clover, yet free from the coarse gi'asses, and
the land well drained, and of a sandy or
chalky subsoiL The presence of these
characters has made Yorkshire so promi-
nent as a breeding locality, and its tho-
rough-breds as weU as its horses of inferior
blood have always stood high iu the scale.

On the other hand, low, marshy situations
are unfavourable to the development of the
horse, and cause him to be coarse, unwieldy,
and generally unsound. In selecting a
breeding farm, therefore, the first, and the
most absolutely essential, poiut is the soil,

and Dy consequence the herbage. The sur-
face should be imdulating, but not very
hUly, giving just sufficient alteration to
teach the young stock the difference be-
tween up-hill and down, and enabling them
to acquire the power of mastering them-
selves over both variations of surface. The
size of the enclosures may easily be altered
if too large or too small ; but it would be
well, and would save much subsequent
trouble and expense, if a farm could be
found divided into small enclosures by
banks and strong thorn hedges, and -with-
out deep ditches, -which are always a
source of danger to both colt and dam.
Walls are very good divisions, if they are
high enough, and the earth is raised against
their foundations ; but they are not equal to
good banks, -with thorn hedges upon them.

83. A Cektain Numbeb of Ho-vtels pro-
portioned to the mares must be put up, if

they are not already in existence, and they
may most economically be built by placing
four together where four paddocks meet,
or, if those are very large, by buUding in
the middle of one, and di-sadmg off the field
into the four separate runs for the mares
and foals. But though this plan is very com-
monly adopted from economical motives,
it 18 not a good one, because the aspect of
two of the hovels must be northerly or
easterly, both of which are cold and preju-
dicial to young stock, besides being too
shady during the early spring. It snould,
moreover, be remembered, that in the spring
time when mares require the most grass
they exhaust it the soonest, and therefore it
will not be advisable to allot them too ?mall

a run, but rather to give each hovel a
double one, in order that as soon as the
mare has cropped one half close she may
have a change into the other. The annexed
plan of a pair of hovels, -with yards and
paddocks, t(viLI afford a good idea of the
very highest accommodation which can be
desired. They may be bunt of brick, stone,
timber, or gorse, according to the taste and
purse of the proprietor; and they wUl cost
from £50 to iglO per hovel, when plain;
and when ornamented, in proportion to
the decorations. In all cases the size
should be about 15 feet by 12 feet for

both hovels and yards, and the aspect
should be invariably to the south, either
facing that quarter or a point or two to the
east or west of it. The door should never
open in any other direction, because it often
happens in early spring that the weather is

too cold and wet to turn the mare and foal

out, and yet the srm may be admitted by
opening the upper half of the door -with

great advantage to the young animal, which
requires sun as much as its mother's mUk.
When materials are very expensive, and
money is limited, a hovel of 12 feet square
may perhaps suffice; but the extra length
wUl be well bestowed, and it should always
he calculated on as desirable, if not abso-
lutely needful. With regard to height, I
should say that eight feet is a good and
sufficient amount of head-room, for as these
boxes are never air-tight it is not important
that they should be very lofty, and if made
too high they become very cold in the long
winter nights, whereas if kept down to
eight feet, the warmth of the mare's body
raises the temperature sufficiently to pro-
tect the foal from an excessive reduction
during a frost In aU cases the roof should
be thatched, -which material is cool in

summer and -warm in -winter ; and as these
hovels are always at a distance from the
main dwelling, it is not here objectionable
on account of its tendency to bum. Next
to thatch, tUes afford the most equal tem-
perature ; but they are not in this respect to
be compared to it, though far superior to
slates. The -walls may be of brick or stone,

which are the best and most desirable

materials, and equally good in every respect,

the choice being given to that which is

the cheapest in the locahty. Boarding is a
bad material, as it can scarcely be made
warm and air-tight, and is Uable to give cold

by allowing small currents or draughts of air

to play upon both mare and foal, which is

worse than leavingthem exposed to the open
air. Of cheap materials, the best is gorse,

when it is to be had, which makes ai)
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excellent and warm fence from the cold and
wet, and is only objectionable from the

room it tabes and its liabihty to decay. It

will however last for ten or a dozen years,

and where the stud farm is only an experi-

ment it may, and probably will, last as long

as the owner presen-es his taste for this

particular hobby. In every case the doors

should be wide and high, viz., seven feet six

by four feet six, and all angles rounded off;

to which precaution a roller on the door-post

]s a very useful addition, as a prevention

from accidents. The yard should be walled-

in, or divided off by a wooden partition, or

a gorse fence, either of which should be
seven feet high. The door to the hovel should

be of elm or oak, and made in two por-

tions, so as to allow the lower half to be
shut without the upper one, in order that

air may be admitted at times when the
weather will not allow of the mare and foal

leaving the hovel ; a small window should
be inserted in the wall, and the mangers
made in the following manner:—In one
corner a manger of good height should be
placed for the mare, with a ring above, to

which she may be tied; and in the other a
lower one for the foal, by wliich arrangement
tlie mare is unable, wlien tied up, to deprive
her foal of his com. The hay- rack is better

made on the outside of the wall, so that
the groom may be able to replenish it

without entering the hovel; and this is

ea.sily effected by placing it as an excres-
cence on the outside, with a lid to turn the
wet off, and with bars on the inside. This
plan prevents all chance of accident from
the gambols of the foal, which often lead it

Into mischief, if the arrangements are such
aa to give It any possible opportunity. In
the third comer, unoccupied by the door,
should be a water-tank, which may be of
Iron, and should always be replenished with
fresh 60(1 water from a river, pond, or rain-
water tank. The floor should be paved with
flints, stones, or h:ird bricks, and a well-
trapped drain placed in the centre. The
yard also should be paved in the same
way, though this is not so essential ; and
It is sometimes kept replenished with
burnt clay, which thus sines the double
purjiose of absorbing all the urine, Ac, and
keeping it free ftoin putrefaction, M-hlcli

tlie clay has the power of doing. It Is

changed as often as it is saturated, and is

then removed to a situation remote fn^m
the mares and foals. The piutition between
the two yards should be partially open,
so as to allow the foals to become ac-
guainted with each other before tliej' are
turned out together, which they generally
are at weaning time; and if then strange
to one another, tliey pine for their dams
liiuUi more than they do when lliey have

had the pleasure of a previous introduction.

When the gorse is used it is applied a;

follows :—The door-posts and uprights art

first fixed, and should be either of oak—,
which is best—or of good sound Memel fir

they should be about six inches by four-

and should be fixed six feet apart, witl
three feet sunk in the ground- After thus

fixing the framework, and putting on th(

wall-plate and rafters, the whole interna
surface is made good by nailing split poles
of larch, or other timber, closely togethc4

across the uprights, taking especial can
to round off the ends when they appea
at the door-posts. Thus the whole of tht:

interior is tolerably smooth, and no accidcn
can happen from the foal getting his Ic;

into any crevice between the poles, if can
is taken to nail them securely, and t(

leave no space between them. "Wben thL

internal framework is finished, the gorst

is applied outside, as follows :—It is firs

cut into small branches, leaving a foot

stalk to each, about twelve or fifteen inchn
in length: these branches are arranged ii

layers between the uprights, the stalk

pointing upwards and inwards, and llu

prickly ends downwards and outwards
When, by a succession of layers of tlics(

bmshy stalks, a height of eighteen inr

has been raised, a stout and tough p
about the size of an ordinary broom-stii k

and six feet long, is laid upon the mid^Ui

of the gorse, and so as to confine it agains

the split poles and between the uprights

The workmen kneel upon this pole, am
by its means compress the gorse into the

smallest possible compass, and while thufi

pressed do-svn, and against the intcm:i

'

framework, it is confined to the latter 1

3

five or six loops of strong copper-wir-^

When this is properly done, the gorse i>

firmly confined, and withal so clo>'

packed, that neither wind nor rain c.
penetrate, nor can all the mischief-loviu,;

powers of the fojil withdraw a single stalk

AitcT fixing the first layer, a second
built up in the same way, and vl
neaflj' done the exterior is as level as ,

brick-wall; but If there arc any vetjl

prominent branches they m.iy be sheared'

off with the counnon shears, or taker
off with the ordlnarj- hedging bill-hook

When it is desired to make the exterioi

look very smooth, a hay-tmsser's kniif

is used ; but the natural ends, thougii

not so level, arc a much better defence,

and last longer th.in the cut gorsa In

tlie interior the stalks sometimes project

and if so they must be smoothly trimmed
oft". Tlie fiistenlngs to the door should b£

free from projections, and notliing ansver-

better than the common slide-bolt, whfcli;

C foal ean open. All the wood-work shoulJ
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be pointed with coarse paint, or dressed

witfi tar, which is tlie best for the purpose,

as it effectually prevents the young stock

from licking and biting the projections, a

trick which often ends in conflrmed crib-

biting or wind-sucking. The yards should
have two gates, one opening into each
separate paddock, so that the one may be
shut up, and the other left for them to use
when turned out, and thus the grass allowed
to make head, and a change permitted in

the pasture. In the plan, a 1 and a 2 are the
two hovels, b 1 and b 2 the two yards, c 1

and c 2 the two upper paddocks, and d 1 and

d 2 those which are used as a change. By
closing either of the two gates to the yards,
the other will admit the mare and foal to
the paddock into which it opens. In all

open-timber partitions plenty of gorse or
thorns should be inserted to make them
good, in order to prevent the foal from
slipping in his gallops, and getting hurt, or
even cast under the bars. This accident
has ruined many a foal, and the only
certain prevention is to make up all timber
fences by the above materials, one or
other of which may always be readily pro-

cured.

84. A CERTAIN Portion- of Arable should
always be held with the grass land, in
order to produce Lucerne, rye, carrots, &c.,
for early sprmg-feed. It must be recoUected
that the thorough-bred mare is required to
foal as early as possible in the year, because
the produce takes age from the 1st of
January, and with two-year-olds a month
or two is of great importance. In few
situations is there much grass fit for the
mare before the 1st of May, "and therefore
cut stuff of some kind, with carrots or
Swedes, must be given. These can only be

produced economically on the stud-farm
itself and provision should always be made
for an early supply. Italian rye-grass Is

generally the earliest crop, and if the soil

suits it should always be planted. Swedes
do pretty well, but not so well as the Italian

rye. Carrots also are usef^il; but in all

cases both the carrots and Swedes should

be cut very small, for fear of choking the

foal, or even the mare, an accident which
has happened to both on many occasions.

Lucerne comes in soon after the rye-grass,

and is an admirable food for suckling mareSi
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Vetclies are both too late and too heating,

and are not nearly so good as Lucerne.

Sect. 2.—Management of the Maiue.

85. In this place, in the usual order of

tilings, it might be expected that I should

allude to the selection of the brood-mare,

and the best cross for her ; but, for the sake

ol simplicity, it will be better to describe

the general management of the breeding-

stud, and the breaking and training of

yoimg stock; and finally, to consider the

most desirable strains for breeding race-

torses after all the various elements of

success on the turf have been thorouglilj-

investigated, as well as the steeplechase,

hurdle-race, Ac. This is, to some extent,

putting the cart before the horse, but as it

•will make this mysterious subject more
IntelUgible, I prefer adopting the plan, to

the apparently more simple one -which I

have rejected.

86. The Dckation of pregnancy in the
mare is 11 months, and, coasequently, she
should never bo put to the horse earlier

than the end of the first week in Februaiy

;

Indeed there is great hazard in sending her
before the middle or end of the month, as

so many marcs drop their foals a fortnight

earUer than the full time. Should this

occur with a mare stinted on the Sth or

9th of February, the foal is dropped in the

last week of December, by which its age is

increased one year, and it is ruined for all

weight-for-age races, and in fact for all

purposes. The mare should be allowed to

be at large in the fields during the chiy-

time, as exercise is of the greatest conse-

quence to her health; and she should be
aircfully kept IVom the sight of any object

whicli can terrify or distress her, such as
pig-killing, or the sight or smell of blood in

any way. Sometimes an epidemic causes
a series of miscarriages or premature slip-

plngs of the Joals, and almost every mare
on the fann is affected in the same way,
and there seems to be no mode of prevent-

ing this untoward result. When the mare
to near licr time, she shows her state by
the filling of the udder, and by the falling

In of the muscles on each side of the croup,

which the fiirricrs call the "sinking of the

hones." When these signs appear the

mare should be constantly watched, in

order that assistance may bo given her if

there is any difficulty in the presentation.

The usual mode for the foal to come Uilo

the world is with both fore-legs tirst, and
if alter they npiear the noso shortly shows
Itself, all may be considered straight-lor-

ward, and no fears need bo entertained.

Sometimes with a large foal and a com-
paratively small pelvis, a little assistance

Uiay carefully be given by gently drawiug

upon the legs after the head is well down
but these cases are imusual, and with tliLi

natural presentation it is seldom reqviired:!

If, however, there is any other kind ol

birth, and the head presents without tM
legs, or the hind-legs first, or if the head ii'

doubled back upon the body, assistanoi!

must generally be obtained, unless the maxj
in attendance is more than ordinarily skilfnl

Turning is generally the expedient whid
is had recourse to by the regular p^actI^

tioner, but it requires great care and skll

to accomplish the operation without dangei
to the foaL As soon as this is born th<

mare should be allowed to clean it, and tlM

secuudines are removed by the attendant!
after which the mare should have a littll

warm gruel, and, if verj' much exhausted
about a pint of strong ale (more or le

according to circumstances) may be given
M-ith it. It often happens with the first fbaj

that the mare will not take to it, and not
only refuses to clean it, but actually denies
it the proper nourishment from her teata
\Vhen this is the case the man should milk
the mare and soothe her, and, after he*
udder is somewhat empty, and she is

relieved, she wVH generally allow the fo
to suck. They should never be left alon
till this has taken place, as it is dangeron
to do so for fear of the mare dohig a fatal

mjury to her ofTspriug. Before the coat
the foal is dry, the mane should be combed
all on one side ; by which precaution that
rugged unsit;htly look is avoided which it

has if part hangs on one side and part Ol

the other. For the first twenty-fuur hours,

nothing besides warm gruel and a very little,

hay should be given to the mare; but whm
the secretion of milk is fully established she.

requires com, bran-mashes with malt,

carrots, Swedes, Lucerne, or green food in

some shape, according to the season ot tlu'

year.

87. The Best Time fob the Admittanch
of the horse is the tenth day alter foahng,

leaving nine clear days between the two
acts. I am assured by a breeder of great

experience, that this is better than tlio

ordinary mode of putting her to the horse

on the ninth day. It often happens, Ik>\\ -

ever, that this would be too early, as wlaro
the foaling lias taken place early In Janu-
ary, when if the mare were put to the
horse she could next time foal in December,
a consummation to bo carcliiHy avoided.

For this reason the >isit is jiostiioned; and
this is one c;iuso of the coii>t;uit occurrence
ot barremiess in the thorough- bred mare,

,

of which about one-third every year are *

sterile and profitless to their owners, i

Another cause Is the over-use of corn,
*

which keeps them In an unnatural state ot

excitement, and prevents that coolness of
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i tlie system which is required for the

liighest state of perfection in the genera-

tive organs. It oilen happens that a mare
, will not stand to the horse -while at hard

I

work, not because she is injured by her
- duties, but because she is OYer-comed ; and

I
this condition can only be overcome by a

1 long run at grass, which cools the blood,

, and allows of all the functions being per-

fonned without inflammation, which is the

: great antidote to successful impregnation.

It is usual after putting the mare to the

I horse to take her to hun every nine days,

I until she refuses him, when she is consi-

dered " stinted ;" but many mares will go

t on taking him long after they are success-

V flxlly impregnated; and this, therefore,

i though a good rule, is not by any means
t an invariable one. If the mare is at all

' confined in her bowels, which is seldom
i the case, on accomit of her diet, she should

; have a dose of castor oil. The ordinary

, aloetic ball is not well adapted for the

mare while suckling.

Sect. 3—IManagement of the Foal.

88. Handling the foal should be com-
menced as soon as he is bom, because it is

at that time that he is most easUy rendered
tractable, and regardless of the presence of

liis attendant, who should make a practice

ofrubbing his head, picking up liis feet, &c.,

long before he actually wants to do anything
with those parts. But if these acts are

postponed till they are really wanted to be
done, the colt is wUd and unmanageable,
and neither physic nor anj'thing else can
be administered without a degree of vio-

lence very dangerous to its welfare. The
foal is verj' liable to diarrhoea, and it should
at once be checked by a drench of rice-

water, with one or two drachms of lauda-
num, wiiich will almost always stop it if

repeated after every loose motion. The sun
should in all cases be admitted to the box,
whether in winter or summer, and without
it no young animal will long be in health.
If the weather is very severe, with wet as
weU as cold, the upper half only of the door
should be opened while the sun is out ; but
if the weather is dry, the mare and foal
may be allowed to run into the yard ; or if

not very cold and frosty, into the paddock
for a short time. By the end of the month
the foal wUl begin to eat kibbled-oats,
which may be given in its own low manger,
and with the mare tied up to hers. As
many of them as the foal wiU eat ivill do
good; and it never happens, that I have
heard, that a young foal will eat more than
enough of this food, which'is the mainstay
of the young racer. Much of the STiccess
of this kind of stock depends upon their
early forcing by means of com ; and as far

as he is concerned, the mare as weU as
himself can hardly have too much, con-
sistently with a continuance ofhealth; but,

for the reason given in paragraph 87, cau-
tion must be used in forcing the mare until

she is decidedly stinted. When the mare is

tied up the halter should not be longer than
necessary, nor should it be fastened to a
low ring, as it has often happened that the
foal has become entangled in it when low,

and has been ruined by his own struggles,

or those of his mother. At six months old

the foal is usually weaned, previously to

which he should wear a light and well-

fitting head-collar, by which he may be led

about with a length of webbing attached to

it by a buckle. This is more easily done
before weaning than after, as the mare
may always be made an inducement to the

foal, and it will therefore be half coaxed
and half led by a little manoeuvring,
whereas if entirely alone, the foal will

struggle in order to escape, and will not
so easily be controlled. Two ctuartems of

kibbled-oats may now be given to the foal

during the day, which, with the grass of

summer, will keep him in high flesh, and by
this time he ought to have grown into avery
good-sized animaL By this treatment the

foals are made strong and hardy against the

advent of the winter season, during which
time their progress is not nearly so fast as

in the summer; and, in spite of every pre-

caution, there are constantly drawbacks in

the shape of colds, dysentery, &c. Feeding

in this mode is the great secret in rearing

racing stock ; and though cow's milk,

steamed turnips, &e., will make the yearling

look fat and fleshy, you will never see that

appearance of high breeding and condition

which is given by corn, nor when put into

training do they pass through that ordeal

in the way which corn-fed colts and fillies

may be expected to do. At this age, when
fed in this way, foals are as mischievous as

monkeys, and great care should be taken
that they have nothing in their way which
can possibly injure them. Brooms, shovels,

pikes, and buckets must all be kept away
from their reach, and all gates and fences

must be carefully put in order. Indeed,

with every precaution, they will strain

themselves in their play; but if all these

points are not attended to, the consequence

is almost sure to be fatal to life or limb.

During the winter young racing stock

should aU be carefully housed at night; and
their com may be increased to three quar-

terns a-day as soon as the grass fails, witb
plenty of good sound old hay, and occasion-

ally a few carefully-sUced carrots or Swede?
During all this time they should stiU b»

constantly handled and led about ; and when
removed &om one pasture to another they
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should always be caught and led by the
length of webbing. The absence ot this

precaution is a fertile source of accidents,

while its adoption is only an instance of

that constant handling wliich must be
attended to even were no removal neces-

sary. These remaiks will carry on the

treatment of the yearling to the time when
he is broken-in and put into training. At
this time—that is, in the second summer,
and as soon as there is plenty of grass, the
yearUng should begin to assume the appear-
ance of the horse, with arms and thighs
well developed, and with a fair allowance
of fat, which, though not necessary for

racing purposes, is always an indication of

high health, and will make its appearance
on the ribs of a stout and healthy colt in

?pite of all tlie exercise in the shape of
fi-olics and gallops which his high spirits

induce him to tiike. During the early

spring months this cannot always be ex-
pected, from the nature of the food; but^

after May the flesh ought always to be'

rather full and round than wiry and tree'.

from fat, which latter condition indicates!

a delicacy of constitution unfavourable to

;

the purposes of the racehorse,

89. Physicking the yearling or the foal

is sometimes necessary, when he is getting

oflf his feed, or is bound in his bowels, or i

his eyes becoming inflamed, or otherwise

indicating that he is over-corned. This is

a very common state of things, and the ;

remedy is a dose of the common aloetic

ball, for which see the Diseases of the

Horse, for the dose and mode of adminis-

tration. About one-quarter of an ordinary

ball is the smallest dose likely to be bene-

ficial to the young foaL

CHAP. VIII.

BKEAKING.

Sect. 1

—

The Stables kecessaby foe
Young Eacing Stock.

9a The Stabling which has been des-
cribed at paragraph 53, as sufficient for ordi-

nary racing purposes, wUl not answer for the
lirst housing of colts and filhes, which
require more air and room than older
horses, as they are a considerable time
la becoming accustomed to the warmer
and darker stables suited to horses doing
strong work. But not only is a large
roomy box required lor each colt, but there
must also be a yard, or small paddock, in

which they may bo suffered to take that

exercise which they caimot yet receive

artiflciiUly in an amount which will main-
tain their health. The breaking is generally

commenced in warm summer weather; and
there is no danger in allowing the colt to be

at hbcrty during the day, at such hours as

arc not required to be occupied by tlie

breaker's instructions. It is necessary,

therelore, to have a series ot airy boxes,

.separated from one another in the same
way as those already described, but of a
larger size, being at least 18 icet by 12 feet,.

;muI with a verj' free circulatiim ot nlr.

'these are much better made opi n to the

roof, as they are never used in cold weather
lor horses, and viil\ then serve for any other
kind of slock if required ; but at all e>-ent3

they should now be as airy as it is possiMo
to make theio. Mouy people object lo the

use of htter at this period, as being different

to the cool grass to which the colt has been
accustomed, and recommend tan as a miK li

better kind of material for the floor of the
box. I am inchued to think that there is

great reason in this objection, and that tlu'

latter article is less likely to produce tl :

contraction of the feet which so common
occurs in the horse in trainuig. A shai:.

paddock, with as sort s\ turf as possiW'

,

should be provided ; and here the colt miy
be turned out the first thing in the morniii.,'

fbr an hour or two, and agam at night lur

the same time, leaving the middle of tlu'

day for the breaker's manipulations. This
plan also provides lor the gradual alteration

of diet, as the colt will always pick a lit;

grass when turned out, and will only cat 1

hay during the long night; whilst his corn
he bus long been accustomed to, and\\i:i

still continue to relish.

Sect. 2 Leading Tacrine.

91. Leading with the Cavesson on is

the lirst thing to be practised, and it should

bo continued lor two or three weeks without
any further attempt at breaking, if there is

plenty ot time, and lull justice is to be donn
to the colt. A roller is put upon the colt,

and a crupper, with long hip-straps, by tlu-

presence of which he becomes accustomt <1

to a loose sheet, or anj* other derangement
of clothing in his subsequent work. With
this tackle on, and long boots on his fore-
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legs to guard against his striking them, the
colt is led about the country, either by the

breaker on foot or mounted on a steady
nack ; and for a -week he may generally be
i-onflned to soft tur^ -which will not require

his being shod. Even on such groimd as

ttiis he will be gradually accustomed to carts,

waggons, droves of sheep, oxen. <fcc., and
wUl daily acquire more confidence in him-
self and in his leader. No bit should be put
in his mouth as yet, for its too early use
while he is still sly and inclined to struggle,

only makes him more timid, and by far less

manageable than w^th the cavesson alone.

Sect. 3.—Shoeixg.

92. Shoeing must be commenced as soon
as the colt is in a state to be taken ou the
roads, because it will often happen that he
wiUbe inclined to jump and plunge on the
meeting of unaccustomed objects; and if his

feet are unshod he will break the crust, and
do that amount of injmy which it will take
many weeks to restora It is better, there-

fore, to put some short shoes on his fore-

I't-et; but his hind-feet may still perhaps
be left in their natural state for some time
longer. I do not myself see the advantage
oithis delay, but it is very commonly prac-

tised with young racing stock; and with
wUi or badly-handled colts it is often neces-

sary, from the greater resistance which
they make to the blacksmith behind than
before. The shoes or tips should be nailed

on very carefully, and they should be very
neat and light in their make; the feet also

should afterwards be regularly examined,
:ind the shoes removed every three weeks.
It is a very common practice for the black-

smith to cut out the heels of these colts,

bat I am satisfied, that by the use of tips

only the heels may be left in a state of

nature, and will require Uttle or no clearing

i!Ut until the horse is full-shod, and the
frog and heel protected from the friction of
the groimd.

Sect. 4—Ttdtg-tip in the Stable.

93. The Xext Process is the Txecg-
TTP in the stall, which the colts may now
be accustomed to, inasmuch as they have
fully proved the power of the halter or
leading-rein in their struggles to avoid
passing objects ; and they will not therefore
fightmuch when tied-up in the stable. The
head-stall should fit very closely, and the
throat-lash be sufficiently tight to prevent
the colt from pulhng it off in his efforts to
get free ; for if the young animal finds he
can effect his object once, he is a long time
before he ceases to try it again. The colt
is often very fidgetty ; if so, he must be at
once compelled to stand still, by the use of
wooden balls attached to the fetlocks by

leather straps, which soon accustom him
to a steady position, from the blows which
they inflict upon him when he struggles
or moves rapidly from side to side. A
breast-guth may also be put on as a fore-

runner of the breast-cloth ; and it will also

serve to prevent the roller, which is con-
stantly worn, Irom getting back under the
flank, and thereby irritating the wearer.
All the ordinary stable practices may now
gradually be taught, such as washing out
the feet, dressing, hand rubbing the legs, &c.;

and the colt should be made to turn from
side to side of his stall at the wisli of his

attendant groom, who may easily conduct
the whole process without the aid of any
regular breaker, unless the temper of the
colt is such as to demand extraordinary
skill and address ; and even here the groom
accustomed to thorough-bred colts is often

a better hand than the colt-breaker, who
is engaged in breaking aU sorts of animals,

and will not bestow sufficient time upon
the valuable racing colts and fillies. Xow,
without fall time it is impossible to bring

these young things into subjection, and the

consequence is that their tempers are

ruined, and they are rendered unfit for the

purpose for which they are otherwise well

qualified. Then: feeding is so high that

they are full of spirit, and wiR fight to the
death if they are made to resist by ill-

treatment or hasty breaking ; it is therefore

more by coaxing and gradual leading on
step by step, from one point gained to

another which is to be overcome, that this

animal is vanquished, and made at last to

yield his powers to the guidance of a young
lad of perhaps 12 years of age, or even
less.

Sect. 3.—Bkeakkg.

94. LcxGixG may now be commenced,
wliich will require the aid of a second
hand, in order to compel the colt to progress

in the circle by threatening him with the
whip behind him. The cavesson, boots,

roller, crupper, &c, are all put on, and a
long leading-rein ofwebbing is attached to

the ring in the nose of the cavesson, just as

if the colt was going to be led out as usual.

But instead of merely leading, the colt is

made to walk round a circle on some piece

of soft turf; and then when he has learnt

to do this kindly he is made to canter

slowly round, the assistant walkmg behind
him until he ^\iR progress by himselfi which
he soon learns to do. As soon as he has
gone round the circle in one direction a
dozen times or so, he may be turned romicj

and made to reverse it, which prevents

giddiness, and also any undue strain upon
either leg. This p.."ocess is repeated at

various times throughout the breaking, aci
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is the best mode of teeping the colt qiuet

by giving him any amount of work on the

canter or gallop. It is not, however, used
for the same purpose as in the ordinary

breaking of hacks and harness horses,

where it is made a means of getting them
upon their haunches; an alteration from a

state of nature which it Is not desirable to

effect in the racehorse. On the contrary, it

is often necessary to make him extend
himself still more than he otherwise would,
and the less he is upon his haunches the
better. The bit, therefore, is never used in

his mouth as a means ol putting liim back
upon his hind-legs; whilst it is, on the
other hand, used more to make the horse
extend himself by playing with it, and
slightly resisting Its tendency to confine

his mouth.
95. The JMouTniNG-Bri may now be put

on, and its constrviction and form are of the

utmost importance to the future delicacy of
mouth which is so essential to the action of

the racehorse. In no kind of horse is the
Bnaflle-bridle so desirable as in the race-
horse, in which a curb is always a means
of making him gallop in too round a style;

and 3-et when he pulls very strongly this is

a less evil than to let him get away with
his rider, and either bolt out of the course
or destroy his chance by over-running him-
self early in the race. Hence it is doubly
necessary to guard against making the
augles of the mouth sore, for if once they
get into that state they are almost sure to
become more or less callous and insensible.

But if during breaking, a snaffle of any
kind, large or small, is nsed, this result is

almost sure to occur, either in the horse's
early flfihting with his bit, or when "put
upon it" in the stable. In-^tead of a snattio,

a bit wltliout a joint is the simple remedy
for all this, made in tlie form of a segment
of a circle, and witli keys as usual hanging
from its centre. This segmental form U
better than tho straight bit, upon which
tlie colt is aiit to pull on one side, and to get

an uneven mouth, whereas when standin.,'

In the stable, and the reins are buckled to

his roller, crossed over his withers, ho can
never do othenvise than get an even pull

upon all parts of his mouth, whether he
puts his lips close to one side of tho bit or

the other. This Is a very Important point

In breaking all colts, and In racing stock it

Is doubly so, because of the necessity oi

preserving that delicacy of sensation with-

out which they can never be taken rouud
corners, Ac, except by lying out of their

ground, and thence losing a conslderaMe
distance. I'.ut with this bit the mnuth Is

gradually made, and without producinc
soreness In any part, icfiich (ifterirarUs taics
th« bit; and this is the great feature In Its

use, for as the tongue and gums take ii

pressure chiefly, so the angles of the mout
only touch it at the will of the colt, and .

is when playing with it that they do tone

at all, and then only to such an extent m

to avoid pain to themselves. This bit, t

may bo used on all occasions without i

"

until the colt is lit to take his gallops, wli i

a strong snaftle may be substituted, ;uul

irradually sutiplantcd by that small and line

kind called tlie racing snaffle, but which
need not be nearly so small for the horso

broken to the segmental bit as for ono
" mouthed " to tho ordinary bre;ikcr"s

sualHe. After the bit has becu put iu the
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mouth, no attempt at first should be made
to induce the colt to play with it; but it

may be suffered to remain in the mouth
while he is led about by the cavesson, and
without any side-reins being attached.

When this has been done for a day or two,

the side-reins are buckled on, and are

attached also to the buckles in the roller,

crossing them over the withers. At first

tliey may be dra%vn up very slightly, so as

just to prevent the colt from putting his

head into his usual position, and in that

form he may be left in his box for an hour
a-day, besides the usual amount of walking
jut of doors with the bridle on. They may
now be gradually tightened a hole or two
per day, and also more so in the box than
when led out, when the tightening should
be very gradual indeed. Some colts veiy
soon begin to champ the bit, and play with
It, whilst others are often sulky for a day or

two, and hang upon it steadily, with the
Intention of freeing themselves. All, how-
ever, at last begin to champ, and when this

Is freely done, the breaker may teach the

colt the intention of the bit, by making
him stop and back when out of doors, by
its means. The rings on each side should
be taken hold of evenly by both hands, and
the colt made to stand or back by steady
pressure, but without alarming him. Kind-
ness and gentle usage, with occasional

encouragement, soon accustom him to its

nse, and he only wants ten days or a fort-

night in order to obtain the desired result of

its presence in the mouth, which is called

"getting a mouth," and which is merely
the gi'sing to the sense of touch in the lips

nn extra degree of delicacy. "Wlien this

Btage is completed, and the mouth is quite

mider command, so that the colt will either

come fonvard or backward by drawing his

head in those directions, with the bit held
in both hands, the colt is ready for backing.
During the whole progress of breaking,

dailj' slow lunging and plenty of walking
exercise should have been practised, so that
the colt is not above himself, but is more or
less tired each day.

96. Before actual Backing is attempted
the saddle should be put on, and it should
always be a roomy one at first, well-stuffed
and fitting accuratelj', so as to avoid all

painful pressure. The withers, especially,

should be closely watched, and if high and
thin, the saddle should be proportionally
high at the pommel. The roller has been
hitherto the only kind of pressure round
the chest, but it has gradually been tight-
ened from time to time, s,o as to prepare
the colt for the subsequent use of the girths
which are required to retain the saddle in

its place. This should oe put on at first

with the girths quite loose, and with a

crupper in addition, because having already
worn one, the taU has become accustomed
to its use, and it often prevents the saddle
from pressing with undue force upon the
withers, which are very sensitive and easily
made sore. The colt should be walked out
and lunged for a day or two with the saddle
on before he is moimted, so as to accustom
the parts to its presence; and it is even
desirable to increase the weight of the
saddle, by placing upon it some moderately
heavy substance of two or three stones'
weight, such as trasses of shot, or the like,

gradually making them heavier, but never
putting more than the above dead weight
upon the saddle. When the colt has thus
been thoroughly seasoned, he may be taken
out and well lunged till he is tired, still

having his saddle on; and during this

exercise the breaker will occasionally bear
considerable weight upon each stirrup, and
flap them against the saddle, with the
object of making a noise, to which the colt

should be accustomed. It is a veiy good
plan to have a leather surcingle made to go
over the saddle, and to attach the buckles
for the side-reins to this, instead of having
them sewn on to the saddle itself. When
all is ready, and the colt is tired, by his

lunging, (fcc, he may be taken into the
rubbing-house, as being close to the exercise

ground, and there the breaker himself, or
one ofthe lads, may be put upon the saddle,

using him, as in all cases in young horses,

with great gentleness, and giving him
constant encouragement by the hand and
voice. Slounting is much better accom-
plished in the stable than out, and causes

much less alarm, because the colt has been
always accustomed to be more handled
there, and is less inclined, therefore, to

resist- The lad, or breaker, should get up
and down again several times, and if the

colt is good-tempered he will generally allOAV

all this to be done without the slightest

resistance. In mounting there should be
very little spring made, but the lad may
hang about the horse, as if fondling him,

and bear his weight upon the saddle ; then

place one foot in, and hang on steadUy,

when, if this is borne, the weight may be

taken off for a minute or two, and then the

lad may very gently and insensiblj' almost

raise himself up to the command of the sad-

dle, after which he may steadily turn his

leg over, and is then seated. When the lad

has sat quietly upon his back for a fiew

minutes, the side-reins having already been

buckled to the leather surcingle, two addi-

tional reins may be attached for his nse,

though the chief dependence at first must
be placed upon the breaker himself who
leads the colt, as before with the cavesson

and webbuig. With this the mounted colt
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is now led out, and walked about for an
hour or more; after which he should be

returned to the stable, and then the lad

should dismount ; and on no account should

this be attempted at ftrst out of doors, for it

lias happened that on getting off there has

Leen a fight to get on agahi, which has
resulted in victorj' to the horse, whereas in

the stable it can always be managed, and
with the thorough-bred colt it is seldom
wanted elsewhere, until he is quite used to

it. If there is no stable at hand with a door

high and wide enough for this purnose, the

colt may be mgunted in the paddock, the

breaker being very careful to engage his

attention, and a third party being on the off-

side to assist iu keeping the colt straight

and the saddle from giving way while the

weight is being laid upon the stirrup. Most
colts give way at first to this one-sided

pressure, but they soon learn to bear up
against it, and finally they do not show any
annoyance at alL It will be found that any
colt may be more readily managed by two
people in a roomy stable than by three out

of doors, where he is on the look-out for

objects of alarm, and is always more ready
to show fight; the only dilhculty is the
yetting clear of the door, which should be
wide and high; and if it is the contrary, it

< fT^rs an obstacle to the plan, which must
l)revent its adoption. The mounted lad

bhould at first sit steadily and patiently

still, and should not attempt to use tlie

rins, which might indeed well be dispensed
with, but that few riders could balance
themselves without holding something. I

luive found it a good plan to buckle them to

the cavesson ratlier than to the bit, in those
cn^es where the hands of the rider were not
vlT}- light. The colt on leaving the stable

tf ten sets his back up, and perhaps plunges,

or attempts to kick, which he seldom iloes

lu the stable, and less frequently in leaving

It than when he is suddenly mounted in the

field. If ho does this, the breaker should

B|ieak severely to him, and either keep down I

1 1 is head or the reverse, accordini; to whether ;

lie Is attemjjtlng to rear or kick. It Is for :

the latter vice only that the ridir requires
'

tlic rein to the bit, aa it serves to keep the

colt quiet if the bit is suddenly cli'cked

when he gets his liead down before kJckin«'.
j

lint in rearing, the lad Is likely to do
,

mischiefwlth It, andon the whole It is better,
'

1 think, to avoid all chance of using it imjiro-

pcrly, nnle-is the rider is very cjuitious, and i

ntcustomed to the business of colt-breaking.
|

When the colt Is quite quiet and submissive,

alter several days' leading about, the lad

may be trusted with the conunand of

tlie bit, and may have the reins in-

trusted to him, the breaker still keeping
the long wtbbuig attached to the cavesson,

,

and being always prepared to assist the lai'.,

who, however, should now begin to try ti

turn the colt and stop him at pleasure,

taking a rein in each hand, and using them
wide apart, with the aid of his voice and
heel. As soon as it appears hkely that tlic

lad can control his charge the cavesson

may be taken off, and the colt placed in a

string of horses, which are so steady as not

to give occasion by their example for the

colt's beginning to plunge. During the

course of breaking it is always safer to keep
the colt rather under-fed with com, and
until he is able to begin his cantering exer-

cise he will scarcely bear an increase ; but
much will depend upon his temper; and it

he is inclined to fret he will often lose flesli,

and will demand more, rather than less,

corn than usual. Bad-tempered horecs, how-
ever, will always require Ught feedmg during
breaking, and extra tune, as well as care,

must be bestowed upon them. This subject

is better understood now than it used to

be, and fewer horses are spoiled than was
formerly the case ; still, however, there is

often room for improvement, and the num-
ber of horses which are mismanaged at this

time is by no means smalL Thorough-bred
horses will not bear bad treatment, lit

general, though some are certainly of such
savage tempers by nature as to require to

be cowed ; still these arc the exceptions,

and the vast majority will, by early hand-
ling, and cautious tackling and mounting,

be broken almost without a single figlu or

difficulty of any kind. If they find ther.-

selves hurt by bit or saddle, or by ti

crupper occasioning a sore, they show tlu ;r

disUke to the pain by resisting, setting up

their backs, and refusing to progress quietly;

but, unless there is something wrong, thiv

will submit to being backed and ridden

much more readily than the colts of tli •

connnon breeds, which have seldom hail a

liead-stall on their heads till a few da> ^

before they are backed. I have more than

once ridden thorough-bred colts in tolentbN'

comfort within a week or ten days of tin

being first bitted; but it Is a bad plan, ;u

the longer time their mouths are allo^^

to becoino accustomed to the bit the botu i

they ultimately turn out It will be many
months before they are to be dependr 1

on under any circumstances; and w1k:i

they get an Increase of corn they are alnmst

sure to attempt some kind of horse-play;

but the boys cxslly contend against this,

which Is verj- difiVrent from the determined

etlorts of a colt to dislodge his rider. When
all these points are thoroughly accom-
plished in the breaking it may be said

to be terminated, and the trnlnin:; of tho

two-year-old commences; the only thinpa

yet to be learned ai'e the use of the spur
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and wliip, which should never be employed
except as a pimishiiient for faults com-
mitted; that is to say, they should never be

used as an every-day practice, for, though

every colt should be accustomed to them,
it is very seldom that the opportunity ia

wanting of administering them for some
fault or other.

CHAP. IX,

TRAINING OF THE TWO-TEAE-OLD COLT.

Sect. 1 PEELtMINAET Eemabks.

97. A Dose of Phtsic will generally be
iiecessary as soon as the breaking is over,

and very often it may be required during

its progress ; but by the occasional use of a
bran-mash, and by giving a little green

food "With the hay, in most cases there will

be no necessity for its employment while

the breaking is going on, and while the

quantity of corn is kept purposely below

the usual amount As soon, however, as

the breaker thinks he dare do so, the com
is increased to the usual quantity, and then

a dose of physic, preceded as usual by two
bran-mashes, wUl prevent that feverish

condition which so often comes on after

breaking, when the restraints of the stable

are substituted for the freedom of the fields.

The trainer will, of course, be guided as to

the strength and frequency of his pliysic by
the constitution and state of health of his

colt, and wUl only exhibit it when neces-

sary ; though, it should be borne in mind,
that there is always a tendency to inflam-

mation, and especially of the eyes, in these

highly-fed animals, and that the occasional

use of physic is on that account more
desirable than it would otherwise be.

There is no doubt that all this might be
avoided by giving them less com, but then
they would not be so well fitted for the

purposes of racing, and therefore it is used
with the fuU knowledge of its attendant
evils. The next task for the trainer is

to teach the young idea how to gallop to

the best advantage, and in the best form,

previously to producing that condition

which shall enable his charge to last

through a race as long, or longer, than his

competitors.

98. Teaching the yearling or two-year-
cld is a long business, requiring at least six

or eight mouths for its due performance,
including the breaking. Few colts, how-
ever, will be thoroughly fit to try before
they have been broken a y^ar ; and unless
they are found to be dead slow, and at the
same time "set" in their frames, they
should not be given up as hopeless till then.

Tb^ usual practice is to employ thi'ee

months in the autumn in breaking and
giving them the first rude lessons in the
canter, with the use of the spur, &c. ; then
to let them recruit for a short time, with
the administration also of a dose or two of
physic ; after which they are put into the
trainer's hands, to be taught their paces,
for another three months— viz., to the
middle or end of January, and generally till

the frost sets in, by which time the expe-
rienced trainer begins to have some idea of
their style or going, and to prognosticate
their future form. When the weather is

such as to make the ground too hard for

strong exercise, the colts are generally
thrown out of work, and physicked again,

as well as put upon a lighter allowance ot

corn, with a few sliced carrots, and an
occasional bran-mash. And tliis state of
idleness lasts a longer or shorter time,
according to the intention of the owner to
bring them out early or late in the season.

In this determination he is generally guided
by their appearance as to forwai'dness, and
their style of going, which may be Ught,
corky, and clever, fitting them for an early
exhibition ; or awkward, loose, and lumber-
ing, requiring a much longer time to bring
them out. Thus, in the month of January,
the trainer must decide whether to go on
with the training, in order to produce his

colts in the early spring events, or to

reserve them till the autumn; or, finally,

to put them by, when very large and
a^vkward, until the third year, or if use-
less, for sale.

Sect. 2 Clothing, Dressing, asd Stable
Management.

99. The General Teaching of young
stock for racing purposes is conducted, as I

have already said, upon the same principles

for all; and it is almost always carried on
n-ith the whole team of yearUngs, from
August to November in breakmg them, and
from November to Januar>% inclusive, in

teaching them the use of their legs, and to

face crowds of all kinds, with noise, &c,
such as they -svill be sure to encounter in

their future races. The task which is now
unier consideration is the mere giving
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them practice in the hand-pallop, without
iiny reference to condition, though keeping
them in a high state of health all the while,

so as to promote their growth, and to

encourage the due furnishing of their

trames with muscle, for which purpose
the following various arrangements and
aids in the stable and out of doors will be
required.

100. Clothes of the lightest description

are put on as soon as the breaking is

carried far enough to allow their use, and
tJie hot weather has ceased; and they
should alwaj's be first employed in the
large airy boxes before bringing the colts

into the stables devoted to training. 'As

the nights become cool these boxes may be
gradually closed as much as possible, so as
to prevent the colts from being chilled,

and their coats thereby rendered long and
unfit for their subsequent work. By the
end of October they will generally bear a
warm suit of winter clothing in the airy

boxes, and sometimes, in very cold seasons,
an additional rug over their quarters.
Hoods and breast-cloths are seldom added
till they are taken into training; but when
the cold weather comes on they require
them in their walking exercise, as the
diange from their warm stables to the cold
air of the downs is generally very con-
siderable at this season.

101. Dressing is now actively commenced,
and the colt has the undivided services of
a lad, just as has been already described in
the training of the racehorse. The body-
dressing, hand-rubbing of the legs, <fcc,

are all the same, and the only difference is,

Uiat greater care is requisite in the use of
the comb and brush, which always occa-
sions some resistance ; but in the yearling
vill often, if used roughly, produce a fright-

ful display of temper. Hand-rubbing is

now especially neccssai-j', as the trial to

the legs Is verj' great, in consequence of the
weight of the lad, however light, being
greater than the age of the colt qualifies

him by nature to bear.

102. The .Stabling must be gradually

made more and more warm and close, but
with the grcntest possible prudence and
care. Jlany an eye Is lost from a want of

duo precaution in this particular; but, at

Uie same time, unless the stable is tolerably

warm, It is impossible to keep up the health

and growth during the winter. In this

first season, however, the temperature
Rliould be kept several degrees below that

•if the regular training stable; and it will

suffice if It Is warm enough for comfort,

without much attention to producing cxccs-
bIvc fineness of coat. The same may be
Paid of clothing, it must not be carried to

cue same degree as for older horses ; but

all these stable practices must be gradually
increased, and at this time one suit i-*

generally enough in a moderately warui
stable.

Sect. 3 Gallopctg and Sweatinq.

103. Gallopixq is next to be taught, and
at first the only way is to get the colt into a
hand gallop in the way he likes best, not
interfering at all, but allowing him to follow

the trainer's hack at a steady pace, and
without any other horses. Half a mile at a
time is sufHcient for this purpose, and a
very gentle rise is the best kind of ground,
as it will always be found that the colt

learns his gallop more easily up-hill than on
level ground. At first there wiU generally

be some diflSculty with the mouth, and the
trainer may allow the boy to come alongside

him, when he will see whether the bit is

adapted to his horse's state of forwardness
and temper, and will either continue it or

change it at his discretion. It is desirable

in all cases that racehorses should have a
steady pull at their bits, without which
they seldom extend themselves, but the

steadier It is and the less strongly they pull i

the better; and consequently it is a great

object to see that the bit suits them, and is

neither too sharp nor too large. It is onl\

by attention to these matters, and by avoid-

ing hurrying the colt in his gallops, that ho
is brought to his best, and made to go in

the form which is most calculated to ensure

success. The trainer, therefore, by riding

by the side of the lad, instructs him either

to give way a little or to take a stronger

pull, according to circumstances; the fonncr

allowing the colt to extend himself more,

and to go nearer to the ground, the latter

making liim gallop higher and shorter, and
,

being only necessary in very long-reaching

and loos;e-made horses. These gallops are

soon taken in the string, and the yearhng
is then cither placed with others of his o^ni

age or he is started behind older horses,

and stopped at a certain distance, accordinir

to the instructions of the tnilner, and beforo

they have got to their top-speed. Tliis pltin

,

answers verj' well, and is at first better

than the putting a lot of young ones •

together, which bein,; only half broken, arc

apt to set up their l)acks all at once, and to

take example from one another so as to be

quite unmanageable from mutual excite- •

mcnt. >Yh(n, however, they are becoming
tolerablj' handy in their gallops, and frco

from these unruly proceedings, they aro

better trained and galloped together, and
without the presence of more than one older

horse to lead the string, which a yearling

or two-year-old Is seldom fit to do. Theso

short gallops are continued from day ti>

day, seldom exceeding half a mile in ku^'tii.
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of whicli two per day is the outside allow-
ance during the first two or three months
of this kind of early training or teaching.

Towards the end of the time the colts may
occasionally be made to lead the gallop,

each in his turn, without an older horse
betbre them, and at last they should be
galloped abreast; until they will stand
which trial of temper quietly, they camiot
be said to have their education complete,
independently of the training for the pur-
poses of condition wMch has stiU to come.
This running together wiU often lead to

bolting and plunging, and therefore it

should only be attempted when the colts

have been doing good work, and after a
preliminary gallop, which has taken a little

of the steel out of them. Two should first

be tried abreast, and if they stand this

well, on a future day one or two others
which have passed the same ordeal may be
added; and thus they are made to do in

private what they will hereafter have to
repeat in pubUc, with the addition of the
shouts and noises of the race-coursa If

during this imitation of a crowd any of
tfcem break away, they must be ridden
next time by a better horseman ; and, if

necessary, a man of hght weight must be
put upon the oiJender's back, since it is

better to risk his legs than to lose all chance
of success in future, by allowing him to get
the upper-hand of his rider. Absolute
racing at one another should be sedulously
avoided, as neither the condition nor the
temper is yet sufliciently perfect to allow
of its being adopted, and the next three
months will barely sufiice for that object

;

indeed it is never desirable to extend the
colt to his utmost speed until he is to be
tried, and if tliis could be defended to his
third year he would no doubt be all the
better for it ; but as the fashion now is to
run races of great value with the two-year-
old, it is a temptation which few breeders
will resist.

104 Sweating will seldom be necessary
nntil the spring, but sometimes a yearling
is very gross in himsel£ and is so fat and
unwieldy as to be unfit for any kind of
gaUop. No amount ofwalking exercise and
physic will reduce some very hardy colts,

and the sweaters must be put on, or the
legs will sufl'er to a certainty. When such
is the case, the sweat should be run very
slowly ; and if a long two-mile hill, with a
very sUght elevation aU the way, can be
selected, there is little necessity for more
than a canter, and even a trot will generally
suffice, with the aid of plenty of clothing
heaped on in the rubbing-house. If these
slow sweats are repeated once a-week, or
every ten days, and the pace is never
increased beyond that above soertfled. they

WiU generally succeed in getting some of the
beef ofl^ and will enable the colt to use his
limbs with greater freedom, and less chance
of injury. ^Yhen once the fat is stirred by
these means, it is astonishing how rapidly
it melts away; but the great point is to
avoid chiUing the colt in his first sweats, for
too often they are the cause of chronic
cough, inflammation of the eyes, swelUug
of the legs, &c., &c. If, therefore, they
can be avoided at this time so much the
better, but they may be adopted in prefer-

ence to the continuance of a worse evil, in
the shape oftwo inches of fat upon the ribs,

and a proportionate quantity in the inside.

Sect. 4 Shoeing.

105. FcHLL Shoeing should always be
adopted previous to any teaching of the
gallop, and the short tips will not now
suffice, on accomit of the battering which
the heels would receive from gaUoping over
an occasional piece of hard ground. The
fore-shoes should be light and short, so that
they are not likely to be torn off, and the
hind-shoes may be made with or without
Ught cogs, according to the state of the
ground. The form called the concave shoe
is that best adapted for training purposes
with most feet. In every case the shoe
should be removed and the feet pared at

the end of eveiy three weeks.

Sect. 5 Training the Early ob matuked
two-teab-old colt.

106. At Christmas, or about the first

week iu January, I have already said that

the colts should be practised in galloping

alongside one another, and many people at

this time decide upon having a trial for

half a mile at Ught weights, so as to weed
out the good from the bad. Very Uttle

dependence can be placed upon this, but
still it is often done, and requires Uttle pre-

paration; as the distance is not soSicient

to injiure their wind, and as they are aU
aUke in their condition, it makes no differ-

ence, as compared with one another. But
beyond this, a trial with a three-3'ear-old is

sometimes required, and insisted upon, but
without the slightest utiUty as a test of

merit. The eye of experience is after all

the only guide, and by Its aid the good judge

will generally prognosticate which is the

most likely to come out in good form, and
at what period he will do so ; but often the

worst colt wiU show the best at this time,

and will deceive the inexperienced into the

beUef in his exceUence, leaving the really

valuable animal to show himself in his true

form in the sprmg or foUowmg autumn. It

is not generaUy the thick-set, quick, and
pony-Uke colt which turns out the best

ultimately, but the larger, more reeioat-like,
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and roomy animal, who at this time is

perhaps all legs and wings, as compared
with Ms well-furnished little companion.
Six months, however, turn the tables—the

legs and wings thicken, and become fur-

nished with muscles, and the colt then looks,

and is, vastly superior to his former more
successful stable companion. If, however,
a trial is to be had, now is the best time, as

the frost will almost always prevent it later,

either from the ground continuing hard, or

from its occasionally interfering with that

amount of exercise which can justify a trial

As soon as this matter is settled, the colts

should all be put by for their future per-

formances. Some being at once physicked,
and exercised aftenvards upon straw-beds,

&c, so as to keep their condition as forward
as possible, while others are entirely thro^vn

by, and are rcsei-ved for the next autumn,
or even the following spring. But we are

no^v considering only one kind—namely,
those which are Intended to come out in

early spring, and which are the .most
mature and fonvaid in their development
These should be walked out daily as soon as
their physic is set, and kept on the straw-
ride at least three hours a-day, which may
often be extended to four, if they are lusty

and of good constitutions.

107. The Sexes are often kept Sepa-
rate where the numbers are large, and the
stabling is suitable for the purjiose. There
are, however, disadvantages as well as
advantages attendant upon the plan; for

as two-year-old fillies and colts frequently
run together, they are apt at that time to

show the result of too rigid a separation.

On the whole, however, I think thej' are
better kept apart, and this is especially

applicable to the fillies, which, from high
feeding, are constantly coming "in use,"
and are then languid and dull, and unfit

for work. They must always be eased a
little at that time, as they arc neither capa-
ble of bearing as muoti work as usual, nor
willing to cxrrt tlioir powers. Hut the
separation, if attempted, simuld be rigidly

carried out; the stables should be quiie

distinct, and the exercise-ground at some
aistance, so that the wind shoulil not waft
the scent of the colts towards tlic fillies, or

vice versd. If this Is ncglectPd, they may
Just as well bo in company with one
another, as they are influenced by tlieir

sense of smell more than by the eye, and
quite as much as by tlioir auditor^' org.ins.

When the fillies are galloped while In the
aljove state, they can scijrcoly ho made to
extend themselves ; and ll'brought alongside
another, whether colt or Ally, they loan
towards it, and will not attempt to pass;
hence the fVc<iuent variations In their public
performances, and the difllculty of ascer-

taining the real powers ot any filly, an'

especially during the spring, when they ta
constantly succumbing to these sexui
Influences, from the unnaturally high con
dition in which they are kept.

108. Vicious Colts as well as flUie

must be rigidly watched, and the fln
symptoms restrained by threats or by actna

severitj*. Every lad when riding carries i

light stick, which is capable of giving i

pretty severe blow, and with this he ma;
threaten his charge, and he may even usi

it over the shoulder or do'vvn the side, a
occasion may require. The trainer, also

catches hold of the colt by the bridle, an(

speaks sharply, or occasionally administer
a blow with the fist to the muzzle, of whicl
mode of correction horses have a morta
dread. This is chiefly useful in kickinj

colts who are not to be restramed by th(

stick; but if the trainer holds them flm
and gives this blow, they are quiet directly

Rearing must be kept under by the mar-
tingale, or cured by the administration of f

severe blow between the ears with a heavj
stick, or bj' the old plan of breaking a soda-

water bottle full of water between the ears
But the great preventive Is plentj' of walk-
ing exercise, without wlilch colts are

always mischievous, and inclined to become
vicious, and with it they are generally

manageable and quiet Another essential

point is the constant supervision of the

trainer or his head man, who will prevent
those tricks which boys of all classes are'

inclined to play. Mischief is not peculiar

to the colt, but Is common to all younsr^
animals, and if not prevented will be^

indulged in by the stable-lad towards liisi

charge, and to the great Increase of hlsi

tendency to vice, in consequence of hi«|

dislike to the practices of the lad, and hlsl

resistance against their continuance. For
ftirther remarks upon these points, and oa
stable vices generally, sec the chapters on
the Management of the Horse.

109. As these colts are designed fbr an
early appearance in public, they should be
ridden on to a steeplechase-course or raco-
conrse as often as possible ; or, if those are
noc to be had, into market-towns or fairs,

or any other gathering of people. Fairs are
especially good introductions ; and as they
are often held upon common-land, the
colts may bo easily taken there, and yet
kept out of harm's way. It Is one of the
great advantages of Ne^^^narkot as a trnitv

Ing-pround, that races are so continually
taking place there, and that colts maj- be
easily sho>m the crowd, without much risic

to either the biped or quadruped.
110. By February, the trainer will have

obtained some insight into the constitution

and temperaments of his colts and llilie.%
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and will begin to work, them accordingl}'.

Some will want strong work, with a vast

(leal of walking exercise, and occasional

(Joses of physic ; others less of each, and the

very light-carcassed ones little more than
walking exercise, and that amount of gal-

loping which will teach them their paces

without being used as work. These last

seldom require physic, unless they are out
of health. The Irost may generally be con-

sidered gone by the end of February, or

the middle of March at latest, and during
its continuance those colts intended for

Bpring running have been kept at exercise

on the straw-beds at such times as they

were not In physic. They have been fed

rather lightly, and are therefore hearty and
ready for a few weeks' forcing, and for

going through that kind of stimulating
treatment of all kinds which accompanies
training, and is in fact its very essence.

NLneweA^s are usually considered sufficient

for the preparation of these young things,

and they will seldom improve upon a longer

amount of training without throwing them
"by. This time is divided into two prepara-

tions, between which a light dose of physic

is given, occupying, with its mashes and
the time necessary for setting, about a
week. The veiy lusty colts may have the

time equally divided, but the less stout ones
should be allowed five weeks after their

physic, and by consequence their first pre-

paration is seldom allowed to last beyond
three weeks ; but if ten weeks altogether

can be given them, the first portion may
fairly be extended to the four weeks, as

with the lustier colts.

111. The First Pkepasation is chiefly

confined to slow work, with plenty of

walking exercise, and, if necessary, one or

two sweats. Great caution must always

be displayed with these animals, but it is

especially requisite at this time when they

are first introduced to work as opposed to

teaching. On no account should anything

be done rmtil a previous examination has

satisfied the trainer that the colt is in high

health and spirits ; and every gaUop should

be carefully watched, and its effects at the

time noted, so as to serve as a guide to an
increase or decrease of work. Unless the

colts are very fleshy, a sweat will not be

required until the end of this preparation

;

but if they put on flesh during the first ten
days, in consequence of the augmentation
of their com, they may have one in the

m.iddle and, if necessarj', one also at the

end. But it must always be remembered
that young colts do not bear to be drawn
fine, and the distance they run being short,

their wind will generally last them; and
that the act of stripping them of their fat

Etops their growth and interferes with the

process of fumishuig that is now going on.
It is, therefore, only in extreme cases that
sweats in clothhig are necessary; but
some stout and lusty ones will take a
sweat of two miles, so as to scrape well,

twice dm-ing their first preparation. The
pace is not required to be very severe, as the
distance will almost always serve to bring
out their juices, especially if a cloth or two
is put on when taken into the rubbing-
house. Training-gromid with a long and
gradual ascent is the great point in the
sweat of the two-year-old, and when the
trainer has the command of such an advan-
tage, he need not fear any ill eff'ects upon
the understandings, unless he puts heavy
sweaters on, when the hind-legs feel their

ill effects up hUl as much as the fore-legs

do Aovm hill, and hence the disadvimtage
of using them on this kind of ground.

Curbs, spavin, and inflamed fetlock-jomts

are as often interfering with training as

injuries ofthe fore-legs, and must be as care-

fully avoided. The hUl, therefore, should be
very slight, and, as I said before, when it is

used the sweaters and weight of lad must
be proportionately light. If the sweats are

not considered desirable, moderate gaUops
offrom half to three-quarters of a mile, and
at a steady pace, may almost always be
given ; and'they may average about three

times a week, with the addition of shorter

spirts on the intervening days for the

"purpose of improving the style of going

and giving quickness and smartness of

stroke. The duration of the walking exer-

cise at this time may vary from 2J to 4i
hours a day^ divided Into two portions,

varying in length according to the weather,

which must always be allowed to regulate

proceedings in this variable cUmate. In
this way the three or four weeks of the

first preparation are occupied, and at the

end of it the dose of physic is given as

already mentioned.
112. The Second Peepaeation com-

mences as soon as the physic is thoroughly

set, which is given in the interval between

the two. I have ah-eady said that some few
colts will not require this, but if they do not

have the physic they demand a week's

quiet, and two or three bran mashes, which
to some washy constitutions are equal to

physic. By many persons it may be sup-

posed that Ught-carcassed colts, ofblood not

very stout, will be brought out with a

shorter final preparation than the lusty and

thick-made colt, but this is not the case,

because they do not bear the same amount
ofwork per week, and it must be distributed

over a greater space of time, and increased

with great care. Hence I have advised that

these animals should have four weeks
allowed after their dose of physic, and for
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their second preparation, and it will be

found that even then less progress has been

made with tliem than with those wliich will

bear a little more hustling. It is true that

there are, again, extreme cases of lustiness

in which this shorter time will not suflSce,

but the average of stout-blooded and sound
colts may be prepared in the four weeks, if

they have gone through their lirst prepa-

ration -without showing evidences of tailure

in their legs or constitutional powers. As
soon as they begin their work, the whole of

the colts and fillies for the first week are

prepared for sweating, by giving them every

other day a smart gallop of half or three-

quarters of a-mile, and an occasional spirt

besides, to keep up their quickness. Plenty

of walking exercise is still used, and the

stable-dressing and hand-rubbing must now
be diligently practised. Some of the most
forward colts will require a deal of work,
even more than the above allowance, in

order to keep them within themselves, and
to do justice to their powers ; others, again,

will not require so much ; but this, as I

before remarked, must have the eye of the

master of his trade to regulate It according

to numerous fluctuating conditions. At the

end of a week or ten days, usually the

former, all may take a sweat, wliich is often

the first—that is, when it has not been

deemed necessary during the first prepa-

ration, but in almost all cases it will now
be required. A sweat in clothes, however,
is by uo means invariably to be attempted,

even at this time, for the previous woik
will in many cases reduce the colt so that

It Is quite evident he docs not require it

But a sweat in some form—ttiat is, a long
gallop of two miles at a steady pace, is

almost invariably to bo now ordered, and
by its effects the repetition at a future time,

or otherwise, must be decided on.

113. The rEEDINO of TWO-YEAn-OLD
Colts is by this time conducted pretty

nearly the same as in the aged horse ; for

as he has always been reared on two or

three feeds of com, the increase to five or

six, tcilh work, will generally be borne with
Impunity. The same quantity in the liorse

unaccustomed to this kind of food would
be sure to produce inllamed eyes, swollen

legs, &c., but during the six or seven months
from the commenccnient of breaking until

now, tlie colt has gradually been fed with a

more liberal hand, and will at this time

generally bear five quarterns of oats per

day, with seven pounds of hay. IJeans and
peas should never be given to two-year-olds,

unless they are very washy iiulced, and
InclUicd to scour ; even then they will sel-

dom do good as a regular feed, and can only

be recommended for particular occasions

—

M, for instance, yrhcn a colt scoura for a

day or two just before liis appearance for a'

particular race, then a few beans may ba
given ; but a continuance ofthem will awayi
lead to disorder of the digestive organs.

114. The Contestjance of Gallopingj
and sweating after the first week, and the
amomit of each required, will be the study;?

of the trainer ; and he will be guided, as in

all cases, by the eflects of those previously
gone through, always remembering that an
over-trained horse is not only injured at the

time, but is the worse for it ever after, more
or less according to his age, constitution, oi

temper. Hence it is a fault on the right side

if young colts are brought out too big; an.i

as they will seldom injure themselves by
the distance they run, there is not tJi'

danger on that account which is incurrc J

by the older horse in two or three-mile

struggles when unfit: after all, the races ol

two-year-olds are almost always in tlu-

nature of trials, and few masters would
like to sacrifice the futiure prospects of their

young stock, even with the certainty of

bringing them out in such a form as to

secure their races. It is better, therefore,

in all cases, to avoid the risk of over-

working them, and to have them brought
out a trifle too big, although thereby

they may not be in such a full state oi

preparation and fitness as might possibly

be cfl'ected by drawing them finer. All

this, however, depends upon the fbtuic

intentions of the owner and his trainer, lor

by this time they have often decided that

certain colts will be useless except as two-

yeai--old3; imd that, therefore, considerable

risks may be run with them, in order to

get the lengths of otlier horses in publi.

,

or merely to win what thoy Ccin in tin ir

then form, believing that they are not liki ly

to train ou. Manj' such animals are broui-lt

out each year, and are thus made use 1 1,

though there is also no doubt that their

not improving upon their two-year-old

form is more ftequently a consequence ot

their owner's determination thus to empU>'
them, than that he has decided upon It

prospectively. The usual practice is i

select the most approved animals in tl

string, imd use the less valuable ones i.

the purpose of pubHc trials and com;
titions; but it sometimes happens tl.i
mlstiiki'8 occur, and that those which aiu
nursed up turn out fm Inferior to tin :t

stHblo companions wliich have hi the mean,
while been sacrificed to them.

Sect. G.—Tkials of tue Two-rEAji-oLrs.

115. About a fortnight before the race tho

colt may be tried, and this shoidd bo

aiT.mged to take place a clear week after

sweating, Jiud with a previous day of com-
parative rest; that is, with only a siiori
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epirt to make the animal just "blow his

nose." In every case, on the night before

trial, the colt should be set as for a race

;

that is, if he is not very washy and light in

his carcase ; if so, and the trial is pretty

late in the day, he may be left tUl very

early the next morning; but if very early,

he should always be set over-night. The
trials are usually for half a mile or five fm:-

longs, and with 8 st. 7 lbs. up. If a three-

year-old is made the trial-horse, he will

generally be expected to carry that weight,

and to give the colts at least 2 st. and the

fillies 7 lbs. more. But it is seldom that a
•first-class racehorse is used for the trial-

horse, and then it is not safe to give more
than half this weight if any reliance is to

be placed on the result, and unless it has
been ascertained very lately that the trial-

horse is in good form, when an allowance
of 2 St. may be ventured on with some
degree of advantage. In the first place, the
race ought to be run honestly and truly,

and, in the second, there is a great necessity

tor the trial-horse being fairly beaten if

possible, and it is better that he should be
beaten on his merits than by sufferance;

and in spite of all instructions to lads,

or even professed jockeys, and of the infor-

mation received from them, unless they are
ordered to make the most of their respective

mounts, no reliable dependance can be
placed upon the result. Every rider of a
trial-horse has his bias either in favour of
the horse he rides, because he rides him, or
towards liis opponent, because he hopes to

ride a ^vinning race upon him ; and there-
fore he wUl, according to his wishes, very
naturally lead himself and his master
asti'aj'. The effect, however, of weight is

well known, and gi'eat encouragement is

afforded, if the beating has been on the
side of the young ones receiving 2st. ; but
if, on the other hand, they have been beaten
by the three-year-old giving them 2 st. (or
if he is a colt trj-ing flUies, 2 st 7 lbs.),

it is not to be supposed that they are then
in a form which is likely to lead to victory.

Few young colts bear constant trials, and
the best plan is to try them at this time
altogether

; putting as good men or lads up
as can be selected, and depending upon this
one fly for all present purposes. The three-
year-old performer has given the line as far
as the public performers are concerned,
and the result shows the respective merits
of the colts in reference to one another, if

the trainer has carefully watched their
performances, and has seen how they got
off together and how they finished, which
he can easily do in this half-mile struggle,
either by being well-mounted or by being
on an elevated position at the finish. After
this miniature race some ofthe young ones

are sure to be off their feed, but by a little

care they generaUy take their com in a few
hours, if it is not left in their mangers, and
if they are in the meantime allowed their
water as usuaL The colts and fiUies should
be at once marched off to their ordinary
exercise gi'oimd, and there clothed and
walked as usual, so as to make as httle fuss
as possible—which, by the way, is a fertile

source of irritation to them. Quarrelling
in a loud voice among the lads about the
comparative performances of themselves or
their horses should never be permitted fpr

a moment, and at this time is worse than
usual, because the young animals are
already sufficiently nervous and excited
fi:om their first real struggle ; for up to this

time all their gallops and sweats have been
conducted upon different principles, and
they have never before been really made to
feel their powers or weakness.

Sect. 7.—coNCLtrsiou of Peepakatiox.

116. Prior to the race the colt is treated

in the same way as for his trial, and should
be set early or late, according to his con-
stitution. The last sweat is often given
a week before running, but in light colta,

and especially in fiUies, it may be given ten
days beforehand ; that is, two or three days
after the trial. Gallops and spirts, &c., will

stUl be necessarj', and must be ordered as
indicated by the condition, with somewhat
less ofwalking exercise than before, but not
such an alteration as to make the colt frac-

tious fi-om being above himself. Quickness
is essential to the short course which they
have to run, and too much walking is no
doubt injurious to that quality. If, how-
ever, the legs are not capable of bearing a
proper amount of galloping exercise, its

place must be suppUed by a Uttle moite

walking than is otherwise desirable.

Sect. 8.—Dibections in RtJNXEfG.

117. In all cases the trainer and owner
must decide upon what is to be done with
the colt in the race ; whether he is to be

made much use of, or only put in to get some
kind of estimate of his competitors without

actually distressing him. But, usually, the

orders are to win, if it can be effected

T\ithout over-pacing the colt, and without

the use of the spur and whip to any extent.

If; therefore, the jockey finds tlizit he is at

once outstrided, he is generally ordered to

pull up, or at least not to persevere ; but if

he has a chance, and the stake is a good

one—if also the colt is not engaged in anf

subsequent race of more importance, tha

jockey may be allowed to use his judgment

in winning if he can, even with a straggle

and the use of the spur. All this, however,

depends so much upon the ever-varying

2a
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(Srcumstances of each case that no rule -n-ill

apply; and, at the same time, as it is

notorious that these two-j-ear-old per-

formances are generally in the nature of

ti'ials, there is no impropriety in giving

orders to the jockej' to pull up, and more
especially as, from the nature of the race,

it is never made a means of betting to any
great extent. The difference, therefore, is

essential bet'n'een this and the running a

horse for the sole purpose of getting him
beaten, either for the sake of the betting-

book or the subsequent handicap.

Sect. 9.—JIanagejiest aftee Eunnkg.

118. After the race, the colt or filly is

usually again more or less upset, both by
the excitement ot the contest, and also by
the change of quarters, and the presence

and noise of the crowd. It wiU generally

be the best com-se to put him by for some
little time, giving a dose of physic in a few-

days afterwards, and putting him upon
lighter food, with some Lucerne or Italian

rye, or, if it is procurable, some ordinary

cat gi-ass. A few handfuls of either will

freshen the colt wonderfully, and do him
much good in general health. During their

being allowed, however, no work should be

given, but the colt sliould be put into a

large and roomy box, and allowed to exer-

cise himself there a good deal with two or

three hours' walking exercise, but no gal-

lops. According to the performance in the

race will be the decision as to his future

course ; but in any case he •will lie by for a

couple of months, and will then grow, and
furnish himself with a fuller display of

muscidar development. Sometimes, with
pucond-rate colts or fillies, it is determined

to run them again and again, but always

with the certain sacrifice of the future form
to present success. In this way, during the

last season, EUermire and Jack Sheppard
ran fifteen races each, and Cimiciiia nine-
teen, being seven times first and five times
second out of the number, and beginning
on the 7th of March, after which she ran in

every succeeding mouth but June, July,

and November. Lord Alfred even excetded
this, running twenty-four races in the sea-

son, and winning nine of them. Sucii

instances, however, are not common, and
few colts or fillies of that age would stand
such constant work even for one season.

If the colt has to appear in the autumn, he
will have to go through the same ordeal as

before, beginning three months before his

race; but if he is to be reserved for his

three-year-old performances, he is better

entirely out of work until the end of
August, during which time his clothing

should be gradually removed and lie should
be allowed a roomy loose box, and a pad-
dock to run in

;
gi\"ing liim, however, three

or four feeds of corn per day during tha
whole time. In this way he is freshened in

constitution, and is prepared to undergo his

more severe ordeal—viz., the training for

the next 3'ear's running as a three-year-

old. One precaution should here be given—
that is to say, the owner should be reminded
that wherever the colt has been thrown
out of work and laid by, ho will requiro

the cavesson and a lunge or two before ho
is again backed. Idleness causes all sorts

of fancies and tricks, and if the lad was at
once put on the colt's back after a short
lying by, it would often lead to bis being
kicked off, and to the connnencement of
tricks, on the part of the colt, which are i

more easily prevented than cured.

CHAP. X.

TRAINING THE THEEE-YEAR-OLD.

Sect. 1.

—

Genebai. Eemareb.

119. Bt Tbaimnq tlie tlircc-year-old Is

understood the preparation of the colt for

racing as a tlircc-year-old, in his fourth

year. All racehorses take their age from

the Ist of January, and consequently every

one described as a three-year-old is In his

fourth year, and every two-j'ear-old is in

his third j'car. If the colt has not been
broken and trained for two-year-old races

—

that is to say, if he has passed liis second
yeor in idleness, ho is always taken up
earlj in his tlilrd year, that is as soon as

his coat is likely soon to lose its roughness,

wl-.ich it may be expected to do in May or

June at the latest If he is allowed to

remain until the summer-grass is well up,

he gets so fat and gross as to require extra

sweats to reduce him, and not only that,

but in breaking he knocks his legs about,

from the weight of liis body, more tliaii

need be the case, and much more than is

desirable. On all accounts, therefore, break-

ing should commence in rsiaj', and may be

conducted as described for the yearling la

the second year of his life, and when
preparing for his two-year-old races.
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many cases it is possible with the colt

which is broken in the spring of the year

to get him ready for trial, either in pubUc
or private, in October ; and such is often

the practice -when the colt turns out handy,
and is easily brought to his paces and into

good condition. In all respects he is

managed exactly as described in the ninth

chapter, and mnst be treated just as

cautiously in bringing him into the stable,

and in using him to his work. The only

difference which may be made is in the

number and length of the gallops which
can be given towards the end of the pre-

paration, for at first it must be just as

gradual and as carefully increased. The
sweats of the two-year-old in the autumn
may be half-a-mile longer than in the
spring, and he may be used a httle faster

in his gaUops, though the distance still

should not often exceed three-quarters of

a mile, and will seldom quite reach that

length. The trials are also had in the same
way, but the three-year-old trial-horse can
now very seldom give more than 21 lbs.

to colts and 2 st. to fillies, the difference

between a two and three-year-old being
greater early in .the year than in the
autumn. With these remarks, it may be
considered that this part of the manage-
ment of the colt has been got through, and
that he has been tried to be good enough
to persevere with him for an early three-
year-old race—^that is to say, in the March
of liis fourth year, he being then a three-
year-old. In order to effect this, he must
have a preparation of at least nine weeks'
regular work, divided, as in the younger
horses (described in Chapter IX), into two
preparations

;
generally giving, also, physic

as there ordered.

Sect. 2.—Steaw-Eedes and Tan-Gaxlops.

120. As the frost is a general accompani-
ment of this season of the year, it is impos-
sible to train horses without a straw-ride,
or tan-gallop, if they are intended for an
early appearanca Indeed, even for the
date of the Epsom meeting, in the end of
May, these essentials are generally in
request, for the length of preparations
required for the severe pace at which the
Derby and Oaks are run is such, that less
than threemonths constantworkwiU seldom
suffice ; and as the firost is not often over
In the month of February, no dependence
can be placed upon the natural turf until
the middle of March ; and even during that
month training is often impracticable on
any other surface, as was the case during
the last spring of 1855. The straw-ride is

generally made by usmg the long litter of
the stable laid down round a large paddock

;

but though the use of this is superior to the

hard groimd, it is not sufficiently elastic to
allow of a good gaUop, and the horses must
be kept to a three-quarter speed, and even
then are often uijured by their slipping, or
by the sharpness of the angles round a
small enclosure. A tan-gallop, however,
made permanently on a course three-quar-
ters of a mile in circumference, will admit
of any speed short of an actual rally as in a
race ; and a horse may be made to extend
himselfweU enough for anything but a final

preparation upon this surface. It is the
greatest improvement of modem days in
training; and when first used by Lord
George Bentinck, gave him a considerable
advantage over other stables in the early
part of the season. It is a questionable
point, however, whether its use is not
attended with the disadvantage of short-
ening the horse's stride, and altering his
gallop ; and, for my own part, I am much
inclined to think that it has that effect, and
that thougl^ it improves the early form of
the horse, it destroys to a certain extent
that elastic and smooth style of going
which is the perfection of the racehorse.
No thickness of tan entirely does away with
the hard substratum of frozen earth ; nor
is it like the elastic sod in receiving and
resisting the stroke of the hind-legs. It
becomes a question, therefore, if this is true,

how far on the whole it is useful ; and my
belief is that no horse should be fully

extended upon tan while the frost lasts, but
that he may well be sweated and galloped
at near his top speed, provided that he is

never fuhy extended.

Sect. 3.—Fibst PsEPAKATioir.

12L Supposing the colt to be getting
ready for a Derby exhibition, he will have
been tried in October or Xovember, then
put out of work for a month, or until

January 1st, giving him a dose of physic

after his trial, with a few carrots and
mashes. By the 1st of January he may be
set to slow work atrain, first taking the
precaution to lead him out on the straw-

ride with the cavesson on, if the weather is

frosty; and, at all events, to use the lunge

if he is inclined to be fresh, before putting

up his exercise-lad. In frosty weather
horses are always more inchned to set

their backs up in play, and at the same
time they are more likely to do themselves

or their riders harm ; hence the necessity

for extra caution at that time. He will

now have two months to get fit for an
appearance in March ; and this period may
be divided with advantage into two pre-

parations, leaving the third or final one to

the time subsequent to his private trial or

race. Whatever may be the exact time of

the race in March, the two preparations
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may be so arranged that there shall be

from four to five weeks for the second,

durhig which the work, may be of that cha-
racter, with regard to severity and pace,

that tlie wind shall be thoroughly free, and
the frame divested of its fat. This generally

leaves about four weeks for the first pre-

paration, occupying the whole month of

January, and perhaps the first week in

February; and alter this first preparation

comes the dose of phj-sic and the week's
rest as usuaL During this time, if the

weather is open and the colt is pretty for-

ward, advantage should be taken of the

groun d being in a fit condition for a gallop,

to send the colt a sharp burst or two over
three-quarters of a mile, and also to sweat
him as often as is thought desu'able; but,

as sweats can be managed pretty well over

tne straw-ride or tan-gallop, they need not

be altered from the day otherwise fixed

upon in due course. With gallops it is dif-

ferent, and some concession must be made
to the state of the ground which should be

used when fit for the purpose, if the colt is

sufficiently forward. It must be remem-
bered, that when once a long frost sets in

It is often of six or seven weeks' duration

;

and this is a long time for a hearty colt to be

without such a spin as shall open his pipes

thoroughly, which nothing but a smart and
brusluiig gallop will do. If, therefore, any
opportunity on the eve of a frost is suffered

to slip by it cannot be recovered, and by so

much is the colt put back in his prepara-
tion. In all other respects, except the

trifllngly-increased length of the work
done, this preparation is similar to that

of the two-year-old, as given in the last

diapter.

Sect. 4.—Sf.coni) PtiEPAnATioir.

122. The Physic having been f;iven as

usual, and the colt entirely recovered fVom
Its effects, may now. If the weather is open,

be put In as strong work as his trainer

thinks he can bear. At first his gallops

will begin witli throe-quarters of a mile, in

which he will take his turn in leading with

the others, if lie is not very much averse to

that position in the string. All the colts,

however, of every ago, stiould be umdo to

lead occasionally ; for unlu^is they will do so

they are never cnpalile of winning a race,

because they will not leave their horses

when called upon, in order to pass the

winning-clialr first, 'ilila, tliorcfore, should

be attended to, and tliey should take their

turn in ftont, one after anotlicr; though
there are often mot with instances in which
this position Is preferred, and then, in the

general way. It may be conceded to these

anlmsils when the rest of the string are

etiually good in any situation. Sometimes,

also, the fretfuluess in company is so great

that the colt can hardly be done justice to

except by keeping him by himselfi and
giving him all his work, whether walkuig,
galloping, or sweating in solitude. It ia

true that such an animal is doubly excited
when he comes to the post, and if tiiia :

irritable condition could be worn off by
any moderate time spent in waiting and
gradually accustoming him to company, it

would be better to do tliis. But often ia

spite of all care, and of every attempt to

remove it, the irritability continues, and
the only remedy is to train in solitude, and
to trust to subsequent careful treatment
for the removal of the bad effects of the
race. It is not so much the one act of

irritation which upsets a colt as the con-

stant and daily fidgetting and sweating
incurred in training him among a lot of .

string ; and hence it is that the necessity •

exists for removhig him into quiet, if he ia

of this temperament. It is a great misfor-

tune and drawback, and few horses of tlua

kind are able to do much on the turf; but
with one of good breeding and fine frame,

the breeder will generally like to persevere

until he has had an opportmiity of trying

his actual form.

123. The Continuation op Work under
this preparation is to be very much on the

principles laid dovm in the List chapter,

adduig about a quarter of a mile to the

gallops, and one mile to the sweats, whicli

may now be of tlu-ee miles in length, and
should not be given too early in the morning
on account of the cold. The same varieties

in temper, constitution, and health will be

met with as in the two-year-olds, and will

require constant modification in the treat-

ment ; but on the whole, the diflerence

from the plans described In the last chapter

is only in degree, the principles being

identical. Up to this age there has beea

very little occasion for practising the colt

on any surface but a dead level or slight

ascent, as very few half-mile courses aio ol

any other nature ; but now it will be neces-

sary to give him or her, as the case may l>e>

some practice over slight descents as well

as ascents, because in many courses—such

as at Epsom, lor instance—there is a con-

siderable variation in this particular; and

unless the colt is galloped over siniilai

ground he will be sure to be alanned and

thrown out of his stride at a time when
such an event would bo a certain prelude

10 defeat The gallops, therefore, but not

the swcat.s on account of the weight oi

clothing, should be over training ground

of the same character, being partly level

partly down-hill, and finishing with t

slight rise. Every precaution should b(

taken against holes, ruts, «fcc., wliicU act
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fertile sources of strains and breaks-down;

and indeed it is maintained by some expe-

tienced trainers that the latter accident

never occurs except from uneven ground.

This, however, it is impossible to prove or

Idisprove, for no ground in the vrorld is

iperfectly even, and therefore in case of such

an accident occurring it may always be

alleged, without fear of contradiction, that

the ground was the cause, from its uneven
nature. But as I have seen many times a

break-down actually happen on a part of a

course where it was impossible to detect

the slightest unusual inequality, I am satis-

fied that it is sometimes from other causes,

and I believe from the muscles losing their

tone in consequence of being overtaxed.

The last sweat is generally given a week
before running, and it is usual to make it

pretty severe ; but in this, as in all other

cases, the discretion of the trainer must be

called into play. Generally, however, the

increase of age allows of an extra degree of

Lberty being taken, and there is not that

excessive degree of caution to be observed

as -svith the early two-year- old. The gal-

loris may be smart during the last week,

Giiil on the second day before the race a

rattler should be given, so as to open the

colt's pipes well and make him blow
smartly, but not so as to distress him. If

he comes round from this thoroughly in a

few minutes, and is lively afterwards, with

a bright eye, and without any appearance

of fatigue, it may be conjectured, in accord-

ance with other signs of condition, if exist-

ing, that all is well, and that the race will

be borne with impunity, and contested

Y.ith as much vigour and lasting quahty as

can be got into the colt without a longer

preparation later in the spring.

Sect. 5.—Trials.

124. A fortnight, or perhaps even 10 days,

Before the race, and generally the day

before the last sweat, a trial may be had
In private with aU the three-year-olds

which areforward enongh : andamongthem
tbere is generally a trial-horse which has

been out in the autumn, and has thus got

the length of some one or more dreaded

competitor, or, at all events, ofsome colt or

any whose form is well known as compared
with this anticipated rivaL These being
all equally prepared, are started and tried
over a mile, or, at most, a mUe and a
quarter, which is quite as far as this short
preparation will allow; and according to
the result is the opinion formed of their

quaUties. This trial may be supposed tc
take place early in March if the weathel
wUl permit ; but as there are few races of
importance for three-year-olds alone until
April, it can only be intended to run these
forward colts or fiUies in mixed trial-stakes

or in handicaps in the month of March.
For this purpose a well-known trial-horse

must be obtained, which has been run in
one or more handicaps at a known weight;
and he must be weighted in tliis trial

accordingly, giving as much as, or rather
more than, he would do in the actual race
if engaged. The reason why he should give
more weight is, that the distance is gene-
rally less thanthat which isto be actuallyrun
on account of the want of preparation, and
which has hereafter to be made up. Kow,
it is weU known that it takes a greater

allowance of weight to bring horses to-

gether in a short race than over a longer
distance, and therefore it is now necessary
to give the superior trial-horse a httle more
than his specified weight. With these

remarks the subject may be concluded, as

the final preparation for the subsequent
three-year-old races in no respect differs

from that described in the sixth chapter,

except that the sweats are usually Umited
to three miles, or three miles and a half,

and the gallops to a little over the distance

they have to run, which varies from a mUe
to a mile and a half, or, in some of the

handicaps, to two mUes and upwards.
125. Accidents During the course of all

these preparations numberless accidents

win occur, such as sprains, breaking down,
curbs, blows, &c., &c ; together with dis-

eases of the limbs, as spavins ; and of the

general system, as distemper or influenza,

strangles, &c., &c. All these will be found

treated of under the General Diseases of

the Horse, and may be managed as there

directed. For farther observations on Feedc

ing and Watering, see the same article.
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CHAP. XT.
I

THE EXERCISE BOYS, HEAD GROOMS, AND JOCKEYS.

him, without maMng him pull, &c., fee. He
Sect. 1.—The Boys.

126. The Management of these little

bipeds requires nearly as much experience

asthatiof the quadruped whose training I

have entered into at such length. In their

selection, also, some power of discrinunation

is required ; for there are many lads cut out

by nature for this pursuit, and others again

who would never learn the trade so as to be

sufficiently proficient to ride an ordinarj-

gallop. The chief points requisite are—first,

neatness and compactness of frame, with

small heads, hght bones, and altogether an

under-size, as compared with other lads of

the same age ; secondly, a certain amount of

IntelUgence, but of that steady old-fashioned

kind which is now so seldom met with,

and whicli leads to a concentration of the

bodily and mental powers upon one object

:

In other words, there should be "an old

head upon young shoulders." It is impos-

sible to be always on the watch for tricks

;

and, in spite of every precaution, a
thoroughlj'-mischievous lad has the power
of spoiling the horse under his charge, and,

what is worse still, of corrupting by his

example his stable companions. Hence,
great caution is required in the choice ; and
for this reason lads are selected who are

born of fathers brought up to the same
trade, and thoroughly imbued with a fond-

ness for the vocation, and with its import-

ance. Without this last feeling in the lad

he will never take kindly to the business,

and with it he will soon learn to make
himselt useful. The age at which these

lads are likely to be sers'iceahle is generiilly

from eleven to fourteen, before which time
they seldom are bold or strong enough to

nndertakc- the really arduous duties of an
exercise or stable- hoy. It is true that tliey

may otten bo i>ut to rub legs, or do any
other odd jobs about a stable, at a much
younger age, but these early lessons are

better given in the hack-stable, or in any
other than that of the rncehorsc. Indied

In mo8t ajses boys of that age if hrou^;ht up
among horses are quite handy with them,
and can ride pretty well, and perform any
of the usual stable ofilces In an ordinary

way. When this is known to be the case,

and the boy Is of proper size, intelligent,

active, industrious, and capable of riding im
ordinary horse, he may as well be articled

to the trainer at once. After this he has to

be. taught all the ways of the training-

stable—the hand-rubbing, the carelhl dress-

ing, (fee; and then he may be put upon an
easy horso to ride, and gradually and
earcAiUy instructed in tlie mode of holding

should be put in the middle of a string ol

horses, and instructed to keep his place In

the gallop, and on no account to get nearei

to his leading horse than when he star;c\l

The trainer, or his head groom, will unil r-

take this task, and wUl see that the lad sita

properly on the saddle, with his stirrup-

leathers of the right length, his feet well

home in them, and his knees in their proi lt

form, and sufficiently forward on the flaps

of the saddle. He ^^'ill always have to

caution him to keep his hands do-wn, which
every one instinctively gets up when learning

to ride, but which, on the training ground
of all places, should be kept as low as pos-

sible, and on each side the horse's withers,

with a rein in each hand, and the off-side

rein in addition held in the left, so as to

steady both by lying upon the withers. Ho
will instruct him in the use of the knees,

which are the main agents in keeping tlio

seat, and tell him to keep his toes in towards
tlie side of his horse, and his heels down. He
will also explain to him that he must not

attempt to confine his horse too much by
pulhng dead against him, but must give

way to his mouth, and only use his powef
just enough to keep his horse in his place,

which he will do better by humouring him
a little, and giving an occasional pull, than
by constantly hanging on the bit, which
irritates most Iiorses, and makes them more
inclined to pull than to give way. But by
avoiding this dead pull, and, on the othef
hand, varj-ing it so as sometimes to give a

:

little and then to return to the charge and
restraiu the horse, the mouth is prevented
from getting dead, and the boy, hght and
weak as he is, keeps the control of his

powerful horse. After a time, when the lad

becomes quite at home with his easy-going

and quiet horse, ho may bo changed to

another rather more flighty, and he may
also have charge of him entirely if he has
mastered all the secrets of the stable with
the quieter and older one of which he had
l)revious charge. In process of time, the lad

will loam to be able to do exactly what he is

ordered, and will ride his horso so as to make
him extend himself over the precise dis-

tance, and at the exact rate which he is

I)reviously told. But all this is a work of

time, and Is generally an imitative process,

being handed on irom generation to genenv-

tlon, or rat her from stage to stage, hy the elder

boy to the next, and so on. It is some time
generally before a lad is able to lead a gallop

so as to regulate the pace, .ind until then he
is only required to keep his distance from

the horse before him, and to avoid being
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' unhorsed in the gambols or vicious attempts

.of the animal he is mounted on. Bat in

time he learns to lead or to ride trials ; and
as some lads are quicker than others in

I
acquiring tlus knowledge, so the head
groom or trainer uses them accordingly,

aud places them upon such animals as are

within their powers. But besides their

out-of-door occupations, the lads have also

to perform all the stable duties of hand-
rubbing, dressing, &c., which are better

here minutely described as part of the duties

of the stable-boy.

127. Dressing the Eacehokse does not

differ m principle from the ordinary dress-

ing of any other kind of well-bred horse,

but it is carried out to a greater extent, and
is continued for a longer time than any

. other, except the highest class of hunters.

I

The fii'st rough dressing in the morning
before exercise is scarcely worth noticing,

as it only consists in getting rid of any wet
or dirt incidental to the lying down in the

,

litter, which is often unavoidably stained in

the night, and in smoothing over the whole
coat -with a whisp of hay, and the rubbers

afterwards. But after the exercise the pro-

cess is a long and tedious one, and is

intended to answer a double purijose—viz.,
first of all to get rid of any dirt either acci-

dentally occurring from external sources,

or as a result of the sweats drying in the

coat, and, if remaining, clogging up the
pores of the skin ; secondly, by means of

friction, to increase the activity of the
circulation in the skin, and thus allowing

It to go on as rapidly as is required during

the violent exercise to which this kind of

horse is submitted. On coming in from
exercise, then, the boy rides his horse into

his stable, and turns his head round, away
from his manger ; he next, after dismount-
ing, takes off the boots, hood, bridle, &c
indeed all except the quarter-piece and the

6 addle, which should not be removed for

tome little time, but which should just be
lifted for a moment and then replaced.

The breast-cloth and front of the quarter-

piece are turned back over the saddle, and
the whole fore-quarter of the horse exposed
and well dressed over, beginning with the
head, which should be first brushed over,

then well whisped with a handful of hay,

matted, as is always done in the stable,

into " a whisp," as it is called, and finally

nibbed smooth with a rubber ; but this not
till the neck and fore-quarter have been
successively brushed over and whisped;
after which the mane and forelock are
combed out, and brushed down with 'a

damp brush. When this is done the horse
is re-turned to his manger, and his head-
collar put on and racked up, and then with
Lia muzzle on, he is made safe, in case of

his exercising his teeth, which most of these
thin-skinned animals will do, even without
vice, when their flanks are brushed or even
whisped. The next process is to pick out
the feet and wash them, as well as the legs,

which the lad does, taking his bucket and
brush, and well picking out, and then
brushing the feet well, after which he
washes the legs, keeping on the near side
in all cases during the whole business ; a
flannel bandage is then put upon each of
the four legs, and remains on till the horse
is dressed, preventing them from becoming
chilled by the Avet, aud also guarding them
fi'om blows in the klckings and struggles of
the horse, which are generally pretty con-
stant and strong in this part of the process.

Having done this, the saddle is taken ofl^

and the back and sides, as well as the
quarters, are brushed over first, then weU
whisped, and finally smoothed down with
a rubber. The brush should never be used
during the shedding of the coat, and the
currycomb is seldom or never required mth
thorough-bred horses, as atliick coarse coat,

such as would demand this instniment, ig

almost unknown in the racing stable; and, if

present, is always removed by the clipping-

scissors, or the singeing-lamp. The quarter-
piece and breast- cloth are now replaced,

always taking care to tlirow them first well
forward over the withers, and then to draw
the former smoothly over the loins, so as to
keep the coat down, which, without this

precaution, would stand up in all directions,

Avhen next the cloth was taken off. The
roUer is now put on, doubling the long part
over the pad tUl it is on the back, and then
throwing the former pait smoothly over so
as to avoid a crease. It is then buckled
tightly up, and the hood is spread over the
loins to prevent a chill after the exercise

;

hut it is not left on when the stables are
locked up. The tail is now combed out,

and the bandages taken off, one by one,

keeping them on till the lad is ready to rub
each leg in its turn. In this part of the
dressing the boy goes down on his knees
under the horse, who always permits this

to be done Avithout resistance, and, taking

a linen rubber, he proceeds to diy the leg

carefuUy, and then to rub it well with the

two hands, nmning one down on each side,

and working the fingers into the spaces

between the ligament and tendon. ^Yhen
this leg is dry, another is bared of its

bandage, and rubbed in the same way as

before, until all four are done, when the

dressing is over, and the bed is shaken and
smoothed with the pike; after which the

feed is given, and the stable is locked for

the present Some horses make great

resistance to the dressing, and are danger-

ous without great quickness and caution
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and dressings to legs, blistering, applyiiiJ|

lotions, &c., all -wliicli are constantly beinip.i

required. He has also to superintend the
shoeins, if the trainer himself does not take
this responsible office, and see to this s

important part himself All these several J

duties must, in very large establishments,

be divided between two or three hands; ;

and in some a clerk also is constantly kept,

who notes down every gallop, every sweat, ,

every time a horse goes out of the stable or i

is shod, and, in addition, gives out the
physic, and keeps an account of the exact ;

strength. Without these precautions end-
less confusion would result where 30 or 40

horses of different ages are being trained,

because wlien it is found that a dose of

three drachms of aloes will not suftice more
must be given next time, and sometimes it

is increased to five or six drachms ; but if

this larger quantity were given by mistake
to an animal of delicate constitution, the
extra purging might be fatal, or at all events

might throw him out of health for a long

time. The head groom should also be a
good, strong, resolute horseman, and of a
tolerably light weight, so as to be able to

undertake to manage those horses whicb.

are getting above the powers of the lads.

In small establishments the breaking is

conducted by them also, but in large ones •

there is generally one man whose sole

business is the breaking of the colts and
filUes, of which he has always some
three or four in hand, and which number
will fully occupy one man's time, if Uiey
are to be thoroughlj' and efl'ectually got
through their pupilage.

Sect. 3.—Jockeys.

129. Various are the gradations in this

class, some of whom are men of consider-

able wealth, whilst others are merely the

stable lads promoted for the time being.

One thousand pounds, and even double and
treble that amount, arc not uncommonly
promised and given for a successful execu-
tion of orders over the Epsom or Doncaster
courses; and yet the rcsular fee is £3 tor

an unsuccessful, and .£5 for a succcssftil

ride. These prices, however, are under-
stood to be given only when the jockey is

on the spot and happens to be unemploj-cd;
for if regularly engaged there is generally

a special arrangement made, varjing ac-

cording to the rank which each holds in Ids

profession. At first sight it may appear
that the above-named sums are an ample
remuneration for a few minutes' ride, and
so they are when the rider is often engaged,
and his habits are such as to lead him to

husband liis money. Too often, however,
the reverse is the case, and the lad who up

to a recent time was limited to bread and

on the part of the boy; but if the lad is

good-tempered, yet firm, and neither shows
fear nor annoyance, but patiently waits till

the horse lets him do what is necessary, in

almost all cases he gets his waj', and is

allowed to do -what he requires. \M:en
once, however, a horse is made vicious by
fear or mischief on the part of the boy, he

is a very troublesome customer, and few
lads can manage such an animal, if of the

worst kind. The head groom must stand

by, either to dress liim himself, or keep him
In fear during the process ; and even a man
will sometimes fail in doing everything

which he wishes with the hind-quarters of

fiome horses that have been spoiled by ill

-

management. Generally, however, these

animals will suffer their little attend:mt to

flo more than any one else with them ; and
St is a good test of the merits of the lad if

It is found that he can manage, without

difficulty, a horse of thin-skin and general

Irritability. A^'hen he can do this, and also

ride him to orders, he is a valuable addition

to any training-stable, especially if he keeps
Lis mouth shut, and does not divulge the
secrets which he soon guesses at.

Sect. 2.—The Head Geooji.

128. The stable or exercise-boy generally

aspii-es to be either a head groom, and
finally perhaps a trainer on his own
account, or, on the other hand, a pro-

fessed jockej'. Such are the ambitions of

these juveniles; and if they are clever and
Industrious, with good opportunities, they
may become one or the other, or often

all three in succession. The lads who
speedily become heavy and bony are there-

by rendered unfit for anything but the
situation of head groom ; but as only one
or two men are generally kept about any
racing establishment, and as there are as
many boys as horses, the surplus are
Obliged to seek for common situations as
grooms when they can no longer ride a
suitable weiglit, which should seldom be
more than 6 st. or 6 st 7 lbs. If, however,
the lad has the head suited for the place,

and can acquire and retain the confidence
of his master, he is perhaps made the head
groom of the establishment,, and has the
uupcrintcndence of all the stables as well

as the management of the gallops and
sweats, in the absence of the trainer, or

under his orders. He gives out the com,
and generally feeds every horse himself;

seeing also that the hay is given, bin.

generally weighing this out or guessing it

for each lad, who takes it to his horse's

rack. Besides these offices, his hands are

generally full in a large racing establish-

ment •with preparing and giving mashes,
bolls, dreuches, &c, or applying ch:u-gcs
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cheese, -n-ith a hearty meal of beefand pota-

toes, is not contented without champagiae
and French dishes, and spends his thousands
even more rapidly than he earns them.
The instances in which money has been
saved in this class are not very numerous,
but some have occurred, and often it has
f'liabled them to undertake training estab-

lishments requiring considerable capital.

Ail things considered, and taking into

f-ccount the temptations to which this class

ere subjected, it is not perhaps to be sup-
ji'jsed that they are over-paid, especially as

Ir is only in a few cases that high rewards
are given for successful performances. It

must be remembered also that their office

Is a dangerous one, and that at all times
life and Umb are jeopardised in the pursuit.

Tlie instances ofboth suffering are mmaerous
enough; and besides this the length of time
during which they are employed is not
generally very great. The nerve necessary
fjr riding seldom lasts long, and fashion or
the fickleness of the master leads to neglect

sooner perhaps than it is deserved. Taking
them as a class, jockeys are above the
general run ofmen connected with the turf,

being more honest than many of their

masters, and seldom being known to take
the bribe, which would always be ready for

them if acceptable. The reason for this

may be a low one, as that honesty is

necessary for success, and that they dare
not stoop to bribery; but nevertheless there

can be no doubt that as a class they are

above suspicion. Unfortunately of late years
tlie orders to ride betdnd have become
so conunon that they could scarcely be
refused by the jockey, and he is now
expected to ride to orders in most cases,

tiiough there are still some who would
refuse such a mount. In important races,

like the 2,000 Guineas, the 1,000 Guineas,
the Derby, and Oaks, &c., the jockey
generally rides his horse several gallops

before the race; but in the great majority of
races he is never on his back until the bell

ioi saddling has rung. It is therefore extra-

ordinary that he should be able to do what
he does, but receiving information from the

trainer as to the peculiaiities of his mount,

and as to the best mode of displaying his
powers, he is not quite in the dark as to his
capabilities, and will generally ride him to
perfection on the first occasion if he is au
accomphshed artist in his line. The previous
handhng of a young horse is however a
great advantage, and few jockeys should be
put up without it. Nothing indeed but the
desire to keep up an uncertainty as to the
intended rider ought ever to prevent it in
such a case as any of the above-mentioned
important races. The jockey, in all cases,
when engaged is informed of the weight he
has to ride, and is expected to come to scale
exactly to that weight, finding his own
saddle, but the bridle being generally that
wliich the horse is accustomed to. One
pound is the usual allowance for single-rein
bridles, and two for double-reins or curb
bridles; and when a snaffle is used with
double-reins and a martingale, but without
a curb-bit, the calculation is generally a
pound and a halC If the jockey is over-
weight, it must be declared at the time of
going to scale, according to the rules of the
Jockey Club. The modes of sweating and
living are much the same as for pedestrian
purposes, in the chapter describing the
training for which, full directions are given
for sweating, dieting, &c., applicable also
to these cases.

130. Giving a Leg.—Jockeys in all cases,

and generally all riders of thorough-bred
horses in training, mount their horses by
recei\ang the assistance of a second party,

who lifts the jockey or lad into the saddle by
means of the bent leg. The mounting party
stands facing the saddle, and takes hold of
the piunmel with the left hand, he then
bends his left knee, and, giving a spring, ia

aided by the assistant's hand hfting him
into the saddle. The object is, first, to avoid
deranging the saddle, which being small
and light will not bear much side-puU ; and
secondly, to avoid being kicked by the horse
in the ordinary kind of mounting by the

stirrup,* which in large horses and Tvitli

small riders is attended with considerable

difficulty, and gives occasion to the horse

to use his hiad-legs with great risk of inj m-j

to the rider.



CHAP. XIL

EXPENSES.

Sect. 1 Expenses of Beeedixq.

131. The average expenses of breeding

flrst-class thorough-bred stock, may be
taken as folloAvs :

—

One-fifth value of brood-mare . . £30
Expense of covering, travelling, and I

keep for six weeks J

Keep of mare for one year 25

Keep of colt up to commencement
j

of training, about a year and a> 45

half '

£130

Thus, without any allowance for risk, or

for barren mares, dead foals, &c., every
colt may be considered to cost £125 before

training as a two-}'ear-old, and at least

£25 more before he can be put into training

as a three-year-old. But, makhi£r every
allowance, and taking into consideration

the above risks, perhaps it may be cal-

culated that colts and fillies together, of ^

the highest blood, may be bred at about i'

£150 a-piece. '
:

Sect. 2.—Expenses op TEAixnva

132. The usual charge for public training

is two guineas a-week, to which are added
heaA-y expenses for travelling, and boxes, .j

and in rmining; but as few horses are ia
training during the whole j'ear, thej' may
be calculated at about £75 per annum per
horse. Private training varies so mucb
that no calculation can possibly be made of
its expenses. In addition to the above
charge for public training, there are nume-
rous extras in most establishments, besides
travelling expenses. The entrance-monies
are well knowii, and varj' from two guineas
up to £300. All other expenses fluctuate

so much between those attending upon a
Derbj' horse and the trifling outlay upon
a small country meeting, that no uscx'ul

calculation can possibly be made.

CHAP. XIIL

THE NEW LAWS OF KACING, BETTINO, &C

Rules coNCERNnNG Hobse-racixq ni

Genehal.
1. Race-horses take their ages from the

1st January.
2. Catch Weights.—CaicXi Weights are,

each party to appoint a person to ride with-

out weighing.

a Feat/ier A feather weight shall be

considered 4st 7!b., and the usual declara-

tion must be made when the jockey carries

more than that weight
4. Maiden Horses.—\ maiden liorse or

mare is one that h.is never won a plute or

sweepstake.

6. Plates.—X plate is any prize given to

be run for, without any stake being made

by the owners of the horses to go to the

winner.

6. For a plate, no person can run, either

In his own name or in tliat of any other per-

son, two horses of which ho is wholly or in

part owner, unless permitted to do so by a

special clause in the conditions.

7. Sweepstakes.—WhcTQ a stake Is de-

posited by tlie owners of the horses, which

Is to go to the winner, such race Is a 8wee[)-

Btakes; and if an additional sum of money,

cup, piece of plate, or other reward be

offered to the winner, the race Is still a

sweepstakes, though such addition should

be denominated a plate by the donor.

Three subscribers make a sweepstakes;

and If a stake has the required number vi

subscribers at the expiration of the time ut

closing, and the number is afterwards re-

duced by death (or, in the aise of a produco

stake, by failure of produce) , the race Is not

void as long as there are two horses left, tlie

property of different persons; and if the i

number is reduced to two it is still a sweep-
}

stakes.
'

a I'ost Match or SireopsiaJies.—For a post

match or sweepstakes each subscriber nanus
two or more horses of the proper age, but

can only run one, unless a greater immber
is allowed by the conditions oithe race.

9. Omissions, how supplied—of Weight.—

Wlion any match or sweepstakes sliall bo

made, and no weight mentioned, the horsed

slinll carry 8st. 'lb. each, and it any weight

is given, the higlicst weight shall be 8st 7lb.

10. 0/ Course.—When any match or sweep-

stakes shall be made, and no course men-
tioned, the course shall be that which Is

usually run by horses of the same age as

those engaged, viz. :—
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If at Jsewiuarket.

If yearlings, two furlongs . - . Y.C.

If two years old. six furlongs . . T.Y.C.

If three years old, one mile. . , E.M.
If four years old, two miles . . . D.I.

If five years old or upwards four

miles B.C.

And if the horses should be of different ages,

the course shall be fixed by the age of the

youngest.
11. OjDciy.—li no day is mentioned for a

race it shall be ran on the last day ot the

meeting, unless otherwise agreed by all the

subscribers.

As TO NOJnXATION.

12. Description necessary.—In all nomina-
tions for sweepstakes and plates, the horse

or mare entered must be clearly identified.

The name of the sire and dam must be given,

and if the dam has no name in the Racing

Calendar or Stud Book, such further pedi-

gree and description must be added as will

distinguish the horse intended to be named
irom any other of a similar pedigree. If the

dam was covered by more than one stallion,

the names ox all of them must be men-
tioned.

13. When the Name is sufficient—If ahorse

has once been entered with his name and
pedigree in a race published in the Racing

Calendar, it will be sufficient afterwards to

mention him by his name only, even though

he has never started; and in entering a

horse for the first time by his name in

several races cl< sing at the same time, it

•will be sufficient to give his pedigree in one

of these nominations, and his name only in

the others.

14. When the Age must he mentioned.—In

naming for a race in which horses oi differ-

ent ages are admitted, the age ot the horse

named must be mentioned.

15. Nomination of Foreign Eorse.—Ko
horse foaled out of the United Kingdom
shall run for any race until his owner has

produced a certificate of some racing club

of the country wliere the horse was foaled,

or from the mayor or other public officer of

the district, stating the age, pedigree, and

colour of the horse, and the marks by which

it is distinguished.

16. Incorrect or insufficient Description a

Disqualification—If any horse, &c., shall be

named or entered without being identified

as before directed, he shall not be allowed

to start in the race, but his owner shall be

liable to pay the forfeit, or, if a play or pay

race, the whole stake.

17. Fraudulent Entry a Perpetual Dis-

qualification.—If a horse shall fraudulently

run, or be entered to run, for any race by a

false description, such horse is thenceforth

disqualified for ruuning in any race; and

the owner shall be compelled to return any
sum of money won in plates, matches, or

sweepstakes (whether handicap or not)

which the said horse may have won.
18. Qualification Bates from Time of Clos-

ing.—In naming or entering for any race

where there shall be any particular condi-

tions required as a qualification to start, it

shall be sufficient it the horse were quaUfled

at the expiration of the time allowed for

naming or entering, and he shall not be dis-

qualified by any thing which may happen

after the expiration of that time, unless so

specified in tlie article, or unless he becomes

disqualified imder the rules relating to de-

faulters.

If a brood mare engaged in a produce

stake drops her foal before the 1st of Janu-

ary, the nomination is void, and if she has a

dead foal or is barren, the nomination is

void.

19. Nominations not to be Changed after

Closing.—^o person who has once sub-

scribed to a stake shall be allowed to with-

draw his name, and no nomination shall be

altered in any respect after the time cf clos-

ing, without the consent of all the parties

in the race.

20. Exception to preceding iZwfe.—When a

person takes a nomination for a stake in

which the forfeit is to be declared by a par-

ticular time, and does not declare forfeit by
the time fixed in the article, he shall thence-

forth be considered to have taken the

engagement on himself, and his name shall

be substituted for that of the original sub-

scriber.

21. Use 0/ Fictitious Names.—VThen any

person enters a horse, or subscribes to a
stake under a fictitious name, or in the

name of a person not fully identified at the

time, he shall be considered in all respects

as the owner of the horse, and as the sub-

scriber to the stake; and in the event of

the forfeit not being paid, his real name
shall be published in the Forfeit List.

22. Nominations not required to be made
on Sunday.—When the day fixed for the

closing or naming for any stake, or for de-

claring forfeit or produce, shall fall on Sun-

day, subscriptions, nominations, or declara-

tions for such stake may be received on the

following day, provided that there is au

interval of one clear day between the day

of closing, naming, or declaring, and the

dav of running.

23. Void by Death.—AM nominations are

void by the death of the subscriber.

24. Allowances to Produce of Untried

Horses or Mares —In every sweepstakes in

which there shall be an allowance ofweight

to the produce of untried horses or mares,

it shall extend to horses or mares whosa
produce never won, but such aUowauce
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shall bs claimed by the subscriber before

the expiration of the time of naming; and
if not so claimed, no allowance shall be
made.

Respecting Stakes and Fobfeits.

25. Stakes to be made before starting.—All
stakes shall be made before starting, in

cash, bank bills, or bankers' notes payable
on demand, and be paid into the hands of
the person appointed by the Stewards to
receive the same; and in default thereof by
any person, he shall pay the whole stake as
a loser, whether his horse came in first or
not, unless such person shall have pre-
viously obtained the consent of the party or
parties with whom he is engaged, to his

not staking.

And Forfeits in certain cases.—When any
person has more than one nomination in a
stake, he shall not be allowed to start any
horse for it unless the forfeits be paid for

every horse which does not start, belonging
to him, or standing in his name, or in the
game name as the horse which runs, as well
as the stakes for those which do.

26. Arrears of Owner or Aamer to be
Paid before Starting.—'So person shall start
a horse for any race, either in his own name
or in that of any other person, unless both
the owner and namer of such horse shall
have paid all former stakes and forfeits. And
this rule shall extend to forfeits due else-
where than at the place of running, provided
a notice of such forfeits being due shall have
been publislied in the Forfeit List, or luave
been delivered to the Stakeholder or Clerk
of the Course by ten o'clock in the evening
preceding the daj' of running.

27. Arrears Duefor a Horse to be Paid be-
fore he can Start.—No horse shall start for
any race unless all former stakes aiul for-
feits due for that horse shall be paid before
starting, provided notice has been given as
above.

28. These Rules extend to Ireland—These
rules relative to arrears of stakes and for-

feits, extend to forfeits due at the Curragh
and other established meetings In Ireland.

Thb Forfeit List.

SI. Per.ions appearing in Forfeit List not
entitled to enter.—So person whose name
Bhall appear In the published Forfeit List

shall be entitled to enter or run a horse for

any plate, sweepstakes, or subscription,

cither in his own name or in the name of

any other person, until ho shall have puid

up all the forfeits, in respect of which his

name appears In the list.

32. Horses appearing in Forfeit List not

qualified to be entered No horse which ap-
pears in the published Forfeit List shall be
qualified to bo eutered or to run for any

race whatever, until the forfeits mentioned
in the said list as due for such horse shall
have been paid.

S3. Suspected Nominations may be struck
out.—In order to prevent persons who are
defaulters from evading these laws, and
continuing to engage horses by the use of

fictitious names, the stewards shall have
the power of calling upon a nominator to

produce satisfiictory testimony that the
horse named is not the property, either
wholly or in part, of any person whoso
name appears in the advertised list of de-
faulters, and if the nominator shall fail to
do so, the Stewards may cause the nomina-
tion to be erased.

34. Liability for Engagements of Horses
sold—When a horse is sold with his engage-
ments, or any part of them, the seller has
not the power of striking the horse out of
the engagements with which he is sold;
but as the original subscriber remains liable

to the respective winners for the amount of
the forfeits In each of these engagements,
he may, if compelled to pay them by the
purchaser's default, place the forfeit on the
Forfeit List in the usual manner, as due
from the purchaser to himself; and until

this forfeit is repaid, both the purchaser and
the horse remain imder the same disabilities

as if the purchaser had been the original

subscriber.

In all cases of sale by private treat}% the
written acknowledgment of both parties
that the horse was sold with the engage-
ment is necessary to entitle either buyer or
seller to the benefit of this rule; but when
the horse is sold by public auction, the ad-
vertised conditions of the sale are sufficient

evidence, and if he has been claimed as the
winner of a race of which it was a condition
that the winner was to be sold with his

engagements, this also is sufficient.

35. When a person has a horse engaged
in the nameofanother person, and is entitled

by purchase or otherwise to start the horse
for such engagement, but is prevented by
an3' of the preceding laws from starting his

horse without previously paying up forfeits

to which he is not otherwise liable, he may,
if he p.ay these forfeits, start his horse and
have the forfoits with the names of the
horses for which thoy are due, placed on
the Forlcit List in the usual manner as due

;

to himself. ,'

WEicnixG.

.10. The name oi every horse Intended to

start must be notified to the Clerk of the
Scales, and his immber be exhibited one
quarter of an hour before the race ; and if

any alteration be made in the numbers after

they have been exliibited, the Stewards may
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call upon theowTier or trainer for an explana-
tion. Ii this is not satistactory, the owner,
or trainer, or jockey, may be fined, at the
discretion of the Stewards, in any sum not
exceeding £25, and the horse shall not be
allowed to start, nor the jockey to ride again,

until the fine is paid.

37. To weigh before and after the race.—
Jockeys are required to weigh at the usual
place of weighing, before the race, miless
excused by the Stewards for some special

reason, when the fact must be notified to

the Clerk of the Scales ; and every rider is,

immediately after the race, to ride his Jiorse

to the usual place of weighing, then and
there to alight, and not before, and to weigh
to the satisfaction of the person appointed
for that purpose ; and if the jockey dis-

mounts before, or is short of weight, his

horse is disquahSed, unless he be disabled
by an accident to himself or horse which
should render him incapable o: riding back,
when he may walk or be carried to the
scales.

It is optional for the jockey to weigh with
his bridle, aud the Clerk of the Scales will

allow 111b. for a curb or double bridle, but
no weight is allowed for a snaffle bridle

unless it is put into the scale before the
horse is led away.

38. Over-weight.—Each jockey shall be
allowed 2Ib. above the weight specified for

his horse to carry, and no more, unless a
declaration has been made to the Clerk of
the Scales of the extra weight the jockey is

about to carry, one half hoiu: before the
time fixed for the said race, and the extra
weight shall be appended to the horse's

number when it is put up. In default of
such declaration the horse carrying more
than 21b. over his specified weight shall be
placed as the last horse in the race, the
jockey shall be fined £5 for his neglect, and
shall not be allowed to ride until the said
fine be paid; and the weight each horse
actually carried, if more than 21b. above his

•weight, shall be pubUshed in the first list

printed after the race, and also in the Kac-
ing Calendar.

39. Raising Weights in Handicaps In all

Handicaps with twenty subscribers, when
the highest weight accepting is under 8st.

121b., it is to be raised to that weight, and
the others in proportion ; but in all minor
handicaps and in two years old handicaps,
when the highest weight accepting is under
8st. 71b., it is to be raised to Sst. 7ib., and the
others in proportion.

Tliis rule extends at "Newmarket to the
highestweight left in at ten o'clock the pre-
ceding evening, in handicaps for plates and
stakes, where there is no declaration of for-
feit, and where the weights are fixed the
night before running.

Starting.
40. Horses going to the Post to he considered

Starters.—When the riders of the horses
brought out to run for any race are called
upon by the person appointed to start them
to take their places for that purpose, every
horse which comes up to the post shall be
liable to his whole stake

41. Power of the Starter.—The Starter has
authority to order the jockeys to draw up in
a line as far beyond the starting-post as he
may think necessary; aud any jockey dis-
obeying the orders of the Starter, or taking
any imfair advantage, may, on the com-
plaint of the Starter, be fined for the first

offence £5, for the second £10, for the third
^25, and for the fourth may be suspended
from riding, at the discretion of the Stew-
ards.

42. Fold Riding.—1? in running for any
race one horse shall jostle or cross another,
such horse is disqualified for winning the
race, whether such jostle or cross happened
by the swerving of the horse, or by the foul
aud careless riding of the jockey or other-
wise; and where one horse crosses the
track of another, it is deemed a disqualifica-
tion, unless he be two clear lengths, or more,
before the horse whose track he crosses.

And if such cross or jostle shall be proved
to have happened through the foul riding of
the jockey, he shall be subject to such
punishment as the Stewards may think fit

to inflict.

43. When Complaints must be made.— All

complaints of foul riding must be made
either by the owner, jockey, or groom of
the horse, to one of the Stewards, to the
Judge of the race, to the Clerk of the
Course, or to the person appointed to weigh
the jockeys, before the jockey complaining
is weighed.

44. Horses running on the wrong side of a
post and not turning back are disqualified.

Second Hoese.

45. Moneyfor Second Horse When it is a
condition of a stake or plate that tjje owner
of the second horse shall receive a cer-

tain sum of money out of the stakes, or out

of the plate, and the race is walked over ibr,

or no second horse is placed, the winninji
horse is entitled to the whole prize. If the
money advertised to be given to the second
horse is a separate donation from the Eace-
fund or other source, and the race is walked
over for, or no stcond horse is placed, tho
money is not given at aU.

When the entrance money for a plate is

advertised to be given to the owner of the
second horse, and the plate is walked over
for, or no second horse is placed, the eJi-

trance money is to be returned,
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Dead Heats.

46. When to be run over again.—If for any
plate or sweepstakes, not to be run in heats,

the first two or more horses shall come in

so near together that the Judge shall not be

able to decide which won, those horses shall

run for such prize over again, after the last

race on the same day; the other horses

•which started are deemed losers, and are

entitled to their respective places, as if the

race had been finally determined the first

time.

47. Effect of Dividing after a Dead Heat.—
When horses run a dead heat for a sweep-
stakes or plate, and the parties agree to

divide the stakes, such horses shall be liable

to carry extra weight as winners of that

race, and if there is any money for the

second horse, they divide that also.

48. Dead Beat for second place.—"When
horses run a dead heat for the second place,

they divide any money that may be payable
to the second horse ; and if there is any
monej' for the third, they divide that also

;

and if any of these horses run for a race in

which there is a penalty for having received

a certain amount of money as a second
horse, they shall be considered as having
received only the amount of their respective

shares.

Heats.

49. When a race is run in heats, a horse,

to win the prize, must be the actual winner
of two heats, unless no horse appear against
him, when one walk over is sufficient.

50. In running of heats, if it cannot be
decided which horse is first, the heat goes
lor nothing, and they may all start again,

except it be between two horses that had
each won a heat.

Cl. When two horses have each won a
heat, they only must start for a third, and
the preference between them will be deter-

mined by it

C2. When a plate is won by two heats, the
preference of the horses is detcrmlr.cd by
the place's they get in the second heat.

63. When three heats are run, the horse
Is second that wins one heat.

54. Horses drawn before the j)late Is won
are distanced.

65. Ko distance in a third heat.

60. No person shall start more than one
horse of which he is the owner, either

wholly or in part, and either In his own
name or that o( any other person, lor any
race for which heats are run.

SF.r.LTNO Stakes.

67. JIow the Winner is to be Claimed,—
When It is made a condition of anj- plateor
Bweepstakes that the winner shall be sold

for any given sum, the owner of the second

horse being first entitled, <fcc., no other per-

son than one who ran a horse in the race

shall be entitled to claim. The claim must be

made to the Judge, the Clerk of the Scales,

the Clerk of the Course, or one of the Stew-

ards present, within a quarter of an hour

alter the race. The horse claimed shall not

be delivered till he is paid for ; and he must
be paid for by ten o'clock at night on the day

of the race, otherwise the party claimin;^

shall not be entitled to demand the horse

at any future period ; but, neveitheless, the

owner of the winning horse may insist

upon the claimant taking and pa^mg for the

horse claimed,

58. Claim of Beaten Horses.—Any horse

running tor a selling stake or plate is Uable

to be claimed, by the owner of any other

horse in the race, for the price for which he
is entered to be sold, and the amount ol the

stake ; the owner of the second horse to be

first entitled to claim, and the winner to

have the last claim.

Horses running for a race which is e:i-

cepted by special conditions from the opera-

tion of this rule, are not quaUtied to be

entered for a handicap at any meeting pro-

fessed to be subject to tlie established rules

of racing.

59. No person can claim more than one
horse in the same race.

60. It two or more persons equally entitled

wish to claim, they shall draw lots for the

priority.

Extra Weights and Allowances.

61. When it is a condition of any race, that

horses shall carry extra for winning a cer-

tain number of prizes during the year, or be
allowed weight for having been beaten a
certain number of times during the year,

such winnings and losings shall date from
the 1st of January preceding, and shall ex-
tend to the time of starting, unless otherwise
specified.

62. A'ot AcctnnuIative.—EiXtrAvrelghts and
allowances are not accumulative, unless so

specified in the conditions.

63. Horses do not carry extra weight for

winning a match, and arc not entitled to

allowance tor having been beaten In a
match.

64. A horse walking over, or receiving

forfeit, except for a match, is deemed a
winner.

65. Vahie of Prizes—hoio calculated.—In

estimating the value of any prize, no deduc-

tion shall be made except of the winner's
own stake, and of any sum or sums required

by the conditions to be paid out ol the stakes

to the owners of any other horse or horses
in the race. The entrance for a plate not to

be dc;iuctcd.
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Objections to Quaiificatioks.

66. Examination ofMouth When the age
or qualificatii u of a horse is objected to,

either before or after running for any race,

the Stewards, or those whom they may ap-

point, shall have power to order an exami-
nation of the horse's mouth by competent
persons, and to call for all such evidence as

they may require, and their decision shall

be final, unless they shall sanction the re-

moval of the question in dispute into a
Court of Law.
Any person requiring a horse's mouth to

be examined, must pay the expenses of such
examination, unless the horse is proved to

be of the wrong age, in which case such ex-
pense shall be paid by the owner of the said

horse.

67. Objection to Qualification—when to be

made.—When the qualification ofany horse

is objected to by ten o'clock in the morning
of the day of starting, the owner must pro-

duce a certificate, or other proper document,
to the Steward or Clerk of the Course, or to

the Keeper of the Match Book, if the case

happen at Newmarket, before the race is

nin, to prove tlie quahfication of the horse;

and if he shall start his horse without so

doing, the prize shall be withheld for a pe-

riod to be fixed upon by the Stewards, at

the expiration of which time, if the qualifi-

cation be not proved to the satisfaction of

the Stewards, he shall not be entitled to the

prize, though his horse shall have come in

first, but shall be given to the owner of the

second horse. When the qualification of a

horse is objected to after that time, the per-

son making the objection must prove the

disqualification.

To postpone Races The Stewards have
the power, in cases of urgent necessitj', of

putting off the races from day to day until a

Sunday intervenes.

Not to decide Betting Cases.—The Jockey
Club and the Stewards thereof take no cog-

nizance of any disputes or claims with
respect to bets.

Act at Epsom and Ascot.—The Stewards
of the Jockey Club are, ex officio., Stewards
ofEpsom and Ascot

four year olds carrying 8st. 71b., five year
olds, 9st. lib., six year olds and aged, 9st
41b. Each person at the time of challeng-
ing, is to subscribe his name to a paper to
be hung up in the Coffee-room, at New-
market, and deliver to the Keeper of the
Match Book the name or description of the
horse, <fcc., sealed up, which shall be kept
till six o'clock on the Saturday evening of
that week; and if not accepted, or only one
challenger, to be returned unopened ; but if

accepted, or if more than one challenger,
to be then opened and declared a match,
or sweepstakes of 200 sovs. each, play or
pay. If the challenge be not accepted, the
Cup to be deUvered to the Keeper of the
Match Book in the meeting ensuing the
challenge, for the person who may become
entitled to the same.
The Whip.—The Whip may be challenged

for on the Monday or Tuesday in the First
Spring, or on Monday or Tuesday in the
Second October Meeting in each year, and
the acceptance must be signified, or the
Whip resigned, before the end of the same
Meeting. If challenged for and accepted in
the Spring, to be nin for on the Tuesday in

the Second October Meeting follo:;\ing;

and if in the October, on the Thursday in

the First Spring Meeting following B.C.;
weight lOst., and to stake 200 sovs. each, play
or pay.

The Cup A^^) Whip.
The Cup.—The Cup may be challenged for

on the Monday or Tuesday in the First

Spring fleeting in each year ; to be run for

over the B.C. on Tuesday, in the First Octo-

ber Meeting following, by horses, <fcc., the

property of Members of the Jockey Club

;

KTJLES ON BETTING.

L In all bets there must be a possibility

to win when the bet is made; " you cannot
win when you cannot lose."

2. The interests of the bets are inseparable
with the interest of the stakes, except when
the winning horse is disqualified owing to a
defaiUt in making stakes.

3. All double bets must bo considered
"play or pay."

4. Confirmed bets cannot be " off" except
by mutual consent, or by mcidents hereafter

mentioned, viz Firstly, Either of the Bet-
tors may demand stakes to be made fourteen

days before the race is run, upon proving to

the Committee of the Booms that he has
just cause for so doing. Jf ordered, the bets

must be covered on the comparing day, or

sufficient security offered, and a person re-

fusing to cover shall be expelled the Sub-
scription Rooms at Tattersall's and New-
market Secondly : If a Bettor be absent
on the day of running, and there is a just

cause to presume that he intends to evade
his engagements, a pubhc declaration of the
bet must be made in the Ring, a copy of
which is to be posted up at the usual place

one hour before the race is appointed to be
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run, and, in the event of no person of known
respectability becoming responsible for the
same, a -written notice must be given to the
Clerk of the Course, or to the Clerk of the

Stakes, before the race is run, declaring the
bet void.

5. All bets on matches and private sweep-
stakes depending between any two horses,

shall be void if those horses become the
property of the same person, or of his

avowed confederate, subsequently to the

bets being made.
6. All bets between particular horses shall

be void if neither of them win, unless agreed
by the parties to the contrary,

7. If any bet shall be made from signal or

indication after the race has been deter-

mined, such bet shall be considered fraudu-

lent and void.

8. The person who lays the odds has a
right to choose a horse or the field; when a
person has chosen a horse, the field is what
starts against him.

9. If odds are laid without mentioning the

horse before the race is over, the bet must
be determined by the state of the odds at the

time of making it.

10. If a match or sweepstakes be made for

any particular day in any race week, and
tlie parties agree to change the day to any
other in the same week, all bets muststand

;

but if the parties agree to run the race in a
different week, or to make the shghtest dif-

ference in tbe terms of the engagement, all

bets made before the alteration are void.

11. Bets made on horses winning any
number of races within the year, shall be

xmderstood as meaning between the 1st

January and 31st December.
12. If a bet is made between two horses

In a match or sweepstakes with a forfeit

affixed, say £100, h. ft., and both horses

start, either party may declare forfeit; and
the person making such declaration would
pay £50 if tlic otlier liorse won, but would
receive notliing in the event of his horse

wiiming the race.

13. Bets are determined though the horse

does not start, when tlie words "absolutely

run or pay," or " play or pay," are made use

ol in betting.

14. Money given to have a bet laid shall

not be returned, thoush the race be not run.

15. When the riders of any horses brought

out to run for any race are called upon by

tlie starter to take tlieir places, all bets re-

specting such horses sh.ill bo " play or pay."

16. When horses run a dead heat for a

plate or sweepstakes, and the owners agree

to divide, all bets between such horses, or

between either of them and the field, must
be settled by the money betted being put

together and divided between the parties in

the same proportion as the stakes. If a be t

be made on one of the horses that ran the
dead heat against a beaten horse, he who
backed the horse that ran the dead heat
wins half his bet if his horse received half
his prize ; if the dead heat be the first event

:

of a double bet, the bet is void unless one :

horse received above a moiety, which
would constitute him a winner in a double ,

event.

17. The following races shall be considered
"play or pay : "—The Derby and Oaks, at .

Epsom; the St. Leger, at Doncaster; the
Two Thousand Guineas, the One Thousand,

:

Guineas, the Cesarewitch, and Cambridge-
shire, at Xewmarket ; the Ascot, Goodwood,
and Doncasttr Cups ; and all Handicaps
above £200 value, with two forfeits, the
minor of which shall not be less than £5.

And the committee of Tattersall's and of
the betting-room at Newmarket, will take
no cognizance of any disputes respecting
" play or pay " bets on any other races, or
of any bets made upon handicap races be-
fore the weights for such races are pub-
Ushed.

18. If a declared defaulter does not satisfy

the claims of his creditors within twelve
months, he shall not be entitled to receive

any debts which may be due to him for the
race for which he was in default ; but if hia

debts are paid within the prescribed time,

viz., " one year," the committee will sup-

port his just claims to receive payment from
his debtors,

19. The stewards of riKies have no au-
thority ex officio to take cognizance of any
disputes or claims with respect to bets.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

TO BE OBSERVED BY ALL SUBSCRIBERS TO
TATIEESALL'3 SUBSCIUPTIOiJ BOOM.

1. Any person desirous of becoming a.

Member of this Room will be required to

send in to the Keeper of the Rooms an ap-

plication in Avriting, accompanied by .1

recommendation (to be also in writing)

signed by any two or more Members of the

Room, stating their names and addresses.

This application, which must be put up ia

the Room at least one week previous to his

election, will be forthwith referred to the

Members of tire Committee of Subscribers,

for their consideration and decision.

2. Evorj- Member, upon admittance to the

Room, must enter his name and address iu

a book provided for that purpose, in which
these, together with any other rules and

regulations from time to time adopted to
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be observed by the Members, will also be

entered ; and such signature in the Book so

'containing the said rules and regulations,

•will make it binding on the party signing

to abide by all such rules and regulations,

as well as by all consequences resulting from
breach or non-performance thereof; and
such signature shall moreover be taken and
deemed to absolve every person concerned
in carrying out and enforcing such rules

and regulations against such Subscriber

from all personal responsibility or legal

liabilities on that account.

3. No person who shall have made default

in payment of stakes, forfeits, or bets, or

who shall have been party, at any time, any
where, to any fraud or malpractice con-
nected with horse-racing, shall be admitted
a Member of this Eoom. And if any Mem-
ber should be hereafter discovered to have
been, or should at any time become a de-

faulter, or be guilty of any fraud or mal-
practice as aforesaid, and, upon compiaint

to the Committee, should be adjudged by
them to be so, his membership shall there-

upon at once cease and determine, and he
sliall thenceforward be excluded from the

Eoom.
4. Any Member of this Eoom having a dis-

puted bet with another Member, shall be

bound, if required by him, to refer such
dispute to two referees (being Members of

this Eoom), one to be chosen by each party;

such referees to appoint an umpire (being

also a Member of this Eoom) before they
proceed to hear the case ; or, in he event of

the referees not agreeing in the choice of

an umpire, such umpire to be appointed by
the Committee, and the decision of such
referees or umpire to be final. Any Mem-
ber refusing to refer any bet so disputed, or
to comply with the decision consequent
upon such reference, within one calendar
month next ensuing after notice of such
decision trom the referees or umpire, either

personally or by letter, to be addressed by
post to tlie residence of such member as
entered in the Subscription Book, shall, upon
complaint to the committee, be deemed to

be, and be treated by them as, a defaulter
under the provisions of the third rule.

5. Any Member smoking in the Eoom, or
creating any noise, uproar, or disturbance,
will thereby forfeit his rights of member-
sliip, and render liimself liable to immediate
Bxpulsion.

6. The Annual Subscription to the Room
will be Two Guineas, commencing on the
Lst of January. Non-Subscribers will be
idmissible on the Epsom Settling Day, upon
jayment of One Guinea each.
7. TheEoom willbe opened on every Mon-

lay and Thursday throughout the year, at
ue o'clock in the afternoon; and on every

day (excepting Sunday) in the weeks im-
mediately preceding the Epsom and Ascot
Meetings.

8. The following Members will constitute
the Committee, of whom any three may
form a Quorum ; and in the event of au
equal number of the Committee being pre-

sent, and of an equal division taking place

upon any question, the Chairman pro tem-
pore shall be entitled to a casting vote in

addition to his vote as a Member of the
Committee. In case of anyMember retirin g,

his successor will be nominated by the Com-
mittee.

Committee.

Maequis of Queensbeeet.
The Eael of Stkathmoke.
Viscount Exmouth.
Vice-Adm. Hon. H. Eous.
C. C. Gkeville, Esq.
G. Payne, Esq.
F. E. Magenis, Esq.

O. HiGGiNs, Esq.
H. LowTHEB, Esq., MP.

KO SMOKING ALLOWED IN THIS EOOM.

Ktde-pakk Cobnee, February 8, 1858.

(Several alterations are before the Jockey
Club, chiefly relating to the running ofyear-
lings at any time, of two-year olds only in

the season, and of the lowest weights to be
used in handicaps. But no decision ou
them has yet been arrived at.)

Sect. 3.

Peinciples of Betting.

135. Betting is undoubtedly a species

of gambling, and it is now carried to

an excess in all classes of society. Some
notice, however, should here be taken of

its principles, for it is of no use to attempt
to ignore its existence. There are two

2B
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modes of laj'ing out money upon races, one

in which the individual backs his judgment,

or the information which he has received,

founded upon that of others. This is called

" backing horses." The other requires no
knowledge of horses whatever, and is

founded upon calculations which would
Inevitably lead to a 'v\'innmg result in the

long-run, if bets won upon paper and bets

paid were sj-nonymous terms. But while

defaulters are constantly making their dis-

appearance, and while others are slow in

their payments, though perhaps finally

solvent, this system A^-ill often lead even
the most scientific bettor into trouble.

136. Backixq Horses in principle is

simple enougli, but in practice it requires

the bettor to know the secrets of the stable,

and here he is constantly led into error.

3Iany are the good things into which
unsuspecting friends are led, and, on a

remonstrance, are told perhaps that "it is

no use now-a-days to attempt to take in

your enemy, and therefore your friends

must suffer." Unless, therefore, a bettor is

connected with Bn influential stable, or has

some extraordiuarj' means of gaining infor-

mation, in the long-run he is sure to be a suf-

ferer; hence few backers ofhorses, except on
the above terms, long continue the specu-

lation. A few hits may be made, and
perhaps some thousands pocketed on a
particular Derby or St. Leger; but they are

soon returned to the place from whence
thej' came, and generally with ver^' liberal

interest.

137. Making a Book.— "Betting round"
and "laying the odds" are very nearly

synonymous terms, though it does not

always ha])pen that the person laj-ing the

odds makes a book. Sometimes such a
thing occurs as a party laying them against

a horse which is not "meant," or which
is dead amiss, or even literally dead, yet

in the P.l*. races ho will receive his bet
Against these practices the proposed new
rule alluded to at page 279 is intended to

apply. The principle of making a book is

to lay out a fixed sum against every horse

In the race, or as many as possible; and
should the bettor "get round," as it is

termed—that Is, lay against enough to

more than balance the odds laid, he is

sure of winning (on paper). In this mode
of betting the great point is that an out-

sider shall win; the favourite, at the time

of making the book, being the worst horse

in the race, though from having only

lately become a ftivourlte, he may be one of

tlie best. Thus, supposing tlic bettor to

make what is called a hundred-pound
book—that is, to lay £lCit against everj'

horse, at the current odds, he will take care

u^: to lay more odds against any horse

than the figure which represents half the
number engaged; or, supposing there are

20 horses, 10 to 1. The reason of this is,

that there are seldom more than half the
horses backed, and consequently the bettor

will not be able to get round with the whole
number; but assiuning one-half as the
probable proportion, he will be tolerably

safe ; and if he can get more he vrHl be all

the more lucky. The following table shows
the cuiTent odds in the week preceding the
last Derby, which was a bad betting race,

from various causes ; the odd sliillings are

omitted :

—

Derby BETTrvG,
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!
Stakes gathered from the 16 losers ; besides,

of course, other pounds received from other
I horses laid against during the year. If,

.therefore, the bettor's object is to lay these
Ismail sums, he must be careful still to make
his book on the same principle as the £1,000
book here given ; that is, he must always
(keep the long odds at the same amount
and vary the short ones accordingly. Such
is the principle on which book-making is

conducted, and it requires no knowledge of

horses, and only a certain quickness of

.calculation ; but it is variously carried out

in practice, some playing the safe game,
and being contented with laying only £1,000
la^ainst each horse as he comes into the bet-

ling, whilst others make their book ftill and
then commence a fresh one; and as they
find they are certain of money in hand,
.tiiey invest it by laying twice over against

i horses which they fancy have no chance,

.The principle, however, is always the same,
never to lay out money except with a
certainty of receiving more from the whole
of the losers than is to be paid to the one
winner,

138. Hedging ^But besides this plain prin-

ciple of book-making there is another called

.

" hedging," and which is the result of good
information in connection with a stable.

Thus, the bettor having been told that A is

a horse likely to improve, takes £1,000 to

£20 in the autumn, and perhaps does this

with two other horses on information

.received from various sources. In process

of time, and shortly belbre the race comes

ofli one of them is gone out of the bettin?
from accident, and must be written off as a
loss of £20 against A ; B is at 5 to 1, whilst O
Is at 2 to 1. Now then he proceeds as foUows

:

he lays 5 to 1 against B to £500, and 2 to 1
against C to the same amount, and he
would then on the whole transaction stand
as follows :

—

A will be a certain loss of £20.

If B wins he wiU receive £1,000 and pay
£500—balance in favour £500.

If B loses he will receive £50 and pay
£20—balance in favour £30.

If C wins he will receive £1,000 and pay
£500—balance in favour £500.

If C loses he wiU receive £250 and pay
£20—balance in favour £230; so that

altogether his winnings will be very
considerable, provided that his informa-
tion leads to good results in two case si

out of three, which it may be supposed

to do.

At present nothing but the death of the

nominator before the race upsets the first

of these calculations, or the death or acci-

dent of the colt before hedging ; but by the

proposed alteration of the law, by which
all bettors must have a start for their

money, these books will have to be entirelj'

remodelled- No one then can make a cer~

tain book, because he will never know
what bets will stand and what will be off,

in consequence of horses not starting. But,

at the same time, it will prevent such an
amount of demoraUzation as may well call

for this stringent measm-e.

CHAP. XIV.

RACE JiIEETINGS.

Sect. 1 The Committee axd Officiais.

I 139. A race committee is generally formed
in every instance in which pubUc races are

.intended to take place ; and they meet at

[Certain times, conducting their business in

the ordinary way, with a chairman and
secretary. By them the officials are elected,

and the stakes and admission-money to

the stand, &c., fixed upon. The officials are
the stewards, the secretary, clerk of the
course and his men, weigher, judge, handi-
capper, and starter.

140, The Stewards are generally noble-
men or gentlemen of high standing; and
tlicy should, if possible, have some know-
ledge of the proceedings of the turf, since it

often happens that they have to decide

upon disputed points. They should be
careful, for their own security, to ascertain

that there are sufficient ftmds to cover the
various prizes adveitised in the shape of

additions to handicaps, plates, &&, as they
are responsible for the amounts.
14L The Secketast is generally the

most important person of the whole, being
usually the party to obtain subscriptions to

the funds, and very often also to the stakes.

He should be an active man, of good
business habits, and capable of keeping a
register of the proceedings of the committee.

142. The Clerk op the Course receives

the subscriptions to the stakes, collects the
amounts of the plates, &c., before starting,

pays the amounts over to the winners,

keeps the course in order, both before and
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fluriQg the races, by means of his snb-

. ordinates, causes the bell for saddling, &c.,

to be rung, and generally arranges all

matters connected with the course. In all

s-.veepstakes closing on a certain day which
may fail in obtaining the stated number of

subscribers, the original subscribers cannot

be kept to their engagements, if the stake

Is reopened. After the terms of a sweep-

stakes are published, and a single name has

been subscribed, no alteration can be made
in the conditions without his consent, and
that of all others who have appended their

names. A subscriber may alter his nomina-
tion for a sweepstakes before it closes, but

not for a plate. The clerk of the course

cannot be too particular in compelling all

parties to adhere to the conditions of the

various races; and he should also clearly

specify the exact weights carried by every

horse in making his return to the official

registrar. He has, usually, the power of

appointing his own subordinates.

/ 143. The Judge is placed in the box set

apart for him at the winning-post, and it is

his duty to return the colour of the rider of

the first and second horse in each race, with
that of as many more as he can. He is

provided with a list of the horses weighed,

and the colours oftheir riders. His decision

Is final.

144. The Stahtek is generally on foot,

and he should be allowed an assistant,

whose duty it is to stand with a flag flying

about a furiong before the starting-place,

and drop it on a signal from the starter,

wliich shows all the riders that it is a foir

start. If, therefore, this flag is flying as

they pass him, they must pull up and start

afresh. If there is a veiy large field of

horses, and they are young and likelj' to be
awkward, he should marshal them at a
hundred yai-ds fl-om the starting-post, and
walk do\s'n with them to a level with it,

when he may give the word with a good
chance of a fair and level start. If any
jockey is evidently and wilfully the cause
tif a false start, the starter reports the same
to the stewards, who have power to fine,

liim. When the course is a small and
narrow one, as at Chester, it is usual for

the jockeys to draw lots for places before

starting. The decision of tho starter is

final, and his testimony against a jockey
should always be received and acted upon.

145. The Handicappeb is sometimes an
amateur of some experience, and at others

a paid olTlcial, who undertakes tlio duty,

and affixes the weights to the list of houses

famished to him. In cither case the otflce

l.s an onerous one, and generally leads to

abuse from discontented parties, who have
lailcd in throwing dust in his eyes, and who
cllcii are pun'.thcd for attempting to do it

by an extra weight, and perhaps sometimes,

but very rarely, the innocent are sufferera

Kiere is a prevailing objection to higi

weights in handicaps, not so much because

it is umair to the horses carrying the top^

weights, as because it tries their legs mon
than their owners like. According to arith

metical progression, 12 to 11 is a les-

proportion of odds than 9 to 8 ; but it is th(

last pound which breaks the camel's back
and though the latterweight may becariie

without risk, yet the former is always likel;

to cause a break-down when the muscle:

become tired, or to do other damage. Tin

objection, therefore, is a reasonable one a

regards the future welfare of the horse<

though not always founded upon correc

reasoning in reference to the particular race

No one would, if he could help it, ever gallo

his horse, on hard ground especially, wit:

more than six or seven stone on his back
and, therefore, it is not to be wondered a

that Ught-welghted handicaps are preferici-

The handicapper, however, has nothiuL,' t

do with the top-weight, which is usuall.

fixed by the committee ; and he then allot

all the others their weights, according to hi

view of their powers, judging as far as h
can from what he has seen of their runningi

and from the recorded results of races ii

which they were engaged out of his sighti

To do this, he ought to be present at a
many races as possible, and should be able t
judge when horses are "pulled," and whej
they are really meant to win; also, whethe
they are running in form, or whether the;

are only half-prepm-ed. These several requi

sites are not often combined with perfec

honesty and freedom from prejudice, and :

they were they would still be open to b
imposed upon, for no one can possibly b
prepared for all the artifices which designiD;

men may and do continually practise.

146. The Weigher is appointed to se^

that each jockey carries his appointei

weight. He is always ready at tlie scale

before the race, in order that the jockey
may be weighed before starting, and after

wards ho must bo there to weigh then

again. A book is appointed to be kept ii

which each weight is registered.

Sect. 2.—The Eace-Coukses.

147. The FoLLo^^^^-Q Is tho description

and length of tho various courses of Grea
Britain, as reconkd in "lUitFs Guide bi

the Turf" :—.A distance is 240 yards.

Abergavennt is 1 mile round.

Abeeyst^vith is oval, or egg-shaped, 1 mili

round, with a hill at the commencemen
of tho first turn, about 300 yards fron

starting, which continues round the toi

cf tho coiiTSC ; a slight descent, then ila
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' all the way, with a straight run in of about
' 350 j-ards.

^iNGDON—Oval, 1 mile and a quarter

round, •with a good run in ; the T.Y.C. is

three-quarters of a mile.

IscoT.—A circular course, short of 2 mOes
b3' 6S yards ; the first half nearly aU on
tlie descent, and the remainder, which is

called the Old mile, up hill the greater part

of the way. The Swinley Course is the

last mile and a halt of the above. The
Xew mile is straight, and up hill all the

* waj-. The T.Y.C. is the last 5 furlongs
' and 136 yards of the new mile.

vTR.—A round flat course of 1 mile and 330
' yards, with a straight inin in of a quarter

of a mile.

Jath is nearly an oval of 1 mile and a half,

Avith a straight run in of half a mile.

iECCLES.—A flat circular course of a mile
and a quarter, the last third of it flat

5EDF0KD is a flat circle of 1 mile, 4 furlongs,

44 yards.

Jeverlet.—An oval, or rather pear-shaped

course, 1 mile, 3 furlongs, 90 yards round,

with a straight run in of nearly half a
mile, and a gradual rise for the greater

part of this distance. The Kingston

Course 1 mile, and the T.Y.C. 4 furlongs

105§ yards.

Jlajtdfokd.—The Cup Course is 2 miles,

starting at the winning chair, running
nearly a mile straight, and with a good
turn back over the same ground- The
Dorsetshire Stake Course is about 3 miles,

with a different start, but running into

the Cup Com'se. The T.Y.C. is 6 furlongs,

straight

Jkecon Flat, rather oblong, with a
straight run in of about 500 yards. Once
round and a distance is a mile, or twice
round and the long length 2 mUes.
JaiGHTON.—The Old Course is 1 mile, 6

furlongs, 265 yards ; the New Course, 1

mile, 6 furlongs, 141 yards; the O^angdean
Course, 1 mile 4 furlongs ; the Enclosed
Course, 1 mile 2 furlongs; the Bristo!

Coiu-se is 1 mile; and the T.Y.C. 6 fur-

longs.

JuKTON CoNSTABLK (in Sir C. Constable's

Park).-~Nearly circular, a mile and a
quarter, -with a straight run in of about
500 yards ; and level, with the exception
of a hiU on the top side.

lAELisLE is an oval, 1 mile and 90 yards
round.
'atterick Bkddge is an oval flat, of 1 mile
and 60 yards, with a straight run in of 3
furlongs and 154 yards.

]anterbdbt is shaped like a cricket-bat,

being two miles out and in, with a severe
hill from the distance home.
Chatham is 1 mile and 1 furlong, with a
straight tlat run in of a quarter of a mile

and 24 rods; the opposite side of the
course is on lower ground, but flat.

Cheadle (Cheshire) is oval, about three-
quarters of a mile.

Chelmsford is oval, short of 2 miles by
about 30 yards, the last half mile being on
the ascent There is a straight mile.

Chester.—A flat course of 1 mile and 46

yards round. The Trade Cup Course is

2 miles, 2 furlongs, and 42 yards, starting

at the Grosvenor Post For the 2 mile
Coui'se the start is 46 yards past the
winning post The Grosvenor Course is

1 mile, 1 furlong, 216 yards. From the
Castle Pole and twice round is 2 miles, 3
furlongs, 67 yards. The T.Y.C. is nearly

6 furlongs.

Chesterfield is nearly circular, and about
a mUe and three-quarters round ; the run
in is about a quarter of a mile, straight,

and rather on the ascent.

Coventry is 1 nule round, with a straight

nm in ofmore than one-third of a mile.

Croxton Park The New Course is peai--

shaped, 22 yards short of 2 miles, with a
flat straight rim in of 840 yards.

Derby—Oblong, a mile and a quarter in

length, with a straight run in of nearly
half a mile.

DoxcASTER is a round course, of about 1

mile, 7 furlongs, and 70 yards. The other
courses are portions of tliis circle, viz.

—

Eed House in, 5 furlongs 152 yards

;

T.Y.C, 7 furlongs 214 yards ; Fitzwilliam
Course, 1 mile, 4 furlongs, 10 yards ; St
Leger Course, 1 mUe, 6 furlongs, 132

yards ; Two-mile Course, 2 miles 15

yards; Four-mile Course (twice round),

3 miles, 7 furlongs, 291 yards ; Cup Course,

from the Bed House and once roimd, 2

miles, 6 furlongs, 14 yards.

Dumfries Nearly oval, 1 mUe and 3 fur-

longs round.
Durham Circular, 1 mile in extent The
T.Y.C. is 6 furlongs.

EccLES.—An oval of three-quarters of a
mile, with a straight finish of a quarter ot

a mile.

Edinbukgh Nearly oval, measuring 1

mile, a quarter, and 46 yards, with a
nearly straight run in of half a mile,

rising sUghtly from the distance.

Egham is nearly flat, 66 yards short of ?.

mUes, and in shape resembling the flguio

of 9. The New Mile is nearly straight

Eglinton Park An oval course, 150 yards

less than 2 miles, and flat, with the

exception of a rather steep hill about half

a mile from the AvinnLng post. The run

in, which forms the T.Y.C, is a straight

run in.

Epsom.—Tlie Old or Cup Course is 2 miles,

ol an irregular circular form, the first mUe
up hiU. The New Derby Course is exactly
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Ia mile ami a half, and somewhat In tha

form of a horse-shoe, the last half mile

being straight. The first half mUc is on the

ascent, the next third of a mile level, the

bend into the straight run home and until

n-ithin the distance on the descent, and

the remainder on the rise. The Xew
T.Y.C. is 6 furlongs; the Old T.Y.C., or

Woodcot Course, something less than

half a mile ; the Craven Com"se one mile

and a quarter, and the Metropolitan

Course, starting at the winning post, 2

miles and 2 furlongs.

ExETEB.—The Old Course is an oval of 2

miles, two-thirds of which are nearly flat,

and the remainder rather hilly. The last

half mile is straight, with a slight ascent

and good coming in. The Xew Course is

round, and nearlj' level of 1 mile, and the

Three-mile Course is formed out of the

Is'ew and Old Courses.

Goodwood.—The Xew Cup Coarse is 2

miles and a half, starting 100 yards west
of the winning-post, running out to the

west of the Clump, returning by the east.

T.Y.C. is a straight three-quarters of a

mile. For the Queen's Plate the horses

start to the north-west of the Stand, run
over to the east ot t \e Clump, go to the

outside circle of the hUl, an-x roturn by
the east of the Clump, being S miles, 5

furlongs, 97 yards. The Maidstone Course

is 2 miles, 1 furlong, 44 yards. For the

2sew Mile the horses start on the G. S. Co.

and run home to the westward of tlie

Clump. "Two Miles" and "One Mile

and three-quarters" are portions of once

round, which is 2 miles, 1 furlong, 40

yards. "AMUeand Hall" to be run on
the Xew Course.

IIajuton.—A flat oval course; the Old

Course a mile and a quarter; the Xew
one about a mile and a halt The T.Y.C.

is 6 yards short of half a mile.

Hereford is oval, 1 mile and aTO yards,

wjtii a straight run in of about 600 yards.

IlOLTWELL.—Oval, about 2 miles and 1

furlong, with a straight run in of half a
mile up a gradual rise.

IlLNTiNGDON is oval and flat, short of 2

miles by a distance, with a straight run
in of nearly half a mile.

IiTsWicn.—Two miles round, with a straight

run in of half a mile.

Kelso Oblong, a mllo and a quarter

round, and level with the exception ol

a gentle rise flrom the Stand to the

Chair.

IvJiiGHTON.—Nearly oval, 1 mile 200 yards
in length, with a nearly straight rmi in of

a quarter ol a mile.

KxuTSFORD.—A round course of 1 mile only,

and nearly flat.

LA>Aiu^—One mile, nearly circular and

quite level, with a straight run in ol

furlongs and a half.

Lancaster is in shape similar to the letter

D, the straight line in the letter being the

run in, and the head a rise ; the lengtli

1 mile and 60 yards.

Leamdcgtox Oval, 250 yards short of a

mile, with a straight run in of 3S5 yards.

Leicester Nearly oval, a mUe and 50

yards; nearly flat, with a rise before

coming to the run in, which is straight,

700 yards in length, and flat

Leith On the Sands ; an oblong of a nr.'.e

and a quarter.

Leomixster.—A flat circle of 1 mile.

Lewes The Xew or Queen's Plate Course

is about 2 miles, 4 furlongs, 175 yards ; the

other courses are portions of it. The
T.Y.C. is 5 furlongs.

Lichfield.—An oblong square, exactly 2

miles round, starting at the distance.

Lincoln is a circular course of 1 mUe,
6 furlongs, 23 yards, with a straight run
in of neai'ly half a mile.

LiVEBPooL ^An oval course of 1 mUe and
712 yards, one side gently declining, the;

other rising from the canal side. The C^ipi

Course is 170 yards short of 2 miles. The;

T.Y.C. is 4 furlongs, and the "Stable-

turn" Course 1 mile and a half. There la

a straight run in of about 1,000 yards.

Tlie Steeplechase Course is 4 miles 4fX

3ards.

LtDLOw.—Nearly circular, with very little

rise or tall, except at the Butt turn, and
not quite a mDe and a hah roimd.

ilALTON.—An oval and nearly flat course,

of a mile and a half, with a straight run
in, called "The Shorts," of half a mile,

and free from objectionable turns. The
T.Y.C. is 6 furlongs. It is on Langton
AVold.

Manchester is a triangular course of 1 mile:

and 20 yards, perlectly flat, except the

run in, which is 700 yards in length, and
on a gentle ascent The T.Y.C. is 6

furlongs.

Xewcastle Is composed of four unequid
sides, and nearly approaching to a tri-

angle; once romid, or Hotspur Course^

measured 8 j'ardsfrom the inside ditch,

being 3,162 yards. The T.Y.C. is 6 fur^

longs; and the ilile. Two-mile, and longer

courses are exactly of the stated distances.

There are hills In different parts, a straight

running on the west side of 400 yards, ou
the south side of 543 yards, on the cast

side of 743 yards, and on the north, to the

winning-post, of 4S0 yards. I

Newcastle (Staffobusuibe) is circular,

exactly 1 mile.

Newmabket Tlio Beacon Course Is 4
|

milts, 1 furlong, 173 yards.—Last 3 milea

of B.C., Smiles 74 yards.—Ditcii in (from
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i the running-gap to tlie end of B.C.) 2

: miles 119 yards.—The last mile and a

) distance of B.C., 1 mile 240 yards Audley
; End Course (ftom the starting-post of the

1
T.Y.C. to the end of B.C.) 1 mUe, 7 fur-

longs, 56 yards—Two middle miles of

., B.C., 1 mile, 7 furlongs, 158 yards Koiuid
! Course, 3 miles, 4 furlongs, 139 yards
'; Summer Course (last 2 miles of K.C.), 2

j
miles.—Suffolk Stakes Course (last mile

' and a half of E.C.), 1 mile, 4 furlongs, 2

yards.—Bunbury Mile (a straight mile,

finishing at the end of K.C.), 7 furlongs

19fi yards.—Chesterfield Course (last half
' of B.M.), 3 furlongs 212 yards.—Across the

!i
Flat, 1 mile, 2 furlongs, 73 yards Kowley

ji
Tdile Gast mile ot A.r.), l mUe 17 yards

ji
Ancaster MUe (last mile straight), 1 mile

18 yards Criterion Course (from the turn
of the Lands in), 5 furlongs 182 yards
Clermont Course (from the Eunning Gap

i to the Duke's Stand), 1 mile, 6 furlongs,

; 55 yards.—Ditch MUe (first mUe of A.F.),

7 furlongs 201 yards.—Abingdon MUe (on

I
the Flat), 7 furlongs 212 yards.—Fu-st half

!
of Ab. M., 3 furlongs 215 yards.—Last half

i
of Ab. M., 3 furlongs 217 yards.—Last mUe
and a half of T.M.M., 1 mile, 4 furlongs,

29 yards Two-year-old Course (on the
Flat), 5 furlongs 140 yards.—New Two-
year-old Course (on the B.M.), 5 furlongs

136 yards Last half mile of New T.Y.C,
4 furlongs—Yearling Course (on the Flat),

2 furlongs 523'ard3.—Bretby Stakes Course
(last three-quarters of E.M.), 6 furlongs.

Cesarewitch Course (from the starting-

post of T.M.M. to the end of the Flat), 2

miles, 2 furlongs, 28 yai'ds.—Cambridge-
shire Course (last mUe and a distance,

straight), 1 mUe 240 yards.—Champion
Stakes Course (firom the starting-post ot

K.SL to the Duke's Stand), 1 mile, 3
furlongs, 219 yards.

Newport (Salop).—Would be oval but for

a straight run in of 50O yards, is flat ; and
1 mile round, wantuig 160 yards.

Newton.—A triangiUar course of about 1

mUe and a quarter, with a strong hiU and
a straight flat run in of nearly half a mUe.
The Golbome Course is the last hahmUe.

NoETHAMPTON.—An oval course ol a mile
and a half and 180 yards, with a strong

hiU about half-way from home, and a
straight run in of half a mUe.

Nottingham.—A round course oi 1 mile, 2
furlongs, 11 yards, with a straight run in

of nearly halt a mile. The T.Y.C. is 6
furlongs.

OswESTET, in form, resembles an ill-shaped

figiu-e of 8, and only a few yards short oi

2 miles, ending in a straight run in of

nearly half a mile, on a gentle ascent.

GxjFOKD—About a mile and a half round,
md quite flat.

Paisley—Nearly square, with little rising
ground, and 1 mile 25 yards in extent.
The T.Y.C. is 6 furlongs.

Peeth.—A flat course of 1 mile 8 furlongs.

Plymouth.—About 1 mUe and a half round,
flat, and nearly oval, with a straight nm
in of a third of a mile.

Eadcliffe Oval, 1 mile round, nearly
fiat, with a straight run in of 700 yards.

Heading.-Triangular, nearly flat, exactly
a mile and a half round, with a straight

run home of about a third of a mUe.
EiCHMOND Oval, 1 mUe, 4 furlongs, 184

yards, with a long straight run in, rising

to the distance-post. From the Grey
Stone in, 4 furlongs 200 yards straight,

from the Lime-kiln Gate, 6 fm-longs 100

yards.

EiPON—Two long sides, with oval turnings,
1 mUe and 112 yards roimd. The T.Y.C.
is nearly three-quarters of a mUe.

EocHESTEE and CHATHAM.—Oval, 1 mUe
and 1 furlong, with a run in of 2 furlongs

24 rods.

Salisbuey.—The mUe course is straight

and flat, with the exception of a rise for

the first 50 yards. The T.Y.C. is the last

three-quarters of a mUe. For the Two-
mile com-se the horses start beyond the
^^"inning-chair, run past it and the stand,

and diverge to the left from the straight

course, which they re-enter at the T.Y.C.
starting-post.

Sandbach Oval, upwards of 6 furlongs

roimd, and nearly leveL

Shiffnal.—A triangular course, about 1

mUe.
Sheewsbuey.—An oval of 1 mUe 195 yards,

with a rise of 6 feet 6 inches in a straight

run in of nearly half a mile.

Southabipton.—Oval, 1 mUe and a hal

roimd, with a run in of nearly thi'ee-quai'-

ters of a mile. The T.Y.a is 280 yards
shortof amUe.

Statfoed A mUe course, which would be
a complete oval, but for a straight run in

of about a quarter of a mile.

Stieling.—An oblong of exactly 1 mUe, 3

furlongs, 140 yards. The T.Y.C. about

4 furlongs, and the rim in about 406 yards

straight. There is a sharp liiU imme-
diately before the run in, and another

hill in a gradual turn after passing the

winning-post.

Stamfobd is rather oval, with a straight

run in of nearly half a mUe ; it is fiat, but

there is a new straight mUe, the fli'st half

of which is slightly on the rise tiU it johis

the Bound Course. The Cup Course,

three times round, is exactly 4 nules.

Stockbsidge is nearly a round course,

somewnat hUly, with a straight nm in ot

nearly three-quarters of a mile : there is

also a straight mile.
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Stockton.—An oblong ot about 1 niDe and
100 yards, with a run in, nearly straight,

of half a mile, having a slight rise from

below the distance to within 109 yards of

the chair. The Cleveland Course about

half a mile. The T.Y.C. 6 furlongs. Blue

Post is 7 furlongs ; and from the Red Post

to the winning post, and once round, 1

mile and a half.

Stoubbkidge.—A triangular course of 7

furlongs 26 yards, with easy turns and a

good run in. The T.Y.C. is 4 furlongs 20

yards.

Sutton Pabk.—One mile round, with a run

in, up rising ground, of 600 or 700 yards;

on the opposite side there is a slight

descent.

Taepoelet—One mile round, the last half

being nearly straight.

Tavistock—Round, or rather oval, 2 miles,

a little hilly, the last three-quarters of a

mile nearly straight.

Tewkesbubt. — Circular, and quite flat,

upwards of 2 miles round, with a straight

run in of three-quarters of a mile.

TcNBEiDGE Wells Circular, 1 mile and
246 yards in length, and rather hilly.

Upton-ox-Severn.—A perfect flat, 2 miles

and 2 ftirlongs round, with a straight half

mile.

Walsall Oval, 1 mi'^e round, short of a
few yards. There is rather a severe hill

of about 150 yards, a quarter of a mile

from the starting-post, but the nm in is

straight, flat, and nearly half a mile in

length.

WAB'mcK Once round is 1 mile, 6 furlongs,

CO j^ards. The Leamington Stake Course

Is 2 miles and 44 yards. The T.Y.C. is a
few yards short of 7 furlongs.

Wenlock An oval course of about a mile.

WEYMODTn.—Oblong, level, and about a
mile round.

Winchesteb ia 2 miles round, with a
straight run in of about three-quaitcrs ot

a mile, the first of which is a strong hill.

The T.Y.C. is 6 furlongs.

'^VoL^'EBHAMPTON.—An oval of 1 mile, 1

fUrlong, 102 yards, having a hollow at the

north-western extremity. Tlie T.Y.C. ia

a straight half mile.

W'OBCESTEK.—FLit and oval. The T.Y.C.

half a mile, and two and three-year-old

lengths furlongs straight; but for the

mile and longer distances the course is

crossed in the middle, making a figure of

8, and being, once over, about 1 mile and
three-quarters.

Wbexham One mile In extent, nearly

oval, the ground slightly undulating, the

last quarter of a mile straiglit, with a

gentle rise. The T.Y.C. is a few yards

more than half a mile.

Yaemouth Level, " once round " being 1

mile, 2 furlongs, 200 yards; and T.Y.C. S

furlongs 80 yards straight

YoEK.—Circular and quite flat, curving at

the point where the old winning post

stood, the new one being 50 yards nearer

the Stand, leaving a straight run in of 5 !

ftirlongs and 44 yards, which forms the '

T.Y.C. The coiu'se once round is 1 mile ;

and 6 furlongs and rather more than 50

yards ; the other courses are portions of ,

the circle, and are the exact distances

described in the conditions of the stakes, *

CtJBBAGH CouESES—Xcw Chain, 3 furlongs '

69 yards ; Yearling Length, 5 furlongs 153

yards : Conolly's ]\Iile, 1 mile ; Two-j-ear-

old Course, 1 mile 130 yards ; Sir Ralph's v

Post, 1 mile, 1 furlong, 94 yards; Three- •

year-old Course, 1 mile, 2 furlongs, i.'3 ij

3'ards ; Post on the Flat, 1 mile. 3 furlongs,
,|

58 yards ; First Post on the Flat, 1 milo I

5 furlongs ; Red Post, 1 mile, 6 furlongs. 3 ^i

yards ; Hamilton Course, 3 miles, 4 fur- i

longs, 133 yards; Over the Course, 4 l'

miles; Sligo Post, a few yards longer 'j

than the Red Post.
j

New CorESES—YearUng Course, 2 furlongs li

147 yards ; Blue Post, 2 furlongs 178 yards; ij

Two-year-old Course, 6 furlongj 136 I

yards ; Yellow Post, 6 furlongs ; Anglesey
Post, 6 furlongs; Northumberland Post, ,

1 mile ; Bruen Post, 1 mile ; Royal Course,
,

1 mile, 3 furlongs, 144 yards ; Peel Course,
,

1 mile, 6 furlongs, 12 yards; Rathbrida

Post, 1 mile 130 yards; Mulgrave Mile,
,

1 mile ; llossmore Post (on Peel Course),

1 mile 4 furlongs ; Waterford Post, 1 mile

4 furlongs on the Peel Course; Marquis's

Post, 2 furlongs 178 yards.

148. The Principal Weight-for-agb >

Races now run in England are tho

various Produce Stakes for two-year-

olds, at Newmarket, Ascot, Goodwood,
Doncastcr, &c, &c. ; the 2.000 Guineas

and 1,000 Guineas Staked, run at New-
market, in April, the former for three-year-

old colts and fillies, the latter for fillies

alone; the Derby and Oaks, on similar

conditions as to sex, run at Epsom in May

;

the Ascot Cup, the Doncaster St Leger and

Cup, and the various Queen's Plates. These

are all good tests of merit, which is not

nocpssnrily tho case witli the numerous
llANDIC.VrS; THE CHIEF OF WHICH ARE—tlie

City and Suburban and tlie Great Metro-
politan, both run at Epsom Spring Meeting;
the Chester Cup, early in May ; Somersets

shire MaKes, towards the end of ^lay;

Goodwood Cup and Stake.i, In July

;

and the Cesarewitch and Cambridgeshire,

at tho two Newmarket October Meetings.

Including the above stakes, there were nm
In tho year 1854, in England, Wales, and

Scotland, 1603 races, amounting hi value to
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£232,844 ; and in Ireland 211 races, to the
yalae of £14,283; from -which statistics

may be gathered the importance to the
conmmnity of a proper regulation ofracing,
not only in regard to the morals of the
people, but in a pecuniary point of view.

Sect. 3

—

The "Weights foe Age.

149. The annexed table gives the stand-
ard weights for age, according to varying
distances which are to be run :—

SCALE OF STANDARD WEIGHTS FOE AGH.—{Admiral Rous.)

HALF A MILE.
Age.
Years,

2
3
4

5, 6, and a.

2
"

3
4

I 5, 6, and a.

2
3
4
6

Sand a.

2
3
4
5

6 and a.

2
3
4
5

6 and a.

6
aged

April 1.
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at Xewrnarket, the latter being under their

tenancy. Here they can pass what rules

they please, -which are binding upon all

who run, because they have full power to

^Vi^^l oflc recusants, and to rel'use to allow

them either to train or run horses, to ride,

or even to make their appearance on the

ground. This wholesome control is of great

service to the turf, and it is only to be

regretted that it does not extend to the

whole kingdom. Generally, however, other

races are held under the same conditions as

the Xewrnarket, but, beuig on public land,

there is not ofteti the power to warn off

improper characters, as at Xewmai'ket,

Goodwood, and some few others. The
following rules of the Jockey Club are the

only ones wliich are generally hiterestiug,

as they apply to the whole kingdom :—
Kule 5.—All disputes relating to racing

at Ne-wmarket, or bets on racing else-

where, if any of the parties interested

should request the interference of the

stewards, sliall be determined by three

stewards and two referees (who shall be
members of the Club), one to be chosen
by each of the partits concerned, if either

.sliall desire to have referees. If only two
s.ewards be present, they shall fix upon a
Uiird person, being a member of the Club,

iu lieu of the absent steward; but the
stewards, if they think fit, may call in any
other members of the Jockey Club to their

assistance, or may refer the case to a general
mteting of the Jockej' Club, if the matter
In dispute shall appear to them to require it

Kule 6.-11 any dispute arise elsewhere
than at Newmarket, it shall be referred to

the stewards oftheJockey Club, The matter
must relate to horse-racing, the facts or
jKiints of difference to be reduced into
writing, and be sent with the sanction of
the stewards where the matter in question
occurred, and the parties nuist agree in

writing to abide by the decision of the
fciewards of the Jockey Club.

Sect. 5.—The Ridixg of Kaces.

151. Professional JocKEYa—By an ex-
amination of the pages of "Kufl's Guide,"
already repeatedly referred to, it will be
found that there are 200 jockeys during tlie

present year engaged in riding races, or
open to engagements. Many of these ride

only for their own stables, in which thei*

are usually employed as exercise-lads of a
superior class—that is, to ride trials, lead

{.allops, ride sweats, &c., and are not to t>o

• ibtaiiied except by pennissiou of their

masters to whom they are articled. Others,
^vho mo hi great request, arc regularly
t:igaged nine or ten deep, having a first,

bccoud, thli'd, and fourth master, &c, and

can always be claimed by each in succession
for any particular race. The education, fees,

.kc., of the professional jockeys have already

been alluded to at page 362.

152. Gentlemen Jockeys are defined in

a very loose and unsatisfactoiy manner in

most cases where the definition is merel}'

as above. Sometimes, however, a further

definition is given when thc-j* are confined
to members of certain recognised clubs, or

oSiccrs of the army or navj*, <tc Anj- person
who can be proved to have ever ridden for

hire over and above his travelling expenses
is now considered to be a professional, and
ranks among that class, where penalties are
aflixed.

153. The Eeding a Eace, whether by
amateurs or professionals, ought to be
conducted on the same principle; and it

demands the following essential points:—
first, a good and powerful seat; secondly,

good hands ; thirdh', a good knowledge of

pace ; and fourthly, a head to take advantage
of these various elements of success. The
jockey's seat is of a peculiar form, and he
rides very difl'erentlj- from any otlier horse-

man, since his whole oljject is to give

as much ease as possible to his horse, and
|

allow him to gallop %\'ith as little restraint

as possible, as far as his weight is con-

cerned, whilst at the same time he uses just

sulhcient restraining power with the bit to
J

keep his horse collected, and cause him to
|

avoid that '• spread-eagle " style of gallop

which destroys a horse's chance at once

But this is the ABC of jockeyship ; and
though there are numberless degrees in it,

yrt almost everj' jockey has a sufficiently

good seat to do what is here described ; his

hands are also generally fine enough,

because Irom his eiirly education and con-

stant riding he has acquired sufficient

command of the horse's mouth to do what
is wanted ; though here, again, there are

no doubt comparative degrees. The merits

of a jockey, however, reside in the head,

where must be concerted the plan of the

campaign which is to be fought, and that

without a second's loss of time after the

events have presented themselves which
will cause the decision to be made. It is

true that in most cases the jockey has his

orders to make running or to wait, but they

are always conditional when tlie jockey is

an experienced artist, or ought to be h they

arc not, Xevertheless, even when strict

orders arc given, numberless little accidents

occur to call out the courage, skill, and
presence of mind of the jockey. First of all.

in the start, he must be always prepared for

the word, yet without being lumsclf excited,

or, as a consequence, fretting and exciting

his horse. With one eye on the starter and

the field, and the other on his ovra horse.
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he awaits the -word, and then either gets

[
quickly away, if he is ordered to do so, or

t keeps third or fourth, &c., as he thinks best,

! or is instructed. Again, much depends upon
the temper of the horse he is riding, for,

in spite of orders to the contrary, if he
linds that he is destroying liis chance by

( keeping him second, he should let him go

I

Ju front until lie can quiet him and let him
settle down into his place. Here the man
with a good head is oflen shown more by
his daring to disobey orders, than by his

slavishly following them to the certain des-

truction of his chance. The avoiding loss of
ground is also a grand essential, requiring,

iiowever, good hands more than head,

except when judgment is wanted in getting

through a ruck of horses, in which a
decision must be come to whether to

attempt to go inside, or out, or through,
and upon which often the fate of a race
depends. Sometimes it is impossible to get

through them, and the attempt is fatal,

whilst at others the experienced eye detects

that they are all, or nearly aU, sinking, and
cannot possibly impede him in his attempt

;

because they are sure not to stop exactly
at the same moment, and one by one they
make gaps wliich he can easily flU Finally,

when he reaches the front rank the jockey
lias to display his art in finishing at the
right time, and in the right manner. At
this point of the race his horse may be the
freshest of the lot and the gamest, yet with
a sUght want of pace, and then he sets to

in good time and wins by a display of
lasting quaUties, with perhaps a Uberal use
of the whip and steeL Or he may be on
the fastest at a short struggle, j'et evidently

on one which is unfit fur a long race, and
here his object is to wait at a short distance

behind till the very last moment, if he
thinks the leading horses will only beat
themselves ready to his hand by racing at
one another from the distance. If he can
only see them do this his chance is not yet
out : he takes a puU at his horse, collects

him, and yet keeps him handy to the
Btruggling leaders; then, when he thinks

he can reach them at the post, he comes
with a rush which liis poor, tired, yet
speedy horse can just five through, and is

victorious, but is again passed perhaps a
length beyond the winnius-post. On the
other hand, the clumsy professional, or the
inexperienced gentleman-jockey, begins by
ramming liis spurs into his horse's sides for
fear of losing ground at the start, which sets
him all abroad changing his legs, and in difii-

culties from the first His horse, however,
is so game that he recovers himself and
answers his rider's call to go in front,

which he reaches, after a rattling strugglo
for the lead; he then recollects that hi.i

instructions are to lie second or third,

and therefore he stops his horse, again,

perhaps, causing him to change his leg
An experienced eye behind detects this aiul

immediately comes at him, when, in alarm,
he takes up the cudgels and runs at his
antagonist, who gives way rather than
distress his own horse, and havmg acliieved

his object. But he is not long left quiet

;

another fancies he can do the same, and
tries with good effect, until at last, with the
best horse m the race, he is unable to keep
his place when a hundred yards from home,
and instead of being an easy winner with-
out whip or spur, is unable to obtain the
slightest response from the severest exhi-
bition of both of which he is capable. He
goes in stiU, perhaps, flogging and spurring
with a loose rein, his horse extended to tlie

utmost, and himself mortified and ex-
hausted. "When such scenes as these are
constantly occurring on the race-courses
where gentlemen-jockeys exhibit, it is no
wonder that such races are not favoiuites

with the pubUc, or that it should be found
that 7 lbs. are not enough to bring them
up to a level with the professional There
are, however, some of this class who can
steer a horse in a race with a steady hand
and cool head, but, among the light-weights

especially, they are rarely to be met with.

Amateur races are therefore neai'ly a dead
letter, and the professionals have the course

to themselves.
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Sect. L—Objects of the Sport.

154 The Objects of hurdle-racing, in point

(It general utility, are difficult to discover,

since it is attended by no good result that I

am aware of; except affording amusement
to the crowd, in which it does not seem to

succeed to the s^me extent as it used to do.

Formerly it was a very common adjunct to

ordinary country race meetings, but since

the very general introduction of steeple-

cliases it has lost its attractions, and an
advertised hurdle-race seldom commands a

good entry, except at the same time with a
steeplechase, nor does it draw a crowd.
No purpose, therefore, for which races

are established is answered, and the con-
sequence is that hurdle-races are very
generally abandoned. The hardness of the

ground is a great drawback during the
stimmer season, and a horse meeting with
a fidl not only shakes himself sadly, but
often damages his rider, and broken collar-

bones, or arms, or thighs are the frequent

attendants upon these amusements. Gene-
rally these races are for two miles, over
tour hurdles, and these last arc almost
alwaj'S frail affairs, and easily galloped
tlirough; so that the jump is an apology
for what it is intended to represent, and
frequently the hurdle Is knocked do\vn
by the first horse, thus letting all the others
tlirough without an eflort.

Sect. 2.—Hokses Used.

155. WoRX-ouT Racers, or those which
arc not last enough for flat races, arc

generally condemned to finish their career

over hurdles, where their greater quickness
In Jumping sometimes makes them more
euccesslul than ovrr the flat But almost
always horses arc used which are quite, or
very nearly, thorough-bred; and tlio loss

they jump the better, pro^^dcd only thiit

they do not lose their stride, and manage
somehow to get over or through the hurdles

without loss of pace. If a horse dwells at

his hurdle, he not only loses time but he
loses power in stopping himself first, and
then in starting afresh, so that It is very
seldom that such a horso is successful;

though there have been some instances of

hurdle- racers which would do this at every

hurdle but the last, and yet could manage
to win—as, for instance, IMr. Ekin's Dueima,
a great winner ten years ago.

Sect, a—TaArNixG, &c.

156. The Traixing for hurdle-races is

exactly the same as for flat races, except
that an occasional practice over hurdles is

necessary; but if the horse will take them
kindly without either refusing them or
over-jumping himself, he may be considered
perfect, and be trained as for an ordinary
flat race. "WTien once he is sufficiently

practised he should not be disgusted with
the amusement, and should seldom be
taken over any kind of fence on hard
ground, which few horses like, and which
alwa3-s does more or less harm from shaking
the joints orinjuring the feet. lu teaching
to jump hurdles a leader should always be
first sent over them, as without a little

excitement of this kind few horses will

either take to jump or, when perfect, go at

them without reluctance. Over-jumping is

worse than the reverse in the race itself,

though it is generally to be cured by
practice; but as it takes too much out ofa
horse for him to be able to exert himself
fully aftenvards, it is fatal to the result of

the race. Until, therefore, the horse will

just clear his hurdles (and if he raps them a
little so much the better), he is not fit for

hurdle-racing. Subject to this difference,

that is, as relates to the jumping, the trials,

Ac., should be exactly the same as laid

down iu the sixth chapter of the last

book-

Sect. 4.—The Weights. Jockjets, and
Courses.

157. The Weights for hurdle-races were,

until lately, almost always accordhig to age

;

but now, in accordance with the prevailing

fashion, handicap weights have generally

been adopted. The same objection applies

to them in this section of the turf as to the

corresponding kind of weights in flat-racing,

to which i have already alluded.

158. The Course is almost in every c^se

some established race-course, and in tho

summer invariably so. When hurdle-racuig

is made an adjunct to steeple-chasing It is

only when the latter Is held at some regular

race-course, upon which the hurdles are

fixed, as at Liverpool, Uereford, Wor-
cester, Ac
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159. The Jockeys for hurdle-racing are

sometimes steeplecliase riders, and at others

the inferior grade of flat-race jockeys.

Sect. 6.—Laws.

160. The Laws of hurdle-racing are the

eame as those of flat-racing, the only con-

dition added being the necessity for getting

over or through the hurdles which are fixed

on the course ; but so that the horse passes

betwe^ the two parts occupied by the

posts to which the hurdles are fixed at each
end, the law is complied with, even if no
jump whatever takes place, and the hurdle

was down at the moment of passing.

CHAP. IL

STEEPLECHASIXG.

Sect. 1 Objects of Steeplechasing.

161. This once fashionable amusement
was brought into notice about 25 years

ago, avowedly for the pm-pose of encourag-

ing the breed of hunters and cavalry horses,

which were said to have degenerated from

their old form and powers, in consequence

of the general aboUtion of three and four-

mile races under highweights, and the sub-

stitution of shorter races at Ught weights,

especially of those for two-year- olds. It

was, therefore, supposed that if steeple-

chases were run over courses of four miles,

and at weights which at first were fixed at

12 St., a market would be estabhshed for

horses capable of such exertions, and the

general breed of these animals would be

improved. "With this view steeplechases

were established at St. Albans, Aylesbury,

and other places, the distance being gene-
rally about four miles, and at first merely
from point to point ; both being fixed, and
the riders allowed to take theirown course, so

that 100 yards ofroadwerenot riddenbythem
at any one time. The hne was generally a
severe one, and often so much so that only
one or two horses succeeded in arriving at

the winning-post, the rest being stopped by
accidents, or by refusing to take some for-

midable fence. At that time, the only
mode of witnessing the whole or the
greater part of a steeplechase, was to ride

as near as possible, by taking advantage of

roads, &c., and in this way some hundreds
of mounted spectators were generally pre-

sent. In spite of the size and impractica-

bihty of the fences few cases of permanent
injury or death to horse or rider occurred

;

and the sport becoming popular, it was
resolved to make the course circular, or as
nearly so as the nature of the ground would
admit, and thus to allow any number of
spectators to see the whole of the chase
without trouble or risk, either by placing
them on an adjoining eminence, or by taking

advantage ofa race-stand, ifsuch a bnildin?

was available. In process of time, and

from the same causes, the same thing hap-

pened with steeplechases as with flat races

twenty years ago, handicaps were intro-

duced, and not being under the control of

the Jockey Club, more flagrant Instances

of fraud were committed than even on the

estabhshed race-course. Some excuse may
perhaps be offered for their introduction,

when it is remembered how Mr. Elmore's

two horses—Lottery and Gaylad—swept
away all the best prizes for several years.

After twenty large sweepstakes had fallen

to their prowess, and when even the double

penalty of 14 lb. for whining failed to stop

Gaylad at Chehnsford, in 1841, though cer-

tainly 181b. had succeeded with Lottery at

Liverpool in the same year, it can scarcely

occasion surprise that some expedient

should have been adopted ; but that the

system of penalties would have been better

than the handicap is now, I think, clearlj'

proved. Newport Pagnell conunenced witb

one in which the top-weight was 12 st 12 lb.,

and the lowest 10 St 101b. ; but, nevertheless.

Lottery and Gaylad were first and second.

But in a second attempt, in the same year,

the handicapper, by crushing Lottery with

13 St. 61b., and Gaylad with 12 st 121b.,

succeeded in letting in Luck's-all, carrying,

however,U st. 5 lb., the lowest weight bemg

10 St 7 lb. Next came Hereford, when Gay-

lad, with 12 St. 81b. on him, was at 3 to 1,

and required the additional weight of

a double-rein bridle to stop him. After

this Liverpool, still adhering to 12 st each,

as the weights, with a penalty upon Lottery

for winning of ISlbs., allowed Gaylad to

carry on the series of successes achieved

by :Mr. Elmore. These lasted through

1842-3, in spite of handicaps and penalties,

Gaylad, with 12 st 81b. on hun, winning at

Oxford, though second only at Worcester;

but succeeding again at Northampton

(hand.), and at Nottingham and Chelms-
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lord (15 St. each, with 141b. extra). This,

however, -was their culminating point, for

partly by their severe work, and partly

from the high weights, no stake wap added
by them to the list after, except a small one

by Lottery, in 1844. Discount, Dragsman,
Vanguard, and Peter Simple (the grey)

now had a throw in, whilst the two, up to

this time, almost certain winners were
scratched before running, or else failed in

tlie actual trial. Perhaps theywere reser^'ed

for a better day, but it never came, and
few horses since that time have won more
than two steeplechases. Besides the evils

inherent in the very nattire of handicaps,

tliere was also in the steeplechases the

misfortune that any rider might easily pull

his horse, either at his fences or elsewhere,

without the possibDity of detection, unless

he were so awkward as to be incapable of

properly carrying out his orders, as hap-

1 ened once with a very celebrated grey

horse. At first steeplechases were patronised

and supported by a sprinkling of noblemen
and gentlemen, who gave long prices for

horses, in the hope of carrj-ing off the

coveted prizes, or at all events of possessing

valuable hunters, if they failed in the first

abject; but finding that they seldom were
allowed to win, and that their horses were,

in addition, spoiled for hunting, they have
gradually abandoned the field, and the

stakes are now almost entirely contested

by trainers and horse-dealers. One chief

reason of their recent want of support has

been the discovery of the frauds which their

supporters too often practised; but not much
less was the disappointment felt by the

well-wishers to their country, when they
arrived at the conclusion, from experience,

tliat they not only spoilt the individual horses

eaigaged, but that they did not encourage

the breeding of weight-carrying hunters,

for which they were mainly established. At
first, when the fences were really such as

only a perfect hunter could get over, none
but such horses were of any use ; and if

tliese courses had continued to lie fixed

upon, no doubt some little encouragement
might have been afl'ordea to the breeder to

produce strong yet active horses, of the
tlescription of Vivian, Grimaldl, IMoonrakcr,

&c., all of which could have carried 16 st.

^Vlth ease. But in order to collect a large

field, and with it a paying crowd, the
eystem of handicaps introduced a lot of

weedy animals inca))able of carrying much
more than 9st., and diflering only from our
ordinaiy race-horses in being slower. To
meet their requirements the fences were
reduced, and at last, in most cases, they
have been brought down to the capacity of

a schoolboy's pony ; the excuse being that

large fences were attended with danger to

the horse. The result, however, instead of
'

producing what was desired, has been that

in proportion to the small size of the fences

has been the number of broken backs,

because weedy thorough-bred horses were
entered at these localities, and galloped till

they were exhausted, and then, in attempt-

ing to get over some small fence beyond
their powers in a state of exhaustion, they

stuck their hind-legs into the bank, and
fell with such force as to break their backs,

no longer guarded by the powers of untired

muscular fibres. Now, if the fences had
been kept bigger no such horses would ever

have been entered, or if entered, they would
have refused the first fence; and, more-
over, the jockeys, for their own sakes, would
have avoided forcing the pace, because they
would have known that a tired horse over

a big fence falls upon his rider, and breaks

his ribs or his neck. Over a small one,

however, the horse goes at it fast enough
to land his rider clear of liim if he falls, and
seldom to do him damage, although fre-

quently breaking his oviTi back. In con-
sequence then of all these objections to the
sport, and finding that, unlike flat-racing,

there are no counterbalancing advantages,

the Jockey Club and the higher racing

authorities have consistently stood aloof,

and at this date steeplechasing is reduced

to a comparatively low ebb, both in point

of entries and localities. Liverpool, Epsom,
and Worcester still take advantage of their

stands to attract an attendance ; but New-
port Pagnell, St. Alban's, and all the old

spots where a good hunting comitry
tempted the real sportsman to participate

in the adventurous character of the scene,

are now deserted. JIuch as I admire the

beauty of the horse when taking a fence or

a brook in his stroke, and still more when
twenty or thirty of such as Lotterj', Gay-
lad, or Peter Simple, were in the air

almost at the same moment, I cannot
regret this conclusion : from the verj' first

the control of some superior power, like tlie

Jockey Club, was wanted; and the constant

recurrence of fraud, quarrelling, and mis-

takes detracted so much from the pleasure

otherwise to .
be derived, that it cannot

occasion surprise when lashion has deserted

the sport. Still, however, it musters nearly

as many seats of contest as ever, thougli of

an inferior grade, and It must be classed ns

one of the sports of the country. Farmers,
in many cases, enter their horses with a

view to sale, or for the purpose of com-
petition ; and if the steeplechase itself did

not tend to spoil the hunter, this would be
a very laudable end, and a good reason for

establi^shing small local stceiilechases con-

fined to farmers' horses; but, unfortunately,

the training of the horse and the necessity
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for practising liim in rushing at his fences,

or at least in going fast at them, talves

away fi'om his value as a hxmter, and unfits

him for the use of most men, who do not

like a horse which cannot be stopped in the

Cice of a gravel-pit or deep roadway. These
dangerous spots, however, are constantly

occurring in the hunting-field, and to avoid

them most men hke a horse to go quietly

at his fences, by which he also has more
command over himself, and can measure
his power more exactly; but in the steeple-

chase everything depends upon pace, and
unless a horse not only gets away quick from
his fences, but also goes a good pace at them,
he is speedily beaten. Hence, as I before

remarked, they are a bad school for hunters,

and are merely objects of sport, which,
unfortunately, is mixed up with accom-
paniments of that low kind as to be
opposed to the morals of those who partake

in it, in every point of view.

Sect. 2.—The Steeplechaseb.

162. GENftKAL Desceiption. — Lottery,

Gaylad, Cheroot, Peter Simple, Discotmt,

P^at-trap, Brunette, Chandler, Proceed,

A'ainhope, Bourton, the General, and Sir

Peter Laurie, together with some others of

almost equal powers, may fairly be adduced
as the types of that particular horse which
is suited for steeplechasing. Of fiill size, yet
not leggy—strong, yet not clumsy—high-
couraged, yet not intemperate—the steeple-

xjbaser should be the perfection of fonn.

Sometimes the best horses of this kind
*ave been quite thorough-bred— as, for

instance, Kat-trap and Sir Peter Laurie;
but generally there has been a considerable

stain in the pedigree, as in Gaylad and
Peter Simple. Vainhope is nearly tho-
rough-bred, as also, I believe, are Botirton
and the GeneraL I\Iany of those which
have appeared in the highest form were of
still less aristocratic blood—as, for instance,

Dragsman and the Shaver Gelding, both of
which came out about ten years ago. The
former was a coach-horse in appearance,
yet he managed to cut down a field of first-

rate horses in a style seldom seen, and ran
the fastest race on record, over what was
called a four-mile course, but which was
really a full quarter of a mile short of that
distance ; the latter was well up to 16 st.

Few thorough-bred horses, however, have
the substance of bone to stand the shocks
of the jumping, nor can they often carry
the weight wlilch is put upon them over a
country. There is a vast difference between
carrying 11 st over the flat and carr.'-

ing the same over 30 or 40 fences; in the
former case, wind is of the greatest im-
portance, and with this quality in per-

, tection and a good heart, if the speed is

sufficient, the weight can generally be
carried ; but over a country the same horse
is often unable to lift the weight from the
ground in his jumps, from a want of
absolute power in the back and hind-
quarter. Hence a muscular horse is

generally indispensable, though there have
been some remarkable exceptions—as, for

instance. Daddy-long-legs in the years

1842-3, and perhaps that remarkable Irisli

mare, Brunette, who certainly, from her
appearance, never would have been selected

as capable of carrying 13 st. in the way
she did. Lord Lurgan's Fugitive also

looked a weed, but was far from weed^'

in her real powers; nevertheless, in the

steeplechase, appearances are, perhaps, a
better guide than on the flat It is easier

to go into the saddling enclosure and select

a winner of a steeplechase, barring acci-

dents and pulls, and supposing them all to

be masters of their trade, than to pick out

the winner of a great race—at least such is

my experience of these matters ; for there

is generally a look of power and speed,

combined with blood, in the fiLrst-rate

steeplechaser which indicates his pro-

bable success. Although Brunette did not

quite look what she was, she appeared

moulded in a most perfect form and was
certainly a most wiry-looking animal; yet

no one, I think, could have guessed that

she was as good as she really was. But
Lottery, Gaylad, Peter Simple, and, in fact,

the whole of those horses whose names
head this paragraph, would take the eye at

once. Discount was the most muscular
animal I ever saw, and was the perfection

of a strong, weU-bred horse, with a con-

stitution of iron, and the temper calculated

to carry an old gentleman to harriers,

if only his understandings had been sound.

Description fails when attempting to go
into the detail of the various points which

make up any particular kind of horse; the

only useful mode of arriving at a knowledge

of the appearance of the animal is by means
of portraiture, and here even many of the

steeplechase cracks are imperfectly repre-

sented. Lottery had the good fortune to be

very well taken, as was Brunette, but some

others have been wofuHy misrepresented.

The sketch of the steeplechaser given with

this article shows very well the class of

horse most suited for the purpose, and gives

also the overtaxed condition of the horse in

which he faUs to accomplish the leap. The
object ofthe artist is to represent the horse

jumping on to the bank, as is too often seen,

from the pace having been forced, and his

powers gone; this is well shown, and the ne-

cessity for avoiding pumping a horse befors

putting him at vride or liigh places. The
smallest steeplechaser which, I believe, ever
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ran successfully in good company was Mr.

"Vever's Little Tommy. His height was
barely 14J hands, yet he managed to contest

the palm with good horses, and carrying a
tolerably high weight. On the other hand,

most of our best horses have been 16 hands
high, or thereabouts ; and for the steeple-

chase that height may be considered the

most advantageous. A little horse cannot

so weU take his fences in Ms stride, and has
to exert liimseLf more to get over them, and
though he is more easily coUected, and can
generallj' take off nearer his fence, yet he
takes so much out of himself in the eifort

as to impair his powers. Taking, then, aU
these points into consideration, I should

advise the selection of a horse of good size,

with great power, good temper, and as

much breeding as possible ; but his being a

little hot in temper is not so great a disqua-

lification as for riding to hoimds. Some of

our very best steeplechasers have been
unmanageable unless they are aUowed to

go straight away, as is always the case in

this kind of sport, and is so seldom long

met with in riding to hounds. With regard

to age, few horses have ever won good
stakes until they were six or seven years

old, partly from an incapability of staying

t he distance—usually four miles—but chiefly

trom a want of sufficient practice. Vain-

hope, however, won his first two races as a
luur-year-old, and also ran second for two
more in that year; but he had been con-

stantly ridden to hounds, and was a very
perfect hunter. His sire also was by Defence,

giving him the stoutness which no doubt
lie possessed, and therefore his esceptional

case may be accounted for.

Sect. 3 ^Mode of Pkocueixq
STEEPIxECHASEES.

163. A FntST-ctAss steeplechase horse is

almost as difficult to obtain as a horse fit

to win the Derby, and much more so than
ii good average racehorse. The essentials

are more numerous, and though he need
not be as fast for a mile or two as the race-

horse must be to attain success, yet he must
be able to stay a distance of ground, such
as four miles under high weights, at a pace

nearly, if not quite, tip-top. One of the

best performances under high weights of

any horse over the flat was that of Trauby,

in Mr. Osbaldestone's match against time,

in which he earned about 11 st. four miles

in 8 minutes, after having previously run
the same distance in a little over that time.

This feat, however, has been equalled oii

Bome occasions in the steeplechase, con-

sidering the stoppage and extra exertion

caused by the fences. Dragsman did the

b| miles in 9 minutes, at Worcester ; and
Abdcl-Kadcr is said to have won the Liver-

pool steeplechase, in 1854, in 9 minutes and
39 seconds, which, considering the nature ot

the ground, is a still more wonderful feat

:

one being aU sound turf, with small fences;

the other, chiefly arable, Avith much mora
severe onea. Thus it will be evident, that
what is wanted is a racehorse with the
addition of power to cany weight, and
temper and courage to enable him to leara

his trade. Some horses are so ungovernable
that the moment they take it into their

heads to dislike what they are set to do,

they commence kicking or rearing, and no
amount of severity wUl compel them against

their will to attempt a fence. If, therefore,

horses do not easUy and, as it were,
naturally take to jumping, it is generally

useless to persevere; and this should be
taken into consideration in selecting horses

for the pui-pose. Another point of import-

ance is the style of going, which should not

be quite the same low daisy-cutting form
which suits the smooth turf of our race-

courses. Many a horse which is there quite

safe, and is in fact liked all the better for

his low style of gallop, would inevitably fall

in getting over the grips and unequal ground
always occurring at Liverpool and else-

where. In aU cases, therefore, the pur-

chaser should make choice of a horse with
action suited to his purpose, in addition to

power, pace, and temper ; and with these

requisites a discarded racehorse, of stout

blood, and having sound legs, has often

turned out a useful speculation on the

steeplechase course. In some instances a

breeding-stud has been specially established

for this class of horses, but the proportion

of colts bi-ed from the strong mares selected,

which were fast enough for the purpose,

was very disappointing. If thorough-bred

mares are used the colts are generally too

small, and devoid of power ; and if with a

considerable stain, the chances are that

they are too lumpy and slow. It is only as

occasional trump-cards that these animals

can be bred ; and no science in the world,

with all the experience of an octogenarian,

wUl enable a man to breed mimy sucti

horses in his liletime. Breedmg, theretbre,

for this sport never has answered, and, I

believe, never would, even if its palmy days

had continued; but under the present

system there is no doubt that little encou-

ragement is afforded ; and if a determination

is arrived at to enter the arena, horses must

be picked out from various sources and

purchased. The Irish huntmg mares seem

capable of breeding useful animals of this

class, and some of our best horses have

been brought over from that country, got

by Ishmael, liatcatcher, Windiall, &c., out

of the country dams. The latter liorse

seems lately to have been peculiarly lucky
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liii his stock; the roomy and muscular
iproportions of the descendants of Comas
iaud the stoutness of Beninbrough being

well marked in them. No blood, however,

has told more than that of Whalebone, as

iraight have been expected from its well-

known stoutness. Sir Peter Laurie, Simple
Peter, Maurice Daley, Vainhope, Co?ia,

X.ord George, The General, and many other

^•cent winners, all descended from him or

^i3 brother Whisker; or, again, from his

Wre, AVaxy, who is great grandsire of that

very wonderful horse. Chandler, and of

Drayton, who got more first-rate steeple-

[diasers than any other stallion of his day,

rieing sire of Standard-Guard, Victim, and
JBourton. Hewas by Muley, son of Orville, out
of Prima Donna, by Soothsayer, grandam
by Waxy, and was not successful on the flat,

either in his own case or in that of his

stock. On the other hand, the Selim blood,

which is generally considered to be rather

fttst than stout, has been almost equally

useful on the steeplechase course—through
Jahmael and Ratcatcher. In fact, any flrst-

rate racehors?, of stout blood and icith good
a/ioulders, seems to have succeeded occa-

sionally in getting geod steeplechase horses

;

liut the essential point, which is printed in

italics, is still more necessary on this kind
of ground than on the flat. This subject,

Lowevcr, will be more fully considered

under the general head of breeding horses,

ill which the various strains are analysed,

and their relative value examined for all

jmrposes connected with racing iu all its

eeveral forms.

Sect. 4.—TEAcnrao tiie Steepi-echaseb.

164. Eakly Peactice over the bar, as
well as small fences, <&c., is of great use to

the steeplechaser; and without it most
I'.oises are a long time before they can keep
tlieir legs in a steeplechase. If, therefore, a
colt bred for a hunter is supposed to be
pood enough for this purpose, lie should be
dt once put to jump small obstacles while
his breaking is being completed; but there
are very few horses which will do more
than clear comparatively small places in

cold blood, and the stimulus of competition,
especially with hounds, must be employed.
^Vater-iump!ng is particularly disliked bj'

inost horses, and it should never be pressed,
except with a good and sure leader; a
refusal is never desirable, as the horse,
I'.nding out his power, is apt to repeat it

in spite of the wliip and spur. Wherever
it is possible, the usual plan of riding young
liorses with hounds quietly, and by a good
bleaker, is the mode to be adopted; and
generally a whole season must be employed
iJi making them handy enough to com-
mence a drill over the country, at the pace

and in the style suitable for steeplechases.
In most of our steeplechase-courses there is

a water-jump, often of no real difficulty, in
consequence of the sloping nature of the
landing-side, but still of an apparent widtfi
sufficient to deter a horse from attempting
it, unless he has been accustomed to water.
A country should therefore be selected
which is intersected by small brooks; and
in fact every variety of fence, from tlie

post-and-rail to the bullfinch, should ba
encountered at a time when the blood is up
from the presence of a large field of horses.

The essential requisite is a good rider, who
will neither distress the colt nor allow him
to refuse what he can easilj' accomplish

;

hence, he must be a good judge of con-
dition and pace, for nothing disgusts a
young horse more than to i-ide him at big

places when he is tired. It often happens
that the colt-breaker is fond of the sport,

and is incUned to persevere over a distance
and at a pace which old and seasoned
horses only are fit to encounter; and to

guard against this, the owner of the colt

should always be ready to sacrifice his own
place in the run, il he has the future success

of his colt at heart. If he wll not do this,

he can scarcely expect the rider of liis colt

to do so; and the more exciting the nin,

the more he should be ready to forego it,

knowing that the same temptation which
makes it difficult for him to resist, will

opsrate in a like manner upon his breaker,

it he is not prevented by the presence of his

master. In this way I have known many
good colts injured, both in temper and in

constitution. A hard run with hounds
requires much more condition than a race,

in order to avoid any ill consequences; and
yet the colt is often expected by his breaker

to carry him through it, at all events as far

as he can raise a gallop. For these reason?,

the plan of allowing the breaker to ride

colts with hounds is not unattended with

objections; but if a steady man c^m bo

found who, while he has the power of

riding forward, has also the discretion to

know when to stop, it is much the best

mode of teachhig the steeplechaser. A little

practice over a dozen fences, two or three

times a-week, with hounds, pulling up at

the end of the first two or three miles, and
not going too fast over that distance, is

what is wanted ; and when that course is

pursued the colt leaves off each time with

an appetite for more, and becomes fonder

every day of the amusement. Tlie kind of

feeling which should be encouraged is tliat

displayed when the horse is always keenly

looking out for a fence to vault over, and
the moment he has the opportunity will

indulge his taste, taking the bit in liis

mouth, and going at his fence as fast as h©
2c
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is allowed. 'Wlien tliis state of things is

produced in the colt, and he is well prac-

tised at every variety of fence at a quiet

pace, he may be ridden faster at them, and

he will then gradually learn to measure his

distance, and to take off so as to avoid over-

jamping himself on the one hand, or falling

by too slight an effort on the other. jNIuch

of this kind of practice may be carried out

without hounds, for as soon as the habit of

jumping everything as it comes is incul-

cated by example, the necessity for their

presence is no longer felt, and any enclosed

land with suitable fences, not too large, -will

answer the purpose. Two or three horses

together will learn even here better than a

single horse; and if they are to be had,

with as many good riders, a kind of small

steeplechase, without racing, may be ridden

two or three times a-week until the young
horse, instead of getting over his fences in

the style of a finished hunter, will learn to

race at them and jump without the slightest

pause, either beforehand or on landing in

the next field. The latter point is as neces-

sary as the former ; and the rider, if not

a professed steeplechaser, should be aware
of the necessity, and practise the style

accordinglj'. It is astonishing what a dif-

ference exists in tliis respect between two
horses which have been "made" on these

different plans : one, a perfect hunter, goes

steadilj' up to his fence, but dwells on each
side of it, iji order to measure his effort

in the first place, and by nature in the

second ; the other, a finished steeplechaser,

takes all his fences in his stride, and
imly increases his pace when the size of

the next fence requires an extra eflfort,

in which measure of his powers he is

of course assisted by his rider. It is for

this reason, and because of the fact that

few horses are ridden m this way till they
are trained for this especial purpose, that so

much time is required to make them perfect

over a steeplechase course. A young animal
is much more easily taught than an old one.

as whenever a style has been formed it is

much more difficult to get rid of it than it

would have been to teach the opposite mode
In an unbroken animal. The want of
natural cleverness has much to do witli it

;

but bad riding, and especially a slow style,

lias still more; and therefore the owner oi

a horse intended to win a stei'plechase,

aliould be very careful In putting a rider

upon his future ^vinner. Few men but
tliose accustomed to ride as regular jockeys
are calculated to do justice to such a horse,

and in every case some "professional"
should be engaged for a few lessons, or, at
all events, some one who thoroughlj' under-
»:tands the business. There are many men
uf this class, throughout tlie best hunting

countries, who are ready to ride young
,

horses to hounds for a consideration ; and
,

at other times tlioy may still more readily

be had, because they can ride several horses
,

a-day without hounds ; but with homids the .

riding of one animal is the Avork of each daj'

When the lesson is to be given shortly before

the steeplechase, and the actual rider is

selected, it is better in all cases, if possible,
'

to let liim ride his horse two or three timest

Few horses go alike on the road, ana still i

fewer across-country; ui the same way •

ahnost every man has a peculiar style of

his OAvn ; and, consequently, both horse'

and rider have to become acquainted with
;

each ether before they are at home, and
often it is not until both are down, and out

of the race, that they learn each other's bad
quahties. It is far better, therefore, to

allow them the opportunity beforehand, nnd .

the rider has then a chance of preventing

those accidents which can be avoided by
skill and care when they are known to be
likely to occur. Thus, some lioi-ses over-

jump themselves, and require very quiet

riding; others, again, are apt to fall into

the opposite extreme, and hit the top rail

in timber, or the binders in a thom lence,

so hard as to endanger their footing ; thesa

require rousing at their fences, or, as the

professionals say, "a deal of riding," espe-

cially as they are apt to hang about from
one end to the other of the race, in conse-

quence oftheir dishke to the thingaltogether.

Yet these last are often the best steeple-

chasers; the worst being generally tho<e
which go off at score, and will jump every
thing before them a yard too high, till tluy
beat themselves, after which tbey cm\ ,^

scarcely clear a straw. But either maj' be •

nursed and made more of by a competent
pair of hands than by an awkward "yokel,"
who is only fit to drive the plough, or 10 j

ride the horses to water at the pond.

Sect. 5.—TKAixiNa the Steeplechaser.

165. Ix Training this variety of tli«

'

racehorse a long preparation is absolutely

necessary, and it must be conducted upon
principles somewhat different to that of the

flat-racer. Much will depend upon the
breeding of the animal, whether thorough-
bred or half-bred, and whether stout or ths
reverse.

1G3. The Thokough-bred Steeplechaseb
Is trained pretty nearly on the same prin-

ciples as the flat-racer, as described in tho
sixth chapter of the last book, but with somo
alteration, as follows (I am here supposing
that he is of stout blood, and that he will

take as much work as such an animal ought,

but if he is deficient in this respect, the fol-

lowing detailed rules will greatly exceed tho

mark, and must be modified accordingly):-^ -
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His sweats should be from four to six
miles long, but generally, unless he is very
lusty, he will not want much clothing. One
suit is almost always enough, and if the
seek or shoulders, or any othur part, wants
k special sweating, clothes may be added
:o either or all for the express purpose.
The general practice is to take a long time
11 the preparations, and to use a vast deal
3fwalking exercise, with as little sweating-
work as will suffice to reduce the super-
luous flesh, and to get the wind into good
brder. Speed must, to a certain extent, be
Sacrificed to lasting properties ; and the
walking exercise, therefore, is continued to
such an extent as will ensure the latter
Quality, even though the former is some-
ivhat abated. Short spirts, therefore, are
iiot required, for the horse is seldom ex-
bended in the race until quite towards the
finish; and even then more depends upon

Jie lasting powers than upon the speed,
I 'is compared with what a horse can do
I when quite fresh. Consequently, all expe-
' lients for bringing out extreme speed for

-l.ort distances are nej-lected, and the
raining is conducted so as to develop the
general muscular powers, including that of
1h3 heart, which is the main agent in what
s called good wind. Less than three
iionths from a state of good hard keep,

- uch as most horses are in when in a private
•table, wDl scarcely serve to prepare a

•• borough-bred horse for a four-mile steeple-
base; and even with that time in hand the
inim;a ought to be in high health, full of
lard flesh, and free from cough, humours,

:
>r other signs of disease, flis training

- hould generally commence with a sweat,
ither clothed or otherwise, accordmg to
ircumstances, followed by a dose of physic
•nd a few days' rest. After this, he may
le given at least five or six hoiu-s' walking
xercise per day, divided into two portions"
ud including a short canter or hand-gallop
xery day, or every other day, according as
iB seems to bear his walking. This may
•e continued for five or six weeks, with
'ne, two, or three sweats durmg the time,
ccording to circumstances; after which a
econddose ofphysic, with mashes, &c., ^xm
arm the division between the fibst and
£CONi> PREPARATION, which latter will
ake about three weeks, and will be occupied
•y a httle more galloping exercise, with an
lour less per day of walking; and during
he interval, one or two five or six-mile
weats, with or without clothing, but gene-
ally not allowing ofthat reducing expedient,
'hen another dose of physic, and the third
•SEPARATION may commence. This will
equire about three or four weeks, and
ery few horses indeed are at this tune the
ifctter for clothed sweats. Supposing it to

extend to four weeks, about two sweats
will be necessaiy—namely, on the 10th and
20th, or 21st day, leaving a clear mterval of
trom eight to ten days before running.
During the whole time, or at all events
during the two last preparations, the horse
should once a-week be taken over three or
four miles of such a country as he is likely
to run over, or at least as near ascan be
obtained in the neighbourhood. He should,
however, never be ridden over such fences
as to tiy his utmost powers, but rather over
a number of moderately small ones, so as
to exercise those muscles which are par-
ticularly used in jumping, and more espe-
cially those of the shoulders and arms,
which tire in the steeplechase without this
practice long before those of the hind-
quarter, because these last are equally
employed in the ordinary gallop. This
fact is well kno^vn to experienced trainers
of this class of horse, and hence the success
of certain parties who have united to their
practical powers of riding the knowledge
of tl:e treatment of the horse which ia
required for trainmg purposes. Many a
good horse has been sent to a flrst-rate
trauier for the flat, and from a neglect of
this precaution has been sacrificed, whereas
if his jumping muscles had all been trained
as well as those engaged in galloping, he
might very probably have been successful.
It has been supposed, perhaps, that his
training has been of a character to unfit
him for the distance, and so sometimes it

may ; but more often the defeat has arisen
froin his being thrown out of cross-cotmtry
work, with the result to which I have here
alluded. Most regular trainers are well
acquainted with the mode of bringing
horses out fbr all distances over the flat,

and therefore they would not neglect to
do what is required for the purpose; but
a great many are not aware of the necessity
for this practice, and hence the imfortunate
result which often attends their efforts. It
is exactly as if a man were trained for
rowing, without putting an oar in his
hands—that is, by walking and running
alone, which would get his wind and
general condition into a high state of fit-

ness ; but his arms being untrained, would
tire at the end of a veiy short distance.

This is an extreme illustration, it is true,

but merely an exaggeration of an evident
truth; for there are some muscles about
the shoulders which are very slightly used
ui the gallop, and yet are essential to the
recovery from the shock of coming down
from a height, as in the ordinary jump of
the steeplechaser. These muscles must be
trained quite as much as the propellers,

and in default of such treatment as I have
advised^ the hcrae is almost sure to Ml
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before he is balf through his distance, as is

60 often seen in the steeplechaser. Any of

the horses which come out would in all pro-

bability get over six times the number of

fences without a fall, if they were taken

over them at various times, and when in

an untired state ; but from a failure in the

muscular powers of either the hind or fore-

quarter, a fall is the consequence. Now, if

any one will watch for the cause of the

falls which happen so frequently, he will

find that the vast majority take place on

the landing side, with symptoms not of

want of power behind, but of a failure in

getting away after the effort, which power

e-vidently resides in the fore-quarter. The

fore-feet seem to stick into the ground,

whether it is sound or deep, and the horse

falls over, making very often a somersault,

and at other tunes going down without an

effort, as if the shoulders and arms were

perfectly paralysed. Every one who has

witnessed many steeplechases must have

observed these facts, or wUl recall them to

mind, on having the attention drawn to

them. After the last sweat, a gallop may
be given every other day, extending to

ftbout the distance to be run over, or a little

farther, but without fences, for fear of

accidents. Tliree or four hours a-day will

now suffice for walking exercise, and on

the days iuter^-ening between the gallops

a very short and quick spirt will serve to

freshen the horse's wind, and to quicken

his stride for the finish, if he should live to

that part of the chase. The final means of

bringing the horse to the post do not differ

from those given in the sixth chapter.

167. The Half-bred Steeplechaseb (so

called) Is sometimes to all intents and

purposes thorough-bred; that is, as far

as regards the work he will do, and the

general treatment which he requires. ISIany

horses and mares which are not in the

iStud-book, from some slight defect in their

pedigrees extending back several genera-

tions, are really capable of doing as much
as a thorough-bred. Thus, for instance,

supposing a marc, scven-citrhths bred in

the year 1825, were put to a thorough-bred

horse, and her daughter, granddaughter,

and great-granddaughter, were success-

sively bred from by thorough-bred horses,

as has often happened, the resulting pro-

duce would be still half-bred, in the lan-

guage of the turf, although in reality he

would only be stained In the proportion of

1 to 128. It is said that these hulf-breds arc

Inferior, because no animal so bred has ever

won a great race over the flat; but It must

be remembered that these mires are very

seldom put to flrst-class stallions in suc-

cession, although now and then one may
be Indulged with an expensive leap, ^'ow,

if thorough-bred maies are treated in tlie
]

same way, they will very seldom breed a

first-class racehorse, and consequently the

argument is at once upset, from a want of

parallel data in the two cases. The very

near success of Hotspur {h. b.), a few years
'

ago, at Epsom, whUe unprepared, must also

be remembered; and though it is not to

be supposed that any amount of training,

would have placed liim first, yet to run,

second for the Derby is no mean feat for a'

horse in the state he was in at the timCi,

Kow, such half-breds as Vainhope, Cogia,

or Tally-ho, generally come within thL-

description, and will often bear as mucb
work and as severe a preparation as a West

,

AustraUan or a Flying Dutchman. Kever-

theless, it is notorious that, as a rule, half-

bred horses, on the average, will not takt

anything like the amount of work ^vithou;

being overmarked, and that they must b<

very cautiously prepared tor fear of thli

,

result The same treatment which wil,

improve the wind, pace, and general con

dition of the thorough-bred will m;ike thi;

horse of mferior caste stale, slow, am
wasted; his muscles, instead of improvini

iu size and power, are soft, flabby, am,

unstrung; his eye dull ami heavy, and lil,

appetite almost gone. With these pre,

Uminary remarks, we will next proceed t'

.

the consideration of the time required t,

bring out a really half-bred horse in hi

best form for a four-mile steeplechase. 1

has been fomid by experience, that beyou. .,

two months or ten weeks v(iry few of thi

class of horses will train on ; and that a

the time and trouble iu the world bestowe

,

upon them, after that period has been we>

employed, are so much thromi away. I ai

:

now calculating, as before, from the stat

iu which a healthy and sound horse i

usually maintixined in a private stable, an

I belic-ve that it is found that from tin

starting-point the above-mentioned nuniK

of wei'ks will be about the best average fi

the purpose. Ic is also frequently the ca?

that these horsns put up Jat very fast, an

would require such a quantity of fiist woi

without clothing to get it off as would 1

too nuich for their powers of endnrano

hence, they almost all must have sweatin..

hi clothes, and many of them pretty heavil i

during the winter, which is one reason wli

their training must not be continued t

long as that of the thorough -bred, i!

following is, I believe, the best nvcraf

treatment of a good-constitutioned horse <

this class; but the varieties are mo:

numerous even than with the pure rac<

horse, and will take even greater exp<

rience and tact to modify the treatment t

suit each particular case. Here, more cvl

tliaii with the tUorough-bred, ie walkin
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Hxercise the sheet-anchor; but even of

tills kind less will suffice than with them.

Taking nine weeks as the average duration

3f training, they may be divided into two
preparations, as follows :

—

168. The First PREPAKAnov of the half-

bred will, as usual, be preceded by a dose of

|)liysic, after which the horse may be set to

four or five hours a-day walking exercise,

half in the morning and the remainder in

the afternoon, with a two -mile gallop every

other day at a steady slow pace. At the

tnd of a week a single slow gallop of three

miles may be given, and after ten days the

horse may sweat over five or six miles

slowly and with plenty of clothes. If he
does not carry flesh, he will of course

not require clothes at all; and if only

•moderately fleshy he will only take a single

'sweater under his clothing; but, at all

events, he must go his distance at a steady

slow pace, and must be made to sweat
mere or less afterwards by clothing in the

rubbing-house accnrding to his state. After

'this sweat he will do nothing but take his

'Usual walking exercise for a couple of days,

then a three-mile slow gallop, with a day
of walking only, followed by another three-

'milc gallop; then a rest day as before,

followed again by a gallop longer or sliorter

according to his api-earance and progress;

and finallj', after another day of walking
•exercise alone, a second sweat, making hi

all about three weeks. After his second
J sweat a mash is ordered, to prepare for

physic, which is given in the ordinary way,
'with the succeeding rest, and then this

division of the training is completed. I

should however observe, that practice over
a country, as already advised in paragraph
ICJ of this chapter, is quite as needful for

tills class of horses as for those there

described, and for precisely the same
reasons. It may therefore be given on

1 some of the days on which the three-mile

gallops are ordered in their place, and for

about the same distance, or thereabouts.
Ui'J. The Second Preparation of the half-

bred horse is a thorough test of the ability

of the trainer, and it will generally require a
viist amount of experience to do justice to
a horse of this class in this stage of training.

The sweats must still be continued, and
may sometimes be slightly increased in

pace towards the finish, but with the
greatest possible caution. Slow work long

' continued is the great principle still to be
followed out, but the degree in which it

' may be departed from with advantage
cannot possibly be defined. Neither can the
amount of galloping exercise be laid down

: with any certaintj', nor the pace at which
; it can be borne ; and all that can be said is,

thut a sweat every ten days of the fulllength

of five or six miles, with or without cloth-
ing, and with three or four-mile gallops on
certain of the intervening days is generally
the rule. The cross-country practice is

also continued up to the last sweat, but not
after; and from that time the half-bred

horse generally requires considerably lighter

work than he has previously taken, so as
to bring him out fl-esh and with less

galloping than the thorough-bred on the
days intervening between the sweat and
the race. The only rule for the amount of
work is the appearance, as tested by tlie

hand and eye, and the appetite, which tho
groom can readily ascertain by the state of
the manger. Ilalf-bred horses are soon off

their feed if over-done ; and, what is worse
still, they do not readily recover it. Hence
tills symptom must be watched with the

greatest care and anxiety, and the work
forthwith reduced on the shghtest indica-

tion of its approach. Generally, however,
a half-bred horse of good constitution will

take two or even three pretty smart four-

mile gallops after the sweat, going steadily

for the first three miles and a half, and
finishing with a tolerably quick pace, buc
not so as to extend and draw out the horse

to his top speed. This in fact sliould never
be done, if it can be helped, with the half-

bred horse during the last preparation ; and
a trial for more than a mile or a mile and a
half is not to be thought of. Indeed, private

trials for steeplechases are utterly useless,

and nothing but a real stniggle across a
country is of the shghtest value as a test

;

because so much depends upon the efl'eits

of the jumps, and also upon the staying

powers at high speed, which must really

never be called out during the traimng for

fear of the consequences to the constitu-

tional powers of the horse. On the two last

days only short gallops of a mile and a half

or two miles are to be allowed, but that on
the last day but one should be a httle

brisker than usual, and should finish witii

a smart brushing gallop of half a mile's

duration. The setting, feeding, &c., are all

conducted as for the thorougli-bred race-

horse, except that in most cases a quartern

of beans may be gradually added with
advantage during the last preparation. In
fixing the quantity of these the trainer will

be guided by circumstances; but, generally

speaking, during the winter-season steeple-

chasers will bear them with advantage, and

more especially half-bred horses, for the

short time they are at work. With theso

remarks I must conclude the subject of

training the steeplechaser, which, although

it most requires guidance, is least capable

of receiving it. This is the case with the

training of half-bn-d horses for all purposes,

but more especially lor such efforts as are
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called for in competing with thorough-bred

horses over a distance of ground. It is here

only in carrj'ing weight and in jumping
that the half-bred horse is superior to the

thorough-bred ; and if the latter is strong

and clever enough far these purposes, he

will, in nine cases out of ten, beat the

former at even weights, especially if these

are not higher than 11 or 12 st. Hence it

is that thorough-bred horses, or horses

with a very slight stain, have been so gene-

rally introduced, and that the old-fashioned

and really half-bred horse is quite neglected,

if his rival can anyhow be obtained.

Sect. G.—Steeplechase Kiders.

170. Steeplechase Rideks form a class

quite separate and distinct from the jockeys

of the flat race. They are very numerous,

as shown by the published list in Wright's

Book of Steeplechasing for 1854, which

fiives the names of 110 in the United King-

dom. Their weights vary from 11 ?t. down
to 8 St., and their fees are from £5 upwards.

The regulations of the steeplechase are not

so strict as those of the Hat racecourse,

neither are the riders governed by exactly

the same laws.

Sect. 7.—Laws of Steeplechases.

171. The same laws as are applicable on

the flat are said to govern the steeple-

chase, except where they are diametricallj'

opposed by the laws peculiar to the latter.

As, however, there is no body of men to

make or apply the laws, it is generally left

to the stewards to decide upon any dis-

puted cases according to their discretion;

and, according to the advertisements of

most meetings, their decisions are final. By
the late legal decision on the disputed Car-

marthenshire steeplechase, it may now be

considered settled that the two sets of laws

are identical; and, therefore, by adding to

the laws recorded .at page SGi the tbllow-

ing rules, pecuUarly api'licable to this

sport, the whole code may be considered

complete:

—

EULES PAKTICrLARLT APPLYING TO
Steeplechasing.

1.—Any rider in a steeplechase going

upwards of 100 yards on any liigh-road,

lane, or imblic thorouglifare, Avill disijualify

Ills horse troni winning, notwithstanding

he came in lirst.

2 Any rider during a chase opening any
gate or wicliet, or passing tlirougli any
gatewaj', or common passage, Irom one

enclosure to another, will disqualify his

horse, though placed first, from being tlie

winner. And any rider wilfully crossing,

jostling, or riding at another, will cause his

liorse to be disqualified on the charge b'ing
proved to the satisfaction of the stewards.

8.—Yvliere two or more horses run a dead
heat, and their owners agree to divide, a
walk-over, as in a flat race, shall not be

deemed necessary, but all such horses wiU
be hable to carry extra weight as winners.

4.—The term "Winning Horses," \n

reference to those liable to extra wei^ln,

to apply only to winners of public steeple-

chases, and not to -^vinners of hurdle or

flat races, or matches ofany kind.

6.—A maiden horse or mare is considered
one which never won a steeplechase ; and
a "horse that never started," to be one
which never started for a steeplechase.

6.—Any horse getting away from his rider,

may be remounted in any part of the same
field, or enclosure, in which the occurrence i

took place; but should such horse not lie
,

caught until he had entered another ficW.

then to be ridden or brought back to the

one in which he parted with his rider. Any
jockey so losing his horse maybe assisted ;

in catching and remounting him, without
,

lisk of disqualification; and in the event of

a rider being disabled, his horse may be

ridden home by any person of suflicient

weight, and take his place, the same as if

the rider had not fallen.

7.—The state of the weather and the

ground, in the event of any doubt as to the

fitness or safety of running, to be leit

entirely to the stewards, who may order

the chase or chases to be postponed, if the

state of the weather, in their opinion,
^

renders the ground unfit or unsale for

running on ; all engagements standing, as

when first subscribed to ; bets to be void,

unless the chase be decided on some day in

the same week for which it was first fixed,

or some otlier day named in the original

conditions of the chase.

8.—Any flag, post, or boundary-mark
placed in the course after the riders have
been shown over the ground, not to be

considered binding upon them, unless such

alteration sliall have been particularly

named to them previously to starting by

the person properly authorised to show the

ground.
I

Sect. 8—Steeplechase JIketings.

172. I have already, in paragraph 160,

indicated the cliicf present and past seats of

tlic sport; the following list will embrace
every instance occurring in the season

,

18.53-4. This will give some idea of the state

of steeplechasing, and afford a comparison

with the number and amount of tlat races ,

alluded to in paragraph 148.

Abergavenny, Aberystwith, Abingdon,
,

Airdric, Aylesbury, Barnett, Bath, Beck-

ford, Belford, Beverley, Birmingham, i
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Eooioii, Uiccoiishiie, ]Uii;liton (nvo), Brom-
ley. Canterbury, CarmarthensLire Hunt,

Uatterick Bridge, Cheadle—Staffordshire,
[Cheltenham, Cotley Hunt, Coventry, Cow-
bridge Hunt, Crewe, Derby, Doncaster,

Dover, Dulverton Hunt, Eccles, Edgware
(two), Edinburgh, Epsom (two), Glasgow,

Great Grimsby, GulJane, Halifax, Harrow,
Henley-in-Arden, Horncastle, Howden,
Lanark, Lincoln, Liverpool (two), Liver-

pool Hunt, Louth, Market llasen, Ment-
inore, Monmouth, Moreton-in-the-Marsh,
Newton (three), Newton—Devon, North
Staffordshire, North Tyne, Northumber-
land, Nottingham, Nuneaton, Oswestry,

Oundle, Paisley, St. Ives, Sandbach, Sher-

borne, Shoreham, Shrewsbury, Southdown,
t^outhport, Stratford (three), Tadcaster,
Tautield, Tarporley Hunt, Ta\istock, Teign-
mouth—Devon, Tenby, Thirsk, Tonbridge,

(Torquay, Totness, Upton-upon-Severn,
Pxbridge Yeomanry, Waltham Abbey,
Wansford, "Warwick and Leamington (two),

^est of Scotland—Kilmarnock, Westbury,
Western Jleeting-Ayr, Weston-Super-
Mare, Weston Zoyland, Wetherby, Windsor,
Winlaton, AVolverhampton, Woolwich,
Worcester, Wrexham.
Ireland Armagh, Belfast, Ballymena,

Carrickmacross, Cashel, Con^- Castle (two),

Durragh, Dublin Citizens' Club, Fermoy,
Irish Metropolitan, Kells, Kilcock, Kildare
Bunt, King's County, Limerick, Meath
Elant, Mullingar, Naas, Navan, Newbridge,
Oulart, Palmerstown Hunt, Queenstown,
Uathcoole, Koscommon, Rathfarnham, Tal-

iagbt, Tipperary (two). Union Hunt, West-
meath, Tramore (two), Tuam, Tullamore.
173. The Pkoceebings of these meetings

Be generally governed by a committee,
stewards, secretary, &c., &c., but by no
means in the same regular way as on the
flat. The riders are always shown the

Kround by a person appointed by the com-
.littee or stewards, and it is customary for

ill of the riders to perambulate it on the
morning of the race after the flags are up.

fhis prevents any mistake, though, in spite

>f the precaution, such things do occur;

uid no wonder, when the intricate nature
L-f some courses is taken into consideration.

' The weighing, starting, <fcc., are all con-
ducted on tlie same principles as on the
fiat, but often in a very rude and hasty
manner.

174. The CoimsE is marked ottt by flags,

• between two of Avhich the liorsts must all

to at certain points, so that however wind-
iug the course, the riders may always And
the two flags to go between. Sometimes
one flag only is set up, which the riders are
ordered to leave on the right or left ; but
this is always subject to mistakes, as tliese

eentlemen are not like recruits in the awk-

ward squads, ftivciured with a hay-baisd on
the one leg, in order to distinguish the right
from the left, and, consequently, thej' are
not always able to remember at the moment
which way to turn, and some, taking the
wrong direction, are placed in a position
which they can never recover. For this

reason, then, I think the two flags ought
always to be fixed. The fences vary much
in different localities, both in number and
in strength. At Liverpool they are still

tolerably severe, but not what they used to
be even there. At Worcester, Epsom,
Leamington, and in fact most of the places
where the race-com'se is the site of the
riunion, the fences are small and many of
them artificial, being made of thorns and
stakes, or sometimes onlj- of hurdles dressed
with furze. The number offences altogether,

including brooks, natural or artiticial, will

average about 32 in a four-mile steeple-

chase, and generally about 15 in one of two
miles; the run-in being equally long in
both cases.

175. The Steeplechase itself is certainly

a beautiful sight, and if unattended by the
numerous evils to which it is exposed, it

might well challenge the admiration of all

those who delight in that wonderfully
graceful animal, the horse. To see 20 or 30
of those creatures start across country,
taking everj-thing in their stride, and
cliarging a brook or a bullfinch at the rate

of 20 miles an hour, is a glorious sight

uideed ; and, I confess, it is one which has
aflbrded me much gratification on many
occasions. With regard t® crueltj', I can
not see the objection on that score which
many do ; and, undoubtedly, in comparison
with any of the sports included in the fli-st

part ot this Manual, it is a most humane
amusement. It should be recollected that the
death of some one, or often of himdreds, of

animals is the grand object ofshooting, hunt-
ing, coursing, and fishing; then, with what
consistency can an advocate ofany of those

sports throw stones at the steeplechaser

because he occasionally, and by accident,

does that Avhich in the other case is the

object of the sport. No one would wilhngly

break a horse's back, for his own sake, and
therefore, though I should by all means
avoid these accidents, I can see no cruelty

in their occurrence ; nor do I think that

they ought to prevent the continuance of

the amusement as a national sport, it it can
be sbown to be either useful, or even if it

is not prejudicial ; but as I believe, in every

point of view, it is injurious to the people

and to the improvement of the horse,

there can be no question in my mind aa
to the propriety of its discontinuance,

especially if Its laws and practices are not
remodelled.



PART II.

HOESE-RACING.

BOOK IlL—EIDING TO UOUXDS.

CUAP. I.

THE ESSENTIALS.

Sect. 1 Geneeal Eemarks.

176. KiDiNG TO Hounds, as 1 have before

observed, is often confounded with hunting;

and in tlie present day it well may be, since

tliere are very tew who indulge in the latter,

while almost every mau who hunts may be

said to ride to hounds. The whole affair is

a race : first, between the hounds them-

selves; and, secondly, among the field, who
vie with one another in a way which often

spoils the sport, from the over-riding of the

scent in the ardour of the contest Kiding

to hounds is carried on in such a systematic

way that it must be investigated m the

same spirit ; and when it is considered tliat

probably 20,000 hunters are kept in Great

liritain and Ireland for this purpose alone,

it may well encourage one to go fully into

the subject, since its interest must be pro-

portionate to the extent of tlie circle of

tliose who indul^ie in it The only requisite

for this amusement over and above the

hounds, which have been fully entered

upon in the chapters on Hunting, is the

hunter, which may be cither the thorough-

bred or tho ordinary half-bred hunter, or

the weight-ciirryiiig hunter, each of which
will lorui IX separate subject of considcra-

tloiL

.Sf.ct. 2.—The IIo'teil

177. The TiionouGii-BrjiD IIlnter comes
first under examination, as being the most
valuable, according to the Iludibrastic d(.il-

iiition. Xo doubt hunters of pure blood, if

perfect and up to great weight are very

scarce; and being tVom this cause very
ftishionablc, they are only to be obtained by
paying high sums for them. lUit the full-

bred hunter nquires not only this purity of
j

blood, the effect of which is to give hhn
good wind and boUoni, but he must also

liave liberty of action and general clever-

ness, In order to enable him to perfonn the

various reats wliicli a clever hunter should

be capable of. There is no dllhculty in

procuring horses of this class high enough
from the ground; and many aro soen

measuring 17 hands hlgli,oreven more; the

ri'.al dllHculiy is experienced In procuring

Iheiu ueoi' enough to tlie ground, iind with

"as little daylight as possible" under them
This sportmg term is very expressive'

marking the conlormation which is mos
rare, and yet most valuable m this class o

horses; a half-bred hunter may easily U
too thick and stumpy, but it is seldom tha

this is tlie case with the thorough-bret

horse. The same apphes to the racehorse

which, as I have before remarked, may b<

too bulky and round in his ribs, so as ti

carry too mucli weigiit for his legs, and V

be slower than he is required to be for hi

particular purpose; but the thorough-biv

hunter (if made hi proportion) can scarcil;

be too strong and thick ; remcmberini

always that the legs must bo bony am
strong enough to carry this weight and thi

correspondingly heavy rider. It will bt

allowed by all that no horse can suit th-

purposes we are now considering bettc

than one in which ail the following essen

tials are combined—viz., first pure blood

secondly, a strong, low, muscular, and bon.'

frame; thirdly, quickness and clevenicss

and fourthly, a tractable temper, in ordc

that all the first three qualities may b*

applicable to the purposes of the owner
If, therefore, a thorough-bred horse can b*

obtained with all these requisites, and a's>

sound in constitution and in limb, hv ;

undoubtedly a prize worth having, an.l

large sum may well be invested u» In

purchase by any person who can affon

the outlay. Who would not ride suci

horses as Ilat-trap, the Switcher, Sir 1'

Laurie, <fcc., if they could get them ^

broken and steady with hounds ? Ah tlu -•

hero mentioned, and many others w.

known on the steepK chase-course and in tl j

huntlng-Ilcld, aro cajiable of carrying 15 st

with any hounds. Tho stioiiiicst hunter

have ever seen of this class Is one whid
was expressly bred to win the Derby, an*

was reared and trained for that purpose

lie is fully 17 liands high, yet on short legs

with the bone and substance of a dray

horse, or nearly so. Unfortunately h<

turned out "a whistler," and he wiis al.s<

too slow for racing; but he Is now a first

rate hunter, capable of c.irrylng 17 st, am
actually going to hounds very forwan i

under that weight IIo is by Ilarkawai"
j

who, from his Eclipse blooil, and tho larg«
'

Inlusion which he has of that of Herod, I

admlrablj- calculated to get wcUht carryini

hua.cia. Such horaca. however, are vcij
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rare ; and, as I said betore, are only to be

obtained lor long prices. It is no -wonder,

tberelore, that fault should be found with
OUT cavalry horses, as being incapable of

standing fatigue and hardship under 18 st.,

when it is known that our best hunters are

scarcely capable of carryuig a stone less

weight The sum until lately paidfor cavalry

troop-horses has only been £24, whilst to

horse a regiment in perfection at least £100
B-head must be forthcoming. Pure-bred
horses, therefore, are out ot the question for

that purpose, and must still be confined to

the race-course and to the stables of the
wealthy, when required to carry heavj'

weights, A hunter up to list., or even
12 St., may easily be obtained thorough-
bred, and numbers of such, too slow for

racing, are sold every year. Unfortunately,
however, the bulk of them are injured

either in legs, feet, temper, or action, by
the training they have endured; and for

this reason scarcely 10 per cent, are really

fit for riding to hounds. No one likes to

ride a horse which will bite or kick, or rear
or plunge, or pull to the very verge of
running away ; and yet these qualities are
so constantly met with as the result of
training, that the purchaser always looks

out for some one or more of them in every
horse which has been in a trainer's hands.
Besides these faults of temper, there is

another depending upon the peculiar educa-
tion for the turf—viz., the daisy- cutting
style or gallop, and the want of "setting ou
their haunches," which most trained race-
horses exhibit A hunter should be almost
able to walk on his hind-legs alone, and for

this purpose he should, in his breaking, be
pulled very much more upon his hind-legs
than is the case with the racer, I do not
mean that this should be to the same extent
as for cavalry ptirposes, but that it should
be sufficient to enable the hunter to balance
himself upon his hind-legs in getting to his

fence when anything is to be done in a
quiet and creeping style, such as every
perfect hunter ought to be accomplished in.

JCothing is more useless than a weedy or
bad-tempered hunter, whether thorough-
bred or not ; and a half-bred horse of good
substance and temper is always preferable
to one of pure blood inferior in these par-
ticulars. There is no medium in him, and
he is either worth his weight in silver, or
else he is not worth his corn. The feet of
the thorough-bred horse are generally too
small for going well in deep ground, which
requires a toot of some size to keep it from
sinking mto the soft and yielding soil. This
is a point of some importance, and 1 believe
it will be found that most horses "good in
dirt " have moderately large feet.

178. TUE OBDI>AIvY UCM'£2, of imp'OTC

blood, comprehends every variety embraced
between the one above described and the
heavy machiner ; but I am now considering
those only which are capable of carrying
14 St. to any hounds. His best qualities are,

his tractabihty, cleverness, and hardy con-
stitution ; all of which may be fotmd in this

class to greater perfection than in the one t
have j ust been considering ; and, as a matter
of com'se, every individual is expected to
combine all these hi a tolerable state of
development. There can be little doubt that
hunters of tliis breed, as a class, excel in

jumping all kinds of fences, which they get
over either standing or flying, as their edu-
cation has taught them; or, in thoroughly-

made hunters, at the will of their riders.

These horses will cover an enormous width,

as well as height; and it is said that a fence

at St Alban's, seven feet high, Avas cleared

without touching by Moouraker, in ISo^J.

The widths of 33 and 34 feet have been
cleared, respectively, by Chandler and Viun-
hope; but they can scarcely be classevl

with half-bred hunters ; both however being

sufficiently stained to write h.-b. to their

names. A really half- bred of my own once

cleared 29 feet, as measured by myself and
while leading at the end of three mUes in a

steeplechase. There can be no question

that in jumping heights the thorough- bred

is beaten by his impure competitor; but in

width he will bear the palm, as might be

exi ected, from his greater si)eed and length

of stride. Twenty feet are often compassed
in each stride of the extended gallop of the

racehorse, and he has consequently only

to increase this space one-half in order to

cover a width of 30 feet ; whilst an addition

of three-quarters woiUd make a leap ex-

ceeding Vamhope's by one foot Thus tlie

advantages, even in point of jumping, are

more evenly balanced than is generally

supposed; and if the thorough-bred horse

is broken expressly for this purpose, and
set upon his haunches, he will do all that a

horse can do; but as he is generally bitted

on a very different plan, and is also made
hot and vicious by the high feeding and

general management of the training-stable,

he is practically m these points inferior;

and the half-bred hunter may be Siud,

without fear of contradiction, to be A 1 in

all the above p.aLc.dars, taking him, on the

average—good, bud, and indifferent being

classed together. Every year, however,

our hunters are better bred, and more

capable of competing in lasting qualities

and pace with their more aristocratic com-

panions; and very shortly we may expect

to see the thorough-bred horse generally

beaten in the huuting-fleld by horses to all

practical intents as hit:hly bred, thougli

posoessing a otam many g:.ncr.itions back,
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Ijut cxia-L-s^sly rc.ii\'d and brokvn foriiunt-

In;,' aicme. At present such is not tlie case,

liecause all our breeders endeavour to com-
bine the two objects by selecting blood

which -will possibly turn out a Derby horse

oat of a large number, and thus preferring

tlie chance of one large prize, instead of

endeavouring to obtain a number of small

prizes. This subject, however, will be more
advantageously considered under the gene-

ral head of "Breeding," which concludes the

second part of this :Manual. With regard

to the best conlbrmaticn tor this kind of

hunter, it must depend very much upon the

weight lie is intended to cany. If this is

under 14 st, the hunter may resemble as

doscly as possible the thorough- bred horse,

being in fact in almost all cases at least

SfA-en-eigliths of liis blood. Lightness of

head and neck is not quite of as much
hnportance as on the turf, but still it is

very desirable ; a very neat small head is

however to be passed by in favour of a

bolder and fuller liead, with great width

and general roominess of skull, so as to

contain a very full volume of brain. This

is necessary lor the sake of giving that high

intelligence which the hunter requires. He
should never be a fool, or he will bemire

his rider ; and the more knowledge he gains

by experience the better he will perform.

There are some horses wliich never make a

mistake, unless they are cruelly over-ridden,

cither in pohit of distance or size of fences

;

and yet they may not have more action

than others which are constantly getting

themselves and their riders into trouble.

I recollect seeing a black mare in Wor-
cestershire, four years old, go through a

long run without a single mistake, although

It was her first appearance with hounds;

in fact, she had only been just broken in;

Imt she had the most intelligent coun-

tenance in the world, with a full-sized skull,

nnd an eye which could almost speak. She
was sold lor £150, to go into Leicestershire,

though scarcely up to 12 st. Jsow, it

may be said that she was a "natural

hunter;" and so siie was; but why?
because she was clever enough to under-

stand at once what was to be done, and

how to do it. All liorseswilh good brains

nnd tempers, if also acconii>auieil by good

.iction and sutllcient power, make good

hunters at once; whilst dud, stupid horses,

or rampant fiery ones, which will not look

where they are going, are only made Into

hunters by the long-continued ellorts of

rough-riders, oud the iuimiuent risk ol ll(e

and limb.

17'J. The NVeioht-cahbtinq IIcnteb is

Tery rarely of pure Eastern blood—that is

to say, that the thorough-bred liorso i'i

eeldom capable of carrying more than 14 st.

across-couiiir;". Sumerare esceptionsoccur,

and I have instanced one in the ITCih

paragraph. It is not that a thorough-breU
horse will not beat a slow, thick-made,
weight-carrj'ing hunter across-country,

each cari-jing 16 St.; for it is well known
that he will, if he has only strength to lirt

it ; but in practice it is found that his joints

and sinews are too small to stand the strains

incidental to the earning of this weii:liL

An extraordinary instance of the disparity

between horses of these two classes was
exliibited some years ago, in wliich a

thorough-bred horse, without any preten-

sion to racing powers, and a good, uselu!,

and well-bred, weight-carrj'ing hunter were
matched to run four miles, each under
13 St. 71b.—Oliver and Parker up. The coun-
try chosen was not very severe, but quite

enough so to test the qualities of the hofscs.

The result was, that the half-bred could

never make the other gallop ; and in spite of

dropping his weights, and going back toji

them up some three or four hundred yaw' -

Oliver only came in a short distance behi:Ki j
the stronger, but slower, horse. The whole
scene was an absurdity, if nothing worse

;

but it plainly exhibited the superior qualities

of the thorough-bred horse for a single fly

across a countrj' under weight But if the
same two horses were to be ridden twice a
week to hounds for a few months by two
14 St. men, the one would be just as fresh

at the end as at the beginning, whilst
the other would be lame and knocked to

pieces, if he had not been obliged to stop

long before. If, therefore, the man of this

weight wishes to be mounted on thorough-
breds, he must, at least, double the number
of his stud, as he will find that they will be
nmch more lYequentlylamc than the larger-

limbed half-bred horse. But that they will

do more in the single day is undoubted ; and
though in fast countries a second horse is

wanted even for the light weights, yet he
is not wanted nearly so much when a
thorough-bred hunter is employed, as in

the case of a commoner horse. The outlay

lor 10 St. horses is in any case great; for, ot

course, it is understood that they must have
puce, and it is almost as diflicult to meet
with a fast low-bred horse as with a strong

thorough-bred one. Few really lutlf-bred

horses, framed like a thorough-bred, can
carry this weight; and unless of pure blood,

or very nearly so, they must be of a Iranie

which is generally too stout and thick lor

great speed. The sketch accompanying thU
article exhibits the perlection ol form in the

horse of this class; he is what the dealers

call "a little big un'," that is to say, a strong

low horse, appearing less than he really is,

because his proportions are so good as to

deceive the eye. It is alwaj'S a good slj^l
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wh<-n a hoi!>e, or any other animal, measures
more than he looks ; it is invariably caused

by such an exact proportion of parts to one
another as leaves no point for the eye to

dwell upon. When such a horse is seen with
& head, neck, and shoulders like this sketch,

he may be considered a rarity; and if he can

po a good pace, and knows his business as

a Inuiter, less than 200 guineas ought not

to buy him; more than that sum I consider

a fancy-price, and only put on to please

those who are not contented unless they
use an article obtained at a cost bej-ond the

reach of ordinary men. The neat head and
neck are chiefly to be de?ired for the sake of

their beauty, but the sloping, yet powerful
shoulders, the strong and wide hips, with
a back like a feather-bed, are essential to

the weight-carrier. Such horses ought also

to have their thighs and gaskins very

strongly developed, so that on raising their

tails these parts are seen to touch one
another below the level of the stifle-joint,

and in fact more than half-way down from
the root of the tail to the hocks. The
muscles of the thighs on the outside ou?ht
also to extend considerably beyond the level

of the hips, unless these are very ragged,

when this will seldom be the case. Hips of

this description are not pleasing to the eye,

until by experience their utihty is dis-

covered; but the horseman of long standing
generally comes to the conclusion that

"handsome is that handsome does;" and in

the hunting field the truth of this proverb

is generally recognised. In Hyde Park
much is sacrificed to appearances, which
are made the first consideration ; not
because the frequenters of that arena
are bad judges, for the reverse is the
case, but because there is no test of
quality except of action, which is exhi-
bited there in full perfection. But in

the hunting field competition is the order
of the day, and the horse that can beat all

his competitors is the most valued, even
though as plain as a cab-horse. Neverthe-
less, if he is "a good un' to go," he is not
the less prized because he is not a " rum
un' to look at ;" and if beauty and goodness
can be combined so much the better ; and
po much the dearer is the horse combining
them. Large, bony, and strong hocks
must be possessed by these horses, both for

giving power and standing work; curbs,

spavins, thorough-pms, must be carefully

avoided, especially the first, which in car-

rying weight are almost sure to give way
again, even if they have been once cured.

The fetlock-joints should be strong, and
the bones short but not stumpy ; this

applies to both fore and hind-legs. The
knees must be especially looked to, as they
flre very apt to give way under weight

;

they should be wide and large, with the
bony point behind well developed, and
the leg set on straight with the arm, or, if

anything, with the knee slightly bent
forward; nothing is worse than the calf-

knee in this class of horses, because in the
drop from the leap the strain on the liga-

ments is not enough assisted by the muscles,
whicli, by the extension of the limb bej-ond
the straight line, lose a large proportion of
their power. Practically, therefore (as well
as theoretically), it is found that these
knees are unsuited to the hunting field, ami
should be avoided most carefully for carrj'-

ing weight, though for less than 12 st. they
may often suffice. On the other hand,
some of the best hunters in the world have
the knee forward, although this particular

formation is considered objectionable b3'

some; as, for instance, by Cecil, in his re-

cent additions to " The Horse." He there

adduces the descendants of Penelope as

likely to be bad hunters, from their inherit-

ing from her this formation of the leg; j-ct

it is notorious that a very large proportion

of our best hunters and steeplechasers

are descended from her, either through
WTiisker or Whalebone, her sons. Tlic

Colonel, son of Whisker, and therefore

her grandson, though not remarkable for

getting good racehorses, yet is the sire of

a vast number of first-class hunters, in

many of which this peculiarity exists, and,

I believe, to their great advantage. Isim-

rod. also, a son of Whalebone, got a great

number of extraordinary weight-carrying

hunters, in almost all ofwhom this peculiar

formation of the knee was very evident

;

yet they all stood their work well, and I

never saw a hunter by Is imrod Avith reall.v

worn-out fore-legs, though often much OA-er

at the knee. But they all have good tendons

and suspensory ligaments, and these are

the reaUy important parts upon Avhich tlie

wear and tear of the hunter's legs actually

depend, when united with joints ofgood size,

and furnished with strong Jateral hgaments.

The same applies to the stock of Sir Her-

cules, Defence, Safeguard, Combat, and the

Saddler, all descended from her, though

not all exhibiting this peculiaritj'. On the

road it sometimes leads to a trembling of the

knee, as the result of hard battering, and

is, therefore, perhaps objectionable for that

kind of work; but for racmg, whether on
the flat, in the steeplechase, or to hounds,

it is rather a good point than otherwise in

my opinion, and in that of every good

judge with whom I am acquainted. I have

made these remarks, not in disparagement

of Cecil's labours, but because in such

an important feature as this, which may
easily mislead the young rider of 16.st.

weight, it is right that the truth should ba
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stated if it can be arrived at; and this I am
persuaded will be found on the side I am
now espousing, with regard to the formation

of the fore-leg. The feet of the weight-

carrying hunter ought to be tolerably large,

but not flat-soled, which latter Ibrmation

will make him unfit for going over hard

ground, just as a small contracted foot

allows him to sink into " dirt, " and prevents

his being able to carry his rider through it.

When all these parts are met with in a

horse of good temper, that will not fret

himself with hounds, and has a good mouth,
lie is that rare animal—" a perlect hunter up
to IG St." Beyond this weight a horse suited

to it must be a dray-horse in form ; and
though he may carry his rider to hounds, yet

it must of necessity be " lougo intevvallo."

Xo horse that ever ran can do more, if

hounds arc going a good pace over a grass

country. It is wonderful what some nitu of

18 St. will do with hound>, yet it is only by a
knowledgeof country and good luck that it is

done, and not by fair straightforward riding.

Occasionally a cart-horse in make, but with
tolerably clean legs, is met with capable of

going a fair pace, and clever enough to get

over his fences by creeping or jumping on
and off, itc. ; and such a horse will cai ry

even liO st. to hounds ; indeed, I remember
a mare which, to my knowledge, carried a

man who roile 20 st. 7 lbs. over a brook at

least 14 feet from bank to bank, and in the

end of a run cf sLx or seven milts, but, as

may be supposed, not a very fast one. t^lie

was well bred, but very strong and carty
;

and she could go a wonderful pace for her

aluipc, and considering the weight she
earned. This mare bred a suctession of

colts, all ol which fetched high prices.

Sect, a—Saddleky.

180. TuE S,vDDLE necessary for riding to

bounds >liould be of the very best quality.

Inasmuch as it is severely tested in the

numerous adventures by flood and field to

wliich it Is subjected. A bad saddle is at

once spoiled by an immersion in a brook,

while a good one comes out none the worse,

llio horse's buck also has to bear the

weight of his rider ollcii from ei«ht in tlie

morning to six at night; and if the saddle

does not lit, or is badly made, tlie result is

a sore buck. In all cases this article sliould

be large and roomy ; and nothing is gained

by tlie heavy man ordeiing a 101b. saildle.

In the hope of reducing hla weight 4 lb.

On tiie contrary, his horse is the sufllrer

by this fancied advantage, because the

weight is not distributed over a sulHclent

surface, and consequently cuts his skin, and
tires those muscles upon which It rests.

No saddle shouUl he cramped in size if it

is intended to bo long ou tho horse'd back,

and hence the bunting-saddle, of all others,

should not be shorn of its fair proportiOQ-i.

That intended for the steeplechase may well

be reduced, even to 71b., because it is n<;t

long on; but here, as the reverse is the

case, the light one is quite inapplicable. It

is true that a first-rate saddler will turn

out a wonderfully useful 10 lb. saddle ibr

a 12 st man ; but for a man of IG or 18 sL

it is too small, and the tree itself too

weak to support the great weight it has lo

carry without giving way when droppiri:,'

irom a height. Whenever I have knowa
the attempt made the result has been a sure

back; and I am persuaded that the heavy
man must have a good roomy saddle of

14 lb. if the comfort of his horse is to bo

considered ; and that with such an article

he will be better carried throughout a sea-

son than with the most wonderiuUy ligl't

one which ever was turned out of a Lon.lon

saddler's shop. Xumberkss inventions have
been brought out at various times for the

prevention of accidents caused by draggin.,'

the foot in the stirrup, but these are now
a;l superseded by the introduction of the

Sprisg-Bar to which the stirrup-leather is

attached, and which easily allows this par;

of the saddle, with the loot in the stirrup, to

be set at liberty the moment the ridtr is

hung by it If, however, these spring-bars

are neglected and suITered to get rusty, they

refuse to act when wiuited, and the result

is often fatal to the rider. The good groom
always removes the stirrup-leathers after

hunting, and in so doing, lor his own sakev

keeps the bars well oiled. A I*lain Jointed
Stiukup was much used twenty years ago.

and is still more effectual, because the foot :

cannot possibly be retained in it; but sucli

reliance is now placed on the spring-bars i

that all other exi>edicnt3 are neglected, ,

as superoi;atorj'. TuE Girths should be

strong, and not worn too long, as they aro i

aiit to break, and cause a severe accident

Tiie rider generally girths his horse up

tightly just belbre the hounds are thrown
into covert and if he is immediately excltal

by "a find," he sometimes bursts them l»y

the long inspiration waich he gcneroll/

makes at that time.

181. In Bridles, again, there is a great

necessity for good workmanship and matu-
rials, not only in the leather but In the

bits, which sometimes have been known to

break, to the imminent danger of the rider

ot a pulllng-horse. There is a great dif-

lerenco of opinion among hunting men
as to the relative value of the SnafflB
and the Double- Bridle, consisting of the

snaflle and curb together in the mouth, or

of a combination of the two in one bit as

seen in the I'elhain, the Hanoverian VzU
hum, &C., iS£c It is couicudLd, ou the oad
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hand, that a horse never requires a curb at

his fences, and that tlie mere presence of

one in his mouth makes him go badly at

them; but this latter assertion is, I think,

overdrawn, and though there can be no
doubt that a strong man, with light hands,

011 the average of horses, will go well with
3 snaffle, yet when his horse gets tired and
wants collecting, as in deep ground -will

often happen, he would generally be glad of

the 8ei"vices of his curb. Some men, how-
e%'er, are so strong as to be able to do this

with the snaffle ; but few have the power
necessary ; and many are, by the time

their horses want assistance, themselves

too exhausted to afford assistance, except

with a more powerful bit than the one

which they have used with comfort when
quite fresh. For those who ride with a

loose rein the snaffle is quite sufficient,

because they never use it except to guide

the horse, and as it lies idle when going

straight it does not make the mouth dull,

and will fully answer the purpose to which
it is applied, without the extra weight and
annoyance of the curb. As far as my own
experience goes, I have never yet ridden a

snaffle-bridled horse comfortably through a
run, though I have had one or two which
were very pleasant for a few miles, but the

time has always come when I wanted
to collect them after being pumped out,

or when it was desirable to stop them in a

short compass to avoid accidents. On one
occasion I was nearly meeting with an
accident from riding a young horse with a
gnaffle, which always made me careful of

such a thing again. We had found a fox,

and taken him over a very steep hill, in

which I, being a light-weight, had got up
]

very quickly, but not without rufflmg the
I

temper of my horse, a young but clever
|

hunter. On the top of the hill we were
detained some few minutes, from the hounds
checkmg in a small covert on the side, and
we were uncertain which way to go; but

no sooner did tliey begin to take such a line

as to induce me to turn his head towards
the brow, than he started otf with me at a

pace which would have carried us both
very rapidly into the next world; and I

only saved the danger by riding him round
and round the small table-land at the top

until I could master him and go tolerably

quietly do^wn. Yet his mouth was so tender
that a snaffle in the ordinary way could
scarcely be borne ; and even when going his

three-quarter pace he would not pull an
ounce ; but he was so excited by the strug-

gle up-hill, and so refreshed by the breeze

on the top, that the fresh start took away
all control over his feelings, and the bit was
of no use at all. From that day I have
never ridden a hunter in a plain snaffle, nor

would I ever do it again, with a hill within
reach. There is generally scope enough on
a flat surface, but even there it sometimes
happens that a gravel-pit, or a drop of some
kinl, is caught sight of just in time to avoid
it, if the horse is suddenly checked ; and it

is in such cases that a sharper control is

required than is afforded by the bit in com-
mon use, whatever that may be. The curb
should be seldom used, but the less fre-

quently it is employed tlie more usefully it

acts when really wanted. Hence, my ver-
dict, as may be gathered from the preceding
observations, is in favour of the double-
hridle, consisting of the snaffle and curb.

The Plain Pelham is a useful hunting-bit

for light-mouthed horses; but it does not
sit prettily in the mouth, and shows ofl" a
head badly; on large heads it is pecuUarly
unsightly, and more especially when tlic

jaw is coarse. The curb-rein .of this bit

does not act with the same power as that of

the ordinary curb with a port on the mouth-
piece, but quite as much so as the straigM
one. The Hanoverian Pelham is a very
useful and powerful bit for hard-mouthed
horses, and makes a very efficient hunting-

bit for such animals. With decided pullers

nothing acts so well as the Bucephalus
Noseband, which keeps the mouth shut,

whilst it may also be made to compress the

nostrils, and thus stop the horse for want of

wind. Its chief use, however, is in keeping
the mouth shut, and thus enabling the port

of the mouthpiece to act against the palate,

which it cannot do in an open mouth. It is

a very simple and ingenious invention, and
I have ridden tremendous pullers with it in

comparative comfort. The Gag Snaffle
is also a useful adjunct with pullers that

get their heads do^wn; it ma3'' either be

employed without an ordinary snaffle, and
with the addition of the curb-bit and rein,

'or with the former instead of the latter

added to it. There is this advantage attend-

ing its use, that if the horse does not pull, it

is not more severe than a common snafflo;

but if he does, it acts with double power,

owing to the pulley-like attachment of the

rein, and to its drawing against the angle of

the mouth, in a situation rather above tl»e

usual seat of the bit. In everj- way, there-

fore, it acts well with a boring horse, and
may often be employed in the hunting-field

with advantage. The above are all the

varieties of bridles which may be useful,

and I maj' here enumerate them as fol-

lows, viz. —first, the snaffle, plain or

twisted, large or small, usually called the

single-reined bridle ; secondlj', the common
double-reined bridle, consisting of a snaffle

of either of the above kinds, viith a curb of

varjung power which resides in the cheek
and" mouthpiece, the comparative length oC
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cheek and tlie height of the port being the

hidiccsof this quality; thirdly, the common
Pelham, comhining the above two in one

bit of oi-dinary power ; fomthly, the Hano-
verian Pelham, on somewhat the same
principle, but much more powerful from
having a high port and longer cheeks ; and
fifthly, the gag-snaffle, introduced into the

mi'uth either with or without the aid of a

curb or common snaffle, and chiefly useful

In horses which get their heads down too

low in their galloi)s, or obstmate kickers, to

keep their heads up.

182. The Bkeast-Plate is intended to

prevent that awkward accident, which I

have many times seen occur from the want
of it—namely, the sUpping back of tlie

saddle in going up a steep hill, especially

towards the end of a long day. The girths

which were tight enough in the morning
have then become slack, and the saddle

slips back, sometimes completely over the

tail, the remedy being that which "Johnny
Gilpins" only are at other times incUned to

adopt— namely, a close embrace of the

horse's neck. It is dangerous to do as

instinct prompts, and pull at the bridle,

because the horse, instead of merely stop-

ping, as ho would do on the level groimd,

is actually brought over backwards, and
the saddle had better go over his taU than
that the rider should cause this by clinging

to the bridle. A horse going up-liill cannot
kick, so that if the rider will only let go the

reins, no greater harm follows than a fall

backwards down a steep bank, which cer-

tainly is not pleasant ; but it is better than
tlie same accident with a horse upon him
in addition. There is no occasion for

buckling up the straps of the breast-plate

tightly, as it is not intended to act except
when the saddle slips back ; and if too tight,

under ordinary circumstances it impedes
the shoulders.

183. A Martingale is seldom safe with
hounds, and should only be used by an ex-
perienced horseman, bec;iuse it is very apt,

when unskilfully employed, to pull the horse

into his fence at the moment of rising.

Many accidents occur from this cause ; and
though some horses arc so awkward to ride

without it that it seems indispensable, yet
it should always be put on with fciu: and
trembling by the young horseman. If liis

hands are good and light, and he can depend
upon his not using it in going at his fences,

this aid is far more useful, with hounds,

attached to the curb-rein than to the snaffle.

The horse's head can then be kept in place

by this rein in his gallop, and lie may bo
ridden, as he ought always to be at his fence,

with the snaffle alone, leaving the curb at

liberty; but if the curb is not quite free the

head is even more coallncd than with the

martingale on the snaffle, and the effect ii^

pulling him into his fence is still greateRl
With a proper degree of presence of niindi

tills can scarcely take place, and on the

whole I am satisfied that in the long run its

use on the curb-rein, with hounds, is safer

than on the snathe, aixl also far mor»
efficacious. The martingale, when used ooj

the snaflle, must be very long, because if

short it will be sure to do the mischief r
have alluded to, but on the curb it may bo
as short as is required, and its full power
may then be displayed ; besides which, the
check on the curb is much more severely

felt than on the snaffle, and the horse soou-

learns to avoid hurting himself, unless he.

is maddened by too great a severity of bit,

or too tight a curb-cham. This use of the

.

martingiUe on the curb-rein is not at all

general, but I learnt it some years ago from,

one of the best horsemen in England, and i
have since used it with great advantage ^

myself. When I first saw him thus equipped,
I told him as a piece of gratuitous informa-

tion at the covert-side, that liis man had.
made a mistake ; to which I received thei

civil reply, with a very knowing twinkle of
the eye, that the mistake was on my part

instead of on the side of his stable-man.

And so by observation afterwards I found
was the case ; and I am astonished that thai

plan has not been more generally followed,

especially as the above- mentioned person
is a verj' celebrated individual in his par-

'

ticular line.

184. Boots are sometimes required, either

for the fetlock-joints or for the inside of the
fore-leg, where in the gallop the one foot

\

sometimes strikes the other leg, or, as it is
i

called, "hits" it, either between the joints,

,

which is the common place, or just belo^v^

the knee, constituting the speedy cut. Eor

;

these boots, see "The Horse."

1&^. A Spare Shoe, fitted to the fore-foot,

,

should always be carried in a p^ cket of tlie

saddle, with nails enough to fix it on, so
j

that the blacksmith may be able to tack it

;

on without loss of time and the use of i

shoes and nails that do not fit. The fore-

shoe will always do for the hind-foot at a
pinch, though it does not answer so well :i3

|

the regular shape; but the liind-shoe wi.l
|

not fit the fore-foot.

Sect. 4—Dress and -Vids.

186. The Dress for riding to hounds is

varied almost as much, and as often, m
" the fashions " of the ladies. In one year
the cap is considered correct, while the next
it is voted " slow." Next year leather-

breeches come into use, but some D'Orsay of
the hunting field dislikes their feel when
wet, and they are supplanted by imitatiou-

doeskiu, or cords. Boots, agiiin, are seldom;
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tw*o seasons alike ; and within my memory
there have been three complete revolutions

in this department, \\ithout reference to the

various Holdeniess, Kaglan, and Hessian
makes, wliich have never been able entirely

to supplant the old Enj,'lish top-boot. This

last article has steadily kept its ground,

although, as I have already remarked, it

has submitted to constant changes in the

length and colour of top, and the quantity

of wrinkles bestowed upon the leg of the

boot, in which fashion is always changing

the allowances. The cut of the coat also

vaiies ; at times having been a complete

dress-coat, with swallow-taili-, and at others

a simple scarlet frock. The present fashion

is in favour of the cap (though not by any
means invariably so), with a moderately-full

body-coat, leather breeches, and top-boots,

with dark-coloured long tops. Woollen
drawers and stockings, with flannel or

elastic woollen shirts, should be always
worn with hounds, because of the liability

to wet, which in this country is always to

be guarded against. Leathers, without
some woollen material under, are dreadfully

cold in wet weather, and should never be

worn next the skin. The boots require to

be tolerably strong, with thick soles, on
account of the state of the ground, which is

often so wet as to saturate a thin boot on
dismounting for any purpose. In some few
hunts green is the colour adopted, but in

the great majority of cases throughout
England scarlet is the hunting colour.

187. The Aids are the whip and spurs,

which almost every one carries and wears.
Fashion here also uiterferes, and sometimes
enjoins the use of the crop, or handle with-
out the thong, and at others permits the
latter to be attached. But one or the other
should always be carried, in order to

stimulate the horse by striking him down
the shoulder if he is tired or sluggish in

rising at a strong fence. The spurs also

should always be on, though they need
seldom be used; but, in a long run, the
time generally comes when a slight touch
of them will serve to prevent an accident,

unless the hunter is a very clever and game
animal. They should be used in the last

stroke of the horse, just before he is going
to rise, for if they are delayed until he is in

the air, as I have often seen, they are
utterly useless, as the horse's power is

then inoperative; and thougli he may alter

the mode of coming down, he can never
increase the effort with which he has
risen.

Sect. 6 The Coveet-Hack.

188. A Covekt-Hack is now generally
used, because, in the first place, many of
our best Luuters are not good hacks; and,

in the second, though the hour of meeting
is six hours later than it used to be, yet the
habits of the present generation have still

further postponed the breakfast-hour, and
the fashionable man must ride at least T2

miles an hour to covert in order to avoid
being thrown out. In days of yore our
grandfatliers breakfasted at daybreak, or
sometimes I'ode 10 miles on an empty
stomach to the hou?e of a friend near the
appointed meet; and they were contented
to do this at a pace which wouid not turn
a hau' of their hunter's coat, even though
that was perhaps not quite so silky and
short as it is expected now to be. Such a
practice would now be voted slow, even
though the breakfast-hour might easily be
appointed for 8 a.m., leaving an hour and a
half or two hours to ride quietly to covert.

But, no, the fast man must ride fast, and
make his appearance on his blood-hack,

galloping 16 miles an hour, and Avith his

overalls bespattered with mud. He leaves

his house at 9.30 or 10 a.m., and reaches the

meet just in time to put off his outside skin

of diit, and appear without a biemish on
his boots and leathers. Then mounting his

hunter, which is waiting for him, he is

ready to do such " deeds of deiTing do " as

shall astonish the festive circle in the

evening. For this purpose the hack must
be a galloper, capable of keeping up a fast

hand-gallop all the wayfrom point to point;

he should be an easy goer at this pace, safe,

and clever enough to take any moderate

fence which may interfere with a short cut

from one point to another. Green lanes are

often very deep, and it would be impossible

to get along through them at the desired

pace; the only alternative therefore is to

turn out on the adjoining sound ground,

and get over or through the fences as well

as the hack is capable of doing them. If h©
is a perfect covert-hack he will creep or

jump m hand, or get across the country

in some way, according to the weight ha

has to carry; and he should therefore be

a miniature-hunter, with the additional

requisite of being a good hack for the road.

Many a horse is a pleasant and safe goer ou
soft ground, but if he is set going on a
turnpike-road he will roll over his rider ia

the first half mile. This is what the coverU

hack should not be; what he should be is,

a clever and safe galloper. A trotter is

tiring, in the first place; and in the second,

is not suited for the green sides of a road

or the green lanes which can generally be

met with in reaching the meet. About 14

hands is the best average size for these

hacks, whatever the rider may be ; if for

16 St. or upwards, tlie hack must be a

cob ; but if for much less he may be blood-

like, or even qiute thorough-bred, if he caa
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\te obtained of tha: breed with sufficient

action- ]Most covert-hacks, however, are

under-sized hunters, the produce of mares

intended to breed something more valuable

in the market; but not growing into the

contemplated proportions, the breeder is

obliged to sell them as hacks; and when
fast and clever enough they are devoted

to the purpose now under consideration.

Action is them:iin point; not too high, so

OS to throw time and space away, but a

fust stealing-away kind of style, which gets

over the groimd without distressing either

horse or rider. If the hack can get along

in this waj', safely over all sorts of ground,

and can last at his three-quarter pace for

ten or a dozen miles, he is a good covert-

liack, let his appearance be what it may;
but most men prefer good looks in addition,

especially as these hacks are available

during the summer for other purposes. A
neat head and neck, with a general outUne

calculated to please the eye, are therefore

eagerly looked lor; and the consequence is

that one of 14 hands, or a little more,

tolerably well-bred and good-looking, which

is capable of carrying from 12 to 16 st

comfortably, and at a fast pace for the

distance above specified, is worth from £50

to £100, according to his looks and action.

A good j udge will of course suit himself for

oaie-half the lower sum; but in London, or

any of the best huntin ? countries, such an

animal is v.-oith as much as 1 have stated.

It must be recollected that he requires all

the good qualities of the horse, except

flying speed and great size; and that he

inust possess beauty of form and good

temper, safe and fast action, cleverness, and

aJbove all good sound feet and legs to stand

tlie battering of the roads over which he

must often be ridden at his three-quarter

I>ace. Now, many scores of hacks, so called,

may be looked over before a good judge

could select one corresponding in all points

with the above description, and conse-

quently when one is found it Is fair to

exiiect that his price will be estimated

accordingly. Such animals fetch long

prices even at the hammer; and when I^Ir.-

I'attersall has one before him, it more fre-

quently reaches above the first-named sum
than drops below it It is needless to

remark, that the groom who takes the

hunter to the meet is left in charge of the

hack when the exchange is made, and at

once takes him home.

Sect. 6.—The Tab GnooM, Srtn) Gboom,
AND OTHER SEBVANTS.

189. A Pad Groosi, or Second Horseman,

is another modem invention ; and he is

intended to enable the forward rider to

lioands to escape the consequences of liis

sharp burst. From 20 to 40 minutes at a

steeplechase-pace will pump out most

horses u)ider any weight ; and, therefore,

when this has been achieved, the rider

must either give up his amusement for the

day or f Jl back upon a second horse. The

latter plan is adopted by those who have

the means, and a groom of light weight

with a good eye for country is put upon

the horse, with instructions to nturse hi;n,

and yet be at hand to make the exchange

as soon as a check occurs, after it may be

supposed that the first horse has h;id

enough. For this purpose the pad groom.

or, as he is now more generally called. t!ie

second horseman, should be of Ught weight,

yet strong on his horse, so that he cai;

command him and ride him, if necessary,

at any fence. Sometimes this cannot hi

avoided, and the second horse must Ik

ridden nearly over the same line as the resi

of the field ; but it must be rememberec

that in practice the difference is very groa'

between going quietly over a line where .'

large field of horsemen of all classes havt

passed, and taking the same fences in th(

front rank. Those who have had to maU(

up lost ground after an accident are awan

of this, and must have seen in most case;

gaps in the fences which any donkey ca;

get over; yet, occasionally, a strong pos

and rail or a hrook remains in statu quo

and must either be jumped or else a Ion.

detour must be made, which would take

much more out of the horse than the 1- ai

with a Ught-weight. Hence, the seco:;-

horseman must be capahle of getting quiet 3

over all these places, bat should alway:

exercise his judgment by avoiding then

where it is possible to do so; because even

exei-tion is so much taken out of his horse

and therefore it is only when the leap is :

loss one than the gaUop to avoid it, that i

is instifiable to put him at any hirge fence

By this kind of saving of the horse, and b\

taking advantage of keeping the inside

all bends, ridmg headlands, along lanes. Ac
the second horseman ought to be able t(

bring up his horse at the end of a bur.-

almost Avithout turning a hair, and ind.

frequently as fresh as when he started,

must also be borne in mind that tli( s

horses, though up to 12 or even 16 St.. ;ii-.

only caro'iiig about 8 St., and that the;

are consequently under every advanta.-r

while the first horse is galloped through a!

sorts of ground and over every fence as i

comes, under a difference of 4 or 6 St., o

even more. But it requires great judgnicn

in nursing the horse, and in knowing wher

and where to bring him up to the master

still there are some who arc alwaj^s read)

when wanted, and yet until that momcn

they have never been witlun nearly a raiii
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of the first horse. On the contrary, others

keep close till the3' are really rtquired and
then are a mile behind. Natural quickness

and a desire to please are indispensable

qualities in this kind of servant ; and when
perfect in his vocation, he is an invaluable

adjunct to the stud of the heavy-weight in

a fast hunting countrj'. He generally also

takes care of two horses, as an ordinary

groom.
190. The Sttd Gsoom is the head groom

who has charge of the whole hunting-
stable, with as many servants tmder him as

are necessary. Boys are not generally

employed about hunting stables, because
the object is not so much to keep th«

weight off the horses' backs as in the racuig

stable ; and the objection to boys, that they
cannot be depended on, is greater than any
compensating advantage will balance. The
usual number of helpers or grooms in a
hunting-stable is one to three horses, the
stud groom not counting as one, and the

second horseman taking either one or two.

In small stables the head man takes his

share, but where there are a dozen horses

his head is better employed in looking after

the men than his hands would be in

dressing his share of the horses. Accidents
are constantly occurring in the hunting
stable, and these he will himself attend to,

which, with the measuring out of com and
seeing after what is wanted by the men
under his care, will fully occupy his time
'while the stable hours are passing. The
stud groom should have had considerable

experience in horses of this class, either in

a training stable or in a regular hunting
estabUshment ; the latter being the best

school, because there are generally bad
habits picked up in training stables which
are not often lost. Still many very excellent

men of this class have passed the ordeal

with advantage to themselves and theii-

smployer, and if they are unscathed they
are extremely valuable. The principles

apon which the two kinds ot horses are got
Into condition are so similar, that what is

.earned in the one is always useful in the

Dther; whilst, at the same time, some
modifications must always be made to suit

;he diff'erence of external circumstances.
191. The Wages of the head man vary

'rom £60 a-year up to £200 or £300, and in

arge establishments no price is too high to

)ay for a really clever man who knows his

business and will attend to it. The pad
iroom will generally require a few pounds
i-j'ear more than an ordinary servant ; but
lis exact wages will always depend upon
he value his master places upon his
lowers ot doing what is required. In some
nstances I have known £100 a-year given
or this office ; but this liberal .scale of remu-

neration is not often adopted. The wages of
ordinary helpers vary from twelve shillings

to a pound per week, according to the class

ot men required, and the locality.

Sect. 7—The Hunting Stable.

192. The Hunting Stable should be
built on somewhat different principles to
the racing stable, inasmuch as it is required
for horses which do very severe work once
or twice a-fortnight, and then have an
interval of comparative rest. They are

also much more exposed to the weather,
and the temperature in consequence should
be several degrees lower. Hence, the hunt-
ing stable should be lofty, airy, and light.

At least 2,000 cubic feet should be allowed
for each horse, wliich will require for this

purpose two cubes of ten feet in everj-

direction. The best proportions however
for each horse are found in a box 18 feet

long, 12 wide, and 10 high, which will give

2,160 cubic feet; and it the same sized box
can be made 2 feet higher it yvUl make
2,592 cubic feet, which is quite as liberal an
allOAvance as is desirable in any building

heated by the powers of the horse alone.

The annexed plan is calculated to accommo-
date 12 hunters, and is the most economical
and convenient form. It consists of four

separate stables, all of equal size, and each
adapted for three horses, giving a loose box
to each, but separated from one another
above the level of five feet by iron bars
only ; two doors in each stable di\-ide off the

three boxes entirely when so desired, and
they may be made to sUde into the di'visions

completely out of the way when it is so

ordered. Tlie slides are from above, and
the doors thus hung rapidly travel across,

and yet cannot possibly be opened by any
horse. Each stable should have a large

ventilating funnel which is capable of being

partially or entirely opened and shut by a
wooden valve, worked by a string, and
within the easy reach of the head groom.

A window is at the head of each horse,

guarded by iron wire, and high up above the
rack and manger. These should be of the

enamelled iron form, with a separate divi-

sion for water or gruel; and the rack

between them and on a level with them,

by which a great sa\-ing of hay is eflfected-

A trapped-drain runs into the central tank,

which also takes the manure ; and the wall

surrounding this carries eight pillars, which
support a covered-shed for the convenience

of exercise in bad weather. Such a stable

with aU the appurtenances in a plain but

good style, yet without much external

ornament, ought to cost from £230 to £300;

or in some situations a little more, accord-

ing to the price of materials and labour.

2i>
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The Hunting Stable.

5
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With a stable on this plan, and iceU ceiled,

there can be no objection to a hay-loft over.

The steam is carried off readily by the
ventilating shafts, and neither Injures the
hay and straw, nor do these cause any
harm to the horses; but, on the contrary,

they serve to preserve an even temperature
In both summer and winter. Tlie saddle-

room fireplace should be made to heat the

boiler in the anteroom to It, and tlicn the

flue should pass across the saddle-room,

under the saddle-pegs, which arc thus kept
dry bj' its heat. In the vacant covered
passage between the saddle-room and corn-

chamber, a dirty horse may be washcc
nitli warm water fi-om the boiler and thei

removed at once to his stall; this is ai

excellent plan, and saves the great risk o

cold which the long continuance of wet dir

is sure to occasion. On the whole, this forn

of stable will be found the most suitable fo

a stud of hunters of the above size, and i

more room is wanted three more stiiblcs o

similar size can be added, making room fo

nine more horses, and still preserA'lng tli'

square form, which is convenient, because i

allows of the circular ride for frosty o

wet weather.
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CHAP. n.

PUECHASE AND MANAGEME^TT OF THE HUISTER.

Sect. 1.—Pcbchasing the Hunter.

193. httnteks are geneballt obtained
BY Purchase ; and few people who breed

them also ride them, except as a means of

sale. Most of our hunters are bred by
farmers, who seldom keep a large stud of

these animals, but breed two or three colts

every year. Sometimes, however, a larger

number of this class of horse 'are reared

upon a farm, and to the great profit of the

breeder; but, as a rule, the gaps in the

hunting stable are filled either by thorough-
bred drafts from the racing stable, or by
hunters bred expressly for the purpose by
farmers, who rear them and ride them till

five or six years old, and then when wholly
or in part broken to hounds, and sometimes
when perfect hunters, they are picked up
by deaiers, or by gentlemen without their

Intervention. In good hunting districts the
farmers have a good chance of showing off

their young horses to advantage, and can
often command high prices in consequence

;

but generally they are obUged to accept a
lower sum than might be cheerftilly given
by the ultimate purchaser, because they
have no means ofdisplaying their horses to

any one but the dealer or his agent. In
this way one or two hundred per cent are
realized by the London dealer, or by one of

the first provincials; but as the price is

regulated by the fancy of the purchaser,
and as some parties will pay for their sport.

It is not to be wondered at that dealers with
elastic consciences are ready to accommo-
date them. Few private gentlemen who
hunt, and who often have a large stud, are
in a position to breed horses, neither pos-
sessing the inclination nor the knowledge
necessary for its successful prosecution.
Besides, I have shown that flrst-class

thorough-bred colts cannot be reared for

less than £150 at three years did ; and if the
additional two or three years be set against
the extra price of sire and dam, and the
forcing kind of keep necessary for the
racing-colt, it will be found that hunters
bred expressly for the purpose by gentle-
men for their own studs, will average that
sum, or very nearly so. Now, if the average
is £150, the result will be that when the
various chances of lameness, bad action,
bad temper, &c., <fec., are taken into account
which wiU cut off two-thirds of the number,
that the price will be nearly trebled, and
that the value of good weight-carrying
hunters, perfect with hounds, soimd, and
fit for sale, vrill be fuUy £400; a sum Ibr

which very first-class horses may always
be bought. Thus, I have shown that the
best plan is to go to market for these
animals ; and the only question is, how and
where ? Of course, where there is a demand
there will always be a supply ; and the mode
of effecting this arrangement will appear in

examining into the general subject included
under the head of " The Practice of Breed-
ing Horses of all kinds."

194. The Best Mart fob Hunters is the
hunting field, where their qualities can be
satisfactorily ascertained; nevertheless, it

is easy to practise deception even there.

Some men can ride an awkward horse in

such a style as to lead the spectator to

believe that he Is as handy as a kitten,

which feat is effected partly by careful

drilling and the use of the voice instead of
the rein or spur, but chiefly by the know-
ledge which the animal has obtained that

his rider is a horseman of the first order,

and, in consequence, his master. With
such a man the bad-tempered horse is often

subdued into good behaviour, and does all

that he is asked ; indeed, he performs so

weU that customers almost fight for his

possession, and a long price is given with-
out further trial, the fortunate purchaser
not even requiring one. The next week
sees the same animal mounted by his new
proprietor, who soon has to commence a
struggle for victory that as often as not
terminates in favour of the quadruped;
whilst the biped, who would hke to call

\mnsQ\£master as well, is obUged to consider

himself well beaten, and, in despair, he
seUs his horse at the hammer without a
character. Hence, it is never safe for a
purchaser to calculate upon a horse suiting

him till he has ridden him, for even in less

extreme cases than the above he will often

find that what suits his neighbour will not
always suit him. Some men Uke a puller,

some like a horse to go with a slack rein,

and some again Uke the happy medium
(when they can get it). The same applies

to the style of jumping, which only pleases

a certain class of men when it is very
deliberate and cautious, giving time for

"craning," and allowing the mind to be

changed very late indeed. Horses which
rush at their fences are an abomination to

these men, and they would not ride one
which had the least tendency that way; yet

there are others who like horses to take

their fences quickly, and, though no one
perhaps approves of actual rushing, yet a
very close approach to it is often patronised.
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Creeping, too, is considered indispensable by
many men, while others dislike it above all

things, and never expect a horse to take

his fence at any pace less than a trot. For
all these reasons, and independently of the

diSiciilty of ascertaining the temper in any
other way, the man who wishes to be well

suited and is at all particular should try

every horse before buying him ; which he

may do to a certain extent without hounds,

but not satisfactorily, since they are often

different creatures quietly by themselves

and when in company, or especially with

hounds. I recollect on one occasion a

gentleman of my acquaintance buying a

magnificent chestnut mare after riding her

over a dozen fences, which she topped in

the most beautiful and clever style, taking

a circle round his house, and in cool blood.

He thought he had a treasure, and was
deUghted at getting such a hunter for only

200 guineas. Next month the hunting

season began, and in the meantime she was
regularly put into condition by his groom,

who reported that she carried him beauti-

fully hi her gallops, and that she was a
" clipper." I happened to be present at the

covert-side on the first day, and thenew pur-

chase won the general admiration of all the

field. But no sooner was the fox found and
the first fence arrived at than the mare and
her rider parted company, she having
"bucked" in her jump, and thrown her
new owner with great force on to his b.ick.

The fact was that she was a very excitable

animal ; and when quietly by herself she

would do her fences just as a hunter should,

but when with hounds she overjumped
herself at first, cocking up behind in the

most awkward manner, and unseating any
one but a very strong horseman, which my
friend certainly was not, though a good
performer enough with an easy horse to

ride. Now, if this mare had been tried by
him with hounds he would have declined

her at once ; and though he persevered for

some time he never could ride her in

comfort, and seldom escaped a fall or a
very near approach to it on first getting

away with the hounds. A hunter, there-

fore, must be examined not only as a

horse In the usual mode, but his hunting
qualities should also be investigated by an
actual trial ; and hence an experienced

hand will say, on hearing the price and
approving of It, "I will give you all you
flsk, If you win let mo throw my leg over

him, rfwrf 1 like him then." It Is extraordi-

nary what a diffcrcnco thistrlal often makes
In the estimate formed of a horso. not oujy
In this case, but in all others, liy many it

Is supposed that a walk or a trot In hand
before the buyer Is all-sufilciont, and that

A horse may be bought at the hammer

with some degree of certainty as to hfai

suiting the particular taste of the purchaser.!

This, however, is a fallacy ; and though a
run up and dovra the yard at Tattersall's iai

better than a stable examination withouti
it, yet a few yards in the saddle is worth
ten times as much. An experienced horse-
man detects in a very few yards whethojf
a horse goes strongly or not, and whether
he can move under weight ; and though a
longer trial is still better, yet a very short
distance, especiallj' if the ground is a litt e
undulating, will ser\'e to give a tolerably

just estimate of the natural capabilities ol

any animal of the species. The mouth is ol

so much importance to the due performance
of the hunter's duties, that it must be taken
into account, and yet it cannot possibly be
more than guessed at when there is only
a run of a few yai-ds with a loose reint

or a sudden jerk to pull up. In the
stable it is quite out of the question'
to attempt to pick a hunter ; and there

'

will always be a grand variation in a
stud of horses between the pick in it, and
after they are sho^Ti out. Next to the
hunting-field in choosing a hunter, and
especially when money is no object, are
the stables of the best London dealers, as
well as some proAiucial ones of note. It

would be invidious to particularise, but^
there are at least a dozen in London, and
many others in the country, where every
variety of hunter may be obtained by a good
judge with a long purse. Here a gentleman
known to the dealer may always have a
fiiir trial; but he must not expect to be
.nllowed to ride a fat horse as he might do
one in condition, nor will he find that such
an animal will go in a style fit for hound* (

in his fat state. Some dealers who do much

.

with hunters keep a certain number in the

.

season always tolerably fit to go, and these

.

may well be tried with or without hounds

;

but the majority are In "dealer's con>i
dltion"—more like beef than hard horse- •

flesh. It Is not, therefore, to be wondered
at that sellers are sometimes scrupulous >

about allowirtg their horses to be tried out
of their sight; for they are well aware, by
experience, that vast injury may easily be
done, and speedily too, both to wind and
legs, as well as fat, by riding horses while
thus totally uuiit. At the hammer good
hunters are often sold at long prices, when '

they are well known in their respective

districts; and a stud with good characters

will command very high sums. During the

present sununer a stud of hunters, to the

number of fourteen, and not of any extra-

ordinary celebrity, were sold at Tattersall's.

averaging about JE350 per horse, and none
of them shelving any extraordinary weight-

carrying powers citiier. Cut uul&ss a horse
\
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has a character it is a dangerous thing to

meddle with him ; for though he may be

as good-looking as possible, and all over a

hunter in appearance, yet when tried he
may be utterly useless. Such a result often

follows a speculation, even with the advan-
tage of good judgment and experience ; and
the lottery is in this department more often

full of blanks than in any other where
horses are concerned. Hacks and harness-

horses may much more easily be selected

with this imperfect trial, but hunters
cannot be more than guessed at ; hence, it

is never prudent to give much more at the

hammer for a horse intended to serve as a

hunter, than he wUl always command again

at the same kind of sale, and for harness or

general purposes ; and it is a good rule not

to exceed that sum by more than you are

careless of losing; then if he turns out

weil, so much the more satisfactory is the

result ; and if not, he may be resold at the

trifling sacrifice originally contemplated as

a safe resource. In this way a good hunter
may often be picked up at comparatively
little money, but generally not until several

have been rejected and resold as only fit

for "flat-catching," or for harness-work.

At the other weekly sales in London few
good hunters are put up, and the purchaser
would do well to conflne his attentions to

the above well-conducted establishment.

No tricks are allowed there more than are

inseparable from the nature of dealing

;

and whatever is stated as a fact by the

auctioneer may be depended on, as being to

the best of his belief. Few thoroughly-made
hunters are quite sound in every respect,

and some very celebrated horses have
been notoriously the reverse ; consequently

Giere are many hunters of known good
character wMch are sold with all faults,

but the majority are warranted sound, and
may be returned if proved to be otherwise,

within the time specified in the rules of the

establishment. Lameness of many kinds
may be temporarily cured with rest, &c.,

but roaring, whistling, and all defects of

the wind, are easily discovered on the first

smart gallop, and generally also in the

stable, though by no means invariably sa
Many horses which are not roarers will

make a noise in the stable, and some which
are rank noisy ones are quiet on the threat

with the stick in the true scientific way.
The best time for procuring a hunter, or a
stud of these animals, is at the end of the
hunting season, when they may be often

bought at low sums, and showing all their

faults, in the shape of big legs, blows on the
shins, &c., which will all disappear by rest

and proper treatment; whereas the very
s mie animals in six months' time would
Lii worth 30 or 40 per cent, more mouej-,

and are not so often to be met with either,
because most people sell off when they have
determined to give up hunting, which they
generally do at the time when there is no
temptation to adhere to its pleasures.

Sect. 2 Summeeing.

195. NiMROD V. Katdke Until within
the last thirty or forty years, huntei's were
almost always turned out as soon as the
first grass showed itself, and this kind of
food was considered a panacea for all their

complaints. After being kept in a warm
stable all the winter, and their coats made
as fine as possible, they were stripped of
their clothing as rapidly as their owners
dare, and turned out, often without any
hovel to run into In cold and wet weather.
The result was frequently that in the
autumn they came up broken-winded, or
sometimes they died in the seasoning ; and
in all cases, if healthy, they were fat, pursy,
ana unwieldy, and required nearly the
whole of the hunting season to fit them for

the work they had to do. Certainly, for

the pace our forefathers rode, a grass-horse,

if fed with com also, as was often done,

was capable of keeping his place through a
run, though with a liberal display of lather

;

but as it is notorious that a horse in training

requires six months, after leaving the grass-
field, to prepare him even for a moderate
race, and as it is also well known that a
fast thing with hounds is still more trjang
than a race, so it is evident that this fast

thing will require something more than
grass-fed horse-flesh to carry the possessor
safely through it. Hence, the plan has
been almost universally abandoned, in
great measure owing to the writings of
" Nimrod" (Mr. Apperley) on the subject, and
the hunter is now almost always summered
in a loose box. Besides, there ai'e other
objections to turning a hunter out at this

season of the year. It is generally the case
that his legs and feet—sometimes one or
the other, sometimes all—are inflamed, and
require rest, blistering, firing, <fcc Kow,
if this is the case, the turning out only
aggravates the mischief, because these

liorses are, of all others, the most excited

by libert.y, from their associating it with
their usual occupations, and gallop about,

battering their legs on the hard ground,

mitn the original mischief is made ten times

greater. If legs or feet are to be mended
by turning out, this ought either to be done
in the winter, or into marshes, which are

objectionable, because they are peculiarly

opposed to the future hard condition of the

horse. Upland grasses make the horse

flabby enough, but marsh grass is ten times
worse. I have turned out many horses in

the summer myself, when lame, but I never
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found them to be improved by it, and some
have been utterly ruined by tlieir galloping

over the hai'd turf. K they must go out

they should be fettered, which stops their

gallops, and is a very good preventive at

this season of the year. The iJimrodian

plan is as follows :—The horse is gradually

cooled down, by taking off his clotliing by
degrees, and by abstracting his corn par-

tially or entirely, giving physic, &c., <fcc. ; all

which will require nearly a month, or until

the middle of ilay ; he is then to be put

into a large, roomy, and airy loose box,

with the upper halt of the door capable of

being constantly left open, or vnth a strong

chain put across the door-posts, the door

being left entirely open, wliich is better still,

because it allows of a free circulation of

air. When thoroughly cooled down, the

legs may be blistered or dressed with any
of the numerous appUcations which will be

hereafter described. Tan is the best mate-
rial for the floor of the box, and if thickly

spread serves all the purposes of litter,

whilst it keeps the feet cool. Italian rye or

Lucerne, or ordinary grass, may be given,

at first mixed with an equal quantity of

hay, but when the horse is accustomed to

them, forming the entire food. Vetches I

am not fond of for horses doing no work.

If young, they are irritating to the bowels,

and do nothing but scour them ; and if old,

they are strong and heating. For coach-

horses at work, when given with corn,

they answer better than grass, especially

when the pods are fully developed ; but for

summering the hunter, I prefer some of the

grasses or Lucerne, which are not nearly so

heating as vetches. The shoes may be

taken off, and the feet pared out nicely,

removing all broken pieces of horn, and
cutting out any sand-cracks, seedy toes, <fcc.,

to the quick, so as to allow them to be

radically cured at this time of complete

rest. If the horse is tolerably young and
heiirty, ho will do better for a month or

two without any com at all; and during

that time he avIU have recovered from
the inflammatory condition of the system
which high feeding inevitably produces.

The blistering, firing, or other remedies,

have now done their work, and the legs

are reduced in size, with all their old

lumps and bumps ali;iost entirrly gone.

This will bo accomplislied by the end of

July, or sometimes, when tlie logs are very

stale, a month later; until wliich time the

com is still forbidden, or only given in

small quantities, and the whole attention

is tunied to the removal of the eflccts of

the thorns and battering blows which the

legs and feet have sustained during Uie

previous season. But it is by this time

necessary to begin to restore Uie corn, and

to leave off partially or entirely the green
food. By the end of August, at latest, hay
should form the principal kind of fodder,

with two feeds of oats, or thereabouts,

according to the fleshiness of the horse. If
he is much wasted more must be given,

and if the reverse, one feed a-day will bo
enough. The shoes may now be tacked on,

and the horse walked out regularly every
mommg on the grass for an hour or two.
In the middle of September the training

for the hunting season begins, and at that
time the summering may be considered at

an end. Water should be constantly sup-
plied during the whole summer in the box,
so that the horse may drink when thirsty.

The Coat is left entirely undressed. Phtsio
will be required two or three times, or

oftener if the stomach is much upset by the
long-continued work and fasts of the pre-
vious winter. Nothmg tries the constitu-

tion of the horse more than these long
fasts, which are not suited to his small
stomach ; this, fi:om its size, requires to

be replenished every four hours at most,
yet it is often six, eight, or ten before

the tired hunter gets even a bucket of

gruel, and no wonder, then, that he requires

a fortnight to come round for a similar

da}''s work. Condition-balls, <fec, &c., will

rarely be required ; but sometimes, in spitft;

of all the green food and other adjuncts,

i

the stomach remains obstinately out of

order, and the food seems to do no good.

Here a stimulus or stomachic is required,

and a warm cordial stomach-ball, once or
twice a-week, will be of great service. See
Diseases ol the Horse.

Sect. 3 Breaking and Teachinq.

196. Bkeakixq is of course required for

'

those colts which are specially intended for

hunters, but except in teaching to jump it

does not differ from the plan adopted iO<

ordinary colt-breaking. The same moutb>'
ing-bit which I have recommended at pagS'

346 will also suit this kind of horse, but Itfl

reins should be buckled considerably tightet'

and the horse " put upon it " for an houi
a daj' until he bends himself well. He may<
also have what is called a " dumb jockey "

buckled on his roller, with springs con-
tained within its arms, by which the bit iS

allowed to give and take with tlie horse's

action; but still lUwnys having a tendencgf

to bend the neck anil bring the horse back
on his haunches. Unless this is etlectually

done, and the colt is made to use his hind-

legs by bringing them well under him,

thus carrying a good part of his weight, he

is never safe across ridge-and-furrow, nor
in awkward places, where he is obliged to

crec|» up close to the take-off, and gather

all his lejjs together before n-.aking his
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spring. When the horse is being lunged he
may be made to jump a bar, but not too

often over a moveable one, or he finds out

its tendency to fall and becomes careless.

A fixed bar should be used as soon as the

horse understands this part of his business,

and he will not hurt himself if he falls over
it a few times ; because there is nothing to

hold his legs, and, consequently, he either

falls forward or backward without injury.

The bar should have side guides, so that in

lunging, the horse must go over or come
back and face the whip of the groom
following him ; and when they are properly

managed the leading-rein slides over them
"Without catching, and the bar may be
taken by the horse In each round of the
lunge. Some horses seem to enjoy the fun
when they are clever and good-tempered,
but not more than six or eight jumps should
be given in any one lesson for fear of
disgusting the pupU. When he is perfect

over the bar with the lunging-rein, and
after he is broken to all his paces, he may be
ridden over it, or any small fences, in cool

blood ; but he never ought to be put at this

kind of work till he is perfect at all his

other lessons. For if he does not know
what the spur or the pull of the rein means,
it is useless to confase him by trying to

make him do what he does not understand.

U large jump should ever be tried without
hounds, and when the colt is willing to go
when he is wanted over small places, it is

better to defer the conclusion of his jumping
education untU he can be taken out with
hounds, as I have explained under the
section treating of the teaching of the
steeplechaser. With hounds the colt is

inclined to follow the field of horses, and
will soon attempt any place his breaker
puts him at; though often making mis-
takes, and sometimes carrying the fence

before him into the next field. Good hands,
a firm seat, and an unruflBed temper soon
make him know his powers ; and in a few
times he learns to avoid mishaps and keeps
his legs without difficulty. The breaking-
bit already described is the best to ride

young horses with, as it is large and allows
of considerable pressure without injury ; so

that if the breaker is obliged to keep the
head straight with some force, the colt is

not thereby dragged into the fence, as
would be the case with a small and sharp
snaffle or with a curb. The same caution
must now be exercised as before with
regard to a too long continuance of the
early lessons. The young hunter, as well
as the steeplechaser, should be gradually
accustomed to his practice, consequently
should never have too much at first. See
page 383, under the head of "Steeple-

I
chasing."

Sect. 4.

—

Conditioning.

197. The Peepaeing the hunter for hi3
work is carried on exactly on the same
principles as the training of the racer,
or more especially of the steeplechaser.
Physic having been given, he must be
sweated, if necessary, and generally over
about four miles. Walking exercise to the
amount of about three hours a-day is

always enjoined, and if good turf can be
obtained for the purpose so much the better.
A road wUl do very well with horses pos-
sessing good feet and legs ; but in all cases
grass is cooler to the feet, and gives less jar
to the legs. According to the nature of the
country must be the severity of the pre-
paration. If it is a grass one, with a good
scent, the horse must be made fit for any-
thing, and he may well be trained just as
in the preparation of a steeplechaser. (See
paragraph 165.) If, however, the runs are
likely to be slower, he may be kept much
bigger and more full of flesh, requiring only
an occasional gallop, and no sweat, unless
he is very lusty. Very often he is required
to go out twice a-week, and then if he is

drawn fine he sinks in flesh, and is soon
wasted to a shadow, and unfit for his

business. The groom, therefore, should
understand what he is to get his horses
ready for, and act accordingly. The com
should be gradually increased, with one
or two doses of physic in the middle of
the preparations; and the hunter is got
ready to begin his season.

198. Singeing, or Clipping, is absolutely
necessary in many himters, if the horse is

to be made as fit as he is capable o£ Many
hunters are always rough in the winter,

and if they are allowed to keep their coats

on they can never be thoroughly dried after

work till the next day ; and the consequence
is that they are weak, and subject to

coughs. The gas-lamp now removes the
coat in a very superior manner, and has
almost superseded the use of the clipping-

scissors. It consists of a broad kind of

comb, perforated with holes, which ^m-
municate with a flexible tube screwed on to

a gas-pipe. The gas, on being admitted by
turning a cock, is lighted, and bums with a
series of strong jets along the edge of the

comb. This is now run over the surface ot

the horse, and as it raises the coat by the

teeth of the comb, the gas bums ofi' the

ends, and thus reduces the length. A
clever hand will soon bum off the whole
coat of a horse down to a proper and equal

length, and he then looks nearly as well as

if clipped, but certainly not quite equal to

the appearance of a coat well done by a
good clipper. It is usual to give horses a
sweat alter clipping or singeing, in order to
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get rid of the burnt ends of the hair, and, as

It is said, to prevent their taking cold ; but I

cannot see how tliis can be the result, wlien

an ordinary sweat is known to render the

horse more liable to cold than before. A
good washing with soap and water answers
the same purpose, and when a horse is

poor, and cannot afford the loss of sweat,

it is always to be preferred.

199. The Selection of the horse to be

ridden on any particular day is sometimes

left to the stud-groom, but generally the

choice rests with the master, after consult-

ing with his servant and ascertaining the

comparative fitness of his horses. The one

which is the most fresh is of course selected,

if he is as well adapted to the country which
is to be ridden over as the next on the hst.

Sometimes in this respect there is a great

difference, and the horse which will go
well over one kind of country will be a
bungler over another—as, for instance,

when there are frequent water jumps, or

stone walls, which require a very different

style of jumping, though some few horses

are equally good over botli. Some hunters,

when intended to be used the next day,

require setting on the muzzle just as for

racing, but should always have their hay
first, and should then be set either late at

night or very early in the morning. It is

seldom the case that the hounds find before

11 a.m., and by 6 in winter it may be put on
alter a feed of com and a few go-downs of

water, and kept on till the next feed just

before starting. Many horses are* very
greedy in eating the litter, and will fill

themselves as full as possible In this way,
if allowed to do so. About 8 o'clock a
couple of quarts of water may be given,

and at 9 the second feed of oats, and by
9.30 the saddle is put on, and the horse
started for the covert-side. In very cold

weather a light quarter-piece may bo put
on, but almost always the horse is taken
out without one. I confess tliat I can see

no reason why this should be so, and many
horses no doubt are chilled by waiting for

lialfHin hour at the covert-side before tlioy

are mounted by their owners. They may l)e

walked about, but this will not keep them
warm in a windy and wet day; and 1 think

it is a very good plan to allow the sheet to

be kept on, and only removed when tlie

hounds are thrown into covert, and there

is a momentary expectation of finding,

llunters are always exerci.scd In warm
clothing, and yet though they are walked
to covert they are expected to keep as

wann there without clothing as if they
never had a cloth on. It Is the long coh-
tlnued exjiosuro which chills, not the
removal of the cloth for a limited time; and
I am stire that 1 have often sueu the coats

all turned the wrong way m a lot of hunters
waiting at the meet, through an adher-

ence to the usual plan. The groom will of
course take care that the girths are pro-

perly tightened before he hands over his

charge to his master's use ; also, the curb-

chain, that it is not too tight, yet sufliciently

so to command the horse.

Sect. 6.—Getting Ackoss-Cootrt.

200. The Gexerai, Principles upon which
this exciting amusement is conducted have
been alluded to at paragraph 176, it now
remains that we go more fully into the

details of its practice. In order to prevent
accidents as much as possible, and yet not

to interfere with that degree of emulation
which gives its chief zest to the sport,

certain rules have been for a long time,

by common consent, adopted. They aro

now fully recognised in all hunting coun-
tries by those who wish to be considered
sportsmen, and any departure from their

dicta is a breach of good (hmiting) manners.

In addition to these rules some remarks
will be offered, more in the shape of ad\-ice

to the tjTO than as bearing upon recognised

customs.
201. A Line of his Own should be taken

by every man, either strictly behind another
or at a given distimce to the right or left

;

and he should never attempt to deprive his

neighbours or liis leader of the line which
they have chosen, though he may fairly

compete with them in other respects. By
the adoption of this rule all jostling in

riding at the same weak places is avoided,

which is one of the most dangerous prac-

tices that can be attempted in the hunting
field. If there were not some rule of this

kind two men riding jealously at one
another would be constantly going together

at a gap or thin part of a tence, neither

would give way, and the two horses would
rise at the same moment, and one or both
would almost inevitably fall into the ditclu

Such an accident does sometimes occur

with young men ignorant of the rules of

hunting, and when it happens it leads to a
very nasty fall, because both horses boliid

down alongside one another there is great

risk, not only of a bad fall, but of a kick
fy-om the opponent's horse. lUit If riders

will always keep their proper distance from
one another, and ride square at their fences,

nothing of this kind would happen; it Is

always pretty clear in getting over oiuj

lence what is the proper place for each nnui

to take in the next. If there is a decidedly

weak place, and only one. It belongs to

the person who is opposite it; and his com-
panions should either go to some other, or

wait their turns after him. Of course thero

are cases where it is dillicult to decide tliis,
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but, generally speaking, it is pretty clear in

practice, unless a man in his heat and
jealousy is vvUfully blind. I have already
observed that riding to hounds is now a
complete race, and few men would care to

indulge in it without the excitement of
competition. The hunting of the hounds is

merged in it, and forgotten for it, and they
are only made the means of pointing out
the direction of the line which is to be
taken by the competing field.

202. A Familiab Acquaixtance with the
<iouNTKT which is being crossed should, as

fer as possible, always be obtained; and tlie

tyro should learn the chief land-marks and
their bearings upon the covert which is

most Ukely the point of the fox ; then, if

hounds are inclined to run in slight circles,

always bear towards that point, but not too
much, for fear of being thrown out ; but in

all cases keep near the hounds, as much as is

practicable. A neglect of this last precau-

tion is often attended with an entire loss of

place in the remainder of the run, and it is

much easier to keep a place than to regain

it. Many a good rider can take everything

before him when he is sure of being right,

but when once he is thro\\'n out he is com-
pletely lost ; and, instead of gaining on the
hounds, loses ground at every fence. Know-
ledge of country, with a good eye for it, are

the two essentials, and neither vrtll serve

alone. Short-sighted men are here lamen-
tably deficient, and they are often obUged
to submit their judgment to that of some
friend, and follow steadily in his wake.

203. I>rE\TER ErOE TOUB HOKSE TELL HE
IS Blown, imless you are pretty sure of a
second, or that the fox is at his last

resource. Sometimes, in the ardour of the
contest, when the fox is evidently sinldng,

and only a few front-rank men are left with
the hounds, a man may be excused for

distressing his horse; but at other times
it is neither humane nor sportsmanlike,

because every experienced horseman ought
to know when his horse has had enough,
and if he perseveres beyond that time it

can seldom do more than make the dif-

ference of a few fields. A pull at the right

time will do wonders, and instead of

causing the loss of place, will often improve
the position. It is not going straight over
sound land that distresses a horse, but the
making use of him over deep ground, and
at the wrong time. Many men seem to

know no difference between sound turf and
rotten or wet arable, and wiU kick their

horses along over high ridge-and-furrow
to a wet clay country, at a pace which no
horse can bear for more than a mile or two
in such a country. A workman would look
out for headlands or footpaths, &c.; and
would, by a slight detour, gain upon those

who disdained to leave the line even for a
few yards. Wet and sticky ridge-and-
furrow tires a horse dreadfully, and the
consequence is, that if he is pushed over
them he speedily loses his powers and wind,
and falls in a very ugly way at the first

fence he comes to of a size above the
average. Hence, eveiy man who aspires
to go well to hounds must learn to be " a
judge of pace," and should endeavour to
make out the signs of distress, and the best
way of avoiding it. So much depends upon
condition and breeding, that it is very
difficult for a man with a strange horse to
know what Uberties he may take with him.
Some weU-bred ones wiU be blown, yet if

nursed they wUl come again, and again,
while the dunghiU-animal wiU give up
when once he has lost his powers, and is

gone for that day at least. In ascending
steep banks, a careful and active horseman
wUl dismount and lead his horse up, and
by so doing often gains a mile or two upon
his less humane and cautious antagonist.
It is in all these Uttle points that experience
tells, and yet they make up the difference

between the first-flight man in the begin-
ning of the run and the one who is sure to

be in at the death.

204 Always let toub Line be suited
TO TOUE Weight as adapted to your horse.

A Ught weight will get over timber in

sound ground easier frequently than a
strong bullfinch. Indeed, when ahorse is

used to timber, and is properly ridden at it,

he will take it with less trouble to himself
than almost any other fence. The difficulty

is to be sure of your horse, and that he ia

not pumped out; for a careless hunter is

always unsafe at timber, and a mistake
there is almost sure to cause a faU. A tired

horse should seldom be put at a strong
gate, or post-and-rail, if it is possible to

choose any other fence; and if he is sent

at it, it must be accompanied with a httle

extra persuasion, and preceded by careftU

handling. For the above reason some rather

heavy weights, who are good judges of

pace, and thoroughly acquainted with their

horses, will take a line of gates with great

ease, and thereby gain much ground ; but

it requires judgment and some pluck; and
the practice will seldom take a man through

a season without a fall over timber if he
indulges in it to any extent, and is above

14 St. But when the horse is fresh and the

line suits, timber may generally be selected

with advantage by all under that weight,

mounted on good jumpers of that particular

kind of fence. On the other hand, the

heavy weight has the pull at strong thoni

fences, when his momentum carries him
safely through what wUl inevitably drag a

Ught man off his horse, imless he is very
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strong in the saddle. It is all nonsense to

assert that a heavy man can Uve with a

light one, both being well horsed, and
equally good horsemen. A bad rider of

16 St., with judgment, will often beat a bad

rider of 10 st without, because his weight

keeps him in the saddle, and his horse

cannot pull him about as the other can the

weaker rider ; but a good workman of 10 st

weight will be able to face anything, and
ouglit never to leave his horse's company
unless both are down. This last fact is

lUlly recognised by really good men; and
many a one of the above weight will go

through season after season without doing

80, although riding in the foremost rank.

There is every excuse for heavy men
getting falls ot'tener than they do, but the

necessity of the case makes them use their

heads to save their bones. But with hght
weights, on good horses, I am satisfied that

the above nile holds good, and that tlie

fact of a f;ill from a horse in the hunting
field is with them an evidence of bad
horsemanship. Presence of mind is of the

greatest importance in all accidents, and
the man who can retain it fully when in

trouble is almost sure to come out
unscathed. It is astonishing what mistakes
can be rectified by sitting steadily and
assisting the horse in struggling on his

legs ; and I never could see the advantage
of quitting the saddle wilfully when a hor<e

is half down, and, as some boast, " rolling

out of his way;" still it is quite true that

although a good rider escapes many acci-

dents which befal the awkward one, }"et

when he does meet with one it is generally

a bad one. For Instance, in falling over a
gate the good rider falls with his horse,

and together they roll, perhaps absolutely

making a somersault, with a crash and a
crush, too, accompanied by serious or fatal

mlschieC The same accident occurs to a
loose-seated gentleman, and he Is thrown
clear of his liorse, and escapes with only
a little nmd and a slight shaking. This
accounts for the number of falls which
some men get without sutTcrIng, and lor

tlR-ir caring so little about them as often to

ride at a lence with the full belief of landing

on their heads or tails, instead of keeping
their saddle. This is called " riding for a
fall ;" and though apparently ver>- bold and
courageous. Is not nearly so dangerous as

It looks. If they go fast enough with their

loose seat they are olf the saddle almost

before the horse touches the ground, ami
by a little scramblltig, added to the first

shoot, they are almost sure to escape " scot

free." Unless the fall Is on hard ground It

Is not felt, but when a road is visited It is

a serious matter, or when the ground is hard
•ji sometimes seen in autumn or spring.

205. In Puttlng the Hokse at his Fencb,
be careful to collect him well uito that
pace wliich he does with most ease to
himself, maintain this up to the fence, and
do notliing but keep him straight tUl he is

rising; then ease his mouth by leiming
forward, and be careful not to confine it

while he is making his effort In descend-
ing, lean weU back in the saddle and take
hold of the horse's mouth without abso-
lutely checking him; usmg the snaflQe only
if there is a double-bridle. Assistance is

wanted more in balancing well back than
in holding the horse's head up, and so lony
as this is done, and he is simply reminded
that he is not intended to fall, he wUl save
himself better than his master will save
him, A loose rein is at all times a bad
style, not becr.use the horse wants assist-

ance, but because he learns to gallop with
too long and reaching a stroke ; but, on the
other hand, a confined head will always
lead to one of two things, either the horse
is pulled into his fence, or he gets dull la

his mouth and leans on his rider's hands at

all times. It is the most difficult point in

horsemanship to manage the mouth with
nice handling over a comitry, and one
which is generally the last to be obtained.

It is here that the dehcate hand of the lady

shows to advantage, and, coupled with her
light weight often enables her to heat her
heavier companions.

206. KiDE WITH THE KNEES CHIEFLT, dO
not depend upon balance, though it must
be called in aid; and, above all things, do
not depend upon the bridle. The best

hunting-seat is one with a moderately
sliort stirrup; t'ue knee should be upon
the padded part of the Hap of the saddle

and in front of the stirrup-leather; the
heel well down, and the foot pointing

nearly straightforward. The weight of the
body cannot well be too forward on the
sadille, and the fork therefore should be
close upon the pommel. With heavy
weights this is ot importance, and tlia

man of 16 st. who sits far back upon his

satUllo rides like a bag of wheat, and
soon tires his horse. The weight should
nut have to bo lilted in the stroke of the

hind-legs, but should occupj" the centre ol

motion between the rise and fall of the fore

and hlnd-qujuters. The reins are generally

taken in both hands now-a-days, and with
a horse likely to refuse his fence, or, which
Is at all in want of assistance, this plmi is

the most cautious; but with an accouv-

plished hunter, h.iving a light mouth, there

is no necessity for the precaution, and the

whip-hand may bo carried in an easy posi-

tion by the side of the body. The old plan

ot raising It In the air Is now exploded, and

is considered "slow;" it is bad, because
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when assistance is wanted the hand is a
long way off the bridle, and whUe coining

to the rescue the chances are that the time
Is gone by for its successful employment.
At the same time tliere are occasions—as,

for instance, in a drop-leap, when the body
cannot be sufficiently thrown back without
abandoning the reins with the right hand,
or else slipping them so far through both
hands as to make it difficult to recover the

power over them quick enough to aid in

case of a mistake.

207. In Ascending Hills it is often expe-

dient to make a zigzag ; but in descending
you can never go too straight, as the

opposite course often leads to a dangerous
slip on the side, with a crushed knee or

ankle as a consequence. Few horses fall

forwards, and they always manage to save
themselves by slipping down on their

haunches. This is a point of great im-
portance, and should always be strictly

attended to. These few remarks, in addi-

tion to those applying to Hoesehanship in

general, will perhaps be usei'ul to all who
have no experienced friend ready to afford

a practical demonstration of the same
fundamental points. One actual lesson in

the field is worth all the reading in the

world; but, in default of this, the preceding
observations wUl serve to assist the young
aspirant for honours in riding to hounds.

208. The Vaeieties of Fences which
present themselves in crossing the different

countries of England, Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland are very great; but the following

will comprehend nearly all :—First, the
simple thorn-fence ; second, sheep-hurdles;

third, post-and-raUs ; fomtb, double-post-

and-rails; fifth, gates; sixth, plain banks;
seventh, ditches ; eighth, brooks ; ninth,

banks with ditches, single or double ; tenth,

banks with thorn-fences ; eleventh, banks
with single or double ditches in addition;

twelfth, high fences, which must be ridden
through, called " bullfinches ;

" thirteenth,

wide banks, with wattled or raUed-fence on
each side of a young fence, constituting

what is called "the double;" fourteenth,

stone-walls.

209. The Variations in Leaping aee—
first, the standing-leap; second, the fly-

ing leap; tbird, the "on-and-off" leap;

fourth, the " in-and-out " leap ; fifth, the
creeping style ; sixth, the drop-leap. The
word leap is always sj'nonymous with
jump, and they are both used at present
almost indiscriminately. At times, how-
ever, the one word has been voted slow,
and at others it has been replaced by its

rival.

210. The Standing-Leap is taken only
over low timber, or other small places, or
Where it is dangerous to do otherwise—as.

for instance, imder a tree, which would
strike the head of the rider, if the horse
were ridden under it at any pace above a
walk. In this kind of leap a perfect hunter
is required which has long been accustomed
to the style, and where that is the case he
wUl gather himself up, and tilt himself over
high stiles, or other similar places, in the
most extraordinary way. Wide places
should never be attempted without a iim,
and, indeed, seldom require the standing
jump. In practising a horse in this mode,
he should be brought up to the place, and
then suffered to take it at his own distance,
and with his head quite at liberty. No horse
can bear confinement while jumping stand-
ing, and tliis is one reason why so many
fail in effecting it properly. Some imper-
fectly taught hunters are apt to get too
close to the fence before rising, and in this
way they sometimes fail to clear it with
their fore-legs ; others, again, take it at too
great a distance, and then catch it with
their hind-legs, which is almost worse.
This accident often happens at stiles where
there is a foot-bridge on both sides, and the
horse must take them standing, or run the
risk of shppiug on one or other of the
bridges. The consequence is that the stifles

are caught by the stile, and the horse is

arrested by it, and yet fails to get a
footing for his fore-legs, from the presence
of the bridge in front. Sometimes he is

actually hung there, and can neither get
back nor forward until the stile gives way.
There is also great danger, in aU cases of

jumping timber standing, of the horse
getting his leg between the bars after a
mistake. It is a frightful accident, as it so

often leads to a broken leg. The only
remedy is to get some one to sit upon the
horse's head, so as to keep him down, and
then, by means of stirrup-leathers, to

attempt to puU the leg back ; but it reqifires

great coolness and judgment to avoid doing
mischieli and sometimes the bars are so

close together, and the leg is so firmly

jammed, that the saw applied to the timber

is the only possible resource.

211. The Flying Leap may be either

slow or fast, but the former is that which
is usually practised in hunting. I have
shown in the description of the steeple-

chase, that in that species of getting across

country the leaps must be all taken quickly

at a good pace, constituting reaUj' a flying

leap. But in riding to hoimds, the groimd

has not previously been gone over, and
unta the horse actually reaches the fence

and is just going to make his spring, he

cannot tell what he may have to surmount.

If, therefore, he is ridden very fast at his

fences, there is no time to calculate the

effect, and it will constantly happen that a
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mistake follows ; but if a leisurely hand-

gallop or canter is practised, with the horse

well on his haunches, he can measure

exactly his taking? off, and the amount of

muscular effort -which will land him on the

far side of the ditch, if there is one. It also

provides for the power of stopping entirely.

If there should happen to be a pool, or a

gravel-pit, or a sunk road beyond. For all

these reasons, most men prefer the steady

jumper; and he will certainly go through a

season with the smallest number of mis-

takes. At aU places where height is to be

jumped, the slower the horse goes at them

the higher he can rise, pro\'ided only that

he is in a steady stride, with his hind-legs

well under him. A trot does not succeed

60 well, because in it both hind-legs do not

act at one moment, and they are not both

equally ready for the spring. Nevertheless,

Bome hunters are very clever in rising from

the trot; and the celebrated Vivian, of

stveplechase fame in its early days, was
remarkably so. I have seen him get over

high timber from the trot in a way which

would puzzle our modem steeplechasers to

imitate, either in height or style. For my
own part, I should always prefer a horse

to go a pretty good pace at his lences,

provided he is willing to bo stopped, it

necessary. An animal which is under no
control is always dangerous, but short of

this it always appears to me that there is

no medium, in point of comfort and safety,

between the decided creep, which can

scarcely be too slow, and the steady hand-
giillop. In properly collecting the horse,

and putting him at his fence, there is a

great art, and nothing but practice will

give it in perfection. Doublc-posts-and-

rails require a great deal of collecting and
rousing, and tlie horse must go pretty fast

at them, as also must lie at all wide jumps.
Including water in all its forms. One essen-

tial Is, tliat the horse sliali have confidence

in his rider; for if he thinks lie mop turn

to the right or left ho will most probably

flo so, unless he Is very fond of jumj)ing.

Ncrv'ous men communicate their feelings to

Uielr liorses, and though it may be difllcult

to explain how It is done, tliere Is no doubt

f.f tlic fact. It is remarkable how soon horses

find out what kind of man they cany, and
how they alter under different hands. Tbis

Ls partly owing to a mismanagement of the

inoutli, but in great measure also to the

trepidation of the rider. Unless, therefore,

he has AiU confidence in Ids own courage,

lie need never expect his horse to go
steadily and straiglit at his fences. Tlie

coUccting Is nnich easier than the manage-
nient of the bit at the leap itself, for tiiere

are two opposite things to be done, and the

delicate point la to liit the moment of

change from one to the other to a nicety.

The first is to " catch hold of the horse's

head," as it is called—that is, to bear more
or less upon the mouth, pull the horse on
his haunches and rouse him, either by
voice, heel, or whip. This lasts till the

moment of the efibit made to rise over thti

obstacle, Avhen the head should be released,

so that the horse may have all his bodily

powers at his command. If the head is

confined the haunches do not act hilly,

because in springing the head is protruded,

and pain is given by the bit, if it is still

held fast ; and hence, to avoid the pain, the

extension does not take place, the leap is

not made with sufficient spring or power,

and the horse alights too near the ditch, if

there is one, or possibly in it. But in

releasing the head judgment is required,

for if the rein is too loose the horse is apt

to aUght in such a position that he is "all

abroad," and without great help he will

often fall; hence, most good performers,

though they do not absolutely confine the

head, yet they keep a very gentle and
dehcate hold of the mouth, and not only

thus prevent the horse over-extendmg
himself, but are also prepared to assist him
if he is inclined to fall. This is the finished

style of riding, and is only in the power of

a man with a good seat as well as good
hands. Both are wanted, because without

the former it is imiwssible to avoid " riding

the bridle"—that is, holding on by it as

well as by the saddle; and without good
hands that ' delicate management of the

bridle which 1 have attempted to describe

is impracticable. Every one ought to be
taught to ride without a bridle, depending
ui)oii the saddle alone ; and without such &
means of acquiring the art few people

attain that perfection of handling which is

called "having good hands." It is always
desirable on horseback, but never more so

than in getting across countrj% Lifting

the horse is sometimes attempted witli tho

bit, but I do not recognise its utility. When
a horse is likely to touch the top bar of a
gate, or In any way to use too small an
effort, a stroke of the wliip down tho

shoulderls the best lilt. Itousing and col-

lecting are quite distinct from lilting, which
I believe to be a myth altogether. In the

same aUegorj' I should place the " second
stroke" of the horse, which some people

suppose is given in the air ; and even Mr
AiUKTley is of that opinion. It is so

thoroughly in oi>position to all the laws of

mechanics, that 1 must beg to differ fYom
him and his supporters ; and though I am
aware that an Instinctive effort is often

maile to Increase the leap, yet I must doubt

Its utility. The world might be moved
with a fulcrmu, but without it not even »
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feather wiU stir. Now, the only fulcrum
for the horse at this time is the resisting

power of the air, which is inappreciable,

and consequently I cannot subscribe to

the above commonly received opinion. If

this conclusion is correct, neither voice,

spur, nor whip will have eiTect after the
hind-feet have quitted the ground; and
that such is the fact I am thoroughly con-
firmed, both from theory and practice.

212. The "On-and-Off" Leap is required
dhiefly where banks are to be got over, and
It is never attempted except at a slow pace;
sometimes even from a walk, or while
standing. Great care must be taken to give
the horse his head, and he should only be
assisted at the moment of touching the
ground. Many horses are very clever at
this kind of jumping, and especially the
Irish breeds, which will top a bank, or even
a wall, Uke a dog, touching with aU foui-

legs almost at the same moment, and
doing it very neatly and quickly. Most
English horses, however, raise themselves
on to the bank with their hind-legs, and
then dwelling for a moment on the top,

they extricate their fore-legs deliberately,

and descend slowly into the next field,

using just sufficient force to clear any
obstacle in the way, such as a ditch.

213. "In-AND-Out" JtrstPiNG requires
great practice, and very few hunters attain

it in perfection. It should be attempted
very slowly, and at a shght angle with the
fence, which gives the horse greater room
to faU and rise again in the space between.
He must be well on his hind-legs to do it,

and should have very little interference

with his head. Double-posts-and-raUs, or
double hurdles, are almost the only kinds
of fence requiring this style of jumpmg,
which is much safer Avith a finished hunter
than the attempt to fly both at once.

214 In Cheeping, good hands and great
quietness in the saddle are the chief ele-

ments of success, and without them both,

no one is likely to do much in this particular

style; hence it is that so few men can
** creep" weU, even though they have
horses accustomed to it under other hands.

When the horse has been thoroughly taught
to creep, the head may almost be left

without control, merely guiding him quietly

to the gap, and then letting him take liis

own way ; but where the horse has to be
made to creep, a rein should be taken in

each hand, and the head guided as if with
a silken thread, to the right or left, or

wherever the animal is required to go.

When a horse is thoroughly accustomed to

his rider's hand he t\111 creep in the most
clever style, and will never attempt to rise

into a leap without the sign being given
him by the heel, and by gently touching

the mouth. It is a thing however that
nothing but practice Avill give, and some-
times even that continued for a long tiu«
faUs.

215. The Drop Leap can scarcely be too
slow, unless there is a ditch or brook to be
crossed at the same time. Even when
there is a fence to be taken before the drop

j
the pace must never be forced, or the fore-

legs are sure to give way, and the nose
touches the ground, followed by a severe
falL In droppmg, the balance of the horse-
man should always be well back ; the
shoulder-blades almost, or quite, touching
the horse's croup ; the head ot the horse may
be relieved from all pressure of the bit until

the fore-legs actually touch the ground,
when a slight assistance will generally be
prudent.

216. The Simple Thobn-Fence may be
either in a state of nature or cropped or

wattled with binders. The first Is a very
easy jump, and seldom occasions a fail,

because even if the horse strikes it his legs

pass through and no hann ensues. Tlie

cropped-fence is dangerous, because the
sharp stubbs sometimes occasion a sevei'e

wound to such an extent, as to "stake the

horse," as it is called, and endanger his

Ufe from the injury of some important
organ. Wattled-fences are often very
strong, and even when they are as thin as

in Warwickshire they are made so strongly

that no horse can break through them- In
this county they resemble an espalier

appletree in appearance more than an
ordinary fence, and they must be taken

with great care by strange horses, which
are verj' apt to strike them, from being able

to see through them ; and if they do, they

are almost sure to fall over, or sometimes
even back again.

217. Sheep-Huhdles may be taken in any
way, as from their weakness they seldo; i

occasion a mistake; from which quality

they are most commonly used as a means
of teaching to jump. In some countries,

however, a stronger wattled-hurdle is

employed, and it is much more unyielding

in its nature, Xeither, however, are often

more than three feet in height.

218. Posts-and-Ratls are, when new, the

most firm and unyielding kind of timber-

fence, and should on that account be taken

very carefully, with a good coUectuii: of the

horse, and a blow of the whip down the

shoulder, or a free use of the voice and

spur. A steady collected haud-gaUop is the

best pace to go at them.

219. Pakk- Paling is a very dangerous

kind of timber, because the legs are so apt

to be held in the tbrks between the pales.

It should, therefore, always be taken with

great caution.
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2C0. Double-Posts-and-Rails must either

be taken flying at a good and fast pace, with

a liberal use of the persuaders, or else the

"in-and-out" jump (paragraph 213) is to be

adopted. In all cases this kind of fence is a

dangerous one, and many otherwise bold

riders carefully eschew it on all occasions.

221. Gates may be taken like posts-and-

rails, but they are more dangerous, because

they are generally across ground sticky and
deep from the passage of cattle ; and also

from being sometimes unfastened, they give

way a Uttle on being stnick by the knees of

the horse, and thus ensure his fall in a very
awkward manner.

222. Plain Banks merely require the "on-
and-off" style described at paragraph 212.

223. Ditches must be taken with great

warning and persuading, with the spur, if

wide enough to require it ; hut if narrow

—

that is, not exceeding six or eight feet, with

sound ground on the landing side, a slower

pace will suffice, or even sometimes a
standing-jump.

224. Brooks, unless fordable, will demand
a good pace, catching fast hold of the head
first of all, and driving well at the brook,

without confining the head when taking the

leap. Wherever there is a chance of refus-

ing, both hands should command the bridle,

and the horse should be carefully watched,
lest he tmiis either way and " baulks " the

leap.

225. Banks with Ditches only require

a Uttle more care than without them ; and
when the ditches are wide, the horse must
be ridden a trifle foster.

226. Banks with thorn- fences must be

treated according to the nature of the fence,

which if open and straggling, and without
stubbs, does not interfere with the ordinary
mode of taking the fence as a simple bank;
but if the thorn-fence is strong and pleached,

the whole must be taken fljing, with suffi-

cient pace to clear the vridth, whatever that

may be.

227. The same remarks apply to the next
division—viz., banks wth thorn-fences and
single or double ditches, except that they
require greater caution, and more jumping
power.

228. Bullfinches must either be taken at

full swing, usmg the arms and hands as a
guard for the face, or they may be passed
by creeping, at which some horses are very
clever, but a thick fence of this description

can seldom be got through except at full

charge.

229. Wattled-Fences on each side of a
bank, called "doubles," are very difficult to

get over when high and strong; the only
plan is to jump on to the bank and off again,

as they are generally too wide to take at

once.

230 Stone-Walls are the easiest of all

fences when the horse is fulh* aware of their
nature. The eye should always be on the
look-out for very low places, which should
not be selected, because they are often the
boundaries of gravel-pits or stoue-quarries,

at which parts high walls are not required.

Generally speaking, the safest place to take
is a part of the wall of average height A
slow hand-gallop is the best pace, and the
horse should be well collected on his

haunches.







PAET n.

HORSE-RACING.

BOOK IV.—MATCH-TROTTING.

CHAP. I.

SECT. ] Descbiption of Teotting-
Matchzs.

231. This amusement, formerly popular in

i this country and also in America, has now
I
become almost a dead letter in the annals

I of sport. Occasionally one sees a report

of a trotting-match between Sir. Smith's

Tinker and Mr. Brown's Polly, or some
such names, for £10 a-side, but nothing to

' call for the attendance or the interest of

the admirer of horse-flesh in the shape of

a good hack. Very recently the following

paragraph appeared in our chief chronicle
' of sport, which marks its present conditioa

and character :—" T7'otting Extraordinary.

At Long Sutton, Lincolnshire, on the 26th

: July (1855), the Isorfolk Cob, 4 yrs., 14J
hands, was matched to trot one mile in

8 minutes, which he completed in 2 minutes
*47 seconds; and on the same afternoon was
matched to trot four miles in 13 minutes,

which he also completed in 12 minutes 19

seconds, although he threw his fore-shoe

within a mile and a-half of the winning-
post" This match makes a poor substitute

for the exciting contests of Rattler and
Driver, or Rattler and Rochester, when
thousands changed hands, and wben also

the performances were vastly superior in

point of speed. Driver, though Uttle more
than 13J hands high, performed the extra-

' ordinary feat of trotting 17 miles within the
hour. Tom Thumb did 18 miles within the
horn" ; and 100 miles in a few minutes over

' 10 hours in harness. But no Enghsh horse
can compete with the American trotters,

many of which can perlbrm a mile in 2

. minutes 30 seconds, on a fair trot ; and can
'• pace" the same distance in about 2 minutes
12 or 13 seconds. This pacing is a bastard
kind of trot, and is not considered fair by
the Amerieans themselves. In estimating
the time of their races on the other side of

the Atlantic, it must be known that the
horses are allowed to start on full swing

;

but the American trotters which have
beaten Enghsh horses on English ground
were obliged to comply with the Enghsh
custom of starting from the walk, as usual
in this coimtry. The American trotters are
very common-looking

;
generally of middle

eize, and with plain hind-quarters, but

good game-looking heads, and legs and feet

of iron. In this last point, and in stoutness,
they are unrivalled ; and there is no doubt
that there are very few English horses
wnicb couid repeat Tom Thumb's feat of
trottmg 100 miles in a httle over the 10
hours. Still, I believe there are or have
been some; and that it might be done by
English horses with as much ease as by
him, if they were expressly selected and
trained for the task. The match against
the Hereford Coach was a subterfuge,

because the horse was led all the way.
I have myself driven 80 mUes in a heavy
gig within 12 hours, more than four hours
of which were occupied by a rest in the
middle; and I am quite sure that th«
animal would easily have gone 20 miles
further without the rest, or with only
sufficient for taking her feeds; and this

was without any training except her usual
work. But Tom Thumb's performance was
a very great trial of stoutness; and the
Americans, I think, may claim a supe-

riority in this respect, as well as in the
pace at which the trot is performed. The
fact is, that from a want of proper race-

courses they have been compelled, imtil

lately, to confine their contests to trotting-

matches, and hence have bred exclusively

for that purpose ; and they have succeeded
in a wonderful manner in doing what they
wished, as they do in most of their under-
takings, when at aU practicable. It may
be interesting to compare an account of

the trotting-matches of America with those

of our own island. The following report of
one is extracted from Murray's Lands of
ifie Slave and the Free; but there can be
no doubt that it is an exceedingly correct

description of their races, as conducted in

the neighbourhood of New York. At New
Orleans the course is of a different nature,

and there the gallop is the pace at which
the contest is conducted; in fact, in aU
respects but in the beautiful elasticity of

the turf itself, their proceedings resemble

those of our second-rate race-courses.

232. Desckiption of a Long Island
Tbotting-Match.—" The race-course is a

two-mile distance, perfectly level, on a

smooth and stoneless road, and forming a

complete circle. Light trotting-waggons

are driving about in the centre, takmg it

easy at 16 miles an hour; outside are
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groups of ' rowdies ' making their books,

and looking out for greenhorns, an article

not so readily found at Long Island as at

Epsom. The race is to be 'under the

saddle,' and the long list of competitors

which had been announced has dwindled

down to the old and far-famed Lady Suf-

folk, and the young and unfamed Tacony.

A stir among the 'rowdies' is seen, fol-

lowed by the appearance of Lady Suffolk.

I gazed in wonder as I saw her—a small

ponjMooking animal, moving her legs as

though they were in splints, and as if six

miles an hour was far beyond her powers.

Soon after Tacony came forward, the pic-

ture of a good bony post-horse, destitute

of any beauty, but looking full of good stuff.

The riders have no distinctive dress ; a pair

of Wellington-boots are pulled on outside

the trousers ; sharp spurs are on the heels

—

rough and ready-looking prads these. The
winning-post is opposite the stand; the

umpire is there with a deal board in his

liand; a whack on the side of the stand,

'summons to horse;' and another, 'sum-
mons to start.' The start is from the dis-

tance-post, so as to let the horses get into

the full swing of their pace by the time

they reach the winning-post, when, if they

are fairly up together, the cry 'off' is

given ; if it be not given they try again.

When spealung ot the time in wliich the

mile is comi)leted, the fact of its com-
mencing at full speed should always be

borne in mind. Sometimes false starts are

made by one party, on purpose to try and
Irritate the temper of the adversary's horse

;

and, in the same way, if a man leels he has

full command of his own horse, he will yell

like a wild Indian, as he nears his adver-

sary, to make him 'break up,' or go into a

gallop ; an.'l, as they are all trained to speed

more by voice than by spur, he verj- often

Bucceeds, and of course the adversary loses

much ground by pulling up Into a trot

flgain. On the present occasion there was
no false start; the echo of the second

whack was still in the car as they reached

the winning-post neck-and-neck. 'Off' was
tlic word, and away they went. It certainly

was marvellous to see how dear old Lady
Suffolk and her stiff legs flew round the

course; one might have fancied she had

been fed on lightning, so quick did she

move them, but with wonderfully short

steps ; Tack, on the contrarj% looked as if

he had ben dieted on Indian-rubber balls.

Every time he raised a hind-leg it seemed
to shoot to his own length a-hcad of him-

self; if he could have made his steps as

quick as the old lady, he mipht have doniJ

a mile In a minute nearly, rrcsuntly Tacony
breaks up, and ere he pulls into a trot a

loug gap is left; shouts of 'Lady Suffolk !

Lady Suffolk wins!' rend the air; a few-

seconds more and the giant-strides of

Tacony lessen the gap at every step ; they

reach the distance-post neck-and-neck t

' Tacony wins !' is the cry ; and true enough
it is, by a length. Young blood beats old

blood; Indian-rubber balls 'whip' li-dit-

ning. Time, 5 minutes. The usual excite-

ment and disputes follow ; the usual time

elapses, whack number one is heard—all

ready—whack number two; on they come

;

snaffle-bridles—pulling at their horses'

mouths as though they would pull the bit

right through to the tips of their taUi
'Off!' is the cry; away they go again.

Tacony breaks up; again a gap, which huere

strides speedily close up again—Tacony
w".ns. Time, 5 minutes 5 seconds."

—

Hon.
Captain Murray. In another part of his

travels in America, the same gentleman

alludes to another locality :
—" The race-

course at Philadelphia is a road on a perfect

level, and a circle of one mile ; every stone

is carefully removed, and it looks as smooth
and clean as a swept-floor. The stand

commands a perfect -^iew of the course, but

its neglected appearance shows clearly that

trotting-matches here are not as fashion-

able as they used to be, though far better

attended than at Xew York. Upon the pre-

sent occasion the excitement was intense;

you could detect it even in the increased

vigourwith which the smoking and spitting

was carried on. An antagonist had been
found bold enough to measiu-e speed with

'Mac'—the great Mac, who, while 'whip-

ping creation,' was also said never to have
let out his full speed. He was thorough-

bred, about 15J hands, and lighter built

than my rawboned friend Tacony, and he

had lately been sold for £1,600. So sure

did people, apparently, feel of Mac's easy

victory, that even-betting was out of the

question. Unlike the Long Island affair,

the riders appeared in jockey attire, and
the whole thing was far better got up.

Ladies, however, had long ceased to grace

such scenes. Various false starts were
made, all on the part of Mac, who, trusting

to the bottom of blood, apparently endea-

voured to ruffle Tacony's temper, and wear>'

him out a little. How futile were the

efforts the sequel pl.ainly showed. At length

a start was effected, and away they went,

Tacony with his hind-legs as fi\r apart as

the centre arch of Westminster IJri.lge, and
with strides that would almost clear the

Bridgcwater caniU. I\Iac's rider soon found

that In trying tu ginger Tacony's temper

he had iH'ppercd his own horse's, for lie

broke up into a gallop twice. Old Tacony
and his rider had evidently got intimate

since I had seen them at New York, imd

they now thoroughly understood eacU
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oilier. On he went with giant strides;

Mac fouglit bravely for the van, but could

not get his nose beyond Tacony's saddle-

girth at the winning-post Time, 2 minutes

25J seconds. Then folloAved the usual race-

course accompaniments of cheers, squab-
bles, growling, laughing, betting, drinking,

«fcc. The pubUc were not convinced ; Mac
was still the favourite; the champion-
chaplet was not thus hastily to be plucked
Jrom his hitherto-victorious brow. Half
an hour's rest brought them again to the
starting-post, when Mac repeated his old
tactics, and with similar bad success.

Nothing could ruffle Tacony, or produce
one false step; he flew round the course,

every stride like the ricochet of a 32-lb.

shot. His adversary broke up again and
again, losing both his temper and his place,

jiiid barely saved his distance as the gallant

'i'acony, his rider with a slack rein, and
patting him on the neck, reached the
winning-post. Time, 2 minutes 25 seconds.
The shouts were long and loud ; such time
had never been made before by fair trotting,

and Tacony evidently could have done it in
two if not three seconds less. The fastest

pacing ever accomplished before was 2
minutes 13 seconds; and the fastest trot-

ting, 2 minutes 26 seconds. The triumph
was complete, Tacony nobly won the vic-

torious garland ; and as long as he and his

rider go together, it will take, if not a
rum 'un to look at, at all events a d—1 to go,
ere he be forced to resign his championsliip."

Sect. 2.—The Match-Tkotter.

233. The Hokse used for the purpose of
trotting-matches in this country is an acci-

<lental variety of the hunter or hack. Some,
it is true, are, or rather were, bred expressly
tor the pui-pose, but now-a-days such an
attempt would scarcely pay, since the out-
ifide price of a first-rate trotter, as such,
would seldom reach £100. If he be also

fi good hack, or harness-horse, and with
ood figure, suitable for a gentleman's use,

lie might perhaps command a few pounds
Inore, but certainly not exceeduig ^6150.

Hence, with this boundary as a prize, and
with numerous blanks ui case of failure, the
speculation would be a poor one. Several
trotting stallions are, however, used
.hruughout the country for the purpose of
uiproving the breed of hacks and hamess-
lorses; and from their stock a trotter of
nore than usual powers sometimes is

elected and used for match-trotting, as
vas the case with Eochester, who was sup-
josed to be by the Norfolk Phenomenon,
generally speaking, these horses are about
4i hands high, or not exceeding 15 hands.
Rochester, who was one of our very best
uatch-trotters, was about this height. The

sketch accompanying this chapter affords a
remarkably good idea of a very fast trotter
of this class, while engaged in a time-match.
It is seldom, however, that these horses are
of such symmetrical proportions as he is

there represented ; but such is sometimes
the case, and the artist has indulged in a
fanciful beau ideal of what a match-trotter
should be rather than wliat he is. But
there is no reason why such beauty of form
should not coincide with excellence of per-
formance any more than in the case with
the ordinary racehorse, where elegance
generally coincides with excellence; and
the best horse of his year is often also the
best looking. Such an animal, however, as
is represented in the sketcli would be worth
a long price for figure alone, if accompanied
with only ordinary trotting powers. The
head is perfection, and it shows the exact
expression of the horse when engaged in
doing "aUhe knows." The obhque shoulder,
long low body, strong loin, and well-formed
bony limbs, are exactly suited to fast road-
work ; and the horse looks as if he could
keep an ordinary hack on the fast hand-
gallop, as is there represented, with tlje

attendant timekeepers. In some cases
trotters have been nearly, or quite, of
Eastern blood, as, for instance—Infidel, by
Turk; Scott, by Blank; Pretender, by Hue
and Cry, out of a thorough-bred Pretender
mare, <fec. ; but, generally speaking, they
liave been less than halt-bred.

Sect. 3—The Eideb.

234. The Eiding of Teottees, so as to
extend them without breaking, is a task of
great difliculty, and requires an union of
good temper, seat, and hands seldom found
together. These horses almost all pull

considerably, and, whether English or
American, can scarcely be made to do their

outside performance without a strong arm
and a steady hand. They are generally
ridden in a plain Pelham or a snaffle, and
sometimes with a straight bit; but a
Pelham, or common curb, is required to

pull them up short when they break, or, as
the Americans term it, when they "break
up," At tills time, ifthey have only the bit

with which they are ordinariiy ridden, they
can scarcelj' be stopped in time to satisfy

the umpires, and hence the necessity for a
severe control in the shape of one or other

of the above curbs. The seat requires to be
very steady, and with as little rise and fall

in the trot as can be managed, so as not to

throw tlie horse out of his stride, and yet
enough to ease him in it. Above aU, care

must be taken that while urging him to his

utmost he is not urged too far, as in that

case gi-eat loss of groimd is su'^tained by the

break. Weight is of some importance ia
2S
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^^atch trotting, but a moderately heavy

man who can hold his horse down to a trot

is better than a " feather " wlio allows him

to break continually. Mr. Daniell remarks:

"In 1800, Robson's bro^vn mare, Pheno-

mena, attracted considerable attention,

according to Mr. Lawrence, by trotting

17 miles in 56 minutes, and afterwards in

63 minutes; when her owner offered to

match her to perfonn 19J miles witbin the

hour; but the challenge was not accepted.

These were, doubtless, extraordinary iier-

formances; but it was not considered, either

by the public or by the trotting-jockeys

themselves, how much was to be allowed in

the estimation on account of the light

weight she carried—namely, a 'leather,'

being ridden by a lad belonging to the racing

stables, weighing about 5st. She had not

more speed with a 'feather,' probably not

80 much, as former capital horses carrying

12 St and upwards, several of which would
in all prebabiMtj' have performed, with

comparative ease, as much in an hour as she

did ; or even perhaps have actually accom-
plished the ne plus ultra of trotting 20 miles

in one hour. Formerly it was a maxim in

trotting races, that weight did not form a

considerable object, and that a rider of light

weight was not calculated for the purpose,

whence the matches were always made with
catcli-weights, and very often a heavy one

chosen in preference, as was the case in

Archer's match, in which he carried nearly

12 st"

SccT. 4.—The Course.

2.T5. The TROTxiNO-iLiTcn Course is

generally a tolerably wide, level, and even
rond, without loose stones or other impedi-

ments. It is seldom free from the disad-

vantages of steep hills or broken stones

for more than a few miles, and for this

reason, in most matches of more than four

or flvo miles, it is provided that the race

shall come ofl by trotting a certain distance,

say five miles out and in as often as will

make up the whole.

Sect. 5.

—

Laws.

2.'J<1 The only Laws relating to match-
trotting uro the following:—There shall be

an umpire appointed on each side, with a

nfcrec; also a timekeeper for each party

with stop-watches. The umpires start the

horse, and sto)) their watches at the same
moment, having previously set them
exactly wltli the timekeepers, wlio liavo

only to atop theirs at the moment of passing

tlie winning-post, when the dllfcrence

between iho two shows the time actually

nrgaged In the match. In haniess, If a
horce breaks, the opposite umpire cries
" back," and the horse Is obliged to l«

stopped, and to back the wheels, of which
operation ever so little is enough; after

which he may start aft-esh. In the saddle,

if the horse breaks, he mast turn round at

the order of the umpire, and if his rider

refuses he forfeits the match. All other

points are embraced in the conditions,

which vaiy with almost everi' race.

Sect. 6.—Performances.

237. In England, prenous to the intro-

duction of the American trotter, the utmost
speed attained was a few seconds undtr
three minutes per single naile. Sixtcm
miles within the hour were also the limits

of the horse's powers of trotting, with the

hea'vy weight of 12 st. up however. In

November, 1810, Mr. Fielder's horse trottc.l

10 miles in 30 minutes 10 seconds, according

to the papers of the day ; but there is great

doubt ot the correctness of the time, though
the performance of Robson's mare, already

alluded to, is nearly as good; and her

owner's offer, it accepted and carried out

successfully, would have exceeded it oa

account of the double distance. The
Americans in this country have nevir

quite come up to their home-feats; but Mr.

Osbaldeston's Rattler completed 5 miles in

2 seconds tmder 14 minutes, being at the

rate of 2 minutes 47 3-5ths seconds per mile,

which certainly is a wonderful pace, and if

it could be kept up would complete move
than 21 miles per hour. This horse was
subsequently killed by over-driving in a

match. It will be s-cn, however, by a

reference to the first section of this chaiitcr,

that these feats have been exceeded in

modern days on the American turf, whore
the trotters arc without doubt unrivalled.

Sect. '.—Training.

2.T8. The Preparation for these matches
varies according to their length; if the

distance is very short there is nothing

gained by too long a time being bestowed

upon it, and if the liorse is in ordlmxry

stable condition, a fortnight or three wcclss

will amply suffice. Walking exercise will

be required to the usual extent, and the

distance to be trotted should bo gone over

every day on ground ufiich trill not shate

the joints, unless the match is made to

trot more than 8 or 10 miles. Nothing
does so much harm as the constant

rattling over hard roads, which causes a

soreness of the Joints and a tender-

ness of tlie feet highly inimical to fast

pace. Turf, however, is seldom suited to

these horses, and they cannot often be

made to trot at their best rate over this

liind of ground ; hence it neither suits as

a course nor as a training-srround, except

for walking exercise; and the trotter mubt
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be practised and trained over the road;
but at the same time the sides, which are

softer than the middle, answer all good
purposes without any of the had. If the
horse is too lusty he must sweat, as in

ordinary training ; and it is better to sweat
him on th^ gallop than the trot, because the
weight ofclothes has a tendency to reduce
the pace. Some horses, however, can trot

faster than they can gallop, and with them
it would be absurd to attempt to sweat
them with the slower pace in preference to

the faster. Towards the last ten days the
horse should be made to do his best ; and
if the match is against another, and not
against time, he must be used to doing his

task in company, or he will be so hot when
he is actually engaged in the match that he
will be sure to break. If the distance is a
long one, a preparation of two months may
be necessaiy, with at least four hours'

walking exercise per day, and a long steady

trot of about 8 or 10 miles in addition.

This will be foimd sufficient to bring any
horse up to the mark, and is better than
overdoing the thing. For these long dis-
tances most horses require a few sweats, as
they should carry no superfluous flesh ; yet
at the same time they may easily be drawn
too fine, and made weak instead of stronger
by too much sweating. AU this, however,
as in the training of the racehorse, must
vary with each animal, and no rule for aU
can be laid down.

Sect. 8.—Match-Cabts asj> Harness.

239. The Carts, Harness, &c., for these
feats are very light; some of the former,
with five-foot wheels, being little over
1001b. A breast-strap with these is found
to answer better than a coUar, from its

confining the shoulders less. The American
carts far excel the EngUsh in all points, and
in their lightest pattern the driver actually

sits partly by the side ofthe hora&
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HOBSE-RACING.

BOOK v.—THE PREPARATION OF THE EIDER.

2-ta TBADiiXQ FOB RtDiXG is required

only where, firstly, a very large-framed

man is anxious to reduce his weight withiu

such bounds as are compatible with the

powers of a himter to carry him up to

hounds; and, secondly, when for racing

purposes weight is to be reduced. In both

cases it is only necessary that there should

be no loss of power, and in both the plan

may be nearly the same, though it is sel-

dom that the amateur sportsman will go to

the extreme pains and mortifications which

the professional jockey is often obliged to

submit to. It will be readily allowed that

here the objects to be attained differ mate-

rially from those contemplated in trainiug

for rowing or pedestrianism, where the

strength must be not only husbanded, but

increased as much as possible, and in which
purgation, sweating, and starving, must be

used only so far as is consistent with the

preser^'ation of full health. In training for

riding, on the contrary', if the ordinary

strength is only husbanded, it need not be

increased, though to ride a four-mile gallop

or steeplechase with a pulling-horse is no
slight effort ; still, however, a strong man
may get off a great deal of weight by the

above means, and yet be capable of holding

his horse well together through a steeple-

chase, or twenty minutes' burst across

country with foxhounds. But he must be

a thorough sportsman at heart to do this,

gince the denials which he must submit to

are by no means trivial, and liis diet must
be as spare and hard as the quarter-rations

at SebastopoL Still I have more than once

known the love of sport induce a man, who
would In ftill health have ridden more than

16 St., by the aid of a 10-lb. saddle, go to

the meet not more than 13 st 7 lb. Tliis is

the triumph of sportsmanlike feeling over

the lusts of the llcsh, and such men are

pretty sure to be In a good place, let the

pace and country be as severe as they may.
They also have their reward, for they enjoy

tlie lliU difference between seeing hounds
do their work, without greatly distressing

their horses, and pounding along a road-

way, or following In the rear of a Held of

lighter weights, without cither the scientific

enjoyment of the view of the hounds, or

the excitement resulting from the mere
contest to be first. It nmst be recollected,

however, that for hunting tlic weight must
be reduced during the whole of the winter

months, and consequently all unnatm-al

purgatives and sweatings are out of tho

question, since they would injure the con-

stitution if contmued for so long a time,

to an extent which would be whoUy dis-

proportioned to the object for which they

are resorted to. Hence I should advise that

for this purpose purgatives should not be

resorted to more than once in ten days, or

once a week at the most, since their effect,

if frequently repeated, is to weaken the

stomach and bowels, and in all probabihty

to shorten life. Excessive sweatings arc

also calculated to injure the constitution,

and hence they also should be discarded by

the ardent sportsman ; but his best plan is

to make up his mind to hunt three days

a-week, and shoot the other three, by way
of a moderate sweat. This plan, however,

is wholly useless, without a rigid guard is

kept over the victualling department ; and

I know few tasks more ai'duous than this.

Tlie love of sport is great in the breast of

most EngUshmen, as well as theu: neigh-

bours, the Irish and Scotch; but in all

three the love of a good dinner after a hard

day's shooting is, as far as my experience

goes, and as a rule, still stronger. But if

this is Indulged in there must be farewell

to the front rank in the field, for one good

dmner will upset the good effects of a whole

week's starvation Indeed, it is only by

long habits of self-denial that the stomach

is enabled to bear the degree of deprivation

from food which is necessary for the pur-

pose. Now, suppose a man usually ^\ alklng

16 St wants to get off 2 st, what must he

sacrifice to do tliis ? The following I believe

to be about the amount of starvation neces-

sary for a strong hearty man, together tcUh

three days' hunting and three days' hard

shooting! This last clause is important la

estimating the amount of abstemiousness

required, because it Is manifest that ^vitli

this amount of exercise, a man will lose

weight upon a diet which, in a sUite of

itllencss, would be suftlcient icrhaps even

to Increase It. Firstly, it is absolutely

necessary that the meals should be rigidly

restricted to two daily— breakfiist and

dinner. Let no biscuit even tempt the

poor vmfortunate to Indulge his craving at

the covert-side, or at luncheon-time, after

bringing to bag his 15 or 20 brace of birds.

Sudi an Indulgence would restore, and

more than restore, tho Joss occasioned by
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the day's work ; and the same may be said

of-wine or spirits and water at supper-time.

In fact, as I said before, nothing but water
must pass the lips except at breakfast and
dinner; and the only remedy for the pangs
of hunger is the Indian one, afforded by
tightening the belt, if worn, or, if not, by
tying a handkerchief tightly round the

waist. For breakfast, in this case, the

most bulky and least nutritive food should

be selected ; and for this purpose perhaps

potatoes answer as weU or better than any
other article, if they agree well with the

individual's stomach. About this point

there is seldom much trouble, as a stomach
treated in this way will geuerallj^ digest

everything presented to it. If potatoes are

used, about six or eight ounces are quite

the outside allowance, and they had better

be eaten plain boiled, with a little salt.

Next to potatoes coarse bran bread is the

best ; or, if this is disliked, common house-

hold bread may be toasted and sopped in

weak tea, which is the best liquid for this

meal, or its place may be supplied with
coffee ; this, however, is not quite so good
as tea for the purpose ; but, as I have
recommended above, it must be very weak,
as strong tea has the power of retarding

the waste of the system; and a small

quantity of food with tea will go farther

than a larger quantity taken with any
other liquid except coffee, which resembles

tea in this respect. Four ounces of bread

are more than equal to eight ounces of

potatoes, and yet do not satisfy the hunger

for the time nearly so well. It is a question

whether in six hours the stomach would
not require a second meal more impera-

tively after the potatoes than after the

bread ; but there is a satisfaction in having
a tolerable beUyfull, even if the feeling is a

transient one. No meat for this meal, or

butter, or cream, or milk should be indulged

ill ; but plain potatoes or bread, with weak
tea, sugarless and without milk, must be
the wretched fare. I have known a basin
of water-arrowroot used with advantage,
verj' slightly sweetened with white sugar,

and taken with a few thin sUces of dry
toast. There is, however, so Uttle stay
in this that walkmg exercise can scarcely

be kept up upon it, but for the hunting
morning it may do well enough. For dinner,

from four to six ouuces of meat of any kind
must suffice ; and for vegetables, nothing
answers better than turnips and potatoes

;

not together, however, extending beyond
the weight of six, or, at most, eight otmces,

I of which the turnips ought to comprise
more than the half If soup or fish is taken
it must be in the place of the above quantity
of meat, and not in addition to it No
beverage stronger than water should be

taken at dinner, and only such a smaU
quantity of wine afterwards as, from long
habit, the constitution imperatively de-
mands. Such is the diet which, fl-om my
experience, I beheve will be required to get
off, and keep down, 2 st. of good hard
solid flesh. A much more lenient one vsiU
reduce a very fat man, who has got into his
miwieldy state from pverfeeding or idle-
ness; but the case which I have beea
endeavouring to meet is the one of a strong
healthy man in good work, and feeding
heartily, who wants to reduce himself to
this extent. If; therefore, such a man is

sufficiently fond of foxhounds to go through
such an ordeal as the above, I honour his
love of sport, and wish him success; but
let no man think that less disagreeable
means will answer his purpose, for he may
be sure that no less stringent diet will
sufficiently reduce him, and that if he has
recourse to purgatives and sweatings, they
wiU soon take away all animus for sport,

as well as that bodily power which enables
the mind to enjoy it.

241. Teaining for Asiateuk Races.—For
the professional jockey I scarcely think
that any directions which I can give are at

all wanted, or likely to be useftil, since

training is a part of the business of his life

;

and he not only has the ordinary rules of
the craft to which he belongs, but he soon
finds by experience what best suits his own
particular case. There are, however, many
gentlemen-jocks who want, occasionally, to
get off weight, and to these perhaps a few
words may not be misapplied. It must be
recollected that for this purpose, unlike the
foxhunter, the weight is only wanted off by
a particular day; and, therefore, all the
means available for its reduction may be
accumulated without any permanent injury
to the constitution. It is a well known
fact that a man is more weakened by a
leech apphed daily for sixteen days, than
by sixteen leeches appUed on one day;
and the same principle holds good,

though in a still stronger degree, with
regard to purgatives and sweatings. But
to return to the subject—viz., the reduc-
tion of, say 2 St. in ten days. This is the

outside weight which is ofl;en wanted to be
got off, and more than this wUl weaken
the strength too much, though, of course,

much must depend upon the state of the

individual. It will at once be clear that it

is easier to get 2 st, off a 16-st. man than
off a man of 7 or 8 st ; in the one case it

is only one-eighth of his weight, in tlie

other it is a quarter. But, supposing we
have to deal with a man who wishes to

ride 12 st wliich is a common weight for

amateur riders—and that he walks, tea

days before the race, 13 st 7ib., here, with
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a 7-lb. saddle, 2 st. must be reduced, which

will give nearly 3 lb. a day for ten days.

I should advise him to begin by ascertain-

ing that his liver is acting properly ; for if

not, it is useless to attempt the task, as he

will almost to a certainty catch cold if com-

pelled to resort to mercurials during his

preparation, and without them he wDl as

surely upset his stomach and strength, if

suffering from a torpid liver. But suppos-

ing the liver acting well, and the health

good, let him put on his sweaters, including

a flannel pair of drawers, two pair of

trowsers, a flannel jersey, a good thick

worsted comforter, awarm cap, and a couple

of coats; with these on, let him take a smart

lour or six-mile walk, and then, after

returning, let him get under a feather bed,

and sweat for at least an hour. Then let

him get up and sponge himself w*ith cold

water, after which he may clothe himself

quickly and rather more warmly than
usual, and partake o" his moderate break-

fast, composed as already indicated under
the last head. After this meal he may
amuse himself by any occupation not of a
ver>' vjolrtit nature, or he may take a

gentle walk till dinner, about four or five

o'clock, which also must not exceed the
quantity already laid down. On the follow-

ing morning he may take a draught com-
posed of four, six, or eight drachms of

Epsom salts, with from live to twelve
grains of jalap, and a teaspoonful each of
tincture and sweet essence of senna, dis-

solved in a little hot water. This will piirge

him well, and will get off nearly as much as
the sweat; and by altematclj' using tliese

two remedies, the Sib. per day will be

steadily reduced. Of course he will go to

scale almost daily, and will be guided I'v

the weight lost, as to the amount of food to

be tiiken, and as to the length of the sweras
and the quantity of clothing to be put on.

also as to the strength of the opening'

draught. If these directions are followed,

the weight may and ought to be reducetl

on the day before the race about 2 lb. under
the intended riding weight ; for on the day
itself it is not desirable, if it can be avoided,

to sweat or purge, on account ol the neces-
sity for preserving the nerve and strength

which are required in a race, especially the

former. It wUl be found that, with all l

practical stars^ation, without sweating or

purging, about 2 lb. will be gained between
the last sweat and the time of the race,

which period ma}' be calculated on the

average at 30 hours—and for this allowance

must be made. It should also be known
that wine, if taken on the morning of the

race, or strong coffee or tea, increases the

weight in a greater proportion than the

Aveight of these Uquids swallowed. Thus I

have been assured by several experienced

hands, that a single glass of wine, which
cannot weigh more than an ounce and a
half; if taken after going to scale, in the

case of a man who has trained severely,

will add a fuU quarter of a poimd to the

weight This at first sight appears a para-

dox, but I have no doubt of the fact, having
had such strong e\idence in its favour ; and
I conclude that its stimulating effects upon
the S3'stem are sufficient to enable the

stomach to absorb from the atmosphere the

difference between the weight swallowed
and that which the body has gained.
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THEORY OF GENERATION, AND
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF

BREEDING.

Sect. 1 Theory of Generation.

242. Before proceeding to enlarge upon
the practical management of the breeding-

stud, it will be well to ascertain what are

the known laws of generation in the higher

annuals. I have already alluded to these,

though very cursorily, in the chapter on the

Breeding of the Greyhound ; but as that

of the horse is far more important in a

national point of -view, they are here given

more at length. They are as follows :—
L—The union of the sexes is, in aU the

higher animals, necessary for reproduction

;

tlie male and female each taking then-

respective share.

2.—The office of the male is to secrete the

semen in the testes, and emit it into the

uterus of the female, where it comes in

contact with the ovM^nof the female—which
remains sterile without it.

3.—The female forms the ovum in the

ovary, and at regular times, varying in

different animals, this descends into the

uterus, for the purpose of fructification, on
receiving the stimulus and addition of the

sperm-cell of the semen.
4.

—

The Semen consists of two portions

—

the spermatozoa, which have an automatic

power of moving from place to place, by
which quality it is believed that the semen
is carried to the ovum; and the sperjn-

cells, which are intended to co-operate with
the germ-cell of the ovum in forming the
embryo.
5 The Ovtjm consists of the germ-ceU,

intended to form part of the embryo,—and
of the yolk, which nourishes both, until the

vessels of the mother take upon themselves
the task; or, in oviparous animals, till

hatching takes place, and external food is

to be obtained. The owun is carried down
by the contractile power of the fallopian

•tubes from the ovary to the uterus, and
hence it does not require automatic par-
ticles like the semen.
6.—The Embryo, or young animal, is the

result of the contact of the semen with the
ocum, immediately alter which the sperm-

cell of the latter. Upon this a tendency to

increase or "grow" Is established and sup-

ported at first, by the nutriment contained

in the yolk of the ovum, until the embryo
has attached itself to the walls of the

uterus, from which it afterwards absorbs

its nourishment bj' the intervention of the

placenta.

7 As the Male astd Female each fur-

nish their quota to the formation of the

embryo, it is reasonable to expect that

each shall be represented in it, which is

found to be the case in natiure; but as the

food of the embryo entirely depends upon
the mother, it may be expected that the

health of the offspring and its constitutional

powers will be more in accordance with
her state than with that of the father ; yet

since the sire furnishes one-half of the

original germ, it is not surprising that in

externals and general character there is

retained a facsimile, to a certain extent, cf

him.
8.—The Ovum of Mammalia differs from

that of birds chiefly in the greater size of

the yolk of the latter, because in them this

body is intended to support the growth of

the embryo from the time of the full for-

mation of the egg until the period of hatch-

ing. On the other hand, in mammalia the

placenta conveys nourishment from the

internal surface of the uterus to the

embryo during the whole time which

elapses between the entrance of the ovum
into the uterus and its birttu This period

embraces nearly the whole of the interval

between conception and birth, and is called

utero-gestation.

9 In all the Mammalia there is a
Periodical "Heat," marked by certain

discharges in the female, and sometimes by

other remarkable symptoms in the male.

In the former it is accompanied in all

healthy subjects by the descent of an o-vum

or ova into the uterus ; and in both there

is a strong desire for sexual intercourse,

which never takes place at other times in

them.
10.—The Semen retains its fructifying

power for some days, if it is contained

withm the walls of the uterus or vagin a,

but soon ceases to be fruitful if kept in an.v

other vessel. Hence, although the latter

part of the time of heat is the best for tha
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union of the sexes, because then the ovum
is ready for the contact with the semen,
yet if the semen reaches the uterus first, it

will still cause a fruitful impregnation,
because it remains there uninjured until the

descent of the ovum.
11 The Influence of the i\LA.LE upon

the embryo is partly dependent upon the
fact, that he furnishes a portion of its sub-

stance in the shape of the spenn-ccll, but
also in great measure upon the ctlect

exerted upon the nervous system of the

mother by him- Hence, the preponderance
of one or other of the parents will in great

measure depend upon the greater or less

strength of nervous system in each. No
general law is known by wliich this can be
measured, nor is anj-thing known of the
laws which regulate the temperament,
bodllj' or mental power, colour or confor-

mation of the resulting offspring.

12 AcQuiKED Qualities are transmitted,
whether thej- belong to the sire or dam,
and also both bodily and mental. As bad
qualities are quite as easily transmitted as
good ones, if not more so, it is necessary to

take care tliat in selecting a male to improve
the stock he is free from bad points, as well
as furnished with good ones. It is kno\\Ti
by experience that the good or bad points
of the progenitors of the sire or dam are
almost as likely to ai^pear again in the
offspring as those of the immediate parents
in whom they are donuant. Hence, in
breeding the rule is, that like produces
like, or tfie likeness ofsome ancestor.
13.—The puree or less mixed the breed,

the more likely it is to be transmitied
unaltered to the offspring. Hence, which-
ever parent is of the purest blood will be
generally more represented in the offspring;
but as the male Is usually more c;irefully

pelected, and of purer blood than thefemale,
ft pciierally follows that he exerts mere
Influence than she does; the reverse being
the caae when she Is of more uiimLxed bluod
than the sire.

14—IlREEDiNO " In-akd-in" is lujurlous to
mankind, and has always been forbidden by
the Dlvlno law, as well as by most human
lawgivers. On the other hand, it prevails
extensively In a state of nature with all

BTegarlous animals, among whom iho.

strongest male retains his dauglitcrs and
granddaughters until deprived of bis liarem
by younger and stronger rivals. Heme.
In those of our domestic animals whicli
are naturally gregarious, it is reasonable to

conclude that breeding " In-and-ln " Is not
projudliial, because It is in conform! t>' with
their natural instincts. If not carried farther
by art than nature teaches by her example.

'

Mow, In nature wo And about two conse-
cutive crosses of the same bleed is the usaid

extent to widch it is carried, as the life of
the animal is the limit; and it is a remark-
able fact that in practice a conclusion has
been arrived at which exactly coincides
with these natural laws. "Once in and
once out," is the rule for breeding given by
Mr. Smith in his work on the breeding for the
turf; but twice in v.ill be found to be more
in accordance with the practice of our most
successful breeders.

15.—The influence of the first impregna-
tion seems to extend to the subsequent
ones; this has been proved by several

experiments, and is especially marked in
the equine genus. In the series of examples

:

presers'ed in the Museum of the College of

J

Surgeons, the markings of the male quagga,

j

when united with the ordinary mare,

I

are continued clearly for three generations

I

bej'ond the one in which the quagga was
the actual sire ; and they are so clear as to

I
leave the question settled without a doubt.
16—AVhen some ol the elements of which

an indlNidual sire is composed are in

accordimce with others making up those
of the dam, they coalesce in such a kindred
way as to make what is ciilled "a hit." On
the other hand, when they are too iiu^ou-

gruous, an animal is the result wholly
unfitted for the task he is intended to

! perform.

Sect. 2.—In-axd-i\ Breeding.

243. By a careful examination of the
pedij^rees of our most reuuvrkable horses,

of which I have inserted a series of tables
at page 2S6, and following pages, it will be
seen that in all cases there is some in-

breeding ; and in the greater part of the most
successful a verj- considerable infusion of it.

It is difiicult to say what is not to be con-
sidered as such, or when to make it com-
mence, for in all cases there is more or les3

relationship between the sire and dam of

every thoroughbred hor.-e; at least, I caimot
find a single exception—thus, for instance,

examining the table of Uarkaway at page
2'JI, which is the result of one of the most
direct crosses in the Stud-boolc, we find

that his sire luid dam are both descended
from Eclipse and Herod through three or
four streams on each side, as will be seen
on referring to the right-hand columiu The
same will apply to Ahirm, wlio also is the
result of as direct a cross as is otten seen;
and, in fact, wmitever pedigree is amilysed
the result will be that the bulk of it in tlio

lillh or sixth remove Is made up of Eclipse^
Hon)d, and Matchem, or Kegulus blood.
It is not that a horse goes back to one of
these stallions In one line only, but throuu'li

six or seven, and sometimes through nearly
all his progenitors. Hence, It may fair;/

bo ^u>sii:iie'i that all the liurses of the iiH!-
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sent day are related, either closely or

distantly ; but when we speak of in-and-in

breeding we mean a nearer relationship

than tliis, such as a first cousin, or, at the

most, one in the second or third degree.

But I believe it will be found that even this

amount of relationship is desirable, if not

caiTied too far, and that a vast number of

our best modern horses have been bred in

this way.
244. Examples of Success from this

Plan,—The early racehorses of the 18th

century were notoriously in-bred, of which
Mr. Smith, in his book on breeding for

the turf, gives us numerous convincing
examples. The two Cttiilders, Eclipse,

llanthos, Wliiskey, Anvil, Boudrow, and,

in fact, almost all the horses of that daj-,

were much in-bred ; sometimes, as in the

case of the dam ot Leedes, to an inces-

tuous degiee. In the above mentioned
treatise the breeder is advised to breed
once in, at page 47 ; and it appears to me
that more valuable advice was never
offered, except that I think it is only
carried half as far as it ought to be. But,
in consequence of the injurious effects of

the system of in-breeding in the human
family, a prejudice has been raised against
it ; and the result has been that in trying

the opposite plan great mischief has often

ensued. I have already shown that in

nature in-breeding prevails very generally

among gregarious animals like the horse
and dog, and I will now endeavour to

illustrate Mr. Smith's argument by modem
examples. It may be remembered that he
instances the Herod and Eclipse blood as

haNTng " hit " in a great number of horses,

such as "Whiskej-, Waxy, Coriander, Pre-
cipitate, Calofhel, Overton, Gohauna, and
Beninbrough, which were out of Herod
mares, by sons of Eclipse. But it must
also be kno-mi that Eclipse and Herod are
both descended from the Darley Arabian,
the one on the sire's side, and the other on
that of the dam; and that from this cir-

cumstance it is not surprising that a "hit

"

should follow, if in-breeding is advan-
tageous. There are two points of view in
which in-breeding should be viewed ; first,

as producing successful runners ; and
secondly, good stallions and brood mares

;

but, though it seems to answer in both
cases, yet it is in the latter point that I
think it is chiefly to be recommended.

245. A3I0XG THE Houses of the Present
Centuby the following remarkable instance s

will illustrate this position, to which great
numbers of less illustrious names may be
added :

—

Example 1—In 1S27 Matilda won the St.

Leger verj' cleverly, and proved herself a
MUperior mare by beating a large field ot

good horses. She was out of Juliana, who
was b}-- Gohanna (son of Mercury and a
Herod mare), out of Platina (by Mercurj-,
out ofanother daughter ofHerod). Matilda's
dam, therefore, was the produce of brother
AND SISTER.

Example 2.—Cotherstone (winner of the
Derby), and Mowerina (dam of West Aus-
tralian), are the produce of first cousins.
(See Table 28.)

Example 3.—Touchstone and Verbena,
sire and dam of Ithuriel, were second
cousins, taking from Selim and his sister.

(See Table 67 a.)

Example 4.—Priam is an example of suc-

cess by in-breeding, after a series of failures

in crossing. Cressida, his dam, was put
to AValton, Haphazard, Orville, Wildfire,

Woful, Phantom, Scud, Partisan, Little

John, and Waterloo, without success. At
last, being served by her cousin Erailius

(a son of Orville, who had previously failed,

not being related to her), she produced
Priam. This horse and Plenipotentiary were
both sons of Emilius, the latter being the
result ofas direct a cross as is often seen; but
the former was in-bred to Whiskey, who was
sire of his dam, Cressida, and also great

grandsire of Emilius. Xow the above
mentioned two horses were both extra-

ordinary runners ; but whilst Plenipoten-
tiary has scarcely had an average success

as a stallion, Priam, considering the short

time he remained with us, has achieved an
imperishable fame. (See Tables 17 and 26.

)

Example 5.—Bay Middleton was the pro-

duce of SECOND COUSINS, dcsccndcd from
Williamson's Ditto and Walton, own
brothers, whilst Andover, his son, is the

second time in with the Whalebone blood,

as follows :—Web, the great-grandam of

Bay Middleton, is sister to both Whalebone
and Whisker, the grandsne and great-

grandsire of Soldier's Joy, dam of Andover.
He, therefore, is also the son of cousins,

uniting the blood of Selim, on his sire's

side, with that of Eubens, brother to Sehm,
on that of his dam; and thus he is not

only in-bred, but the produce of an in-bred

su-e and dam. (See Table 27.)

Example 6.—Stockwell and Eataplan are

just as remarkable, being descended in tlie

same degree from Whalebone, Whisker,

and Web, the very same two brothers and
sister as in Andover's case, with an infusion

also of SeUm blood, through Glencoe, sire

of Pocahontas. (See Table 29.)

Example 7.—Orlando has a stiU stronger

inftision of Selim blood, his dam being a
granddaughter of that horse, and great-

granddaughter of Castrel (brother to Sehm),

whilst Touchstone, liis sia-e, is a great-

grandson of the last-named horse. Here,

tiieu, in-breeding has been carried out to
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its fullest extent, Vulture havlug been tbe

produce of first cousins, and being put to

a SECOND COUSIN derived through the same
strain ; and the result has been, as is well

known, the most remarkable stallion of the

day. (See Table 24.)

Example 8.—An Instance of the com-
parative value of two stallions, one more
in-bred than the other, maj' be seen in Van
Tromp and Flying Dutchman, both out of

Barbelle. These two horses are both in-bred

to Buzzard ; but Flying Dutchman is also

descended from Selim, son of Buzzard on

the side of both dam and sire, Selim being

j:reat-grandsire of Barbelle and grandsire

of Bay Middleton. Xow, it will not be

cjuestioned at present, that Van Tromp is

comparatively a failure, and that the Flying

Dutchman, as far as his stock have been

tried, is eminently successful as a stock-

getter ; and such might have been expected,

because his dam unites the stout blood of

Catton and Orville with that of Selim,

which last strain, taking with it the above
valuable qualities, hits with the same SeUm
blood in Bay Jliddlcton. (See Table 22.)

Example 9 Weathergage is another

Instance of success in this mode of breed-

ing, his sire and dam both taking from
Muley and Tramp, and iliss Letty, his

>;randam, being by Priam, grandson of

Orville, sire of Muley, out of a daughter of

that horse—and consequently herself much
in-bred. 'Weatherbit, the sire of Weather-
gage, also reunites the blood of the two sis-

ters, Eleanor and Cressida. (See Table 2C.)

Example 10.— I have already adduced
Fome examples of the success of the union
of the Whalebone with the Selim blood, and
I may. In addition, remark on the case of
Pyrrhus L, who is by Epirus, a grandson
oi Scllm, out of Fortress, a great-grand-
d.iughter of Ilubens, brother to Selim ; and
II fco in-bred to Whalebone, his dam being
by Defence, the son, out of Jewess, tlie

granddaughter of that horse. (See Table 74.)

Example 11.— Safeguard Is bred aVnost
exactly In the same way, but a still closer

degree of relationship cxi.sts between his

Hire and dam, he being by Defence (son of

Defiance, by Kubens), out of a mare by
Selim, brotlicr to liubens, wlilch Bimie mare
is also descended from the Wellesley Grey
Arabian. The strongest case of success

IVom close in-breeding with which I am
acquainted is in a son of the above horse,

the steeplechaser Valnliope, who is by
Safeguard, a grandson of Selim, and great-

Krandson of Itubcns, out of a mare by
Strephon. who was also by Kubeni. Now
Ilia stoutnciis and soundness were too well
known to need further comment; and his'

ciuio alone is a strong ar^mnent in favour
ol the breedhig-in, a second time.

Example 12 Almost as strong a case hus

lately appeared in the Knight of St. George,

who was by Birdcatcher, son of Sir Her-
cules, out of a granddaughter of that horse,

and with a still further infusion of Waxy
blood in her grandam. These two last ex-

amples are the strongest modern instances

of close in-breeding with which I am
acquainted ; but as they were neither vi

them quite first-class, they do not so

much strengthen the argument as some
of the previously instjmced horses. I^iever-

theless, being as close as they are, they
show that the practice is not attended by a
bad result in these paiiicular cases.

Example 13.—The Saddler, who is re-

markable for the stoutness, if not for the

speed of his stock, is the produce of second
COUSINS, being descended on both sides of

his pedigree from Waxy.
Example 14.—Chatham, as good a horse

as ever ran, is by the Colonel, son of

Wiiisker, out of Hester, by Camel, son of

Whalebone, brother to Whisker ; and he is

therefore the produce of first cousins.

Both these horses (Examples 13 and 14)

unite the Waxj' and Buzzard blood.

Example 15.—Sweetmeat is valuable as a
stallion, not only because he is in- bred to

Waxy, but because he also possesses so

much of the celebrated Prunella blood, he
being descended from that m;ire through
three several Unes—^iz., through Parasol,

Moses, and Waxy Pope.
Example 16.—Grace Darling (dam of the

Hero, by Chesterfield) was the produce of

SECOND cousins, botli sirc and dam being

descended from Wax}'. It is therefore not

to be wondered at that she produced so

stout a horse as the Hero, combining tlie

Waxy, Priam, Octavlan, and Kubens blood.

His sire and dam were also third cousins

through CcElia as welL
Example 17 Wild Dayrell, speedy as he

is, may trace his womlerfol powers to a
reunion of the blood of Velocipede, wlilch

exists on the side of both sire and dam, and
also to his descent from Sehm and Kubens,

own brothers, who are respectively hi*

paternal and maternal great-grandsirea.

Example 18 Cowl, by Bay Aliddleton,

out of t:mciflx, is the result of the union

of SECOND COUSINS, the sire behig descended

IVoui Julia, and the dam from Cressida,

both of tlicm sisters to the celebrated

mare, Eleanor, tlie winner of the Derby
and Oaks. There is also another cross of

Wiiiskcy blood from Emilius, so that Cowl
is in- bred to Whiskey twice. It would be a

curious experiment to put him to some
descendant of Muley—such as Alice Haw-
thorn or Virginia, and thus unite the thrt*

sister? in one, making a third infusion of

this blood with an intervening out-cros*
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It should be borne in mind that Young
Giantess, the ancestress of all these mares,
and also of Sorcerer, was the produce of

second cousins, and each of these second
cousins was also the produce of second
cousins, both of their sires and dams having
Godolphin as their great-grandsire.

246, The Following Brood jMabes may
be attentively examined, and their produce
by near relations compared with that by
horses only distantly connected, which I

have shown aU horses are in the present

day. This is a still stronger proof of the
advantage of in-breeding than the success

of solitary horses as runners.

Example 1.—One of the most successftil

brood mares of late years was Decoy, who
bred a long list of racehorses to Touchstone
and Pantaloon; now the former of these

liorses was much more successful generally
in getting racing stock than the latter, and
yet in this instance was beaten by him, as
proved by comparing Drone, Sleight-of-

hand, Van Amburg, and Legerdemam, with
Phryne, Thais, Falstaff, and Flatcatcher.

iS^ow, why was this ? Simply because
Touchstone was a more distant relation,

and only one line in eacb was similar

—

namely, the great-grandsire. Waxy ; but in

the case of Pantaloon and Decoy there was
a cousinship in the second degree, each
having Peruvian as a grandfather ; and not
only that, but Decoy herself was in-bred to

Sir Peter, whowas grandsire to both herdam
and sire, so that Sleight-of-hand and his

brother and sister were twice in-bred to him.
Kow, as the Pantaloon and Decoy blood
hit, and their produce not only were fast

but stout, there was good reason for return-
ing to Pantaloon after the out-cross with
Touchstone, wliich produced Phryne; this

mare, when put to him, was successively the
dam of Elthiron, Wmdhound, Miserrima,
Hobble Noble, the Reiver, and Eambling
Katie ; thus still farther proving the value
of in-breeding, more especially with an
intervening out-cross, as in this case.

Example 2.—Cyprian, again, is an ex_
ample of the production of a lot of second-
class horses, by crossing her with various
sires not related in blood—as, for instance,

Jereed, Velocipede, Voltaire, and Hetman
Platoff; but when put to Birdcatcher, a
great-great-grandson of Prunella, and being
herself a granddaughter of the same cele-

brated mare, she threw a superior animal,
in the shape of Songstress.

Example 3 Virginia (see page 312) bred a
series of middling horses, by Voltaire, Het-
man Platoflf, Emilius, and Birdcatcher, in
all of which there was a single point in
wliich she was related, but in all very

: distantly, neither was the strain, except
that of Orville, first-rate ; but when put to

Pyrrhus L she produced a Virago, who, as
long as she remained sound, was very far
the best of her year. On examining and
comparmg the pedigrees of the sire and
dam, it wUl be seen that Selim and liubens
(brothers) occur on each side once, and
Whalebone, whose name is seen twice in
the table of Pyrrhus I., is represented h\
that of Virginia by Woful, his brother,
besides which Young Giantess occurs in
each table. These are over and above the
Hambletonian relationship, which is the
same in this case as in that of the result

of the cross with Voltaire and Hetman
Platoflf.

Example 4.—In the present year, after

a series of failures, Alice Hawthorn has
given to the turf a racehorse in the
shape of Oulston; now if the pedigrees

of his sire and dam are examined, it

will be seen that Melbourne, the sire, is a
grandson of Cervantes, whilst Alice Haw-
thorn is also a great-granddaughter of tlie

same horse—Cervantes being a grandson of
EcUpse and Herod, from which latter horse

he also receives two other infusions, and
Alice being descended from EcUpse, through
Orville, Dick Andrews, Mandane, and
Tramp. A very simUar case of in-breeding

with the same strains occuiTed in Sir

Tatton Sykes, who was the produce of a
mare, great-granddaughter of Comus, and
also great-great-granddaughter of Cer-
vantes, She was put to Melbourne, a
grandson of both these horses, producing

that extraordinary horse which I am now
adducing as an instance of success in this

mode of breeding. The pedigree of the dam
of Sir Tatton Sykes should be carefully

analj'sed, as exhibiting a dubious reunion of

strains. First, Muley is in-bred to Whiskey,
he is then crossed with an Election mare,
producing Margrave ; the dam of Muley
being Eleanor, a daughter of Y. Giantess.

Next, Margrave, an out-cross, is put to

Patty Primrose, containing in her pedigree

two inftisions of Young Giantess through

Sorcerer, and one of Cervantes ; and, finally,

the Margrave mare, the result of one in-

breeding and one out-cross on the side of

both her sire and dam, is put to IVIelboume,

composed of the blood of all three ; being

descended trom Sorcerer, a son of Young
Giantess, and also from Cervantes.

247. If the whole of the pedigrees to

which I have here alluded are attentively

examined, the breeder can have no hesita^

tion in coming to the conclusion tliat

in-breeding, carried out once, or even twice,

is not only not a bad practice, but is likely

to be attended with good results. Let

him ask what horses have been the most
remarkable of late years as stallions, and
with very few exceptions he will find tliey
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were considerably in -bred. It has been
remarKed, that the Touclistone and Defence
blood almost always hits with the Selim;
hut it is forgotten that the one was already
crossed with that horse, and the other with
liis brother Eubens. Ou the other hand,
tlie M'hisker blood in the Colonel has not
fsucceeded so well, it being made up of

nmch crossed and more distantly related

particles, and therefore not hitting with
the Selim and Castrel blood like his cousins,

Touchstone and Defence. It has, however,
pnrtially succeeded when in-bred to the

AVaxy and Buzzard blood, as in Chatham
mid Fugleman, who both reunite these

three strains. The .=ame applies to Corona-
tion, who unites the Whalebone blood in

Sir Hercules with that of Rubens in Ruby

;

but as Waxy and Buzzard, the respective

ancestors of ;ill these horses, were both
grandsons of Herod, and great-grandsons
of Snap, it only strengthens the argument
In favour of in-breeding. This conclusion

is in accordance with the 14th and 15th
axioms which embody the state of our pre-

sent knowledge of the theory of genera-
tion J

and if they are examined, they will
be seen to bear upon the present subject,
so as to lead one to advise the carrying
out of the practice of in-and-in-breedlng
to the same extent as has been foimd so
euccessflU in the instances which I have
given. Purity of blood is intimately con-
nected with the practice, because the
nearer It is to one standard the more
iramixcd it is, and by consequence the
more fully it is represented in the produce.
Hence, It is doubly needful to take care
that this pure blood is of a good kind;
tiecause if bad, it will perpetuate its bad
qualities just as closely as It would the
good, or perhaps still more sa

Sect. 3

—

Oct-Crossino.

248. Bt Crossfno the Blood we under-
stand the selection of a sire composed of
wholly difTorcnt blood from that of the
dam, or as dilTerent as can be obtained of
such quality a.<< is suitable to the particular
purpose In view. Thus, in breeding race-
horses It is found that continuing in the
name strain beyond two stages deteriorates
the constitutional health, diminishes the
bone, and lowers the height; hence. It Is

Important to avoid this evil, and another
strain must be selected which sliall lend to
the same results ns were previou-ily in

existence, without the above deterioration

;

and this is called out-crossing, or, more
commonly, crossing. The great dilflculty

Is to obtain this object without destroying
that hannony of proportions, and due sub-
ordination of one part to another which is

necessary for the racehorse, and without

wliich he seldom attains high speed.
Almost everj' individual breed has peculiar
cliaracteristics, and so long as the sire and
dam are both in possession of them they
will continue to reappear in the produce;
but if a dam possessing them is put to a
horse of a different character, the result is <

often that the produce is not a medium i

between the two, but is in its anterior paits
like its dam, and in its posterior resembling ;

its sire, or vice versa, than which no more
unfortunate result can occur. Thus, we
will suppose that a very strong muscular
horse is put to a very hght racing mare; ;

instead of the produce being moderately
stout all over, he will often be very stout
and strong behind, and very light and weak
before, and as a consequence his hind- •

quarter will tire his fore limbs, by giving
them more to do than they have the power
of accomplisliing. This is well seen in
Crucifix, who was a very wiry and fast,

but light mare, with a fore-quarter hardly
capable of doing the work of her own hind-
quarter. Kow, she has been several times
put to Touchstone (a horse remarkable for

getting bad-shouldered stock, but with
strong muscular propellers), and, with the
solitary exception of Surplice, these have
been a series of failures. Sui-plice was also

defective in the same way, but still he
managed to get along in an awkward stj'le,

but some how or other at a great pace.

Cowl, on the other hand, was a better

galloper, because there was a greater har-
mony of parts; but he was somewhat
deficient in the stout qualities which Touch-
stone was intended to supply ; yet he will

prove, I fancy, a better stallion than Sur-
plice, because he is more truly made, aud
by consequence more likely to perpetuate
his ovm likeness.

249. Examples of Otrr-CKOSsixG—Ilark-

away has been alluded to before as a strong

case of out-crossing, his sire and dam not
being closely related, though still going back
to Herod or Echpse in almost all his lines.

He would, however, be considered a decided
case ofcrossing, aud he was no doubt a very
superior ruceliorsc. As yet, however, ha
has not done much aa a sire, his stock
generally being deficient in that essential

qunllt3', speed, though stout enough to make
good hunters and steeplechasers. Perhaps
his best son was Idle Boy, in which the

Waxy blood In the sire hit with the same
strain In lole, the dam, who was a daughter
of Sir Hercules. (See Table 83.)

Example 2.—One of the most remarkable
cases of success in crossing, when carried

out to a great extent, is seen In Beeswing
and licr sons Newminsler, Xuimykirk, and
Old Port. In the mare herself the lines are

%11 distinct, and In her cross with Touch-
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8tone they are so likewise tor three removes.

At that distance there is a great-grandsire

of Touchstone, Alexander, who is brother to

Xantippe, great-great-grandmother ofBees-

wing ; so that she and Touchstone were third

cousins. Whether or not this consanguinity,

slight as it was, sufficed to produce this

happy result inNewminster and Xunnykirk,
must be left an open question; but there

can be no doubt that Touchstone succeeded

with her, whilst a failure resulted from Sir

Hercules, who was still more distantly

related, the nearest connexion with him
being a fourth cousinship, through Volun-
teer and Mercury, own brothers. Queen of

Trumps has often been adduced as a case

of successful out-crossing, but though her
great grandsires and great grandams were
certainly none of them identical, yet beyond
that line there is an extraordinary influx of

Herod blood, through Highflyer, Vv'ood-

pecker, Lavender, Tlorizel, and Calash, all

his sons or daughters. Xow, no one can
maintain that it is not very remarkable,
when we find such a dash of blood fl.-om

one superior horse in such an extraordinary

animal as Queen of Trumps ; neither can it

be said that she is composed of materials

not related to each other ; but at the same
time she is fairly to be considered under the
ordinary acceptation of the term as a mare
bredfrom a distinct cross. Hers is, however,
a very instructive example, as showing that

success is sometimes achieved by reuniting,

after an interval of several generations,

a series of good strains ; whether or not her
goodness is dependent upon this re-union,

or whether it results from the crossing, is

only to be decided by comparing a number
of cases together, and considering on which
side lies the balance of evidence.

Example 3.
—

"West Austrahan is an
exceedingly valuable example of the benefit

of a good out- cross after in-breeding, and
between his sire and dam there was less

relationship even than usuaL
Example 4.—Teddington, on the contrary,

so often adduced for a similar purpose,
presents one line of relationship which
interferes with the assumption. I have
adduced his sire, Orlando, as an instance
of successful in-breeding twice through
Selim and Castrel, and certainly that strain
is not perpetuated in Teddington's dam ; but
a little more distantly there occurs in each
portion of the table the name of PruneUa
and her sister, Peppermint, but only so far
as to make them fifth cousins. Still it can-
not be compared to the case of West Aus-
tralian, where the cross is much more
decided. In both, however, the sire or dam
was much in-bred, and this must be taken
into the account in all cases.

Example 5—One of the most thoroughly-

crossed pedigrees of the day is that of

Kingston, and being such a good horse as
he was, his case must be allowed to weigh
in favour of this khid of breeding ; but, as I

before observed, it is not so much in refer-

ence to running as to breeding that this
plan is to be considered, and as yet he haa
not been able, for want of time, to show his
powers. Where an out-cross is wanted for

such blood as that of Touchstone, which
has already been used twice in a pedigree,
I conceive nothing better than this game
horse, who would then, according to this

theory, produce the good effect required by
a cross, without interfering with the fonn
of the Touchstone mare. On the other
hand, where a second in-breeding to

Venison or Partisan mares is required by
those who are fond of that peculiar blooif,

he is well calculated to carry out that view,
because the other lines are fill good.

Example 6—Voltigeur, again, is another
instance of success from a decided cross.

Example 7.—Queen of Trumps may be
adduced as a wonderful animal, resulting

from a much-crossed pedigree.

Example 8 Cossack would, Ukewise,
generally be considered a cross, though
even in his case the relationship was that of
a fourth cousin ; but there is no doubt that

numerous cases of successful runners may
be adduced where there was no relation-

ship between sire and dam nearer than a
fifth or sixth cousinship.

Sect. 4.

—

Compakison of In-bred and
Crossed Staleions.

250. The following List of thirty of the
most immediately successful stallions of

late years shows the proportion of in-bred

to crossed horses of this class to be equal.

I have omitted such as only became cele-

brated through their daughters as brood-
mares, for instance, Defence, &c. :

—

In-Beed Stallions.

1. Priam
2. Bay Middleton

3. Melbourne
4. Cotherstone

5. Pyrthus I.

6. The Baron
7. Orlando
8. Ithuriel

9. Cowl
10. The Saddler

11. Sweetmeat
12. Chatham
13. Flying Dutchman
14. Sir Tatton Sykes

15. Chanticleer

CK0SSfa> Stallions.

1. Partisan

2. Emilius

3. Touchstone
4. Birdcatcher

5. Sir Hercules
6. Voltaire

7. Plenipotentiary

8. Pantaloon

9. Lanercost

10. Venison

IL Alarm
12. Ion

13. Harkaway
14. Velocipede

15. Hetman Platoflf
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CHAP. 11.

THE BEST MODE OF BREEDING THE HORSE FOR ALL KACDsG PURPOSEx

traced in the three sisters by Whiskey,
out of Young Giantess— Tiz., Cressida,

Eleanor, and Julia, wliich produced Priam,
Mule}', and Phantom by three different

sires. The list of similar examples might
be extended to a great length, though not
always perhaps occupied with such illus-

trious names as the above ; but still suffi-

ciently so to indicate that winning blood

iTins in families, and by consequence, that

it is not all the result of chance. Some-
times this is the case with the brood-mare,

as in the above instances, and sometimes
with the stalUon, as in the case of

those which become the celebrities of

their day. ^Moreover, it has been fomid

that certain unions or crosses almost

always succeed, while others as invariably

fail ; and as there must be a reason

for tliis, it is desirable to investigate tho

matter and endeavour to ascertain tho

facts connected with these successes and
failures. For instance ; it has been found

that the union of the Touchstone blood

Avith that of Selim or Pantaloon has uni-

formly succeeded (or " hit," as it is termed)

;

and the example is so remarkable, that it

leads one to investigate the pedigrees of all

three, when it turns out that the first-

named is composed ot one-eighth SeUm
already; and that in putting him to a

descendant of that horse, or his brother

Castrel, the sire of Pantaloon, it is only

reuniting the previously separated particles

derived from them. This is a fact which
will serve to fonn the basis of an argument,

and if supported by similar facts, it would
show that in-and-in breeding to some
extent is not prejudicial; but, on the other

hand, that it is in all probability absolutely

advantageous. At the same time it cannot

be disputed that the Waxy and Buzzard

blood lias almost always hit in its first

union, as shown in paragraph 257, and else-

where; and having succeeded once it

always seems to lilt agai»i still more suo-

cpssfhlly; and the only question is how ikr

the in- breeding might be carried without

deterioration. Again, reverting to tlie

descendants of Whiskey, who was a grand-

son ot Eclipse, we find them hitting once

with the Orville blood In producing Emllius

and Mulcy ; and again, a second time, with

I'rlam as a result, he being also out of a

daughter of Whiskey. Liverpool, sire of

Liuiercost, was also a grandson of Whiskey

on his d.am's side, his sire. Tramp, taking

a direct descent fl-om Eclipse in the samo

number of removes as Whiskey. But It l<

only by further investigation, and ascer-

taining how far these facts occur in a

Sect. L—Choice of Blood to Bkeed
FBOM.

25L Tlie uncertainty of the results from

the best concerted plans in breeding for the

turf is proverbial among those who are

engaged in the undertaking. Nevertheless,

it is clear that laws must exist wliich

regulate this as well as every other opera-

tion of nature; and, though it may at

present be difficult to lay them ioym. vfith

certainty, yet an attempt should be made
in order that a foundation may be laid

for a future superstructure of sound

materials. Thei-e are some difficulties

which stare us in the face, but wliich,

nevertheless, are much more easily ex-

plained than at first sight would appear.

Thus, for instance, it is said that when a

mare breeds a good colt, and is again put

to the same horse, the second is often as

worthless as the first is superior; and that,

consequently, two and two in breeding do

not always make four. Now, there can be

no doubt that this is true ; but it is neces-

sary to remember that health is an element
wliich makes or mars every horse; and
that if the second is not possessed of the

same high degree of animal vigour, the

result of high health, it is not wonderful
when he falls short in performances which
are the test of his goodness. But, taking

the other side of the question. It Is extra-

ordinary that in some cases there have
been a series of successes resulting from
the union of the same two parents—as In

die Whalebone and Whisker exanii)le, where
there were six most extraordinary horses

and mares resulting from the union of

Waxy with Penelope ; and, on the other

hand, as remarkahle a series of failures

wh*^n she was put to even such good horses

as Walton, Rubens, and Election. Castrel,

Scllm, and Rubens again are out of the same
mare, and all bj' Buzzard, yet she was put

to Calomel. Quiz, Sorcerer, and Election

without a slUKle successful result. Again,

there arc cases where a horse begets racing

stock out of all sorts of mares, and thus

we find in more recent days Touchstone,

a grandson of Whalebone, carrying on his

grandfather's fame still further. If possible,

and begetting a most extraordinary series

of winners; but, be it remembered, witli an
lnf\islon also of one of tho three nhove-

mentloned brothers, Selim who w.is his

niatcnial great-grandfather. Barbelle, dam
uJ Van Tromp and Flying Dutchman, is

another similar case ; as is also P'ortress,

the dam of Old England, and Pyrrhus L
Another remarkable example mny be
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similar way throughout a series of cases,

that any conclusion can be formed; and
such a series has been given under the
section devoted to an examination of the
propriety of in-breeding. By universal

consent, however, it is now admitted, and
common sense would always lead one to

believe, that where a series of winners have
appeared of any particular strain, it is

nkely that others vrill follow; and hence
it has been the rule to select horses of

families which have been successftil on the
turf, in the particular line which it is

wished still further to succeed in. Thus, if

a fleet racer is intended to be bred, the

breeder would select blood which has pro-
duced winners of the Derby, Oaks, or St.

Leger, or, if possible, all three. If a steeple-

chaser is the object of ambition, then the
breeder would, -as a matter of course, look
for the sires and dams of such animals as

Lottery, Gaylad, Brunette, &c., and choose
from them, or their immediate relations,

mares and stallions for his purpose. Again,
In breeding hunters, it would foUow that
such stallions should be selected as have
produced good stock of that particular

class, in which stoutness, cleverness, good
temper, and sound constitution are indis-

' pensable requisites, when united also with
the power of carrying weight. Trotters,

again, must be chosen for getting trotters

;

and no one would expect to rear a horse
capable of doing his 14 miles per hour at

this pace, from a sire and dam which could
not trot above 8, and that with a straight

knee. I have myselt owned a mare by
Monarch, out of Gadabout, which was as
fine a trotter as ever was seen, going fast

and in the most perfect trotting style, and
I have seen some few others, almost as
good, of full blood ; but they are exceptions
to the rule; and there is no case that I

know of in which a thorough-bred horse
could, compete with the regular match-
trotter. In all cases, therefore, the breeder

I must make up his mind as to what he
\ wants, and then select his mares and sires

I
from such animals as belong to families

t which have long been famous for the
'! qualities he is in search o£ If, in addition,

; he can actually procure the individuals

! which have distinguished themselves, it

v.'ill be so much the better; but we shall

hereafter find that family is of more con-
sequence than individual success.

Sect. 2.—The most Pbofitable Kkd of
Bkeedixg.

252. In many cases the breeder under-
takes his task for the purpose of gratifying
his taste for rural sports and amusements,
and without regard to profit ; but in most
instances there Avill be a desire to make the

speculation successful in a pecuniary point
of vievr, as well as with regard to honorary
distinction on the turf. But when it is

remerhbered that three-fourths of those
bred expressly for racing are worthless for
that pui-pose, and that each colt or filly

costs considerably more than £100 at three
years old, it becomes a question how best
to conduct operations so as to make use of

the casts-oflf from the racing-stable for other
purposes. The question is solved in this
way: there are certain breeds of horses
which are first-rate on the turf, and also

in the hunting-field ; as, for instance,

all the descendants of Waxy and his

family, except Touchstone—^namely, Sir

Hercules, Defence, The Colonel, The
Saddler, Economist, Harkaway, Safeguard,
Memnon; these have all been extraordi-

nary in this respect ; and if I were selecting

mares for general purposes, it would be my
object to obtain those got by one or other
of them. Lottery and his son, Sheet
Anchor, have also been remarkable in this

way, and would be valuable for the pxu--

pose; but as the family has not been so

extensively useful, they are not to be relied

on in the same degree. The Comus,
Reveller, and Humphrey Clinker straius

have likewise been much in vogue for this

double purpose, many flrst-rate hunters
being descended from these horses, and
also good racing-stock, as lately seen in

Melbourne. Partisan, and his son. Venison,

deriving their descent from Highflyer and
Parasol, the grandam of Whalebone, are, in

the same category of horses, useful in both
vocations ; while Ishmael and Ratcatcher,

again, may be adduced as descendants of

Selim, which have been useful in the hunt-

ing-field, but they have not equalled the

previously mentioned horses in their hunt-

ing-stock. On the other hand, there are

many strains of good racing-blood which
have never, or scarcely ever, turned out

a hunter or a steeplechaser—Touchstone,

already mentioned, and his brother Laun-
celot, Priam, Plenipotentiary, Velocipede,

Pantaloon, Bay Middleton, Beiram, Phan-
tom, <fcc., &c. ; and though such blood may
suit the breeder for one purpose, it is not

calculated to serve the man who wishes

two strings to his bow. From these

remarks it may be gathered, that, in my
humble opinion, a breeding-stud may be

formed which shall produce a few colts and

flliies capable ofracing; whilst those whicli

are not racehorses may be expected to

serve as hunters of a high class. By this

plan a greater number of prizes will be

drawn in the lottery, and the scheme will

pay far better than on the exclusive prin-

ciple. So long as thorough- bred hunters

are the fashion, and command such hig>

r
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prices, it will be found that it is a much
more pajing speculation to sell oflf the

drafts at hunters' prices, than for the

wretched sums which they fetch as racing-

stock. There are so many accidents and
risks in all stud-farms, that a great number
will always be useless or dead, and the

blanks will in proportion be numerous;
consequently it is highly necessary to make
the most of the materials which are avail-

able for pajing the expense of the establish-

ment If, then, instead of selUng off the

rejected three-year-olds, such as are of

good size are turned out, and allowed to

grow and thicken till thej' are five, they

might then be re-broken and made into

hunters, or sold for that purpose, Avithout

incurring any trouble or risk; and they

would fetch from £150 to £200 a-piecc, or in

gome cases considerably more.

Sect. 3.—Selection of Brood ]Maiie.

253. In Choosing the Bkood JMare. lour

things must be considered—first, her blood

;

secondly, her frame ; thirdly, her slate of

liealth ; and, fourthly, her temper.

254. li£B Blood or breeding will mainly
depend upon the -views of the breeder—that
is to say, what particular class of colts he
wishes to obtain, and accorduig to his

decision he will look out for mares of the

particular kind he desires to reproduce, on
the principle that "like begets like," but
subject to the various considerations partly

alluded to in the last chapter, and partly in

this and sub.-C(iuent ones.

255. In Frame, the marc should be so

formed as to be capable ofcarrying and well

nourishing her olfspring ; that is, she should
be what is called " roomy." There is a
fbnnation of the hips which is particularly

unlit for brectiing purposes, and j-ct which
Is sometimes carelully selected, because it

is considered elegant; tliis is the level and
straight hip, In which the tail is set on very
lilgh, and the cml of the haunch-bonc is

nearly on a level with the projection oi the
liip-bonc. The opposite form is ropresciUed

in the skeleton given with the article

'•Horse," which is that of a thoroughbred
mare, well formed for this breeding purpose,

but in other respects rather too slight. By
.examining her pelvis, it will bo seen that
the huunch-bono forms a considerable angle

with the sacrum, and that, as aconseiiuence,

there is plenty of room, not only forcarrying

the fo;il, but for allowing it to pass into the

world. Both of these pohits are Importiuit,

the former evidently so, and the latter no
litaa so on consideration, because if the foal

is injured in the birth, cither of necessity,

or ironi IgUDrancc or carelessness, it will

often fail to lecover its powers, and will

remain permanently injured. The pelvis,

then, should be wide and deep—that is td

say, it should be large and roomy; and
there should also be a little more than the

average length firom the hip to the shoulder,

so as to give jJeuty of bed for the foal ; as

well as a good depth of back-ribs, which are

necessary in order to support this increased

length. This gives the whole framework of

the trunk of a larger proportion than is
_

always desirable in the racehorse, whicli
j

may easily be overtopped ; and hence many
|

good runners have failed as brood mares, i

whilst a great number of bad runners have
been dams of good racehorses. Beyond

]

this roomy frame, necessarj' as the eggshell
|

of the foal, the mare only requires such a 1

shape and make as is well adapted for tho

paiticular purpose she is intended for; or it

not possessing it herself, she should belong

to a family havuig it, according to the 13th

axiom given in the last chapter. If a maro
can be obtained possessing all these requi-

sites in her own person, so much the more
likely will she be to produce racehorses;

but if not all, then it is better that she

should add as many as possible to the need-

ful framework, without wliich her otHce can

hardly be well carried out. But with this

suitable frame, if she belongs to a family

which, as a rule, possesses all the attributes

of a racehorse, she may be relied on with

some degree of certainty, even though slia

herself should fail in some of them. Thus,

there arc many fine roomy mares which
have been useless as racehorses from being

deficient in the power of some one quarter,

either behind or before, or perhaps a little

too slack in the loin for their length. Such
animals, if of good nmning families, should

not be despised; and many such have stood

their owners in good stead. On the other

hand, some good-looking animals have
never thrown good stock, because thcj- were
only exceptional cases, and their families

were of bad running blood on all or most
Bides. No mare could look much more
unhkc producing strong stock than Poca-

hontas, but being of a family which numbers
Selim, Bacchante, Tramp, Web, Orvdie,

Eleanor, and Jlarmiun among its eight

members In the third remove, it can scarcely

occasion surprise that she should respond

to the call of the Baron by producing a

Stockwell and a Bataplan.
2")(5. In Health, the brood mare should

be as near perfoetion as the artllUial stato

of this animal will allow ; at all events it i«

the most important point of all, and In

every case the maro shouid bo ver>' care-

fully examined, with a view to discover

what devintions from a nalunil state have

been entailed ujion lier by her own labours,

»nd what slic has inherited from her ances-

tors. Independently of the consequences
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of acciJents, all deviations from a state of

bealth in the mare may be considered as

more or less transmitted to her, because,

In a thoroughly sound constitution, no
Ordinary treatment such as training con-

sists of vfill produce disease, and it is

only hereditary predisposition which, mider
this process, entails its appearance. Still

there are positive, comparative, and super-

lative degrees of objectionable diseases

incidental to the brood mare, which should

be accepted or refused accordingly. All

accidental defects, such as broken knees,

dislocated hips, or even "breaks down,"
may be passed over; the latter, however,
only when the stock from which the mare
is descended are famous for standing their

M'ork without this frailty of sinew and liga-

ment. Spavins, ring-bones, large splents,

side-bones, and, in fact, all bony enlarge-

ments, are constitutional defects, and will

be almost sure to be perpetuated, more or

less, according to the degree in which they
exist in the particular case. Curby hocks
are also hereditary, and should be avoided

;

though many a one much bent at the junc-

tion of the OS calcis with the astragalus is

not at all liable to curbs. It is the defective

condition of the ligaments there, not the
angular junction, which leads to curbs;

and the breeder should carefully investi-

gate the individual case before accepting or

rejecting a mare with suspicious hocks.

Bad feet, whether from contraction or from
too flat and thin a sole, should also be
avoided; but when they have obviously
arisen from bad shoeing, the defect may be
passed over. Such are the chief varieties

of unsoundness in the legs wliich require

circumspection ; the good pouits wliich, on
the other hand, are to be looked for are
tliose considered desirable in aU horses that
are subjected to the shocks of the gallop.

Calf knees are generally bad in the race-
horse, and are very apt to be transmitted,
whilst the opposite form is also perpetuated,
but is not nearly so disadvantageous. Such
are the general considerations bearing upon
soundness of limb. That of the wind is no
less important Broken-winded mares sel-

dom breed, and they are therefore out of
the question, if for no other reason ; but no
one would risk the recurrence of this dis-
ease, even if he could get such a mare
stinted. Roaring is a much vexed question,
which is by no means theoretically settled

among our chief veterinaiy authorities, nor
practically by our breeders. Every year,
however, it becomes more and more fre-

quent and important, and the risk of repro-
duction is too great lor any person wilfully
to run by breeding from a roarer. As far
as I can learn, it appears to be much more
hereditary on the side of the mare than on

that of the horse ; and not even the offer of
a Virago should tempt me to use her as a
brood mare. There are so many different

conditions which produce what is called

"roaring," that it is difficult to form any
opinion which shall apply to all cases. In
some instances, where it has arisen from
neglected strangles, or from a simple
inflammation of the larj-nx, the result of
cold, it will probably never reappear ; but
when the genuine ideopathic roaring has
made its appearance, apparently depending
upon a disease of the nerves of the larjnix,

it is ten to one that the produce will suffer

in the same way. Blindness, again, may or
may not he hereditary ; but in aU cases it

should be viewed with suspicion as great

as that due to roaring. Simple cataract

without inflammation imdoubtedly nms in

families ; and when a horse or mare has
both eyes suffering from this disease, with-
out any other derangement of the eye, I

should eschew them carefully. When bUnd-
ness is the result of violent inflammation
brought on by bad management, or by
influenza, or any other similar cause, tlie

eye itself is more or less disorganised ; and
though this itself is objectionable, as show-
ing a weakness of the organ, it is not so

bad as the regular cataract Such are tlie

chief absolute defects, or deviations, from
health in the mare; to which may be
added a general deUcacy of constitution,

which can only be guessed from the amount
of flesh which she carries while suckling or

on poor "keep," or from her appearance on
examination by an experienced hand, using
his eyes as well. The firm fuU muscle, the
bright and lively eye, the healthy-looking

coat at all seasons, rough though it may be
in the winter, proclaim the hardiness of

constitution which is wanted, but which
often coexists with infirm legs and feet

Indeed, sometimes the very best-topped

animals have the worst legs and feet,

chiefly owing to the extra weight they and
their ancestors also have had to carry. Crib-

biting is sometimes a habit acquired from
idleness, as also is -nind-sucking ; but ifnot
caused by indigestion it often leads to it,

and is very commonly caught by the

offspring. It is true that it maj' be pre-

vented by a strap ; but it is not a desirabls

accomplishment in the mare, though of less

importance than those to which I have
already alluded, if not accompanied by
absolute loss of health, as indicated by
emaciation, or the state of the skin.

257. Lastly, the Tempek is of the utmost
importance, by which must be understood

not that gentleness at grass which may
lead the breeder's family to pet the mare,

but such a temper as will serve for the

l)urposes .of her rider, and will answer to
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the stimulus or the voice, whip, or spur. A
crayen or a rogvie is not to be thought of as

the " mother ot a irtmily
;
" and if a mare

belongs to a breed which is remarkable for

refusing to answer the call of the rider, slie

should be consigned to any task rather than

the stud-farm. Neither should a mare be

used for this purpose which had been too

irritable to train, unless she happened to be

an exceptional case; but if of an irritable

family she would be worse even than a

roarer, or a blind one. These are defects

which are apparent in the colt or flUy, but

the irritabiUty which interferes with train-

ing often leads to the expenditui-e of large

sums on the faith of private trials, which
are lost from the failure in public, owing to

this defect of ner\-ous system.

Sect. 4.—Choice of Stallion.

258. Like the Brood Mabe, the stallion

requires several essentials—commencing
also like her, first, with his blood; secondly,

his individuial shape; thirdly, his health;

and, fourthl}', his temper. But there is this

difficulty in selecting the stallion, that he

must not only be suitable per te, but he
must also be adapted to the particular mare
which he is to "serve." Thus, it will be

manifest that the task is more difficult than

the fixing upon a brood mare, because

(leaving out of consideration all other points

but blood) in the one case, a mare only has

to be chosen which is of good blood for

racing purposes, while in the other there

must be the same attention paid to this

particular, and also to the stallion's suit-

ability to the mare, or to "hit" with her

blood. Hence, all the various theories

connected with generation must be investi-

gated. In order to do justice to the subject;

and the breeder must make up his mind
whether In-and-in breeding, as a rule, is

desirable, or otherwise ; and if so, whether
It is adapted to the particular case ho is

considering. Most men make up their

minds one way or the other on tliis subject,

and act accordingly. In which decision much
depends upon the prevailing faslilon. The
rock upon which most men split Is a btgotted

favouritism for some particular horse; thus,

one man puts all his marcs to Orlando;

another, to Surplice or the Flying Dutchman

;

although they may every one beot different

blood and form to the others. Now, this

cannot possibly be right If there Is any
principle whatever In breeding; and how-
ever good a horse may bo, he cannot be

suited to all mares. Some, again, will say

that any horse will do, and that all Is a
lottery ; but I think I shall be able to show
that there Is some science renuircd to enable

the breeder to draw many prizes. That the

system generally followed otlato Is a bad one

I am satisfied, and with the usual and con-

stant crossing and re-crossing it is almost

a lottery; but upon proper principles, and
with carefiil management, I am tempted to

believe that there would be fewer blant-j

than at present. I have already given my
own theoretical views upon the case, illus-

trated by numerous examples on both sides i

of the question. It will now be my object i

to apply these views practically by selecting i

particiUar instances.

259. In Choosing the Paeticulab Blood i

which will suit any given mare, my impres-
sion always would be, that it is desirable to i

fix upon the best strain in her pedigree, if I

not already twice bred in-and-in, and then i

to put to her the best staUion available of f

that blood. In some cases, of course, it will

happen that the second best strain will

answer better, because there happens to be
a better horse of that blood to be had than

of the superior strain, which would other-

wise be preferred. It; on the other hand,

the mare has already been in-bred to the

extent of two degrees, then a cross will be

advisable; but I am much inclined to

believe, from the success of certain well-

known cases, that even then a cross into

blood already existing in the mare, but not

recently in-bred nor used more than once,

will sometimes answer. Upon these prin-

ciples I should, therefore, look for success;

and if the series of tables I have herewith

given are carefully studied, it will be seen

that the production of good winners has so

often followed this practice as to make its

adoption exceedingly tempting. It is sur-

prising to me that this very common
occurrence of in-breeding among our best

modem horses has so generally escaped
observation, and the only way In which I 1

can explain it is by supposing, that having ;

frequently been through the grandam on i

either side It has been lost sight of, because i

the knowledge of the sire's and grandsire's •

blood Is generally the extent to which tlio

Inquiry goes. Thus, we find the most recent i

writer on the subject, who assumes tho

name of "Craven," asserting, at page 121 of

The //or«e—" There la no proximity o/

relationship in the genealogy of the Flying

Dutchman, Touchstone, Melbourne, Epirus,

Alarm, Hay Mlddleton, Hero, Orlando,

Irish Birdcatcher, Cossack, Harkaway,
Tearaway, Lothario, or others of celebrity."

Now of these the Flying Dutchman Is the

produce of second cousins ; Bay Mlddleton,

his sire, being also In-bred to Williamson's

Ditto and Walton, own brothers; and
Orlando, containing In his pedigree Sellm

twice over, and Castrel, Ills brother. In

addition. Melbourne also Is the produce of

third cousins, both bis sire and dam bein;?

deaceuUcd itom Ilig'.ifiyer. But if to thcso
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four, -which he has specially named, be added
the numerous "others ofcelebrity" to which
I have draTVTi attention, besides a host of

lesser stars too numerous to mention, it 'will

be admitted that he assumes for granted the

exact opposite of what really is the case.

260. The Choice of Pabticular Stat-
tlons, as dependent upon theik forma-
Tio^f, is not less difficult than that of the

mare, and it must be guided by nearly the
same principles, except that there is no
occasion for any framework especially cal-

culated for nourishing and containing the
foetus, as in her case. As far as possible, the
horse should be the counterpart of what is

desired in the produce, though sometimes
it may be necessary to select an animal of a
breed slightly exaggerating the peculiarity

which is sought for, especially when that is

not connected with the preponderance of

fore or hind-quarters. Thus, if the mare
is very leggy, a more than usually short-

legged horse may be selected, or If her neck
is too short or too long, an animal with
this organ particularly long, or the reverse,

as the case may be, should be sought out.

But in all cases it is dangerous to attempt
to make too sudden an alteration with
regard to size, as the effort wUl generally

end in a colt made without a due pro-
portion of parts, and therefore more or less

awkward and unwieldy.
261. In CoNSTiTimoN and general health,

the same remarks exactly apply to the
horse as the mare. All hereditary diseases

are to be avoided as far as possible, though
few horses are to be met with entirely free

from all kinds of unsoundness, some the
^ects of severe training, and others result-

ing from actual disease, occurring liom
other causes. TVith regard to fatness,

there is an extraordinary desire for horses
absolutely loaded with fat, just as there
formerly was for overfed oxen at Christmas.
It is quite true that the presence of a
moderate quantity of fat is a sign of a
good constitution, but, like all other good
qualities, it may be carried to excess, so as
to produce disease ; and just as there often
is hypertrophy, or excess of nourishment
of the heart, or any bony paits, so is there

I

often a like superabundance of fat causing
I obstruction to the due performance of the
animal functions, and often ending in pre-
mature death. This is in great measure
owing to want of exercise, but also to over-
stimulating food ; and the breeder who
wishes his horse to Tast, and also to get
good stock, should take especial care that
he has enough of the one and not too much
of the other.

262. In Tempeb, also, there Is no more to
be added to what I have said relating to
the mare, except that there are more bad-

tempered staUions met with than maress
independently of their running, and this is

caused by the constant state of imnatural
excitement in which they are kept. This
kind of vice is, however, not of so much
importance, as it does not affect the run-
ning of the stock, and solely interferes wiib
their stable management.

Sect, 5.

—

Best Age to Beeed fkom.

263. It is commonly supposed that one or
other of the parents should be of mature
age, and that if both are very young or

very old the produce will be decrepit or

weakly. A great many of our best horses
have been out of old mares, or by old

horses— as, for instance, Priam, out ot

Cressida, at twenty; Crucifix, out of

Octaviana, at twenty-two; and Lottery and
Brutandorf, out of JIandane, at twenty
and twenty-one ; Voltaire got Voltigeur at

twenty-one ; Bay Middleton was the sire of
Andover at eighteen, and Touchstone got
Newminster at seventeen. On the other

hand, many young stallions and mares
have succeeded well, and in numberless
instances the first foal of a mare has been
the best she ever produced- In the olden
times, Mark Anthony and Conductor were
the first foals of their dams; and more
recently. Shuttle Pope, Filho da Puta,

Sultan, Pericles, Oiseau, Doctor Sjoitax,

Manfred, and Pantaloon have all been
first-bom. Still these are exceptions, and
the great bulk of superior horses are pro-

duced later in the series. The yormgest
dam which I ever heard of was Monstrosity,

foaled in 1838, who produced Ugly Buck at

three years old, having been put to Venison
when only two years of age. Her dam,
also, was only one year older when she was
foaled ; and Venison himself was quite a
young stallion, being only seven years old

when he got Ugly Buck ; so that altogether

the last mentioned horse was a remarkable
instance of successful breeding from young
parents. As in most cases of the kind,

however, his early promises were not car-

ried out, and he showed far better as a
two-year-old, and early in the following

year, than in his matmrity. Such is often

the case, and, I believe, is a very general

rule in breeding all animals, whether

horses, dogs, or cattle. The general practice

in breeding is to use young stallions with

old mares, and to put young mares to old

stallions ; and such appears to be the best

plan, judging from theory as well as practice

Sect. &—Best Time fob BEBEDCja

264 For all racing purposes, an early foal

is important, because the age takes data

from the 1st January. The mare, there-

tore, should be put to the horse in Februai-yt
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so as to foal as soon alter Jauuarj' 1st as

possible. As, however, many mares foal a

little before the end of the eleventh month,

it is not safe to send her to the horse before

tlie middle of the second month in the year.

For further particulars, see page 339, in

which the general management of the mare
and foal is fully detailed.

Sect. 7.—PEcni-iAnrriES of the Vakious
Modern Beeeds.

265. The various crosses since the days of

Herod, Eclipse, and Matchem are so nume-
rous, that it is no longer possible to class

them under the heads of these three

horses; and far less under those of their

reputed ancestors—the Godolphin and Bar-

ley Arabians and the Byerley Turk. There

are, however, in the present day, certain

fitrauis which have distinguished them-
selves on the tui-f, as remarkable for certain

qualities ; such as the \Vax3's, the Orvilles,

and the Buzzards, in the very first class,

Hud the Blacklocks, the Tramps, the Wal-
tons, the Haphazards, and the Sorcerers in

the second. Besides these, there have been

other strains celebrated in their day, but

which have not come down to the present

time without loss of reputation. As sires

OTily, the above horses are here considered.

266. Waxy stands at the head ot the list,

not only as an extraordinary racehorse

himself, but as having got, immediately and
remotely, more winners of great races than
anJ' two horses since his time. Indeed, when
a horse numbers 13 winners of the Derby
ftmong his stock in the direct male line

within fifty years, besides 11 Oaks winners
and 13 St. Leger victories, it is incon-

trovertible evidence of the superiority oi

his blood. Like Orv-ille, he la chiefiy com-
posed of Eclipse and Herod blood, with a
double-dash of the Godolphin, through
Sportsn\istress and Lisette. His stock are

all remarkable, like the Orvilles, for great
gameness and true running ; but they have
not generally so much bone and substance

as that horse's descendants. 'Wlialebone and
Wire, two of the cxtraordinaiy family by
him out of Penelope, are well and charac-

teristically named, and give the Idea exactly

of the peculiarities of most of the blood
They stand any amount of training as far

OS their constitutions go, and are rarely

o^'crmnrkcd; but most of them require care

In reference to their legs, which arc scarcely

capable of standing the work which the
wirj' nature of their bodies demands, in

order to bring them out fine enough for

displaying their extraordinary staying
qualities. Thcj- will run all day, and no
distance Is too great for them ; liKlecd, It Is

In this point that they are so particularly

\fi l)e depended upon ; not being so fast for

a mile as manj- others, but when two miles

are to be compassed they shine to great

advantage, and still more at longer dis-

tances. Hence, they have aucceeded fre-

quently over the St. Leger course after

failing in the Derby—as in the cases of The
Colonel, Touchstone, Xewminster, &c.; and
still more frequently in the distances run in

the Derby, Oaks, and St Leger than in the I

2,000 Guineas Course. As steeplechasers,

also, their peculiar powers have been dis- •

played, and the success of Sir Hercules ta

this way is verj- remarkable. Discount, a son •

or his, was a Waxy all over, having the full

muscular body, with a constitution of iron

;

but unfortunately accompanied with legs :

that would scarcely ever stand a prepara-

tion, even when conducted with all the care

ofan experienced trainer. Besides theWaxy
lines which are seen in the female branches
of so many ot our best pedigrees, there are

in the male line, "S\Tialebone and Whisker,
out of Penelope, and Waxy Pope, out of

Pnmella, her dam ; the two first are now
reunited in the Baron, Cotherstone, and
West Australian, while the last has done
good service in Ireland ; and still ftirther,

Stockwell, Rataplan, and Andover unite

to the two first the blood of their sister

Web. Whalebone was also sire of Camel,
Waverlej', Defence, and Sir Hercules

;

and these, again, are represented in

the present day as follows : Camel, by
Touchstone and Orlando

—

cum muUis aliis;

Waverley, by the Saddler and Don John;
Defence, by Safeguard, the Emperor (just i

dead J, Hero, Andover, and Pyrrhus I. (most
however in the female line) ; Sir Hercules,

by Birdcatcher, and his brother Faugh-a-
ballagh; besides, Robert de Gorham, and
Newcourt, and, through Birdcatcher,

Chanticleer; Whisker is perpetuated by
The Colonel and his son, Chatham, as well

as by several in the female line ; also, by i

Economist and his son, Harkaway.
2G7. Orville, like Waxy, a good racehorse <

as well as a sire of racehorses, is remarkable >

for combining speed with stoutness in a
greater degree than most of our celebrated

horses. Like almost all of our best stallions,

he was In-brcd to King Ilerod, his dara

having been by Higliflyer, son of Herod,

and his sire out of a Ilerod mare; whilst

his grandsire. King Fergus, was out of a
ni.-'TC by Tartar, sire of Ilerod. Hence,

according to the law to which I have
alluded at great length, it Is to be expected

that his blood, being In-brcd to such a liorse

as Herod, will prevail ; and, especially,

when the remaining strains are derived

from Eclipse, Crab, and Matchem. As the

ancestor of the following horses, he will

always be famous; and his blood even in

the present day is eagerly sought for.
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^^'llen put to Emily, who was. also full of
Herod and Eclipse blood, he got Emilius,

a horse quite as celebrated as his sire. By
Eleanor, the celebrated winner of the
Derby and Oaks, he had Muley, who is

now represented by Drayton, she being
bred very much like Emily, and both
possessing the blood of Whiskey; and,

again, by Miss Sophia, another descendant
of Herod and Eclipse, he got Master Henry,
a very celebrated runner and sire in his

day, but now chiefly represented by Touch-
stone. By Bizai-re, sister to Finesse, and
also full of Herod and Eclipse blood (see

table 73), he had Bizarre, who, however,
has not much added to his sire's fame ; and
finally, out ot Marianne, by Mufti, ho got
Octavius, a winner of the Derby, but not
otherwise celebrated. Emilius was a mag-
nificent horse, with bone and substance
calculated to carry 14 st. He was the sire

of Priam, Plenipotentiary, Eecovery, Pom-
pey, Euclid, California, Theon, Plenary,
Oxygen, and Duvernay, besides many
others; but the above have most of them
done good service in the stud, some of
them being extraordinary runners as well
as getters of stock—as, for instance, Priam, i

Plenipotentiary, Pompey, and Eecovery. '.

The success of Priam is remarkable, con- !

sldering the small number of mares put to
|

him in this country ; but, in any case, to be ;

the progenitor of Crucifix, and her sons
\

Surplice and Cowl, of Miss Letty, Industry,
'

\Veathergage, Cossack, and the Hero is no
!

common reputation. All these horses here
|

mentioned have been distinguished by true
running, and the blood always trains on,

which is a very important advantage ; the
descendants of Emilius being full of Eclipse
blood through the male Une, and also
through Miss Hervey, Waxy, Vixen, and
Baltram, are particularly stout and honest,

268. BuzzAKD differs from Waxy and
Orville In the general characteristics of his
stock, which are more calculated for the
Itowley Mile than for the longer distances
of the Epsom and Doncaster courses. Still,

considering their enormous speed, they are
wonderfully stout; but no horse can pos-
sibly live the pace ot which some of the
family are capable, without showing signs
of distress. Hence, many of this strain
have obtained a character for want of
staying qualities -without fully deserving it;

hut stiU there is no doubt that over a
distance of ground they would generally be
beaten bythe stock of Whalebone or Orville.

Most of this blood have finely-sloping

shoulders, with rather light carcases, good
propelUng powers generally, but marked by
rather weak lower thighs, and somewhat
straight hocks. This last characteristic is

.very pecuhar to them, for though the point

of the hock is well developed, yet it seems,
as it were, drawn Into the tendo Achillis,
and almost continuous with it, yet at the
same time without any appearance of curbs.
Whether or not their great speed is in any
way dependent upon this formation I know
not, but it seems almost invariably to attend
upon this blood. Few of them are strictly

well fonned throughout, and almost all are
capable of bemg picked to pieces ; and yet
they manage, when set going on the course,

to enlist the admiration of all by their

magnificent style of going. They flow on
to victory apparently without effort, and
whUe the Whalebones or Emiliuses often

require the stimulus of the whip or spur,

the descendants of Buzzard will generally
achieve their victories without any per-

suasion but their own high spirit, and the
natiural ease and elegance of their action.

They generally train very easily, being of a
pretty good constitution, and requiring no
more sweats than their legs will stand ; not
that their understandings are particularly
good, but that their frames are seldom
loaded, and that they readily part with their

superfluous flesh. Buzzard is represented
by almost as many fasMonable horses of the
present day as Waxy. In the first genera-
tion he got Castrel, Sclim, and Rubens, own
brothers, and their sister, the great-grand-

dam of Ithuriel, out of an Alexander mare.
Also, Bustard, grandsu'e of Lanercost.
Castrel, again, was sire of Pantaloon and
Merlin, and grandsire of the Queen of
Trumps. Selim got Sultan and Langar ; and
through the former is the ancestor of Bay
Middleton, Ishmael, Beiram, Glencoe, and
Jereed ; through Bay Middleton also he is

great grandsire of the Flying Dutchman and
Andover, and great great grandsire of Wild
DayrelL Langar, again, is sire of Ratcatcher
and Epirus, and through the latter is grand-
sire of Pyrrhus 1. Lastly, Rubens is repre-

sented conjointly with Whalebone, by a
host of Defence mares and their produce

;

and Defence partaking of the blood of both
horses, a share may fairly be claimed by the

son of Buzzard.
269. The Blacklocks are generally

known by their plain, vulgar appearance,

their calf-knees, flat foreheads, and general

plebeian look, often accompanied by leggi-

ness. Some, however, have been tast

enough, with good staying qualities; one

of his sons, IVIr. Osbaldeston's Tranby, was
an extremely stout hoise, and his perform-

ance under 11 st, in the celebrated match
against time, will always redoxmd to the

credit of his sire. The brilliant perform-

ance? .°lso, of Velocipede and his stock are

to oe set to his credit, and those of Voltaire

and his sons, Voltigeur, Tearaway, and
Charles XIL But nearlj- all of this blood
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are deficient in temper, and are conse-

quently difficult to train, and to bring out

as often as tliey are wanted.
270. Tbamp is somewhat like Blacklock in

the prevailing character of his descendants,

but they are generally better formed about

tlie legs, and some of them have been good
racehorses, though not quite first-class.

Zinganee, Lottery, and Liverpool could all

stay a distance; but they were scarcely

fast enough to win great stakes ; the same
may be said of Lanercost and Sheet Anchor
and their stock.

27L The Waltons and the Haphazards
may well be clnssed together. In blood

the3' were nearly identical, being by Sir

Peter, out of mares by Eclipse, or his son,

Dungannon. Tut to two difl'erent mares
descended from Waxy, they produced—the
lormer, Partisan, and the latter, Filho da
Puta ; while out of Julia, daughter of

Whiskey, Walton got Phantom, another
celebrity of his day. Of these. Partisan is

now the most prized ; and the blood of his

Fons, Venison andGladiator, is by manycon-
eidered equal to anything out, as well as that

of their descendants, Vatican, Alarm, King-
ston, and Sweetmeat. Nothing can exceed
the beauty of form resulting ftom these

combinations of the Waxy and Sir Peter
blood; and it seems to be perpetuated in all

the descendants, which are remarkable for

blood-like frames, with Arabian-looking
heads, fine muzzles, full eyes, light necks,

and good shoulders, and also for wiry and
lasting legs and feet. This latter peculiarity

Is perhaps owing to their light girth, and
consequent want of weight for their legs to

carrj'; but nevertheless they are almost all

•tout enough, and especially the Venisons.
As the sires of good, useful country platers,

no horses have ever come up to this strain
;

but there has generally been a want of high
speed, which has kept them in the rear of

ery good company. Tiiey will race all

day, and the next day too; and when heats
wire In vogue they were invaluable to

the votaries of that barbarous practice. I

suspect the mares of this breed will yet
rival the daughters of Defence In breeding
goixU sound, anil, perhaps, even flying

Slock, put to suitable horses.

272. Lastly come tuk Sorcekers.—
Largo, fast, and loose, they require room
to display their peculiar powers, which are

calculated to shine over a Hat, or any
straight course, rather than a small and
confined one. Few of this blood are neat,

nnd some ar- pocullarlj' coarse and gaunt,

like the Melbournos, but yet so well pro-

portioned and truly made as to catch the

eye of the connoisseur. With large heads,

tKomy frames, big legs and joints, united
to great useful hocks and powertXil pro-

pellers, ihej^ are lit for any worl; but tunui
ing corners, where they are undoubtedly
out of their element. Such are the Sooth-
sayers, Comuses, Revellers, Humphrey)
Clinkers, and Melboumes; together, also,

with the last horse's celebrated sons. Sir

Tattoa Sykes, West Australian, and OuU
ston. All are fast enough for anythuig,

.

but require time to fill up their fine frames,

and should have been reserved till five

years of age, if justice could have been
done them. On the whole, this blood may
be considered as inferior to none but the

three first described strains, in which it is

surpassed in persistence of good qualities

for a series of years, though, taking any
single horse against him, Melbounie will

perhaps make a good fight for superiority.

Sect. 8

—

List of Modern Staixioks.

273. The following List embraces all

the best stalUons ol the present day, aud
most of the second-raters :

—

Alarm, b.

Ambrose, bk.

Annandale, br.

Archy, br.

Backbiter, br.

B.Middleton,b,

Bessus, br.

Birdcatcher.ch.

Birkenhead, br.

Blshonof Kom-
Ibrd's Cob, br.

Bk. Prince, bk.

Burgundy, b.

Buckthorn, b.

Cajsar, b.

California, b.

Calmuck, b.

Garlboo, b.

Catcshj-, b.

Chabron, b.

Chanticleer, gr.

Chatham, ch.

fVenison
\Southdown, by Defence
(Touchstone
\Annette, by Priam
fTouchstone
\Rebecca, by Lottery
fCamel
iGarcla, by Octavlan

f Gladiator, or Don Joha
IScandal, by Selim
(Sultan
\Cobweb, by Phantom
fBayMiddleton
I Brown Bess, by Camel
f Sir Hercules
\Guiccioli, by Bob Booty
/Liverpool
I Arachne, by Fllho da Puta •

(Jereed
(Jemima, by Count Porro
(Touchstone
{Queen of Trumps, by V©*
( locipede

fishmael
I Caroline, by Drone
(Vtnison
\Zeila, by EmiHiis
fSultan
\(Jobweb, by Pnnnfom
( Rniillus
I Filagree, by Soothsayer
( Zinganee
\.sis. to TastUle, by Ruben*
r Venison
I Jamaica, by Liverpool

fSlane
\ Cobweb, by Phantotn
f Camel
I Fanny, by Whisker
fBlrdcatchcr
OVhlm. by Drone
/Colonel
lUestcr, by Camel
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Coilingwood, b. JKai'mi^b? Magistrate

Connaught
Kanger, ch.

Confessor, b.

Cossack, ctu

Cowl, b.

/Harkaway
iGuiccioli, by Bob Booty
fCowl
I Forest Fly, by Mosquito

J Hetmaii Platoff

1 Joannina, by Priam

Cofhprstnnp h /Touchstone
cotlierstone, d.

-j g^nia, by Whisker
j Bay Middleton
\ Crucifix, by Priam

Dirkie hr /Sir Hercules
i>arKie, or.

-j ^^^.j, ^usan, by Glaucus

DanL O'Eourke i?^?g^et-ml-not,byHetman
*'"•

( Platoflf

{Muley
Prima Domia, by Sooth-
sayer

Essedarius,ch.{^SJedeMare

Tallow Buck, b. {JZl^^ by EmiUus
FalstaflF, br., & /Touchstone
Flatcatcher, b. (.Decoy, by Filho da Puta

/Sir Hercules
IGuiccioli, by Bob Booty
/Venison
l Birthday, by Pantaloon
/Nutwith
iCelia, by Touchstone
/Bay Middleton
iBarljelle, by Sandbeck
/The Saddler
ITramp Mare
(The Saddler

Fugleman, oh. -{Camp Follower, by the
( Colonel
/Coronation
LGlenlui, by Sultan
/E pirns
iJenny Jumps, by Eococo
/Economist
INabocUsh Mare
/Chesterfield
iGrace Darling, by Defence
/Pantaloon
iPhryne, by Touchstone
/Harkaway
llole, by Sir Hercules
/Jeriy
I Turquoise, by Selim
/Velocipede

ICyprian, by Partisan

J^^^'G^^^^iMon^by Partisan
/Venison
IQueen Anne, by Slane
/Camel
\Banter, by Master Henrj-

/Pantaloon
\Pasquinade, by Camel

/ Ithuriel
iMiss Bowe, by Catton

/The Doctor
tMyrrha, by Malefe

/Emilius
iMaria, by Whisker

Faugh-a-bal-
lagh, cb.

FIlius,b.

Filbert, b.

Flying Dutch-
man, br.

Footstool, br.

Gleualvon, b.

Grecian, eh.

Harkaway, ch.

Hero, ch.

nobbieNoble,b.

Idleboy, ch.

Jericho, br.

Joe Lovell, b.

Kingston, b.

Launcelot, br.

The Libel, br.

Longbow, b.

Malcolm, ch.

Mathemati-
,

ciao, b.

Melbourne, br.

Merry Mon-
arch, b.

Meteor, ch.

Mountain
Deer, b.

Neasham, b.

Xewconrt, b.

Newminster, b,

Nutwith, b.

Omroa

Orlando, b.

Pelion, br.

Phlegon, b.

Pitsford, ch.

Planet, b.

Pompey, b.

Pottinger, b.

PyrrhusL, ch.

Eatan, ch.

Eavensbone, b.

Bed Hart, b.

and
Eed Deer, b.

Eetriever, ch.

Eobert de Gor-
ham, br.

Eussborough,
ch.

Safeguard, ch.

Selim (Arab)

Sensation, br.

Sir Tatton
Sykes, b.

Slane, b.

Stockwell, ch.

Storm, b.

St. Lawrence,
br.

Surplice, b.

Sweetmeat, b.

/Humphrey Clinker
(.Cervantes Mare
/Slane
I Margravine, by LittleJohn
/Velocipede
IDido, by Whisker
(Touchstone
< Mountain Sylph, by Bel-
( shazzar
/Hetman Platoff
IWasp, by Muley Moloch
/Sir Hercules
ISylph, by Spectre
(Touchstone

. -{Beeswing, by Doctor
( Syntax
/Tomboy
iComusMare
(Arab Gazelle
/Young Duchess, by
( Walton
/Touchstone
iVulture, by Langar
/Lanercost
(.Ma Mie, by Jerry
/Sultan or Beiram
iLucetta, by Eeveller
(Epirus
|]NBss Harewood, by the
( Saddler
/Bay Middleton
(.Plenary, by Emilius
/EmUius
IVariation, by Bustard
/Plenipotentiary
I Enterprise, by Defence
/Epirus
( Fortress, by Defence
/Blizzard, son of Blacklock
(.Picton Mare
/Venison
I Specimen, by Eowton
(Venison
i Soldier's Daughter, by the
( Colonel
/Eecovery, son of Emilius
(Taglioni, by Whisker
/Sir Hercules
iDuvernay, by Emilius
/Tearaway
ICruiskeen, by Sir Hercnlea
/Defence
(Selim Mare

/Slane
lAdela, by Emlliu*
/Melbourne
(.Margrave Mare
(Eoyal Oak
\Orville Mare
/The Baron
IPocahontas, by Glencoe
/Touchstone
tGhuznee, by Pantaloon
/Skylark or Lapwing
(.Helen, by Blacklodfe

/Touchstone
Icrucifix, by Priam
/Gladiator
ILollypop, by Voltaire
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Tadmor, br.

Tearaway, b.

Teddington, ch.

Theon, b.

Touchstone, br.

Vatican, b.

Voltigeur, br.

Vortex, br.

Ugly Buck, b.

Weather-
gage, b.

"Weatherbit, br.

West Austra-
lian, b.

Windfall, b.

Windhound, b.

Woolwich, ch.

AVoodpigeon

rion
1Palmyra, by Sultan

/Voltaire
iTaglioni, by AMiisker

1 Orlando

]
Miss Twickenham, by

(. Rockingham
gimilius

laria, by Whisker
fCamel
1Banter, by Master Ilenry

/Venison
\Vat, by Langar
/Voltaire
piartha Lj-nn, by Mulatto

{Venison
Monstrositj', by Plenipo-
tentiary

/Weatherbit
iTaurina, by Taurus
/Sheet Anchor
\Miss Letty, by Priam
/Melbourne
\:Mowerina, by Touchstone
/Fitz-Orville
IVat, by Langar
(Pantaloon
ll'liryne, by Touchstone
/Chatham
IClementina, by Actteon

/Velocipede
\Amina, by Sultan

Sect. 9.—Stallions adapted fob getting
Kaceuokses.

274. Having thus enumerated the various

specimens ol the thorough-bred horse which
are offered for use as sires, some confined

to racing-stock, and others open to any
purpose, I shall first select those which are
chiefly useful in getting racehorses ; some
of which are also applicable to the double
purpose of breeding racehorses, or, failing

that, hunters, hacks, and harness-horses.

Tliey consist of—
1.—Tlie almost pure, in-bred Waxys,

exhibiting, of course, a mixture with other

strains, but in all cases being chiefly of

AVaxj' blood. These are—Cotherstone, Tlie

Baron, Chanticleer, Chatham, Chabron,
and Idle Boy. This strain of blood is

admirably adapted as the foundation of a

general breeding-stud, being likely to turn
out stock which will servo as hunters or

liacks, if they fall as racehorses.

2.—The union of Waxy and OrvUlc, as

seen in Retriever, Drayton, Ambrose,
Robert de Gorham, The Hero, Mathema-
tician, and Theon. These will be almost
equally useful as a general breeding-stock

with those Included under No. 1 ; but I

suspect will produce fewer flrst-class race-

horses.

a—The Buzzard blood, not of conrSo
pure, but comparatively so, as In Epirus,

Bay Middlctou, and the Flying Dutchman.

Calculated to get flrst-class racehorses

rather than general stock.

4.—The Waxy, Orville, and Buzzard
united in the following celebrated horses

—

Touchstone, Orlando, Surplice, Windfall,

Longbow, The Libel, Hobble Noble, Wiii-l-

hound. Assault, and Storm. Here we have
the very best racing-blood in existence,

varying in degrees of excellence, but all

more or less good.

5 The Orville and Buzzard strains to-

gether, as in Pompc}', Cowl, and Glentilt.

This is good racing-blood, but not equal to

Nos. 3 and 4.

6.—The W^axy and Buzzard, as hi Coro-
nation, PjTrhus L, Stockwell, Safeguard,

Newcourt, Pitsford, and Bessus. Veiy

.

good, stout, and fast blood, but requiring

.

the dash of Onille to make it equal to No. 4,

and, for this reason, suitable for crossing

.

with mares descended from that horse.

7 The Blacklocks, represented by Het-
man PlatofT, Tearaway, Neasham, and
Eatan. This strain has been lately qixite

out of favour; but the extraordinai-y suc-

cess Ol Wild Dayrell, a descendant of Black-

lock on both sides of his pedigree, may
possibly restore it to its former position.

8.—The Tramp blood, now only to be met i

with at all unmixed in Weatherbit, Laner-
cost, and Colliagwood, and of doubtful

utiUty.

9 The Partisans and Filho da Putas, seen

in Venison and his sons. Alarm, Kingston,

and Vatican ; also in Sweetmeat, Colwich,
and Giovanni. For remarks on this strain,

see pixragraph 271.

10 The Sorcerer blood, now chiefly to be
depended on in Melbourne (almost worn-
out in the service), and his sons West i

Australian, Sir Tattou Sykes, and Oulstoiu

The first of the three is more Waxy than
Sorcerer, the second is mixed with OiTille

and CerA-antcs, and the third is very much
the same combination as that of Sir Tat ton.

I Imve fully commented ou those horses at i

paragraph 272.

Sect. 10 Stallions sttitable fob oettinq
Hunters and Steeplechasers.

275. Besides the above list of stallions of

the day, which, from their comparatively
unmixed blood, are more or less suited to

the purposes of the breeder according to

the views of breeding which are here pro-

mulgated, there is a goodly list of horses

made up of various strains and crosses, but

which from that very circumstance arc, in

my opinion, not so well calculated for

gettuig racehorses; nevertheless they are

likely to be useful as the sires of huntinS
stock, or for general purposes. For thl9

kind of breeding, nothing answers better

than a cross ol the Waxy, Orville, and
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Sorcerer blood, or of the two former witli

any of the descendants of Sir Peter or

Woodpecker ; but in, all cases provided they

have good shoulders, and are sound. Thus,

Drayton has been remarkable in this way,
as also is Windfall, and Eetriever promises

to be equally usefuL Of all others, the

AVaxy blood seems to be most telling in

hunting stock; and if only it is joined to

sufficient size, both of bone and frame,

it almost always produces a hunter. The
temper, constitution, action, and heart

are aU good in this strain, and nothing
is wanted but the above-named element.

Defence is the progenitor of a great num-
ber of good hunters, both directly and
through Safeguard and Bath, his sons.

Chatham, Cotherstone, Annandale, Wea-
thergage, Newminster, John o' Gaunt,
Theon, The Hero, Chanticleer, Harkaway,
Connaught Ranger, Footstool, Fugleman,
Idle Boy, Newcourt, Eavensbone, and
Kussborough, are of the very best blood for

getting hunters, with the chance of an occa-

sional racehorse among them, if put to stout,

thorough-bred mares of a sort which is

usually large-boned, and of good size.

Small-boned horses are not to be thought
of for this purpose ; and hence the Epu-us
strain is objectionable on that score, they
being smaller in the bone even than the
Waxys, and, in addition, less lasting. All

the sons of Venison are suitable, but espe-

cially those crossed with the Orville or

Whisker blood—as, for instance, the Fallow
Buck and Red Hart; also, Vatican, but
that I believe his temper is somewhat
ungovernable; and they generally make
good hunters, but not with very high action.

The Lottery and Tramp strains I have
also already mentioned as being valuable

for the purpose of getting hunters and
steeplechasers ; and the following stallions

descended from them should be prized

when within reach, especially such as are
also crossed with Waxy or his descend-
ants—as Birkenhead, Sir Peter Laurie,

Footstool, Meteor, Sweetmeat, Tearaway,
and his son Ivingstown. These also are
almost all likely to get good hacks, but the
Buzzard and Whalebone blood seems to

suit in this way better than most others,

except in the case of the Touchstones,
"Which are by no means good in this respect.

Defence, on the other hand, who is similarly
bred, but without the OrviUe cross, is

famous for getting good hacks, and many
of his stock have been very fast and fine

trotters—as, for instance. Safeguard and
Rector. The former of these horses, though
blind, could, when in his prime, bend him-
self and trot with any thorough-bred horse
in the world; and the latter could do his

16 miles an horn-, caiTying 12 st.

276. The Modekn Arabs have not been
of much use of late years in improving our
stock, either of racehorses, hunters, or
hacks. Colonel Angerstein tried Marengo,
Napoleon's Arab charger, with several good
mares, but none have attained an ordinary
country-plate horse's form. The same haa
been the case with the four Arabians in

his late jNIajesty's stud ; and the last suc-

cessful hit Avith this blood was Fair
Ellen, in 1806, by the Wellesley Arab. She
was the dam of LiUus, a winner of tlie

Oaks, and of some other stock moderately
successful; but I suspect that the time is

only now coming when the full benefit

will be derived from this fresh infusion of

Eastern blood. Safeguard, who is a great-

great-grandson of the Wellesley Grey
Arabian, will, I think, be found to be of

great service in the breeding stud, if his

daughters are put to really good and well-

bred horses. Unfortunately, liis blindness

has always prevented his emplojonent with
valuable mares, coupled also with the pre-

judice against modem Arabian blood; but
his soundness in every other respect, the

exceptional nature of his blmdness, the

extraordinary goodness of his legs and feet,

and his wonderful constitution, together

with lus success as a sii-e, considering the
inferior mares put to him, will have no
doubt induced those good judges, the

Messrs. Etwall, to carry the experiment
further; and it may be expected that in his

old age he wiU have some few mares
of good character and blood. It was
formerly supposed that the Arabian mare
was the desideratum, and that their em-
ployment would at once lead to an improve-

ment of the racing stud, but since thes" have
been tried there has been no greater suc-

cess. Their legs and feet are certainly veiy
enduring, and in that respect they would
no doubt benefit our road-horses ; but they
are deficient in size, power, stoutness, and
pace, and their immediate descendants are

invariably beaten by the English racer.

Sect. 11.—Sikes of Tkotters.

277. If these horses are desired to be bred,

a trotting mare should be put to a trotting

horse Uke the Norfolk Phenomenon, or tlie

Wonder at Dudding Hill; and the less ol

the pure Eastern blood that is mixed wirh

it the better; and if a decided cross ie

wanted, it should be sought for in America.

Many breeds of our racehorses will be likely

to produce stock with good trotting action,

sulHcient for hacks or harness-horses, but

not enough for match purposes. Here
extraordinary trotting power is demanded,

and most of these horses are able to gallop

taster than they can trot—in Avhich respect

1 they are totally dill'erent from the Eastern
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bred racehorse. The two breeds do not mix
well, and they should be kept studiously

separate; and the reason of this is the

above-mentioned difference in their action,

60 that when crossed, you constantly see

the fore-quarter trotting while the hind ex-

tremities are galloping, as in the butcher's

hack.

Sect. 12.—CoxcLrDrsG Remauks on
Breeding.

273. In the remarks contained in the

two last chapters, I have endeavoured to

siiow what are the best and most clearly

ascertained rules for breedmg fast and stout

horses ofall kinds. That we possess a breed

superior to all others in speed is admitted
by universal consent, and no horse of really

foreign blood will dare to dispute the palm
either in England or within any moderate
distance. Witii the large allowance given
In the Goodwood Cup weights, none but
liorses of English blood ever appear; and
though some bom out of England have
succeeded, yet they have uniformly been
descended from our best blood, as in the

J resent year with Baroncino, by the Em-
peror; and even he could hardly win, though
receiving 22 lbs. from Oulston. But that
our horses which have been used to good
keep for generations can compete in endur-
ing bad food and exposure to the weather
wMh otliers which have been reared on a
common, is perfectly absurd ; and we might
Just as well expect an Englishman to thrive

at Sierra-Leone like a native, as that our
carefully-reared horses should keep fat and
healthy upon a small allowance of barley
and musty straw, or even worse fodder.

Like their masters, they require strong food,

nnd with that they, like them, will buat the
world. Without it they become diseased,

and rapidly fall away till they arc beaten
by a costermonger'a donkey, who would
thrive upon their rejected litter If necessarj'.

A native of a warm climate, the horse in

our cold winters requires good food at all

events, and, if possible, a warm stable; but
the former Is Indispensable, and without
It he will soon sliow the evidences of Ills

constitutional requirement*. All, thoreforo,

must be taken Into consideration In brood-
ing for any particular purpose ; and If

hardy chargers are required, capable of
withstanding cold, wet, and hunger, they
can only be obtained In this country in the
mountains of Wales or of Ireland ; and even
tliere seldom of good size. Many of our
best mares are spoiled by cold and star^-a-

tlon, being often turned out of a tralnlng-

ptnble upon a bare pasture In the end of
the year, and allowed to expose themselves
to all the vicissitudes of the weather. After
this they aie in due course put to a horse

who is as much overuoiie wMi warmth
and stimulating food, and the result is

an unhealthy, misshapen foal, resembling
neither the sire nor dam. Both should be
more carefully kept in health, and a little

of the com bestowed upon the stallion

might well be shared with his harem. It is

very Important that breeders should be
more careftd than they are in selecting

their sires and dams free from hereditarj'

disease. There can be no doubt that if a
stallion has done no work he will get better

stock than if he has been run to his utmost
powers ; but at the same time it is equally
true that a horse tried and not fjund want-
ing, is more likely to do good as a sire than
one which has failed in his trial, either from
a want of pace or from unsoundness, or
from bad temper or excessive irritability.

Hence it is the custom at present, founded
upon just conclusions, to try a horse for

one or two seasons, and if he is suc-
cessful in his attempts, to put him to

the stud, where he often will earn moro
money than by the most continued su(v

cesses in winning those stakes which
alone are open to aged horses of good
character—such as the Queen's Plates, and
the few great weight-for-age races. Tims,
the Flying Dutchman may be said to bring

in £2,000 a-year; Melbourne, in his later

years, a still higher sum ; Pyrrhus I.

an equal amount, and other horses In

proportion to their characters and blood.

Fashion reigns supreme in tills particular;

and a horse which may command a full sub-
scription this year, may next season be
almost deserted; all depending upon th«
number of winners of his blood in the cur-

rent season. A few years ago Defence mares
might be had for hack prices, now they ar«

not to be had for love or money. Until Sir

Tatton Sykcs won the St. Leger, and could

have won the Derby if he had been properly
ridden, Melbourne was not worth £100, or

very little more; then he rose rapidly in

value, and after West Australian's successes

ho earned his £2,000 a-year. So was it with

lUrdcatcher ; whilst, on the other hand,
Haikaway opened with 100 guineas, and Is

now at 20 guineas. Whalebone, at 7 years

of age, after winning the Derby, was sold

for £160 to Lord Jersey, while his brother.

Whisker, was bought for £500 at the same
s.'\lo, untried; and though he also won the

Derby, he has not been quite equally suo
cessflil as a sire. Breeding is no doubt a
lottery, and this Is not to be wondered at

when It is remembered how small is the

difference between the first and the last

horse In a race. Supposing that In a produce

stake 40 foals are entered, and 30 come
to the ix)st, there will not probably be two
seconds elapse between the time of tlic first
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luissiug tne winumg-post and that of the

last ; calculating that all persevere, and
allowing 30 yards per second ; so that after

all it is no great wonder that in so many-
cases the attainment of those two seconds
cannot be achieved. The slightest giving

way in the machinery, or any disproportion

of parts, is quite sufficient to do this ; and
the wonder is perhaps less that there are so

many failures, as that so many are bred
within two or three seconds of one another.

One thing, however, is certain, that without
pood judgment no lengthened success is

likely to be achieved; and though ill-luck

^^ill sometimes mar the most carefuUy-
formed schemes, yet something more than
good fortune is required. Perseverance is

another essential, and when thia is wanting

it cannot be surprising that the laurels
wliich have been planted by one hand,
however scientific, should be worn in the
form of a chaplet by another. Continued
ill-success is very disheartening, but if it is

manfully vrithstood it will generally end in a
series of events of an opposite character;
but where luck is not so much the cause
of faUure as fraud and robbery, it cannot
occasion surprise that our best supporters
of the turf decline the contest. It is to be
hoped, however, that if this is the case
they will still breed equally useful horses,

adapted to improve our hunters, hacks, and
cavalry horses, and to keep up our reputa-
tion as the possessors of a breed of horses
unrivalled in Europe for each and all of

these purposes.



PART IL

RACING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BOOK VIL—PEDESTRLINISM, AJsTD GENERAL TRAINING OF MAN.

CHAP. L
DESCRIPTION OF PEDESTRIANISM.

279. Bt PEDEfTBiANisM is Understood, in

racing parlance, the contest between two
or more men, or between a man and time,

in walking, running, leaping, vaulting, <fec

280. In Quick Walking, which is the

only kind useful in racing, the body is

inclined forwards, and the heel touches the

ground before the toes, wliicli next receive

the weight. As the former is raised from
the ground by the straightening of the

ankle, at the same time projecting forward
the whole body, the toes come imder the

centre of gravity and receive the weight

;

and as the body is still further pushed
forward, the other leg swings by its fellow

;

and before the toes of the first are raised

from the ground, the heel of the second
reaches it Hence, this is called walking
'" toe-and-heel." In this kind of walking,
ffom 180 to 200 steps per minute are usually
taken, according to the distance to be
walked; and in very short spirts, with
small, quick, and active men, fully 220 steps

«re the average per minute. From 6 to CJ
miles per hour is the outside rate of walk-
ing, except in very extraordinary pedes-
trians like Mr. Hull, who, some years back,
is said to have walked 7 miles per hour

;

and, in a match with lHountjoy, to have
completed 1 mile in 7 minutes 13 seconds,
2 miles in 15 minutes 20 seconds, and 4 miles
In 32 minutes exactlj', which, if correct, is

the fastest time on record. There was,
however, great doubt as to the fairness of

the walking; but many experienced pedes-
trians were of opinion that his was a fair

" toe-and-hcel " wiUk. The great art is to

keep the knees supple and not too straight,

and to make use of the arm as a biUancc-
fpring, or even as a kind of fulcrum; but
in this respect walkers var}' a great deal,

some, like Mountjoj-, using great action of

the arms, and others keeping them as still

as if they were glued to their bodies.

281. RcNNiNO is a different action to walk-
ing, being, in fact, a series of small leaps,

^^1th one foot at a time, and each alter-

nately, whilst hopping is with one foot only.
Tlic upper part of the body is inclined
fbrwards, the head well up, and even a
little back, except in nnming "S|iirts." The
brcabi is wtU ex;»andcd, and the shoulders

thrown back, with the arms raised, the

elbows bent, the fingers clenched into the
palm of the hand, and the whole upper
extremity as rigid as possible, in order to

allow of the auxiliary muscles of respira-

tion acting with their full force. There is

a great variet}' in the use and action of the

legs in different nmners; most, however,
keep their knees rather straight, and almost
graze the ground -with their feet ; the tread

is on the balls of the toes, and slightly also

on the toes themselves; and the spring is

made rapidly from one foot to the other,

each passing its fellow and taking its turn

with great rapidity ; at the same time there

is a very slight movement of the arms in

unison with the legs, but scarcely visible

except on close inspection. Good wind is

as great a requisite as good legs, and no
one should attempt a running-match unless

he has a full volume of lungs, and a sound
and strong heart. The best time in which
the various distances have been done is as

follows :—A quarter of a mile in a minute;
half a mile in 2 minutes down-hill, or 2j
minutes on level ground ; 1 mile in i\ to 5

minutes; 2 miles in rather less than 10

minutes ; 4 miles in 20i minutes ; 10 miles

in the hour ; 15 miles in 1 hour 35 minutes

;

and 20 miles in 2 hours and a quarter.

Captain Barclay walked 1,000 miles in 1,000

successive hours; and since his time the

feat has been repeated, and even exceeded,

by doing 1,000 half-miles in 1,000 half-hours.

282. The Conditions of walking- matches
are generally in writing, specifying that the

man or men shall start at the dropping of a
handkercliief, or other signal agreed upon;

and that the walker must keep to a lair

" toe-and-heel walk"—that is to saj', that

either the toe of one foot or the heel of the

other must always be in contact with the

ground. An umpire on each side is ap-

l)olntcd, wlio follow the men closely, and 11

cither exceeds the " toe-and-heel" walk by
numing (in which case there is a moment
when both feet are clear of the ground), the

umpire named by his opponent calls to him
to turn, and he must do so or lose the match,
unless the order of the one umpire is dis-

puted by the other, in which case the

referee, who has also been appointed by
the umpires, decides between them. On
being ciUled upon to turn, the walker must
turn coaipletely rounil, and also alter Ids
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mode of walking, or he is again called upon
to turn, and thus equally loses the match by
the necessity for constant turning. The
distance and ground to be walked over are
also fixed by the articles.

283. In Eunntng-Matches, there is no
necessity for conditions, except to specify the
ground and the distance, as well as to name
the umpires, &c.

284. Leaping is effected by a sudden con-
traction of the legs, followed by a still more
sudden and jerking extension of all the
joints, by which the body is projected into
the air clear of the ground. It may be either

trom a standing position, or with a run;
and both may be over a height or across a
width. Vaulting is leaping with the assist-

ance of the hands ; and, in addition, some-
times the aid of a pole is called in, termed
"the leaping-pole." In all leaps, besides
those of the lower limbs, the whole of the
muscles of the body are violently in action,

and especially those of the abdomen and
back.

285. In the Standing-Leap over a
Height the legs are brought close together,
the knees are considerably bent, the hips
are thrown back and the shoulders forward,
with the head well up. The arms are
slightly and slowly swung backwards and
forwards, the body sinks till the calves toucli

the back of the thighs, and then by a rapid
extension of aU parts in unison with the
swing of the arms, the body is projected
over the height to be cleared, and descends
upon the toes and ball of the foot, with tlie

legs bent, in order to form a spring to break
the falL In this way some men can clear
the height of their waists.

286. The Standin^g-Leap oveb a Width
is effected in the same way, but with less

contraction of the limbs, and more swinging
of the arms. The greatest width I have
ever known thus cleared was 14 feet.

287'. The Eunning-Leap oyer a Height
requires a start of about from 9 to 12 paces.
Tlie take-off should be at the distance of

I halfthe height of the object to be cleared,
i and the legs should be well drawn up in

I

front of the belly during the spring. In this
t
waj-, and by a trick of throwing the legs
into a horizontal position, some men can
clear an object higher than their heads.
With the aid of a spring-board and a
descending run three times this height has
been surmounted.

288. The Eunning-Leap over a Width
will be better maniiged with a run of about
20 paces, and the steps should be verj- quick
and shoit, increasing in these points up to
tlie moment of springing, which is from the
Ter>- edge of the space to be cleared. The
jumper comes down either upon his heels
in a veiy wide leap, or upon his toes in one

where his whole powers are not exerted.
On level ground, 21 i feet have been cleared
to my knowledge, and 22 feet are said to
have been done.

289. Hop, Step, and Jump, is a very
common kind of contest in leaping, and is

conducted as follows :—"A starting point
"

is marked off, then, 10 yards further,
another, called " the spring." The players
are ranged in line on the first, and must run
to and start from the second, when the one
who can cover the most ground by one long
hop, one long step, and a similar jump, is

the winner.
290. Vaulting is eflTected by leaping with

the aid of the liands, from a standing
position or a very slow run or walk. The
vaulter stands in firont of the gate or bar
and springs upwards, placing his hand on
the top ; in this way he swings his body
over, lifting it by a muscular effort of the
arm and shoulder stiU higher than the legs
alone would carry it, and then guiding it

by the aid of the arms it is dropped gently
on the feet beyond the gate. Sometimes
the vaulter throws the body obh'quely over
the gate, using one hand and arm only, and
sometunes through both arms. By Vault-
ing a man can easily clear his own height,
and often considerably more.

291. The Leaping-Pole is either of fir or
bamboo, about two, three, or even five
feet higher than the height of the party
using it, and becoming stronger towards
the bottom. When used for leaping wide
ditches, a pole with a flat disk of several
inches diameter at the bottom is of great
use in preventing its sinking into the mud,
and in peaty bottoms often saves a ducking.
Tlie pole is thus used :_The right hand is

placed at the height of the head, and the
left on a level with the hips, then grasping
it firmly, it is dropped into the ditch till it

touches the bottom, when making a sprin?
with the left foot, the weight is carried
upon the arms, and describes a segment of
a circle, the centre of wliich is at the end
of the pole in the ditch. In thus swinging
over, the body passes the pole, and from
facing the side to which it springs, it

changes to facing that from which it

sprang. The leap should be made the
moment the pole touches the bottom, and
too much weight should not be carried

upon it. The learner should begin by
clearing small ditches, gradually increasing
their width, and when expert in these,

trying wider ones until he cannot proceed
further without a run ; then venturing upon
a few yards' preparatory run, which will

give additional power in clearing space;
and finally adopting a good quick run of
about six, eight, or ten yards, gradually
taking hold of the pole higher and higher as .•
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lie increases the widtli of his jump. In
leaping over high objects it is only necessary
to fix the attention upon the gate or bar to

be cleared, and endeavour to surmount it

by an effort of the legs ; at the same time
raising the weight by the arms on the pole

while in the air, and reversing the position

as in jumping ov«>r a ditch. At first there

is some difficulty iu managing the pole over
the object, but to effect this, the leaper at

the time of crossing the bar, and just when

he is beginning to descend, must draw ta*
pole upwards and raise the lower part witli
his one hand wliilst he depresses the upper
part with the other; by which action the
pole is tilted over in unison with the body,
and the small end reaches the ground first.

When the leap is to be a very high one
indeed, the leaper leaves his pole on the
taking otf side, quitting hold of it as soon
as it touches the bar, or rather just before
that time.

CHAP. U.

TBAINmO FOB PEDESTKIAN AND OTHER PURPOSES.

Sect. 1

—

Pkepabatort Tbeatment.
292. General Remarks.—It is an indis-

putable fact, that no animal is so much
improved by training as man—none stands
such long and severe preparation with
advantage—and none displays the differ-

ence between condition and its absence iu
8o great a degree. Next to him in this

respect stands the thorough-bred horse,
which certainly displays these attributes
almost to the same extent; but still the
advantage is in favour of man, who can
Bustam without injury repeated trials of his

powers to their utmost limits—whilst even
the thorough-bred horse requires tne great-
eat care, lest by continual and constant
work his speed, and what is still worse, his
temper, should be ruined. But it is not
only that man may be enabled to do certain
feats of activity and strength that training
iB desirable, but that he may do them with
pleasure to himself; and even nith advan-
tage to his general health ; and this marks
the grand principle which every man who
values health should constantly keep in

view, namely, that no one should attempt
to compete In any contest requiring agility

or strength, unless he has had such a pre-

paration as shall enable him to perform his

task without feeling any ill effect fi-om It.

For instance, the man in condition can row
through a race of three or four miles, in

wliich his whole powers are taxed to their

very utmost, and shall, at the end of it, be
almost blind from the exertions he has
made ; and yet before he gets out of tlio

boat he la " all right," and could go through
the same in half an hour without Injury—
whilst the man out of condition lies nearly
faiuting, or perhaps quite insensible, for
many miniites, or even still longer, and is

only revived by stimuli to an extent wiiich

will not allow any ftuther liberty to be
taken with his naturally strong constitu-

tion- Pluck will do much in place of con-
dition ; but numberless are the instances of

ruined health from the excessive drafts

which have been made upon this valuable

quality, whilst a little care and abstinenco

would have prevented any such irreparable

misfortime. To enable the man who is of

sound constitution—but, from mismanage-
ment, out of health—to restore himself to

such a state as will allow him to go into

training without mischief^ is rather a dif-

ficult task in most cases, because it not
only requires some skill to know what to

do, but also great self-command to avoid
that which ought not to be done. In the

vast majority of instances the health has
been impaired by excess of some kind, and
in many by every variety of excess which
human ingenuity can suggest But it is

wonderful how completely the anticipatloti

of an Oxford and Cambridge match at

Putney, a pedestrian match, or any similar

contest, will enable a " fast man" to throw
all temptation on one side, and to adhere to

all the rules laid down for liis guidance with

the rigidity of an anchorite. His reply to

all tompthig offers is, "No, that is bad
training." Such is not always the case, it

is true ; but to a great extent ; and more
pluck is f\-equently shown hi abstaining

from temptation, than in sustaining the pro-

longed efforts which such a race demands.
There are two kinds of excess which are the

most likely to have produced such a state

as I am supposing—namely, excess in eat-

ing, drinking, &c, and excess in literary or

other sedentary pursuits. Either will for

a time entirely upset the powers of the

stomach, and in fact of the whole system,

and each will require very different treat-

ment iu order to restore those power;*.
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Tliese conditions will also vary very much
according to tbe rank in lifie, habits, and
natural constitution of the individual. For
instance, a gentleman's son, having been
generously brought up, goes to the tmi-
versity and indulges to excess in wine,
smoking, &c, all the while taking strong
exercise. For a time his naturaUy strong
constitution enables him to withstand the
attacks of the poisonous doses ofwine and
tobacco which he is taking, but soon his
hand begins to shake, his appetite for soUd
food ceases, his eyes become red, his sleep
is restless and unrefreshmg, and he is

threatened with an attack of delirium tre-
mens. Now, if in such a state as this an
attempt is made to go suddenly into train-
ing, the consequence is, either that the
above disease makes its appearance at once,
or, in milder cases, that the stomach refuses
to do its duty, and the prescribed work
cannot be performed, from giddiness, faint-
ness, sickness, or headache. By a little

care and time, however, this state of things
may be removed- But suppose the case of
a young man in a lower rank, who has
been brought up on a spare and rigidly
abstemious fare, and who from circum-
stances is suddenly allowed to indulge in
aU the temptations of the public-house : he-
has no other resource—no hunting or cricket
to take up his attention—no lectures to
attend, and the consequence is that beer
and tobacco commence the day, and tobacco
and spirits wind it up. Such a man sud-
denly finds all his energies going, his mind
dull and enfeebled, his body weak, flabby,
and bloated; in a happy moment he
bethinks himself that he will take to boat-
ing, or some other amusement which he
has formerly perhaps been addicted to, and
at once proceeds to the river or the road.
Weill what is the consequence? Why,
instead of feeling the better for his exertion
he is completely knocked up, and perhaps
permanently discouraged and deterred from
any further trial; in fact, he requires a
much more carefiil treatment to get him
into a state of health fit for such an exer-
tion than the Oxonian or the Cantab,
because the change from his former habits
tkas been greater, because the imbibition of
beer and spirits has been more aninter-
mpted, because the rooms he has fre-
quented have been less perfectly ventilated,
and because he has taken little or no exer-
cise. Indeed, it is astonishing what quan-
tities of intoxicating drinks maybe imbibed
without much injury, provided that a cor-
responding amount of exercise is regularly
taken. I have myself known young men
take from one to two gallons a-day of
strong ale for many months, besides occa-
Bioual bottles of wine, &c., without any

great injury. One of the most plucky oars-
men I ever knew regularly swallowed the
above quantity, and still pursues the same
course, apparently uninjured by it. This
gentleman, however, is always walking or
riding; and is also by nature of an iron con-
stitution. But a for more diflScult task lies
before the readmg man, who has been
devoting 12 to 18 hours a-day to a prepara-
tion for honours; and who, finding his
health giving way, detemames upon going
in for honours of another kind. Here the
nervous system has been overtaxed, aided
by green tea, wet cloths round the head,
and perhaps a liberal supply of tobacco ; the
consequence is that the neglected muscular
system is unfit for exertion, and the hmbs
become stiff and cramped ou the slightest
effort. This state of things requires many
weeks, or even months, to restore the
system to a state fit for undertaking any
severework, because the muscles are want-
ing in solid material, and the nervous
system is so irritable as to be totally
incompetent to stimulate them with that
steadiness and regularity which is essential
to success. The same state of things ottea
occurs in the counting-house—a young man
is confined for 10 or 12 hours a-day to the
desk and ledger; he has no time for

exercise, and his nervous system is over-
stimulated by incessant calculation, and
also by the constant view of the white
paper spread before his eyes ; he gets the
"ledger fever," and many a young man is

rendered by it utterly incompetent to con-
tinue this kind of drudgery. Some relieve

this unnatural condition by early rising and
pedestrian, or horse and rowing exercise.

This plan, if carefully entered upon, is of
great service ; but it requires some cautiou
at first, and is almost wholly useless if

persevered in without those essentials

which I shall endeavotu: to point out.

293. Tbeatment of the Fbee Lives off

Active Habits—I have already observed
that the free liver who has usually taken a
due amount of exercise, has a comparatively
easy task, if he only has the power to

command himself, and to check those prac-

tices which he has been indulging in. But
let this be done with due caution ; many ia

the man who has been driven into delirium

tremens by suddenly leaving off all stimuli,

the best plan is to substitute ammonia in

some shape for a part of the accustomed

alcohol, and for this purpose to take the

following draught once or twice a day, or

oftener if that dreadful sinking sensation

comes on which is so distressing to those

who have indulged to excess in wine and
tobacco :—Take of aromatic confection 10

grains, sal volatile 1 drachm, bicarbonate

of soda 5 grains, tiuciurc of geutiau 1
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diachm, water 1 ounce—mix. The quantity

of beer, Tvine, or spirits should be dimi-

nished one-half every two or three days,

tintil brought down to the allowance to

be hereafter fixed for training purposes;

tobacco should be totally escheiced. I have
invariably found that total abstinence from
smoking is easier than temperance. There

is not the same danger in leaving it oflf

as is the case with wine, spirits, or

beer, in fact there is no danger whatever
in so doing; whilst in alcoholic drinks the

reverse is the case. My advice, therefore,

is, in all cases where the constitution has

been impaired by smoking and drinking, to

give up the fonner at once and entirely, but

to be very careful in gi-adually leaving off

the latter. With regard to the kind of

stimulus which should be adopted, much
must depend upon the previous habits. In

most cases, when the stomach is not much
upset, malt liquor will suffice ; and, if sound
and unaclulterated, is the most wholesome
beverage ; but in many cases it wiU not do

to leave off suddenly wine and spirits, and
adhere to malt alone. In such cases an
occasional glass of brandy and water, or

claret must be allowed. The latter, where
it agrees, is an excellent vnne for the

purpose of gradually lowering the stimulus.

Xo wine suits the nervous system better,

and if mixed with soda-water. It may be
drunk to a considerable extent by those

who have accustomed themselves to a
stronger stimulus. When the stomach is

very much disordered, it may be mulled,

and taken warm. It is not good whUe in

training, but as a preparative for that

process it is exceedingly valuable. Those
who have been smoking and drinking to

excess, have stimulated their kidneys and
skin to secrete a greater quantity than is

natural to those organs. This is an effort

(jf nature to get rid of the poison which has
lK;en absorbed into the system, but tlie

cfTect does not immediately cease on the

removal of the cause. Hence, the thirst

continues, and some liquid must be given

to quench it It is for tills purpose that I

advise claret and soda-water to those who
can afford it; or to those whose pockets

will not allow this luxurj-, porter or bitter

beer mixed with soda-M'ater in equal pro-

j>ortions. Great care must be token in all

these cases In the exhibition of purgatives.

No free Uver is able to bear strong aperient

medicine without some injurj- to the sys-

tem, and although very commonly given,

it is a practice which ought to be very

cautiously adopted. If the liver is acting

well (wliich may be known by the yellow
or brown colour of the (tcces), a simple

black dr.vnght may be taken, consisting of

balf an ounce of sweet essence •; f scuua,

with a small teaspoouful of salts di3solv?d

in an ounce of warm water; or one or t.vo

compound rhubarb pills may be taken at

night, I^ on the contrary, the motions nrc

of a clay colour, 5 grains of blue pill should

be taken at night, followed by the above
draught in the morrung. Should the bowels

.

be relaxed, and inclined to act more than

.

once a day, a wine-glass full of decoction of

bark, with a teaspoonful of the compound
tincture of bark should be taken two or

three times a day. If very loose, 20 or 25

drops of laudanum may be added to each

dose; and if very watery, with griping

pains, 25 to 30 drops of diluted sulphuric

acid may also be given with it This -vvi;!

almost always check the diarrhoea, and is

also useful in giving tone to the stomach
and producing an appetite ; but if more
severe remedies are required, the aid of

a medical man should be sought for at

once. During the time in which this plan

of proceedmg is having its effect, it is of

the greatest consequence that the mind
should be occupied, or rather amused, in

some way. This point cannot be too much
insisted on, for upon it depends in great,

measure whether the attempt to restore'

health to the body shall be successful or'

the reverse. There is no point more neg-

lected, both in the preparation for training

and in the actual period of severe work, than

'

this, and yet it is really the one which ought
most to be inculcated. In the first place,

bodily exercise without amusement is mere
dmdgery—it tires, but does not lead to a
restoration of power; whilst if given with

some mental excitement, the fatigue is

scarcely felt, and what little is experienced,

is speedily followed by a reaction which
asks for more work of a similar character

and teudency. Let any one contrast the

effects of a walk or ride, without object or

companion, with either the one or the other

when taken for the purpose of making a
call, or with any other specific object,

;

especially in company of an amusing com-
panion. From the fonner (called "*
constitutional," because it does not bencflt

the constitution) he has returned jaded and
j

out of spirits, wliilst from the latter he has
j

experienced an amount of exliilaration >

varjlng of course with the nature of the ,

object and the agrceability ofhis companion. ,

Nothing conduces more to a successiul '

prosecution of this plan of self-treatment

tlian the nuituiU agreement of two persons

whose object is the same, to assist one

another by their cxam|)le. Let two persons

agree In earnest to restrain one another

when tempted, and also to amuse one

another by sparring, or fencing, or riding,

or walking together, — or, indeed, any

kind of gymnastic exercise. This will aiii
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tl:e purpose of both, as far as the restoration

or health is concerned, and they will also

find it much more easyto "put the stopper"
upon each other than upon themselves.

Even if they are not both going into the

same kind of training, the preparation for

all kinds is the same, the grand object in all

cases being to leave off injurious food and
drinks, to avoid smoking and venery, and
to take sufficient exercise, conjoined with
amusement, to tire without prostrating the
muscular system. During this period the
diet should be plain, but varied. Eoast beef
and mutton, or chops and steaks, with any
vegetables that agree Avith the individual,

may be indulged in. Poultry, game, and
fish, are not injurious; and even pastry, if

good and plain, will do no harm whatever.
It is better to put off the period of rigid

dieting to the actual time of training, as the
stomach will seldom bear it for any length
of time. In the present day, it is scarcely
necessary to inculcate the free use of cold

water every morning. It is not desu*able to

bathe during this time, though in warm
weather a mere plunge into a river, or, better

still, the sea, is very serviceable ; but at all

seasons the whole body should be sponged
every morning, using in very cold weather
water at the temperature of 60 or 65 degrees
of Fahrenheit The body should be well
rubbed with a rough cloth, until a glow is

produced ; and the aid of an assistant is here
very beneficial. If reaction is speedily pro-
duced, a calico shirt may be worn ; but if

otherwise, flannel in the winter should be
put on imder the shirt. This, however, is

seldom necessary, since those who are so
delicate as to require it are seldom fit to go

I

Into training. Such is the comparatively
easy task of those who have continued to

;take strong exercise, concomitantly with

;
their free indulgence in wine, tobacco, and
[all their little etceteras.

294. The Tkeatment op Indolent, Fsee
[LiVEBS, who have indulged themselves in

fthe same way, whilst at the same time
ftheir bodies have been wholly idle, or they
"have only gone to the limits demanded by
•the necessity of seeking for the gratification

of their appetites, is much more difficult.

In such a case very strong control is

required, and unfortunately it is in such
persons generally absent. Few young men
indulge themselves in this way unless they
are of a weak and yielding nature, easily
led away by importunitj', and unable to
resist temptation. Many men of strong
mental and bodily power have been led into
a course of dissipation ; in fact they have
not been led, but in the impetuosity of their
temperaments have rushed into it These
natures have only to resolve and the thing
is done ; they decide upon doing or letting

alone, and ''c'est nn fait accompli." But
far different is it with the man of perhaps
herculean body, but weak and vacillating
mind. He, alas! resolves and breaks his
resolution forty times a day, and is at once
an object of pity and contempt. Such a
man may be restrained by a master mind,
but rarely has the power to control him-
self. The sight of a public-house is too
much for him, and he cannot resist the
temptation it presents. But though, if
taken in hand by another, he may be made
use of for a time, he is rarely worth the
trouble he gives, as the slightest want of
vigilance leads to an outbreak which upsets
aU the good effects of the previous careful
supervision. The great difficulty here is to
find amusement for the body and mind—
the habits of intemperance and idleness
have led to a dislike of all exercise, or
rather, perhaps, in many cases the natural
indolence of body and mind has led to
habits of intemperance. If, however, it is

desired to effect the change by means of
this supervision, it must be as gradual as in
the former case with regard to diet, and
much more gi-adual and careful with refer-

ence to the kind and amount of exercise.
It sometimes happens that a good-natured
and easy-tempered man has given himself
up to excesses and idleness, and yet being
a good oarsman his services are demanded
for his college or university boat Here
some trouble may be spent in restoring
him; but such a case is the only one in
which it will be repaid, and even then it is

a hazardous experiment ; the only plan is

to hand the poor fellow over to some one
person, who is likely to exercise a firm, yet
quiet control over him ; and to inculcate
upon this person the necessity of carefiilly

watching his protege, at aU hours of the day
and night He should walk, ride, <fec., with
him ; beginning by short distances, and
gradually increasing them. Let him by all

means take him to cricket matches, cours-
ing meetings, races, &c., or any kind or

out-door sport which is most likely to

occupy his attention, and at the same time
to keep his body gently exercised without
exhaustion ; then get him home, and after

a moderate dinner, and a game at bilUards,

chess, or cards, for an hour or two, if pos-

sible let him be persuaded to go to bed.

Here it is not desirable that the hours of

bed should be shortened : let him lie till

nine or ten in the morning, because he will

from his previous habits require longer rest

than the average time, and because there is

afready great difficulty in occupying the

hours of the day, so as to keep him out of

temptation. In this manner these two
classes of men may be restored to health,

or at least to such a state as will fit them to

2G
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undertake the severe work and strict diet-

ing which training for any match will

require. Both are likely to be considerably

stouter and. heavier than the weight at

which they will be best able to exert their

powers ; but this is not always the case, as

It sometimes happens that the man who
has been indulging to excess in every kind
of temptation has lost weight to a con-
siderable extent, and regains it on sub-

mitting to the loss of those stimulants

which have upset his stomach.

295. The Over-Studious Man—Before
proceeding to the treatment of the over-

studious, let me earnestly remind those who
are desirous of excelling in literary pursuits,

that without bodily health the mind is

tinfltted for exertion in acquiring know-
ledge. It is true that many men, who have
already stored their brains with facts, are
enabled, even after becoming complete
valetudinarians, to impart knowledge to

others; but no one can grapple with
difficulties for himself wliile in that state

;

much time is often lost, and strength
squandered, through over-anxiety in read-
ing; but I am fully and flrmly convinced,
that if eight, or, at most, ten hours a-day
are well employed—that is to say, if any
man really works hard during that time

—

he will have done all of which his mental
powers are capable. This will leave him
seven or eight hours for sleep, and six or
seven for meals, exercise, &c. Few men,
however, of ardent temperaments and
studious habits are capable of thus portion-
ing their time ; but they may depend upon
the fact that, beyond the hours I have
named, they will gain nothing by poring
over mathematical problems or classical

authorities. If this advice were acted up to

there would be no occasion for the directions

I am about to give ; but, from the consti-

tution of the human mind, it is not likely

to be followed In many cases. It is needless
for me to remark, that in a mind upset by
literary study or mercantile accoimts, the
best plan, if practicable, Is to give up reading
and writing entirely, for a time; but this is

seldom to be effected ; and if not, all that
can be done is to Improve the health of tlie

body as much as possible whilst the strain
upon the mind continues. In the case of a
man who can arrango his own hours of
study, and has only a certain object to effect

by a given time, I should strongly recom-
mend him In no case to exceed eight hours
a-day, and, if possible, not more than six.

This will leave him ample time for the pro-
secution of any bodily training which he
may require; and if the liealth has not been
much impaired, and the constitution is

naturally stron^r. he will find that in pro-
poiLiou as ho is able to increase the amount

of bodily exercise, so will his mental powers
recover their tone. But to proceed to detail.'*.

Few reading men determine upon preparing
for a course of training until they are a good
deal upset by confinement, and in thein
some little care is necessary. First and
foremost, I should insist upon their giving
up smoking, green tea, and coffee, excei t

at meals. There should be no over-stimu-
lation of the brain; but what work is done
should be done without any unnatural
stimulus. It will be found a very good plan
to have two reading-desks—one of a height
for sitting to, and the other adapted for
standing. Then, when drowsy, or unable
to fix the attention to the sitting-desk, let

the change be made to a standing position;
and in this way the necessity for green tea,

or wet cloths to the head, may be avoided. I

Next, I should advise that the hours cl

study should be divided into two equal
periods—the first commencing immediately
after breakfast, and the second immediately
after tea. In this way all the middle of the
day may be given up to recreation, dinner,

and exercise; and the following hours aroi

those which I should lay down as the most
proper, though of course they may bo
slightly varied to suit particular circum-
stances :—Breakfast, at 8; reading, 8.30 to

12.30; light lunch, on biscuit or sandwich,,
and glass ofbitter beer, or sherry and water;
exercise, fl-om 12.30 to 4.30; dinner, at 4.30;

relaxation of body and mind till 6.30, when
take a cup or two of coffee or black tea;
then read for two, three, or four hours,
according to circumstances. Then go to

bed. When first these hours are adopted
the exercise must be very gentle, and of an
amusing character; if on horseback, so

much the better, though this kind of exercise -

is not sufficient for the purposes of training,

.

except as a preparation for walking and
running. Many men are able to indulge in

a nap after dinner with advantage to them-
selves; but, generally speaking, it is pre-

judiciaL If, however, the mouth feels moist
on waking, and there is no palptiation of

the heart, or flatulence, I am strongly of

opinion that it docs good rather than harm.
It Is the natural Instinct of all animals to

sleep after eating, and certainly it is that of

man. The reason why sleep after dinner

is said to disagree with cverjbody Is, that

it is so often interrupted, that it seldom lifis

fair play. Now, disturbed sleep we know to

be prejudicial at any hour; and, if it cannot

bo obtiiined without much chance of inter-

ruption. It is better to avoid it altogether.

H; however, an hour, or rather more, can
be devoted to a nap, and it is found to agree

with the Individual trying it, the mind will

be refreshed as well as the body ; and, attef

a cup oi tea or coffee, tlic studies may be
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prosecuted with renewed vigour. Thus, I

have shown how the studious man can
' devote sufflcient time for the purposes of
' preserving or restoring his bodily health

;

;
and, as we shall hereafter see, enough also

to allow him to go into training for any
^ ordinary competition in rowing or pedes-
' trian exercise. Now, with regard to the
;
counting-house clerk. Here the hours are

I

fixed, and all that can he done must be done

I

before 9 or 9.30 a.m. ; or, in the summer
i season, after office hours; nevertheless,

I

many men have trained themselves in spite

I of these difficulties, but it is arduous and
f up-hill work. In the winter season there is

'no hght much before eight o'clock, and,
consequently, it is quite out of the question
to attempt anything in the way of regular
training. Health, however, may be pre-
served, and preparations made tor training
during the summer. For this purpose, the
best course to pursue is to arrange so that
It shall be positively necessary to walk
backwards and forwards to the counting-
house night and morning. This is much
better than attempting a walk without any
special object; for in our climate the
•obstacles offered by the weather are so
numerous that it would be postponed three
,'or four times a-week; but when it miist
*e undertaken through all weathers, the
benefit to health is fully attained, and the
Englishman's privilege to grumble is also
gratified. Thus, by devoting only one hour,
oight and morning, to a four-mile walk to
the house of business, sufflcient bodily
3xercise may be obtained to keep the health
:olerably good during this season ; and In
;he summer it is possible to extend the
walk, or even, by very early rising, to go
into actual training for any particular
exertion. Whilst discussing this subject, I
ivould strongly impress upon all those who
lave the management of those establish-
nents where young men are collected for
he purposes of trade, that it is very im-
)ortant that some set time should be fixed
or their meals. It is, I believe, the custom
or one-third, or one-half, of the young men
•ingaged to dine first, and then, as soon as
hey have hastily swallowed their meal, for
he next division to take their places. This
•Ian is supposed to be very advantageous
o the proprietors

; yet even of this fact I
m very doubtful ; but to the assistants it is

xceedingly injurious. In many cases, ten
lours a-day (in some few even a longer
eriod) are given up to work, interrupted
nly by the scramble for a meaL This is
fiore than the human frame is calculated
.0 bear; even the farm labourer, or the
'factory hand," is aUowed his breakfast
na dinner-hour; after which he returns
3 his work, having laid in a fresh stock of

nervous excitability. The consequence of
the long strain upon the mind and animal
spirits is, that at times they are over-
powered, and that errors occur which do
more harm to the parties interested than is
counterbalanced by the apparent saving of
time. The above directions are suited to
those cases only in which the state ofhealth
is still such as to allow of a prosecution of
the usual studies or employment But there
are numerous instances in which the mind
and body are both totally upset, and in
which it is not only prudent, but impera-
tively necessary, to give up all attention to
business. These are somewhat beyond my
province, for in such cases the aid of a
medical man must always be required, and
his counsels ought to be impUcitly followed.
They also rarely occur unattended by such
a disordered state of stomach as to require
the use of medicine and diet ; and, moreover,
such cases are precisely those in which the
moral control and superintendence of a
judiciousmedicalman are demanded. There
may be some few in which change of air
and scene, agreeable society, moderate
exercise, &c., would be quite enough ; but
it is impossible to draw the line in such a
way as to be useful, and, therefore, my
advice would be such as I have given
above.

Sect. 2.—Actual Tbadjing—Genebai.
Management and Diet.

296. Training fob Walking.—Whether
the obiect is to compete in running or
walking, a light run before breakfast for
half an hour will just empty the small
intestines of their last meal, and prepare
the stomach for breakfast ; more than half
an hour, however, I am confident, is too
long to wait, especially L', as ought always
to be the case, the supper has been a mere
apology for that meal. For an hour after
breakfast—that is, till near 11 o'clock, the
pedestrian should amuse himself as he
likes best, with billiards or any other game;
but at 11 he should be ready dressed in
his walking costume, which should be of
flaimel throughout. For shoes, there is

nothing like dogskin upper-leathers, and a
moderately thick sole for walking, or a
much thinner one for running. From 11 tiU

2, or half-past 2, his first walk should be kept
up without stopping for a moment—that
is to say, after the first week, during which
time he has been gradually increasing the
time from an hour and a half to the above
lengthened period. In any case the pedes-
trian should be accompanied by his trainer,

who should amuse him as much as possible

by anecdote or other mode of conversation-
After dinner, one or two hours should be
allotted to rest, in the recumbent position.
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on a hard mattress, or horse-hair sofa; after

which the same distance should be gone
over, or nearly so. It should be borne in

mind, that according to the intention of the

pedestrian must be the distance over which
he is trained ; thus, if he is only preparing

for a short race, either running or walking,

he need only get himself into good health,

and keep in that state by the means I have
already described; and, in addition, take

two or three hours walking and running

exercise per day. More than this has a

tendency to diminish the speed, though,

if the intention is to train for a long dis-

tance, that quality must, to a certain

extent, be sacrificed. There is no question

that speed is, to a great extent, lost, if the

work is kept up more than three or four

hours a day—that is to say, speed for 100 or

200 yards. But if the object is to attain the

highest speed for 10 or 15 miles, then the

powers of endurance are to be tested ; and
the training must be not 80 much at a top

speed for that distance, as at a less pace

with occasional spirts for five miles farther

at the least. The trainer should be a good
walker himself, and should draw out the

powers of his pupil by walking against him,

taking care not to dishearten him, even if

he has the power, by walking a-head; but

just stimulating him by competition, and
yet keeping up his spirits by allowing

him to beat him in the amicable contest

Everything in many cases depends upon
mental treatment, and many races are lost

by the anxiety which is felt for many days
and nights prior to the day of trial. In

other animals there is not this knowledse
of what is to come ; but this is the worst
difficulty met with in training man, many
of whom will lie awake night after night

from a nervousness as to the result Hence,
the trainer should by all means encourage
his man, and endeavour to do away this

fear of losing by inspiring conlldeuce in his

powers on all occasions.

297. Tbainkjq for Konning is conducted
on similar principles to that for walking,

except that it is necessary to avoid too

much running work in short matches.

Here walking must be made the means of

Improving the general health, and running
only adopted for about the length whicli is

to be run. Beyond this, long-continued

running makes a man slow, and he Is apt

to get his hands down, a habit which is

fatal to running spirts. The trainer will, in

preparing his man for these short matches,
make him run dally two or three times
over the distance intended ; and either run
against him trith a start of a few yards in

advance, which gives confidence, or time
him exactly, keeping tlie result to himself.

When the distance is a longer one, it must

be done once or twice every day, according
to its length, at a good speed, and with all

the encouragement and excitement of com-
petition with the trainer. In all cases of
training for long distances, at least five or
six hours a day must be spent in walking

.

and running, changing from one to the^
other as a relief during the early part of
training; but at last going a Uttle beyond 1

the racing distance every day, unless that I

is the very outside of which the man is i

deemed to be capable, when he will be
overworked if he attempts it every day, and
he must only do just as much as his trainer

thinks he can perform without this inju-'

rious effect Man, however, bears severe;

work in a wonderflil manner; and if thei

appetite continues good and the sleep is

sound, without dreaming or starting, the

.

trainer need not be apprehensive that his {

man is doing too much.
298. Reduction of Fat.—It will, I think,

generally be advisable, before commencing
strict training, to take an ordinary dose^

of aperient medicine. This maybe either

castor oil or Epsom salts and senna, com-
monly known as black draught, or the

compound rhubarb pills will answer very
well in some persons. If the liver is torpid

(which may be known by the pale colour of

the motions), then five gi-ains of blue pill

should be taken at night, and the oil on
draught in the morning, and the samei
should be repeated every two or three day*
till the colour becomes of a good brown or
yellow. For any other purpose aperient

medicine is to be avoided, and it will gent-
rally be found that, beyond the first dosi-,

which I think good as clearing oflF ail

undigested food, it will seldom bewantcii.

Some men have such an abundance of f; t

that they weigh 2 or even 3 st more tha i

they ought to do. The consequence is that

not only is all that weight a dead loss, but
the fat itself actually interferes with tliu

due action of the muscles, and especially

of the heart Two modes of sweating may
be adopted—one natural, the other arti-

ficial; but either should be used the first

thing in the morning, rising from bed a
little earlier for the express purpose,

299. Natuhal Sweating is managed by
putting on extra clothing over tliose parts

more particularly which are loaded with fat

Thus, if the Icks are very fat, two or three

pair of trowscrs should be drawn on ; if

the abdomen is full, then a double apron of

flannel should be suspended fVom the neck

under the trowsers ; and if the arms and
neck are loaded, one, two, or three thick.

Jerseys may be pulled on, and a woollen

shawl wrapped round the neck. When
thus clothed, a brisk walk, or slow run of a

few miles, brings on a prol\i3c perspiration,
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which may be kept up for an hour or so,

either by being covered up with horse-rugs

or a feather-btd, or by lying in front of a

Kood fire. At the expiration of this time

the whole of the clothes should be stripped

off, beginning with the upper part of the

body, and sponging each limb with hot salt

and water before drying it with a coarse

towel, after which Dinneford's gloves should

be used freely, and the dressing may be as

usual, taking care to expose each limb as

short a time as possible. Such is the natural

mode.
300. Artificiai, Sweating consists in the

plan first proposed by Preistnitz, and since

then so much used in this country by other

practitioners. It is as follows :—The whole
body should be stripped and immediately
wrapped in a sheet wrung out of cold water,

but not so as to get rid of all the Avater.

Then, rolling the patient in a thick blanket,

end including the arms, like a mummy, he
is to be placed beneath a feather-bed, cover-

ing all up to the chin. la a quarter of an
hour, or ratlier more, reaction comes on;
and a most profuse perspiration breaks out

over the face, and, in fact, over the whole
body. Among the hydropathists it is usual

to supply the patient liberally with cold

water, by small draughts at a time, during

the sweat ; but for our purpose this is not

desirable, because it causes too great an
action on the kidneys, thereby weakening
the frame considerably. When this sweat-
ing has continued from an hour to an hour
and a hal^ everytliing should be taken off,

and cold water poured over the whole body,

either by means of a shower-bath or a
common watering-pot ; then rub dry, and
clothe. This artificial mode of sweating is

not so likely to give cold as the natural one,

and it does not exhaust and tire the frame
nearly so much- It also produces great

baoyancy of spirits, and it may be gradu-
ated much more exactly. It has, however,
the disadvantage of producing a liability to

boils, which, in the rower, are sufiiciently

annoying without this sweating process.

Wherever there is an unusual collection of

lat, on that part must, in either mode, be
heaped a greater amount of clothing, and
especially if the shoulders should be clogged
and loaded. No one can reach well over
his toes if his shoulder-blades are confined,
or if his abdomen is too bulky; and the
first thing to be done is to sweat down the
fat as I have described. Either of the above
processes may be repeated two or three
times a-week, and they are far better than
night sweating by Dover's powder or any
of the sweating liquors which formerly
were so much recommended.

301. Use of Sweating Liquoks VVhat-
cver medicine is taken tor this purpose, it

would be unsafe either to use cold water
next morning, or to expose the body as
in rowing; and therefore they are quite
inadmissible in an exercise which positively

necessitates exposure of the body. It has
been long held that for long- continued or
fast work sweating medicine is absolutely
necessary; and no doubt many of our best
runners have used it. I believe, however,
in all cases, the hydropathic wet sheet
packing will be ibund far better for pedes-
trian purposes. It gives much greater
hghtness of spirits, more agility of limb,

and less tendency to rheumatic stiff'ness.

Let any person make trial of it, and he
will " throw physic to the dogs " ever after-

wards, at least for this purpose. It may be
used twice, or even thrice a week, before

breakfast, and IJ lb. to 2 lb., or even 3 lb.

may be got off each time it is applied. In
sweating for pedestrian purposes, the arms
and body should be clothed much heavier
than the legs. The great object is first to

unload the great viscera from all fat inter-

fering with their functions, and next to
reduce the absolute weight of the whole
body above the hips, including the abdo-
men, chest, neck, and arms, which are all

of little use in walking or running, as com-
pared with the legs. It is very easy to

apply the wet sheet exclusively to the
trunk and arms, and to clothe the legs only
slightly, or only just so much as to prevent
a chilL Natural sweating is wholly inad-
missible in this kind of training, since it

shortens the stride, from the quantity of
clothing, and makes the pace slow, slovenly,

and dull ; the choice, therefore, is between
the wet sheet packing and a sweat by a
scruple of Dover's powder at night, or half-

a-pint of whey made with white wine, and
with 30 drops each of antimonial wine and
sweet spirits of nitre added. This is no
doubt a strong sweater, but it upsets the
stomach and leaves the skin to be easily

chilled. In any case, the whole body should

be rubbed with Dinneford's gloves night

and morning.
302. The followinq Diet will, I think,

be found the best for all training purposes,

except the reduction of weight for riding,

to which I have alluded at page 419, where
a great restriction must generally be put

upon the appetite :—
Beeakfast There is no doubt that the

very best food for this meal is oatmeal

porridge, with the addition of a certain

allowance of beef or mutton, and a little

bread; but many have the greatest objec-

tion to this diet, and never eat it without

loathing. For them, I believe the next best

beverage is a pint of table-beer, home-
made, and not too strong, and giving with

it a larger allowance of bread. It is not
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desirable to stint the appetite, unless very
enormous, or unless there is a great super-

abundance of fat ; but I believe it will, in

most cases, be found more advantageous to

reduce the weight by work, and sweating,

than by starvation. The best mode of

dressing tlie meat is to broil it; and here

I must say a word about the degree of

cookery to which it should be subjected.

It is generally directed that the steak or

chop should be quite underdone ; this, I am
sure, is a fallacy. In broiling, very little

nutriment is lost, after the outside is once

caught by the fire. Now, if nothing is lost,

there is much gained by keeping the steak

on the gridiron till properly done through

;

for the food is rendered much more palat-

able to most, and certainly more digestible

to alL I have known many who were
thoroughly disgusted by their "red rags,"

as they have called their underdone steaks,

and, from their dislike to such food, quite

unable to digest them. Tea and coffee are

not good for training purposes, though I do
not think them so bad as is generally sup-
posed, if not taken too strong; cocoa is too

greasy, and not so good as tea—which, if

taken, should not be green. I am inclined

to think, that in those cases where tea or

coffee is habitually taken, and porridge or

beer is much disliked, it is better to allow
them than to attempt too great an alter-

ation in diet. Butter, sauces, and spices

should be carefully avoided; and nothing
but salt, and a very sUght dash of black
pepper used as a condiment.
Dinner This important meal should

consist of roast beef or mutton, or, occa-
sionally, a boiled leg of mutton may be
allowed as a change ; but veal, pork, and
salt beef or bacon should be avoided ; also

goose, duck, and wildfowl generally. Roast
fowls, or partridges, or pheasants, are very
good food, llaro is too apt to be accom-
panied by high-seasoned stuffing, without
which it is scarcely palatable. Notliing is

better than venison, when comeatable ; but
It should be eaten without seasoned sauce
or currant Jelly. As to vegetables, potatoes
may be eaten, but very sparingly—not
more than one or two at a meal; cauli-

flower or broccoli only as an occasional

change, and no other vegetable Is allow-

able. Bread may be given ad libitum, and
about a pint to a pint-and-a-half of good
sound, home-mudo beer. If this does not
agree, a little sherry and wat<r, or claret

and water, may be allowed with the meal

;

and a glass or two of the fonner wine, or of
good sound port, after dinner. When the
training is continued for any length of timfc,

and the previous habits of the party have
accustomed the stomach to it, I luive found
the occasional use of white fisli—sucli aa

cod or soles—a very useful change. Nothing
disorders the stomach of man more than
keeping to one diet ;

" toujours perdrix " is

enough to tire any one even of so good a
fare ; and this must be constantly borne in

mind by the trainer. The round he can
make is not very extensive, but let him by
all means stretch it to the utmost limits of

which it is capable. It is even desirable to
'

give an occasional pudding, but it should
always have bread for its foundation. A
good cook will easily make a very palatable

pudding of bread, with a little milk and aui
egg or two ; and this, served up with fresta

green gooseberries boiled, or any common
preserve, is by no means disagreeable to
the palate, or unwholesome to the stomach;
but let it be only as a change, not as other-

wise useful. The grand articles of diet are
beef and mutton, with bread or por-

ridge ; and, if the stomach and palate

would accept them gratefully, no change
would be necessarj'; but, as they seldom
will, the best plan is not to attempt too
much.
SCPPEB Many trainers object to this

meal; but I am satisfied, from experience,
that unless the training is of so long a
duration as to thoroufrhly accustom the

stomach to the long fast from dinner to the
next morning, it is much better to allow a
light meal at eight o'clock. Oatmeal por-

ridge is for this purpose the best; and no
one will be the worse for a pint of it, with
some dry toast to eat with it, or soaked in

the porridge itself. I do not believe that

meat is ever necessary at night, except in

very delicate constitutions, who require

unusual support For such cases I have
found a chop at niglit, with a glass of port
wine, or even of egg and sherry, a very
valuable means of keeping up the strength.

Indeed, it will be found that no absolute
rule can be laid down for all cases ; and the

trainer requires great experience and apt-

ness for his task to enable him to bring all

his men out in the same degree of relative

strength. Nothing is so likely to destroy a
boat's chance as a variable state of condition

in the component pm'is of the crew. It ia

far better that all should tire equally, Uian
tliat half should shut up early in the racei

while the others are capable of using their

full strength. Hence, as I have before

remarked, some will require much more
lilHiral and generous diet than others. If, for

Instance-, the habit is gross, and the appetite

good, it will be need(ul to allow only the

j)laincst diet, and to vary it vory little. By
tids precaution, enough, and not too much.
Is sure to be taken, and the amount of work
will ensure its digestion. It; on the other

hand, the constitution is delicate, with a

want of appetite, want of digestion, and
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tendency to too great a loss ol flesh, then it

is desirahle to allow considerable change
from daj' to day ; and, as far as is prudent, to

comply with the particular fancies of the

palate. Many stomachs bear port vrine

veil ; and in those who have a tendency to

diarrhoea it is often indispensable. Others,

again, are purged by oatmeal, and this is a
sufficient reason for avoiding porridge. In
some all the bread should be toasted, to

prevent diarrhoea, whilst in others, when
constipation is present, coarse brown bread,

made from the genuine undressed flour, is

a good remedy for that troublesome evU.

"Whatever bread is eaten should be two days
old, and the beef and mutton hung as long

as the weather will permit The best part

of the sheep for chops is the leg of a two or

three-year-old wether ; and for steaks, a
well-hung rump or the inside of the sirloin.

It is often the practice to allow the crew to

put into a river-side tavern during the

hours of practice, and take half a pint or a

pint of beer or porter each. This plan I am
sure is bad, the strength ought never to
depend upon immediate stimuli, and it is far
better to shorten the practice than to keep
it up by these means. I am quite sure that
in trainmg there are very few who require
more than three pints, or at the outside
two quarts of good beer per day, of the
strength ot five bushels to the hogshead;
and the average quantity required is cer-
tainly not more than two pints and a half
per man. Allowance must of course be
made for previous habits, and for strength
or weakness of constitution. In the early
days of practice, and in the race itself, great
distress sometimes occurs; there is con-
siderable blueness of the face from conges-
tion, and the breathing is laboured and
difficult. The best remedy for this state is

a glass of warm brandy and water, and
plenty of hard friction on the feet, legs, and
thighs ; or, if it still persists, a warm bath
at 98 degrees.

CHAP. HL
TREATMENT OF ACCIDEXTS OCCUEEING TS TEAEJOXG.

803. Blisters of the Haxds and Feet.—
These troublesome little companions occur

either on the hands from rowing, or on the

feet from walking; in both cases without
dU3 preparation. They also occur in a stUl

more troublesome situation, either from the
thwart in rowing, or fi-om the saddle in

riding; but in the latter case only in the
very raw and young equestrian. Should
they arise on the hands, they should be
pricked with a fine needle, if this can be
done before they have burst. The needle

should be inserted obliquely, and the watery
fluid contauied in the blister should then
be pressed out ; and this should be repeated
as soon as the blister has filled a second or

third time. In this way the contact of the
air is avoided, and in two days the true

skin becomes protected by a new cuticle or

scarf-skin, H unfortunately, the bUster is

broken, the best plan is to apply some
collodion with a brush; but it gives con-
siderable pain, and seldom remains on more
than six hours, after which time it requires

renewal. If the pain of this is objected to,

then apply either finely-carded (medicated)
cotton in a thin layer under a kid glove, or

finely-powdered gum arable; but in either

case the hands must be kept from water
carefully until the expiration of 24 hours.

If possible, three days should elapse before

the oar is again taken in hand ; but if the

oarsman cannot be spared, a kid glove

should be put on over the collodion. When
the feet are the seat of the mischief, there

is the same necessity for the preservation

of the cuticle, and the needle should be

used in the same way; if, however, this

protection is removed, a piece of fine kid

should be spread with soap plaister, and
applied over the skin, extending for at least

half an inch beyond the blister in every

direction. This treatment answers on the
feet, while on the hands it is wholly useless,

,

because the friction of the oar soon rubs oflF

the plaister, while under the shoe it remains
tolerably well and smoothly appUed. AYhere

the bUster exists on the seat of honour, in

consequence of the friction of the thwart,

it is very difficult to manage, and I have
seen hundreds of men with their flannel

trousers extensively stained with blood

from this cause. Collodion is the best

remedy, but even that is of little use, and
the only plan I have ever known at aU
efl'ectual is to wear a pair of tight wash-
leather drawers, extending only a few
inches down the thighs. If these are made
to fit very nicely, and are well-oiled -with

neatsfoot-oil, they will afford astonishing
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relief, and enable a man vrith extensive

"raws" to rosv in tolerable ease and com-
fort ; they require, however, to be carefully

cleaned and oiled each time they are worn,

without which attention they are worse
than iLseless.

304. CoKxs AND BcxTOXs.—Blisters are

troublesome enough to the pedestrian, but

corns are a thousand times worse. The
former are ouly temporary evils, whilst the

latter are a perpetual source of discomfort

and misery. Corns are of two kinds, hard

and soft; and this distinction is not only

dependent upon situation, as some people

imagine, for the essence and even the cause

of a soft com are entirely dififerent and
distinct from those producing tlie hard

variety. The soft com occurs onlj* between
the toes, and partakes more of a warty
character than of that of the true com.
There is really a growth of the cutis or

true skin, which shoots up some little

sprouts covered with a cheesy matter, and
these become exquisitely painful if pressed

upon by tlie adjoining toe. On the other

hand, the true or hard com is simply an
effort of nature to protect a part unduly
pressed upon ; but the eflort is carried to

an inordinate extent It is an over secre-

tion or formation of cuticle, which, as it

becomes thicker and harder, is again

pressed into the inflamed cutis by the shoe,

and thus, by acting as a foreign body,
aggravates the mischief anti causes it also

to react on itself, by increasing the alreatiy

Inordinate secretion of cuticle. Tims these

causes act and react on each other, till you
often find a deep process or i)rocesses of
hardened cuticle driven into the skin, and
which are olten called by the corn-cutter

the root or roots of the corn. But it must
be understood that these do not grow first,

but are the last results of a very obstinate

and long-standing mischief. In all cases

the corn, first of all, hixs no root whatever;
Its growth is not from within outwards,
but from without Inwards, and the term
"root" thereiiiro is misapplied. Many
tricks are passed off upon the credulous
patients of the com-cutter, by passing off

pieces ol quill, or nail, or horn, as extracted
from tlio corn, and t)fteu a fee is charged
for each root removed. I have known 3tf

guineas charged for as many "roots,"

extracted at one sitting, and paid, too, for

an operation wliich has afforded only pre-

sent reliuil Bunions are dillcrent in appear-

ance and character ftom either h.ird or

Boll coms; they arc frequently caused by
pressure, but in them the skin is not the

seat of the inflammation, but the synoviiU

bag on tlie inner side of the ball ot the

great toe, or sometimes on the outer side

ol the middle ul tUo foot, or uu the iustep.

In all cases they are soft, pulpy, bag-like

projections, often, though not always,

without hardness or roughness of skin.

They are attended with great pain and
tenderness, and cause considerable lame-
ness. The treatment of soft corns should

be as follows :—With the nail pick off as

much of the cheesy matter as can be
removed ; then, if the next day can be given

up, apply a piece of lunar caustic to the sur-

fase, rubbing it pretty well in, but avoiding

contact with the adjoining skin. After this,

keep a piece of carded cotton between the

toes night and day, and it will be found that

after twenty-four hours' rest all pain will

have disappeared, the surface will have lost

its moisture, and will have become hard,

black, and diy. If the cotton is renewed
daily this state of ease wUl be maintained
for a week or ten days; but then it is

necessary to pick off the blackened surface

and re-apply the caustic, again using the

carded cotton. This second application will

probably last a fortnight, but b}' that time

the edges of the blackened cuticle become
loose, and the application should be re-

peated; but not, in all probability, till

three weeks have elapsed. In this way, by
three or four applications, the most obsti-

nate and painful sott corns 3-ield to treat-

ment, and become permanently cured; but

the skin between the toes should be kept

constantly washed and rubbed with a sotl

towel, so as to remove every particle of

secretion daily. AVith regard to hard corns
nothing will be effectual as a cure unless

the pressure which caused them is discon-

tinued. In that case they require very
little treatment; but if it is continued, as it

must be wlien they occur on the sole of the

foot, the only remedies are palliative, and
require constant and careful repetition.

Corn-cutters are constantly holding out

certain hopes of a cure, but this is a fraud

upon the unwary, and only leads to the

picking of their pockets. It is quite true

that a skilful corn-cutter will remove,

without pain, every vestige ot a com, and
will t;ive instant and entire relief; but this

only lasts lor a fortnight or three weeks,

the time varying according to the rapidity

of growth in each particular case. .\ny

one, however, who has the use of his hands

may readily treat his own corns, if he will

attend to the following directions :—In the

first place, the cuticle shou'd never bo

allowed to grow to such a degree as to

occjision pain; it should be carefully re-

moved belbre that time, and the best

Instrument for its removal is a pair of

nail-scissors; with these a small piece of the

thickened cuticle should be CJiught hold of

u'ld raised from its bed at the same tinu,

then gradually closing the blades, it u
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removed without any great pain; for if

much is given, it is only necessary to raise

the scissors stDl more, and, as it were, drag

the com out of its bed, when the pain

ceases, and the excision of that portion is

effected. After removing this small slice,

another adjoinmg slice is to be taken hold

of and removed in the same way, till all

vestige of the hardened cuticle is gone;
alter wliich the part may either be covered
with a piece of wash-leather spread with
soap-plaister, or left to its fate. The former
is of course the better plan ; but, if the com
is removed as often and as fast as it grows,

there is no necessity for adopting it On
the sole of the foot the scissors cannot be
used, and this is the most unmanageable
situation by far. It is almost impossible for

the sufferer to cut these himself either with
a knife or scissors ; and he should remove
them either, when dry, with a piece ofcoarse

sandpaper fixed on a rounded surface, or,

when soaked, with a piece of pumicestone.

This treatment will suffice for corns which
are troublesome while training ; but when
rest can be given they should be removed,
either with caustic, as described for the
soft com, or with tincture of iodine apphed
with a paint-brush. In either case the
cuticle should be first pared down, and then
one or other of the above remedies should

be appUed ; but the inflammation, especially

after the second appUcation, is considerable,

and rest must generally be given. They
are both, therefore, inadmissible in train-

ing. Bunions should have two or three

leeches applied to them every other day for

a week, after which they may be left alone

till the bites are well, and then they should

be brushed with tincture of iodine every
tliird day. This treatment will generally

suffice, but not in very obstinate cases.

Such cases, however, are seldom adapted
for training, and therefore are not within

my province.

305. Boils ^These are an effort- of nature

to get rid of a dead piece of cellular mem-
brane by means of inflammatory action.

In consequence of some peculiar condition

of the blood, or the exact nature of which
little is kno\%'n, a death (or sloughing, as it

is called) of a portion of cellular membrane
takes place close under the true skin; to

remove this foreign body nature sets up
an inflammation, which is invariably of a
slow and congestive character. It appears
as if the poisonous nature of the slough
Irritates the surrounding parts to such a
degree as in some measure to interfere with
the process of absorption, and, consequently,
a painftd and hardened circle of swelled
and reddened skin is formed around the
dead cell. In most cases the thickening is

BO great as to stop the circulation in the

interior of the circle, and the boil remains
stationary for a long time. The only
remedy for this condition is either the
aiiplication of some stimulating greasy
application : such as a Unseed poultice, or
the di\ision by means of the knite. Either
of these remedies more or less speedily puts
an end to the inactive condition, and then
a healthy suppuration gees on to remove
the cell, and by throwing up fresh granula-
tions, as they are called, to restore what
has been removed. Such is the nature and
ordinary treatment of a boil; but in training
it is almost impossible to bear the use of
the knife, if the boil is on any part which
is subjected to much friction. In other
situations it may be used, but if a boil

occurs on the seat of the rower, as is so

often the case, if the knife is used, at lenst

a week or ten days must be lost before the
patient can expose the raw surface to the
friction of the thwart. Here, therefore, the
best plan is to apply a plaister, spread on
leather, and composed of equal parts of

mercurial and opiate plaister. This stimu-
lates and relaxes the inflamed vessels, and
the opiate relieves the pain to a great

degree; but even this is only a partial

remedy, as without rest it is impossible
entirely to reUeve boils. To those who are
known to be subject to boils I would
recommend, as a prevention, the use of a
wash of nitrate of silver of the strength of

15 to 20 grains to the oirace. This should
be painted over the part every night, and
wUl, of course, turn it more or less black

;

but it seems to give tone to the vessels, and
to prevent that low and congestive state

which precedes the death of the cellular

membrane; at all events it prevents the
formation of boils.

306. Hernia oe Euptuee is a mechanical
protrusion of a portion of intestine, and, in

the ordinary way, may be either at the
navel or at the groin. Wherever it is, it

requires the constant use (by day only) of a
truss; and all that is required is, that tlie

instrument should be exactly adapted to

the part which it has to perform. A rupture

may be generally distinguished from other

tumours, even by an imskilled person, it the

hand is placed upon it during the act of

cougliing. At the moment when the cough
is heard, a strong impulse will be given to

the hand, and the hernia will for a moment
appear much harder and somewhat larger.

This peculiar sensation can scarcely be

mistaken, and the sufferer shotild at onco

proceed to a good surgical instrument

maker, for the purpose of being fitted witli

a good truss. If he is not already in a

position to make a selection from the manj'

who profess to make perfectly fitting trusses

lie had better ask his usuui protessiomtl
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attendant to advise him, and this is more
especially necessary in the country, but if

in London he cannot do better than submit
himself to ]\Ir. Cole, of Charing-cross, whose
trusses are at once the simplest and the

most efficient bj' far of all those vrith which
I am acquainted. They have all the advan-
tages of those so long patented bj' Salmon
and Ody, without their disadvantages, and
the only drawback is their price. However,
I would strongly advise all those who suffer

from this accident to apply to him, if they

can muster the necessary sum, as the truss

is exceedingly well adapted for all manly
exercises, being light and yielding, yet

strong enough to bear the most Aiolent

strain. Many plans have been propounded
for trusses without springs, but they are

very inefficient in all cases, and wholly
uusuited to our present purpose—^•iz., that

of retaining a rupture in its position during
violent action of the body, yet without
Impeding tbat action.

307. HcEMOEEHOiDS, Or, as they are com-
monly called, piles, are very often exceed-
ingly troublesome in training; they are
jienerally symptomatic of congestion of the
liver, and are reheved by those measures
which remove that condition. The reason
for this is obvious—the veins which return
the blood to the heart from the lower bowels
pass through the liver in their way, and,

consequently, whatever impedes the passage
of the blood through them has a tendency
to produce the effect on the hoemorrhoidal
veins. Hcemorrhoids are, in fact, varicose
veins in the rectum, sometimes bleeding, in

consequence of their walls giving way;
tney are also divided into external and
Internal piles, the distinction, however,
being only one of situation. It will be
unnecessarj' for me to describe the appear-
ance of these troublesome little swellings,

us they are so exceedingly common as to be
well known to almost everj- one. In their

treatment three points are to be attended
to—flrst, to unload the liver; secondly, to

prevent mechanical Irritation by the pre-

sence and passage of solid fceccs; and,
thirdly, to allay the Inflammation already
existing by local remedies. The first and
second of these objects may generally be
combined, but in very badly congestive
states of the liver a dose or two of blue pill

must be given in adiUtion to this remedy.
It should be avoided, however, If possible,

as Its immediate effect Is rather to aggravate
than allay the local Irritation. Generally
speaking, the following remedy will be the
best, acting in the double capacity which I

have alluded to :—Take of powdered brim-
stone half an ounce ; cream of tartar and
powdered jalap of each two drachms;
powdered ginger, one drachm ; electuary of

senna, three ounces ; sjTup of buckthorn,
enough to make an electuary, of which one
teaspoonful may be taken every night
This quantity should be increased or
diminished, so as to keep the bowels gently
moved every day. When the bowels are
usually sufficiently relaxed, but the piles

are still painful, then give five grains of the
confection of black pepper, with an equal
quantity of common pitch, night and morn-
ing, made into two pills. Asa local remedy,
when the irritation is great and recently
come on, the use of very hot water >vith a
sponge to the part, two or three times
a-day, will afford great relief This should
be followed by the application of a little of
the following ointment:—Take of gallic

acid and finely-powdered opium, of each,

one drachm ; ointment of acetate of lead, an
ounce and a-half. When the piles are of
long standing these remedies may be used

;

but, in addition, four ounces of cold water
should be thrown up into the rectum
immediately before each time that the
bowels act By these methods of treat-

ment piles may almost alwaj's be reUeved,

and generally cured ; but on the recurrence
of disordered liver they will be sure to

re-appear, and, therefore, that condition

must be guarded against
SOS. AC0TE Rhecsiatism is quite incom-

patible with training, and its treatment
need not therefore enter into our present
Inquiry. Chronic rheumatism, on the other

hand, is constantly interfering with severe

work, and its attacks are anxiouslj- to be
avoided. It may be divided into muscular
rheumatism and tlie rheumatism ofjoints;

the former shows itself by the occurrence

of pain, often very severe, on the slightest

movement or attempt at movement, even
ofthe particular muscle or muscles attacked,

which again are generally quite ft-ce fh)m
pain while quiescent On pressing upon
the muscle attacked great pain and sore-

ness occur, and the seat of the disease may
in this way generally be discovered ; on
the other hand, when in the liL'aments

around the joints, it requires the joint itself

to be moved, either actively or passively,

before pain is experienced. Thus, supposing
there to be rheumatism of the arm, if the
upper and lower arms are firmly grasped
so as to fix the elbow, and the patient is

told to attemut to bend the elbow. If mus-
cular rheumatism is present he will give

'

himself more pain even than usual ; but if

the joint only Is affected, no pain, or much
less than usual, will be felt During train-

ing, whenever the rheumatism Is so severe

as to require Internal medicine, the disease

Is of such a nature as to demand rest; but

It often happens that local remedies will

suffice, and this is particularly the case
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with muscular rheumatism. It is generally

in those muscles which are more particu-

larly called into play by the nature of the

exercise that rheumatism shows itself, and
every time exercise is taken the rheumatic
condition only goes off during use, to

return with increased activity after a rest.

In all these cases prevention is better than

cure, and aU unnecessary exposure of the

body should be avoided, especially if in cold

or wet weather. Flannel should he worn
next the skin during the day, and after

stripping, as in rowing or running, the coat

should be put on again without delay. As
a local remedy, some one of the following

may be tried, and I give them in the order

of their severitj-, beginning with the most
mild. Fu-st, take of tincture of capsicum
lialf an ounce, spirits of camphor one ounce,

tincture of arnica one drachm; mix: on
using it add an equal quantity of hot

brandy, and rub the part affected for a

quarter of an hour. Secondly, take of

liquor ammonise, spirits of turpentine,

laudanum and neat's-foot oil, equal parts

;

mix, and rub in before a good fire twice

a-day. Thirdly, take of tincture of can-

tharides two drachms, flour of mustard
half an ounce, vinegar four ounces ; mix

:

this also ought to be rubbed in warm, and
it should be used with care, as it sometimes
blisters the skin when thimier than usuaL
Its effect ought to be to cause considerable

pain and redness without any blister, or at

all events a very slight one. These reme-
dies will often aUay any muscular rheu-
matism which may occur m training, and
I have even known rheimaatism, when
attacking the joints, subside on the use of

the last-mentioned apphcation. As I before

said, more severe remedies are incompati-
ble with training.

309. Vakicose Veins.—By this term is

meant an enlargement of the veins, gene-
rally of the leg, accompanied by a breaking

down or insufficiency of the valves wliich
are situated at short intervals along their
course, so that the veins bulge out in places,

and become much more tortuous than usual
The disease appears to depend upon some
natural, or rather congenital, weakness in
the structure of the coats of the veins ; at

all events we know no other cause. Many
families are quite exempt, whilst others,

again, are almost In every case predisposed
to their occurrence. A radical cure may
often be effected by the surgeon, but it is

not unattended with danger. Still, few of

those who suffer from them are capable of
going through severe work while afllicted

in this waj% and therefore, in most cases,

either the operation must be done, or all

severe training must be abandoned. As a
palliative measure, the elastic stocking may
be tried, but the heat of the part is so much
increased by their use that few people wear
them without suffering material incon-
venience. In spite of the pain and danger
of the operation, I confess that were I

subject to varicose veins, I should incur

both without a moment's hesitation. In
some cases a thin slip of elastic band, about
a quarter of an inch wide, may be worn
with effect It should be appUed spirally

from the top to the bottom of the leg at

about two inches interval. This is not so

hot as the stocking, and in mild cases acts

equally well.

310. Chapped Hands.— In cold weather
rowers are sometimes terribly annoyed by
their hands and arms becommg chapped,

often to such a degree as to cause them to

bleed ; and pedestrians often suffer in the

same way about the hands, wTists, arms,

and behind the knees. For this state there

is no remedy to be compared with glycerine,

which should be freely smeared over the

whole surface which is chapped, b}' means
of a brush or feather. The application may
be made night and morning.



PART II.

RACING IX ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BOOK VIIL—AQUATICS, OR RACING IN YACHTS AND BOATS.

CHAP. L

CONSTRUCTION AND VARIETIES
OF YACHTS.

Sect. 1 The Hull.

311. Yachts, for racing purposes, are built

almost entirely for speed ; and hence their

internal accommodation lor carrj'ing pas-

sengers is generally sacrificed to this

particular point Experiment alone will

determine the precise form best adapted
for every kind of rig, and rery often the
trial docs not corresi)ond with the precon-
ceived ideas of the builder. At first sight

It might appear that it is only to make the
bows as sharp as possible, and the velocitj'

v,-ill be increased in proi)ortion to the acute-

ness of the wedge ; but then the wind is

seldom directlj- alt, and consequently in all

sailing vessels there must be some con-
siderable breadth of buara to prevent the
hull heeling over, and thus either upsetting
or else presenting a very difl'erent water-
line to what she does when sitting upright.
"VS'ith this necessity for width comes the
qviostion. where shall the greatest breadth
be placed ?—to which the tyro, in his ignor-
ance, might answer, In the stem—because
that would give the sliari)cst wedge to the
water. But it is known by experience that
It is no less important to have a sharp
stem, or "clean run," as it is called, than
n fine bow, or "entrance;" and if the
experiment is tried of towing a taper biUk
of timber or a mast through the water, by
each end, one after the other, it will be
found that less power will keep it moving
with the large end Ibr^vards than the small
one. In the America, the widest part Is

at two-thirds of the whole lengtii from the
liows; but builders are not all agreed ns to
the propriety ot this rule, and many believe

that her extraordinary sailing iiowirs were
due more to her sails than to her hull,

wiiich has never been capable of doing
much with ordinary canvas. The Hull Is

composed of a backbone or keel, extendin.,'

the whole length of the vessel, which Is

first laid down and supporticl upon blocks.

To this, in front, or at the "stem," the fore-

post is joined, l)y scarfing at various angles,
according to the lines of the builder, but
more or less sloping forwards with n gentle
lulucas or convexity in the same direction.

At the stem, also, the stern-post is united
in a similar manner at an angle with the
keel; and with varying slopes and con-
vexities, also, according to the lines of

the vessel, the floor-timbers and ribs are
attached to it, and are securely kept in

their places bj' cross-beams, to which they
are firmlj- united by knees of timber cut out
of solid material or forked branches of trees

;

but in small yachts by bolts only; and upon
these beams the deck is supported. In this

way the skeleton is formed, the ribs and
cross-beams extending at stated and regular

distances apart all the way from stem to

stem. The next thing is to add the skin or

planking, which is either longitudinal or

diagonal, the former being the old plan, and
the latter the more modern one, which is

now becoming general, and has just been
introduced in Her liiajesty's new yacht
with manifest advantage, she bejng the
fastest model afloat In the longitudinal

planking there is generally only an external

skin, and the whole strength of the hull is

necessarilj' thrown into the skeleton; but
in the diagonal system the planks are

placed inside and out, and consequently
the skeleton is so strengthened as to allow
of a considerable dimmution of the timbers
and saving of weight The internal diago-

nals cross the external ones, and thus tire

strain is always taken by the longitudinal

fibres of the planks in whatever direction

it maj" be ; and tlie most perfect resistance

is afforded to longitudinal as well as trans-

verse alterations hi form, with the smallest

possible quantity of material. The sterns

are also built in a circular instead of a
square form, and the diagonals are thus
continued Irom stem to stempost Between
the internal and external diagonals, and In

the spaces between the ribs, blocks olWood
and sand are fitted in with marine gluo

nearly up to the level of the water-line,

thus serving as biUlast, and also aiding the
keel in siillVning the tVame. In the Keel
sometimes a centre-board is made to

ascend and descend in the middle by a
simple contrivance worked in the interior,

by which greater stability is given when
there Is a side-wind, without othenvise in- .

creasing the resistance. This is described in

the plan of the Black Maria hcreatter given.

In the fortunate and successful iron yacht

built by Dr. Bain, of Blackwall, the keel is
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a long and very wide cofHn-shaped iron

diamber, pointed before and behind, and
fllled with iron or lead as ballast. The
Deck is formed by the cross-beams planked,

either longitudinally or diagonally, and from
the level of it the sides are raised by light

timbers called " stancheons, " cased outside

by stout planks called "bulwarks," and sur-

moimted by a rail called the " gunwale."
Some small yachts are only partly decked,

called " half-deckers," in which the fore part

and sides of the deck are planked as usual,

while the middle and stem are left open in

ordinary weather, though capable of being

shut down by " hatches " in a heavy sea.

The cabin sides are raised from the level of

the deck by "the combings," on which the

hatches rest. The interior of the hull is

variously fitted in different yachts according

to their size, some having every accommo-
dation which the ingenuity of man can

devise, and others only stowing away the

crew in shelves or berths as close as pickled

herrings in a cask. At the stern of the

hull the rudder is attached, which always

The Rudder.

consists of a flat board (a b) hinged along
the middle perpendicular line to the stern-

post, and worked to the right or lefl either

by a simple tiller (a c), which is sufiacient

for small yachts, or in larger vessels, by
a wheel, with ropes and pullies attached
to it, and running from it to the tiller.

When this tiller is moved to the right

or "starboard," the rudder is forced in

an opposite direction, or "to port," and,
as the water rushes against this impedi-
ment, it has a tendency to drive the stem
in the same direction as the tiller, and by
consequence the bows are inclined exactly
the reverse. In steering, it must always be
remembered that the stem is driven to
the right as much as the bows are in-
clined to the left, or vice versd, and for

this allowance must always be made in
clearing objects, such as passing vessels,

bridges, piers, &c. As the slightest move-

ment of the rudder, more than necessary,
has a tendency to stop the way of the
vessel, by the extra friction which it offers,

the tiller should be kept as quiet as possible,
and great care should be taken not to keep
yawing a vessel from one side of her course
to another, but she should make a "straight
wake."

Sect. 2

—

The Spaks and Rigging.

312. Every sailing-vessel has at least one
mast, and one or more spars; and som«
have three masts, with a host of yards and
topmasts besides; but for yachting pur-
poses there is generally either one mast,
constituting what is called "the cutter,"

or there are two masts, which give to the
vessel carrying them the name of " a
schooner," or of" a brig."

313. The Cuttek is shown at page 460,

fig. 1, with her ropes and spars, and num-
bers affixed corresponding to the following
description:— In the Hull the stem is

numbered 1 ; the stem, 2 ; the rudder, 22^

the anchor is supposed to be concealed at 4;
and she is held to it by the cable, 5 ; the
Masts and Spars are the bowsprit, 6 ; the
mainmast, 8; the topmast, 9; surmounted
by the truck, 10 ; connecting and bracing the
topmast with the mainmasts are the cross-

trees, 12 ; and the trussletrees, 13, better seen
in woodcut of topmast; extending behind
the mast above the deck are the gaff, 14; and
the boom, 15. The EiOGtN'G is partly " stand-
ing," which steadies and supports the
masts; and partly "running," to raise and
lower the spars and sails. The Standing
Rigging consists of the bobstay, 7 ; attached
below to the stem, and keeping the bow-
sprit down in its place, which is still further

supported by two posts piercing the deck,
called "the bitts," 28; and by a shroud on
each side staying it laterally to the bows.
The Shkodds, 17, are strong side-stays to

the mainmast, and are also rigged as lad-

ders, called ratUnes, to enable the men to

reach the cross-trees; to prevent the mast
giving forwards is the runner and back-
stay, 19, which is kept tight by a pulley

;

the forestay, 21, keeps the mast from givins^

backwards. The Topmast Shrouds, 10,

stay the topmast sideways ; while the Top-
mast-Stat, 18, supports it, and also thu

bowsprit from displacement, the former
from driving backwards, the latter down-
wards. The topmast rises above the mast,

and is fixed by the trussletrees, as shown in

annexed woodcut ; it slides down through

them, and may either be entirely brought on
deck, or left partially down. In the wood-
cut of topmast, A is the truck, b end of

bowsprit, and the broken line the topmast-

stay. The side-stays are better shown in the

"Cutter before the VVind,"^sr. 3, page 46L
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fast by its sheet to either side.

The mainsail is raised by its

throat-halliards, and by its peak-

halliards, 25, attached to the gaif

;

the boom is raised or lowered

by the topping-lift, 22, and Isept

from too much side-motion by
the mainsheet (Jig. 1-3—.Jig. 3-24).

In like manner the topsail is

raised by its halliards—(see ^gr. s),

where the mainsail is shown so

set as to catch a fair wind, the
mainsheet being let out as far as

possible. The reefs are here all

free; but when the wind is too
strong for a full mainsail the

gaff is lowered, and either one,

two, or three reefs are taken in,

by tying round the boom a cor-

responding line of the "reefing
points," shown hanging on the

lower part of the mainsail ; then
hoisting the gaff again, the size

of the mainsail is proportionally

diminished. Sometimes the main-
sail has a sheet for each side, but in

most cases a single sheet is reefed to a

block at each end, and the lower one travels

from side to side of the deck on an iron

rod called " a horse." The jib has always

J-'ig. 2.

CUTTtli ii£ATlWG-Ui'.

two sheets, but the foresail often has only
one travelling, like that of the mainsail on
a rod. The topsail has only one sheet,

which is rove through a sheave in the end

Fin. 3.
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ct the gaff, and a block at its throat, and
then comes do^vn to a cleat on deck, where
it is made fast.

315. Signal-Halliards {fig. 1, 29) are for

hauling up the colours, aud pass through a

small sheave in the track, 10, at the to;^ of

the topmast. The Ensign Halliards are

reefed through a small block at the end of

tlie peak, and lead down to the boom, as

tihown in^^. 3.

316. In the Model Tacht which appears

In the sketch at page 45S, giving a view of

IMr. Wyld's yard, all the spars and rigging

are shown of the proportions adapted to

light-racing-craft. The difference between

lier rigging and that of the ordinary smack,

as given in fig. 1, will appear to be very

remarkable in point of length of spars and
lightness and simplicity of standing rigging.

She has usually only a mainsail, foresail,

and gaff-topsail, but can rig a jib-boom.

Sect. 4.—Varieties of Yachts.

317. The iMoDEL Yacht, or half-decker,

as it was called until lately, is from three

to ten tons admeasurement; and is, con-

sequently, only adapted for river sailing or

for quiet weather in the open sea. London

,

Liverpool, Southampton, and the Isle or

Wight are the principal rendezvous of thesu

little plaj-things; in which localities they
abound, and where there are several clubs

especially devoted to trj-iug their capa-
bilities. From their small size the cabin

is obliged to be left partially open, because
there is not standing-room beneath the

deck; and though they are sometimes
fitted-up with berths, tliese are very con-

fined, and seldom more than just sufficieut

to contain the crew closely packed. In
case of being overtaken by stormy weatlier

there is a hatch or cover for the open cabiii,

by which the boat is prevented from
swamping in a heavy sea ; and the men
have then only to hold on. and take care

that she is not blown over by carrj-ing too

much canvas. The hulls are of everj'

imaginable form, suited to the fancy of the
builder ; but the rigging is almost always of

the most simple style, in order to allow of

its management by two or three hands, or

four at the most. (See yacht at page 458.^

The rig suited to very small river boats is

that shown in the following woodcut :

Fw. 4.

Opek Saojno-Boat.

This kiml of open sailing-boat has a \\\a&\.

capable of being sliippcd aud unsiilpped, or
01 being lowered on a lilnge to pass under
bridges. There are only two sails, a fore-

BiiU and a mainsail : the fonner being trlnn-

nular, and extending about a foot beyond
V.w bow.s by means of a dwart bowsprit of
Iron, capable of being shipped or unshipped.
(See woodcut) The mainsail isuscdwitha

vciy light g.nfT, extended by a stretcher from

the heel of the mast nistcad of by halharus

fYom the trusslctrees. This stretcher i>

hoisted by a rope passing through a Mock
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and pulley at the throat of the gaff, and all

can be readily brailed in half a minute.

This rig may be easily managed by a couple

of hands.

318. The Dandt-eiggitd Ctttteb is the

nest in point of size and compUcation, in

•which the mast is generally a fixture,

though sometimes it is made tolOTver. Her
spars are a mainmast, topmast, bowsprit,

gaff, and topsail-yard, also the mizen-mast
with its additional spars, similar to those of

the last described boat. The sails are the
mainsail, top^^ail, jib, and fore-sail, and the
mizoQ-sail projecting beyond the stero.
There is generally no boom, because In
these small open deckers there is seldom
room for it to play clear of the men on
deck; and also in order to enable the
mainsail to be brailed, Tvhich can be done
more quickly and by fewer hands than the
operation of lowering the gaff upon the
boom as in the cutter.

Iiq.U

Dandt-bigged Yacht.

319. The Okdinaky Cuttek Yacht has
been already described as being the most
common style of racing yacht, and the type
from which all others are derived- In the
upper division ofthe annexedview ofYacht-
ing subjects, an English racing-cutter yacht
is represented in a match, with her sails cut
in the English style, and the usual bellying

of them very well shown. I shall now
insert a description of the latest invention
of our transatlantic brethren, which is

snid to beat the world in a Ught wind.
320 The A3IEKICAN Yacht, the Black

Slaria (see sketch), embodies all the latest

Inprovements of our clever rivals in naval
architecture. She is built entu-elyfor speed,

and her mtemal accommodation does not
correspond with her size, which in an Eng-
lish built yacht would allow of every luxury.
Mr. Murray, who has recently visited the
United States, was allowed to inspect her

minutely, and he has furnished a detailed

account of her proportions, which is here

introduced as being in striking contrast

to those of our EngUsh flyers, especially in

the canvas, which, though covering a much
larger area, is not nearly so lofty as ours. She

is the property of her builders. Commodore
Stevens and his brother, who designed her

entirely themselves. Mr. Murray, at page

109 of his recently published Lands of the

Slave and the Free, says of these gentle-

men : "The gallant commodore was kind

enough to trip his anchor and give me a

short cruize. Unfortunately there was
scarcely a breath of wind, but even under

the influence of such scanty propelling

power the way she shot through the water,

like a dolphin in flfll C17, was perfectly

marvellous; and the ease with which she

came round, and the incredible distance she

shot a-head in stays, was, if possible, mope

2H
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a-toiiisliing still; she steered as easy as a

jolh'-bout; or if when running a puff made
her refractor}-, by dropping the after centre-

board she became as docile as a lamb. My
only regret was that I could not see her

under the high pressure of a good snorter.

Of course any salt-water fish will long

since have discovered that this wonderful
yacht Is a leviathan plaything, and totally

unfit to withstand the most moderate gale,

especially if any sea were running. What
she might do if she were sparred as other

vessels of her tonnage usually are, I cannot

pretend to say; but my yachting friends

need never expect to see her with her pre-

sent rig re-enacting the America—hurling
friendly defiance at the E.Y.C., and carry-

ing oflf the crown of victory in their own
waters. The accommodation on board is

not nearly so gi'eat as in an English yacht

;

partly o-w-ing to the little height between
decks, consequent upon her veiy small

draught of water, and partly owing to the

great space taken up bj' the case for the
oentre-board; besides which, it should be
remembered, that a yacht is not used as a

home in America in the same way as in

England. The great, and I might almost
Bay the only, quality transatlantic yachts-
men care about is speed; and I think my
yachting friends at Cowes must admit that

they have proved that they know how to

attain their end, and that Mr. Steers, the
builder of the America, is second to none
in his craft; unless the Black Maria some
future day assumes a practicable ilg, antl,

crossing the Atlantic, earn I3ie victor's

laurels; in which case Steers will liave to

yield the palm to the worthy fhitemrty
who are at one and the same time owners,
builders, and sailors of the subject of this

chapter."

The following are the dimensions, as given

In the same volume of

"The Cuttek Yacut, Elack Maria
Displacement, 145 tons; draught of water
an straight keel, 5 feet 2 inches ; length of

straight keel, CO feet—then running away in

a curving line upwards, till at the bow it

draws 10 hiches; length of centre-board,

24 feet; total depth of ditto, 15 feet; weight,

7 tons ; foremost end of ditto, about 8 feet

abaft the foremost end ef straight keeL
When let down it descends 10 feet at the

after end, and 8 feet at the foremost. It Is

made of oak, with sufficient lead let in to

make it sink. By an ingenious mechanical

contrivance one man is enabled to raise and
lower it with perfect tiicility. In case the

term 'centre-board' should be unknown
Ui my readers, it may be as well to explain,

that it means a board passhig longitudinally,

through the keel, above which a strong

water-tight cose is fixed for Its rcceptlou

;

it is raised and lowered by hand or by
machinery, according to its weight The
advantages proposed by the centre-board
are—the stability it gives to the vessel on a
wind when let down; the resistance it

removes, if, when running before the wind,
it be raised ; the small draught of water the
vessel requu-es, thereby enabhng her to keep
close in shore, out of the influence of strong
tides, &c ; and, lastly, the faciUty for getting

afloat again, by merely raising the centre-
board, should she take the ground. There
is another centre-board abaft, about 10 feet

from the stem, which is 8 feet long, with a
total depth of 9 feet, and, when down,
extending 5 feet below the keeL Length
over all, 113 leet. The extreme beam is

26J feet at 40 feet from the rudder-post,

running aft to about 19 feet at taffrail;

forward, it decreases about 20 inches when
abreast of mast, thence runs away sharp to
about 4 feet at the bow. The mainmast is

placed about 5 feet abaft the end of straight

keel; it is 92 feet long ; housing, 8 feet; the
diameter in the fasteners is 32 inches, taper-

ing ofi' to 23 inches at the boards. The
mast is made of white pine, the centre of it

is bored out, for the lowest 20 feet, about
12 inches diameter. The next 20 feet, 10
inches diameter; the next 20 feet, 8 inches,

and the remainder 7 inches. This was done
to make the mast lighter, and, by the cir-

culation of air, enable it to season itself.

The main-boom is 95 feet long (the largest

boom in the nav>- is 72 feet long, and IfiJ

inches in diameter ; the largest mast is 127

feet* inches long, and 42 inches diameter;
the largest yard is 111 feet long, and 261

inches diameter) and made like a cask; the

staves are 31 in number, of white pine, 2J
inches thick; the staves are of different

lengths, so as to vary the points at which
they respectively abut. The extreme length

of boom is obtained by two lengths of the
staves; small cogs of wood are let In at

intervals, half in one stave and half in Ita )

neighbour, so as to keep them from drawing,
the whole bound together with strong hoopa
fitted with screws. The extreme diameter
of the boom is 26 inches where the sheets

are fixed, tapering off at the jaws, and 13

inches at the boom-end. To give additional

support to the boom, an outrigger, extending
about 3 feet on each side thereof, is fixed

where the boom-sheets are placed, and a
strong iron brace extends from the jaws
through the outrigger to the boom-end.
The gaff is of spruce, 61 feet long, and 9
Inches diameter. The bowsprit is of whlto
pine, 38 feet long, 18 of which is outboard,

the remainder comes under the deck. Is let

In to each beam, and abuts against the

bltts; It is 24 Inches diameter, and bored

out like the mast, from 10 inches diameter
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at the nest to 7 at the end. The jib-boom is

made of two pieces of yellow pine, grooved

out and hooped together; it is about 70 feet

long and 8 inches in diameter; the foot of

the jib is laced to this spar on hooks, when
required. The mainsail is made with the

seams horizontal, to avoid the resistance

perpendicular seams in so large a sail would
oflfer to the wind. It has been calculated,

that the resistance of perpendicular seams
in a sail of this size ir equal to that of a
plank 10 inches broad and 60 feet long,

placed on end broadside to the wind. The
luff of the sail is 66 feet, the foot 93, the

head 50 ; the head and foot of the sail are

laced to battens under gaff and on boom

;

the luff is brought to the mast by a con-

trivance as original as it is perfect : two bat-

tens are fixed on the after part of the mast,

about an incli and a half apart ; the inner

parts shod with iron, and rather broader
than the exterior opening ; to each eyelet-

hole of the sail a strong brass-plate is fixed,

having four rollers traversing fore-and-aft,

and two transversely. These plates, as the

sail goes up, are slipped into the grooves of

the battens, the rollers preventing friction,

and the battens keeping the luff fixed to

the after centre line of the mast. Without
this ingenious arrangement the huge mast
would, if on a wind, becalm at least three

feet of the sail. Three levy-jacks are fitted

to support the huge mass of canvas when
lowering the saiL

" The jib is 69 feet in the hoist, and 70 in

the foot. The bobstays are of solid iron,

running 8 feet on each side of the keel, and

going through a strong iron cap over the
bowsprit end, where a strong iron washer
being put on, they are securely fastened
with a nut.
" It -will be seen there is a slight dis-

crepancy between some of the measure-
ments I have given and those which are
marked on the print. I place confidence in
those I have received direct from the foun-
tain-head; the difference is, however, so
trifling as scarce to need any notice. I
regret omitting to obtain the length of the
after-leech of the mainsaU, and of the head
of the jib ; but I think the print, which I
beUeve to be very accurate, would justify

me in concluding that the former is about
110 feet, and the latter about 120 feet.

Assuming these calculations to be correcU-
and they cannot be very far wrong—the
mainsail would contain about 5,790 square
feet, and the jib about 2,100 square feet.

"WTien it is remembered that the largest

sail in the British Navy only contains 5,480

square feet, some conception may be formed
of their gigantic proportions."

320. The Schoonee is also used in yacht-

ing, and several of our fastest and best

vessels have been of this rig. It is here
represented under the form of the America,
which was so successful in the Solent in

1853. The bow of this vessel is very peculiar,

and her greatest breadth of beam is two-
thirds from her stem. Her sails, when
under American hands, were always trim-

med quite fiat, and more like boards than
our ordinary bellying saUs ; and it is in thla

respect that the sails of the two countries

Fig. 6.

The Ahesica.
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60 mnch differ. New York is celebrated

lor her sail-mabers ; and it is maintained

by the Americans that their materials

and workmanship are superior to anytliing

turned out on this side the Atlantic. It

•will be seen that the general proportions

of the canvas are much more like those

of the Black Maria cutter than of our

usual rig, and consequently there is not

near so great a leverage on the hull, and

yet the area of the canvas is very great.

Besides this advantage, which permits of a

parrower hull, the schooner is alio capable

Fig.

of going before the ^\1nd to better advan-
tage, because she can set her two mainsails

on opposite sides, and thus balance the
one against the other, by running " ducb-
winged," in nautical language. These
yachts sometimes are built of 200 tons, or

even more, but for racing purposes they
are generally within 150 tons.

321. The Laegek Kixds of Yachts are

rigged as schooners, with square foretop-

sails and topgallant -saUs {fig. 7). But
these are chiefly used as pleasure-yachts,

and not often for racing puriioses.

Topsail ScnoosEu Yacht.

CHAP. II.

SAILING.

Sect. 1 The ^Iabixeb'b Compass, and
Nautical Teems.

322. The Mariner's Compass, by which

the ship is guided when out of sight of

land, is a most extraordinary and provi-

dential adaptation of a natural law, which

orders that a magnet shall always point

tiearhj due north. In various localities on

the face of the globe It points a certain

number of degrees to the east or west of

north; but the precise "variations" aro

marked down on all the charts, so tliat the

master can always make the necessary

allowances ; though sometimes it unfor-

tunately happens that there is some inex-

plicable error which leads him astray, and

causes an accident that it is imposslbte

to foresee. To avoid these dreadful risks,

every compass should bo carefully com-

parid with a standard or correct guide;

and in important ships they aro alwayf

swung exactly north and south, anrt

their compasses regulated accordingly.

The needle Is suspended with great delicacy,

attached to a aird marked with the 32

points, into which the horizon is divided;

and the telling off these glibly is called

" boxing the compass." The needle and

card (jyc contained In a box glazed on the
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top, and placed within view of the steersman

in a receptacle called "the binnacle," lighted

at night by a lamp. In front of the compass
is a black line, which the steersman is

directed to keep exactly opposite the point

of tlie compass by which he is ordered to

steer, the master making his calculations

for variation, and then giving the course
which the steersman is to keep exactly in

accordance with the compass. Thus, when
the course by compass is due south, the
steersman keeps the point marked S exactly
opposite the black line, but the vessel
actually sails so many degrees to the east

or west of it, according to the variation

marked on the chart at that particular spot.

323. The NAtrriCAL Teems in common use,

besides those before given, are as follows,

omitting those whose meaning is clearly

inteiliuible to all who speak English:

—

Avast means stop.

Athicart^Across.
Ballast is iron, lead, or stone placed in the
bottom to steady the vesseL

Bearings—The direction of a vessel per
compass.

Belay—Make fast.

6e«ct—Attach ; as a sail to tlio yai'd, or a
cable to the anchor.

hunting—The material of iiasa
Buoy—A floating mark.
Capstan—A machine on deck ronnd which

tlie cable is wound, by memis of the
capstan bars worked by the men.

Cailuia<l—A piece of wood prciiectiiig over
the bow, with a sheave in it, through
which the anchor is hoisted.

Cleats— Perpentiicular hooks pointing up
and down, for belaying ropes.

Combings—T\iQ raised sides of the hatcli-

.wa^-s.

Conipanion—The ladder going down be-

neath the deck to the cabin.

Davits—Ixon rods for projecting the boat
over the side to lower her.

Draught—The depth of the vessel under
water.

Fenders—V'leces or rope and junk to ward
off pressure from the sides.

^ore-a77d-a/i?—Lengthwise ofthe vessel.

Forecastle—The part before the mainmast.
Foul anchor—Vihen it has a turn ot the
cable round it.

Gangway—The open part of a vessel's
bulwarks for passing out

(jO^Arrts—Pieces of rope used to tie rou
the sail and yard when the former
furled.

Grapnel^A small anchor.

Hatchway—An opening in the deck.
Hatches—Its covering.

Hawser—A large rope for towing.
Helm—The steering apparatus.

In stays—The time between the letting fly

of the jib-sheet and the drawing of the
foresail

Jib-boom—A spar projecting beyond the
bowsprit.

Jury-mast—A temporary mast.

Log—A journal of the proceedings at sea.

Log (patent)—A line thrown from tl.'O

stem to ascertain the rate of sailing by a
minute glass.

Zm^—Steer nearer to the wind.
Lurch—A roll on one side.

Marling-spike—A pointed iron pin to

separate the strands of ropes in spUcing
them.

Martingale—A short upright spar under
the bowsprit.

Missing stays—YaSmg in going about.

Oakum—Old rope picked to pieces.

Pendant—A long narrow fla^' at the racists

head.

Port—Left.
Quarter—The side of the vessel from the
middle to the stern.

Quarterdeck—The part of the deck between
the quarters.

Scudding—Kunning before the wind with-

out sail, or only a foresail, to keep a
steerage.

Splicing—Joining two ropes.

Starboard—Ri^ht.
Staysail—A sail hoisted on a stay.

Steerage—The fore part of the ship beneath

the deck ; also, the effect of the rudder on
the course.

Tack—To make a decided change in the

course witliout wearing. (See paragraph

325).

raz^;—Tight.
Throat—The butt-end of the gaff which
clasps the mast.

r/j6eKd—Tountie,asthesailsfl:omtlie si^arst
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Cr,moor—To cast ^ff the fastenings which
held the ship.

Waist—The part between the quarterdeck
and forecastle.

fFaie—The path which a ship makes
behind her.

Wear—To come round in the opposite

direction to tacking.

Sect. 2.—Sailing the Yacht,

324. The Number op Hands required for

sailing a yacht will depend upon the ton-

nage and rig. In a small model yacht or

cutter, or in a schooner, a hand to each
sail, besides the steersman, can manage
her pretty welL Beyond this, one hand for

every five tons is the usual racing com-
plement ; but for pleasure-yachts these are

more than will be required. In making a

start, it is first of all necessary to see that

everything is ready for the hand, and that

the halliards, &c., are all coiled in their

places. Next, cast loose all the gaskets,

haul the jib out on the bowsprit, and get

all the haUiards ready for hoisting. Then
hoist the colours, and the men should
stand by the halliards and wait for orders.

Now, supposing that the j-acht is " s^-inging

ebb," on the turn of the tide, and that the
xnnA is up stream, the orders will be as

follows:—"Hoist the mainsail throat and
peak halliards," which is done by straining

on the throat halliards first till they are

home, and then on the peak till they are

taut. This sets the mains:iil, and the
vessel's head swings round to the -wind.

Next, "hoist the foresail and jib," and when
they are taut also "haul in the sheets."

Now coil up all the ropes, cast oft' from
moorings, slacken the mainsail-sheet, haul
In the jib-sheet on the contrary tack to

which you intend to sail, and the yacht is

under weigh.
325. Beating-ut' Is the process of sailing

against the wind, by making zigzag ap-

proaches to the point fi'om which the vnwl
blows, thus having the wind always on the

quarter; and, when the wind is against tlie

boat, this is what must bo done. A vessel

is on the starboard tack when the wind is

blowing on the starboard quarter, which is

called the weather side, and the opposite one
the lee side. If the wind blows on the port

side she is on the port tack, wlien the port

side is the weather side, and the starboard

the lee. AVhcn In steering she Is broucht
nearer to the wind, she Is said "to lulT;"

and when ftirthcr from It, " to bear away."
AVhen the helm Is altered so as "to lull,"

It is " put up ;" when to bear away, it is

'•put down," or "a-lee," The next thing,

In order to "beat up" with the tide or
•tream, is to haul the jib-shcct well In, put
Uiu helm up, and sail as close to the wind

as possible, always taking care that tha
sails are full, which may be known by their
not shivering, on the least appearance of
which the helm must be put down directly.

Hence, the steersman is obliged to watch
his vessel's sails most carefully, and be
guided bj' their appearance as to his course.
But we are now supposing a river- sail, and
he must also look out for the opposite shore,

and when near it prepare to tack. If the
yacht is handy in coming round, he will
wait till close to shore before he makes this
evolution ; but if otherwise, or the banks
are very shelving, he will begin in good
time. Tacking is managed as follows :—
The canvas being first seen to be full, the
matnsail-sheet is hauled till the boom is

amidships, when the helm is put gradually
down. As soon as she is head to wind, let

fly the jib-sheet ; and if on the starboard
tack, haul in the port fore-sheet taut (ciUled

backing the mainsail, because the wind, by
filling the foresail, assists the mainsail in
bringing her roimd). As soon as she begins
to fill on the other tack, cast off what was
the port, now the weather fore-sheet, and
haul in the lee, and also the jib-sheet, and
trim the mainsail by the sheet according to
the wind. If when the boat is "in stays,"
or head to wind, she moves neither way,
put the helm amidships ; if she moves back,
put the helm the contrary way to what it

was before, resuming the previous steerage
as soon as she stirs again. If the wind gets
round more on the beam, or across her, slack

out the canvas, and the more aft, the more
the sheets must be let out Wearing di llor.s

ftom tacking, in coming round as loilows ;—

Let A B be the vessel ; G P the direction of
the wind. The vessel Is sailing lu the dh^c^ •

tion B c, and wants to change to a llnrf

parallel with a d. If she tncks, she traverses
round cno; but If she wears, round ckfd;
and in this last luancuuvre very little altera-

tion of the sails is required, the vessel simply
steering round, but losing considerably in

lioint of position with refercuco to her
intended course.

32C. The Ri.t,e observed In meeting other

vessels must be strictly attended to for fear

01 coiUsioiis, which arc dOiigerous things ou
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the water. The chief rule is, -whichever

vessel is "running free" must make way
fbr the one " close-hauled"—that is, sailing

as near the wind as possible ; and as the

one before the wind can alter her course

easily, while the other cannot, this rule is

founded in justice and general convenience.

(For other regulations, see Kules of Yacht
Clubs.)

327. Jibing will be necessary in rounding

a sharp point, and this is one of the most
ditflcult mancEUvres in sailing, for in effect-

ing it there is danger of running on shore,

from "broaching to," or of some of the

men being swept overboard by the boom,
or, lastly, of the spar snapping. The plan

of proceeding is, first to give the shore a

wide berth, then take a pull at the main-
sheet, and keep it clear to run out rapidly

;

next trice up the tack of the mainsail, and
if there is a strong breeze, lower the peak

;

now put your helm about—that is, to the

opposite side to which the boom swings,

and at the instant when the mainsail has

traversed in consequence change your

helm back again, and meet her, by which
the " broaching to " will be avoided.

528. In Eunnikg Free, or before the

wind, very Uttle art is required, except to

know how much sail to carry with safety,

and also what will best suit the saiUng

powers of the particular vessel. The peak
should not be too high, nor the back of the

mainsail fast, but raised slightly by the lift,

Bo as to let the wind into her head-sails. If

the tide is against the vessel, she must of

coarse be kept as much as possible in the

slack. When the wind is quite fair, in a

small schooner the two mainsail-sheets

may be hauled in opposite directions, and
let out till the booms stand at right angles

with the hulL A spare spar is used for the

fore-mainsail when it is not rigged with a

boom, as it often is not, because for a side

wind it admits of more canvas without a

boom than with one. (See paragraph 320).

529. Anchoring or Mooring is not so

simple as it looks, and requires considerable

skill to manage it safely, and in a seaman-
like manner. The anchor being first got on
deck, and the cable bent to it, by the

shackle, it is then suspended over the bow-
sprit-shrouds, and lashed ready to let go.

llow, lower the head-saUs, put down the

helm till she is head to wind, and when she

is lying-to, drop the anchor. Next trice up
the mainsail, lower the pealc, and, with the

helm according to the set of the tide, she
win lie quite snug. In bringing a vessel to

her moorings, if the tide is with her, it is

best to round her to, about a hundred yards
sliort of them ; and when head to wind,
lower the mainsaU, leaving the head-sails

standing ; tJiis, \\'i';h putting up the helm,

will bring her head I'ound again ; then take
in the jib, and, if she has way enough, the
foresail also ; after which she may readily
be steered in. But if the tide is against her,

she may be steadily, and with ease, brought
up at once to her moorings.

330. In Starting with a Fair Wind,
haul the cable short, get all the canvas
ready for setting as before, weigh anchor,
and then set the foresail and jib fii'st and
the mainsail after.

SSI. If a Squall is expected, from the
appearance of the clouds, and from the
peculiar dark ripple on the water towards
the "winds' eye," keep the vessel well
full, that as she is struck she may have
good way on her, and to avoid the danger
of capsLztng. Then, as soon as possible after

the squall begins, luff into the wind; and if

she does not seem able to bear her canvas,

let go jib and fore-sheets; if that is not
enough, cast off the mainsheet, and send a
hand to the fore and jib halliards, which
must, if necessary, be let go. Nest, reef

the mainsail, but allow plenty of room for

diiving to leeward ; to do this, set taut the

"topping lift," lower the halhards, both

peak and throat; then hook the reef tackle

to the earing; tie the reef-points, either of

the first, second, or third reef, according to

the necessity of the case ; after which the

halhards are hoisted again, the mainsail is

set, a smaller jib is hoisted, the fore-sheet is

drawn in, and the storm must be weathered
as weU as the yacht can bear iL In every

case the young owner of a yacht ought
never to undertake her management with-
out competent hands on board ; and, with
their aid, he will learn more by practical

demonstration than any description here

given can possibly afford. It is useless,

therefore, to attempt more than to give the

theory of the more simple operations, as

above, and the more compUcated details

must be obtained fi-om an experienced

yachtsmaiu

Sect. S.—Regattas foe Sailing-Vessels.

332. Sailing Regattas are held in many
ofour rivers and lakes, but chiefiy at Cowes,
Kingstown, and other seaport towns. They
are under the management of a committee,

stewards, and secretary; and, generally, a
commodore is appointed to conduct all

the sailing operations. A course is marked
out, and the vessels must sail under

certain conditions specified. There is

often an allowance of time for tonnage,

varying with the distance and with the

size of the yachts, averaging half- a

-

minute per ton ; and in most matches

there are restrictions as to tbe amount ot

tomiage. Acker's signals are generally in

use.
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Sect. 4.—Yacht Clubs ajtd Rules.

833. The Yacht Clubs of tlie United Kingdom existing in 185o are as follows, wittt

tbeir oflacers :

—

Yacht Clubs.
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Rule 8 That all yachts sailing in a niatcli

Laye a proper distinguishing colour, and of

the folio-wing dimensions, viz 18 inches in

tlie hoist by 2 feet in the fly, to be carried

at the topmast-head, miless it should be
necessary to strike the topmast, when it

may be carried on a staif at the mainmast-
head, or at the peak.

Eule 9—That no ballast be shipped, un-
shipped, shifted, or trimmed during a mutch;
and no water-ballast allowed; that no
sweeps be used. Note.—In May, 1835, the
Thames Yacht Club passed a rule, ordering

"that all ballast shall be under the plat-

fonn or in lockers, and that the same be
sealed down by a person appointed for the

piu"pose by the acting officer of the club."

l{ule 10.—That during a match, should
any vessel engaged therein foul any road,

tiers, or vessel at anchor, she be allowed to

shove or wai-p clear, if unassisted by any
person out of the race, except the crew or
Gj-ews of the vessel so fouled. Any pei-son

during a match leaving a yacht engaged
therein ("unless accidentally knocked over-
board) shall forfeit such yacht's claim to

the prize.

Kule 11.—Tliat in the event of the first

yacht not being entitled to the cup or prize

from any infringenaent of the club laws, tlie

next yacht arriving, having complied with
the regulations of the club, to be the
winner.
Eule 32.—That in all matches, should the

leading yacht not be enabled to round the
distance-buoy by five o'clock p.m., the
match be re-sailed the following day, or
any other day, to be fixed by the sailing

CDmmittee; or should the leading yacht
not be enabled to pass the winning-buoy by
ten o'clock p.m., the match be re-sailed the
iollowing day, or any other day which the
sailing committee may name, the time to be
decided by the oflicer in command at the
matcli.

Eule 13—That in sailing to windward the
yacht on the port tack must give way to the
yacht on the starboard tack ; and that any
yacht disobeying tliis regulation be con-
sidered as altogether out of the match, and
shall tbrfeit all claim to the prize.

Kule 14—That if two yachts be standing
for the shore, or any road or tier, and the
yacht to leeward be likely to run aground,
oi- foul of any road or tier, or not be able to
stay without the windward yacht nmning
tbul of her, the windward yacht must be put
about, upon being hailed by any member
of the club who may be on board the
leeward yacht ; the yacht to leeward must
also go about at the same time as the yacht
she hs^ils. That yachts going free must
invariably give way for thoio by the wind
on either tack.

Eule 13.—That any yacht having been
disabled by foul sailing on the part of any
other yacht, or having valid cause of com-
plaint, must hoist the club ensign, in lieu of
her distinguishing flag, as a signal of pro-
test, which shaU remain hoisted until

acknowledged by a gun, or dipping the
ensign b}' the ofiicer m command. And
also in any of the matches, should any
3'acht wilfully foul another sailing in the
same match, the member in command of
such yacht so fouling, upon being declared
guilty of the same by the sailing committee,
shall be liable to be expelled by a general
vote of the club.

Kule 16.
—

'Ihat the yachts be allowed to

anchor during a match, if they require it,

provided they afterwards weigh the anchor.
Eule 17.—That in case of a match bein:?

re-sailed, the owners may alter the trim of
their yachts, and take in or put out ballast

previous to starting.

Kule 18.—That in the event of both com-
modore and vice-commodore having j'achfs

entered for any one match, the sailing com-
mittee be required to appoint some member,
not having a vessel entered, to act as pre-

sident 01 the match ; such appointment to

be made at the time the entries are taken.

Kule 19.—That any j'acht having won tlie

prize in two successive club-matches can
not be entered to sail in the club-match
immediately following.

Kule 20.—That every yacht, previous to
sailing in a match in the club, be measured,
pursuant to Eule 21, under the inspection

of three members of the club—one to he
chosen by the owner of the yacht, and t^u
by the sailing committee ; and that such
measurement be afterwards registered in

the minute-book of the club, and shall be
considered as the actual tonnage of tlie

yacht for all purposes connected with llie

club, until any alteration shall be made in

such yacht likely to afl"ect her tonnage ; of

which alteration notice must be imme-
diately given to the secretary, specifying

the natm-e thereof.

Rule 21 That tons be the maximum
tonnage of any yacht allowed to sail for

the prizes given by the club, the measure-
ments of such yachts to be taken as fol-

lows :—The length to be taken fi-om the fore

part of the stem to the alter part of the

stern-post at the load-water line when in

proper sailing trim, and afloat ; from Avhich

subtracting three-fifths of the breadth, the

remainder shall be esteemed the just lengtlj

of the keel ; to find the tonnage, the breadtlj

shall be taken from the outside of the out>-

side plank in the broadest part of the yacht,

whether that shall be above or below the

main-wales, exclusive of all manner of

doubling-planks that may be wrought upon
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the sides of the yacht; then multiplying
the length of the keel, as above, by the

breadth so taken, and that product by half

the breadth, and dividing the whole by 94,

the quotient shall be deemed the true con-

tents of the tonnage. Jf^ote.—ln Jlaj-, 1855,

the Thames Yacht Club passed a rule for

finding the length as follows :—" The length
shall be taken ui a straight line at the
deck, from th^ fore part of the stem to the
after pait of the stem-post; from which
deducting the breadth, the remainder shall

be esteemed the iost length to find the
tonnage."

CHAP. IIL

KOWDsG, OK BOAT-EACIXG.

Sect. L—VAaiETiES of Boats Used.

335. The Boats used in racing, by means
of the scull and oar, are chiefly at this

present time the following—viz., first, the

scuUing outrigger; secondly, the pair-oared

outrigger; thirdly, the four-oared outrigger;

fourthly', the eight-oared outrigger ; and
fifthly, the gig, which may be either a pair,

lour, six, or eight-oared. The outriggers

Have now almost entirely superseded the
old style of boats in which the rowlock
was fixed upon the wale-streak ; but occa-

sionally even now the niles of regattas

compel their use, and often at the sea side

gigs are employed, or other descriptions

of sea boats. These, however, are the
exceptions, and for racing purposes the four

first varieties above enumerated comprise
all that are necessary. Tlie old wherry,
the fmmy, the ran-dan, and the six-oared

cutter are now only used for watermen's
purposes or for pleasure-parties; and, except
for learning to row, are quite exploded as

racing-boats.

336. TUE OtTTKICGEK SctXLIXG-BOAT,
called also " a Clasper boat," fVom the name
of those who introduced this variety, is the
simplest form of all, and also, a great

Improvement upon the old principle, as far

as speed is concerned. But I am strongly

of opinion that the decline of boat-racing

03 a national sport is in great measure due
to the introduction of this fragile, j'et swift

kind of canoe. It now takes a long time
to learn to sit a racing-boat, and many upsets

must be expected before that perfect com-
mand of tiiem is attained which racing

ilemands. This boat consists of two pdr-

tions—the body and the outriggers, which
are one on each side, opposite each other. In
tile old days of sculling, the boat was oblig.ed

to be wide enough to carry the rowlock on
lier wale-streak, but her water-line was not
nearly so wide as the rowlock? themselves,
aad consequently on the slightest roil, or

in "lumpy water," she was much impeded
in her course, and rendered still slower
than she othenvise was, besides the impedi-
ment offered by the wind to lotty sides. In
spite, however, of all these objections, and
of her weight, which was seldom less than
90 to 100 lb., Campbell, in 1835, could row
the racing distance at Putney in httle more
than is now occupied by his successors in
this elegant art In those days a wager
boat was about 23 feet long by 3 feet 6 inches
wide, or sometimes 2 inches wider. At the
present time the boat itself is about 30 feet;

;

long by Irt inches wide ; and when in the
water with the sculler in her, she is seldom
more than one inch, or one aud a hah", above
its level in the middle, rising to three or
four inches at the bows, and quite level
with it at the stern. The engraving of Zilr.

Casamajor's boat shows tliese proportions
verj' accurate!}-, and is strictly according to
scale. The bows and stern are very fine .

and sharp, and the former has usually a
,

thin edge of copper added to make it still

more cutting. These boats are generally
,

constnxctod without any keel, of a single
slieet o: raahoganj-in the middle, "scarfed"
(or united bj' a splice with copper nails),

at places not opposite each other, and bent
into the proper form bj- means of steaming.
The boat from which the drawing hero
given was taken, is constructed of a single

sheet of mahogany (com stem to stem.
When without a keel, the bows are often
cut out of the solid, in order to get the exact
form wanted ; but at others they are steamed
and bent, and united by the copper sheath-
ing, as before-mentioned. The mahogany'
is about the thickness of a half-crown
when sandpapered down and vamislied,
and is called "tlie skin" of the boat, which
is strengthened by i-ibs of oak, inserted at
stated distances; in the bows aud stem
they are merely thin pieces of oak, of the
pattern of the section, with the centres cut

out for lightness. On the top of the wholt*
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boat, with the exception of about three or

foul" feet, varjing according to the fancy of

the builder, is fixed a deck or cover of thin

mahogany or varnished canvas, supported

by a light frame-work; thus making a
lioUow compartment at each end, which is

rendered watertight by a bulkhead towards
the middle, and any leakage allowed to

escape through this by means of a small hole

fitted ynth a plug. The sculler sits in the
vacant middle space, either on the deck or a
little below its level, in which case the deck
cioes not extend to his thwart. Ai'omid the

space occupied by the sculler is the wale-
streak on each side, and a board of a cor-

responding height is carried across in a
pointed form in front of the sculler's back

;

tills is called a wash-board, and serves to

keep any water shipped in a swell from
running into the central well where the
sculler sits, protected from friction by a
mat fixed on his thwart. A similar wash-
board is also carried straight across at the

siemmost end of this well. A moveable
loot-board, called a " stretcher," is fixed for

tile feet of the sculler, and capable of being
sliifted by a simple but ingenious contriv-

ance called "a rack;" and attached to this

stretcher is a leather strap for the foot,

which enables the scalier to bring his body
up quickly, without bearhig on his scull too

much. In the middle part of this well there

are two strong timbers on each side, which
serve to support two of the irons of the

outriggers. Such is the construction of the

boat; next comes the part which is capable
of application to pairs, fours, and eights,

Avith very little variation ; and one descrip-

tion will do for all, the main difference

being that, in sculling-boats, the two out-

riggers are opposite each other, wliilst in all

others they are placed alternatelj% half on
one side and the other half on the other,

but each outrigger corresponding with a
vacant space on the other side.

337. The Outeiggek-Eowlock consists of
four iron rods which are bolted to the side

of the boat; the two middle ones to the
strong timbers before-mentioned, and the
two others to the wale-streak, where it is

w-ell supported by the thwart or deck
lore-and-aft. These four irons gradually
approach each other, bemg from 13 to 16

inches in length, and about one-third of an
inch in diameter, of a section sometimes
square and sometimes round; they are
tiicn rivetted or forged to a double plate

about seven inches long and three-quarters
of an inch wide, with a varying depth,

which stands perpendicularly and Ues paral-

lel with the side of the boat. About three
and-a-half inches of this plate is plugged
with wood, upon which is nailed a thick

yiece of leather, and tliis is called the row-

lock, being the part upon which the scull

or oar hes. Before this piece of leather is a
space about two inches long, and three or
four deep, into which is jammed a wedge of
oak, standing up considerably above it,

and caUed the "thowle," or " thowle-pin ;"

against which the whole power of the
sculler is exerted in making his stroke.

Behind the leather, again, another and
similar wooden wedge is jammed into a
con-esponding space, and this is called " the
stopper," and is for the purpose of pro-

venting the oar or scull from flying oiT the
rowlock, when it is pushed forward, or " on
the feather," as it is termed. In tills way
there is left a square space, about tlw
breadth of the hand, bounded before by tha

thowle, belriud by the stopper, and below
by the leather nailed upon the rowlock;
and this space must be accurately adjusted

to the reach and length of the sculler, being

just wide enough to enable him to get

sufficiently backwards and forwards, and
also placed high enough to allow him to

clear his knees. It must also be fixed at

such a distance astern of the thwart that

the sculler shall be enabled to get his scull

as much back as he pulls it before it—that

is, it must be in the middle of his reacii,

which varies much with difl'erent styles,

according to whether the individual swings

back more or less than he reaches forward

over his toes. The weight of an outrigger

sculling-boat, without sculls, is said to he

sometimes not more than 30 lb. ; this how-
ever is, 1 fancy, a sUght exaggeration ; and
few are, I believe, really less than 33 or

401b., when adapted to cai-ry a man of

9 St. 7 lb.

338. The Sculls are made of white deal,

and consist of the handle, the loom, and the

blade. The handle and loom occupy tire

length from the rowlock to the middle of

the boat, where they should overlap each

other from four to six inches for over-hand

sculUng, in which one hand passes over

the other; but this is sometimes avoided,

because the rowlocks may be made wide
enough apart to allow of sufficient length

of loom without it, so that the length of

the irons added to half the width of the

boat gives the length mboard of the scull,

or generally a Uttle over 2 feet ; but for this

arrangement the boat must be at least 20

inches wide, and the outrigger must pro-

ject 14 inches. The handle is made roimd

for the widtli of the hand, but not too

smooth, and is left as it comes from the

rasp; fl-om the handle to a httle beyond

the rowlock most sculls are square, with an

oblong leather button nailed on to the upper

part of the side corresponding with the

back part of the blade, and just where the

rowlock comes—indeed butting against the
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^side of the thowle. In the " Clasper oar

and scull," however, it is round and covered

vrith leather, with a very peculiar button

encircling three-fourths of the oar at this

part, and projecting about an inch. Out-

board the oar or scull is at first round or

nearly so behind, and square before ; then

of an oval section, and finally ending in the

blade, by gradually spreading out until it

terminates in a breadth of thin wood about

four inches wide, or sometimes even more.

The oar or scuU ouyht to be nearly balanced

at tlie nut, but is always a little heavier

outboard than inboard.

339. The Paie-oaiied Octkiggek is built

somewhat on the same model as the

sculling- boat, but longer, •o'ider, and
almost always with a keeL As the strain

on these boats is not even on the two sides,

owing to the alternate fixuig of the out-

riggers, they are obliged to be built much
stronger and heavier than the scuUiiig-bor.t

;

and every foot in the length wliich the
additional man requires to be added for his

support in the water, also causes a greater

tendency to weakness, and by consequence
more strength of timber to give the
adequate stiflness. Unless there is this

last quality in perfection no boat will I'ow

well, because at the moment she is being
Impelled by the oar she trembles and twists,

losing her proper form as well as taking a
slightly serpentine course. The pair-oar is

generally about 36 feet long, and 20 inches
^yIde ; but they must be proportioned to the
weight of the men they have to carry.

The covering in of the bows and stern is

generally ofcanvas instead ofmahogany, and
tlie skin is more frequently made of wliite

or yellow pine than of malioganj-, in order

to save weight The increased length is

given in the middle, where the vacant space,

or well, which is undecked, is long enough
to receive two men instead of one; and
when stetring is required, a boy to steer

besides. This last addition, however,
is only allowed in winding rivers, where
It is iUmost impossible to keep a good
steerage without this assistance. In the
Thames such a thing is never seen in a
race ; but even there a devious course is

often made, and the boat actually loses

many yards in her erratic shoots to the

right and left. The after-rowlock, usually

called the " stroke-rowlock," is bolted to

tlie left side, in Iront of this man's thwart;
and between the two tiiwarts ou the other
side is bolted the " bow-rowlock." Some-
times, however, when the stroke-oar cannot
row on tlie stroke-side, the rowlocks are

reversed, and then he is said to "row"
stroke on bow side." The oars are in ibi m
merely enlarged sculls, except that the

liundle is a Uitle longer, audtbe square of

the loom is gi-adually rounded ofi' into it

for about five or six inches, which is for ti)o

accommodation of the inside hand. Thesa
boats when loaded sit a very little higiier

out ot the water than sculling-boats, there

being generally about two inches betweeu
the water-Une and the wale-streak; and,
Uke the former, they are composed of a
streak or plank put on in sheets the
breadth of each side, and generally in two
lengths, scarfed about four feet apart ou
the two sides ; so that one side is divided

into two xmequal portions, with the larger

part aft, and the other has the larger part
forwards. The planking is of the same
stoutness and substance, but the ribs are
much stronger ; and they are carefully

framed into the keel, which again is gene-
raUj' strengthened by a backbone, a perpen-
dicular piece of deal running longitudinallj*'

along its surface, and rising at the thwarta
to their under-surface, to which they are
securely nailed.

310. The Foub-Oabed Outrigger is con-
structed just like a pair-oared boat, except
that she is about 10 or 12 feet longer ; each
man usually requiring about 4 tieet extra
length up to an eight-oared boat, when the
extra width allows of the thwart for the

bow and stroke-oar being carried farther

into the bow and stern. At one time, these

boats were built 4S feet loug, and 21 inches

wide onl}-, even for a crew averagin:;

9 St. 71b. ; but they are now built somewhat
shorter and wider, and the alteration is

found to answer better, for when so very
narrow thej' offered no resistance to tlu-

depressing power of the stroke, and werr
buried in the water while "on the hand,"

to rise again in "the shoot," and thus to

make a series of dips which were little

calculated for a high speed. At first it wa5
supposed that the only limit to the diminu-
tion of breadth and to the increase of leiigtil

was the difficulty in getting the boat stifi'

and steady enough for her crew, but now it

is discovered that she must also offer a

sufficient resistance to the downpull, or, In

other words, that she must be "fioaty"
enough to carry her crew. Hence the
medium length and breadth which are now
adopted. A rudder is always added to four-

oared boats, and there is consequently a
thwart required for a light coxswain,
though in racing it is usual tor him to tit

on the floor of the boat for greater steadi-

ness. There arc seldom more than 13 hiclirs

al.owed lor the coxswain between bis

thwart and the stretcher of the bow-oar

;

and here he must sit cross-legged, or as

well as he can, with a hand on each >;uiv-

wale or wale-streak. Tlie rudder is attached

to the whole depth of the stem, and L*

worktd by two long cords, which ruQ
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through pnllie3 on the deck, or canvas
Covering of the stern. These are called

the "yoke lines," and they are attached

to a cross-bar of iron or wood, called

"the yoke," which stands out on each
fcide of the stern, at right angles to the
rudder, and thus, when pulled, turns it to

the same side. When first these boats were
introduced, they were almost always built

of four or five streaks, or pla iks, on each
side, but they are now as coinmonly of a
single streak, either of mahoganj*, or white
or yellow pine. The oars are similar to

those of the pair-oared boat, except that

the middle pair are a trifle longer in some
cases; but in many fours all the oars are
almost exactly alike in length, and where
the crew are nearly matched in strength
this ought to be the case. The view given
of the four-oared outrigger at the beginning

of this book is from an exact drawing
according to scale of a small outrigger

Ibur-oared boat 21 inches wide. Her great

length contrasts well with that ol the model
yacht by the side of which she is lying.

341. The Eight-Oaked Outrigger is,

again, a longer form, and is exactly on the

same principle of construction, with the

additional space -necessary for four extra

men. She is generally now about 65 or 66

feet in length, by 2 feet 3 or 4 inches in

breadth, according to her crew in both
cases. Some have reached even 70 feet, but
they are too weak when of that extreme
length, and the above proportions are, I

be'.ieve, the best The rowlocks are dis-

posed four on each side between the

thwarts, but approaching nearer to the

forward one than to that behind tliem.

Here, also, they must be suited to the
stroke of the crew; but the usual and
average length from the stemmost edge of

the thwart to the inside of the thowle-pin
is 17 inches. These boats are now generally
built of a single streak of mahogany, and
are much wider in floor, and shorter in

length than they were soon after the intro-

duction of the outrigger. Taylor, of north
country fame, is now (1859) the fashionable
boat builder every where but at Cambridge,
where Searle still holds his o%^-n, almost
without a challenge. The peculiarity ofTay-
lor's build consists in the approximation of

his boat to the lines under water of the
old Thames wherry, being very full amid-
ships, and very sharp in the bows an'l

stern. Whether the extraordinary suc-
cess which has attended his boats has
been founded upon any real improvement
in their construction, remains to be
proved, but the good opinion which has
been formed of them by the present
race of oarsmen, is derived from nume-
rous trials on the Thames, as well as upon

the experience gained at Oxford and Cam-
bridge. The oars in this kind of boat vary
in length ; Nos. 8 and 7 being a little longer
than No. 2 and bow, while the four middle
oars are of equal length, and about two or
three incheslonger than that of the stroke,

according to the weight and power of the
men. In all cases the steadiness of these
boats is in proportion to the width and
flatness of their floor, which, if it is a
segment of a circle, causes the boat to be
very " crank," and inclined to roll ou the

slii-'htest inequality in the rowing.
342. In Examining any of these bontf,

the gi*eat point is to ascertain ii they are

stiff—that is, if they twist readily on being
supported unequally; and, when turned
over with their bottoms upwards, that their

keels are quite straight, and the two sides

exactly alike. It is true that few boats are
mathematically so, and a very correct eye
will gen'^rally detect some little deviation
from the precise correspondence in the two
halves, 'but imless very obvious, it is of
little consequence. A crooked keel is the
result of a strain, and always interferes

with a boat's way, requiring constant steer-

age, however slight, against it, and thus
also impeding the speed. Boats so curved
are said to be " screwed."

343. The Gig is on a different construction
altogether, being shorter, wider, and with-
out outriggers. She has a square stem,
and a strong gunwale, into which, at the
place of the rowlocks, two wooden pins
(thowle-pius) are wedged. In river gigs
the oars are similar to those already de-
scribed; but in ships' gigs they have no
nut, and are only held in their proper
places by the art of the rower. Gigs are
built in the old-fashioned way with five or
six streaks, and are either of deal or oak,
the former being the lighter, the latter tlie

stronger and more lasting material For a
view of a pair-oared gig, see the en,graving

of air. Casamajor's scuUiug-boat, where a
gig is shown lying in the water by the side

of the raft.

Sect. 2 Rowing axd Sculling.

344. Rowing, as the most simple of the

two, must first be described. It may be
defined as the propulsion of a boat through
the water bj' means of oars, the water being

the fulcrum, the rowlock the weight to be
moved, and the hand gi\'ing the power ; the

whole being a lever of the second kind In

mechanics. The oars are numbered from thb
bow towards the stem—Xos. 1 (bow), and
3, 5, and 7 in an eight-oared boat being ou
the right or starboard side ; and Nos. 2, 4, 6,

and 8 on the left or port. In aU the small

modem outriggers the rower sits nearly iu

the middle of the boat—that is to say, about
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on that part, which is one-third of the

length of the thwart from the side opposite

to hi3 rowlock. Here his mat is firmly tied,

and upon the front edge of this he sits

bending his knees, separating them about

a foot, and placing his feet, with his heels

close together firmly against the stretcher,

exactly in front of the middle of his fork,

nius, he sits quite square to his work, and

wiU then swing backward and forward

exactly in the line of the boat, or parallel

with it If his feet are nearer the side of

the boat than they ought to be, he will

swing towards the middle, or "row into

the boat ;" and if they are too near the

middle line, he will " row out of it ;" both

being bad faults, and making the boat rock

considerably. The stretcher should be

adjusted to such a length that the oar will

just clear the knees, and the strap should

be buckled tightly over the inside foot,

which is the one upon which most strain

fidls in feathering the oar. The seat or

thwart should be moderately high, so that

Uie rower lias a good command over his

<)flr, but low enough to allow him to get

well over his knees. The lower the seat,

the more likely the rower is to drag the

l>out umler the water ; and the higher he

dts, if he can onlj^ clear his knees, the

lighter and smai'ter is the stroke, and the

less the boat dips when on the hand. The
great object is to pull the oar straight

through the water, taking sufficient hold

of it, but not depressing the boat in

doing so; and on no account raising the

body from the swing by bearing down-
wards upon the loom and handle. This

last is a latal error, and will invariably

stop any of the boats of the modern build,

though in the olden time "the dig into the

ribs " with a great jerk was of ser\ice,

because the floor of the wide boats then in

ase was so wide that no ordinary power in

this way had any effect in sending her
<lown; and an elght-oar, though only 50

leet long, or even less, was rarely seen to

dip. It is very commonly supposed that

round backs are caused by a low seat, but I

have seen more attending a high one than
the reverse; and, theoretically, I should

expect such to be the case. At Oxford,

where for many years the seat has been

liiglier than clscwliere, and also the row-
locks, the rouud back is unusually rare, as

compared with other places. 1 do not mean
to say that there are not many round backs

there, but that there are not so many as at

Cambridge and on the Thames, and that

Uie proportion of good backs is very great.

Wlien all these points are satisfactorily

adjusted by the instructor (and they cannot"

tie too early attended to, since a man is

uttcn more bothered at uulearuiug bad

habits than in learning good ones), tiie

3'oung rower may be put into a steady pair-

oared boat, and may then be set to pull as

nildly as he likes, making him, if possibU',

swing straight, and well back and forwanl,

and inducing him to lay out all his power,

regardless of " crabs." The boat should for

this purpose be a steady one, and not an
outrigger; and a companion who will not

mind a few splashes, and a little knockiiv,'

about, should be put in to " row stroke
"

slowlj-, but as long and as strong as the

new oar can imitate. The teacher must
steer, as the tyro never pulls two strokes

alike, and the stroke-oar can hardly keep

him straight without the rudder. During
this lesson, the instructor must see that the

yomig oar has his hands properly placed,
,

the outside one grasping the handle, with

the thumb above it, while the inside hand
lays hold of the loom just where the

rounded-off part joins the square, and
keeping the thumb beneath. This allows

of the elbows being kept close to the sides,

and of their being well straightened im-

mediately after the conclusion of the stroke,

and before the body has had time to recover

itself fully. The stroke finishes with " the

feather," which the learner must catch by

watching and imitatmg ; and this is im-

mediately succeeded by the restoration of

the oar to its former state, in doing which i

the wrist is straightened, and the hand and
elbow thrust rapidly forward at the sama
time, with a forward action of the shoulder!!,

so as to carry the loom away from the body
at once, and then when the arm is straight t

the body follows as rapidly as it is required

to do. The head is kept well up, and the

eyes looking at the back of the man next

in front. The chest tUll, and prominent;
the back slightly arched forward, easily,

and gently; the shoulders playing freely

Ibrwards ; and the hands reaching well over

the toes. If all these evolutions can be

carried out in the first lesson tlie pupil is

a veiy apt one, but the teacher need not bo

disappointed if he fails in inculcating more
than the mere power of swinging, and of

avoiding "crabs," which are the result of

the water catching the oar when there is

considerable way on the boat, and turning

its blade flat, so that the rower cannot bring

it out, and by the impetus of the boat is

driven backward over his thwart. These

are tiie fundamental principles ofrowing, but

the delicacies of the art consist in rowing
straight through the water exactly at the

proper depth, laying out the strength iu

the right waj', and at the right time, and
feathering neatly, and at the proper distance

from the water. Tlie depth at which the

oar should bo brought through the water,

sliould be such as just to cover the blade,
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arA the stroke-oar should alwa3's keep
to this depth, in which respect he should be

Imitated by his pupil, as far as his strength

will allow, but if he is too weak to do so,

he had far better not dip his oar as deep as

his stroke, so that he pulls it through as

much water, rather than to dig deep at first

and then be compelled to finish his stroke

in the air in order to keep time. Both
the oars ought to take in the same length

of water, and to enter and come out at the

same moment ; now, granting this. If both
are puIUng at their best, the stronger miist

dip deeper than the weaker, and by con-

sequence the above rule will necessarily

apply.

ai5. The Chief Faults in Kowing are—
first, the bending forward over the oar at

the end of the stroke, called " meeting the
oar," and which is attended by the taking
in too small an extent of water; secondly,

making the latter part the stroke in the air,

which is the usual expedient in " shirking,"

often also accompanying the first fault;

thirdly, rowing round—^thatis, not dropping
the blade at once to its proper depth, but
describing a segment of a circle, and thus
ha'viug to bring the oar up out of the water
to feather, by which the boat is dragged
under, and her way impeded; fourthly,

rowing with the elbows bent, either when
on the stroke, or the feather, or both;
fifthly, keeping the elbows out from the
sides, which is only bad in appearance, and
most of our best watermen have been
addicted to it; sixthly, looking at the oar
to avoid crabs, which only leads to uneven
swinging, and often to the very thing which
is intended to be avoided; and, seventhly,

looking out of the boat at passing objects,

or at the competitors in a race. There are

other faults in appearance, such as dropping
the chin upon the breast, rounding the
shoulders or back, <fcc. ; but they do not
so much aflect the real work done as the
above, and are often seen in a good work-
man, whose oar itsclt; if watched, would
be pronounced to be that of a finished

oarsman.
346. ISccTLLiNG is practised exactly on the

same principles as rowing, except that both
sculls being managed by one man, he has
only one hand for each. He sits in the
middle of the boat, and pulls them exactly
as described in rowing with the oar, taking
especial care to pull alike with both, and
entering, as well as feathering them, pre-
cisely at the same moment A neglect of

tins precaution is attended with danger;
and, in fact, in light outrigger-boats it is

only by the practised hand that the time
can be so nicely regulated as to admit of
their use without an upset The sculler is,

first of all, obliged to have recourse to a

wide and steady boat; and when he caii

manage her well he may venture upon an
outrigger; carefully stepping into which,
while she is held by a waterman, he sits

down and gets all right, wliile still steadied
by his assistant, and he only ventures to
give up his aid when he has his sculls gut
ready balanced, and at first lying with the
blades flat on the water. After once getting
away, he had better row on pretty hard, as
these boats are more difficult to paddle in

than to row fast—that is, short of a spirt,

but rowing with good power. A straight

course is kept partly by watching the stern
and keeping it in a fine with some object

;

and partly by turning the head round (not

the shoulder), when, having taken a sight,

the stern is set to some fresh object, and
maintained in a line with it till the next
look a-head. This U one of the most dif-

ficult parts of sculling, and few men are
able to steer well in a race without the
assistance of a man behind them in another
boat, or, ifin narrow rivers, running on the
bank, who keeps directing the course, by
calling "Pull your right," or "Pull your
left," as the case may require. In matches,
an eight- oar generally accompanies each
sculler, with a man of light weight in her
bows, who is able to direct to a nicety the
course to be kept, and the sculler has only
to lay out to the utmost of his power ; and
if this is done by both it is fair enougli, and
leads to an avoidance of fouls which are the
bane of the rowing match.

347. The Manceuvbes in all boats are

alike in principle, and consist of holding
water, backing water, paddling, rowin.tc

hard, spirting, easing (or stopping), and
starting, each of which shall be separately
described.

348. HoLDiXG Water is necessary when
the boat is to be suddenly stopped, in which
case both sides of her crew reverse the
blades of their oars, and, according to tlie

pace at which they have been going, drop
them more or less into the water, holding
their arms straight, and keeping the

inside hand firmly upon the loom to

prevent the water sinking the blade too fer

under, and thus causing "a crab." It is a
very difficult manoeuvre to execute well,

and is not often wanted la racing, except

when a buoy is to be turned, in which case

the object is to row rapidly up to it, then

"Hold water all " till the way is stopped,

after which one side still holds, or even
backs water, and the other rows the boat

rapidly round. Practice is the great pouit

here, as the principle is simple enough, and
nothing but long practice will enable a
crew to turn a boat in the small space and
time which I have seen at Manchester,

where the boats row at a racing pace up to
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the buoy, and, if possible, the stroke-oai-

catches bold of it At all events, they stop

as if by magic, and are round in about

15 seconds. Sometimes one or two oars

hold water to enable the other side to row

them round ; but in confined spaces this is

t'enerally effected by one side backing and

the other side rowing, which brings a boat

round in her own length, or nearly so.

349. Backing is effected by the oar held

as in the last manceuvi-e, and used as in

rowing, but exactly in the opposite direc-

tion, pushing the blade through the water,

and pulling it through the air. The blade

should be neatly feathered at the moment
of leaving the water ; and great care should

be taken not to dig too deep, and to back

in good time, and with the same length of

stroke. There is no possibility of swinging

beyond the perpendicular, and it should

not be attempted, but all the work must be

done before the thwart, reaching well over

the toes. When a whole crew back-water

neatly and in good time, it is a very pretty

sight, and the boat goes a better pace than

might be expected; indeed, I once saw a
" Leander fuur," at Erith, back-water as

fast as an ordinary boat could row, and

with a neatness and good time which 1

have never seen equalled-

850. Paddling is the portal to excellence

In rowing of all kinds ; and as it enables

faults to be detected, so it allows them to

be corrected. It consists in rowing at

about half-power and quickness—that is to

say, with from 20 to 30 strokes per minute,

according to their length. At this pace

cverj- fault is very visible, the goodness or

badness of the time, and the keeping stroke

are at once manifest, and the faults gene-

rally are exaggerated. It is now that the

style of rowing should be fixed upon, and,

if a crew are practising, that all should

follow it as far as they are able. I have

already described the proper mode of hold-

ing the oar, which Is the same in all

rowing; but in giving a good style the

following points should be inculcated.

The first to be considered is the Prepara-

TORY Action, in which every man should

have his rowlock just wide enough for

him to touch the stopper with his oar

when at his full reach forward, and he

should. In starting, commence at that

point, the hands being well over the toes,

and the blade of the oar at right angles

to the surface of the water, and about a

toot from It, more or less according to

that of the stroke, who must be riddly

imitated. The body is bent forward at the

hips only, and between the thighs; the

biu;k being straight, the shoulders freely

extended, and the head well up, with
liie eyes looking horizontally forwards.

Secondly, the Dropping of the Gab,
previous to pulling, which must be rapid
yet light, and without the slightest splasli

or chop. Thirdly, the Pull, which coii>

mences almost the instant the bla(ie

touches the water, because the elasticity

of the muscles and of the oar are first to be

overcome; and when they are so, the oar
is deep enough and the pull should com-
mence. This is a very nice and difl3cult

point to calculate, and nothing but practice

will give the exact moment at which to

begin to use the back; but to a casual

observer, watching even a finished oars-

man, it appears as if he began to pull as

soon as he had dropped his oar; yet it is

not really so, and no power is actually laid

out until the blade has reached its full

depth. At that instant, the body, which
has been falling backwards for an exceed-
ingly short space of time, is checked by the
arms, which are all this time straight at tltz

elbows; and the back is now exerted to

drag the oar through the water until it

reaches its full extent of swing, which is a
little beyond the perpendicular, on the
average, but more or less according to the

difference of stjie. As soon as the fall

swing is attained, the arms bring the oar
home by bending the elbows, keeping them
close as they pass the hips, and throwing
back the shoulders at the same time, when
the stroke is completed by depressing the

inside wrist and elevating the knuckles,

in which the outside hand also follows,

causing the loom to rotate on the rowlock,

and changing the direction of the blade

from being vertical to nearly a horizontal

position as " it leaves the water. At the

conclusion of the stroke the root of the

thumb of the inside hand should touch the

ribs, (the particular one which is struck

dependmg upon the height of the rowlock
and thwart), the back is straight and
inclining a little beyond the perpendicular,

with a grace&Jl fall of the shoulder-blades,

accompanied, as a matter of course, by s
tulness of chest, and the head carried

easil}', but with the neck not at all bent

fonvards. "When the knees are held wide
apart they are very slightly brought

together during the stroke ; but when they

are maintained in apposition throughout,

as in the "Clasper stylo." they do not

change at aU. Fourthly, the IIeco\t:rt,

which consists in first straiyhtcniug the

wrist, bj- which the oar is at the same time

rotated and tlirust forward, for the second

action is a necessary part of the first;

secondly, of a straightening of the elbows

and a darthig forward of the shoulders; and

thirdly, of the bending of the body at the

hips as far forward as possible over the

toci, with the blade of the oar held in the
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TCi'tical direction, which brings it to the

exact point from which we started. The
whole of these acts may be executed slowly

and lightly, which is called paddling.

When they are performed with great

power, yet with a long stroke, and as much
quickness as is consistent with lasting the

distance to be rowed, it is called " rowing
hard; " and when the velocity is the highest

of which the crew is capable for any
distance, however short, it is called " spirt-

ing." The average number of strokes in

an eight-oar for paddling is about 25 per

minute, for rowing hai'd about 42, and for a

spirt about 50 to 55.

351. Easing aj;d Starting are of course

the exact opposites of each other; the

former being merely the ceasing to row,

In which all should stop exactly at the

same time; and the coxswain should in all

cases give the word, " Easy all," at the end
of the stroke, when the oars should not

be whoUy recovered from the feather, but

should be half-way between the horizontal

and the perpendicular, and at right angles

to the boat, so that as soon as the way is a

little off her they may lie flat on the water,

and thus prevent her being unsteady by
their powers of balancing. Starting is

effected by all rowing off at the same
moment, beginning with the position

described in the last paragraph, or within a

short distance of the utmost reach forward,

and giving two short strokes and a long

one when intending to get quickly off.

In ordinaiy cases, however, it is better to

paddle off with the usual steady and slow
Btroke.

352. The Best Length for the Stroke
Is that which all in the boat can well main-
tain without reaching so far forwards as to

be unsteady in the drop, or swinging so far

: back as to bear too hard upon the oar, and
; thus occasion a downward puU upon the

boat. It is of no use for the stroke-oar to

.over-reach his crew, though at the same
time he should be able to excel them all,

in order to improve them, and draw out

(heir powers to the fullest extent. It is

Clear that the only limit to the length of

tho stroke is the reach forward, which is

Mudted by the bend at the hip, and the
swing backward, which must be confined

within the bounds dictated by a careful

observation of the several styles of the men
composing the crew ; hence, if any of them
ere slow and clumsy in recovering their

oars, the swing mast be kept within duo
limits, for fear of their failing at this

important time; and the same with the
reach forward.

553. Best Style of Stroke In laying
out the strength, the grand and essential

puiut in light boats is not to jerk; but,

beginning with a delicate drop into the
water, and without a splash if possible, the
rower should catch hold at once, then gra-
duaUy increase the power until the resist-
ance begins to be removed by the near
approach of the blade to the surface, when
the whole attention, and also the muscular
effort of the arms, are absorbed in making
the feather ; and consequently there is, or
ought to be, no vibration or jerk, and yet
the root of the thumb should be brought
close up to the ribs. The feathering is

strictly the turning the blade from the per-
pendicular to the horizontal direction, by
a raising of the knuckles towards the back
of the fore-arm, and consequent bending
the wrist ; but the oar is said to be " on the
feather" from the time that it is thus
turned until it re-enters the water, although,

the direction is recovered as quickly as
possible after the change is made from a
backward to a forward motion. It is in this

part and in the swing that there is so much
difference of opinion ; some contending for

a very quick feather, some for a very high
one, with a sort of hovering in the air at

the end, called the " Oxford feather," and
some for a slow feather, without this raised

hover. In the time of the old heavy boats

qttickness of feather was all important,
because they would not continue their

shoot longwhen off thehand ; and two boats
nearly matched in a race might be seen
alternately leading, according as they were
at the moment on, or off, the stroke ; con-
sequently the time occupied by the oar
returning in the air from the stroke was
comparatively lost, because the boat was
losing her way all the time, and in a very
slow stroke was almost stationary ; but in

the modern narrow boats, the speed, after

the stroke is finished, or " the shoot," as it

is called, continues for a considerable period

of time ; and if, while this full velocity

lasts, the oars are dropped into the water
in a clumsy manner, she may actually be
seen to stop, as often, in fact, really hap-

pens in a young crew trying to row faster

than they ought. It is therefore found now,
that a stroke which does great execution in

the water, without laying any great stress

upon the quickness of feather, is the most
telling one; and that strength applied in

the proper way, together with a finished

drop into the water, and a clean feather, is

the essence of the art. In all quick strokes

the feathering is necessarily also quick, and
without any attempt at increase of pace iu

that department is quite quick enough;

and hence there is no necessity for the

old caution, "to be quick forward." This

avoids a great expenditure of power, whicti

formerly was laid out in saving the time

lost in the shoot ; and it is one of the great
21
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advantages of these long, ligbt, and nanow
boats. If they are handled with skill, and
not rowed too deep or jerked, they are

beautiful in their shoot, and it is scarcely

possible to detect the slightest alteration in

their speed at any moment. Again, they

require that the swing shall not be too far

back, because in recovering from this long

swing some weight must be thrown upon
the oar, and the boat is made to dip bodily,

from her narrow floor afifording too slight

a resistance. A very little beyond the per-

pendicular is therefore the proper swing in

most cases ; though in some few the power
of recovery is so completely mastered mde-
pendently of the oar or scuU, that the full

and long swing, as of old, is developed

without the dip, as in the celebrity of the

present daj% Mr. Cassmajor, and in a clever

sculler well known in the north, Mr. Dob-
son. The former of these gentlemen is a

most' elegant sculler, as well as a most
powerful one, and exliibits the perfection

of form in every respect, with the most
extraordinary reach and swing, and with-

out the shghtest dip of his boat. Mr. Dobson
was still more extraordinary, because he
swung even farther, with a great reach

nlso, and wth an odd twist of his shoulder;

and yet, though very fast in smooth water,

and of course very powerful, his boat's

shoot was without the shghtest dip. It is

dear, therefore, that swing is not neces-

sarily bad, but that it requires great skill to

combine it with the proper recoveiy; and
hence, in an amateur crew, as it is difficult

to meet with anything like perfection in all,

tt is better not to attempt to carry it out to

the extreme, but to swing only about two-
thirds of that amomit.
364. Stkaps Certain very high authori-

ties (namely, the author of the Principles of
Rowing) object to the use of straps, as

causing the doubUng forward of the body
on the oar; but it appears to my humble
Judgment that these gentlemen have con-
louuded the "post hoc with the propter hoc

in their conclusions. Straps and light boats

came in together, and doubling forward
csame in soon afterwards ; and they say that

this fatal defect is caused by straps, because
their use was followed by the defect ; but I

suspect that this unseemly habit is the
result of the want of resisting power which
la now felt by the light boats, and for which
straps were invented, and not of the straps

themselves. In the old heavy boat a man
could almost raise himself off his thwart in

the pull ; and ia the Thames wherry it was
common enough to see the waterman
actually showing daylight under his seat of
honour. But when the light boats were
introduced, it was found that it was not
uuly impossible to execute this extreme

manoeuvre, but that the attempt to carry

out the old dig into the ribs, which at the

same time raised the body partially, was
attended with a drag of the boat under th«
water, which was opposed to her progress

through it In order to avoid this difficulty,

and to enable the rower to raise himsett
without bearing on his oar more than
enough to feather it, straps were introduced;
but I never yet saw any one use them
while meeting his oar. The bending at tliis

time has nothing to do with the thighs,

whicli are the parts steadied by the strap,

but it is entirely at the loin where the arch
forward takes place; and so far from
requiring a strap to execute it, I have
invariably found that the absence of one
from the stretcher does not interfere with
the trick. Meeting the oar is a sign of

weakness in the back, or of a tendency to

shirk, the one being often involuntary, and
the other becoming so after a time. What-
ever the cause, it is a habit which it is very
difficult to cure; and when weakness has
produced it, wholly impossible. Here the
back has notpower to bring the oar through
the same quantity of water in the samo
time as the stroke, and, therefore, the oar
is allowed to be bi'ought through the latter

part of its coiurse by the arms alone ; or, in

fact, is almost kept stationary, and the back
meets it so as to be ready for a start before-

hand in the feather, and thus to have less"

to do in that pait of the work as well as in

the stroke, is'ow, as it is shown that tlio

back comes fonvard to meet the oar while
its stroke is being finished by the arms, so
it is clear that the arms pull the back for-

ward, as well as pulling the oar back, and
that, consequently, the strap is not wanted
for this trick, and if not wanted it is not
likely to be used. There is, however,
another observation of these gentlemen
which is invaluable, and ought to be written

in letters of gold over all boat builder's

yards; it is this

—

"the cse of veby light
BOATS BY TOUNQ OAKS IS DESTRUCTIVE SO
THE ACQUISITION OF GOOD STYLE."

S53. KEEPl^•o Stroke, is the imitation ol

the stroke-oar by those behind him, in the

power used, and in the length and depth of

water taken, in which particular, if they

exactly follow him, they are said to " keep
stroke." A shirker cannot keep stroke,

though he may keep time ; and it is only

by watchhig the oar, and the work done by
it, that the coxswain con detect this faulL

It is not so unpleasant to the ear as Um
defect in time, but it is quite as fatal to thw

good progress of the boat, and, indeed,

sometimes more so, because the variabi*

ending of the stroke is of more consequenca

than the want of time in beginning it, or

rather in feathering, wliidi is the procca*
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by which time is marked. The speed of the

boat is entirely dependent upon the swing

together of the men, and their la3ing out

their strength at the same moment to tlie

same degree, and in the same direction.

These acts being simultaneous, time must
he kept, as the mo/or includes the minor;

but the converse does not by any means
always hold good. So important is keeping

stroke, that a crew of men puUing well

together will always beat a crew of better

men who row in various styles, and without
sunultaneous action.

356. Keeping Tijce, is the feathering of

the oars, and their recovery, executed

exactly together by a crew; and it may be

carried out to a tolerably full extent by a

crew, some of whom are accomplished
shirkers, while the others are doing good
work. Still the practised ear will generally

detect a slight want of rhythm, for though
the time is pretty good, there is a difference

in the sound produced by an oar doing its

duty from that made by a shirker. This will

lead the coxswain to examine the oars them-
selves, and he then sees how they perform,

and at once detects the offender ; though in

an eight-oar there is great difficulty in

examining the oars in the fore part of the

boat, and they can almost defy detection if

clever in their way.

Sect. 3.—Stekhing.

357. The Coxswain's duty is by no means
the least important in boat-racing, and he
often makes a considerable difference in the
length of water rowed over, and in the
amount of stream to be rowed with or

against For ordinary practice, the cox-
swain, unless he is also the captain of the

crew, need not be very efficient ; but I am
fuUy persuaded that no boat's crew of more
than a four-oar can be properly trained,

except by a coxswain who is also captain,

or, at all events, by some one who has full

power while in the boat. In foar-oared
racing-boats the coxswain should not weigh
more than 7 st, and few boats as now built

carrj'- much more than that weight with
sufficient buoyancy. In an fllght-oar he
may be 9 st, or perhaps a few pounds over.

It is seldom that a good head can be
obtained on a body of less than 7st in

weight ; but there is no doubt that every
pound tells in a boat as well as on a horse.
Nevertheless, good steering balances any
weight up to that amount, and even another
stone had better be given away than to put
an inefficient steerer into the responsible
office which he fills in a sharply contested
race. It requires considerable nerve to
keep a boat in her course when pressed
close by another, and yet the giving way

often entails the loss of the race. The great
cause of the failures in steering which are
so often seen, is that the coxswain has not
been allowed that amount of practice with
the crew which his office requires. Very
often he has only been in the boat once or
twice, and sometimes he has never steered
half-a-dozen times in any boat at all. The
trainer has usurped the place, because he
has been wanted to "coach" the men ; but
the coxswain wants teaching as much as
the oarsmen, and if not allowed to be in
his own boat, he ought to have practice in
another. The grand principles of steering

are, to keep the course which is laid down
from the first, with as little meddling with
the yolk-Uues as possible; to keep these

"taut," so that the rudder is quite fixed

and incapable of shifting, and when com-
pelled to use them, to be careful to do no
more than is absolutely necessary, so

as to avoid having to rectify an over-
shoot to the right by steering again to

the left. In going round sharp points, if

the men pulling the outside oars are
stronger than those pulling the inside, they
may be caUed upon to pull harder—thus,
" pull bow-side," or " pull stroke-side ;" but
if they happen to be the weaker half of the
crew, and they are liable to be afterwards
overdone, it is better "to ease" the other
side. Either of these is better than using
the rudder too strongly, which impedes a
boat, while it also keeps the men doing
their utmost; and it will be found in prac-

tice that a boat will go round a point in less

time by easing one side, than by steering

round with the fuU force on, whilst at the

same time the strength of the men is

husbanded- The coxswain should also

study the stream, and take advantage of

the slack water if against it, or of the fUU
stream if with it; aiid this he must do
according to his position in the race, which
will be constantly varying in different con-

tests and localities. In every case he should

steer over the course several times before-

hand, and should make every object per-

fectly familiar to him at the first sight.

His words of command to the crew are,

"PuU all," "Ease all," "Pull bow-side,"

"Pull stroke-side," "PuU bow," or ifo. 2,

or 3, or stroke, as the case may be. " Back
water all," or any one, or two, or either

side; and the same with holding water.

"Look out," when any obstacle is in the

way; and "Sliip oar," or oars, directed

to any one, or all. With these words

of command he manages the boat and

crew, and if he has a knowledge of their

proper duties and modes of executing

them, ho " coaches " or trains them in

addition.
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CHAP. IV.

BOAT-KACING.

Sect. 1—TEAiOTNa A Boat's Ceevv.

358. Selection of the Men—In directing

the clioice of a boat's crew, it will here be

understood that the men to be selected from,

are all in good health; but in the chapter

on training for pedestrian purposes, further

advice is given for preparing a man out of

health to undertake training of all kinds.

At first sight, it may appear that in rowing

all below the waist is idle, but this is by no
means true, for the legs and thighs take

their fuU share in the muscular exertion

going on. Many mistakes have been made
in picking men, from this error in judgment

;

for it has been found, when perhaps too

late, that good knees and thighs are required

as well as good arms and shoulders. This is

easily explained by a reference to the work
which is to be done, and by examining the

framework which has to do it. Now, then,

what is that work? It consists in pulling

an oar or scull through the water, by the

muscles of the arms and back. But what
enables the power called into play by the

arms and back to act upon the boat ? Why,
the resisting and pushing power of the legs

and thighs, without which the body would
gUde off the thwart, and fall helplessly into

the boat. Hence, it is manifest, that just as

much as the arms generate the power by
pulling against the water, by so much
exactly will the legs convey that power to

the boat by pushing against the stretcher.

In selecting men for this beautiful and
healthy exercise, it should therefore be
borne In mind that the following points are

essential, though, of course, this, like all

similar rules, admits of exception :—First

and foremost, I should look to the moving
powers—the arms, shoulders, and back.

These should be muscular, with good bony
wrists, straight elbows, powerful and pliable

shoulders, and, above all, a good, strong,

muscular loin. Without this last point the

strength of arm is of no use ; the body.

Instead ot drawing the oar to it by the

muscles of the arm, is itself drawTi forward

over the oar, and the stroke is rendered

ineffective. Notliing is more difficult than

to forctel, by examination, the exact degree

of strength which any individual form is

capable of displaying ; but, with regard to

the back and loin, it is almost Impossible to

form any useful opinion without actual

trial; for so much depends upon early

habits of various kinds, that no conclusion

from the formation can possibly be arrived

at. It is seldom that any one can say, with
Anything like certainty, that a particular

Individual shall make a "good oar;'' but

the contrary may often be affirmed, and it

may generally be prognosticated, that an
awkward, slow, and very high- shouldered
man will prove useless in a boat. Next to

these points, I should see that the legs and
thighs (without being too heavy) should be
sufficiently well developed to do their work.
If too muscular, it is only so much extra
weight to carry, and they should rather be
below than above the proportionate size, as
compared with the arms. This form has
been apparent in most of our best water-
men, who have generally been remarkable
for good upper works, as compared witli

their lower extremities. After the moving
powers, it is needful to consider the state of

the lungs and the heart. The wind should
be naturally good, free from wheezing or
cough; and the heart should be healthy,

and fi'ee from palpitation or excitement.
This can only be ascertained by a trial ; and,

indeed, that is the best mode of arriving at

an opinion on all the different essentials for

this, as well as all other bodily exercises.

With regard to size and weight, much must
depend upon what is to be done. I am now
alluding to the choice of a boat's crew; as

for single contests such selection is generally

made by the sculler himself, and after many
and repeated trials. It is seldom, now-a-
days, that a man more than 13 st in weight
is found to " pull his weight ;" and 12 st 71b.

is generally the top weight in an eight-oar.

This is the result ofexperience, as no theory

on the subject is worth a straw; but it has
certainly been ascertained that all develop-

ment of frame above that weight is accom-
panied with an increase of weight out of all

proportion to the muscular power. With
tlie old tub-like boats, which were formerly

in vogue before Clasper's improvements
were introduced, it was necessary to have
more weight and size at the end of an o:ir

than are now found to be useful. The
breadth of floor also was such that the

increased weight did not bury the boat so

much as it now does, and, consequently,

the attendJht disadvantages were not so

great as at present With regard to tlie

lowest weight which is desirable in a boat,

I am inclined to think 9 st 71b. is the point

which should not be passed without strong

reason for it The difference between the

bow and the middle o.ars is now much less

than it used to be, and the weights ought,

consequently, to be much nearer. My own
bcUef is, that a ditl'crence of two stone

is quite as much as ouglit to be allowed

;

and that if more than that is given,

the oars will not bo pulled through the

water in (he sanie time, and with the scwie
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power, without which no boat is done
justice to.

359. Appobtionment op the Day's
WoEK.—After selecting the men who are to

form the crew to be trained, it is desirable,

if by any means it can be accomplished, to

keep them together day and night ; at all

events, they should take their runs and
meals together, and should never, espe-

cially at night, be free from surveillance. In
most cases it is better to take lodgings near
the river ; but when the banks are low such
a situation is not desirable, and the nearest

high and dry spot should be preferred. It

is commonly supposed that, in training,

early hours are requisite, and with those

who have been all their lives accustomed
to them no doubt they are ; but when the

habit has been different, I think it much
better to allow a moderate indulgence in

the morning's bed, rather than attempt to

break through long-established custom, to

which the constitution has been inured. If

the training is in the height of summer, it

is desirable to get through most of the work
In the cool of the morning and evening

;

but if the weather is not very oppressive,

the plan, in my opinion, is not a good one.

As a rule, therefore, I should advise the

following, subject to variations, according

to the time of the year and the state of the

weather. All should turn out of bed at

8 o'clock ; they should be well sponged all

over vrith cold water, or they may take a

mere plunge into the river and out again.

On no account should they remain in the

water even for five minutes. They should
then be well rubbed yrith a coarse towel,

and be dressed by 8.30. From this time till

breakfast, at 9 o'clock, let all take a gentle

run, or smart walk, and come in to the

meal without fatigue, but prepared to enjoy

it The best kind of food for the various

meals is given under the head of Pedestrian-

ism, to which the reader is referred for fuU
particulars on this subject. After breakfast,

a couple of hours may be passed in any
Innocent, but not violent bodUy amuse-
ment, such as billiard playing, skittles,

quoits, &c, which will bring us up to

1L30 a.m., at which time the crew should be
got together in the boat, and should get

their morning's practice, which will on the
average take them till 1.30. On getting out
of the boat, all should take a good run,

varying in speed and distance according to

the directions of the trainer. At 2 o'clock,

or 2.30 at latest, after being rubbed dry
and the linen changed, dinner may be
announced, and this meal may occupy the
time till 3 or 3.30 p.m., according to cir-

cumstances. After dinner, a gentle stroll or

a book may be indulged in till 5 or 6 o'clock,

when another hour may be consumed in

practising on the water. On coming in from
this evening row, supper may be got ready
at 8 o'clock, and at 9 or 10 o'clock to bed.

360. EuxNiNG Exercise.—The speed and
length of run which are to be daily main-
tained in order to obtain that condition of
the lungs and heart which shall enable the
oarsman to go through his task, must in
great measure depend upon the state of the
individuaL In these directions I am
assuming that the health is good, that a
fair amount of exercise has been habitually
taken, and that the body is prepared to go
through its task without risk. I have
already directed that all should take a walk
or run for half an hour before breakfast; in

most instances a smart run of three miles
will be about the best distance; and two or
three running together will add to the
excitement, and take off from the weari-
ness of the task. I think a short spin
across country, with moderate fences or
ditches, or small towing-path gates, better

than a dull steady run ; and the pace should
vary from five miles per hour to an occa-
sional spirt at the top speed. It is never,

however, to be maintained at such a pace
as to produce perspiration to any extent;

and if the weather is very warm, the hours
should be early in proportion. The dress

should be the usual boating flannel trow-
sers, with a Ught- woollen jacket, and
should never be so heavy as to weigh
down the animal spirits. Nothing is of

more importance than this, for much
depends in training upon keeping up that

buoyancy of feeUng which man in a state

of high health ought always to experience.

This quantity of running-exercise will in

most cases be enough ; but sometimes
when the wind is thick, with a very strong

constitution, a longer and slower walk or

run should be taken in addition, beginning

an hour after breakfast, and keeping it up
tUl the time for practice at 11.30, but taking

great care to be cooled down before getting

into the boat
361. Sepaeate PEACTicE.--It is seldom

that a trainer has the opportunity of acting

upon the raw material; he finds certain

oarsmen ready-made to Iiis hands, and he

has to make the most of them, whether
bad, good, or uidifferent The first thing to

be done is to select a " stroke," and to do

this requires considerable judgment I am
supposing that the trainer has this power of

selection, which I am quite sure he ought

always to possess. Now it must be remem-
bered that the best oar is not always fit for

the "stroke" oar; many men are exceed-

ingly good behind another, who yet have so

Uttle judgment, and in some instances are

so deficient in "time," that they throw out

a crew directly they are placed next the
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coxswain. A " stroke," therefore, requires

to be uot only a good oar, but of indomit-

able pluck, so as to be able to get up a

"spirt" whenever wanted, and to rouse an
exhausted crew by the force of his example.

He also ought to possess great presence of

mind, in order to enable hira to avoid

hurrying his stroke when pressed, and a

keen perception of time, so that he shall

not vary it more than is absolutely required.

Having made this selection of a "stroke

oar," the next point is to allot to each man
his proper place, which can seldom be done
without a few trials. In ascertaining the

relative strength and lasting powers of the

Individuals composing the crew, there is

nothing like a strong pair-oar, in which the

two men whose powers are in question may
be placed with the captain; and then, by
pulling against one another, it is easy to

discover, not only the strength, but the

pluck of each. But this trial can only fairly

take place between men of nearly the

same weight ; for a man of 13 st. may be

able to pull round a 10 st man, and yet not

"pull his weight" nearly so well; seven

pounds maj' fairly be given or taken, but

more than that should be allowed for.

Having, as nearly as possible, decided upon
the place which each man shall occupy, the

next point is to bring every man up to the

standard of the "stroke oar" in style and
strength. For this purpose a waterman is

almost imperatively necessary, for reasons

which will presently appear, and one should

be selected whose stj-le resembles that of

yourown "strokeoar," andthey (that is, the

stroke and waterman) should, if possible,

have rowed together, so as to be easily sub-

stituted one for the other. Now, it will be
recollected, that in the daily routinii, I

have left the hours from 9.30 till 11.80 a.m.,

and from 4 till 6 o'clock p.m., -nithout any
specific occupation. These hours I should
employ as follows:— In the first place I

should put my "stroke oar" and No. 7

in a pair-oar, and take them out for an
hour's gentle practice, so as to thoroughly
accustom the latter to the style and time of

the former. This Is of great importance,

because unless No. 7 in an elght-oar, or

>«'o. 3 in a four-oar, keep good time, and
pull in the same style, and with the same
hold of the water as the "stroke," it is

hopeless to expect a good result Quicken-
ing on the stroke is a very common fault

in either No. 3 or No. 7, and it should be

checked at once, since It sets the whole
bow-side out of stroke with their opposites.

It consists in these men bringing their oars

out before that of "stroke," aud is easily

remedied by making them take more
water; or, if unable to do that, taking a.

deeper hold ; or, if fluiahing In the air, as

is often done, then making them pull their

stroke through. Let the task be repeated

every other day, or even daily, tUl the two
row perfectly together without the slightest

tendency to quicken. Next, let the trainer

put No. 6 into the boat with the water-
man for another hour, and after dinner let

No. 6, and if possible No. 4, each have an
hour's practice with him. Thus, by taking
half the crew out in pair-oars daily, each
man will be modelled upon the form ofyour
" stroke," and come imder the tramer's eye
every day; and he may then be easily cured
ofany bad habits which in an eight-oar can
hardly be detected. Without a waterman
this can scarcely be effected, or at all events

not nearly so well ; but, with his aid, more
progress will be made in one week than could

be eflTected in a month's practice confined

to the eight-oar only. It is manifestly out of

the question to expect your " stroke" to go

out with each man of the crew; yet either

he or a substitute ought to do so. Every
one ought to copy the style of " the stroke"

in the minutest particular; and yet it is

quite impossible for a man in the bows of

an eight-oar to see either his back or even
his oar without looking and, most probably,

rowing out of the boat Indeed, it is a rule

which ought to be diUgently followed, that

each man should carefully avoid looking at

his own oar, or any other object, but tiie

back of his nearest man, and consequently

he cannot possibly mould himself upon the

form of any one but that man. The result

is as follows :—" Stroke oar" rows well,

but with a fault, which we will call a ; Na
7 catches the style of "stroke," including

fault a, and superadding fault b; No. 9
perhaps exactly imitates No. 7, and trans-

mits both the faults a and b to No. 5, who.
in addition, gives to No. 4 his own Uttle pet

fault c, and so on. From this it results that

poor No. 2, or bow-oar, instead of being the

neatest oar in the boat, is Ukely to inherit all

the faults of the whole crew, if liis practice

is confined to the right oar. By practising,

however, as I have advised, separately in

the pair-oar, they, one and all, adopt the

stj'lc of the "stroke," or of his substitute

the Avatennan; and then when put to-

gether, they require no "coaching" to

make them row well together, or, at all

events, onlj' an amount of practice much
less than would otherwise be needfuL It is

a well known fact that in copying statues

by means of plaster of Taris, <fec., if the

cop3' is again cast and the operation

repeated, in process of time the most
absurd distortions occur ; because each cast

differs, however slightly, from the original,

and those slight differences being trans-

mitted through several copies, at last are

accumulated into a grand table of deformity.
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But by always having recourse to the

original cast, and keeping that for the

express purpose, no further difference is

perceived than is inseparable from the

nature of the material and the want of care

in the workman. Just so is the case with
the imitation going on in a boat's crew
during practice, and therefore I have ad-

vised the above plan, which I have found

of the greatest possible use in actual

practice. By its adoption I would under-
take to get any eight men, however raw, to

iTTW well together in a fortnight's practice,

provided they are in earnest, and at the

commencement have sufficient command
of their oars to avoid crabs, &c. Every
coxswain must have experienced the diffl-

cHlty which there is in explaining to a man
while in the eight-oar the nature of any
defect in his style, and the best mode of

remedying it, and has been compelled to

postpone the lecture until the practice is

over. But then it is truly a lecture, and
not a demonstration, since he cannot do
more than explain theoretically what he
means to be remedied. This, however, he
does as well as he can, and at the next
"practice " has the mortification of finding

that the fault is still committed, or perhaps
replaced by one in the opposite extreme.

In the pair-oar, however, the rowing may
be stopped a hundred times, if necessaiy,

till the directions of the coxsTvain are

ftilflUed ; and it is very seldom, in a man of

ordinary capacity, that a second demonstra-
tion is required. With a very raw crew it

is better to postpone the getting into the
eight-oar at all until the whole crew have
been each separately drilled, either T>ith

the " stroke " or with the waterman ; and
at this period, when they all go out sepa-

rately, the "stroke " may very well under-
take the tuition of Nos. 7, 6, and 5, while
the waterman takes Nos. 4, 3, 2, and bow.
If each of these has an hour's practice, the

trainer will consume, including the time
lost in altering stretchers, &c., at least eight

hours per day, which is quite enough for

any man to go through- In this case more
time must be given by all to running and
walking, and the amount of work must be
severally apportioned by the trainer to

each ; for, as the practice on the water is

necessarily limited to an hour a day each,

instead of two hours and a hali; or even
three hours, a greater amount of work
must be done on the land in order to get

the body into the highest condition. By
the above plan I think it will generally be
found that even a raw crew may be fit to

be put into an eight-oar two or three days
after first coming together; but even then
they will require the occasional pair-oar

practice which I have reconamended. For

the treatment ofblisters, chapped hands, &c.,
see " Pedestrianism."

362. PEACTiSDfG ToGETHEK—In paragraph
359, 1 have allotted two hours for the morn-
ing practice, and one for the evening, which
wiU he about the maximum amount of work
needful for a crew. The minimum must
depend upon a variety of circumstances,
such as weather, state of forwardness, both
in condition and training, &c, &c. ; but I
think beyond three hours a-day no crew
will derive much benefit. On first starting,

it is prudent to allow matters to take their

own course for a couple of miles, keeping
up a steady, long, and rather slow stroke,

and only demanding that aU should row as

steadily and well as they can. I have known
great discouragement most unnecessarily

given by the coxswain or " stroke " finding

fault at the first trial ; it cannot be expected
that men, even if good oars, shall get settled

into their places at once ; and I have often

found that by a little patience and encou-
ragement the same crew which for a mile or

two could scarcely avoid "crab-catching,"
have finished their morning's practice by an
exhibition of a totally different character.

As soon as the boat begins to go along
tolerably steadily, it wUl be time for the
coxswain to look out for the particular oars

which require correction, and he must now
at once proceed to repeat those cautions

and directions which he has previously

given in the x^ir-oar. It will be generally

found that after an hour's steady "paddling"

the crew begins to improve rapidly, and
then it will be better to rest for eight or ten

minutes. Every man should carry with
him a piece of clean sponge, and he may
during this interval dip it in the water and
wash out his mouth, which will greatly

refresh him ; but no water should be swal-

lowed, or not more than a tablespoonftil at

aU events. After this little break, during

which stretchers, &c., may be altered, the

remainder of the practice may be filled up
by another steady "paddle," with the same
long steady stroke, not too quick through

the water or on the feather, so that all may
keep up to it without distress. It is of the

greatest importance towards getting a crew
to row well together, not to let them at any
time row in a careless or slovenly manner,

and not to practise them when so tired as

to have lost their control over their oars,

tience, I think, rowing twice a-day far

t)etter than doing aU at one time; and -t

also think the first period should be longer

than the second. The evening row should

be conducted on the same principles as the

morning's work—stopping in the middle

only just long enough to wash the mouth
out, or to make any necessary alteration in

the boat. In a few days it will be found
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that by continuing ttiese long steady
** paddles " the rowing is so much improved,

that a " spirt " ma}' be attempted ; but this

should be only when the coxswain has cast

his eyes down the oars and sees all fully

under command; he should then ask
" stroke " if he is readj-, and, on receiving

an answer in the affirmative, let him call

out to the crew to prepare for a spirt. This

is very necessary in the early daj's of train-

ing, as it puts aU on their guard, and after

tlie long, steady practice, the attention has

been in some measure taken oiT by the

uniformity of the stroke, and the mechanical

nature of the work. This spirt should be
continued till the boat begins to rock, when
it is better to "ease all" than to attempt

altering the stroke into a milder one. I

liave generally found that for the first ten

days two spirts in each practice were
enough, continued for about forty or fifty

strokes, and gi\ing one just before the break
In the middle of the practice, and the other

at the end. By steadily and patiently pro-

ceeding m this way, it is astonishing what
improvement may be effected in ten daj's,

at which time it will be necessary to begin

to row the distance which is to be the scene

of the future contest. Whatever that dis-

tance may be, whether with tide or against

stream, if possible, that same water should

be rowed over twice a-day, and the time
should be carefully taken by the coxswain.
The reason for tliis last proceeding is not

only for his information and guidance, but
also for the purpose of keeping the whole
crew up to their work. It is, in fact, rowing
against time, instead ofagainst another crew,

and there is consequently some emulation
excited, which is one grand principle in

training. It is not perhaps desirable, nor is

It in fact possible, to distress men as in a

race; they will naturallj' take sufficient

care of themselves ; but it is quite impe-
rative that they should lay out their

strength during the whole distance in the

same proportion as " the stroke." At first

the start for this should be verj- steadj', but
after a few daj's it may be made exactly as

in the actual race ; and let the distance be
what it maj', the pace should be regulated

Just as would then be done, avoiding burst-

ing the men, but at the same time keeping
the stroke as long, strong, and quick as the

condition will allow it to be maintained.

Tlie coxswain and stroke must arrange this

together, the latter feeling his o^vn strengtli,

and judging how far it will last, and also

how much he is "backed up" by those

behind him, whilst the former is able to see

if any one or more is so much " baked " as
to require consideration. In all this, ho^y-

ever, considerable experience is necessary;
yet one graud point is, that these two

should thoroughly co-operate. As I before

remarked, it is not my purpose to go into

the instmctions for using the oar or scuUa,

I shall therefore conclude tliis part of my
subject by the assertion, that if the above
plan is followed strictly for three or four
weeks, by a careful coxswain, with goo<\

judgment, assisted by a good stroke, and a
strong useful crew, the rowing together ami
condition will be as good as that crew wi;i

be capable of without a verj' much longer
time together. It will seldom be possible

to keep men together longer than this ; and
if all are tolerably good oars at the begin-
ning, and in good condition, half this time
will be long enough. But in the above
estimate I am calculating on nearly aU
being unfinished oars, though in a forward
state of condition. In a pair-oar or sculling-

boat the same amount of work must be
done ; and there also the division of
practice into two periods is better than
one. In both cases the trainer should
be in another boat alongside, either

sculling or steering a four-oar, which
latter is necessary if the trainer is unable
to use the sculls, since the weight in the
stem will tell too much in a pair-oar to

allow of its keeping up with a sculler or

a pair-oar without a sitter.

363. Tkeatment on the Day of the Race.
In every respect let the walking exercise

and breakfast be as usual ; then amuse your
crew and keep them together as well as

you can till about two hours before the
race, when they should each have a good
meal of roast leg of mutton and bread, with
a pint of beer, or whatever drink they are

accustomed to. The quantity should be
rather within the usual allowance, espe^
cially if the race is to take place in less

than two hours; and I am satisfied that

mutton is far better for the wind than beef-

steak, and roast better than a broiL Just
before stepping into the boat a wineglass of

egged-sherry may be given to each man;
but, though it is very commonly used, 1 am
not at all sure that it is really beneficial

No doubt it gives power, but in many cases
it appears to injure the wind, and In deli-

cate stomachs it often produces nauses^
Unless, therefore, it has already been
proved to agree, it should be cautiously

given. If, liowever, a second heat is to be
rowed on the same day, egged-sherry, or

some similar compound is required, and
should then be given about half an hour
before the second race ; but If two hours
intervene, a very light meal of mutton and
bread, with half a pint of beer may be
taken as soon as the effects of the flrat

race are gone off, and then the glass ol

rgged -sherry on getting again into tho

boat
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Sect. 2.—Eegattas.

set Eegattas, as boat-races are called,

are not nearly so popular as they were
some years ago, when an effort was made
to introduce them very generally upon the
inland waters of England. The inequality

of the contest, in most cases, renders these

races more uninteresting to the unlearned

spectator than any other kind of race ; and
the consequence is, that failuig to attract a

croAvd they did not keep hold of the atten-

tion of the people; and they have now been
reduced to a very few, among which Henley
still holds its front rank as an amateur
contest, the Thames National as a water-

man's regatta, and the Manchester and
Salford as that of both combined. This last

locality will now be able to boast of having
beaten All England in the recent contest

at Putney ; and their finished style, as weU
as that of their nearly even competitors,

the Elswick crew, does great credit to their

respective trainers. Both of these crews
are moulded upon H. Clasper's style ; using

his peculiar oars, and keeping the knees

close together; and most of the men are

either directly or indirectly pupils of the

"renowned Harry." The London crews
are not certainly what they were, and E.

Coombes is beyond his prime, leaving no
one to replace him; so that, though the

provinces have wrested his laurels from
liim, they can scarcely be said to be proved
superior to what the London watermen
were. Nevertheless, the Northern crews
are first-rate ; and I am by no means sure

that they would not have pushed their

boat's nose in first in the palmy days of the

Thames Eegatta. Cambridge and Oxford
stiU maintain their annual contests; and
they arenow the omy seats ofthe eight-oared

boat-race, with the exception of Henley,

and a scratch-race on the Thames at the

conclusion of each day's racing. At both
universities the race is a^stem-race, all the

boats starting in order one after another,

with a clear boat's length bel»iveen them

;

and if any boat can " bump" the one before

her, the boat so bumped must row into the
bank, and give up her place to the suc-

cessful one. At the next contest she takes

one place lower down, and the other has
her place; and so on, often for several

bumps in succession. A boat may even
bump two, one after the other, in the same
race ; but I believe more than this number
has never been accomplished-

365. Eegattas are xmder the management
of a committee, who elect stewards, a secre-

tary, and umpire; the several duties of
which will be explained by the rules, which
vary at difl'erent places; but the annexed
A\ill suit all but the universities, which have

their own fixed rules and regulations,
depending upon the unusual condition of
rowing one after the other, instead of
abreast

Sect. 3

—

GenebaiEdles ofBoat-Eacino.

366. Eule ]—That notice be given to the
secretary of the regatta, of any crew or
club intending to compete for either of the
prizes, with the names of its captain ami
secretary, and a list of those members from
whom the rowing crew is to be selected, on
or before the day of
Eule 2—That aU objections and other

matters for the consideration of the stew-
ards Shan be made and submitted in

writing, and objections to any crew or club

entered shall be made in writing, to the
secretary of the regatta, on or before the

day of ; and the committee shall

investigate the grounds of objection, and
decide thereon on or before the
Eule 3.—That the entrance-money to be

paid to the secretary of the regatta at tlie

time of entering, by each crew or club

purposing to contend for the respective

cups, be as follows :

—

Eule 4.—That the entrance-money be
applied towards deflraying any expenses
incidental to the regatta.

Eule 5 ^That at the meeting of the com-
mittee on the evening preceding the regatta,

the captain or secretary of each crew or

club entered, shall deliver to the secretary

of the regatta a list containing the names of
tfie actual crew appointed to contend in the

ensuing races; and no person will be con-
sidered eligible whose name is not also

included in the list required by the first

general rule.

Eule 6.—That, in the event of a dead heat

taking place, the same crews shall contend

again, or the crew refusing shall be ad-

judged to have lost the heat.

Eule 7 That no member of a club shall

be allowed to be substituted for another

who has already rowed a heat; nor shall

any member of a club be allowed to row
with more than one crew in any of the

races for the same cup.

Eule 8.—That all crews or clubs purposing

to contend at this regatta, provide them-

selves with small colours or flags, to be

carried in the bows of their boats.

Eule 9.—That the distance rowed for the

races be about miles—namely,

from to , and for the races

from to

Eule 10.—That if there be more com-
petitors than are sufficient for one heat,

the names of the boats shall be written

on separate pieces of paper and throv,-n

into a hat, and the first drawn therefrom

shall contend for the first heat, followed at
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•iicli an interval as the stewards shall

ilirect by the remaining boats. Should
tiiere be an uneven number, the last

remaining in the hat shall contend with
the victor on the following day.

Enle 11.—That in each race, if the river

Is narrow, one half shall be allotted to each

boat, the captains of which shall toss for

choice. If the river is "wide enough to

admit of more boats than two, the}- shall

each start from a fixed station, and keep

their respective courses ; and if any boat

while in her course is fouled by another,

the latter shall be put out of the race by

the umpire's signaL No boat is to be allowed

to take the water of another unless she has

A clear lead of a boat's length, in which
case she may take any course she pleases,

and that one becomes hers from that time.

Rule 12.—That no fouling be permitted;

and in case any shall take place, either by
accident or otherwise, it shall be declared by
the umpire at the time of its occurrence by
lowering his flag, and the race shall be at

an end as regards the boat fouling.

Kule 13.—That every boat shall be steered

by a member of the club or clubs contend-

ing for the prize.

Kule 14—That an umpire and judge be
diosen by the committee, and named on
the morning of the race.

Kule 15.—That the start be directed by
the umpire, or any one he may appoint,

who shall first ask, "Are you ready?" If

answered in the affirmative, he shall then

oi'der or make a sign for the boats to start

Kule 16.—That the umpire do start the

boats punctually to the time appointed;

and any boat not present at the time
named, be considered as d^a^vu; and that

if a boat alone be started, it should be

deemed the winner.

Kule 17.—That any start made before the

umfiire's signal shall be deemed a false

start, and the boats shall return to their

stations for a fresh one.

Rule 18.—That in case of a "Challcnee
Cup," it be delivered to tlie captain and
crew of tlie wiiming boat on the second

day of the regatta, who shall subscribe

their names to a document, to the IbUowing
effect :—
" We, A. B., C. D., &c, the captain and

crew of the
and members of the

Club, having been this day declared to be
the winners of the Grand Challenge Cup,
and the same having been delivered to us

Ijy E. F., O. H., I. IL, &c, tlie acting-

stewards of the regatta, do hereliy Indivi-

dually and collectively engage to return

tlie same to the stewards, on or before

the of next, in accordance
x^ith the conditions of the annexed rules.

to which we have also subscribed our
respective names."
Rule 19 That the stewards, on the

return of the cup, retain it until the ensu-
ing contest shall be decided; but in the
event of no contest takhig place, the cup
shall be restored to the former holders, in

case they appear, or to any other crew that
shall enter on the same terms as winners.
But if the possession of this cup shall not
be contended tor for two successive

regattas, it shall then become the property
of the stewards, to be disposed of by them
in such manner for the benefit of the
regatta as they may think fit

Rule 20.—That if the same club or crew
win the Challenge Cup for three successive

years, the cup becomes the property of such
club or crew.

Kule 2L—That two boats do enter, or the

prize, except in the case of the Challenge

Cup, will not be given.

Kule 22 That all questions of eligibiUty,

qualification, or construction of the rules,

be left to the committee, whose decision

shall be final.

Kule 23.—That the committee have power
to amend and alter the rules as they from
tune to time shall deem expedient

Sect. 4.—The Race.

3G7. The Race is managed under the

direction of the starter, the umpire, and the

judge. The starter is either in a boat or on
the shore; and he either starts the boats by
the word "off"," or by the report of a pistol,

according to agreement, if a match, or the

decision of the committee, ifa regatta. It is

usual to ask the crews, "Are you ready?"

when, on receiving a distinct answer
from each in the affirmative, the signal is

given. The umpire then has the boats in

charge till the conclusion of the race; and
his duty is to see in case of a foul which
is the offender, and to decide accordingly,

according to rules 11 and 12. He is usually

rowed in an eight-oar by watermen; and

he should be a little astern of the last

competitor, and on his outside quarter.

Sometimes, in narrow rivers, the umpire is

on horseback on the bank- The judge is

stationed at the winning-post, and is simply

to name the winning-boat

Sect. 6 rcBCHASE of Boats.

3C8. Racing-Boats are now built at

various places, Clasper having first broken

the charm which before his time was
supposed to reside in University or Thames-

built boats. Messrs. Searle and Wyld are

the clilef London builders, besides several of

lesser note on tlie banks of the Thames.

Mr. Searle's chief estiibllshment Is noflr

at Putney, but Mr. Wyld has a yard at
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Lainbfetli, jVlessenger at Kingston, also

builds a considerable number of boats,

and has gained a higb reputation; but

Taylor, of Newcastle, is the fashionable

builder of fours and eights, in the latter

of which especially he is unapproached.
36y. The Price ot yachts is about £20

per ton, when complete with all stores;

that of gigs and racing - boats is one
guinea per foot of length, if built to

order; but they may generally be obtained

at a somewhat lower price by special

agreement, and at half-price, or less,

second-hand, according to the condition

and age. These boats, however, are so

fragile that they ought to be carefully

examined by a competent person before

buying them. The following may be con-

sidered the ordinary price of new, nearly

new, and second-hand yachts and boats,

complete with all gear and stores :—

Scale of Peices.

Six-ton model yacht .

Fifty-ton yacht . . .

Eight-oared outrigger
Four-oared do.
Pair-oared do.
Sculling-boat do.
Six-oared gig . . . .

Four-oared gig . . .

Pair-oared gig . . .

£
120
800
65
45
35
30
35
30
25

Kcarly
New. Second-hand.

£
100
6C0
45
35
25
25
80
25
20

£ £
50 to 80
SOO „ 400
25
20
12
10
20
15
10

30
25
15
12
25
20
15



PART in.

EUEAL GAMES AND OUT-DOOR AMUSEMENTS

BOOK I.—GAMES PLAYED WITH BALL.

CHAP. L
CKICKET.

Sect. 1 Gia«T;EAi, Kemauks.

1. Cricket is, in rural amusements, what
billiards are to the denizen of the city. At
once a game of bodily skill and mental cal-

culation, it requires for its successful cul-

tivation the union of great physical activity

and courage, with considerable powers of

mind, and great self-control, especially in

some of the more difficult departments-
such as bowling, wicket-keeping, &&, &c.
Until within the last 80 years this game was
\Tery rarely played, but there is plenty of
evidence as to its existence as a game in the
sixteenth century, and probably earlier even
tlian that. But it is chiefly in the present
century that cricket has become popular
Avith all classes, and that it has taken the
position which it now enjoys, as the leading
national game played out of doors. There
are several peculiarities in which cricket

stands unrivalled at present, and which I
trust may long be preserved to it These
are—first, its uniting all classes ; for the
peer and the peasant are constantly seen in

tlie same eleven; and in a county-match
the best men v\'ill be selected, let their

position in society be what it may;
secondly, the general absence of gambling;
for tliough betting cannot be entirely pre-
vented, it is less associated with cricket

than with any other sport of the same
degree of populaiity ; thirdly, its healthful

tendency; and fourthly, the absence of
intemperance as an adjunct. It is now the
favourite game of the country village and
the county town, as weU as of the larger
commercial cities and of the great metro-
jiolis itself, where the iLC.C. at Lord's,

and the Surrey Club at the Kennington
Oval, as well as some others of less note,

keep cricket going throughout the season.

Tliis lasts from spring to late autumn,
depending a good deal upon the weather,
lor it is a game which requires a dry sod,

as well as freedom flrom any present fall of
rain.

Sect. 2.—Ckicketino Matebials.

3. The Essentials for this fascinating

frame are—first, the ball; secondly, the
l)iits; thirdly, the wickets, consisting of
three st umps, and two bails at each end—

these are all defined by the rules given
in the next section ; and fourthly, the
ground, which should be a field of as short
and level turf as can be procured, and made
still more level by the use of the roUer.

3. The Accessories generally required, ,

though not absolutely essentia], are—firslv .

a line 22 feet long, with a frame of wood l

6 feet 8 inches by 4 feet, for measuring the
ground, and fixing the popping and bowl-
ing creases; secondly, a tent, in case of

rain or very hot sun ; thirdly, scoring-books
(Lilljrwhite's) ; fourthly, gloves and leg-

guards, to protect the hands and legs from
the severe blows of the ball in fast bowhng

;

and spiked shoes to prevent the feet from
sUpping when the grass is short

4. The Game of Ceicket is Plated
either as what is called " The Single-Wicket
Game," or as "Double-Wicket"

6. Single-Wicket requires one wicke^
one popping crease, one bowhng crease,

one ball, one bat and any number of play-

ers aiTanged in two sides, not exceeding
seven or eight of a side. With these the
game is played subject to the special laws
of single-wicket, which differ in some
essential points from those of double-
>vicket.

6. Double-Wicket is played with one
ball, two bats, two wickets, two popping
creases, two bowling creases, and two sides

of players—one of which shall consist of

11, but the other, though usually confined

to the same number, may be extended to

any other. Two Umpires are also appointed
to decide upon the proper carrying out oJ

the rules.

Sect. 3.—The Laws of Cricket.

7. The following Laws are those which
are now universally employed throughout
England and Scotland, having been care-

fully revised by the Marylebone Club, that

being the highest authority in this game:—
1 —The Ball must weigh not less than

five ounces and a-half, nor more tlian

five ounces and three-quarters. It must
measure not less than 9 inches, nor more
than 9i inches in circumference. At the

beginning ofeach innings either party may
call for a new ball.

2.—The Bat must not exceed 4} Inches

in the widest part; it must not be more
than 38 inches in length.
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3.—The Stumps mu^t be three in num-
ber; 27 inches out of the ground; the

bails 8 inches in length ; the stumps of

equal and of sufllcient thickness to prevent

tlie ball from passing througb.

4.—The Bowling Cbease must be in a

nne with the stumps; 6 feet 8 inches in

length; the stumps in the centre; with a

return crease at each end towards the

bowler at right angles.

5 The Popping Cbease must be 4 feet

from the wicket, and parallel to it, unlimited

in length, but not shorter than the bowl-

ing crease.

6.—The wickets must be pitched oppo-

site to each other by the umpires, at the

distance of 22 yards.

7.—It shall not be lawful for either party

during a match, without the consent of

the other, to alter the ground by roUing,

watering, covering, mowing, or beating, ex-

cept at the commencement of each innings,

when the ground may be swept and rolled

at the request of either party, such request

to be made to one of the umpires within one

minute after the conclusion of the former

innings. This rule is not meant to prevent

the striker from beating the ground with

his bat near to the spot where he stands

during the innings, nor to prevent the

bowler from flUing up holes with saw-
dust, &C., when the ground is wet.

S.—After rain the wickets may be changed
with the consent of both parties.

9.

—

The Bowleb shall deliver the ball

with one foot on the ground behind the

bowUng crease, and within the return

crease, and shall bowl four balls before he
change wickets, which he shall be permitted

to do only once in the same innings.

10.— The ball must be bowled, not

thrown or jerked, and the hand must not

be above the shoulder in deUvery; and
whenever the bowler shall so closely in-

fi-iuge on this rule in either of the above
particulars as to make it difficult for the

umpire at the bowler's wicket to judge
whether the baU has been deUvered within

the true intent and meaning of this rule or

not, the umpire shall call " no baU."

IL—He may require the striker at

the wicket from which he is bowUng-to
stand on that side of it which he may
direct.

12 If the bowler shall toss the ball

over the striker's head, or bowl it so wide
that in the opinion of the umpire it shall

not be fairly within the reach of the bats-

man, he shall adjudge one run to the party

receiving the innings, either with or with-
out an appeal, which shaU be put down to

the score of wide balls ; such ball shaU not

be reckoned as one of the four balls ; but if

the batsman shall by any means bring him-

self within reach of the ball, the run shall

not be adjudged-
13—If the bowler deliver a "no ball"

or a "wide baU," the striker shall be allowed
as many runs as he can get, and he shall

not be put out except by running out. In
the event of no run being obtained by any
other means, then one run shall be addeil

to the score of "no balls" or "wide balls,"

as the case may be. All runs obtained for

"wide balls" to be scored to "wide balls."

The names of the bowlers who bowl "wido
balls" or "no balls" in future to be place-

1

on the score, to show the parties by whom
either score is made. If the ball shall first

touch any part of the striker's dress or

person (except his hands), the lunpire shall

call "leg bye."

14.—At the beginning of each innings

the umpire shall call "play;" from that time,

to the end of each innings no trial ball shall

be allowed to any bowler.

15.—The Stkikeb is Ottt if either of

the bails be bowled off, or if a stump be

bowled out of the ground

;

16.— Or, if the ball, from the stroke

of the bat, or hand, but not the wiist, be

held before it touch the ground, although it

be hugged to the body of the catcher

;

17.—Or, if in striking, or at any other

time while the baU shall be in play, both his

feet shall be over the popping crease, and
his wicket put down, except his bat be
grounded within it

;

18 Or, if in striking at the ball he hit

down his wicket

;

19.—Or, if under pretence of running,

or otherwise, either of the strikers preveun

a ball from being caught, the striker of the

ball is out

;

20.—Or, if the ball be struck, and be

wilfully strike it again

;

21.—Or, if in running, the wicket be

struck down by a throw, or by the hand or

arm (with ball in hand), before his bat (in

hand) or some part of his person bo

grounded over the popping crease. But if

both the bails be off, a stump must be

struck out of the ground

;

22 Or, if any part of the striker's dress

knock down the wicket

;

23.—Or, if the striker touch or talctj

up the ball while in play, unless at the

request of the opposite party;

24.—Or, if with any part of his person

he stop the ball, which in the opinion of the

umpire at the bowler's wicket shall have

been pitched in a straight Ime from it to the

striker's wicket, and would have hit it.

25.—If the players have crossed each

other, he that runs for the wicket which is

put down is out.

26—A ball being caught no runs ahaii

be reckoned.
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27—A striker being run out, that run
which he and his partner were attemptijig
sliall not be reckoned.
28.—If a lost ball be called, the striker

shall be allowed six runs; but if more than
six shall have been run before "lost ball"
shall have been called, then the striker shall

have all which have been run.

29 After the ball shall have been
finally settled in the wicket keeper's or
bowler's hand, it shall be considered dead

;

but when the bowler is about to deUver the
ball, if the striker at his wicket go outside
the popping crease before such actual
delivery, the said bowler may put him out,

unless (with reference to the 2lst law) his

bat in hand, or some part of his person be
within the popping crease.

30.—The striker shall not retire from
his wicket and retiu-n to it to complete his

innings after another has been in, without
the consent of the opposite party.

31,—No substitute shall in any case
be allowed to stand out, or run between
wickets for another person without the
consent of the opposite party; and incase
any person shall be allowed to run for
another, the striker shall be out if either
he or his substitute be off the ground in
manner mentioned in laws 17 and 21, while
the ball is in play.

32.—In all cases where a substitute
shall be allowed, the consent ofthe opposite
party shall also be obtained as to the person
to act as substitute, and the place in the
field wliich he shall take.

3a—If any fieldsman stop the ball
with his hat, the ball shall be considered
dead, and the opposite party shall add five

runs to their score; if any be run they shall
have five in alL

34.— The ball havhur been hit, the
striker may guard his wicket with his bat
or with any part of his body except his
hands; that the 23rd law may not be
disobeyed.

3o.—The Wicket Keeper shall not take
the ball for the purpose of stumping
until it has passed the wicket; he shall
not move imtil the ball be out of the bow-
ler's hand; he shall not by any noise
incommode the striker ; and if any part of
his person be over or before the wicket,
although the ball hit it, the striker shall not
be out.

36.—The Umpires are the sole Judges
of lair or imlair plaj' ; and all disputes shall
be detennined by them, each at his own
Avlcket ; but in case of a catch which the
umpire at the wicket bowled from cannot
see sufficiently to decide upon, he may
apply to the other umpire, whose opinion
eliall be conclusive.

37—The umpires in all matchcg shall

pitch fair wickets; and the parties shall

toss-up for choice of innings. The umpires
shall change wickets after each party haa
had one innings.

38.—They shall allow two minutes for

each striker to come in, and ten minutes
between each Innings. When the mnpire
shall call "play," the party refusing to play
shaU lose the match.
39.—They are not to order a striker out

unless appealed to by the adversaries

;

40.—But if one of the bowler's feet be
not on the ground behind the bowling
crease and within the return crease when
he shall deliver the ball, the umpire at his

wicket, unasked, must call "no balL"
41—If either of the strikers run a short

run, the umpire must call " one short."

42—No umpire shall be allowed to bet
43.—No umpire is to be changed dur-

ing a match, unless with the consent of
both parties, except in case of violation of
the 42nd law ; then eitherpartymay dismiss
the transgressor.

44.—After the delivery of four balls the
umpire must call "over," but not imtil

the ball shall be finally settled in the wicket
keeper's or bowler's hand; the ball shall

then be considered dead; nevertheless, if

an idea be entertained that either of the
strikers is out, a question may be put pre-

viously to, but not after, the delivery of the

next ball.

45 The umpire must take especixil

care to call "no ball" instantly upon
delivery; "wide ball "as soon as it shall

pass the striker.

46—The Platers who go in second
shall follow their innings, if they have
obtained 80 runs less than their antagonists,

except in aU matches Umited to only one
day's play, when the number shall be
limited to 60 instead of 80.

47—When one of the strikers shall

have been put out, the use of the bat shall

not be allowed to any person imtil the next
striker shall come in.

Note The Committee ofthe Marylebone
Club think it desirable that, previously to

the commencement of a match, one of each
side should be declared the manager of it

;

and that the new laws Nvith respect to sub-
stitutes may be carried out in a spirit of

fairness and mutual concession, it is their

wish that such substitutes be allowed in all

reasonable cases, and that the umpire
should inquire if it Is done with the consent
of the manager of the opposite side.

Complaints having been made that it is

the practice of some players when at the
wicket to make holes in the ground fbr a

footing, the Committee are of opinion tliat

the umpires should be empowered to pre-

vent it
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a Thb Laws of Single Wicket :

—

L—When there shall be less than
five plaj'ers on a side, bounds shall be

1 laced 22 yards each in a line from the ofl

and leg stump.
2.—The ball must be hit before the bouinds

to entitle the striker to a run, which run
cannot be obtained unless he touch the

bowling stump or crease in a line with his

bat, or some part of liis person, or go

bej'ond them, returning to the popping
crease as at double wicket, according to the

21st law.
3.—'When the striker shall hit the ball,

one of his feet must be on the ground,

and behind the popping crease, otherwise

the umpire shall call " no hit."

4. — >Vhen there shall be less than
five players on a side, neither byes nor
overthrows shall be allowed, nor shall the

striker be caught out behind the wicket,

; nor stumped out.

r 5.—The fieldsman must return the ball

' so that it shall cross the play between
; the wicket and the bowling stump, or

between the bowling stump and the
' bounds ; the striker may run till the ball be
so returned.

6.—After the striker shall have made
one run, if he start again he must touch

the bowling-stump, and turn before the

ball cross the play to entitle him to

another.

7.—The striker shall be entitled to

three runs for lost baU, and the same
number for ball stopped with bat, with
reference to the 28th and33rd laws of double

wicket
8.
—

"\Mien there shall be more than

four players on a side there shall be no
bounds. All hits, byes, and overthrows,

shall then be allowed.

9.—The bowler is subject to the same
laws as at double wicket.

10.—Not more than one minute shall be
allowed between each ball.

9. RuiES Kegarding Bets :—
Knle L—No bet upon any match is pay-

able unless it be played out or given up.

Rule 2.—If the runs of one player be
betted against those of another, the bet

depends on the first innings, miless other-

wise specified.

Rule 3 If the bet be made on both
innings, and one party beat the other in

one innings, t'le runs of the first innings

shall determine it

Rule 4.—If the other party go in a second
time, then the bet must be determined by
the number on the score.

Sect. 4 —The Game.

10. In Single Wicket the stumps are

flriven into the ground subject to the 3rd

and 5th laws of double wicket ; and in front
of them a popping crease is marked otT, in
accordance with law 5. At 22 yards from
the wicket a bowling stump is usually fixed,
but a bowUng crease, as defined by the 4th
law, must be mai-ked at the proper dis-
tance, aud here the bowler must deliver
his balls, as defined by laws 9, 10, 12, 13,

and 14. The game is defended by the bats-
man, or striker, who stands at the popping
crease; and he is bound by the laws of
single-wicket, when they are in opposition
to the usual rules, both of which may bo
referred to. The attack is conducted by the
other side, placed in the field according to
their numbers. Bounds are marked off

when there are less than five players ofa
side, according to law 1 ; and in that case
no wicket keeper is required, and all the
fielders may be in front of this line.

11. Double-Wicket may be considered,

for all practical purposes, to consist of two
sides of 11 players each. One of these,

according to the result of the "toss for

sides," has the fii"st innings, and two of
their party defend the wickets with a bat
each, the others being at liberty tUl their

turns come respectively. By the other side,

who are now "fielding," the attack is

maintained ; their object being to " take tlie

wickets" of the strikers, bybowling at either

of them four balls consecutively from the
bowling crease of the opposite wicket If

the bail of the wicket is knocked off by the
ball, or the stump is bowled out of tlie

ground, or if any of the events occur which
are defined by law 15, and following ones
up to 34, the striker is "out," and is

replaced by another of his party, until the
whole side are put out seriatim. If, on the

other hand, the baU is struck by tlie

striker, or if certain other contingencies

happen (for which see rules), the striker

may run to tne opposite popping crease and
score one, and back again, or even a second

time, or more, if possible ; for each ofwhich
"runs" a score of one is to be made. The
side which makes the greatest score is the

winner.
12. The SIanagement op the Sides is

as follows :—In club-games two managers
or captains are fixed upon, one for each

side, who are generally the two best bowl-

ers, they being the most scarce and valuable

players; these choose their 10 assistants,

one after the other, from the members'

present, and allot to each their respective

positions when fielding. In matches, the

match is first made befrn-een two clubs, and

then the 11 players are selected from each

club by a committee, or by general consent,

or by first appointing a manager, who then

picks out his men, and afterwards takes

their entire control in the field.
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13. The Fielding requires the following
men for the several places, which are filled

up by those who are best qualified, accord-
ing to the opinion of the manager. Thus,
some men are fit for one place, and yet are

very bad in another; and, consequently,
the eye of an experienced cricketer is

required to select them and fixthem accord-

ingly. One bowler at a time is indispensa-

ble, who bowls four balls, called an "over,"

and then the whole of the fielders walk over
to the opposite side of the field, and another

"over" of four balls is delivered from the

opposite wicket by another bowler. In this

way there is a constant walking from one
side to the other, which has its advantages,
because it prevents the danger of catchim;
cold in bad weather, that might resuit

if the same position were maintained
for a longer period- The following dia-

gram will explain the position of the
11 men in an "over" by a fast bowler,

as well as those of the strikers and
umpires :—

.

Off Side.

9

TJ

IS

1 J

r

i^L

U

10
11

OV SlDK.

Diagram of Field fob Fast Eowlixg.

1 Fast bowler
2 AVicket keeper
3 Long stop

4 Short slip

6 Point

C Long slip

7 Mid-wicket

3 Long-field off

9 Cover point

10 Long-field on

11 Leg

UU Umpires
SS Strikers

14. Tnz Bowler, whose "over" is now
going on according to the annexed dias^ram,

being what is called a fast bowler, the field

are arranged to suit his peculiar style,

which is now almost always the round-

hand delivery. The under-hand style may
occasionally answer; but as the ball Is

delivered straight from the bowler to the

wicket, and has very little side bins or twist,

it is much more easy to guard and hit than
the round-hand delivery, or the slow twist-

ing style, as practised by Clarke and his

followers. For the sake of simplicity, we
will first consider a single "over" of tliis

round-hand style. The bowler should have
made himself as perfect as pos.sible in this

kind of delivery, and should stick to it per-

tinaciously if he has fully made up his miml
that it suits him, and that he can master its

requisites. For this style he requires a full

muscular development, knack, a good eye,

and a power of enduring fatigue ; for it is

no slight task to deliver two or three
hundred balls in a morning with all the

force of which the arm is capable. Accu-
racy of aim is the great difficulty in this

style, and ffew men, unless they are more
than commonly giited, and also constantly
in practice, can arrive at anything like cer-

tainty in their balls. Even Wisden would
miss nearly as many as he would take, and
very few can come up to his proficiency iu
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this particular. Constant daily practice,

not too long continued at one time, is the

[ only way to arrive at perfection ; and with-

^ out playing cricket this may he managed,
. even in wet weather, hy bowling in an
< outhouse, against stumps fixed in iront of

, any soft object like straw or hay. In this

way every variety of ball may be attempted,

and the hand and eye may acquire a very

, great degree of co-operative power. But
, many good men in this kind of practice are

upset directly when engaged in the real

game, either from over-excitement, or from

a failure at first to do what they hoped, or

from other causes acting upon an irritable

tffganisation. Hence, a quiet and com-
posed frame of mind is as necessary as a

vigorous bodUy organisation ; and it is only

when both are combined that a bowler is to

be depended on. I^umberless instructions

and rules are given as to length of run,

holding the ball, &c., but there is notliing

like practice, and every man has a way of

his own ; though of course there are some
broad rules—as, that the ball must be held

In the fingers, and not grasped by the whole
, hand. The grand point to gain is a twisting

course, after the ball touches the ground,

which is highly deceptive to the eye of

:
the striker. Indeed, to reverse the law of

mechanics, which teUs us that "in objects

propelled against a plane surface, the angle

of reflexion is equal to the angle of inci-

dence," is the highest ambition of the

bowler. Without this twist, the striker

can calculate to a nicety where the ball is

coming, and if his eye and hand are good,

can play it accordingly ; but with a decep-
' tively rotating ball it appears to be running
clear of the wicket, and yet turns round the

bat and takes the outside stump. The
bowler, in practising, requires lessons from
a professional even more than for batting

;

for the one is now a much more acquired
• art than the other. Practice, with the aid

of a little instruction, will show a quick
striker how to play the balls of any bowler
with whom he plays much ; and though
this will not perhaps enable him to play
to Clarke or Wisden, yet he only wants their

. bowling to him to enable him to do so—that
is to say, if he has "the gift," and a little

perseverance. But it is not merely putting
a good batsman at the wicket which -will

make a good bowler, though it may improve
him ; he requires actual demonstrations
from a master of the art before he can
acquire the command of the ball ; and with-
out this he would have to go through the
same course which the earlier inventors of
the various styles achieved for themselves,
but which collectively now form the stock
In trade of the regular professional. In this

;wajjiie bowler, then, should learn his art

;

and should, while he keeps to one kind of
delivery, endeavour to acquire as great a
variety of distance, pace, twist, &c., as he
possibly can, so as to puzzle his antagonist
by giving him a dilferent pitch and twist
on each occasion. It is here that human
bowling beats the catapult, which will

deliver a ball with much greater accuracy
and power than any arm can give it ; but
as in it the laws of mechanics are strictly

fulfilled, the batsman soon learns to play
its balls, and by practice before it, he will

be able to set it at defiance. On the other
hand, the scientific bowler, whether fast or
slow, accommodates himself to his antago-
nist, looks for his weak points, and, where
his fUTnour is open, he finds room to insinu-

ate his balL Such are the leading principles

of this art, for the filling up of which
I must refer my readers to a regular

bowler, either amateur or professional ; or,

if these are not to be had, to The Cricket

Field, where the subject is treated at

length. In playing matches, it is always
desirable to increase the difficulty of tha
batsmen by choosing two bowlers as unlike

one another as possible, and thus not only

to vary the balls in each "over," but also

those given by the respective bowlers ; and
if they do not effect the object, to put on
another, if there is a third good bowler In

the eleven. The second bowler is usually

made short slip, and if a third is Ukely to

be wanted, he is kept to mid-wicket or

cover point ; but this wiU in great measure
depend upon his own choice, and upon his

peculiar capabilities and powers of fielding.

15. The Wicket Keeper's Office is no
sinecure in fast bowling, and with such
pace as Wisden or Mr. FeUowes give the

ball it is really a service of great danger to

an inexperienced hand- Tubular gloves

and guards for both the abdomen and legs

are absolutely required, and without them
few men would go through a single match
uninjured ; indeed, without gloves the first

ball would generally suffice. There is very

little to be said as to the duties of wicket

keeper, which are in fact only to stop the

ball if he can, and be ready to stump tha

striker if he is off his ground ; or, in mnnLng,

to be ready to catch and stump before the

striker grounds his bat But though

theoretically there is little difficvdty, yet in

practice there is the greatest possible ; be-

cause the twist of the baU is as jluzzhng to

him as to the striker, and when he expects

it to come into his hands it often takes

his chest or his face, or flies clean off him
altogether. Practice and a quick eye are

the requisites for this place, together with

strong hard hands.

16. Long Stop is only an assistant to

wicket keeper, and he should be thai

2K
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player's double, with the power in addition

of returning the ball to him with precision,

yet without too much pace. He should be

an exceedinglj'' good and long tlorower, but

his especial quality is the power of stopping

balls with certainty and returning them
quickly.

17. The Kest of the Field have nearly

the same duties—namely, first stopping or

catching, and then rapidly returning the

ball, to do which properly they must often

QOver a great deal of ground by running to

balls falling at a distance from their several

stations. Bej^ond these points the chief art

lies in the position assigned to each by
the captain of the eleven, who varies it

according to the bowler and the striker.

In the diagi-am given at page 494, the field

Is arranged for ordinary round-hand fast

bowUng, and "point" is placed about 12 or 15

yai'ds from the striker, well supported by
his "cover." "Short slip "is also well oflf the
wicket, with "long slip" to cover him. Quick
throwing is the next in importance as a
qualification for all fieldsmen after stopping
and catching, which they ought all to be
thorough adepts in, with both hands, or

•with either, and at all distances. The
attention must never flag for a moment,
and the man who "stands at ease " in the
cricket field is never to be relied on—that is

to say, if he stands so after "play" is

called. In all cases the fieldsman who
stops a ball returns it either to the nearest
wicket, or to the one which is least

defended—that is to say, which is the
ftirthest from the striker who is running
to it ; but, unless there is any good reason,

the ball from a long distance is better

returned to mid-wicket than to bowler, on
account of the latter's duties requiring the
more delicate use of his hands. Whenever
wicket keeper advances to meet a ball, sUp
must take his place at the wicket, in order
to be ready to stump by a quick return
from wicket keeper. In balls which are
hit far away, every man who stands to
receive a throw ought to be backed up by
the nearest player whose station is out of

the line, in case the first should miss it;

and this* is of the utmost importance to

good fielding, and is a part of cricket

In which country clubs are lamentably
deficient

18. The Batsmen, or strikers, should
Btand in the attitude well depicted in

Batting illustration Xo. 1; and in playing
fast balls should rarely attempt to strike

them, unless they are more or less wide of

the wicket. A straight pitch must be
stopped, not hit ; and it is in this point that
the scientific batsman differs from the
bolder, but more rude player; the latter

may sometimas succeed in making a few

extraorcUnary hits, which may tell up a
score of 15 or 20, but the former is the man
who makes a good season average, and is

seldom put out for 0. Let us now suppose
the four balls of one " over " played ; and
first let us, before we go into the description

of the playing of these balls, ascertain what
are the varieties of baUs. I have already
said that the essence of a well-delivered
ball is its uncertainty, as measured by the

striker's eye. Hence, a good ball, and an
appai'ently imcertain though really straight

ball, are synonymous terms, while those
balls which go wide of the wicket, and a<
tfie same time are evidently so, are the very
bad balls. Again, balls are either "length
balls " or the reverse, according as they are
pitched, or not, at the distance which ia

most puzzling to the striker's eye. Thersi

are many subdivisions of these balls, but it

answers no good purpose to attempt a des-

cription of them, especially as a few minutes
with a practical man will do more than a
dozen pages of description ; and as a master
is absolutely necessary in cricket, so it is

throwing time away to attempt to teach it

by theor3% But, now then, supposing a fast

ball of a bad length is bowled a foot or two
on the off-side, the object will be to hit it

hard and low between point and mld-<

wicket, just out of reach of the former, as va,

sketch No. 2 of Batting. Supposing this done
by an advance of left leg, and a forward cut
as there shown, it will be fielded by cover,

who will throw up either to mid-wicket or

point These men wiU each retire or

advance, according to the distance he has

to throw, so as to be just at the full limit

of his pitch. They, again, will at once pass

the ball on to the bowler, or wicket keeper,

and the striker will either be stumped or

escape according to circumstances, it being ;

presumed that one or two runs have beeu

made. Next, suppose a good ball has beea :

given to mid-stump, pitching at such an ;

awkward distance Irom the popping creasy

as to be difficult to block, the striker must
" play forward," at his full stretch, or nearly

so, still, of course, keeping his foot witliin

the crease, but blocking the ball at a proper

distance from its taking the ground, and

before it has had time to twist much. On
the other hand, the third ball may also be

a good ball, but pitched fuither back ; and
here the ditficulty is to avoid being put out

by the ball passing under the bat, to guard

against which the striker steps back, and so

avoids his fate, imlcss he manages in escap-

ing Scylla to fall into Charybdis, by knock-

mg his own bail off. Lastly, in the "over,*

comes a ball slightly wide of leg-stump, and

licre the striker meets it with a hit to leg,

striking directly across its Une with great

force, which he can venture upon, becauseU
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is not in his opinion straight for his wicket.

This hit is well shown la sketch No. 3.

19. This ends the "over," and now a slow

bowler, who has been short-slip, is put on,

the fielders all change sides, and tlie captain
arranges them as under :—
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Is a ball wide enough to justify a "cut " or

a " drive ;" and in such cases these or the
" draw," as shown in the sketches Nos. 4, 5,

and 6, may be successfully attempted.

20. Such are the most obvious directions

tbr playing cricket; for the more intricate

and abstruse questions, the reader is re-

ferred to The Cricket Field, already once
alluded to, which has become the text-book

for this scientific game.

21. The following axioms and definitions

explain, as far as description will permit

without demonstration, the various terms
osed in cricket :—
L—The varieties of balls are—" lengths "

and "not lengths;" the latter consisting of

the following—viz., the toss, tice, long hop,

half-volley, and ground baU.

2.—^Balls are to be met with a full bat-
that is, the face of the bat is at right angles

to the ball, and generally parallel with the

wicket.

3.—Straight balls are to be blocked, with
the handle of the bat well advanced, to

prevent the rise of the ball, and with the

whole bat placed at such a point as will

take the ball about a foot from the ground.

This is efl"ected by advancing or retreating

the left foot.

4.—At all doubtful balls, hit straight from
the middle of the wicket with a perpen-
dicular bat, driving the ball, if possible, to

one side, between bowler and long field. In
doing this, the left elbow must be kept well

up, and the bat swung gently back to

middle stump, previously to hitting or
driving.

&—At balls a foot or more wide of the
wicket, cuts may be made by which the
wicket is exposed ; but as fi'om their bad-
ness it is safe from them, this is of no
consequence. There are various modes of

cutting ; but the main difference is between
the perpendicular cut to leg and the horizon-

tal one to off side ; and, besides, there are
several intermediate ones, but the above
comprise the chief varieties. In all the
cuts but one, Uie right leg is stationary, but
sometimes it is advanced, as shown in

sketch 4
6.—Attention is the watchword for the

fielders, and they should be on the qui vive

perpetually, not only looking out for catches,

but being ready to back up one anotlier.

Laziness is the bane of the country club,

whose members will not practise together

;

and when they do get together, are more
Inclined to smoke with their hands in their

pockets than to do their duties. Any man
will do his best when he has the bat in

hand or is bowling, but few will attend to

their duties as point, short slip, or niidr

wicket ; and numbers of balls are missed
from pure idleuoss and mattentiou.

7.—The strikers, as well as the bowlers,

wicket keeper, and captain, should arrange
signs hy which they can readily be under-
stood ; so that the former may be of one
mind as to running, and that the latter

may be able to communicate with the
fielders without the striker understanding
their signs.

22, The duties of the rmapires are very
onerous, and their eyes must be constantly
occupied in detecting unfair play. Every
ball requires watching in its delivery, and
the umpire must call " no ball" at once, ii

it is improperly given. To save trouble in

cotmting " overs," four small wooden balls

may be strung on a piece of cord, and held
in the hand, and each ball counted by
sUpping one clear of the fingers. This is less

trouble than using buUets or marbles in

the pocket The wicket keeper's umpire
should be behind and between the wicket
and popping crease, so as to command both,

and to see that the wicket keeper does not
put down the bail whilethefoot ofthe striker

is within the crease. This can only be seen
well in the above position at 10 or 12 yards'

distance.

Sect. 6 Dress.

23. The Deess of the cricketer is almost
universally a light flannel jacket, with
trowsers of the same, or of white duck.
A straw hat or light cap is generally
adopted, though many good players adhero
to the ordinary hat, as protecting the head
from balls better than a Ughter covering.

Leg-guards and body-guards are used ia

batting and wicket keeping; and also

gloves, which some also use in aU places

in the field. Oxford shoes, or regular
cricket shoes, with spiked-soles, complete
the arrangements.

Sect. &—The Expenses.

24 Cricket may be played at very littlo

expense, the price of balls, bats, and
stumps being all that is really required;

or it may be made a rathar extrava-
gant game, depending upon the outlay in

non-essentials incident to matches, <fco.

The ground is the chief needful outlay, and
sometimes that can be obtained all the

year round for nothing, as in the neigh-

bourhood of common laud. But here it

cannot be preserved in tip-top order, and
many irregularities will always exist. At
Lords' and similar grounds, the cliarge is

generally from £1 Is. to 10s. Cd. per after-

noon, according to tlie accommodation
offered; and this, divided among 22 men.
is not a vciy severe outlay. When, how-
ever, dinners are constantly being made
up, and the expenses of going from home
to matches are considered, It will be foojwl
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that cricket, innocent as it is, may be made
a source ol considerable expense to a young
man of limited income. To such, there-

fore, I would say, look well before you
Incur anything more than the club sub-

scription, and you will thus often thereby
avoid the pajnnent of a bill five or sis
times as great as you had previously
expected. Tents cost from £13 up to
£30.

CHAP. n.

MINOR GAMES WITH BALL.

Sect. 1 ^Foot-Ball.

25. The Bail itself is the only thing

required by this game, except a large field

to play in. The ball is composed of a leather

case, about 8 or 9 inches in diameter, com-
posed of sections of stout calf-leather sewn
together, as shown in the ball in the accom-
panying woodcut. At one of the points

where these sections meet a single piece is

left longer than the others, two of which are

pierced with holes, and laced over this long
piece with an ordinary leather boot-lace

;

a large bladder is then introduced into the
ball, and afterwards blown up till it nearly
fills the case, leaving a small part outside,

which, being tied securely, is pushed into

the case, and completely fills it up; the
case is then securely laced, and the ball is

fit for use. The bladder should always be
taken out after play, and hung up to dry
distended in the usual way.

26. Ik Plating the Game bounds are
fixed 50 or 60 yards apart, or sometimes

100, when the numbers are large and the
field will allow of it. These bounds are

imaginary lines drawn between two sticks

fixed in the ground, at the whole breadth

of the field, if an ordinary one, and con-

sequently the game is played in a square

space, with a stick at each comer, two sides

of which are the bounds, and are prolonged

ad infinitum. Two captains are selected,

who toss for first choice of men, and the

whole number of players is divided into

two parties by each captain choosing one
in his turn- The toss also decides the first

kick of the ball. The captain havmg gained

this, takes the ball, followed by his train,

and marches with them to the middle of

the space between the bounds, where the

opposite party are mustered in line ready

for the struggle ; the ball is then placed on
the ground, and the captam gives the first

kick towards the opposite bounds; the

other party meeting it, and returning it

either*y a kick, or caiTying it, if preferred,

while ten are being counted by the other
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party; but in any case, whether the ball

ts carried or being kicked at, the opposite

party are privileged to throw down the
ball-carrier or kicker by any means in their

power; and the usual practice is to run
rapidly behind, and endeavour to get the
foot inside his leg with a circular sweep,
which almost always succeeds, unless it is

met by a jump into the air of a peculiar

kind. The object of each party is to kick

the ball over the other's bounds, and when
this is effected the game is won. It might
be supposed that severe injuries would
follow this rough practice, but it seldom is

the case; and though the shins suffer

severely at the time, they rarely exhibit

any dangerous wounds. It is a game much
In vogue in some rural districts, but it is

chiefly played at Rugby, and one or two
other public schools. Cold weather, without

frost, is the time for its adoption.

Sect. 2.—Bovsos.

27. Bowls is almost as simple a game
as football, requiring only a bowling-green

and an indefinite number of bowls, one for

each player. Unlike the latter game, how-
ever, it is a very quiet one, and calculated

rather for the steady old gentleman than

for his racketty son. The bowls are spheres

of lignum vitse, or any other hard and
heavy wood; and as they are generally

made of the side of the tree, the heart

being heavier than the outside, makes one

side of the ball heavier than the other; the

consequence is that each ball has a bias of

Its own, and every player must learn its

peculiarities before he can play it success-

fully. The bowling-green is, or should be,

.a perfectly level piece of turf; square in

shape, or nearly so, and 30, 40, or 50 yards

wide, according to the capabilities of the

ground. This should be kept smooth, and

closely shaven, by means of the scythe and
the roller; and trom its possessing these

qualities in perfection the expression has

arisen, " as smooth as a bowling-green."

28. The Gajie is verj' simple in theory,

and consists only in each player endeavour-

ing to bowl his own so as to remain as near

as possible to a particular bowL The bias

creates the difficulty, which is greater than

might be Imagined; and 30 or 40 elderly

gentlemen will often amuse themselves in

this way every evening throui,'hout the

summer without arriving at anytliing like

an absolute control of their erratic instru-

ments.

Sect. 3.—Eounders.

29. Rounders, besides an ordinary field,

requires only a ball and a stick reseuibUng

a common rolling-pin, but not quite ?o

hcavj-, and of the same size all the way

down. The ball is the common one used In

the games played with ball, except cricket

and football ; and it is composed of a centre

of cork or India-rubber covered over with
worsted, wound tightly in all directions so

as to make a sphere, and finally covered
vrith stout white sheep's skin stitched in

large sections.

30. The Game is played by first fixing

five spots, called " bases," at equal distances
j

of 15 to 20 yards, forming a pentagon, and '

aiarked by a stoue or hole. (See diagram.)

EOUNTJERS.

In the centre of this is another place (p),

called " the seat," where " the feeder " stands i

to give or toss the ball to the one who has i

the bat, and who stands at 1 in diagram.

.

Two sides are chosen, as in football, one ol i

which goes "in," while the other is "out,'

this being decided by tossing up the ball

and scrambling for it, or by "heads or

tails," or any other fair mode. There
should not be less than 10 or 12 players in

all, and 24 or 30 are not too manj'. The
" in " side begin by standing at Jig. 1 in

diagram, called " the house ;
" one of them

taking the bat, while the feeder, who is one
of the "out" party, standing at his "seat,"

tosses (not throws) a ball at his knees, or

thereabouts, after calling "play." The reS;t

of the " out " party are distributed over the

field round the outside of the pentagon, i

When the ball is thus given the batsman"*

obiect is to hit it far and low over the field;

and he is put out at once—first, if he fails i

to strike it ; secondly, if he tips it and tt i

falls behind him ; thirdly, if it is caught

before it falls to the ground, or after a
single hop or rebound ; or, fourthly, if he is

struck on the body after leaving his base,

and while not standing at another base.

The "in" player may refuse to strike for

three balls consecutively, but if he attempts

and fails, or if he does not strike at the

tourth ball, he is out The Score is made
by the " in " party as follows :—Each
player after striking the ball runs fVora his

base to another, or to a second, third,

fourth, or even all round, according to the

distance he has hit the ball, and scores one

for each base he touches; and it while
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running between the bases he is hit by the

ball, he is put out. If the ball falls among
nettles or other cover of the same kind,

•'lost ball" may be cried by the "out"
party, and four only can be scored. After

one of the " in " party has hit the ball and
dropped the bat, another takes his place;

and, on recei\ing the ball as before, he
fitrikes it, or fails, as the case may be. If

the latter, he is put out ; but the previous

striker or strikers, if they are standing at

their bases, are not affected by his failure.

If the latter, he drops the bat Uke his

predecessor, and rims round the pentagon
also Uke him, being preceded by the pre-

vious strikers; and all being liable to be

put out by a blow from the baU. The
feeder is allowed to feign a toss of the ball.

In the hope of touching some one of the

players, who are very apt to leave their

bases before the hit, in the hope of

scoring an extra one by the manceuvre.
When only one of the side is left in, the

others being all put out, he may call for

^ three fair hits for the rounder," which are

Intended to give him and his side another
Innings ifhe can effect the following feat:

—

The "outs," with the feeder, stand as usual,

the rest of the striker's side besides himself
taking no part The feeder then tosses the
ball as usual, which the striker may
refuse as often as he pleases ; but if he

strikes at it he must endeavour to run
completely round the pentagon once out of
three times, he being allowed three attempts
to do it in. If he is struck on the body, op
caught, or if he fails in getting roimd, ho
and his party are finally out, and the othef
side go in; but if he succeeds in getting
round, his side go in again for another
innings, but have not afterwai-ds another
such chance of redeeming their play. The
"out" field are disposed on the same
principles as at cricket, part for slight tips,

and the remainder for long balls, and catch,
stop, or return them just as in that game.
It was formerly a very favourite game ia
some of our English counties, but is now
almost displaced by cricket.

Sect. 4—Fives.

31. The Game of Fives requires a ball
of the ordinary make, described tmder the
last section ; a smooth wall from 20 to 30
feet in height, and a tolerably level gra-
velled surface in front of it. A horizontal
chalked line is drawn on the wall three feet
from the ground, another is also chalked
on the ground 10 feet from the waU, and
parallel with its base (as at A in diagram)

;

two lines (B and C) are then chalked at
right angles to the line A, and these are
the bounds of the game.

FivEa.

82. The Gasie Is played by two, four, or
six players ; half of whom are opposed to
the other half, and toss for the first ball.

In commencing play, the ball is tlirown to
the ground with sufflcient force to rise to
the level of the hand of the first player,
and is then struck by him with his open
hand against the wall above the line

• chalked upon it, and with force enough to

make it faU outside of line A; on the

rebound it faUs to the lot of the other side,

and it may either be struck back again

before it touches the ground or before the

second hop. 11' he or they fail to strike it

back again above the Une, and so that it

rebounds as betbre beyond A, they are out,

and the opposite party scores one; the
game being 12 or 24
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Sect. 5 ^Backets.

33. Eackets is a game somewhat like

fives; it requires a regular racket-ground,

vrltli a liigti wall at the end, and a ball and
racket-bat for each player. The ground

should be a smooth gravelled or paved yard,

50 or 60 yards long, and half that width.

The "Wall should be at least 4o feet high,

and a light railing or netting at the top of

that will not be thrown away; it is gene-

rally washed black, or some dark colour,

and a white line is chalked upon it 42 inches

from the ground. The Geouxd itself baa
four lines chalked upon it parallel with the
wall, dividing off four spaces (A, B, C, D
in diagram.) The Ball must only weigh
one ounce, and is similar to that which
has been already described in section 2.

The Racket-Bat (see fig.) is composecj

of a long handle ending in an oval frame
which is crossed by silk-wire or catgut;

and, also, is of a regulation-pattern and
size.

SI?

J.i' ^ i*>.«a^. '^''"
II n^^''fa«>=.

Rackets. EACKET-BAt

34. The Game is played very much In

the same way as fives; but the difference

Is, that the one side takes the two inner

compartments (A B), and the other the

outer ones (C D). The former are said to

be playing "in-hand;" the latter, "out-

hand." If two only play, each takes two
divisions, one taking A and C, and the

otlier B and D. The player, or side, who
begins, strikes the ball against the wall

above the line E in the diagram, and if it

rebounds beyond D he scores one ; if it

falls uito either of the divisions A, B, C,

or D, the player who has charge of that

particular space must return it on the first

rebound, or he is out, and so on till the ball

Is missed; if the ball is not returned above

the line on the wall, or if it goes over the

wall, the striker is out. The game usually

consists of 11 or 15 points. It is chiefly

played at regular racket-courts in con-

nexion with public-houses in large towns,

where it forms a good and healthy kind of

oxercioo.

Sect. 6.—Tennis.

35. Tennis, like rackets, requires a regular

court, a ball, and bats. The Coubt is much
more complicated than the racket-ground,
and is, or should be, 95 feet by 35 feet ; and
it is usually covered in. A low net divides

this court into two equal spaces, nearly
square; at each end of the court is a
gallerj', called the dedans, and on the sides

also is another gallerj', divided into spaces,

called the first, second, and third gallery

doors ; and also six other numbered cells, a
yard wide, called chaoes ; over the galleries

is a sloping roof, called the pent-house.

There is also a "hazard" and a "service"
side, a "tambour" or projection on the

wall, and a "grllL" The Ball and Racket-
Bat are like those for rackets.

36. Tennis is Plated bj' two parties,

whose object is respectively to put the ball

into some one of the above cells, which are

very complicated, and can only be under-

stood by examining a tennis-court itselt
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The games are played In sets of six. The
ball is thrown upon the pent-house in the

middle, and as it rebounds it is driven to

any of the cells which the player may
choose, and according to the result is the

score, which varies with each celL Alto-

gether it is a most complicated game, and
requires great practice to master its pecu-

liarities, to say nothing of the score, which
is very singular. Several baUs are used one

after another, the pocketed ones being

allowed to remain. As tiie player cannot
play without a regular racket-court, and he
can always there learn the game by demon-
stration, it is useless to attempt here more
than a general idea of the game. " It is not
much played, except in London and some
few of the large cities ofthe kingdom.

Sect. 7.—Game of Golf.

87. The ground over which golf is played,

lain Scotland called "links," and is usually

a sandy soil in the neighbourhood of the sea-

shore, its surface covered with short grass,

here and there interrupted by breaks, pits,

and inequalities, and a mile or more in ex-
tent These interruptions are necessary to

impart interest to the game ; for where the
ground is completely smooth, the sport be-
comes insipid, there being then little oppor-
tunity of exhibiting dexterity of play. The
track along which the players proceed, is de-

nominated " the course," and may be either

rectUinear, or a figure of any number of
sides. Holes are made in the ground of

about four inches diameter, and at the dis-

tance of400 yards or a quarter ofa mile ftom
each other, and the object of the game is to
strike a ball from one of these holes into the
next with as few strokes as possible. A
game may be said to terminate at a fixed
number of these holes, which varies accord-
ing to the nature and extent of the ground.
Balls are used about five quarters of an
inch in diameter, and weighing from 26 to
80 drams avoirdupois. They used to bemade
of strong alumed leather, and stuffed with
feathers ; but within the last few years balls
made ofgutta percha have completely super-
seded those of leather, as being better calcu-
lated for driving, and much more economicaL
The balls, when sufficiently dry, are painted
with white oil-paint, to exclude the water,
and renderthem easily seen. In playing, they
are struck with a bat or club about four feet
in length, having a small, tapering, elas-
tic shaft, with a crooked head, into which
is run a quantity of lead, to render it heavy,
and it is fortified by a piece ofhorn in front.
A good player, with one of these clubs, vrill

Strike a ball to the distance of 180 or 200
yards. Every golfer has a variety of clubs
(iifferently formed, and adapted for playing

in different situations of the ball, and in dif-

ferent stages of the game. A set consists of
four, at least, viz. :—the common, or play,
club, the spoon, the putter, and the Iron;

but most golfers have ten or a dozen differ-

ent sorts. The common club is used when
the ball lies fair on the ground, the spoon
when in a hollow, the iron when among
sand or gravel, and the putter when near
the hole.

38. A match may consist of two or more
players, seldom exceeding four. Each side

has a ball, and the rule is, that at the begin-
ning of a hole or game, the player may ele-

vate his ball to what height he chooses for

the convenience of striking, and this is done
by means of a little sand or earth, and is

called teeing; but after the first stroke has
been made, the ball must be played from
the spot where it chances to lie; and which-
soever of the balls lies farthest back, or at

the greatest distance from the hole to which
the party are proceeding, must be always
played till it get before the other. For easa
to the memory in counting, those strokes

only are regarded by which the one party

in playing has exceeded the other. Thus,
suppose A and B to be engaged in a match.
A plays off, and then B. A's ball lies far-

thest behind, and therefore, by the rules

of the game, he is obliged to play again.

This is called playing one more, or the odds.

But A misses his ball, or sends it only to so

short a distance, that It is not yet so near
the mark as B's. A must therefore play a
third time, and this is called playing two
more; and should it so happen that, even at

this stroke, he does not get his ball laid

nearer to the hole than that of B, he must
then play three more, and so on. When
B then plays, he is said to play one off

three; and if he plays a second time, in or-

der to get before it, he is said to play one
off two; and If a third time, one off one, or
the like. Then whichsoever of the two plays

first again, plays the odds. But if, when B
played one off two, or one off three, A had
been to play next, he would have then played
two more, or three more, respectively. If the

party consist of four, the rule is the same,
except that the two partners on each side

play alternately. If the ball be struck into

the hole at the like, or an equal number ct

strokes on both sides, the hole is said to be
halved, and goes for nothing.

The links of St. Andrews are undoubtedly
the most esteemed for this game, and many
important matches for highstakes are played
for, there, throughout the year, by the best

players in the kingdom ; and a gold medal,
presented by King WlUiam IV., Is competed
for In autumn. The game is also vigorously
pursued in Edinburgh, Perth, Montrose,
Aberdeen, Blackheatb, and other places.
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Sect. 8.—Croquet.
38.* The Game of Croquet is of French

origin, and has been played for many years

In that country, as well as in India, and
also in Ireland, where the Oatlands' Club

has been established for the purpose.

(a.) The Implements are, balls, hoops,

mallets, and sticlis.

(6.) The Balls should be made of willow,

its lightness and toughness being greater

than that of any other wood. The size of

the ball is in a great measure optional; but

those most used are from twelve to sixteen

inches in circumference. Each ball should

be painted a different colour, and have a
mallet corresponding. The head of the

mallets are best made of some heavy wood,
Buch as yew, beech, or box, but for ladies or

Children willow is much used. The head
should be from six to eight inches long, and
at the end three or four inches in diameter.

The handles of the mallets should be of

good ash, from three to four feet long,

tapering from the hand to the head of the
mallet in order to admit ofsome spring. The
Jwops should be of strong iron wire, not
more than eighteen inches wide at the bot-

tom. Tlie two sticks are best to be small, not
more than an inch in diameter, as they
afford more amusement than when larger

or square.

(c.) Ant handy carpenter, with a few di-

rections, can turn the mallet-heads and
balls, and the rings are easily made from
iron wire. The position of the rings and
distance must depend on the size of the
ground ; but from the starting-point to the
first ring should never be less than six

yards, and between each ring the distance

should be three yards.

(d) The Sticks ant> Hoops are placed ia

the position indicated in the annexed plan,

which also shows the best directions which
can be given to the balls, the dotted lines

shewing their course from the starting-

point, and the solid line that towards it.

TURNING ^ "POINT

STARTING POINT
(c.) Sometimes twelve hoops are used

Instead often, in which case they are ranged
in four rows of three each.

JRULES for the Game of CKOQtmT(MALLETS,
Balls, and Sides being chosen.)

L One of each side plays alternately.

2. Tlie ball must be struck or pushed by
the end of the mallet only. In starling, the
balls to be placed not more than twelve
Inches from the Post.

3. The hoop must on no account ever bo

moved to afford the player any convenience
in playing.

4. Going through a hoop gives a fresh

move.
5. To count the ball must be quite through

the hoop, but going through one backwards
counts for nothing.

6. To count the hoops must be passed ia

proper succession.

7. Playing out of turn loses the move.
8. To pet a roquet, the player must hit th^

boll he wishes to roquet with tiia own; In
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so doing, he may play his ball with safflcient

force to move tlie hit ball into another posi-

tion. He then places his ball closQ on any
side of the hit ball, taking care in so doing
not to move the latter.

9. The left foot is placed on the player's

own ball, which he then hits with his mallet.

10. When making the roquet, the player's

ball must not move from its position; if

moved, the balls must be replaced for an-
other trial, three trials being allowed.

IL After the plaj'er has passed through a

hoop he is entitled to another stroke; or

after having roqued, another balL

12. The player can only roquet the same
ball once, until he again passes through the

hoop.

13. A ball halfthrough a hoop is considered

altogether through.

14. If a player misses a hoop, he must
return to the side of it that he played from,

either through or around the hoop, as most
convenient.

15. A ball must not be lifted from the
ground if in the way of another player. I

the ball of one player strike that of another
which is not available for a roquet, both
balls remain to wherever sent; but if the
ball be hit, and available for a roquet, it

must be roqued.

16. If the roqued ball be moved ever so

little, the players remaining stationary, it is

a roquet.

17. No player can roquet or be roqued un-
til he has been through the first hoop.

18. A roquet entitles the player to roquet
another ball, or make a move.

19. The player cannot roquet the same
ball twice in the same move. He can push
it on by hitting it with his own, or, going
through a hoop, can again roquet that ball.

20. You can roquet friend or foe—helping
your friend, or sending your foe to a distant

part of the ground.
2L At any stage of the game the player

may go where he pleases to roquet balls.

22. When a ball is hit, it must be roqued.
23. After hittuig the lower stick, the ball

may be placed in a favourable position,

alongside the stick, to go through the proper
hoop ; but if moved, a roquet cannot be
played.until the ball has been through a hoop.

24. When the player, having gone through
all the hoops, hits the winning stick, he is

out; but it is not obligatory to hit it when
first reached, the player may return as a
"rover" to roquet friend or foe.

25. Going through a hoop does not give a
"rover " an additional move, as they have
all been previously passed through ; he gets
other moves by roqueting balls.

26. He cannot roquet the same ball again
until his turn comes round; but he can
roquet other balls.

27. A ball that has not been through the
first hoop cannot roquet; but it can be
roqued.

28. If a ball that has not passed through
the first hoop be sent behind the stick at the
starting-point, it can be brought up to the
starting-point and start afresh.

29. On striking the second stick the
player has the option of either leaving his
ball to wherever it may have glided to, or
of bringing it back to the stick.

30. When intending to roquet another
ball, the player must strike h s own ball
with as much force as he pleases, in order
to drive the ball about to be roqued into an
unfavourable or favourable position. The
player's ball must always be the one moved
in roquing.

31. If in roquing, the player's ball slips

from under his foot when he strikes it, it

must be brought back to the place he struck
it from.

32. If you hit a ball, and ftom it glance off

through a hoop, you must retiirn to croquet
the ball, and are not considered through the
hoop. In like manner ifyon croquet a ball,

and glancing off from it hit the post, you
have hit the ball, but are not considered to
have hit the post

33. When you croquet a ball, and from it

hit another, you must croquet the one first

hit, and then the second; but if an interme-
diate ball be nearer the player than either

of them already hit, he must not attempt to
croquet it until the others have been dis-

posed of.

34. At the upper post you may not take
your ball up after hittiug the post, but must
proceed from the place to where the ball

rebounds.

35. Those balls which roll out ofthe ground
remain where they roll to, until their turn
for play comes, and then they are placed on
the ground twice the length of the head of
the mallet from the edge.

36. Players must identify their balls when
called upon to do so, and state also (if asked)
which is their next hoop.

37. If in croquetting you move your adver-
sary's or partner's ball, though you do not
hit your own, a fresh stroke may be taken,

38. It is not lawful to follow your ball

when striking. If this happens the striker

shall take his ball up, and play again from
the point he hit from.

39. A person on each side may be selected

to direct the play, but no assistance to be
given by holding bats or otherwise.

40. To win, the winning stick must be hit •

by all on one side.

There are several modifications of this

now fasliionable game ; but the above rules

will be found to be the most conducive to

the amusement of the players.
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CHAP. L
A K C H E K Y.

Sect. 1 Implements of the Craft.

S9. For the Purposes of the Archer
tiie following implements are required,

which may be obtained at any of the
principal makers in Edinburgh or London-
first, the bow; secondly, arrows; thirdly,

a quiver, pouch, and belt; fourthly, a
tassel and grease pot; fifthly, an arm-guard,
or brace, and a shooting-glove; sixtlilj', a
target or targets ; and seventhly, a scoring
card.

40. The Bow is the most Important
article in archery, and also the most expen-

sive. (See fig. 1.) It Is usually from flva
to six feet in length, made of a single pieca
of 3'ew, or of lancewood and hickory glued
together back to back. The former suits
gentlemen the best, and the latter being
more Uvely is better adapted for the short
sharp pull of the ladies. The wood is

gradually tapered, and at each end is a tip
of horn, the one for the upper end (a) being
longer than the other or lower one (b).
The strength of bows is marked in pounds,
varying from 25 to 80 lb. Ladies' bows are
from 25 to 40 lb. in strength, and those of
gentlemen from 50 to 80 lb. One side of
the bow is flat, called its " back ; " the other
rounded, is called "the belly; " and nearly in
the middle at D, where the hand should take
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hold, it Is lapped round with velvet, and
that part is called " the handle." In each
of the tips of horn is a notch for the string,

called "the nock."

4L BowsTEiNGS are made of hemp or
flax, the former being the better material

;

tor though at first they stretch more, yet
they wear longer, and stand a harder pull

as well as being more elastic in the shoot-

ing. In appljing a fresh string to a bow,
be careful in opentag it not to break the
oomposition that is on it ; cut the tie, take

hold of the eye, which will be found ready
worked at one end, let the other part hang
down, and pass the eye over the upper end
of the bow. If for a lady, it may be held
firom 2 to 2J inches below the nock ; if for a
gentleman, half-an-inch lower, varying it

according to the length and strength of the

bow ; then run your hand along the side of

I the bow and string to the bottom nock,

I turn it round that and fix it by the noose,

I
called the "timber noose," taking care not
to untwist the string in making it. This
noose is merely a simple turn back and
twist without a knot, but it is better seen
than described. When strung, a lady's

bow will have the string about 5 or 5i inches
from the belly; and a gentleman's about
half-an-inch more. The part opposite the
handle, namely, c, is bound round with
waxed sUk, in order to prevent its being
frayed by the arrow. As soon as a string

becomes too soft and the fibres too straight,

j
rub it with beeswax, and give it a few turns

j
In the proper direction, so as to shorten it

and twist its strands a little tighter; a spare
string should always be provided by the
shooter.

42. The Arrows are differently shaped
by the various makers; some being of
uniform thickness throughout, while others
are protuberant in the middle ; some, again,

are larger at the point than at the feathered
end, which I believe to be the best form for

shooting ; and others are quite the reverse.

They are now invariably made of white
deal, with points of iron or brass rivetted

on, but generally having a piece of heavy
wood sphced on to the deal between it and
the point, by which their flight is improved.
At the other end (see Jig. 2) a piece of horn
is inserted, in which is a notch for the
string ; and they are armed with three fea-

thers glued on, one of which is of a different

colour to the others, and is intended to
mark the proper position of the arrow when
placed on the string, this one always point-
ing from the bow. These feathers properly
appUed give a rotary motion to the arrow
which causes its flight to be straight. Tliey
are generally firom the wing of the turkey
or goose. The length and weight vary;
the latter being marked in sterling silver

coin, stamped on the arrow in plain figures.
It is usual to paint a crest, or a distinguish-
ing ring or rings, on the arrow just above

Fig. 2.

the feathers, by which they may be known
in shooting at the target.

43. The Qdiveb is merely a tin case
painted green, and is intended for the
security of the arrows when not in use
(Jig. 3, A). The Podch and Belt ifig. 3, b c)

Fig. 3.

QtivKK, Pouch, and Belt.

are worn round the waist, and the latter

contains those arrows which are actually

being shot
44. A Pot to Hold Gkease for Touch-

ing THE Glove and String, and a Tassel
to wipe the arrows, are hung to the belt

(see Jly. 3, d e). The grease is composed of

deer-suet, or of beef-suet, and beeswax
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melted together. Instead of a leather-belt,

ladies use a cord and tassels round the
waist, to which the pouch, of a different

6hape to that adopted by gentlemen, is

hooked ; and this, again, has the grease-

pot suspended to it. (See sketch of ladies'

costume, section 10.)

45. The Aeji is protected from the blow
Of the string by the brace {see Jig. 4, a), a

Brace and SHooTiNG-tiLOVE.

broad guard of strong leather buckled on
by two straps. A Shooting-Glove, also

of thin tubes of leather, is attached to

the wrist by three flat pieces ending in a

circular strap buckled round it. This glove
prevents that soreness of the fingers whicb
soon comes on after using the bow
without it. (See fig. 4, b.)

46. The Target consists of a circular
thick mat of straw covered with canvas,
painted in a series of circles. It is usually
from three feet six inches to four feet in
diameter ; the middle is about six or eight
inches in diameter, gilt, and called " the
gold;" the next is called "the red," after
-which comes "the inner white," then "the
black," and, finally, "the outer white."*
These targets are mounted upon trian-
gular stands, at distances apart of fronj

50 to 100 yards; 60 being the usual shooting
distance. (See fig. 5.)

Fig. 5.

The Target.

47. A Scoring-Card is provided wltll

columns for each colour, and are marked
with a pin, as here indicated. The usual
score is—for a gold hit, 9 ; the red, 7 ; innei
white, 6; black, 3; and outer white, L

Scoring-Card.

Same.
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3.—Place the heel of the left hand upon
the upper hmb of the bow, below the ej-e

of the string. Now, while the fingers and
thumb of the left hand slide this eye
towards the notch in the horn, and the heel

pushes the limb away from the body, the

right hand pulls the handle towards the

person, and thus resists the action of the

left, by which the bow is bent, and at the

I

same time the string is slipped into the

**nock," as the notch is termed.
4.—Take care to keep the three outer

fingers free from the string, for if the bow
should slip from the hand, and the string

catch them, they will be severely pinched.

If shooting in frosty weather, warm the

bow before a fire, or by friction with a

woollen cloth. K the bow has been lying

by for a long time, it should be well rubbed
with boiled linseed oil before using it.

49. To Unstring the Bow, hold it as in

stringing; then press down the upper limb

exactly as before, and as if you wished to

place the eye of the string in a higher notch

;

this will loosen the string and liberate the

^e, when it must be lifted out of the nock
by the forefinger, and suflfered to sUp down
the limb.

50. Before Using the Bow, hold it in a

perpendicular direction, with the string

towards you, and see if the Une of the string

cuts the middle of the bow ; if not, shift the

eye and noose of the string to either side,

fo as to make the two lines coincide. This
precaution prevents a very common cause

of defective shooting, which is the result of

an tmeven string throwing the arrow on
one side. Afteb using it, unstring it ; and
If a large party is shooting, after every end

tt should be liberated from its state of

tension ; but in this respect there is a great

difference in diflferent bows, some good ones

soon getting cast from their true shape,

and others, though inferior bows, bearing

any ordinary amount of tension without
djimage.

61. The Genebai Management of the
Bow should be on the principle that damp
Injures it, and that any loose floating ends
interfere with its shooting. It should, there-

fore, be kept well varnished, and in a
waterproof case, and it should be carefully

dried after shooting in damp weather. If

there are any ends hanging from the string

cut them off pretty close, and see that the
whipping in the middle of the string is close

and well-fitting. The case should be hung
up against a dry internal wall, not too near
afire.

52. In Selecting the Bow, be careful

that it is not too strong for your power, and
that you can draw the arrow to its head
without any trembling of the hand. If this

cannot be done after a little practice, the

bow should be changed for a weaker one»
for no arrow will go true if it is discharged
by a trembling hand.

53. In Selecting Akeows, be careftd that
they are not too long. For a bow of 6 feet

10 Inches, the arrows should be about 2 feet

4 inches in length. For a lady's bow of
4 feet 10 inches, the arrow should measure
about 2 feet.

54. In Shooting, keep the longer limb ol
the bow upwards, as the bow is liable to be
broken if used the other way, and the
wrapping of the string does not coincide

with the upper part of the handle. Bows
may be broken either from the above cir-

cumstance, or by overdrawing them, or by
snapping the string without an arrow in it,

or by the string breaking; and if a bow
stands aU these trials, it is to be prized as a
sound and good bit of stufif.

55. After an arrow has been shot into the
target or the ground, be particularly careful

to withdraw it, by laying hold close to its

head, and by twisting it round as it is with-
drawn in the direction of its axis. Without
this precaution it may be easily bent or
broken.

56. In Shooting at the Target, the
first thing to be done is to nock thb
ARROW—that is, to place it properly on the
string. In order to effect this, take the
bow in the left hand, with the string

towards you, the upper limb being towards
the right. Hold it horizontally while yoa
take the arrow by the middle, pass it on the
under side of the string and the upper side

of the bow, till the head reaches two or
three inches past the left hand; hold it

there with the fore-finger or thumb while
you remove the right hand down to the
nock. Turn the arrow till the cock-feather

comes uppeiTQost; then pass it down the
bow, and fix it on the nocking point of the
string. In doing this, aU contact with the

feathers should be avoided, unless they are

rubbed out of place, when they may bo

smoothed down by passing them through
the hand from the point towards the nock.

57. The Attitude for shooting should be
gracefiil as well as serviceable. The body
should be at right angles with the target;

but the face must be turned over the left

shoulder, so as to be opposed to it. Tlw
feet are to be flat on the ground, with the

heels a little apart, the left foot turned

towards the mark; the head and chest

inclined a little forward, so as to present a
full bust, but not bent at all below the

waist.

58. In Drawing the Bow, proceed aa
follows :

—

1st ifethocl—Ta^e hold of the bow witl^

the left hand, having the elbow straight;

then, having placed the arrow as dii'ecte^
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lu the last paragraph, and having the

finger-stalls or shooting-glove on, put a
finger on each side of the arrow on the

string and the thumb on the opposite side,

so as to steady it ; then raise all at the full

length of the arm till the right hand
reaches nearly to the level of the shoulder,

Attitude in Shootinq.

and the left is opposite the target, when,

by drawing the one to the ear, and the

other towards the target, the arrow is

brought to a direct line with the bull's-eye,

and at that moment it is released.

2nd Method.—Draw the arrow as before,

but pause when the arrow is fully extended

to the head, and take aim. This, however,

requires a very strong arm, and also a

strong bow, or there will be a quivering of

the muscles, which is commuaicated to the

arrow ; besides the danger of breaking the

DOW. The loosing must be quick, and the

string must leave the fingers smartly and

steadily, the bow hand at that moment
being held as firm as a vice, upon which

the goodness of the flight mainly depends.

59. The Following Dikections should

be attended to strictly, if good shooting is

to be attained :—
] Fix the attention steadily upon the

object, and disregard all external objects,

which are liable otherwise to distract the

eye at the moment of shooting.

2.—In drawing the bow, in order to secure

the arrow in its place, turn the bow a Uttle

obliquely, so that the handle and your

knuckles will together form a groove for

the arrow to run in. "When it falls off, it is

from the string being held too far up by the

fingers, which causes it to twist in the

drawing, and the arrow is thereby thro^vn

off from resting against the bow. The
proper length is midway between the ends

and the first joints of the fingers. Three

fingers may be used, but the arrow should

be between the first and second.

a—In taking aim, two points must be

attended to—viz., the lateral direction

and the distance, because there is no bow
which will drive an arrow many yards per-
fectly point blank, and, consequently, a
slight elevation must in all cases be made,
and for long distances, with weak bows, a
very considerable one. It requires great

experience to manage the elevation pro-

perly, and much must depend upon tha

exact strength of the bow, and the distance

to be shot "With regard to the lateral

direction, it is materially affected by the 'i

wind, and this must always be allowedfor if '.

there ia any stirring ; and if it is in the hne
of the targets, one end will require much
less elevation than the other.

4.—Fix the eyes on the mark, and not on
the arrow. Avoid all such expedients aa
putting a mark on the glove to aim by. Do
not look from the mark to the arrow and
back again. The proper plan is to keep both
eyes open, and look steadily at the mark,
while with the hands the bow is raised or

lowered in accordance with what the mind
thinks is the proper direction.

5 If an arrow falls off the string, and
the archer can reach it with his bow, it is

not shot; but if he cannot, it must be
counted as such.

Sect. 3.—TARGEr-SHOOTiNa

60. The Targets are fixed exactly oppo-
site each other, at 60 yards or perhaps
more apart. Tlie stands when properly

placed, are each called " an end." The
proper number of arrows, as fixed by the

rules, are then shot from each end by all the

party assembled, when all proceed to pick

up or extract their arrows, the marker
scoring for each before di-awing them from
the target, according to paragraph 47;
after which the party shoot back again to

the other end, and so on until the whole
number of ends have been shot.

Sect. 4—Butt-Shootino.
61. Butts are built of long sods of tnrt

pressed together. The form of the base Is

an oblong square, being about 8 or 9 feet

on the front side, and 5 feet wide at the \

ends. The height Is generally about 7 feet, I

and the depth diminishes gradually from I

the bottom to the top. When more than [

two are wanted they are ranged in sets;
j

each set consists of four, ranged at the |

distance of 30 yards apart, and forming
}

a chain of lengths of 30, 60, 90, and 120 ,'

yards ; but so disposed as not to stand in

the way of the archers when shooting at

any of the lengths. (See Roberts' English

Bowman.) Against the front of the butt is

placed the mark, which is a circular piece

of thin white pasteboard, fastened by a

peg through the middle. The size of this,

for 30 yards, is 4hiches in diameter; for
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60 yards, 8 inches ; and so on increasing in

diameter in proportion to the distance.

Shots in tlie butt missing tlie mark are

not scored ; and he who malies the greatest

number of hits is the -winner. If two are

alike, the nearest to the central peg is the

successful one.

Sect. 5.—TtoviNa

62. This is so called because the archers

rove fi'om place to place, and have no fixed

target, but shoot at trees or any other

object wliich presents itselt The -winner

of the first shot chooses the next, and so

on ; the distance being from 100 to 200 yards

;

and all arrows falling -within 5 bows' lengths

scoring, if nearer to the mark than the
adversary's arrow.

Sect. 6.—Flight-Shooting.

63. Flight-Shooting is merely a trial of

distance, and he who can slioot the farthest

is the -winner ot the trial.

Sect. 7.—Clout-Shooting.

64. The Clout is a small -white target of
pasteboard, about 12 inches in diameter,

which is slipped into a cleft stick, and this

is stuck into the ground obliquely, so as to

bring tlie lo-wer edge of the clout to the
ground. The distance is generally from
8 to 10 score yards, and the same rules

apply as in roving.

Sect. 8.—Ckoss-bow-Shooting.

65. Ceoss-bows are bows set in a frame,
which receives the arrow or bolt ; and they
are set and discharged by a trigger after

taking aim. They are, however, now

Fig, &

KOEMAN Bow.

Seldom used except for rook-shooting; and
even there the pea-rifle has almost entirely

saperseded them. (See^gr. 6.)

Sect. 9 Eules of Archekt Meetings.

•6CL The Rules by which archery meetings
are governed are partly the same as in all

other sunilar societies, and partly peculiar
to this craft. The former consist of those
which regulate the election of members
pro-vlding for refreshments, &c., which varj
according to circumstances, and need nor
here be specified. The latter ire generalK
as follows :

—

L—That a " ladyparamount" be annually
elected.

2—That there be meetings in each
year, the gentleman at whose house the
meeting takes place to be president ; and
that every member intending to shoot
shall be on the ground by o'clock.

The shooting to commence at -— and to
terminate at .

3.—That aU members intending to shoot
shall appear in the uniform of the club;
and that a silver badge be worn by ever\'-

member of the society, or a forfeit of ten
shillings will be enforced for each omission.

4.—That the secretary do send out cards
at least a month before each day of meet-
ing, acquainting the members with the daj'

and place of meeting.
5.—That there shall be four prizes at each

meeting, two for each sex; the fli'st for

numbers, the second for hits ; and that no
person shall be allowed to have both on the
same day. The sum of pounds to be
placed at the disposal of the " lady para-
mount " for prizes at each meeting.

6.—That the winner of a prize, or prizes,

shall lose a ring for each prize won. But
that a ring be given back after any sub-
sequent meeting at which such member
shall shoot -without -winning.

7.—That in case of a tie for hits, numbers
shall decide ; and in case of a tie for num-
bers, hits shall decide.

8.—That the decision of the "lady para-
mount " shall be final.

9 Two prizes to be given at each meet-
ing for strangers, ofthe value of .

10.—That there be a challenge prize of

the value of , and that a commemorative
silver ornament be presented to winners of

the challenge prize, to which a clasp he
added on fiiture occasions.

11—That the distance for shooting be 60

and 100 yards, and that 4-feet targets be
used.

12 That each shooter be allowed to

shoot • arrows, distinctly marked or

coloured.

Sect. 10 Deess.

67. The Usual Deess foe Ladies peculiar

to archerj' is sho-wn in the following sketch,

which also gives the attitude in ladies'

shooting extremely welL In most cases a
green jacket is worn over white ; some-
times, however, the colour is black, (boa

fig- 10.)
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Fig. 10.
The gentlemen's costume is not generally

fixed in archery clubs, hut sometimes a
green suit is the club uuiform.

Sect. 1L—Expenses.

The expenses of archery are not usually
great, though a good many arrows Trill be
lost or spoiled during a season's shooting,

especially if the grass is not kept mown
very close. Bows and all the other para-
pharnaUa last a long while ; and, with the
exception of the arrows, the first cost may
be considered to be the only one, over and
above the subscription to the club, to which
most archers like to belong, competition
being the essence of the sport.

The follo-ning are about the usual charges
which are made for bows, arrows, <fec., &c.',

but they vary a good deal with the different

makers.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

Gentleman's bow . 2 2 to 9 9

Lady's bow ... 1 1 „ 3 3

Arrows (each) . . 1 6 „ 3
Quiver, bra6^e, glove, &c., about 110
Targets (per pair) 1 11 6

Stands (per pair) 110
Ladies' Cosxdme.

CHAP. n.

Sect. 1 Quorrs.

68. Quorrs is a game requiring great
strength and quickness. It is played with
a flattened ring of iron called a quoit, thick

Quoit and Hob.
at its inner, and thin at its outer edges,
hiia with a pin of iron driven into the
ground, called a "hob." The quoits are

QUOITS A10> SKITTLES.

I

light or heavy, according to the strength

I
of the player ; and in playing a match it

is usual to specify the weights.

;
69. The Game is played by dri^'ing two

hobs into the ground at the distance agreed

upon, which varies from 15 up to 30 jards.

The players are either two or more; but
if more than three, they are generally

arranged in sides in the usual way. Each
player has two quoits, and throws one of

them in his turu, with the \iew to its

falling over the hob ; after all have thrown
one round, they throw the others, and then
all throw back again to the other hob. The
quoit is held with the fore-finger along its

outer edge, m which there is a small dent
for the end of the finger to lie in without
cutting it The two surfaces are held

between the thumb and the otlier fingers,

and the quoit is pitched flat, with a slight

rotary motion to make it pass smoothly
and horizontally through the air. Ttie

score depends upon the quoit falling on tha •

pin, or upon the distance from it ; but the

nearest quoits only count—that is, one far

each player.
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S15CT. 2.

—

Skittles.

70, Skittles, nine pins, and Dutch pins,

are modifications of the same game, and
are played witli different rules in almost
every town. The essence of the game is

the bowling at certain pins, varying in

number from four to nine, placed upright,
and bowled down by disks ot wood edged
with iron, running along a board placed for

the purpose. It, like tennis, can only be
played where there is a proper alley, and
there its rules may always be readily

learned.

CHAP. in.

CURLING.
fl. CcET.rs'G, which is by far the most in-

teresting and exhilarating of Scotia's games,
appears to be ofvery considerable antiquity.

In a book published in Perth about 1600,

entitled the Muses' Threnodie, giving an in-

ventory of a deceased gentleman's eflFects,

the following lines appear

—

** His hate, his hoods, his bells, his bones.

His alley bowls, his CURLING STONES."

72. About the year 1810, a great and very
important change took place in curhnsr,
which gave a wonderful inpetus to the
game, not only in Scotland, but in Canada,
&c. Previous to this time, almost every
club (or parish) had rules peculiar to itself,

and when neighbouring clubs or parishes
met, to play a bonspeil or match, thevrules
to be observed during the game formed a
subject of some difficulty, and often of very
great contention. To obviate this, a meet-
ing took place in Edinburgh, about 1840, at

which many keen curlers attended, from
different districts of the country. At this

meeting the Grand Caledonian Curling Club
was formed, which issued a set of rules, by
which the game was to be regulated by
e\ery affiliated club. The curling stones
also at this time underwent a great change

:

formerly, a coarse stone or boulder from
the field or a dyke, with a smooth bottom,
was reckoned quite sufficient; into the top
of which was fixed an immoveable coarse
iron handle. Indeed, curling stones origi-

nally had no handles, but were pushed along^ rink with the hand. Xow, however.

these stones are of a certain diameter and
thickness, most beautifully polished, with
elegantly mounted handles, which can be
screwed into the stone, unscrewed, and
taken home in the pocket ; no stone is al-

lowed beyond SOlbs. In 1842, Prince Albert
became the patron of the club ; in 1843, her
MiHJesty graciously allowed it to take the
designation of "Royal." Curling is the
most friendly and social of all the games
ever invented for the amusement of the
human race; the poorest mechanics or pea-
sants, provided they are keen and good
curlers, are most cordially received, and
associated with dukes, earls, lords, and
baronets, on the icy board. As an illustra-

tion, we may refer to the great match or
bonspiel, in 1784, between the Duke of

Hamilton (Lanarkshire), and Macdougall of

Castle Semple (Renfrewshire), seven players

on each side; the noble duke, in selecting

his men, fixed upon Tam Pate, the cadgen
whose business ordinarily was to hawk
haddocks and herrings through the country.

The duke (himself a player) appointed Tam
skip or head of the rink ; the game was so

keenly contested, that before the last stone

was played both sides were equal; that

stone had to be played by Tam Pate. No one

thought that it was possible to take it; but

Tam, with the greatest coolness and unerr-

ing precision, took that shot, and thtt.

gained the victory for the Duke of Hamil-
ton. The number of members belonging to

the Royal Club {mirabile dictu I) amounts to
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ftbout 12,000. On the pond belonging to the
club, situated near Blackford, Perthshire,

when a gi'eat bonspiel or match is played
between the south and the north of Scot-
land, there has been seen 2000 curlers, and
5000 lady and gentleman spectators—the
pond is seventy acres in extent. Curling
is much practised in Canada, where there

is fine ice for the whole winter season ; the
Canadians have sent a challenge to the
Eoyal Club, expressing a strong desire that

four or eight of the club's best players
-should cross the Atlantic, and play a match
for beef and greens—very probably this

match will come off next winter.

EULES OF THE GAME.

L The length of the "Rink shall be forty-

two yards; any deviation occasioned by
peculiar circumstances to be by mutual
agreement of parties. When a game is

begun, the Kink is not to be lengthened nor
shortened, unless by consent of the majority
of players.

It is advisable that Einks have double
Tees at each end, the one at least two
yards behind the other, the whole four

to be as nearly as possible in the same
line. The stones are to be delivered
from the outer tee, and played towards
the inner ; this saves the ice from being
injured around the tee played up to,

2. The Eink shall be changed in all cases
when, from the springing of water, the ma-
jority of players cannot make up. Neither
the winning nor losing party have right to

object, as all contests must be decided on
the fair and equitable principle of science,

not of strength.

3. The number of shots in a game, if not
otherwise mutually fixed upon, shall be
twenty-one.
A game more frequently consists of thir-

teen shots, or even of seven, than of
any others, when an hour or two's prac-
tice only is intended; but this is a mat-
ter of private arrangement.

In a Bonspiel or Match, when a consider-
able number of players appears on each
side, the aggregate number of shots
gained in a fixed time is not onlj' as
equitable a method, but affords amuse-
ment to all the rink to the conclusion,
and ought to be universally adopted.

4. The Hog's Score to be one-sixth part
of the length of the rink from the tee. Every
stone to be considered a hog which does not
•clear a square placed upon the score.

5. Every rink to be composed of four
players a side, each with two stones, unless
otherioise mutually agreed upon. In no case
shall the same individual or party play two
stones in succession, and every player shall
iflellver both his stones alternately witli an

opponent, before any other of the same side

or party play one.

6. Parties to draw cuts which shall fill

the ice at the first end; after which tlie

winning party of the last end or game of
that day's play shall do so. No stone to be

counted which, does not lie within seven feet
from the tee, unless it be previously other-
wise mutually agreed upon. In cases where
each party has a stone equally near the tee,

neither to be counted, and the winning
party of the previous end is again to fill the
ice. Measurements to be taken from the
centre of the tee, to that part of the stone
which isrnearest it.

7. Each player to place his feet in such a
manner as that, in delivering his stone,
he shall bring it over the tee. A player
stepping aside to take a brittle (or wick),
or other shot, snail forfeit his stone for tliat

end. A player, after delivering his last

stone, shall not remain longer than to see
his next opponent fit his tee, but shall take
his place at the other end, between the
score and the previous plaj^er of his own
partj'; and shall on no account remain to

give directions to the next of his party who
plays.

The Committee strongly recommend the
adoption of Cairnie's foot-iron, which
overrules all chance of dispute.

8. If any player shall improperly speak to

or interrupt another while in the act of de-
livering his stone, one shot shall be added
to the score of the party so interrupted.

9. The rotation of play adopted at the be-

ginning must be observed through the
Avhole game.

10. All Curling Stones shall be of a cir-

cular shape. Ko stone must be changed
throughout the game, unless it happens to

be broken, and then the largest fragment to

count, without any necessity of playing

with it more. If a stone rolls and stops upon
its side or top, it shall not be counted, but

put off the ice. Should' the handle quit the

stone in the delivery, the player must ket-p

hold of it, otherwise he will not be entitled

to replay the shot.

11. If a player plays out of turn, the stone

so played may be stopped in its progres'=,

and returned to the player. If the mistake
shall not be discovered till the stone is again

at rest, the opposite party shall have the

option to add one to their score, and the

game proceed in its original rotation, or

to declare the end null and void.

12. In double-soled stones, the side com-
menced with shall not, under forfeit of the'

match, be changed during the progress of

the game.
13. The sweeping department to be under

the exclusive control of the Skipper. Ko
sweeping to be allowed by any party till the
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stone has passed the hog's score, except
when snow is falling or drifting, in which
case it shall be admissible to sweep from
tee to tee. The player's pariy may sweep
when the stone has passed the further hog's

score, his adversaries when it has passed the
tee. Sweeping to be always to one side.

Previous to each direction being given,

either party are entitled to sweep the rink
clean.

14. Parties before beginning to play to

take different sides of the rink, which they
are to keep throughout the game; and no
player on any pretence to cross or go upon
the middle of the rink. The skippers alone

to stand about the tee. Their respective

parties, according to their rotation of play,

shall take their position down to the hog's
score.

15. If in sweeping, or otherwise, a run-
ning stone be marred by any of the party to

which it belongs, it shall be put off the ice.

If by any of the adverse party, it shall be
placed where the skipper of the party to

whom it belongs shall direct. If marred by
any other means, the player shall take his

shot again. Should a stone at rest be acci-

dentally displaced at any part of the end
before the case provided for in Rule 13 comes
into operation, it shall be put as nearly as

possible in its former position.

16. Every player to come provided with a
besom, to be ready to play when his turn
comes, and not to take more than a reason-
able time to throw his stones. Should he
accidentally play a wrong stone, any of the

players may stop it while running; but if

not stopped till it is again at rest, it shall be
replaced by the one which he ought to have
played.

17. No measuring of shots allowable pre-

vious to the termination of the end. Dis-
puted shots to be determined by the skippers^
or, if they disagree, by some neutral person
mutually chosen by them, whose decision
shall be final.

18. Should any played stone be displaced,
before the last stone is thrown and at
rest, by any of the party who are lying the
shot, they shall forfeit the end; if by any of
the losing party who have the stone yet to
play, they shall be prevented from playhig
that stone, and have one point deducted
from their score. The number of shots to
be marked by the winners to be decided by
the majority of the players, the offender
not having a vote.

19. The skippers shall have the exclusive
regulation and direction of the game, and
may play in what part of it they please

;

but having chosen their place at the be-
ginning, they must retam it till the end of
the game. The players may give their ad-
vice, but cannot control their director; nor
are they upon any pretext to address them-
selves to the person about to play. Each
skipper, when his own play comes, shall

name one of his party to take charge for
him. Every player to follow impUcitly the
direction given him.

20. Should any question arise, the deter-
mination of which is not provided for by
the words and spirit of the rules now estab-
lished, it may be referred to the three
nearest members of the Eepresentative
Committee, unconnected with the disputing

parties, who shall form a District Com-
mittee of Eeference, and whose decision

shall be binding on aU concerned till the
Annual General Meeting of the Represen-
tative Committee, to whom either party
may appeal the case.
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IIUR.VL GAilES AND OUT-DOOR AMUSEMENTS.

BOOK IU.-AKTEFICIAL MODES OF LOCOMOTION,

CHAP. L

SWIMMING.
Sect. 1.—General Kemauks.

73. This Mode op Locomotion is, next

to walking, the most primitive and simple,

being practised by all savage nations, who
are generally great adepts in the art It is

not, however, a natural power in man, the

child of the savage requiring to be taught

as much as the denizen of the civiMzed

•world. This is a very remarkable fact, and

marks the difference between man and the

brute creation in a point not to the advan-

tage of the former. The dog and the horse,

on falling into the water, are able to swim;

and though they are sometimes rather

awkward at first, yet they are never in

absolute danger of drowning. Man, on the

other hand, without learning to swim,

would almost invariably drown, in spite of

all that has been written on the subject.

It is true that some people of capacious

chests, and with a great development of

fat, are able to support themselves in the

water without the use of their hands or

legs; but, in the vast majority of cases, the

drowning man who trusts to his mere

buoyancy will indeed "catch at a straw."

This being the case, every one should learn

to swim; and even if ladies were taught

many lives would be saved, not only of that

sex, but of their male protectors, who are

often sacrificed in attempting to save their

charge. Few people would be more than a

fortnight in learning the rudiments of the

art; and now that swimming-baths are

common in every city and towTi of any size,

there is no excuse for the postponement of

the duty.

Sect. 2.—Aids Used in Swimmisg.

74. VATtious Kinds of Apparatus have

been recommended for sustaining the body,

as cork-jackets, swimming-belts, bladders,

&c; but, though they may bo turned

to advantage in case of shipwreck, they

should never be relied upon at other times,

as they are not unattended with danger, in

consequence of their sometimes slipping

down too low, and thus causing the head

to be kept under water. In learning, the

hand of the master is the only safe aid,

•with the addition of a rope in some cases.

The swimmer should, for the sake of

decency, always -wear a pair of short draw-

ers ; and when he has mastered the rudi-

ments of the art, he should accustom himself

to swim in a full suit of clothes, adding one

article to another as he finds he can manage
their weight. At first they rather buoy him
than otherwise, but very soon all the air is

removed by the pressure of the water, and

they then serve to impede his progress

very considerably ; the swimmer, therefore,

should persevere in their use for some little

time, or until they are thoroughly saturated,

when he wiU be able to estimate their effect

in case of an milooked-for immersion.

Sect. 3.—Various ISIodes of Progression

IN the Water.

75. There are several varieties of swim-

ming—first, the ordinary method ; secondly,

the upright, or Italian ; thirdlj', the dog-like

;

fourthly, the hand-over-hand; flfthlj-, on

the back ; sixthly, ^vith certain limbs only

;

seventhl3% on one side; and, eightlily, under

water, commonly called diving.

76. The Horizontal ISIethod of S-wim-

MiNG is that most commonly practised in

this country; but there seems to be no

doubt that the Italian method in the up-

right position is the best adapted for long

distances in warm climates, being most in

accordance with the ordinary movements of

the bod}'. In order to gain an exact know-

ledge of the actions which are developed in

the ordinary style, it is only necessary to

get possession of a frog, and watch its

motions in the water, where the movements

of the fore and hind extremities are so

slowly and deliberately performed, and so

exactly in accordance with those of the

human body, that they have only to be

slavishly copied to produce a swimmer. As
far as tlic theory of progression in the water

goes, the principle is, that there shall be :i)i

alternating stroke of both hands and fevt

downtcards and backtcards, by which tlie

body is at once supported and propelled. At

the same time there is another object to bi>,

attained, Avhich consists in thrusting for-

ward tlic hands and legs after the stroke

with as little surface exposed as it is pos-

sible to manage. It is obvious, that ii a

body in the water is moved backwards and

forwards with the same velocitj', and expos-

ing the same surface at the same angle, iho
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effect produced in one direction is neutra-

lized by that caused in the other, and, as a
consequence of these opposing forces, it

remains stationary. But if the same body
is moved forwards when folded up, and
backwardswhen expanded, both being done
with the same power and velocity, the pro-

gression will be in proportion to the differ-

ence between the two surfaces exposed.

And this is what takes place in swimming.
In addition to the difference in the two velo-

^ties. The first action is to thrust forward

the hands as far as possible, with the edges

only presented to the fluid, and the palms

» In apposition ; as soon as this is done, the

palms are separated, and face outwards and
downwards, in which position the whole
arm, extended horizontally on each side the

body, is swept rapidly backwards till the

hands are brought to the hips. The arms
and hands are then gathered up with as

little exertion as possible under the belly,

and again protruded as before, after which
the stroke is repeated. So much for the

action of the arms. "With regard to the

head, it is thrown back as far as possible,

80 as to raise the mouth out of the water

;

for it is the shortness of the neck of man,
and the difficulty ot thrusting his mouth
out of the water, which creates the chief

impediment to his swimming, and separates

him from the brute creation in this element.

The action of the leg is neither exactly

synchronous with the arms nor precisely

alternating with them, but for all practical

purposes they may be considered as alter-

nating. At the moment when the hands

are fully extended, the legs Lave just com-

pleted their stroke (see fig. 2), and are then
drawn as quietly under the belly, while the
arms are making their effort; upon the
conclusion of wlaich, or rather a little before
its conclusion, the legs are violently thrust
backwards, outwards, and downwards,
completing the act in a shorter time, and
with greater power, than the arms have
previously done. Thus, the mere art of
swimming may be divided into three
essential parts—first, the carriage of the
head ; secondly, the action of the arms ; and,
thirdly, the action of the legs ; aU of which
may be practised out of the water on any
small surface raised from the ground, sucli
as a chair or stooL

77. Leabntng to Swnt—The putting this
theory into practice is effected in various
ways, some ofwhich are as follows :—

\&t Method.—In the SwiiDUNG Bate,
with a master or teacher of the art, the
quickest way is to suspend the swimmer
from a projecting lever, as shown vnfig. i.

A broad belt is buckled round the chest,
and is shifted higher or lower till it exactly
balances the body, so as to leave the head
just above water when suspended by it

from a cord. The master now passes this
cord over a pulley in the end of the pro-
jecting lever, which, like a crane, works
upon a centre and gives way with the
movements of the swimmer. He is now
suspended on the surface of the water by
the cord held in the master's hand, and is

told to strike out Wgorously with arms and
legs, according to the previously explained
motions required by the art. As soon as
he gains some little confidence and power

Fig. L

TsACHiNa TO Swim.
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so as to support' himself partially, the rope

is suflfered to slip through the pulley, and
the pupil is left to his o^vn efforts; but,

upon his sulking at the end of a stroke or

two, he is immediately raised by the cord

and recovers his wind and his confidence.

In this way a short lesson, repeated every

day for a week, almost always teaches the

pupil to keep his head above water for

20 or 30 strokes ; after which, practice and
time only are wanted to increase the distance

and number of strokes. At first the pro-

gress through the water is very slow, and the

legs, arms, and hands seem to do no good

;

but soon power is gained over this unstable

element, and a few yards are comjiassed in

ten or a dozen seconds. After which the

progress depends upon the natural powers
and perseverance of the pupD.

2nd Method Whe:* in the Swimming
Bath, the pupil cannot always have the

benefit of the master, and if so, he may
adopt the plan of using a cork-jacket or a
life-preserver round the waist, under the

arms ; but it is a bad plan, and confines the

arms too much for learning to swim rapidly

and easily.

Srd Method.—If the Bather is in an
Open Eivek, a place should be selected

Avhere there is a long shelving bank, and
there the learner should attach a cord to a
stout post or stump of such a length as to

allow him to wade out to his full depth ; he
then turns round, having the cord fastened

to liis wrist, so that in any case he may be
pulled ashore if he should lose Ma presence

of mind. As soon as he faces the bank he
may strike out boldly towards it, not caring
how he gets there so that he does not touch
the bottom with his feet; but whether
under water or above it matters little. (See
Jig. 2.) The celebrated Franklin advised
the learner to endeavour to dive before
learning to swim, so as to discover the
difficulty which exists in getting under
water ; but I have always found that this

plan does not answer in teaching to swim
quickly, inasmuch as the learner speedily
takes the facts for granted, and does no
more, from his dislike to the process;
besides which, the diver without a cord Is

very apt to get into deep water, and many
accidents have occurred from attempting to
follow out Franklin's suggestion- Bj' trying
the plan on the method I have described,
the young shimmer will generally manage
at first to swim a dozen strokes, pretty
nearly in the same place, it is true, but by
and bye gaining confidence and skill, ho
increases his length of swim, and soon
strikes the bottom with his knees, by reach-
ing the shallow water. I have seldom
known this plan tried without the learner
mastering 12 or 15 strokes in the first week,
and after that, as in the first method,
ultimate success is easy enough. In making
the stroke with the arms, as soon as It

can be leisurely done, a rapid expiration

and inspiration ought always to be made
towards the end, whUe the body and head
are weU raised out of the water, and
mouth clear. If done before that moment

Fig. 2.

Learning to Swm.

considerable buoyancy Is lost, because the

chest ought to be maintained as Ihll of air

as possible during the stroke of the legs, for

the sake of its greater lightness in that

c^>ndition; and also during the early part

ot the stroke of the arms, because the chief

fixed points for their muscles are the ribs

and other walls of the chest ; and if they are

not fixed, the muscles of the arms caniM>»

act with their full power.

78. The Upright System of swimming,

called the Italian mode, or the plan of

Bernard!, is much used abroad, but is not

common in England, where the old plan
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still holds imdisputed sway. Most good
shimmers can swim on this plan, using

their limbs alternately; but they do not

))rogress so fast as in their old and accus-

tomed mode. According to the report

given by the Xeapolitan Commission on
the relative advantages of the two plans,

the follOA\-ing is the state of the case :_
First—"It has been established by the

experience of more than a hundred persons

of different bodily constitutions, that the

human body is Ughter than water, and con-

sequently -w-ill float by natui-e ; but that the

an of s^vimming must be acquired to ren-

der that pri^'ilege usefuL

Secondly.—"That Bemardi's system is

new, in so far as it is founded on the

principle of husbanding the strength and
rendering the power of recruiting it easy.

The speed, according to the new method, is

no doubt diminished ; but security is much
more important than speed; and the new
plan is not exclusive of the old, where
occasions require great effort.

Thirdly.—"That the new method is sooner

learnt than the old, to the extent of advanc-

ing a pupU in one day as far as a month's
instruction on the old plan."

The latter part of this report is not

foimded upon correct data, because a good
teacher on the old plan will make many
pupUs into good swimmers long before the

end of the month ; but I believe it is indis-

putable that a greater distance may be

passed in swimming in this Italian mode
than in the horizontal position ; yet while

the latter mode will allow of the distance

being passed which Leander and Lord
Byron achieved, it is scarcely necessary to

look for greater power, especially when in

the other plan speed is lost as much as

distance is gained, ilany men can swim
slowly and without any great effort for

hours, if the water is warm, and their

powers of s^vimming are only limited by
their capabiUties of enduring immersion.

Hence there is httle gained by this mode,
and some attendant disadvantages.

79. Berxardi's Plan is as follows :—The
pupil is supported in the upright posture in
deep water, by means of a hand under the
arms, which are stretched out horizontally
under the water. The head should never
be allowed to sink, but the body may be
left unsupported for a short space if tlic

pupil can be persuaded to remain quite
quiet, which he will do if he has full coo.
fidence in his master. If the legs are
inclined to come forward or backward, or
to rise on either side, a movement of the
head in the same direction corrects the
tendenc}-; and this is instilled into the
pupil, and he is practised accordingly.

"When he can manage to maintain the
perpendicular position by this mode of
balancing, the most difficult part of the pro-
cess is accomphshed. The next thing is to
teach him to advance one leg, keeping the
other back, and, with the arms still hori-
zontal, this is easUy done; and the legs

may be taught to be used as in walking.
After this, the arms are practised in the
sweep peculiar to the plan which is first

attempted while the body is stationary, and
is exactly the reverse of the use of the
arms in the old style, each hand being
thrust out nearly sideways, and then
brought one after the other round in front

of the chest, embracing, as it were, a body
of water within its grasp. "Ulien wishing
to retreat the bodj^is inclined backwards,
the arms are reversed, and the water is

pushed from the body. The outside rate of

swimming in this way is about three mUes
an hour in Stillwater, which is not much
more than half the ordinary speed.

80. The Dog-like style of swimmhig is

inferior in all respects to both the above
methods, being slower than the Italian, and
at the same time not more capable of su*-

taining a long distance than the common
mode. It is, however, of use in relieving

Fig, 3,

DOG-LIKL SvViJiUUNa.
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the tired muscles alter a long swim, since

the set used in this mode are entirely

different from those generally employed.

In dog-like swimming, euch hand and foot

is used alternately (see fig. 3), just as a dog

uses his, and hence the style has received

Its name. One hand is thrust gently for-

wards, with the palm flat and the fingers

dose together; it is then brought back, to

tlie level of the breast, and the other hand
used in the same way. While each hand
is thus being used, the foot and leg of the

other side is drawn up to the belly, and

then thrust backwards, outwards, and

downwards, with a kind of kick. In this

mode the action of the arms and legs ig

exactly in unison ; first, the right arm and
left leg acting together, and then the left

arm and right leg. The leg is drawn up to

the belly to the utmost extent of its flexion,

at the same time that the opposite hand
is beginning its stroke, which is not quite

sufBciently shown in the engraving.

81. The Hand-over-Hand style is a very
rapid mode of swimming, and is adopted
for short distances, when it is desired to

reach a drowning person very quickly; but
it cannot long be maintained, in consequence

Fig. 4,

HaXD-OVER-HAN'D S\\TiIMIXG.

of the great muscular effort required. It is

an exaggeration, as it were, of the dog-like

style. One hand is first lifted out of the

water, and the whole arm and shoulder

swung through the air with a sweep for-

wards as far as the reach will permit It is

then dropped into the water edgeways (see

fig. 4) ; alter which it is turned with tlie

palm downwards. While this has been

goiug on, the shoulder is so far advanced

that the bodj' is thrown on its side just after

the hand reaches the water, and the oppo-

site leg having been drawn up under the

belly is forcibly thrust backward. The hand
now is swept back towards the hip, and
when extended straight backwards is r;used

from the water and swept forwards in the

air as before; thus, as it were, revolving in

9[i oval, half under water and half in the

air. There is a slight pause of the hand at

ri'i r,.

Swimming os the Daci
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he hip while the other hand is being thrast

orward, and the stroke ot the opposite leg

s synchronous with that pause.

82. SwDTMixQ on the back is usually

•fleeted by the feet alone, as shown in

Ig. 5. The body is first thrown on the back

oy the arm and leg of one side. The head

King thrown back and immersed, with the

?sception of the face ; the chest is expanded

md inflated as fully as possible, and the

lands placed flat upon the groin {see fig. 5),

ff else used as fins, keeping the wrists close

,0 the hips. The legs are thrust back as in

ordinary swimming ; but the knees should

lot come out of the water. If the legs are

not to be used, as is sometimes necessary in

cramp, they must be exleniicil sUiliy in the

horizontal position, and the heels and toes

are kept close together. There is a slight

dip of the body at the hips, and an arching

of the loins, and the hands are kept work-
ing in small circles from the navel townrds
the outside of the hip, by which the body is

slowly driven forwards. If progression in

the opposite direction is desired, the posi-

tion is the same in all respects, except that

the elbows are kept close to the hips, and
the hands are worked from the hip to the

navel, as if fanning the pit of the stomach,

commencing from the position shomi in

the engraving, and ending at the pavel

(see^^. 6).

Ftg. 6.

SwiinnxG OS the Back.

8.3. Swimming -^tth Cektain Limbs only,

may be either with the hands only, or -vvith

the feet only; or with one hand and both

feet ; or both hands and one foot ; or with

!the hand and foot of the opposite side. In

swimming with the hands, the body is

upright, the feet are deeply sunk, and the

arms are used in the ordinary way, but with

the palms more flat, and the stroke more
towards the hips, and deeper in the water.

In using the leg ojtlt, there is groat

difRculty in making any progression, and

none but practised swimmers can do more

than keep their position, called treading

tcater. Some, however, can fold their arms

across their chests, and yet make some con-

siderable way with their legs alone. In

CSING ONT! hand WITH THE FEET, the bOdy

is thrown on one side, the feet sunk

rather -deeply, and the other hand kept

close to the hip. With both hands ant)

ONE LEG a good progress may be made by

any moderate swimmer; but it requires

some art to keep up for any length of time

the use of one leg and hand of opposite

BIDES. The dog-hke action is the one to be

' adopted.

i 8i. In Swduhng on Oxe Side the body

is tumrd on either side, while the feet act

as usual The undermost arm is thrust

well forward with a good sweep, while the

upper one is used more like a paddle,

striking at the same time as the legs.

Immediately after this synchronous action

of the three limbs, the lower arm makes its

stroke ; and thus keeps up the body while

the upper arm and the legs are being

drawn forwards to repeat their stroke.

83. SwisiOTNG Under Water is practised

by many who cannot keep their heads above

it. I have known many who could swiin

for a considerable distance in this way, and

who yet would drown ifthey could not reach

the shore under water. There are three

ways of progressmg under water—first,

with the legs only; secondly, with the legs

and arms ; and thirdly, by means of the

bed of the river, or sea, when shallow

water is the scene of the bathe. In swim-

ming with the legs only, they are used as

in ordinary swimming; and the hands are

kept extended before the head, with the

palms horizontal. To descend, the hands

are inclined downwards, but not forcibly,

and arc then turned and pressed quickly

upwards ; to ascend, they are first gently
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raised and then pushed downwards against

the water, which, joined to the lesser

specific gravity of the body, soon brings it

to the surface. When the object is to dive

straight down, the palms are turned up-

wards, and the water is gathered, as it

were, very rapidly, and with short strobes

;

the feet being quiescent and straight till

the body is quite perpendicular, when a few

rapid strolies greatly assist the downward
vrogress. The eyes should, if possible, be

kept open in diving, as it is very difficult to

open them after once the head is immersed.

Sect. 4—Modes of Suppoktixg the Bodi
WITHOUT Progression.

86. In Floating horizontally on th«

back, the arms are thrust forward, tht

head is bent back with the face only out oi

the water, and the body and legs are kepi

nearly straight, but with a slight bend a>

the hips. The chest should be fully inflated

by making a deep inspiration, and after-

wards keeping up respiration by very short

expirations and inspirations. (See Jig. j.)

7.

Fin- 8.

i'tUJ-i^idCLLAIi i'LOATLSQ.

Floating on the Back.

87. Perpendicular Floating is effected

by bringing the arms forwards and crosshig

them over the chest, straightening the

loins, and throwing the head back. It is

more difticult than the former plan, and re-

quires a more capacious chest. (See^^. 8.)

If in this position a person with a good
sized chest, and free from disease of the

lungs, remains perfectlj' still and breathes

so as to keep the chest as full of air as

possible, he will in still water be able tO

keep his nose above its level for any length

of time; because, though he sinks when
his chest is partially emptied of its air, tha

act is so quick that the broad surfkOB

offered by his back prevents the body from
being affected by this change of gravity

until the quantity of air is restored by the

quickly following inspiration. It is a very

good test of health and soundness of lung,

and if a man floats easily, it may generally

be assumed that his lungs are sound ; but

it is not to be supposed because a man does

not float that the reverse is the case, for

manj' sound men cannot float for an

Instant, even though they can swim. It is

a mistaken idea that every person fiUlinu

into the water can save himself by remain-

ing quiet and throwing back his head ; and

as it tends to a false sense of security, and

to a neglect of learning to swim, its fallacy

ought to be fully known.
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88. Tkeading Water is a mode of sup-
porting the body without progression, but
with the head considerably above the level

of the water. It is chiefly useful in sustain-

ing a drowning man, when two persons,

one on each side, taking him by the arms,
he may be readily kept above water until

assistance arrives; whereas, in other modes
the head is immersed and respiration can
not take place. It is, however, a dangerous
experiment, unless the two assistants co-

operate with full vigour, and prevent that
)n"appHng which is so commonly fatal to

both parties. But if both aid in disentangling

the hands, it must be a very powerful grasp
wtiich can impede a good swimmer when
assisted by a second equally good. The
treading is either by both legs at once, as

in swimming, but perpendicularly, or by
one at a time ; the latter being less power-
ful t'.ian the former, and not nearly so

efficacious in supporting a dead weight.
' It is the mode of s'^vimming adopted pre-
' paratory to springing out of the water,

.
when any bough or rope above its level is

to be seized hold o£

Sect. 5.

—

^Bathing.

89. The Best Time of the Day for
bathing is between breakfast and dinner,
with the stomach neither full nor empty

;

and no one should ever think of entering
the water in either of these conditions-
eating a biscuit if fasting, and carefully
avoiding bathing directly after a full meal.
Generally speaking, bathing before breal^-
fast, in delicate constitutions, is not
attended with sufficient reaction, which is

marked, when present, by a good glow of
the skiiL Slany, however, are robust
enough to bear it with impunity, and bathe
every day before breakfast almost all the
year round, even breaking the ice for that
purpose. As a rule, however, it is a bad
practice, and the hour above-mentioned is

much better for nearly all purposes, except
those of convenience. With regard to
winter bathing, it is only adapted to the
very robust; and in the months of De-
cember, January, and Februarj% it will
seldom be long borne with impunity even
by them.

Fig. 9.

£>TEBING THE WaTEK.

90. The Best Bathing Places are the
sands of the sea-shore, or a clear running
stream with shelving banks, when the
swimmer is young and inexperienced; but
when he is capable of jumping off the bank,
he should choose a part where the water is

at least nine feet deep, close to the shore,

or at a distance of a yard and a half from it.

Xext to these are the swimming-baths now
to be had in most of our provincial cities,

and common enough in London.
91. ENTERING the Watek is effected

eltlier gradually, by walking in and then
immersing the head, or by jumping off the
bank, head foremost or feet foremost. i[any
people object to dipping the head, and ii no
headache Is the consequence, it will do no

• harm to keep the head above water ; but if
' the head is liable to congestion, it is always

I

better to dip it. In jumping off the bank

I

head foremost, when the shore is not very

I
abrupt, and the depth is less than nine or

I

ten feet, the plunge, as here represented,

j
must be adopted (see fig. 9) ; and by enter-

I

ing the water obliquely, the head does not

i
dip much below the surface, and soon

I

reappears, the back scarcely being covereo.

I If, however, the object is to dive deeply

j
from the bank, a deep place or "hole" must
be chosen If a river is the scene of bathing,

and there the attitude, as given in the
engraving {fig. 10), is the proper one.

When the bank is higher, the spring may
I be a little more into the air, but in a low
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bank the body must be curved in the way
vhich the artist has closely copied. 'Wlieii

the dive is with the feet do^^aiwards, it must
be taken irom a height, and the legs kept

closely together, the toes pointed down-
\rards, the arms close to the side, and the

Lead thro-mi a little back. Care must be

taken not to fall upon either the belly or

back; but as it is as easy to jump into the

water with the legs downwards as upon
land, it is only nervousness which can lead

to this error, if it is kno-\\Ti to be such.

Fig. 10.

Enteking Deep Water, or Di\tnq,

92. The Length of Time diulng which
the body will bear immersion without
injury \vill average from a quarter to half

an liour, according to the season ; but if

the weather is cold, a mere plunge is all

that is prudent.

93. Cramp is the bugbear of the bather

;

but, unless he is very far from assistance,

lie ought never to be alarmed at its occur-

rence. It is seldom that it attacks more
than one limb ; and he is a very awkward
swinnner who cannot support himself with
three until assistance comes. The best plan
is for the swimmer to throw himself on his

back, and forcibly extend the limb by point-

ing the toe, when it soon leaves the part,

and the usual mode may be again tried.

Sometimes cramp seizes the bowels, and
then the use of both legs is suspended,
unless the swimmer is regardless of pain.

It should be known that pain alone is to be
feared, and that if that can be borne the
cramped muscle cannot be injured by per-
slstuig in its use through all the pain caused
by its forced employment. In cramp of the
bowels, the onlj' plan is to float on the
back till it goes, or till assistance comes.

94. The Saving a Bkowninq Person is

best effected by one or two going to him,
and sustaining him bj' treading water, if

they can depend upon his presence of mind.
(Sec section 4, paragraph 88.) In this case

the supporters should not go to him in

front, but from behind, and each pass a
hand under the arm from that situation, so
as to keep awaj'from his grasp. If, how-
ever, in spite of these precautions, the
drowning man should seize firmlj' hold ol

another coming to his aid, the only remedy
is to sink both to the bottom, and then
shake off the gi-appling limbs, which gene- '

rally let go as soon as thej^ find that they
,

leave the surface ; in any case, however,
they must be forced to quit, and the aid

must be deferred till animation
is suspended. In all cases thia

is the safest plan, and as soon i

as the struggles cease, and not
till then, the swimmer can easily

push the drowning man at arms-
length before him to the shore,

when restorative means ma3- at

once be used. Tliis is done by
s'wimming with one hand and
both legs ; but if this caimot be

managed, then the body should

be turned on its back and towed
or pushed to the shore ; but

should it be let go, it often ;

sinks and is lost, and it is veiy
difficult to manage, except by
giving up one hand entirely to

the purpose.

95. The Eesuscitation of persons who
have been long immersed is better left to

medical aid; but in all cases, until that

assistance arrives, the following advice will

be useful :—Kemove the body in the Aori-

zontal position to the nearest room where
there is a fire, take off the wet clothes, and
rub it dry as quickly as possible. Then
mrap it up in hot blankets, and use very
hot cloths to rub the limbs with under the
blankets. Hot bricks, or bottles of hot
water, may also be applied to the arm-pits,

between the tliighs, and to the soles of the
feet and calves of the legs. The head
should be slightly raised, the nostrils irri-

tated with a feather, or by holding smelling
salts to them. If there is the power of

swallowing some hot brandy and water, or
nine and water, Mith a little ginger, it

should be given. If these fail, or the case
is too far gone for their employment;
artificial respiration or galvanism must be
had recourse to, with a turpentine enem^
and other strong remedies, all of which
require professional aid. A case is related

by Dr. Douglas of Havre, in which respira-

tion was restored after eight houri*

suspension, during which friction was per-

severingly kept up ; and this should ahva3-8

encourage the bystanders to persevere until

the arrival of a medical man, competent to.

pronounce upon the actual condition ot
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. I lie patient In very urgent cases, artificial

respiration may be attempted by passing
the nose of a pair of bellows into one of

the nostrils, and closing the other with
the linger and thumb, as well as pressing

unon the lett side of the neck behind the
'Windpipe, to prevent the air passing into

!the stomach. The air is now forcibly

I driven into the lungs, and afterwards
pressed out again by leaning with all the

weight of the body through the means of

the open hands upon the chest By alter-

Inately using these actions, the air is

I
renewed, and in process of time the natural

!
powers take up the respu'atory process,

iand breathing is restored, if life has not
: wholly flown.

Sect. 6.—Tkicks in the Water.

96. The Mili,, ok Cathebese "Wheee, is

performed as follows :—The swimmer lies

on his back, with his knees up to his chin;

then, while one hand is kept close to the
' hip, and paddling so as to sustain the body,

the other is used with considerable sweeps,

.and thus rotates the body on its centre.

97. In Head-ovee-Heels, the body is

'bent at the hips, the hands are straightened

i along the side, and are then used as if

throwing the water over the back. This

drives the head under, while the feet are
used as in swimming, and a complete revo-
lution is effected.

98. In Heels-over-Head, the swimmer,
Ijing on his back, draws his legs up with a
straight knee, and then by sharply paddling
with his hands the feet are brought over
the head, and overbalancing it effect a
revolution.

99. In the Double Wheel, two swim-
mers Interlace their feet and knees, and
then, keeping their bodies apart, they each
use their right hands with power, and their
left as sustaining paddles, revolving in a
large circle.

103. Leap Fkog is practised by one treading
water and the other swimming up to him,
and then, laying both hands on his head, a
shove downwards is given, and the swim-
mer passes on, and treading water himself
offers the same "back" as had previously
been given to him. There are many other
feats which are performed in the water, but
the above are those principally adopted by
good swimmers. Eaces, and diving for
objects thrown into the water, are very
common amusements, but they are apt
to lead to too great an effort, and to a long
continuance in the water, both of which
are highly prejudicial to most persons.

CHAP. XL

SKATING.

Sect. L—The Skate.

101. The Skate, which is the only article

nsed in this very ancient as well as modern
amusement, is formed of two parts—first,

the perpendicular iron plate, which is the
t-ssence of the skate, and is a little longer
than the foot, with a slight turn up in front,

the curve and extent of which form the
<3iief varieties of the instrument ; secondly,
of the transverse sole of wood or iron,

which is merely for the purpose of fastening
the plate to the foot, and in which it is

assisted by certain straps.

Firsts—The iron plate, or "iron," as it is

aflled, is sometimes plane at the bottom,
aiid at others fluted. It is about a quarter
of an inch thick in either case. The flute
Is chiefly useful in very light persons,
whose weight is not sufficient to catch the
Ice without it; but in all those whose
weight is more than six or seven stone it is

jrejudicial, cutting up the ice too much, and
soon also becoming clogged, when it is

sure to slip, and throw the wearer down
with a severe fall. The height of the iron
should be about one inch at the back and
three-quarters at the front, where the curve
should project so as to clear the toe well,

but not too far from it If the skate is

made to project too far, the heel must be
propoi-tionately raised trom the ice in rising

on the toe, in which all the power of the
stroke resides; and exactly as this is the
case will be the tendency to incline ui>-

steadily to the right or left, and consequent
tottering nature of the style. Hence, it is

found that a short beak, with a rectangular

edged iron, the angles being kept well

ground, is the best form. The grinding
should be across the stone, so as to give a
very slight but imperceptible concavltj',

just sufficient to ensure the sharpness of

the angles ; and these must be even, so that

one edge is not higher than the othci.

There should also be a slight convexity
from before, backwards, forming the sei^

meat of a circle four feet in diameter. This
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form is for the pui"pose of allowing curves
to be made, and with a perfectly straight

eflge no deviation from a straight course
could be made ; but by the use of the
oui-ve the skater has only to turn his toe

aiid heel, and the body follows the former
as a matter of necessity.

Secondly.—The foot-piece is generally a
soiid block, of hard -wood, flat above and
sliaped to the boot, and rounded below
with a longitudinal groove to receive the

iron. It is of the same length as the boot,

and is pierced by three fiat slits which
receive the leather straps for buckling it

an; above it has two sharp pins in front

and a projecting screw behind, which is to

be received in a corresponding hole bored in

the heel of the boot, which should exactly

fit the screw. Sometimes a peg is substi-

tuted for the screw, but though more easily

put on it does not make so firm a fastening.

The leather strap is about three-quarters

of an inch wide, and it is applied with only
one buckle, being crossed over the instep in

the form of a figure of 8. In inserting the
strap, the point is first passed through the
middle hole from the outside, then crossed
over above and through the foremost hole

<Hi the outside also; then crossed over
again and through the hindmost slit, again
on the outside, after which it is recrossed
over the instep and meets the buckle where
we began.

Sect. 2.—The Dkess.

102. In this charming exercise the dress
slTOuld be close and warm, and when addi-
tional clothing is required it should be put
on beneath the ordinary garments rather
than above them ; unless the outer coat
which may be used is closely fitting to the
figure. Flannel next the skin should
always be worn, as skating produces great
perspiration ; and when standing or walk-
ing after it a chillness is very apt to come
on without the use of this material LaceJ
boots are the best for the feet, as they keep
the skate on more firmly than any other,

and no tightening of the strap will supply
the place of a well-fitting boot.

Sect, a—Skatinq.

103. The skates are first to be put on,

which is eff'ected by sitting down on a chair
or other seat, first seeing that the boots are

securely laced; the skate is then taken in

the hands, and the buckle loosened, after

which the peg at the heel is pushed or
Icrewed into its hole, aud the spikes applied

to the proper part of the sole of the boot.

When a screw is used, the strap must be

taken out of the middle and hindmost hole

;

but with a peg the loot may be slipped into

them from behind, merely undoing the

buckle. After seeing that the strap is pro-

perly crossed, draw it tight through the
slits or holes, and buckle it sufficiently tight

to fasten the skate on securely ; the other
foot is then furnished with its skate in the
same way, and the amusement may at once
be commenced.

104. The Ick should be smooth for skating
in perfection, but for beginners a middle
degree of smoothness is the best. A chair,

with a bag of bran on it, is a very good sup- j

port, or a long pole shod with iron, or, if it

can be had, a friend's hand. The young
skater should rise on his feet, and must be
regardless of falls, and should make np his

mind to bear them, in fact, to expect them
as a matter of course. Nevertheless, he

need not be too violent and rash, but should '

temper discretion with his valour; and will 1

in this way soon learn to balance himself.

The legs must be kept together, but not t

confined at the toes, the heels being always >

at first kept nearer together than the toes. .

As soon as he is tolerably steady, he may
try a forward motion, which is effected by
either leg ; it the right is intended to start

with, the left knee must be held quite

straight and firm on the ice, bending it,
,

however, verj' slightly at the moment ot i

striking, but straightening it again as soon i

as possible. The right foot is then to be

advanced with a gliding motion, throwing .

all the weight upon the inside edge, and '

upon that part opposite the ball of the great i

toe. The body is inclined shghtly forwards,

and the hands balance the body either by >

holding the back of the chair, or pole, or

;

the hand of another, or, as soon as possible,

by the use of a short stick in the air only.

When the right foot has been advanceJ

SiCATING.
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about a yard, the knee of that leg ia to be
Btraightened, and the other knee bent and
brought by its fellow in a similar gliding

manner, describing a slight sweep in its

course, whose convexity is towards the

other foot, and as it takes the weight of the

body, the right foot is entirely raised from
the lee. This motion must be repeated by
each foot in its turn, gradually increasing

the period during which the foot is kept oflF

the ice, and at last attempting to keep it up
for a considerable distance. In this way,
bj' alternate actions of the legs, progression

is accomplished slowly at first, but after a
short time at a rapid rate. This is the most
simple form of skating, and is called the
ORDINAET RUN, OB INSIDE EDGE FOKWABD.
(See woodcut in last page.)

105. The Following General Directions
apply to all the simple movements, and
should be carefully attended to :

—

l.—The skater should never look at his

feet, or at the ice near him ; and should

keep a good look out at a distance, not near
his own person.

2.—He must advance his body a little

forward, at the same time keeping his head
up, by which a backward fall is avoided.

3.—The face should always point in the

direction intended to be followed.

4—Stopping is accomplished by bending

the knees, drawing the heels together, and
bearing on them ; or by turning short to the

right or left, and advancing the inside foot

to take its share of the weight.

5.—AH skating movements should be

Binooth, and free from jerks.

6.—The arms should be used as counter-

poises to the legs, and as one is advanced
the other retreats; ia proportion also as the
body is inchned must the arms be raised.

106. The Outside Edge is the commence-
ment of figure-skating, and is the first real

diCaeulty in the art, the ordinary run being

eoon mastered by any one who is endowed
with moderate quickness and courage. The
start is made as before, but as soon as the
right foot is advanced, the lefl shoulder

must be thrown forwards, the right arm
back, and the eyes and face turned over the

right shoulder ; at the same time the body
must be inclined to the right, and the left

toot must be raised behind. Next, the left

foot is brought by its fellow, and with a
slight but smooth approach to a jerk, so as

to balance the body. In executing this

action, the right foot should first press on
the heel of the plate, then on the inside of
the toe. As the lefl foot touches the ice,

which it must do about eight inches in front

of the right, it strikes off to the left on the
outside edge, the skater making at the
same time a strong forward stroke from the
iiii^ide 9t' the right foot. Ia tMs way be

passes from right to left, while inclining to
the lefl side; and on repeating the previous
action, but reversing it in all points, the
body is again passed to the right, and so on
alternately. At first the strokes should be
short, and the foot hi passing may occa-
sionally be sufi'ered to touch the ground;
but very soon full command will be gained,
and the figure will be completed without
any break or deviation from the line of
beauty.

107. The Dutch Roll is eflFected by start-

ing on the outside edge as before, each foot
describing a small segment of a large circle,

in the following manner,

V^TOijy

and maintaining as straight a course as is

compatible with the keeping of the skate

on its outside edge.

108. The Figure of 8 is also done on the

outside edge forward; completing the first

circle on one leg, and then starting afresh

on the other, to form the second. (See fig.)

The legs are crossed, and the stroke is IVom
the outside instead of the inside edge, to do
which the skater manoeuvres as follows :

—

As he finishes his stroke with his right leg,

he throws the left across it, pressing hard
at the same time on the outside of the

right foot, and striking with that skate

immediately, while at the same moment he
throws back his lefl arm, and looks over his

left shoulder, which will bring him well on
the outside of that skate.

109. The Mercury is an alternation of

the outside and inside forward actions,

skated with some velocity, gained by a
previous run ; and when this is complete,

the skater being on the outside edge, he is

perfectly quiescent in the attitude of Mep>
cury, as usually represented—that is, witQ

the right arm advanced and raised, the face

over the right shoulder, and the left foot off

the ice, a short distance behind the other,

turned out and pointed,

110. The Inside Edge Backward, ob
THE FiGiniE OF 3, is Commenced as for the

figure of 8, by which the head of the 3 is

2m
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made; but on its completion the skater

leans suddenly forward and rests on the
same toe inside, and a backward motion,
making the taU of the 3, is the consequence.

Of course each leg will execute exactly the
reverse of the figure done by the other.

<See fig.) The backward motion is not

strictly so as regards the body, which really

moves sidewaj's, the face being tmiied

towards the point in which progress is

desired.

IIL The Outsede Edge Backwabd is

the last of the genuine old skating move-
ments, and it is done at the end of the

figure of 3, by continuing the progress at

the conclusion of that movement, but on
the other foot; putting it down on its

outside edge, and going backwards steadily

and slowly. The skater in executing the

manreu'STe places the outside edge of

the left foot on the ice, and turns his

face over the right shoulder, raising his

right foot from the ice and throwing
back Ills right arm and shoulder. If he
cannot raise the foot which has just com-
pleted the 3, he may keep it do^vu, together

with the other, for some distance ; but he
must put himself on the outside of one
skate only, and steady himself with the
other till he can balance himself so as to

raise it. Both feet backward may be used
with great elegance in finishing any'
figure.

112. By a Combination of the four

movements here given—viz., the inside and i

outside forward, and the inside and outside j

backward, almost any figure may be exe- -

cuted. Quadrilles and other dances are :

executed in this way, by combining figures

of 3 with outside backwards, &a ; also, the

following movements, viz. :—The CoRxa
Ammoxis, The Dutch Maze, The Fish, The
Kite, The Knot, The Ball, <fcc. {See fig.)

Sect. 4.—PKECAiTnoNS.

113. If the skater is immersed In the

water, the same directions may be ser- •

viceable as are given under the head of;
" Swimming."

114. To Avoid Eisks of immersion, the .

skater should look-out for rotten ice; but

if he comes suddenly upon it, skate rapidly

away from it ; and if he fidls from its '

giving wa^', he should crawl away on his .

hands and knees, in order to distribute his

weight as much as possible. If he falls

through, he should extend his arms across

the hole and tread water till assistance is

brought; not attempting to get out, ortl.o

ice will assuredly give way and let him

further in.

CHAPTER IIL

KIDIXG.

Sect. 1 ^The Rroiyo Horse and its

ACCOCTEEMENTS.

115. The IIorse used foe Riding, com-
monly called "a hack," is of a somewhat
different description from either the hunter
or the racehorse, which have been de-
cribed under their several heads. Neither
Is the ordinary hack precisely like that
called "the covert-hack," ajid ui£0 alluded

to under the head of "Riding to Ilonnl

Many thorough- bred racehorses turn

good hacks, and some hunters also

active enough to answer the same purpoi

but, generally speakhig, this is not the cas)

and neither the one nor the other would
come uuder the description of the "perfect

hack." The most obvious distinction in

hacks Is between park-hacks and road*

hacks; the former requiring only a flao
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(onn with shOTry action, while the latter

are selected for their serviceable qualities,

and must be capable of doing a distance in

good time with ease to themselves and
comfort to their riders.

IIG. The Pakk-Hack. is generally what is

called by the horse-dealers a " flat-catcher,"

that is to say, he is a showy horse with an
appearance which will catch the eye, but

yet reaUy worthless, from some deficiency

of constitution or infirmity of legs. There
areeverj' year some scores of useless brutes

turned out of the racing-stables with legs

which will not stand a preparation, in con-

sequence of their tendency to inflame and
become sore. Now, these horses are often

barely up to 11 st., and also unfit for the

hunting-field from defective hocks, or from
some peculiaritj' of temper which prevents

their taking to jimip. They are often " well

topped"—that is, well formed about the

head, neck, and body; and to the inex-

perienced eye are very taking. They also

olten have lugh action, and sometimes par-

ticularly so, for the higher it is the more
likely to occasion inflammation of the legs.

These animals are put by, cooled down,
and blistered, and are then brought out as

Bhowy hacks, for the use of gentlemen who
merely require a short constitutional airing

every fine day of an hour or an hour and a

half; and, as fine days do not average

above four per week, most horses even of

the most infirm legs can accomplish that

amount of work, if ridden quietly over hard
ground. Many such animals are exhibited

daily in Hyde Park, where the soft ground
of Kotten Eow exactly suits them; but

there are others there also of the most
perfect description, capable of standing as

much work as any butcher's pony. Never-
theless, it must be admitted that the great

majority of our modem good-looking hacks

are incapable of doing as much work over

hard ground as the coarser-bred and more
common-looking brute in use among the

butchers and general dealers who attend

country fairs from long distances. Eastern

•blood is a great advantage in most respects,

and no doubt when the animal possessing

tt is sound, he will bear the shocks of the

road with impunity; but there is no ques-

tion in my mind that he fails in the matter
of enduring daily concussion on the road,

and that a Welsh pony or Norman horse

wm stand nearly twice the amoimt of road-

work without shovrtng its efi'ects. Tliis is

the weak point in the breed, partly arising

from original want of size in the bone and
joints, but chiefly, I unagine, ftom the

constant use of stallions for inferior stock,

which have themselves sufl'ered from
inflammation of the legs and its conse-

quences ; hence, in process of time, a breed

of horses is formed which is more than
naturally delicate about the legs, because
they have reaUy been selected from that
defect, though only from necessity and not
from choice. My reason for thinking that
the Arab blood is not necessarily inclined
to produce inflammatory joints is, that in
their native countrj^ they are pecuUarly free
from them, although used for long distances,

and that in this country those wluch are
bred from modem Arabs are sound in their
limbs, though otherwise unfit for the pur-
pose for which they were bred. Safeguard,
who is descended from the WeUesley Grey
Arabian, has got most of his stock -with

particularly wirj' legs ; and I have had one
of them which would stand any amount ot

battering without mischief, besides know-
ing others of the same character in other
hands. Hence, I am led to conclude tliat

the cause is not inherent in the blood, but
is accidentally introduced by the use of
rejected staUions for fanner's purposes*
These get good-looking colts, which fetch

high prices, and therefore suit the breeder's

purpose just as well as the sounder horse,

who would perhaps cost twice as much for

his services. The breeder seldom tries tlie

legs much, and it is only when put to wort
that the weakness is discovered, which to

the eye is not by any means perceptible.

From a long experience in my o^xl\ case,

and in that of others, I am convinced that

legs cannot be selected by the appearance
or feeL I do not mean to say that out of 40

horses the 20 with the best-looking legs will

not beat the others, but that it is impossible

for any judge, however good, to pronounce
with anything like certainty whether a
certain leg will stand or not, without
knowing anything of the possessor of it la
so many instances have I seen a well-

formed leg go to pieces directly, and a bad
one stand, that I can only come to the

conclusion that no certain opinion can be

formed from a mere inspection. This is a
great source of loss to the dealer who buys
his horses after a long rest, and with the

legs looking fine and sound ; for even the

necessary "showing out " -vntII make manj-

give way, and lameness ensues ofa character

which will not warrant a "return," yet

suflicient to prevent a profitable sale. A
horse sore from work is cooled down,
physicked, and put into a loose box ; he is

then blistered, and kept without more than

quiet exercise till he is to be sold, and by
that time his legs are as fine as the day he
was foaled. Now, I defj' any one, however
skilful, to detect the inherent weakness;

but there it is, and on the first week'3

severe work the inflammation returns as bad

as ever. The park-hack not requiring legs

to stand severe work, his place is well fijledK
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by any horse of good temper, safe, and
^owy action, and of elegant form. Good
temper is necessary, because as these horses

are not worked hard, they speedily become
nnmanageable if they are naturally of a

vicious disposition. Work will quiet almost

any horse ; but in order to have a horse

pleasant to ride at all times, whether fresh

or stale, he must be of a very tractable

temper indeed, ilany horses which will

oome out of the stable, when fresli, in a

state of fiery and hot impatience, rearing

and kicking like mad animals will when in

good work be as quiet as donkeys; and
hence it is not alwaj'S wise to reject one

showing tbese qualities, nor yet is it prudent

for a bad horseman to mount one without

previous riding, although he may in his

usual state be quiet enough. There are two
bodily qualities which every hack should

possess— first, a good shoulder; and,

secondly, a free use of the hind-quarter.

It is of"no use for the fore-leg to be well

raised and thrust forward, unless this action

is well supported by the hmd-leg. No hack
is so unpleasant as the one which Ufts his

foot and puts it down again nearly in the

same place. Here the defect is in the hind-

qnarter, which does not propel the body as

the leg is lifted, and the consequence is the

action I have noticed, in which the progress,

though with a great deal of bustle, is not

more than six miles an hour. At the same
time, too long a stride, either in the walk,

trot or gallop, is not pleasant ; and the horse

wliich has a moderately short quick action

will in most cases be preferred. All this, as

in the case of the legs, cannot be surely

prognosticated from the shape; and hence

the dealer, who has a good mover, will

always say to his customer finding fault

^Tith the looks of a horse in the stable, " See

him out, sir, and you will like him;" and
such is often the case. The worst-looking

horse in the stable is often not only the

best, but the best-looking out, bemg quite

a different animal in actioa In fact, every

trial should be obtained before purchase, for

It is not untU the rider has actually mounted
tbat the good or bad qualities, in point

of comfort, are fully developed. Some
people pretend to be able to pick a hack out

by the eye alone, but though in large

numbers they may succeed tolerably well,

jet in many cases they will bo wofully

deceived. The feet should always be good,

and with plenty of horn; flat soles do not

bear the road, nor do contracted heels, and
there is no horse which requires such pcr-

lectly-formed feet as this. The hunter or

racehorse may be used when he could not

get along at all on the road, but the hack
f/i'ist bo sound in this part, or he will be

crippled on the first piece of hard ground. .

j
In height, the park hack usually ranges
from 14 to 15J hands; rarely, however,
being much above 15 hands.

117. The Eoad-Hack may or may not b©
good-looking, but he must be able to walk,
trot, and gallop in a most unexceptionable
manner. The walk should, as in the park,

hack, be safe and pleasant, the fore-foot-

well lifted, and deposited on its heel, with a
clean action of the hind-leg, by which it

escapes " knuckling over " from being put
down too soon, or " over-reaching " from
the opposite extreme. Five miles an hour
is the outside walking pace of a good hack,
and though some will do considerably more,
it is seldom by anything but a kind of
shuflSe, which is not pleasant to the rider,

nor elegant to the spectator. The trot

should be of that character that it may be
brought down to eight miles an hour,

or extended to fourteen; and this is the
perfection of the pace, for few horses can
do both well, being either too close to the

ground in the former for safety, or too set

and lofly in their action for the latter. Xo
defect is worse than the unsafe action,

which results from a weakness of the

extensor muscles of the arm, and in which
the action is pretty good as long as the

horse is not tired, but after a few miles the

leg is not lifted with power enough, and the

toe is constantly striking against somo
inequality of the ground, fi-om which it u
not recovered. This marks the defect ; for

it must not be confounded with habitual

stnmbUng, which is as hkely to occur at

starting as at any other time, and which is

always easily detected by watching tha

mode of putting down the foot in tho

naturally unsafe trotter, where the toe

touches the groimd first, and the heel thep
follows, as is evidenced by the state of the

tip of the shoe. Here a trip may occur

often, and yet no fall occur, because tha

extensors are strong, and effect a recovery

after the mischief has been nearly dona
But when the extensors are weak, the toe,

which has been well raised at first, after a i

few miles touches the gromid, and, not being

rapidly recovered, a faU ensues of the most
severe character. For this reason it is

necessary to ride a horse some distance

before his action can be pronounced upon,

and only then can it be said that he is fit

for a timid or bad rider. It is, I am sure,

the height of absurdity to recommend this

or that shape as being necessary. Hacks
go In all shapes, and though oblique shoul-

ders may be desirable, yet many a good

hack is without them. Action is the sine

qud non, united to stoutness, temper, and

soundness both of wind and limb, as well

as of tho eyes. A horse with a thick loaded

shoulder often makes a good hack, while • <i
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Tery thin one is seldom fit for long journeys.

One point about the shoulder is very
desirable—namely, the proper development
of the broad part of the blade, -n-ithout

which there is nothing to hold back the

saddle, and the rider is far too much over
ills horse's neck. The gallop in this kind of

riding-horse is not so important as the trot

and walk, but it should be true—that is to

sa3% it should be as high before as behind

;

for in default of this proper balance between
the fore and hind-quarter, the amount of

fetigue is greatly increased. But as in the
present state of our roads the gallop ought
not to be persisted in for many miles, so it

is of less consequence than the trot, which
is, or should be, the regular pace on hai-d

ground. The canter is not much used by
gentlemen, being more fit for ladies, as
it rapidly wears out the leading leg when
much weight is carried. A cantering hack,
therefore, is not much sought after for any
but ladies' service. The hand-gallop is

usually about 15 or 16 miles an hour, and
the sides of the road should always be
selected,

118. In tee jroDE OF PaocrEiNG there is

little choice, few people who use hacks,
liaving the opportunity of breeding them

;

nor if they had the necessary land, <fcc.,

would they find it answer. The hack is a
mongrel animal, and can seldom be bred
with certainty ; because as now used he is

rji exceptional case, being nothing but an
jiccidentally small hunter or racehorse.

Hence, if a hack-mare is bred from, with
the intention of rearing a hack, the chances
are that she produces an animal as high as
her mother, who was probably a slapping
huntress. Our hacks are now all bred from
the thorough-bred horse, crossed with
some harness or hunting-mare, generally
the latter; and, as these are now of blood
consisting almost entirely of that of the
thorougn-bred horse, the hack is even more
pure than his dam; but still a mongrel, and
often with a cross of Welsh or Korman
blood, which renders him hardy, but still

more mongrel or impure. Purchase, there-
fore, is the only mode open to the intended
horseman, and there are plenty of dealers
throughout the kingdom where these
animals may be procured, independently of
the numerous fairs held in our pro\incial
towns. A respectable dealer's stable is the
best mart, and far better than a fair where
no good trial can be had ; and the horse
being made up for a particular time can be
more easily made to take in a customer.
In the dealer's stable no notice is given,

and he cannot be always prepared for

deception. Besides, it is much more diffi-

cult to detect unsoundness of the eyes in

tlie opes ajj iliaa at the stable-door; aat

many lame horses also are rendered for the
time quite sound by constantly keeping
them going up and down a fair. Spavins
are particularlj' likely to be passed over in
this way, as well as broken wind, which
may be to a certain extent made up by
artificial means. Buying hacks at th«
hammer is a complete lottery, for they may
be very unpleasant to ride, although witli
all the appearance of going smoothly and
safely. Harness horses may be bought
with far more certainty in this way, but
those which I am now considering require
such very perfect action, that they cannot
be calculated on except by a trial in the
saddle. Neither can the mouth be ex-
amined with reference to the bit, although
the age can be ascertained with tolerable

precision. A tender mouth is a great

advantage, and its opposite as great a
nuisance ; yet this cannot be discovered In

this mode of dealing, and therefore I should
advise its adoption Avith great reluctance.

Sect. 2.—AccocTEElIE^^'S axd Aids.

119. The Saddlekt foe Hacking is very
similar to that described under the head of
" Riding to Hounds," as also are the aids

(see page 390). The whip, however, is of a
different description, being either a straight

whip like that used in racing, or a common
short walking-stick, or a short cane with a
handle, sold for the pnrpose. Spurs are not
commonly used in hacking unless the
horse is sluggish, but some are never to

be depended upon without this stimulus.

They are sometimes so indolent as to

stumble at eveiy few yards without the

spur, but on the slightest touch they are

all alive and their action changes in a
moment. With such animals the spur

shoidd always be worn, though it need
seldom be used-

Sect. 3.—ilotisTKG and DisiioiJvnxG.

120. The Dieectioxs for these, the preli-

mlnaiy feats of horsemanship, are generally

given as if all horses were of moderate

height, and all men six feet in their stock-

ings. Thus, Captain Kichardson, in his

recent contribution to this department of

our sporting literature, advises as foUow&^r
" Stand opposite the near fore-foot of the

horse, place the left hand on the neck near

to the withers, having the back of the hand
to the horse's head, and the reins Ijlng in

front of the hand. Take up the rems with

the right hand, put the httle finger of the

left hand between them, and draw them
through imtll you feel the mouth of the

horse ; turn the remainder of the reins along

the inside of the left hand, let it fall over the

fore-finger on the off side, and place the

Unuab upon tlie reins. Twist a lock of tlia
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mane round the thumb or fore-finger, and
close the hand firmly upon the reins. Take
the stirrup in the right hand, and place the

left toe in it as far as the ball; let the knee
]iress against the flap of the saddle, to pre-

vent the point of the toe from irritating the

side of the horse; seize the cantle of the

saddle with the right hand, and springing

up from the right toe, throw the right leg

clear over the horse, coming gently into the

saddle by staying the weight of the body
with the right hand resting on the right

side of the pommel of the saddle ;
put the

right toe in the stirrup." Xow this is in

the main appUcable to a man of 5 feet 10

inches, or 6 feet, but to a shorter individual

attempting to mount a horse of 15 hands 3

inches, it is an impossibility, simply because

he cannot reach the cantle from the same
position which enables him to hold the

stirrup in the left hand. The Captain is also

^VTong, in my opinion, in durecting that the

body should be raised into the saddle

directly from the ground, with one move-
ment. This will always bring the rider

down into the saddle with a very awkward
ierk; and the proper direction is to raise

the body straight up till both feet are on a

level -with the stirrup-iron, and then %\-ith

the left leg held against the flap of the

saddle by the left hand on the pommel, the

right leg is easily thi'own over the cantle,

and the body may be kept in the first posi-

tion until the horse is quiet, if he is plunging

or rearing. A short man can generally

place his foot in the stirrup wliiie held in his

hand, but it shoidd be known that all cannot

do this, because I have seen young riders

much vexed at finding that they could not
possibly do what is directed. Most of our
writers on horsemanship are of the mUitaiy
school, and endeavour to cut everj' one's

cloth by their own coats. They are able to

do certain things easily, and so are their

men, because they are mostly of the height

already specified, but as sportsmen and
civil equestrians are of all heights, I shall

endeavour to accommodate my remai'ks to

all heights and classes. In all cases the

rider should stand at the shoulder, though
R-ith a short man it is much easier to mount
a tall horse from the hind-quarter, but the

danger of kicking is very great ; and even

in mounting with " a leg," in the jockey

style, I have kno^vn the thigh verj' nearly

broken by a kick. If the hand can stcadj-

the stirrup it should do so, but if the person

i5 too short, it can be placed in the stirrup

without its aid ; then taking the reins

between the fingers, much as directed in

the passage already quoted, and grasping a
lock of the mane with the finger and thumb,,

the body is raised till the right foot is

brought to a level with the left, wliea the
,

right hand seizes the cantle, and with the
left grasping the pommel, the body la

steadied for a short time, wliich, in the
ordinary mount, is almost imperceptible,

but in a fidgetty horse is sometimes of con-
siderable length. The leg is now thrown
gently over the saddle, and as it reaches the
hand the latter is withdrawn, after which
the body sinks into the saddle in an easy
and graceful manner. Tlie right foot is then
placed in the stuTup, with or without the
aid of the right hand holding it

121. Dismounting is effected by first bringw

ing the horse to a standstill ; then shorten
the left hand on the reins till it lies on the
withers, with a steady feel of the month,
twist a lock of the mane on the finger, and
hold it with the reins ; bearing also on the
pommel with the heel of the hand. Kest,
throw the right foot out of the stirrup, and,

hft the body, steadied bj' the left hand, and
borne by the left foot, until it is raised out
of the saddle ; throw gently the right leg

over the cantle, and as it passes it grasp this

part ^^^th the right hand; thenlon-er the
body gently to the ground hy the aid of tlie

two hands and the left foot ; or if it is a very
short person and a tall horse, by raising the

body out of the stu"rup on the hands, and
di'opping to the ground by their aid alone.

1:.'2. Mounting without Stirrups while
the horse is standing still is elTected as

follows :—The rider stands opposite the
saddle and takes hold of both the pommel
and the cantle, keepuig the reins in the left

hand at the same time, and in the same
manner as in ordinary moimtiug. Js'ow

spring strongly from the ground, and by
means of the spring, aided by the anns,
raise the bodj' above the saddle; then twist

the leg over, whilst the right hand is shifted

to the right side of the pommel, and by
means of both the hands the body ii

steadied into the saddle.

123. Mounting without Stiskuts maj',

by very active men, be eff'octed while the
horse is going on, much in the same way
as is seen constantly in the circus. Tlie

rider runs by the side of the horse, layini?

hold of the pommel of the saddle with both

hands strongly, and allowing him to drag
him along for two or three very long steps,

he suddenly springs from the ground and
is drawn into the saddle. This feat is

seldom achieved bj' the ordinary eques-
trian ; but it is easier than it looks, and hi

riding to hounds is somethues of great

service with a fidgetty horse.

124. Dismounting M'ithout Stikrups,
requu'es the horse to be brought to a stand-

still, then holding the reins in the left

hand both are placed upon the pommel,
and by their aid alone the bodj- is raised

out of the saddle; the riijlit.leg is uo^
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thro-wn over the cantlc, and in doing so tlie

rJght hand seizes it and with the left

lowers the body to the ground.

125. Mounting a2sT) Dismodntinq on the

o«-side merely require all the movements
to be reversed, and, reading left for right

and right for left, all the directions pre-

viously given are applicable. It is very

useful sometimes to be able to effect tliis,

as some horses with defective eyes will

more readily allow moimting on the off-side

tlian on the left.

Sect. 4.—MANAGEsrENT of the Seat and
Eeins.

KG. The Seat is the first thing to he
settled, and it should always be fixed

before anything else is done—that is, as

soon as the body is placed in the saddle.

There are four things necessary to be

attended to—first, the position of the

weight, so as to be sufficiently forward in

the saddle; secondly, the fixing of the

knees on the padded part of the flap;

thirdly, the proper length and position of

the stirrups ; and fourtWy, the carriage of

the body. The weight of the body should

be well forwards, because the centre of

motion is close to the middle of the saddle;

and as the weight is chiefly thrown upon
the breecli, if the seat is far back it is not

In that part, but near the cantle that it is

placed. But by sitting well forwards the

weight is distributed between the breech,

thighs, and feet; and the horse is able to

rise and fall in his gallop \vithout disturbing

his rider. The knees must be well forward

to effect this seat, and also well in front of

the stirrup-leathers ; for if they are placed

behind them the body is tlirown too far

back, and the hold is insecure. The object

of all young riders should be to get as far

forward as possible, so that the knee is not

off the saddle ; and they can scarcely over-

do this part of the lesson by any effort in

their power. Eiding well upon the fork,

with the knees upon the padded part of

the flap, will ensure a good position if the

stirrups are not too short. These should

be about the length which will touch the

projecting ankle-bone, when the legs are

placed as above directed, but out of the

stirrups; and when they are placed in

them, the heel should be about one inch

and a half below the ball of the foot This

latter part receives the pressiu'e of the

stirrup in road-riding, Imt in hunting or

any other kind of field-riding the foot is

tlirust " home " and the stirrup touches the

instep, wliilst the pressure is taken by the

under part of the arch of the foot. The
reason of this is, that m leaping the pres-

sure on the stirrup is almost lost ; and if

the toe oniy is placed within it tlie foot is

constantly coming out. Besides this, in the
gallop the attitude is of that nature that
the spring of the instep is not wanted, the
weight being too much throvra upon the
foot, if standing in the stirrups; and if

sitting down in the saddle the feet should
scarcely press upon the stirrups at all,

and therefore the best place for them is

where they will be most secure. The body
should be carried easily, balancing back-
ward and fonvard or sideways, as required,

but not forcibly. Instinct is here the best

guide, and the rider should follow its

precepts rather than attempt to follow any
preconceived rule. If the horse rears he
will feel called upon by nature to lean

forward, and may even grasp the neck if

needful, or anything but the bridle, which
will only bring the horse back upon him.

The body should not be held stiffly upright,

but, short of this, it can scarcely be too

still, the loins being sUghtly arched for-

wards. The legs also should be as motion-
less as possible, and nearly perpendicular

from the knee downwards ; but, if anything,

a little forward, the heel being well de-

pressed and the toes very shghtly turned

outwards. The shoulders should always be

square—that is, at right angles to the road

taken; and whether trotting or galloping

neither of them should be advanced before

the other.

127. The Eeins are to be taken up as soon

as the seat is settled, and during that opera-

tion, with a young horseman, the horse

should be held quiet by the groom, who
stands on the off-side with both the snaffle-

reins in his right hand ; or, if the horse is

very fidgetty, he may stand in front of him,

with a snaffle-rein in each hand ; and tliis

almost always keeps quiet any but a

thoroughly vicious horse. The gi-ocm should

also hold the right stirnip for the rider to

place his foot in. In gathering the reins up,

they are first raised by the right hand, and

then placed in the left.

128. The Single Eein is held by placing

all but the forefinger between the reins, and

then turning them over that finger towards

the off-side, they are held firmly between

it and the thumb. By this mode the hand

has only to be opened, and the ends of the

rem mav be laid hold of by the right hand,

to enable the left to shorten its grasp.

When the hand is thus closed upon the

rem, the thumb shouli be pointed to the

horse's ears, the little finger near upon the

pommel of the saddle, and the elbow close

to the side, which last is a necessary conse-

quence of the above position of the hand

;

so that the equestrian has only to look to

this part, and see that the thumb pomts to

the ears, with the Uttle finger down on the

pommel, aad be may be quite snre tMt I:is
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elbow is right. 'VMaen the hand is held as

ill the sketch here given, the elbow is

almost sure to be thrown from the side,

and the attitude is therefore unsightly;

besides winch iliere is less control over
the mouth by the action of the wrist. With
the single rem the management of the

mouth is easy enough; nevertheless, there

are various directions for the purpose
adopted in different schools, which are

dependent upon altogether conflicting prin-

ciples. Every tyro knows that the horse

turns to the left by pulling the left rein,

and to the right by pulling the opposite

one; and the problem to be solved is to

do this by one hand only. Kow this in

the single rein is easily effected by raising

the thumb towards the right shoulder,

when the right rein is to be pulled, or by
drawing the little finger towards tae fork

for the loft ; in both cases by a tmii of the

wrist without lilting the whole hand. But
over and above tliis action on the mouth,
and in many cases independent of it, is a

movement which, in trained horses, is

capable of much greater delicacy, and
which depends upon the sensibility ot the

skin of the neck for its due performance.

It is effected by turning the whole hand to

the right or lelt without any icrist action, so

as to press the right rein against the neck,

In order to cause a tuni to the left, and
the left rein against the neck for the oppo-

site purpose ; at the same time rather

slackening the reins, so as not to bear upon
the mouth by so doing. In this waj' a
Lorse maj' be "cantered round a cabbage

leaf," as the dealers say, with a much
greater degree of nicety and smoothness

than by acting on the comer of his mouth.
But higlily-broken horses, such as the

miUtary troop-horses, are often too much
used to then: bits to answer to this slight

and deUcate manipulation ; and therefore it

Is eschewed bj- Captain Kichardsou, as well

as by Colonel Greenwood, but strangely

enough for opposite reasons, and each-

attempting to substitute a very different

process for it. 1 am well aware that some

can never be taught it, but must always
have the bearing on the mouth before they
will turn; yet when it can be taught, it

makes the animal so tractable and agreeable
to ride that it is a higlilj- desirable accom-
pUshment; and I cannot therefore join in

condemning its use, but should rejoice if it

could m all cases be fully developed.

129. The Double-Rein is held in two
ways, but the best, in my opinion, is as
follows :—Fii'st take up the snaflie-rein, and
place it as before, except that the left rein

is to be between the ring and middle
fingers; then raise the cm'b-rein, and hook
it on to the little finger, where it may be
either left for use when wanted, or at once
drawn over the fore-finger to the proper
degree of tightness, and pressed down upon
it by the thumb ; in which case the reui3

should all fall over the off' side of the horse.

By this mode the curb-rein is always at the
command of the right hand, and it may be
shortened or let out in a moment, which is

of constant occurrence in every day's ride.

The hand is held as before, with the thumb
pointing to the horse's ears; in turning,

liowever, there is much less power of bear-

ing on either side of the bit by raising the
thumb or lowering the little finger, because
the distance between the snaffle reins is only

half what it was, and therefore the mode ol

turning by pressure upon the neck is doubly
desh-able ; and hence its constant adoption
in all cases where double-reined bridles are

used, as in the field and on the road. Some-
times, to obviate this objection, the snaflie-

reins are placed as in the single-reined

bridle, outside the little finger, and then
the cm-b is hooked over the ring-finger, be-

tween the snaffle-reins, so as to allow of

the full manipulation of the mouth by the

hand, without bearing upon the neck- But
the objection to this is that the curb cannot
be shortened without releasing the snaffle,

and therefore the horse must either be rid-

den on the curb alone while this process i§

being effected, or his head must be loosed

altogether, whereas in the other mode his

mouth is still under the control ofthe snaffle

all tlie time that the curb is being let out or

taken in.

Sect. 6 The Oedixart Paces.

130. The ^yALK is a perfectly natural pace

to the horse, but it is somewhat altered by
use, being quicker and smarter than before

breaking, and with the hind-legs more
brought under the body in the perfect hack.

In this pace the head should not be too

much confined, and yet the rider should not

entirely leave it uncontrolled ; the finest

possible touch is enougli, so that on any
trip the hand Is at once informed of It by

the drop of the Lead, when, hy a sudden
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Jerk of the bridle, not too forcible, It ronses

the horse, and prevents his falling. It is

not that he is kept up by pulling the rem,
but that lie is roused by it and made to

exert hlmself| for many horses seem regard-

less of falls, and would be down twenty
times a-day if they were not stimulated by
the heel and bit Confinement of the head
In the walk is absolutely injurious, and
more frequently causes a fall than saves

one. A good walker will go on nodding his

head to each step, more or less as it is a

Icng or a short one ; and if this nodding is

prevented by the heavy hand of the rider,

the fore-foot is not properly stretched for-

ward, the step is crippled, and veiy often

the toe strikes the ground; when, if the
head were at libertj", it would clear it welL
In horses which are apt to stumble on the

walk, I have generally found that a loose

rein, with the curb held ready for a check,

Is the safest plan ; and then the horse soon
finds that he is punished the moment he
stumbles, and in a very short time he learns

to recover himself almost before he is

reminded. I do not like the spur or the
whip so well, because the use of either

makes the horse spring forward, and often

blunder again in his hurry to avoid this

kind of punishment. The check ofthe curb,

on the other hand, makes liim recover
himself without extra progress, or rather
b}' partially stopping him. and thus he is

better able to avoid his falL The body Is

allowed to yield slightly to the motions of
the horse, but not to waddle from side to

Eside, as is sometimes seen. Some horses
do not stir the rider at all, while others

throw him about and fatigue him greatly

;

and this may generally be foretold when
the tail sways much from side to side in

the walk, which is caused by the over-long
stride ot the horse, a very desirable accom-
plishment in the racehorse or hunter, but
not in the hack.
13L The Tbot is altogether an acquired

pace, and in the natural state it is never
seen for more than a few yards at a time.

In it the fore and hind-legs of opposite sides

move together, and are taken up and put
down exactly at the same moment.

132. To Stakt a Hoese in the Teot,
take hold of both the reins of the snafile,

and bear firmly, but steadily, upon the
mouth, lean slightly forwards in the saddle,

press the legs against the horse's sides, and
use the peculiar click of the tongue, which
serves as an encouragement to the horse on
all occasions. If properly broken, he will

now faU at once into the trot, but If he
breaks into a canter or gallop, he must be
checked, and restrained into a walk, or a
very slow trot, called a "Jog-trot" In some
cases, a horse can canter as alow as he

walks, and here there is often great diffi-

culty in making him trot, for no restrauit,
short ofa total halt, will prevent the canter.
In such cases, laying hold of an ear will

often succeed, by making the animal drop
his head, which movement interferes with
the canter, and generally leads to a trot

133. EisKG IN THE Stieecps With the trot
is generally practised in civil lite, as bemg
far less fatiguing to both horse and rider,

but in the military schools the opposite
style is inculcated, because among a troop
of horse it has a verj- bad effect, when a
number of men are bobbing up and down,
out of all time. If it were possible for all to
rise together, perhaps the offence against
military precision might be pardoned ; but
as horses will not all step together, so the
men cannot all rise at the same moment, and
the consequence is that they are doomed to

bump upon the sheep-skins in a very tire-

some manner, fatiguing aUke to man and
horse. The civilian's mode is as toUows :—
At the precise moment when the hind and
fore-legs are making their effort to throw the

horse forward in progression, the body of

the rider is thrown forcibly into the air, in

some horses to so great an extent as to

make a young rider feel as if he never should

come down again. After reaching the
utmost height, however, the body falls, and
reaches the saddle just in time to catch the
next effort, and so on as long as the trot

lasts. In this way the horse absolutely

caiTies no weight at all during half his time,

and the action and reaction are of such a
nature that the trot is accelerated rather

than retarded by the weight No horse can
fau-]y trot above 12 or 13 miles an hour
without this rising, though he may run or

pace in the American style, so that it is not
only to save the rider's bones, but also to

ease the horse tliat this practice has been
introduced, and has held its ground in spita

of the want ot military sanction. It is here

as with the seat, utility is sacrificed to

appearances ; and whenever the long and
weak seat of the barrack-yard supiilanta

the firm seat of the civilian, I shall expect

to see the rising in the trot abandoned, but

certainly not tiU then. The military length

is not now what it was 30 years ago; and
perhaps some time or other they may adopt

the rise, but I am afraid not until they have
produced many thousands more sore backs

than they need have done if they had never

adopted it In the trot the foot should bear -

stronglj' on the stirrup, with the heel well
'

down, and the ball of the foot pressing on
the foot-piece of the stirrup, so that the
elasticity ot the ankle takes off the jar, and
prevents the double rise, which in soma
rough horses la verv apt to be produced.

The knees should alwaj's be maintaiuod
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exactly iu the same place, ^vitliout that
shifting motion which is so common with
bad riders, and the legs should be held per-
pendicularly from the knee downwards.
The chestwell forward, the waist in, and the
rise nearly upright, but shghtly torward, and
as easily as can be effected, without effort on
the part of the rider, and rather restraining
than adding to the throw of the horse.

134. The Milftakx Style, without rising,

Is effected by leaving the body as much as
possible to find its o-\ra level The knees
should not cUng to the saddle, the toot

should not press forcibly upon the stirrup,

cud the hands should not bear upon the
bridle. By attending to these negative
directions, the rider has only to lean very
slightly back from the perpendicular, and
preserve his balance, when practice will do
all the rest.

135. The Canter is even more than the
trot an unnatural and artificial pace. It can
very seldom be taught -without setting a
horse much upon his haunches, and very
rarely indeed witbout the use of the curb-
rein. It is a pace in which all the legs are
lifted and set down one after the other in the
most methoidcal manner ; the near or off

lore-leg leading off, as the case may be,

but one foot being always in contact with
tlie ground.

136. To Stakt the Cantek with either
Leg, it is necessary to pull the opposite
rein, and press the opposite heeL The
reason ot this is obvious enough; every
horse m starting to canter (and many even
in the canter itself), turns himself slightly

across his line of progress, in order to
enable him to lead with that leg which he
thereby advances. Thus, supposmg a horse
is going to lead off with the off fore-leg, he
turns his head to the left and his croup to
the right, and then easily gets his off-leg

JjetOre, and his near leg behind into the line

which is being taken. Now, to compel him
to repeat this action, it is only necessary to

turn hun in the same way, by pulling his

head to the left, and by touching him with
the left heel, after which he is made to

canter by exciting him with the voice or
whip, wltilit at the same moment he is

restrained by the curb. When once this

lead is commenced, the hold on the curb
and pressure on the legs may be quite
equal; but if, while the canter is main-
tained, it is desired to change the leading

leg, the horse must be collected and roused
by the bit and voice, and then reversing
the pull of the reins and the leg-pressure

from that previously practised, so as to turn
the horse iu the opposite way to that in

which he was started, he will generally be
compelled to change his lead, which is

called "chauging his leg,"

137. The Seat for the Caster is a very
easy one, the knees taking a very gentle

hold of the saddle, the feet not bearing
strongly upon the stirrups, and the body
tolerably upright in the saddle. The hands
must not be too low in this pace, but should
keep a very gentle but constant pressure
upon the bit, and should, if there is the
slightest tendency to drop the canter, rouse
the mouth by a very slight reminder, and
also stimulate the fears by the voice or
whip.

138. The Gallop is the most natural of
all paces, being seen in all horses while at

liberty, fi-om the Shetland and dray-horse
to the pure bred racehorse. It is a succes-^
sion ot leaps, and differs from the canter in

one important feature, which separates the
one pace fi'om the other. In the descrip-

tion of the latter pace I have said that one
foot is always in contact with the ground,
whilst in the gallop, whether fast or slow,

there is always an interval m which the
whole animal is suspended in the air, with-
out touching the groimd. Hence, it Is not
true that the canter is a slow gallop, nor is

the gallop a fast canter; but the two are

totally distinct paces, as diffei-ent as walk-
ing and ninning in the himian suliject.

There is, however, the same variation in

the leading leg, and the same mode of com-
pelling the lead of one particular leg, as

well as of causing the change of lead,

though it is much more difficult to effect

these objects in the faster pace than iu the

slower one.

139. The Proper Seat in the Gallop
is either to sit down in the saddle or to

stand in the stiiTups, according to circum-
stances. The former is the usual seat, and
it is onlj' in racing or in the very fast gallop

at other times that the latter is adopted.

In sitting down, the feet may be either

resting on the ball of the toe, as in the

other paces, or with the stirrup " home " to

the boot, as is common in all fleld-riding.

The body is thro^\•n easily and slightly back,

the knees take firm hold, the rider being

careful not to grip so tight as to distress the

horse, which fault I have kno\Mi very

muscular men often commit. The hands
should be low, with sufficient pull at the

mouth to restrain him, but not to anuoy
and make him "fight;" and if he is

inclined to get his head doAvn too much, or

the reverse, they must be nused or lowered

accordingly, ^^^len the standing in the stir-

rups Is to be practised, the weight is tlirown

upon them, steadying it with the knees,

which should keep firm hold of the saddle-

flaps. The seat of the body is carried well

back, wliile at the same time the loin ia

thrown forwards ; but by this combined

action the weight is not hanging over the
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shoulder of the horse, as it would be, aud
often is, \\-heii the breech is raised from the
saddle and brought almost over the pom-
mel, with the eyes of the rider looking

down his horse's forehead, or very nearly

SO- If a jockey with a good seat is watched,
jt ^vill be seen that his leg does not descend
straight from the knee, but that it is slightly

thrown back from that line, and conse-

quently that his centre of gravity is behind
it, so that he can, by stiffening the joint,

carry his body as far behind it as his stirrup

is, without ceasing to stand in it. This seat

cannot long be maintained without fatigue

to the rider, and it is only adopted in racing

or in short gallops over bad ground, as in

Jiunting, when there is a deep piece of

fallow, or a steep hill, or any other kind of

ground calculated to tire the horse.

140. The Vakteties of the Gallop are

the hand-gallop, the three-quarter gallop,

and the full-gallop, which is capable of still

further extension in the "racing set-to."

Thej- are all, however, modifications of the
same pace, varying only in the velocity

^vith which they are carried out

Sect. 6.—Extbaoedixast Movements.

141. Besides the paces of the horse which
are required for his use by man, there are

also certain movements very commonly
met ^\-ith, but by no means desirable, and
others which are taught him for man's
extraordinary purposes ; the former are
called vices, the latter are more or less

the result of the mantge, or breaking
schooL The vices are—first, stumbling

;

secondly, cutting and rearing; thirdly, shy-
ing; fourthly, kicking; fifthly, plunging;
sixthly, Ij-ing down ; seventhly, shoul-
dering ; and eighthly, nmning away.
The managed actions are backing, pas-
saging, <fcc.

142. STCiiBLCfG is caused by defective

muscular action in all cases, though there
is no doubt that in many horses this defect

is aggravated by lameness, either of the
feet or legs, or from defective shoeing.
Some horses can never be ridden in safety
for many miles, although they will " show
out " with very good action ; and this is

caused by the muscles wliich raise and
extend the leg tiring very rapidly, after

which the ground is not cleared by the toe,

and when it is struck ttiere is not power to

recover from the mistake. Many careless
and low goers are constantly striking their
feet against stoues, but having strong
extensors they draw their feet clear of the
obstacle, and easily recover themselves;
whilst those which are differently fur-
nished, although they strike with less
force, yet they have no power to help
themselves, and therefore they falL The

one kind may be kept on their legs by
constant rousing and severity, but the
weak ones arc never safe. In the stum-
bling from lameness or soreness the most
humane course, as well as the safest, is either
to dismount and lead the horse or to keep
him alive by the use of the whip or spur.

Humanity taking a middle course by riding

quietly is sure to hck the dust, and the
plan should never be attempted. But there
are many kinds of careless stumbling, one
arises from the toe touching although well
thrown over; but the knee-action being
low, the foot is not cleared. This is not a
very dangerous kind, and is generally

recovered from. The next is from the foot

being put down too far back, and too much
on the toe, so that the pastern, instead of

settHng into its proper place behind the

perpendicular of the foot, "knuckles over "

in front, and so causes the leg to lose its

power of sustaining the weight. Here the
horse does not generally fall unless the
other leg follows suit ; but it is a very
unpleasant accident, and if a horse is UaDle
to it he is never to be considered safe.

Such animals are verj' deceptive to the
young and inexperienced, because they
generally lift their knees high, ana lead to

the supposition that they are safe and good
goers. But if they are watched they will

be seen to put their feet down behind a
perpendicular Une, drawn from the front of
their knees ; and when that is the case the

kind of stumbling here alluded to is always
to be expected. There is also the stumbling
from putting the foot on a rolling stone,

which gives way at the moment of bearing

the weight, and thus throws the horse off

his balance ; so as to occasion him to make
a mistake with the other leg, which
will be greater or less according to his good
or bad action. Lastly, there is a stumble
resulting from tender soles or frogs, in

which the feet being placed upon a sharp

stone, so much pain is occasioned that the

knee is allowed to give way, and the same
effect is produced as in the accident caused

by a rolling stone, but often in a much
more marked degree.

143. The Eemedt fob Stoibles'G will, fn

all cases, depend upon the cause. If this Is

from weakness, no care or good riding will

prevent a stumble, though it may avert

an absolute fall by taking care to sit well

back, and to be on the guard against beinj«

pulled over the shoulder in case of a serious

mistake. There is no use in holding a
horse hard in such a case ; he should bo

kept aUve but not hurried, because the

more tired he is the more likely he is to

come down. Great judgment, therefore,

will be necessary to "nurse him" to his

journey's end ; and this will be best done by
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an occasional relief to his back and waiting

by his side. Ko one should ride such a

horse habitually ; but it, unfortunatelj', he

finds himself on him, and some miles from

home, the above is the best course to

pursua Wfien, however, the stumbling is

from decided laziness, the only course is to

caich hold of the horse's head and use the

whip or spur, or both, pretty severely.

Many horses are quite safe at their top

speed on the trot, but at a half-trot they

are never to be trusted. The experienced

horseman readily detects the exact pace

which his horse can do with the greatest

ease and safety, and keeps him to that.

Some can trot down hiU safely, but are

always tripping on level gi'ound (these are

low actioned horses with pretty good

shoulders); others, again, always trip going

down bUl from over-shooting themselves,

and of course each must be ridden accord-

ingly. "\^^len lameness is the cause of

failure, the remedy is either to have the

shoe taken off and rectified, if that is the

cause, or if in the joints, ligaments, or

sinews, to give rest and adopt the proper

remedies.

144. CUTTiXG is caused by the horse

touching one leg with the other shoe or

loot, and it may be either of the ankle or

pastern joint, or of the inside of the leg, or

lust below the knee, which last is called

the speedy cut. It arises from the legs

being set on sUghtly awry, so that the action

is not straightforward ; and this is aggra-

vated by weakness or want of condition, so

that a horse often cuts when poor though

he is quite free from the vice when high in

flesh. The cutting may be either of the

fore or hind-leg.

145. The remedy Is either to alter the

shoeing, or to apply a boot.

146. Keabixg is a coltish trick which is

generally lost as the horse grows older; it

is not nearly so common now as it used to

be, and a bad rearer is not often seen.

When in an aggravated form it is a fright-

ful vice, and with an inexperienced rider

may be attended with fatal mischict: In

sUg'ht cases it consists in the horse simply

rising a Uttle before and then dropping

again, as if from play only; but in the

worst form it is a systematic attempt to

throw the rider, and sometimes the horse

goes so far as to throw himself back as welL

147. The Eemedy for this vice is the

martingale, which may either be used

with rings running on the snaflle-rein, or

attached directly to that bit by the ordmary

billet and buckle ; or, again, by means of a

running-rein, which commences from the

breast-strap of the martingale, and then

running through the ring of the snaflie with

a puliey-like action it is brought back to

the hand, and it may thus be tightened or

relaxed according to circumstances, so as

to bring the horse's head absolutely down
to his brisket, or, on the other hand, to give

it entire liberty wthout dismounting. It

is a very good plan with an experienced

horseman, but its use should not be

attempted by any other. With a determined i,

brute nothing short of this last kind will i,

prevent rearing; and even it will fail iu n

some cases, for there are some horses wliich

rear with their heads between their fore-

legs, nevertheless, happily, they are rare

exceptions, and with the majority the mar-
tingale in some form is efiicacious. It

should never be put on the curb-rein with ^

rearers, and indeed a curb is seldom to be ;

used at all with horses addicted to that

vice ; they are always made worse by the

slightest touch of the bit, and unless they

are very much inchned to run away, it is

far better to trust to a straight bit or

plain snaffle, which by not irritating the

mouth will often induce them to go plea-

santly, whereas a more severe bit would

tempt them to show their temper by rear-

ing. Breaking a bottle ot water between

the ears, or a severe blow in the same part,

may in some cases be tried, but the con-

tinued use of the martingale wUl generally

suffice. There is also a mode ot" curing

rearers sometimes attempted, by letting

them rise, and then slipping oflf on one side

and puUmg them back; bat it is a danger-

ous feat tor both horse and rider, and

has often led to a broken back on the part

of the horse, as well as sometimes to severe

injury to the rider. It is scarcely necessary

to remark that the rider should in all cases

lean well forward, and relax the bridle

while the horse is in the air.

148. Shying is sometimes the effect of

fear, and sometimes of vice; and there are

many horses which begin by the former

and end with the latter, m consequence of

mismanagement. The young colt is ahnost

always more or less shy, especially if he is

brought at once from the retired fields

where he was reared to the streets o-' n

busy town. There are, howevei', ntunber-

less varieties of shyers, some being dread-

fully alarmed by one kind of object, which

to another is not at all formidable. When
a horse finds that he gains his object by

tmniing round, he wiU often repeat the

turnmg without cause, pretending to be

alarmed, and looking out for excuses for it.

This is not at all uncommon, and with

timid riders leads to a discontinuance of

the ride, by which the horse gains his end'

for the time, and repeats the trick on the

first occasion. In genuine shying from fear

the eyes are generally more or less defec-

tive ; "but sometmios this is not the cause,
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ivliich is founded upon a general irritability

j: the nen-ous system. Thus, there are

nany which never shy at meeting waggons,

jr other similar obiects, but which almost

irop with fear on a small bird flying out of

i hedge, or any other startling sound.

ITiese are also worse, because they give no

aotlce, whereas the ordinary shyer almost

ilways shows by his ears that he is pre-

pared to turn.

149. Foe Shyers the only remedy is to

take as little notice as possible, to make Uglit

»f the occurrence, speak encouragingly, yet

rather severely, and to get them by the

object some how ^r other. If needful, the

aid of the spur and wliip may be called in,

but not as a pumshment. If the horse can

be urged by the object at which he is

shying without the whip or spur so much
the better, but if not he must be compelled

to do so by their use. Whenever fear is the

cause of shying, punishment only adds to

tliat fear; but where ^'ice has supplanted

fear, severity should be used to correct it

As a general rule the whip need never be

used, unless the horse turns ab|olutely

round; and not then unless there is reason

to suspect that he is pretending fear. If

only he will go by the object, even with " a

wide berth," as the sailors say, he may be

suffered to go on his way unpunished ; and
nothuag is so bad as the absurd severity

which some horsemen exercise after the

horse has conquered his reluctance,' and

passed the object. At this time he should

be praised and patted, with all the encou-

ragement which can be given ; and on no
account should he be taught to make those

rushes which we so commonly see on the

road, from the improper use of the whip

and sptir. If punishment is necessary at

aU it must be used beforehand ; but it often

happens that the rider cannot spare his

whip-hand until the shying is over; and
then, in his passion, he does not reflect

that the time is gone by for its employment.
150. Kicking is a very unpleasant vice,

.either in the saddle or in harness, but it is

not so dangerous in the former as in the

latter; its nature is too well known to

need description- It is often the result of

play, but quite as frequently it arises from

a vicious desire to get rid of the rider.

15L The Pboper 3Iode of treating a

kicker is to catch fast hold of the head, and
keep it well up, and then to use the whip
down the shoulder severely. If the head

is not well in hand he -will often kick the

more, but if the head is kept up while the

blow is given, he will generally desist A
gag-snaflie is very useful with comfirmed

kickers, as it serves to keep the head up
better than any other bit

1^52. Plttsgixg consists In a series of

bounds or spnngs, by which the horse
evidently hopes to relieve himself of his

burden. His back is generally rounded,

and very often he will "buck," or jump
off' the ground perpendicularly, by which
a weak rider is sure to be unseated.

153. The Remedy is to sit still, and keep
the head confined, though not too closely.

Very often plunging is followed by a fit of

kicking, for which- the rider should be

prepared. If there is reason to expect that

a horse will commence this trick, a cloth,

rolled like a soldier's cloak, and buckled to

the front ofthe saddle, is a great assistance,

and will often save a lall when the seat is

not very good.

154. Lying Down is a vice which only

"Welsh ponies, and other obstmate brutes,

indulge in, and it is seldom met with in

EngUsh-bred horses. The spur will some-

times keep them up, but in bad cases there

is no remedy but submission.

153. Shouldebixg is also a trick only met
with among badly-bred horses, though

sometimes horses of all breeds, if they have

been badly broken, will adopt this expe-

dient, by attempting to crush the knee

against a wall or paling. If, however, the

hand and foot are put strongly out the

horse cannot use enough lateral pressure to

overcome their resistance, and no harm is

done.

156. Running Awat is only an extreme

form of pulling in the gallop, but some-

tunes it 13 of a most vicious description, and

the horse gallops as if maddened by excite-

ment It is a most dangerous vice, as it Is

generally practised at times when it is

most inconvenient, as in crowded thorough-

fares, <S;c

157. Fob Hoese3 wmcH Run Away,
various severe bits have been invented,

but nothmg has ever yet been introduced

which is so successful as the Bucephalus

nose-band, to which I have already alluded

at page 395. It is a good plan la determined

brutes to make them gallop to a standstill,

by giving them an up-hill burster, which

may generally be managed, though there

are some which are only made worse by

this treatment Still it generally succeeds,

and most horses are rendered quiet for some

time by such an efi'ort; nevertheless, they

generally try again as soon as they are fresh,

and they are seldom to be trusted -svith

any riders but good horsemen. It is of

no use to puU dead at these animals, but it

is better to let them go when there is plenty

of room, and then to try what a sharp and

severe pull will do ; not keeping it up too

long if ineffectual, but loosing the mouth

again for a time, and then trying agam.

Sometimes, however, there is no room for

this, and then the only plan is to try and
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bring the head round, either with a \iew

of galloping in a circle, or to run the head
against a fence or even a wall or strong

gate. Sometimes anything is better than a

straight course—as, for instance, into a

crowded thoroughfare, where there would
be an almost positive certainty of miscliief

;

and in such a case it is better to do aujthing

than to persevere in the course which the

runaway is taking. Here the horse must
be pulled into anything which will stop

hun, such as a thick hedge or a park wall,

or any similar insurmountable obstacle;

and all risks must be run of damaging him,

or even his rider, who will however gene-

rally escape with slight bruises if the

horse is run full tUt against the object, and
not too obliquely, which will not at all

answer the purpose.

158. Backixg is necessary for all horses

to be taught, though not so often required

in riding as in harness-horses. It is always

one of the first tilings drilled into the colt

by his breaker, and the finished and broken
horse will, as a matter of course, readily

obey the hand of the rider when he gently

draws him back- The pull should not be

harder than the particular mouth requires,

some horses being easily irritated by too

severe a confinement of the mouth. If a

horse obstinately refuses to stir, the bit

maybe gently "sawed" from side to side,

wMch seldom fails to make him stir. When
backing is adopted by the horse with
vicious intentions, and contrary to the wlU
of his master, it is called " jibbing," and is a
most unmanageable trick, for which the

best remedy is patience. Punishment never

answers, and the horse only jibs the more

;

but by qxiietly waiting until he is tired, the

animal wUl generally give up the fight,

and continue his progress in the desired

direction.

159. Passaging, is a feat of horsemanship
never used in tliis country except in the

military schools. It is the action of the

horse by which he moves sideways, ushig
the two legs of each side at a time, and
following them up, advancing them to the

right or left by bringing the other tjvo up
to them.

Sect. 7.—The Eide.

160. The Eide, is the putting into practice

all the directions which have already been
given. "When the orders have been issued

for a horse to be prepared, he is brought to

the door ready saddled and bridled. It is

the groom's duty to place the saddle pro-

perly on ; but it is as well that the master
should know how and where to put It on.

The common direction is to put the saddle

"one hand's breadth behind the shoulder-

blade," but tills is too far back, and few

saddles will remain there ; it is far better to
place it at once where it fits than to give It

room to come forward, because the girths

only become more slack as it shifts, and
allow it to press still more forward than it

otherwise would ; whereas, if it had been
first placed where it soon travelled for

wards, the guths would have kept tight,

and it would have moved no further. >
better rule is to place the saddle where L^

fits, taking care to have it as far back as i;,

tcill-Qt. The bridle should be put on, witb
the bit neither too high nor too low in the
mouth, and with the throat-lash of the

proper tightness, which points can only be
learnt from experience. After leaving the -

stable and, if the weather is fine, walking
the horse about for a few minutes, the
girths wUl generally require tightening,

which the groom should see to. When the

horse is to be mounted, the rider, if he
cannot fully depend upon his groom, should

see to his girths, and that his bridle is

properly put on, with the curb of the right

degree of tightness, if he uses a double-

reined bridle. As soon as this is settled,

the groom brings the horse up to the door,

holding it with the left hand by the snaflle-

reins, and bearing upon the off-stuTup to

resist the weight, if the rider is a heav>-

man, which will prevent the saddle from
twisting. The rider then mounts according

to the directions given at paragraph 120,

and puts his horse into a walk, wliich

should always be the pace for the com-
mencement of a ride for pleasure. He may
in this pace, as I have already explauied,

give his horse considerable liberty of the

head, and he will have no difficulty in turn-

ing liim to the right or left, eithei* by the

use ofone hand or both, or by bearing upon
the neck according to the mode to which
the horse has been broken. After a short

distance he may practise the various paces,

and if he is Inclined to learn to ride well,

he may at times throw the stirrups across

the saddle, and attempt to canter without

them. In learning to ride without stirrups,

it is a very good plan to have the inside of

the trowsers lined with a strip of black

leather, In the French fashion, which takes

a good grip of the saddle ; for with cloth

trowsers and a smoothly polished saddle

there is very little hold to be obtained, and
the balance alone must preserve the seat-

With this addition all the paces may soon

be mastered without the aid of the stir-

rups ; but the trot will be the last of

necessity, because it is bj' far the most dif-

ficult Xo rise can now be managed, and

the body must be suffered to take its chance

upon the saddle, leaning back to rather

more than the perpendicular position, and

not attempting to do more than keep tlia
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balance. "When ridins -without stirrups,

the feet should be carried ia the same
position as if they were being used, the heel

being carefully depressed, and the toes raised

by the muscular power of the leg.

16L For DmECTioNs applicable to
Leaping, see the chapter on "Elding to
Hounds."

Sect, a—Fbmaie Hoesemansiup^

162. The Saddlest for the use of ladies
is similar in principle to that devoted to the
gentlemen's riding, -with the exception that
the bits and reins of the bridle are lighter
and more ornamental, and the saddle fur-

nished -with crutches for side-riding. The
reins are narrower than those used by gen-
tlemen, but otherwise the same. Until
lately they were rounded, and the noseband
fringed, but all ornament is now (1859) out of
fashion. The side-saddle should be carefully
fitted to the horse, and there should always
be a third crutch, the use of which will
hereafter be explained. There is an extra
leather girth, wliich keeps the flaps of the
saddle in their places. The stirrup may
either be hke a man's, with a lining of
leather or velvet, or it may be a slipper,
which is safer, and also easier to the foot.
The lady's whip is a light affair; but as
her horse oupht seldom to require punish-
ment, it is carried more to threaten, than
to give, punishment. A spur may be added
for a lady's use, and for those who hunt ; it

is sometimes needful for the purpose of
giving a stimulus at the right moment. If

used, it is buckled on to the boot, and a
small opening is made in the habit, -with a
string attached to the inside, which is then
tied round the ankle, and thus keeps the
spur always projecting beyond the folds ol
tlie habit. A nose-martingale is generally
added for ornament; but no horse which
throws his head up is fit for a lady's use.

les. The Lady's Hoese ought to be the
most perfect of hacks, instead of being, as
he often is, a useless brute, fit only to be
shot. Many men think that any horse
gifted vrith. a neat outUne will carry a lady,
but it is a great mistake ; and if the ladies
themselves had the choice of horses they
would soon decide to the contrary. The
only thing in their favour in choosing a
lady's horse is that the weight to be carried
is generally light, and therefore a horse
calculated to cany them is seldom fit to
mount a man, because the weight of the
male sex is generally so much above that
of an equestrian lady. Few of this sex who
ride are above st., and most are below
tliat weight; and a horse which will be
weU up to 10 St., including the saddle, will
not be able even to waddle imder 12 st. or
upwards. But in poiat ol soundness, acUou,

mouth, and temper, the lady's hack should
be unimpeachable ; and these are the pomts
that constitute a perfect hack for either
sex- Again, a gentleman's hack may be
good, yet wholly miable to canter, and so
formed that he camiot be taught ; he, there-
fore, is unsuited to a lady; but, on tlie
other hand, every lady's horse should do
aU his paces welL Many ladies, it is true,
nfever trot ; but they should not be furnished
with the excuse that they cannot, because
their horses will not. In size the lady'j
horse should be about 15 hands, or from 14}
to l,5i; less than this allows the habit to
trail in the dirt, and more makes the horse
too lofty and un-wieldy for a lady's use.

164. In Beeake\g the Lady's Hoese, 1/
he is of good temper and fine mouth, littlB

need be done but to make him canter easUy,
and with the right leg foremost. This 13

necessary, because the other leg is uncom-
fortable to the rider, from her side position
on the saddle; the breaker, therefore, should
adopt the means already described, and
persevere untU the horse is quite accus-
tomed to the pace, and habitually starts off
with the right leg. He should also bend
him thoroughly, so as to make him canter
well on his hind-legs, and not -with the
disunited action which one so often sees.
The curb must be used for this purpose, but
without bearing too strongly upon it ; the
horse must be brought to his paces by fine
handling rather than by force, and by occa-
sional pressm-e, which he will yield to and
play with if allowed, rather than by a dead
puU. In this way, by taking advantage of
every inch yielded, and yet not going too
far, the head is gradually brought in, and
the hind-legs as gradually are thrust for-

ward, so as instinctively to steady the
mouth, and prevent the pressure which
is feared. When this "setting on the
haunches" is accomplished, a horse-cloth
may be strapped on the near side of the
saddle, to accustom him to the flapping of
the habit ; but I have always fotmd, in an
ordinarily good-tempered horse, that if tlie

paces and mouth were all perfect the habit

is sure to be borne. It is a kind of excuse
which gentlemen are too apt to make, that
their horses have never carried a lady ; but
if they will carry a gentleman quietly, they
will always carry a lady in the same style,

though that may not perhaps be suitable to

her seat or hands.

165. The Dieectioxs foe Holding tiie

Eeins, and for then- use, already given,

apply equally well to ladies ; the only dif-

ference being that the knee prevents the
hand being lowered to the pommel of the
saddle. This is one reason why the neck
requires to be more beut than for the gen-
tleman's use, because if it is straight, or at
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all ewe-necked, the hands being high raise

the head into the air, and make the horse
more of a "star-gazer" tliaii he otherwise
would be. iMany ladies hold the reins as in

driving, the directions for which are given
in the next chapter. It is in some respects
better, because it allows the hand to be
lower than in the gentleman's mode, and
the ends of the reins fall better over tlie

habit, as is shown in the view of riding
given at page 524.

166. In Mounting, the horse is brought
to the door by tbe groom, and held steadily,

as for a gentleman's use, taking care to keep
liim well up to the place where the lady
stands, from which he is very apt to sidle

away. The gentleman-assistant then places
his right hand on his right knee, or a httle
below it, and receives the lady's left foot.

Previously to this, she should have taken
the rein in her right hand, which is placed
on the middle crutch ; then, with her left

on the gentleman's shoulder, and her foot
In his hand, she makes a spring from the
ground, and immediately stiffens her left

leg, using his hana, steadied by his knee,
as a second foundation for a spring; and
then she is easily lifted to her saddle by the
hand following and finishing her spring
with what Uttle force is required. As she
rises, the hand still keeps hold of the crutch,
which throws the body sideways on the
saddle, and she then lifts her right knee
o^•er the middle crutch. After this she lifts

herself up flrom the saddle, and the gentle-
man draws her habit from under her until
smooth ; he then places her left foot m the
fetirrup. Including with it a fold of her habit,
and she is finally seated, and should take
her reins, and use them as directed for the
gentleman at paragraph 129. The great
mistake which is constantly made in
mounting is in the use of the lady's knee,
which should be carefully straightened the
moment it can be effected ; for if kept bent
it requires great power to lift a lady into
the saddle, whereas with a good spring and
a straight knee she ought to weigh but a
very few pounds in the hand.

167. The Lady's Seat is very commonly
supposed to be a weak one, and to depend
entirely upon balance, but this is the
greatest possible mistake ; and there can be
no doubt, from what is seen in private as
well as in the circus, that it requires as
great an effort of the horse to dislodge a
good female rider as to produce the same
effect upon a gentleman. Even with the
old single crutch there was a good hold with
the leg, but now that the third is added, the

grip is really a firm one. When this is not
used, the crutch is laid hold of by the right
leg, and pinched between the calf of the leg
and the thigh, so as to afford a firm and
steady hold for the whole body, especially
when aided by the stirrup. But this latter

support merely preserves the balance, and
is useful also in trotting; it does not at all

give a firm steady seat, though it adds to :

one already obtained by the knee. When '

two crutches are used, the leg is not brought ,i

back so far as to grasp the crutch as before,
but between the two knees the two crutches ;

are firmly laid hold of; the upper one being :.

under the right knee, and the lower one "

above the left. The right knee hooked over
the crutch keeps the body from slipping ::

backwards, whilst the left keeps it from a .;

forward motion, and thus the proper position .'

is maintained. In all cases the right foot ^

should be kept back, and the point of the
toe should scarcely be visible. These points
should be carefully kept in view by ail lady
riders, and they should learn as soon as

\

possible to steady themselves by this grasp
\

of the crutches, without reference to the
i

stirrup-iron. In spite of her side-seat the
body should be square to the front, with
the elbow easily bent, and preserved in its

proper position by the same precaution,
with regard to the thumb, as in the case of
her male companion, already minutely des-
cribed at paragraph 123. The whip is gene-
rally held in the nght hand, with the lash '

pointing forwards, and towards the left,

and by this position it may be used on any
part of the horse's body, by reaching over
to the left, and cutting before or behind the
saddle, or with great ease on the right side.

Its use may, therefore, in all cases be sub-
stituted for the pressure of the leg in the
description of the modes of effecting thfl

change of leg, turning to the left or right,

or leading with either leg. AYith this sub-
stitution, and with the caution against all

^^olent attempts at coercion, which are
better carried out by the fine hand and
delicate tact of the ladj-, aU the feats which
man can perform may well be imitated by
her.

1C3. In Dismocnttn-g, the horse is brought
to a dead stop, and his head held by au
assistant ; the lady then turns her knee
back again from the position between the
outside crutch, takes her foot out of the
stirrup, and sits completely sideways ; she
then puts her left hand upon the gentle-

man's shoulder, who places his right arm
round her Wiust, and lightly assists her to

the ground.

I
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CHAP. IV.

DRIVING.
Sect. L—Vakieties op Cakkiages.

169. Careiages used for pleasure, as

listiuguished from stage and hired car-

iages, are of numerous tinds ; and have
eceived an immense number of distinguish-

ng names, some ofwhich are only in vogue
luring a short reign, while others are long
avourites of the drhing pubhc. The chief

jivision is fourfold—first, two-wheeled open
carriages; secondly, two-wheeled headed
:arriages ; thirdlj', four-wheeled open car-

riages; fourthly, four-wheeled close car-

riages.

170. Two-wheeled Open Carriages used
by private parties are—the dog-cait, the

Dennet gig, the Tilbury, the inside and
outside Irish car.

In the Dog-Cart, the body of which is

more or less square, with two seats bact
to back, there is a large boot capable

of taking dogs or luggage, and hence its

general usefulness in the country. The
springs are generally a single long side-

spring, and tlie shafts are usually of lance-

wood. They are made to shift the balance

In case of their being used by two persons

only, for which purpose various contri-

vances are adopted. (See engraving of

Tandem.)
In the Deknet, or Stanhope gig—which

latter is now almost exploded on account

of its weight, and its so severely trying

the back and legs of the horse—there is

bnly room for two persons. The seat is

generally rounded at the angles, and either

railed or panelled; and the boot is plain

and small, as compared with the dog-cart.

In the peculiar principle first introduced

by Fuller, of Bath, the shafts are of lance-

,"vvood, often combined with whalebone, and
the knee-motion derived from the horse is

almost totally got rid o£ Upon this depends
the comfort of all two-wheeled vehicles,

and especially where two persons only are

accommodated ; for in many old-fashioned

I Dennets the motion was worse than any
high trotting horse. The shaft is tapered

at the back-end and attached to a cross-

.apring, so that the fulcrum at the drawing-
bar is in the centre oftwo long springs—one
between it and the horse's pad, the other

between it and the back of the gig ; and as

they play easily, the two fixed points at

tlie fulcrum and the back remain sta-

tlonarj-. When properly balanced, this gig

ought not to press upon the horse's back
on level ground more than a few ounces,

or iust sufficient to prevent its bearing
back, and thus straining the belly-baud

and fretting the horse in that waj.

The TiLBtTRT is a gig of a totally dif-
ferent construction, and being suspended
upon leather braces, its motion is much
softer than the Dennet ; but what it gains
in this respect it loses in knee-motion,
which is very considerable. There is no
boot, but a skeleton body is attached to a
plated and therefore riuid shaft, by means
of a spring projecting in front, and attached
by a brace, and another projecting behind
suspended to a cross-spring by a long
leather brace. This cross-spring is raised
from the cross-bar at the back of the shafts

by iron stays in a T-like form ; and it was
supposed when it was first invented that
the leather brace would allow of the shaft

moving with the horse without influencing

the gig. This hypothesis was, however, not
found to be consistent with the fact, as the
Tilbury is found to receive a most uncom-
fortable motion from the horse, and to

communicate it to the rider; and no plan

has yet been discovered by Avhich this can
be remedied. By setting the cross-spring

well back, and thus straining the braces
apart, some improvement is effected ; but it

is still a very uneasy gig as compared with
Fuller's Dennet, which has maintained its

superiority for the last 23 years, although
hard pressed by the cheap substitutes

which have been extensively adopted in its

place, in the shape of dog-carts, <fec.

In the Irish Cab the passengers are

placed opposite one another in the inside

car, and back to back in the outside variety,

but in both cases sideways as regards the

line of progress. They were formerly a
good deal used in this country, but are

now almost entirely superseded by the

various dog-carts. Besides the above two-
wheeled caiTiages there are several varieties

of the dog-cart, as the \Miitechapel, the

Malvern, the Croydon basket-cart, <fcc

171. The Two-wheeled Headed Car-
RLiGES consist of the cabriolet (fig. 1), the

Hansom's cab, the Duobus, the Xotting-

hara cottage cart, and the headed Dennet,

The Cabriolet is a very handsome
vehicle, but it is very heavy, both in actual

weight and in draught; and also very

severe upon the horse's back and legs. It

consists of a pecuharly shaped body (see

fig.), with a wooden knee-boot, incapable

therefore of being folded np, and conse-

quently very hot in summer; the head
will let do\vn if desired; the springs are

somewhat similar in principle to those of

the Tilbury, except that they are of tlie C
shape instead of the T. This vehicle is not

well suited for country use, but for town
wort there i» nothing so well adapted lor

2N
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those "who usually drive themselves. A
board is placed behind for the groom to

stand upon, and his weight materially

diminishes the knee-motion inside. Cabrio-

lets cannot well be built under 7J to 8 cwt.,

and most of them weigh 9 cwt.

Fig. L

The Cabkiolet.

The Haxsom Cab is generally a street
vehicle, but sometimes it is adapted to
private use, and makes a most comfortable
one for professional men or for bachelors,
though I cannot see in what it is superior
to the Brougham. In a moderately-hilly
country, I know from experience, that it is

beaten by any light four-wheeled carriage,

because it distresses the horse in going up
hill or down. It consists of a roomy, cab-
shaped body, of peculiar construction, which
must be famihar to all, and with the seat
for the driver behind, so that he drives over
the head of his master. In consequence of
the high wheels which can be employed,
these vehicles run very light on level

ground, and they are much liked on account
of the speed with which the horse can get
along. They are on Dennet springs, and
with plated ash-shafts; but, as they are
very evenly balanced, there is no knee-
motion.
The Dtjobds is a mere slice of an omni-

bus placed upon two wheels, and is an
awkward and troublesome carriage in
ea'ery respect. It is entered behind, and
the driver sits on one side. These also are
on Dennet springs; and with lancewood
shafts they may be rendered free from
knee-motion.
The XoTTiNGHAia Cottage-Caet, as

brought out by Mr. btarey, is a very useful

vehicle for the sportsman of limited means,
who wishes an occasional close carriage for

evening work or wet weather. It is well
adapted for ordinary use, exactly like a
roomy dog-cart; but it opens upwards
behind to form a head, and downwards to
make a footboard, so that the two hind-
seats are completely under cover. I can
speak fully as to its merits and demerits,

beiug really the Inventor of it, as I had one

built from my own designs in the sprin?

of the year 1851, and used it fuUy two years
before the Nottingham cart was brought
out, on a plan precisely similar to mine.
Whatever merit, therefore, may belong to

the invention is clearly mine ; and I really

believe it is a very serviceable cart for the

purpose above specified. The only draw-
back is that the wheels throw the dirt in

behind, and unless the weather is cold

enough to allow of its being shut up closel}',

it is a very troublesome fault indeed. The
same applies to dustj^ roads, in which con-
dition this cart is absolutely stifling ; but,

as I said before, for night work, or as a
defence against rain, it is very useful ; and
it will on ordinary occasions hold several

dogs, either for shooting or coursing. Mr.
Starey's pattern is not quite so roomy as

mine, but his will hold, I should say, two
brace of pointers or setters veiy well. It

may be seen at the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham.
The Headed Denxet is a veiy uncom-

fortable kind of close carriage, because the

head is obliged to be made veiy high and
shallow; the wind, therefore, beats the

rain in very much, and it is not neai'ly so

good a protection as a gig-umbrella, which
may be made a very tolerable protection

from rain.

172. Open Fora-WHEELED Cakeiagej
consist of the bntschka {fig. 2), the ba-

rouche, the various phaetons, and the

sociable.

The BRrxscHKA and the Barouche may
be considered together, as they are aliki?

in springs and general principle, though
different in the shape of the body. In the

former (see fig. 2) tliis is straight at the

lower edge (called the rocker), and with a

very low driving-box, it being generally
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used for travelling post. In the latter the

rocker is boat-like, and the coach-box is

raised considerably above the level of the
inside seats. Both have a single head
behind, and a knee-boot in front, which
either turns down and protects the inside

I'ussengers' legs, or when turned back (as

in fig. 2), it serves to protect the two
who ride with their backs to the horses.

The britschka generally has a rumble
behind, but the barouche is not often sup-
plied with that appendage. Both are on
C springs, with elliptic springs under; and
both have a perch, as shown mflg. 2.

173. The Various Phaeton's, includiu?
the Sociable, are difficult to define, but they
are generally distinguished by the absence
of the C springs and percli. They have
almost always elliptic springs, similar in
principle to those shown under the C springs

'mfig 2, but lighter in make. Sometimes,
however, as in the Mail Phaeton, they have
them ofa different construction, there being
four springs behind and three before, con-
stituting in the first case a square, and in
the second three sides of that figure. These
are attached, as in the Stanhope, beliiiid;

and, like the Denuet, before; but that they

The Bkitsceka.

generally have leather braces instead of iron
shackles. There is also a perch in the
regular Mail Phaeton, which is. however,
sometimes dispensed with in the smaller
kijids built in the same general form, but
^\^th elliptic springs, and then called Stan-
hope Phaetons

—

lucus a non lucendo, that
is, because they have dispensed with Stan-
iK^pe springs. This is a curious exemplifica-
tion of the non sequitur, and the strongest
with which I am acquainted ; for it really
is the fact, that the phaeton with the Stan-
hope springs is called a Mall Phaeton, and
without them a Stanhope Phaeton. The
Dodies of these phaetons are of every form
which can be contrived to accommodate
four or six persons, and they rejoice in dis-
tinguishins: names ahnost without end. as,
the rilentum, the Cab-bodied, the Sociable
(now very fashionable), the George IV.,
the Albert, the Stanhope, the Four-wheeled
Dog-Cart, &c., &c.

174. FouB-wHEELED Ci/OSE Cakriages are
much less numerous, and are soon summed
up under the following short Ust .-—first,

the Family Coach; second, the Chariot;
third, the Clarence; fourth, the Brougham.
U is true that there a:-e infinite variations

made in each of the above, but veiy slight
as compared with the previously-de'scribed
carriages.

The Coach (see ^gr. 3) has the same ('

and under spnngs as the britschka, with
the perch also. It is, however, completely
covered in, ha\ing only a single glass oii

each side, capable ofbemg raised or lowend.
In the engraving here given, a hammer-
cloth is added to the coach-box; but tlii^ is

on!}' used in London, and is seldom adoptt d
in the country. When this kind of c;;r-

riage is made to open, whh leather sides
and top, instead of painted and varnished
panels, it is called a Landau, but this is a
kind of carriage now \^ry seldom nijt
with.

The Chariot is similar in all respects
to the coach, except that it only holds two,
and has glasses in front as well as on tlie

sides. This carriage, when made to open,
is called a Landaulet.
The Clarence has a light body, to hold

four, but placed on elliptic or grasshopper
springs, and without a perch. It is much
lighter in every way than the coach, but
neither so easy nor so free from noise. From
its iightucss It is still much used iu tha
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n-t.

The Coach

country, but in London it is now becoming
iigain supplanted by the carriages with C
feprlnffs.

The Broughaji is to the Clarence what
the chariot is to the coach, but some
IJroughams are so made as to hold four

people, and are then called round-fi'onted

IJroushanis. These carriages were first

lirought into use by the celebrated Lord
Chancellor of the same name, from whom
tliey have received their distinguishing

title. Their great advantage is, that they

may tolerably well be used with one horse,
which to many people is a great object.

Of late a spring (as shown mfig. 4) has been
invented, by which the C spring is intro-

duced without the perch, which is gene-
rally Connected with that soft and yielding
kind of spring. This is said to remedy the
great defect of these carriages, namely,
their peculiar hum to the ear of the inside

traveller, which becomes verj' distressing

after a time, and to avoid it small chariots
have been for some years built with light

Fin, 4.

JTnv Bkocgham.

iron perches. Their weicrht, however, is
iiearly double that ofan ordinary 15roucliam,
and they are quite beyond the powers of
one horse for more than a ver>' short drive.
I have never myself tried the spring as
given mfig. 4, hut it appears to me to be a
very useful mode of doing away with some
J^irt of the jar and noise incidental to the
lirousham; nevertheless, that connected
with the fore-spring must still remain;
Olid, consequently, 1 am afraid the object

is only in part attaine ^ ; but. as I beforaj

remarked, I have not put the matter to tt

test by actual experiment

Sect. 2.—IIarxess.

175. IlAKNESs is diiTercntly constructed

according to the purpose for which it is

ini ended. Thus there are the following—
viz., pig hanicss, phaeton harness, chariot

harness, tandem harness, and four-liorse

harness, according as each variety iJS
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intended for the purpose ot being attached

to the kind of carriage prefixed to the
general title.

176. Gig Hahness, which is equally suit-

able for single horse phaetons, or, in fact,

for any single work, consists of three por-

tions—first, the drawing part; secondly,

the part for holding the shafts of the gig up

and back ; and thirdly, that for guiding the

norse. The Drawing Part consists of

the CoLLAB (10), which is ao oval ring

padded to fit the shoulders, or of a Breast
Steap, being merely a broad and padded
strap, crossing in front of the shoulder
parts. If the collar is used, two iron bars,
called Hames (12), are buckled on each side
by means of a leather strap at top and
bottom, called a Hame Stkap (8, 11), wliich
passes through an eye at the end of each
hame, and is afterwards drawn tight and
buckled. Towards the top of each hame is

a ring, called the Hajie Tekeet (9), for the

Dexnet Uig AM) IIaeness.

reins to pass through; and a little below the

middle there is an arm, with a rfietal eye,

to which the tug of the trace is attached

(13). This tug, again, is stitched into a

double piece of leather, which is attached

to the buckle for the Tbace (17). This

last is simply a long double leather strap,

attached at one end to the above buckle,

and at the other by an eye to the drawing
bar of the gig. The supporting and backing

part consists of the Pad or Saddle (14),

Bomewhat similar in principle to the riding

saddle, but much narrower and lighter.

This has two rings for the reins, called the

Tereets, and a Hook for the bearing rein,

all at the top. It is fastened to the horse by
a I>ELLY-BA>T) (15), and at the back of it

there is an eye for the crupper, which is a

ipather strap ftom it to the tail, round the

root ofwhich it passes, and thus holds the

pad from pressing forwards. Through the

middle of the pad passes a strong leather

strap, called the Back-band, which is

attached to a buckle and strong loop on each
side, called the Shaft Tug (16), by which
the shaft is supported, and also kept back

from pressing upon the horse's quarters, in

which latter office it is sometimes assisted

by a leather strap passing round these parts

at 18, and buckled on each side at 19, either

to the shaft or to its tug, and called the
Breechen. The part for guiding the horse
consists of the Bridle and the Keins. the
iormer being made up of two Cheek-pieces
and Winkers (3), a Throat-lash (5), a
XosE-BAND (4), a Face-strap, a Front-
piece (1), and a Head-piece (2). The
cheek-pieces are buckled to the Bit, which
is generally a strong curb, but sometimes
only a Double-ringed Snaffle, now very
commonly used in driving. The Keins (7),

are merely long and narrow strips of

leather passing from the bit through the

hame and pad-terrets to the driver's hantL

Beabing-eeins are additional reins attached

to bridoon bits, and passing through ear-

rings on or near the throat-lash to the

hook on the pad. They are, however, now
seldom used in smgle harness ; but are

shown in the annexed plan. Where the

bearing-rein is not used a long ear-ring is

now sometimes suspended from the head
of the bridle, through which the driviui;-

rein passes, and by which the horse is

prevented from getting the rein under the

point of the shaft, an accident which is

very anno5'ing to those who leave their

horses standinjr about with their servants.
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177. Phaeton and chariot Haeness are

both made on the same principle, differing

only in lightness both of leather and orna-

ment, the former being altogether much
less heavy than the latter. Double harness

consists, like single harness, of three essen-

tial parts; but as there is no shaft to be

supported, the pad is much lighter and
more simple. The drawing part is similar

to that already described, except that the

lower eyes of the hames are permanently
connected by an oval ring of metal, upon
the lower part of which a ring freelj'

travels, to which the pole-picco of the car-

nage is buckled, and by which it is backed.

The trace-buckles, also, are opposite the

pad, and supported from it by a liylit strap,

called the Trace - bearer. The traces

themselves either end with an eye, or, with
SI lull fold upon themselves, with au iron

tye. called a Koller, and intended to be

used Ufion the Eoller-bolt of the splinter-

bar. Tiic Pad is very light, and has no
back-band; sometimes a long Breechen
runs to the trace- buckle; but for light har-
ness a mere supporting strap for the traces,

called a Hip-strap, is all that is used. The
jiRiDLE is nearly the same as for single

hiirness, except that there are no orna-
ments on that side which is towards the
pole. The IxEINS have, in addition to the
single rein which is attached to the out-
side of each horse's bit, another called a
CouPLiNG-BEiN, whicli has a buckle towards
the driver nmning upon the driving-rein,

so that it may be taken up or let out at

I'leasure. These coupling-reins are attached
TO the inside of the bit of the opposite horse,

crossing one another after they have been
passed through both the pad and hame-
lerrets, so that the off driving-rein, with its

coupling-rein, pulls the off-side of the bits

ot each horse, and the near reins both the
near sides. In double harness, bearing-
reins maj' or may not be used, but they are
generally included in its purchase.

178. Tandem Harness consists of a single

harness for the horse in the shafts, called

the "wheeler," with the addition only of
double ferrets on the pad, for the leader's

reins to pass through, and also of a double
ear-ring for the same purpose. The leader
has harness of the same description as the
light phaetoa double harness, except that
both sides of the bridle are alike, and that
the traces are about six feet longer than for

ficdinary work. They have a swivel-hook,
by which they are attached either to the
points of tlie shafts or to the wlieeler's

trace-buckles, where the shafts have no
eyes for the purpose. (See sketch of Tan-
dem, page 53;').

179. Focr-HORSE Harness consists of
that for the wheelers, Uke chariot harness.

with double ferrets, and one on the head-
piece instead of the ear-ring. The leaders
have the same as the tandem leaders har-
ness, except that when thej^ are driven
"four-in-hand" their traces are shorter,
and they end in eyes or hooks, by whicli
they are attached to "serving-liars " that
are suspended to a hook at the end of the
pole.

180. TThtts vary in size and length, from
the small light and stout whip of a pony
phaeton to the four-in-hand whip with a
lash long enough to reach the leader's head.;

Sect. 3.—Harness Horses.

181. Harness Horses are either ponies,-

gig horses. Brougham horses, or coach
horses ; being gradually larger and heavier
from one end to the other of the line, which
begins at the size of the small pony and
extends up to the carriage horse of 17

hands. Ponies are met with all over
England, Ireland, and Scotland, and are of
various breeds ; some of which are of won-
derful powers of endurance, with good
sjnnmetry and action, and with never
failing legs and feet. In general soundness <

they far excel the larger varieties of the
horse, for which there is no accounting, as <

tliey are much more neglected and fre-

quently vei-y ill-used. A broken-winded
ponj', or a roarer, is a very uncommon
sight, and even a lame one is by no means
an every daj- occurrence. There is every
reason to believe that the Arab blood has
been largely diffused among the ponies of
our heaths and forests; and their neat
heads and great powers of endurance,
together with the small size of their bones,
would warrant the assumption. Among
the AVelsh ponies there is a strong cross of
the Korman horse, and they have many of
them the daik mark down the back which
is peculiar to that breed, together with the
hardiness of constitution inherent in it.

Gigsters of all kinds are the refuse of the
hunting-stock or of the racing-stud ; those
which are too clumsy and slow for those
purposes being put to harness. Some are
good trotters and j-et bad gallopers, and
they are, consequently, as well fitted for

harness work as they are unsuited lor

hunting. A great number of gigsters are
also under-sized carriage horses, which last

are the produce of Cleveland or Clydesda'e
mares by well-bred or even thorougn-brcd
horses. Until lately the Cleveland m;ire

was almost the sole origin, on the dam's
side, of our bestcanlage horses; but latterly

the Clydesdale maro has been very extci:-

sis'ely used, and with much better success ;

inasmuch as the produce are much more
hardy, and though, perhaps, not quite so

level, yet more blood -like, and their legs
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and feet much more firm and enduring.

This is, I believe, the best cross in the

world for general harness -work, and it will

beat the Cleveland breed in every respect.

Sir. Apperley first recommended the adop-
tion of the cross direct between the Cleve-

land mare and the thorough-bred horse,

and Ills name and authority have kept up
the practice ever since; but it is now at

last discovered that as far as legs go they

I
are an unprofitable sort, and that they
(Stand road-work almost worse than any
\
others, except an unsound racehorse. I am
'in great hopes thatthe ClyJesdale mare will

cum out a veiy much better substitute;

and that her produce will not only be useful

as carriage horses, but as the dams of

three-quarters and seven-eighths-bred road
horses and hunters. There is a fine roomy
frame to go upon, with great ragged hips,

flat clean legs, and good heads, and with
tempers which are fit to be taught any-
thing. The constitution also is good, and
In every respect this breed appears to me
calculated for the purpose I am now dis-

cussing; and from the numerous good
specimens I have seen resulting from the
first cross, I am induced to hope that the
expectations of those who have adopted
It will be fully realised.

iSECT. 4.—Habnessdig and Puttin'g-to.

182. Harvessixg—In all cases the first

thing to be done, after the horse is dressed,

is to put on the collar, which is effected by
turning the horse round in his stall, and
slipping it over his head, with the large

end upwards. This inversion is required

because the front of the head is the widest
part, and in this way is adapted to the
widest part of the collar, which, even with
this arrangement, will in coarsely-bred

horses hardly pass over the cheek-bones.
Before the collar is put in its place, the
hames are put on and buckled ; for if this

was delayed until after it had been reversed
they would have to be held on while the
bame straps were being drawn together,

whereas in this way their own weight
keeps them in place. They are now reversea
altogether, and the pad put in its place;

before buckling the belly-band of which, the
crupper is slipped over the tail by doubling
up all the hair, and grasping it carefully in

the left hand while the right adapts the
crupper. A careful examination should
always be made that no hairs are left under
it, for if they are they irritate the skin, and
often cause a fit of kicking. After the

crupper is set right the pad is dravrn for-

wards, and its belly-band buckled up pretty

tightly ; the bridle is now put on, and the
curb-chain properly applied; the reins

being slipped through the terrets and

buckled on both sides, if for single harness,
or on the outside only if for double, and
the driving-rem folded back and tied in the
pad terret.

183. PuTTixG-TO is managed very dif-

ferently, according to whether the horse is

going in shafts or with a pole. If for shafts,
they are tilted up and held there by one
person, while the other backs the horse
until he is under them, when they are
dropped down, and the tugs slipped under
or over the ends of the shafts, according
to the formation of the tugs, some being
hooks, and others merely leather loops.

Care must be taken that they do not slip

beyond the pins on the shafts. The traces

are now attached to the drawing-bar, the
breechen or kicking-strap buckled, and the
false belly-band buckled up pretty tightly,

so as to keep the shafts steady. In four-

wheeled carriages it should be left tolerably

loose when a breechen is used, to allow of
this having free play. The reins are now
untwisted from the terret, and the horse is

put to. For double harness, the first thing
is to bring the horse round by the side of
the pole, and put the pole-piece through the
sUding ring of the hames, the groom holding
it, or else buckling it at the longest hole
while the traces are being put to ; as soon
as this is done the pole-piece is buckled up
to its proper length, each couphng-rein
buckled to the opposite horse's bit, the
driving-reins untwisted from the terret,

and the two buckled together, and the
horses are ready. The leaders of a tandem
or four-in-hand are easily attached, and
their reins are passed through the rings on
the heads of the wheelers, and through tlie

upper half of the pad terret.

184. Unharnessing is exactly the reverse

of the above, everything being undone
exactly in the same order in which it was
done. The chief errors in either are—in
double harness, in not attaching the pole-

piece at once in putting-to, or in unbuckling

it altogether too soon, by which the horse

is at liberty to get back upon the bars, and
often does considerable damage by kicking.

Sect. 6.—Breaking to Harness,

185. For Double-harness Work, a double-

break and break horse only are required to

effect this olject, and a very short time

will generally suflice to make a young horse
manageable, if driven with a steady com-
panion, and by a careful pair of hands. It

is some time before he would be fit for a

timid lady, but for country work with those

who are not alarmed by an occasional slight

freak, after a week or ten days, a horse may
safely be used. The first thing to be done is

to put the harness on, and allow it to remain
for an hour or two during the two or three
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i1ays before the horse is driven. Previously

to this, he should be thoroughly brolien to

the saddle, because he will not otherwise
kuow the use of the bit, and without that

lie will be entirely unmanageable. It was
Ibnnerly a very common practice to break
carriage horses at plough, by putting them
in the middle of a team, and letting them
jump and kick till they were tired ; but this

is a bad plan, and many horses have been
spoiled both in liiub and temper by it.

Curbs and spavins are very commonly
caused by the struggles of a high-couraged
horse; and jibbing will often ensue as a
consequence in a bad-tempered or sluggish

one. The hot blood derived from the
Eastern horse leads these colts to plunge
and fight against restraint, in a very
different way from the dull and plilegmatic

cait horse ; and, therefore, the plan is now
discarded in favour of the break, where
the colt has the power of moving forward,
to some extent, in all his plunges, if any,

and his blood is not unnecessarily roused
by resistance. After he has been made
accustomed to the harness, he is put in

with the break horse, an animal of great

size, power, and steadiness. The break
horse should first be put to, and the break
brought out into a tolerably open place,

where it may start on level ground, or with
a very slight ascent. The break is built

very strongly, and should have the space
between the drawing-bar and the front

axletree made up with iron rods, so that if

a horse kicks over the bar his legs do not
fall, but he draws them back again at once.

The bar also should be padded, to prevent
him damaging himself in his violence, if

he plunges and kicks as some will do. The
colt should have a well-fitting collar on,

and it should be previously well-oilsd, to

prevent its fretting the skin ; he should also

have a common rope halter on, with the
end tied loosely to his hame terret, so that
the breaksman can lay hold of it, and
draw him towards him, without touching
his mouth. When all is readj'^, and the
two horses are put together, with the driver
on the box, the break horse is gentlj'

touched with the wliip, and takes the break
off very quietly, the breaksman walking by
the side, and encouraging the colt. Gene-
rally speaking, he walks off as quietly as

possible, or he may make a bounce or two,
but at first he does not seem to recognise
his fetters ; after a while, however, he will

often plunge more or less, and perhaps, if

viciously inclined, begin to kick. The break
should be steadily driven off, and kept going
for an hour, or rather more, but not much
longer, as the shoulders are very apt to be
palled by a persistence beyon I that time.

This lesjon is repeated every day, until

the horse learns to turn and hold back;
and it is astonishing how soon a good-
tempered horse takes to his new work.
Knee-caps should in all cases be put on,

to prevent blemishes, in case of any acci-

dents.

186. Foti Single Work, every horse
should first be put in double harness, and
driven at least five or six times. It is not
generally at first that vice shows itself and
frequently not until the fourth or fifth

lesson, when the driver begins to try what
the colt is made of by gi^nng him a short
gallop, with a stroke or two of the whip.
And until this has been done no one can
foretel what the colt will do under provoca-
tion, which is sure to come some time or
other. AVhen, however, tliis has been
tried, and the colt will turn to either side,

stop, and back, as well as throw himsel
into his breechen in going down-hill, he
may safely be put into single harness,

though at the same time with great care.

Some horses are at all times quiet in

double harness, and yet will never go in

single harness, of which I have had several

specimens. 1 once had a most inveterate

kicker in single harness, which would go aa

quietly as possible in double; and I have
had several bad jibbers which never showed
that tendency for some time after breakini,'.

When the horse is first put in single har-

ness it should be in a break expressly made
with strong and stout shafts, and high

enough to prevent his kicking over ; though
some horses are able to kick over anything,

and no kicking-strap will hold them down-
A safety-rein should be added, buckled on to

the lower bar of the bit, and passed through
a ring on the tug and by the side of the
dashboard up to the hand, where it may be
held ready for use in case of the horso

attempting to bolt. For ordinary use the
rein should be put to the cheek, so as to be
as Uttle irksome to the horse as possible,

and no bearing-rein should on any account
be used. With these precautions, and wiili

the aid of a breaksman and a liberal quan-
tity of patience, most horses may be broken-

in. When there is a great resistance to the

breaking to single harness, or a tendency
to jib or run away, a stout shaft may be

fm-nished with a projecting bar of iron, and

an outrigger applied to the splinter-bar, by
which a second bar is fixed; and then a

break horse may be attached outside the

shafts, and thus the colt is then compelled

to go on or stop by the power of the steady

and trained horse. In this mode the reins

are applied as for pair-horse driving, and it

is a very excellent way of breaking unruly

horses ; indeed, I have known it succeed

when all other means had failed in an

obstinate kicker; but only, however, lor a
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time, as the vice showed itself nearly as

bad as ever after a time.

Sect. 6 Dkivixg.

187. Driving a Single Horse is a very
simple process, and requires only a good
hand and eye. The reins are held differ-

ently from riding, the near rein passing

over the fore-flnger, and the off between it

and the middle-finger; and then through
the hand, descending from the palm by the

side of the knees. The thumb keeps the

near rein firmly against the fore-flnger, and
1 have always found it a good plan to pass

both reins out of the hand between the

little and ring -fingers, so that without
keeping the thumb very firmly fixed, they
do not slip through the fingers when the

horse makes a mistake. This has saved me
many an accident, because when a person

is tired with driving many miles, and the

attention flags, a horse, in making a mis^
take, is not checked till it is too late, in

consequence of the thumb and fore-finger

suflfering the rein to slip some inches before

it is held firmly between them ; but when
passing through an additional pair of

fingers, and making an angle in order to do

this, it is astonishing how firmly the reins

are held, and yet with how much less

fatigue to the hand. The bearing-rein is

now almost totally out of use in single

harness, where it is no more needed than
for riding, because the driver has even more
commartl of the mouth than if he were in

the sadi 3. There is no doubt that a bear-

ing-reiu is better than a careless driver;

but witn ordinary care the horse is saved

by a slight check, which does not keep him
up, but makes him keep himself up. This he
is partly prevented from doing from the

confinement of the head, caused by the

bearing-rein ; and therefore, although it is

useful in driving the horse to hold the head
up, it is injurious to an equal extent by
confining him from that quick exertion of

his powers which might save him from a

falL It is true, that many old horses which
have been used to lean upon the bearing-

rein cannot be safely driven without ; but

in most of those which have never been
accustomed to its use, it may safely be dis-

pensed with. I have had some few which
never could be trusted without a bearing-

rein, even though broken-in carefully for

me ; but this was from defective action, and
from that straight-necked form which is

almost sure to lead to a heavy hanging upon
the bit. It is astonishing how seldom one
sees a London cab-horse down now as com-
pared with former years, when this rein

was in general use, and yet these horses
are quite as hard-worked as ever, and often

wiih scarcely one good leg out of the lour.

But with their heads at libert}-, and only .i

double-ringed snaflJe, they rarely -make a
mistake; or, if they do, they are almost
sure to save themselves from it. Too tight
a rein is quite as bad as holding it too
loose, and a gagged horse will be so con-
fined in his action as to be always making
mistakes. The head should have a tolerable
degree of liberty, the mouth just feeling the
hand, so as in a good mouth to lead to that
playing with the bit which is the perfection
of breaking and driving. By this 1 mean
that tendency to keep within the bit and to

avoid its pressure which a fine mouth will

always show ; and yet when there is high
courage, a constant desire to press for^vard

as soon as the hand is at all relaxed; up
a steep hill, the head should have entire

liberty, while down-hill the hand should
be shortened upon the rein, and, with his

knees straight and the feet well out, the
driver should be prepared for a mistake,
and ready to assist if it is made, not by
violently dragging at the head, but by
checking sutliciently without gagging tlie

horse. The mere avoiding of other vehicles

in meeting or passing is too simple an afi'air

to require minute description.

188. In Driving a Pair, the great art

consists in the putting them together so as

to draw equaUy, and to step together. To
do this well, the horses must match in

action and temper, two slugs being much
better than a free-tempered horse with a
slug; because in this case the whip applied

to the one only makes the other more free,

and as a consequence it is impossible to

make them draw equally. In some cases

where two horses are exactly equally

matched, the couphng-reins must both be
of equal length ; but this is seldom the

case ; and when they do not do an equal

amount of work, the coupling-rein of the

free one must be taken up, and that of the

idle horse let out. In watching the working
of the two horses the pole-pieces should

always be the guide; and if both are slack,

with the end of the pole stead3% and neitlier

horse shouldering it, the driver may rest

contented that his horses are each doiiig

their share ; if, however, the pole is shoul-

dered by either, that horse is a rogue, and
is making the other do more than his share,

keeping the pole straight by the pressure

of his shoulder, instead of pulling at the

traces. On the other hand, if either horse

is pulling away from the pole, and straining

at the pole-piece, he is doing more than his

share, and his coupling rein must be taken

in accordingly. Sometimes both shoulder

the pole, or spread from it, which are

equaUy unsightly habits, and may gene-

rally be cured by an alteration of the

coupling-reius of both horses, letiing iheni
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out for shouldering, and taking tliem in for

its opposite bad habit. The reins are held in

the same way for double-harness as for

single. Bearing-reins are more necessarj-

here than in single harness, because there

is not the same immediate command of a
horse; but in tolerably active and safe-

goers there is little necessity for them ; it

Is only when horses stand about much that

they are wanted, and then only for display;

but for this, they certainly are of service, as

the horse stands in a very proud and hand-
some attitude when "bonie up," and the

pair match much better than when they are

suffered to stand at ease. In driving a pair,

it should always be remembered that there

are two methods of driving round a curve,

one by pulling the inside rein, and the

other by hitting the outside horse; and
these two should generally be combined,
graduating the use of the whip by the
thinness of the skin of the horse. In all

cases the whip is required in double har-

ness, if not to drive horses when tho-

roughly put together, yet to make them
pull equally; and there are verj' few pairs

which do not occasionally want a little

reminding of their duties. A constant

change from one side to the other is a

prevention of those tricks ai^d bad habits

winch horses get into if they are always
kept to one side only. The coachman
should, therefore, change them every now
and then, and back again, so as to

make what was a puller from the pole

rather bear towards it than otherwise

when put on the other side.

16d. Various Devices are used by old

hands for curing vices in liarness liorses.

The kicking-strap in single harness is

merely a strap over the croup, buckled
down to the shafts ; and in double hamess
a somewhat similar plan is adopted, but of

little use as compared with that used in
shigle harness. Besides these, there are
side-reins, martingales, and a variety of
other schemes invented; but every one
who is likelj' to want them has his own
peculiar ideas on the subject, and it will be
unnecessary for me to go into a description

of them.

Sect. 7.—Cost of Caekiages and Harness.

190. Cakbiages are variously priced by
town and countiy builders, and also by
different tradesmen in London, <fcc ; their

prices range as foUows :

—

Close can-iages, with C springs, ;£ £
from 2o0 to o(>0

Close carriages, with elliptic

springs, from 100 to ISO

Open carriages, with C springs,

from 150toC'>
Open carriages, with elliptic

springs, from 120 to 140

Pony phaetons, from .... SO to 40

Two-wheeled cabriolets, from . 80 to ICO

Two-wheeled gigs, without head,

from 40 to CO

Two-wheeled gigs, with head,

from 50 to 70

Dog-cart, from 20 to 60

Double-chariot hamess, from . 20 to 40

feingle hamess, from 8 to 12

Ponv hamess. from .... S to 8
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PART IV.

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE PRINCIPAL AXDL\LS USED BY MAX IN

RURAL SPORTS.

BOOK L—COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF MAN, THE HORSE, AND DOG.

CHAP. L

GENERAL TIEW OF THE DTYISTON,
VEliTEBRATA, TO WHICH THESE

ANIMALS BELONG.

Sect. 1 Their Position in the Scale
OF Creation.

1. 3Ian himself, together with the horse
and the dog, and even the hawk, and the
decoy-duck, which are the only animals
used by him in the capture of the objects

of his sport, are all included under ttie

general division Vertebrata. These are

distinguished ty the possession of an arti-

culated skeleton ^\-lthin their bodies, and
by a vertebral column, containing the most
important parts of their ner\'ous system.
^^'ltl^ the exception of the birds, all the
otlK rs are mcluded in the class Mammalia,
so named because they give suck to their

young by means of the mamma. The three

species, however, are widely separated in

tiie division, man taking the head of all

in a distinct subdivision, and separated
from the Caenivora, among which the dog
is included, by the apes and monkej-s.
Between the dog, again, and the horse,

tliere intervene the whole of the cetaceous
animals and the glires ; the horse belonging
to the lowest tribe of the mammalia,
namely, the Ungitlata, or those having
hoofs. Between these three there will be
lound to be considerable points of diflFer-

ence in each of the systems of which their

frames are composed ; all three, however,
have a skeleton consisting of the same
materials, and containing within its cavi-

ties a ner\'ous, a circulatory, a respiratory,

a digestive, and a reproductive system.
All have the same organs of sense, thougb
differently endowed ; and in all the parts of
the skeleton are connected together by
ligaments forming joints, and moved upon
each other by muscles of various forms.
The chief diferences are—first, in the
volume and form of the brain ; secondly, in

tlie nature and form of the stomach and
intestines; and, thirdly, in the form of the
origans of locomotion.

Sect. 2

—

The Nervous System.

2. The Nervous System, upon the deve-
lopment of which each animal depends for

its position in the scale of creation, is, in

the main, the same in the three animals
now under consideration. In man, now-
ever, it is much more developed in those
parts upon Avhich the extent and powers of

the mental manifestations and sense o£

touch are dependent; whilst, in the dog,
another part is carried to an exquisite
degree of refinement ; namely, the nerves
in which resides the sense of smell. But in
all three there are the same grand portions
to be met with, consisting of a mass ot

highly-complicated nervous matter con-
tained within tlie skull, called the brain,

and which is the organ of the mind, as
well as, in all probabihty, the seat of the
instincts of the animal. Extending from
this is a part called the medulla oblongata,
connecting it with the sphial column, wliicti

is chiefly a large bundle of ner\'es extended
between the brain and all the parts of the
body below the head, and gradually sepa-
rating into its component parts as it passes
through the bones of the spine. It receives

the mandates of the will from the brain,

and conveys back to it the state and
wants of the various organs of the body.

But, besides these two parts of the nervous
system, there are also two others ; the first

consists of a tract of nervous matter con-
tained within the spinal cord, and intended

to supply the organs of respiration, and to

keep them in some measure independent
of the brain during its sleep, or pressure

from accident ; and also to effect an action

of a very peculiar kind called reflex, by
which, in certain cases, muscular contrac-

tions are produced bj- a shorter and quicker

process than would be afforded by a trans-

mission of the intelligence to the brain

itself, and a consequent mandate from it.

The second comprises a cham of little brains

lying in front of the spine, and within the

chest and abdomen, and intended to supply

the digestive apparatus and circulating sys-

tem with ner^'ous influence (whatever tluit

may be), independently of the brain and
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spinal cord, although these also send their

nerves to them. Thus, the most important

organs of all have their separate supplies,

by which provision is made against acci-

dent; and, in caseof its occurrence, one part

being enabled to do duty for two. In this

way the whole nervous system is divided

into—first, the brain; secondlj', the medulla
oblongata and spinal cord; thirdly, the

general nerves of motion and sensation;

fourthly, the special ner%'es of respiration

;

fifthly, the nerves of the viscera, com-
monly called the sjTnpatlietic system ; and,

Kixthl3', the special nerves of the senses

derived from the brain iti^elf. In all these

animals the nervous system consists of two
parts; the grey, in which power is gene-

rated, and the white, through which it is

transmitted. The gre}' constitutes the

greater part of the exterior of the brain

and the interior of the spinal column,
whilst the white makes up the interior and
central parts of the brain, the exterior of

the spinal cord, and the bulk of the nerves
of the body

3. The VATtiATioxs in these several parts
are the following: — In man the brain
is much the most voluminous, especially in

the anterior part, which is the chief organ
of the mind. Here the grey matter is very
much convoluted, and thereby rendered
more extensive in quantity and in surface,

by which his general mental powers are

augmented. Xext to him in this respect
comes the dog, who has sometimes tolerably

deep fissures in his brain, and consequently
a more extended surface than usual ; but in

all cases much more so than in the horse,

whose brain is, as compared to his whole
body, very much less than the dog's, and
still more diminished in proportion as com-
pared to that of man. In the dog, however,
and especially in those whose powers of

smelling are much developed, the anterior

lobes, in which the nerves of smelling take

their rise, are largely increased in size, and
nearly as much so in the horse, who, like

ail animals dependent upon this sense for

their safety in selecting food, has consider-

able acuteness of smelL In other respects

the ners'ous systems of the three are closely

allied, and the description which will serve

for the one will also suit the others, except

In the minute detail of parts.

Sect. 3.—The Skeleton.

4. In all three the skeleton consists of

\lie same parts, though the bones com|)osing

t!iem vary in number, and to some extent
'n form. (See skeleton of Jlan, Dog, and
Horse, Jigs. 1, 2, and 3, in which the letters

attached to jig. 1 apply also to tlie corre-

Bponding parts in figs. 2 and 3) It is

divided into two portions—one forming

cavities for containing the vital organs '

and protecting them from danger; an>i
!

the other consisting of central supports
adapted to the purposes of locomotion,
by offering levers to be worked by the
various muscles. The bony cavities are-
first, the cranium and spinal column;
secondly, the thorax or chest, attached to

the middle of the spine ; and thirdly, the
pelvis, terminating it. The bony organs of ;

locomotion are the four extremities of the
body.

5. The CRANFtiM OK Skull, is various'y
formed in the three species under consider;i-

tion ; but it consists in all three of the same
number of bones, eleven of which combine
together to form a hollow case for the brain,.

,

whilst six of these eleven, together withli

the upper and lower jaw-bones, the bonesi-:

of the nose, and the cheek-bones, constitute!

the face. In this part they are developed :

into several cavities, two of which are

called the orbits, and contain the eyes

;

two, close together, form the nostrils; one
between the upper and lower jaw-bones,
the mouth ; and one on each side for the
ears, which last part also contains four

little delicate bones for communicating the
vibrations of the air to the nerve of hear-
ing. In the jaws, also, there are fixed two
rows of teeth, the upper and the under,
which vary considerably ; but in each there
are three kinds—viz. : first, the incisors,

being more or less cutting nippers, and
placed in front; secondlj', the canine,

pointed, and intended lor holding or tear-

ing; and thirdly, the molars, for grinding.

The formula, as it is called, for each, is as ,

follows :—

I.v Mav.

Incisors, 4 Canine, ^"i Slolars, ^"*-

In the Dog.

Incisors, & Canine, \-'\. Molars, -§"-5-

Ix THE Horse.

Incisors, A Canine, l"i Molars, 4"''-

The age ofman and of the dog can seldom ;

be ascertained bj' the teeth, but that of the 1

horse may generally be arrived at with
|

tolerable certainty, as follows :

—

|

Makks of THE Age of the Horse as
Shown bt the Teeth.

^1^ one year old, all the milk-teeth are

come up ; the two centre nippers of tlic

lower jaw are partially worn down, tho

two next veiy slightly so, and the out-

side nippers entire.

At two years old, the "mark" is nearly T

obliterated in the four centre nippers,

and those of the outside ones are mucli
reduced in size.
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At three years old, the colt has shed the

two centre nippers, and has two per-

manent teeth, on which the "mark" is

quite fresh ; and tlie tusks begin to sliow

their future position by a prominence of

the gum.
At four years old, the colt has shed the

next two milk-teeth, and has four per-

manent ones, of wliich the central two
are gradually losing their " mark." The
tusks now come through, just showing
their points.

At five years old, he has all his permanent
teeth. The centre nippers ai e nmch worn,
but still show the "mark." The next
are partially worn, wliile the corner
nippers are quite sharp, and with the
cavity or "mark" quite untouched by fric-

tion. The tusk is much grown, and well
raised from the gum.

At six years old, the " mark" in the centre

teeth is quite gone, leaving only a yellow
oval stain with a black speck iu the
centre. The next two are also losing

their cavity, but the corner teeth are still

sharp, and have the cavity unworn to

any extent.

At seven years old, the " mark" is gone in all

the lower nippers but the corner ones, and
At eight years old, it disappears even there,

after which there is no reliance to be
placed upon this sign ; the length and
obliquity of the teeth mcrease with age
in both respects ; but these signs depend
a good deal upon crib-biting, or other

habits, and no great reliance c;m be
placed upon them.
6. The Spixai, C'oltjmn (a b) consists in

all of a series of bones united togctlier by
an elastic material, called the intervertebral

substance, and by ligaments also as well as

bj' muscles. Each bone is pierced by a large

hole tor the lodgment of the spinal cord, and
by lesser notches, or holes, lor the Ixansmis-
sion of the nerves, a pair of wliich leave

the cord opposite each separate bone.

Uesides the body and the holes (or /ora-
mina, as they are scientifically called), each
vertebra consists of a spinous process, or

projection, backwards or upwards, as the

case may be ; and of another process,

or projection, on each side, called the
lateral process, aU of which are intended
to secure these boues together, and to
give attachment and leverage to the mus-
cles M-hich bend the spine. To the skull

the spinal column is attached by a very
peculiar tmiversal hinge-Uke joint, in such
a way that it can be turned in all directions.

This in man is very complicated, so as to

allow him not only to beud it in all direc-

tions, but also to rotate it; whilst in the
horse and dog it is strengthened by strong

bony projections, so as to support the weight

of the head wlien ext<.-nded horizontally.
The first 7 of these bones form the neck,
each being more or less lengthened or
shortened, according as they are destined to
form the long neck of the horse, the medium
length of that of the dog, or the short one
of man. Tiie next 12 in man, 13 in the dog,
and 18 in the horse, have a rib attached to
each, or to the intervertebral substance of
each, and constitute the vertebras of the
back. Behind or below these are the ver-
tebra of the loins, which are 5 in man, 6 in
the dog, and 7 in the horse ; and hke those
of the neck are free, whilst the last of these
lumbar vertebras is firmly attached in the
same way as the others to a corresponding
suriace of the sacrum, which forms a part
of the pelvis, answering to the spinal coluun 1,

and containing within it a similar canal,

which receives the continuation ofthe spinal

cord in the shape of a bundle of nervts,

called in anatomy cauda equina. Beyond
the sacnmi, again, are the ossa coccygis,

rudimentary iu man, but extending to 20

bones in the dog, and iu the horse to

about 15, to form their tails.

7. The Thorax, ok Chest, is formed by
the vertebrae of the back and the ribs

attached to them, which correspond iu

number, being in man 12, in the dog 13, and
in the horse IS on each side. Each of them
is firmly attached by two joints, one at the
end to the intervertebral substau'je, the
other to a lateral process, by means ot a
tubercle, a short distance Irom the end.
Towards the other extremity the rib be-

comes flattened, and in its general outline

is bent to an irregular segment of a circ:e,

so that the two sides form an arch, more
or less of an oval section. Each rib ends
bj' uniting with a piece of cartilage, which
in the first 7 or 8 is directly attached to

the sternum, or breast-bone, and in the

remainder indirectly through tltose next to

them. The sternum consists of a series ot

spongy bones, consisting of 3 in man, and 7

or 8 in the horse and dog, which receive tlio

cartilages, and with the ribs and t;ie

vertebrae of the back, combine to form the

chest. In the horse, the ir^ait of the steiiuuii

projects considerably beyond the first lib,

iu the dog very little, and in man it has an
articulalhig surface on each side for the

attachment or the collar-bone, which is

wanting in the horse and dog. In man,
the greatest diameter of the chest is froiii

side to side, whilst the reverse is the case

in the horse and dog. In each case this

cavity contains the lungs and the heart, and
the great vessels, separated from the abdo-

men by the diaphragm, which is a thux

partition of muscle and tendon stretched

across so as to form an arch, with the con-

vexity upwardis and a concavity below
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agtiinst which lie the liver and stomach

;

also within the protection of the lower ribs.

8. The Pelvis (6 c) consists of an imperfect

circle of strong spongy bone, which is made
up of the sacrum and ossa coccygis, or tail-

bones, above ; and of three bones on each

Bide firmly united together, called the
ilium, the ischium, and the pubes. These
together constitute an irregular ring, pro-

tecting the bladder and the organs of repro-

duction, and also giving a firm support to

the legs. By a reference to the engravings
of the three species, it will be seen that

they vary in shape very much. In man
the wings of the ilium are luuch expanded,
and sei've to support the intestines ; or. in

the preg:iancy of the leraale, tlie gravid

uterus. In the horse and dog these parts

arc much less developed, and the whole
pelvis is merely a strong bony ring for the

ariiculation of the hmd-legs, and for the

attachment of muscles; but it will be seen

that it is articulated to the sacrum in an
oblique du'ection, so that in coming down
from a leap the shock to the nervous system
is very much diminished. The tail is merely
a prolongation of tha ossa coccygis, which
in man are contained within the skin, and
are simply rudimentary.

9. The Hinb-legs of the horse and dog
and the legs of man are attached to the
pelvis in the same way—namely, by means
of a ball-and-socket jomt; the thigh bone
being deeply imbedded in a cup-like cavity

of the pelvis, called the acetabulum. This
is a very strong joint, but it is liable to be
dislocated in all three, and is in all veiy
ditflcult of reduction. This leg consists in

each of four portions, which in anatomy
have received the names oithQfemur (c d),

patella (d), tibia andfibula (de), tarsus and
metatarsus (ef) ; but in common language
diiTerent names have been given them
which has created considerable confusion.

10. The Femur, in common language
called the thigh in man, and the upper thigh

in the iiorse and dog, is a long and strong
bone, beginning with a smooth ball, called

by horsemen the round bone, which is

deeply let into the cup ot the pelvis, and
has near it a strong rough process which
stands out from it at a considerable angle,

and is united to it by a narrow part of the
bone called the neck. This process is called

the trochanter major, and is the part felt

projecting opposite the hip joint ; and often
called the hip itself, though that name
jnore properly belongs to the crest or ridge
of the ilium. Towards the lower end tlje

thigh bone enlarges and forms a smooth
suriace, covered with cartilage and extend-
ins.' to nearly three-fourths of a circle from
before backwards. This smooth surface i^

fcliached by strong ligaments to the tibia

below, and has playing upon it in front a

bone called the patella in anatomy, or in

common language the knee-cap in man,
and the stifle bone in the horse and dog.

The joint itself is the knee in man, and the

stifle in ordinarj' equine and canine nomen-
clature; but, being more or less concealed
in them by the flank and large muscles of

the thigh, it is overlooked by superficial

observers. This joint in all three is liable

to accidents, or to inflammations of a serious

character, and is frequently the seat vt

lameness.

11. The Tibia, called in man the /

b07ie, and in the horse and dog the loH\r
thigh bone, extends from the stifle joint io

the hock in the two latter animals, and
from the knee to the ankle in man. It is

supported by a smaller bone on the outside

(the fibula), which is lost sight of in common
language, and has received no distinctive

appellation. In man this bone forms a part

of the ankle joint, but in the dog and horse
the hock joint, which corresponds to the

ankle of man, is composed of the tibia

alone, as regards its upper boundary

;

whilst below, in all cases, it is made up by
the upper bone of the tarsus—^namel3% the

astragalus.

12. The Tarsus and JIetatarsus vary
more in these ftiree species than any other

parts of the skeleton, except the corre-

sponding divisions ot the other extremity.

In man and in the dog the tarsus consi.-ts

of seven bones, but in the horse of six

only. In all, however, the tibia is articu-

lated with the tarsus at about one-half of

the length from the hinder end, and by a
cartilaginous surface, composed ot three

sides; there is also in each a projecting

bone (the os calcis), which affords leverage

to the strong muscles of the tibia and
femur, ending in a tendon, which is called

the tendo-Achillis. These bones are united^

together into a strong whole bj' ligaments

and intervening cartilage, which take off

the jar that would otherwise be communi-
cated to the body when the springs and
falls are sustained which all these animals

\

are subject to. Below the tarsus are the

metatarsal bones—five in man, four in tlie

dog, and limited to one only in the horse,

the cannon, though wth a rudimentary

bone on each side, called the splent bone.

In all of these animals they are tipped b>j

three phalanges to each metatarsal bon
except in man, who has only two to thi

great toe. In the horse the first phalanx ii

called the larger pastern, the second the

smaller pastern, and the third the coffin

bone; whilst the sesamoid bone behind it,

which is also found in man and the dog,

receives th6 name ot the navicular bone;

and all are sunnoiaitcd by horny maii>.r
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instituting tlie nails of man and tlie dog,

ud the hoofs of the horse. There is, how-
er, this grand diflference between the

(iree—man waUcs upon the -whole length

f the tarsus, metatarsus, and phalanges,

r upon the sole of the foot {planta), and
hence called plantigrade; but the dog

nd horse walk upon the tips of their

ngers only, and are called digitigrade for

lat reason—the former walking upon all

is fingers, whilst the latter walks upon
ne only, the remainder being lost in the

plent bones, which do not reach the length

f the fingers at all. Both cany their

ocks, corresponding with our heels, some
istance from the ground, whilst ours is

tie first part to touch it in the walk ; and it

! only in the run upon the toes that it is

arried clear of the ground. All these

everal points of resemblance or difference

vill be rendered clearer by comparing the
keleton of man, pui-posely placed in a
(tooptng position, with those of the dog and
iorse. A side ^'iew of each is given in a
Corresponding attitude ; and thus it may be
een how om* knee is the same joint with
heir stifles; how our heel is their hock;
Jid in what way our foot corresponds with
heir pasterns, and our metatarsal bones
vith the cannon bone of the horse ; also,

low our nails are analogous to the hoofs of

he horse, which grow in the same way, or

learly so, and are as easUy separated by
nHammation, or other disease.

13. The Uppek Extkemitt of man corre-

sponds with the fore-leg of his chief minis-

;ers, the dog and horse, but differs still

iiore than is the case with the other
extremity, which is chiefly used by man in

progressing, though in a different position

lo that of the dog and horse, he being a
Dil^ed. But with the limb we are now con-
sidering, a hundred different actions are to

be performed—ropes are to be pulled down,
or up, or straight towards the body; large

and small substances are to be grasped in

the arms ; hammers are to be wielded with
terrific force, or with all the dehcacy neces-

sary' for riveting the fine mechanism of a
watch ; besides the multifarious movements
of a similar charactei\ But m addition to
aU these motions, requiring the whole limb,

there are others depending upon the fore-

arm alone, in which man shows his supe-
riority to the dog and horse. If the former
of these has a wound in the sole of his foot,

lie is obliged to lie down and forcibly push
it sideways against the ground, while he
bends the foot, in order that he may get at

it with his tongue. Man, on the other
hand, can readily turn his palm upwards,
and at once detect the mischief, if any
there be. In other words, man can pronate
aadiupmute his hand, a ^iit of immeoiurc-

able importance to him, though one which
he shares with all the higher genera of the
monkey tribe. By this power he can turn
any object about as he fashions it to his
purpose, and can with the greatest ease do
that which the otherwise intelligent dog is

incapable of effecting. Hence we find that
throughout the whole extremity, although
the same bones are made subsidiary' to this

new purpose, yet they are widely different

in their joints, and also vary in genend
form. Nevertheless, all have a Shoulder-
blade {gh), a Humerus (hi), a Uadius and
Ulna (ij), and a Carpus and a Meta-
carpus (ii-). Man, also, has a Collar-bone
{h I), by which the shoulder-blade is

attached to the breast-bone, and is thus
rendered more completely a fixed point fur

the various operations, often antagonistic to

each other, which his wants demand.
14. The Shoulder-blade is very similar

in all three skeletons m its general form,

though varj-ing considerably in position

and in the detail of its parts. In each case
it is a triangular flat bone, with a ridge

dividing its external surface into two parts.

In all there is a shallow cup which receives

tlie head of the humerus, and forms with
it the shoulder joint of man, and the point

of the shoulder of the horse and dog. Pro-
tecting this joint in man, and partially so ia

the dog, ai'e two projecting points of bone,

the acromion and coracoiS, processes, to

vi'hich the outer extremity of the Collar-
BOJTE is firmly united by strong Ugaments,
the other end being still more securely con-

fined to the breast-bone by a thick inter-

vening cartilage and additional Ugaments.
Here there is a strong point of dissimilar! t\',

the dog and horse neither of them pos-

sessing a collar-bone ; but it is not con-

fined to man, since many of the lower
animals also possess collar-bones; as,

for instance, the hare, rabbit, and rat—
and, in fact, all the division Eodentli ;

most of wMch, however, require and pos-

sess, like liim, the power of grasping their

food, and can pronate and supinate their

fore-arms to a degi'ee almost equid to that

with which he is endowed. The shoulder-

blade in man does not he so flat on his

sides as in the dog and horse,' its outer

aspect looking nearly in the same direction

as his spine; whilst in the other two iC

looks dhectly outwards, or verj' nearly so,

the free margins approaching one another

more than the jouits.

15. The Humerus is very similar in its

general form in all three, presentuig a
rounded articular surface at the upper end,

a long cylindrical middle, and an oblong

smooth ridge covered with cartUage at the

other extremity, which forms part of a

hinge-like joint, the remainder being mada
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up by tliC ulna and radius. This bone in

man is called the arm, or tiie upper arm;
and in the horse and dog the true arm.
being in them concealed witliin the bod^'

by the muscles and skin v\ith which it is

clothed. In all three the joint bounding
it below is called the elbow-point.

16. The Ulna axd Kadius are articulated

to the humerus, so as to form a simple

liinge in the horse and dog, as well as in

man; but in addition there is another
power given to man, to which 1 have
already alluded, and which is carried out by
a very simple yet effective contrivance. In
him the ulna forms the chief part of the

elbow-joint, whilst the radius enters into

that of the wrist, and each has a liberty of

rotating in its attachment &t the opposite

end. Thus, the two ma^ be compared to

one bone of somewhat greater length, and
joined to the elbow and wrist in the usual
way, but afterwards divided obliquely from
one end to the other in such a way as to

leave one joint entire for the wrist, and the

other for the elbow. If this were done by a
carpenter, and the bones rounded off and
jittached together by a circle of leather at

(ach end, it would be found that there

would be a degree of liberty similar to that
^vhich we enjoy, but not quite to so great

an extent, which is afforded by the two
bones arching out from one another in the
middle, and thus enabling the movement
t ) be stiU more complete. The ulna is the
l<ime chiefly entering into the composition
of the elbow-joint ; and it, like the hock and
ankle, has a process projecting backwards,
J or the purpose of giving leverage to its

muscles, which is the olecranon in ana-
tomj', or the point of the elbow in common
language, in all three animals. The radius

1 1 the dog extends to the carpus, but in

tl'.e horse it does not reach so far; together
tiiey form the fore-arm in man, and the
true arm in the horse and do?.

17. The Caspus and METACABPrs The
former consists of eight bones in man, and
ofseveninthe horse and dog; and in this

joint there is very little difference between
them. In all there are strong ligaments
connecting the bones together, so as to

torm one strong whole, with a projecting

liook-like process standuig back, under
( over of which the flexor tendons pass

i)L'hind the wrist, and are securely bound
isi theii' places. In man the lower row of

bones is articulated with the five meta-
carpal bones, which spread to form the

liahn of the hand. In the dog there are

four and in the horse one, which, like the
mctatai'sal bone of the hind-leg, is called

tiie cannon bone, and is also supported by
two rudimentary metatarsals, the splenl

iHjnes of the fore-leg.

18. The Hand of Man is a complex
mechanism, composed of tiie five meta-
carpal bones, four of which each carry three
phalanges to form the fingers, and the fiJth

two onlj' for the thumb. These are siuiple

enough in their bony mechanism, but when
clothed with their numerous muscles, and
furnished with the net-work of vessels and

,

neires which the sense of touch requires, ,

it is indeed a wonderlul and exquisitely

deUcate machine ; capable ahke of picking .,

up the most minute speck of sand, or of ;'

grasping and wielding the ponderous ham- '

mer of the smith. In the horse and dog the

phalanges are almost precisely similar to

those of the hind extremity.

Sect. 4.—The Musculak Ststeal

19. The Muscles are the powers which
chiefly affect the various movements, either

of one part of the body upon another, or

of it as a whole upon the surface of the

earth. These movements are sometimes
produced by the simple expansion and con-

traction of hollow muscles, as in the heart,

stomach, (fee; or by means of the attach-

ment of the two ends of a muscle to two
separate bones with an intervemng joint.

The description of the precise mode by
whi:h muscles contract is too deep and
abstruse a part of physiological science for

a book intended for the sportsman ; but it

may simply be stated as a fact, that all

muscles have the power of contraction,

either at the mandate of the will, or at the

command of some other power inherent in

particular parts of the nervous system.

The former set of muscles are called the

voluntary muscles, and are those by which
we walk, talk, sing, &c ; whilst the latter

are those which contract upon the food iu

the stomach and intestines, or upon the

blood in the heart, &c, without our know-
ledge and consent, and are hence called

involuntary
i
a third set, again, are usually

involuntar3% but sometimes volimtary, as

the muscles of respiration and of the blad-

der and rectum. But besides this division

of muscles into voluntary, involuntary, and
mixed, there is another which includes

nearly the same sets of muscles in its two
sections—tlie first of which clothes the

skeleton, and moves its various parts upon
one another; whilst the second encloses

the hollow viscera, and contracts upon
them, but has no bony attachments. The
first ofthese includes the voluntary muscles,

and those mixed muscles which are con-

cerned in respiration and in closing the

various orifices ; whilst the second com-

prehends the involuntary muscles, and

those mixed ones which contract upon the

bladder and rectum.

20. TaE MCSCLES •WHICH ACT UPON THJ
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Skeleton are very similar in general form
and in action in man and in the dog and
horse ; and, as is the case with the skeleton,

the same names have been adopted into

comparative anatomy which were originally

given to the muscles of man. There are,

however, many points of difference, the
compUcated hand and fore-arm of man
requiring many more muscles than the
corresponding parts in the dog and horse.

In aU cases, however, they are adapted by
their contraction to bring two different

bones together, either in their whole
length, as in the case of the ribs, or at one
extremity only of each, as in the long
bones. In the ribs the movements are

made by two sets of fibres crossing one
another, so that they do not act directly

from the edge of one to that of the next,

but obliquely, by which they are enabled
to bring the two edges much nearer to-

gether than would be the case if they acted

in a straight direction. It is a rule in all

cases that muscles act with power propor-

tioned to their size, but with an extent in

€U5Cordance with their length. Hence, a
ebort but broad and thick muscle is ex-
ceedingly strong, but cannot effect such
extensive movements as another which is

longer but thinner. Sometimes, again, as

around joints, space is an object, and here

the muscular fibre is replaced by tendon,

which is a firm band or cord of white and
comparatively insensible fibrous matter, to

which the contractile muscular fibres are

intimately connected, and through which
they act. Thus, this department of the

muscular system is made up—first, of large

masses of muscles attached directly to bone
at each end, or with scarcely any tendinous
Insertion, as those of the shoulder and
buttock ; secondly, of muscles consisting of

a middle muscular part called the belly, and
of one or more tendinous cords, as in the

muscles of the fore-arm, &c. ; and thii-dly,

of a thin sheet of muscle ending in a still

thinner sheet of strong tendon, as in those

of the abdomen. These muscles are bound
down in their places by fascia, a thin but

strong membrane ; and when their tendons
pass behind joints they are confined in

their proper grooves by still firmer and
stronger fibrous tissue, forming a complete
Bheath for them, and caUed a thectx. These
as weU as the joints are lubricated by a
mucilaginous oil, called synovia; and, in

many cases, beneath muscles which pass

over bones, there is a bag of the same
lubricating fiuid, called a bursa mucosa. Ir.

all the Umbs the muscles are arrangea in two
groups, one which bends the joints, and the

other to extend them ; but very often when
a long muscle passes over two jomts, it is a
flexor of one and »ii extensor of the other.

2L The Hollow Muscles vary in thick-
ness and in complexity of structure from
the heart, with its cavities and its ntune-
rous valves, to the simple, thin, and
circular fibres of the intestines. The heart
will be described under the organs of circu-
lation, and the muscles of the stomach and
bowels under the digestive organs.

Sect. 5.—The Organs op Cieculatiow.

22. The Heakt and Blood Vessels are
intended to circulate the blood throughout
the whole body, including the lungs ; and
in the three species we are now examining
they are nearly identical, the only difference

being such as to allow of the upright posi-

tion of man. The whole body being bmlt
up from the blood, must be liberally sup-
plied with it, in proportion to the duties of

the several organs ; this is effected by means
of a series of tubes, beginning with one
trunk, dividing and subdividing like the
branches of a tree, and spreading over the
body, the whole inside and outside of which
are furnished from this source with arterial

blood, as the material by which they a.m
kept in order and growth, and from which
the various organs secrete or excrete tha
bile, the urine, perspiration, saUva, &c., &0w
These vessels are called the arteries, and
they end in a set of minute tubes, called the
capillaries, from their fineness, which ia

compared to that of a hair {capillus). Thu^

capiUaries, again, are connected with thfi

extreme branches of another set of tubes,

still more numerous than the arteries, and
of greater aggregate bulk, which receive

the blood through the capillaries from the
arteries, and finally end in two veins—the
superior aud inferior vencB cavce, which
force the blood back again into the heart.

They are furnished with valves at regular

distances, wherever the flow is at all im-
peded by muscular action or position, as in

the legs, arms, &c This is the mode by
which the blood is circulated throughout
the body, being propelled by the contractile

power of the heart, aided by that of the

arteries through their whole course, and
also through the capillaries and veins, till

it returns back to the heart again. But it

does not at once proceed on its round again,

a cleansing process must be effected ; for in

its course it has changed its appearance

and its properties, going out scarlet and
coming back purple, and having lost oxygen
and absorbed carbon; in fact, having been

converted from arterial to venous blood, and
no longer being fitted for the various duties

which the blood is required to perform. It

is no doubt a living fluid, and endowed
with properties of which we cannot fathom

the nature, but from experiment we have

arrived at the conclusion that the above

20
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chauges are produced, and that it requires

the contact with atmospheric air, with the

intervention only of a very tliin membrane,
in order to restore to it its oxj'gen, and to

remove its carbon. It is found also bj''

experiment, that air after it is expired

contains more carbon than before, in the

shape of carbonic acid gas, and has lost part

of its free oxygen, and hence the conclusion

is arrived at that the blood has effected this

exchange in its passage through the lungs.

This is somewhat simUar to what goes on in

our stoves, where oxygen and carbon com-
bine to form carbonic acid gas, and in both

cases there is an evolution of heat. The
blood, therefore, must pass through the

lungs for this purpose; and it is forced

into them by a separate artery (the pul-

monary), and returned from them by the

pulmonary veins ; the arteries in this case

carrying venous blood, and the veins bring-

ing back arterial blood to the heart. Thus,

there are two distinct circulations going on
in our bodies—onedi-ivingthe blood through

all parts, and bringing it back to the heart;

the other, forcing this same current through
the lungs, and back again to the same heart,

but to a different cavity. The Heast itselt

may be said to be composed of two forcing-

pumps tied together, each of which consists

of a thin receiving cavity (the auricle), and
ofa strong propelling cavity (the ventricle),

with valves between. These are called re-

spectively the right and left sides ofthe heart.

The right auricle, in this way, receives the

venous blood from the whole body, and
forces it into the right ventricle, out of

which it is prevented from returning into

the auricle by a valve. The ventricle, con-

tracting, forces the blood into the lungs,

through the pulmonary arteries, and back
through the pulmonary veins into the left

auricle, which again passes it into the left

ventricle, and this being also guarded by a

valve, propels it through the aorta to all

parts of the body, which completes this

beautiful circle. But, besides these blood

vessels, there is also a set of absorbent

vessels, of whose powers we know very
little, except that they take up and convey
into the large veins a part of the fluids and
solids of the body; but how far thej' are

assisted by the veins, or in what way the
work is divided between them, has never
been fully ascertained. They are very fine,

colourless, and transparent tubes, arising in

all parts of the body, and passing through
certain organs called absorbent glands,

finally emptying themselves in the large

veins near the heart.

23. The 1'ulse The heart propels the
blood with such force throui;h the arteries,,

that in the principal one of the neck of the

horae, ii a tube is attached to it, a column

is raised 10 feet high, and mamtained at

that average level. The power and fre-

quency of the contractions varies much,
from 100 beats a minute in the smaU dog to

40 per minute in the horse. In these con-
tractions the arteries, as they receive the
blood, elongate and expand, and then con-
tract upon their contents, so as to make
what was at first an intermittent action

resolve itself into a continuous one as the
blood reaches the small vessels. Hence the
flow from a large artery is by jets, and from
small ones continuous. This alternate action

and reaction of the heart upon the artery,

and of the artery upon the blood, constitutes

what is called the pulse, Avhich may be felt in

the situation of any large artery, but is

generally examined in man at the wrist, ia

the dog under the arm, and in the horse
under the lower jaw, opposite the middle
grinders.

Sect. 6—The Oegans or Eespiration:

24. In the last section I have briefly

alluded to the process which is effected in

the organs of respiration, by which the blood
is renovated, and animal heat is evolved.

The heart has been shown to throw its blood
through the lungs, and it must now bo
explained that these consist of a spongy
texture, made up of fine air-cells, commu-
nicating with each other, and with sma.l
air-tubes {bronchi), which finally unite by
means of a single bronchus on each side in

the trachea, or windpipe. This, again, passes

up the neck, and at the root of the tongue
it is guarded by a complex mechanism,
consisting of several cartilages, ligaments,

and muscles, by which foreign bodies are
prevented entering and producing irrita-

tion ; and where, also, the various sounda
are effected which in man constitute his

language, and in dogs and horses, barking,

growling, neighing, &c. This is called the
larynx. Into the cells of this spongy
texture the air is admitted, and from them ;.

it is expelled by the act of breathing ; and J

while there it is separated from the blood

circulating over their walls by the thin

membraneous lining of the cells, and by
tbe coats of the capillaries themselves. Tbe
substance of the lungs themselves is made
up of a Uning membrane, which extends
over the whole inner surface of the cells and
air-tubes, and which secretes the mucus
that keeps them moist, and is continuous

with the mucous membrane of the moutli /

at the top of the larynx. The lungs are 1

divided into two large sections, one on eacl« /

side tlie body, which again are subdivided '

into lobes ; but the grand division is into the

two lungs; and they each lie within their

respective sides of the chest ; and they, as

well as the internal surface of the ribs, arc
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as it were, varnished by a tliin membrane,
called the pleura. Tliis membrane is carried

from one to tlie other in such a way that

it ibrms a large shut sac, the outside of

which is applied, on the one hand, to the

inside of the ribs ; on another, to the out-

side of the lungs ; and on a third, to the

upper surface of the diaphragm, which
forms the lower boundary of the thorax.

This cavity usuallj' contains a very small,

and almost inappreciable, quantity ofsemm,
secreted in the inside, and enabling the

various lobes of the lunss to glide smoothly
against the walls of the che«t. Between
these two membranes, the serous on the
outside and the mucous on the in, there is a
small quantity of fine cellular membrane, in

which lie the blood vessuls and nerves,

and which is called the parenchyma,
or substance, of the lungs in anatomy.
Each of these tissues is the seat of a sepa-

rate inflammation, and their nature and
functions should be known in order to

treat tliem properly. But, though I have
shown how the blood is propelled through
the lungs, and that these are capable of

admitting air to it lor the purpose of renew-
ing its requisite properties, there remains
to be described the mechanism by which
this air is admitted and renewed; and this

in proportion to the impurity of the blood,

whether healthy, the effect of exercise, or

unhealthy as in disease. In order to imder-
stand this mechanism, the chamber in

which the lungs lie must be examined,
when it will be found to consist of an irre-

gular cone, with the narrow part towards
the neck of the animaL The sides of this

cone are composed of a series of hoops,

which do not form segments of circles, but
Are more or less angular in their curves,

and are attached obliquely to the bones of

the spine, which are fixed points, so that as

they are raised thej' increase the diameter
greatlj"; but in man and in the horse and
flog in a very different mode. In man
they may be considered as a series of hoops
irhich rise and fall like the hood of a car-

riage, the breast-bone merely connecting

the two sets of ribs, and risuig together

(vith them. In him, tlieretbre, the diameter
Is increased almost entirely from beliind

forwards, and not to any great extent from
side to side. In the dog and horse, on the

contrary, the spine and breast-bone are

Doth of them fixed points, and the ribs on
iacta side are raised independently of each
other, increasing the transverse, but not the

perpendicular, diameter. The reason for

tliis difference is, that these animals are

Ijoth suspended from their ribs to their

boulder- blades ; and if they were con-

linuaUy altering the position of their breast-

bones, &i regards their spines, they must

also raise and lower their bodies, which
would be a great and unnecessary expen-
diture of muscular force: whilst by dilating
then: chests only laterally, the attachments
of the great suspensory muscle are always
at the same distance from each other;
and whether the lungs are dilated or con-
tracted, the body is at the same distance
from the ground. Place a man pantmg for
breath flat upon his breast, and observe
how his body rises and falls with each
inspiration and expiration, and he will tell

you at the same time how much more
laborious his breathing is; just so would it

be -wWa. those animals whose bodies are
required to be supported upon stable points,

however elastic may be the connecting
medium, and not upon a moveable frame,
which in the horse, if his chest moved
like that of man, would rise two or
three inches with every inspiration. For
tlus reason it is that many flat-sided

horses and dogs are good-winded, because
though their chests are not naturally capa-
cious, yet from their capability of increas-

ing the cavity rapidly, they can change
the volume of air more completely than a
rounder and larger-barrelled animal, whose
ribs are not so moveable. Every one
has heard the school-boj^'s riddle, which
demands—"how is it possible to arrange a
hundred sheep-hurdles so that two more
shaU enable the fold to contain double the
number of sheep ? " The answer being, by
placing two fifties in straight Unes, leaving

only a narrow space of the width of a
hurdle between them. Here the volume is

doubled by a slight increase of width ; and
so it Is v\rith a narrow chest, if only the ribs

are set on with a good curve, aud the

muscles have power to raise them. But
besides this increase of the capacity of tlie

chest by means of the ribs, there is another
and most important aid in the diaphragm,

a muscular aud tendinous division, of an
arched form, which separates the chest

from the abdomen, Ij'lng completely across

with its convexity towards the lungs. This

convexity is capable of being diminished to

a plane surface, by its contraction ; and in

the Uving state, especially during its power-
ful action when strong exercise is going on,

there is reason to believe that it becomes

nearly or quite plane, wliilst it is after-

wards rendered convex again by means of

the abdominal muscles, which force the

liver and stomach into its concave surface,

aud thus push it against the lungs them-

selves, and expel their air. In this way this

muscles attached to the ribs increasing tiie

transverse diameter, and the diaphrajon

enlarging the cavity towards the abdomen,

the air is strongly drawn through the

trachea into the interior of the lungs, inutX^
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expelled again by the muscles which lower

the ribs, and by the abdominal muscles

pushing up the liver and stomach, as well

as by the natural elasticity of the lungs

themselves, and of the walls of the chest.

In ordinary respiration, the inspirations are

chiefly carried on by the diaphragm ; but

In violent struggles, which demand all the

air that can be forced in, the shoulder-

blades, arms, neck, and head all become
fixed, because they have muscles attached

to them, and to the ribs also, which in the

usual way are employed in moving these

various organs, but which now become
auxiliary to respiration by acting upon the

ribs from these several parts as fixed points.

Hence, the runner keeps his arms well up
and fixed, and his head and neck stiff,

Decause in this way instinct teaches him
that his ribs are more forcibly raised than
they would be with lowered shoulders,

flaccid arms, and drooping chin. The horse

aiso extends his neck, and by so much
helps to raise his ribs on each side ; but he
does not set his shoulder-blades, for two
reasons—first, because it would interfere

with his progress in the gallop ; and secondly,

because the muscles which run irom the
riioulder-blade to the ribs are not auxiliary

muscles of respiration, for they have no
power to act upon the ribs in the way in

which only their action would be service-

able—that is, towards the apex of the chest,

which is also the root of the neck, where
the really useful auxDiaries are attached.

25. The Chemicai, Action of respiration

Is more mysterious than the mechanical,
for though much has been discovered by
Llebig and others, there is still a great deal

which is incomprehensible. It will, in tlie

first place, be necessary to explain that the

atmospheric air is made up of 21 parts oi

oxygen to 79 of nitrogen, which is the con-
dition in which it enters the lungs, whilst

on its reappearance it has sustained the
following changes—first, it has lost oxj-gen;

secondly, it has received carbon in the
form of carbonic acid ; thirdly, it has suf-

fered a change in the quantity of nitrogen,

varying with the condition of the animal.
These changes are intimately connected
with the eff'ect upon the blood, which is

found at the same time to have gained
what the air has lost, and to have given
cut exactly what the air has gained ; and
thus it is conclusively ascertained that the
air is inspired for this express purpose.

The absorbed oxygen Is supposed by
Liebig to enter then and there into com-
bination with the carbon, which process he
describes as exactly similar to ordinary
combustion; but, from other experiments,
there is strong reason to believe that the

DX^'gcQ is absorbed into the blood, aad that

its union with the carbon takes place in all

the parts of the body ; the carbonic acid
being there generated and contained in the
veins until they reach the lungs and skin,

where it is given out; so that the com-
bustion is a general one, and animal heat
is thus produced in the extremities inde-

pendently ot the warm blood sent them
from the heart. But besides this oxygen
absorbed for this speciflc purpose, a stiU ii

farther quantity is absorbed for the purposB
uniting with the sulphur and phos-

phorus contained in the body, by which
they are enabled to combine with other
elements, and so to produce the phosphates
and sulphates. The carbon which is ex-
haled from the lungs and skin is of an
enormous amount, varying with the exer-
cise taken, and with the temperature oi the
surrounding air—a great quantity of tha
former and a low degree of the latter both
increasing the exhalation of carbon. By
actual experiment it has been foimd, that a
person who, in a state of rest and fasting,

excreted 145 grains per hour, after a meal
and a walk excreted 190 in the same time.

During sleep the same person only excreted

100 grains. It is supposed that an adult
male who takes strong exercise will excrete

about 10 or 11 oz. per 24 hours ; and that

those who take little will not lose more
than 7 or 8 oz. Assuming 10 oz. as the

average, its tmion with oxygen to form
carbonic acid gas will produce 21 cubic feet

ot that noxious element. So that a man
lying in a confined space ot 7 feet long by
3 feet wide, wUl, in the course of 24 hours,

discharge from his person enough carbonic

acid gas to fill this space one foot high ; and
as carbonic acid is much heavier, and very
slowly mixes with the general atmosphere,
he would, it lying perfectly flat, destroy
his hfe by suffocation, unless there hap-
pened to be some leakage under doors and
similar apertures. This fact should be borne
in mind in the construction of stables,

where the area for each horse is seldom
more than 100 superficial feet; and, as the

weight of his body is more than five times

greater than that of man, it will be mani-
fest that he will also give off during the

same time enough carbonic acid gas to fill

his stall or box to the same height ; and it

is only the presence oi the crevice under
the doors, and very often of open drains

untrapped, which saves him from tlie

injurious effects of this gas. The examina^
tion of the nitrogen which is given off or

absorbed is not of so much importance to

our present subject, especially as little is

known of its effects; but it is found that

animals well fed and in health increase the

nitrogen already existing in the air, whilst

those whicb are badly fed absorb it, and
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consequently diminish its amount in the
air : thus, in hybernating animals, nitrogen
nnd oxygen are actually absorbed to a
greater extent than they exhale carbon

;

and hence they do not lose weight during
the period of their long sleep. The follow-

ing table shows the difiference of the pro-
portions oi these elements in the two states

of the blood:

—
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calculated to support the waste of the

Bystem. Thus, supposing an animal is

largely consuming his muscular apparatus

by long-continued and violent exercise,

thes food which contains in large propor-

tions the elements necessary for the repair

of muscula^' tissue will be best adapted

for his state. Or, in case of an animal

exposed to severe cold, his condition will be

most Improved by supplying him with food

In which carbon is a principal ingredient,

because we know that this elementary sub-

stance is the one which is engaged in pro-

ducing animal heat. The first and most
Important process, therefore, in nutritioo is

the procuration of proper food.

30. Digestion is the next step in the

circle of needful processes, and by this is

understood the prehension, deglutition,

maceration, and chemical conversion of tlie

food into what is called chyme, a pulpy fluid,

which is ready to be changed into chyle, and
at once absorbed into the blood by the

vessels specially appointed for that purpose.

Now, the seizing, masticating, swallowing,

and maceration in the stomach ofthe articles

of food, is managed somewhat differently

in the three species under consideration

;

man employing various agents, such as

fire, water, mechanical trituration, &c.,

to assist him; and the dog using his

teeth and paws, to gnaw his bones and
tear the flesh into shreds before he swal-

lows It. The horse, on the other hand,

crops the grass with his incisors, or

gathers up the com with his hps, and
grinds the latter well into a pulpy mash
before he swallows it. In these several

waj's, and by the aid of the saUva, the food

Is masticated and swallowed by them all,

and reaches the stomach more or less pre-

pared for the dissolving power which that

organ possesses in such a remarkable

degree. In man and the dog it is a capa-

cious oval sac, capable of holding a very

considerable meal, and in all probability

intended by nature for long fasts and occa-

sional replenishments only, not perhaps

exceeding one meal a-day, as is the usual

custom with savage tribes, who indeed

gorge themselves, and then fast with an
endurance which civilized nations cannot

possibly imitate. The same change has

taken place in the dog's stomach by civiliza-

tion, and he now is rarely suffered to pass

twenty-four hours without two or three

meals ; when in his natural state there can

be no doubt he would scarcely average

three or four full meals a-week. The horse,

un the other hand, when in his native

plains, is perpetually feeding in small por-

tions at a time ; and he then, as now,
requires small and regular supi^lies of food

at short intervals, to keep him in a state of

full health. By many this is supposed to be
in order to enable him to gallop without
injury; but it is rather that he may always
be prepared for flight, because, unlike the
carnivorous animals, he cannot choose his

time, but must save himself by the use of

his heels, whether after a full meal or a
light one. The dog, on the other hand, can
gorge himself and wait till he is again
hungry before he exerts his powers; and
he may therefore be furnished with a capa-
cious stomach without risk. Man, also, has
the same choice, and, like the dog, he fills

himself, and then sleeps till his stomach
warns him that he must replenish it by the
chase. The stomach consists, in all three,

of an oval sac, with an orifice at one end,

by which it receives its food, and another
at the other end, through which it passes it

out into the small intestines as soon as it is

fit for the manufacture of chyle. It has an
outside covering, smooth and lubricated

with serous fluid, which suffers it to assume
the various forms which its change from
a state of emptiness to one of repletion

demands. Next to this serous coat is a
muscular one, which serves to contract the

various parts, and so move the food from
one to the other; and hning this, again, is

the mucous surface, studded with small

glands, by which the gastric juice, the main
agent of digestion, is produced, and also

sufficient mucus to protect the walls of the

stomach from its powers, or from any
deleterious article admitted into it by mis-

take. This juice is a very powerful solvent,

and is made up of various acids, and other

powerful agents, by which even bones
themselves are dissolved in the stomach of

the dog, and also sometimes in that of

man. It is not present in the empty sto-

mach, but is poured out rapidly as soon as

food is introduced, and soon changes it

into the pulpy substance which I have
aheady said is called chyme. This is semi-

fluid, and with a slight acid taste, sometimes

creamy in appearance when the food is

oUy, or more like gruel when farinaceous.

Part of this is at once absorbed through

the walls of the stomach itself, and con-

\-eyed direct into the blood ; the remainder

passes on by the agency of the muscular

fibres into the duodenum, or first small

intestine, where it is mixed with the bile

and with the pancreatic juice, and becomes
converted uito a'Still more pulpy and mility

fluid, the chyle, which is passed on into

the remainder of the small intestines, the

jejunum and ilium, and there is taken up
by the chylilerous absorbents, called lac-

teals, and conveyed into the large vein near

the heart by a particular absorbent tube,

called the thoracic duct. The remainder,

which is not absorbed. Is passed on by the
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noscular contractions of the bowels, called

eristaltic, to the larger intestines ; and
:here becoming still further relieved of its

watery paiticles, and also receiving the

iddition of some worn-out materials poured
a from the blood vessels surrounding their

soats, it finally assumes the appearance of

'ceces, and is discharged per anum.
31. The Bile and Panceeatic Fluid are

both concerned in the preparation of the
chyle, to which duties they are specially

appointed; but over and above this it

appears that the bile is useful in depu-
rating the blood, and removing from it cer-

tain noxious elements, which, if retained,

would become highly injurious. The pan-
creatic fluid is only secreted during digestion,

but the bile is poured out at all times; and,

it not secreted from any toi-pid condition of

the liver, the blood becomes overloaded
with noxious particles, headache follows,

and, finallj', fever and even fatal injury.

Jiile is a kind of soap, and appears to act

specially in converting sugar into albumen,
and the fatty compounds necessary for the

support of life. The p;mcreatic fluid, on the
other hand, seems to render the fat taken
as food fit for absorption, which it is not in

its raw state. But not only is the Uver
useful by supplying bile, but it also directly

purifies the blood as it passes through it, in

the return from the mtestines to the heart

;

and besides this, it seems to exert a powerful
influence in assimilating the new material

to the condition which it must attain as

a part of the blood. Here also fibrme is

largely formed from albumen, and fat from
sugar.

32. The Kidneys and Skin still further

purify the blood, and remove the watery
Ijarticles which are mtroduced into it as a
solvent for the various solid elements
required for general use. Hence, the greater

the necessity for rapid supply of solid

material, the more liquid is removed by
perspiration or by the formation of urine,

so that new fluid in the shape of chyme
or chyle may be introduced into the
blood vessels without unduly distending

them. The Bladder is the hollow sac in

which the urine is accumulated, as it is

secreted by the kidneys, to prevent the
necessity which would otherwise be felt

for the continual passage of urine.

33. In Theee Vakious Ways the blood is

nourished and depurated, receiving its

additional supplies—first, from the general
absorbents ; secondly, from the lacteals

through the thoracic duct conveying chyle

;

thirdly, direct from the intemail surface of
the stomach and small intestines, through
the veins, whose contents are conveyed
through the Uver, and depurated by the

lungs, the liver, the kidneys, and the skin.

The supplies, in the first place, being all

derived from the food, which is digested
by the stomach, aided by the bile and
pancreatic juice, and converted into chyle,
which is absorbed into the blood.

34. The Akticles of Food which are
most adapted to support man, as well as the
dog and horse, in a high state of health and
energy, are nearly identical In ultimate
composition, though somewhat different as
they appear to our general senses. In each
case food is required for four diff'erent pur-
poses—first, for the building up of the
machine; secondly, to supply the loss

occasioned by its constant t«ndeucy to

decay, even when in a state of repose

;

thirdly, to make up for the waste occa-
sioned by wear and tear of the muscular
sj'Stem ; and, fourthly, to supply the
materials for the heat-producing process.

Now these processes are differently carried

on, according to the age and habits of the
individual; thus, the 3'oung animal will

call upon the first division for more than
the adult, and will, consequently, consume
much more food; whilst the very old one
will be able to sustahi life in a state of rest,

with little or no demand for any supply but
the second and last. If proper food is not
supplied to the growing young animal his

frame is imperfectly nourished, and he not
only is stunted in size, but his growth is

not in a proper proportion of parts, and he
is unsightly and awkward. The same takes

place from over-feeding, when a redundancy
seldom is met with equally in all the various

proportions, but rather in some one or two,

which are exaggerated to an undue degree,

and completely overpower their adjacent

members. Thus, fat is stored up in enor-

mous masses in the adult animal; and
though it is capable of being afterwards

withdrawn, yet it often has in the mean-
time led to the absorption and loss of those

parts upon which it has been lying. In
estimating the value of the various aliments,

therefore, the age and the habits must
always be taken into consideration; and
when this is done it will be found that

saccharine and albuminous elements "vvill

be required for young animals, rather than

those loaded with fibrine ; whilst in the

adult period this element is required in

large quantities ; and in old age, oily or

starchy compounds, which are fuU ofcarbon,

and support combustion. Sugar, there is

reason to believe, is very readily admitted

into the circulation, and supports the pro-

cess of respiration well—hence its use to

young animals. In omnivorous animals,

like man and the dog, a mixture of sub-

stances containing nitrogen, with others

free from it, is the best kind of food ; and
this is met with in flesh and farinaceous
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food, together with the saccharine fruits
of the earth. But wheaten-bread contains
the same elements, and upon it either tlie

man or the dog, or even the horse, can be
sustained la good healtti, if accustomed to
it from an early stage. AVith the addition
of an animal oil, it will at all times serve
for a permanent diet ; and in a low tem-
perature will scarcely be sufficient without
it, or some fermented liquor in its place.
But if violent exercise is taken, flesh should
be added, in the case of man or the dog

;

or in the case of the horse, a large propor-
tion of corn, with, at the same time, well
fermented hay, in which sugar is thoroughly
developed. Rice and potatoes togetlier,

with sago, and other articles chiefly made
up of starch, are solely beneficial in sup-
porting respiration, and effect little towards
the repair of the muscular tissues, which
are composed in great measure of nitrogen.
Anotlier important consideration in supply-
ing food is tlie change which is required in its

nature, few animals being capable of carry-
ing on digestion of the same materials from
weelc to week without suffering loss of
health. Thus, cattle must be moved from
one pasture to another; and the horse, after
a time, must have a change of food, from
corn and hay to green food, or carrots, or
his stomach is sure to suffer. In a state of
nature instinct prompts to these changes

;

and even in a half-artiflcial condition the
hare will travel for miles to obtain what
she wants, although to all appearance she
has it close to her own haunt. But these
organic substances are not the only ones
required by the system; there are also in-
organic matters which enter into the com-
position of the frame, and which must be
obtained with the food. Salt aflords by its

decomposition the muriatic acid which is

concerned in the digestive process, and the
soda of the bile. It is also an important
constituent of the serum of the blood, pre-
venting it from being decomposed. Phos-
phorus enters largely into the composition
of bone and nervous tissue. Sulphur,
again, exists in small quantities ; and lime
is abundantly required. Iron, also, must
be obtained, because its presence is im-
portant to the due formation of the red
corpuscles. These substances are all ob-
tained from our ordinary food. Snlt is

abundant in flesh and milk, but it should
be supplied to herbivorous animals, like
the horse, in addition to his food. Lune is

abundant in vegetable seeds, like wheat
and oats, and in the grasses ; and if these
are supplied to the horse he will develope
bone in a sufficient quantity.

Sect. 8—The Organs of Reproduction.

85 These are the same, or very nearly so,

in all the three subjects under examination,
each possessing the same male and female
organs. Tlie male are only necessary for
the elaboration of the semen, and for trans-
mitting it into the uterus of the female;
but her part consists in preparing an ovum
hi the ovarium, in transmitting it safely to
the uterus, and in then attaching it to the
walls of that organ, and nourishing it for
a stated period till birth takes place. A
further and more elaborate discussion of
these offices is scarcely suited to a boolc
like the present.

Sect. 9

—

The Organs of Sense.

86. In aU the three creatures we are now
examining the same organs of sense exist,

;

but with varying degrees of acuteness. In i

man the sense of touch and the ej'e-sight
are perhaps more acute than in either the
horse or dog, but in the dog the sense of
smell is far beyond that of man or the
horse, and in the last named animal the
hearing is particularly acute. But, ana-
tomically, these organs ditler Uitle, each
having the same parts, though varying
slightly in detail ; as in the shape of the
pupU of the eye, which in the horse is
oblong horizontally, whilst in the aog and
in man it is perfectly circular. The horse
also possesses a peculiar structure within
the eye, the tapetum lucidum, of a lustrous
green colour, by which he is enabled to see
objects in comparative darkness, and espe-
cially under his feet. The external ear also
differs in all, but the internal parts of this
organ are very similar. The nerves sup-
plying the nose are developed in the dog,
and those distributed to the ends of the
fingers m man, in a liigh degree ; and, as a
consequence, these organs are endowed
with an extra degree of sensitiveness. The
compass of tliis book, however, will not
allow ot a lull examination of the detail of
parts which make up those beautilul
organs, tne eye aud ear.

Sect. 10. — The Skin, and Generai,
Cellular Membrane.

37. Ai.L the Parts of the BoDr are
wrapped up first of all in a packing of co!-
lulai- membrane, wliich attaches the various
muscles, vessels, nerves, and bones inti-

mately together, yet with a power of gliding
upon each other which is necessai-y to their
several functions. Tills is the structure
which is blown up in the calf, aud which
consists of a series of cells communicating
with each other throughout the body, and
therefore capable of being filled by one or
two opening made by the butcher, and
Inflated by him by means of a pipe passe I

into them. In these cells fat is deposited
and stored up for use, and when wanted it
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Is re-absorbed from tbem, and carried off

into the blood to be converted into other

Beedful materials, or used for the purposes

of respiration, for wliich its carbon is

eminently calculated. The skin, again,

covers and guards all the parts, and keeps

them warm and protected from slight

injuries. It is pierced by minute openings,

through which the sweat is distilled, and
also by oil tubes, which lubricate its surface

and keep the hair with which it is more or

less covered in a state tit to encounter the

watery fluid which rain or flood presents to

It. The skin is a highly elastic and yield-

ing, yet tough investment, which will

submit to great stretching before it gives

way, and is so beautifiiUy adapted to the

varying conditions of the animal frame

that it fits the lean racehorse as closely as

the pampered denizen of the stud.

38. The Haib is a dead matter secreted

by certain bulbous glands, which, as they

form it, push it through the skin, being in

close contact with its inner surface, and
protected by it. The hair of man is not

regularly shed ; but in the dog and horse it

grows longer and coarser in the winter than

in the summer, and is consequentlj- shed to

provide for this necessity of their exposed

condition. This takes place in the spring
and autumn, and is strongly marked in the
horse, whose coat is completely changed in
the spring, and partially so in the autumn

;

and less so in the dog, who only changes
his once a-year, and is not provided with
one in the winter much longer than in the
summer, but has a shght increase of growth
added to that which has existed during the
warm months. The colour of the hair
varies in all; but it is confined to black,

brown, dusky-red, and white, or some
mixture of these—as mottled-grey, iron-

grey, roan, strawberrj', pie, skewbald,
brindle, black-and-tan, dun, and cream-
colour.

39. The Xails Asr> Hoofs are appendages
to the skin, and they are also dead matter,
secreted much in the same way. Both are

composed of a homy matter, elastic, firm,

and capable of bearing great friction. The
nails of the dog and the hoof of the horse

completely surround the bone upon which
they are moulded, and have the vascular

structure which secretes them lying be-

tween it and them. In man, on the other

hand, the nail only covers one-half of the

tips of his fingers, because a soft pulpy end
is wanted for the organ of touch.
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PART IV.

NATURAL mSTORT OF THE PRINCIPAL ANIMALS USED BY MAN IN
RURAL SPORTS.

BOOK IL-GENERAL HABITS AND VARIETIES OF THE HORSE AND DOGw

CHAP. L
GENERAL HABITS AND VARIETIES

OF THE DOG.

Sect. 1.—Geneeai, Habits.

40. The Dog {Canis familiaris), is the
chief assistant to man in the sports of trie

field, and without liim most of them must
be entirely given up; hunting, shooting,
and coursing would be wholly destroyed,
for no substitute has yet been discovered
either for the speed of the greyhoimd, or
the unerring sense of smell of the blood-
hound, foxhound, or pointer. It is foreign
to my purpose to enter upon a discussion
ofthose qualities of the dog which are not
called into play in the pursuit of game ; as,
for instance, his fldeUty as a guard, or his
sagacity as an aid in tending sheep or
cattle; or his cleverness in fetcliing and
carrying, or m playmg the many amusing
tricks which so often are taught him. No
animal excels him in these quaUties, not
even the semi-human elephant ; though it
is only in certain varieties, as, for instance,
the poodle, that these intellectual develop-
ments are carried to the full extent. It is

scarcely necessary for me to remark, that
the dog belongs to the di-vision Verte-
BBATA, and the class Mamjialia. It is also
in the order Fer«, the family Felid^, and
the sub-family Canina, which includes the
dog, wolf, jackal, and fox. This sub-family
is distinguished by ha^ang two tubercular
teeth behind its canine teeth in the upper
jaw; and the Canis Fajhliams has the
pupils of the eye round, while in the fox
they are like those of the cat, perpendicular
slits, and in the wolfoblique ones. Volumes
have been written on the origin of the dog,
but our knowledge on this subject may
easily be summed up in one httle word, nil;
I shall therefore not inflict upon the readers
of this book all the various arguments pro
and con ; suffice it to saj-, that the dog is
now an inhabitant chiefly of cold and tem-
perate climates ; that it rapidly degenerates
if transported to a very warm one, as is
seen in India and China, but that it will
bear every climate from the Arctic circle to

'

the Equator without loss of life. The dog

is a carnivorous animal by nature, though
he will feed upon and devour any vege-
table substance that comes in his way if
pressed by hunger. In his domesticated
state he thrives best upon a mixed diet,

,

and is usually considered, and with truth,

,

as omnivorous. His teeth are fitted for:
tearing flesh, and he has no true grinders

.

suited to bruise grain; his stomach is a;
simple one, and his intestines are of ai
medium length between the short ones of l

the true Caknivoka, and the long ones of
the graminivorous quadrupeds.

Sect. 2.—Vaeieties of the Doa.

41. For the purpose of sport, the dog may
be divided into four classes—first, those
that find game for man, leaving him to kill
it, as the setter, pointer, and spaniel, as
well as the shepherd's and drover's dogs;
secondly, those that kill it when found, as
the greyhound and deerhomid ; thirdly,
those that find and kill it, as the staghound,
foxhound, harrier, beagle, otterhound, and
terrier; and fourthly, those that retrieve
wounded or dead game—as the various
retrievers and water-spaniels, Newfound-
land dogs, &c. For the first of these pur-
poses the dog requires a strong sense of
scent, considerable, though not first-rate
speed, great power of endurance, and also,
and most particularly, implicit submission
to his master's orders. For the second,
speed only is requu-ed, coupled with power
of endurance, but divested as much as
possible of the powers of scent and intellect.
The third requires, as in the fii-st, strong
sense of smeU, with gi-eater or less speed,
according to the purposes to wliich they
are appUed, but with immense powers of
endurance and hardihood. Whilst the
last requires the peculiar and remarkable
intelligence which teaches the dog to bring
to his master that which naturally he
would much rather devour himseltl It
also requires a strong sense of smeU ; and,
in the water-retrievers, considerable power
of resisting wet and cold. Besides these,
there is a large number of dogs used in this
countiy for other purposes connected with
game-preserving, such as the mastiff and
bulldog, and their crosses.
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Sub-Section A.

Those Dogs that Find Game fob Man,
LEAVING HIM TO CATCH IT.

42. The Spaniel, Setter, and Pointer
lave already been fully dilated upou in the

ihapters on grouse and partridge-shootin?,

md in those on pheasant and cock-shoot-

ng, so far as their employment by man is

:oncerned. They are usually considered to

De derived from the hound, but why I

tnow not, as there is no reason to suppose
:hat the one breed is older than the other.

Ml these huntmg-dogs most probably come
from the same stock, but whether they

Srst learned to hunt down their game or to

surprise it must ever remain a question of

probabilities. The bow and aiTow and the

iavelin are as old as any records of the

ihase, and they were used with the dog
rom the earliest times, as shown in the

Egyptian paintings and hieroglyphics; it

therefore higlily probable that game
were "set" in those days, in order to allow

of the near approach of the archer, just as

is now the case with the gun. But, leaving

the history of these dogs to those who have
endeavoured to ftithom its mysteries, I

shall content myself here, as in other cases,

with an examination of the present varie-

ties of the spaniel, setter, and pointer.

43. The Spaniel is, in all probability, the

original stock from which all these dogs

are derived; not perhaps the silky-coated

and beautiful dog so commonly kept for

brnament in the present day, but a

irough-coated, short-legged, long-

eared, and broad-nosed dog, such

as we see in the Sussex spaniel.

In hun there is the full develop-

ment of brain, and of the cavities

of the nose which gives the power
of smelling with great nicety, and
also that of discriminating scents

;

thus, the true Sussex Spaniel
will distinguish readilj- the foot-

scent even of pheasant from that
of cock, and will throw his tonf;ue

differently ; and they may readily be kept to

either, or allowed to hunt both, according
to the fancy of their masters. In size, these
dogs are about 35 to 40 lb.

; generally of a
liver colour, with very large heads, long
ears, and broad noses ; bodies low, long, and
strong, covered with long hair, not very
curlj% but with a strong wave; legs very
straight and strong, with good feet. They
jxlso have great powers of endurance, but
are not fast, and are on that account well
suited to covert-shooting. Their note is

deep and musical, and they are under very
f-ood command when well broken. Kum-
berless breeds, somewhat resembling the

Sussex, are u)-?t with throughout England,
and of all colours, and almost all tOrms,
commonly called old English spaniels.

Jlost of them have nearly the same Uind of
developments, though few come up to him
in all the qualities here enumerated; there
is generally too fast a style of hunting, or
too little courage, or a want of steadiness,

or some deficiency or other.

44. Field Spakiels may be divided into

springers and cockers, both being used for

covert-shooting. The springer division in-

cludes the Clumber (a long, low, and mute
spaniel), of a white and lemon colour,

and the Sussex (not so long, and of lion

colour). There are also other breeds, in-

cluding the Norfolk. With the above

exceptions the springer is generally of

about 30 lb. weight, with a party-coloured

coat of liver and white, or yellowand white,

or black and white. On the other hand, the

cocker is smaller, seldom being more than
201b. in weight, and with a short blunt

nose, a fuller eye, and a general resemblance

to the Blenheim and King Charles' breed,

which are no doubt descended from this

variety. These dogs have very delicate

noses, and work well in covert for a short

time, but are soon knocked up, and cannot

compete in endurance ^\'ith either the

springer or the old English spanicL

45. The King Charles and the Blen-

heim are merely pets, though they will

sometimes hunt very prettily for an hour

or two, and teams have been broken to do

King Charles' Spaniel.

their work very well even for half-a-day.

The annexed woodcut shows the form of

one of these pets uucropped, with his tail in

all its full luxuriance. In most cases, how-

ever, spaniels have a part of it removed,

because their perpetual lashing of it, which

distinguishes the breed, keeps them covered

with dirt ; and when wet and cold distresses

the dog to a great extent.

The Water-Spakiel is a retriever, and

comes und- r the fourth sub-section.

46. The Setter is most probably a spaniel

taught to set or stand, and as he strongly

resembles those dogs in his appearance and

habits, he may be considered such, w'Hh
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every likelihood of its being the actual fact.

Ue is now, however, mucli larger than any
land-spaniel, and is generally from 50 to

60 lb. in weight. His head is large, but not
hea^•y, and with a full development of the
nasal cavities. The ej'e is small and bright,
with a moderately-full ear, but not equal to
that of the spaniel. It appears to me, from
the small size of the ear, as compared with
the spaniel's, and from the general contour
of the dog, that he is usually crossed with
the Newfoundland, but when and where it

is difficult to say. It is very strange that
all the other varieties have long ears, as the
spaniel, pointer, and hound, while the
setter's ear is reduced by one-half, and is

only like the Newfoundland, in this respect,
of all the dogs which are likely to have
been used for the purpose. There is no
floubt that they amalgamate well, and the
first cross makes the very best of all open
retrievers, if held in hand. In the view of
grouse-shooting, given with the chapter on
that delightful sport, a brace of setters, of
the very best form and breed, are shown in
the act of setting and down charge ; and
here is seen the peculiar style of the dog
in a better way than I can possibly describe
!t. These are modem English setters, with-
out any cross of the Irish or Russian breeds.
The silky and wavy coat, the loose loin,

and the hairy leg, with the feathered stern,
yet without curl, either of bone or hair,
distinguishes this breed when pure. The
feet should be hard and hairy, and not
spreading. These dogs are everlasting in
their work, and require only plenty ofwater
and a severe master. The colour of the
setter is either liver, black, or yellow, or a
mixture of one of these with white; or pure
"White, or black-and-tan ; the last being
much prized by some people.

47. The Ikish Settee is very similar to
the EngUsh, but he has, perhaps, a bolder
and finer range. He is generally rather
lighter in the carcase, yet with a better
loin. The head is good, being a Uttle more
furnished with nose than the English
breeds. In colom- he is usually red, or
black-and-tan.

48. The Russian Setter is a very dif-

ferent looking dog to either of the British
breeds. He is more like a poodle than any
other dog ; but his coat is more hairy and
less curly, yet still verj' unlike any English
dog's coat, resembling most that of the
Skye terrier. He is a very good worker,
with a most deUcate nose; and what is

still better, he is very steady when once
broken. These dogs^, however, require
water even more than other setters, and
are consequently objectionable on that
account in the early part of the season.
They are about the same size as EngUsh

setters, with heads and noses not apparently
varying in size ; but as their beards hida
tliem to a great extent, it is difficult to
make a satisfactory comparison. Slany
good sportsmen use these dogs constantly,
and prefer them to all others, and I have
seen some of them do their work well;
but they are so unsightly to my eye, that I

should never be willing to exchange thei

noble-looking English or Irish setter ori
pointer for such a poodle-lookmg brute as
the Russian. To some people, however,
" the bag " is all-important ; and so that
they can fill it they would use a mongrel
or a turnspit. But as, to my taste, all the
beauty of shooting consists in pleasing ths
ej'e by the fine working of handsome dogs,
I could never get over the unsightliness of
these uncouth creatures. In colour they
are almost always of a dull Uver colour,
but sometimes mixed with wlute.

49. The Pointer resembles the hound in
the shape of his body, but he has the form
of head peculiar to the spaniel tribe, and is

in fact more nearly allied to that variety
than to the hound. The original stock of
those now used in England was the Spanish
pointer, wliich was introduced when shoot-
ing flying came into vogue, as a rival to
the setter. His supposed superiority then
was his making his point while in the erect
position, the setter of those days always
croucliing on the ground, and hence receiv-
ing his distinctive name. I have gone into
the peculiarities ofthese dogs in the field, at
considerable length, in the chapters on Open
Shooting, and it will therefore be unneces-
sary here to repeat what I have already
fullj' discussed.

50. The Spanish Pointer is a strong but
clumsy dog, with a large heavy head, long,
soft, and drooping ears, and a very wide
and fully developed nose. (See engraving
of Spanish pointer) His chest is large,

and his fore-legs are consequently wide
apart, giving him an awkward trot, gene-
rally on one side, while his hind-quarter,
though strong, is badly united to his fore-
quaiter by loose, slack, and weak loins.

His limbs are large, and his feet often
too spreading, with weak soles, so that
he often fails from sore feet even before
his body, in other ways easily tired, would
give in. But his great powers of smelU and
his sagacity and tractability, made him for

a long time a great favourite among sports-
men, imtil it was discovered that by cross-
ing hiin with a fighter dog his nose might
be retained and united with a frame difficult

to tire, and capable of doing the same work
in a much more elegant and rapid style.

The consequence of this success, as might
be expected, has been that the old Spanish

j

pointer has almost disappeared from this
j
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The Spanish Pointer.

country, as well as his near neighbours, in

aU respects, the Portuguese and Frencn

'pointers ; and their places have been occu-

pied by ,. ,

5L The Modebn English PomTEB, which

dog. as I have ah-eady said, is made up of

a cross of the old Spanish pointer with a

lighter and faster dog, either in the shape

of the foxhound, or of one of his progenitors,

the greyhound. Of these, in my opinion,

the latter makes the best cross, because it

is his lightness that is wanted: and this is

better obtained, without the tendency to

stoop of the foxhound, than coupled with

it The finest and most elegant form is

now produced, such as that shown in the

illustration of Partridge-shooting at page 49,

together with an amount of nose, pace,

extent of range, and power of endurance

which few other dogs can equal There are

many sub-varieties of the modem Enghsh

pointer, some of which are nearly as heavy

as the Spanish, and others almost as light

and elegant as the greyhound. The best

for all purposes is the medium form ; neither

too slow to beat his ground in time for his

master, nor too fast to be able to find his

game without flushing it; and such is the

specimen which Mr. Wells has so happily

rendered at page 49. When a brace of such

dogs as these are properly reared and

exercised, and also well broken, they wiU

serve a sportsman almost as far and as

often as his legs wiU carry him, and will

work for an incredible number of hours.

Most grouse-shooters find that three or

lour brace are necessary, because these

pointers are either of a deUcate sort.

or badly reared, or imperfectly exercised;

but if these pomts are properly attended

to, two brace will work down any man

who ever walked. The points by which,

these dogs are generally chosen, are—First,

the form of the head, which should be

wide, yet flat and square, with a broad

nose, pendulous Up, and a squm-etip; the

Dointed tip indicating too great a cross ot

the foxhound or greyhound. Secondly, a

good set of legs and feet, the former

straight and bony, and well set on at the

shoulder, and the latter round, and the

pads hard and homy. Thirdly, a strong

loin, and good general muscular develop-

ment, with sloping shoulders. Fourthly, a

fine stem, small in the bone, and sharp ai

the point, Uke the sting of a wasp, and not

curved upwards. Tliis form of stem, with

a vigorous lashing of it from side to side,

marks the true-bred pointer as much as

any sign can do so ; and its absence dis-

tinguishes the foxhound- cross, which gives

a very hairy stern, with a strong curve

upwards and carried over the back ;
or. the

too great amount of greyhound blood,

marked by a smaU stem also, but by one

whose diminution commences from the

root : whilst the genuine pointer s is nearly

of the same size till withm a few inches of

the point, when it suddenly tapers oK

Great iniury has often been done by breed-

in'' in-^d-in for many generations of

pointers. A sportsman begins Ufe by

obtaining a brace which do their work to

perfection, and he is the admiration and

envy of all his sporting friends as long a-s

they last, which may be perhaps five or
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six years. From these he breeds others,
which also maintain his fame; and he
lixpects to be able to continue this plan
with the same blood for fifty, or, In some
cases, sixty years. He is so wedded to it

that he fears any admixture, and for two
or three litters he does not require it ; but
at last he finds that tliough his puppies are
easily broken to stand and back, they are
small, dehcate, and easily knocked up, and
are mere playthings in the field. This I
have known occur in several kennels of
pointers, in one of which the blood had
never been crossed for 70 years; and though
the boast of the owner, that they required
no breaking, was founded in truth, yet they
did no more than back other dogs, for they
rarely found game after the first hour's
work, being by that time wholly knocked-
np.

62. The Shkpheed's and Drover's Dogs
are very closely allied, and though not used
by the sportsman, yet they are often vex-
atiously in his way, being employed by
poachers to an extent which is scarcely to
be wondered at when we consider in whose
hands they are constantly kept. These dogs
are wonderfully sagacious, and though they
have a fine and sharp muzzle, yet they
caa rival most spaniels in their power of

working out a delicate scent; bat in thi%ii
I suspect, they are aided by their free lit^i
being constantly in the open air, and noS
injured by the restraints of the kennel, ofi
enervated by the heat of the sportsman's
fireside. Their power of endurance is also n
wondeiful, and they will guard a flock of
sheep by constantly gaUoping round them
for many hours together. Many singular
tales are told of their recovering lost lambs
or sheep, or even whole flocks, when they
have been overtaken by snow storms ; but
it is as game-poachers that they here come
under consideration. The most useful and
sagacious of aU is the Scotch collv, weU
represented in the annexed engraving. H»
is more hairy, and with a sharper and more
fox-like nose than the EngUsh sheep-dog,
or than the drover's dog, both of which
resemble the setter or Newfoundland dog
more than the Scotch shepherd's dog; but
in the south almost eveiy district has its
own breed, and they vary in size and
appearance. It is, however, now generally
admitted that the Scotch dog bears the
palm in aU respects; but still aUoyed bv
a provokmg tendency to poach, both in
destroying eggs and young leverets, and in
afterwards helping to seize game of all
kinds and ages.

I

The Shepherd's Doq.

Scb-Sect. B.—Those Dogs that Kill
Gajie when Found for them.

53. The Scotch Gkeyhound, oe Deer-
nocND, is. in my opinion, the original type
01 this variety; and a good description of
one is almost identical with the account

given by Arrian of the greyhound of his
tune. At page 86 1 have given my authority
tor supposing that the two breeds are the
same in appearance, though varying in
their habits and in their style of gallop. In
.the accompanying woodcut is given nn
accurate sketch of the rough Scotch grey-
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I lound; and this may also be considered to
k lepresent the deerhound wliich is employed
.a deer-stalking, aud wtiicb has been fully

described at page 86. The rough Scotch
dog is now seldom emploj'ed in coursing

;

for a description of it see page 166.

RooGH Scotch Gbethoukd,

54. The English Gkethotjnd has also

been flally described in the chapters on
Coursing, where an accurate delineation is

given of two of the celebrities of the present

day. The annexed sketch gives a view of

the greyhound of the olden time, before he

was brought to that high state of beauty

and speed which he now possesses.

Old English Gbeihodiw)
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55. The Persian, the Gbecian, the
Turkish, and the Edssian Greyhodxd,
are all more or less like the rough Scotch

^eyhound and the English variety. The old

iBisH Wolf-Dog also belongs to this sub-

division, but he is now nearly extinct, being

only preserved in a few old families, where
he is kept more as a proof of their own
ancient descent, than for his useful quali-

ties. In shape he resembles the greyhound,

but is sometimes four feet in height, and
capable of mastering a wolf single-handed.

Those -who have seen this dog in all his

beauty are loud in their admiration of his

graceful form, but it falls to the lot of few

of the present generation to have the oppor-

tunity ofjudging.

56. The Italian Gbeyhocnd is a niiinia-

ture smooth greyhound, varying from 8 to

12 lb., and only used for ornamental pur-

poses.

Sub-Sect. C Those Dogs which Find
and also Kill theis Game.

j

57. The Bloodhound stands at the head
of this class, in point of size, courage, and
nose. He is the nearest to the old type of

this section of all which we now possess,

and is very nearly identical with the old

southern hound. A tolerably correct sketch

of his form is here presented, though with
a more buslij' tail than he really possesses.

The head, and general air of gravity and
repose of the body, are well represented

;

and, except m the above particular, the

sketch affords a good idea of this variety.

He is a very large and powerful dog, gene-
rally of a black-and-tan colour, and often;

measuring 32 inches in height, and weigh-
ing upwards of 801b. His nose is wonder-
fully acute, and he is now chiefly used in

tracking out wounded deer in parks, after

The Bloodhound.

shooting them ; or in tracing and discover-
ing the tracks of sheep-stealers, which he
does by the scent of blood, and for a Jong
time after it has been shed. He is rather
slow in pace, and too heavy and loose in his
make for any great power of endurance;
and hence he is not employed in the chase
until crossed with the greyhound—whence
the various hounds known as Staghounds,
Foxhounds, Habriers, Beagles and Otter-
hounds have resulted, which are fully de-
scribed under the chapters on stag-hunting,
fbx-hunting, hare and otter-hunting.

58. The Old English Terrier Is a dog
cJosely allied to the hound ; and, like him-,

capable of finding and killing liis gania

From long-continued custom he has been
kept to vermin, and he is now chiefly useful

in that department, being always mora
inclined to hunt them than to follow game

;

but, nevertheless, in default of rats and
badgers, he wiU hmit the rabbit or the
hare, and even the partridge orthe pheasant;
but he is not so good as the spaniel in this

kind of sport, being hasty, and unable to

distinguish a heel-scent like that sagacious

animaL The Old English terrier is, no
doubt, a hound crossed with the bulldog in

almost all cases, which was done to give

courage to endure the bites of the badger
and the fox, as well as the polecat and the

rat, which in the oldeu time were constantly
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offering themselves to the vermin-killer.

This kind of dog is weU given in the accom-

panying sketch, and any further particulars

will be unnecessary, from his common

occurrence under the form now known as

the bull-terrier, but generally -with a greater

predominance of the bulldog than wai
formerly the case.

Old Exglsh TzKBirB.

69 The Skte Terkier is a curious result

of careful selection and breeding, having

been produced, no doubt, from some of the

collies, crossed with the terrier, and their

low growth and long hair carefully pre-

served and encouraged. The view here

given affords an excellent example of one

of these dogs, showing their peculiarities

in an admirable manner. They are good

vermin-killers, but not useful in covert-

shooting.

60. The Eough Scotch Tebriee is a very

different dog to either of the above in

appearance and habits; being often a very

good game dog, as well as a useful vermin-

kiUer and retriever There is scarcely any

The StiB Tekeier.

which wiU make himself so generally useful as long as those of the former. His hair Is

as this variety, as hewUi readily learn to rough, and rather long, but wiry and stiff,

fetch and canry, to take water, or to keep ' and without the woolly appearance pecuhar

watch. In shape he is more like the English
..
to the Skye dog. The

f'^"^
js vmous

than the Skye variety, and Ms legs are quite being sometunes grizzle 1, or pepper ana
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salt
; " sometimes red and white, or

"mustard;" and often of a pure white.

The size varies from 8 to 251b.

61. Vaeious other Bkeeds of Tekriehs

are occasionally met with, and known as

the Spider Tekeieb, the Tot Terrier, &c. ;

but all are derived from one or other of the

above three breeds.

Sub- Section D,

Those Dogs which Eetrieve Gajie, pre-
viously Wounded or Killed Br Man.

62. The Newfoundland is at the head of

this list, and may be considered as a large

water- spaniel, or the latter a small Isew-

foundland; at all events they are very

similar in appearance and habits, and both

make good retrievers on land and water.

The Newfoundland dog varies much in size

and appearance, being, in fact, composed of

two different breeds—one, the lar^ sort, is

here represented in a very faithful sketch,

and is a very large and loose-made dog;
the other, the St. John's variety, is smaller

and more compact, with a more silky coat,

and much less curl in It. He is the better

sporting dog of the two, being more active,

and also more intelligent, with a better

nose. This last breed is that generally \'

broken to retrieve, and here he shines as

superior to most others, because he stands
water well, and can also pick out a foot

scent with great cleverness and patienca
When these dogs are thoroughly steady to

"down-charge," they are very delightful

companions to the sportsman in any kind of i

shooting, because the^' rai'ely require to be

llIE NEWioUiMULAND LIOG

fnice taught any lesson, and when once

they are under command, they remain so

—

contrasting in this respect very favourably

with the rest of their tribe. Many of the

larger breed of Newfoundlands are upwards
of three feet high, and weigh more than a

hundred weight. As keepers' dogs they are

too mild and peaceable in the general way

;

but sometimes they will show fight in

defence oi their masters as well as the

mastift

63. The Water-Spaniel is similar, as I

before remarked, in his general character

to the Newfoundland, but is smaller, and
with a more curly coat. He, like his larger

compeer, varies in size; and there are

generally said to be two distinct breeds,

though I have never been able to trace any
difference, except in the one particular

above specified. The head is long and
narrow, and the ears of medium length;

feet decidedly webbed, so as to fit him for
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rapid swimming, in which point also he he will stand much more work, and iu
resembles the Newfomidland. He is much heavy shooting, such as that of the punt,

I- more difScult to break than this dog, and he will undoubtedly prove a much more
also let= steady when broken ; however, active assistant.

The VrATEB-SPANIEL.

64 The Poodle is an excellent water-
spaniel, and is undeservedly much neglected

in this country. He has a good nose, is

very tractable and intelligent, but not so

hardy as the two above-mentioned re-

trievei^ ; hence he is not so well adapted
for wildfowl-shooting, but as a genersl

retriever few dogs will beat him, and he
may readily be broken to all points. It is

the barbarous chpping of this dog which

has made him so unpopular with the
English sportsman, who dislikes the use
of any animal which is so generally made
unsightly by the clipping-scissors.

Sub-Sect. E Gasiekeeper's Assistants.

6.5. The Bttlldog is one of the most
wonderful of all animals, being a strange

contrast in so many respects. His head
and neck are apparently intended for a
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much larger dog, while his chest is of

double the width which a well-proportioned

animal of other breeds would exhibit. His

hind-quarter, again, is not nearly so full as

his fore-quarter, and his legs are bowed in

all directions but the line of beauty ; but,

with all these unsightly defects, he has

courage enough for any enterprise, and has

been known to beat the K"ewfoundland on
Ids own element, in saving a ship's crew
from drowning. He is now seldom kept of

pure blood, on account of his untractable

temper, as he will turn on his master, if

ofifended, as readily as on a stranger. His

bite is not so bad as his look would lead

one to expect, because he does not worry
and shake like the terrier or the mastiff,

but holds with a settled grasp. A peculiar

feature accompanies this dog, in that he
always attacks his game in the head or

fore part of the body, and this runs through

all dogs crossed with him, which almost

invariably run to the bead or shoulder of

their quarry, as in the greyhound and deer-

hound crossed with the bulldog. From his

indomitable courage he is otherwise of great

Hse to these breeds, but in this respect he
is objectionable, for neither are the better

fbr it ; the one, because it leads to injury

from the deer's horns; the other, because it

makes him leave the line of the hare in

order to get to her head or shoulder. This
dog was originally kept for bull-baiting,

but as that amusement of the people is now
quite exploded, even in Staffordshire, there
are few of pure breed anywhere to be had.
Occasionally one or two are kept up for j

the express purpose of improving the bull-

terrier and mastiff by the infusion of fresh

blood ; but they are very rare indeed, and
only to be met with in the neighbourhood
of London, and perhaps in the counties ot
Lancaster and Staffordshire.

66. The Mastiff is the dog most used by
keepers, but generally more or less crossed

with the bulldog. He is a large and strong

dog, with great boldness, yet under con-

siderable control, and he can be held in

hand by his master in a way which the

buUdog rarely will allow. He has been
long an English dog, and is almost peculiar

to this country. In size, he is about 35 to

38 inches, and of great weight, being a very

bony and muscular animaL He is slightly

under-jawed, but not nearly so much so as,

the bulldog.

The :MAsnFF.
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CH.VP, IL

GENERAL HABITS AND VARIETIES OF THE HORSE.

Sect. L—General Habits.

67. The Horse {Equus Caballus), comes
next to the dog in rural sports, being, in

fact, almost on a par with him, considering

that he is used not only in the true field-

sports, hut in racing, riding, and driving.

He also belongs to the division Veetebrata,
and the class Mamatat.ta ; but the order

Ungtilata, in which he is included, is

separated by a long interval from the dog,

being the last of the Maidialia, while the

Fee^ come next to the Pedlates, of which
man is the head and chieC Among the

Ungttlata, the horse forms the second
family, together with the ass, the dzigguetai,

the zebra, and quagga.
6S. The Early History and Origin of

THE HoESE is, hke that of the dog, wrapped
in obscurity and fable, and we reaUy kiuow

little or nothing of it, except that we have
reason *to believe that he first came from
Asia, Uke man, and, according to the Mosaic
accoimt, all other animals now existing;

and that he was used in Egypt more than
1600 years before Christ. But with the

history of the horse I shall not encumber
this book, which, as I have more than once
remarked, might be enlarged to an enor-

mous extent, if this department were
entered into at length. Suffice it, then, to

discuss the present condition of the horse,

and its more recent origin, as now existing

in Great Britain, in addition to liis general

habits.

69. The Habits of the Horse, in all

countries, and of aU varieties, are pretty

much ahke. "V\Tierever he is at large, he is

bold, but wary, and easily taking note of

the approach of man to give him as wide a
berth as he possibly can, or rather to show
liim a clean pair of heels. Wild horses

exist to the present day in the interior of

Asia and In South America. But both the
horses of the Tartars and those of La Plata

are descended from domesticated animals,

and can scarcely be called wild, in the ordi-

nary acceptation of the term. Indeed, the
Galifomian horses, which are still more
recently bred in a wild state from Spanish
korses, are quite as wild as those described

by Captain Head. From their constant

state of Uberty, and their roving habits, in

order to obtain food and water, they are

inured to fatigue, and can bear an enormous
amotmt of long-continued fast work with-

out failing under it, and without that

training which the domesticated animal
must have. The walk and the gallop are

his natural paces, and all others are

acquired; but nothing can exceed the fiery

animation and the elegance of movement
of the free horse ; and in these two paces
art has done nothing to Improve his form,
except, perhaps, in slightly mcreasing the
speed of the latter. In aU countries, and in
everj' age, the horse feeds upon grain or
grass, though it is said that in Arabia he is

occasionally supported upon camel's milk,
when food such as he usually lives upou is

not to be had.

Sect. 2.—Present Varieties of the
Horse.

70. The Arabian is still one of the most
distinct varieties of this noble animal, and
also one of the most prized, being eagerly
sought for by Turks and Christians in Asia,
Southern Russia, India, and even inAus-
traUa. In his native deserts he is still

sometimes to be seen in a half-wild state,

though most probably owned by some of
the "dwellers in tents" peculiar to that
region. But it is the more domestic
breed with which we have cliiefly to do,

and which is carefully preserved in a pure
state by the chiefs of the various tribes,

though it is supposed not so free flrom stain

now as was formerly the case. The head
of the Arab is the most beautiful model in

nature, giving the idea of courage tempered
with dociUty and submission to man better
than any other ammal, and even more so
than the dog. The very spirited sketch by
Air. Wells, of the Arab horse, shows this

point in full perfection, as well as the Ughc
and elegant neck, the high quarter, and the
light barrel. It is seldom, perhaps, that so

beautiful a frame exists ; but examples are

not wanting of such an union of elegance

with perfectly good and useful points. Tlie

length and muscularity of the fore-arm

are also remarkable, and the setting on of

the tail is peculiarly high—points which
have generally been transmitted to our

thorough-bred horses descended from
Arabian blood. Many modem horses of this

breed are exceedingly wicked and full of

tricks, especiaUy in India, where an Arab
horse is synonymous with a kicker, biter,

and plunger; but at the same time he is

valued because he is always a good hack,

and bears the heat of the Indian summer
without injury. To the modem sportsman
also he is valuable, because he faces the

elephant and the tiger better than any
other breed. In height he is generally a
Utile under 15 hands ; and in colour either

bay, black, or grey. Under the chapter on
Breeding for the Turf; the various Arabians
are enumerated from which our modem
horses are derived. It is said that there
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are tliree distinct breeds of Arabians even
now—the Attechi, a very superior breed;

the KadiscM, mixed with these, and of

little value ; and the Kochlani, highly-

prized, and very difficult to procure. If this

is true, it may acconnt for the very dif-

ferent results produced by breeding from
modem Arabs and those introduced in the

eighteenth century.

71. The Baeb is an African horse, of

smaller size but coarser make than the

Arabian, and evidently fed upon more
nutritious food. As his name implies, his

native land is Barbary ; but there is always
great doubt about the particular breed to

which imported horses belong, because they
are carried considerable distances from their

native plains, and are also even then much
mixed in blood. It is generally supposed
that the Barb is the progenitor of one root

of our best EngUsh stock, and that the
Godolphin Arabian, as he was called,

belonged to tliis blood; but the disputed
point cannot possibly be settled, and there
seems only one argument in favour of the
supposition, founded upon Ms enormously
high crest; while his superior size, being
15 hands high, argues just as strongly in

favour of Arab descent But the Spanish
horse is no doubt descended from the Barb,
this breed having been carried into Spain by
the Moors when they oveiTan the country

;

and, as the appearance of the Spanish horse
is totally opposed to that of the descend-
ants of Godolphin, it is a stiU stronger proof
of his Arabian ancestry ; or, at all events,

an argument against Ms claim to Bai'bary
as a native clime.

72. The Dongola Horse is another
African variety, of a much larger size

than either the Arab or the Barb, but
more leggy. I am not aware that any of

this breed have reached this country.

73. The Persian is a small-sized horse,

and quite as elegant as the Arabian, but
not nearly so enduring.

74. The Turkooman, again, is a larger

breed, but without the elegance of form of
the Arab and Persian, They are light in

the barrel, and leggy, with coarse heads
and ewe-necks ; yet they are endowed -with

very stout and lasting quahties, and they
are said to travel very long distances
"ivithout distress. This is only another
instance of the oft-quoted adage, " that the
horse can go in aU forms."

75. The Cossack Horses are reared at

liberty, and in large herds, and they were
long said to be, in consequence of this fact,

of unrivalled speed and stoutness; but m
the celebrated race run in Russia in 1825
they were easily beaten at all points bj' an
English horse of second-rate powers, carry-
ing also more weight. They are small and

rough-looking, yet spirited and capable ot"

doing all that can be expected from a pony.
76. The Turkish Horse is supposed to

be nearly pure Arab, with a cross of the
Persian and Turkooman. He is now a
very fine, Mgh-spirited, and elegant horse

;

but no recent trial of his powers has been
made as compared with the English horse,
in spite of various challenges to that effect.

The English racehorse owes his descent
to several Turkish importations, as the
Byerley, Helmsley, and Belgrade Turks;
but it is doubtful whether these were at
aU similar to the present breeds met with
at Constantinople ; aud as Turkey in
Europe and Turkey in Asia are together
spread over a large surface of the Eastern
hemisphere, the mere name of Turkish
horse does not desaibe very closely his
birth and parentasre.

77. The East-Indian and Australian
Horses are of various mixed breeds, some
being Arabs, some Persians, and others
Turks and Barbs ; wMle others again are of
English blood, but these degenerate rapidly,

and though serviceable in crossing with the
Arabian or the Barb, yet they cannot long
be maintained in their original purity with-
out injury.

78. The Belgian and Dutch Horses
ai-e now imported into this counti^' in con-
siderable numbers, and for slow work are
very serviceable. They are, however, mo; t

of them too heavy and lumbering for

anything but macMners, and even in that
department they require care not to over-
drive them. Most of the horses for om*
"black work" are from this sort, aud many
also of the black cavalry horses.

79. The Norman Horse, again, is a mucii
more hardy and compact animal, but stiil

slow as compared with our breeds. He is,

however, gifted with an excellent constitu-

tion, and with legs and feet wMch will

stand rattling to any extent These horses

are generaUy low and sbort-legged, as

compared 'with the Belgians.

80. The Spanish Horse is much crossed

with the Barb, and has the good head aud
neck of that breed, but coupled with a weak
and drooping hmd-quarter and a very Ught
middle-piece. The shoulders and legs are

however good ; and he is more useful than
his look would warrant an Englishman in

believiug possible, when comparing him
with Enghsh horses.

81. The American and Canadian breeds

vary a great deal, and are made up of the

original Spanish stock crossed with Eng-
lish, Arabian, and Barb importations.

Climate, however, has done much for

them; and though not remarkable fc*

beauty, yet they have all the wiriness <f

frame aud elasUcily of muscle which their
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masters possess. As trotters they are

unrivalled, and in endurance stand very

high; but they are not remarkable for

beauty, though not showing any peculiarly

unsightly points. Some of our best horses

have been exported to America, especially

to Virginia, where Tranby, Priam, and

many others have done good service. The
importers to that country have always

been careful to select sound as well as stout

Kood, and have not hesitated to invefat

large sums in order to procure it.

82. The English Thokough-beed I have

already described at great length in the

chapters on racing, and the best mode ot

breeding horses for its various purposes, to

which the reader is referred for full par-

ticulars; including also ft description of the

various breeds of hunters; and, in the
chapter on riding, I have alluded to the
hacks which are made use of in this

country, and the breeds from which they
are derived.

83. The Vabious Bkeeds of Cabt-hobses
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are exceedingly numerous, but they belong

rather to business than sport. Most of our
larger and heavier breeds of these animals

ara crossed mth the Flemish horses, and
are thereby rendered heavier and more
capable of moving heavy weights, which
their bulk, and readiness to try a "dead
pull " render them well adapted for. The
annexed sketch shows a good view of one
of these enoimous animals, often of more
than 17J hands in height. The Clydesdale,

the Cleveland, the Midland Black Horse,

and the Suflblk Punch are the four most
highly prized varieties of this breed ; and
have now almost completely shouldered

out the old English black cart-horse, with

his coarse head and mean ungainly appear-

ance. It has been tried, again and again,

to cross these four breeds with the Eastern

horse, but though in the first cross it has

sometimes succeeded flrom the superior

purity of the thorough-bred horse, yet in

future crosses the cart blood would show
itself ; and there has always been a want of

endurance, and a tendency to throw out

bony matter about the legs hi the shape of

spavins, ring-bones, and splents.

84. The Coach-Horse will be found

described under the head of Driving, in all

his varieties and forms.

85. The Cavaiky Horse may be con-

sidered under three several ht-ads—first,

tl.e charger, or officer's horse ; secondly, the

heavy trooper; and, thirdly, the light

trooper. The charger is almost alwajs
thorough-bred, or very nearly so, and is a
horse bred for racing, but too slow for that
purpose, yet with a fine form and good
action, which are required for the manage.
He must have good shoulders, so as to be
able to use his fore-legs ; and his hind-
quarters should be so formed as to give
comnlete command of the whole weight
which he carries ; in other words, he shouUt
be well upon his haunches. Most chargerg
are at least 16 hands high, and some stil'

higher. The heavj/ troop horse is a dis<

carded hunter, that is, a horse bred ifor that
purpose, but considered too heavy to galicx
the pace which is wanted. He is, there-
fore, sold at troop-horse price, which in

time of peace was ^24, now somewhat
raised. The household troops are mounted
on black horses, some of which are bred
expressly for the regiments by Yorkshire
breeders, and others imported from Bel-
gium. The light troop horses are obtained
from all sources, and many of them now,
as might be expected from the pi-ice, aie
very wooden and inferior animals. The sura
devoted to the purpose will not procure a
good serviceable animal, coupled with tole-

rably good looks ; and as this latter quality
is sought for by colonels of regiment.s,

utility is too often sacrificed to it. Very
few of these horses are up to more th.ia

;2?*.

THK GALtOWiV.
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14 ^t. , and yet they have to carry 18 st, so
that it is no Tvonder that in actual sei'vice

they break down.
86. The Galloway is a breed which is

much encouraged by the Welsh farmers,

and some other districts where the grass is

ofa poor quality, and will not suit larger and
less hardy horses. The sketch of a galloway
which is here presented gives the form
which is very common in Wales, and which
is very serviceable for all general purposes,

but seldom very fast on the gallop. These
animals are said to be descended from
Norman blood, a stallion ot that breed
having heeu much used in Wales, some

years ago, among them. They are hardy
and safe, but somewhat obstinate and
unruly. The north-country galloways are
scarcely so good in their shoulders, but
they have more speed in the gallop, and
make better covert-hacks in consequerxe.
The smallest specimens of this breed make
our ordinary ponies. Those not exceeding
13 hands being so called, while the galloway
runs from that height to 14 or 14i hands.

87. The Shetland Pont is the least cf

the species in this country, and often under
11 hands. They are very quick and active,

and will walk, canter, and gallop, with good
action, but seldom trot welL (See woodcut.)

6HETi<A!II> Po^~x.
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PART IV.

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE PRINCIPAL ANIMALS USED BY MAN IN

RURAL SPORTS.

BOOK III.—GENERAL MAJSsAtiEilENT OF THE DOG AND HORSE.

CHAP. L

OF THE DOG.

Sect. 1.

—

Geneeal Remarks.

88. The I^Ianagement of the greyhound

and foxhound has been minutely described

in all points relating to their kennel-man-

agement, feeding, exercising, and breeding,

and it only remains to say a few words on
tlie treatment necessary for pointers, set-

ters, spaniels, and retrievers, including the

Newfoundland. All these dogs are, in the

usual way, chained up to a wooden kennel,

with a length of chain which allows of no
exercise ; and the only advantage which
they have over neglected hounds is, that

they are generally kei)t clean for the sake

of appearances. But too often they are fed

irregularly, and on improper food, and
almost invariably proper exercise is denied

them. For these dogs Indian meal is by
far the cheapest and the best kind ol food,

and with greaves it wiU keep them in good
health, if they are only sufficiently exercised

every day. But in many cases horse-flesh,

being at times very cheap, is given raw,

and often unmixed with vegetable food; and
the master is then surprised if an eruption

appears over the bodies of his dogs, when
the chief reason for wonder is that any ever

escape, with such a diet to stimulate and
inflame their blood, and nothing to carry it

off. ITiis improper feeding and neglect of

exercise are lertile sources of madness, and
should be avoided by aU who value their

own safety; but besides this motive, which
some may perhaps disregard, there is

another, which every sportsman will care-

fully consider, namely, that dogs so mis-

managed are almost always deficient in

nose. It is very often said that there is no
scent for pointers or setters early in the

season, but quite as frequently 'they havo

not come to their noses, and it is only after

a fortnight's work that they carry off the

stimulating results of bad feeding. Ko
sporting dog ought ever to be neglected, for

he will seldom entirely regain his health,

and without a full share of that commodity
he will not be capable or making out a

scent Servants, therefore, ought to be well

watched during the spring and summer,

that the dogs may be attended to by
them; and if they do their duty there will

be very little reason to complain of birds

flushed, or of sore feet, or knocking up.

Sporting dogs (not including greyhounds)
will seldom exercise themselves at a fast

pace unless they ai'e allowed to himt ; and
as this is impossible in the summer, they
should be taken out with a man on horse-

back once or twice a-week on the road.

Very little flesh should be given them,
which is only wanted when they have
severe work, and can seldom then be pro-

cured. Greaves, with meal, and occa-

sionally potatoes, form the best food;

ciUTOts, cabbages, or turnips should be

given once or twice a-week; and a dose

or two of castor oil, salts, or jalap will do

good two or three times in the summer,
or an aloetic balL

Sect. 2.- .MANAGE>!ENT op BIIEED1^^G

BiTCU.

89. The directions tor the management of
the brood-bitch, given under the article

Coursing, will equally apply to other sport-
ing dogs ; but few people will take the full

amount of trouble which is there advised,

and it will suffice if the whelps are sent
into the country to be reared at the
butcher's or the tanner's, or at the small
waj'side public -house. When milk or

buttermilk can be obtained, it is a gpod
article to rear all whelps upon; but it is

seldom afforded to ordinary dogs. The acci-

dents likely to occur in whelping are alluded

to in the part on the disciuses oi the dog.

Sect. 3.—Dressing.

90. Dressing, with a mixture of sulphur

and train oil, is very generally adopted
every year with sporting dogs, and if they
ai'e mismanaged m their feeding, it is abso-

lutely necessaiy ; if, however, they are

clean in their sKins, it is not required. Soft

soap and soda kills their fleas, as ordered
lor greyhounds, and white precipitate,

ticks; but the latter should only be used
with a muzzle on, to guard against its being
taken into the stomach by the tongue.

With these variations dogs may all be
managed as directed for the hound and
j;reyhound, making allowance for the dil-

tcrcucc ol' size.
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CHAP. IL

GENEKAL MANAGEMENT OF THE HORSE.

Sect. 1 Stabling and Stable
Appendages.

9L The Stables fob General Work
differ little from those for hunters, -wliich

have been minutely described at pages 399-

400, where a ground-plan is given, calcu-

lated for 12 or 18 horses. Such a stable will

equally answer for any private estabUsh-

ment where a similar accommodation is

allowed; and for smaller numbers, one
or two three-stalled stables on the same
j)lan will be found to be more healthy than
a single one of six stalls. For ordinary
work, these are better suited than loose

toxes, inasmuch as they are equally airy,

and, on tlie other hand, the horses thrive

better from the companionship afforded;

but they are more roomy than most gentle-

men will be inclined to afford their horses,

specially in towns. In every case lull light

ehould be given, except in those instances

vv'here a great deal of work is to be gut out

at the horses, as in coach or cab stables, &c.,

where the necessity for repose at all hours,

when not in harness, calls for darkness, or,

at aU events, a very gUmmering light. But
in gentlemen's stables few horses are thus

worked, and they are much oftener kept

within doors too long, than exposed too

much to the hardships which hired horses

too often endure. Light, therefore, and
ventilation, may be considered as essential

to all private stables, except those for race-

horses, already excluded from our consi-

deration by a special description. The best

plan for the admission of Ught and lor

gl\'ing a satisfactory ventilation is described

at page 399 ; but in all cases it is not possible

to allow of the plan there proposed, and
then a sufficient window, or windows, may
be contrived at the side or back ofthe stalls,

but always large enough to light the stable

effectually. Even when windows are not

to be managed at the heads of the horses,

air-shafts may always be arranged, passing

up from over their heads, which will keep

up a free ventilation for their respiration.

In all cases, even of the lowest stables, a

square tube of zinc or iron may be carried

np through the hayloft, and pass out through

the roof, and by its aid the air may be kept

ffsveet and wholesome. Side- draughts are

to be avoided, but fresh air must be ad-

mitted ; and this is generally to be effected

by means of openings in the windows or

door, similar in principle to those shown
in the engraving of the windows of grey-

hound kennels at page 162. The drains

should be always trapped, and conducted

into the manure-pit, just as shown at page
400.

92. Less Expensive Stables may be con-
structed with open stalls, but they should
have them, at the very least, 6 feet wide,
and 14 feet from back to front. If, there-
fore, a stable on this calculation is made to
hold three or four horses, and is 10 feet high,
it will give 840 cubic feet as the allowance
of air for each horse, a quantity which is

not quite half what I have calculated hi

discussing the nature of the respiratory
process, as requu'ed for the full-sized horse.

But, from a long experience in my own
case, and in that of others, I am satisfied

that horses in regular work may be kept
healthy for years together without a more
ample allowance ofair ; and this is explained
by the constant opening and shutting of
doors, and by tlie leakage mider them, as

well as through other openings, which is

always going on. A racehorse or a hunter
is shut up after feeding, and is not disturbed

for some hours, and dming that time he
receives no fresh air, except by the crevices

in the doors, or the apertures purposely left

open. But in the case of the hack or

harness-horse there is generally a constant

opening and shutting of doors during the

day, while fresh horses are being taken out,

or tired ones brought in ; and also for the

various stable operations, which are not all

concluded with quite the same degree of

regularity as in the former case. But, at

aU events, let the reason be what it may,
such is the result of general experience,

and by common consent the minimum pro-

portions for the stall of the full-sized horse

are fixed as given above.

93. A Ceiling should always be made,

especially when a hay-loft is over ; and in

no case where it can be avoided should

there be an opening through it for the high

rack, which used to be so universally em-
ployed- This opening is constantly the

means of throwing dust down upon the

horse's head, frritating thereby the nose,

eyes, and Ivmgs ; and it also admits the foul

results of respiration to the hay in the loft,

by which this is materially injured. The

floor should be paved -w-ith stones, cut deeply

in furrows, to prevent sUpping; or with

hard bricks or pebbles.

94. The Kack and Mangeb should be

of the modern plan, which provides three

separate receptacles, side by side, for the

food of the horse. They are generally now
made of cast-iron, enamelled, and with the

front edge so wide that the horse cannot

grasp it with his teeth, in order to prevent
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crib-biting or wiud-sucking. The hay is
placed in a compartment on one side, which
is generally made open at the top, and
barred at the front and bottom, to allow of
the dust falling through. By a recent inge-
nious invention the hay is always brought
to the top of the rack in the foUowing
manner :—first, a top, barred so as to admit
the horse's muzzle, is made to open like an
ordinary lid; secondly, a false bottom is
made to travel up to the top by means of
a weight and pulley; thirdly, the hay is

introduced through the opened lid by push-
ing down the false bottom, and when the
rack is filled loosely the Ud is put down and
^tened; fourthly, the horse draws the hay
out as he wants it through the upper bars,
«nd as fast as it is eaten the weight lifts
the remainder up against the bars. This is
said to economise the provender, but as I
have never seen it used I cannot speak
from experience. In the ordinary low rack
I have never found tliat more than one-
twentieth part is wasted, and scarcely that
amount with most horses. There is no
doubt a saving of fuUy one-sixth m the low
rack over the high one, where the horse
pulled down much more than he ate ; but I
cannot quite understand how the above
plan can save much more than is efiected by
the open low rack. The manger for the
corn is generally of the old construction,
but a plan has been lately introduced by
which the com is supplied from a magazine
at the back of the manger through a small
(^ening, and is only submitted to the
horse's breath when wanted. This also 1
have never seen tried, but for dehcate
feeders I should fancy it likely to be very
suitable, as many of these animals are very
apt to leave a Uttle of their corn on all
occasions, apparently from its being soiled
by their breath, or from wetting it with their
Hps in picking it up. The third manger,
for water or gruel, is now almost always
added; and if not constantly used for water,
is always handy for giving bran-mashes or
gruel, which are very apt to make the corn-
manger smell sour for some time after,
although the enamelled iron almost entirely
provides against this.

95. The Eings for the collar-reins should
be two, one on each side, so that a horse is
prevented fi-om turning round in his stall,
and thus in great measure from rubbing his
tail. To understand liow this is elTocted,
it must be remembered that if a rein is
attached to the right-hand corner, although
It allows the horse to stand back five feet
from the manger, yet it prevents his getting
his head to the left more than five feet;
and if another is also fixed to the left-hand
corner, he is likewise prevented from
moving his head more than five feet to the

right, so that in both cases he is prevented
from getting it so far that he can stand
across his stall ; whilst in a halter of the
same length, merely attached to the middle
of the manger by one ring, he could easily
hang back, and get his head over the travis^
or wooden partition, and so cross the stall,

and even turn his tail against the manger,
as is commonly seen in old-fashioned sta-
bles. The EiNGS should be made to puh
out, by having an arm sUpped into a
socket with a spring-catch, so that no force
will draw them upwards and towards the
horse, but if he has his leg over the collar-
rein, a comparatively sUght pull down-
wards will liberate the ring, and do away
with the danger attending upon that acci-
dent. There is a provision against tliii

which almost always answers, consisting
in having a distinct tube behind the manger
in which the collar-rein freely plays, so
that no amount of litter can possibly inter-
fere with its free action ; for it is from this
cause, in most cases, that the leg becomes
entangled, the rein hanging down loosely
in front of the manger, and being then
caught by the leg of the horse. In some
cases, however, the horse catches his hind-
leg by reaching forward to scratch his
head with the hind-foot; and here the
freely running-rein is not a certain pre-
ventive, though in the vast majority of
cases it will prevent all risk. A Eack-
Chain is also necessary in all stables, so
fixed that, when hooked to the norse's
head-collar, it will prevent the horse reach-
ing his manger, or lymg down. The ring is

about 7 feet from the ground, fixed in the
middle of the head-wall, and the chain is
about 3 feet long, capable of being shortened
to 2 feet.

96. The Tkavts is the separation between
the stalls, which is generally 8 or 9 feet
high towards the head, and about 4 feet
5 inches to 5 feet at the foot. A stall-post
from the floor to the ceiUng should always
be fixed, as without it there is some
danger of the post giving way in cases of .

accidents, by which sometimes two horses
are severely injured, instead of one perhaps
only slightly. These partitions are often
made very expensive, in consequence of
the upper rail being cut out of the solid
oak In a swoep ; but if three straight rails
are morticed in from the post to the wall,
and the elm boards are nailed to them and
cut off at the top in the desired sweep, it

is only necessary to nail a fillet of elm of
half an inch substance along the top, and
everything is obtained which the much
more expensive compassed top-rail would
give. A ring is fixed to each stall-post,

at about 8 feet from the ground, to which
the head-rems, or chains, are attach-^
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which keep the horses in their places

when turned round in them saddled or

harnessed, and ready for worfe. In all

private stables two or three gangway bales

are made to sUp into mortices in the staU-

posts, and to run from them to the wall, so

as to prevent the horses at night from

Injuring each other.

97. Bales are sometimes used instead of

travlses, especially in military stables and

those belonging to public-houses. Here a

Btrong oak rail is suspended between the

stall-post and manger-post by a short chain,

so arranged that in case of necessity either

end may be readily Uberated, which is

efl'ected by a hook and travelling ring ; the

latter slips over the hook and attaches it

to a slide, but on being raised along its

traveller, it liberates the hook, and the bale

falls to the ground. With bales horses can

be stowed much more thickly than with

travises, because they give way to them as

they turn, or as they get up or lie down;

and 4 feet 6 inches, or even somewhat less

space will in this way suffice for each

horse; but there is considerable danger

from the kicks of the adjacent horses.

98. The Hat and Straw Chamber may
either be on the ground-floor or above the

stable; but in every case it is better to

have no opening between them, as neither

01"their contents improves those of the other

by contact K in the loft over, the same

opening which admits the hay from the

waggon allows of its being brought down
for daily use ; and even in wet weather a

few drops of rain upon hay which is at

once going to be used, is not by any means
prejudicial to the horse's health. It may
be carried by hand from the ground in front

of the loft door, or from the hay chamber,

if below, to the horse's rack. In most

stables provision is made for a load of hay,

which is usually in the country nearly two

tons, or, in London, about one and a half;

and the chamber for storing this quantity

should be of the size of a roomy loose box.

When hay is suppUed in small quantities

from the com chandler, there is no neces-

sity for such a provision, and room for a

week's consumption only is required ; but

tor economical management, space for a

load of hay must be calculated on, and also

for a similar bulk of Straw.
99. The Corn Chamber is always on the

ground floor if possible, because access to it

is wanted four times a day, and it is not con-

venient to be always running up and down
stairs. But it should be raised from the

ground, for two reasons—first, to keep the

<«)m dry; and secondly, to keep vermin

away, which can only be efiected by the use

of stone or iron supports, with proper guards

above. If economy is studied, and a good

granary is provided, com may be bought,
by the 100 or 200 bushels, at a much lower
rate than from the chandler; but unless
provision is made for protecting it from
rats and from damp, much more is wasted
and spoilt than is saved by a reduction of
price. The chamber should be about 12 feet

by 8 to hold 100 bushels; and if the con-
sumption is not pretty rapid, a larger space
than this is required to turn it over every
month or two. Air must be freely admitted,
and, of course, it should be kept under lock

and key.

100. Damp Stables are especially to be
avoided, whether from newness, or from
being partially underground, or from being
badly drained. Whatever the cause, it

injures the health of the horse, and he can
never be kept free from colds, coughs, &c.,

while in one so constructed as to produce

damp. It should therefore be prevented by
removing the cause, which may be effected

in almost every case, even underground, by
proper drainage. If a stable must be vmder
the surface, it is better to curtail its pro-

portions by building an inside wall, leaving

an air-drain all round between it and the

old wall, than to allow it to remain damp,
and this is generally the cheapest way of

effecting the change; for in order to get at

the outside there is generally a vast deal of

valuable surface to be interfered with, and
even then almost as much brick-work must
be employed as in the internal wall, which

need never be more than nine inches thick,

which, with a three-inch interval, will cut

off two feet from the length and one foot

from the depth, because few stables require

the head to be cased, that being already

provided for by a separate Uning; but

sometimes, if very damp, the second wall

must even then be built, and in that case

another foot must be allowed for.

101. The Saddle-Eoom should be of a size

proportioned to the number of horses ; but

even for a single horse it should have pro-

vision for drying the saddle or harness,

and for heating water. Cupboards for the

various stable-utensils should be provided,

and hooks and saddle-stools, or brackets,

for the saddles or harness. Sometimes In

small estabUshments these are kept in the

groom's sleeping-room, or in the kitchen,

and wherever there is a fire th^y may be

well preserved; but the stable itself la

always injurious to them, keeping the

Uning damp, and rusting the metal, of

whatever kmd it may be. In large harness-

rooms, when there is proper care taken of

the articles placed there, a long curtain, or

a sUding set of doors is drawn in front of

them, when cleaned and put away. In

most of these a fire is kept constantly

burning during the winter, and by its means
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the saddles and harness are dried, and the

water warmed for stable use ; but if a

saddle-room can be built against the back
of a kitchen fireplace, this is seldom needed,

and suflScient heat and warm water may be

economised to serve the purpose of the

stable-man, except perhaps an occasional

fire in very wet weather. The harness-room
Should always be well lighted, and it should

not directly communicate with the stable.

If it is possible to avoid it.

102. The Stable-Yakd requires to be
roomy enough to wash a carriage, and
therefore large enough to wash a horse.

It is a good plan to cover in a small part of

it, leaving the sides open, so that a horse

may be washed under cover, without

exposing him to the rain, and so as to pre-

vent him making a mess in his stalL When
tlie number of horses is such as to allow of

the stables being arranged round a square,

a shed all roimd, as in the plan at page 400,

is of great utility, inasmuch as in the

summer it allows sweating horses to be
walked in the cool till they are dry, and in

the winter it permits oftheir being exercised

In rainy weather without suffering. Part
of this will of course suffice for wastiing

under.

103. The Stable Appendages always
required, are buckets, whalebone-brooms
or besoms, forks, body and dandy-brushes,

currycombs, mane-combs, bandages, lea-

thers, rubbers, sponges, foot- pickers, and
scissors. If for harness horses and for

cleaning carriages, there will be wanted
also spoke-brushes, mops, jacks, harness-

brushes, and brushes for the lining.

104. The Lodging-Room for the groom or

coachman is generally over, or near, the

stable ; and it should, at all events, be so

near as to allow of any unusual noise being

heard by him, for sometimes when a horse

is cast, or has the colic, he dies for want ol"

that assistance which could be readily

given if his state were known.

Sect. 2 Coachmen and Grooms.

105. The Varieties and grades of the

attendants upon hor.-es are very great, even

alter excluding all those who have the care

of racehorses and first-class hunters. They
are, however, chiefly coachmen, grooms,

and helpers ; the two first ha^ing the charge
of harness, and saddle, or gig horses, re-

spectively, whilst the last is only an under-

strapper, and acts under the superintendance
of one or other of the two first. Some of

this class of men are very inteUigent,

lionest, and humane, but a very large pro-

nortion are ready to rob their masters, and
care not how their charge suffer from their

neglect or fraud, so that they can indulge

their appetites for drinking, and other bad

habits. This often arises fl-om the ignorance
or apathy of the master, for ifhe either does
not know how, or does not care, to see that
his horses have justice done them, it can
scarcely occasion surprise that his servant
will not look after his interests better than
he does himself. Many a servant would be
honest if he thought his dishonesty would
be detected, or if he felt sure that his dili-

gence would ensure approbation ; but when
he finds that, whether he brings his horses
out in good condition, or whether he gives
them only half their com, he is equally well
thought of: it is more than can be expected
from human nature, if he continues per-

fectly unaffected by such treatment. Every
master ought to know all the honest secrets

of the stable, and should be able to detect

when his horses are badly done. Then let

him find fault if this is the case, but let him
also praise his servant when all is as it

should be. In this way encouragetnent is

afforded to the good and honest servant,

and the bad one is soon discarded.

106. The Gentleman's Coachman shotild

be a good groom as well as coachman ; but
in many families he is allowed a helper
under him to do the hard work—such as
strapping the horses, and cleaning the dirt

off the harness. Many men, however,
engage to look after a pair of horses and a
carriage, and do the entire work ; but to

perform this well, and, in addition, to drive,

a man should not be beyond the prime of
life, or he will assuredly be unable to dress

his horses properly. When it is considered
that each horse, ifhe goes out, will altogether

take a man more than two hours In the day
to dress him, and that the carriage and
harness will require, at least, from two to

three hours more, it will appear that there
is not much leisure left, after the time spent
in the drive, and in dressing and cleaning

himself for other work. It should be recol-

lected, that the time I have allotted is fhlly

occupied with hard work, sufficient to mabe
a man sweat freely ; and that few men are

capable of this for more than seven or eight

hours a-day, although they may pretend to

be engaged for twelve or fourteen. The
driving is the most important part of the

duties of these men, because upon this

depends the safety of their masters or mis-

tresses, and, of course, this is to be cared for

before the health of their horses. A coach-

man, therefore, should be a good whip, and
sober, for the direct benefit of his employer;
and clever in the st.ible, as well as indus-

trious and honest, for his advantage, indi-

rectly shown through the care taken of Ids

horses. He should alsoknow all the ordinary

slight ailments of the horse, and be able

to give a ball, and to make and give

mashes, as well as how to prevent swelled
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legs, or to manage slight wounds, and to

perform all those little necessary offices

which the sick horse requires. Civility is,

of course, a virtue, the absence of wliich

is easily detected and punished.

107. The Groom is the man who engages
to look alter and exercise saddle horses, or

those harness horses which are driven by
their owners ; and which he only drives on
occasions when he is especially called upon
to do so, or in bringing them from the

stable to the door. He should be as capable

(f managing horses as the coachman, but
he need not always be a first-rate whip;
though, as he often has to drive his master's

horses in his absence, he should be well

abie to manage the reins. In all other

respects he should possess the same quali-

ties as the coachman. Two horses and a
gig, or three horses without, comprise the
usual work for one man ; inasmuch, as he
has generally to go out ^ith his master for

a part of his time.

108. The Helper is generally a hard-
working man, or lad of 18, who is able to

strap a horse well, and do all the mechanical
work of the stable ; but is wholly intapable
of taking the management, or is so uncouth
in his person as to forbid his employment
in livery. The last Is a very common
reason for some helpers always remaining
understrappers; they are excellent in that

capacity, but so unwieldy in their move-
ments that they would disgrace a neat
livery, and would sit beside their masters
with all their native clownisUness. If,

however, they are honest, civil, and indus-

trious, they are often very desirable acqui-
sitions to a large stable, and frequently do
all the hard work of these establishments.

These men often do four horses well, and
in livery yards or coaching estabUshments
double that number; though, in this latter

case, the horses are of course not so well

dressed as in private estabUshments.
109. Stable-Boys must learn as boj's

somewhere or other, because it is a trade

which is seldom learnt after this age ; but
I wonder that any master who can help it

encourages their employment, knowing
how frequently they play tricks with or

neglect his horses. Under a steady and
strict coachman they may be made very
useful, but they should seldom be trusted

to do anything of importance out of his

Bight. When first put under him he will, of

course, show them everything which they
have to do by example; and, if naturally

quick, they soon learn to carry out all the

stable operations in a very efficient manner.

Sect. 3.—Geooming.

110. By Geooming is under?tood the

geueral manual arrangement of the horse

and his bedding, separating the whole into
three portions ; the first of which includes
his grooming, the next his feeding, and tho
third his exercising. The grooming begins
very early in the morning, but the hour
depends very much upon the time when
the stable was shut up the night before^
for if a pair of horses are kept out till

twelve o'clock, they ought not to be dis-
turbed before seven or eight the next
morning. In the usual way, in private
stables, six o'clock in summer, and seven
in the winter, is the time for beginning
work. The first thing is to give the horse
a few go-downs of water and to feed him;
during which the groom turns back the
litter, and "mucks out" the stable, by
which is meant sweeping out the wet litter,

and the absolute dung dropped during the
night. When he has fed, the horse is

either at once dressed, or he is taken out to

exercise; on returning tcovn which he is

pretty liberally watered, and then dressed

over thoroughly ; for a minute description

of this process (which ought to be the

same in all stables, though it is often very
inefficiently performed), see page 36L After

the dressing is over, the horse usually

remains till eleven or twelve o'clock, when
he is again fed ; and then, if not used, he
is left till four or five o'clock, when he
receives his next feed of corn and a little

water. At six or seven o'clock he ts

whisped over, his bed is turned down, a

night-rug, to save soiling the best one, is

thro-mi over his usual clothing, or in some
cases substituted for it, and he is locked ui.>

for the night, after receiving his last feed

and his allowance of hay, which are gene-

rally given at from seven to eight o'clock.

Such is the ordinary day's work, indepen-

dently of the results of the use of the horse,

by which he is rendered dirty from sweat,

or road dirt, or both ; and his saddlery or

harness also made dirty and soiled.

111. Dressing aftee Woek is effected as

foUows, but much depends upon the nature

of the work and the state of the roads. In

all cases the legs and leet should be washed

out, which is done with a bucket of luke-

warm water and a brush, beginning on tho

near side, and washing both without

moving to the other. If the weather is very

warm he may now be walked about till he Is

cool ; or if he is covered with dirt, his belly

and flanks, as well as his tail and legs, maj;

all be washed rapidly with warm waten

Many grooms use the besom to get this oft

but as the body is already wet from the

dirt, no harm can result from a repetition

of the water ; and, as the horse is not ren-

dered nearly so savage by it as by the

irritation of the besom. It can be carried

out much more thoroughly, and flniahed m
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a much shorter time. As soon as he is

washed a rug should be thrown over liim,

mid his legs should be bandaged with flan-

nel ; he is then returned to the stable, and
fed ; during which, and without removing
the rug, but merely turning up one side, he
may be thoroughly dried under his belly

and between his legs, and also his tail

wiped tolerably dry. After this is done (by

which time he will have eaten liis corn), he

may be dressed over, with the exception of

his legs, which still have the bandages on,

beginning with his head, and turning him
round in his stall for that purpose. Finally,

Ills bandages are removed one by one, and
his legs dried and well rubbed down, and
then he may be fuUy clothed and left in his

stall as usuaL

Sect. 4.—Feeding in the Stable and Out.

112. The Food upon which the horse is

fed in Great Britain, in almost all cases,

consists of hay or green-meat as the staple,

together with the addition of one or more
of tlie following articles—namely, oats,

bran, beans, carrots, turnips, or potatoes.

Barley is only given to fanning-horses in

this country, though abroad it is very com-
monly substituted for oats ; as green food,

common grass, vetches. Lucerne, and rye

(common or Italian) are generally given.

When green food is used in the stable it is

called soiling the horse, and when given in

the fields, turning him out to grass.

113. The Hay given to horses at fast

work, whether on the road or for hunting,
should be in all cases of upland quality.

Meadow or clover-hay is only fit for cart-

horses, which requu'e a considerable quan-
tity of fatty matter, and do not sweat to any
great extent, nor is their wind tried as in

fast work. Green hay is not good, there
being less nourishment in it than in properly-

fermented, and therefore brown, hay ; and
though it does not prove that the hay is

new, as is very commonly supposed, yet it

is not nearly so wholesome as the brown
varietj', provided it is not mouldj-, or burnt
from overheating. Hay sliould be cut from
the inside of a large rick, at least one year
old, and should be very sweet and fragrant

;

it is better tied together in trusses, which
are in most counties 561b. each, so that the
weight of a load is easily estimated by
counting them. Not more than two or
three months' consumption should be
stowed away at one time, as it is liable to

become mouldy and musty, and it will then
be refused by horses, or, if taken, it will

disagree with their stomachs. The quantity
which a full-sized horse at strong, but
moderately slow, work will consume, is

about 84 lb. per week, or from that to 98 lb.,

which latter quantity some washy large

horses absolutely require to keep them in

health. There is a vast difference in

horses in respect of the weight of hay
necessary for their full condition; some will

eat nearly twice as much as others, and
yet not be half so strong, or look nearly so

fleshy and full of health. Although, there-

fore, it is necessary in cavalry stables, and
other large establishments, to give a stated

weight to all horses alike, it is only because
there would otherwise be no check upon
fraud and extravagance, and not from the
beUef that all can fare exactly alike without
some of them feeling the ill effects of the

treatment. 1 have often had two medium-
sized horses in my stable which together

lived upon as Uttle as another larger horse
in similar condition consumed to his own
share. Nevertheless, 12 lb. may be con-
sidered the average for full-sized horses;

but no master sliould make up his mind
that his one horse is sufflciently fed if be
has that quantity, for it may very probably
happen that he is one of those hungry ones
which wili require at least one hundred
weight per week, especially if the rack is a
high one, and the groom is not very careful

to replace the wasted hay. In all racks the

hay should be Ughtly put in, and not pressed

down, for if it is, the horse will be sure to

pull out more than one mouthful at a time,

and if his attention is called to the foot of

the staU, he wUl turn his head round and
bring a quantity of loose hay with it, even
if the rack is as low as it shoifld be.

114. Chaff is hay cut up with straw in a
chaff'-machine, which may be the old box-
and-knife used with the hand, or it may
consist of any of the various chaff-engmcs

which are now sold by the machine- makers,

and worked either by the hand or by horse,

or steam-power. The hay used is in most
stables the coarse parts of the usual quality

employed, which would otherwise be re-

jected, and sometimes even the haybands
are cut up in tins way. It is arranged in

the trough of the machine with alternate

layers of straw, so that the chatt" when cut

consists of portions of hay and straw about

an inch long, mixed in nearly equal quan-
tities. It is given to many horses as their

sole fodder besides their corn ; but I do nofc

believe this plan is a good one ; and I think

that the only use of chaff is to make tiio

horse chew his com by mixing some chaDf

with it. If more than this is given tlie

horse does not masticate it nearly so mucli

as he would do in the shape of hay, and
therefore digestion is not so well performed.

When horses are very hard worked, and are

fed almost entirely upon beans, as in coacli-

work, and when it is an object to get them
to feed quickly, so as to lie down as soon as

i possible, chaff is, I think, better thaa hay ;
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but in ordinary private stables I cannot
advise its use, and this conclusiou I have
arrived at after a careful trial of botli plans

far a considerable time.

115. Oats akd Beans, together or sepa-

rately, come under the general name of

horse-corn ; and most horses at hard
work in the veinter require both, especially

if they are not very young. Oats are

always given to horses in private stables,

and thej' form the best general addition to

the hay; but sometimes soon after the
horse has changed his coat, he becomes
very flagging and unable to bear his ordi-

nary work, especially if he has been much
exposed to wet or cold ; in this case, the

addition to his oats of from half a quartern

to a quartern of beans during the day will

often renovate his spirits and strength, when
he rapidly gains flesh. In young horses

this addition may be discontinued after

January, but in old ones it should be kept
up till the following May, after which
month few horses are the better for the

extra stimulus afforded by beans. They
should always be split, and oats are gene-
rally the better for being bruised, or

"kibbelled," as it is generally called; and
for both these purposes a mill is con-

structed and sold, which, by the alteration

of a screw, will adapt itself to either opera-

tion. Both oats and beans should be one
year old, or at least six mouths; at which
age, if the harvest was a dry one, both
oats and beans will often be dry enough.
It is generally supposed that all good oats

should be at least 39 lb. per imperial bushel,

but this is a mistake, for the quality, as

compared with the price, does not always
depend upon the weight. Eveiy horse

requires a certain amount of the oatmeal
contained in the oats, and so long as he
has that quantity it matters not if a little

more chaff or husk is added to it. Hence,

i

as light oats are almost always cheaper, in

proportion, than heavy ones, it will often

answer better to give a horse one pound's
' worth of light oats than the same stmi laid

out in heavy ones. In ordinary road-work,

I

when horses seldom have as much corn as

they will eat, I have tried the experiment
a dozen times; and I have fotmd that a

j

pound laid out in the pm'chase of inferior

corn, ifsueet, will go further than the same
sum expended in the pm-chase of the first

1 quality. With racehorses and first-rate

hunters the case is very different, in them
the appetite is the measure of their corn

;

aud, consequentlj', since most horses will

eat the same bulk, whether heavy or light,

they are best fed with good sound old

English oats at whatever price they may
be in the market Hacks and carriage

horses, however, seldom are allowed more

than three or four quarterns a-day of
English oats ; and if they have, instead of
these heavy oats, one quartern more of
Irish or Welsh they will do much bettec
The diflference is silll greater if it is between
half a peck of English and three quarterns
of Irish, because most horses like to ha\'«

their stomachs tolerably filled -^vith their
com, which half a quartern at a feed
scarcely will do. Now, when English oats
are at Ss. 6d. per bushel, Irish oats are gene-
rally about 2s. ; and, consequently, three
quarterns of the Irish may be given for the
same price as two of the English, which
exactly accords with the calculation I have
made above. In purchasing Irish oats care
should be taken that they are free from
stones, or, if they are mixed with them,
they should be removed before being given,

by examining the sieve containing them.
This is the worst feature in this khid
of com, and sometimes exists to a great
extent. Beans are of all qualities, from
the best English to the Egyptian ; but as a
general rule, for private stables I fancy the
English answer the best. They are used
more as a stomachic than as regular food

;

and for that purpose quality is of more im-
portance than quantity. In cart-stables, or
for coaching or fly-work, foreign beans may
be used, but I have never myself found
them answer my purpose weU. By pur-
chasing Irish oats of the importers at
Liverpool, London, or Gloucester, an im-
mense reduction in price is efi'ected; and
they may readily be conveyed by rail to

most parts of England, at one penny or

twopence per bushel extra. Geuel is made
by mixing oatmeal in cold water; aud
about a pint of meal will make fotu: quarts

of grael. This is enough for ordinarj-

occasions, but for a very exhausted horse,

two pints should be mixed with about tha

same quantity of water ; and boiled for ten

minutes, carefully stirring it the while. It

should be given with the chiU just taken
off.

lie. Bean is the outside coat of wheat,

removed in the dressing alter grinding. It is

only used in private stables for mashes aud
poultices, though sometimes it is given with
beans as a regular article of food, just as £s

the case in cart-stables. With their addition

it answers pretty well in slow work, but

not nearly so Avell as oats, and its price

alone is a temptation to its use.

The Bran Mash is one of the most
valuable kinds of food for sick horses, or for

preparing horses in pretty good health for

physic, or for cooling down those which art:

to be turned out to grass. It is made either

as a cold mash or as a hot mash—the fomier

being merely bran, with the addition of as

much cold water as it will absorb. The Eou
2ii
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BEAN MASH is made by pouring enough
boiling water to saturate it, and then cover-

ing it iTp till suflSciently cool to give the

borse. As the bran swells considerably,

one-third of a bucket of bran is enough to

make half-a-bucket of mash, which is the
usual quantity given. Most horses on hard
and dry food are the better for this once

a-week ; and it should be given on the night

before their rest day, whicli all horses ought

to have; and when so used, it may be

allowed to supersede the use of their even-

ing feed of corn ; but if it is given more
frequently to a costive horse, it must be m
addition.

117. Cakeots, Turnips, ant) Potatoes
ai'e useful to horses doing slow work, and
bare of flesh ; but they do not answer for

fast work, nor for horses which are apt to

scour. Of the three, the first is the most
suitable to horses ; and when they are to be
made up for sale, and got very "fresh,"

as the dealers call it, a few carrots boiled

with linseed will effect the object much
quicker than any other kind of food, espe-

cially in the earlj' spring when vetches are

not to be had. This food is also useful in

chronic cough, and will sometimes effect a
cure ; but it must not be given while the

liorse is at work, as he is very much incUned
to sweatwhile eating it, and will then lose as

1 uuch as he gains. Swedish turnips, or pota-

toes, are substitutes for caiTots, but they do
not answer the purpose nearly so weU. Both
of them should be steamed, not simply
boiled ; or if the latter process is adopted the

water should be thrown away, as it is not
wholesome for the horse.

118. Barley is sometimes given in slow
work either raw or boiled, or malted.

Grains also are often mixed with chafl", and
given to cart-horses with good effect. I am
not aware of any advantage attending the

r.se of this kind of food in private stables,

except that sometimes when barley is cheap
.1 horse may be kept at a lower rate than
upon oats or beans ; and I am inclined to

believe that, from the tendency to disease

produced by their use, in the long run tliey

would be found much less profitable than
ordmary horse-corn.

119. Maize, or Indian Corn, has been very
little tried in this country, but in America
it is found to agree well with all kinds of

horses. It agrees so well with dogs, poultry,

and cattle, that I think it should be tried

with horses, when expense is an object.

120. Linseed is a valuable adjunct to horse

feed, but it should only be used in small
quantities, and for short periods. When
employed in this way it makes the skin
feel "kind" and soft, and often, as before

remarked, gets rid of an obstinate chronic
cougli. IlaU'-a-pint is the usual (luantity,

boiled slowly for some hours, and mixed
with bran, or bran and carrots, or some-
times with the usual feed of oats.

121. The usual Apportionment of Food
is as follows :—Two-thirds of the hay is

given at night, and one-third in the morn-
ing, with a feed ofcom each time ; at 11 or
12 in the morning, and at 3 or 4 in the after-

noon, another feed is given ; and the corn is

equally divided among these four feeds,

whatever it may be.

122. Soiling is a term used for the feeding

of horses on green food in-doors ; but as it

has already been fully described for hunters

.

at page 404, the reader is referred to that
article for its mode of management.

123. TUENING OUT TO GRASS iS USCful

when the health is injured by long-con-
tinued hard work and dry food, or when
the legs are sore, or the feet inflamed. For
the former state a summer's run is the best
remedy, because at that time the grasses

are the most sweet and nutritious, and the
constitution is not tried by exposure to the
cold and wet ; a meadow should be chosen
where there is plenty of good and sweet
grass, and the horse should be gradually
prepai'ed for the change, except in the
height of summer, by taking off his clotliing

while in the stable, allowing the dirt to

accumulate in his skin, and also reducing
the temperature of his box. In the summer,
tips to his fore-feet will generally be pru-
dent ; but in the \^inter, when the ground
is always soft, they ai'e seldom necessary.

If the legs or feet are " stale," a winter's

run will do far more than the same time
occupied in the summer's run, because the
object is not only to avoid fresh batteri:ig of
them on hard ground, but also to lower the
whole system by a poor and reducing diet.

Winter-grass, therefore, will efl'ect the
object verj' differently from the fattenmg
feed which is met with on the meadows
during summer and autumn; and by turn-

ing the lame horse out in December great

good to his legs may be expected when
taken up in the following May, before

which time it is not to be expected that

he will be suCBciently in flesh, and his coat

smooth enough for any work. Whether in

summer or winter, every horse accustomed
to a stable ought to have a hovel to run
iuto, which protects him from flies in tlie

hot days of summer, and ftom the wind and
snow in the cold nights of winter. Ifin the

winter his flesh is wanted to be preserved

hay and com must be given, and when the

horse is to be used early in the spring they
always ought to be afl'orded ; but for severe

lameness there is nothing like a couple

of mouths' comparative starvation, which
keeping him on winter-grass is to Oxo

stable-fod horse.
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124. The Straw-Yabd affords another
mode of improving the legs oi the over-

worked horse, and in it he is turned durins?

the vrtnter, with a shed to run into, and
the soft manure or Utter in the middle of

j

the yard to run upon. Hay is given, but
I seldom more than enough to keep the

stomach in order, and barley-straw affords

the chief sustenance in most cases ; some-
times a little hay is given cut as chaff with
straw, and in some cases also mixed with
a feed or two of dom per day. When a

j

suitable winter pasture cannot be obtauied,

jthe straw-yard is very efficacious for

inflamed legs and feet; and, as its small
extent precludes all galloping about, it is

often even more suitable than any open
pasture. Tips may be entirely dispensed
with, and when the toes are pared down
close, as in the "seedy toe," or when the
horny foot has come off, as in inaaramation
or fever of the foot, the straw-yard affords

the very best chance of a speedy growth,
especially if the regular application ol

.pitch, <fcc., can be depended on.

;

Sect. 5

—

Waxes.

j
125. Soft Watek is in all cases better

ifor horses than hard, hence they are often

iwatered in a brook or pond in preference to

the bucket, Mhich is generally replenished

from the well. Ifi therefore, soft water can
be easily procured It should in all cases be
given, but I do not think that with om- pre-

sent warm stables it answers well to aUow
the horse to slake his thirst at the pond or
brook at all seasons ; cart-horses may do
so with impunity, because they are seldom
IJheated vrith their work, and their stables

e comparatively cool. Boiling gets rid

fa great proportion of the lime, and where
it exists in great quantities it is advisable

to give all boiled water. The Tempekatube
af the water given should in all cases be
pat of the stable, or very little below it

;

pnd so in the warm one the water must be
raised to at least 70 degrees of Fahrenheit,
by mixing a little hot water with the cold,

jr by leaving the bucket full of water con-
stantly in the stable, and only using it when
t has acquired the temperature of the
(table. If cold water is given to a horse
ised to it chilled and to warm stables, it

>ets the coat the wrong way directly, and
|

)ften produces colic, or shivering, followed

)y rheumatism ; and this is especially likely

ivhen he has undergone any violent exer-

tion, and is becoming coolfrom it. It does

lot do nearly the harm whUe the horse is

-eeking with heat and perspiration that it

3oes when given to the tired horse just

fooling do^m from his exertions. Ir^

however, chilled water is generally given.

It should rigidly be adhered to when the

horse is travelling, for an animal used to
it is far more likely to be injured by cold
water given when in a sweat than the one
which habitually swallows it at a low tem-
perature with his ordinary food.

V2G. The Quaxtttt of Watee proper for
the horse varies very much, depending
upon his tendency to purge, upon the
amount of sweat which he loses in his
work, and upon the nature of his work

;

about from one and a half to two ordinary
buckets per day is the average for private
stables, depending upon the size of the
horse and the severity of his work ; and it

water is allowed to stand constantly in
the stall few healthy horses will drink more
than two buckets per day. About half a
bucket is generally given in the morning,
another half in the afternoon, and the
remainder the last thing at night. More
than a couple of quarts should never be
given on the roaii, even on the hottest day

;

but this quantity may be repeated every
five or six miles with advantage, if the
weather is veiy sultry, with or without a
little oatmeal. It is seldom advisable to
give the full quantity of water immediately
before or after the feed of oats, but rather
to let the horse drink about two quarts, and
half an hour after his feed to let him have
the remainder. But if the oats are not
given for half an hour, the water will not
hurt if all is given at ouce.

Sect. 6.

—

Clothixg axd BAXDAGixa

127. The Clothing for private stables

may be either composed of the strong serge
made on purpose, and cut and bound in

the regular way, as a quarter-piece, hood,
breast-cloth, and pad-cloth ; or it may con-
sist of a single large and warm rug, which
however will last much longer if bound
with galloon. In either case a roller witli

double straps is required to keep the cloth

on ; and even with the simple rug a breast-

girth should be sewn on, so as to keep it

over the chest during exposure. In many
stables a suit of best clotliing, made with

good serge, is put on during the day, and a
warm rug, or sometimes two, at night, by
which means the best is kept clean, and
will last a long time without washing. --V

careful stableman will see that these expen-

sive articles are mended as soon as they

show signs of requiring it, as nothing proves

more completely the truth ol the old adage,

"A stitch in time saves nine." Some use

in the summer a light suit ofbrown holland

bound with galloon, but I have so often

found my horses take cold while wearing it,

that I should never try it again. They will

stand very well without any cloth on, but

if any kind of flaxen material is put on it

chiUs" tiiem at once, and they get a coughj.
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and turu tlieir coats the %vroug way inevi-

tably; at least sucli has been the result of

my experience. If the weather is very
warm, the clothing should either be
removed entirely, which is the best plan,

or a quarter-piece of a very light woollen
fabric, such as is sold at all the saddlers,

should be put on. Bandages are of two
kinds, flannel and calico. Each is composed
of about three and a half yards of stuff in

lensth, by about eight inches wide. The
flannel is of a twilled fabric, made on pur-

pose, and sold to the saddlers ; the calico is

of the course unbleached quality ; one end
is square, the other has the comers turned
down to make a point, and to this a couple

of strings, about a foot long, are sewn. This
end, with the strings, is rolled up within
the rest of the bandage, and consequently
remains at the part which finishes the
rolling, and then the strings serve to fix it

firmly to the leg. Flannel-bandages are
used after washing the legs, or when they
are too cold, as in certain diseases affecting

them; or dipped in hot water, and used
as fomentations. Calico bandages are

employed either as a means of using pres-

sure, or for applying cold by wetting them
in cold water, or in lotions expressly
prepared.

Sect. 7.—Clipping, Singeing, and
Trimming.

128. Clipping is now carried on as a
regular trade throughout the whole of Great
Britain, and few private grooms, for want
of sufflcient practice, are able to compete
with the regular clipper. These men work
in the most wonderfully persevering man-
ner, since their season is a verj- short one

;

and I have known two men continue at

this tiresome business for twenty hours out

of the twenty-four during a whole month,
with the single exception of the Sundays.
A slight singeing is generally given after-

wards, and then a sweat, which is said to

prevent cold, and at all events enables the
burnt ends of the hair to be rubbed off, A
good washing with soap and water answers
equally well, and is attended with no
danger whatever, if the horse is rapidly

washed and as rapidly dried. Singeing is

now almost always done by gas, and with
its aid almost any handy groom can keep a
horse's coat in good order, if he is not in

too great a hurrj-, and burns it regularly,

and not too much at a time. Where gas is

not at hand, it is better to send the horse
to it, as the gas-singed coat looks so much
smoother than the coat singed with the
naphtha-lamp. Teimming with scissors is

DOW little practised, but some very hairy-
legged horses must have a few hairs

removed in that -vraj-, or they would look

complete cart-horses. AU however that can
be drawn with the aid of a little resin in the
hand should be so removed, and the remain-
der clipped close. The trimming-scissors
are also required to square the tail, which
should be combed out and held in the
position in wliich it is usually carried while
it is being cut; for if it is squared ever so
well in any other position, it is out of all

shape as soon as it is changed for the
natural one, and the trimmer must repeat
the operation. Most grooms fancy them-
selves able to square a tail, but few can do
it really well, as they are apt to leave it

either too fuU in the middle, or too hoUow,
or cut more on one side than the other.

The long hair about the jaw should be
pulled out, and what cannot be removed in

this way should be singed ; but in well-bred
horses the finger? will readily clear the
jaw.

Sect. 8.—Stable Vices.

129. Stable Vices maj- be considered to

include the following long Ust of ofleuces

against the code of laws made for the
stabled horse, and enforced by the stable-

men. They are :—l. Getting loose from the

head-stalL 2. Hanging back. 3. Leaping
into the manger. 4. Turning round in the
stall. 5. Lying under the manger. 6. Halter
casting, 7. Casting in the stalL 8. Kick-
ing the stall-post. 9. AVeaving. 10. Pawing.
11. Eating the litter. 12. Klicking at man.
13. Biting. 14. Crib bitmg. 15. Wind
sucking.

130. Getting Loose is a very troublesome
vice, and many horses are so cunning as
almost to deO' the efforts of the groom and
saddler. If, however, a head-stall is made
>vith a strong throat-lash, and this tightly

buckled, no horse can get it off, because the
circumference of the head at the jaw is

always greater than that of the neck, from
the back of the ears to the throat. If the
horse bites his halter, a chain must be sub-
stituted; but as this makes a constaiit

noise, it should be avoided if possible, as
Other horses are readily kept awake by it.

131. Hanging Back in tre Collar, is an
attempt to get free, by bursting the throat-

lash or collar-rein, and in some cases groat

force is applied in tliis way, so much so

mat many horses have broken their hips

from the sudden gi\-iug-wa3' of the haltur,

letting them back so that they fall over and
injiure themselves irremediably. The only

cure is a strong chain, and a head-stall that

no force wHl break; after trj'ing to burst

Avhich a few times, the horse will almost

always desist. If the manger is not very

firmly placed, another ring should be fixed

in the wall by piercing it and screwing a

nut on at the back. The gi-oom shou.d
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likewise watch for the attempt, and well
flog the horse from behind immediately he
6683 him beginning.

102. Leapixg ixto the jNIaxger is gene-
rally a habit acquired by remaining too long
in the stable without exercise,^ or from being
too much threatened with the whip, as in

dealers' stables. If a horse is constantly
attempting it, lie must be kept down by a

short halter, wMch wiU not suffer him to

fret his nose high enough. Sometimes there

is some little difficulty in bringing a horse
do^Ti from his position; but by going
quietly up to his head, and pushing him to

t'.ie opposite side of the stall, and at the
same time back, he may generally be
managed without risk to either man or
horse.

133. TUENIXG EOUND IX THE STATL is

.avoided by the use of two reins, as alreadj-

mentioned in the description of the Stable

and its Appendages, paragraph 95.

134. Ltixg Undeb the Maxgkb is an
awkward trick which some young horses

have, apparently fi'om trying to get out of

tiie way and hide themselves. Sometimes
they are unable to get up again from strik-

ing their heads against the under side of

it when they trj- to rise, and they must even
l.'O dra\\Ti back by a girth round the breast

before they can be rescued from the position,

which has been known even to cause a

fatal result The modern low rack is a
great preventive of this vice ; but sometimes
tven with it the colt wiU get his head
under, and the only remedy is to board all

up flush. This expedient effectually pre-

vents the head going under, and should be
adopted in all bad cases.

135. Haiteii Casting is the getting either

leg over the halter, and so bemg thrown to

the ground and kept there. With a rope
halter, or with a chain, a very ugly wound
is sometimes made in the struggles to free

the leg, and often the tendons are exposed
and their sheath sadly torn. The accident

.".rises from the horse pawing with his fore-

leg, or trjing to scratch his head with his

hind-foot, while the "sinker" attached to

the halter is prevented from playing pro-

perl}-, and so leaving the halter or collar

i"ein hanging loose. The spring bolt de-

scribed at paragraph 93. is the proper guard
against this accident, inasmuch as, though
it does not prevent its occurrence, it

removes all injurious consequences, espe-
cially where two collar-reins are used,

because the leg is seldom over both in one
night, and the one being liberated does not
affect the other, which still prevents the
horse from leaving his stalL

136. Castixg IX THE Stall is the result

of the natural tendency which most horses
Jiave to roll completely over, and which, in I

a state of freedom, is not attended with any
danger; though, even in the grass-fleld,
when the ground is hard, I have known
the withers seriously injured by constant
attempts to roll over. When, however, the
attempt is made in the stall, the horse often
gets completely thrown upon his bacit
against the wall or the travis, and is then
unable to get back asain, and lies powerless,
yet struggling feariully, and often to such
an extent as to rupture the colon, and so
cause speedy death. Sometimes the horse
is found in the morning lying across the
stall, doubled up in the most awkward
manner, and with his legs incUning towarcs
the manger; at others, he is lying back as
far as his rein will allow, with his liind-

legs partly in the next stall, but always in a
helpless condition. There is no preventive
against the accident, but it may easily be
remedied when discovered, and hence the
advantage of the groom sleeping within
hearing of his charge. Two or three stirrup-

leathers buckled together, or a halter thrown
over both legs, will readily draw the horse
over on his side, and he then can get uj)

without further assistance.

137. KicKixG THE Stall-post is injurious
both to the kicker, and very frequently to
his next neighbour, who may come in for

the blow intended for the inanimate wood.
It arises from idleness, and is often con-
tinued almost incessantly night and day,
except, of course, while the animal is lying
down. Hard work is the best remedy, but
when that is not practicable, a branch or
two of furze nailed to the post wUl often
stop the habit, though in one case I have
known it aggravate a mare almost to mad-
ness, and she kicked herself almost bhnd
with fury. Mares are said to be much
more subject to this vice than geldings, but
as far as my experience goes there is little

difference. Logs of wood are commonly
applied to the leg, but they are not nearly
hea\'y and severe enough ; and if anj- good
is to be done the weight must be of iron or
leacL A common heater for a tea-urn, Oi

about 41b. weight, is about as good as
anything, but it should not be put on until

a lighter one has been tried for an hour or
two, for if a horse is frightened by it he may
do himself a serious injury. When, how-
ever, he is used to the wooden log, and lias

got over his first alann, the iron weight
may be buckled on, and will hit him hard
enough to stop his froUcs in anj- case. A
broad strap should be buckled tightly round
the leg, above the pastern, and the weiglit

suspended from it, so as to clear the coronet,

which wiU inflame to a mischievous extent

if bruised. Sometimes a weight is required

for each leg, if the horse kicks both si.-^ll-

posls.
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13S. Weaving is a restless habit of moving

the head in a quicli and peculiar way fiom

side to side ofthe stall, just as the wild beast

does in his den. It is only a symptom ol a

restless disposition, and few " weavers " are

good feeders and workers in consequence.

There is no cure for it, and yet it often

annoys the adjoining horses from the noise

made by the collar-reins.

139. Pawing is from a similar cause, and

is evidenced by a constant working away
of the litter with the fore-feel. Tlie best

remedy is a pair of fetters, which keep the

tv/o fore-legs close together, and prevent

pawing with either. The fetters, or shackles,

consist of two padded straps, large enough

to encircle the small pastern-bone, and con-

nected by a short chain of about 10 or 12

inches in length.

140. Eating the litter is easily prevented

by a muzzle, which must be put on imme-
diately after the hay is finished, and kept

on through the night. A piece of rock-salt

in the manger will, however, often entice

the horse from the litter, and perhaps re-

move the morbid and craving appetite by its

restorative powers.

14L An Inveterate Kickeb is to be very
carefully approached by all parties, and
sometimes requires even more than ordi-

nary caution, in which case a chain is run
through a pulley in the stall-post, and from
that to his head-stall, so that by pulling it

his head may be pulled round towards the

post, and by the same action his heels

drawn from it, so as to allow the groom to

go to his head, when he is safe from the

heels. Most good grooms, however, are

able to take care of themselves, and by con-

stant practice they learn to keep the proper

distance, either near enough to make the

kick a mere push, or far enough to be out of

reach.

Ii2. BiTiNO is managed in the same way
as kicking ; using the chain, however, to

draw the head to the ring of the rack-chain,

instead of to the stall-post. In dressing

biters a muzzle should alwas's be put on.

143. Crib-bitinq is generally a habit,

though it may be also a disease ; but it is

so intectious that it may usually be con-

sidered of the fonner character. It is reme-

died either by a manger of such a form

as to prevent the teeth seizing it—that is,

wide enough in the front edge, or by a

neck-strap buckled on tightly, or by an
open iron muzzle, which keeps the teeth

off the edge of the manger, and is some-

times furnished with a concealed set of

goads, so that when the horse presses

down he pricks himself severely. There is

no perfect cure for the vice or habit, and
•when a horse has contracted it he generally

loses tud e&Ua fat, aud becomes lean and

starved-looking. Even the muzzle does not
entU'ely remove these appearances, though
with it the crib-biter keeps his good looks

to a gi-eater extent than without it.

144, Wind-Sucking is very similar to

crib-biting, and is prevented in the same
way, the only difference being that the
same noise is not made, nor is the manger
seized, but there is a quiet swallowing of

'

wind, with the muzzle pressed against the
manger, instead of the noisy one expe-

rienced in crib-biting. The concealed prongs
are here of much greater use than in crib-

biting, and are the only effectual remedy
against the vice.

Sect. 9.—The Degree op Warmth neces-

sary FOR THE STAELED-HoRSE.

145. A great outcry has been raised in this

countiy against warm stables, and no doubt
much good has been done by the agitation

on the subject; but, like all reforms, it may
be carried too far; and I am inclined to

believe that in many cases it has been-

Wai-mth of some kind is essential to the
health of the well-bred horse; for, though
the Welsh pony or the galloway may be

fitted to contend against cold, the horse ot

eastern descent is certainly not qualified

to do so. From a long experience, I am
satisfied that a moderatelj^-warm stable,

even with its attendant closeness, is better

than a large and airy, but consequently
cold, one ; yet, at the same time, if

artificial warmth can be given, the space

and ventilation can scarcely be too free.

But, est modus in rebus, every one must be

ruled by the length'of his purse; and if he
cannot afford large and roomy stables with

a stove kept constantly going, he will find

that his horses wiU be far more healthy, if

the stable is well cleaned and drained, and
they are kept warm by shutting it up
pretty closely in severe weather. In the

summer the doors and windows may always
be open, except in cold nights ; but in severe

winter-weather a very sUght access of fresh

air can be admitted during that period ot

the twenty-four hours. During an expe-

rience of twenty years, with an average of

three or four horses in the stable, I have
not altogether had more than half a dozen

cases of disease of any kind in my stable,

over and above lameness incidental to road-

work; and this with a great variety of

horses of all classes and ages. Now, in

general, I have had a small confined stable

kept warm but clean, and with a pretty

free ventilation, yet not more than tlio

average of private stables; and the most
healthy one I have ever had was the most

confined and worst ventilated to all appear-

auco, but what fresh air there was, entered
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at the heads of the horses; and I have made
the same remark in other stables. Some
large airy ones were notoriously unhealthy,

while others close, dark, and confined were

t!ie reverse; and the conclusion I Lave

a -rived at is, that horses kept warm in-

doors, if care is taken of them out, are more

healthy on the whole than those kept cool

;

and, as a consequence of tlieir hardiness,

as it is called, more exposed to the weather

^lien out. If kept warm they must as-

suredly be taken care of, but in that case

tliey are healthy enough ; and consequently

I arrive at the conclusion that it is not the

warm stable, but the neglect out of it, which

produces disease. If, therefore, horses are

CO be thus exposed, they had better be kept

cool, as in hack livery stables ; but if not,

there is no harm in proper warmth when
united with cleanliness and caution out-of-

I doors.

Sect. 10.—Managethent of the I"EEr.

146. This department of stable manage-
ment is often sadly neglected by the groom,
who is particular enough in every other
respect ; but if his master is only a judge of
skin and condition, he is too apt to leave
the feet to take care of themselves.

147. An Examination of the Shoes
should be carefully made every morning
when the horse comes in from exercise

;

and if thej' are at all loose, or the clenches

are too high, or the shoes are worn out,

they should be renewed or removed at once.

148. E\t:sy Night the feet should be well

brushed out, and the picker nm round the

shoe; they should then be stopped with
cow-dung and tar, in the proportion of 3

to 1, called "stopping," whicli ought always
to be kept by the groom in a box for the

purpose, called the stopping-bon.
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PART V.

DISEASES OF THE DOG AND HORSE.

BOOK I.—GENEKAL PllINCIPLES OF PATHOLOGY.

CHAP. I.

DEFINTTIOIf OF TERMS AOT) AR-
KAISTGEMEXT OF DISEASES.

Sect, l.—Definition of Teems.

1. By Pathology is to be under.stood the

science which treats of disease, and describes

the alterations wliich are produced by it,

whether evidenced by Symptoms during
life, or by Morbid Appearances after

death. Disease, again, is a departure from
that state of health, in which all the func-

tions are carried on in such a vigorous and
natural manner that the allotted life of the

individual is not likely to be shortened,

except by accidental causes.

2. Symptomatology, or the science which
treats of and describes symptoms, is the
most valuable section of the healing art,

and is purely the result of observation and
of comparison, since no two sets of symp-
toms are exactly alike. VvTien a series of

symptoms are found always to occur in

neai-ly the same order, and with nearly the
same variations, a particular disease is said

to exist, and a name is assigned to it by
the physician or surgeon. The collection

and classification of these diseases con-

stitute the science of Xosology.
3. 3IORBID OK Pathological Anatomy,

Is to morbid appearances what Nosologj- is

to Symptomatology; that is, it groups

together and describes the various morbid
iippearances found on dissection, and con-

nects their existence with the previous

condition of the patient.

4. Medicine, whether in man or in the

lower animals, embraces a consideration of

the diseases (including their symptoms and
morbid appearances) which affect internal

organs.

5. iSuRGEKY, in like manner, treats of the

symptoms and morbid appearances found
in external diseases and m accidents, as

well as in all those cases which require

manual operations; but it is not alwaj-s

easy to separate the one class from tlie

other, and m veterinary medicine it is not
attempted. In practice upon man there

is often this distinction made in theory,

though it is seldom kept up strictly in

praclice.

6. The Phrase, ;RIateria Medica, iiiij

ordinary parlance, includes the description,

uses, and mode of action of all medicines,
with their doses, and the best mode of

prescribing and administering them; and
in veterinary medicine a separate and dis-

tinct pharmacopoeia is required for thiss

purpose.

Sect. 2.—Principal Diseased Conditioxs. >

7. In the lower animals, although domes-
ticated, the diseases are much less com--
pUcated than in the human subject, fon
various reasons ; but still, taking into con-
sideration the wide difference between the i

dog, horse, cow, and sheep, to say nothing
of swine and poultry, the veterinarj' prac-
titioner has a wide field for the exercise of

\

his powers of observation. But in almost i

all the domestic animals, although the
symptoms and treatment vary considerably,

the follo'rt'ing will be the chief diseases to I

which they are subject—viz. : first, febrile
;

diseases, contagious and non-contagious;
secondly, inflammatory diseases; thirdly,

diseases accompanied with want of tone;
fourthly, diseases resulting from over-feed-

ing ; fifthly, specific diseases ; and sixthljv

accidents. In order, therefore, to under-
stand their nature, a few remarks will be
necessary upon fever, inflammation, want
of tone, and over-feeding.

Sect. 3.—Varieties of FE\TaL

8. By Fever, we understand a diseased !

condition of the system, in which all, or
nearly all, the secretions and functions are

diminished or deranged. The nervous sys-

tem, the respiratory and circulating system?,
the organs of nutrition and depuration, and
even those of reproduction are all affected,

and their actions to a certain extent sus-

pended. And this is the case whether the

lever is of an ephemeral kind, or whether
it is of the most virulent typhoid nature.

The affection of the nervous sj'stem is

sho\vn by the languor and torpor, or some-
times by the unnatural excitement which
exist That of the respiration and circula-

tion by the very rapid or very slow breath,

and similar affection of the heart The
disorder of the organs of nutrition is evi-

denced by the . loss of appetite, and the

extraordinary degree of emaciation whicli

rapidly sliov\s itself; and that of the or^.-iiis
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of depuration by the stale of the ffficcs,

urme, and perspiration.

9. Fevers are usually divided into taeo-

pathic, or those occurring from an agent

acting on the blood or nervous system;

and symptomatic, or those resulting from

some local affection or accident. The

former are again divided into contagious

and non-contagious, and also into continued

and intermitting or remittent ; but it will

be sufficient for our purpose to examme

into fever in the following forms—first,

simple ephemeral fever; secondly, simple

epidemic fever, or influenza ; thirdly, typhus

fever; fourthly, rheumatic fever; fifthly,

small pos; sixthly, symptomatic feve;-.

Sect. 4.—iNixAMJiATio-iif.

10. Inflammation is a condition of a part

characterised by increased heat, redness,

vain, and swelling, when fully developed

;

though there may be inflammation without

the existence of all these symptoms in a

state perceptible to the senses. There are

two kinds of inflammation—first, the active

inflammation, in which the blood is driven

with increased force through the arteries

supplying the part, which throb most

perceptibly to the touch; and secondly,

the atonic species of inflammation, in which

there appears to be a tendency to loss of

power in the capillaries, by which the blood

is retarded, rather than any increased

action in any part. Closely alhed to this

atonic inflammation is congestion, which,

however, seems to be more confined to the

veins than to the arteries; and is very

sudden in its attact, and as rapid in its

departure. Very little is known of the

exact nature of these processes, but the

above is the sum and substance of what are

supposed to be the various actions going on

in these three states of the system. Inflam-

mation ends—first, by resolution, or cure,

leaving no sign ; secondly, by the formation

of matter, or pus, as it is called ; thirdly,

by the pouring out of lymph ; fourthly, by

tiie pouring out of serum ; and fifthly, by

the pouring out ofmucus.

11. Inflammation also is distmguished

according to the structure of the body

which it attacks. Thus, there is an in-

flammation peculiar to serous membranes,

another confined to mucous membranes.

another to the actual substance {pareii'

chyma) of organs, a fourth to the skin, a

fifth to fibrous parts (rheumatic). But ia

many cases inflammation extends to two
adjacent tissues at the same time ; as in the

case of pneumonia and bronchitis, wliich

generall}' run one into the other.

Sect. 5.—Diseases arising from Waxt>

OF Tone, or from Over-feeding.

12. These Diseases are generally in

animals the result of mismanagement,

eitherfrom over-crowding, or insufficient, or

improper feeding ; or frequentlyfrom excess

of provender in proportion to the work.

When animals are crowded together, espe-

cially if they are not kept very clean, they

rapidly become unhealthy, and their blood is

completely poisoned by the noxious emana-

tions produced by their close approximation.

Nature seems to put a limit upon the popu-

lation of the earth, either by man or the

lower animals, all of which are speedily cut

off by pecuUar epidemics whenever they are

accumulated in great numbers; but this is

more especially the case in the lower

animals, in which over-crowding is much

more rapidly manifest in its effects than in

man. The partridge, the grouse, the sheep,

and the hare, soon die off ifthey are collected

in too great numbers, even though, appa-

rently, proper food is presented to them.

But when animals are confined in close

apartments, as is the case with the dog and

horse, and in large numbers, the deaths fre-

quently become so numerous as to alarm

the proprietor, and when almost too late

proper precautions are often taken. I have

seen on many occasions kennels in which

20 or 30 high-bred greyhounds had been col-

lected in one large apartment, and never

cleaned out for months at a tune; and yet

they were expected to be healthy, and large

sums invested upon their success in public

coursing. If these animals are to be kept

in health, too great an attention can scarcely

be paid to separation into small parties, and

to cleanliness. Hence, small kennels, and

stables divided into a small number of

stalls, will always be desirable; and if these

are kept clean, and feeding and exercise

caiTied out upon proper principles, the

diseases to which I am now referring wiL

seldom make their appearance.
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PART V.

DISEASES OF THE DOG A^'D HORSE.

BOOK II.—OEDIXAKY DEUGS USED FOR THE DOG A2>D HOESE, AND
THEIE MODE OF AD3IIXISTEATI0X.

CHAP L

THE ACTION OF MEDICIXES, A^'T)

THE FORilS rS' WHICH THEY AEE
GENEEALLT PEESCBIBED.

Sect. 1.—Aiteratites.

15. AI,TERATI^^:s are intenderl to produce

a iVosli and healthy action, instead of the

previous disordered function. The precise

mode of action is not weU understood, and
it is only by the results that the utility oi

tliese medicines is recognised.

14. AXTEKATTV'ES FOR DOC-S :—

(1; Jithiops mineral, 2 to 6 grains.

Powdered gmger, i to 1 grain.

Powdered rhubarb, 1 to 3 grains.

]Mix. and form into a pill with sjTup, to be
given every evening.

(2) Plummcr's pill, 2 to 5 grains.

Extract of hemlock, 2 to 3 grains

Mix, and give every night.

(3) Sthiliing hellebore, 5 to 8 grains.

Powdered rhubarb, 2 to 4 grains.

Mix, and Ibrm into a pill, to be given every
night.

15. Altekativls fos Horses :—

(4) Ix Disordered states op the Skix.
Emetic tartar, 5 ounces.

Powdered ginger, 3 ounces.

Opium, 1 ounce.

Sjniip enough to form IG balls : one to be
given every night.

\5) SmPLT Cooling.
Barbadoes aloes, 1 ounce.

Castile soap, IJ ouuce.

Ginger, § ounce.

Syrup enough to form 6 balls : one to be
=;iveu eveiy morning.

(6) Ix Strangles.
Barbadoes aloes, IJ drachm
Emetic tartar, 2 drachms.
Castile soap, 2 drachms. Mix-

(7) Alterative Ball for Ge>-eral Use.
Black sulphuret of antimony, 2 to 4

drachms.
Sulphur, 2 drachms.
Kitre, 2 drachms,

r.lnsecd uieal and water enough to form a

.

bail
I

Foe Generally Defective
(S) secretions.

Flowers of sulphur, 6 ounces.

Emetic tartar, 5 to 3 drachms.
Corrosive sublimate, 10 grains.

Linseed meal mixed with hot water, enough
to fonn six balls, one of which may be giveu ,

two or three times a-week.

(9) In Debilitt of Stomach.
Calomel, 1 scruple.

Aloes, 1 drachm.
Cascarilla.

Gentian, and
Ginger, ofeach in powder, 1 drachm.
Castile soap, 3 drachms.

Syrup enough to make a ball, which may
be given twice a-week, or every other nighr.

Sect. 2 Anodynes.

16. Anodtne Medicines are given either

to soothe the general nervous system, or

to stop dian'hcea ; or sometimes to reUeve
spasm, as in colic or tetanus. Opium is the

chief anodj-ne used in veterinary- medicine,

and it may be employed in very large doses.

17. Anodyne Prescriptions for Dogs :

(1) For Slight Purging.
Prepared chalk, 2 dracbms.
Aromatic confection, 1 drachm.
Tincture of opium, 5 to 8 dracUins.

Eice-water, 7 ounces.

Mix; dose, two tablespoonfuls after every
loose motion.

(2) Fob LONG-CONTIN VED PrUGING.
Diluted sulphuric acid, 3 drachms.
Tincture of opium, 2 drachms.
Compound tincture of bai'k, 1 ounce.

Water, 6J ounces.

Mix, two tablespoonfuls every four hours,

(3) Castor-oil, 2 ounces.

Tincture of opium, 1 ounce.

Mix by shaking ; a tablespoonful night and
morning while the bowels are loose.

(4) Powdered opium, } to 2 grains.

Prepared chalk, 5 to 10 grains.

Catechu, 5 grains.

Powdered ginger, and
Powdered caraways, of each 1 to 3 gra.!

Jlix, and form it into a pill \\-ith sjTup, aud]
give every three hours.

18. Anodyne Peepabations fob thb]
HoKSE :—
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In Colic.
rowdered opium, J to 2 drachms.
Castile soap, and

I

Camphor, of each 2 drachms."
Ginger, IJ drachm.

|Make into a ball with liquorice powder
nnd treacle, and give every hour while the

pain lasts. It should be kept iu a bottle or

bladder.

((]) Anodyne Ball (ordhiarr).

Opium, J to 1 drachm.
Castile soap, 2 to 4 drachms.
Ginger, 1 to 2 drachms.
Powdered aniseed, J to 1 ounce.

Oil ofcarawaj' seeds, i drachm.
{^yrup enough to form a ball, to be Cas-

solved iu half a pint of warm ale, and given

as a drench.

Anodtne Dkench in Scpeept-rgation,

(7) OK ORDINAKT DiAIlRUOEA.

Gum arable, 2 ounces.

Boiling water, 1 pint.

Dissolve, and then add
Oil of peppermint, 25 drops.

Tincture of opium, i ounce.

Mix, and give night and morning, ii

necessary.

(8) In Chbonic Diarrhcea.
Powdered chalk and gum arabic, of

each 1 ounce.

Tincture of opium, * ounce.

Peppermint water, 10 ounces.

Jlix, and give night and morning.

Sect. 3.—.Antispasmodics.

19. Antispasmodics, as their name im-

plies, are medicines which are intended

to counteract excessive muscular action,

called spastn, or, in the limbs, cramp. Tliis

deranged condition depends upon a variety

of causes, which are generally of an irri-

tating natm'e ; and its successful treatment

will often depend upon the employment of

remedies calculated to remove the cause,

rather than directly to relieve the effect. It

therefore follows that, in many cases, the

medicines most successful in removing
spasm will be derived from widely sepa-

rated divisions of the materia medica, such

as aperients, anodynes, alteratives, stimu-

lants, and tonics. It is useless to attempt

to give many formulas for their exhibition

;

but there are one or two medicines which
exercise a peculiar control over spasm, and
I shall give them without attempting to

analyse tlieir mode of operation.

20. Antispasmodics for the Dog:—

(1) Generally Antispasmodic.
Tincture of opium, and
Sulphuric a;ther, of each, } to 1 dr.

Camphor mixture, 1 ounce.

Mis, and give every two huui-j ti.l lue
^pas^l leaves,

(2) Antispasmodic Injection.
Laudanum,
Sulphuric n2ther, and
Spirit of turpentine, of each, 1 to 2 dr.
Gruel, 3 to G ounces. Mix.

21. Antispasmodics fob the Horse :—

.

(3) For Colic.
Spirits of turpentine, 3 ounces.
Tincture of opium, l ounce.

311x with a pmt of warm ale, aud give r.s a
dreuch.

(4) Spirits of turpentine, z\ ounces.
Tincture of opium, li ounce.
Barbadoes aloes, l ounce.

Powder the aloes, and dissolve in warm
water; then add the other ingredients, and
give as a drench.

(5) Clyster in Colic.
Spirits of turpentine, 6 ounces.
Aloes, 2 drachms.

Dissolve in 3 quarts of warm water, and
stir the turpentine well into it.

(6) Antispasmodic Drench.
Gin, 4 to C ounces.

Tincture of capsicum, 2 drachms.
Tincture of opium, 3 drachms.
AVarm water, IJ pint.

Mix, and give as a drench, when there ii no
inflammation.

Sect. 4.—Aperients.

22. Aperients, or pur.^ies, ate those medi-
cines which quicken ur increase the evacua-
tions from the bowels, varying, however, a
good deal in their mode of operation. Some
act merely by exciting the muscular coat of
the bowels to contract; others cause an
immense watery discharge, which, as it

were, washes out the bowels; whilst a third

set combine the action of the two. I'ho

various purges also act upon different parts

of the canal, some stimulating the small
intestines, whilst others pass through them
without affectiug them, and only act upon
the large bowels; and others, again, act

upon the whole canal. There is a third

point of difference in purges, depending

upon their influencing the liver In addition,

which mercurial purgatives certainly do, as

well as rhubarb and some others, and whicli

effect is partly due to their absorption into

the circulation, so that they may be made
to act, by injecting into the veins, ns

strongly as by actual swallowing, and their

subsequent passage into the bowels. Pur-
gatives arc likewise classed, according to

the degree of thi-ir eflect, into laxatives

acting mildly, and drastic purges acting

very severely.
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i'3. Aperie>'TS fob the Dog :

—

(1) A Gentle Aperiext Bolus.

Jalap in powder, 8 grains.

IJarbadoes aloes, 13 grains,

dinger, 2 grains.

Castile soap, 10 grains.

W:X witli syrup, and form a bolus, or, for

BiiKiU dogs, 2 or 3 boluses.

(-') Strong Aperient Bolus,
Calomel, 4 grains.

Jalap, 14 to 20 grains.

Linseed meal and water, enough to make
o!ie or two boluses, according to size.

(U) A Good Aperienx Bolus.

Blue pill, h scruple.

Comp. ext. of colocynth, 1 scruple.

Powdered rhubarb, 5 grains.

Oil of aniseed, 2 drops.

Mix, and give to a large dog, or divide into

two or three for medium-sized or smaller

ones.

(4) Castor On. Mixture.
Castor oil, J pint.

Tincture of opium, i ounce.

Oil of aniseed, 1 drachm.
Olive oil, 2 ounces.

]\Iix, and give one, two, or three talile-

spionfuls, according to the size of the dog.

(0) Drastic Pukgattve, producing
Watery Evacuations.

Jalap, 10 grains.

Epsom salts, 2 drachms.
Subcarbonate of soda, 10 grains.

Infusion of senna, 1 ounce.

Tincture of senna, 2 drachms.
Tincture of ginger, 15 grains.

?>Tix, and give the wliole, or one-half, or

oue-tliird, as the size may allow.

TiiE Strongest Purgative, but often
(C) REJECTED BY THE STOJIACU.

Croton oil, i to li drop.

Powdered opium, 1 to 3 grains.

Linseed meal, 10 gi-ains.

?.Iix. the meal with boiUng water, and then

add the oil and opium.

24. Aperients fok the Horse, commonly
called Physic :—

(7) Ordinary Physic Balls.

Barbadoes aloes, 3 to 8 drachms.

Hard soap, 4 drachms.
Ginger, 1 drachm.

Dissolve in as small a quantity of boiling

water as will suffice; then slowly evaporate

to the proper consistence, by wliicLi means
griping is avoided.

(8) A \VAR^rER Physic Ball.
Barbadoes aloes, 3 to 8 drachms.

Carbonate of soda, i drachm.
Aromatic powder, 1 drachm.
Oil of car.iway, 12 drops.

Dissolve as above, and then add the oil.

(9) Gently Laxative Ball.
Barbadoes aloes, 3 to 5 drachms.
Rhubarb powder, 1 to 2 drachms.
Ginger, 2 drachms.
Oil of caraway, 15 drops.

Mix, and form into a ball, as in "So. 7.

(10) Stomachic Laxative Balls, fo3
Washy Horses.

Barbadoes aloes, S drachms.
Rhubarb, 2 drachms.
Ginger, and
Cascarilla powder, of each 1 drachm.
Oil of caraway, 13 drops.

Carbonate of soda, IJ drachm.
Dissolve the aloes as in 2so. 7, and then add
the other ingredients.

(11) Purging Balls, "wtth Calomel.
Barbadoes aloes, 3 to 6 drachms.
Calomel, J tj 1 drachm.
Rhubarb, 1 to 2 drachms.
Ginger, J to 1 drachm.
Castile soap, 2 drachms.

2Iix as in Xo. 7.

(12) Laxatht: Drench.
Barbadoes aloes. 3 to 4 drachms.
Canella alba, 1 to 2 drachms.
Salt of Tartar, 1 drachm.
Jliut water, 8 ounces. Jlis.

(13) Another Laxative Drench.
Castor oil, 3 to 6 ounces.

Barbadoes aloes, 3 to 5 drachms.
Carbonate of soda, 2 drachms.
Mint water, 8 ounces.

Mix, by dissolving the aloes in the mint
water by the aid of heat, and then addiiig

the other ingredients.

(14) A Mild Opening Drench.
Castor oil, 4 ounces.

E;>som salts, 3 to 5 ounces.

Gruel, 2 pints. Mix.

(15) A Vest Meld Laxative.
Castor oil, and
Linseed oil, 4 ounces of each.

Warm water, or gruel, 1 pint. Mix.

(IC) Used in the Staggers.
Barbadoes aloes, 6 drachms.
Common salt, 6 ounces.

riour of mustard, 1 ounce.

AVater, 2 pints. ]\Iix.

A Gently Cooling Drench in Slight

(17) Attacks of Cold.

Ei^Eom salts, 6 to 8 ounces.

Whey, 2 pints. Mix.

(IS) PuRGATm; Clyster.

Common salt, 4 to 8 ounces.

Warm water, 8 to IG pints.

Sect. 5 Astringents.

25. Astringents are supposed to produce

contractioa in all living animal tissues with
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bich tliey come in contact, whether in

lie interior or exterior of the body; and
rhether immediatelj' applied or hy absorp-

tion into the circulation- But great dovibt

>xists as to the exact mode in which they

,ct; and, as in many other cases, we are

)bliged to content ourselves with their

jflects, and to prescribe them empirically.

Dhey are divided into astringents admir.is-

;ered by the mouth,and those appUed locally

to external ulcerated or wounded surfaces.

28. AsTi:i>'GENT Boluses fob the Doa
useful ill

(1) Diabetes oe Hejiokbhage.
Powdered opium, 2 to 3 grains.

Gallic acid, 4 to 6 grains.

Alum, 5 to 10 grains.

Powdered bark, 10 grains.

Linseed meal, enough to form a bolus, to be

given to a large dog (or divided for a small

one) two or three times a-day.

(2) Xitrate of silver, } grain.

Crumb ot bread, enough to make a small

pill, to be given twice a-daj-, or divided

accordmg to the size of the dog.

(3) ASTELVGENT "WASH FOK THE EtES.

Sulphate of zinc, 5 to 8 gridus.

Water, 2 ounces. ISIix.

(4) Goulai'd extract, 1 drachm.

Water, 1 ounce. Mix.

I (.1) Nitrate of silver, 2 to 8 grai;-.3.

Water, 1 ounce. Mix.

(6) Wash fob the Fexis.

Sulphate of zinc, 6 to lu grains.

Water, l ounce. Mix.

(7) Chloride of zinc, i to li grain.

Water, l ounce. Slix.

(5) ASTEINGEXT OlNTJIEi;T FOE PiLZS.

Gallic acid, 10 grains.

Goulard extract, 15 drops.

Laid, 1 ounce. Mix.

27. AsTKixGEXT EE^rEDiES foi the IIoasE

:

(S>) Foe, Bloody UedvE.
Powdered catechu, J ouuce.

Alum, i ouuce.

Cascarilla bark in powder, 1 to 2 dr.

Liquorice powder and treacle, enough to

form a ball, to be given twice a-day.

(10) Fob Diabetes.
Opium, i drachm.
Ginger powdered, 2 drachms.
Oak bark powdered, 1 ounce.

Alum, as much as the tea wiU dissolve.

Camomile tea, I pint.

Mis for a drench.

Exteexal Astringent Powder for Ulce-

(.11) bated scbfaces.
Powdered alum, 4 ounces.

Armenian bole, 1 ounce.

(12) WTiite vitriol, 4 ounces.
Oxide of zuic, 1 ounce, ilix.

(13) Astringent Lotdn.
Goulard extract, 2 to 3 drachms.
Water, •} pint.

(14) Sulphate of copper, 1 to 2 drachma.
Water, i pint. Mix.

Astringent Ointment fob Soeu
(15) Heels.

Superacetate of lead, 1 drachm-
Lard, 1 ounce. Mix.

(16) Another fob tee Sajie.

Nitrate of silver powdered, i dracho,
Goulard extract, 1 draciini.

Lard, 1 ounce. Mix.

Sect. 6.—Blisters,

28. Blisters are applications which in-

flame the skin, and cause watery bladders

to form upon it ; they consist of two kinds,

one for the sake of counter-irritation, by
which the original disease is lessened, in

consequence of the establishment of this

irritation at a short distance from it. The
other, commonly called " sweating " in

veterinary surgery, by which a discharge is

obtained from the vessels of the part itseU',

which are in that way relieved and un-

loaded; there is also a subsequent pioct ss

of absorption in consequence of the pecuiiuc

stimulus applied.

29. Blisters foe Dogs or Horses. :

—

Mild Blister Ointment (Counter

(1) lERrTANT.)

Hog's lard, 4 ounces.

Venice turpentine, 1 ounce.

Powdered cantharides, 6 drachms.

Mix, and spread.

Stronger Blister Ointment (Countlii

(2) Irritant).

Spirit of turpentine, 1 ounce.

Sulphuric acid, bymeasure, 2 drachms.

Iilix carefully in an open place, and uaJ

Hog's lard, 4 ounces.

Powdered cantharides, 1 ounce,

aiix, and spread.

Yeey Strong Blisteb (Counter

(3) Ieeitant).

Strong mercurial ointment, 4 ounces.

Oil of origanum, 4 ounce.

Finely-powdered euphorbium, 3 dr.

Powdered cantharides, i ouuce.

Mis, and spread.

Eapidly-Acting Blirter (CouxTEa

(4) Irritant).

Best floor of mustard, 8 ounces, mado
into a paste with water.

Add oil of turpentine, 2 ounces.

Strong liquor ofammonia, 1 ounce.
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This is to be well rubbed into the chest,

belly, or back, in cases of acute inflamma-
tiou.

(5) SwrATIXG Blisteb.

strong mercurial ointment, 2 ounces.

Oil of origanum, 2 drachms.
Corrosive sublimate, 2 di-achms.

Cantharides powdered, 3 drachms.

Wis, and rub in with the hand.

.Steoxg Sweating Blistek, fob Splents,

(C; rasG-BoxES, Spavins, &c.

Biniodide of mercury, 1 to ij drachm.
I.ard, 1 ounce.

To he well rubbed in the legs after cutting

tlie hair short; and followed by the dailj-

Use of arnica, in the shape of a wash, as

loliows, which is to be painted on with a

brush :—
Tincture of arnica, 1 ounce.

Water, 12 to 15 ounces. Mix.

(7) Major's British Eesiedt, which is

supposedtobecomposedchiefly of sulphuric

acid, but which sweats down bony matter
vtry rapidly, though not without pain, and
sometimes followed by a blemish.

Sect. 7—Caustics.

SO. Caustics are substances which bum
away the living tissues of the hodj', by the
decomposition of their elements. They are
of two kinds—viz , first, the actual cautery,

consisting in the application of the burning
iron, and called firing ; and, secondly, the
potential cauteiy, by means of the powers
o! mineral caustics, such as potash, lunar-

caustic, &C.

31. Firing is used extensively upon horses
for inflammation ofthe legs, but it is seldom
employed upon the dog, who does not sufl'er

in the same way, and to the same extent A
tot of firing-irons is heated to a great heat,

and one at a time is lightly applied across

tlie limb, or m hues up and down, according
to the nature of the disease. This excites a

very great amount of swelling and inflam-

mation, by which the mischief is often

abated, and is followed also by a contraction

of the skui, which appears to act as a
bandage in the weak state of the vessels of

tiie legs which often occurs. The firing is

generallj' followed by blistering, in order to

keep up the inflammation, and at least three

niontlis must be consumed before the fired

liorse, if thoroughly operated on, will be fit

lor work,

32. Stbong Solid Caustics are as follows

:

(1) Fused Potass, difficult to m-inage,

because it runs about In all directions, and
little used in veterinary medicine.

(2) Lunar-Caustic, or nitrate of silver.

Very valuable to the veterinary sur^;e^-ui

and constantly used to apply to profuse

granulations.

(3) Sulphate of Copper, almost equally
useful, but not so strong as lunar-caustic

;

it may be well rubbed in to all high granu-
lations, as in broken-knees, and similar

growths.

(4) Corrosive Subldiate in powder,
which acts most energetically upon waity
growths, but should be used with great care

and discretion. It may safely be applied to

small surfaces, but not without a regular

practitioner to large ones. It should be
washed oflf after remaining on a few
minutes.

(5) Yellow Oepdeent, not so strong as

the corrosive sublimate, and may be used
with more freedom. It Avill generallj- re-

move warty growths, by picking off thtir

heads and rubbing it in.

33. Strong Liquid Caustics :

—

(6) Sulphuric acid, or nitric acid, may he
used either in full strength or dUuted ^vith an
equal quantity of water ; but it must be
used with great caution, as it destroys the
skin rapidly.

(7) In Canker of the Foot.
Quicksilver, 1 ounce.

IS'itric acid, 2 ounces.

ilix in an earthen vessel, and when coM
put into a wide glass bottle, and cork it- Jt

may be mixed w^ith lard, in the proportion

of I to 3.

(8) A sunilar application, which may be

used alternately with the last-
Copper fihngs, i ounce.
Kitric acid, 1 ounce,

ilix and use in the same way,

(9) Mm-iate of antimony, called butter of

antimony; a strong but rather unmanage-
able caustic, and used either by itself cr

mixed with more or less water,

34. Mild Solid Caustics :

—

(10) Verdigris, eitlier In powder or mixed
With lard as an ointment, in the propor-

tion of 1 to 3.

(11) Red precipitate, do., da

(12) Burnt alum, used dry.

(13) Powdered white sugar.

35. Wild Liquid Caustics :—

(14) Solution of nitrate of silver, 6 to 13

grains, to the ounce ol distilled

water.

(15) Solution of blue vitriol, of about

double the above strength.

(IC) Chloride of zinc, 3 grains, to the ounco

01 water.
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Sect. 8.—Chakge3.

36. Chaeges are adhesive plasters which
are spread while hot on the legs, and at

once covered with short tow, so as to form
a strong and unj-ielding support while the

horse is at grass.

(1) Okdinaet Charge.
Bnrgundy pitch, 4 ounces.

Barbadoes tar, 6 ounces.

Beeswax, 2 ounces.

lied lead, 4 ounces.

The three first are to be melted together,

and afterwards the lead is to be added.

Tiie mixture is to be kept constantly stirred

until sufficiently cold to be applied. If too

stiff (which will depend upon the weather),

it may be softened by the addition of a little

lard or oiL

(2) Aexica Chakge.
Canada balsam, 2 ounces.

Towdered aniica leaves, J ounce.

The balsam to be melted and worked up
with the leaves, adding spirits of turpentine

if necessary. When thoroughly mixed, to

be well rubbed into the whole leg, in a thin

layer, and to be covered over with the

Charge Xo. 1, which wiU set on its outside

and act as a bandage, while the arnica acts

as a restorative to the weakened vessels.

This is an excellent application.

Sect. 9.—Cordials.

37. Cordials are medicines which act as

warm temporary stimulants, augmenting
the strength and spirits when depressed,

and often reUeving an annual from the

ill-effects of over-exertion. They act much
in the same waj^ on the horse and dog, but

require to be given in different doses.

S8. Cordials for the Dog are as fol-

lows ;

—

(1) Cordiai, Balls.
Powdered caraway seeds, J to IJ dr.

Ginger, 20 to 40 grains.

Oil of cloves, 3 to 8 drops. Mix.

(2) Greyhound cordial balls, see Training

of the Greyhound.

(3) Cordial Drench.
Tincture of cardamoms, i to 1 drachm.

Sal volatDe, 15 to 30 drops.

Infusion of gentian, J to 1 drachriL

Camphor mixttire, 1 ounce. Mix.

39. Horse Cordials :—

(1) Cordial Balls.
Powdered caraway seeds, 6 drachms.

Ginger, 2 drachms.
Oil of cloves, 20 drops.

Treacle, enough to make into a ball

(2) Powdered aniseed, 6 drachms.
Powdered cardamoms, 2 draclmis.
Powdered cassia, 1 drachm.
Oil of caraways, 20 drops.

Mix with treacle hito a baU-

(3) Cordial Drench.
A quart of good ale warmed, and
with plenty of grated ginger.

(4) Cordial and Expectorant.
Powdered aniseed, i ounce.
Powdered squill, 1 drachm.
Powdered mj'rrh, IJ drachm.

Balsam of Peru, enough to form a balL

(5) Liquorice powder, J ounce.

Gum ammoniacum, 3 drachms.
Balsam of Tolu, li drachm.
Powdered squid, 1 drachm.

Linseed meal and boiling water, enough
to form into a mass.

Sect. 10.—Demulcents.

40. Dejiitlcents are medicines which are

used in iiTitations of the bowels, kidneys,

and bladder; and they are equally useful

and act in the same way on the dog and
horse; the former, of covu^se, requirmg

much smaller quantities than the latter.

(1) DE>rcLCEST Drench.
Gum arable, J ounce.

\Vater, 1 pint.

The whole to be given to the horse, or half

a teacupful to a moderate-sized dog.

(2) Linseed, 4 ounces.

Water, 1 quart.

Simmer till a strong and thick decoction is

obtained, and give as above.

(3) Maeshmallow Drench.
JIarshmallows, a double handful

Water, 1 quart.

Simmer, as in So. 2, and use in the same

waj\

Sect. IL—Diaphoretics.

41. Diaphoretics are medicines which

increase the insensible perspiration ; but, as

in the dog, the skin is not capable of any

perceptible action of this kind, their use is

confined to the horse.

(1) Ik HiDE-BorND.
Emetic tartar, U drachm-

Camphor, i drachm.

Ginger, 2 drachms.

Opium, i drachm-

Oil of caraway, 13 drops.

Linseed meal and boiling water, to form a

ball, which is to be given twice or thrice

a-week.

(2) In Hide-bocnd (but not so efficacious).

-\ntimonial powder, 2 drachms.

Ginger, 1 drachm.
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Powdered cara\va3'S, 6 drachms.
Oil of aniseed, 20 drops.

Mix as above.

These remedies require exercise in clothing

to bring out their eflfects, after which the

horse should be whisped till quite dry.

Sect. 12.—Digestives.

42. DiGESTFVzs are applications whic^i

promote suppuration, and the healing of

wounds or ulcers. They are equally useful

ji the dog and horse.

Q) DiGESTn-E Ointment.
Eed precipitate, 2 ounces.

A'enice turpentine, 3 ounces.

Beeswax, 1 ounce.

Hog's lard, 4 ounces,

.Melt the three last ingredients over a slow

fire, and when nearly cold stir ui the

powder.

SrCT 13.—DiUEETTCS.

43. DiUKTTics are medicines which pro-

mote the secretion and discharge of urine,

the effect being produced in a different

mamier by different medicines ; some act-

ing directly upon the kidneys by sympathy
with the stomach, while others are taken

up by the blood-vessels, and in their eUmi-
nation from the blood cause an extra secre-

tion of the urine. In either case their effect

is to diminish the watery part of the blood,

and thus promote the absorption of fluid

effused into any of the cavities, or into the

cellular membrane, in the various Ibrms of

dropsy.

(1) DiuKETic Dolus fok the Dog.
Nilpj, () grains.

Digitahs, 1 grain.

Ginger, 4 grains.

Linseed meal and water to form a bolus,

which is to be given night and moruiug, or

half to a small dog.

(2) DiuuETic AND Ai.tekati\t;.

Iodide of potassium, 3 grains.

Kitre, 4 grains.

Digitalis, } grain.

Extract of gentian, 5 grains.

."Mix, and give lAvice a-day, or half to a

small dog.

bTUICLATING DltllETlC BALL FOR

(1) THE House.
Powdered resin,

Sal prunellc,

Castile soap, of each 3 drachms.
Oil ot juniper, 1 Uracilm. ^lix.

(2) A MoitE Cooling Dicbetic Ball.
l»owdercd nitre, J to 1 ounce.

Camphor, and

Oil of juniper, of eacli i urauhui.

Soap, 3 drachms.
Mix, adding linseed meal enough to form
a ball.

(3) DlUEETIC POWDEB FOB A MaSH.
^itre, and
Eesin, of each i to | ounce. Mix.

(4) Anothee Moee AcTI^^E: Powees.
Isitre, 6 drachms.
Camphor, IJ drachm. Mix.

Sect. 14.—Embkocations.

44. Embeocations OB Liniments, are

stimulating or sedative external applica-

tions, intended to reduce the pain and
inflammation of internal parts when rubbed

into the skin with the hand.

(1) Mdstaep Embbocation.
Best flour of mustard, 6 ounces.

Liquor of ammonia, IJ omice.

Oil of turpentine, IJ ounce.

Mix with suflicient water to I'orm a thia

paste.

(2) Stdiulattng Emesocation.
Camphor, J ounce.

Oil of turpentine, and
Spirit of wine, of each IJ oimcc Mix.

Sweating Embbocation foe Wixd-
(5) GALLS, &c.

Strong mercurial omtment, 2 oimces.

Camphor, J ounce.

Oil of rosemary, 2 drachms.
Oil of turpentine, 1 ounce. ^.Ilx.

(4) Anotheb, bet Steon'ger.

Strong mercurial ointment, 2 ounces.

Oil of bay, 1 ounce.

Oil 01 origanum, J ounce.

Powdered cantharides, * ounce. I\Iix.

A SIosT Active Sweatkg Emckoca-
(5) tion.

Biniodide of mercury, } to 1 drachm.

Powdered arnica leaves, 1 drachm.

Soap huiment, 2 ounces. Mix.

(G) IMajok's STNO^^TIC Lotion appears to

act with great advantase in stale legs, and
in those tremulous conditions of the muscles

of the fore-ai-m which are the result of

hard work.

Sect. 15.—Ejiulsions.

45. Emulsions are very useful in tho

clnonlc cough of the horse; but are not

successful with the dog.

(1) Simple Emulsion.
Linseed oil, 2 ounces.

Honey, 3 ounces.

Soft water, 1 pint.

SuUcarbonate oi potass, 1 draclim.
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Dissolve the honey and potass in the water;
then add the linseed oil by degrees in a
large mortar, when it should assume a
inilky appearance. It may be given night

and momiug.

(2) A210THER MoEE Active Emui-siok.

Simple emulsion, No. 1, 8 ounces.

Camphor, 1 drachm.
Opium in powder, J drachm.
Oil of aniseed, 30 drops.

Hub the three last ingredients together in a
mortar with some white sugar; then add
the emulsion by degrees.

Sect. 16.—Emetics.

46. Emetics are not used in horse medi-
cines, but are sometimes required for the
dog, though not so often as is commonly
supposed. Vomiting is a natural process in

that animal, and seldom wants provoking

;

iadeed, if emetics are often had recourse

to, his stomach becomes so irritable that

neither medicine nor food will remain on it.

Hence, their administration should be care-

fully kept within the bounds of absolute

necessity.

(1) Emetic to be Given to the Dog.
Tartar emetic, ^ to 1 grain.

Powdered ipecacuanha, 4 to 5 grains.

Mix, and dissolve in a little water, to be

given as a drench; and to be followed by
half a pint of lukewarm water in a quarter

ofan hoar.

Common Salt Emetic.
(2) A teaspoonful of salt and half this

quantity of mustard are to be dissolved in

half a pint of warm water, and given as a
drench.

Sect. 17.—Expectorants.

47. Expectorants excite or promote
discharge of mucus from the lining mem-
brane of the bronchial tubes, thereby
relieving inflammation and allaying cough.

They are equally useful m Dog and Horse.

48. Expectorants foe the Dog ;

—

(1) Ipecacuanha powder, 1 to 1J grain.

Powdered rhubarb, 1 to 3 grains.

Compound squiU pUl, 1 to 2 grains.

Powdered opium, J to 1 grain.

Linseed meal and water, enough to make a

bolus, to be given night and morning.

(2) Ipecacuanha powder, and
Powdered opium, of each a grain.

Confection enough to make a pUl, to be

given every six hours.

An Expectorant Mixture for Chronic

(3) Cough in the Dog.
Friar's balsam, 10 to 15 drops.

Syrap of poppies, 1 drachm.
Diluted sulphuric acid, 5 to 10 drops.

Mucilage, J ounce.
Water, J ounce.

Slix and give two or three times a-day.

(4) An Expectorant in Recent Cough.
Tincture of lobelia, 10 to 15 drops.
Almond emulsion, 1 ounce.
Extract of conium, 2 to 3 grains.
Ipecacuanha wine, 5 to 10 drops.

Mix, and give two or three times a-day.

49. Expectorant Ball for the Horse :

In Ordinart Cough without Inflau-
(5) MATION.

Gum ammoniacum, J ounce.
Powdered squill, 1 drachm.
Castile soap, 2 drachms.

Honey enough to form a balL

(6) In Old Standing Cough (Stomach).
Assafcetida, 3 drachms.
Galbanum, 1 drachm-
Carbonate of ammonia, J drachm.
Ginger, 1} drachm.

Honey enough to form a balL

(7) A Strong Expectorant Ball.
Emetic tartar, J drachm.
Calomel, 15 grains.

Digitalis, J drachm.
Powdered squiUs, J drachm.

Linseed meal and water enough to form a
ball, which is not to be repeated without

great care.

Sect. 18.—Febrifuges.

50. Fever Medicines are given to allay

fever, which they do by increasing the
secretions of urine and sweat, and also by
reducing the action of the heart.

51. Febrifuges for the Dog :—

(1) Calomel, 1 to 3 grains.

Digitalis, i grain.

Nitre, 3 to 5 grains.

Confection to form a pill, to be given every

night.

(2) Nitre, 3 to 5 grains.

Tartar emetic, l-6th grain.

Confection to form a piU, to be given night

and morning.

(3) Fever Mixture foe the Dog.

Nitre, 1 drachm.

Sweet spirits of nitre, 3 drachms.

Mindererus spirit, 1 ounce.

Camphor mixture, 6J ounces.

Mix, and give two tablespoonfuls every els

hours.

52. Fever Medicines fob the Hobsx ^—

(4) Fever Ball.

Nitre, 4 drachms.
Camphor, 1§ drachm.

Calomel and opium, of each 1 scmpla

Linseed meal and water enough to form a
balL

2K
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(5) Another Fever Ball.
Emetic tartar, IJ to 2 drachms.
Compound powder of tragacanth, 2 dr.

Linseed meal as above.

(6) Another.
Kitre, 1 ounce.

Camphor, 2 drachms.
Blix as above.

(7) Cooling Mash.
Nitre, 1 ounce, may be given in a bran
mash.

(^) Cooling Drench.
Nitre, 1 ounce.

Sweet spirits of nitre, 2 ounces.

Tincture of digitalis, 2 drachms.
Whey, 1 pint.

Sect. 19.—Clysters.

53. Clysters are intended either to relieve

obstruction or spasm of the bowels, and are

of great use both in the dog and horse.

54. For the Dog, clysters should be

simply a pint or two of warm water, in

which soap has been dissolved, or the fol-

lowing :—

(1) Turpentest; Clyster in CoLia
Spirit of turpentine, J ounce.

Castor oil, 1 ounce.

Tincture of opium, 2 to 3 drachms.
Gruel. 1 pint.

Mix. Half of this is enough for a small dog.

65. Clysters for the Horse may also

In the general way be of warm water or

gruel, of which some quarts will be required

in colic. They should be thrown up with
the proper sjTinge, provided with valves

and a flexible tube.

(2) Turpentine clyster in colic, see Anti-
spasmodics.

(3) Aperient clysters, see Aperients.

(4) Anodyne Clyster in Diarrhoea.
Starch, made as for washing, 1 quart.

Powdered opium, 2 drachms.
The opium is to bo boUed in water, and
added to the starch.

Sect. 20.—Lotions.

66. Lotions arc liquids applied to the ex-
ternal p.irts when inllamed, and they act bj'

reducing the temperature, and by giving

tone to the vessels of the part.

. 67. Lotions for the Dog :—

(1) Cooling Lotion in Bruises or Cuts.
Extr.act of lead, 1 drachm.
Tincture ofarnica, J to 1 drachm.
Water, i pint.

Allx, and apply constantly by means of a
Sjionge.

Cooling Lotion in Stiffness froii
. (2) Bruises or Work.

Tincture of arnica, 1 drachm.
Spirits ofwine, 7 drachms.

Mix, and rub well into the part, before tha
fire, with the hand.

(3) Lotion for the Eyes.
Sulphate of zinc, 20 to 25 grains.

Water, 6 ounces. Mix.

Very Strong One, ant> only to bb
(4) Dropped In.

Nitrate of silver, 5 to 8 grains.

Distilled water, 1 ounce.

Mix, and use with a camel-hair brush.

58. Lotions for the Horse :

—

(5) Cooling Lotion for Exteenai
Inflammation.

Goulard extract, 1 ounce.

Vinegar, 2 ounces.

Spirits of wine, or gin, 3 ounces.

Water, IJ pint.

Mix, and apply with a calico bandage.

(C) Another, useful for Inflamed Le<j3,

OR FOR Galled Shoulders or Back.
Sal ammoniac, 1 ounce.

Vinegar, 4 ounces.

Spirits of wine, 2 ounces.

Tincture of arnica, 2 drachms.
Water, half a pint. ]\lix.

(7) Lotion for Foul Ulcers.
Sulphate of copper, 1 ounce.
Nitric acid, i ounce.

Water, 8 to 12 ounces. Mix.

Sect. 21 Ointments.

69. Ointments are greasy applications,

consisting of a powerful drug mixed with
lard, or some similar compound, and thus
applied to the sore ; they are more properly

described under the several heads for which
they are used. (See Astringents, Ano-
dynes, &c)

Sect, 22.—Stdiulants.

60. Stimulants By this term is under-
stood those substances which excite the

action of the whole ner\'ous and vascular

systems ; almost all medicines are stimu-

lants to some part or other, as, for instance,

aperients, which stimulate the lining of the
bowels, but to the general system are

lowering. On the other hand, Stimut.ants,

so called, excite and raise the action of the

brain and heart. They act much in tha
same way on the dog and horse.

61. Stimulant for the Dog :—

(1) Stimulating Mixture.
Aromatic spirit of anunonia, 1 ounrii

Tincture of cardamoms, 1 ounce.
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Camphor mixture, 6 onnces.
Mix, au(i give two tablespoonfuis every six
Lours.

. 62. Stimulant fok the Hoese :—
(2) Old ale, 1 quart

Carbonate ofammonia, } to 2 drachms.
Tincture of ginger, 4 drachms.

Jlix, and give as a drench.

(3) For other stimulants, see Cordials.

Sect. 23 Stomachics.

63. Stomachics are medicines given to
Improve tlie tone of the stomach when
impaired by bad management or disease.

64. Stomachics foe the Dog :—

(1) Stomachic Bolus.
Extract of gentian, 6 to 8 grains.

Powdered rhubarb, 2 to 3 grains.

Uix, and give twice a-day.

(2) Stomachic Mixtuee.
Tincture of cardamoms, J to 1 ounce.
Infusion of cascarilla, 7 ounces.
Carbonate of soda, J drachm.

Mix, and give two tablespoonfuls twice
a-day.

65. Stomachics foe the Hoese :—

(3) Stomachic Ball.
Powdered gentian, i ounce.
Powdered ginger, IJ drachm.
Carbonate of soda, 1 drachm.
Treacle to form a balL

0) Anothee.
Cascarilla powdered, 1 ounce.
Myrrh, IJ drachm.
Castile soap, 1 drachm.

Jlix, with syrup or treacle, into a balL

(5) Anothee.
Powdered Colombo, J to 1 ounce.
Powdered cassia, 1 drachm.
Powdered rhubarb, 2 drachms.

Mix as in Ko. 4.

Sect. 24 Styptics.

66. Styptics are remedies which have a
tendency to stop the flow of blood either

from internal or external surfaces. They
are used either by the mouth, or to the
part itself in the shape of lotions, &c. ; or

the actual cautery, which is always the best

in external bleeding.

. 67. Inteenal Styptics foe the Dog:—
<1) Foe Bloody Ueine, oe Bleeding

FEOM the Lungs.
Superacetate of lead, 12 to 24 grains.

Tincture of matico, j to 1 ounce.

Vinegar, 2 drachms.
Water, 7 to 7i ounces.

Mix, and give two tablespoonfuls two or

three times a-day to a full-sized dog.

(2) Foe Bloody Ueine (recommended
by Mr. Mayhew).

Tincture of cantharides, 3 drops.
Water, 2 ounces.

Give two or three times a-day.

(3) For the Hoese, see AsTEiNGENiaL

Sect. 25.—Tonics.

63. Tonics augment the vigour of tlia
whole body pemaanentlj', whilst stimulants
only act for a short time. They are chiefly
useful after low fever.

69. Tonics foe the Dog :—
(1) Tonic Pills.

Sulphate of quinine, 1 to 3 grains.
Ginger, 2 to 3 grains.

Extract of gentian, enough to form a bolus,
to be given twice a-day.

(2) Tonic jrixTUEE.
Compound tincture of bark, 1 ounca
Decoction of yellow bark, 7 ounces.

Mix, and give two tablespoonfuls twice or
thrice a-day.

70. Tonics foe the Hoese :—

(3) Tonic Ball.
Powdered yellow bark, 1 ounce.
Ginger, 2 drachms.
Carbonate of soda, J drachm.

Form into a ball with linseed meal and
water.

(4) Anothee Tonic Ball.
Sulphate of iron, J ounce.

Extract of camomile, 1 ounce.
Mix, and form into a balL

(5) Anothee Tonic Bali.
Arsenic, 10 grains.

Ginger, 1 drachm.
Powdered aniseed, 1 ounce.

Compound powder of tragacanth, 3
drachms.

Syrup enough to form a balL

It is a very powerful tonic

Sect. 26.—Woem Medicines.

71. Woem Medicines are given in order

to expel worms, which they do partly from
their specific action upon the worm itself,

and partly by their purgative qualities,

which all ought to possess, or to be followed

by medicines of that class.

72. WoEM Medicln-es foe the Dog ^—

(1) Oedinaey Woem Bolizs.

Calomel, 2 to 4 grains.

Jalap, 12 to 18 grains.

Scammony, 1 to 3 grains.

Jlix, and form into a bolus with treacle.

(2) Woem Medicine foe Round Would
Indian pink, 1 ounce.

Boiling water, 8 ounces.
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Let it stand for an hour, then strain, and
give from one eighth to one half on an
empty stomacli once a-weck. Castor oil

should be given next day.

(3) Foa Tape Worm.
Kousso, J to J ounce.

Lemon juice, J ounce.
ISIix, and give as a drench, with the addi-

tion of a little water, on an empty stomach.
This should be followed by a dose of castor

oil eight hours after.

(4) Foe Tape Worm (old plan).

Spirit of turpentine, 2 to 4 drachms.
To be tied firmlj- up in a piece ot bladder,

and given as a bolus, taking care not to

break it.

(5) For Tape Worm (another plan.)

Koot of male fern, 1 to 4 drachms.
Powdered jalap, 15 grains.

Liquorice powder or linseed meal enough lo
form a bolus with water.

(6) Fob Worms Geneeallt.
One powdered areca nut to be gi^'en

mixed up in water as a drench, and
followed by a dose of castor oiL

(7) For the more detailed description of
the remedies for Worms, see the sections on
their treatment in the Diseases of the Dog
and Horse.

73. Worm Medicines for the Horse >—

(8) Calomel, 1 to 2 drachms.
Barbadoes aloes, 3 to 6 drachms.
Ginger, 1 drachm.
Soap, 3 drachms. Mix.

(9) Worm Drench.
A pint of linseed oil ever>' other day.

CHAP. IL

MODE OF ADMINISTERING IMEDICIXES TO THE DOG.

74. The follo-vving remarks by the most
recent writer on tlie diseases of dogs are so

apt, and at the same time so consonant
"ith what I have already published, that I

shall introduce them here in extenso. With
reference to his remarks on the difference

of the action of drugs on man and the dog,

I tliink they require considerable qualifi-

cation. The analogy is perfect enou.yh,

1 hough their action, and consequently their

proper doses, vary considerably ; neverthe-

less, the human practitioner, when he is

aware of these differences, which are

scarcely greater than between different

members of the human family, is able to

draw very correct conclusions from one
to the other. These remarks, however,
are peculiarly valuable as coming from a

member of the veterinarj' profession, who
lias made the diseases of dots his especial

studj', and whose observations are in the

main highly valuable, and far superior to

those of any other member of tlic same
profession, wlio too often confine their

attention to the horse, and while they pro-

fess to treat the diseases of all the domestic
animals, they are profoundly ignorant of

those of the (log :

—

"Medicine to the dog requires to be admi-
nistered with caution. The nostrums which
ji;e so particularly recommended by grooni^
and farriers ought never to be made use of.

The veterinary surgeon is less likely to

commit error; but there are, however, few
of the profession who devote attention to

the dog with the zeal which the compre-
hension of its diseases and their treatment
demand. Huntsmen and gamekeepers are

generally, from practical experience, not
altogether inapt dog doctors, where tho
larger and more robust kind of animal is

to be treated; but for the smaller and
petted species these persons ought not to

be consulted. Many of their receipts aro

harsh, not a few of them inoperative, and
some even dangerous; while all for tho
most part are pushed down at random, or

in total ignorance of any effect the agenta

employed may induce beyond tho intendcil

one of doing good or working a certain

cure. Nevertheless, with the kind of

animals generally entrusted to their charge,

such persons are so far successful that, in

the absence of better advice, they deserve

to be consulted for the larger species of

do;;s. The human physician will also, on
occasions, be enabled to prescribe advan-
tageously for the canine race ; but not know-
ing the treatment of the diseases, and the

symptoms being too often deceptive, the

highest opinions are by no means to La

absolutely relied upon.

Dog-doctoring is. In fact, n separnis

branch of science so intricate as to call ut
intense study strengthened by constant

observatioa 2(o Oae not attached to tha
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animal should attempt to master it, for

success in sucli a case would be liopeless.

Tlie annoj'ances are so great that the
patience is continually being tried ; and the
facts on which reliance can be placed are so

few, that he who is content to depend upon
the received assertions will never be able to
realize his expectation. Nothing is more
erroneous than to believe that there is any
close analogy between man and the dog
in the operation of medicinal substances.
Aloes, rhubarb, <fcc., are not purgatives to
the dog ; but castor oil, which to the human
being is a gentle laxative, to the dog is an
active purge; while Epsom salts are a
violent hydragogue to the canine patient,

producing copious and watery stools. Com-
mon salt is in large doses a poison, and in

apparent small quantities is so strong an
emetic as to be dangerous. Salivation
speedily ensues upon the use of minute
quantities of mercury, which therefore

cannot be considered safe in the hands of
the general practitioner. Secale cornutum
has little specific action beyond that of
inducing vomiting ; and strichnia cannot be
with security administered, on account of
its poisonous operation upon the animaL
Other instances, casting more than sus-

picion upon the inferences which every
writer upon Materia Medica draws from
the action of drugs given to dogs, could
easily be quoted, but they would here be
somewhat out of place ; and probably suffi-

cient has been said to check a dangerous
reliance upon results that admit of no
positive deduction.

It is painful to peruse the '' expenmeiits "

made, especially by the French authors.

We read that so much of some particular

agent caused death to a dog in such a period

;

but he must be wise indeed who learns any-
thing from statements of this kind. The
word dog represents animals of various
sizes, and very diverse constitutions ; there-

fore no conclusion can be drawn from an
assertion that does not embrace every par-

ticular. Unfortunately, however, the ope-
rators think it no disgrace to their scientific

attainments to put forth such loose and idle

assertions; nor do they seem to hold it

derogatory to their intelligence that they
assume to reach a show of certainty by ex-
perimentalisingupon a creature about which,
as their reports bear witness, thej' literally

know nothing. Equally unsatisfactory are

the surgical and physiological experiments
made upon these creatures. No results

deduced from such acts can be of the
slightest importance. The anatomy of the
dog is not by them generally understood.

There is no book upon this subject that is

deserving of commendation; and, to in-

etaace the iguoraace whicli prevails even iu

places where a superficial knowledge ought
to exist, I will mention but oue circum-
stance.

At the Royal Veterinary College there is
a professor of Particular Anatomy, Avhoso
duty it is specially to instruct the pupils
concerning the dog. The lectures, however,
embrace but little, and that little is prin-
cipally devoted to wandering remarks upon
the osseous structure. Of the value of such
teaching some opinion may be formedwhen
the skeleton at the CoUege actually exhibits
the bones placed in wrong or unnatural
situations. After the proof thereby afl'orded,

with what reliance can any sane muid
accept the awful declarations of those ana-
tomists who, upon the living bodies of these
creatures have, according to their own
accounts, exhibited a nicety and certamty
of skill which the profoundest acquaintance
with the various structures and parts would
still leave incomprehensible ? Such reports
evidence only the presumptuous folly of
individuals—the publication of such records
testifies no moie than the ignorance of
the age.

To give medicine to the Dog often creates
more bustle than the magnitude of the
creature appears to justify. Moreover, if the
parties concerned in the undertaking are
not quite up to their business, the animal,
which, between its gasping, howling, and
struggling, will find time to bite, increases
the activity by provoking human exclama-
tions. I have known this species of con-
fusion to have been continued for half an
hour; during which work was stopped in a
forge, and three brawny smiths joined a
veterinary surgeon's efi'orts to give a pill to

a little spaniel that could not have Aveighed

above 8 lb. The dog was beaten, and hands
were bitten, but, after all, no pill was swal-
lowed. The result was the natural conse-

quence of the manner of proceeding. No
man should contend with an animal, and
especially with a dog, whose excitemem
soon renders it incapable of obedience.

With brutes of every kind, if the mastery
cannot, by a bold stratagem, be gained at

once, it should be oul^' established through

the confidence of the animal, which a few
acts of kindness will, in the majority of

cases, easily win. I have had dogs brought

to me which seemed disposed rather to part

with life than permit their jaws to bo

handled. The poor beasts had been harshly

used by the persons who had previously

undertaken to treat them. These creatures

have remained with me, and in a Uttle time

have grown so submissive thatmy shop-boy

could with ease give any kind of physio

which 1 ordered to be prepared. Firmnesa

and kindness were the only stratagems I

employed. I took care never to give Uie dog
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a chance of mastery, but while ensuring my
Tictory, I was careful that the conquest

caused no sense of pain. A few pats, with a

kind word, and an occasional reward in the

shape of a bit of meat, induced the creature

more willingly to submit when the next
(lose came round.
A small dog should be taken into the lap,

the person who is to give the physic being

seated. If the animal has learned to fight

with his claws, an assistant must kneel at

the side of the chair and tightly hold them
when the dog has been cast upon his back.

The left hand is then made to grasp the

rJiull, the thumb and fore-finger being

pressed against the cheeks, so as to force

them between the posterior molar teeth.

A firm hold of the head will thus be gained,

nnd the jaws are prevented from being
closed by the pain which every effort to

ehut the mouth produces. No time should

t\5 lost; but the pill ouj,'lit to be dropped as

fiir aa possible into the mouth, and with the

finger of the right hand it ought to be
pushed the entire length down the throat

This will not inconvenience the dog. The
epiglottis is of such a size that the finger

does not excite a desire to vomit ; and the

pharynx and oesophagus are so lax that the

passage presents no obstruction.

When the finger is withdrawn, the jaws
ought to be clapped together, and the

attention of the creature diverted. Tlie

tongue being protruded to lick the n se

and Ups will certify that the substance has
been swallowed, and after a caress or two
the dog may be released. Large brutes,

however, are not thus easDy mastered.

Creatures of this description must be
cheated; and they, fortunately, are not so

naturally suspicious as those of the smaller

kind. For months I have thus deceived a
huge, ferocious, but noble guardian of a
yard, who appeared incapable of conceiving
that deception was being practised. The
dog bolts its food, and, unless the piece be
of unusual size, it is rarely masticated.
The more tempting the morsel, the more
eagerly it is gorged ; and a bit of juicy or

fat meat, cut so as to contain and cover the
pill, ensures its being swallowed. Medicine,
however, which in this manner is to he
administered, ought to be perfectly devoid
of smell, or for a certainty the trick will

be discovered. Indeed, there are but few
drugs possessed of odour which can be long
used in dog practice, and even those that
are endowed with much taste cannot be
contmuously employed. When the dog is

very ill, the mtelMgent beast becomes con-
scious of its danger, and almost any kind
or any form of medicine will be accepted.

There is no diflaculty generally then ; but
in chronic diseases, that only vex the
temper and scarcely lower the spirit, the
ingenuity will mostly need to be exerted.

Some medicines, however, can be dissolved
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In the water ; others may be smeared upon

the food; and, fortunatelj'^, the majority of

those drugs appropriate to slow and invete-

rate disorders admit of being thus exhibited.

Fluids are perhaps more readily than solids

given to dogs, by the generality of inex-

perienced persons. To administer liquids,

the jaws should not be forced open and the

bottle emptied into the mouth, as when
this method is pursued the greater portion

will be lost. The animal's head being
gently raised, the corner of the mouth
should be dra^vn aside, so as to pull the
cheek from the teeth. A kind of funnel

will -thus be formed, and into this a quan-.

tity of the medicine, equal to its capacity,

should be poured. After a little while
the fluid will, by its own gravity, trickle

into the pharynx, and oblige the dog, how-
ever unwilling it may be, to swallow. A
second portion should then be given in the

like way, and thus, httle by little, till the
full dose is consumed. Often dogs treated

in this fashion swallow a draught very
expeditiously; but others will remain a
considerable time before they deglutate.

Some, in spite of every precaution, will

manage to reject the greater part, and others

will not waste a drop. The dexterity of

the practitioner makes some difference

;

but no skill can ensure the drink being
taken. Patience, however, is here of most
avail ; but when the mouth is full of fluid,

by gently separating the jaws the animal

may be caused to deglutate.

Two pieces of tape, one passed behind the

canine teeth or tusks of the upper, and the

other in like manner upon the lower jaw,

have been recommended. The tapes are

given to an assistant, who, pulling at them,

forces the mouth open, and holds it in that

position. In certain cases this may be

adopted for pills ; indeed every stratagem

will be needed to meet the multifarious

circumstances that wiU arise. For ordi-

nary occurrences, however, the practice is

not to be commended, and should never be

embraced when drinks have to be given

:

the animal cannot swallow while the jaws

are held asunder; but for solids this plan
answers better. There are several objec-

tions, however, to be urged against its

constant use. The operation is violent,

and the restraint it necessitates not only

prevents the poor animal deglutating fluids,

but also terrifies the brute, who, on the

next occasion, naturally is the more resist-

ful. DifiBculties, therefore, increase, and
the dog generally is not long before it

learns to baffle the attempt to confine it.

Moreover, miless the assistant be very well

up to his busmess, his steadiness cannot

be depended upon, and the hand often is

wounded by the teeth of the patient.

I therefore do not, as a general custom,

resort to the tapes, and I advise others only

to employ them upon necessity. There are

some creatures so artful and so resolute

that any attempt to give them physic is

certain to be frustrated. These are mostly

small dogs that have been tutored by seve-

rity, and such animals are not subdued by

any amount of suffering. The poor beasts

fear the doctor more than the diseasa ; and,

though gentle in their dispositions, are

resolute in their resistance. For such cases

I employ the stomach-pump, and by its aid

introduce a dose of sulphate of magnesia

;

for in general it Is only purgatives that

require to be given In bulk. Other drugs

may be cither disguised, or exhibited by

injection. Enemata are of great servic© U»
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tbis animal, and I make much use of them.

In their exhibition, care should always be

taken to introduce the pipe without any
force ; having prcAiously greased the tube,

to ensure its passing the more readily.

While the instrument is in the rectum the

dog should be firmly held, else, in its

struggles, the intestine may be injured.

The fluid should be gently thro\vn up,

even when a large quantity is employed.

For those injections, however, which it is

desirable to have retained, from an ounce

to a quarter of a pound will be sufficient.

"Warm water ought not to be used as an
injection, since it washes away the mucus,
renders the intestinal surface harsh, and
prevents the passage of the fseces. Lin-

seed tea, or any mucilaginous fluid answers
the purpose better, and a solution of soap is

excellent in many cases, when ouly a laxa-

tive effect is desired. The form, however,
as will in the course of this work be
explained, must be repeatedly varied, since

this agent may be rendered medicinal or

nutritive.

Purgatives are most valuable, but are not
free from danger. The digestive canal of

the dog is pecuUarly irritable, and no less

sensitive to the action of medicine. There
are few diseases in which the stomach and
intestines are not involved, and ver>' many
in which purgatives are directlj' contra-

Indicated. Xo one should get into the
habit of thrusting physic of this nature
down the throats of his animals ; and
sportsmen may rest assured that, to the

dog at all events, preparatory doses are not
necessary to condition. Those, however,
who persist in using such stuff's will do well

not to employ the compounds in general

use. The mixture of poppies, buckthorn,

and castor oil is a filthy mess ; and I do not
understand the principles upon which the

abomination is based. A better and more
cleanly mixture is thus made :—

01
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possess some charmed power over the
health of the animal. Lecturers are mar-
vellously fluent upon the subject of the
dog's vomiting, which they dwell upon
with such delight that their auditors must
suppose the act of revulsion in the canine

species is a pleasurable performance. Let
any one, however, possessed of sense and
reason, observe the creature in the act of
being sick. The attitude is not charac-
terised by ease; but the body is draAvn up
preparatory for some unusual effort. The
countenance does not bespeak tranquilUty

;

but the face is expressive of inward oppres-

sion. The animal's frame is shaken by
convulsive spasms, each throe being an-
nounced by a deep pectoral sound, and only

after this has repeatedly been heard is the

stomach able to cast off its contents.

The description denotes nothing calcu-

lated to suggest that the organ whose
derangement is so marked should be rudely
tampered with. It is true the dog can
readily be made to vomit. No creature is

more easily moved in that way ; but in such
a circvmistance reason should perceive no
licence to thrust emetics down the animal's

throat The organ which is so readily

excited, by the fact asserts its sensibility,

and on that very account ought to be the

more respected. I have found oftener diffi-

culty to check this tendency than reason to

provoke it. Repeatedly are tonics rejected,

and only by the reduction of the dose can

the dog's stomach be made to retain the

medicine. The emetics in common use are

far too violent. Antimonial wine, from half

a teaspoonfol to a dessert spoonful, is much
preferable to tartar emetic and calomeL

On no account should such doses as

Blaine prescribes ever be exhibited. Youatt
in his recommendation is much better, but

even the amount he orders is too great. A
quarter of a grain of tartar emetic in solu-

tion is sufficient for a middling-sized dog;

and four grains of ipecacuanha is equally
efl^ective. If in two hours (which rarely
happens) no effect is produced, it is better
to repeat the dose, and continue even to do
so, than to commence with a larger quantity
in the first instance. These animals in
their constitutions are so various, and the
practitioner has so little to guide his judg-
ment, that the utmost caution will not
In every instance protect him from self-

reproach; and in no case is he warranted
in closing his mind agauist the suggestions
of prudence. It is true the primarj- effects

of an emetic are generally gratifying, but
the after consequences, if carefully traced,

will not be found to be equally satisfactory.

Often the purge and the vomit, with which
every dabbler commences his treatment of
a "dog-case," appear to give reUef; but,

commonly, when the immediate excitation

wliich their first operation naturally calls

forth passes away, debility ensues, and the
termination is not in hannony with the
beginning. I once was very partial to

emetics. I now rarely make use of them,
and have uo reason to lament my change
of practice.

Ko notice will be bestowed upon those

mysterious compounds known as altera-

tives, sedatives, &c., which are given
merely because habit has sanctioned their

administration. JSames are in medicine
dangerous things, and give a currency to

error which, to man and beast alike, has
proved fatal. Neither will any attempt be
made to classify diseases, which custom,

though it has some advantages, is likely to

mislead, by setting up a system where no
positive connexion can be demonstrated.

The disorders of the dog in this work will

be treated after no formal plan ; but the

index must supply that want of arrange-

ment, the absence of pretence to which
probably will give offence to regular sUi-

iJiQnts."—.iIayhew on tlie Dog.
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CHAP. nr.

MODE OF ADMDaSTEEING EE:MEDIES TO THE HORSE.
73. The most common form in which

medicine is given to the horse is by means
of the ball, an oblong mass of rather soft

consistence, j-et tough enough to retain its

shape, and wrapped up in thin paper for

that purpose. The usual weight of the ball

is from half an ounce to an ounce, but they
may be given of a larger size, if they are

made longer but not wider. Every groom
should know how to give a ball, which is

managed either with or without a balUng-
iron, an instrument which is seldom
wanted, and which sometimes occasions
considerable mischief to the roof of the
liorse's mouth. Occasionally a horse cannot
be managed by any other means; but,
generally speaking, thej^ are only an excuse
for bad management. In giving a ball in
the ordinary way, the horse's tongue is

drawn out of his mouth on the off or right
side, and held there firmly with the left

hand grasping it as near tlie root as pos-
sible, but to a certain extent yielding to the
movement of the horse's head, so as not
absolutely to tear it out. While the tongue
Is thus held, the ball is placed between
the fingers and tliuaib of the right hand,
extended in a wedge-like or conical form,
so as to pass as far down the swallow as
possible, and the hand in this form, with
the arm bared to the shoulder, is carried
over the root of the tongue till it feels the
Impediment caused by the contraction of
the swallow, when the fingers leave the
ball there, and the hand is withdrawn
quickly yet smootlily, while at the same
moment the tongue is i-eleased, and the
head is held up till the ball is seen to pass
down the gulkt on the left side of the
neck, after which the head may be released.

^Vllen the Ballixg-Ieon is used, the oval
ring of which it is composed is passed into
the mouth, so as to keep it open, being first

well guarded with tow or cloths wrapped
round it; the handle is then held in the
left hand, together tvith the halter, so as to
steady the head, and yet to keep tlie horse
irom biting; and while thus held the hand
can freely be carried over the tongue, and
the ball be deposited in the pharynx. Wliun
a horse is very determined, it is sometimes
uecessary to keep the iron in the nioutli by
means of the cheek-pieces of an ordinary
bridle buckled to the sides of the oval ring

;

tut this expedient is seldom required if the
halter is firmly grasped with the handle ol

the iron. In the usual way the horse to
be balled is turned round in his stall, which
prevents his backuig away from the groom

;

and if the latter is not tall enough, he may
stand upon a sound stable-bucket turned
upside down. Balls should be recently
made, as they soon spoil by keeping; not
only losing their strength, but also becoming
so hard as to be almost insoluble in the
stomach, and frequently passing through
the bowels nearly as they went into the
mouth. When hard they are also Uable
to stick in the horse's gullet. If ammonia,
or any other strong stimulant, is given in
this way, the horse should not have his
stomach quite empty, but should have a
little gruel or water just before, for if this
is put off till afterwards the nauseous taste
of the ball almost always prevents his
drinking. TVIien arsenic forms the principal
ingredient of the ball, it should be given
soon after a feed of corn ; or a quart or two
of gruel should be given instead just before
the ball.

76. The Admutistbation of a Dkench is

a much more troublesome affair than the
giving of a ball ; and in almost all cases
more or less of the dose is wasted. Some-
times, however, a Uquid medicine is to be
prefeiTed, as in colic or gripes, when the
urgent nature of the symptoms demands a
rapidly-acting remedy, which a ball, ft-onx

its requirmg time to dissolve, is not ; and,
besides this, a ball cannot contain any of
the spirituous cordials. The best instrument
for giving a drench is the horn of the ox,
cut obUquely, so as to form a spout. Bottles
are sometimes used in an emei'gency, but
their fragile nature always renders them
dangerous. In giving a drench, the tongue
is held in the same way as for the delivery
of a ball, but the head must be more
elevated ; the drench is then carefully

poured into the throat, after which the
tongue is let go, but the head still kept up
till it is all swallowed. Allowance should
always be made for some waste in giving a
drench.

77. Phtsicking, or the giving of opening
phj'Sic, is necessaiy in many diseases,

which will be specified as they severally

come under observation. The mode of

managing all horses while "in physic" is

that which I shall here describe. In all

cases, if possible, the horse should be pre-

l)ared by bran mashes, given for two or
three nights, so as to make the bowels
rather loose than otherwise, and thus
allow the dose to act without imdue forcing

of the impacted/o'cei backwards. If physic
is given without this softening process,

the stomach aud bowels pour out a large
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secretion of fluid, which is forced back upon
the rectum, and met by a solid obstacle

which it takes a longtime to overcome, and
during that interval the irritating purge is

acting upon the lining membrane, and
often produces excessive inflammation of

it. Purging physic should generally be
given in the middle of the day, after which
the horse should remain in the stable, and
have chilled water as often as he will

drink it, with bran mashes. By the next
morning he will be ready to be walked out

for an hour, which will set the bowels to

act if they have not already begun. It is

usual to tie up the taU with a tape or

string, so as to keep it clean. The horse

should be warmly clothed, and if the physic

does not act with an hour's walk he may
be gently trotted for a short distance, and
then taken home ; and, if still obstinate, he

may be exercised again in the afternoon.

As soon as the physic operates pretty freely

the horse is to be taken into his stable, and
not stirred out again, under any pretence

whatever, for forty-eight hours after it has

"set," or, in common language, stopped

acting. When the purging has ceased, the

mashes may be continued for twenty-four

hours, with a little com added to them,

and a moderate quantity ofhay. The water,

during the whole time, should be in small

quantities, and chilled; and the clothing

should be rather warmer than usual, taking

great care to avoid draughts of cold air.

Every horse requires at least three days'

rest for a dose of phytic, in order to avoid
risk of mischief.

78. The SIode of Giving a Clyster is

now rendered simple enough, because a
pump and tube are expressly made for the
purpose; and the groom has only to pass
the greased end of the tube carefully into

the rectum, for about eight or nine inches,

and then pump the liquid up until a sufficient

quantity is given. From a gallon to six
quarts is the average quantity, but in colic

a much larger amount is required.

79. Lotions are applied by means of calico

bandages, if used to the legs ; or by a piece

of calico tied over the part, if to any othei

surface.

80. Fomentations are very serviceable to

the horse in all recent external inflamma-
tions, and it is astonishing what may be
done by a careful groom, with warm water
alone, and a good-sized sponge. Sometimes
by means of an elastic tube and stop-cock

warm water is conducted in a contmuous
stream over an inflamed part, as in severe

wounds, &C., in which this plan is found

wonderfully successful in allaying the irri-

tation, which is so likely to occur in the

nervous system of the horse. A vessel of

warm water is placed above the level of the

horse's back, and a small India-rubber tube

leads from it to a sponge fixed above the

part, from which the water runs to the

ground as fast as it is over-fillcil. It is a

plan very easily carried out by .'Uiy person

of ordinary ingenuity.
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PART V.

DISEASES OF THE DOG AND HOESE.

BOOK UL—THE DISEASES OF THE DOG, AND THEIR TREATMENT.

CHAP. L

FEVERS.

Sect, l.—Simple Epheuekal Fevet;.

81. In the Dog, simple fever is merely a
condition in whicli there is first a chilliness,

accompanied by actual increase of surface,

heat, and quicli respiration and pulse; then
loss of appetite and diminished secretion of

nrine, with frequently costive bowels ; and,

finally, a tendency to congestion in the

mucous membrane of the lungs or nostrils,

or of some other ihtemal organ, but gene-
rally of the lungs and nose, producing
cough and running at the nose and eyes.

The febrile symptoms usually run a short
course, seldom going beyond three days,

but the congestion of the mucous membrane
often remains much longer.

82. The Cause is almost always exposure
to cold, especially a draught of cold air on
a heated skin, after exercise. ^

83. The Tkeatmext will be as follows ;—
In the first place, complete rest should be
accorded; next, a dose ot aperient medi-
cine, with calomel, in the following shape,

will generally be advisable, as it will clear

away any sources of irritation which may
exist—

Calomel, 2 to 4 grains.

Jalap in powder, 10 to 15 grains.

Ginger, 1 grain. Mix.

The dose will be in proportion to the size

and strength of the dog, giving one-half

or a quarter to a small one, or to a young
puppy. When this has operated, with the

assistance of some gruel, verj' little more
will be necessary' under ordinary circum-

stances, and in a few days the dog will be

welL

Sect. 2.—Simple Epidemic Fetiii, oa
Influenza.

84. This species of fever is closely allied to

the preceding variety in everything but the

cause, which. Instead of being exposure to

cold, is some peculiar condition of the air,

to which the name epidemic is given, in

order to conceal our ignorance, for It is

really only giving a name and nothing else.

The term hifluenza is precisely similar, both
only signifying the peculiar and general pre-

valence of the complaint, and not defining

Us nature or its cause. Tlic latter term

is, however, applied more especially to

epidemic catarrh, which is the form we are
now considering. As the symptoms are

very closely similar to those of simple cold,

or ephemeral fever, it is unnecessarj- to

repeat them; nor is the treatment In the
first stage at all different But as the couijh

and running seldom disappear withuat
some extra care and attention, it does not i

always do to trust to nature here for a cure.

Loweruig medicines and diet after the flr.^t

few days are not at all successful ; and, vn
the other hand, warm expectorants, with
tolerably good and nourishing slops, will be

found to answer the best. The expectorant

bolus, No. 1, may be given night and
morning -with advantage, and a stunulating

ombrocation. No. 1, applied to the side

night and morning with the hand. As soon

as the cough and running at the nose have
somewhat subsided, and before exercise is

allowed, the bark mixture (Tonic No. 2)

may be given ; and only when the strength

and spirits are so recruited as to warrant
the supposition that the health is greatly

restored is the dog to be allowed exercise,

and then only at first with great caution.

It is often tiie case that a prematura
exposure to air and excitement brings on a
relapse, and especiallj' when the lungs are

at all implicated eitlicr in their substance or

mucous membrane. A human patient can
be taken out m a carriage, but dogs, unless

they are great pets, are seldom allowed

that indulgence; and hence the necessity

for the above precaution.

Sect. 3.—Typhus Feveb oa Distesipeb.

85. In a pre^^ous series of letters I havo
entered at great length into the nature of

distemper, as it is called, in order to show
its ejtact similarity to typhus fever; and ia

tliat opinion I am now more than ever

settled, with enlarged time and opportunity

01 observation. Mr. Mayhew, to whom I

have already referred as the most recent

and correct veterinary writer on the

diseases of the dog, seems to agree in the

main with my opinion, though he likens it

to "continued fever" in the human sub-

ject, instead of tyi)hu3. Here, however, I

think he is wrong ;
probably from not being

sufticiently conversant with continued fever

in man, in which disease the febrile action

is very lilgh, and the prostration of strength

auU emaciatiou not ucaily so rapid as hi
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typbus and distemper. However, It is some
satisfaction to find him leaving the beaten
track, even though he still adheres to the

old prejudice in favour of the mucous mem-
branes, which he thinlis are the main seat

of the fever. " It essentially is fever affect-

ing tlie entire of the mucous surfaces, but
especially those of the alimentary canal."

—

Mayhew, page 36. It is extraordinary what
a difference there is among observers, for

Mr. IMayhew comes to the conclusion that

it is yexy doubtful whether it is contagious

or not; and that all dogs, whetlier starved

or taken care of, are equally its \'ictiras.

JJow, I am inclined to believe as he says,

that in this opinion he will be at variance

with ninety-nine out of a hundred of those

who' have had to do with dogs, and I am
decidedly of opi nion that he is wrong in both
suppositions. But, leaving out of view all

the arguments pro and con which I have
heretofore inflicted upon my readers, I will

proceed to describe what 1 believe to be the

essence of the disease, and its best mode of

treatment, which is what the sportsman
chiefl}' cares about, and in which there is

very little difference in principle between
the plans advocated by Mr. Mayhew and
my own, which were however promulgated
long before his volume saw the light.

86. The Essence of the Disease is a

depraved or poisoned condition of the blood,

which may arise spontaneously or be pro-

duced by contagion. "When it arises from
contagion, the disease is clearly distemper

from the first; but when arising spon-

taneously, it often supervenes upon other

diseases, such as common or epidemic

catarrh, &c.; and then it is not at once

clear in the early stage whether it may
assume the character of distemper or not.

i\o otlier disease prostrates the system so

rapidly, nor does any other produce such

rapid emaciation ; both arising from the

action of a poison m the blood, by which
the nervous system is affected, and the

soUd matter of the muscles rapidly broken

down. It appears to me that in the genuine

distemper all the secretions are vitiated in

quality, or diminished in quantity, so that

the urine is high-coloured and scanty; the

bowels are costive or loose, and their dis-

charges of a peculiarly offensive character;

and the mucous membranes of the eyes,

nose, and lungs pouring out a thick viscid

and yellow mucus. The bile, if any is

secreted, is black and scanty ; and the

saliva is absent, with a thick black forma-

tion of " sordes " about the mouth in its

I)lace. Since, therefore, these are not nearly

i\\\ mucous secretions which are altered, but

of difi'erent glands, it can scarcely be said

to be a fever of mucous membranes alone,

but rather a fever impUcating aU the secre-

tions of the body, and also the ergans of
nutrition, so that the body is neither pro-
perly depurated nor supported whilst it

exists.

87. The Ststptoms are very various, aa
may be expected, considering the nature of
the disease; and that it may either arise
from contagion or in consequence of the
attack of other diseases. They may, how-
ever, mainly be summed up as consisting of
two sets—first, the invariable symptoms;
and secondly, the occasional ones. The
invariable symptoms are low insidious
fever, excessive prostration, and rapid
emaciation, both much greater than any
other similar disease will produce ; so that
it is very common to find a dog which is in
tolerable health, tliough perhaps aiUng
slightly, in three days quite unable to
stand, and wasted to a skeleton. These
symptoms often occur vrithout purging, or
any apparent cause except the fever ; and
when they come on, even where there is no
mnning at the eyes and nose, or cough, or
other local complication, the disease is

clearly distemper; and there is great dan-
ger, from the general poisoning of the blood

and the great loss of strength attending

tipon it, in consequence of the want of depu-
ration and nutrition. The appetite is also

almost always bad, and must be forced in

most cases in order to support the powers.

The accidental sj-mptoms are connected

with the various comphcations which occur

in this Protean complaint, and depend
upon the organ or organs which are the

seat of the congestion or inflammation.

Thus, if the lungs are attacked, there is

evidence of congestion of the lungs. If the

bowels are the seat of complication, they

show it by the signs pecuUar to that

disease, and so on ; and in each case atten-

tion must be paid to the peculiar comphca-

tion in order to combat it by appropriate

remedies.

88. The Usual Coubse op Distemper

when contracted by contagion, or when
epidemic, as it sometimes clearly is, may
be described as follows :—The first thing

observed is a peculiar duluess of the eyes,

Avitli a general lassitude, and indisposition

eitlK.r to play or work, but not of such a
character as to mark anything but an

ordinary cold, or other slight ailment. But
usuaUy accompanying this tlierc is apecullar

cough, which comes on without anj-thing

apparently to cause it, and generally be-

tween a cough and a sneeze, so that the

dog stands and coughs and sneezes, or

sneezes and coughs, for five minutes at a

time, as soon as he is taken out, but is firee

from it in the kennel ; and it is only when
the blood is driven through the mucous
membrane more rapidly than usual that
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IMS condition is produced. But though this

is easily detected by the practised ear

(because the character is less bold and
decided than inordinary or epidemic cough
or catarrh), yet to the uninitiated it is not

so clear, and this symptom alone will sel-

dom lead to any decided knowledge ot what
is to come. If, however, it has made its

appearance at a time when there has been
no exposure to cold or wet, and especially

In a puppy, either at six months old, when
teething, or in the following spring, when
sheddmg the coat, it is a very suspicious

symptom at all times. But when a dog
with this sneezing at once loses his appetite

entirely, without being sick, and at the same
time loses his strength and flesh in a few
days, almost entirely, it may safely be
inferred that the distemper is coming on,

unless there is some other disease apparent,
such as violent inflammation of the lungs,

liver, or bowels. With this condition of the
general sj'stem, and of the nose and throat,

there is almost alwa^'s a discharge of black
and pitchy faeces, scanty in quantity, unless
diarrhoea comes on, but very offensive. The
water is high coloured, and the dog is chillj%

and disincUned to leave his kennel. The
eyes are congested, and somewhat irritable

on exposure to a strong light; they are
generally, more or less, glued up with
mucus, and sometimes to such an extent as

to run down the face in a long pearly drop.

The nose also is either dry and hot, or cool

and discharging a thick mucus, often tinged
with blood ; and sometimes there is a frothy
expectoration from the first. After a time
tlie mouth becomes loaded with brown fur,

called "sordes." The respiration is very
quick, and the pulse is either quick, yet
without power, or sometimes so slow as to

be even below the number of respirations,

which is a state I have never seen except in

distemper. It usually runs a course of from
three to six weeks, and may be considered

as divided into four periods ; first, the period
of incubation, called incipient ; secondly,

tlie period of reaction, in which the vari-

ous comphcations make their appearance;
thirdly, the period o[ prostration, marking
its true tj'phoid nature; and, fourthly,

the period of convalescence. When distem-
per supervenes Ujiou other diseases, its early
symptoms arc not developed, and neitlier

the incipient stage nor the stage of reaction

are indicated ; but after the usual progress

of an attack of common catarrh, or of
ordinary inflammation of the lungs, the
typhoid stage is manifested, and the dog
may be said to have true distemper, and in

common language it is so described.

1 Head Complication Besides the
general symptoms cimmcrated above, there

is sometimes an evident torpor of the brain,

with a fit occurring early in the attack,
marking congestion of that vital organ.
The eyes are generallj^ deeply injected with
dark blood when this is the case ; and there
may, or may not, be at the same time con-
gestion ot the mucous membrane of the
nose, eyes, and lungs, which usually occur
together. This ofthe head is the worst com-
plication which can occur, except perhaps
violent diarrhoea; but it is even more un-
manageable than that. A second or third
fit generally takes the dog off at once ; or, if

he lives through this stage, he becomes a
confirmed cripple from chorea, which gene-
rally supervenes upon this complication.

2

—

Bronchial Cojiplicatiox is by far

the most common, and it is also the most

.

under control In it there is generally an
excessive running from the eyes and nose,

,

together with -violent cough, quick breath-
ing, and sometimes, though not often,

actual inflammation of the lungs.

3—The Bowels are often the seat of a
complication, and when this is the case
there is generally present at first a violent

purging of black pitchy fluid, followed by
wateiy and offensive motions, and patches
of lymph or whitish skin mixed with them.
After a time blood makes its appearance in

streaks, and then in large quantities ; and
if this is not checked, the dog rapidly sinks
and dies from exliaustion.

4.—The Skin is attacked by a crop of

large and small pustules, or blebs, filled

s%'ith matter, often tinged with purple blood.

This is a good sign, and indicates that the
disease is expending itself upon an organ
not directly implicating life.

89. Distemper may easily be confounded
with those simple inflammations which
attack the same organs ; thus, madness
implicating the brain, bronchitis or diarr-

hoea may all be readily mistaken for it, but
the distinction consists in the low fever, the
prostration and the rapid emaciation, which
are all much less marked in the above
diseases. Whenever a simple inflammation
attacks any of these organs there is high

fever, with creatly increased heat of the

nose and legs ; bounding and quick pulse,

and very rapid breathing, amounting to

panting in bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia,
or with a refusal to he down ; but, on the
contrarj', in distemper, the nose and legs

are generally cold after the first stage; tho
lever is low, and the breathing, though
quick, is not panting, nor is the pulse hard

or greatlj' accelerated, often being below tho

frequency of the respirations.

90. The Treatment will depend much
upon the stage of the disease. The grand
principle in the two first of the periods,

~

mentioned in ])ar. 88, is to hold the hand
and wait for symptoms ; it is far better to
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,do nothing than to do harm, and if there is

no occasion for medicine it should not be
given. If, however, the bowels are con-
ifined, or if the motions are black and
OflFensive, a calomel and jalap purge, No. 2,

may be given, and it may be followed up
by small doses ofrhubarb and ipecacuanha,
consisting of 2 or 3 grains of the former, and
i a grain of the latter, two or three times
a-day, diminishing the dose by one-half for

a small dog. If this produces a good colour
In the evacuations it may be stopped, and
.nature suffered to take her course, with the
aid of a little nitre in the water, which will

not be rejected by the thirsty dog, in the
proportion of 10 grains to the pint. When
reaction sets in, the treatment must depend
upon the organ attacked, always remem-
bering that in distemper active measures
are not borne with impunity, and that
bleeding and severe purging will almost
inevitably kill. If the head is the seat of
complication, counter-irritation is the only
means of affording relief; and the best
mode of effecting it is to pass a large seton
through the neck with a red-hot skewer,
which does not give the pain which might
be imagined. The seton should afterwards
be dressed with mild blister- ointment,

Ko. 1, rubbed into the tape every day.
With this may be given, after the calomel
and jalap purge, a mixture as follows :

—

Nitre, IJ drachm.
Sweet spirits of nitre, 2 drachms.
Tincture of henbane, 2 draclnns.

Tincture of colchicum, 1 drachm.
Camphor mixture, 6 ounces.

Mix, and give one-sixth three times a-day.
The eyes may always be allowed to take
their own course.

If the lungs are the seat of complication,

the expectorant bolus, Ko. 1 or 2, may
be given three times a-day; and, if very
violent, the embrocation, Ko. 1, applied to

the chest every night. For the bowels,
when relaxed, anodjme applications are
needful, and one or other of those given in

the list of anodynes will be likely to be
useful ; beginning with those first men-
tioned, and using rice and rice-water or
arrowroot as food, and nothing else. In
the stage of prostration which comes on
immediately the stage of reaction begins to

decline, strengthening food and tonics must
be liberally given, consisting of bark and
wine with arrowToot or beef-tea. The bark
is to be given in the shape of decoction of

the yellow bark, one ounce, with a tea-

spoonful of Hiixham's tincture of bark ; and
if the dog is very low and weak, 30 drops
of aromatic spirit of ammonia. This dose
should be given three times a-day, and it

will often succeed in restoring an apparently

hopeless attack. In one case which occurred
at the Knightsbridge barracks during the
present summer, a very handsome young
grej-hound bitch was actually drawn out of
her bed, being supposed to be dead, and
was ordered to be buried; but, giving a
groan or a gasp, her master ordered her to
be liberally supplied with this medicine,
and she gradually recovered. In the con'
valescent period the great danger is of a
relapse from too early exercise. It is a long
time before the heart recovers itself so as
to be lit for exertion, and yet the dog's
spirits are often so buoyant after a long
confinement, as to lead him to gallop and
play about in a way which soon leads to a
second attack of the same character as the
first, and with the additional complication
of a prostrated and debilitated constitution.

No dog after distemper should be taken out
without a leading-strap, and he should only
be walked for half a mUe or so at first till

he gets strength enough to bear more. By
this precaution few relapses occur; and in
most cases, with ordinary prudence, if a
dog lives over the first fortnight he will

recover, if attention is paid to his diet and
medicine. The latter I have already
alluded to, and now I shall speak of the
former.

9L The Diet, which is even more im-
portant than medicine, in the early or
inciijient stage, should be very Ught, such
as oatmeal porridge, flavoured with milk or
with mutton broth. If diarrhoea comes on,

rice-water should be allowed as the sole

drink, and well-boiled rice given as food,

flavoured with milk. This diet is to be con-
tinued until the typhoid stage comes on,

when strong beef-tea, arrowroot, and port

wine, or boiled rice, with a httle brandy in

it, should be given, and, if necessarj', forced

upon the dog by drenching him with a
spoon. This treatment will often be neces-

sary until the convalescent stage is fully

established, w-hen the appetite returns, and
the dog feeds as usual ; but it will be a long

time before his stomach Is strong enough to

bear solid food.

92. Wabsi Clothixg is of the greatest

consequence tiiroughout the progress of the

distemper, if the attack comes on during

cold weather. Plenty of fresh air must be

always given, but fi-om it the body should

be protected by a soft, but warm, cloth, kept

on night and day, and plenty of clean straw,

which should be changed at least twice

a-weefc. The kennel ought also to be kept

scrupulously clean, and should be constantly

swept out, though washing in very cold

weather is not to be practised.

93. For the Treatment of Worms tw

Distemper, see :Mr. :Mayhew's remarks,

paragraph 95, in which I fully agree.
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94. ScMHABY OF Distemper.—The essence

of the disease is low fever, of a typhoid cha-

racter. The secret of successful treatment

is not to do too much in the first stage, but

simply to correct the torpid condition of the

liver; in the second, to combat symptoms
as they arise, by as mild treatment as will

control them; and in the <Atrd, to support

the strength by tonics, and plenty ofnourish-
ing food. Whilst a relapse is to be guarded
against by carefully keeping the dog to his

kennel till quite strong again. Such is the

treatment which I have found so successful

that I would engage to cure 99 out of every
100 dogs attacked by distemper, ifpreviously

healthy; but as others may not be equally

lucky, I will present to their notice an
extract from Mayhew's recent book on the

diseases of the dog, detailing his method of

treatment, which lie asserts to be almost

invariably successful, and which statement

I can easily beUeve, inasmuch as it is

founded upon the same principles as mine,
though more complicated in its details. It

will be observed that Mr. Mayhew dilates

at much greater length than I have clone

upon the minutiae of treatment; but as his

remarks are intended for his veterinaiy

brethren, whilst mine are solely aimed at

affording information to the sportsman,

there is some reason for the length to which
lie has extended them. The greater part of

his remarks are quite in accordance with
myown observations, and ai-e either founded
upon my previously-published letters, or in

very curious coincidence with them. But
there are some of his remedies which are

new to me as applied to this disease, as,

for instance, the preparation of arsenic, of

the operation of wliich in distemper I know
nothing, and also the extract of belladonna;

both of which may, however, be useful, for

aught I know to the contrary; but they
must be exhibited on his authoritj', and
not on mine. The other remedies are so

nearly similar to mine, that I need not say
anything about them, except to remark to

those who know little of drugs, that qui-

nine, recommended bj* Mr. IMayhew, is the
active principle of yellow bark, upon which
I place my chief reliance, and which I think

is much better than its modem substitute.

95. Mr. MAYirEw's Treatment of Dis-

temper :—"The symptoms of distemper, as

the reader will, after wading tlirouuh the

foregoing description, have perceived, are

numerous and complicated ; they admit of

no positive arrangement, being both cxccn-

tric in their order and appearances. Kcdness
of the eyes, with discharge fVora botli eyes
and nose, accompanied with ordinary «gns
of illness, are the early indications; but even
tijese are not to be sought for, or to be

expected In any single form. Thejudgment

must be exercised, and study strengthened
by experience will alone enable any man
to pronounce the presence of distemper in
many cases ; while, perhaps, without know-
ledge or practice any person may recognise
it in the generality of instances.

The treatment is rendered the more difS-

cult because of the insidious nature of the
disorder, and the uncertain character of its

symptoms ; under such circumstances, it is

no easy task to make perfectly clear those
instructions I am about to give. I am in

J

possession of no specific ; I do not pretend to
teach how to conjure; I am going only to-

lay down certain rules which, if judiciously

applied, will tend to take from this disease

that fatal reputation which it has hitherto

acquired. I shall be obliged, however, to

leave much to the discretion of the reader;
for it would employ too great a space, did I

attempt to make provision for all possible

accidents and probable combinations.
The diet is of aU importance ; it must be

strictly attended to. In the first place,

meat or flesh must be withheld. Boiled
rice, with a little broth from which the fat

has been removed, may be the food of a
weakly animal, but for the majority bread
and milk will be sufficient; whichever is em-
ployed must be given perfectly cold. Sugar,
butter, sweet biscuits, meat, gravy, greens,

tea or pot liquor—either luxuries or trash,

must be scrupulously denied in any quan-
tity, however small. Skim-milk, if per-
fectly sweet, is to be prefeiTed, and coarse
bread or ship biscuits are better than the
same articles of a finer quality. These n-ill

form the diet, when the dog can be brought
to accept them ; and to rice, the favourite

(however great maj- be the pity he elicits,

or however urgent may be his solicitations

for a more liberal fare) must be rigidly

confined. If, after a few trials, the dog
stubbornly refuses such provender, meat
must of necessity be given, but it should be
of the very best description, and rather
underdone. Of this kind, it ought to be
minced, and mixed with so much rice or

ship biscuit as the animal can at first be
made to eat with it ; the rice or biscuit may
then be gradually increased; and in the
end the vegetable substance will constitute,

at all events, the major part of the support.

Water, constantlj' changed (a circumstance

too little attended to where dogs are con-

cerned), must be the only drink ; the bed
must be warm and dry, but airy. Cleanli-

ness cannot be carried to too nice an
eutent; here the most fastidious attention

is not out of place. Let the kennel be daily

cleared, and the bed regularly changed at

least thrice a-week ; straw or hay is better

for the dog to sleep upon than cushions or

blankets, which being more expensive, are
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not so frequently replaced. Too much hay
or straw cannot be allowed ; but, on the
other hand, it is difficult to regulate the quan-
tity of the finer articles. In the last kind
of bed the animal is often almost smothered,
or else he scrapes them into a lump, and
lies sliivering on the top; whereas, when
he has straw to lie upon, he can either
creep beneath it, and shelter himself when
sensible of cold, or expose himself to the
air when oppressed by the fever. The sen-
sations being the only guide, it is best to
leave the dog, as much as possible, capable
of obeying its instinct ; but always let the
bed be ample, as during the night the
shivering generally prevails, and the cold
fit is entirely independent of the heat to be
felt at the skin, or the temperature of the
season. Let the dog be kept away from
Ihe fire, for if permitted, it Avill creep to
the hearth, and may be injured by the
laUing cinders, when the bum will not
perhaps readily heal. A cold or rather cool
place is to be selected, one protected from
wet, free from damp, and not exposed to
wind or draughts. The kennel, if properly
constructed, is the better house, for dogs do
best in the open air; the only objection to
which is, the chance it offers of the animal
being drenched with rain. If the kennel
can be placed under an open outhouse, I
should always have it put there ; and what
else I would recommend is, of course, told

by the line of conduct which I pursue.
Medicinal measures are not to be so

quickly settled. A constant change of the
agents employed "will be imperative, and
the practitioner must be prepared to meet
every symptom as it appears. The treat-

ment is almost whoUy regulated by the
symptoms, and as the last are various, of
course the mode of vanquishing them can-
not be uniform. To guide us, however,
there is the well-known fact, the disease we
have to subdue is of a febrile kind, and has
a decided tendency to assume a typhoid
character; therefore, whatever is done must
be of a description not Ukely to exhaust

;

depletion is altogether out of the question.

The object we have to keep in view is the
support of nature, and the husbanding of
those powers which the malady is certain

to prey upon : in proportion as this is done,
60 will be the issue. In the very early
stage, purgatives or emetics are adrnissible.

If a dog is brought to me with reddened
eyes, but no discharge, and the o^vner does
no more with regard to the animal than
complain of dulness, a want of appetite,

and a desire to creep to the warmth, then I

give a mild emetic such as is directed, page
32; and this I repeat for three successive

mornings ; on the fourth day a-lministering

,a gentle purge, as ordered, page 30. The

tartar emetic solution and purgative pills I
employ for these piu-poses, in preference to
castor oil or ipecacuanha, and during tho
same time I prescribe the following pills :—

Ext belladonna, 6 to 24 grains.
Ifitre, 1 to 4 scruples.
Extract of gentian, l to 4 drachms.
Powdered quassia, a sufficiency.

Make into 24 pills, and give 3 daily;
choosuig the lowest amount specified, or
the intermediate quantities, according to
the size of the animaL

Often under this treatment the disease
will appear to be suddenly cut short ; with
the action of the purgative, or even before
it has acted, all the symptoms will dis-
appear, and nothing remains which seems
to say any further treatment is required.
I never rest here, for experience has taught
me that these appearances are deceptive
and the disorder has a disposition to return

';

consequently strict injunctions are given ai
to diet, and a course of tonics is adopted :—

Disulphate of quinine, 1 to 4 scruples.
Sulphate of iron, l to 4 scruples.
Extract of gentian, 2 to 8 drachms.
Powdered quassia, a sufficiency.

Make into 20 pills, and give 3 daUy.

At the same time I give the liquor
arsenicaUs, which I prepare not exactly as is
directed by the London Pharmacopceia, but
after the following method u—
Take any quantity of arsenious acid, and

adding to it so much distilled water as will
constitute 1 ounce of the fluid to eveiy
4 grains of the substance, put the two into
a glass vessel; to these put a quantity
of carbonate of potash equal to that of the
acid, and let the whole boil until the liquid
is perftctly clear. The strength is the same
as the preparation used in human practice

;

the only difference is, the colouring and
flavouring ingredients are omitted, because
they render the medicine distasteful to the
dog. The dose for the dog is from 1 to 3

drops; it may be carried higher, but should
not be used in greater strength, when a
tonic or febrifuge effect only is desired.

Of the liquor arsenicahs I take 10 or 20

drops, and adding 1 omice of distilled water,
mingled with a httle simple sjTup, I order
a teaspoonful to be given thrice daily with
the pills, or in a little milk, or in any fluid

the creature is fond of The taste being
pleasant, the dog does not object to this

physic ; and it is of all importance that it

should be annoyed at this time as little as
may be possible.

Numerous are the cases which have thus
been shortened by this method; and the
advantage gained by this mode of treat-

ment is, that if the mea-sures employed be
2S
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not absolutely necessary, they do no harm

;

and, if required, they are those which are

calculated to mitigate {he violence of the

disease; so, for three or four weeks, I

pursue this course, and should all then

appear well, I dismiss the case.

Most generally, however, the dogs brought

to us with the distemper have the disease

fairly established before we see them ; then

I never purge nor vomit; the time when
such agents could be remedial has passed,

and if now used, though they will seem to

do some immediate good, the after con-

sequences are always to be regretted. The
action of the purgative has scarcely sub-

sided before the distemper assumes a more
virulent form, and the probability of the

termination is rendered more dark. During
the distemper I pay little attention to the

bowels; and, however great may be the

costiveness, I never venture to resort even

to a laxative, though, should I discover the

rectum to be impacted with hard faeces, an
enema may be employed. That which I use

on these occasions is composed of gruel, to

which some sulphuric ether and laudamma
has been added.

Cold gi'uel, 1 quart.

Sulphuric ether, 4 drachms.
Laudanum, 1 scruple.

The above quantity will be ample for the

largest dog, oae-eighth will be enough for

a small animal, and for a mere pup an
ounce of the fluid is often sufficient. In

these cases, however, I always continue

the injection until it is returned; the object

not being to have it retained, but simply to

lubricate the part, and thereby to facilitate

the passage of the ffeces, while by distend-

ing the rectum, that intestine is stimu-

lated to expel its contents. The ether and
laudanum are introduced to guard against

tlie possibility of irritation. If a more than
usual disposition to costiveness be observed,

twice a week a meal of liver, chopped very
fine, is allowel; but even this should be
given only after there is absolute i^roof of

its necessity.

Of the cough, however distressing it may
be, I take no notice. I do nothing for its

relief, but persevere in the tonic treatment,

and become more strict in my directions

concerning diet. The cough is only one of

the symptoms attendant on the disorder,

and the measures likely to mitigate its

severity will aggravate the disease ; while,

by attacking the disorder, we destroy tlie

cause, and with that the effect also dis-

ai)pears.

The eyes I treat, or rather rcftise to treat,

upon the same principle, \yhatever may
be the appearance they present— even
tliough the animal slioalil be actually blind,

the eye of a dull thick white colour on its

entire surface, and the centre of the cornea
ulcerated—nevertheless, I let them alone,

and turn a deaf ear to the entreaties whicli

call on me to relieve so terrible an afflic-

tion : I forbid even the discharge to be
washed off. Nothing must go near them;
but the treatment must be pursued as

though we were ignorant that the parts r

were affected- Ajiy excessive accumula-
tion may be gently picked off with the
fingers once a-day ; but even this must be
performed -with the utmost caution, and, in

most mstances, had better be let alone. It

can only be necessary in dogs that have
very long hair, which becomes matted and '

glued together upon the cheeks ; for other

animals it is not imperative. If the lids

should be stuck together, the fastening

substance may be removed ; but it should
not be too quickly done even then. All

water, either warm, tepid, or cold, every
kind of lotion, or any sort of salve or
powder, will do harm, by either weakening
or irritating the organs. A3 to bleeding,

bUstering, and setoning, which have beea
advised, they are contrary to the dictates of

humanity, and, as a necessary consequence,
are injurious. In medicuie, at least with
the dog, that wliich is not kind is not good.
With these animals the feelings are much
safer than the reason; and a lady, con-
sulting the impulses of her heart, would be
more likely to save her favourite than a
veterinary surgeon, who proceeded upon the
practice of that which he supposed was liis

science. Let the eyes of the sufferer alone

;

we cannot alleviate the pain, or shorten its

duration. The disease regulates the tor-

ture, and to that we must give attention.

If the distemper is conquered, the sight will

mostly be restored ; but if the eyes are
tampered ^vith, consequences may ensue
which are not natural to the disease, but
are induced by the crude and cruel pre-

judices of the doctor. The man who, daring
distemper, seeing an tilcer upon the cornea,

under the imagination that by so doing he
will set up a healthy action, presumes to

touch it with lunar caustic, will, in tha

resistance of the poor patient, be rebuked,

and, by the humour of the eye squirting

into his face, probably bo infonned that

he has accomplished the very object he
intended to prevent, while a fungoid mass
will spring up to commemorate his achieve-
ment.
When the lungs .are attacked, all kinds ol

mistaken cruelties have been perpetrated.

No wonder the disease has been so fatal,

when it has been so little understood. I

cannot conceive that anj' dog could survivo

the measures I was by my college tutor

taught to pursue, or the plan wliich books
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told me to adopt. isTeedlessIy severe, calcu-

lated to strengtlien the disease, and to

decrease the power of the animal to sur-

vive, as tlie general practice decidedly is, I

entreat the reader to reject it. In truth,

the involvement of the lungs is, in dis-

temper, a very slight affair; no symptom
yields more quickly or to milder means.
Bo not forget the diet, but let it be both
Jew and smalL The system cannot endure
depletion, therefore we must gain whatever
we can through abstinence. Do not starve,

but be cautious not to cram the animal;
only keep it so short that it remains always
himgiy. The meal must now never be full,

or sufficient to satisfy the appetite, which
is usuallj' large. A loaded stomach would
do much injury, therefore little and often

is the rule. The amount for the day must
be cut off in the morning ; and during the
day, at as many times as the owner
pleases, it may, Uttle by little, be offered,

but no more must be allowed. If the dog
should not be incUned to eat, which is not
often the case at this particular period, the
sircumstauce is hardly to be regretted;

he is not, save under the direction of one
(juaUfled to give such an order, to be
enticed or forced. As for medicine, let the
following pill be given thrice daily :—

Extract of belladonna, 1 to 4 grains.

Is^itre, 3 to 8 grains.

James's powder, 1 to 4 grains.

Conserve of roses, a sufficiency.

IMs will be the quantity for one pill ; but a

setter effect is produced if the medicine be

administered in smaller doses, and at

shorter intervals. If the dog can be con-

stantly attended to, and does not resist the

exhibition of pills, or will swallow them
readily when concealed in a bit of meat, the

.'oUowing may be given every hour :

—

Extract of belladonna, i to 1 gi-ain

Nitre, 1 to 4 grains.

James's powder, J to l grain.

' Conserve of roses, a sufficiency

"With these a very little of the tincture of

jconite may be also blended, not more than

L drop to 4 pills. The tonics ought during

;he time to be discontinued, and the chest

;hould be daily auscultated to learn when
he symptoms subside. So soon as a

narked change is observed, the tonic

treatment must be resumed, nor need we
wait until aU signs of chest affection have
llsappeared. When the more active stage

s mastered by strengthening the system,

he cure is often hastened ; but the animal

should be watched, as sometimes the affec-

iiion will return. More ft-equently, however,

jvhile the lungs engross attention, the eyes

jccome disordered. When such is the case,

the tonics may be at once resoned to ; fbr
then there is little fear but the disease ia

leaving the chest to Involve other struc-
tures.

Diarrhoea may next start up. If it appears,
let ether and laudanum be immediately
administered, both by the mouth and by
injection. To 1 pmt of gruel add 2 ounces
ot sulphuric ether, and 4 scruples of the
tincture of opium ; shake them well to-
gether. From half an ounce to a quarter
of a pint of this may be employed as an
enema, which should be administered with
great gentleness, as the desire is that it

should be retained. This should be repeated
every third hour, or oftener if the symptoms
seem urgent, and there is much straining
after the motions. From a tablespoonful to
four times that quantity of the ether and
laudammi mixture, in a small quantity of
simple syrup, may be given every second,

hour by the mouth; but if there is any
indication of colic, the dose may be repeated
every hour or half hour ; and I have occa-
sionally given a second dose when only ten
minutes have elapsed. Should the purga-
tion continue, and the pain subside, ft-om

5 to 20 drops of liquor potasste may be added
to every dose of ether given by the mouth

;

which, when there is no colic, should be
once in three hours, and the pills directed

below may be exhibited at the same time :—

Prepared chalk, 5 grains to 1 scruple.

Powdered ginger, 3 to 10 grains.

Powdered caraways, 3 to 10 grains.

Powdered capsicums, 1 to 4 grains.

Confection of roses, a sufficiency.

To the foregoing, ft-om 2 to 8 grains of

powdered catechu may be added should it

seem to be required, but it is not generally

needed. Opium more than has been recom-
mended, in this stage, is not usually bene-

ficial ; and, save in conjunction with ether,

which appears to deprive it of its injurious

property, I am not in the habit of employ-

ing it

I have been more full in my directions fbr

diarrhoea than was perhaps required by tho

majority of cases. Under the administra-

tion of the ether only, I am, therefore, never

in a hurry to resort even to the hquor

potassae, which, however, I use some time

before I employ the astringent pills, and

during the whole period I persevere witli

the tonic The diet I restrict to strong beef

tea, thickened with ground rice, and nothing

ot a solid nature is allowed. Should these

measures not arrest the purgation, but tho

faeces become offensive, chloride of zinc ia

introduced into the injection, and also into

the ether given by the mouth- With tho

first, from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful

of the solution is combined, and with the
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last half those quantities are blended. A
wash, composed of 2 ounces of the solution

of the chloride to a pint of cold water, is

also made use of to cleanse the anus, about

•which, and the root of the tail, the fsces

have a tendency to accumulate. Warm
turpentine I have sometimes vdth advan-

tage had repeatedly held to the abdomen,

by means of flannels heated and then dipt

into the oil, which is afterwards -wrung out.

This, however, is apt to be energetic in its

action; but that circumstance offers no

objection to its emplojonent. "When it

causes much pain, it may be discontinued,

and with the less regret, as the necessity is

the less in proportion as the sensibility is

the greater. Should it even produce no

indication even of uneasiness, it must never-

theless not be carried too far, since on the

dog it will cause serious irritation if injudi-

ciously employed ; and we may then have

the consequences of the appUcation to con-

tend with added to the effects of tbe disease.

When it produces violent irritation, a wash
made of a drachm of the carbonate of

ammonia to half a pint of water may be

applied to the surface ; and when the

Inflammation subsides, the part may be

dressed with spermaceti ointment. The
fits are more to be dreaded than any other

symptom ; when fairly established, they are

seldom mastered. I have no occasion to

boast of the success of my treatment of

these fits. All I can advance in favour of

my practice is, that it does sometimes save

the life, and certainly alleviates the suffer-

ings of the patient ; while of that plan of

treatment which is generally recommended
and pursued, I can confidently assert it

always destroys, adduig torture to the pains

of death. In my hands not more than one

in ten are relieved, but when I followed the

custom of Blaine none ever lived,—the fate

was sealed, and its horrors were increased

by the folly and ignorance of him who was
employed to watch over, and was supposed

to be able to control. Let the owners of

dogs, when these animals have true dis-

temper fits, rather cut short their lives than
allow the creatures to be tampered with for

no earthly prospect. I have no hesitation

when saying tliis : the doom of the dog
with distemper fits may be regarded as

sealed; and medicine, which will seldom
cave, should be studied chiefly as a means
of lessening the last agonies. In this hght
alone can I recommend the practice I am
in the habit of adopting. When under it

any animal recovers, the result is rather to

be attributed to the powers of nature tuan
to be ascribed to the %irtues of mediciue,

which by the frequency of its failure shows
that its potency is subservient to niany

eircuiQStances. Blaiue and Youatt, both by

the terms in which they speak o^ and itf

directions they lay dc<wn for, the cure o
distemper fits, evidently did not understani
the pathology of this form of the disease

These authors seem to argue that the fit

are a separate disease, and not the symp
toms only of an existing disorder. The

treatment they order is depletive, whereas
the attacks appearing only after the dis

temper has exhausted the strength, alittL

reflection con\inces us the fits are thi

results of weakness. Their views are mis
taken, and their remedies are prejudicial

They speak of distemper being sometime
ushered in by a fit, and their languag;
implies that the convulsions, sometime
seen at the first period, are identical witl.

those witnessed only during the lates

stages. This is not the fact. A fit may b

observed before the appearance of the dis-

temper; and anything which, like a fii

shows the system to be deranged, may pre i

dispose the animal to be affected; bun
between fits of any kind, and the termina i

tion of the affection in relation to distem (

per, there is no reason to imagine there i I

an absolute connexion. The true distempe
j

fit is never observed early—at least I hav *

never beheld it—before the expiration c

the third week ; and I am happy in bein
'

able to add, that when my directions hav i

from the first been followed, I have neve
i

known an instance in which the fits hav

;

started up. Therefore, if seldom to b

;

cured, I have cause to think they may b
(

generally prevented.

When the symptoms denote the probabl
appearance of fits, although the appetit

should be craving, the food must be ligb <

and spare. At the Veterinaiy College, th

pupUs are taught that the increase of th

appetite at tliis particular period is a bene

volent provision to strengthen the body fc

the approaching trial. Xature, foreseein

the struggle her creature is doomed to ue
dergo—the teacher used to say—gives
desire for food, that the body may hav
vigour to endure it ; and the young gentle

men are advised, therefore, to gratify th

cravings of the dog. This is sad nonsenst

;

which pretends to comprehend those motive

;

that are far beyond mortal recognition. W
cannot read the intentions of every huma
mind, and it displays presumption when w
pretend to understand the designs of Provi

dence. There are subjects upon which pru

dence would enjoin sileuce. The voracif

is excessive, but it is a morbid prompting

When the fits are threatened, the stomac
is either acutely inflamed, or in place

actually sore, the cuticle being removee
and the sm-face raw. After a full meal a

such a period a fit may follow, or continuou

cries may evideace the pain which it inflicts
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Jiothing solid should be allowed ; the
strongest animal jelly, in which arrowroot
or ground rice is mixed, must constitute

the diet; and this must be perfectly cold

before the dog is permitted to touch it : the
quantity may be large, but the amount
given at one time must be small. A httle

pup should have the essence of at least a

pound of beef in the course of the day, and
a Xewfonndland or mastiff would require

eight times that weight of nutriment : this

should be given little by little, a portion

every hour, and nothing more save water
must be placed within the animal's reach.

The bed must not be haj' or straw, nor
must any wooden utensil be at hand ; for

tliere is a disposition to eat such things.

A strong canvas bag, lightly filled with
sweet hay, answers the purpose best ; but if

tlie slightest inclination to gnaw is observed,

a bare floor is preferable. The muzzle does
not answer, for it irritates the temper which
sickness has rendered sensitive. Therefore,

no restraint, or as little as is consonant
•«ith the circumstances, must be enforced-

Emetics are not indicated. Could we know
"with certainty that the stomach was loaded
with foreign matters, necessity would oblige

their use ; but there can be no knowledge of

this fact—and of themselves these agents
are at this time most injurious. Purgatives
are poisons now. There is always apparent
constipation ; but it is confined only to the

posterior intestine, and is only mechanical.
Diarrhoea is certain to commence when the
rectum is unloaded, and nothing likely to

liTitate the intestines is admissible. The
fluid food will have all the aperient eflfect

that can be desii-ed. As to setons, they are

useless during the active stage ; and if con-
tinued after it has passed, they annoy and
weaken the poor patient; in fact, nothing
must be done which has not hitherto been
proposed.

When signs indicative of approaching fits

are remarked, small doses of mercury and
ipecacuanha should be administered.

Grey powder, 5 grains to 1 scruple.

Ipecacuanha, 1 to 4 grains.

Give the above thrice daily ; but if it pro-

duces sickness, let the quantity at the next
dose be one-hal£

Tincture ofhyoscyamus, 1 part
Sulphuric ether, 3 parts.

TMs should be mixed with cold soup, ten

ounces of which should be mingled with one
ounce of the medicine. Give an ounce every

hour to a small dog, and four ounces to the

largest animaL A full enema of the solu-

tion of soap should be thro^wn up ; and the

rectum ha^'ing been emptied, an ounce or

four ounces of the sulphuric ether and

hyoscyamus mixture ought to be Injected
everj- hour. Os'er the anterior part of the
forehead, from one to four leeches may be
appUed. To do this the hair must be cut
close, and the part shaved ; then, with a
pair of scissors, the skin must be snipped
through, and the leech put to the wound

:

after tasting the blood it will take hold. To
the nape of the neck a small blister may be
applied ; and if it rises the hope will mount
with it. A bUster is altogether preferable
to a seton ; the one acts as a derivative, by
dra'wing the blood immediately to the sur-
face without producing absolute inflamma-
tion, which the other as a foreign body
violently excites. The efl"ects of vesicants
are speedy, those of setons are remote; and
I have seen fearful spectacles induced by
their emplojTnent. With dogs setons are
never safe; for these animals, with their

teeth or claws, are nearly certain to tear
them out. In cases of fits, if the seton
causes much discharge, it is debilitating, and
also offensive, to the dog, and the ends of
the tape are to liim an incessant annoyance.
It is not my practice to employ setons, being
con^rtnced that those agents are not bene-
ficial to the canine race; but to blisters,

which on these animals are seldom used, I
have little objection. With the ammonui
and cantharides, turpentine and mustard,
we have so much variety, both as to strength
and speed of action, that we can suit the
remedy to the circumstances, which, in the
instance of a creature so sensitive and irri-

table as the dog, is of all importance. The
blister which I employ in distemper fits is

composed of equal parts of liquor ammoniJB
and camphorated spirits. I saturate a piece

of sponge or piline with this compound ; and
having removed the hair, I apply it to the

nape of the neck, where it is retained from
5 to 15 minutes, according to the effect it

appears to produce. Great relief is often

obtained by this practice; and, should it be
necessary, I sometimes repeat the applica-

tion a little lower down towards the

shoulders, but never on the same place;

for even though no apparent rubifactiou

may be discerned, the deeper seated struc-

tures are apt to be aflfected, and should the

animal survive, serious sloughing mav
follow, if the blister be repeated too quickly

on one part.

The directions given above apply to that

stage when the eye and other symptoms
indicate the approach of fits, or when the

champing has commenced. The tonic pill3

and liquor arsenicahs may also then be

contuiued; butwhen the fits have positively

occurred, other measures must be adopted.

If colic should attack the animal, laudanum
must be administered, and in small bat

repeated dosea until the pain is dismissed
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Opium is of itself objectionable, but the

drug does less injury than does the suffer-

ing, and therefore we choose between the

two evils. From 5 to 20 drops of the tinc-

ture, combined with J to 2 drachms of

sulphuric ether, may be given every half

hour during the paroxysm; and either the

dose diminished or the intervals increased

as the agony lessens, the animal being at

the same time constantly watched. The

ethereal enemas should be simultaneously

exhibited, and repeated every half hour.

When a fit occurs nothing should during its

existence be given by the mouth, except

with the stomach-pump, or by means of a

large-sized catheter introduced into the

pharynx. Unless this precaution be taken,

there is much danger of the fluid being

canled into the lungs. Ether by injection,

however, is of every service, and where the

proper instruments are at hand, it ought

also to be given by the mouth. The doses

have been described. To the liquor arseni-

calis, from J to 2 drops of the tincture of

aconite may with every dose be blended;

and the solution of the chloride of lime

should be mingled with the injections, as

ordered for diarrhoea, which if not present

is certain to be near at hand. The follow-

ing may also be exhibited, either as a soft

mass or as a fluid mixture :—

Chlorate of potash, 1 to 4 gi-ains.

Aromatic powder, i to 2 di'achms.

Or,

Carbonate of ammonia, 5 grains to a

scruple.

Chalk, 1 to 4 scruples.

Ajomatic confection, 1 to 4 scruples.

Either of the above may be tried everj'

third hour, but on no account ought the

warm bath to be used. An embrocation, as

directed for rheumatism, may be employed
to the feet and legs, and warm turpentine

may, as described in diarrhoea, be used to

the abdomen. Cold or evaporating lotions

to the head are of service, but unless they

can be continuously appUed, they do hann.

Their action must be prolonged, and kept

up night and day, or they had better not

be emploj-ed, as the reaction they provoke

is excessive. Cold water dashed upon the

head during the fit does no good, but rather

seems to produce evil; the shock often

aggravates the convulsions, and the wet,

which soon dries upon the skull, is followed

by a marked increase of temperature;

while, remaining upon other parts, and
chilling these, it drives the blood to the

head.

From the foregoing, it will have been

Been that my efforts are chiefly directed to

sirengtheniag the system, aud, so f&s as

possible, avoiding anything that might add
to the irritability. On these principles I

have sometimes succeeded, and most often

when the fits have been caused by some
foreign substance in the stomach or intes-

tines. When such is the case, the fits are

mostly short and fi-equent. One dog that

had one of these attacks, which did not last

above forty seconds every five minutes, and
was very noisy, lived in pain for two days,

and then passed a peach- stone, from which
moment it began to recover, and is now
aUve. In another case a nail was vomited,

and the animal from that time commenced
improving. In this instance an emetie

would have been of benefit; but such
occurrences are rare, and the emetic does

not, even when required, do the same good
as is produced by the natural ejection ofthe

offending agent. Perhaps, where nature

possesses the strength to cast off the cause

of the distress, there is more power indi-

cated ; but after an emetic, I have known
a dog fall upon its side, and never rise

again.

During fits the dog should be confined, to

prevent its exhausting itself by wandering

about. A large basket is best suited for this

purpose. It should be so large as not to

incommode the animal, and high enough
to allow the dog to stand up without

hitting his head. A box is too close ; and
besides the objection it presents with regard

to air, it does not allow the liquids ejected

to drain oS.

For the pustular eruption peculiar to

distemper, I apply no remedy. When the

pustules are matm-ed I open them, but I

am not certain any great benefit results

from tliis practice. If the disorder termi-

nates favourably the symptom disappears;

and, beyond giving a Uttle additional food,

perhaps allowing one meal of meat, from

1 ounce to 6 ounces, I positively do nothing

in these cases. I must confess I do not

miderstand this eruption ; and in medicine,

if you are not certain what you should do,

it is always safest to do nothing.

The disposition to eat or gnaw any part

of the body must be counteracted by me-
chanical measures. The Umb or tail must

be encased with leather or gutta percha.

No application containing aloes, or any

drag the dog distastes, will be of any avail.

When the flesh is not sensitive, the palate

is not nice, and the dog will eat away in

spite of any seasoning. A mechanical

obstruction is the only check that can be

depended upon. A muzzle must be em-
ployed, if nothing else can be used; but

generally a leather boot, or gutta percha

case moulded to the part, has answeretl

admirably. To the immediate place I apply

a pieceC^ wet lint, over wluch is put soma
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oil silk, and the rag is kept constantly

moist The dose of the liquor arsenicalis

is increased by one-fourth or one-half, and
in a few days the morbid desire to injure

itself ceases. After tliis the dressings are

continued ; and only when the recovery is

perfect do I attempt to operate, no matter
how serious may be the wound, or how
terrible, short of mortifying, it may appear.

Tumours must be treated upon general

principles ; and only regarded as reasons

for supporting the strength. They require

no special directions at this place, but the

reader is referred to that portion of the

work in which they are dwelt upon.

To the genital organs of the male, when
the discharge is abundant, a wash, consist-

ing ofa draclmi ofthe solution of the chloride

of zinc to an ounce of water, gently applied

once or twice daily, is aU that wiU be neces-

sary. The paralysis of the bladder requires

immediate attention. In the last stage, when
exhausiion sets in, it is nearly always para-

lysed. Sometimes the retention of urine

constitutes the leading and most serious

Bjmptom ; and after the water has been once
drawn off, the bladder may regain its tone,

another operation rarely being needed. A
professional ftieud, formerly my pupil,

brought to me a dog which exhibited

symptoms he could not interpret; it was
in the advanced stage of distemper. It was
disinclined to move, and appeared almost

as if its hind-legs were partially paralysed.

I detected the bladder was distended, and
though the animal did not weigh more than
8 lb., 9i oz. of urine were taken away by
means of the catheter. From that time it

improved, and is now weU. There can be

no doubt that a few hours' delay in that

case would have sealed the fate of the dog.

For the manner of introducing the catheter,

and the way to discover when the urine is

retained, the reader is referred to that part

of the present work which treats especially

on this subject

Paralysis and chorea will be here dis-

missed with a like remark. To those

diseases the reader must turn for their

treatment; but I must here state, that

before any measures specially intended to

xeUeve either are adopted, the original

disease should be first subdued, as, in many
cases, with the last the chorea will dis-

appear ; while in some the twitching will

remain through life. All that may be

attempted during the existence of dis-

temper, will consist in the addition of from

a quarter of a grain to a grain and a half of

powdei-ed nux vomica to the tonic pills;

and, in severe paralysis, the use of a little

friction, with a mild embrocation to the

loins.

Tlie treatment during convalescence is by

no means to be despised, for here wc have
to restore the strength, and, while we do
so, to guard against a relapse. One circum-
stance must not be lost sight of—namely,
that nature is, after the disease has spent
its violence, always anxious to repair the
damage it may have inflicted. Bearing this

in mind, much of our labour will be
lightened, and more than ever shall we be
satisfied to play second in the business.

The less we do the better ; but neverthe^
less, there remains something which will

not let us remain perfectly idle.

2\ever, after danger has seemingly passed,

permit the animal to return all at once to

flesh food. For some time, after all signs

of the disease have entirely disappeared, let

vegetables form a pai't, and a good part of

the diet. Do not let the animal gorge
itself. However hvely it may seem to be,

and however eager may be its hunger, let

the quantity be proportioned to the require-

ments independent of the voracity. Above
all, do not tempt and coax the dog to eat
tmder the foohsh idea that the body will

strengthen or fatten, because a great deal

is taken into the stomach. We are not
nourished by what we swallow, but by
that which we digest ; and too much, by
distending the stomach and loading the

intestines, retards the natural powers of

appropriation
;
just as a man may be pre-

vented from walking by a weight which,

nevertheless, he may be able to support
Give enough, but divide it into at least three

meals—four or five wiU be better—and let

the animal have them at stated periods,

taking care that it never at one time has as

much as it can eat; and by degrees return

to the ordinary mode of feeding.

The fainting fits create great alarm, but,

if properly treated, they are very trivial

affairs. An ethereal enema, and a dose or

two of the medicine, wiU generally restore

the animal No other physic is needed, but

greater attention to the feeding is required.

Excessive exercise will cause them, and the

want of exercise will also bring them on.

The open air is ofevery service, and will do

more for the perfect recovery than almost

anything else. When the scarfskin peels off,

a cold bath with plenty of friction, and a

walk afterwards, is frequently highly bene-

ficial ; but there are dogs with which it does

not agree, and, consequently, the action

must be watched. Xever persevere with

anything that seems to be iii) urious. K the

mange breaks out a simple dressing, as

directed for that disease, will remove it

no internal remedies being in such case

required.

I cannot close my account of distemper

without cautioning the reader against the

too long use of quinine. Ills a most raiuabla
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medicine, and, as a general rule, no less safe

tfian useful. I do not know that it can act

as a poison, or destroy the life ; but it can
produce evils hardly less, and more difflcult

to cure than those it Avas employed to eradi-

cate. The most certain and most potent

febrifuge, and the most active tonic, it can
also induce blindness and deafness ; and by
the too long or too large emplo3'ment of

quinine a fever is induced, which hangs
upon the dog, and keeps him thin for many
a month. Therefore, when the more violent

stages of the disease have been conquered,

it should no longer be employed. Other
tonics will then do quite as well, and a
change of medicine often performs that

which no one, if persevered with, will

accomplish.

All writers, when treating of distemper,

speak of worms, and give directions for their

removal during the existence ofthe disease.

I know they are too often present, and I am
afraid they too often aggravate the symp-
toms ; but it is no easy matter to judge pre-

cisely when they do or when they do not

exist. The remedies most to be depended
upon for their destruction, are not such as

can be beneficial to the animal labouring

under this disorder ; but, on the other hand,

the tonic course of treatment I propose is

very likely to be destructive to the worms.
Therefore, rather than risk the possibility of

doing harm, I rely upon the tonics, and
have no reason to repent the confidence

evinced in this particular.

The treatment of distemper consists in

avoidmg all and everji;hing which can debi-

litate ; it is simply strengthening by medi-
cine, aided by good nursing. It is neither

mysterious nor complex, but is both clear

and simple when once understood. It was
ignorance alonewhich induced men to resort

to filth and cruelty for the relief of that

which is not difficult to cure. In animals,

I am certain kindness is 99 parts of what
passes for wisdom; and in man I do not
think the proportion is much less, for how
often does the mother's love preserve the

life which science abandons ! To dogs we
may be a little experimental; and with
tliese creatures, therefore, there is no objec-

tion to trying the effects of those gentler

feelings which the very philosophical sneer

at as the mdications of weakness. When I

am called to see a dog, if there be a lady for

its nurse, I am always more certain as to

the result, for the medicines I send them
seem to have twice the effect."

—

Mayhew on
the Dog.

QQ. Upon other Eemedies and Pke-
VENTioNS no rehance whatever is to bo
placed, whether they arc Mi\ Temple's
castor oil treatment—which is as old as

the hlUs—or vaccination, or any of the

,

numberless quack cures wliich have been
promulgated at various times. By preserv-
ing the health, in many cases distemper may
be averted entirely, or, if not wholly, yet
the attack is rendered mild; and so far

castor oil as a means of preserving health
may be efficacious, and in the early or
incipient stage it is usefiil in a single dose,

or even, perhaps, if repeated twice during
the first week or ten days. But in the true
typhoid stage, castor oil is highly objection-

able, unless the bowels are costive ; and if

given with diarrhoea it would aggravate
the disease tenfold, especially if without
laudanum, which might serve to guard
against its injurious tendencies. The fact

is, that distemper cannot be treated upon
any one plan, but must be managed
according to the nature and stage of its

development ; and he will succeed the best

who 60 regulates his treatment.

Sect. 4.—Eheiimatic Feveb.

97. Rheumatic Feveb, or acute rheuma-

tism, is a very common disease in the dog,

though not verj' generally attended to or

described by wi-iters on their complaints.

It arises from exposure to cold, when the

dog has been overfed, and rendered unfit to

bear its attacks upon a system full of

inflammatory matter. The pampered pet

is the most liable ; but greyhounds and

pointers which are highly fed, and some-

times not sufficiently exercised, are also

very liable to its approaches. In the dog,

rheumatism is either confined to the mus-

cular system or to the coverings of the

spinal marrow, which sometimes take on

the rheumatic inflammation to such an

extent as to cause paralysis of the hind-

legs. General rheumatic fever, or acute

rheumatism, is characterised by intense

soreness of the surface, so that the dog

shrinks on the approach of the hand from

fear of being touched. He will almost

always retire to some comer, and refuse to

leave it on beingcaUodby his owner; and

if brought out by force, he will stand and

snarl at every baud, just as in the sketch at

the head of this article, which is borrowed
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from Sir. aiayhew; who, however, has
given rather a meagre account of rheuma-
tism in general, though a very grapliic one
of the foi-m peculiar to the gorged lady's

pet When the rheumatism is confined to

the fore-quarter, it is called

98. Ken>ti Lameness, ok Chest-Foun-
PER, which is the great bugbear of the
tbxhound kennel, and is produced in them
liom cold, after the extraordinary fatigues

wliich they imdergo. When an animal is

worn down by long-continued exhaustion,

and is then placed to lie in a damp or cold

kennel, he is almost sure to contract

rheumatism, especially if he is fed upon
stimulating food, which most hounds are,

in order to enable them to bear their

labours. Thus, over-work and no work at

all alike engender the disease ; but in a
very opposite state, the former producing
an active fever of a rheumatic character,

whilst the latter brings on a more chronic

and low kind, attended with great muscular
stiffness, but not with high fever.

89. Paralysis, or loss of power in the
hinder extremities (improperly so called),

is another result of the low kind of rheu-
matic fever which comes on from long-

continued high feeding followed by cold ; and
it is exactly of the same character as chest-

founder, but confined to the hinder limbs

instead of the shoulders. I have said that

it is improperly called paralysis, and my
reason for this is, that it is not at all

analogous to other forms of paralysis,

though there is temporary loss of power

;

but so there is in all rhemnatic conditions

;

yet who would say that the poor rheumatic

subject, who can neither move hand nor
foot, is suffering from paralysis ? Assuredly

no one who understands the nomenclature
of disease, because the essence of paralysis

is considered to be loss of power jfrom dis-

ease in the nervous system; hence, when the

loss is dependent upon want of tone in the

muscles afi"ected, it is clearly a misnomer
to apply the term paralysis.

100. SuMiiAEY OP Eheumatic AFFEC-
TIONS.—Under the head, therefore, of these

affections are included—first, general rheu-

matic fever, attended with marked general

soreness and great constitutional disturb-

ance ; secondly, rheumatism of the fore-

quarter, called kennel-lameness, or chest

founder; and, thirdly, rheumatism of the

hind-quarter, commonly, but improperly,

called paralysis of the huid extremities;

both attended by pain and loss ot power,

which latter is chiefly occasioned by fear

of pain, in the quarter attacked.

101. The Tbeatment of general rheu-

matism is partly constitutional, and partly

local. Begin by giving a smart purge,

according to the condition and size of the

dog, and usually adding some calomel to it,

for directions to do which, see Aperients in
chapter on Drugs. After this has acted
give the following pill, or halt of It, accord-
ing to the size of the dog, three times »-day,
until the pain has abated :—

Calomel, and
Powdered opium, of each 1 grain.

Colchicum powder, 2 grains.

Syrup to form a pill.

When the pain is gone, if the bowels are
not very relaxed, give a dose of castor oil

;

and during the whole continuance of the
pain use the warm anodyne embrocation,
No. 1 of Embrocations. This will act still

better if the dog is first put into a hot bath
at 100 degrees of Fahrenheit, then dried

well by a good fire, and afterwards the

liniment rubbed into the parts which are

most fuU of pain. For the more chronic
forms, called kennel-lameness and paralysis

of the hind-quarter, the warm-bath ani
Uniment may be used vnth the aperients,

as above ; but instead of the calomel ana
opium, give one or two tablespoonfuls ot

the following mixture twice a-day :—

.

Iodide ofpotassium, 1 drachm.
Sweet spirits of nitre, 3 drachms.
Nitre, IJ drachm.
Camphor mixture, 6 ounces. Mix.

102. The Diet in each case should be

low ; all animal food should be taken away,

and the dog fed upon meal or rice, accord-

ing to the state of the bowels. It is a
disease in great measure the result of too

stimulating a food, and a withdrawal of

meat will go far towards a cure, which
however is seldom of long continuance

when the disease has become chronic.

Chest-founder is especially obstinate, and
is seldom entirely recovered from in those

dogs which are most exposed to its attacks,

and most injured by them, namely, fox-

hounds, harriers, and greyhounds.

Sect. 5 Smaxl-Pox.

103. Small-Pox is described by Mr.

Touatt as attacking the dog, but I have

never seen a case, or known any one who
has. I must therefore refer my readers to

Mr. Youatt's book for particulars, if they

should have any doubt about the matter.

Vaccination undoubtedly succeeds in the

dog; and, reasoningfrom analogy, we should

therefore expect smaU-pox to take a similar

course, and to attack the dog just as it

attacks the human subject If it does,

however, it is extremely rare; and it is

therefore scarcely worth while to take up

space in its description, in a book intended

rather for the inlormation of the sportamaa

than for the scientific inqnirer.
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Sect. 6 Syitpathetic Feyeb.

104 By Sympathetic Feves is to be
understood, a fever which comes on as a
consequence or precursor of some local

inflammation or injury, causing great mis-

cliief to the body. Thus we have prior to

the actual appearance of inflammation of

the lungs, a shiveiing, followed by increased

action of the heart, with heat and generally

diminished secretions ; but this fever is not

attended with the peculiar effects of dis-

temper fever,.and the dog suffering under

it has strength enough to get about after

many days of its continuance. In severe

injuries there is the same kind of fever

following them after the interval of a few

hours; and here the action of the heart

and the heat of surface are generally

greater than in other fevers, except when
the shock has been too great to allow of

reaction.

105. The Treatment of these secondary

or sympathetic levers is always subordinate

to that ol the inflammation or injury which

caused them ; and therefore it need not be

entered upon here, since whatever relieves

the cause wUl allay the effect.

CHAP. II.

ISFLAIDIATIOISS,

TiiE ]Mad Dog.

Sect. 1 Of the Bs.iiN and Nervous
Systeji.

106. Eabies, or canine madness, is, in all

human probability, an inflammatory con-
dition of the large nervous masses contained

in the skull and spinal column. It is dif-

ficult to prove this, because our knowledge
ofthe effects produced upon nervous matter
by disease is veiy limited, and therefore we
can neither say that in rabies certain effects

are produced, inasmuch as the eye cannot
detect them, nor can we affirm, because
we do not see any change, that there is

none produced ; but, reasoning analogically,

there is no reason to doubt that the disease

is essentially one of the nervous system

;

and, as all other structures when diseased

receive and retain the impress of that state,

and in rabies no such change in any of
than is remarked on dissection, it is a

strong argument in favour of placing the

seat of it in a set of organs which we know
are usually attacked without leaving any
sign.

107. The Symptosis of canine madness
are very much the same in all cases, though
varying somewhat in their manifestations.

The first and most marked is a change of
disposition and temper, so that the natu-
rally good-tempered dog becomes morose
and snappish, and those which are usually

fondling in their manners are shy and
retiring. Sometimes the change is even so

great that the usually shy dog becomes
bold ; but this is not nearly so common aa

the opposite extreme. Generally, the mad
dog shows a warning of his coming disease

by this change of manner for several days
before it breaks out -with severity; though
I have seen one well-marked attack which
began and ended in death luthiu forty-
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Bight hours. This was in a Newfoundland
dog, which I bought in perfect health to all

appearance, and shut up in order to accus-
tom him to his new master for a week or

ten days, feeding him myself at the end of
the first twenty-four hours, and observing
DO change from the usual habits of a
strange dog. On the evening of the tenth
day, however, after he had appeared in
very good spirits, and eaten his dinner
from my hand in the morning, he began to
show signs of bad temper, and exhibited
that peculiar snapping at imaginary objects
well described by Mr. Youatt. On the next
day he was in a highly rabid state, and
died in the night after. When these pre-
monitory symptoms have lasted an micer-
tain time, varying from twenty-four hours
to three or four days, the dog begins to

attack imaginary objects, and if real ones
are presented to him he will tear them
savagely to pieces. He is now exceedingly
irritable, and wanders restlessly from place

to place, having apparently a strong desire

to do something, but not caring what that

Js, so that he is not quiet. If he is confined
by a chain he will try and gnaw it to pieces

;

and if restrained by a door within narrow
bounds he vents his fury upon that. In
this state he knows not the sensation of

ordinary pain, but will bite a red-hot poker
presented to him exactly as if it were a cold

one. As the disease advances water is

eagerly swallowed, but in his hurry the dog
will generally upset his stock of that fluid

;

and hence he is often thought to be unable
'to swallow, whilst all the time he is burnt
up with thirst, and wUl constantly imbibe
it, if he can do so without knocking over
the vessel containing it in his haste. The
howls and groans are generally peculiarly

deep and melancholy, and by them a mad
dog in confinement may often be recognised,

though sometimes the dog is quite silent,

and in that state is said, in common lan-

guage, to be " dumb mad." When at large,

however, no warning noise is made, and
the dog seems only determined on a
straightforward trot, as exhibited in the
very characteristic woodcut at the head of

this article, drawn by Mr. Mayhew. If he is

interfered with in any way, and more
especially if he is struck, he will wreak his

vengeance on the offender ; but he seldom
goes out of his way to do a mischief, and
will often pass tlnrough crowds of people

without biting them ; even if pui-sued and
annoyed by cries and hootings, he takes no
notice until he is injured, and then more
frequently endeavours to escape into soli-

tude, than turns upon his assailants. This

desire to wander appears to me an instinc-

tive attempt to get rid of the disease by
muscular action, and if indulged in quietly, I

am inclined to think that there might be
some chance of a recoveiy ; but as it would
not be wise to run the risk, the experiment
can never be tried. The disease is evidently
caused by some poison, and, as in other
cases, poisons are got rid of by some extra-
ordinary secretion, so I am led to believe
that the wearing down of the muscular,
and with it the nervous system, by long-
continued fatigue, is the natural cure of tiw
disease. If I had the disease myself, or had
a case in which I could try the experiment
with a chance of carrjMng out the plan, I
would certainly see what could be done;
and, as there is no other plan which offers

the slightest chance of cure, it would at all

events be as good as any other. If, in the
early stage, an individual would start off,

accompanied by an attendant on horseback,
or by a relay of attendants, and walk till he
could walk no longer, and then lie down to
sleep, to be followed by a repetition of the
walking until sleep was again produced, I
believe that some chance of a cure might he
afforded ; but it would require great courage
to carry the plan out, and very careful

superintendence to encourage the patient
during its progress. There are cases on
record in which poor patients have tra-

velled many miles to the sea, in order to be
dipped, and have been said to have been
cured; whether ft"om the dipping, or from
the walking, it is doubtful, or whether even
cured at all ; but it is possible that, if my
view is correct, the long walk, prompted by
a prospect of a cure at the end, may really

have acted beneficially, and the disease,

which invariably proves fatal when treated

in a confined room, may have yielded to

the fatigue incurred in reaching the sea-

shore. As I said before, the experunent is

worth trying; and I should much like to sco

it properly carried out.

108. Preventive measures are the only

ones of service in this complaint, which,
if fully established, has hitherto been
uniformly fatal in all animals attacked by
it, including man himself. "When a bite

has taken place, the best plan is to destroy

the animal at once; for though excision

may most probably prevent the occurrence

of the disease, no risk should be run.

In man, immediate excision, followed by
caustic, should always be had recom-se to,

previously takmg care to suck the wound,
with a mouth free from ulcers, to discover

which put a little salt in the mouth, when
it Avill by its smarting show their existence,

if there are any. It is supposed that con-

finement is the cause ot the disease ; and I

am strongly iucluied to believe that such is*

the case, as in those countries where dogs

are suffered to be at large, rabies is au
unknown disease.
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109. Tetanus is a disease very similar in

Its nature to rabies, but manifesting itself

in spasms of the muscles, rather than in

general irritability of them. I have, how-
ever, only seen one case in the dog, which
was the result of a severe injury, and it is

said to be very rare indeed. No remedy
seems to exert any power over it anj' more
than over rabies itself. Chloroform, by in-

halation, might be tried; but I can scarcely

expect any good result in the dog, when its

effects on the human being are so far from
Batisfactory.

110. Tuensede appears to be an inflamma-
tion of one side of the brain only, prodiicihg

a tendency to turn roimd in a circle, like

"the gidd " of sheep. It is rather a rai'e dis-

ease, and is easily recognised by the above
characteristic sign. There is no apparent
constitutional disturbance, and the dog
eats much as usual; but the moment he
attempts to walk he begins to turn round.
In a case which I saw some years ago, the
dog recovered by the use of a seton, with
purgatives, followed by nitrate of silver,

given three times a-day in a pill, as fol-

lows :—

2fitrate of silver, carefully powdered,
2 grains.

Crumb of bread, enough to make Spills.

Sect. 2 Inflammation of the Osgans
OF Sense.

111. The Eye is the seat of various
Inflammations, coming on from causes
totally distinct from one another. Thus, in

distemper, there is generally an inflamma-
tion, with discharge, and sometimes the
inexperienced attendant will fear that the

eye will be lost ; but if the dog recovers his

strength, the eye, in almost all cases, is

restored also, and especially if it is not
interfered with. If, on the other hand, an
attempt is made to apply remedies, with
the intention of saving the sight, the effect

is the reverse of good, and the disease is

aggravated so far as often to cause the
ulceration to extend through the cornea,

and destroy the eye. In Oedinart Oph-
thalmia, arising from cold, there is con-
siderable injection of the vessels of the

white of the eye, which become red and
swollen. In this kind, if an ulcer appears,

it will often eat through the cornea, and
the eye will be lost by a discharge of its

contents. Sometimes, again, in a weakly
young dog, there is a low kind of inflamma-
tion, with great intolerance of hght, and a
discharge of wateiy fluid instead of thick
pus. This is strumous ophthalmia, and
requires a very different treatment. A
third kind of ophthalmia, the rheumatic, is

unattended by discharge; the vessels are

deeply gorged, and the pain great. This,

however, is a disease peculiar to old dogs,

and from that cause may generally be
distinguished from the strumous, and from
the ordinary ophthalmia, by the absence of
discharge. There is also an inflammation,

the result of accident, which sometimes
destroys the eye rapidly, and requires

energetic treatment. The Teeatment of

ordinary ophthalmia should depend upon
its severitj', which, if great, will demand
bleeding and strong purgatives, followed by
a grain of calomel and opium two or three

times a-day. When an ulcer appears, a
wash should be used daily, consisting of the

nitrate of silver in solution, or the sulphate

of zinc, according to the formulas given

under Eye-washes. In the strumous kind
tonics are necessary, consisting of 1 grain

of quinine and 3 of hemlock, in a pill, three

times a-day. "When the rheumatic form
shows itself, a brisk purge must first be
given, and then the iodide of potassium
should be administered according to the

formula at page 602. If this does not suc-

ceed, a seton may be inserted in the neck.

112. Cataract consists in an opacity of

the chrystalline lens, for which nothing can
be done ; for although it might be removed
by operation, the dog would still be unable
to see for want of the glasses which in the

human subject supply its place. It may
easily be recognised by the clear white
pupil, which takes the place of the ordinary

dark centre of the orgaru

113. Deopst of the eye is only the result

of chronic inflammation, and little can be

done to alleviate it, as the eye is almost

always destroyed before the disease pro-

ceeds so far as to cause dropsy.

114. Amatjeosis, or paralysis of the nerve,

is generally a sign of disease of the braiji,

either produced by injury or from over-

feeding. The dog is more or less blind

without the eye showing any change in

form, and even at first being preternaturally

bright. But if the dog is watched, he is

seen to be blind by his striking his head

against objects in his way, and by his timid

mode of movmg about. If the disease is

recent, the dog may possibly be cured by
smart purgatives and a seton ; but, in most

cases, very little benefit is experienced from

these remedies.

115. Deafness is often congenital, and

when such is the case, no remedies are of

any avaU. If it comes on after distemper,

it will generally disappear, or if it occm-s

from ordinary cold. Whenever it is obsti-

nately persistent for more than a fortnight,

a seton in the neck is the best remedy,

kept in for some weeks.

116. Cankee of the ear is rather aa

eruption than a disease of the ear; Dut aa
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this is generally confined to that organ, it

may be as well to allude to it in this place.

It is usually described as of two kinds, an
external and an internal canker ; but both

are caused by an eruption, which first

makes its appearance hi the interior and
then extends to the outer ear, in conse-

quence partly of the irritation of the dis-

charge, and partly of the constant shaking

of the head, caused by the itching produced

by the eruption. It is always the result of

high feeding and confinement, which pro-

duce an itchy and watery discharge on the

body generally, and in the ear in particular;

and the discharge itself is of that character

that it excoriates the adjacent parts, and

thus propagates the eruption. Dogs are

rendered half mad by the constant irrita-

tion, and go on shaking their heads all

day and half the night in their attempts to

mitigate the evil. The ends of the ears

almost always sufier the most, but little

attention need be paid to these parts,

because if the internal ear is cured, the

external rapidly gets well; nevertheless,

it is a very good plan to apply a cap, as

proposed by Mr. Mayhew ; not to cure the
external ear, but to make the dog keep his

head quiet ; for he will not shake it if he
finds no benefit, in consequence of the ears

being confined by the cap. Pointers and
setters are peculiarly liable to the disease,

because they are almost always confined to

their kennels during the months in which
their services in the field are not required.

The Tkeatment consists in the use of a
lotion of nitrate of silver, 6 grains to the
ounce of water, poured into the ears, after

muzzUng the dog; and of purgatives two
or three times a-week for two or three

weeks, with oatmeal porridge, flavoured

only with a Uttle weak broth, and no flesh

whatever. If this does not efl'ect a cure in

a few weeks, give liquor arsenicalis three

times a-day with the food, in a dose varying

according to the size, from 1 to 3 drops,

mixed with half a teaspoonful of tincture of
cardamoms and a spoonful of water. This
should be continued for some time, but it

must be carefully watched, as its efi'ects are
sometimes serious. It produces great red-
ness ofthe eyes, and loss of appetite after a
time; and when these symptoms appear
the dose is immediately to be reduced one-
half; but not discontinued altogether, as
they only mark the proper effect which was
desired ; but if fits come on it must be left

ofi' altogether.

117. Blain is a vesicular eruption occur-
ring in the mouth, but I have never yet seen
a case. Mr. Youatt advises the application

of a solution of chloride of lime after

opening the vesicles, and I have Uttle doubt
that this is the appropriate remedy.

118. The Teeth are constantly suffering

from a collection of tartar, the best remedy
for which is a free supply of bones to the
dog ; if he has which he will require none
of the scaUng instruments or tooth-brushes

which Mr. Mayhew uses so dexterously.

Sect. 3

—

Ikixammation of the Eespiba-
TOBY Organs.

119. The Lastnx, situated at the top of
the windpipe, is not so often the seat of

acute inflammation as in man and the
horse, but chronic laryngitis is by no meang
unflrequent in the dog. Both are recognised

by the hoarseness of the cough and bark,

and by a rough sound in breathing, some-
times very audible at a short distance; and
accompanied by a certain degree ofincreased

quickness in respiration, varying according

to the intensity of the attack. The Teeat-
ment will vary according to the acuteness

and severity of the disease ; and if this is

urgent, bleeding and emetics will be neces-

sary, followed by small doses of calomel,

digitalis, and nitre, as prescribed at page

603. If; on the other hand, the more com-

mon form of chronic laryngitis is developed,

remedies of a difi"erent nature must be

adopted. A seton should be inserted in the

throat, and a good discharge from it pro-

moted by the appUcation of blistering oint-

ment to the tap& Iodide of potassium may
generally be given in l, 2, or 3-grain doses,

with 5 or 6 drops of ipecacuanha ^vine, and

5 grains of nitre three times a-day, mixed

in a Uttle water. When this has been given

for a short time without benefit, any of the

warm expectorants given at page 603 may
be tried; and sometimes one, sometimes

another, wiU be of service. The dog, during

the continuance of the disease, must be kept

rather low than otherwise, but not rigidly

starved, as is necessary in some inflamma-

tions of the respiratory organs, and should

have a fair allowance of walking exercise.
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Attitcde is Pneumonia.

120. TXTXASIMATION OF THE LtJNGS is Of
ttiree kinds, depending upon the particular
membrane wliich is the seat of mischief,
but most commonly they run one into the
other, and are scarcely to be accurately
distingruished in practice. All are charac-
terised by feyer, -with quickened respiration
and pulse ; generally there is cough, but not
always ; and in all cases there is great
anxiety depicted in the countenance. The

following series of symptoms mark the dif-

ference between the three forms ofinflamma-
tion, whether acute or chronic. It may be
mentioned, that pleurisyis in theory confined

to the pleura, or serous membrane covering

the lungs ; pneumonia, to the cellular mem-
brane, in which the blood vessels and air-

tubes ramify ; while bronchitis has for its

seat the mucous lining of the air-tubes

and cells :—

Symptoms of
AcnrE Pleukist.

Commences with shiver-

ing, with sUght spasms and
sweats. Inspiration short,

unequal, and interrupted, as
from pain; expiration full;

air expired not hotter than
usual. Slight cough only,

and without expectoration.
Pulse quick, small, and
wiry.

The Stethoscope gives
the usual respiratorj' mur-
mur, accompanied with a
rubbing sound in the parts

attached.

Pekcussion elicits at first

little or no deviation from
the natural sound; after
eflfnsion has taken place
there is a dull sound.

Disease Terminates in a
gradual disappearance of the
eymptoms, or in the efl'usiou
of fluid (pus or lymph).

Symptoms of
AcxnrE Pneumonia.

Commences with shiver-

ing, without spasms. Inspi-

ration fiiU; expiration short

;

air expired hot. Xostrils red
in the interior. Cough gene-
rally violent, with expecto-
ration of rusty mucus, not
very profuse. Pulse quick,

full, and soft.

The Stethoscope gives a
crackling sound in the early
stage, followed by increased
dulness, and, finally, by cre-

pitating wheezing.

PEKcnssioN gives after the
first stage a dull return to
the finger.

Disease Tekminates in

resolution, with cessation of

the bad symptoms; or in
solidification,, called hepati-
zation ; or sometimes in
abscess of the lung.

Symptoms of
Acute Beonchitis.

Commences also with
shivering, followed by con-
stant hard cough. Air ex-
pired warm, but not so hot
as in pneumonia. Inspiration

and expiration both folL

Cough after a time attended
with expectoration ofmucus,
at first sticky, soon becom-
ing frothy, and, finally, pro-
fuse and frothy. Pulse fuU
and hard.

The Stethoscope gives a
soap-bubble kind of souud,
with wheezing.

Percussion elicits no-
thing of consequence.

Disease Termetates either

by resolution, or by exten-
sion to the cellular mem-
brane, constituting pneu-
monia in combination with
bronchitis.
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Symptoms op
Cheonic Pledbist.

Inspiration always deep

;

expiration short. Cougb dry,

sometimes with expectora-
tion; frequently changing
from dry to moist cough.

Stethoscope indicates an
absence of respiratory mur-
mur in the lower parts of

the chest, and sometimes a
gurgling noise. Strong re-

spiratory murmur in the

superior portion of the lung,

•very often of one side only.

Terminates either by cure
or by effusion and infiltra-

tion of the whole of the cel-

lular membrane of the chest

and belly, and sometimes of
the scrotum and thighs : at

last the serum in the thorax
presses upon the lungs till

it causes suffocation.

Symptoms of
Chsonic Pnecmosia.

Inspiration and expira-

tion both difficult and inter-

rupted. Cough present, but
not fl-eqnent, and evidently

avoided and suppressed.
Expectoration rarely pro-
fuse ; sometimes absent.

Stethoscope indicates he-

patization, flrom the entire

absence of murmur.
Percussion also gives a

very dull return to the
fingers. Sometimes there is

a mucous rattle.

Terminates sometimes in

resolution ; or, if fatal, in a
discharge from the nostrils

of purulent matter, coloured

with blood, and often very
fetid. The animal never lies

down at length, but sits up,

as shown in the woodcut at

the head ofthis article.

Symptoms of
Chronic BRONCHrria.

Eespikation free, but
quicker than naturaL Cough
constant and intense, evi-

dently not restrained by fear
of pain : sometimes to such
an extent as to cause sore-
ness of the muscles of the
belly.

Stethoscope gives a rat-

tling sound, as of soap-
bubbles, with a great deal of
wheezing.

Percussion gives no result

different to a state of healtli,

Terminates in resolution

;

or, if fatal, in an accumula-
tion of mucus, and conse-

quent suffocation. Untilvery
near suffocation the dog will

almost always lie down;

I

whereas the contrary is the
' case in pneumonia.

The Treatment will a good deal depend
npon which of the above three conditions is

present, though not to such an extent as to

be of very great consequence. In pleurisy

and pneumonia, bleedingwill almost always
be required in the early stage, but not in

bronchitis, which seldom is benefitted by
loss of blood. Blisters, again, relieve pneu-
monia and bronchitis, but are actually pre-

judicial in pleurisy, where the close relation

between the vessels of the pleura lining the

chest, and the sliin covering it, often causes

the irritation of the latter to extend to the

ibrmer, and thus increase the mischief it

was intended to reUeve. With regard to

internal medicines, they are, fortunately,

much the same in all three. Calomel and
opimn, with or without digitalis and tartar

emetic, will generally be useful ; and in

bronchitis, rhubarb, opium, and ipeca-

jCuanha, as follows :—

Calomel, and
Opium in powder, of each i to 1 grain.

Tartar emetic, i to J grain.

Digitalis, J a grain.

Confection enough to form a pill, to be given

three times a-day. Or,

Ehubarb powder, 2 grains.

I

Ipecacuanha powder, J to 1 grain.

Extract of opium, J to 1 grain.

Compound tinct of benzoin, 2 drops.

Mix, and form a pill, to be given three times

a-day.

When these remedies have had the

desired effect of relie\-ing the inflammation,

as evidenced by the breathing and pulse

becoming slower, and by the dog being able

to lie down, if the pneumonia has been

present, some one of the cough mixtures or

piUs given in the chapter on Drugs, under
the head of Expectorants, will be found
beneficial; but it is generally difficult to

say which of them will best suit any par-

ticular case ; a trial may be made of one lor

two or three days, and if that fails another

should be substituted for it. The diet should

be very low at first, and afterwards only a

milk and farinaceous one with vegetables

should be allowed for some weeks. When
dropsy of the chest supervenes upon pleu-

risy, tapping has occasionally been had

recourse to; but for sportmg dogs it Is

wholly useless, because the animal never

recovers sufficient bodilj- powers to be of

real service in the field ; and it is only in

pets whose lives are valued by their mas-

ters or mistresses that this operation should

ever be had recourse to.

12L Chronic Bronchitis with Spasii,

or spasmodic asthma, is a frequent disease

among fat and petted dogs whose exercise

has been neglected, and who have arrived

at a mature age. The appetite in these dogs

having been kept up by carriage airings, or

by some similar absurdity, the blood has

been loaded with impurities, and the con-

sequence is that the lungs are called npon
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Spasmodic Asthma.

to cleanse It to a degree of which they are
incapable; hence they become overdone,
and spasm comes on with congestion of the
mucous membrane of the large air-tubes,

causing that frightful panting for breath
which is so distressing in the himian sub-
ject, and which even in the dog is by no
means calculated to afford pleasure to the
spectator. A fat, pursy, and asthmatic old
spaniel, such as is well drawn at the head
of this page, is a miserable object of pity,

a»d had far better be destroyed, than to
suffer it to live on in miserj'. The nose is

dry and hot, the animal spirits are flaggmg;
there is a distressing cough, and exercise
Is followed by an aggravation of the symp-
toms. The Teeatment should be by giving
nauseating doses of tartar emetic, camphor,
and henbane ; or of ipecacuanha with the
tw6 last, as follows :—

Ipecacuanha, i to IJ grains.

Camphor, 1 to 2 grains.

Extract of henbane, 1} to 3 grains,

JIake into a pill, and give three times a-day.

A blister or seton may be applied to the
side, and low diet in small bulk should be
given; but there is little chance of doing
more than to reUeve a dog labouring under
this complaint.

122. Consumption, ok Phthisis, is a
disease of the lungs, in which a pecuUar
condition, called tubercle, is developed in
them; and when aggravated by cold, or
often by the natural constitution of the dog,
they become inflamed, are converted into
abscesses, and cause the death of the animal
by constitutional fever (hectic), and by the
suffocation pi-oduced either by a vessel
giving way, or by the quantity of matter
discharged into the air-passages. .The
symptoms are- very insidious, and many
dogs have them developed to a great estcat

before their owners take any notice of thei

condition. Very Uttle good can be effecte

by treatment, but sometimes cod-Uver o

with steel will be of temporary service. I

sporting dogs, however, it is seldom that :

is desirable to prolong life with this cor

dition of the system; and it is never rigt

to breed from dogs or bitches suflferin

under this disease, it being decidedlj

hereditary.

123. Inflammation of the Heart )

another of the diseased conditions whic
attack the dog, generally from over-exertio

in an unprepared state. There is usually

very rapid action ofthe heart, with a stron

bounding pulse, and laborious breathing

imaccompanied by cough. The Treatmen
is to be conducted upon lowering principle;

with digitalis and nitre, and blistering c

a seton in the side.

Sect. 4.—Inflammation op the Organs
OF Ihutrition.

124. Gastkitis, or inflammation of th

stomach, is either acute or chronic Acut

gastritis is generally caused by poise

administered wilfully, or by some simila

accidental circumstance, such as highlj

seasoned food, &c. There is constan

violent retching, with intense thirst, an
apparently great pain. The nose is drj

and the breathing quick ; no kind of food i

retained on the stomach; and the poo

^vi-etch Ues extended on the cold earth i

the attitude represented in the woodcu
given in p. 635. There is a constant desire t

lick cold marble or iron, so as to cool th

tongue, and cold water is eagerly sough

after. The Treatment chiefly consists i

removing the sickness, which is best accom

plished by calomel aud opiiun, or by prussi

acid, as toUows :—
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IXFLAMMATION OP THE STOMACH.

Prussic acid (Scheele's), j to J drop,

lufusion of orange peel, 1 oimce.

Mix, and give every hour. Sometimes
soda water, with a little brandy or tincture

of ginger, will relieve the sickness. Very
little more can be done except to give
soothing food, in the shape of gruel, arrow-
root, or barley water, and to administer
mild doses of castor olL Chronic Gasteitis
is manifested in the various forms of indi-

gestion, which are as multifarious in the

[log as in the human subject Mr. Mayhew
Ls very happy in tiis description of the
ordinary form of indigestion, an extract

from wliich is as follows :—" The dog that,

when offered a piece of bread, smells it

with a sleepy eye, and, without taking it,

licks the fingers that present it, has an
impaired digestion. Such an animal will

only perhaps take the morsel when it is

about to be withdrawn ; and having got it,

floes not swallow it, but places it on the

ground, and stands over it with an expres-

sion of peevish disgust. A healthy dog is

always decided. 2fo animal can be more
BO. It will often take that which it cannot
eat, but ha\lng done so, it either throws
the needless possession away, or lies down,
and, with a determined air, watches ' the

property.' There is no vexation in its

looks, no captiousness in its manner. It

acts with decision, and there is purpose in

what it does. The reverse is the case with
dogs suffering from indigestion. They are

See^^sh and irresolute; they take only

ecause another shall not have. They will

toerliaps eat greedily what they do not

[want, if the cat looks longfully at that

tvhich had lain before them for many
[minutes, and which no coaxing could

Induce them to swallow." The Tbeatmext
consists in an alteration of the diet from
Sthe irregular meals (which ia house-fed

dogs are generally given at all hours, and
or all kinds of improper food), to one or two
scanty meals a-day of oatmeal porridge, or

brtad and mUk, mixed with a liberal supply

of water. These should be given at regular
hours, and not the smallest biscuit should
be allowed at other times ; and this is the
great diflScuIty which there is to contend
against in treating these spoiled children of
fortune. Over-kindness injures them even
more than brutaUty does the poor drawer
of the dog-cart, for he preserves liis general

health even though his feet are worn down
to the quick, ilr. Mayhew well obser^'es

that prolonged abstinence is not generally

necessary to renovate these worn-out
stomachs; but, ne\'ertheless, I am per-

suaded from experience that very often it

will require 48 hours' starvation to make
the luxurious pet condescend to the homely
fare which is really adapted to its stomaclu

He says that this is attended with danger in

many cases ; but here I think that liis great

love for the animal has led liim into error,

for there can be no doubt that the dog, as a
carnivorous animal, is adapted for long

fasts, and is really the better for them
occasionally. It this is the case, keeping a
dog without his usual food till he will take

plain bread and water, can never injure

him, for as soon as he is really hungry he

will take the proffered plain diet with

gratitude, and until his appetite has arrived

he is belter with an empty stomach. The

medicine best adapted for indigestion is a

gentle purge, to begin with, of aloes and

rhubarb, as ordered under the Aperients,

and then to give a stomachic pill or mix-

ture, according to curcumstances, of one or

other of the forms detailed under Stomachic

Medicines. Sometunes, according to Mr.

Mayhew, there is a form of stomach disease

in the dog similar to the waterbrasli of

man; but I have never seen it, owin?,

perhaps, to my experience of these animals

having been chiefly confined to sportiuij

dogs. But knowing how closely their dis-

orders ape those of man, I can easily

imagine that he is right. He says. " Dogs

aie aflaicted with a disease of the stomacli

which is very like to 'walcrbrash' in iho

human being. The animals thus lormcnlei

2 T
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are generally fully grown and weakly; a

peculiarity of the walk shows the strength

is feeble. The chief symptom is, however,

not to be mistaken. The creature is dull

just before the attack ; it gets by itself, and
remains quiet. All at once it rises, and,

without an effort, a quantity of fluid is

ejected from the mouth, and, by the shaking

of the head, scattered about This appears

to afford relief, but the same thing may
occur frequently during the day. This dis-

ease of itself is not dangerous, but it is

troublesome, and will make any other

disorder the more likely to terminate

fatally; it should therefore be always
attended to. The food must not be neg-

lected ; and either a solution of the iodide

of potassium, with liquor potassag, or pills

with tinsnitrate of bismuth, must be given.

The preparations of iron are sometimes of

use; and a leech or two, after a small

blister to the side, has also seemed to be

beneficial. When some ground has been
gained, the treatment recommended for

indigestion generally must be adopted, the

choice of remedies being guided by the

symptoms."
125. Hepatitis, ok In'flammation of the

LiVEK is one of the most common of all

diseases to which the dog is subject. In the

acute form it is the disease which is charac-

terised by the j-ellow skin and eyes,

commonly called " the yellows," which in

sporting dogs is so very commonly fatal.

. Acute hepatitis comes on from exposure to

cold and wet, one or two days after which
the dog is shivering and feverish, with a

giuall, hard, and wiry pulse, and a dry nose

;

there is generally obstinate costivene^s,

and when the bowels are moved, the
motions are white or slate-coloured and
entirely devoid of bile. If these symptoms
are not soon alleviated, the inflamraatioa

goes on to destroy the substance of the
liver; and the dog dies rapidly from con-

stitutional disturbance, arising chiefly from
the want of depurating power of the liver.

Mr. Mayhew alleges that he has never seon

a fatal case of acute inflammation of the

liver excepting as a phase of distemper;

and the only way that I can account lor

this is by supposing that he has seen little

of the diseases of pointers and setters, who
are constantly dying from it ; and I have
seen at least a dozen fatal cases, thoush
none in my own kennel. To remove the

inflammation, bleeding is generally nece.s-

sary in the early stage, with 2 or 3 grains of

blue pill, or 1 grain of calomel, every four

hours, with or without opium, according to

the state of the bowels; but generally

requiring from half a grain to a grain with
each dose. If the bowels are conflned a
dose ofrhubarb and castor oil may be given i

after three pills have been swallowed, mixing
10 grains of rhubarb with a tablespoonful of

oil and a teaspoonful of sjTup of poppies for

a full-sized dog, and less, in proportion, to

a smaller one. Sometimes a blister must
be applied to the side when the inflamma-
tion runs very high ; and, in all cases, the

mercuiy must be continued until the

motions acquire a natural colour, when the

stomachic mixture. No. 2, may be given

and the mercury discontinued. Chroxio
Hepatitis is a ver3' different disease, and

Ohbonic Hepatitis.

Is more frequently the result of bad general

management than of cold. Want of exer-

cise is the usual cause, which has given the

liver the work of the 1ungs. The symptoms
of Cheonic Hepatitis are multiform, and

no oue can be depended upon except the

absence of bile in the ffeces, which Is afJ

invariable sign, for no gland in a state of

chronic inflammation will be able to secreto

good bile. In its advanced state the dog

often exhibits the aspect which is repre-

sented in the woodcut given above; but it is
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•atlier an exaggerated form, though I have
•ertaiuly seen many such cases. Here the
iver is much enlarged, and fluid has begun
o be poured out by the serous membrane

I wvering the intestiues, in consequence of

he impediment to the return of blood
vhich passes from them through the lirer.

The dog is generally, but not alwaj's,

.maclated, and the appetite is very variable.

Che whole appearance gives the idea of the
log being out of condition ; the hair being
•ough, frequently rubbed off in patches,

ind of a dull appearance. The Treatment
3 to be c^ducted by rubbing into the
•egion of the liver on both sides the oint-

nent of biniodide of mercur)', together with
pecacuanha and rhubarb internally, in

sufficient doses to Iceep the bowels gently
Tioved (see page 600). If the mercurial
pintment does not soon cause the bile to

now, it may be assisted by small doses of

'j\vLe pUl or Plummer's pill, added to the
'rhubarb and ipecacuanha; and the sto-

iaiachic mixture, 'So. 1, should be regularly

administered in addition. K these means
'are perseveringly continued, and the dog is

regularly but gently exercised, with plain

farinaceous food, mixed with weak broth,

the disease, unless very inveterate, wll
generally subside ; and if a free flow of bile

Is obtained little doubt need be felt of the
ialtimate recovery.

126. iNFLAjniATIOV OF THE INTESTINES
niay be said to be divided into four varie-
ties, though one of them is more of a spas-
modic than of an inflammatory nature.
These are—first, peritoneal inflammation;
secondly, colic, or inflammation and spasm
of the muscular coat ; thirdly, diarrhoea, or
acute inflammation of the mucous coat

;

and, fourthly, constipation, or clu-onic
inflammation of the same membrane.
1

—

Peritonitis and Enteritis are merely
diff'erent parts of the same membrane
inflamed; the former comprehending the
peritoneum Uning the abdominal walls,
whilst the latter embraces the peritoneum
covering the intestines. In practice, there
is very little difference between them, and
the symptoms and treatment are the same.
It is a frightful disease, and soon runs its

course to a fatal termination; beginning
with shivering, cold legs, ears, and nose

;

breath hot ; pulse hard, quick, and small

;

the expression is an anxious one, with a
staring eye; the tail is pressed firmly
against the anus, and there is intense
tenderness of the belly; bowels generally
costive, and urine scanty ; tongue dry and
rough, with thirst and loss of appetite.

As the disease advances all these symp-
toms become agfrravated, and very soon
the dog dies, worn out with irritation and
pain. Tiie Treatment consists in fud

Colic.

bleeding, with calomel and opium, of each
a grain every four hours. Blisters, or
stimulating affections to the belly, and a
warm bath, wUl be beneficial in some cases;
but whatever is done must be done quickly,
as the disease soon passes on to a fatal

termination, if unchecked bj' remedies.
2.—Colic is very common in all kinds of
dogs, and is partly of a spasmodic, partly

of an inflammatory nature. There Is

intense pain, coming on in paroxysms,
during which the dog howls with agony,
exhibiting the spectacle of pain, which is

most truthfiilly delineated in the sketch
above. Very often the attack is quite

sudden, and comes on after a fall meal
which has been eaten much as usual ; sud-

denly the dog stailQ up, with soiQUbiitg
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between a moan and a groan, and then lies

down again; soon after, there is another

groan, and a shifting of the position, and
then, after an interval of rest, and perhaps

sleep, there comes on a regular paroxysm
of pain, with violent howls, which soon

however cease, only to be repeated at

intervals, varying in length according to

the severity of the attack. The nose is not

dry or hot, the tongue is dean and moist,

and the appetite even is not aflfected; pulse

full and soft, and not much quicker than

natural. There is no tenderness of the belly,

and pressure seems to alleviate the pain,

rather than to increase it. The Tkeatment
consists in giving ether and laudanum
internally, in doses of from 30 to 60 drops

Of each, and a clyster of turpentine and

laudanum, one teaspoonfiil of each in half i

pint of gruel. The stimulating embroca
tion, No. 2, should be well rubbed into thi

bowels; and in bad cases a very hot ball

maj' be administered. When the colii

comes on In young dogs, the injection o
turpentine with laudanum and a little ethei I

will generally suffice without any internii'

medicine; but a dose of castor oil wil
almost always be necessary to carry off tht

offending matter. Sometimes colic is fol

lowed or attended by Intussusception, ii

Avhich one contracted part of the bowel h
driven into the expanded part below it. I

cannot be distinguished from colic, and the

animal is sure to die, unless an operation ii

performed to liberate the bowel; whicl'

might be easily done if the disease could btl

SUPEKPUEGATION.

discovered with certainty, which however
is not the case. 3.—Diaerhcea, or Dysen-
tery, comes on eitherfrom epidemic causes,
or from some irritating and improper food,
or from too violent aperient medicine.
Unless there is an epidemic raging at the
time, or the diarrhoea is clearly connected
with distemper, the Treatment should
generally commence with a dose of castor
oil, having with it a few drops of laudanum.
If this is not enough to stop the purging,
the anodyne mixture, No. 1, may be tried,
and failing that, No. 2, adding more lauda-
num to each dose, if necessary, up to any
extent, for this medicine is well borne by
the dog in full doses. Eice-water is to be
the only drink allowed ; and arrowroot or
rice the only food, flavoured with milk or
weak mutton-broth. If the dysentery is

very bad, an injection of laudanum and
starch may be tried; but it is seiaom
retained, even for a minute or two, and
unless mechanical pressure is kept upon the
anus by means of a towel, it is quite useless.
4—CosTivENEss is generally the result of
ichronic inflammation of the bowels, or of

the liver, bj' which their functions are im-

paired ; and when the former is torpid, the <

healthy stimulus of the bile is not afl'orded.

.

Dogs which are regularly exercised are not

very liable to costiveness, but those which
are confined to the house, or to their ken-

nels, are often terribly tormented by it, and

sufi'er severely from the consequences, in-

cluding that painful aflfection, piles, to which

the dog is much subject. Very often the dog

suffers very severe pain from the obstruction

afforded by pent-up faeces, and is utterly

unable to pass them uutU Nature has set up

an inflammation of the rectum, by which
mucus is poured out, and the mass comes
away with much straining. The dog thus

affected is almost mad with pain ; he runs

to and fro, rushes into odd corners, and
shakes his head in the most odd manner,

and in this stage may very easUy be mis-

taKeii for a "mad dog; " but the sudden-

ness of the attack, and the mass of hardened

f£Eces easily felt in the flank mark the

difference between the two cases. In one

case, some years ago, I operated on a setter,

and removed a solid mass of faeces, as firiu
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as soft sandstone, and 15 inches long, by

butting down in tlie flank and opening the

'^de of the rectum. The bowels had not

oeen moved for some weeks, and the dog
! ivas at the point of death, and though
•elieved by the operation he speedily sank-

die PBOPEB Treatment in all mild cases of

»stlveness is to give an increased quantity

I
)f vegetable food, and substitute oatmeal

I
md coarse-wheat flour for the more refined

articles of diet which some people f^ve their

Jogs. If there is impaction of fa;ces in the

I
rectum, a clyster of salt and water, or gruel

land castor oil, should be administered ; and,

I'.n addition, some mild aperient may be

i?iven, but the less calomel there is used

,fcvith it the better. Change of diet is the

iinain agent in correcting costiveness, toge-

ther with increased exercise, which will

fc^nerally effect a cure. If Piles make their

appearance, the administration of some
common brimstone every night in a little

water, varjing in quantity from 10 to 15

^ins, will generally effect a cure ; toge-

ther with a change of diet and exercise, as

above. For local treatment, use the pile

bintment prescribed among the astringents

lEit page 599. Fistula also occurs, sometimes

las a consequence of piles ; and it may be

remedied by slitting it up, but the operation
'

requires the assistance of a person accus-

tomed to the use of the knife.

Sect. 5 iNFLAjniATioy op the Kidn-ey

AKD I5I.ADDEE.

12". Inflammation of the Kidney is not

vcrj- common in the dog, but it sometimes

occurs Irom the use of turpentine as a ver-

nu^'uge. Very rarely there is met with in

the kidney a formation of stone, called

FlEnal Calculus, but no means can be used

to remove it, nor are there any symptoms
\vluch indicate its presence during life.

Inflammation of the Bladder and
Tkethka is very common in the dog, and
) ^ marked by a discharge of yellow mucus
fiom the end of the penis. This is the result

of high feeding generally, though sometimes

it comes on from mechanical irritation. The
'i f.eatmext is to be conducted by giving

, ca-ine aperients.

Sulphate of magnesia, J to 1 ounce,
Nitre, 10 to 15 grains.

Water enough to dissolve.

Mix, and give twice a-week.

Balsam of copaiba may be given in obstinate

cases, in doses varying from 4 to 15 drops, in

a little mucilage, or one or two of the cap-

sules now so commonly sold may be pushed
down the throat. When the discharge is

clearly in the sheath, awash of the sulphate

of zinc, as here prescribed, may be used.

Sulphate of zinc, 10 to 15 grains.

Eose water, 1 ounce. Mix,

Sect. 6.- -SiMPLS Inflammations oif

THE Skin.

128. Elctch OB Surfeit is one of those

skin diseases which is dependent upon too

gross a diet, and is not of a specific nature,

that is to say, it is not caused by contagion,

nor by a parasitic insect. It begins with an
irritation of the skin, which causes the dog
to be constantly scratching. On examina-
tion, there is a matted mass of loose hair,

as if some starch had been dropped on the

coat; and when this comes off, the skin

underneath is red, and deprived ofits cuticle,

discharging also a thin watery fluid. These
patches occur chiefly on the back and the

inside ofthe thighs, and also on the scrotum,

where they are very commonly met witlu

The Tkeatmekt consists in giving cooling

and laxative medicines, with starvation and
plenty of exercise. This will almost always

effect a cure. Locally, a piece of bluestone

may be rubbed upon the sores, but they will

not heal until the constitutional foulness of

blood has been relieved, after effecting

which local measures are seldom needed.

An ERUPTION between the toes is also con-

stantly occurring in sporting dogs ; and it

is precisely similar in its nature and cause,

and also in the treatment Bluestone is

almost invariably successful, if combined

with purgation and starvation. It generally

requires to be well rubbed in to the roots of

the nails, and also to the clefts between the

toes. The remaining eruptions of the ski.'i

will be found among the Specific Diseases,
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DISEASES ACCOMPAinED BY WANT OF POWER—ATOXIC DISEASES.

Sect. l. — Chokea, Shaking Palsy, Epi-

lepsy, AND Fits.

129. Chorea, ob St. Virus's Dance, is a

disease of tlie nervous system, -with the exact

nature of which we are not acquainted. In

the dog it is generally the consequence of

an attact of distemper, in which the brain

was affected, Ipiving the state to which the

name of chorea is applied. The appearance

is very peculiar, and the dog, when
the fore-quarter is attacked by chorea,

has the most idiotic look imaginable; he

goos about nodding his head and dropping

his fore-leg as if he was playing the fool,

but with the most helpless expression

imaginable. Sometimes the whole body is

implicated, but generally the disease is con-

fined to 'the head, neck, and one shoulder

and fore-leg. During sleep these spasms

disappear, though the repose is seldom

perfect, and the dog is continually aroused

by dreams, and then is attacked by the

twitchings, which last till sleep returns. It

is in this point that chorea differs from

Shaking Palst, which is a general shaking

of the body, arising from nearly the same
causes as chorea, and requiring the same
treatment ; but as it is, I believe, invariably

beyond our means of curing it, any measures

to that end are thrown away. During the

continuance of chorea the dog may or may
not remain in good health, just as in some
other disorders an animal maj' recover from

the cause, but the effect still remains; and

therefore, although in all cases chorea is

preceded by some disturbance of the whole

sj-stem, yet this may go off and leave the

dog apparently quite well, and with a good

appetite, &c., but suffering from this pecu-

liar condition of the nervous system. If

the dog is otherwise in good health, chorea,

I think, never destroys life; and it is only

when the original disease persists, that the

dog afflicted with chorea dies, which he

sometimes does, gradually becoming weaker

ana weaker, until at last he cannot rise

from his bed, but lies there convulsed with

slight spasms, and finally carried off in a

severe fit of them. But as I before said,

death does not occur from chorea, which is

only a symptom, but from other mischief

going on, and which is most probably also

the cause of the chorea. With regard to

this Cause, there is little doubt that it

exists m the spinal column, or the base

of the brain, or in the nervous sj'stera,

expanded upon the organs of nutrition,

called the sympathetic; but as these parts

of the great nervous system seldom indicate

to our limited "senses any altcratiou after

death, we can scarcely expect to find, in

such a chronic disease as this is, those

marks which are absent in more acute and
severe affections. Hence, although we find

no actual alteration, we are not therefore

to conclude that there is none, and espe-

cially when the co-existent mischief in fatal

cases is so veiy variously located. Some-
times there is inflammation of the stomach
and intestines, with diarrhoea, the result of

improper feeding; again, in another case,

we find worms in gi'eat numbers ; in a
third case, where a dog, otherwise in good
health, Is purposely lulled, no morbid

;

alteration can be discovered ; and in a
fourth there will probably be found some
slight and chronic thickening of the mem-
branes of the brain, as when there has

been great mischief in that organ during

distemper. Mr. Mayhew having found

the stomach inflamed in all the cases

which he has examined after death,

has arrived at the conclusion that this

is the primary seat of the disease,

and that the spinal chord has become

effected by sympathy with it. But here I

cannot agi-ee with him, for I have carefully

examined the stomachs of several young
greyhoimds and found no evidence of disease

where chorea existed in such a marked

manner as to render them useless for

coursing, but in which the health was
otherwise good. These puppies were pur-

posely killed, and the absence of stomachic

disease invalidates the statement made by

hhn; though I am quite ready to admit

that in all the cases which he would be

likely to dissect, there would, in all proba-

biUty, be the remains of stomach-disease;

because he would only see those which had

died from some other affection, distinct

from chorea, and that affection being fatal

would most probably be inflammation of

the stomach or bowels. But in chorea,

which persists after the accompanying

disorders of the system have been relieved,

there is found no sign at all; and simply

for this reason, that with our present

knowledge we have no certain means of

discovering the CNidences of disease in any

part of the nervous system. For these

several reasons I can only come to the

same conclusion, as in human pathology,

that chorea is some disordered condition of

the nervous system, whose remains after

death baflBe our search; and that it ii

independent in its cause ofstomach-disease,

though perhaps aggravated by it. Tiio

Treatment of chorea must be conducted

on two principles—first, to improve the

general health by good food and fresh air
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t'i^U'^ oy stomachic medicines , and secondly,

to give such strengthening and tonic medi-
dnes as are likely to improve the tone o''

the nervous system. Fresh country air is

of the utmost-consequence, and this alone

will often dispel the attacks of chorea ; but
•when united to a liberal diet it is doubly

, likelj- to be successful The puppy should
i liave plenty of good milk, or, ijf that cannot
f be obtained, beef- tea or mutton-broth, with

f
oatmeal or wheaten-flour added in propor-

tion to the looseness of the bowels. If

j
these are confined, they must be acted on

; by castor oil or rhubarb and aloes, or some
of the aperients which merely act without

' producing much loss of strength. When
I the strength is somewhat improved by diet

,' and stomachics, including the stomach
mixture at page 605, sulphate of zinc, in

doses varying from 2 to 4 grains three times
', a-day, may be given ; or a grain or two of

(, <iuinine, with 2 or 3 grains of extract of

! hemlock in a pill, will be likely to be ser-

viceable, but either must be used regularly

for some weeks in order to have a fair

chance of success. By these means many
bad cases may be relieved, or perhaps
nearly cured; but with sporting dogs, if the

attack is really severe, it is seldom that

sufficient improvement is effected to make
the dog as efficient as before. Hence, in

these instances it is perhaps better to

destroy him, /than to persist in patching
him up in a way which will only render
him a burden and disgrace to his master.

Shaking palsy I have already remarked is

wholly incurable.

130. Epilepsy may be distinguished from
the fits of puppyhood by the greac champ-
ing of the jaws and struggling of the

limbs during the fit, and also by the

frothing at the mouth, which is generally

an accompaniment of it. It comes on
without notice, and in the setter and
pointer is peculiarly annoying, because it

generally shows itself at the time when the
services are most wanted, namely, during
the middle of a day's shooting. Very ofte:i

this happens during the excitement of the

•'point," but the fit is scarce'y remarked
till the birds are sprung, when the dog
•generally falls, and is seized with struggles

and foaming at the mouth. Generally this

Isists for a few minutes, extending some-
times to half an hour, after which he
recovers himself, and wiU even continue

his work without loss of nose. With
regard to the causes of epilepsy nothing
Is known, but its attacks are aggravated
fcy improper food, and by the addition of

flesh without due preparation, as Is often

heedlessly done just before the shooting
season. The Tbeatment consists in atten-

tion to the general health, which is all that

can be done, as in confirmed epilepsy a euro
is out of the question. Aperients, or even
emetics, will be more likely to do good than
any other medicine, and the use of the
former is by far the most likely paUiativo
measure.

131. By Fits may be understood those
which occur to the puppy during dentition
or from distemper, both of which indicate
either disease of the brain, or great dis-

turbance of the digestive apparatus in
consequence of worms. These fits are
accompanied by slight convulsions, but
no foaming at the mouth, and the dog is

not speedilj' recovered from them, but lies

exhausted after he recovers his conscious-
ness. They are very fatal in distemper,
being symptoms of great mischief in the
brain; but they are not invariably fatal,

because the severity of the fit does not
always indicate a corresponding degree of
internal mischief. In their Treatment
Mr. Mayhew recommends injections of

ether and laudanum ; but I can scarcely

assign to this remedy the credit which he
claims for it, kno^ving that many epileptic

fits are recovered from without any aid at

all, and finding that he classes all under the

one head of "fits." In the kind I am now
considering, there is generally some ex-
citing cause present, as distemper, or the

irritation of worms, or of teething; and if

these are removed, the fits will generally

subside, and, consequently, the whole
attention should be directed to this object.

These fits seldom recur many times in

succession, being either speedily fatal, or

else ending in a complete cure ; and in

this respect they are unUke epilepsy, as

weU as in their symptoms and treatment.

Sect. 2.

—

Geneeai, Dbopsy.

132. AjfASAKCA, or general dropsy in the

dog, is not a very uncommon disease

among old kennelled dogs, owing to the

improper way in which they are fed and
kept without exercise. It consists of an
infiltration of serum from the blood-vessels

into the cellular membraue, caused by the

kidneys refusing to act, as a consequence

generally of inflammation ; and the disease,

therefore, is merely a symptom of inflam-

mation of the kidneys, for which reason I

might have classed it among the inflam-

matorj' diseases, but that it sometimes

occurs from a difl'erent condition of that

organ, owing to a want of tone in the

general system. Its most frequent cause

is either improper stimulants—in the case

of the stallion greyhound, a very frequent

cause—or a gross kind of food, or some-

times from simple over-crowding of the

dogs in a small kennel, occasioning a

breaking down of the 8}stera, and an
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exudation of serum as a consequence.

Among over-stimulated pets, which are

not allowed any exercise, it is a very

common disease, and often carries them
off in a very disgustingly loathsome con-

dition. When the liver is in fault, by
throwing too much work upon the kidneys,

as is sometimes the case, the urine is yellow,

but in the usual way it is highly charged

with salts, and dark broicn, not yellow.

The Treatment consists in acting in ac-

cordance with the cause—that is to say, in

treating the case so as to relieve the

dropsy, and not upon any fixed principles;

thus, supposing the kidneys are inflamed,

blood must be taken, and calomel and
digitalis given in grain doses of each, with-

out any violent diuretics, which will only

aggravate the disease. If the dropsy is

merely a symptom of a breaking down of

the system, this must be propped by bark

and steel, with perhaps ammonia in addition.

When the urine is mixed with blood, in a
broken down constitution, tlie following

mixture may be given, on the authority of

Mr. Mayhew, and I have no doubt with
success :—

Tincture of cantharides, 3 drops.

Water, 2 ounces.

To be given twice a-day.

If the dropsy is from the kidnejrs refusing

to act, si^ or eight grains of nitre may be
given two or three times a-day, in the
diuretic mixture. No. 2, but the great prin-

ciple is to make out the cause and act

accordingly.

Sect. 3 —Bbonchocele.
133. Beonchocele is an enlargement of

the thyroid body in the throat, sometimes
to an enormous extent, so as to press upon
the windpipe and destroy life. Nothing is

known of the nature of this bodj-, or of the

causes of its enlargement, and all that we
can do Is empirically to use that remedy
which we find will reduce it, and here we
lix upon iodine, as the only really successful

one. The iodide ofpotassium may be given
by ihe mouth

—

Iodide of potassium, 3 grains.

Linseed meal, enough to make a pllL

To be given three times a-day, and the
following ointment rubbed into the throat
night and morning :—

Iodide of potassium, 1 dram.
Lard, 1 oz. Mix.

It Is, however, of such a nature as always
to Interfere with the emploj-ment of sport-
ing dogs, and they arc seldom so far cured
as to be 80 useful as belore.

Sect. 4.—Woems.
134. The Presence of Worms in the

intestinal canal is one ofthe greatest annoj^
ances to the proprietors of dogs of all classes.

In the greyhound they are a constant
source ofmischief, and in the other varietiea

of sporting dogs they are almost equally
common. In the puppy they are particu-

larly injurious, cutting off his supplies of

food, and also irritating his nervous system,
to a degree which can scarcely be credited

without actual experience. Whenever a
puppy is seen to look rough and unhealthy
in his coat (mere roughness is no indication),

and when he is also thinner than he ought
to be, with a ravenous appetite, and the
constant passing of small quantities of fasces,

the first part of which is solid, while the
latter part is loose and frothy; when he also

is more dull than natural, with a hot dry
nose, and offensive breath, it may generally

be concluded that he has some kind of intes-

tinal worm, and the only thing is to find

out which species is present, and then to

exhibit the appropriate remedy. For this

purpose the areca nut (see page 606) is a
very useful medicine, given in proportion to

the age and size, from a whole nut pow-
dered, which is the dose for a fuU-grown
dog of 401b. or SO lb., down to a quarter of a
nut for a little dog of 101b. weight Thi'i

should be given, and followed in a few hours
by a mild dose of castor oil, when some of

the worms present will most likely make
their appearance, and according to their

nature must the remedy be. Major Besant
asserts, that it will clear the dog ofany and
all worms by persevering in its use ; but I

have always found that it only brings away
a few alive, and neither kills those left

behind, nor brings away alL Nevertheless,

I cannot say how its use persevered in twice

a-week for some time might operate, as I

have never tried more than two or three

consecutive doses.

135. The Varieties of Worms are as

follows :

—

1.—The Common Maw-Worm {Ascaris

vermicularis).—X short white worm, about
an inch long, with a pointed tail, and a flat

broad head, the intervening part being nearlj'

round. These wonns exist chiefly in the

large intestines, where they are often in

great numbers, and they do not much
interfere with the health of the dog.

2 Tde Long Round-Worm (Ascaris lum-

bricoide3).—X pink or red worm, resembling

tlie garden worm in appearance, but some-
what less in size, and not so red in colour.

They chiefly inhabit the small intestines,

and are verj- injurious to the health, inter-
!

fering with the digestion in every way,
since they take up the chyle for their own
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r'se, and also irritate the mucous membraue
by their presence.

3.—The Tape-VVorm {Toenia solium and
Tcenia lata).—This worm is found in two
or three species, but for our purpose it is

sutHcient to describe its general appearance,

which is that of a long Hat worm, divided

into joints, and often coming away in por-

tions, but leaving the head behind. It is,

when suffered to remain long enough, from
6 to 8 feet long, and the dog may often be
seen running about with a foot or two
hanging from his anus, or curled round his

tail, to his great annoyance and disgust.

The tape-worm inhabits the small intes-

tines, and is much worse even than the

round worm in its effects upon the health

of the animaL Its expulsion should there-

fore be effected with great care, and its

head, which is larger considerably than the

diameter of the rest of the body, should be

diligentlj' sought for, for until this is found
It cannot be asserted with positive certainty

that the vermifuge has been successful.

136. The General Principles of treat-

ment consist in starving the dog for from
12 to 24 hours, and then administering the

appropriate vermifuge, followed by a mild

dose of aperient medicine, to carry off the

worms from the intestines. In the chapter
on drugs, I have given a list of vermifuges,

suited to the various conditions and kinds

ofworms ; but it will be necessary to repeat

here what are the best for each kind, and
their respective advantages and disadvan-

tages, for, unfortunately, all are, more or

less, injurious to the dog, and their use is

only to be encouraged as a less evil than the
continued existence ofworms.

137. The Remedies for Maw-Worm and
Round-Worm are as follows :

—

Wormwood {Artemisia absinthium).

Garlic {Allium sativum).

Cowhage {Mucuna pruriens).

Santonine, or the active principle of
worm-seed {Artemisia contra).

Indian pink {Spigelia Marylandica).
Betel nut {Nux areca).

Stinking hellebore {Helleborui fceii-

dus).

Powdered tin and glass.

Calomel {Hydrargtjri chloridum).

For Tape-Worm the following may be
used with advantage :

—

Kousso {Brayera anthelmintica).

liarbadoes tar {Petroleum Barha-
dense).

Pomegranate bark {Punica grana-
tum).

Male fern {Filix mas).

Spirit of turpentine (Spiritus tere-

binthtnce).

The chief varieties of these are alluded to

in the chapter on drugs; but their more

peculiar properties may better be enlarged
upon in this place, and I will therefore
describe the effects and properties of each.
Wormwood is grown in this country

indigenouslj', as a downy under-shrub, with
large dingy-yellow flowers. The whole
of the plant is aromatic and bitter, and
yields a green volatile oil, in which the
vermifuge power seems to reside. It is

an excellent remedy for young puppies,
because it acts as a tonic, and thereby pre-
vents the further accumulation of worms
from the weakness of the stomach, which
is so often the real cause of their presence.
It should be given in powder, in doses
varying from 10 to 30 grains, mixed into a
bolus with any syrup or honey.
Garlic is a bulb too well known to need

description. They are of an acrid pungent
taste, and are very useful in expehing the
Maw-Worm when stronger remedies are
not safe, as in a delicate puppy. Tlie mode
of administration is by masiiing up the
bulbs in a mortar, and giving them in mass
as a bolus. From a drachm to halfan ounce
is the dose, according to the size of the
puppy ; or even less in very small puppies.

Cowhage consists of the hairy down
from the pods of the Mucuna pruriens, a
twining shrub, with purple flowers, having
a disagreeable garlicky smell, and suc-

ceeded by pods containing three or four

seeds enveloped in the down called cow-
hage. Its operation is purelj' mechanical,

the minute hairs irritating the worms, an 1

causing them to let go their hold upon the

mucous membrane, which itself is pro-

tected by the mucus covering it. It is a

very good vermifuge as a temporary expe-
dient in dogs which are in present use, but

it does not destroy those which remain,

and will not quite clear a dog in the usual

waj' ; but some people are of opinion that

it is one of the most valuable of all vermi-

fuges. The mode of giving it is by scraping

the cowhage into treacle or honey, -with

which it is mixed, and of this a teaspoonful

or two is given to the dog every other

morning for five or six doses, followed at

last by a dose of castor oil, and if the

bowels are costive, by one in the middle of

the time.

Santonine is difficult to procure pure,

but when genuine it is the most useful

remedy for round-worm, which it removes

with great certainty. The brown santonine,

which is the best variety, should be obtained

fl-om a flrst-rate druggist, and mixed into a

bolus, with a considerable quantity of rhu-

barb or jalap—that is, from 6 to 15 grains

of either, or of a mixture of both. From } to

3 grains is the dose of santonine, according

to the age, mixed with the above aperient,

and given twice a-week for iliree or four
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doses. Its effwits are, as far as I know,
very satisfactory, in not injuring the sto-

mach, and it is therefore the least pre-

judicial of all the vermifuges upon which

any reliance can he placed; but its expense

Is an obstacle where large numbers are to

be dosed.

Indian or Caeolina Pins, is airAmerican
perennial root, usually sold in this country

in bundles of the entire plant, about 20 inches

long. The useful part is the root, which
consists of numerous yellowish - brown
fibres, having a faint odour, and a nauseous
taste. When tolerably fresh it is a strong

vermifuge; but it is ver3' variable in its

effects, and, I am inclined to believe, is

much adulterated by an admixture of other

plants as a substitute, because in some few
cases I have kno^^Ti it irritate the bowels to

a dangerous degree, but whether accident-

all3' or not I cannot say. It is not a medi-
cine which can be given to a greyhound in

training, no: to a delicate puppy. It is

administered by infusing an ounce of the

root in half a pint of boiling water tor an
hour, and giving from one-eighth to one-
nuarter of it to the dog when lasting, fol-

lowed in six hours by a dose of castor oiL

The Areca Kut is powdered, and given
either with the food or as a bolus, in the
dose of a whole nut for a large dog, or less

in proportion to a small one. It is a very
limoccnt remedy, and, as far as my experi-
ence goes, very efficacious.

The Stinking Hellebore is a plant
wliicli grows in the shady parts of our
woods in great abundance. The leaves
should be gathered early in the autumn,
and carefully dried and kept in a stoppered
phiaL Its eflect is solely upon the worm,
as it is rather a Ptomachic than an initant.

From 6 to 15 grains may be mixed with an
ccjual quantity of jalap, and made into a
bolus, wliich is to be given twice a-week.
For young dogs out of condition it is very
useful, and it maj' be given at all times.

Powdered Tin and Glass act only
meclianically. As much as will lie upon a
uliilling of either may he mixed with lard

and given as a bolus to the dog fasting.

Calomel Is a very efficient vermifuge for

maw, or round-wonn ; but it requires great
caution in Its use, as it always weakens the
dog in his stomach, as well as his general
"vstem, and renders liim liable to cold.

From 2 to 5 grains are the doso la a pill,

^vlth jnlaji (sou p;!ge .V.'S).

Kousso is a native of Abyssinia, where it

is the popular remedy for tape-worm, with
which the natives are much afHlcted. The
flowers arc tlio parts used, and they are
powdered before being sold, though for

wliat purpose, except for its more ready
•t:ultcrutiun, I am at a l083 to kuow. It is

universallj' said to be a very innocent ver-

mifuge in human medicine, and wherever
it has been used it has been more or less

successful without doing any injury to the
stomach; indeed it does not seem to pro-

duce any remai'kable. effects, except occa-

sionally to cause the stomach to reiect it,

and it seldom purges. I have used it in a

great number of cases upon the greyhound
with good success, and without the slightest

inconvenience; but I have been informed
by Mr. Cass, of Thirsk, that several of his

dogs were nearly killed by taking it. I

endeavoured to obtain from him the par-

ticulars, but could not succeed, and I ain

therefore unable to do more than mention
the circumstance as causing a possible

necessity for caution There must, I think,

have been some mistake either in the article

itself or its mode of administration; but
still it may have been as he says, and the

medicine may be occasionally injurious to

the dog in spite of the numerous cases in

AThich it has been tried, and the close

analogy between tlie dog and man, in whom
there is no doubt that it is perfectly harm-
less. When it is given it should be inl\ised

in boiling water till cool— one ounce of

kousso to half a pint of water, to which the

juice of one lemon should be added. From
one-quarter to half of this (including the

powder by agitation before giving it)

should then be poured down tlie dog's

throat, and followed six hours after by a

dose of oil. This should be repeated once

or twice a-week till the dog seems clear

of his worms, tlie stomach being always
emptied by a twelve hours' fast before

giving the kousso, and plenty of slops being

allowed to work it oflf.

15ARBADOES Tak is a mineral production,

found floating on the iiitomiil waters of

several of the West India islands; but it is

now verj' seldom used, and I kuow nothing

of its properties or effects.

Pomegranate Bark is obtained from the

tree bearing the same name, which is .a

native of Africa. The bark is sold in short

quills, of a greyish yellow colour externally,

yellowish inside, brittle, with a faint odour

and an astringent bitter taste. It is a good

vermlfhgo for tape-worm, but it is not

much used in this country, India being the

chief locality where it is in vogue. From
one ounce to half an ounce is the dose,

infused for 21 hours in a pint anda-halfot

boiling water, and then boiled down to one-

half juid filtered. The dose should be divided

into three portions, and one-third given

everj' half-hour till all is tJiken.

The Male Ferx is met with in this

countr.v, and it sliould be dug up in snni-

mer, cleared of root, fibres, Ac, but not

washed; and dried quicldy aiid thoroughly
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ill the open air, in tlie si i ade without heat, the

tufts and those parts only which are greenish

iuteiT.ally should be used. They should be

reduced to powder at once, and preserved

In weU-stoppered bottles; the powder never

feeing kept over a second summer, as it

soon loses its strength. When genuine and

fresh it is, the very best remedy for tape-

worm we' possess ; but it can only be

obtained with certainty in a state fit to be

depended on by digging for it, and pre-

paring it oneself. The botanical characters

of the plant are as follows :—The under-

ground stem large, tufted, scaly ;
producing

|

in spring beautiful leaves, pinnate, with,

oblong, serrated, obtuse leaflets. The

Pose is 1 scruple to 2 drachms of the dried

powder, given in a bolus on an empty

stomach, and followed in two hours by a

brisk purgeeither of castor oil or jalap. The

On- prepared from it is sold in the shops, of
|

which from 10 to 20 drops are a dose, mixed
,

up with linseed meal and a little boiling
j

water; and half being given at night and
j

the other half the next morning, foUowed

in six hours by a brisk purge.

Oil oe Spleit of Tubpentine is certainly

a very powerful agent in tlj.e expulsion of

tape-worm, and in some persons' hands it

appears to be comparatively innocent ; but,

in many cases, it upsets the health greatly

for a long time after its exhibition. It may
be given eitlier tied up in a thin piece of

bladder, and put down the throat like a

bolus, after which the bladder is digested

and the turpentine liberated; or by mixing

it with a little suet to such a consistency as

to make a bolus. In this latter way, how-

ever, it is very commonly rejected by the

gtoiuacli, and if it is to be given the bladder

is the best mode of using it. From half

a draclun to half an ounce should be tied

up, or mixed as I have said, and giveii

fasting once a-week at the oftenest. It

should be followed as usual by a good dosu

of oil ; and it wiU generally, if it is kept

down, cause the worm to evacuate its

quarters; but too often it causes also so

much irritation and inflammation of the

mucous membrane as to be highly preju-

dicial to the dog's state of health. If, there-

fore, the kousso or the male fern will havo

an equally good effect—as I believe they

will—unattended by these evils, no one t

should think would sanction the use of the

turpentine. There are, however, some ffew

obstinate cases in which the worm resists

all ordinary means, parting only with small

portions, and its head obstinately retaining

its vitality and its hold. In such cases it is

wise to try the turpentine after the failure

of other means, and it may then perhaps

justify the praisewhich has so generally beeu

accorded to it. Tet it must be recollected,

that until kousso was introduced, turpentiue

was alwaj'S considered an unsafe remedy

;

and it is much more so in the dog than in

man, as it cannot in the lower animal be

given mixed with castor oil, because it

always when so lowered causes vomiting,

and is rejected, so as entirely to negative

its qualities as a vermifuge. With these

remarks I shall conclude the section on

Woi-ms, merely obsening, that though I

have noticed aU the remedies at present in

use, I consider santonine, stinking helle-

bore, Indian pink, kousso, and male foni

by far the most valuable of them. The

three first for maw and roimd-worms, and

the two last for tape-worm.

CHAP [V.

DISEASES ARISING FEOM IMPKOPER FEEDING OR NEGLECT.

Sect, i.—An-emia, ob. Poveett of Blood.

13S. PovEKTY OF Blood comes on in the

dog either from bad food or from over-

crowding, either of which will produce it.

It consists in a state of the blood in which

the red particles are deficient in number,

and this vital fluid is altogether of too thin

a consistency, and consequently too watery

in its nature. The dog looks emaciated

and hungry, with a staring coat and a

sunken eye ; and his lips and tongue being

of a pale pink, instead of the rich red which

they ought to exhibit. It is generally seen

in large towns, where puppies are some-

times reared in back yards to which the

sun has no access, and where a free current

of air is a rarity. The Treatment is

foimded upon a complete alteration from

previous habits; fresh countrj' air and good

food being substituted for the state of things

which has produced the disease. A tonic /

medicine will also sometimes be required,

consisting of quinhie, as prescribed at page

605, or the combinatiou with steel, u3

follows :—
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Sulpliate ofquinine, 1 grain-

Sulphate of iron, 1 srain.

Extract of camomile, enough to make
a bolus.

To be given twice a-day.

Worms are generally present in this state of
the constitution, and as soon as the strength
•will allow ofthe proper medicines being used
to remove them, they ought to be exhibited,
but with great care. In spite of everjthing
•whichmaybe done, few puppies ever fully re-

cover from this condition, and therefore in
the case ofgreyhounds it is almost hopeless
to attempt their treatment

Sect. 2.—Rickets a>t) Enlarged Joints.

139. The State of System called
ItiCKETS depends upon nearlj' the same
mismanagement as described in the last
section; but it is sometimes seen evrn in
rural districts, when the puppy is confined
to a small damp yai-d, and is badly fed, or
deprived ot bones. Phosphate ofhme is the
main agent in stiffening ihe skeleton, and
if food containing this salt is not afforded
in sufficient quantity the bones are of a
pelatinous character, easily bending under
the dog's weight, and consequently ren-
dered by nature too bulky Jbr his future
well-being as an animal fitted for the
chase. Many breeders like to see a puppy
show larger joints than usual, and consider
tiiein an iiidicalioji of stix'nglh; but I am

strongly of opinion that the reverse is tho
case, and that the puppy which has them
is not nearly so strong as one whose
Umbs are grown more like those of an old
dog. This, however, is a disputed point,
and I would never advise the rejection of a
puppy because his joints were all enhirged

;

but if one is much larger than the others, it

is a sign of worse disease than rickets, and
more nearly allied to what, in human
pathology, is called scrofula. Sometimc-s
the swellings disappear, and the diseaso
is cured, but generally these joints be-
come more and more inflamed, and finally

go on to form matter, and to make the dog
entirely lame. Little can be done for this
in the way of Tkeatment, and the destruc-
tion of the puppy is the best plau of pro-
ceeding. In rickets, however, a great
change sometimes takes place, and the
bending of the hmbs or the enlargement of
the joints gradually disappears, leaving
only some slight indication of what has
existed. Too often, however, the bone is

weak and liable to fracture; and at the
time when the dog is wanted for the sport
to which it is dedicated, the bone gives
way, and the time and trouble occupied m
its rearing are found to have been totally
thrown away ; hence the necessity for good
feeding in the rearing of all young dogs

;

and, as I have advised in the case ot the
greyhound, loo much care can scarcely cj
bestowed upou them.

CUAP. V.

SPECinC DISEASES.

Sect. L—Mange.
140. Mange consists of several eruptions,

which are in common language grouped
under the above head, the chief popular dis-
tinction being, that it is communicable from
one to the other by contact—that is to say,
that it is "catching." Hence, tlie sporting
public exclude surfeit, blotch, Ac, from this
definition, and only include under the term
mango those chronic eruptions which arc
capable of being taken by one dog fum
another. There arc, however, several dis-
tinct varieties, which are not sufficiently
•lescribed ; and every now and then I see a
fresh and perfectly new form, so that I can
not now give a complete epitome of them.
Mr. Mayhew enumerates five varieties, but
he begin.? by asserting that "cverv affection
ot the skin lu the dog is termed m:iugc"

Whereas every sportsman must know thnt
when his dog has an emption, the fir.>t

question asked is the following, namely

—

" Is it mange, or not ? " He is, however,
deserving of every praise, for introducing
arsenic as a cure for many fonns of this

disease, and I have no doubt that his plan
will te followed by a great number of cures.
Here, again, the analogy with the human
subject is complete, the very same forms of
eruption being completely under the control
of that active medicine, but not those
depending upon an insect, which Mr. May-
hew supposes is the cause of true mange,
but which I fancy is only met with in one
form, and this can be cured as in the hum:>.u
"itch," by external remedies alone. The
following are the forms of mange which I

have mot with ; but, as I said before, I aui
coiistiintly meeting with a ucw variety.
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141. VntuLENT Mange, in its more ordi-

nary form, occurs most commonly in utterly-

neglected and large kennels, where dogs are

sutfered to remain in large numbers toge-

ther, in all their filth, and without exercise.

It is seldom met with elsewhere, but it is

highly contagious. The skin is bfire of hair

in large patches, but these are not in regular

forms, being gradually shaded off into the
iiauy parts, as if from scratching, and are

nowhere quite free from hairs. The skin is

dry and rough, with afew oozing scabs here
and there, and with inflamed creases, ex-
tending wherever there is a fold. The erup-
tion is generally confined to the back,

bosom, and inside of the thighs. The health
is not much affected, but from the loss of

Bleep, and constant irritation caused by the

itching, there is sometimes some little fever.

There is reason to believe that an insect is

the cause of this form of mange. The
Teeatmext consists in a gentle dose or two
of aperient medicine internally, and exter-

nally of the application of the compound
sulphur ointment, reduced in thickness by
a little oil, to make it more easily rubbed
into the roots of the hair. This shoxild be

continued every night, for three or four

times in succession, after which the dog
should be well washed with soap and water,

and he will then most probably be cured. If

the cure is not complete, the following wash
may be tried, but the dog must be muzzled
for some days, or he will, in licking himself,

swallow enough of the application to poison
himself. To guard against which, as far as

possible, the aloes is added :—

Decoction ofwhite hellebore, 4 ounces.

Decoction of tobacco, 4 ounces.
CoiTosive sublimate, 8 grains.

Aloes, 2 drachms. Mix while hot.

142. The Second Foem op Vieulent
Mange, supposed to depend on a vegetable

growth somewhat similar to mould, is more
rare than the first variety, and much more
diflicult to eradicate. Its appearance differs

little from the first kind, the chief point of

distinction being that this kind usually

attacks young puppies, whilst the insect

form is generally found upon the adult

animal. In both the hair falls off; but in

the second kind there is more scab, and the

itching not being so violent, it is not so

much scratched off, so that often there is a i

considerable accumulation. The Teeat-
ment is required to be very energetic locally

as well as internally. If the dog's hcidth is

upset, as is generally the case, tonics or

stomachics will be required ; and externally

the wash, as prescribed for the first variety,

may be used, or the following ointment :

—

Iodide of mercury, 1 draclun.

Lard, 1 ounce.

Mix, and rub a Uttle in everj' night, using a
muzzle to prevent licking. Yellow wash
may also be tried with a fair hope of suc-
cess.

143. aiANGE, •WITH ' Thickening of the
Skin, appears to be more dependent on
constitutional disorder than the first two
varieties, and for it the arsenical solution is

no doubt very valuable. In this disease the
discharge is very offensive; the skin ia

thick, and pouring out an irritating ichor
which occasions a constant and violent
itching; the haJr falls off, and the dog
is continually scratching himseif. The
Eemedt for this state is a cooling diet,

without any animal food of any kind, and
composed chiefly of potatoes and other
vegetables. A smait purge may be first

given, and then the liquor arsenicalis in

doses of from 2 to 10 drops three times
a-day, mixed with thefood, according to the
size of the dog. If this dose makes the
eyes red, or stops the appetite, or occasions
vomiting, it may be diminished one half;

but the best plan in all cases is to begin
with a full dose at first, and when the
desired effect is produced, gradually to

diminish it. Less than two or three months
will seldom effect a cure, and the sulphur
ointment will often be required to com-
plete it.

144. Bed Mange is the most easily

detected of all the varieties, because it

always shows itself by altering the colom* of

the hair, whether the dog is white or not. If

white, the hair becomes pink; and if brown
or red, it is of a brighter shade. It does
not, however, fall off, except from the con-
stant scratching which takes place. Tliere

is no eruption ^'isible, but the skin is more
red than natural. The remedy is either the
wash given at paragraph 141, or a mixture
of blue mercurial and compound sulphur
ointments in equal proportions. At the

same time the dog should be physicked and
reduced in food, so as to be thereby im-
proved in his health, which is generally

affected considerably before this disease

appears.

145. Mr. Mayhew's fourth kind of manga
is what I have described as "blotch," by
which name it is usually known.

146. A Fifth Yaedstt is decidedly of a
scaly character, unattended by much in-

flammation, and not accompanied by much
irritation. In the only case which I have
seen it was cured by the hquor arsenicalis

duruig the present summer.
147. In all Cases of Mange a due

amount of exercise should be enforced;

but this is so much neglected, that it will

require great caution to see that it is

attended to. All dogs with mange are

avoided ia coiuequcnce of the cont^g^ous
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nature of the disease, and few servants like

to talse them out with them for that reason.

Nevertheless, exercise is essential to reco-

very ; and if the dog is worth curing, he is

worth takuig out as a means towards the

cure.

Sect. 2 Caxceb.

14S. Cancek is a malignant disease, -which

cliieliy attacks the reproductive organs in

the male and female. It first makes its

appearance in a liard lump like a walnut,

and in that state occasions very little pain ;

alter a time the tumour enlarges, and at

last a small point softens and ulcerates,

and then an open cancer, attended with a

loul discharge, makes its appearance. Being
perfectly incurable, it is of no use to pre-

scribe any remedies for this disease, and
the dos; affected with it had better be

destroyed.

Sect. -Encysted Tomours.

140. These are very common in the dog,

and consist of small soft bladders lying

close under the skin, of a circular form,

and devoid of pain or inflammation. They
vary in size from that of a pea to the

^•olume of a small orange. The only remedy
is the knife, which may be used with per-

fect safety by any one accustomed to it.

The skin must be saved and dissected back,

and the tumour, when exposed, may readily

be lifted out of its bed without much dis-

section; after which the parts may be
suffered to heal of themselves.

Sect. 4.—Diseases of PAETrfirnoN.

150. In Healthy PAKTtmiTiON the hitch

seldom suffers much; but sometimes in a
suiall bitch, wlien the sire is ofmuch larger

size, the disproportion between the whelps
and the mother is so great as to occasion
great difficulty and danger ; and sometimes
also from other causes.

151. In order to ascertain whether or
not the bitch is in pup, a careful external
bjcamination will generally be necessary;
when, on pressing the fingers deeply
between the rectum and the bladder,

several small romid or oval bodies may be
felt, in number according to the future
litter. Between the fourth and seventh
•weeks the whelps cannot so easily be felt

;

but, though they are said to be lost, a
careful examination by a practised hand
will always detect nearly all of them lying

close agauist the spine. After the seventh
Meek they appear very plainlj', and the
belly rapidly swells till it attains the size

which it presents at whelping time ; about
three or four days before which the teats

begin to swell, and on the day before

generally are full of milk, a pretty siire

uidication of the near approach of labour.

152. In the Process of Parturition,
the bitch should be left to herself as much
as possible ; and if of good size and healthy,

she will nearly always pass through it

without trouble. Sometimes, however, her
pelvis is too small to allow of the passage
of the whelp, and then either she must die,

or man must afford his aid by mechanical
means; but this operation is too difficult

for any but a practised hand, and thereibre

I should recommend the aid of a skilful

veterinarian to be in all cases called in. If

a part of the whelp is born, and the

remainder does not come away for some
time—owing apparently to the exhausted
condition of the bitch—it is quite safe to

give a httle brandy and gruel by the mouth,
and then steadily to draw away the whelp,

by laying hold of the part presenting with
a piece of tape round it, or a strip of caUco.

153. As soon as all the whelps are born,

the bitch may be allowed to rest for a

short time, unless she is very much ex-

hausted, when the brandy and gruel may
be given, as directed in the last paragraph.

After an hour, in the usual way^ a little

lukewarm gruel maybe allowed; and in the

course of four hours another quantity of

the sama Xo meat of any kind should be

given for three days, during which time the

state of the bowels should be regulated, if

necessarj', bj' castor oil ; and milk thickened
v/ith oatmeal or wheat-flour, or brotii

with the same thickening, or with arrow-

root, if diarrhoea is present, should be the

only food. Sometimes, after the first week,

the whole litter is too great a draw upon
the system, and part must be removed from

the bitch, and brought up by hand, if it is

wished to preserve them, feeding them from

a common baby's bottle, with the India-

rubber nipple now so commonly in use;

but a very thick and stout one should be

selected, or the puppy will compress it too

much with its tongue. When the bitch is •

much reduced by her suckling, she some-

times is subject to fits, for which the only

remedy is the removal of her whelps, and

the exhibition of strong beef-tea, -with bark,

as prescribed at page 605, and ammonia
in addition; together with port wine and

aiTOwroot, if the bowels are relaxed. After

the first week, and, indeed, gradually

during the fourth, fifth, and sixth days,

meat must be added to the other food,

especially if the bitch has had much
animal food before whelping.

154. If the bitch is inclined to devour her

young, she should be allowed to remain

very quiet, and very little animal food

should be given her. A dose of oil should

always be given a short time before her
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tvhelping time ; and if she should, never-

heless, devour them, another dose should
follow, so as to carry off the effects of so

heating a meal.

155. If a foster-mother is determined
npon, all that is necessary is to muzzle her
luitil the strange whelps have sucked her,

and lain for some time with her own ; she
will then fail to distinguish between them,
and her own offspring maj' be removed with
safety, leaving the foster-whelps to her care,

which she will exercise just as fully towards
them as if they were really hers.

156. If the bitch has been "put by," as it

is called, and is not in whelp at the end of
nine weeks from her "heat,'" she will be
fat and indolent, with her teats full of milk.
At this time it is better to take a little

blood from her, and to give her a smart
purge once or twice, together with vege-
table food ; after which she will generally
recover her health and spirits, and become
much as usual at the expiration of another
month or five weeks. This ought to be
fully cousidered iu the case of all sporting
dogs.

CHAP, VI.

ACCIDENTS AND OPERATIONS.

Sect. 1 Cuts, Teaks, and Bites.

157. Sonrrioxs of CoNTixurrT, as these

accidents are designated in the dignified

nomenclature of human surgerj^ are easily

treated in the dog, because his skin is very
readily healed, though not so speedily or in

the same manner as that of man. In man a
clean cut, if properly treated, heals as if by
magic ; and in three days large surfaces of

many inches m extent will often be firmly

healed by a kind of glue thrown out from
the cut surfaces, which afterwards becomes
organized. In the dog and horse, however,

no such glue is thro-mi out, and the oozing

is always of a watery nature; so that

apposition must always be maintained by
stitches, and even they are only of use in

preventing extreme displacement while they
remain inserted. In slight cuts, tears, and
bites, therefore, it is better to leave them
alone to the heaUng powers of the dog's

tongue; but in those cases where a large

flap is torn down, as in the legs for instance,

a stitch or two should always be inserted,

over which a bandage should be fixed, and
the dog kept muzzled untU union takes

place. Without the last precaution stitches

and bandages are of no use, since the dog
will always manage to remove them, and
will tear out any stitches which may be

inserted, however carefully they may be
tied. The first thing to be done is to wash
the parts, if dirty, and then with a common
needle and thread to put in several stitches,

according to the extent of the wound ; but

only fixing it so as to keep it nearly in

position, for an exact adaptation is of no
use whatever. In putting in the stitches,

t!.e following is the plan to be adopted:

t^ke the needle and liiread and insert it

in the outside of the skin, on one side of

the wound, and bring it out on the insidt ;

then pass it from the inside towards the oi t

of the opposite part ofthe corresponding fl; p
on the other side, and tie the ends so as to

close the wound. Eepeat this as often £!s

necessary, and cover all up with the ban-
dage as already directed. After four or five

days the threads may be cut and removed,
because they are no longer serviceable, and
only sers'e to irritate the skin; and from
this time the whole dependence mvist be
placed upon the bandage in keeping the

parts together. In some parts—as, for

instance, the flank, a bandage can scarcely

be applied ; but even there it is wonderful

how natm-e fills up an apparently irreme-

diable gap. I have often seen a flap torn

down by a spike, which has hung down
from the flank lor 5 or 6 inches, but at the

end of a month scarcely any scar can be

seen. The owner therefore need never

despair as long as the skin only is the seat

of the accident ; but when the abdominal

muscles also are torn the bowels are apt to

protrude, and the parts, if lefl to them-

selves, wUl never regain their original con-

dition. Here a circular stitch must be

practised, so as to pucker up the parts Uke

the mouth of an old-fashioned purse, and if

the walls are thick enough the plan may be

practised with success ; but in the thin ten-

dinous expansions covering the middle of

the belly there is great difficulty in caiTj'ing

out this plan of rectifying the iniury.

The mode by which nature heals all the

wounds of the dog is by granulation, in

which small red bladders are thrown out

by both surfaces, which, after they are in

contact for some hours or days, coalesce

and form a bond of uniou ; but if they are
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allowed to rub against each other this

union cannot take place, and the growth is

confined to the angle of the wound only,

llence the use and necessity of a bandage,

•which keeps the two surfaces in close con-

tact, and hastens the care in a remarkable

manner; effecting in ten days what would
often require ten weeks if left to the dog's

tongue alone. AVheu the granulations rise

above the level of the surrounding skin, a

piece of bluestone may be rubbed ovei them
daily ; and if the whole sore is too red, and

the granulations large and smooth, a little

ft-iar's balsam ma> be brushed over it ; or,

what is far better, a solution of nitrate oJ

silver, of the strength of from 8 to 8 grams

to an ounce of distilled water.

Sect. 2—Fbacttbes.
1,"8. Fkactubes may easily be treated in

the dog by any person possessed oi ordinarj'

mechanical ingenuity. The bones most
commonly fl-actured are those of the ex-

tremities; but almost all throughout the

body are at times subject to this accident.

159. Fkactubes of the Eibs are veiy

common from the kick of a horse, or from
the thick boot of a man, who sometimes in

his rage, at the attack of a dog, administers

a blow with his iron-shod toe which is

sufficient to destroy life, or, at all events, to

break one or more ribs. When from any
cause they are fractured, the best plan is to

apply a horse-girth round the whole chest,

by buckling it smoothly twice round, or, il

the size of the dog will not admit of this,

the girth may be adapted to one circle only.

This may be buckled so tightly as to prevent

the dog using his ribs in breathing, and to

confine him to the use of his diaphragm for

that purpose, by which means the ribs are

kept quite still, and nature in about three

weeks imites the broken ends. For a broken
shoulder-blade, or true arm, there is little

to be done, nor in the case of a fractured

pelvis or upper thigh-bone can much good
be effected by interference. Nature will

in all cases work a cure so far as to enable
a new joint to be formed ; but the animal is

rendered useless for sporting purposes, and
can only be kept for his or her breed.

160. In Fractukes of the Limbs gutta
pcrcha spUnts, as here represented in a
woodcut, for which 1 am indebted again to

IMr. Mayhew's book on the Dog, will be
found to be most serviceable. But if they
are not easily procurable, then strips of deal
will snpplj' their place, and may be encircled

with tapes to keep them in position. The
first thing to be done is to adapt the splints

to the leg, so tliat the parts shall be kept
In a tolerably correct position while the
Inflammation Js being subdued ; for ii the
IVucturc h;is been the result of m'ich

Gutta Pekcha Splints.

violence, the consequent swelling will!

generally forbid the immediate and final,

putting-up, or "setting," as it is called, of

the broken bones. For this purpose narrow

strips of deal answer better than gutta

percha, and three or four of them may be

put on extendmg from joint to joint, and

not nearly encircling the limb, but allowing

space between for the application of cool-

ing remedies. Warm water fomentations

answer for this purpose, and succeed better

than cold lotions, and may be repeated five

or six times a- day, or even oftener, so as to

keep the skin and hair constantly wet the

first two or three days; and in the intervals

the lotion of arnica, as given at page C04,.

may be applied with a sponge. If the leg,'

swells much the tapes may be loosened, but -

all the time the dog must be kept constantly

muzzled, or he will soon get rid of tapes,

splints, and all. In a few days the swelling

subsides, and the arnica lotion being stiUi

applied, the spUnts may be gradually tight-

ened. At the end of from five to seven

days the leg may be permanently "set,"

as follows :—Take a sheet of stout gutta

pcrcha of about the thickness of a penn}'-

piece for large dogs, and of a halfpenny for

small ones; measure the circumference of

the sound leg with a piece of string at the

largest and at the smallest parts, and cut ofT

a piece of gutta percha as long as the

broken part of the leg, measured from the

joint above to the joint below the fracture,

and of the width of the circumference of

the leg, as indicated by the string. If the

two pieces of string vary much, the gutta

percha must be varied accordingly, so that

it will nearly meet af*^? surrounding thp
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limb. When cut to these proportions it is

to be soaked in water some degrees below
the boiling point, at which this material is

rendered too soft for our present purpose.
It is then moulded round the sound leg, as
shown in the annexed woodcuts, the right
hand one of which is intended for a fracture
in which no wound of the skin occurs,
whilst that on the left is purposely only
partly surrounded; so that a compound
tracture, as it is called, or one in wliich the
Bkin, &c., as well as the bone are broken,
may be readily dressed daily. Holes are
punched in each side of the gutta percha,
60 that tapes may be inserted by which the
edges are brought together, and the whole
rendered quite secure. It is a very good
mode of managing these accidents, as the
gutta percha may be moulded to either the
lower thigh or arm, or to the metatarsal or
metacarpal bones. It should be kept on for
at least six weeks or two months, during the
whole of which time a muzzle should be
worn ; but after the first three weeks it is

better to allow the dog to take a Uttle
exercise, as he will not put his leg to the
ground if it gives him pain ; and air as well
as exercise are necessary to effect the pro-
cess of union in its full perfection.

Sect. 3

—

^Dislocations.

161. Dislocations consist in a displace-
ment of the end ofa bone from its connexion
with the one above it; and they may occur
at the hip, stifle, shoulder-joint, or knee, as
weU as at the joints of the toes. The hock
Is seldom dislocated without fracture, but
such an accident has been known to occur,
and great trouble would be experienced in
its reduction, on account of the shape and
nature of the joint Dislocation of the stifle-

joint is not very common, it being very
Strongly guarded by ligaments, and broad
also in the surfaces of the bones of which it

is composed. The hip-joint is very often the
seat of dislocation, and is one of the most
intractable of all to manage. The socket
projects in a prominent manner from the
body of the pelvis, and when the head of the
thigh-bone is thrown out of its cup it sinks
at once deeply by the side of it, and can
scarcely be drawn out of its bed by any force
which can be applied. In the anterior ex-
tremity, the knee is the chief seat of this
kind of accident, and it is dislocated quite
as frequently as the hip, but its reduction
Is ten times as easy, because both bones
can easily be grasped, and extension being
made, they are speedily brought into a
proper relative position. But though they
are readUy reduced, they are as easily
thrown out again; and, therefore, great
qare is required to prevent this unhappy
result. The elbow and point of the shoulder

are seldom put out, because these joints are
so securely guarded, that the bones ofwliicli
they are composed are more inclined to
break than to leave their sockets. In both
the hind and fore-legs the toes are often put
out

;
and, besides this accident, the tendons

are apt to give way, causing the accident
which is called " the letting down of the
toes." The Tkeatment of all dislocations
consists m putting the displaced bone
back again into its socket as speedily as
possible, for ifallowed to remain long out of
its proper situation it contracts fresh adhe-
sions, and can scarcely be drawn awayfrom
them by any practicable force. The dislo-
cated knee is reduced simply by pulling
steadily the two bones away from one
another; an assistant seizing the arm, and
the operator making extension by laying
hold of the foot and pastern. After it is

reduced, a piece of hst should be crossed
in the form of the figure of 8 behind the
joint, so as to prevent it from being
straightened, and thus again displaced;
and this position must be maintained for
some time, in order that the torn ligaments
may have time to unite. In the dislocated
hip, unless very recently done, chloroform
should be used, because the muscles of that
joint are very powerful, and it will require
great force to overcome their action without
its assistance. The dog is first placed on
a table, with a firm cushion under it ; chlo-
roform is then administered, by placing a
sponge dipped in it m the end of a muzzle,
such as is drawn at page 186. The holes
at the side should be stopped, by pasting
strong paper over them, so as to make a
complete cone, one end of which is adapted
to the jaws, and the other is closed by the
sponge ; so that the dog, when it is put on,
can only breathe through the sponge. After
a short time he snores, and breathes heaTil3H,

and then the sponge may be withdrawn fOT

a time, and the attempt made to lift the
bone into its socket. I have, however,
lately failed, even with the aid of this agent,
in reducing a hip dislocated only for abou*
ten days ; and I am not aware of any case oJ

more than a few hours' duration where a hip
has been replaced. Nevertheless, in a vali^
able dog, such as that in which I made tha
attempt, which was a highly-prized puppy,
presented to me, and of a very scarce breed,
the attempt is worth making, especially as
it occasions no pain.

Sect. 4

—

Opekations.

162. In Opebating on the Dog, either a
regular muzzle should be put on, or ordi-

nary tape or cord should be apphed to thD
muzzle, as indicated in the annexed engrav-
ing, binding it firmly round the jaws two or

three times, and carrying it back to encircle

2U
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the neck so as to prevent the dog from
getting it off in his struggles. This pi-e-

caution is necessary to guard the operator

against Us bites, whicli in some dogs would
be highly dan:jerou3, as they do not always
distinguish their best friends, though often

they will submit to great pain without a

murmur, when they have long been suf-

ferers. Chloroform may be used wth great

advantage (as directed in the third section)

in those deUcate operations where the strug-

gles interfere with the due performance ot

the operation ; for it is almost impossible to

keep the dog perfectly still, and in opera-
tions about the abdomen the intestines are

sometimes protruded bj' the efforts of the
dog ; whereas, with chlorolorm, all may be
managed with perfect quiet, and the poor
brute is relieved of his pain. A common
scalpel, or a long bistoury, in the case of
sinuses which reijuire to be slit up, are the
most useful kinds of knives ; and the sports-

man himself will seldom be able to manage
more than the operations requiring tlicse

knives. The removal of injured toes, dew-
claws, &c., and the slitting up sinuses or
fistulas maj' readily be effected, or even
the excision of small tumours, or tlie like

;

but more than that had better be left to

the educated practitioner. The dog's skin
should always he preserved as far as pos-

sible; and in removing any parts tliis

texture should be left behind, trimming
away anj' slightly ragged points which may
appear hkely to interfere with a perfect

cure; but even these will often do more
good than harm, and will fill up a gap
which their removal would be sure to

occasion.

163. Bleeding is easily effected in the
dog with a common lancet in the neck, if

'

he is not uuusualh' fat. Tlie hair is cut off

closely in a patch by the side of the wind-
pipe, and then a string is tied rather tightly

round the lower part of the neck; after

which a vein distended with blood maj' be
felt there, which ma}' readily be opened by
inserting the point of the lancet with some
little force, owing to the thickness of the

skin, and cutting out again. After the i

blood has flowed sufflcientlj', a pin must be
inserted in the lips exactly as in horse-

bleeding, and the ends twisted over with a (

piece of tow ; but all this ouijht to be seen i

in order to be understood. If the neck is >

too fat, a vein on the inside of the fore- •

arm may generally be reached with iha^

lancet.



PART V.

DISEASES OF THE DOG AND HORSE.

BOOK IV.—THE DISEASES OF THE HORSE, AXD THEIR TREATMENT.

CHAP. L

FEVERS.

Sect. 1 Genebal Remaeks.

164. The Fevers to which the horse is

euliject are of a very peculiar liind, and
quite distinct in tlieir nature and treatment
from tliose of the human species or of the

dog. For this reason the successful practi-

tioner in one department is often wholly at

sea in the other ; and this is not only the

case with fevers, but in all the other

diseases of the horse. In man as well as

in tlie dog there is a great variety of febrile

diseases, but in the animal we are now
considering they are generally reduced into

two—first, simple fever ; and secondly,

63'mptomatic lever, or tliat attending upon
inflammations or upon wounds, or other

local injuries. But besides these I shall

Include catarrhal fever and malignant
epidemic or typhus.

Sect. 2.—Simple Feveb.

165. Simple Fevek, or Common Catarrh,
l£ almost always the result of cold, and is

Qshered in by shivering, tollowed by loss of

appetite and spirits, with quickened pulse,

unequal distribution of heat, so that often

ione leg is hot and the other three are cold,

or vice versa; dry and hot tongue, costive-

ness, and scanty urine of a high colour, and
passed with difficulty. The breathing is

generally somewhat quicker than natural,

with more or less cough, but unless the
lungs are inflamed there is seldom much
acceleration. The disease generally runs a
short course if uncomplicated with any of

the inflammations hereafter to be described,

in wliich case it runs into symptomatic
fever. The Treatment consists in reducing

the system m proportion to the amount of

increased action going on. Many slight

attacks may be removed without bleeding,

but it the pulse is high, and all the other

Si'mptoms are in an aggravated form, two
or three quai-ts of blood should be taken
away, in order to guard against the occur-

rence of inflammation, wliich is to be care-

fully watched for. A smart purge, in the

Bhape of the aloetic ball No. 8, is almost
always required; but the horse should, if

possible, be mashed oa the night beiore, or

he will be liable to colic from the colon and
rectum being full of impacted faeces. If
there is not time for this, castor oil must be
given at once, and its action assisted after
a few hours by a fuU clyster of warm water
or grueL When the bowels are freely moved,
the following fever powder may be given
two or three times a-day, until the horse
stales freely and his urine is of a proper
colour, when the medicine may gradually
be discontinued :

—

Powdered nitre, 1 ounce.
Camphor, and
Tartarized antimony, of each 2 dr.

Mix. The water must be given in a warm
state, and the com wholly abstracted,
giving bran mashes in lieu, but in small
quantities only. The clothing should be
warmer than usual, and if the legs are cold
they should be bandaged with flanneL
Plenty of litter is to be allowed, and the
box kept as cool as possible unless the
weather is very cold, when it may be
maintained at a temperature of about 53

degrees of Fahrenheit. In a few days,

unless some complication occurs, the fever

subsides, and the horse may be walked out
tor a short time, and may alterwards
gradually resume his usual food and exer-
cise.

Sect. 3.—Catarrhal Fever, Influenza
OR Distemper.

166. This, like simple fever, usually com-
mences with a shivering fit, succeeded,

however, by higher symptoms of fever than
in that species. The eyes are red and
sleepj'-looking, the membrane lining the

nose is pale red, and generally there is

some discharge from it. This at first is

watery, but it soon becomes thick, and
after a time it has the consistence almost of

an oyster, which it resembles as it gushes

forth during the drinking of the horse, or

other action requiring forcible expiration.

Very oi'ten the pharynx is sore, and the

horse swaUows with difficulty, even water
appearing to give great pain as it goes

down. The cough is generally very loud

ana frequent, and even occasionahy painful

to the horse, who expresses his sufferings

by impatiently stamping with his fore-feet

Weakness rapidly gains ground upon the

horse, and very soon he can scarcely stand;
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wbilst at the same time the legs swelL

The pulse is generally about 63, but seldom

bard. This state seldom lasts many days,

as the horse loses his strength so rapidly,

that he either sinks or recovers in a week

or ten days. The disease appears to depend

upon epidemic causes, though it is never-

theless sometimes contagious, if -we may
believe the reports which have been handed

down to us. Very often it goes on to

inflammation of the lungs, and at other

times ends in typhus fever, commonly
called putrid or malignant fever. Inflam-

mation of the lungs is distinguished from

it by the following symptoms, which are

well marked in the fever and nearly absent

in the inflammation to which I am now
alluding. These are—first, the very quick

pulse ; secondly, the early and copious

uasal discharge ; thirdly, the pale colour ot

its lining membrane, which is a deep red in

pneumonia; fourthly, the frequent cough,

with the soreness of throat; fifthly, the

rapidly failing strengttL

167., The Tkeatmext of Catahrhal
rE\'ER will vary a good deal with the pre-

cise natm-e of the attack ; but in most cases

tlie horse will iU bear depletion of any kind,

and hence the importance of distinguishing

between it and pneumonia. Sometimes,

though rarely, bleeding is indispensable,

but never in large quantities ; and more
than three or four quarts should never be

taken, and only in the early stage ; a gentle

dose of aperient medicine, such as the ball

No. 9 or 10, will generally be required, and

this should be assisted by a clyster, or by
raking, so as to prevent any obstruction in

the rectum caused by the mashing having

been omitted for want of time. After the

purge has acted, the fever mixture. No. 8,

may be exhibited ; and when the weakness

is great, with a cessation of all the tendency

to inflammation, the tonic ball, No. 3,

should at once be used, with good gruel and
warm mashes, and even sometimes port

wine and ale.

dECT. 4.—Malignant Epidemic, Putrid,

oa Typhus Fever.

168. Putrid Fe\t:r commences either as

Bimple fever, or as common catarrhal fever;

but this soon goes on to produce great

prostration of strength, with fetid breath,

and discharge from the nostrils, and entire

loss of appetite. Its course is much more
rapid than in man, and more so even than in

the dog. A congestive state of the vessels

comes on, and they rapidly give way, by
which life is soon destroyed. It is highly

contagious, and few horses seized with it

recover; indeed its nature is such that

most proprietors determine to destroy the

infected rnnmal, iu order to prevent its

spreading. The Treatment most likely to

succeed is a highly stimulating and sup-

porting one, consisting of the following

ball:—

Carbonate of ammonia, J drachm.
Powdered bark, J ounce.

Linseed meal and water, enough to

make a ball, to be given three or i

four times a-day.
,

The strength must also be supported witU i

ale-caudle poured down the throat ; or, if t

the bowels are relaxed, rice and port wine.

Sect. 5 ^Molten-Grease.

169. Molten-Grease, a term formerly

much used in farriery, is neither more nor

less than a kind of critical diarrhoea coming ;

on in gross horses attacked by fever, and it

:

should not be too suddenly checked, though

it is perhaps scarcely safe to allow it to run

on many days. It; therefore, in an attack

of fever there is this copious purging, let it

be encouraged by giving decoction of lin-

seed, or gum arable dissolved in water, so

as to sheath the parts, and yet not abso-

lutely to check the discharge. A\Tien the

dung comes away in small lumps, a pint of

castor oil should be given; the embroca-

tions Nos. 1 or 2 may be well rubbed into

the belly, and everything done to favour •

the removal of the disease, without posi-

tively stopping it by astringents. If, in >

spite of this treatment, the purging con-

tinues, a clyster of 2 drachms ot opium,

dissolved in a quart of starch, should ba

thrown up with great gentleness and care,

which will generally succeed in quieting .

the mucous membrane.

Sect. 6.—Symptomatic Fever. •

"

170. Symptomatic Fever being the result i

rather than the cause of inflammation, can

scarcely be considered by Itself. The simple

fever often arises from exposure to cold, just

as In the dog or in man ; but this species

generally arises from over-stimulation in

some form, either by extra warmth, or

more food than usual, or by over-rldlng or

driving. Whatever the precise cause, the

effect is always to produce a congestion in

some internal organ, generally follOAved by

an inflammation, and accompanied by

symptomatic fever. Thus, a horse is brought

up from grass, and suddenly placed in a liot

stable, with a liberal allowance of com. In

a short time his eyes become inflamed, hi3

appetite fails, he has a violent cough, and

he is what the trainers call " all to pieces.**

Now, this arises entirely from over- stimu-

lation at all points, fbr not only is he kept

in a constant state of mcrcased heat, but

the fire Is fanned by leedlng him with cflrn,

and often by giviug him an^'amount of work.
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to which he has not been accustomed. This

is a constant occurrence with inexperienced
horse-masters, and numberless eyes are lost

through its means, to say nothing of in-

flamed legs and disordered stomachs. The
symptoms in all cases are those of simple

fever, except that very Uttle shivering pre-

cedes it ; but, in addition, we find quick and
laborious breathing, with stony coldness of

the legs and ears, if the lungs are inflamed
;

or in inflammation of the Uver .yellowness

of the eyes and mouth, with orange-
coloured and scanty urine ; and so on with
the various kinds. The Treatment of

symptomatic fever is always merged in that
of its complication until it is reduced, after

which, in some cases, the debility caused by
the fever, and by the remedies, often requires
peculiar supporting measures. There is in

the horse of the present day a much greater

disposition to sink than in those of former
times, even within my memory ; and more
tonic medicines, as well as food, will often

be required. This has arisen I fancy from

the constant recourse to the lancet, which
has been the fashion in veterinary medicine
until the present time, and in human medi-
cine until about 20 years ago. In both, I
believe, it has led to a complete alteratioa
in the forms of disease, which are not nearly
so highly inflammatory as was formerly the
case, nor do they bear such lowering treat-
ment ; whilst, on the other hand, they
require, in many cases, a boldly stimulant
plan of treatment, which a quarter of a
century ago would have been justly repro-
bated as allied to insanity. Bark and am-
monia are now often required to be given to
the horse very eai'ly in an attack of inflam-
mation—that is to say, as soon as the
lowering measures, necessary in the first

instance, have had their effect ; and if, on
the other hand, these last are pertinaciously

carried out too long, the animal sinks from
exhaustion into a state from which nothing
will arouse him, and dies from a kind ol
putrid fever, or something very neai-ly

allied to it.

CHAP. II.

INFLAiMJVrATIONS.

Sect. 1—Inplammation of the Bbain
AUD inEKVES.

171. Staggers, ob Apoplexy, appears to

depend in all cases upon pressure on the

brain, arismg either from actual mischief
within it, or from temporary congestion,

owing to distention of the stomach, and
hence called Stomach Staggers; whilst

the first form is called, from the sjniiptoms.

Sleepy or ]Mad Staggeks, according as

the horse is rendered insensible, or more
than usually excited. The disease usually

begins with drowsiness, the eyes being

inflamed and watery ; the pulse is full, but

not generally quicker than usual; bowels
costive, and urine scanty. The next change
that occurs is either a fit of insensibility or

of furious delirium, both of which indicate

pressure on the brain, though they have
received the distinctive names above
alluded to. In Stomach Staggers there

is a yellowishness of the eyes and mouth,
with a twitching of the muscles of the

bosom, and great general feebleness rather

than drowsiness. The fore-legs totter, and
at last give way, after which the animal
lies insensible, and can seldom be recovered.

Ihe Treatmesi is very diiierent iu the two

diseases; free bleeding and purging, with
turpentine clysters, will be requu-ed in the
former, and will generahy afford reUeH I^
however, the horse continues drowsy after
their action, the head should be blistered,

and a rowel inserted under the jaw, together
with the internal use of nitre, tartar emetic,
and digitaUs, in doses of one ounce of the
first, and a drachm of the two last, every
four hours. Stomach Staggers is mora
easily prevented tlian cured, and when fully

developed is generally fatal. If it is clear

that over distension of the stomach is the
cause of the disease, and the brain is only
affected by sympathy, bleeding will avail

notliing, and strong local stimulants, or
stomachics, as they are called, aflford tho
only chance. But the difficulty of diagnosis

is very great, and the liistory of the case ia

the only guide to be depended upon, because
the sympcoius are so very similar in the one
case to the other. It; however, the opinion
is foimed, one of the Ibilowing drenches
should be given, which will arouse the
dormant powers of the stomach, and enable
it to resist the decomposition going oa
within it, as well as to expel its contents ^_

Tincture ot ginger.

Compound spirits of ammonia,
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Or,

Tincture of lavender, and
Sulphuric ether, of each 1 drachm.

Camphor mixture, and
Warm ale, of each 4 ounces. Mix.

Barbadoes aloes, 3 drachms.
Tincture of capsicum, 2 drachms.

Gin, 4 ounces.

Warm water, 4 ounces. Mix.

A stimulating clyster, as described at page

697, will also be useful ; and by their aid the

horse sometimes is enabled to resist the

overpowering action of the swelling con-

tents of the stomach, and to pass them on

;

after which a mild dose of physic and lower

diet will complete the cure. But too often

the disease goes on in spite of all remedies,

and the horse dies from pressure upon the

brain, arising from congestion.

172. Megkdis is clearly a temporary and
slight congestion of the brain, arising from
the excessive heat of a summer's day, or the

pressure of the collar upon the veins of the

neck, or from the excessive restraint of the

bearing-rein. The attack comes on by the

horse suddenly stopping and shaking his

head, as if annoyed by his bit, or by some-
thing \>Tong in his bridle; to examine
which the driver perhaps gets out, and
while so doing the horse suddenly falls, or

wheels round in a circle, and then goes
down as if one side was deprived of all

power. There he lies for a short period,

varying from a few seconds to Ave or ten
minutes : after which he raises his head,
and stares about him, and then, if per-
mitted, he wiU rise almost as if nothing
had happened, and be ready to pi-oceed as
before, though generally in a profuse sweat
Sometimes, however, but very rarely, the
horse dies in these attacks, and in all cases
the danger to the driver is great, because
it is impossible to foresee their occurrence;
and, as they may take place on the
unguarded side of a steep hill, or in fifty

other dangerous situations, thej' are always
liable to place the driver in a condition
of extreme peril. When once they have
occurred, thej' are likely to occur a^ain,
and for that reason the o^vner of a horse
attacked with megrims had always better
get rid of him; or, at all events, after a
second attack, for many horses are known
to have had only one tit of this complaint.
To RELIEVE it, a few quarts of blood should
be taken as soon as possible, and on the
spot if the attack is very violent, or if not,

as soon as the horse is in his stable. A dose
of purging physic should also be given, and
a few days' rest allowed, as well as a more
than usually quiet and moderate style of
driving.

173. LiOcked-Jaw, oe Tetanus, and

Hydkophobia, are very similar conditions

of the nervous system ; not exactlj^ inflam-

matory perhaps, but more nearly allied to

irritation. In the former case the muscles
of the body are rendei'ed rigid by some
accidental irritation, as a stake or pole

driven into the chest, &c. The jaw is

almost always the first part attacked, and
hence its name of locked-jaw ; but nearly
all the muscles of the body are in bad cases ri

rigid and unyielding, although this state at

intervals gives way. Very little can be done
in the way of Teeatment, though some
cures have been announced from opium,
chloi'oform, and Indian hemp. Bleeding
also is said to have worked wonders, and
so has the wet sheet in the hands of the
water doctors ; but I have never yet known .

a well-marked case of tetanus recover;

though there are, no aoubt, cases in which
slight attacks of locked-jaw have dis-

appeared with the removal of the cause
which produced them. A veterinary sur-

geon should always be called in in such a
case, and Ms advice must then be followed,

so that it is unnecessary to dilate here
upon the details of treatment Hydko-
phobia is also a disease very closely allied

to tetanus in all but its cause, which is

from the bite of the mad dog or cat. It

comes on with -^dolent spasms of the body,

of a somewhat similar kind to those of the

above disease; and it is equally, or even
perhaps more, intractable ; but the spasms

\

are not persistent, and the horse after a
time is very violent, and ready to attack
everything that comes in his way; he
froths at the mouth, and fights with his

fore-legs, or else he is timid, and shrhiking

from all contact with man—a symptom as

common as the mad variety. Water is

always eagerly sought after, as in the dog.

There is no cure, and the horse should at

once be shot.

Sect. 2 Inflammation of the Eye and
Mouth.

174. Intxam^iation of the Eye comes
on in several forms; the most common of

which is sudden in its attack, and accom-
panied with very little symptomatic fever.

The horse is well over-night, but on going

to him the next morning, the groom thinks

he has hit his eye, and if not experienced

in these matters he takes little notice ; the

lids are swollen, the white of the eye
covered with red vessels, and the trans-»

parent part of the cornea rendered opaque
by a bluish-white film, of more or less

extent according to circumstances. Some-
times, it is true, a blow has really occa-

sioned the mischief, but more often it arises

from cold; and sometimes, again, a piece

of dust has lodged in the lids, and on being
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removed all is speedily right again. A
Dose of physic, -svith a bran-mash and an

ounce of nitre in it, on two or three even-

ings, wUl generally put all to rights ; espe-

cially if aided by the cooling eye-vrash,

astringents No. 3 or 4.

175. Eegdlar Ophthalmia is a much
more virulent and unmanageable disease,

though it comes on in the same way, and

can only be detected in the early stage by

the severity of the symptoms, and the

greater intolerance of light. The opacity

soon becomes universal over the whole

cornea, and the iris is also implicated, so

that this beautiful dark curtain is often

covered with wliite lymph, or even some-

times with pus or blood. After a time the

symptoms abate, but only for a short period,

and the end generally is that the eye is lost,

often implicating the other one as well. The
cause is generally connected with a change

from cold to warm stables, w^th high feed-

ing, and strong work. Horses require a

much longer seasoning to the warm stable

than is generally given them, and thousands

are yearly sacrificed to a want of due caution

m this respect. I\Iore eyes are lost in this

way than by any other, and yet it is in

many cases impossible to avoid the disease

by all the care in the power of the most
experienced groom. For this reason, some
horses never will stand com or stable-

management, and yet their eyes remain

perfectly good at grass, even in the depth of

a severe winter. The Best Eejieby is a

lowering plan of treatment, consisting of

bleeding, either general or local, washes as

for the simple inflammation physic and the

fever medicine No. 8. Bleeding in tne

vein at the inner angle of the eye sometimes

affords great relief, or a scarification of the

vessels of the white of the eye; but the

best remedy of all is a rowel in the cheek.

This disease almost always leaves its marks
behind, consisting of a peculiar semi-opacity

of the transparent part of the eye, with a

muddiness of the coloured part, called the

iris, and sometimes some faint indications

of approaching cataract, in the form of a

deeplj^-seated white speck in the middle of

the pupil, or of white lines diverging from

its centre to its circumference. The eye is

also somewhat contracted by the dislike

which the horse has to light ; and hence an

affected ej'e will look smaller than its sound

fellow, though in reality there is no change

in the actual size of the ball.

176. Cataract is an opacity of the lens in

the centre of tlie eye, and is generally the

result of the above inflammation, though

sometimes in purely hereditary cataract it

comes on gradually, -without the slightest

evidence of inflammation. At first there is

only sUght milkiness of the pupil, which

gradually increases until it becomes per-
fectly white. When inflammation is the
cause, the cornea is sellom of a pure white,
but more or less yellow; and, in very old
horses, when cataract comes on, the radi-

ating lines from the centre to the circum-
ference are very strongly marked. No
Kemedy can be brought to bear upon cata-

ract, and the horse aflected with it is

incurably blind.

177. Amaurosis is also almost always an
incurable disease, and for all practical pur-

poses it may be considered as such. The eye
looks sound, and there is no opacity of any
kind ; but, nevertheless, the horse is blind,

and likely to remain so. It is an afl'ection

of the nen-e, and bej-ond the power of

medicine. The only thing likely to relieve

it being a rowel under the ej'e.

178. LampAS consists of a swelling of the

ridgfS in the roof of the mouth, which are

called the " bars," coming on chiefly in young
horses. The horse is seen to drop his corn,

from an inability to chew it, owing to the

pain given in the attempt ; and on examin-
ing the mouth the bars are seen to be level

with the teeth from the swelling. The
TPvEatsient required is only a dose or two
of physic, with the absence of com, and the

substitute of bran mashes at night, with an
ounce of nitre added to everj' other one.

179. Canker of the 3Iouth generally

arises from the pressure of the bit, and a

few touches of bluestone will generally

rectify the eviL

Sect. 3.—Inplammation of the Lungs, <fcc

180. Pneumonia, as this disease is called in

scientific language, is one of the most dan-

gerous diseases the horse is subject to in the

ordinary way, and it is also one of the most

common. It is generally mixed up with

Pleurisy, or inflammation of the pleura,

though most writers pretend to be able to

distinguish the one from the other. The

svmptoms are—first, general feverishness,

with dulness; secondly, heaving of the

flanks of a hurried nature, with a quick

pulse ; thirdly, cough, duU and hollow, and

attended with some pain. Soon afterwards

the respiration becomes very quick and

laborious, the pulse increases in irequeucy,

and yet is small and without power. The

horse looks anxious and uneasy; the

nostrUs are expanded, and show a deep red

Unmg to them ; the eyes become fixed, and

the head is held down. At this time the

ears and legs become deadly cold, and the

horse is so distressed that he refuses to lie

down until forced to do so by weakness,

from which he seldom rises again. The

Treatment should be energetic in the early

staL'e, bleeding being the sheet-anchor in

these cases, and pretty copiously too; i?
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Bhould generally be carried far euough to

produce falntiag, less than six quarts sel-

dom sufficing for the purpose. A pretty

active purge, in the shape of the castor oil

drench No. 13 •will suit the state of the horse

better than aloetic balls, because there is

seldom time for mashing. A warm clyster

may also be thrown up, either of water or

gruel, with a double handful of salt. Blis-
ters on the sides of the ribs are of great

service, and in the less severe and more
chronic form, ;roAvels should be inserted in

the sides of the chest behind the elbow.

Hand-rubbing of the legs, followed by flan-

nel bandages, will serve to restore the
languid circulation in the extremities, and
warm clothing to the body must keep the
whole skin from chilling, as it Avill do when
exposed to the cool and well ventilated air

which the state of the lungs requires. The
stall or box should never be kept at all

close, for fresh air is of as much importance
in this disease as all the other remedies put
together. Nitre, digitalis, and tartarised

antimony should always be administered
in the form of a ball, until the cough be-
comes loose

—

Nitre, 1 ounce.
Digitalis, J drachm.
Tartar emetic, 2 drachms.

Mix with linseed meal and water to form a
balL

When the first bleeding has not sub-
dued the inflammation, it should then be
repeated, but not without due care, and
seldom with advantage after the second
day. After a time, when the weakness is

tlie only remains of the disease, stomachic
medicine and generous diet wiU raise the
strength of tlie liorse rapidly, if no amount
of organic mischief has resulted. But if

the inflammation has gone on to produce
destruction of the cells of the lungs by
exudation of lymph or pus, there is always
a long recovery ; and, generally speaking,
the wind remains permanently short, and
often thiclv. Sometimes even the condition
called " broken wind," comes on as a fliiale

to this condition ; but generally it is rather
a sequel to other states than to this.

181. Inflamsiation of the Bbonchial
Ttbes, or Beonchitis, is only a severe
lorm of catarrh, of which it is a frequent
termination. It may be treated by some of
the expectorant balls given in the list of
drugs. No. r> or 7 are those most likely to
suit this condition of tlie sj'stcm.

182. t nRONic Cough is a very usual
sequel of catarrh, and sometimes also of
pneumonia. Besides these causes it is also
brouglit on by sudden change of treatment,,
ft-om a cool field at grass to the high tcm-
peralure of the stable and the stlmulatiug

food given in the manger. It is merely
a chronic degree of inflammation of the
bronchial membrane, and it can only be
relieved by such measures as will reduce
that state. In many cases it depends upon
a disordered condition of the stomach,
which appears to aflfect the bronchial mem-
brane by sj'mpathy; and, again, in other
cases worms are the immediate cause. The
cough balls No. 5, or those called stomachic
cough balls. No. 6, will generally suit this

particular condition of the mucous mem-
brane.

183. EoAEiNG is an affection of the top of
the windpipe, by wliich a noise is produced
when the breatliing is accelerated, similar

to a snore in note, but much quicker and
sharper. There are various degrees of this

noise, from the marked roaring which may
be heard a hundred yards off, to the sUght
Avhistling noise of the "whistler," or the
almost inaudible soimd produced b}' the
" high blower." In all cases, however,
there is a mechanical impediment to respi-

ration, and the only question is as to its

seat. Sometimes a larynx has been ex-
amined in which no trace of disease could
be discovered, whilst in a few cases
thickening of the lining membrane has
been noticed; and in others a wasting of
the muscles has been pronounced the only
deviation from the natural condition. It

appears, therefore, that roaring is produced,
first, by thickening of the mucous mem-
brane ; secondly, bj- distortion of the carti-

lages of the larj-nx; and thirdly, by a
paralj-tic condition of the muscles moving
the top of the larj-nx itself, so that the
chink through which the air passes is not
kept open by their power. Inflammation is

general!}' the cause of this miscliief, unless
it is produced by the bearing-rein, or by
the crib-biting strap round the neck, or by
the hands of the buyers in the various sales

at which some horses are exposed. If 20 or

SOhorse-coupers are constantly "coughing "

a h,orse, it is not to be wondered at if he
becomes inflamed in the organ which has
been so punished. Some horses stand this

ordeal for three or four successive sale-

da3's, and tlien begin to exhibit the chronic
cough which they have hitlierto obstinately

refused to sliow to their tormentors, who
are never satisfied till they have made tlie

horse they are examining coujrh in some
way or other; and to do this tliey do not

hesitate to stick the end of tlieir finger into

tlie space between the cartilages in the
most ruthless manner. There is another
controversy as to the time when this noise is

produced, wliether during expiration or in-

spiration. My own belief is that the grunt
which the dealers produce by their threat
of the stick is made during expiiaiioiv
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but that roaring is chiefly heard during

inspiration; though in very bad cases it

will be detected not only in inspiration, but

also in the opposite condition of the lungs.

It is now a frightfully prevalent complaint,

among racehorses especially, in whom the

early stabling and the quantity of com
given them appear to have the effect of

producing it. With very slow work it does

not materially interfere, but whenever the

horse is pushed beyond eight or ten miles

per hour, or in bad cases even on the trot,

the noise is immediately heard; and the

respiration is more or less affected by the

impediment producing it, whatever that

may be. One of the most common causes

of roaring is the inflammation attending

upon strangles, and generally from neglect

during the attack, or from the employment
of the horse before he has recovered from
it. In badly managed racing stables this is

very apt to be the case, because every
trainer is anxious to resume work as soon

as possible; and is therefore very apt to

begin as soon as the worst symptoms have
subsided, and before the parts about the

larj'nx have recovered their tone. If they
•were allowed time, in many cases the effects

would go off; but by the use of this delicate

part while still in a weakened state, and
often while suffering from chronic inflam-

mation, this last condition becomes perma-
nent, and either a thickened state of the

membrane remains, permanently obstruct-

ing the passage, or the nerves of the part

lose their delicate sensibility to external

impressions, and refuse to open the aperture

of the larynx, to a proper width for the due
admission of the air. It is a much vexed
question, whether roaring is hereditary

;

that is to say, whether a horse descended
from a roaring sire or dam is more Ukely to

be attacked by the disease than one which
is the son of sound progenitors. It appears

to me that ttiere is little doubt that he would
be more likely to turn out a roarer in the

former case than in the latter ; but still

there can be no question that many un-
sound horses are the sires of sound stock,

and vice versd. Koaring is an effect, not a

disease in itself, and unless the cause is

known it can scarcely be predicated

whether a horse is likely to transmit the

condition to his stock. If it is the result

of neglected strangles, for instance, in an
otherwise sound larj-nx, it is not likely to

be transmitted; but if the horse is naturally

of a delicate constitution and liable to

cough, that will be almost sure to reappear,

and, as a consequence, the effect called

roaring. As regards Teeatjdem, when
roaring is once fully developed, all the

powers of the whole veterinary college

wouli fail to effect a cure; but in pre-

ventive measures much may be done, if
only horse-masters and trainers would be
careful in every attack of disease about the
throat to treat it vigorously, and to throw
the horse by during its persistence. In
strangles, for instance, the thickening and
swelling of the glands often lasts for several
weeks, owing to proper measures not being
adopted at once. The same appUes to
chronic cough, which should never be
neglected; and which, I believe, in the
roaring of racehorses is in nine cases out ot
ten its precursor. The corn is too often
continued for the sake of condition, when
the horse ought to be as cool as possible.

Chronic cough is almost always inseparably
connected with bronchial or larj'ngeal in-
flammation, and if the latter condition is

present roaring is always threatened. For
this reason this state of. things should
always be attended to, and the horse should
be considered an invalid as long as his

cough lasts; his corn should be stopped
and proper remedies adopted, or he will

incur the risk of the permanent miscliief

which I am now considering. How often

we hear that a racehorse is "coughing,"
and even witness his efforts on the course
to relieve himself, yet how seldom is a
horse stopped from running by such a
state. Owners do not like to be disappointed
when a large stake is invested; and espe-

cially when it is known that in many cases

a horse may "pull through" with a cough
on him. But the result is that the cough is

rendered worse, and is not perhaps cured
for a long time; while a few weeks or

months afterwards a slight " noise " is

heard, and soon afterwards he becomes a
decided "roarer." Such is generally the
course of things, and though many men
will tell you that roaring has made its

appearance without any notice, yet, I

believe, in almost all cases it will be found
that it has been preceded by more or less

cout,'h and attendant laryngeal inflam-

mation.

184. Strangles is an inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the throat and nose,

with swelling of the salivary glands about

the angle of the jaw. It is very similar to

mumps in the human subject, and, like that

disease, it is almost confined to the growing

period of life—occurring, in ninety-nine

cases out of a humired, in the colt between

the second and fifth years. There is gene-

rally a discharge of white and thick matter

from the nose, with a diflaculty of swallow-

ing, and some little feverishness ; the glands

swell to a great extent, and the inflam-

mation generally goes on to form an abscess,

which bursts sooner or later, leaving a
cavity that takes some time to heal. When
suppuration goes on kindly, the mischief
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Bubsides without leaving any ill effect; but

if tlie abscess does not proceed healthily,

the glands become enlarged to a frightful

extent, and press upon the laiynx, so as to

impede its functions; besides which, the

inflammation extends to that important
organ, and from this cause the result to

which I have alluded in the last paragraph

so often takes place. The great swelling of

the glands, and then: not adhering to the

jaw, as well as the suddenness of the attack,

are almost certain distinguishing marks of

the disease. When this is clear, the

TREATJtENT should at once be commenced,
as follows, by which all risk is avoided,

and the glands are at once stimulated

to form matter, that being the natural

termination of their inflammation. In
the first place, the hair should be care-

fully removed by the scissors from the

whole of the parts swelled, as well as from
about three inches beyond that space in all

directions; then rub into the glands for

half an hour, with the hand, the following

liquid blister :—

.

Strong mercurial ointment, 4 ounces.

Oil of origanum, | ounce.
Powdered cantharides, 3 ounce.

Olive oil, 2 to 4 ounces,

according,' to the weather; the former quan-
tity suflicing in the summer, but the latter

being required in cold winter weather, to
make the application liquid enou'^h to rub
into the throat. This will speedily increase
the inflammation and swelling in the
external parts ; but the action is a healthy
one, and it relieves the internal and import-
ant organs (as the larynx and its nerves, for

instance), so as to prevent any mischief to
them. After two or three d:iys the swelhng
and discharge from the skin produced bj'

the blister abate, and in the meantime the
parts should be well fomented, three times
a-da3% with very hot flannels wrung out in

boiling water. This treatment generally
brings the matter to a head in about four
or five days, after which the abscess is to

be treated as a common one; but if it does
not burst by that time it may be opened
with a lancet, though I am strongly of
opinion that nature manages the best
opening in most cases. Whichever is the
mode of procuring the opening, it nuist be
niaintained afterwards patent, by means of
a thick piece of lint dipped in the digestive
ointment given at page C02, and left in it.

roultices are not, I tiiink, advantageous,
because tlioy camiot be niaintained at a
proper temperature, and the warm water
fomentations answer all the purposes which
they arc intended to effect, without leavi)ig

a cold api)lication in the inten-al to undo-
all tlie previous good, which in the iioultioc

la invariably the case. The constitutional

remedies are merely an aperient ball at

first, with another or two at intervals, if

required, and either of the fever balls X03.
4, 5, or 6, night and morning; or, if the •

colt is very feverish, the cooling drench
No. 8. Bleeding is very rarely desirable,

as its effect is to reduce those powers of
nature wMch are required to produce the

\

suppuration; and it often makes the case, .•

which would be short, sharp, and easily '

cured, a long and tedious business, in which t

the glands will neither come forward to •

suppuration, nor go back by resolution.

When the suppuration is thoroughlj-^ esta-

blished, a generous diet of linseed and bran,

or carrots and bran, with hay steamed, if

possible, is the best which can be adopted,

AVlien a cough lingers behind, it must be
treated as for chronic cough, which it may
be considered.

185. Thick Wind is merely an imperfect

condition of the respiratory organs, from a
variety of causes—such as excessive fat,

want of exercise, old standing inflammation

and its results, or a naturally defective for-

mation of the chest. But, in ordinarj' lan-

guage, thick wind means such a condition

as cannot be got rid of, though it may be

relieved, and which remains in spite of the
most careful training. Every horse when
overloaded with fat is more or less thick-

winded—that is, he will " blow " on the

slightest exertion ; but he could not be called

thick-winded, because his state is only tem-
porary, and by careful preparation his wind
may be made as perfect as possible. The
disease almost always consists in a sohdifl-

cation of the lungs from pneumonia, so that

the air cannot enter the cells, which are

filled up with lymph, or a substance resem-

bling it, but of a colour generally blue,

mixed with red. From this cause, horses

with capacious chests by nature are otten

bad winded, because, though the cavity is

large, great part of the lungs is rendered

useless. Time occasionall}' effects a cure,

but, generally speaking, no Treatment
other than palliative is of any avail, and
that can only be directed to the stomach
and general system. This organ may be so

managed as to husband the lungs—that is

to saj', it may be kept moderately empty
whenever the horse is to be worked, and in

this waj- it will afford more space than usual

for the lungs to play, or as much of them as

are still sound; and, consequently, what
cells there are open will be more fully

employed than in a loaded state of the

stomach. In the same way the liver, if

l>roperly emptied, by good management
will aid the lungs materiallj', and therefore

attention to both these organs is of the

greatest consequence ; beyond this nothing
can be done.
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186. Broken Wind is often a sequel to

•Jhick •wind, both being preceded by inflam-

mation. But as in liuman medicine so in

veterinary medicine, doctors will differ, and
tlaus we find one veterinarian of great

eminence maintaining that in this state air

cannot easilj' enter the lungs, but is readily

expelled from it, while most others agree in

tliinking that the broken-winded horse can
inspire air readily enough, but requires too

powerful acts of the muscles of respiration

to effect its expulsion in expiration. Any
one of ordinary observation who examines
the horse in this state, will readily observe

that the latter opinion is the correct one.

The poor animal draws his breath quietly

enough, but when he attempts to empty his

chest there is a "flap" of the diaphragm,
which is of a spasmodic character, in con-

sequence of its having more to do than it

can well manage ; and this first flap is

followed by another, aided by the whole
of the muscles of the abdomen and ribs.

The first action is the natural expiratory

effort, which being foiled in effecting its

results, by the valvular character of the

enlarged air cells, calls into play the aux-
iliary muscles of respiration, and together

they overcome the resistance. The disease

consists in an enlargement of the air-

cells, by a breaking down of their parti-

tions, and in many cases by the formation

of new ones of an unnatural character,

caused by the giving way ot the cellular

'qiembrane which connects the various lobes

tOfe^ther, and which giving way is called

emphysema. The consequence is, that when
these cells, often as larse as walnuts, are

filled with air, and pressed upon by the

walls ofthe chest to effect expiration of the

air they contain, their large size causes

them to be tOrced upon the small opening

by which the air enters, and by consequence
they act as a valve to their own contents.

If a common bladder is filled with air, and
in that state pressed against some adjacent

substance, in such a way that its neck, or

opening, is pushed against it, the tube is

obliterated by the pressure, and it requires

considerable force to overcome its resist-

ance ; whilst if it were left alone with the

opening upwards, or free in any direction,

it w^ould by its own elasticity effect its own
relief. In the lungs, however, of the broken-

winded horse the cells have lost their elas-

ticity from over-distention, and they depend

entirely upon the walls of the chest for the

necessary pressure ; for which reason it is

that there exists the necessity for the

double effort. The Cause of broken wind
is, I believe, in all cases the violent galloping

of the horse while suffering from the effects

of inflammation. This may be either at grass

or while at work; but I doubt much

whether the horse kept absolutely at rest
will ever become broken-winded. He will
often become exceedingly thick-winded, so
much so as to be miflt for work of any
kind ; but untU he is put to work, or else
gallops of his own accord, he will not pro-
duce the valvular condition of the cells

which is the essence of the disease. I have
often been told of a horse gomg out to grass
sound and being taken up broken-winded

;

but on inquiry I have ascertained either
that he had been galloped a good deal to
catch him, or that he had done so of his
own accord, or else that the state of his wind
uas not observed till after he had been put
to work. Turning out to grass is a fertile

source of this disease, because wiien
exposed to the weather, the horse is con-
stantly liable to pneumonia, and, as a
consequence, to a solidification of tha
lungs, which soon ends in a breaking down
of the cells {Emphysema'),\i he is used fast,

or himself tries them by his gallops. There
is no cure for the disease, but much may be
done by palliative Tseatment. The horse
should be kept very cool, both in point of

temperature and feeding; mashes of bran
and carrots, with a small quantity of corn,

form the best food. The hay and wa^er
should never be given in large quantities,

and green food will generally suit better

than dry, because it soon passes out of the

stomach; but it should never be given in

an unlimited amount, or it will do more
harm than good. If there is cough present,

the expectorant ball. No. 5, will be of ser-

vice, and it may be given every night for a
week or two, but beyond that time it will

rarely be of any service. Steady regular

work will often keep the horse in such a

state that he can manage to carry on hig

breatliing tolerably well ; but strong or fast

work, or entire idleness, have both of them
an equally prejudicial effect ; the former by
stiU further increasing the enlargement of

the cells, the latter by increasing the

tendency to thickening and soUdification

which produced them.

187 Phthisis Pulmoxalis, the consump-

tion of the human subject, is not unknown
i in horse medicine, and it is evinced much
in the same way. There is chronic cough,

with great emaciation, and in the latter

stages usually obstinate diarrhoea; the

horse sinks at last, worn out by the dis-

charge, and dies of exhaustion, or suffocated

by the quantity of matter which he is

unable to expel by coughing. There is Xo
RE5IEDT for the disease, and though the

cough may be alleviated by the ordinary

expectorant balls, the disease, nevertheless,

runs its course. It may be possible to

postpone the fatal event for a time ; but as

the powers of the horse are always so much
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reduced as to prevent his -working, it is

quite useless to attempt any such treat-

ment, which in man can only be justified

by considerations founded upon other

motives than those which concern the com-
fort of the individual.

188. Carditis, oe Inflammation of the
Heart, is also not unknown in the horse

;

but its symptoms are too obscure for the

sportsman to be able to detect. It is fol-

lowed by Dropsy of the Heart, or enlarge-

meut, called Htpertropht.

Sect. 4.—Inflammation of the Organs op
Nutrition.

189. Gastritis is almost unknown as a
separate disease in the horse, except as the

result of poisoning. Arsenic, wihully given,

is the most cor.mion poison, because it may
be administered with the food in conse-

quence of its freedom from any disagreeable

flavour. CoRKosm: Sublimate is some-
times the cause of inflammation when used
as a wash for mange ; and Yew is the only
vegetable poison wliich is likely to be
selected by the horse as food, either by
itself or when cut and dropped among the
grass upon which he is feeding. The
castor oil drench, No. 13, should be given
with plenty of liquid in the shape of gruel

to work it oflf, whether one or the other of

these is the particular poison. If arsenic

has been administered in large quantities,

the stomach-pump should be used; but its

application in all cases should be left to the
regular veterinarj'' surgeon,

190. Stomach Staggers has already been
described under the head of diseases of the
brain and nervous sj^stem; for although
the cause is in the distention of the
stomach, j'et the fatal effect is produced
upon the more vital organ, the brain.

191. Enteritis, or inflammation of the
peritoneal coat of the bowels, is common
enough in the horse, and is a verj' fatal

disease.

192. Colic also is very common, and is a
spasmodic aff'ection, more or less compli-
cated with inflammation, of the muscular
coat of the bowels.

193. Diarrhcea or Dysentery is a third

kind of inflammation of the bowels, con-
fined to the mucous membrane lining them.
The symptoms of each are different, but as
it is very necessary to distinguish between
them on account of the variation in the

treatment necessary, I have here inserted

the symptoms in parallel columns, so that

when there is e%idence of something wrong
in the bowels, the particular affection may
be ascertained by comparing the symptoms
of the three diseases.

Enteritis.

Fever, with great restless-

ness, preceded by a shivering

fit, and coming on gradually.

Mouth hot and dry. Pain
constantly very severe, and
Increased by pressure or
movement ; it is expressed
bj' constant pawing, and
striking at the belly with the

hind-foot ; together with
groans. Pulse quick, but
small. Ears and legs cold;

strength rapidly reduced

;

bowels costive.

Cause.—Sudden exposure
to cold, either iuternaliy or
externally.

Treatment—Large bleed-

ings; clysters ofwarm water
and salt, or ot thin gruel,

with half a-pound of Epsom
salts. C'alcuiel and opium,
of each half a-drachm to one
drachm every six hours.
Bran mashes, and no corn
or hay. Strong stimulatinj;

embrocation (i^o. 1) to be
rubbed into the belly and
flank.

Colic.

No Fever; attack sudden,
and not preceded by shiver-

ing. Mouth drj', but not
hot Pain very severe, but
coming on in paroxysms,
with an interval of entii"e

ease between them. It is

relieved by pressure or mo-
tion. Pulse full, and some-
what quicker than natural

during the paroxysms, but
at other times unaltered.

Ears and legs of the natural

warmth; strength not much
affected ; bowels costive.

Horse rolls violently, and
there is profuse perspiration

during the paroxysm.
Cause Drinking cold

water after work. Green
food given in large quantity

without preparation.

Treatment— The anti-

spasmodic clyster (No. 5),

with the drench (No. 6), fol-

lowed by the anodyne ball

(No. 5), every 6 or 6 hours.

The stimulatuig embrocation
and diet as in enteritis.

Diarrhcea.

Slight Fevkr, with rest,

lessness. Pain coming on
suddenly, and in paroxysms,
but not so severe as in colic

Breathing laborious. Con-
stant looking at the flanks.

Pulse quick and small, but

not so much so as in enteritis.

Mouth moist, and the legs

and ears warm. Constant
and violent purging, distin-

guishing it from colic, and
also from enteritis.

Cause—Strong physic, or

the working horses too soon

after it. Sometimes green

meat will produce it when
given too suddenly to the

horse previously fed uyon
hay and corn.

Treatment. — Give the

anodyne drench (No. 7), fol-

lowed by the ball (No. 6).

Kice-water to drink.
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194. Intussusception and Enttanglement
are peculiar mechanical complications of

colic, which no skill can detect with cer-

tainty during life, and which no remedy
will remove. In each instance there is a

stoppage, caused by a kind of twisting in

the former case, the one bowel slipping into

the other like an inverted finger of a glove

;

and in the other, a species of knot of some
kind being formed.

193. Calculi, also, consisting of hairy

concretions, are occasionally the cause of

stoppage, by fiUing up the calibre of the

bowels.

196. Intlammation of the LrvEB is avery

frequent disease in the horse, and is gene-

rally the result of cold. It comes on with

fever generally, accompanied by diarrhoea,

but sometimes the opposite state being pre-

sent. There is great yellowness of the eyes

and mouth; dark orange-coloured urine,

sometimes almost red ;
great weakness and

pain in the region of the liver. The disease

is either acute or chronic; in the former

case often proceeding rapidly to a fatal

termination; in the latter taking a long

course, and then ending in dropsy, or

extending to the bowels. The Treatment
consists in bleeding in the early stage, but

not afterwards. The sides should be blis-

tered, and for this purpose nothing answers
so well as the ointment of the biniodide of

mercury (see blister No. 6), which acts as a

counter-irritant, and also specially upon
the liver. The following ball may also be

given every eight or twelve hours, accord-

ing to the severity of the attack :—

.

Calomel,
Opium,
Tartar emetic, of each J to 1 drachm.

If the bowels continue costive, a physic-

ball. No. 8, may be given in lieu of one of

those just ordered. Sometimes Jaundice
occurs without much or any inflammation,

either from some mechanical obstruction to

the gall ducts, or from the torpid condition

of the liver. In this case the biniodide,

rubbed in as above, is the best external

appUcation, with the purging-ball No. 11

every other night ; or not so frequently if it

acts upon the horse much. In a short time

the liver generally acts, and if there is

much weakness of the stomach, the altera-

tive ball No. 9 may be substituted for the

above, and the stomachic ball No. 3 or 4

given on the alternative nights.

Sect. 5 Inflammation op the Ueinabt
Organs.

197. Inflajdiation of the Kidneys is

more common than is generally supposed,

and produces great mischief, local as well

as constitutional, when allowed to run its

course unchecked. Fever is the invariable
attendant, as upon most inflammatory
diseases of vital organs, but here in a more
marked degi'ee than usual Next may be
observed a stiflFness and pain in the back,
increased by turning in the stall, or by
pressure on the back. This last sj-mptooi
is common in strains and in rheumatism

;

but then there is no disorder ot the urinary
apparatus, and the water is natural and in
good quantity ; here it is scanty and high-
coloured, occasioning pain in its passage,
with great straining, caused by the irritation

of the urine loaded with salts
;
pulse quick

and hard, generally small and wiry. These
symptoms are all present in inflammation
of the bladder also ; but the two may be dis-

tinguished by passing the hand into the
rectum, and examining the bladder itseli;

when, if it is the seat of the disease, its

pressure will give great pain, and it will be
found thickened, and the parts adjacent hot
and throbbing ; whilst, ifthese are healthy,

the kidneys may be considered to be the
real seat of mischiefl The Cause of kidney
inflammation is generally mowburnt hay or

musty oats. Kiln-dried oats appear to have
the property of stimulating the kidneys.

Exposmre to cold and wet is another cause
constantly occurring. The Treatment con-

sists in prompt and active bleeding; blis-

tering the loins (not with cantharides,

which have a specially stimulating effect

upon the kidneys) with the biniodide of

mercury ointment. A purge is next to be

given, followed by calomel, opium, and
tartar emetic, of each J to 1 drachm every

twelve hours. No diuretic should be given,

but plenty of lukewarm water, bran

mashes, with boiled linseed in them. Warm
clothing and flannel bandages are to be

added to the other remedies, and cold

draughts of air should carefully be excluded

from the stable.

198. Diabetes, or profuse staling, is the

result of improper food or medicines, in

most cases. At first the disease consists

merely in an increased secretion of urine,

the horse staling frequently, and passing a

considerable quantity of pale and transpa-

rent urine, ahnost resembling spring water.

After a time the horse becomes feverish,

the mouth is dry, there is great thirst, with

loss of appetite, and quick pulse; there

is often the condition of skin called hide-

bound. The Cause is from some error in

the management, which should in the first

place be corrected, and then the following

Treatment will generally be of service :—

.

Opium, 1 drachm.
Powdered ginger, 1} drachm.

Powdered yellow bark, 4 drachms.

Linseed meal and water enough to mate
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Into a ball, -wliicli is to be given twice

a-day.
If fever is present to any extent, or tUe

borse is hide-bound, give

Emetic tartar, 2 drachms,
Opium, 1 drachm,

made into a ball with linseed meal and
water, and given as above ; and after a few
days the following ball :

—

Sulphate of iron, J ounce.

Myrrh in powder, 2 drachms.
Ginger, 1 drachm.
Powdered Colombo, 3 drachms.

Mix with linseed meal as above, and give

night and morning.
The astringent drench, Xo. 10, may also

be tried.

The Diet should be nutritious, yet easy of

digestion ; and the horse should have ft'om

half-a-pint to a pint of Ume-water mixed
with each bucket ofhis water, which should
be constantly left in his stall, so that he may
drink it in small quantities frequently;
"Whilst the taste of the lime will prevent
bim from taking too much at a time, and
will also act as an astringent upon the
kidneys.

199. Suppression of IJkine, in one form,
is the result of inflammation or congestion
ofthe kidneys, and, as the name implies, is

evidenced bj-the horse being prevented from
"staling." This, however, may arise either
from the kidneys not actiHg, which has
already been described, or from the bladder
not being able to pass on its contents in
consequence of spasm of its neck. Costive-
ness is a very frequent cause of this con-
dition, and when this is present, the horse
should be carefully raked with the hand,
and a warm enema of gruel administered,
to be followed by a laxative drench (Xo. 13),

and afterwards, if the difficulty contmues,

Kitre, 1 ouuce,

Camphor, 1} drachm,

made into a ball, and given every night.
Warm bran mashes, with linseed, should
be siven, and no corn,

200. Bloody Urine is the result of stone
lu tlie kidney or bladder, which irritates

those organs, and causes them to exude
blood. It should always have the aid of
a regular veterinary surgeon, as the health
and life of the horse are at stake. An
astringent ball (Xo. 9) has, however, been
given among the medicines for the horse,
because in some cases the aid of a regular
practitioner cannot be obtained.

201. 1nFLAMM.\TI0N of TUE BLADDER Is

not very uncommon in the horse, and is

eitlier of the body or the neck. I have-
already alluded to the mode of distlnguish-
Iflg iullammation of the kidney* from tliat

of the bladder, upon which the treatment
will in a great measure depend, because
when the kidney is aff'ected bleeding is of
great utility, whilst in inflammation of the
bladder it is seldom required ; but the reli-

ance must be placed upon anodynes and
demulcents. The Cause is generally either

stone in the bladder, or some pecuUarly
irritating condition of the urine ; and, in
either case, half-an-ounce of carbonate of
soda, and some Unseed, must be given with
the mash two or three times a-day. If the
spasm is very urgent, give the following ball

every eight hours :-~

Opium, } to 1 drachm.
Camphor, 2 drachms.

Mix together with one or other of the
demulcent drenches.

Sect. 6.—Oedinast Diseases of the Skiu.

202. SuKFEiT consists in an inflammatory
condition of the skin, in which small lumps
make their appearance all over the body,
but especially over the sides and shoulders.

At first there is merely an elevation of the
skin, which in horses whose coats are fine

is very visible ; but after a few days a scab
forms, and in process of time comes away
broken up into scurf, and often bringing
with it a large proportion, though not all,

of the hairs mixed up with it. It generally
comes on in the hot summer months, and
often after eating green meat or drinking
cold water when warm from exejcise.

These should therefore be avoided with
care on all occasions, especially as they are
also likely to produce colic. The appropriate
Eestedies for surfeit ai'e a mild laxative,

repeated every fifth or sixth day (Ko. 9 or
10), followed by a few doses of nitre in a
bran mash. Sometimes when the horse is

very full of com, and evidently in an
inflamed state, bleeding may be necessary

;

but I confess I do not like the constant
recourse to the fleam on all occasions,

which is highly prejudicial to the constitu-

tion of the horse.

203. JIallexders consists in a scurty

eruption at the back of the knee-joint,

which is occasioned by foulness of the blood,

and requires alterative and cooling physic,

and the application of the nitrate of silver

ointment, or that of the superacetate of

lead (see the astringent ointments, Xos. 15

and 16).

204. Sallenders is a similar eruption in

front of the hock, requiring the same treat-

ment as mallendcrs.

20o. Sore Heels are occasioned in the
same way, aggravated by the water which
is used in washing the less and feet. \Vhen
they are very bad, they should be carefully

dried on all occasions, and a little of the
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lead ointment, astringent No. IS, applied in

all cases before going out into the wet. Tlie

horse also generally requires a little cool-

ing phj'sic, such as a physic ball, viith an
ounce of nitre in the mashes before it, as

^vellas occasionally after the ball has "set."

208. Geease is an aggravated form of

sore heels, which usually occurs in hairy-

legged cart-horses that are kept in dirty and
crowded stables upon beans, without a due
admixture of good hay and bran. Some-
times the disease extends above the fetlock

joints, and there is great swelling, with

cracks and ulcers in the skin, and a profuse

discharge of a foul and oflensive matter.

Tlie horse is lamed by the pain given in

moving the leg, and he will only put it to

the ground on compulsion. The Treat-
jiEXT must be both general and local; a
smart purge will in all cases be necessarj,

often coupled with bleeding, and followed

by the diuretic ball, Xo. 1, which may be

given everj" other night. At the same time

the local treatment must be as follows

—

first, remove all the scabs either bj^ long-

continued soaking in a bucket of warm
water, or by putting on a bran poultice;

secondly, apply a strong astringent, in the

shape of an astringent powder. No. 12, or

the sulphate of copper wash. No. 14, which
may be applied with a sponge or a paint-

brush ; and, when dry, the following oint-

ment may be rubbed in :

—

Venice turpentine, 1 ounce.

Powdered alum, li ounce.

Lard, 5i ounces. Mix.

Exercise must be given by walking the
horse out in dry weather; and plenty of

hand-rubbing to the sound parts will give

tone to the neighbouring vessels. Some-
times grease is the result of debility, and
then, instead of the diuretic ball, it will be
better to give one or other of the tonic balls,

of which the last, containing arsenic, is the

most likely to be beneficial; but its adminis-

tration is attended -nith some little risk,

and it is scarcely safe for any one but the

regular practitioner to give it, except in

cases of which the result is of Uttle con-

sequence.

Sect. 7.—Ixflasdiatiox of the Feet axd
Legs.

207. Fe\'eb of the Feet, which is the

horseman's name for inflammation of this

part, is a local aflfection, coming on from a
variety of causes; as, for instance, over-

riding, or from severe cold, or sometimes
as a sudden change from severe inflamma-
tion in other parts. The most common
cause is hard riding or fast driving in hot

weather, and over hard roads, which wiU
produce such an excessive reaction in them

as to load to inflammation, and sometimes
a shedding of the whole of the insensible
horn, or "casting of the foot," as it is

termed. Sometimes, however, on the abate-
ment of acute pneumonia, or some similarly
important disease, the feet are suddenly at-
tacked by inflammation, just as if they had
been ill used in work. In order to under-
stand the nature of these various diseases,

and the parts to which reference is made,
the anatomy of the foot, given before in the
article, " Shoeing," must be carefully studied.

The sj-mptoms are as follows :—There ia

first of all great fldgettiuess of the fore-

legs, with frequent shifting of them, but no
pawing, which would increase the pain.

There is some fever, more or less, accord-
ing to the cause, with quickened pulse
The attitude is very pecuUar soon after the
commencement of the attack, where, as is

generally the case, the disease is conflnedto

the fore-feet. The horse bears nearly all

his weight upon the hind-legs, which are

brought under him for that purpose, while
the fore-legs are extended before him, and
merely serve to balance him, and to carry

a small proportion of their usual burden.

In the next stage the horse lies down, and
reflises to get up again ; but there is a long
struggle with his fears before he summons
courage to bring the fore-feet back pre-

paratory to lying down, in which the

weight is taken by them. On examining
the feet with the hand they feel decidedly

hot, and if one only is affected, the differ-

ence between the two is easily perceived.

If rapped smartly with a hammer, with

such an amount of force only as would not

affect a sound foot, the horse shrinks, and
draws his foot away, evidently suffering

pain; or if the toe is pinched with the

smith's pincers, the same mode of express-

ing pain is exlitbited ; at the same time the

artery running down between the bone and
tendon on each side the pastern wiU be felt

throbbing more violently than usual. All

these symptoms mark the disease, which
should be TBEATED as follows :—Bleeding is

required as for all active inflammations of

important parts, but it is best effected from

the toe itself, by which the advantages of

local as well as general depletion are

obtained. If one foot only is inflamed, then

bleed from that toe to the extent of a gallon

and a half; or, if botli are affected, then

take three or four quarts from each, in the

manner described under the operation of

Bleeding; after this the shoe must be

hghtly tacked on, and the whole foot and
leg, up to the pastern, should be kept con-

stantly wet, either by means of a bran

poultice or a large sponge, or the sandal

made on purpose. Moisture is necessary to

soften the horn of the hoof, in order to allow
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the inflamed parts to expand ; and the low
temperature is required to reduce tlie

inflammation. Ice is of great service, if it

can be constantly applied ; but if only for

an hour or two, with an intermission during

the night, it does more harm than good.

It should only be applied when the inflam-

mation is high ; but when that is the case,

and the foot is very hot, a lump or two of

ice constantly kept in the poultice wiU oe of

great service. If the feet are only so far

inflamed as to admit of the horse easily

standing on them, a smart aloetic purging
ball with calomel (No. 11) will be required

;

but if the feet cannot bear the weight, either

the bowels must be left to themselves, or a
mild ball only, such as No. 9, should be
administered; after which the calomel,

nitre, and opium ball febriftige. No. 1, may
be given night and morning. If the feet

are not less painful by the following day,

two or three quarts more blood should be
again taken ; and this may even be repeated
a third time to the extent of half this quan-
tity; for though large bleedings are pre-

judicial to the horse, yet he had better be
weakened severely than lose his feet for all

useful purposes, which he will do if not
speedily reUeved in acute cases. In such
cases as these ice is of the greatest import-
ance; and if it cannot be obtained, a refri-

gerating mixture, composed of nitre and
sal ammoniac in equal proportions, of which
two ounces are to be dissolved in two
quarts of water, and used at once as a lotion,

or for wetting the bran poultice. When
the heat is somewhat subdued—that is,

after two or three days—the coronet may
be blistered, taking care to guard the hoof
by rubbing it over with plenty of some
sticky grease—as, for instance, resin oint-
ment—and to put a cradle on the horse.
Low diet, consisting of bran mashes or green
meat, should be substituted for the corn
and hay on which he has been Uving ; and
great care is required in the progress of the
cure not to move the horse too soon, as
exercise when the laminae of the foot are
still inflamed is highly prejudicial to the
removal of the mischief almost invariably
left behind. The hoofs are very often shed,
the separation beginning at the end ofa week
or ten days from the time of the occurrence
of the attack, and generally going on gra-
dually till, at the end of three weeks or a
month, or even still longer, the whole
conies off, leaving the sensible laminie
covered only by a very thin and tender
laj'er of an imperfectly formed horn ; in pro-
cess of time this grows out and hardens, and
a new foot is the result, but generally rather
smaller and weaker than the originaL Yet,
in some few cases, I have seen a set of
uitcnu feet reproduced, and the horse able

to do good work afterwards for a senes of
years. This, however, is the exception,
and I should never calculate upon it, know-
ing that in nine cases out of ten the foot is

smaU, hard, and brittle, and there is no
expansion of the frog to allow of the proper
action on the ground. It is always, there-
fore, very questionable whether it is worth
while to treat a horse when thus attacked,
with the slight chance of perfect recovery.

208. Chkomc Inflammation of the Feet
is nearly as unmanageable as the acute,

and when thoroughly estabUshed it is quite
incurable, as in that form called "navicular
disease." Here there is chronic inflamma-
tion, generally accompanied by ulceration

of the cartilage covering the navicular
bone, or the coflBn or pastern bones. Some-
times this state has ended in absolute bony
union ; but the disease seldom advances so
far as this. It may be known by the tender,

feeUng step of the horse ; by his refusing to
trot boldly with his heel on the ground ; by
his pointing his toe forward when at rest;

and by the frequent absence of all alteration

of form in the foot. The inflammation is

not always in this bone, I have very Uttle

doubt, but wherever there is a tenderness
of the foot, as shown by the want of power
to bear the pain consequent upon its use

;

and when there is neither contraction of

the foot, nor corn, nor thrush, nor ring-

bone, nor, in fact, any evidence of any
other mischief, the horse is usually said to

have "navicular disease." Hence, it is

generally rather by the absence of other

diseases that it is recognised than by the
presence of any symptom which, during

hfe, will suffice to fix its seat. After death,

on dissection, the knife often exhibits the

traces of disease, in the shape of ulcera-

tion, &c ; but during life no examination,

however careful, will reach the small extent

of mischief which is in existence. There la

very little to be done in the way of treat-

ment for this afifection, and nothing but
"nerving" offers much chance of benetit.

This has been tried in numberless cases,

sometimes with success, but more often

with the contrary result. Nerving itself is

described under the chapter on Operations;

but its effects must here be considered. In
navicular disease it appears too often to

increase the mischief; but in simple con-

traction, depending upon the want of use of
the feet, it will often induce the horse to

employ them, and thus remove the cause

which has all along been keeping up the

effect

209. Contraction of the Foot consists

in a deficiency of frog, sensible as well as

insensible, producing such an abortive pro-

portion of the hinder part of the foot as to

give it a narrow appearance. But narrow-
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ness is not necessarily contraction; there

may be a loug, narrow foot, formed like that

of a donkey, yet with a good frog, and as

sound as a bell. I have had horses with
leet of this character, which no rattling on
the road could lame, even during long series

of years, whilst others, apparently possess-

ing good open feet, have speedily become
altered in shape, and have in exact propor-

tion to this alteration lost their soundness
and freedom from pain. If a horse is sud-
denly put to hard road-work in the summer
time, his feet, for want ofseasoning, become
inflamed, sometimes to such an extent as

to produce acute disease, at others to lead

to the navicular lameness, and in a third set

of cases to that chronic condition of the

sensible frog, and lamins of the foot, which
ends not in contraction of the heel, but in

a wasting of the secretion poured out by
these parts, namely—the insensible frog and
its adjacent parts, the heels. A narrow
foot, however, must always be regarded
with suspicion, fbr if there is a want ot due
proportion in its parts ; if the frog is small,

shrivelled, and wasted, and the bars are

weak and imdeveloped, assuredly the foot

is diseased, and the horse will be incapable

of using it long upon hard roads, if he has
not already lost its action. On the other

hand, if both feet are exactly alike, and the

hind-feet are also narrow and donkey-like,

if the frog and bars are as fully developed

as the rest of the foot, and if the horse runs
boldly upon hard ground, it may be assumed
\vith a tolerable degree of certainty that the

shape is natural to the individual, and not
the result of disease. In many cases, con-
traction comes on from improper shoeing,

but not quite in the way that is commonly
supposed. It is said by most of those who
attribute its occurrence to bad shoeing,

that when the shoe is allowed to remain on
for more than tliree weeks, the foot is bound
within certain limits, and cannot possibly

expand, and therefore becomes contracted.

But it is forgotten that in hundreds of cases,

with every care, and with constant removals,

the feet gradually assume the contracted

condition ; and often, apparently, the faster

for the care which is bestowed upon them.
I have seen vast numbers of feet become
contracted in this way, and I am satisfied

that the cause is a very simple one. In
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the shoe

is made with the "seating," or bevelled

Burface, earned out to the heel, or very
nearly so, instead of leaving fully half an
incli of the web perfectly level for the heel

of the foot to rest upon- Besides this defect,

most smiths, and especially when shoeing

horses for sale, make the shoe wider than
the foot, whereby the heel is placed still

more upon this bevelled edge than it otlier-

wise would be, and the consequence Is,

that the horse is constantly standing an<l
working upon a bevelled surface instead
ofon a flat one, and that surface has a ten-
dency to drive the heels in. If one hundred
horses taken at random are examined, it

will be found that more than ninety are
thus shod, with the u-on of the shoe pro-
jecting nearly half an inch beyond tbo
homy matter of the heel, by which, to a
superficial observer, the foot appears open,
and the real condition of the heel is

obscured. Now, if tbese shoes are removed,
it will be seen that there is a large polished
surface on the inner edge of the web, wheru
the heel has been compelled to play by the
weight being thrown upon the uneven sur-
face on each side. JSIuch has been writteu
upon the expansion of the frog in the
descent of the foot, but it is all theoretical-;

and in practice it is the fact, that if a sound,
open, and well formed foot is shod with
the web wide enough to take a level bearing
from the heel, there is no polished surface
seen when the shoe is removed in any part
ofthe web ; hence, the conclusion inevitalJly

follows that, suice the polished surface can
only occur from the expansion and con-
traction of the foot under certain conditions,

already specified; and since it does not
occxir in a sound foot properly shod, whilst

it is always met with in the foot placed
upon too wide a shoe, if also " seated " too far

back, the contraction and expansion are

connected with the improper shoeing, and
not with the want of expansion of tlie frog-

This conclusion has been forced upon me by
the numerous instances in which I have
had shoes removed after purchasing horses

from a dealer's stables, where these wide
shoes are invariably adopted, and in which
the polished condition above specified has

been very remarkable. It takes some
months, it is true, to produce the altera-

tion ; but nevertheless, thoush slow, it is

sure, and if continued the horse is almost

to a certainty made a cripple by the long-

continued use of such a shoe. Corns are

also constantly produced by them; but

these we shall presently consider by them-

selves. Suffice it then to observe, that

contracted feet are produced by two causes

;

first, by chronic inflammation, ending in a

wasting of the sensible parts of the foot, and
in a want of proper secretion of horn, and
consequent diminution of size in the foot

;

and, secondly, from the shoeing being con-

ducted upon improper principles, that is to

say, by placing the foot upon two slopinji

surfaces, each tending towards the frog;

and this second cause acts the more
strongly in proportion to the frequency of

the reneical of the shoe. In the present day

no shoes are nailed far enough back oa
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both sides to aflfect the heels ; and however
long they may remain on these are not

affected, because if the foot grows suffi-

ciently it will expand beyond the shoe,

which then lies within the crust, and is

imbedded in the sole, as is constantly seen

an horses whose feet have been neglected.

The want of re-shoeing is more likely to

prevent contraction than to cause it ; and
though I am well aware that it is pre-

judicial to the soundness of the foot, it is

not by producing contraction of the heels,

but rather by injuring the sole, and pre-

venting the proper expansion of the toe.

which is as necessary as that of the heeL
The remedy for contracted heels is, to place

the foot upon a flat web, or sometimes
even upon one bevelled at the heel m the

opposite direction to the seated shoe. With
this I have succeeded in two or three cases

la rectifjing contraction to a degree which
exceeded my most sanguine anticipations

;

and I am persuaded that in very many
cases where the contraction has arisen

from this improper use of the seated shoe,

the use of the opposite kind of bevelling

will be attended with benefit, and often

with a complete cure. Only let the horse-

master examine these wide shoes when
taken aflf, and he will find this polished

surface invariably attending upon it, that

i5, when the seating is carried out too far

back; and then let him try the opposite

plan, or the middle one, of a fiat surface, and
he -will soon find the benefit of the alter-

ation. If the contraction is attended with
Inflammation also, the "claj'-stall" should
be used, either without work, or in the
intervals of it. This remedy consists in
procuring sufficient clay to make a layer of
It, in the upper part of a stall, six inches
thick, which is to be kept constantly wet
with cold water, and the horse placed to

stand in it for all but the necessary hours of
rest. The feet sink into the clay, which
hollow is immediately filled with water,
drainmg in from some of the previously
made holes, and thus the benefit really

derived is the same as from a constant
standing in cold water, but in a mode which
Is readily applicable to any stable. And, in
addition to this, the pressure of the clay
may perhaps tend to force out the heels, and
tjms expand them, though I am rather
doubtful upon this point.

210. Pibiiced-Feet and Seedy Toes ai-e

both of them the result of acute or sub-
acute inflammation—the former of the sole,

and the latter of the toe. After the laminae
of the foot have been seriously afiected by
inflammation, in which they have more
or le?s separated from the horn which they
secrete, they spldom are perfectly re-united
to it in the first stage, and in the second

they secrete an imperfect horn, which i-?

cellular, brittle, and mcapable of giving that
elastic support which the hoof is intende.i

to supply. The consequence is, that the
coffln-bone presses through this spongy
matter, and instead of being supported by
its arcli, it projects into a convex form,
more or less, according to the extent of the
disease. This is the Pumiced-Foot. But
sometimes the plates in front of the foot are
more affected than those of the sole, and
then they leave the horn instead of bulging
into it, and the consequence is, that there
is a space between the outside of the toot

and the sensible part inside, which is

occupied either by a large cavity, or by
spongy matter; and generally this runs a
short way back into the sole as well; iu
either case constituting the form of disease
called The Seedy-Toe. The Treatment
of these two conditions is founded upon the
fact, that the former can only be palUated,
whereas the latter can be cured; and the
reason ofthis is, that the pressure cannot be
taken off the sole while nature is repairing
the injury. In either case, it would take
from three to six months for the horn to be
reproduced in such strength as to bear pres-

sure; and, of course, dui-ing that time the
animal cannot be supported in such a way
as to allow of the growth. Hence, the treat-

ment of pumiced-feet can only be palliative,

and we must be content to do what can be
done by careflil shoeing, and keeping them
rigidly dry while in the stable. Two things

are necessary—first, to keep all pressure off

the sole while at work; and, secondly, to

take care that it receives some little weight
in the stable ; because if it has none, it will

gradually project more and more, and will

thus become worse instead of better. The
pumiced-foot, therefore, should bo shod
with a wide, but thin, web, covering nearly

the whole foot, or, at least, so much as to

guard it against stones, and other convex
bodies. Being thin, it raises the sole very
little from the litter, and thus allows this

elastic material to rise into the centre, and
press lightly against the centre of the sole,

whereby the increased convexity is pre-

vented. A bar-shoe is bad, because it

throws the pressure upon the frog, which is

generally, more or less, affected ; and
leather soles wOl very seldom afford relief

in pumiced-feet, because they take the pres-

sure ofi' the crust, and throw it generally

over the sole ; and this is the case, whether
they are used with the tow-packing or with-

out it ; for, in the first case, the tow acts as

a means of pressure, and, in the second, the

dirt of the road is sure to enter between the

leather sole and the spaces left on each side

the frog, and thus does more harm than the

tow would have done. The plain broad web
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U therefore the best mode of treatment,

with great care in keeping the foot dry, and
avoiding too liberal a use of tar and grease.
** The stopping " of the stable is too soften-

ing
; generally speaking, there is nothing

like leaving the foot without anything
applied to it, except a little neat's-foot oil,

just before going out in wet weather, which
prevents the softening effect of the water in

the roads. In the cure of seedy-toe a very
different treatment is necessary : here there

is a chance of perfect recovery, and as the

pressure can be taken off in the meantime,
so nature generally restores the parts in

such a state of perfection as will suffice for

ordinary work. When the seedy-toe is dis-

covered, the disease has generally been for

some time in existence, and the new horn
is formed under the old, but of a very thin

and brittle character, and with a space

between; the smith should now remove
with his drawing-knife all but this new
horn, taking away the whole of the toe of

the hoof, including the spongy matter, if

there is any, and only leaving the thin

covering to the laminae, which is firmly

attached to them, and which has very much
the wrinkled appearance of varnish dried

in thick layers on an uneven surface, and
powdered over with very fine resin ; or like

the new nail of a man's finger when it is

growing up after the original has been lost,

but somewhat thicker and rougher than
this. When all has been removed, there is

generally enough of the side of the crust to

nail a short shoe on, and this should be done
by means of two or three nails on each side,

taking care to remove all projecting edges
at the toe and heel, for fear of its being torn
off; and then the toe should be well dressed

with tar and tallow, mixed in equal propor-

tions ; and the horse should be turned into

a loose box, with plenty of tan, but no litter.

The tar should be k^pt constantly applied,

and the shoes should be taken off and re-

nppUed every three weeks, paring away the

crust at the sides as it grows, and clearing

off enough of the frog, and of the old sole,

to allow the internal foot to keep its healthy

Hhape. In process of time, the outer layer

of horn grows down from the coronet, and
re'invests the toe, and the inner one grows
ap from the laminse covering the coflBn-

bone, and also from the sole ; and when it

has nearly arrived at its fall growth, so that

the shoe can be removed with safety, there

l8 no harm in turning the horse out in a
dry meadow, with plenty of grass. Moisture

interferes with the proper growth of horn

;

and hard ground, unprotected with grass,

is likely to bruise the tender foot as yet not
perfectly recovered. If, therefore, a meadow
(<f the above description cannot be obtained,

tt IS better to keep him in the box.

211. Sand-Ceack—Different reasons are
assigned for the distinctive name given to
this kind of crack in the hoof, some sup-
posing that it is because it happens more
frequently in sandy districts, and others
that it is from the crack being only of a
size to admit sand. The latter I should
fancy is the more probable etymology,
since I imagine there is no real foundation
for the belief that sandy districts are pecu-
liarly prone to produce the diseased con-
dition which leads to sand-crack. The
essence of the diseased condition consists
in a secretion of horn, having the fibres

strong enough in a perpendicular directioa
but not interlaced transversely, so that,

while it is as tough as ever in resisting the
battering of the road, till it bursts, yet
when more than usual stress is thrown
upon it, it splits open, and is then quite

incapable of bearing its load. A hoof thu«
liable to sand-crack will be observed to be
striated from the coronet towards the edge
of the shoe, while the oyster-shelled foot is

generally more open to the pumiced con-
dition already described. In the fore-foot

the crack is generally in the inner quarter,

beginning at the coronet and running more
or less downwards; sometimes, however,
it occurs on the outside, but very rarely

indeed in the front of the foot. On the

other hand, in the hind-foot the sand-crack

is almost always in the front ; the reason of

which is, that the heel of the fore-foot Is

exposed to the shock of the ground ; but In

the hind-foot the toe is the only part which
strikes it with any force. The Predisposinq

Cause often exists for a long time; but

it requires a piece of hard work to develops

the crack, and then the difficulty is to

restore it even to its previous weals condi-

tion. In spite, however, of this pre-existing

tendency, no horse can be considered

unsound until the crack actually appears.

It does not always occasion lameness, but

it vrtU generally do so when the horse is

worked hard. The Treatment consists in

cutting away the horn down to the bottom

of the crack in a bevelled direction, so that

no sand can lodge there, and thus increase

the mischief. At the point of the crack a

small round hole should be drilled or burnt

out, by which the crack is prevented from

spreading. The next thing to be done is to

bind the two edges of the crack together,

which is generally done by tying tape or

vrire all round the foot; but a much better

and more really useful plan is to drill two
shallow holes into the horn on each side of

the lower end of the crack, and then to

screw very short studs into them, which

are to be connected together by fine copper

wire, laced from one to the other across the

crack. The horii is too thin to carry tiii^
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up to the coronet, but an inch below that

part there is generally sufficient thickness

of horn to screw in a stud about one-eighth

or one-sixth of an inch, which will give

suflScient hold for the purpose. After this

is done, some gutta percha is to be warmed,
and moulded into the crack, covering up
all the irregularities, and keeping out the

water ; and finally, the coronet is to be con-

stantly stimulated with tar and tallow in

order to hasten the growth of horn, and
improve its quality, by making it more
tougli. Some months will always elapse

before the cure is complete.

212. Weakness of the Foot is dependent
upon an insufficient secretion of horn, and
is often congenital, and wholly incurable.

It is, however, generally manageable by
careful shoeing; and, for many purposes,
with the aid of a good smith, horses with
weak feet are more useful than those with
feet of an opposite formation. In the first

place, they are seldom liable to contraction

;

and in the second, they do not often con-
tract navicular disease; but if not carefully

shoed, they are very liable to suffer from
being bound by the nails, or to become
tender from uneven pressure, as upon the
heels, or upon the sole. The Remedies for
these pecuharities nil! be found under the
head of Shoeing; merely here remai'king,
that the growth of horn should always be
encouraged by tar, and that httle or nothing
should be removed from the foot by paring
when the shoes are removed,

213. CoENS occur at the heel of the fore-
foot and chiefly on the inner one ; and they
are the result of the unnatural pressure
thrown upon this part by the use of the
shoe, which Ufts the frog oflf the ground,
and gives the heel the whole of the office
which nature intended to be shared with
the frog. In the unshod foot the weight is
taken by the toe and frog chiefly, the sole
and the sides of the crest, as well as the
heels, bearing a very subordinate part
when on level ground; but when the
modem shoe is applied, the frog is raised
from the ground by the thickness of the
shoe, and on a hard road it does not touch
it, but the heels alone receive the concus-
sion. Besides this cause, inseparable from
our mode of shoeing, there is the serious
error too often committed by the smith, of
either leaving too much of the horn
between the bar and the crust, or of
removing the bar altogether; or, again, the
shoe may slip within the crust, and lie just
upon a part of the heel which is pecuharly
weak and liable to inflammation. The con-
sequence of one or the other of these causes
is, that a small quantity of blood is extrava-
eated beneath the horn, just as in a bruise
cf onr o\ra na Is, and there is immediately

inflammation set up in order to get rid of it.

Corns in horses are unlike our corns la
their nature, being simply bruises of thO'

deUcate membrane beneath the horn ; and
they are evidenced by the colour of the
horn, which is more or less stained with
blood when pared by the knife of the smitli.

The Remedy is simple enough, and consists

in removing the pressure by paring away,
the horn, covering the seat of the com, and'
thus preventing the shoe from touching it;

but tills must be repeated at intervals of a
fortnight, because within that time tho
horn grows down to the level of the shoe,

and again takes the pressure, so that th^'

com is sure to reappear. In this way they,
may generally be cured, though they will

almost always return without constant
care; and a foot which has once suffered

from corns is always to be watched- When
they are very bad, and the frog is sound,
the bar-shoe is the best remedy, which
takes oflf all pressure entirely, and allows
the heels to recover their strength and
full development ; but the frog should be
allowed to rest upon the bar, and not lie

above it with a clear space, as I have often

seen, and with a prejudicial efifect, because
the web of the bar- shoe is sure to lie upon
the heel as it leaves the crust to bendi
across, if it is not raised from it by the frog

The smith, therefore, should so adjust the
shoe that the heel is left sufficiently clear

ofthe web to pass a straw between without
injury to it. If, in paring out the corn,

there is a decided efl'usion of blood ori

matter imder the horn, this must be so far (

removed as to allow of the escape of th« i

fluid, and then the ragged portions of horn
are to be removed, whatever may be theit

extent, and one of the caustics, Nos. 14, 15,
^

or 16, applied by means of a small piece of

tow, which is to be left in the opening, and
removed every day, after which it is to be
reappUed.

214. Thrush is an ulceration of the sensl

ble frog, causing a secretion ofvery oflTensiv <J

matter, and generally showing it in the
cleft, where there is a soft cheesy seci-etion,

easily recognised by its pecuUar smell, and
covered up by ragged portions of horn, on
removing which with the knife, the homy
cushion is found to be much wasted, and
sometimes the sensible frog is quite bare,

and its ulcerations evident to the eye.

Generally, however, this condition exists

only at the bottom of the cleft, which
cannot be reached by the knife without
removing too much of the horn ; and the

treatment must be limited to the applica-

tion of mild liquid caustics to this cleft, by
means of tow dipped in them and pressed
deeply into it. Thrush is caused by any-
thing likely to produce iaflammatuau, such

r
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as the irritation of urine, wliich in some
stables is allowed to collect under the litter,

and thus soak into the spongy frog. This
is creneraUy the sole cause in the hind-foot,

^^•hich is more subject to thrush than the
fore ; but in the latter it is often the con-
sequence of inflammation and contraction

of the feet, producing ulceration of the
frog; -while on the other hand, thrush
itself, when caused by standing in foul

stables, and long neglected, will, by its

wasting the frog, bring on contraction of

the foot. Horses at grass in wet meadows
are very liable to thrush; and sometimes
come up with all their frogs thus affected,

though more frequently only with the hind
ones diseased. It does not cause lameness,
except in very bad cases ; but there is

always tenderness upon pressure, so that
if the horse treads upon a stone he will

often drop with the pain, and perhaps break
his knees in consequence. The Tkeatmext
in all cases should consist in first clearing
away all the loose horn, and thus getting

down to the seat of the disease, which is

then to be cured by applying nitrate of
silver, or blue-stone, or chloride of zinc, in
solution, according to one or other of the
forms given at page 600. These are to be
used by means of tow dipped in them and
"well worked into the cleft, or, when the
whole surface is ulcerated, by a piece all

over it, and kept in its place by a bar-shoe,
which in this case ought not to take its

pressure upon the frog, but should be
chambered there, and should be firmly
bedded upon the heels. The bar-shoe in
this case* is a protection to the frog, and
the heels must now take the bearing which,
in the case of corns, must, as I have already
explained, be thrown upon the frog. By
persevering in the use of these caustics,

and bj' keeping the foot dry, the foul smell
soon ceases, and healthy homy matter
begins to be thrown out; and in process
of time a soimd frog is again produced.
Thrushes ought never to be neglected, for

they sometimes become quite incurable, in

consequence of their continuing so long as
to cause permanent mischief to the sensible

frog ; and sometimes the ulceration extends
in the form of sinuses into the sole of the
foot, or m the shape of canker, which must
next be considered.

215. Ca>-ker is an extension of thrush, or
sometimes of a com or bruise in any other
part of the sole, so as to cause extensive
ulceration, and consequent fungous granu-
lation, which sprouts out, and sometimes
makes its appearance through the opening
left in the homy sole, ot through the ragged
portions of the frog, exhibiting a mass of
red fungous growth of a shining appear-
ance. It Is more peculiarly the disease of

the cart-horse, though somethnes it is met
with in the neglected hack or hamess-
horse. It must be Treated with great
care by the skilful use of caustics, whicii at
first must be of considerable power, such as
the muriate of antimony, or the caustic
No. 7, page 600, and afterwards by a milder
form, according to the extent and severity
of the disease. It is, however, very seldom
that this disease can be successfully man-
aged without the aid of a veterinary
surgeon, and this should if possible be
obtained in all such cases; because the
application of remedies must be always in
exact proportion to the amount of mischief,
and if too strong, or not strong enough, the
cure is imperfect, or even the case may be
vastly aggravated.

Sect. 8.—Ijtflammation of the Boxes.

216. The Boxes of the Hokse are par-
ticularly liable to disease, much more so

indeed than in any animal with which I am
acquainted. This arises from the fact that
they are more used than those of any other
domestic animal, and also that they are
more liable to abuse, flrom the confinement
and heat of the stable, which encourages
the growth of bony matter, and leads to the

various kinds ofsplents, spavins, ring-bones,

&C., which are a constant source of uneasi-

ness to the trainer and the horseman. The
chief diseases of the bone to which the horse

is subject are the following, viz.—first, a
new growth of hard bony matter, from the

side of a long bone, forming a lump more
or less prominent, and called a splent;

secondly, a growth of soft and spongy bony
substance around the joints, especially the

hock, which is apparently intended by
nature to strengthen weak joints, but which
generally acts in a deleterious manner, by
giving pain, and occasionmg lameness ; and,

thirdly, a similar formation around the

pasterns, just above the coronet, and re-

sembling the spavin in structure, but called

a ring-bone, from its shape and situation.

Besides these three, we find occasional^', In

other situations, splents, or exostoses, as

they are called in scientific language, occur-

ring, as on the cheek-bones, arm-bones, &c.,

and also the small bones of the knee united

together by bony matter, in a manner
similar to the spavin in the hock.

217. Splents occur both on the hind and

fore-leg, but much more frequently on the

latter, and almost invariably on its inside.

They consist originally of an inflammation

of the membrane covering the bone (j)eru

osteum), as a consequence of which fresh

bone is deposited on the surface of the

natural bone, forming a lump usually of an
oval shape, which is sometimes visible, and

almost always, but not invariably, to oe
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detected by a manual examination. Wlien
tlie purchaser examines tlie legs of the horse

he is inspecting, he runs his fingers down on
each side of the cannon-bone, and carefully

examines not only the sides, but the spaces,

or angles, left between the bone and the

suspensory ligament. Here is the only part

where splents are likely to be iujm'ious, by
causing lameness, which they do b}' press-

ing upon the suspensory ligament, or rather

by receiving its pressure, and so occasioning

severe pain in the action of the horse. Ifthe

splent is situated on the front or outside

of the leg, it may always be considered to

be the result of a blow_as, for instance,

from a wall or gate on ae shin in hunting,

or from the blow of a stick, or other body
of a similar kind, on the outside. On the

inside, or back of the leg, they are generally

either the effect of a blow from the other

leg of the horse " hitting " the cannon-bone
where the splent is situated, or else from the

strain thrown upon the inside by the pecuhar
foiTnation of the fore-leg. But whatever
may be the precise cause of splent, there

can be no doubt that it very commonly
occurs on the cannon-bone, or partly on
t hat bone, and partly on the inner splent-

bone, so as to glue them together, and thus
apparently to aid in giving extra strength

10 the whole leg. Each splent-bone is

furnished with a rounded extremity, fuller

than the rest of the bone, and this must not
be mistaken for a splent, as I have kno^vn
happen more than once with theoretical

horse-masters, who have found fault with
horses as having splents,merely because they
had this natural termination to their spleut-
bones, which ought to be about the size of
large peas. But, to return to the manual
examuiation of the leg, when the hand, in
passing down it as above described, dis-

covers a large bump on the side of the bone,
clear of the tendon and ligament, and not
in the way of the horse's action, it may be
disregarded, unless very large and sore

;

but if this splent is close upon the tendon in
theupper half of the leg, or upon the sus-
pensoiy ligament in the lower part, there is

always danger of lameness occurring ; and
more especially if it actually extends
beneath either of these parts, and is partly
obscured by them. Very often a splent
exists so completely hidden by one or the
other of these bands of fibrous matter, that
it can only be felt when the leg is bent,
and the tendon and ligament relaxed,
in which position the posterior surface
of the bone may be readily and carefully
examined; after which being done by a
person used to the business, there is Uttle
chance of the existence of an undetected,
splent. These exostoses almost always
occur in young hordes, and disappear as

they grow old ; and it is very rai'e to meet
with a newly-formed one, or indeed with any
at all, after ten years of age. The course of
time, therefore, wiU almost always eradi-

cate them if left alone ; and so long as tliera

is no lameness arising trom them, any
interference is always to be deprecated.

Xumberless are the instances in which I
have known splents go on for years without
causing lameness, so long as they were
suffered to remain unmolested; but no
sooner were they treated by some ignorant
person, who promised a cure, than they,

became inflamed, and lamed the horse tor

many months. The cure can only Le
effected by rousing mflammation in them
so as to cause absorption; but this action is

always incapable of control, and when tho
fire is once lighted there is no knowing
how far it will go. For this reason it is

that I advise every one to let well alone,

and not to tamper with an innocent disease

which always works its own cure in time,

if left to itself; but if the splent is really

causing lameness it is time to interfere,

and the best mode of treatment is as fol-

lows :—In the first place, the horse should

be cooled do\vn a little by a dose or two of
physic, and by mashes, &c., with a loss of

half Ills corn, Next, when the legs are
cool, rub in some of the mercurial blistering

ointment. No. 6, over the splent, previously

cutting off the hair ; this will cause the skiu

to swell and discharge, after which tho
arnica wash, at page 600, is to be painted

on with a brush daOy for a fortnight, or
until the swelling of the skin is enth-ely

gone, when the ointment may again ba
rubbed, followed as before by the arnica

wash, and this routine being repeated until

the splent is wholly gone; after which the

horse should have nearly a month's rest, to

get rid of aU the inflammation; during

which time wet bandages may be apphed,
and then the leg may be considered per-

fectly cured, though sometimes a degree of

lameness will remain only to be removed
by steady exercise and light work.

218. Spavins are somewhat similar in

their nature to splents, but they occur m
the hock only, and show themselves in the

inner side of that joint, just below the bend,

where they exhibit themselves first in tho

shape of a small nut-like bony tumour,
which gradually enlarges, until it often

assumes a size equal to more than half an
orange. It is often asserted, as in the case

of splents in the fore-leg, that spavin occurs

in the inner side of the joint, because the

smith is apt to raise the outer heel of the
shoe-with acalkm; but this argument will

not hold water, when we consider the num-
berless instances in which splents and
spavins occur in these situalii^ns in coital
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whicli havxi never jet been ehod. Thou-
sands of well-bred colts are every year

found to be spavined before tbey are even

bitted, and in them therefore this cause

cannot possibly be in operation- However,
It is scarcel}' necessary for our present pur-

pose to seek to ascertain the reason for this

preference ; suffice it to observe, that spavin

need only be looked for on the inside of the

hock ; it must not be confounded with those

bumpy yet sound hocks which are not
unfrequently met with, in which the bony
]irocesses are well developed in all direc-

tions, and the outside as well as the inside

of the hock are full of bumps and lumps.
Spavin rarely attacks these joints, but

occurs in small and neat-looking hocks,

which are naturally weak and incapable of

sustaining the shocks of the gallop or the
leap. The disease generally, but not always,
occasions lameness, which is very evident

in first coming out of the stable, but which
afterwards often goes off, to return again
tiie next day. When a horse badly spavined
is examined out of doors he will often walk
soundly enough, but the moment he is

Hotted he refuses to put more than his toe

to the ground, and sometimes hops on one •

leg, carrying the other in the air. The
Tbeatment of spavin is by first lowering

the horse as for splent, and then either blis-

tering the inside of the joint, or firing it.

A variety of remedies have been in vogue
at various times for this affection ; the one
r.ow the fasliion is Major's British Eemedy,
said to be composed of sulphuric acid ; but

whatever may be its composition, it cer-

tainly acts as a powerful counter-irri-

tant, and generally speedily accompUshes a

reduction of the bony tumour, though not,

as Mr. Major asserts, without pain. I can-

not myself believe that it is more free from
pain than firing, and I much doubt whe-
ther it is as permanently efiicacious; but

that it does answer the purpose no one

can deny who has seen cases cured by its

I

means. It produces a discharge from the

skin, and in some cases blemishes the horse

to as great an extent as from firing; but,

in the majority of instances, with proper

care, there is little or no loss of hair.

AVhen the disease is far advanced firing is

the best remedy ; and, as far as I know, it

is the only one upon which reUance can be

placed. With its aid I have known num-
berless spavins stand the shocks of the

training-ground and the hunting-fleld ; but

after the usual half-remedies I have seen

so many failures, that I should be unwilUng

either to try them myself or to recommend
them to others. BUsters ofany kind will re-

move the bony growth if repeated again and

*-;aln, but none acts so well as the binio-

lid^ as givea at page 600. Xevertheless, I

prefer the iron, though I should afterwards
use the biniodide—the firing acting by
reducing the inflammation, while the
mercury produces absorption of the bony
matter. Slow work is often of service, and
the spavined horse wiU often derive mate-
rial benefit, after firing or blistering, from a
VNinter's work at ploughing, harrowing, &c

219. KiNG-BoNE occurs, as I have already
observed, just above the coronet, where it

shows itself as a bony lump, at first being
situated between the coronet and the upper
pastern bone, but soon extending upwards
and downwards, and in bad cases implicat-

ing the joint above and below it In heavy
cart-horses it is a very formidable disease,

and lames as many horses as spavin, or
perhaps even more. In them it occurs more
frequently on the hind-legs ; but in lighter

horses the fore-legs are more commonly
the seat of the disease. The Treatmexx
is exactly the same as for spavin.

Sect. 9 IjiFLAiniATios of the Joixts.

220. Genesal Eejiakejs The joints of

the horse are the seats of two kinds of

inflammation—one the result of constitu-

tional disturbance, and almost always of a
rheumatic character; the other coming on
gradually as a consequence of the battering

of hard work. By disease of the joints I

mean such as occurs in those called "round-
bone," "stifle-joint disease," " groggi-

ness," «fcc., and not in those which are

rather external to the joints than occurring

in them, such as spavin and ring-bone.

The kind of inflammation which occurs in

the iouitd without work is generally of a
rheumatic character, and comes on after

catching cold from standing in a draught,

or firom a similar cause. It will be com-
prised under the heads of round-bone,

stifle-joint disease, and enlarged knee;

while the joints inflamed by work will

come under the heads of staleness or

grogginess, windgaU, thoroughpiu, and
capped-hock and elbow.

221. Eou>rD-BoNE Disease is not uncom-
mon, though perhaps it may be more often

located in the imagination than in reaUty.

When a horse is lame behind, and there is

nothing to show for it, it is often the case

that the farrier fixes upon the round-bone

as the seat of the mischief; just as in the

fore- quarter he heaps upon the shoulder

a variety of ailments which have a totally

difl'erent locaUty for their habitation. "WTiea

this bone, which is the head of the thigh-

bone, with its hgaments, becomes inflamecu

there is almost always more or less wastimr

of the muscles of the thigh, so that on
looking at the horse from behind the two
sides are not symmetrical, but the diseased

one looks shrunken, and feels soft and
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flabby. The Cuke should begin with rest

and blistering, followed after a considerable

interval by slow and steady work, which
will often succeed iu festoriug the parts to

a sound state, by compelling those muscles
to act which have so long been thrown out

of action from a fear of pain as to have lost

their natural size, and consequently their

full power. I have in this way succeeded

in curing lameness in the round-bone of

some j'ears' duration, and the shrunk
muscles have then been restored to a full

degree of plumpness and firmness to the

touch.

222. Lameness of the Stifle-Joint is

verj' rare, except as connected with spi'ain

or dislocation of the patella, accidents which
sometimes occur, and the latter of which
can seldom be managed without the aid of a
veterinary surgeon, whose assistance should
in all such cases be called in. Whenever
this joint is diseased, or is the subject of

accident, it may always be detected by the
tenderness on pressure on the joint, and by
the heat and soreness existing there. If

there is sprain only, a few oays' rest will

generally set it to right, together with the

tipplicatioa to the adjacent parts of the
embrocation No. L

223. Enlarged Knee sometimes occurs
in the young colt from a weakened con-
dition of the system similar to our scrofula,

or from rheumatic inflammation of its liga-

ments. In the former case, time and good
keep will be the most likely to restore it to

a state of health ; and, in the latter, the
alterative ball No. 7, with the application of
the biniodide of mercury, page 600, to the
knee, taking care to avoid applying it to the
back of the joint. When the inilammation
1« the result of a broken knee, or of a prick
from a thorn, it must be treated as described
under the head of Accidents.

22-i. Staleness or Grogginess of the
p;i stem-joints is alwaj's the result of hard
work, the latter being only a higher and
more extreme degree of tlie former. The
course ol inflammation is generally as lol-

]ows :—After a series of hard days' work,
often continued for years together, the
ironts of the joints become thickened by
the addition of fresh matter to the fibres of
the ligaments, and a tendency to knuckle
over as a consequence of the instinctive

desire which the animal possesses to avoid
bending the pastern back. For this purpose
lie stands with them as straight as possible,

f\iid often, when first he comes in from his
work, he actuallj' stands so lar forward
over his toes as to compel himself to lie

down, for fear of lulling instead. The joints
»iie often thus drawn forwards, in con-
ei quenee of the strain on the back sinews
uud suspensory hiiunc-uts; but the real

grogginess arises from chronic thickening
of the synovial capsules and the ligaments
covering them, and sometimes even of the
spongy heads of the bones. There is a con-
siderable difference in the meaning given
to this term by different writers upon the
diseases of the horse ; some including under
this title navicular disease onlj% while
others mean by it disease of the pastem-
joints; and a third set describe under this

title that shaking or "standing over" at
the knee which I believe to be dependent
upon inflammation of the foot, rather than
of the leg. In horses of high action, which
bring their heels down upon the ground
with great force, the back part of the foot,

including the sensible frog, and the attach-

ments of the sinews and ligament, becomes
greatly inflamed, and to such an extent as
to cause the horse to stand over in order to

relieve it, by rendering the tendons relaxed.

No horse by this attitude can stand wthout
using the extensor muscles just as much
as, or even more than, he would do if they
were quite straigut; but though this set

is not assisted, yet tlxe posterior tendons or

flexors are relieved greatly from their puil

upon their inflamed attachments, and con-
sequently the horse perseveres, tims ren-
dering them slack. !Such is mj' explanation
of this -'standing over," which is some-
times called *' grogginess," and which is

relieved bj' any strong counter-irritant

which will make a uiversion in favour of
the tired and bruised heels. Navicular
disease has already been fully alluded to,

and it now only remains to consider the

stale or groggy joint, which is the result of
severe work acting upon a healthy fi-ame.

In a diseased leg which has previously been
affected the effect is much greater than in

a sound one, and the grogginess returns in

a very short time, though apparently quite

cured. Thus I have bought, and seen htui-

dreds of others buy, horses apparently as

fresh on their legs as when they were
foaled, yet when put to work ever so gra-

dually they soon exhibited the nature of

their previous mischief, by relapsing into

a state of roundness of the johits, which
speedily incapacitated them for work of all

kinds. When, however, it has been coming
on during a series of years, and at last

assumes such an aspect as to prevent fur-

ther work, a few months' winter run, with
mild blistering and starvation upon a short

bite of grass, will often renovate the legs,

and enable them to stand their work for a
second period ; seldom, however, nearly as
long as the first. But when a horse suits

his master, lie wUl take some trouble to

keep him at work; and though he cannot
be expected to remain sound for many
mouths, or perhaps yeiu-g, yet tlie muster
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must not complain if he is not always
capable of keeping up his health under the
pressure of work as severe as before.

225. WiNTDGALLS, ThOROUGHPINS, AND
C^PPED-HOCKS OR Elbows, are all swell-

ings of the synovial capsules. The first in

the above list are confined to the capsules
placed just above the fetlock-joints of the

hind and fore-legs ; the second, to those of

the hock ; and the third to the synovial bag,

situated on the point ©fthe hock and elbow
respectively. These sjTiovial bags are for

the jiurpose of lubricating the tendons as

they pass over the joints, or else for afl'ord-

ing synovia (joint oil) to the joint itself, as

in the case of the hock. In the healthy
state, w^hen free from inflammation, the
synovia is poured out in small quantities,

just sufficiently to oil the machine ; but
after very hard work, especially if it is long
continued, nature is called upon to do more
than this ; and, as is so often the case, she
over-does her part, and the sac secretes more
than is usefal, so that it is filled quite full of

sj'novia, and bulges out in the form ot a

smooth round, or oval, swelling, on each
side of the leg, in windgall and thorough-
pin, and at the apex of the hock and elbow
when these parts are " capped." These
swellings are always worse on the day after

work, the sacs having been stimulated by
it to secrete a more than usual quantitj'.

The cause of capped-hocks and elbows is

seldom the same as in windgalls and
thoroughpins ; the former of these being
usually the result of kicking, either in har-

ness or in the stable, by which inflammation
is set up in the sac, and the regular balance
between the absorption and secretion of

sjmovia is lost, so that it accumulates, and
shows a large bag, unsightly to the eye, but
otherwise ofno consequence. No one accus-

tomed to horses can mistake these swellings

for any other disease, but to a tyro it may
be needful to show how they may be dis-

tinguished. Thus, windgalls all round the

tour legs are not to be mistaken, because

there is scarcely any other swelling which
shows Itself above each side of the fetlock-

joint between the tendon and bone ; and the

only one which can possibly be mistaken
lor this disease is the ganglionic enlarge-

ment ofthe tendon, which will be presently

described under the section devoted to the

consideration of inflammation of these

organs. Thoroughpfn may possibly be

mistaken for blood-spavin, which occupies

the same situation on the inside of the hock,

but is not felt nor seen on the outside, which

fact alone will serve to distingiiish them.

Bone-spavin is hard, while thoroughpin is

soft; and when the bulging-out sac on the

inside is pressed, it alw.iys makes that on

tufc outside project firmly, ur vice vena,

showing that the two communicate with
one another ; or, in fact, that they are mere
projections of the synovial membrane, or
bag, lying between the superfrclal and deep
tendons. The Treatjiext of all these
enlargements of synovial bags is the same,
and should be strictly local, and of a cooling
nature, aided by the pressure of a bandage.
Rest wi]l generally remove them, or very
nearly so, especially if aided by cold lotionsi

bandages, or, in some cases, by blisters.

Supposmgahorseto be verymuch "puffed *

all round—that is to say, supposing he has
windgalls, the best plan, if they are to be
entirely got rid of, is to cool him down by
phj'sic and bran mashes, and then, after

taking away three or four quarts of blood,

to blister him " all round " with the blister-

ing ointment No. 1, or James's blistering

ointment, or the biniodide ointment (see

page 600), or either of the embrocations at

page 602. James's ointment is much more
rapid in healing than any other, and the hair

generally comes on again within a month,
whereas with the ordinary blister, or the
biniodide, double that time will often be
occupied. As soon as the bUster has healed,

and the hair is growing, calico bandages,

dipped in either of the lotions No. 5 or 6,

should be constantly appUed; or if their

expense is objected to, cold spring water, in

which alumis dissolved, may be substituted,

and will answer nearly, but not quite, as

well. By keeping up this application of

bandages, in six weeks or two months the

windgalls will have disappeared, when the

com may gradually be restored, and walk-

ing exercise may be allowed ; but the relief

is only temporary, and the swellings gene-

rally return as bad as ever on a resumption

of the old work. This plan is often adopted

in making up horses tor sale, and as it caTi

not possibly be detected, a great risk is run

in all purchases of horses whose history is

not known. I have many times known a
horse so treated sold with legs as fine as the

day he was foaled, but in a foi'tnight the

windgalls were as bad as ever. The
thoroughpin may be treated just in the

same way, and will yield to the same
remedies, to return exactly as above de-

scribed. Capped-hocks and elbows, however,

are much more difficult to remove, and,

except very soon after they first appear,

they are wholly beyond remedial measures.

When quite fresh, however, cooling appli-

cations and pressure will do much towards

their removal ; but blistering and all

counter-irritants only make matters worse

than before.

Sect. 10.—Inflasimatiov of the AIuscles

AND Tendons.

226. Chbonic Kheomatism may very
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fairly be classed among local iuflammations,

whilst rheumatic fever, or acute rheuma-
tism, has been placed among febrile diseases,

lu the horse, chronic rheumatism is much
more common than is generally supposed,

and many obscure forms of lameness may
be considered to belong to tliis disease.

Very often an old or middle-aged horse,

after a wet or cold day's worlj, comes out

of tbe stable "as stiff as a poker," and
scarcely able to walk, upon wliich his

master fancies that he will be laid up with

severe lameness for some months; but on
consulting with his coachman the nest
morning, he hears that liis horse is quite

right again, and fit for work. The great

peculiarity of these attacks of rheumatic
lameness is their liabilitj' to shift and
change, the horse on one day beiug lame in

his near fore-leg, and perhaps on the next
refusing to put his off hind-foot to the

ground. But sometimes the disease is

persistent in one limb, though varying in

degree; and here the horse always trots

lame on one leg; but the difficulty is to

tind out the seat. It before, it is usually in

the shoulder or arm; and if behind, in the
muscles of the hip. shoulder LAiraxEss,

when present, is often rheumatic, but in

Bome cases it is the result of a strain ; in

either case, however, requiring the same
treatment. Lameness from rheumatism
maj' almost always be known by the horse
lifting his leg, whether liind or fore, with
dithculty ; whereas in disease of the foot or
lower part of the lei, he lifts it readily
enough, but puts it down with great caution,

and flinches when it is on the ground. The
toe is also dragged on the ground in rheuma-
tism, which causes actual loss of action and
power; whereas this dragging is never seen
in the fore-foot from any other cause. In
tlie rheumatic hip the same kind of defec-
tive action is seen, and the hind-leg is not
brought forward with sutflcient power or
Ireedom. In every case the Treatment
consists in rubbing in a stimulating lini-

ment, such as the embrocation No. 1, wliich
should be well rubbed in with the hand
night and morning; or Major's synovetic
jotion may be tried, which is said to relieve

rheumatic stiffness in a marvellous manner.
The horse's general health should be
attended to, and his stomach set right by
Stomachic balls, if necessary, or the fever
ball, ^'o. 4, given every other night, will

someiinies gi%'0 reUef.

S!27. I.vFLAMED Texdons aro ten times
worse than rheumatism, inasmuch as they
are generally more or less ruptured in
texture, as well as inflamed. It should be.

U>me in mind that all the tendons run in
bnc.tiiis, which are lined by synovial mcin-
l/faiie, iuid lubiicated by its peculiar fluid

;

and hence, when they become used too
otten or too long, or on too hard a surface,

this membrane becomes thicker, and at last

is often so much diseased as to project in
the form of an oblong tumour, called " an
enlarged back sinew," which is very com-
mon in all horses severely galloped over
hard ground. The back sinews of the fore-

legs are Uable to various degrees of injury
from inflammation, consequent upon work.
In the most common form, the swelling
projects backwards, and to a certain extent
on each side; and in this form is the com-
mon precursor of " breaking down." The
tendon loses its elasticity from inflamma-
tion, and the consequence is that its fibres

give way, and, the suspensory ligament
having to support the whole weight, also

fails; and thus the fetlock comes to the
ground. This, however, is the aggravated
form of breaking down ; the more usual
degree being limited to such a partial rup-

ture of the fibres as to cause a considerable

swelling, and a total impossibility of putting
the heel to the ground. But besides this

tendmous mischief, which only comes on in

the horse which has been galloped, there is

another, frequently found in the roadster or

harness-horse, and which I should call the

"ganglionic tendon," beiug similar in its

nature to the ganglia so common about the

wrists of men and women. These consist

ot small, round, and smooth lumi)s upon
each side of the back tendon of the fore-leg,

close above the fetlock -joint; they are

always exactly alike on each side the leg,

and th^y varj^ in size from that of half a
small walnut to half a hen's q^^. They do
not always occasion lameness at first, but

sooner or later the horse affected with thera

becomes crippled in his action, and finally

lame. I do not know that this peculiar

enlargement has ever been described; but

I have felt it so often in this situation that

there can be no doubt of its frequent

occurrence. It is the result of hard work,

and is very difficult to remove ; no bhster-

ings or cold lotions seeming to have any
power over it, nor has even the extreme
remedj', firmg, any power ot dispelling the

swelling ; at least I have had two or three

horses thus treated without removing it,

though the leg has been free from lameness

afterwards; whereas before the treatment,

it was very sore and uufit to stand work.
The hind-legs are also liable to breaks-down
in the same way as the fore-legs; but I

never met with the same ganghonic en-

largement as in the fore-leg. Down the

back sinews of the hind-leg thei'e are often

enlargements of the tendon, but seldom to

so great an extent as in the fore-leg, miless

the tendon breaks down, when it generally

gives way bttweeu the two pasteru-joiuta.
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The Treatment for all these tendinous

enlargements must be by rest, cooling

medicine, with bleeding and starvation in

severe cases, and the application of cold

lotions or ice in a bran poultice. When
the leg has become cool, it is sometimes
necessary to try either firing, blistering,

or sweating, followed by cold bandages, or

a run at grass in the winter. It is seldom
that much good is done here without at

least six months' run, after which the leg

will often stand harness -work or light

hacking ; but severe work Uke training will

seldom be borne, inasmuch as the elasticity

is in great measure impaired ; after cooling

down, by physicking, &c, the firing-iron

should be neatly run over the leg, and
then a good dressing of blistering ointment
appUed. The horse may now be kept in the

stable until the legs become stiff -with the

swelling, and then he may be turned out
with a cradle on, secure from injury by
the soreness and stifi'ness of his legs, which
prevent his galloping about. The blistered

ieg should be carefully kept greased, and if

the weather is very frosty it is advisable to

keep the horse in-doors, because a very low
temperature sometimes occasions sloughs

of the skin that are not unattended with
danger. In some cases a charge is used
instead ot blistering, as described at page

601 ; and it seems to act very beneficially,

especially in thin-skinned horses, where
there is little benefit to be derived from the

iron, owing to the want of substance in

the skin.

228. Ikflammation op the Ligamexts of

the pastern-joints occurs, more or less, in all

hard-worked horses, in which the pastern-

joints become more and more round from
this cause ; and sometimes also the knee,

when natm:ally weak and badly formed;
but the most common form ot this inflam-

mation arises in the ligament extending
from the joint of the hock downwards to

the other bones of the tarsus, and which
species of mischief is called "a curb." Blany
horses are very liable to this inflammation

from a naturally weak formation there, and
often the colt of one or two years' old is

attacked by the disease. When the hock is

thus malformed, the os calcis forms an angle

with the cuboides—and, in fact, with the

cannon-bone itself; and the horse is then

said to have "curby hocks," to which
horsemen have an especial objection. But
many horses with this angle have no real

tendency to curb, because the ligament,

"being big enough for the place," can sup-

port the strain thrown upon it, while in

others perfectly straight, the ligament,

being weak, readily becomes strained and
inflamed, and the result is a large curb. It

is considered au accident in many cases

arising after a severe run or race, and show-
ing itself in a verj' few minutes, where
nothing could have been seen before ; in
horsemen's language, the horse "has sprung
a curb." But by far the more usual mode
is for the curb not to appear until after
some hom-s, when, on going to the horse,
the groom finds him lame, with a swelling
behind the os calcis, in the " curb place," as
big as half a hen's eg?. The horse is almost
always lamed, but he may nearly invari-

ably be cured, though, in some cases, th'?

attack of inflammation returns again and
again, and the horse is rendered thereby ot

no use for anything but light hacking or
harness work, for at heavy harness the
weight which he has to draw is just as
likely to bring on the curb again as gallop-

ing or leaping. Curbs are to be curt»d by
cooling Treatment in all cases first, tor no
inflammation should be locally combated
without first cutting off the supplies, and
then either firing the hock, and afterwards

blistering it, or else applying some one of

the numerous sweating liquids which have
been at various times vaunted as infallible

cures for curbs. Major's British Eemedy
is believed by many to have great power,

yet I have never seen it used in this disease ;

but the mineral acids I have seen applied

with good efl'ect, and his is said to consist

of sulphuric acid. Either of the mercurial

blisters at page 600 will do as well as any-
thing I know for curbs, though, I confess,

that I rely more upon firing than either

—

especially if done "with a will," regardless

of blemishes. Many people fancy that the

mei-e running of the urons over a leg is

sufficient, but, for my part, I like to see

them used to as great a depth as the skin

win allow. Entire rest should always be

given, and at first the horse should not even

leave his box. Two or three months will

generally be required before the horse is fit

for work, and then he should be very gra-

dually seasoned to it. High-heeled shoes

are very commonly put on, but as tho

disease is confined to the Ugament, and as

the shoe can only reUeve the flexor tendons,

I can see not the slightest use in this asserted

remedial measure. In breaks-down, the

shoe can scarcely be too high behind,

because then it relieves the pressure upon

the part affected, but in tins case it has no

such effect, and is wholly inoperative.

Sect, ii—I>tlammation of the Blood
Vessels.

229. The Yets op the Neck in which

bleeding is effecttd is sometimes obliterated

by inflammation consequent upon the

operation. It is of verj- little consequence,

e"icept at grass, when it Impedes the return

ot blood from the bead, aad thus sometimes
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canses, or is said to cause, some species

of fits.

230. Blood or Bog Spavin, is a vari-

cose condition of the vein passing on tlie

inner side of tlie bock. This state is owing
to the valves being broken down, by which
the whole column of blood weighs upon the

walls of the veins and distends them, as well

as makes them so tortuous as to appear and
feel like a bundle of worms. The veins,

as they pass from below upwards, join toge-

ther to form large trunks ; and to prevent

them from being burst or unduly distended

there are inserted, at short intervals, valves

of a most beautiful construction, which
allow the blood to pass upwards to the

heart, but prevent its regurgitating in the

smallest degree. From some cause these

valves cease to act, and the consequence is,

cither that this blood-spavin is estabUshed,

or that a similar state of things occurs in

the fore-leg, which however is not nearly

so common. The Treatment of blood-

spavin is generally by blisters, repeated

until they excite so much inflammation as

to obliterate the vein ; but, after all, there

is no reliance to be placed, except upon
some modification of the old practice of

dividing the vein. Formerly it was the

custom to tie and divide the vein above
and below the tumour, and then to dissect

out the whole of the mass of distended

vessels; but this is unnecessary, and the
same operation which is practised in the
varicose veins of the human subject
answers very well in the horse, though not
imattended with danger. As, however, the
horse with blood-spavin is unsound, it is

very justifiable to incur some risk in liis

cure; and few masters would object to

this if the amount of risk were properly
explained ; and it is only when a deception

has been practised that they would have a
right to complain. The operation is a very
simple one, and consists in passing a needle
beneath the vein and out on the other side

of it, and then winding some silk or thread
from eye to point until sufficient pressure
is made to obliterate the vein. After t'W'^o

or three days, according to the amount of
inflammation produced, the needle may be
withdrawn, and it will be found that the
blood ceases to pass dovmwards upon the
cells of the blood-spavin, and it gradually

shrinks. If, hoAvever, it communicates with
more than one vein, they must aU be treated

in the same way, keepmg in the needle as
long as the inflammation will allow.

231. Varicose Veins in the fore-leg are
also sometimes met with, of which I have
had one remarkable example in my own
stable, in a well-bred mare. She served me
as a splendid hack-and-hamess mare for

ten or twelve years, and then became
troubled with these varicose veins, which
came on after great inflammation, caused

by a prick in shoeing; after a time the

whole of the veins around the coronet and
up the sides of the fore-leg were fiUed and
tortuous, and their valves became oblit^

rated, so that she was obliged constantly to

stand in bandages ; and though she could do
pretty severe work every other daj-, yet on
the day after work she was always dread-

fully lame ; and so she was alter standing

still at any time for half an hour without

her bandages. I tied the veins in the way
I have mentioned, and for some time she

was quite right again; but in process of

time the new veins became broken down
in the same way, and she was again com-
paratively useless. I intended to have fired

her, but she was so injured by an accident

that I was obliged to destroy her.

CHAP. III.

DISEASES ACCOMPANIED BY WANT OF TONE.

Sect. 1.—Worms.

202. The Symptoms of Worms in the
Horse are not very clearly marked, but
tlieir existence ma3' generally be guessed
l^om the following signs. The horse stares

In his coat, with an obstinate refusal to lay

on flesh ; his dung is partly lumpy, and the
other part composed of mucus or loose

fwces ; and tliere is alwaj's at the anus a
small pendent string of straw-coloured
mucus ; or if not hanging, yet smeared

upon those parts, and generally appearing

as a dry powder of a pale straw colour. A
husky short cough is also a veiy common
symptom of intestinal worms. When these

symptoms are seen, a common physic ball

may always be given, which will generally

bring away some one or more of these

parasites, and the treatment will then de-

pend upon what makes its appearance.

2G3. The varieties of parasitic worms In

the horse are not very great, being however
composed of four species, as follows :

—
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1.—The Bot Worm is the larva of a
species of gadfly {(Estrus equi), wliich, in

the end of our summers, torments horses at

grass very sadly. The egg is laid on the
hair of the legs and sides of the horse, to
which it adheres very firmly, by means of a
glutinous fluid secreted by the fly. In the
course of licking himself, the horse carries

these eggs, or the young larva when first

hatched, into his stomach by means of the
tongue, and it is provided with a double
hook by which it clings there, choosing the
end which is provided with a strong cuti-

cular lining, to which it may cling without
serious injuiy, and where it remains untU
the next spring, when, being prepared to
assume the chrysalis form, it is carried off

with the food, and remains in the dung
until it changes to the mature fly, in order
to commence a new round of existence, by
depositing fresh eggs. They do not appear
to injure the health of the horse, and their

presence cannot be discovered during life

by any known symptom ; indeed the most
healthy horses, dying from accident, are

often found to be infested by these worms
In large numbers; and therefore it is

assumed, with great reason, that they are
wholly innocent, and that they may be
allowed to enter the stomach in the usual
way without fear of the consequences. At
the same time I should observe, that some
writers on veterinary medicine are of

opinion that they sometimes produce great

mischief by inflammation, and even by
ulceration of the stomach ; but they do not
profess to be able to expel them by any
known means.

2.—The Long Bound Worm (Ascaris
Iwnbt'icoides), resembles the common large

garden worm, and is from 6 to 10 inches
long. These worms are not nearly so com-
mon as the last, but when they occur they
are often in large numbers ; and from their

size and greediness of food, they consume a
vast deal of that intended for the horse, and
thus keep him thin and half-starved.

3—The Needle-Woesi, oa Thread-
worm {Ascaris vermicularis), inhabits the

rectum and colon, where they sometimes
collect in large numbers, and even reach
the caecum. It is this kind of worm which
causes the mucus to appear at the anus,

where it sometimes assumes the straw-

ooloured appearance already alluded to, and
at others shows itself as a dry powder
between the thighs, but close upon the
anus. They cause great annoyance to the
horse from the itching they produce ; and
he will often stand and rub his tail or

buttocks for hours against the stallpost.

4.—Tapeworm {Tcenia), is almost un-
known in the horse, but occasionally one
l£ met with.

234. The Kemedies for these worms are
chiefly calomel and other drastic purga-
tives, especially aloes, which will be found
useful for the two species ascaris, in the
dose and form given at page 606. The lin-
seed oil drench is also very useful for both
forms; but for the needle-worm, when
ver>' low down in the rectum, and occa-
sioning much itching, an injection of the
oil will be more etficacious than when
given by the mouth. If the calomel and
aloetic ball does not remove the worms,
from 20 to 25 drops of oU of wonnwood may
be added to the ball with advantage ; or a
good dose of tartar emetic may be given as
follows, it being the strongest and best
vermifuge for the horse :

—

Tai'tar emetic, 2 to 2J drachms.
Powdered ginger, 15 to 25 grains.

Barbadoes aloes, 1 drachm.
Syrup enough to form a ball.

To be given every morning on first going
into the stable. For tapeworm, if its pre-

sence is ascertained without a doubt, the
following ball should be given twice a-week,
the first thing in the morning :

—

Spirit of turpentine, } oimce.

Powdered ginger, 20 to 25 grains.

Linseed meal and boiling water,
enough to make a ball.

Sect. 2.—Indigestion.

233. Indigestion is often the result of
inflammation of the stomach; but as fre-

quently it arises from the opposite condition,

and wiU then come under our present head.

In the horse especially is this want of tone

the cause of the disease in question; he
has a peculiarly small stomach, which is

intended by nature to be frequently re-

plenished, and yet it is often kept empty for

many hours, as in the protracted day's

hunting, when the horse is often from nine

o'clock in the morning until late at night

without even a drop of water, which the

rider seems to think is unnecessary for the

horse, though he generally contrives to get

a glass of beer, or wme, or spirits for Mm-
self, "to keep the cold out." The poor

horse, flrom this cause, is quite unfitted for

his oats when he gets home, and even

careful nursing, with gruel, <fcc., will fail to

undo what the careless master has efl'ected

by his neglect of the common dictates of

humanity. If the horseman only recollected

that the human stomach is capable of fast-

ing much longer than that of the horse, he
would know that whenever his cries " cup-

board," that of his horse cries out "manger"
twice as loud ; and he should take care,

for the sake of his pocket, if for no other

reason, to afford some kind of support to it.

A pint of oatmeal may generally be obtained

at country inns, or if not, a piece of bread.or
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a quart of ale will be of service, and the loss

of half an hour or less will always procure

a feed of oats ; but these waitings for the

horse are not approved of in these days,

and the poor brute must take the con-

gequences, and sutfer from flatulence, and
other signs of indigestion. When the horse

Is in this state he passes his food without

extracting the proper nourishment from it,

and both his oats and hay may be observed

in his dung almost wholly unaltered, espe-

cially the oats, which will grow in the dung-

mixen in rank luxuriance. This is very

common in the horse, and arises alniost

entirely from his long fasts ; for in those

•which are regularly fed it is very rare to

meet with the disease. There is scnrcely

any animal which suffers so much from
UTegular hours of feeding as the horse ; and
one of the cardinal virtues in the groom is

,
punctuality in his stable hours. The horse

will tell his feeding-time as Avell as the best

clock ; and if he is accustomed to regular

liours, he will show his impatience if the

time is exceeded even by five minutes in

a most unmistakeable way, by pawing,

whinnying, and looking round. When,
therefore, this state is produced in this way,
the first thing to be done is to remove the

cause bj' carefully adhermg to settled hours,

and giving the proper food at the proper

time punctually and strictly without fail,

under any pretence whatsoever. Some-
times the secretions are depraved, or the

liver does not act, in which case some one
of the alteratives at page 596 should be

given, the form No. 9 being generally the

best adapted for the purpose. After this

has corrected these functions, and there is

a good How of bile, which will be promoted
also by green food, such as Lucerne, car-

rots, or young vetoiies, one or other of the
stomachic balls, page 605, may be adminis-
tered every other night, and in a short time
they will generally have the desired effect

;

always recollecting that unless the food is

carefully given, no medicine will be of any
avail. The oats should be kibbled, and
the beans, if used, split. Half a pint of cold-
drawn linseed oil, or a quarter of a pound of
linseed simmered until soft, may be given
•with a small bran mash, and will often
assist in strengthening the stomach, by
affording good food easily digested. But
nothing is of so much ser-vice as a summer's
run on good upland grass, which renovates
the tone of the stomach, and the horse
comes up fat and blooming, and fit for a
year or two's stable management, or for a
much longer term, if the care is taken to
•which I have already alluded. Soiling
tn-doors will do much ; but when the legs
and feet are good, turning out Is the remedy
lor this state of stomach.

Sect. 3.*.WashiKess.

236. This is a state of bowels which arises

from somewhat similar causes to those

which I have already described, and is often

co-existent with indigestion. The food being

crude, and imperfectly prepared, is expelled

fi-om the stomach ittto the small intestines,

which it irritates, and thei'eby causes the
absorbent vessels (instead of extractuag the
nourishment from it) to pass it on in a fluid

state. The same thing happens in the largfl

bowels, and the consequence is that the
food, instead ofremaining in the horse about
forty-eight hours, or thereabouts, runs
through him in less than half the time, and
he looks a perfect skeleton, as a natural con- I

sequence. Such horses carry neither car-

case nor flesh, and look tucked-up and
wretched. They have no " middle pieces

;"

the circumference of the anus is so devoid

of fat, that there is a sunken space all rotlnd

it in which a small hand may be laid. This

is a sign of weakness, which should be care-

fully attended to, for no horse with this

groove well marked is likely to "carry his

com," but will, in all probability, be
" washy," and unfit for hard work, or to go
through the labours of the hunter or the
racehorse. The thighs of these horses are

almost always a long way apart, from the

want ofmuscular development ; and for this

reason, and also to examine the appearance
of the anus and its surrounding parts, the

horseman, before purchasing a horse, almost
always carefully lifts the tail, and inspects

him from behind. This state of disordered

bowels is to be trkated much in the same
way as for indigestion, except that in addi-

tion such food must be given as will be likely

to remain in him. Green food is not at all

applicable, unless he is rested or turned
out ; and young vetches or Lucerne are par-

ticularly bad—indeed no green meat should

be given until its seeds are matured,

whether grass, or vetches, or Lucerne, all

of which are liable to purge when un-
ripe; and fbr this reason no washy horse

may be turned out, except upon uplands

where tliere is plenty of seeded grass ; while

rank aftermath or young spring grass are

hkely to be highly prejudicial, though I am
bound to admit that I have known great

good from young grass, after it had run the

horse almost to death, when it seemed io

alter the tone of his bowels, and to give hiiu

new flesh and strength. The anodyne ball

No. 6, page 597, should also be given every
night when the bowels are very loose, but,

if possible, they should be managed by diet

rather than by medicine. Baked wheat-
flour wiU often act very powerfully, mixed
with the oats, in the quantity of half-a-pmt

at a time.
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CHAP. ly.

SPECIFIC DISEASES.

Sect, l—IVIan'ge.

237. This peculiar eruption is undoubtedly
contagious, and appears to depend upon
some animal or vegetable parasite, as in

the dog; probably, as in his case, being

made up of various diseases which have
not been distinguished. It is usually an
oozing, •watery eruption, with small vesi-

cles, which break and deposit a fluid in the

hair, causing it to mat into a solid cake.

After a time the skin becomes dry, and
there is a scurf instead of the oozing, and
then the hair falls off in patches, leaving

the skin scaly and rough, but greasy to the

touch. There is considerable itching, and
some thickening and tenderness of the skin,

which ultimately becomes puckered and
folded into furrows, at the bottom of which
there is usually some little discharge. The
eruption generaUj' first appears near the

mane, or along the back; and very often

in the early stage, when it is doubtful

Whether a horse is infected or not, its

existence may be confidently pronounced
when the short hairs at the root of the

mane come out with a very slight pull.

The ORIGINAL CAUSE is generally neglect

and dirt ; but it is doubtlul how often tliis

creates mange vrithout contagion, which
operates as the cause in ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred ; no disease being more
contagious than this, nor more difiicult to

eradicate from a stable when once it has
broken out, which rather favours its vege-
table origin; the seeds of all kinds of

fungus being most difficult to destroy. "We
have no evidence of insect life being pro-

duced by poverty and neglect, though hce
seem to start into life in a most extraor-

dinary way immediately that the health is

broken down by long-continued fevers

;

etill the eggs may be in existence, but the
evidence is very strong here in favour of
spontaneous generation. But, in the case
of mange, it is seldom that it is started in

a stable without the risk of contagion from
some other horse, and it is commonly sup-

posed to be incapable of being produced in

any other way ; but here the character of

the attendant being at stake, it is reason-
able to suppose that he wiU find out some
cause for the disease other than his ovm
neglect and Inattention. When a horse is

turned out into a straw-yard, or when he
has been under the care of a waggoner or

stable-keeper, and turns out mangy, it is

easy to say that such and such a horse

must have given the disease, because the

responsible party in general was obliged to

allow ofthat horse mixing with the infected
one; and therefore he gladly tlirows the
blame oflf his own shoulders on to the
assumed original mangy one, although that
may be wholly innocent of skin disease ; or
perhaps he may have had a simple surfeit
The Treatment of mange is partly con-
stitutional and partly local; but, at the
same time, measures should be taken to
paint the surrounding walls, &c., of the
stables retaining the germs of the disease.

The constitutional treatment will depend
upon the state of health of each individuaL
Some horses are mangy from contagioii,

and yet are gross in themselves and full of
blood. These must be bled and physicked,
and their coiti should be reduced to such
an allowance as will keep them neither too
high nor too low in flesh; others, again,
have been reduced by hard work, with
insufficient food of bad quality, and foul

stables improperly ventilated. These should
be supported with tonics, good nutritions,

but not heating diet, and airy stables. The
following is the proper kind of medicine for

each state of the animal :

—

1.—For gross and overfed animals, give
ordinary physic balls once a-week, and in

the intervals the alterative ball, No. 7, every
night.

,2.—For low-conditioned horses, begin by
giving the alterative ball Xo. 7, and then
give one or other of the tonic balls at page
605. The arsenic ball. No. 5, has obtained

great celebrity in mange ; and I have no
doubt it is of great use; but it should
scarcely be given without the superintend-

ence of a proper authority in the shape of

a veterinary surgeon. The local remedy
should consist chiefly of sulphur ointment,

as follows :

—

Or,

Sulphur, in powder, 4 ounces.

Spiiit of turpentine, 2 to 3 ounces.

Lard, C oimces. Mix.

Sulphur, and
Train oil, in equal quantities.

If these fail, the following wash may te

tried; but it is of rather a dangerous

nature, and it should only be used in

extreme cases :

—

Powdered white hellebore, 8 ouncea
\\'ater, 3 quarts.

Boil gently till the whole is reduced to two
quarts, and then add

Corrosive sublimate, 1 drachm.

This wash should be well brushed into the

skin with a paiut-brusli, and no more shoiUd
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be used than will suffice to touch over the

diseased parts. The measures to prevent

the mange spreading are chiefly very great

cleanliness in the stables, with sulphur

fumigations. The whole of the boxes, stalls,

&c., should be well scoured with soap and
boiUng water, then brushed over lightly

with the wash prescribed above, dUuted
with an equal quantity of water. Finally,

the whole should be made as air-tight as

possible, and then a quantity of sulphur
should be burnt in the interior, and the

fumes allowed to remain in it for a whole
night, or, if possible, for twenty-foui' hours.

This will generaUj' eradicate all the con-

tagious matter, whatever it may be; and,

afterwards, if a coat of quicli-hme wash is

bmshed over everything but the painted
woodwork, there is little or no danger of

any fresh infection.

Sect. 2.—Glandees.

238. This Highlt-Contagious Disease is

believed to be almost invariably incurable

by any known means, and hence it is not
here introduced with any hope of its cure,

but solely that horse-masters shoiild be able

to recognise it, and, when discovered, to

prevent its being spread. The symptoms
are—a yellow discharge from one or both
nostrils, and a sweUing of the glands under
the throat. It one nostril only is affected,

tlie corresponding gland is enlarged, whilst
the other remains in a healthy state.

Sometimes the disease contumes m this

stage for many months, but, sooner or later,

the discharge increases in quantity, and
becomes green and very offensive, and the
mucous membrane of the nostril becomes
ulcerated, and the swollen glands harden,
and attach themselves closely to the jaw-
bone. It may be distinguished from the
sweUing and mucous discharge which
accompany ordinary cold by the absence
(rf fever, and by the continuance of the
disease for a long period of time ; also, by
the swelled gland adhering to the jaw,
which is a very characteristic symptom.
Tlie inflammation in glanders is of a chronic
character, and there is Uttle heat of surface.

The ulceration of the mucous membrane is

also peculiar to the disease, and never
accompanies ordinary cold, in which, also,

the discharge is almost alwaj'S equally
copious from both nostrils. From strangles

it may readily be distinguished by the
absence of suppuration in the glands, and
by the hardness and adhesion of them to

the jaw. Glanders, likewise, is the disease
of old or adult animals, while strangles
very rarely attacks any but young ones. In"
strangles, also, the mucous membrane lining
the nose is intensely red, while in glauders

it is only moderately so : the discharge like-

wise in strangles is profuse from the first.

239. The Cause of Glandeks is almost
always contagion ; but in some few cases it

appears to be generated, or rather to de-
generate from common catarrh or strangles.

Still it is very difllcult to arrive at certain

conclusions upon this subject, because,
instead of degenerating, it may only have
assumed the form of these milder diseases

at first, and yet all the time have been true
glanders. But whether it is so or not, it

appears quite clear that manj' cases appa-
rently of these mild diseases gradually

become converted into glanders from some
cause or other, and are then totally

incurable. The point at which the change
takes place cannot be defined ; but the most
experienced surgeons begin by pronouncing
them cases of common cold or strangles,

and end by asserting- that they are true
glanders ; and the state of the constitution

marks the alteration, the horse having
become thin and haggard, with his coat
staring and rough. Mr. Coleman relates a
case in which several sound horses on
board ship were obliged to be closely con-
fined under closed hatches, in consequence
of which some of them were suflfocated,

and the remainder showed unmistakeable
signs of glanders, although there was not
the slightest reason to beUeve that they
were Inoculated with it by contagion. It

is, therefore, reasonable to conclude with
the majority of writers on the subject, that
glanders is generated by foul stables, want
of ventilation, and over-crowding beuig
generally the chief cause and origin of the
disease. The essence of the disease appears
to be an ulceration of the mucous membrane
of the nostrils, which speedily contaminates
the nearest l3'mphatic gland, and finally

attacks the whole system, constituting the
form called "farcy,"—to be presently de-

scribed. The ulcers discharge a poisonous
matter, which is capable of commmiicating
the disease to other horses or to man, or if

absorbed into the system, as it always is in

course of time, it destroys the health with
more or less rapidity, but with great cer-

tainty. But this matter must actually

touch the mucous membrane of the sound
horse, and no mere breathing will suffice to

give the disease. It is by drinkmg out of
the same bucket, or by smelling one another
and rubbing noses together, or Ucking one
another, that one horse infects another;
and if the stalls were higher it would be
carried from one to the other much less fre-

quently than at present But no one with
any prudence would run the risk of keeping
an infected horse ; and the sooner such an
animal is shot the better for all parties,

since neither horse nor man is safe from
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iooculation, with all the care in the world

;

and in the latter case it Is a frightful disease

indeed, and one v.'hich no one is justified in

risking under any pretence whatsoever.
Treatment seems to be wholly thrown
away, though some few cases are recorded

in which sulphate of copper given internally

and applied externally to the nose, has
apparently cured the disease. The Spanish
fly is also said to have had the same good
effect ; but I know nothing from experience

of these effects ; and I should be very
unwilling to try any experiments on such
an intractable and loathsome complamt.
When the disease is established in a lot of

horses, they had better all be destroyed,

and the stable treated as for mange,
described at page 682. The clothing should

either be destroyed or well washed, and
tlien baked; the wood of aU the stable

utensils should be painted, and the iron-

work exposed to a red heat. These means
will prevent it from being reproduced, and
if proper cleanliness and ventilation are

maintained afterwards, whereby the disease

may be prevented from being generated,

there is little fear of its occurring again;

but if Professor Coleman's opinion is cor-

rect, that it is almost always generated,

and consequently if the first attack was the

result of filth and neglect, imless the

management has been altered, it is scarcely

reasonable to expect anjthing else but a
repetition of the same disease occurring

from similar causes.

Sect. 3.—Faect.

240. By the term Faecy, is understood
the train of secondary symptoms which
follow glanders ; and, just as we see in the

syphilis of man a primary sore occumng
on a different part, followed by inflamma-
tion of the absorbents, enlarged lymphatic

{; lands, and an eruption on the skin, so in

the horse glanders begins as a series of

primarj' sores in the mucous membrane of

the nose, together with an inflammation of

the lymphatic gland, or glands, of the

throat ; and when this state is followed by
secondary sj-mptoms, they receive thename
of farcy, though the two diseases are the

same, as is proved by inoculation. Mr.

Youatt was of opmlon, that the farcy-buds,

as they are called, arise from the inflam-

mation of the absorbents, at the situation

of their valves, and in their course to the

great blood vessels of the chest ; but this

can scarcely be the case, because the farcy-

buds almost always make their appearance

first upon the lips and skin of the nose,

parts which are more distant from the

cliest than the original ulcers, and certainlj'

not on the line of any valvular absorbents.

The frtct is, that, as in syphihS; the matter

is absorbed into the whole system, and is

then deposited upon the surface, choosing,
apparently, the most highly organised skin,
in preference to that furnished with fewer
blood vessels. The appearance is as follows

:

first of all small tumours arise, frequently
in the course of the vems, but often in
other situations, and as they grow they
become hard, and suppurate; after whicii
they burst, and discharge a thin watery
matter; the sore presenting the same
appearance with almost all poisonous sores,

viz., a deep central cavity, with a rugged,
hard, and elevated edge, and an unhealthy
watery discharge. Sometimes the iusides of
the hinder extremities are affected equally
with the fore-quarter ; but more oflen the
latter is the chief seat of the eruption, the
inside of the arm, the tender skin of the
brisket, the muzzle, and neck being thickly

studded with farcy-bads and sores In all

stages of progress. By and by, the deep-
seated absorbents become affected, the
ulceration extends deeply between the
sheaths of the muscles and tendons, and
even into the chest ; and, at last, the whole
ceUiilar membrane and lymphatic glands
become one mass of disease, finally wearing
down tlie horse by irritative fever. This

course is the regular one which will occur

in most cases; but there are numerous
exceptions in which farcy breaks out sud-

denly without any warning of these small

and insidious steps; and the ulcerations

run their course more rapidly than I

have here described them. With regard

to the identity of the two diseases, there

can, I think, be little doubt on the matter,

when it has so often been demonstrated by
inoculation that the matter of either will

produce a primary sore in the shape of

glanders, followed by secondary ulcers in

the shape of farcy. The latter disease, when
inoculated into the system of another horse,

does not at once reproduce its own likeness,

but only by means of a glandered ulcer of

the nose, or of any other part in which it is

inserted. If it is inserted in the skin, it is

some time in breaking out into ulcers, and

it does not always succeed, but finally the

secondary symptoms appear just as if

it were introduced into the schneiderian

membrane ; hence, it is reasonable to con-

clude that the two are identical, and that

the analogy with syphilis is complete.

Farcy is distinguished from several other

diseases which resemble it by the following

signs :—
Fhom Grease it may be known when it

attacks the legs, by the inflammation being

less acute, though the sweUing is often

more sudden, but the redness and glossi-

ness are not so great ; also by the foUowiug

svmptoms given in tlic t:ible below :—
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In Gkease,
There is generally

some crack or evi-

dent appearance of

grease, with ichor-

ous discharge from
the skin, and great

redness and glossi-

ness ofit The swell-

ing is very great, but
It is greatest towards
thelower part,which
is evidently thefons
ei origo mali. This
attack Is often called

the "swelled leg,"

which is perfectly

distinct from the
ordinary filled leg.

In Faect,
There are always
some ulcers irre-

gularly circular, and
with hard edges

;

skin not very red, or

shining, but swollen
and free from dis-

charge. Great gene-

ral tenderness, but

no cracks in the

heels; absorbents in-

flamed, and showing
hard lines and knots

in their course. The
inflammation ex-

tends upwards, and
the swelling is great-

est above the hock.

From Sukfeit farcy is easily distin-

guished, by the absence of all ulceration in

the former, and by the hair in it merely
coming off', leaving a bare place beneath ; the
little lumps in surfeit are not so large as

in farcy, except in the very early stage;

and they come out over the body suddenly,
while farcy appears a bud at a time.

From Anasarca there can be no difficulty

in distinguishing this disease, because in

the dropsy of the cellular membrane there

arc no lumps, but an uniform swelling of

the limb. There is a local oedema of the
brisket, which is called "Water-F^vrct,
most improperly, being merely a sign of

general weakness, from the vessels giving
way in the most depending part of the
body.

The TuEATiiENT op Farcy may be con-
ducted upon more probable grounds of a
cure than in the case of glanders—that is to
say, if the horse is not so thoroughly
infected as is sometimes the case. When
glanders is detected early, it is usually a
very virulent case, because trifling attacks
of it are generally overlooked, and are
suffered to degenerate into farcy before

anything is done ; and thus it is said that
the farcy is often curable, while glanders is

scarcely ever so. Now, when this is said

to be the case by the verj- men who main-
tain their identity, there must be some
extraordinary process of reasoning going
on in their minds ; but the truth is, as I

have remarked, that whereas those cases of

t-'landers wliich come under treatment are
^•cry severe ones, so they are difficult of
cure ; and hi the same way farcy is seldom
suffered to be developed from glanders
when that was originally in a malignant
lorm; and hence, by being mild, it Is

curable. Such I believe to be the explana-
tion of the fact, wiiicli Is universally

admitted, that farcy is much more amenabJo
to treatment than glanders—understanding
by the assertion, farcy and glanders as
usually presented to the veterinary prac-

titioner; the former being seldom malig-

nant, and the latter generally so. The cure

is effected by local as well as constitutional

means.
The Local Remedy is the destruction of

the ulcer or bud, either by the actual cau-

tery (the budding-iron), which should be
applied to every ulcer or bud so as com-
pletely to destroy it. The knife should first

divide those buds which have not ulcerated,

after which the iron will act more ener-

getically upon them, and yet with less

destruction of the surroundhig skin ; or

the sulphate of copper should be freely

rubbed into the ulcers, and made to destroy

their surface. Arsenic and strong nitric

acid, likewise, have been used with success,

but their power is too great to be trifled

with by the inexperienced sportsman.

Whatever local remedy is used should be

followed up wherever the bud makes ics

appearance, as there seems to be no ten-

dency to heal without some destruction of

parts giving a new and healthy stimulus

to the fresh surface. The Constitutiosai,

Treatment is still more important than
the local, and should consist of such sub-

stances as will cause an excessive secretion

from some organ, carrying with it the

poison of the disease; and this substance

should be as little lowering to the horse as

possible. Three such medicines are known,
viz., mercury, arsenic, and iodine, all of

which are paraded by their several advo-

cates as certain cures. The bichloride of

mercury (corrosive sublimate) is the form
generally given, in doses of from 5 to 13

grains, dissolved carefully, and then added
to a pint of gruel, and given night and
morning. If arsenic is given, it may be

administered according to the formula at

page 605 ; and I believe it to be by fai- the

best remedy in farcy, and the least injurious

to the horse. After a time the tonic ball

No. 4, page 605, may be substituted for it,

and then the arsenic repeated again for

three weeks or a month, so as to use tlie

two alternately. But it is on'y as an
experiment upon a horse which would
otherwise be shot that I should ever advise

the sportsman to use these powerful drugs

without regular advice, as it will seldom

happen Xh&t he will be able to calculate the

proper dose, or to know when to push it,

and when to hold his hand. Sometimes,

however, such a case occurs as the one

I have alluded to, and then he may feel

justified in trying his luck; and if so, 1

would suggest his giving the biniodide of

mercuiy as follows :—
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Biniodide of mercury, 3 to 5 grains.
Linseed meal and water, enough to
make a halL

To be given three times a-day. This I
believe to be more likely than any other
remedy to effect a radical cure of the dis-
ease. The dose may be increased up to 8 or
10 grains, with care; but the above will
generally be found sufficient, and more safe
than corrosive sublimate or arsenic

Sect. 4

—

Giandebs in Mas
2!l. Glanders lv Mas is a horrible dis-

'a?e, capable of being inoculated from the
liorse when there is an abrasion of the sur-
face. Numerous cases of this kind have
Dccurred, all of which have been fatal when
allowed to reach the stage of absorption.
If, however, the inoculated sore is destroyed
by the hot iron, or by lunar caustic or fused
potass, there is verj' little risk of the disease
spreading; and therefore the groom who
has the care of a glandered horse, and who
finds a sore on his arm or hand, should
always consult a skilful surgeon at once,
and follow his advice, if he prescribes any
form of caustic on the supposition that it is
the disease we are now considering. When
it lias been absorbed there seems to be Uttle
chance ot a cure, though there are one or
two doubtful cases on record in which it is
said to have been effected. At all events it

is worth the trial, and the biniodide of
mercury holds out the best chance of a cure,
in doses of one-third of a grain three times
a-day.

Sect. 5—Pabasites in the Horse's Skin.
242. Maggots are sometimes found in the

horse's skin, especially about the thick skin
of the back, where they form hard lumps,
which are often mistaken for surfeit lumps;
but as they contmue for many weeks|
durmg which they slowly increase in
size, they at last show their real nature,
and when treated with a steady squeeze!
come out of their snug nests. I do not
know what insect they are developed into,
but that they are larvae is clear enough, and
nothing but extraction wiU do any good.

243. Lice ix the Tail are also a constant
source of annoyance to the horse, causing
hun to rub the hair off it in a most dis-
agreeable way, and disfiguring his appear-
ance sadly. It may generally be knowTx
when these parasites are present by the tail
being rubbed bare, while the quarters are
untouched, or less rubbed than the tail;
while in the case of irritation of the anus
by worms, the tail is not so much rubbed
as the skin covering the haunch bones.
Turpentine poured into the root of the hairs
is tbe best remedy, and one which will
seldom faiL White precipitate may also be
used if the turpentine fails to. get rid of the
hce, by rubbing it well into the roots of the
hair; but the turpentine running readily
into their crevices will generally answer
better than any other remedy.

244. Body Lice are also sometimes found
upon neglected horses in great numbers;
for which the most effectual remedy is

white precipitate, well rubbed into the
whole surface, and a muzzle to prevent
licking and biting.

CHAP. V

ACCIDENTS.
Sect, l

—

Stkaiss and Beeaks-Down.

245. Stbains may affect either the mus-
cles, joints, or tendons ; and each of these
three sets of organs are constantly suffering
from them. Muscular strains consist of an
absolute tearing of the fibrous tissue com-
posing the muscles; or else of such an
approach to a disruption as to have an
equally prejudicial effect in producing
lameness. In some cases the whole of a
small bimdle of fibres is torn across ; but
this Is not the usual degree in which strains
occur, and the most common amount of
mischief is only a slight separation of a few
of the very small fibres of which the bundle

is composed; and this state is then gene-
rally spread over a considerable surface,

producing considerable soreness from in-

flammation. Tendinous and Ligamentous
Strains are very similar in their nature,
and consist either in an absolute tearing
apart of these fibres, or such an approach
to tills as to cause great inflammation,
and consequent incapacity for using them.
Sometimes what is supposed to be a strain

of the tendon is really an inflammation in

its sheath, which causes great swelling and
pain, and the limb is thereby rendered quite
useless for the time being.

24& STE.4IN OF the SHOtTLDER is gene-
rally a cloak for the ignorance ofthe groom.
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or other attendant upon the horse; it being

really a very rare accident, though often

assigned as a cause for lameness which is

really in the feet, legs, or knees. It is an
inflammation of some of the muscles of the

shoulder following violent strain, and gene-

rally confined to the serratus muscle which
slings the body to the shoulder-blade, and
which is sometimes strained in coming
down from a high leap, &c. The sj'mptoms

are a dragging of the toe in the walk, with
a deficiency of action on the trot, and a

drop of the head while the afi'ected leg is

being extended, and not while it is on the

ground ; hence, when shoulder-lameness is

mistaken for foot-lameness, the groom is

apt to shift the blame on to the wrong foot.

It may also be distinguished by laying hold

of the affected leg, and drawing the whole
together with the shoulder fonvards, when,
it' the latter is afi'ected, the horse will give

evidence of pain, which he will not do if the
foot or leg is the seat of mischief. The
Tkeatjient for shoulder-lameness lies in

rest, bleeding, purging, cooling balls, with
nitre, &&, as at page C03 ; and if it con-
tinues, the insertion of a rowel in the
bosom. A cooling diet ol green meat will

also be needful, and all the corn should be
taken away. After all the heat has dis-

appeared, the horse may be turned loose

into a box, and in another fortnight he may
be walked out with a leading-rein ; but it

should be two or three months before he is

again mounted. The embrocation given at

page e02, No. 2, will in some cases afl'ord

relief, after the first symptoms are gone otf.

247. Steain of the Stifle is confined to

the joint, which becomes hot and tender,

and often swells considerably. Tlie reme-
dies are the same as for the shoulder; but
a blister will often prove very eificacious,

and it may be used iu preference to a rowel,
and repeated again and again,

248. Strain of the Round-Eone, or
whirl-bone, as it is termed by horsemen, is

really confined to the hip-joint, which is

otten strained, but more frequently said to

be so than really afi'ected. It is very dif-

ficult to pronounce with certainty that this

joint is strained, but sometimes the wasting
of the nmsclcs afl'ords unmistakeable evi-
dence of the nature of the disease. Blisters
and embrocations afl'ord the greatest chance
of relief; but when the wasting is very
marked, and there is no evidence of present
inischict, nothing but compulsory work will
cure the disease. Light t:irm-work, such as
harrowing, and the like, will often do more
good than all the applications in the world

;

simply because the muscles have lost tone,
and require the stimulus of necessity to
make them recover their power.

249. Strain of the Back SijfKW occurs

in all the varied degrees from a sli^'lit

strain to a breaking-down. '\Yhen the
sinews are merely slightly strained, it is

generally their sheath which is affected;

but if there is very gi'eat swelling, espe-
cially after racing, the chances are that;

there is actual breaking-down of the fibres

of the tendon or suspensory ligament, and;
often to a considerable extent. It is verj
miusual, however, for there to be an actual

and entire separation, and the most ordi-

nary condition is for the horse to come in

from his race very lame indeed, yet without
his fetlock touching the ground, andwitt
only a partial separation of the fibres, sc

that if it were not for the pain he would
bear his weight on the leg. In the worsli

cases, however, the fetlock jomt actually

touches the ground behind, and the leg i:

for the time rendered quite incapable o
bearing any weight at all. There is gene-,

rally some warning of this state of the

tendon, which enlarges about midwaj:
between the knee or hock and the fetlock:

and forms there an oval swelling, \A'hei!

this is the case, the chances are ten to om

;

that an actual break-down occurs, althouglj

there may be no absolute lameness; bui
the inflammation is a sign that the tendoi
is in an unfit state for work, and that i

;

will most likely give way in the next seven i

gallop. The Pkopek Treatment consists >

in cooling general remedies; such as purging

:

bleeding if necessary, and the nitre am!
tartar emetic ball at page 603, or some oni

:

of the febrifuges there given. Tothisistii

be added light food, consisting of braii

mashes or green meat, without com, an(

entire rest. Locally, cooling lotions are t(|

be applied, and ice, if it can be procured i;

sutflcient quantity. A bran poultice shouli

be applied, with several lumps of ice in it

and as fast as they melt fifesh lumps shouli

be added. The ponltice is best put in ai

old worsted stocking, which will hold i

large mass of bran round the leg. In thi

way the active inflammation may geuerall;

be speedily subdued, reducing it to the stat^

in which strains of the back suiew usuall;

appear ; but, of course, the more complet
the ruptiu-e of the tendon the greater th

j

difiiculty of eirecting a radical cure. But i
j

should be known that these parts reunite i

and that a broken-down horse will olteii

recover the use of his leg for ordinary pur;

poses: though he will seldom stand th'

severe trial which racmg or training dc

mands. After the ice poultice has bee
j

discontinued, or in default of ice, th

evaporating lotion Ho. 6, page 604, may b
|

constantly applied with a calico bandage
and at the end of three weeks or a monti
when the leg is quite cool, it may be neci-t

sarj' to blister or fire the limb ; or to appi.
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a charge (see page COl). If the strain is very

severe, nothing is so effectual as firing,

lollowed by a blister. Xext to this comes

an ordinary blister •with mercury (Xo. 3,

page 599), or the biniodide of mercury (page

000). The charge is a good remedy after

this last, as it prevents the horse from using

the tendon too soon, and affords a linn

mechanical support The good effect of the

arnica is also very considerable. In old

s-svellings of the back smews, consisting of

an enlargement of the sheath, rather than

of a real break-down, the sweating embro-

cation No. 3 or 4, page 602, will often effect

an absorption of the swelling, and prevent

further mischief; but it should not be used

when there is any heat of the part, the

cooling lotion being then the proper remedy.

It should always be remembered that in

strains, when there is increased heat of the

leg, cooling medicines, low diet, and cooling

lotions are the proper remedies ; and that

firing, bUstermg, and stimulating embroca-

tions must be deferred until this treatment

has had time to produce the desired effect.

If the contrary plan is pursued, matters are

only rendered worse than before, and a

slight strain is often thereby converted into

a serious mischict: This golden rule should

be rigorously acted ou by stablemen iu all

cases.

Sect. 2.—Beoken Kxees.

2j0. Eroken K:vEES, like strains, are of

every degi-ee, from the slightest touch to

the horrible wounds of the joint which
sometimes occur when a horse is dragged

over a flinty road, or falls over a heap of

stones. These accidents however rarely

occur, if we are to beUeve the assertions oi

horse salesmen who pledge their honour (!)

to the fact, that each case has been occa-

sioned by the manger, or by a stone-wall in

hunting, if the horse has at all the appear-

ance of that class of animals who are likely

to be used as hunters. But, leaving the

cause out of the question, it remains to con-

sider what is the best Tkeatste-vt when it

unfortunately happens that a particular

horse has reallj" touched his knee by a con-

tact with the ground. This will depend

upon the extent of mischief, which may be

to one or other of tlie three following

degi-ees :—First, if the hair and cuticle only

are rubbed off, and the cutis, or real skin, is

enture, the best plan is to give the horse a

dose of physic, and bathe the knee night

and morning with hot water, if there is any

swelling, or to apply the tincture of arnica

ihiutcd with water, in the proportion of 2

rtrachms of the tincture to a pint of water;

tticn, when all the inflammation is gone off,

whicli will usually be in a couple of days.

apply Lieutenant James's blister to the
whole of the knee except the back, which
is to be well guarded with lard, and this

will bring off all the hair, which wUl be
renewed, together with tliat covering the
part rubbed off, in about three weeks ; and
will almost invariably prevent any blemisli,

which is very apt to show itself if the blis-

ter is not apphed; for although the hair
conies on again if left to itself, it is often of
a different colour to that of the surrounding
parts, and the critical eye distinguishes the
blemish at once. Secondly, if the true skin

is cut through so as to show the cellular

membrane beneath it, but the jomt itself is

not exposed, a physic ball may be given as

before, and hot fomentations applied if the

bruise is very severe, or the arnica wash at

once if there is only moderate swelling.

As soon as the inflammation is abated, I

should here also apply James's blister,

because I have always found that the swell-

ing caused by it contracts the wound, and
that the consequent blemish Is much less

than would otherwise be the case. Indeed

I have succeeded in this way in eflecting

almost complete cures of very large wounds
of the skin, where a piece of it as large as a

crown-piece has absolutely been cut r.way,

besides more extensive abrasions of the

cuticle around its edges. Such a brolicn

knee would, in the ordinary way, have

exhibited a permanentlj' bare spot of tho

size of a half-crown, but by the above treat-

ment the bare space was not bigger than a

pea, and sometimes scarcely so large. After

the blister has risen it must be carefully

dressed with sweet oil, or lard without salt,

sometimes called "fresh liquor; " and when
the wound on the knee throws out healingr

granulations above the level of the skin, they

must be kept down to the exact level by

touching them freely with a piece of blue-

stone every day. The whole art consists

in the causing the wound to contract by the

sweUing and stimulus of the bUster, and in

keeping down the granulations, or "proud

flesh," as they are called, by means of the

caustia The groom, however, should care-

fully avoid touching these, unless they are

above the surrounding skin, for below its

surface they are useful and necessary to tho

healing process. Thirdly, when the joint

itself is opened, the aid of a veterinary sur-

geon should be called in, who will decide

upon the propriety or otherwise of destroy-

ing the animal. Sometimes there is only a

small opening, which may at once be closed

with the touch of a hot iron ; and at others

there is a discharge of serum, which the

uninitiated will mistake for synovia (joint

oil) ; but, in any case, it is better to have

ilic ;'.d%icc of a competent jud^'c ot the

injury.
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Sect. 3.—Knockinq Down of the Hip.

251. The Point of the Hip is often

knocked ofif by the horse being cast in the

stall or in the field ; sometimes by falling

into a ditch in the dry summer weather,
when the struggles of the aninial will often

break off the extreme point of the hip,

especially if at all ragged, and then the
muscles acting upon the broken portion to

which they are attached draw it down out
of its place, and the hip is said to be
" tnocked down." After a time it does not
much interfere with the ordinary action of

the horse ; but I am not aware of any horse
having been able to race after such an
accident, though many otherwise likely

colts have been thrown by, and used for

the stud or other purposes in consequence
of its occurrence. Xothing can be done to
relieve the horse, and time only will remove
the lameness, which at first is often very
considerable, from the bruises which the
muscles have received, as well as the dis-

ruption of their fibres which must neces-
sarily have occmTCd.

Sect. 4—CtJTTiXG AM) Over-eeaching.

252. By CCITING is usually understood
the striking of one leg or fetlock by the
other foot; not including in this descrip-
tion the more severe and dangerous form
of speedy-cutting, which will be described
in the next paragraph. Horses almost
always cut from their legs being set too
close together, or from their not bending
them perfectly straight forwards in their
action. Many horses, however, only strike
their legs when first put to work, or when
verj' poor, and leave the trick off as soon as
they recover their flesh and strength. It is

often at first a most difficult point to decide
upon the exact cause of cutting ; whether
It is from the horse hitting his leg with the
shoe, or from raised clenches, or from the
foot itself being the offending body ; but it

the other foot is examined after trotting
the horse in a rather dusty road, or if it is

well covered with dry whitening, it may
easily be seen where the horse hits himself,
and how best to remedy it. Very often the
cutting is in the hind-foot, in which the
blow is given by the shoe or hoof striking
the other fetlock joint, in consequence of
the legs not being set on quite straight, and
the fetlock bending too much; the joint is

thus brought too near the middle Une
between the two. In this case the heels
arc to be raised, that on the outside having
a '.'caulk" or "cog," whilst the inner one
is raised to the same height, but without
any projection, and presenting what is

called a "feather-edge " in the language of
the smith. This edge has uo nails iu it, so

that not onl3' is tlie heel raised without any
cog, which throws tlie fetlock out of tiie

Une of the other foot, but there is no nail

on the hoof to strike the opposite joint, and
consequently it is doubly efficacious. The
inside of the hoof should hang over the
feather-edge very sUghtly, and be rasped
very smoothly, so as to gUde by the opposite
joint without offering the slightest projec-
tion. A boot should be worn imtil the sore
place occasioned by the cutting is quite
well; and this should always be done
whether the cutting is in the fore or hind-
leg, because the swelUng occasioned by the
soreness projects into the line of action,
and consequently the injury is constantly
kept up without chance of relief; but if

once the original mischief \a got rid of by
the use of the boot, there is a chance of the
horse being able to do without it, and also

ceasing to cut. When the fore-leg is the
seat of cutting there is much more difficulty

in obviating the mischief, because it gene-
rally arises from a more awkward tAvist or
distortion of the leg. Generally the cutting
occurs in the horse which turns his toes
out, ami then there is often no remedy but a
good boot, either of cloth, leather, or India-
rubber. Sometimes, however, the cutting
arises simply from the legs beuig set on too
close together; and then it may generally he
prevented bj* reducing the outer side of the
crust, and also making the inside web of
the shoe thicker than the outer; keeping
it likewise fYee from nails, with a feather-

edge somewhat similar to that described
for the hind-foot. The horn of the hoof
must be kept carelully smooth ; and it also,

as in the hind-foot, should project slightly

over the shoe. In some cases a very plain

and level shoe is the best remedy; but
these are few as compared with those which
are remedied by the raismg of the inside
web.

253. Speedy CtJTTiNG is the striking of

the leg just below the knee, and chiefly in

the gallop. It maj' almost always be
detected by examining the part on the
inside of the leg, close under the projection

of the knee ; when, it the horse " speedy
cuts," some little scab or roughness will

almost always remain, unless the horse
has been put by lor a long time, and kei)t

to the walk and trot. Ko shoeing will

remedy this defect, and the only relief is

the boot made expressly tor it, with a stiff

pad extending up the leg to the knee.

Without this the horse is alwa3's hable to

fall, from the severe pain inflicted by a blow
in the galloi), which will sometimes make
him drop as if he were shot, to the great
injury oi the horse, and danger to the rider.

254. 0\'EE-Reaches are produced by the
long action ot ihc horse, when he is iuclined
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to tread upon the heel of his fore-foot with
the toe of his liiud-foot. Such horses are

generally deficient in the action of their

fore-legs as compared with their hind-legs

;

and they do not raise the former exactly at

tiie moment they ought, but delay until

they are overtaken by the liind-foot. The
Cure of the tendency to over-reach is partly

to be effected by time and increasing age,

a5 well as good riding, which sets the horse

upon his haunches, and makes him pick up
his legs more quickly, so as to get away
from his hind-teet. The horse which is

inclined to over-reach maybe kno^vn by his

putting his hind-foot down eight or ten
inches beyond the footmark of the fore-

foot in the walk; and even in the trot

sometimes nearly as far. He will in the
latter pace generally " click," especially

when tired ; which noise is occasioned by
the toe of the hind-shoe striking the toe of

the fore-shoe, and never the heel, as is

sometimes supposed. When an actual over-
reach occurs it is done in the gallop or leap,

from the hind-toe dropping upon the heel
ol the fore-foot while it is sticking in deep
ground, or in a hole or other inequalitj';

and very rarely in the gallop on perfectly

level ground, unless the horse is in great
difficulties, and thrown out of liis stride.

The Treatment of the actual mischief
should be by the appUcation of the tincture

of arnica, of the fuU strength, which dries

up the discharge, and prevents that peculiar

Inflammation of the top of the hoof which
always has a tendency to run on into
quittor. The horn, when the adjacent parts
are inflamed, seems to poison them, and to
produce an unhealthy discharge, which is

very difficult to stop ; and therefore it is a
great object to dry up the wound, and get
it to heal with a diy scab over it, which
tincture of arnica efi"ects ; or blue-stone, or
gunpowder, which last is "the old sports-
man's remedy. It the over-reach is a very
bad one, and the parts are much torn and
bruised, the tincture of arnica, diluted as
recommended at page 604, may be used as
a lotion on a bandage ; but, in most cases,

by gently brushing a little of the tincture

into the wound, previously having removed
aU dirt, and then tjing it up with a strip of
calico round the hoof, so as to keep the

l)arts together, and also to guard it from
the dirt, the bruise heals without suppura-
tion, and in a week or ten days the horse
is again ready for work; but until that
time he should be confined to a loose box.

Sect. 5

—

Qctttor, Peickixg, Thorns, &a
255. QciTTOB consists of a sinus running

downwards beneath the horn of the hoof,

and occasioned by a blow or other injury of

tlie coronet; or by some cause which has

produced an abscess under the horn. It is,

in fact, a suius under the hoof; but those
only are generally called quittor wliich
depend upon bruises or wounds of the
coronet ; whilst those sinuses arising itom
pricks or inflamed corns are called "sinuses
of the foot." In the former case a stimu-
latmg application, tlirust in with a probe
covered with lint, will generally cause adhe-
sion of the sides of the sinus, and effect a
cure. A strong solution of nitrate of silver,

or chloride of zinc, is the best remedy (see
page 600). If the sinuses arise from below,
and break out at the coronet, an opening
must be made in the sole of the foot

wherever the prick or corn produced the
mischief, so that the matter wLU always
gravitate towards the bottom, and thus the
sinus will heal at the top. The nitrate of
silver will here also be a good dressing ; or
filar's balsam may sometimes be used with
advantage.

256. Pricks in Shoeing are constantly
occurring, especially in country districts,

where the smith often drives three or four

nails in succession before he gets one to

come out at the right place ; and the horse's

flinching clearly shows the sensible part

into which the nails have made their way
under his -wild blows. It often happens
that the injury is not at once detected, but
a day or two after shoeing the horse is

evidently uneasy in his foot, and more or

less lame. On removing the shoe it is

found that there is great tenderness at

some particular part of the foot, and some-
times a slight bulging; but this is seldom
evident so soon. It is the better plan to

place the foot in a cold bran poultice,

without a shoe on, and wait for a day or

two, when, if the foot continues very hot,

the smith must pare down the horn over

the suspected place, and let out the matter

if there is any; or, if necessarj-, bleed at the

toe, which is likely to reUeve the inflam-

mation, and prevent suppuration, if it has

not already occurred. If matter has fonned,

and is let out a little, friar's balsam is

pushed into the abscess on a piece of lint,

and the shoe tacked on ; but the lint must
be so letl as to be capable of being pulled

out on the next day, so as to leave a clear

opening for the matter to escape. In a few

days the shoe must be taken oflf again, and

any ragged pieces of horn removed, as well

as the opening enlarged, if necessary. The
sinus may now be treated as described

under quittor. Sometimes a prick occurs

from a nail picked up on the road, and then

the accident must be treated exactly as if

it occurred in shoeing.

257. Thorns received into the skin in

hunting are of^en verj' troublesome, and

should be searched for most carefully when
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they are suspected to be present. Tlie best

way is to Avet the leg thoroushb' "with hot

water, and then to smooth the hair do\m
slowly with the Angers, when the slightest

inequality will be discovered, which in

the drj' state would be readily passed over.

Wlien the thorn is found, it maj' be
extracted with a pair of tweezers ; or some-
times it may be necessarj- to slit the skin

up for a short distance, in order to reach

the butt-end of the thorn, which should be

removed entire if possible.

Sect. 6.—FisTuxors V\'itheks.

258. Fistula of the Withees arises

either from a bruise of the saddle causing

inflammation and abscess, or from injurj'

received in roiling, either in the field or in

the stable. The abscess has a tendency to

"burrow downwards, and the Cure can only
be effected bj' making a depending opening,

which wiU require the aid of the veteri-

narian, and 1 shall therefore not dilate

upon then* treatment.

Sect. 7.

—

Warbles, Sit-Fasts, Saddle
AXD Collar-Galls.

2J9. These are aU occasioned by the

pressure of the saddle or harness, and are

generally easily managed if only the pres-

sure can be kept off for a time. The lotion

is'o. 6, given at page 604, is very serviceable

in all these affections, and will generally:

effect a cure. Sit-Fast is merely a name
\

for an obstinate and callous galled-sore,

;

which has repeatedly been rubbed by the
saddle, and has become leathery and dis-;

incUned to heaL If time can be allowed,

there is nothing like a small quantity ofl

blistering ointment rubbed on; or thei

application of a small piece of fused potass;

or even the nitrate of silver in substance,

or blue-stone ; all of which will produce a
new action in the part, and if followed by
rest from the saddle, will generally effect ai

cure.

Sect. 8.—Feactures and Dislocatiox3.

260. These accidents in the horse can
seldom be treated successfully, and never
by any one but the competent veterinary

authority. I shall, therefore, not take up
space bj^ attempting to mislead the sports-

man into a belief that he can treat any
such case iu the horse himself;

CHAP. VL

MINOK OPEEATIOX

Sect. 1 Bleeding in the ^iECii, Leg,
A>D Toe.

2C1. Bleeding in the jSTeck "\'ein is

performed either with a full-sized lancet
or Arith the fleam; the latter only being
nsed by grooms, or those who will be
likely to read these observations, while the
lancet is confined to the skilled practitioner
of veterinary surgery. Besides the fleam,
a bloodstick also is required, consisting of
a piece of hard wood, generally loaded at
one end with lead, so as to strike a very
smart blow upon the fleam, and thus per-
forate the wall of tlie vein with ccrtaint}-.

The unloaded stick is the proper instru-
ment, and it should only be struck witli

such force as to drive the fleam through
the outer wall of the vem, and not to pass
through both. The horse is bhndlblded, or
80 managed by the aid of an assistant as
not to see the blow; the hair is then
smoothed down with a damp sponge, and
then with tlie three unemployed fingers of
tlie left hand (the fleam being held with the
tliuiub and lorcfin^cr) the vcm is pressed

S ON THE HORSE.
upon below the place where it is intendcil

to be opened, and raised prominently ; after

which the blow is given, and the blood

flows, the previous pressure of the fingers

being suppUed bj' the edge of the bucket

"Which collects the blood. When enough
blood has been taken, the lips of the opening

are brought carefullj' together, and a com-
mon pin passed throu:;h. after which the

sharp pomt is cut off, and some tow is

wound round the ends so as to keep all

together; in two or three days the pin may
be removed. The horse's head will require

to be tied up for a few hours, to prevent

his rubbing the place.

262. The blood should always be pre-

served, that the quantity dra\\Ti may l)0

accurately known, and its qtiaUty examined
on the next day; when, if there is a yellow-

cupped surface, called a "cupped and buffy

condition" of the blood, there w evidence

of indammation, and the bleedings will

generally require to be repeated.

20:3. Bleeding from the Inside of the
Arm or Thigh is sometimes practised, but
here the lancet is the only safe iuslrumcnt,
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and wJtti it the veiu is to be opened as
ilirected tor the dog.

64. Bleeding fkom the Toe is often

required in diseases of the foot, and it is

managed by the smith who removes the
hoe, and then with a fine drawing-kuife
cuts down upon the vein wtuch runs along

the line of junction between the sole and
crust. The bleeding may be made very
profuse in this way, and it is stopped by
pressure with tow, which is first inserted

in the opening, and then kept in its place

by tacking the shoe on agauL
265. The Qcantitt of Blood Dh.\wn

will depend upon the nature of tue disease,

and the strength and size of the horse; but
ic averages about a gallon in most cases.

Too large and too frequent bleeding should
te cai'eiully avoided in all cases.

Sect. 2.—Rowels.

2GS. KowELS are inserted in the skin of

the horse, in order to allay inflammation by
exciting comiter-irritatiou. Their insertion

is effected by a 'Towelling-needle" like a

skewer, but sharp at the pouit; to this

a piece of tape is attached, and pushed
through the skin, which is previouslj' raised

bj- the hand of an assistant, and in this

way a long track of inflamed cellular mem-
brane may be caused so as to procure a
very copious discharge, which may be
increased, if necessarj^, by smearing en the
tape the mild bUsteruig ointment given at

paye o99.

Sect. 3.—Eakixg.

EC". When a horse is so confined in his

bowels, from the lodgment of hardened
l£Eces in his rectum, as to be unable to pass
Ihem, the hand is well oiled, and intro-

duced into the bowels, and in this waj',

lump by lump, it is extracted; and then
a few quarts of v.arm water, or gruel,

being thrown up, the whok bowel easily

relieves itsel£

Sect. 4.—Shoein-g.

2C8. The A^•AT0iIT of the Foot should

be carefuUj' studied by every one who at-

tempts to superintend a smith in his work;
and, in fact, even the smith himself should

know something of the formation of tins

important organ. The foot is composed of

three parts—first, of the bones, cartilages,

tendons, &c., by which the general shape is

maintained and the Umb moved; secondly',

of a dehcate membrane, by which the last

bone is covered, and which serv'es to secrete

the horn of the hoot; and, thirdlj-, of the

hoof itself, a dead mass, or shell of homy
matter, which, in a state of nature, is

Intended to protect the foot from the friction

oi the ground, but, in our treatment ot the

horse, serves chiefly to receive the shoe
wliichwe nail to it, in order to guard against
the excessive hardness of our roads, and
very often the sharp flints with which they
are mended.

269. The Bones, &c., consist of the cofUn-
bone, at the extreme end, which is near;y
of the shape of the foot, but smaller. This
is attached to the lower or smaller pastern-
bone, which also is partly covered by the
upper part of the horn. It is very hght and
spongj% and is perforated by numerous
small holes for the blood vessels, which
.supply the lamince, or plates, with which it

is covered. It is moved by a tendon inssited

before, and another behind, by which the
foot itself is raised and lowered again upon
the giound. Around the exterior of this

bone is a series of folds of membrane, oi a
half-homy character, but full of blojj

vessels, and constituting not only a gUai-

dular apparatus for the secretion of tiie

horn, but also an elastic bond of couneciiou
with the horn itself It is supposed thiit,

in the usual way, these plates, by the.r

attachment to the horn of the hoof, support

the weight by a kind of suspension, and
that the sole takes little or none of it ; and
it is only in work that the sole descends

upon the ground, and then receives some
considerable pressure from it. At all events,

there is no doubt that the lamiii.'E take a
very great amount of pressure ou the sole

and frog.

270. Beneath the coffin-bone is the sensible

sole, formed in its upper puit by an elastic

substance, and below of a vascular one,

which somewhat resembles the skin. It is

placed between the coffin-bone and the

insensible sole, as a means of diminishhig

tlie s'iock, and bIso acting as a species of

gland ia secreting the horuy sole.

271- Behind and between the two divisions

of tl e sole is the sensible frog, which is a

soft mass, of a spongy nature, partly also

ligaiaentous in its character. In shape it

coiTesponds with the frog, as seen from

below, audit is attached to the coihu-bone

and cartilages or the heels by numerous

vessels, and nerves, and cellular njem-

branes.

272. The Xavicclab Bone is placed

behind and between the lower pastem and

coffin-bones, forming a joint with both, and

materially strengiueinng tlieir union. It

also receives some of the weight which is

thrown on the lower pastern, and acts as a

lever for the flexor tendon.

273. The Cartilages of the Foot pro-

ject beyond and behind the coffin-bone,

and add to its surface for the attachment

of the laminated plates, and also of tli«

horny matter.

27^ The Hoof itsuU is, as it were, a ca;;e
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or cast ot ilie parts within it, and it consists

of the wall or crust, of the sole, and of the

frog.

275. The Crust ok "Wall, is that part

which is uncovered by hair, and which
is seen when the foot is on the ground.

It is deepest in front, and should in

a sound foot form an angle there with
the ground of about forty-five degrees. If

flatter than this, it constitutes the "oyster

shell " foot ; and if more upright, the foot

lias always a tendency to contract. This

crust is in front about halt an inch in

thickness, gradually becoming thinner

towards the heel, especially the inner one,

and thicker towards the gromid. The
inner heel is also a little higher than the

outer, and wears away more rapidlj', from
the friction of the road being greater there

than on the outer side. Where the crust

joins the skin at the coronet, it becomes
rapidly thin ; and this is called the Coro-
NARY Ring, which covers an expansion of

the skin, called the Coronart Ligament.
This is really no ligament, but is the

glandular organ which secretes the crust,

or the greater part of it, the inner layer

being formed by the laminse on the coffin-

bone. A knowledge of this office leads to

the application of remedies to the coronary
ligament when there is a deficiency of horn,

and not to the horn itself, which is dead
matter, and incapable of doing anything to

alter its ovm qualities. The inside of the
crust is marked by deep grooves, being
liorny plates or projections, which fit into

the corresponding laminae on the cofliu-

bonc already described.

270. The Sole is a concave surface of
horn attached to the sensible sole above,
and containing between its two portions

the frog, to which it is connected by the
bars at the hinder part. The bars are con-
tinuations of the crust, which bend inwards
and forwards, and then lose themselves
upon the frog itself. In the angle between
these two portions is the place usuallv

occupied bj' corns.

277. The Frog is an elastic and insensible

substance of a ^\•cdge-hke form, with the
point forwards, whicli is intended to give
the horse secure foot-hold, and also to

iliminish the concussion with the ground.
In tlie middle is a cleft, in which olTensive

matter is apt to accumulate, and thereby
cause thrush.

27S. The I'ractice of Shoeing, for its

due performance, depends upon several

conditions, one of whicli is that the smitli

shall have some knowledge of the common
laws of mechanics, and shall be able to
odapt to his particular purpose the various
expedients into which his materials are
capable of being combined- This con-

stitutes the chief difficulty of shoein? ; for

on a healthy foot almost any rude artizan
can manage to nail a shoe.

279. The first thing to be done is to
remove the old shoe, and carefully examine
whether any alteration from the usual
mode will be of service. The nails should
first all be punched out, after raising their

'

clenches, and then the shoe will always
readily leave the foot, without the exertion i

ot any improper violence. The next thing
;

is to pare down the horn, if it is redundant,
,

and to clear it out from the com places, as
well as to smooth off any ragged portions
of the frog. When the foot is pared out
(in doing which the smith should carefully

leave the bars), the shoe is next fitted on; :

here the smith may take advantage of its •

heat to ascertain its bearing, but not to let

;

it form its own seat by the burning down i

the hoof, as careless smiths too often do
The slightest touch is enough for the smith

j

to see what horn is required to come off,

which he easily does with his knife; and in

this way the shoe is soon fitted. I have
already dilated upon the absurd system of

shoeing the foot with a shoe wider at the

heels than the foot, and I can only return ;

to the subject here by way of a reminder,

the reader being referred to the article
" Contraction," under Diseases of the Foot, .

for further information. "When the shoe is

nicely fitted, it is next nailed on, and for

this purpose three nails are generally used
on the inside, and four on the outside. The
nails are turned down, and then they are

twisted off with the pincers, and ham-
mered down in their places, letting them
into little notches, which are formed lor

them with the rasp.

280. The Varieties of the Shoe are—
the ordinary shoe ; the concave or hunting-

shoe ; the bar-shoe ; the tip or short shoe

;

and the plate or racing-shoe, which is made
of varying degrees of lightness, according

as it is wanted for flat-racing or steeple-

chasing. The three first, also, are made of

varying strength and size ; but all this must
be seen to be understood ; and the limits of

this book will not admit of any minute

description of the various forms of shoes,

nor of that skilfUl adaptation by wliich the

smith manages to avoid pressure upon
diseased parts,* by throwing the weight

upon sound and healthy structures. Some
horses cannot go at all in concave shoes,

because their soles are so tender that the

flat internal surface of the web pressing

upon them causes great pain ; and others,

again, require some modification of tiia

ordinary shoe, because their crust is too

weak to carry all the weight.

281. Leather soles are often applied be-

tween the shoe and the foot, and are of
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great use hi feet Nvliich are much battered,

and especially when the sole is thin but
healthy; but in pumiced-feet with convex
soles they often do very great hann, and
are not then to be tried \yith any prospect

of success.

282. The Bab-Shoe is a complete ring of

iron, -which either receives the pressure of

the frog, or takes all oflf it, acting then as

a shield to that important part of the foot.

283. Plates are nothing more than very

light rings of iron, with merely a groove
in them for the lodgnaent of the heads

of the nails. They are of Uttle use, except

to prevent the crust from breaking away.
284. Tips are short shoes put on the fore-

feet of horses at grass, so as to prevent

injury Irom the blows of the ground, and
yet to allow the frog and heels to be in

contact with it.

Sect. 5.

28!;. Castration is the operation of re-

moving the testicles of the horse, and is

now performed with great dexterity by our

best veterinary surgeons, and with verj-

little risk to the colt. It should, however,

never be attempted by any one but the

above gentlemen ; and I shall not occupy
space here by a description of the operation.

It is generally performed upon the colt at

or soon after weaning-time ; but in many
cases, when the head aud neck are nut

sufficiently developed, it should be delerrcJ
to the spring of the second year.

Sect. 6.—Ruptitees.

286. EupTiiRES AT THE Navel ETC cured
by passing a strong pin through the skin,
and then winding some cord round it so us
to produce inflammation and obhteration
ofthe passage. But this should also be left

to the regular practitioner.

Sect. 7 Nebvixg.

287. Neeving is an operation done upon
the nerves of the feet, by which they are
divided, and thus those organs are rendered
for the time insensible to pain. It is easily

done by any one who knows the relative

situation of the veins, arteries, and nerves;

but no one who is not accustomed to the

knife should attempt the operation.

Sect, a—Administbatio^j of CHi-oBOFoa>L

238. Chloeofokm may be given to the

horse on the same principle as to the dog

;

and by means of a nose-bag it may easily

be introduced into his system, by which lie

is rendered wholly insensible to pain. The
same kind of apparatus as for the dog. but

on an enlarged scale, will soon have the

desired effect; but the veterinary surgeon

should always have the control oi so active

an a='out.
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Page

Abbreviations used In racing parlance, 375;

for describing the horse, and conditions of

the race 3"5

Abtsrgavenny race-coui'Sia 370

Abei-ystwyth race-course 370

Abingdon race-course 371

Accidents to racing colts, 357 ; that occur in

ti-aining, 453; treatment of, 453—457; to

the dog, G49 ; to horses generally 685—693

Accidents and operations 649 et seq

Accoutrements adapted for grouse-shooting... 39

Across-country hunting 406 et seq.

Acts for regulating thd gime laws, 13; for

enforcing shooting certificates, 15; for per-

mitting the killing of hares, ib ; old ones

not repealed 16

Age of the horse, marks of; 550; for breeding

the greyhound, 174 ; weight for, 374, 375; of

breeding horses 433

Alarm, the racer, pedigree of. 289

Albumen in animals, purposes of. 559

Alexander, the celebrated brood-mare, by, 2S'2

;

pedigree of .301

Alexina, the racer, pedigree of 302

Alice H.awthorne, the racer, pedigree o^ 308

;

in-and-in-bred „ _ 425

Allowances, decision as to 206—200

Allowances, rules for, in cou^-.i.^g, 20'J 210;

in horse racing 365

Alteratives for dog or horse ^'M'j

Amateur races, training for 419

Amaurosis, disease in the dog, 630 , in the horse 657

Ambush for decoy-duck shooting 72

American horses -576

American yacht, the Blach Maria 463—165

Amasements, out-door, 499 et si-q. (See Ktr-

n.vL Games.)

.aJiEeraia, 645; treatment of 646

Anasarca in the horse 6*4

Anatomy of man, the horse, and the dog. .W9

et seq. {See ANIiIAL.S, itc.) ; of the horse's

foot 691

Anatomy, pathological .'j94

Anchoring, process of, in yacht-sailing 469

Andover, the racer, pedigree of 295

ANGLING. 227—274 ; variPties of lake and river

Fish, 227-231 (See FiSU) ; apparatus used

in, baits, &c , 232—238; fly-raahing materi-

als, 239—246 ; the landing-net, gaff, basket,

&c, 246, 247; bottom-fishing and trolling,

247—263 (See Bottom-fishing); natural and
artificial fly-fishing, 263—272; galmon-fisli-

ing, 269; chief rivers of Great Britain, and
the fi«li found in them, 272; expenses of

fisliing, and laws relating to inland fish-

eries, 273, 274; (to each of which the reader

is referred.)

ANIUALS, wild, pursuit of, for sport, 95—274

{See SPOKT, &c.) : natural histoi-y of the ver-

tebrate, 549 et seq., 575 the niamma'ia,

the camivora, and the ungulala, .549, 575
;

the nervous system of, ib. ; skel>;ton of verto -

brate animaU, ,550—554; the age of the horse

known by his teeth, 559; the muscular

system, 554 ; the organs of ciroulution, 555

;

of respiration, 556—559; of nutrition and

depuration, 559—562 ; of reproduction and

sense, 662 ; the skin and general cellular

membrane, 563 ; hair, nails, and hoofs of,

.563; general habits Hud varieties of the dog,

564; the different breeds that find food for

man, 565—574 ; habits and varieties of the

horse, 575—579; management of the dog,

580; of the horse, 5S1—.593; diseases of the

dog and horse, and their general treat-

ment, 614 el seq. {See DOGS, HOUSES,

&c.)

Anodynes for dog or horse .'>96

Ant-fhes used as baits for angling, 235; for fly-

fishing 243

Antispasmodics for dog or horse 597

Anvil, the racer, pedigree of 286

Aperients, 597 ; for dog or horse .5M

Apoplexy in horses G53

Apparatus used in hswking, 218, 219 ; in fish-

ing, 232; the line, the reel, the hook, the

rod, &c, 232, 233; for taking eels, 256; for

fly-fishing, 264 ; for swimming .vlJ

AQL'ATICS, 45S—489; racing in yachts and

boaU,453—472; iegattas,469—4S7; rowing.
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boat-racing and scaUing, 472—486, (to each

of which the reader is referred.)

Arabian horse, its general habits, 5/5; three

distinct breeds of the, 576; the modem Arab
not of much use in late years for improving
our stock 439

Arable laud, necessary for breeding race-

horses 339
Akcheky, 504—510; implements of the craft

—the bow and bow-strings, the arrows,

quiver, pouch, belt, • and grease-pot, 504,

505; the brace and shooting-glove, 506;

the target, ib.; the scoring card, 506; the

use and management of the bow, 506—508

;

attitude in shooting, 508; target and butt

shooting, iti. ; roving, 509; flight, and clout

shooting, ib. ; cross-bow shooting, ib. ; rules

of archery meetings, ib.} dress, 509, 610;

expenses 510

Aieca nut „ „ 644

Arethusa, the racer, pedigree of. 302

Arm of the horse, bleeding in the 690

Armed at night, penalty for being found 16

Arrows, their manufacture and use 605, 507

Ascot race-course ..- 371

Assistants, old, r. young ones, in coursing ... 188

Asthma, its treatment 634

Astringents for dog or horse 598, 599

Atonic diseases of the dog, 640; of the horse,

678—680
Australian horses, their general habits 560

Ayr race-course 371
Azuriue, characters of the fish so called, 229

;

fishing for „.„....„ 249

B.

Baok, swimining on the, 516, 517; floating on
the 518

Back of the greyhound 153

Back sinew of the horse, strrda of the, 686;

its treatment : 686

Back-band, a portion of caniage harness 543

Backing, in do^-breaking, and instructions

respecting, 33, 34; the racing colt, 345, 346;

vice of, in horses, 368, 536 ; art of, in boat-

racing 478

Bag-foxes, huntiug of 135

B:iii-box. forfishiug 247

Baits, natural and ground, used for fishing,

S34—239; artificial baiu and flies, 238—246;
for bottom-ftshing, 247 tt >eq.; for perch, 253

;

for pike ; 253, 264 ; for eels, 256 ; for trout, 257,

258; for salmon, 261 ; for graylings 262

Biiles of the Stable 583

Ball, games played with the, 490 et seg.;

cricket, 490-499. terraa of cricket—" no
boll," "wide ball," &c., explained, 491;

Page
foot-ball, 499; bowls and rounders, 500;

fives, 501; rackets and tennis, 502; golfing. 503

Bandaging for horses 589

Bank-runners, for pike-fishing 254

Banks, horse-leaping of 412

Bar shoe, for horses 693

Barb, general habits of the 576

Barbadoes tar » 644

Barbel, characters of the, 231; bottom-fishing

for, 250; season for 250

Barley, for horses 588

Bam Owl (See Owl) 13

Barouche, the 540

Barrel of the gun, its great importance, 17;

its manufacture, 17, 18; proving marks of

the, ib; the double-barrel, 20; its weight

and length 21

Basket, used in fishing 247

Bat, at cricket 490

Bath, for learning to s^vim 513, 514

Bath race-course 371

Bathing, required for greyhounds, 186; best

time and places for swimmers to bathe, 519;

entering the water, ib. ; entering deep

water, 520^ length of time for, ib. ; cramp
during, i6. ; resuscitation of persons after

immersion, ib. ; tricks in the water during... 521

Batsman, at cricket 491, 492, 496

Battue, the, for pheasant shooting, 61; de-

scribed, 61, 62 ; excuse for the 62

Bay Middleton, in-and-in bred 423

Beagle, character of the 98

Beans for the stable 587

Bearing reins, a portion of carriage harness... 543

Beat, management of the, in grouse-shooting

44; in partridge -shooting .^0

Beaters, for coursing the hare 150

Beating-up, the nautical term 4(f8

Beccles race-course 371

Becktord'g description of a run _. 115—117

Bedford race-course _ 371

Beef, best mode of dressing for greyhounds... 498

Bees used as baits for angling 235

Beeswing, the racer, pedigree of, 306; bred

from out-crossing 426

Beetles, used as baits for angling 235

Belgian-horses, their general habits 57C

Bells used in hawking
Belly-band, a portion of carriage harness 541

Belt, in archery 505

Bemnrdi's plan of swimn.ing...„ 515

Bemicle goose, the 3

Bets, rules for the regulation of, at cricket 492

Betting, evil tendencies of 277

Betting at races, rules for, 367; principles of,

368»—369
Beverley race-conrse 371

Kile, tho 560, 66i

BiKDS met with in marsh and fen shooting,

56; inipes, bitterns, herons, &c., 55—58;
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found on rivers and ponds, the wildduck,

the widgeon, the pintailed duck, the pochard,

and the teal, 67 ; the coot, the moorhen, the

water-rail, the grebes, the sand-piper, &c., 63, 69

!irds of prey, on the preservation of game
from, 11 ; the eagle, the osprej-, the kite, the

buzzard, the falcon, the hobby, and the

merlin, ib.; the hen-harrier, the sparrow-

hawk, and the kestrel, 12 ; the barn-owl,

the raven, the crow, the jack-daw, the

magpie, the jay, and the heron, 13, (to each

of which the reader is referred.)

ground, characteristics of 27

salt-water wild-fowl—the swnn, the

goose, the duck, the sheldrake, &c. {See

Wild-fowL) „ „ 73 et seq.

iirmingham barrel-proving, marks of 18

Jit, for the racing colt, 344; a portion of car-

riage harness 513

3itch
;
(See BEOOD-BITCH.)

Bites, treatment of 649

Biting, the stable-vice of „ 592

Bittern, characteristics of the 56

Black Maria, the American yacht 463—465

Black-cock of the grouse genus 37

Blacklock, peculiarities of his breed 435

Bladder of man, dog, or horse, 560 ; Inflam-

mation of the „ 639,654

jBIain, a vesicular eruption 631

Blandford race-course 371

Bleak, characteristics of, 229; bottom-fishing

for.y48; fly-fishing for 265

Bleeding of the dog, operation of 652

Bleeding of the horse, 690; different places

of bleeding, 690, 691 ;
quantity of blood to

be drawn C91

Blick, the ^ 229

Blisters, application of, to dog or horse 599

Elisters of the hands and feet, treatmentof ... 453

Blood, necessary for fox-hounds, 135; com-
ponents of the, 559; fresh supplies of, 559,

561; poverty of 645

purity of, in the thoroughbred racer,

319; out-crossing the, 426; choice of^ to

breed from, 08; of the brood mare, 430; of

the stallion 432

Blood-vessels of vertebrate animals, 555; in-

fiannnation of the, in horses 677

Bloodhound, crosses in the, 87; characteris-

tics of the, 96; its genuine habits ~..... 570

Blooding hounds 126

Blue-bottle flies, used as baits for angling ... 235

Blue-heads, used as baits for angling 234

Boats, and Boat-kacixg, 458 et teq. (See

Yachts); varieties of boats used, 472 et seq.

;

the outrigger sculling-boat, ib. ; the outrig-

ger rowlock, 473; the sculls, ib.; the dif-

ferent-oared outriggers, 474, 475; examina-

tion of boats, 475 ; the gig, ib. ; rowing and

fecniling, and their varioss manoeuvres, 475

697

Page—481; preparations for the race, and man-
agement of the oars, 478, 479; steering, 481

;

general training of a boat's crew, 432—486;
regattas, 487; rules of boat-racing, ib. ; the
race, 483 ; purchase ofboats, ib. ; scale ofprices 489

Bob Booty, the racer, pedigree of. 2S7
Bobbing for eels .256, 257
Body of the thorough-bred racer 320
Bog spavin, 678; treatmentof 678
Boils, treatmentof 455
Bones to be supplied to young greyhoimds ... 184

Bones of the horse, inflammation of the, 671

;

of the horse's foot 691

Book, making a, in racing ..„....„ 368
Boots used in hunting „ 396
Blotch, a skin disease 639
Bottom-fishing, float and shot used in, 233;

the tackle used for 247 et seq.

Bottom-fishing aad trolling, 247—263; min-
nows, &c., 247, 248 ; bleak, dace, and roach,

248; chub and gudgeon, 249; barbel, 250;

tench, carp, and perch, 251 ; pike, 252 ; eels,

256; trout, 257; salmon, 261; grayliiig ?S2

Bot-worm, the 679

Boudrow, the racer, pedigree of 285

Bow, its use and management, 504, 506—508

;

the Norman bow _ 509

Bowler, and Bowling, at cricket 491, 494, 497

Bowling crease, at cricket 491

Bowls, game of SCO

Bowstrings, their manufacture and use 505

Box-swivels used for fishing tackle 233

Brace, for protecting the arm in archeiy 506

Brail used in hawking ™ 218

Brain, inflammation of the 6Mi

Braise, characteristics of the 2:9

Bran for the stable -.~ - 587

Bran-mash 587

Brancher, a young hawk, 219, 220; recri ig

of the, 221; training of the 222

Brandlings, nsed as baits for angling 234

Bread made without barm 198

Bread-paste prepare ! for angling ....« 236

Breakfast, the best kinds of, for tralDing

ptirposes _ 451

Breaking of game dogs, S7-36 (See Doo-

BEEAKUTG); of spaniels, 59, 60; of young

greyhounds - 1>3

Breaking from rioit „ 123

Breaking the yoimg racing stock, 342—346;

the stables necessary for, 342 ; the leading

tackle, ib. ; shoeing, 343 ; tjing-up in the

stable, and lunging, t6. ; mouthing bit nsed

for, 344; backing, 345; general Instructions 346

Breaking to harness, 545 ; for single work ... 546

Breaking a lady's horse 537, 538

Breaks-down of horses 685, 687

Bream, characteristics of the, 229; fishing for, 251

Breast-plate used in hunting 396

Brecon race-course....,, 57i
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Vag
Eret-cUen, a ponion of caiTlage harness ...543, bA
Breeching of the gun, 13; its manufacture 18

Breech-loading gun, manufactare and use of

the _ _ 20

Biee-Jing of fox-hounds 119 (See FOXHOUND);
of harriers, 137; of the greyhound, 16S^
1S5; choice of the stallion, &c., 171 et seq.

(See Geet-houkd.)
IJ.eeding of race-horses, 337—342; a stad-

farm and a certain number of hovels iieoe-—

sary, 337—339; a portion of arable laud

lequired, 339; management of the mare,
3i0 ; the best time for admitting the stallion,

ib.; management of the foal, 341 ; of racing

colts, and the expenses, 362; principles and

practice of breeding for general racing pur-

poses, 421—440; theory of generation, 421;

in-and-in breeding, 422—425; out-crossing,

426 ; in-bred and crossed stallions, 427;

choice or blood to breed from, 423; the most

profitable kind o^ 429; selection of brood-

mares, 430; choice of stallion, 432; best age

and time for, 433; peculiarities of the pre-

sent modem breeds, 434 ; list ofmodem stal-

lior-i", 43G et seq. ; stallions adapted for

getting race-horses, hunters, and steeple-

chasei-s, 43S; sires of trotters, 439; general

remarks on ..„....„ „^„ 440

Breeds, peculiarities of the vanons modem
ones.... „ _ „ 434—436

Rrent goose, the _..73, SI

Biidle, a poition of carriage harness 543

Bridles for riding to bounds, 394; various

kinds of 395

Brighton race-course..„ _ „ 371

Britscha, the ., - « 540, 541

Brocket, the _._._ !<2

liroken knees of the horse 6.-i7

Broken wind, in horses, 661; treatment of ... 661

Bronchitiscfthedog, 632; its treatment, 633;

of the horse „ 65S

Brood-bitch, the gr^vhonnd, 1G3; choice of

the, 170; management of the, 175, 177, 195,

5S0; period of heat, 177; its management
during whelping 178

Brood-trares for breeding race-horses, 340;

luduager.ent of, &.; besttiaie Uit adujitting

the horse, 340; the foal, 341; examples uf

In-and-in breeding from, •'25; selection ul,

430; the qualities necessary for... 430

I! rooks, horse-ieapiug of 542

Ciuughum, the 5i2

Bi-unate, the racer, 231; pedigree of 29J

Bucephalus noseband 395
IS unnions, treatment of 454
Bull-dog, crosses with the, S7i cross with

the greyhound, 174; bis general habits 573
BuUfiuches, leaping of 412

j

Bullheads, characteristics of 231 I

Bullheads, bottom-fishing for ;.... 24,s

P.Igo
Burton Constable race-course 371

Bustards, great and little 54

Butcher bird, used for catching the hawk. 221

Butt-shooting „.. 698

Butterflies used as baits for angling 235

Buzzard, on the preservation of game from
the, 11; its natural habits, t6. ; not cal-

culated for hawking, 218; peculiarities of

his breed 43.V

Bye-course, intention of the 208

Byerley Turk, the celebrated horse 279, 23a

Cabriolet, the 539

Caddies, used as baits for angling 2;jo

Caddis-flies used as baits for angling 235

Cage, used for falconry...„...„.„ 219

Calculi in dogs ._ 663
Calomel, a vermifuge for dogs, 644; for horses e79
Calves of deer §3
Camilla, the racer, pedigree of 300
Canadian horses „ „ ^-q

Canary, the racer, pedigree of , 3Q3
Canceruidogs „ (^^
Canine madness, symptoms of, 623; preven-

tive measures 629

Canker ofthe ear in dogs, 630, 631 ; in horses 657, 671

Canterbury race-course ..„.-...._ 371

Cantering ofahorse..„ _ 5.'i2

Capercaillie, one of the four species of gi"ouse,

37; its characteristics ."7

Caperer, forfly-fishhig _ 243

Caps, copper, 22 ; waterproof ones 22

Carditis, in the horse 662 .

Carlisle race-course 371
Camivora, the „ 649

Carolina pink C44

Carp, characters of the 230

Carp, bottom-fishing for, 251 ; season for 2.'>1

Carpus, of vertebrate animals 554

Carriages, varieties ot^ for driving and plea-

sure, .539—642; the two-wheelod, 539; the

two-wheeled he.ided, 539, 540; the open
four-wheeled, 540. 541; the four-wheeled

close carriages. 541, 542; different kinds of
harness for, 542—544; costs of carriages and
harness 54S

Carrots, for horses S-S

Cart-horses, tho various breeds of 577, .573

Carted deer, hunting the luii

Canilages of the horse's foot 691

Cartridges, Eley's, for fowling pieces, 23; for

double stancheon guns 80

Casting, for salmon ^ 270

Castration of horses 693
Cast.s, in stag-hunting, 108; In fox-hunting,

129; in hare-hunting 141

Cat, pre3er\-ation of game from the 7

Cataract of the eye in dogs. 630; in horses 657

Catanh, 653; its treatment.... ^.. 654
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3atch-weights 3b2

Caterpillars, used as baits for angling 235

Catherine wheel, a swimming trick 521

Catterick Bridge race-course 371

Caustics, for dog or horse 600

Cavahy horses, three hinds of 578

Cavesson, leading the young racer %vith the... 342

Cellular membrane of animals 562

Certificate for shooting, abstract of the law
for enforcing 15

. Certificates of stallion greyhounds to be given 207

Chaa'for the stable 5S6

Change of hare, in hunting 141

Chanter, the racer, pedigree of 2S6

Chapped hands, treatment ot 457

Char, the 228

Charger, the 578

Charges, or plasters, for dog or horse 001

Chariot, the, 541; harness for the 544

Chatham, in-and-in-bred 424

Chatham race-course 371

Cheadle race-course 371

Check in foxhunting, 129; in hare-huntiug .. 141

Cheek-pieces, a portion of caniage harness... 5t3

Chelmsford race-coui-se 371

Chest of the greyhound, 153; of vertebrate

animals 551

Chester race-course 371

Chesterfield race-course 371

Chestnut Skim, the racer, pedigree of. 303

Chiiders, the celebrated racer 281

Chloroform, administration ot^ to dogs and

horses 693

Chorea in dogs 640

Chub, characteristics of the, 229; bottom-fish-

ing for, 249 ; fly-fishing for, 266 ; dipping

for 267

Chyle, use of, in digestion 560

Chyme, use of, in digestion 560

Circulation, animal organs ol 555

Claim, title to, in horse-racing 366

Clarence, the 541

Claw, broken, treatment ol the 201

Cleaning of guns 22

Clearing-ring, used in fishing 247

Clerk of the course 369

Clipping of horses 590

Clothing for greyhounds, 18V, 192; for horses.. 589

Clothing and dressing of the racing colt ...347, 343

Clout-shooting 509

Clubs, coursing ~ 200

Clamber-spaniel, the 64

Clysters, for dog or horse 604, 613

Coach, the family 541, 542

Coach-horse, the 641, 578

Coachmen, character of, 584; their lodging

rooms 5S4

Coat of the greyhound 160

Cock-shooting, 58; kind of dog for, &4; and

mode of using them m, 64

Cockchafers used as baits for angling ^35
Capped hocks, 675; their treatment 675
Cocker, the, 59; its general habits 565
Cocking and uncocking of fire-arms 25
Cocktail, its various uses 278
Coflin-boneof the h'irse's foot 691
Colic in dogs, 637; its treatnitnt, 633; in

'lorses 662
Collar, a portion of carriage harness 543
Collar-galls ggQ
Colonel, the racer, pedigree of 295
Colour of the greyhound, 159, IfiO; of the
thoroughbred racer 322

Colours, various, of the artificial flies 239—241
Colts of the racing stock, breaking ot the, 342—
346 (5eeBEE.iKlNG); training of the two-
year olds, 347—354; and of the mature two-
year olds, 349; the sexes often separated,

350; the vicious ones, t6.; treatment of the
three-year old, ?54—357; expenses ofbreed-
ing and training, 362. (See TRAl>-l2fG.)

Committees of managemmt, 203 ; rules for

their guidance at meetings 2O6 211
Compass for sailing 467
Conditioning of the hawk, 222 ; of the hunter 405
Conductor, the racer, pedigree of 285
Congestion 595
Consumption in the dog 634
Coots, the bald coot, and the greater coot, 68

;

shooting of 71
Copper cap of the gun, now imiversally

employed 22

Cordial f,)r dog or horse 601

Cordial-ball, for greyhoimds 199

Cormorant, the 73

Corn-chamber, the 583

Corns, treatment of, 454; in horses 670

Comu Ammonis, and other figures in skating 524

Coronary ligament of the horse's foot 698

Coronary ring of th? horse's foot 69J

Corpuscles of the animal body 55?

Cossack, theracer, pedigree of, 290; brvdfrom

crossing 427

Cossack horses, their general habits 578

Costiveness 63?

Cote, explanation of 209

Cotherstone, in-and-in-bred 423

Cough, chronic 658

Countries for fjx-hunting, 112; classed under

the two heads—crack countries, and pro-

vincials 113

Cuuiagj of the greyhound 15S

Course, incursing thehare, 150; clerk ol the,

369; for match-trotting 416

Courses, required in training the greyhound,

196; rules for decision of, 204—211; for

hurdle-racing 378

Courses of Great Britain for races, 370—374;

for steeple-chasing 38S

Coursing, 147—214; enjoyment of, 27; pri-

2Z
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vate coursing, 147; the hare, t6. ; the grey-

hound, 143; the ground, 147; the beaters,

150 ; the slipper, ib.; thejudge,i6.; the course,

151; rules for private coursing, ib. ; public

coursing, ib.; its recent date and import-

ance, ib. ; its difference from private cours-

ing, 152 ; the public greyhound, 153 et seq.

(See Geeyhocxd); kennels, and kennel

management, 182 ; varieties of the modem
greyhound, 163 et seq. ; breeding the grey-

hound, 16S et seq.; brealdng, kennelling,

and entering, 1S5; training, final prepara-

tion, and rumiing, 197; management of

coursing meetings, 202 (See MEETINGS);

laws of, as framed by the National Coursing

Club, 2C6; rules for the decision of courses,

208—211; deer coursing, 213; rabbit cours-

ing, 214; the dogs for, and mode of con-

ducting the sport, ib. ; the rules, and prin-

cipal localities
"1*

Coventiy race-course
^''J-

Covert, going to, 127 ; drawing the 371

Covert hacks for riding to hounds 397

Covert-shooting, 53—66; pheasants, wood-

cocks, hares, and rabbits, 58 ; best dogs for,

58, 64; and number of required, 69, 64;

the spaniel, 59, 60; pheasant-shooting, 60,

61 ; the battue, 61, 62 ; the dress and gun,

63, 65; the woodcock, ib. ; cock-shooting,

64 ; hare and rabbit-shooting,65 ; expenses of 66

Cowhage ^^
Cowl, the racer, in-and-in-bred 424

Coxswain, duties of the '*81

231

520
Crab, the racer

Cramp, cases of

Crease, bowling and popping, at cricket 491

Creel, used in fishing i
247

Creeping, practice of in huQting 411

Crew, training of the, for boat-racing, 482—

496 ; separate practice, 433 ;
practising to-

gether, 485 ; their treatment on the day of

the race ^°

Crib-biting S92

Cricket, game ol, 490 H seq ; cricketing mate-

rials, 490; laws of, 490—493; the game, 493;

the fielding, 494, 496, 497; the bowler, 494;

the batsman, 49G; the various terms used

in the game, 498; the dress, and expenses .. 498

Cripple net, utility of the, in puut-shooting ... SI

Croquet ^'^

Cross, in racing 3b5

Cross-bow shooting 509

Crossed stallions, comparison of in-bred with 427

Crosses with dogs, 87, 8S ; of the greyhound,

172,174; the bull-dog cross 1"4

Crossing the blooJ, examples of 426, 427

Crow, the, destructive of gtime 13

Croxteth Tark rnce-coui'se 3"!

Crucian, fishing for the 251

Ciucifix, the racer, pedigree of 308

72

Page
Crust of the horse's foot 692

Cub-hunting 125

Cup and whip, at horse-racing 367

Curlew, the 73

Curling, Scotch game of 611

Curragh race-course 374

Cuts, accidental, in dogs, 649; of the legs

in coursing dogs, treatment of, 201 ; of the

sole of the foot 201

Cutters for yacht-racing, 459—461 ; theit

spars and rigging, 460; their sailing, 461;

the dandy-rigged cutter, 463 ; cutter yachts,

463,464

Cutting, evil of, in horses 534, 688

Cyprian, the racer, pedigree of, 308 ; in-and-

in bred ^25

D.

Dace, bottom-fishing for, 243, 249; fly-flshinjf

for 266

Dandy-rigged cutter 463

Darley Arabian, the celebrated horse 279, 280

Dead fish, used for angling 236

Deafness in the dog 630

Decoy, the brood-mare, In-and-in bred 425

Decoy duck shooting, 71 ; building the hut

for, 72 ; the ambush, and the diess

Deee, 82 et seq.; the stag, or red deer, 82;

known by the horns, and by the slot, t6. ;

his natural habits, ib.; period of gestation,

8:5 ; direction of his flight, t6. ; his timidity,

ib.; stands at bay when pressed, ib.; al-

ways follow in single line, ib. ; their haunts,

i"6. ; forests of the, 84 ; hunting the, 85, 106

et seq. (SEE DEEK-STALKING, STAG-

nuxTiNG, and Red-deer.)

Deer-coursing, 213; mode of conducting 213

Deer-hound, the, 86 ; the old Scotch breed, ib.;

Mr. Scrope's breed, ib.; crosses with the, 87

;

proposed breed of, 88; its general habits ... 568

Deek-STALKIKG, 82—94; nomenclature of;

and the various terms used in veneiie, 82

;

the deer-forests, 84; a telescope required,

t6. ; the gillies, 85 ; choice of the rifle, ib.

;

the deer-hotmd, 86; and the cross-breeds,

87; proposed breed for, 88 ;
qualities neces-

sary in the deer-stalker, 89; his dress, ib.;

three modes of deer-stalking, ib. ; quiet

stalking, 89, 90; in double quick time, 91

;

an interesting adventure, 92, 93; driving

deer ^
Delpini, the racer, pedigree of. 286

Demulcents, for dog or horse 601

Dennets, 639, 540; harness for •• ^
Depuration, organs of

Derby, the

Derby betting

Derby race-course

Desdemona, the racer, pedigree of

..559—562

, 277

, 36S

371

299



Detonators, remarks on, as opposed to flint

guns 17

Dew-claws of young grej-hounds 179

Dew-worms, used as baits for angling 234

Diabetes, 663; treatmentof 664

Diaphoretics, for dog or horse 601

Diarrhoea, in the dog, 638; in the horse, 662;

treatment of 662

Diet, in training for pedestrianism, 451 ; break-

fast, t6. ; dinner and supper 452

Digestion, processes of 560

Digestives, for dog or horse 602

Dinner, the best kind of, for training purposes 452

Diomed, the racer, pedigree of 286

Dipping, apparatus for 264

Diseases, to which young partridges and
pheasants are subject, and the remedies, 4;

definition of the terms and arrangement of,

594; their pathology and symptomatology,

t6. ; their medical and surgical treatment,

t6. ; the principal diseased conditions in the

lower animals, and the varieties of fever, i6.
;

those arising from inflammation, want of

tone, or overfeeding, 595; diseases of the

dog and horse, 596 et seq. ; list of the ordi-

nary drugs used in, 590—606; and the mode
of administering them, 606—613, (See

Medicines, Fevers, Intlammations,
&c.) ; the principal diseases of the dog, and
their treatment, 614; fevers, influenza, dis-

temper, &c., 614 et seq., 628—652; atonic

diseases of the dog, 640; those which arise

from improper feeding, 645; specific dis-

eases, 646; those resulting from accidents,

649, {See Dog); principal diseases of the

horse, 653 et seq. ; fevers, influenza, and
distemper, 653, 654; inflammations, 655 et

teq.; atonic diseases ofthehorse, 678; specific

diseases, &c., 681 ; accidents, &c., 685 ;
(See

Hoese.)

Disgorger, the, used for fishing 247

Dislocations in the dog, 651; in the horse 690

Distemper of the dog, symptoms and treat-

ment of, 614 et seq. ; of the horse, 653 ; its

treatment 654

Ditches, leaping of. 412

Diuretics, for dog or horse 6'J2

Divers, the, 73 ;
punt-shooting for 81

Dividing of hounds, in hare-hunting 141

Dog, penalty for being at large, 205 ; dressing

the, 580; .(See Dogs.)

DOG-BKEAKIXG, for open shooting, 27—36;
pointers and setters, 23 ; divided into three

epochs, 29; the preparatory breaking, and
the intermediate education, ib.; time of be-
ginning, 30; the range to be carefully

taught, 31 ; pointing, setting, or standing,

82; teaching the dog "to buck," 33 ; mecha-
nical remedies for faults in, 35; retrieWng,

36; of the water spaniel, or retriever 69

INDEX.
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Pago
Dog-cart for railway travelling, 48; for grey-
hounds, 199 ; accessories of the, 20^ ; gene-
ral usefuhiess of the 539

Dog-doctoring gog
Dog-hounds, alphabetical list ofnames for,120—128
Dog-like swimming 515
Dogs, may be seized for trespassing, 16;
kinds of, used for open shooting, 28; selec-
tion and management of, for grouse-shoot-
ing, 40 ; number of required for the moors,
42 ;

best kind and number of, for partridge
shooting, 50; those used in snipe-shooting,

57; the best ones for pheasant-shooting,

58; the number required, 59; the spaniel,

&C. 59, 60 ; those used for cock-shooting, 64

;

for river shooting, 69; crosses with, 87, 88;
proposed breed for deer-stalking, 88; for

rabbit-coursing, 214 ; general habits of, 564;

varieties of, 16. ; the diflerent breeds that find

game for man, and leave him to catch it,

565—563 ; those that lull game when found
for them, 568 ; those that find and also kill

their game, 570; those which retrieve gam«
pre\-iously wounded or killed by man, 572,

(See Spaniels, Setters, Pointehs,
Hounds, Terriers, &c.); the gamekeepers'

assistants, 573; -general management ot,

580 ; list of medicines for, 696—606; and the

modes of administering them, 606—611;

diseases of, and their treatment, 614—628;

inflammations of, 628—639; mad dogs G28

Dog-stealing, act for the further prevention of 18

Doncaster race-course 371

Dotterel, 73; natural habits of the 53

Double nominations 203

Double wheel-s^vimming 52I

Douglas, Dr., his resuscitation from asphyxia 429

Drafting hounds for faults „ 131

Drag-hook, used in fishing ».«.. 247

Drakes, green and grey, for fly-fishing 243

Drawing the covert 127

Dray-horse, English thorough bred 677

Drench, administration of a 61J

Dress, suited for partridge-shooting, 50; for

snipe-shooting, 68; for pheasant-scooting,

63; for cock-shooting, 65; for wild-duck-

shooting, 71; for decoy-duck-shooting, 72;

for punt-shooting, 7&—81 , for the deer-

stalker. 89; for otter-hunting, 146; for rid-

ing to hounds, 396; for ladies in archery,

510; for skating 528

Dressing the race-horse, S69, 585; the dog ... 580

Dressing and friction of the greyhound ... 193, 195

DeivijsO, 539—548; varieties of carriaget

539—542, (See Carriages); harness, 642;

harness horses, 544 ; harncs-iing, and putting

to, 545; breaking to harness, ib.; directions

for, 547; breaking to single work, 546; a

single horse, 517; a pair, ib.; cost of carri-

ages and harness for ^ .^... 649
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Driving of deer, 94; practice of driving in

grouse-shootiug 45

Crop-leap, in hunting 411

Drop-shot 23

Dropsy in the dog, 641 ; treatment of, 642 ; of

the eye 630

Drover's dog, its general habits 668

Drowning person, the saving of a, 520; his

resuscitation 520

Drugs, list of, 596—606, (See Medicines)

Duck, the piutaUed, 67; the wrildduck, 71 ; the

salt-water duck, 73; different varieties

—

the sheldrake, the scoter, the shoveller, the

eider, the long-tailed, the gadvvall, the golden

eye, the harlequin, the scaup, the tufted,

the garganey, the diver, the curlew, and
the whimbrel 73

Duck-gun, new desciiption of, 70; its access-

ories—the primer, the shot, and the wadding,

70, 71; representation of the, 76; manage-

ment of the, 78, 79; requisites of the, 79, 80;

the stancheon-gun, 78, 80; the loading 80

Duck-shot 71

Dumfries race-course 371

Dunbird, characteristics of the 6"

Dung-beetle, used as baits for angling 235

Dunlin, the 73

Duobus, the 540

Duodenum, the ^.^ 560

Durham race-course 371

Dust shot 23

Dutch horses, their general habits 676

Dutch pios 511

Dutch roll, the figure in skating 623

Duties of the men, in fox-hunting 131

Dyeing of feathers, for fly-making 2£9—^2J1

Dysentery in the dog, 638; in the horse 662

E.

Eagle, the golden, on the preservation of

game from the, 11 ; its natural habits 11

«:ar, canker of the 630, 631

Earth-stopper, an important functionary to a

pack of hounds 104

Earth-worms, used as baits for angling 234

Easing and starting in boat-racing 479

East Indian horses, their general habits 576

Eating the litter, vice of, in horses 691

Ecclea rare-course 371

Eclipse, the celebrated racer, 2"9, 261; pedigree

of 285

Edinburgh race-course 371

Eels, three varieties of, the sharp-nosed,

broad-nosed, and snig, 231 : their character-

istics, t6.; fishing for; bobbing for; spear-

ing, &C. 236

Egged wine 199

Egham race-course 371

EgUntou Fork racecourse „.. 371

Page
Egyptian goose 73

Eider duck, the 73

Eley'a waterproof copper caps, 22; hia car-

tridges ^3, 80
Elfrida, the racer, pedigree of 299

Embrocations, for dog or horse 602

Emetics, for dog or horse, 603; abuse of 610

Empress, the racer, pedigree of. 303

Emulsions, for dog or horse 602

Encysted tumours 643

Entering of young hounds, 124, 126; of the

young gi-eyhound, 188; and rules for, £04 et

seq. ; of the hawk, 223 ; of the haggard fal-

con 223, 224

Enteritis of the dog, 637; treatment of (i: 7

of the horse, 662; treatment of 662

Ephemera used as baits for angling 235

Epilepsy 640, 641

Epreuvette, for testing gunpowder 22

Epsom race-course - 371

Eruptions of the skin 639

Evelina, the racer, pedigree of 303

Everlasting, the racer, pcdigi-ee of 300

Exercise, amount of, required for young

hounds, 123; of the greyhound, 192, 193, 194;

required for young greyhounds, 184, 186; ne-

cessary in the training of race-horses, 329,

331 et seq.

Exercise boys, for the racing stable 358

Exeter race-course 372

Expectorants, for dog or horse 6U3

Expenses of grouse and partridge shooting,

27, 47, 48, 63; of snipe-shooting, 5S; of co-

vert-shooting, 66; of stag-hounds, 108; of

fox-hunting, 116; of hariiers, 142 ; of otter-

hunting, 146 ; of rearing and training the

greyhound, 201 ; of hawking, 226; of fish-

ing, 273 ; of yachts and boats, 489 ; of ar-

chery, 610; of carriages and harness 518

Extremities of vertebrate animals 653

Eyas, a young hawk, 219, 220; rearing of the,

221; trainmgofthe 222

Eye of the dog, inflammation of the 630

of the horse, inflammation of the 658

F.

Face-strap, a portion of carriage harness 643

Faith, the racer, pedigree of 301

Falcon, the peregrine, on the prcsrrvation of

game from the, 11; its natural habits 11

Falconry, 215—22G; the game flown at, 213;

varieties oi hawks used in, 216—218 ; hawk-
ing apparatus, 218, 219 ; tecluii.;al terms,

£19} names of various actions or processes

in, 220; moulting terms, ib. ; terms used in

training and flying the hawks, 220; tl cir

general management, 221 ; training and en-
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tering the falcon, 223, 224 ; traitiiog the eyas

and brancher falcon, 222 ; training the hag-

gard falcon, 223 ; and the short-winged

hawk, 224 ;
preparation for flying, ib. ; flying

the falcon or long-winged hawk, ib. ; flying

the short-winged hawk, 226; expenses of... 227

Fallow deer, 95; the hunting of the 107

Farcy in horses, causes and symptoms of, 683,

684; treatment of 684

Farm, one necessary for breeding race-horses 337

Farms, mixed, partridge shooting on 52

Fat, reduction of, for pedestrianism 450

Faults, mechanical remedies for, in dog-break-

ing, 35; drafting hounds for 131

Featherweights 362

Feathering of oars 481

Feathers used for fly-making, 239 ; dyeing the

various colours of 239—241

Febrifuges for dog or horse 603

Feeder of fox-hounds 103

Feeding, of hounds, 104, 165; in race-horso

training, 328; of racing colts, 352; in the

stable, 685—588
;
(See Food.)

Feet of the horge, management of the, 593 ; in-

flammation of the, 665, 666; contraction of

the, 666, 667 ; treatment of, ib. ; pumiced
feet, 668; weakness of the 670

Femur of vertebrate animals 552

Fences, leaping of, 407—412; varieties of 409

et seq.

Ferae, the , 575

Fern, male, its medicinal properties 644, 645

Ferrets, used in rabbit-shooting 65

Fetching, instructions in the practice of. 36

Fever in dogs, symptoms and treatment of,

614 et seq. ; in horses, treatment of, 653, 654, 662

Fevers, varieties of 594, 595

Fibrine of the blood 559

Fictitious name in horse-racing 363

Field-stewards, their duties 201

Fielding at cricket 494, 496, 497

Figure of 8, in skating 524

Finding the wild-d-^er 108

Firing in an oval, CoL Hawker's plan 79

Fish of lakes and rivers, varieties of enume-

rated, 227—231; used as baits for angling,

both dead and alive, 236, 237 ; the varieties

which take the fly 263 et seq.

Fisheries, inland laws relating to, and penal-

ties for their violation 274

Fishing, 227—274 {See ANGLING); apparatus

used in 232, 233

Fistulous withers in horses 690

Fits C40, 641

Fives, game of. 501

Flag-steward, his duties 201

Flat-racing 278

Fleas, mode of destroying 189

Flies, used as baits for angling, 235; artificial
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ones used for angling, 238 ; the various

kinds of, 239—246; the different colours of,

240, 241 (See Fly-Fishixg and Fly-Mak-
ing)

; varieties of salmon-flies for fly-flsh-

ing 214, 245

Flight, the racer, pedig;ee of 303

Flight of the deer 83

Flight-shooiing, in archery 509

Flint-guns, remarks on, as opposed to detona-

tors 17

Float and shot used in bottom-fishing 233

Floating on the back, 516; perpendicular float-

ing 516

Flounder, characteristics of the 231

Fly, varieties of fish which take the 263

Fly-flshing, 239—247 (See Flips); natural and
artificial, 263—273; van ties of, 263 ; appara-

tus for, 264; fishing for bleak, 265; for roach,

dace, and chub, 200; for grayling and trout,

267 ; for salmon, 269 ; use of the gaff' 272

Fly-makinar, materials for, 239 ; and dveing ^

the, 239—241; general principles of, 241;

the body and legs, 241 ; the he'ad, the tail,

and the wings 242

Fly-rod, description of the 264

Flying, shooting the bud while in the act of,

25; the grand object of a sportsman's am-
bition, ib. ; of the hawk, 224, 225 ; of the

falcon, 224; terms used in the flying of

hawks 220

Flying ChiUlers, the racer 281

Flying Dutchman, in-and-in-bred 424

Flying-leap, in hunting 409

Foal of a racing mare, management of the .... 341

Folly, the raeer, 281 ;
pedigree of 298

Fomentations for the horse 613

Food for greyhounds, 180, 182, 187, 198, 199;

its relative value, 183 ; hours of feeding, 1S4:

various modes of dressing, 198 ; digestion

of, 560 ; ai tides of, best calculated for nu-

ti-ition, 561 ; usual apportionment of food

for horses, 588 ;
(See Feeding.)

Foot of the horse, its anatomy, and compo-

nent parts 691

Foot-ball, game of *99

Fore-quarter of the greyhound, 159 ; of the

thorough-bred racer 321

Forests of deer 84

Forfeits in horse- racing 363

Form of the greyhound, 153; of the thorough-

bred racer, 319, 320; varieties of 323

Foster-nurse for young greyhounds 179

Fox, preservation of game from the 8

Foxes, on the preservation of, 114; dispersion

of. 125

Fox-hound, crosses with the, 87; character-

istics of the, 96, 97 ; original stock of the 97

Fox-hound kennel, plan of a 100

FoxnoCNDS, master of the pack, 101; the
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hantsman, 102 ; the whipper in, and the feed

er, 103; the earth stopper, 104; best mode of

obtaining a pack of, 118; to be kept up by

breeding, 119 ; best blood of the present day,

ib.; the working excellences of, ib.; tha

defects which should be avoided, ib.; selec-

tion of the bitch 119, 120; rearing the, 120;

list of names for, 120—122; walks for the

young hounds, 122; their treatment when
first returned to kennel, 123; breaking from

riot, tb. ; their amount of daily exercise, t6. ;

entering young hounds, 124; drafting them

for faults 131

FOX-HrrsTlNG, 95, 109—136; the perfection

of hunting, 109; laws of, 110; important

decision respecting the usages of. 111; fox-

hunting countries, 112, 113; preservation of

foxes, Hi ; number ofpacks kept, ib.; expen-

Besof, 115; different stjles of, ib. ; Beckford's

description of a run, 115, 116; disadvan-

tages of the modern school, 117; the pack

ofhounds, USetseq. (SeeFOX-HOUNDS) ; en-

tering young hounds, 124; regular cub-

hunting, 125; preparations for hunting, 126;

going to covert, 127; drawing, ib.; the run,

128; the first check, 129; the kill, ib.; run-

ning to ground, ib. ; on scent, 130 ; the hunts-

man, 131 ; rules for the young huntsman,

132, 133; the whippers-in, 133, 134; points

of difference from stag-hunting, and fiom

hare-hmiting, 134; bag-foxes, 135; con-

sequences of a severe run, ib. ; necessity for

blood 135

Fractures in the dog, 650; in the horse 690

Fraudulent ovraers of race-horses 363

Free liver, treatment of tha 443—447

Frog of the horse's foot 691, 692

Frogs, used as baits in angling 233

Front piece, a portion of carriage harness 543

G.

Gadwall, the 73

Gaff used in fishing, 247; its use in salmon-

fishing 272

Gag-snaffle, the 396

Gallinule, characteristics of the 68

Gallop of the horse, 532; varieties of the 533

Galloping of the racing colt 34S, 366

Galloping exercises, in the training of race-

horses, 332—334 ; management of the gal-

lops 332—334

Galloway, its general habits 579

Galls of the saddle and collar 690

Gamb, on the praeervation of, 1; rearing of

naturally, 3; artificial rearing of, ib.; its

preservation from poachers, 4—7 ; its preser-

vation from vermin, 7 ; the different kinds

of vermin which is destructive of, 8—13 ; the

different modes of finding, 27; the kinds to

be hunted, 95 ; the red-deer, the fallow-deer,

the roebuck, and the fox, ib. ; the hare, and
the otter, 96; the stag, 106; the kinds to be

flovm at in fiilconry, 215; the various breeds

of dogs for finding, catching, killing, or re-

trieving, 565—574; (See DOGS.)

Game-laws, abstract of the, 13; abstract of

law enforcing shooting certificate, 15 ; abs-

tract of law permitting the killing of hares 15

Gamekeepers, duties of, 2, 3 ; their difficulties

with poachers, 7; then* assistants—the bull-

dog and the mastiff 573, 574

Games, 490 et seg. (See Kukal Games, &c.)

Gannet, the 73

Garlic 643

Gastric juice 560

Gastritis of the dog, 634; its treatment 635

of the horse 662

Gates, leaping of. 412

Geese, punt-shooting with 81

Generation, theory of 421

Gentlemen jockeys 376

Gentles, used as baits for angling 235

Gestation, period of, in the hind 83

Ghuznee, the racer, pedigree of 307

Giantess, the racer, pedigree of 299

Gid, or jack-snipe, natural habits of the 55

Gig for-boat-racing 475

Gig-harness 5*3

Gillies employed in deer-stalking 85

Gimp, used for fishing-tackle 233

Glanders, in horses, 682; cause of^ ib.; treat-

ment, 683; in man 685

Gloves used in hawking 21D

Gnats for fly-fithiog, 242; used as baits for

angling 235

Go-b}-, scoring for the 209

Godolphin Arabian, the celebrated horse, 279,

280; his descendants 281

God>rits, bar-tailed and block-tailed, natmal

habits of the 56

Golden eye, the 73

Golfing, game of 603

Goodwood race-course 372

Goose, the wild, 73; its different varieti-s,

the brent, the bemide, the bean, the Egj-p-

tian, and the white-fronted 73

Gorge-hooks, minnows mounted on, for baits,

237; used for bottom-fishing 252

Grace Darling, the racer, pedigree ot, 312; in-

and-in bred 424

Graining, the, 229; bottom-fishing for 249

Grass, turning the horse out to 588

{
Grasshoppers used as baits for angling 235

Gravitating stop of the gun 19

Grayling, characteristics of the, 228; bottom-

fishing for, 2G2; season for, 263 ; fly-fishing

for, 267; dipping for 267

Grease in horses, 683 ; symptoms of. 6!r4

Grcose-pot In archery 5(.ft
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Grebes, characteristics of the, 68; shooting of 71

Grey DoTimant, the racer, pedigree of. 301

Grey-hen, of the grouse variety 37

Grey-lag goose 73

Geethound, characteristics of the, 41 ; crosses

with the, 87; private coursing with the, 1-47;

feeding of the, 149; public coursing vnth

the, 153 ; speed of the, 153; his good work-
ing and killing povrers, 154, 155 ; his stout-

ness and physical powers, 156; his courage,

«6. ; his external form, »6.; his head, ib.;

his neck, chest, and back, 157 ; his hind-

quarters, 158; his fore-quarters, 159; his

colour, t6. ; his coat, 160; best mode of pro-

curing greyhounds, 160, 161; kennels for the,

16E; varieties of the modem greyhound, and
the characteristics ofeach breed,163—168; the

Newmarket breed, 163 ; the Lancashire, 164;

the Yorkshire, 165 ; the Smooth Scotch, 166;

the Rough Scotch, «6. ; the Wiltshire, 167

;

breeding of the, 168—185 ; selection of the

brood-bitch, 168; choice of the breed, 170;

the stallion, 171; useful observations respect-

ing the, 171, 172; list of celebrated stallions,

173; the bull-dog cross, 174; best age for

breeding, t"6 ; breeding in-and-in, 175; best

time for breeding, ib. ; management of the

brood-bitch, 175; duration of the period of

heat, 177; management of the bitch, 177;

during vt'helping, 173 ; of the whelps in the

Iie8t,t6.; the foster-nurse, 179 ; dew-claws,

»6.; weaning and choosing whelps, ib.; the

lodging, t6 ; the food, and regularity of feed-

ing, 180 ; choosing the whelps, ib. ; rcjiring

them, 181 ; the kind of food, 182 j relative

value and quality of the various kinds of

food, 183 ; to be supplied with bones, 184;

the hours of feeding, t6. ; the form of kennel

for the, ib. ; the amount of exercise necessary

for the, 184, 186; general treatment, ib.;

every puppy should have a kennel name,

185 ; breaking, kennelling, and entering, 135

et seq. ; the muzzle to be occasionally used,

186; bathing, tfc. ; the food, 187; the ken-

nel, 187,188; no physic required, 188; enter-

ing i6. ; old assistants v. young ones for the,

ib.; removal of fleas, ticks, &a, 189; worms
ib.; training, 190; to be classed, 191 ; indivi-

dual distinctions, 191 ; weighing, water, and

clothing at exercise, 192; training instruc-

tions, 192-196; dressing and friction, t6;

feeding and horse exercise, 193 ; amount of

work, and quantity of physic, 195 ; manage-

ment of the bitch in season, ib.
;

private

trials, 196 ; number ofcourses, ib. ; results, t6

;

treatment after the trial, 197 ; training, final

preparations, and running, ib.; food re-

ceipts, and short roles for training, 198, 199

;

travelling, 199; general management at the

meeting, 199, 200; the dog-cart, 199; the

705

slip-cloths, 200 ; treatment of injuries, 201

;

expenses of rearing and trainiiig, 201;
(See Coursing.)

Greyhound, Scotch, its general habits 588, 569
the English, 569; the Pereian, the

Grecian, the Turkish, the Russian, and the
Italian 570

Greyhounds, rules for the regulation, ot in

coursing 206—211
Grilse-fly, for fly-fishing „ ^. 244
Grooms, duties of 585
Grooms, for the racing stable, 360; employed
in hunting, 393; their wages, 399; character

of, and duties, 584, 585; their lodging
rooms 5g4

Ground, running to, 129; for coursing the hare,

149 ; necessary for training race-horses 325
Ground-bait, prepared for angling 236
Ground-birds, characteristics of. 27
Groundling, characteristics of the 25,0

Grouse, varieties and habits of, 37, 33; consist

of four species—the capercaillie, black-

game, the red grouse, and the ptarmigan,

37, 38; the black-cock, and grey-hen, 37|

(See Gbouse-shooting.)
Grouse-hackle, for fly-fishing „ 243

GKOUSK-snooTiXG, 37—48 ; dress and general

accoutrements for, 39; the gun and other

personal accessories, 40; selection and
management of the dog, 40; varieties of

pointers and setters, ii ; number of dogs

required, ib.j breaking to the gun, 43; man-
agemeut of the beat, 44; driving and stalk-

ing, 45 ; nso of the retriever, 45, 46 ; use of

the shooting-pony, 47 ; expenses of moors,

or shootings, t6.; general expenses of. 27, 48

Growth and decay of the race-horse 319

Grubs, used as baits for angling 235

Gudgeon, characteristics of the, 230; bottom-

fishing for 249

Gull, the 73

Gux, necessity of its use for destroying the

vermin which is destructive to game, 12;

the modes of using it, 17—26; general re-

marks on detonators as opposed to flint guns,

17; description of the, ib.; its component

parts, 16.; the barrel, t6. ; the breeching, 18;

the proving, 16. ; marks of the various prov-

ing houses, 16. ; the nipple, 19; the lock, 16.;

the stock, ib. ; the gravitating stop, or safety-

guard, ib. ; the ramrod, 16. ; double-barrels,

20; the elevated rib, ib; the breech-loadingf

gun, 16. ; weight and length of the, 21 ; range

ofgmis, 16.; choice of a, t6. ; trialof the, «6.;

cleaning ofthe, 22; accessories to the, 22, 23;

diiferent kinds and sizes of shots for the,

23; loading of the, 16.; prices of guns, 24;

management of the, ib. ; cocking and un-

cocking the, 25; breaking to the, 43; for

pheasant shooting, 63; for cock-shootingr,
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65; the duck-gun, 70, (See DUCK-GTJN); for

punt-shooting, 78, 79; the stancheon gun,

78, 80

Gun-cases, and their contents « 22

Gun-powder, on the preservation of, 22; its

manufacture and qualities, ib.; how to test

it, ib. ; its ingredients 22

Gutta-percha splints 6^0

Gwiniad, the 228

Gyr-falcon, its natural habits, 216 ; capture of

the 220

H.
Hack-hawk, a nestling hawk 21f

Hackles, mode of making the 2ii

Hacks, diSereut kinds of, 52-t ; the park hack,

525 ; the road hack, 626 mode of procur-

ing them, 527 ; saddlery for, ib. ; directions

for mounting and dismounting, 527—529,

538; (See Horse and ElDtXG.)

Hsemorrhcids, treatment of. 4i6
Haggard falcon, training and entering the.223, 224
Haggards, trapping the 220
Hair of the thoroughbred racer, 322 ; of ani.

mals in general 5B3

Half-bred steeplechaser , 3S6
Halter-casting, vice of 591

Hames, a portion cf carriage harness 543

Hampton race-course 372
Hand of man 554

Hand-over-hand swimming 516

Handicappcr at horse-racing 370

Handicaps, list of, 374; introduction of, 277;

evils of 278
Handrubbing to be practised in horse training 335

Hansom cab; the 540

Hare, tripping the, 209 ; turn of the 210

Hare-lug, for fly-fishing 242

Harehounds, how to procure them, 136; breed-

ing, 137; expenses of 142

Haeehuxting, 96, 136—146; points of differ-

ence from fox-hunting, 134; procuring the

hotmds, 136; duties of the huntsman, 133;

the whipper-in, 139; preparations for, i6.

;

finding the hare, ib, ; the run, 140 ; the check,

141; change of hare, 141; when hounds

divide, »6. ; the kill, i6. ; the expenses of. 142

Haees, abstract of law for permitting the

killing of, 15 ; instructions for the shooting

of, 54, 65 ; the Scotch hare, and the Irish

hare, 96; finding of, 139; private coursing

of, 147 et seq. ; several vnrieties of, i6. ; the

ground, &c.,for coursing, 149; public coursing

ofj 151; and its difference from private

coursing, 152 ; (6ee UUMTlNa, and COUKS-
1X0.)

Hare's ear, for fly-fishing 243

Barkaway, the racer, pedigree of, 289; bred

from out-crossing 426

Harlequin duck, the 73

Harness for match-trotting, 417; for different

kinds of carnages, 542—544; names of the

different portions, 543, 544; cost of 548

Harness horses, 544; breaking of 545

Harnessing and unharnessing, directions for 545

Hanier, characters of the 98, 99

Harriers, 136, 137; expenses of 142

Hany-longlegs, used as baits for angling 235

Ha\vker, CoL 50, 54, 58, 66; his remarks on the

duck gun, 70; his in\-isible approach in

wild-fowl stalking, 75; his decked punt,

76; his duck-gun, 78, 79; his plan for fir-

ing in an oval, 79 ; his spring s\vivel 73

Hattkixg, 215 et seq.; apparatus used in,

218, 219; names of various actions or pro-
cesses in, 220 ; modes of obtaining the hsiwks,
•6. ; and their general management, 221

;

hawking for herons, 224 ; for different kinds
of game, 225; expenses of 226

Hawks, varieties of, used in ftlconry, 216

;

the gj'r-falcon, the pereguae-falcon, and
the hobby, ib. ; the merlin, and the kestrel,

217; the sparrow-hawk, the kite, the buz-
zard, and the harrier, 218; technical terms
for the different parts of the hawk, 219

;

names given to, according to age, ib. ; train-

ing, 222-224; flying, 222, 225; entering to

the game, 223; (See Falcoxet A>>D KaA\-K-
INQ.)

Hay, for horses 586

Hay and straw 553

Head, of the greyhound, 153; of the thorough-

bred racer 320

Head-piece, a portion of carriage-harness 543

Head-over-heels swimming 521

Health of the brood-mare essential, 430, 431;

of the stallion 433

Hearst, the, in deer-stalking 82

Heart of vertebrate animals 555

of the dog, inflammation of the 634

of the horse, inflammation of the 662

Heat, duration of the period of, in the 'grey-

hound bitch 177

Heather-bleater, or common snipe 55

Heats in racing 366

Hector, the celebrated hound 87

Hedge-popping 26

Hedge-hog, on the preservation of game from
the 10

Hedging, principles of, in betting 369

Ileels-over-head swimming 521

lU'ight of the thoroughbred racer 320

Ilellebore, stinking 644

Hclperof the stable 685

llen-harricr, on the preservation ofgame from

the, 12; its natural habits 13

Hepatitis, in the dog, 636; itstreatment 637

Hereford race-course ~. 372

Hermes, the racer, pedigree of ~ 286
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Hernia in man, treatment of 455

Herod, the celebrated racer, 2S0
;
pedigree of.. 2d4

Heron, the, destructive of game, 13 ; its natu-

ral habits, 56, 213 ; the principal bird at

which the hawk is flown 215

Heron-hawking 224

Heronries, list of, in England 215

Hester, the racer, pedigree of. 313

Highflyer Mare, the racer, pedigree of 302

Hillmen employed in deer-stalking 85

Hills, ascent of, in hunting 409

Hind, the 82

Hind-legs ofvertebrate animals 552

Hind-quarter of the greyhound, 158; of the

thorough-bred racer 321

Hip, knocking down of the, in the horse 6S8

Hip-strap, a portion of carriage harness 544

Hob, used at quoits 510

Hobby, the, on the preservation of game from

the, 11 ; its natural habits, 216; trapping of

the 220

' Holding water, phrase of, in rowing 477

Holywell race-course 372

I

Home-rearing of young greyhounds 181, 184

Hoods used in hawking 218

i Hoof of the horse 691

'> Hoofs of animals 563

i Hook-s" ivels, used for fishing-tackle 233

I Hooks for fishing, 233; for bottom-fishing,

247 et seq.

• Hooper, 73 ; punt-shoofing at the 81

" Hop, step, and jump," training to 443

Horns, the distinguishing characteristics of

the deer 82

! HOESE, for huniing, 104; for racing. 275—441,

(SeeHxTsxiNO, Hoese-eacixg, and Race-

HOESES) ; abbreviations for describing the,

875; suited for steeple- chasing, 381—3S7;

for riding, 524; its accoutrements, ib.\ its

ordinary paces—walking, trotting, canter-

ing, &e., 530—533 ; its extraordinary move-

ments—stumbling, rearing, shying, kicking,

running away, backing, &c., 533—536; its

age shown by its teeth, 550, 551 ; its early

history and origin, 575 ; natural history of

the, 575; its general habits, «J.; varieties,

and different breeds of the, 575—579; the

English thoroughbred, 577; general ma-

nagement of the, 581—593; stabling for

the, 581—584; grooming, 5S4, 585; feeding,

686—588; water for the, 5S9; clothing, ib.;

dipping, &c., 590; stable vices, 590—592; de-

gree of stable warmth necessary for the,

592 ; list of medicines for the, 595, 606 ; mode

Of administering them, 612; diseases to

which the horse is liable, and their treat-

ment, 653, 654; accidents to the, 635—690;

breaks-do\%-n of the, 687 et seq. ; operations

on the, 690—693; bleeding, 690; shoeing,

691; anatomy of his foot ..« 691

INDEX. 707

TT .
I'ope

Horse-eierciseofthegrcThonnd I'j3

Horses foaled abroad, 366 ; of different coun-
tries 578

Horse-flesh, mode of dressing 198
HOKSE-EACING, 275-441; general remarks

on, 275; introduction of handicaps, ib.; on
the bad tendencies of, 276 ; tlie Derby, the

Oahs, and the St. Leger, 279; divisions of,

and horses employed in, 278 et seq. ; on the

thoroughbred race-horse, 279 et seq. ; list of

horses and mares from which our breeds

are chiefly derived, 2;0—2S2; tables of pedi-

grees of thoroughbred horses, 282—313, and
index thereto, 314, 315 (See Race-horse);

establishment of a racing stud, 323—325 ;

laws o4 and general rules for, 362—369;

race-meetings, 369—374; courses, 374;.

weight-for-age races, ib. ; scale of standard

weights, 375; abbre\iations used in racing

parlance, ib, ; the jockey club, ib. ; the riding

of races, 376, 377; jockeys, 376; hurdle-

racing, 37S; steeple-chasing, 379—389;

riding to hounds, 390—400; purchase and

management ofthe hunter, 401—412 ; match-

trotting, 413—117 ;
preparation of the rider

for, 418—420; principles and practice of

breeding for general racing purposes, 421

—

440; list of modem stallions, 436. (For de-

tails of each subject the reader is referred to

the respective articles.)

Horsemanship, female, 537; breaking in the

lady's horse, t6.
; general directions for hold-

ing the rein, moimting, &.C. 637, 638

H0U>T)S, and their management, 96—^99 ; the

various kinds of, 96 ; the blood-hound, ib. ;

the stag-hound, and fox-hound, 96, 97; the

harrier, and beagle, 93, (to each of which the

reader is referred) ; master of the, 101 ; the

huntsman, 102; the whipper in, and the

feeder, 103; the earthstopper, 104; kennel

management of, Cj.; for otter-huntingr,

143; riding to, 390—400 (5ee BlDlKQ to

H0U5DS.)
House-flies used as baits for angling 235

Housing, the domestic economy of the hawk. 221

Hovels, necessary for breediag race-horses

337—339

Hull, Mr., the pedestrian 442

Hull of the yacht *63

Hurable-bees, used as baits for angling 235

Humerus, of ve.tebrate animals 553

HCXTEES, 278; the thoroughbred, 390; the

ordinary hunter, 391 ; the weight carrj-ing

hunter, 392 ;
purchase and management of;

401—412; best mart for, 401; summering

of, 403; breaking and teaching, 404; con-

ditioning of, 405 ; singeing or clipping, ib.;

selection of, 406; general instructions fof

riding, leaping fences, 4c 407—412 ; stal-

lions suitable for producing — -.. 438
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HUATIXG, 95—U6; the game to be hunted,

95, (See Game) ; hounds and their manage-
ment, 96 et seq.\ the fox-hound kennel, 100;

the master and the men, 101; the huntsman,

102; the whipper in, 103; the feeder, ib.;

the earth-stopper, 101; the horses, ib. ; ken-
nel management, ib. ; stag-hunting, 106; fox-

hunting, Wbetseq ; hare-hunting, IZQetseq.;

otter-hunting, li2; (to each of which the

reader is referred.)

Hunting stable 399, 400

Huntingdon race-course 372

Huntsman, his general duties, 102, 103; his

duties in fox-liunting, 131 ; twelve useful

rules fer the, 132, 133; his duties In hare-
huutiug, 13S; and otter-hunting 143

Hurdle-racing, 27S, 378; its objects, and
horses used, 378 ; training, weights, and
com-ses, ib.; jockeys, 379; laws of 379

Kut, built for decoy-duck shooting 72

Hutchinson, CoL, his opinions on retrieving 46

I.

Ice for skating 522

liium, the 660

Impingof the hawk 222

In-and-in breeding of the greyhound, 175; of

the horse, 422; examples of success from,
423—426 ; comparison of with crossed stal-

lions 427
Indian com for horses 688

Indigestion in horses 679

Indolent free liver, treatment of the 447
Inflammation, different kinds of, 695; the

various diseases of dogs arising from, and
their treatment, 628—639; of the respiratory

organs, &c., of dogs, 631 et seq., of the organs
of sense, 630; of nutrition, 634 et seq. ; of the

kidney and bladder, 639; of the skin, ib. ; of

the organs of horses, 655—678 ; (See HOESES,
and Diseases.)

Intluenza, in dogs, 614; in horses „ 653

Injuries to greyhotmds, treatment of 201

Inside-edge, the figure of 3 in skating 523

Intestines of dogs, inflammation of the, 637;

and its treatment, !6. ; of horses 662

Intussusception, in dogs, 633; in horses 663

lolc, the racer, pedigree of 313

Ipswich race-course 372

Ireland, fish-rivers of, 272; race-courses of ... 374

Irish car, the 539

Iron-blue, the little, for fly-fishing 243

J.

Jack, characteristics of the ...» 229

Jack-daw, on the preservation of game from
the, 13 ; its natural habits 13

Jack-snipe, natural habita of the 55

Page
Jay, the, destructive of game 13
Jejunum, the „ sgQ
Jelly, for training the greyhound 198
Jerk, scoring for the, in coursing 209
Jesses, used in hawlung 22li

Jibbing, the nautical term 469
Jockey-club, 366; stewards of the, t6. ; rales

and regulations of the 375, 370
Jockeys, 360 ;

giving the leg, 361 ; rules for,

362, 363
; professional, 376 ; gentlemen, {6. ;

for hurdle-racing 37g
Joints used in fishing-tackle, 233 ; inflamma-

tion of the 673
Judcock, or Jack-snipe, natural habits of the 55
Judge, the, in coursing the hare, ISO; election

of at meetings, 203; his duties at race-

meetings 370

K.

Kelso race-course 372

Kennel, construction of the, 99—101; the soil
'

for the, and aspect, 99 ;
plan of the, for fox-

hounds, 100 ; management of hounds in, 104^

105; the first return of young hounds to the,

123; for greyhounds, 162, 184, 185; for the

public greyhound, 187; management of

the 162,139

Kestrel, the, on the preservation of game from

the, 12; its natural habits 12, 217

Kettles for fish-bait 247

Kicking, vice o^ In horses, 535; the stable-

vice of 591, 592

Kidneys, the 561

of the dog, inflammation of the 639

of the horse, inflammation of the 663

treatment of the 663

Kill, the, in fox-hunting, 129 ; in hare-hunt.

ing, 141

King Charles's spaniel 565

Kingston, the racer, pedigree o^ 294; bred

from out-crossing 427

Kite, on the preservation of game from the,

11; flown at in falconry 215

Kite-hawking 225

Knees, broken (187

Knight of St. George, in-and-in bred 424

Knighton race-course 372

Knocking down of the hip 683

Knot, natural habits of the 56

Knutsford race-course 373

Kousso, its medical properties „ 644

Lake-trout, the great, 228; fishing for 257, 260

Lampas, in the horse 657

Lamprey, and Lampem, the 231

Lanark race-course 372

Lancashire greyhound, the 1C3



Lancaster race-course 372

Landau and Landaulet, the 541

Landing-hook 247

Landing-net, 246; for pike 253

Land-rail, natural hahita of the, 53 ; shooting

the, ib. ; hawking for the 226

Lang, Mr., his gun, 20; prices of his guns 2-t

Lapwing, the 54

Lark-shooting 26

Larks flown at in falconry, 215; hawking for. 225

Larvje, used as baits for angling 235

, winged, for fly-fishing 243

Larynx, inflammation of the 631

Lavender, the racer, pedigree of 300

Laws relating to inland fisheries, 274; of cours-

ing, 202; of hjrse-racing, 362f<je?. ; ofhur-

die-racing, 379; of steeple-chasing, 3S8 ; of

match-trotting, -416; of cricket, 490—493;

{See ECTLES.)

Leading of young greyhounds 185

Leamington race-course 372

Leap-frog swimming 521

Leaping, training man for 443

Leaping of fences, 407—412; variations in 409, 411

Leaping-pole, use of the 442

Leash, used in hawking 219

Ledger-baits, for pike-fishing .' 254

Leg, giving the ^.„.. 361

Legs of greyhounds, injuries of the 20]

of the horse, and inflammation of the,

665; treatment, t6. ; bleeding in the 690

Leicester race-course 372

Leith race-course 372

Leominster race-course 372

Lewes race-course 372

Lice In the horse's tail, and on his body 685

Lichfield race-course 372

Ligaments of horses, inflammation of the 677

Limbs of dogrs, fractures of the, 650; of horses 690

Lincoln race-course 372

Lines for fisting, 232 ; reel, and silk and hair

mixed lines, «6. ,- the foot-length, 233 ; ac-

cessories to the line, ib. ; for bottom-fishiug

247 ei scq.

Linseed for horses 5*S

Lisette, the racer, 281 ;
pedigree of 298

Little Folly, the racer, pedigree of 302

Little stint, the 73

Liver of th^dog, iiflammation of the 636

of the horse, inflammation of the 663

Liverpool race-course 372

Loach, characteristics of the, 230; bottom-

fishing for 248

lAjading the gun, instructions for, 23 ; rules to

be observed for preventing accidents from 24

Loading spoon, and loading of the stancheon-

gun ,..^ 80

Lob-worms, used as baits for angling 2?4

Lock, of the gun, 19 ; its manufacture, and the

yarioos parts thereof »....~ 19

INDEX. 709

Locked-jaw, in horses 656
Locomotion, artificial modes of, 512; swim-
ming, 512—521; and skating, 621—524; rid-
ing, 524—538; driving 539-^548

Lodging of young gi-eyhounds 179
London barrel-proving, marks of „ 18
Long-stop, at cricket 495
Losing ground at the start, rules respecting ... 211
Lotions, for dog or horse 604, 613
Louisa, the racer, pedigree of „ 313
Ludlow race-course 372
Luna, the racer, pedigree of 301
Lunging the racing-colt 343
Lungs, of the dog, inflammation of the ...632, G33

of the horse, inflammation of the 657
Lure, used in hawking, 219; its utility 223

Lying-down, vice of in horses 535

M.
Mad-dog, the 628

Maggots, used as baits for fishing, 235 ; mode
of obtaining and scouring them, ib. ; in the

horse's skin 685

Magpies, flown at in falconiy „.. 215

Maiden-horse, in racing 362

Maize for horsss 588

Making a book 368

Mallard, natural habits of the 67

Mallenders - 661

Malton race-course _ 373

Mammalia, the 549, 575

Matt general training, of, for pedestrianism,

running, leaping and other purposes, 442,

443—453; treatmentof the free liver, 445; of

the indolent, 447 ; of the over- studious, 448

;

training for walking, 449; for running,

450 ; reduction of fat in, «6. ; sweating, 450,

451; his diet, 451, 452; treatment of acci-

dents, or ailments that occur to him in train-

ing, 453—457 ; natural history and anatomy

of, 549 et seq. ; hand of, 554; glanders in 685

Management of hounds, 96 et seq. ; coiusing

meetings, &c., 200 etseq.; (see pasrinu)

Manchester race-course ~..... 373

Mane and tail, of the thoroughbred racer 323

Mange, in dogs, 646 ; different kinds o^ 641

;

treatment of 641

in horses, 631 ; cause of, and treatment 681

Manors, incloseti, for sporting, on the choice

to be made of; 1 ; contracts for taking 3

Manton, Joseph, the gunsmith .... 20

March-brown, for fly-fishing 243

Mares, from which our thoroughbreds are

descended, 425, 430; (S'ee Brood mares.)

Margrave mare, the racer, pedigree of 312

Mariner's compass „.„..466, 467

Mark Anthony, the racer, pedigree of.....» 285

Marsh and fen shooting snipes, bitterns,

heious, SlC >._._..5&—68
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Marsliworms. used as baits for angling 234

Martingale, used in hunting 396

Master of apackof I'ox-hounds, 101; his duties

in fox-hunting 126

Mastiff, Ms general habits 573

Malch-carts 417

Matchem.theceleurated racer, 230; his ances-

tors, 2B1; pedigree of. 284

Matches, tor coursuig, 207 ; in horse-racing... 362

M.itch-trotting, 273, 413—117: description of

trotting matches, 413; the match trotter and

rider, 415 ; the course, 416 ; laws and per-

fortnances of, ib. ; training for, ib. ; maich-

carts and harness 417

Materia Medica, the phrase 594

Materials for fly-making, &c! 239; {see passim.)

Matilda, in-and-in-bred 423

Mation, the racer, pe igree 6f 301

Maw-worm, the, 642 ; remedies for the 643

May-flies used as baits for angling, 235 ; for

fly-fishing 243

Mayhew's treatment of distemper 618

Meat, various modes of dressing, 198; (See

rooD.)

Medicine for the hawk 222

MKnciXES, their application to pathology,

504 ; ibr the dog and horse, and their modes

of administi-ation, 613, 596—613, GlietscQ.;

alteratives and anodyres. 596 ; antispas

modics and aperients, -597; astringents, 598;

blisters, 599; caustics, 600; charges or ad-

hesive plasters, cordials, demv\lcents, and

diaphoretics, 601 ; digestives, diuretics, em-
brocations, and emulsions, 602 ; emetics,

expectorants, and febrifuges, 603; clysters,

lotions, ointments, and stimulants, 604

;

stomachics, styptics, and tonics, 605 ; worm
medicine^for the dog, 605; for the horse ... 606

MEEXIXGS, for coursing, 199, 202 et seq.; ori-

gin of, 202 ; coursing clubs, ib. ; open meet-

ings, ib. ; committees ofmanagement for, 203

;

election ofjudge, ib. ; duties of the different

stewards, ib.; rules for the g-uidance of the

committees at, 206—211 ; rales for the deci-

sion of the courses, 296, 209 ; horses suited

for second rate ones, 324 ; places of, for

steeplechasing, 338 ; for archery 509

Megrims 656

Mercury, the racer, peiligree of 2'-'5

, the figure in skati' g 523

Merlin, on the preservation of game from the,

11 ; its characteristics, 12; its natural ha-

bits, 217; trapping of the 220

Mesh of nets, limits of size of the 274

Metac;irpus of vertebrate animals bit

Metatarsus of vertebrate auimals 552

Mewing of the hawk 222

MevvB, used for falconry ; 219

Mill, a swimming trick 521

Minnows, their cl.aracteristics, 229 ; ased as

Page
baits for angling, 236 ; mounted on gorge-

hooks, 237; mode of procuring and pre-

serving them, 238; bottom-fishing for, 247,

250; used in trout-fishing 25

Misfortune, the racer, pedigree of 30

Miss Hervey, the racer, pedigree of 30

Miss Ranisden, the racer, 281 ;
pedigree of...

Miss Sophia, the racer, pedigree of

Model yachts 462

Molly Longlegs, the racer 281

Molten gi-ease, in horses 654

Moor-hen, characteristics of the 68

Mooring the yacht, process of 469
.

Moors, on the choice to be made of for shoot- i

ing, 1, 2 ; number of dogs required for the, "

42; expenses of the, for grouse shooting, 47, 48

Mordants for dyeing fly-making feathers 21fl

Moths used as baits for angling 23.'i

Mould shot :3

Moulting of hawks, terms used in, 220, 22::

Mounting and dismounting the riding horse,

527—529, 538

Mouth of the horse, examination of the, 365

;

inflammation of the 656

Mouthing-bit of the racing colt 344

Mudboard, used in punt-shooting .- 78

Muscles of horses, inflammation of the 675

Muscular system of vertebrate animals ... 554, 555

Mustelina, or weasel kind, mode of trapping

the „ 9

Mutton, for greyhound, miode of dressing 198

Muzzle lor young preyhotmds, 186; adopted

in the traluing of hoi'ses 333

N.

Nails of animals

Names, alphabetical list of, for dog-hounds,

120—122; rule for the alteration of

National Coursing Ciub, laws of coursing

framed by the

Natural histoiy of the principal animals used

by man in rm-al sports, 549 et seq.; (See

AX1MAI.S.)

Nautical terms used in yacht-sailing, &c
Navel of the horse, iiipture of the

Navicular bone of the horse's foot »
Neck of the greyhound, 153; of the thorough-

bred racer

Neck-vein of the horse, bleeding in the

Needle-worm, the

Neri-es, inflammation of the

NerWng the horse

Nervous system,' the

Net, landing

Newcastle race-course

Newcastle (Statfordsliire) race-course ....

Newfousdland-dog, ita general habits ,

563

206

201

467

693

691

320

690

679

655

693

549

246

372

373

572



375

163

373

373

238

244

511

19

Kewmarket, the race-course at, 372; abbre\-ia-

tions for the racing parlance of

Nevnnarket greyhound, the

Newport race-course ~

Newton race-course -

Newts, used as baits for angling ••••

Night-flies, mealy white, and mealy brown,

for fly-fishing

Ninepins

Nipple of the gun

Nominations of race-horses 363

Norman horse, its general habits 676

Northampton race-course 3/3

Nose-band, a portion of carriage-harness 543

Nottingham cottage cart ^"^

Nottingham race-course 3/3

Nutrition, organs of, 559-562; the food best

calculated for, 501 ; inflammation of the or-

gans of, in the dog, 634 et seq. ; in the horse 662

0.

Oak-fly, for fly-fishing - 242

Oaks, the race so called 27/

Oars, 474; management of the, in boat-racing,

478, 479; feathering and keeping time, 481;

(See B0AT-KAC1^G, and Otjteiggees.)

Oats and beans for tha stable 587

Observations, penalty for making, in coursing 205

Ointments, for dog or horse • 604

On-and-ofi"jumping, in hunting 411

Operations on the dog, 651, 652; on the horse 690

Ophthalmia of the dog, 630; of the horse ...... 667

;
Organs of circulation and respiration, &')5-559;

of nutrition and depuration, 559-1J62; of

reproduction, and of sense 562

. Inflammation of the organs of sense in

the dog, 630; of respuation, 631 et seq. ; and

of nutrition 634 et seq.

. inflammation of the organs of nutrition

in the horse 662

Orlando, in-and-in bred ~— ^3

Orville, peculiarities of his breed 434

Qsprey, on the preservation of game firom the,

11; its natural habiu H
Oswestry race-course 3i3

Otter, on the preservation of game from the,

10; its natural habits, and the mode of

trapping it " 1^ ^^

Otter-hounds ^^

Otter-hunting, 142—146; the otter and its

haunts, 142 ; implements for, ib. ; the hounds,

143; the huntsman, ib.; the hunt, ib.; the

run, 144, 145; dress for, 146; the expenses... 146

Out-crossing the blood, examples of 426, 427

Outrigger sculling boat *72

Outrigger rowlock ^'^

Outiiggers, the pair- oared, 474; the four-

oared, t6.; the eight-oared *7o

INDEX. /U
Page

"

Page
Outside edge, in skating 523, 52-4

Over-marking, the effect of, in horse-training 331

Over-reaching, habit ofi in horses 6S8, 689

Overstudious man, treatment of the 447

Owl, the bam, on the preservation of game

from the, 13; its natural habits 13

Oxbird, the 73

Oxford race-course 373

Oyster catcher, the „......«~~.. 73

P.

Paces, ordinary, of a horse in riding, 530—5.33;

extraordinary 533—538

Packs of fox-hounds, number of kept for fox-

hunting, 114; best mode of obtainmg, 118;

breeding of ^''

Pad, a portion of carriage-harness 543

Paddling, in boat-racing 478

Paisley race-course — •••• 373

,
242

640
Palmers, mode of making the

Palsy

Pancreatic juice, the ~.^60, 561

Papillon, the racer, pedigree of 299

Parasites in the horse's skin 685

Park-hack, the '
- ^^.5

Park-palings, leaping of ~ —• ^^'

Parr, characteristics of the ~ 223

Partridge, the, diseases to which it is subject,

and their remedies, 4; varieties and habits

of the, 49 ; the common partridge, t6. ; the

red-legged partridge, ib. ; flown at in falcon-

Pamidg7-hrwking.\\\ZZ.\"l*."."...il5, 225,226

PAETRIDGE-SHOOTIXG, 49 et seq.; best kmd

of dogs for, and number required, 50; re-

trieving, and dress, ib. ; management of the

beat, ib. ; on highly presened turnip-land,

61 ; on the wheat-lands, ib. ; on mixed farms,

52 ; expenses of

Parturition, diseases of, 648; process of

Pasquinade, the racer, pedigree of

Passage-hawks, capture of -

Passaging, a feat of horsemanship ~

Pastern-bone of the horse's foot ~

Pastes, prepared for angling -

Pathology, general principles of, 594; defini-

tions of terms, and arrangement of diseases 594

.27,53

64S

313

221

536

691

236

591
Pa>\-ing, the stable-vice of

PEDE5TBIAXISM, and the general training of

man, 442—453; desciiplion o^ 442; quick

walking, and running, ib.; walking-

matches, it.; difi"erent modes of leaping,

443; general training for pedestrian and

other purposes, 444 etseq. ;
management and

diet, 449 et seq. ; treatment of accidents that

occur in training
*

Pedigrees of the most celebrated thoroughbred

racer*, ieO, --sai-ala; iudox to UiO 31*
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Pelham ^95

Pelv-isof vertebrate animals 552

Penalties in coursing, 205, 206, 211 ; for in-

fringing the laws relating to our inland

fisheries 274

Perch, characteristics of the, 230; bottom-

fishing for, 251; season for 251

Peregrine falcon, 11 ; its natural habits, 216;

capture of the, 220; (See Falcon.)

Peritonitis of the dog, tieatment of 637

Persian horse ^"^

Perth race -course 373

Pewet, habits of the ^*

Pewet, the racer, pedigree of 300

Phaetons, 5-11 ; harness for 544

Pheasajsts, diseases to which they are sub-

ject, and the remedies, 4; natural habits of,

58; flown at in falconry, 215; hawking for 226

PHEASAN-T-SnooTiXG, 68—63; best dogs for,

58; and number re quii-ed, 59; breaking the

spaniel for, 59 ; various kinds of; 60, 61 ; the

battue, 61, 62; dress and gun for 63

Phenomenon, the racer, pedigree of. 286

Phryne, the racer, pedigree of 309

Phth-.sis of dogs 634

Phihisis Pulnionalis of horses 661

Physic, quantity of, for the greyhound, 195;

necessary in training, 323 ; for the racing

foal, 342; for the racing colt, 347, 356; (See

Medicisies.)

Physicking the horse ^^2

Pigeon trap-shooting 26

Pigeons, tame, penalty for shooting, 16 ; flown

at in falconiy 215

Pike, characteristics of the, 229 ; bottom-fish-

ing for, 252, 253 ; season for, 254 ; different

modes of tishing for 255

Pintailed duck, the 6"

Plasters for dog or horse 601

Plate, definition of, in horse-racing 362

Plates for the horse's feet 693

Plaj-iug the salmon 271

Pleniiiotentiary, the racer, pedigree of 288

Pleurisy in dogs, 632 ; its treatment 633

- horses, 657 ; treatment of 653

Plovers, the great plover, the golden plover,

and the grey plover, natural habits of the, 53, 56

Plunging, vice of, in horsos 535

Plymouth race-course 373

Pneumonia in dogs, 632; its treatment 633

in horses, 657; Ireatmentof. 653

Poachers, on the preservation of pame from, 4

;

the London poachers, 5; the poaching gent.,

ib. ; the regulorrural poacher, ib. ; the poach-

ing labourer, ib. ; the various tricks of. 7

Pochard, characteristics of 'he 67

Pointer, breaking of the, 28; its general ha-

bits, 666; the Spanish pomter, 566, 567; the

mcdern English pointer 56/

Pointing, setting, or standing 32

Fuse
Points, definition of, in coursing 206

Points, those which are essential in the tho-

roughbred racsr 319

Poisoning of winged vermin 13

Pole-cat, preservation of game from the 9

Pollan, the 229

PoUy, the racer, pedigree of 299

Pomegranate bark 644

Pond-shooting 67-72

Pony, use of the, for gnrouse-shooting 47

the Shetland 579

Poodle, its general habits 673

Pope, characteristics of the, 230 ; fishing for... 251

Popping crease, at cricket .». 491

Post match, in horse-racing 362

Posts -and rails, leaping of 411, 412

Potatoes for horses 588

Pottering, a vice in the pointer 35-

Pouch, in arohety •• 505

Powan, the 228

Powder for punt-guns, 60 ;
(See GUNPOWDEE.)

Powder-flask, the 23

Pregnancy in racing mares, duration of. 340

Preparations of the grej'hound 192—197

Preparations in training the racing colt... 350—353

for the half-bred steeple-chaser 387

Preservation of game from poachers, 4—7;

from vermin • 13

Preserves, on the selection of, 1; for fishing ... 274

Preserving of bait-worms 234

Priatn, the racer, in-and-in bred 423

Prices of guns 24

Pricking of the horse's foot in shoeing 689

Prima Donna, the racer, pedigree of 311

Primates, the 575

Primer, new species of, for duck-guns 70

Principessa, the racer, 231 ;
pedigi-ee of 298

Produce-stakes, rules respecting 207

Proving of the gun, 18—21; marks of the va^

nous proving houses *°

Prunella, the celebrated racer 282

Ptarmigan, one of the fo'or species of the

grouse, 38; its characteristics • 38

Pulse of vertebrate animals 556

Pumiced feet of horses 668

Punt-shooting, of wild-fowl, 76—81 ; the old

Poole-punt, and the decked punt, 76; acces-

sories, 77; management of the punt and

gun, 78 ; staucheon-gun punt-shooting ... 78, 81

Punts chiefly used in the south, and also in

the salt-water lochs of Scotland 82

Puppies; (Sec WHELPS.)

Purgatives for the horse and dog 597

Puzzle-peg, use of the, in dog-breaking 35

Q.

Quail, natural habits of the

Quail-shooting

Qualifications in horae-racing

53

53

365
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Queen of Trumps, the racer, pedigree of, 304;

bred from out-crossing 427

Quittor, tlie disease of; in horses 689

Quiver, in archery 505

Quoits, game of, 510; quoit and hob 510

R.

Kabbit-eonr?ing, 214; mode of condncting it,

and the chief localities where carried on ... 214

Ribbit-shooting 54, 65, 06

Babbits, hawking for 226

in warren, private property 16

Babies 628

Bace-courses of Great Britain, description and

length of the 370—374

Kace-horse, definition and origin of the

thoroughbred, 279 ; chief roots of our best

horses, ib. ; early introduction of eastern

horses, ib. ; list of horses and mares from

which our breeds are chiefly derived, 280—

284; tables of pedigrees of the most cele-

brated thoroughbred horses, 282, 284—313;

and index thereto, 314, 315 ;
powers and uses

of the modern race-horse, 316; his present

speed, ib. ; his size and shape, ib. ; his early

maturity incompatible with durability, 317;

has not degenerated, ib. ;
general remarks

on, 318; the thoroughbred intended for

racing only, ib.; his essential points, purity

of blood, external form, colour, skin, hair,

&c., 319—322 ; his mane and tail, 323 ; va-

rieties in his form, ib. ; rearing of, versus

purchase, t6. ; training of, 325—:336; ex-

amination wliile training, 326; breeding,

337—342 ; breaking, 342—346; stables, Ac,

for the, 342; training of the two-year old

colts, 347—354; of the ihrce-year old, 354—

357; exercise boys, head grooms, and jockeys

for the, 358—361 ; expenses of breeding and

training ^^^

Eace-horses, produced from in-and-in-breed-

ing 423—425 ; stallions adapted for produc-

. „ 438
i°S

Bace-meetings, 369-374; the committee and

officials, 369, 370; the race-courses 370—374

Baces, riding of, 376, 377; amateur ones 419

Rachel, the racer, 281, 283; pedigree of 298

Racing, in ail its branches, 275—483 ;
Hoese-

t?^cixg, 275—441; hukdle-racixo, 378;

Steeple-chasing, 379—389; Pedestri-

ANISM, 442—453; AQUATICS, and Yacht-

racing, 458—489; (to each of which the

reader is referred.)

Racing parlance, abbreviations in 375

Back and manger 581

Rackets, game of ~ ~.~ 502

Eadcliffe race-course 373

Bodius, of vertebrate animals 654

Raking of thehorse's bowels 091
Ramrod of the gun ifl

Range, to be carefully taught, in dog-break-
ing 31

Range of guns 21

Ranter, Mr. Kandell's, pedigree of. 212
Ranthos, the racer, pedigree of 284
Rat, on the preservation of game from the,

and the mode of destroying it 10

Rataplan, in-and-in bred 423

Raven, on the preserv-ation ofgame from tlio,

13; its natural habits 13

Rearing, vice of, in horses 534

of young foxhounds, 120; of the

greyhound, 201 ; of the young hawks, 221;

of racers, v. purchase 323—323

Reading race-courso 373

Red-deer, their characteristics and habits, 82,

83 ; their timidity, ib. ; their haunts, i6. ; hunt-

ing the, 95, 108; finding the, ib.; the fixed

periods of hunting the, 109; hunted the same
as the carted deer, t6. ; expenses of, ib.

j
(Se«

Deer.)

Red-grouse, exclusively a British bird, 38;

natural habits of the 38

Red-iiouse at Battersea, pigeon-shooting at the 26

Red-legged partridge, the 49

Red-spinner, for fly-fishing 243

Red-worms, used as baits for angling 234

Redshank, the 73

Reel-lines, for fishing —....„ 232

Reform of the turf 277

Regattas for sailing vessels, 469; for boat-rac-

ing 487

Reins, management of the, in riding, 529, 530,

537; ditto in driving, 547; a portion of har-

ness 5i3, 544

Remedies for vices, &c, in horses 533—536

Reproduction, organs of 6C2

Respiratory organs, 556—558; chemical agen-

cies of the, 659; inflammation of the 631

Restoratives, external 1*^

Resuscitation of a drowning person 520

Retrievers, 36; their use in grouse-shooting,

45 ; characteristics of, 46, 47 ; breaking of,

69; different breeds of. 572, 573

Retrieving, instructions in the practice o^ 36,

in partridge-shooting 30

Rheumatic fcver in dogs 626

Rheumatism, treatment of 456

in horses, 675, C70; treatment 670

Rib, elevated, of the gun 20

Ribs, fractures of the 650

Richmond race-course 373

Rickets, 640; treatment of 646

Riding over the dog, in courting 211

Rider, for horse-racing and hunting, prepara-

Uons of the - 418—420

Riders of the steeple-chase 3Sd

RiDiXG, 524—538; the riding hack and its ac-
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coutrements, 524; the park liaoU, 525; the

roid hack, 526 ; mode of procuring them,

527; accoutrements and aids, ib.; mount-

-ing and dismounting, 527—529; manage-

ment of the seat and reins, 529, 530 ;
the or-

dinary paces of a horse, walking, trotting,

cantering, and galloping, 530—533; miU-

tary style of, 532; extraordinary move-

jnents—stumbling, rearing, shying, &c.,

533—536; the ride, 536; female horseman-

ship
537,638

Hiding to Hounds, 278 3«o—411; general

remarks on, 390; the moroughbred, the ordi-

nary, and the -weight-carrymg hunter, 390

—393; saddlery for, 394—396; dress and

aids, 396; the covert-hack, 397; the grooms.

&c.,'398; the hunting-stable, 399. 400; pur-

cliaseand management of the hunter, 401

il2; getting across-country, 406; gene-

ral instructions in riding, leaping fences,

ditches, &c., 407—412; (See HUNTESS and

Hunting.)

Hiding of races 376, 377

Kifles, choice of in deer-stalking, 85; great

improvements in, ib. ; the revolving rifle, ib.;

the breech-loading rifle ^^

the best double, price of. 24

Rigging of tho yacht, 459 ; of tha cutter ...460, 461

Eing-bone

Ringed plover, the

Kings of the stable

Ripon race-course

Rival, the racer, pe^Ugree ot

Eiver and pond - shootiag, 67 — 72; birds

found on livers and ponds - the wUd

duck, the veidgeon, the coot, &c., 67—69,

(See Birds); the btst dog for, 69; duck

guns and accessories, 70; duck -shoot-

ing, 71 ; building the hut for, 72; the dress

for

River-bathing, and swimming

Rivers of Great Britain, 272; the salmon-

rivers, ib. ; the trout and grayling rivers,

273; the bottom-fishing rivers

Roach, characteristics of, 229; bottom-fishmg

for, 2 13, 249 ; fly-fishing for

Road-hack, tha

Roaring, 65S; treatment of.

Rochester and Chatham race-course ."•••

Rods used for fishing, 233; for bottom-ff-sh-

ing, 247 et .c?.; for fly-fishing, 264; for

=' ... 269
salmon -fislnng

Roobuok, natural habUs of the, 83; hunting

of the, 95, 103; {See Red Debr.)

Roller, a portion of carriage harness o**

Rook-shooting ;

Books flown at in falconiy, 215 ;
haWkim

Round-hone disease

Round-bone ofthe horse, strain of the ..

Bound-worm, tho, 642, 679 ; remedies for the. 6i3

673

, 73

,
5>2

373

, 303

514

273

266

526

659

373

Page
Rounders, game of. 500

Roving, in archery ^09

Rowels, use of ^^^

Rowing, 472, 475 et seq.; (See BOAT-EACING.)

Ruby, the racer, peiigree of 313

Riidd, characteristics of the, 229; bottom-fish-

ing for 249

Rudder of the yacht -•• 459

Ruff, natural habits ofthe, 56; characteristics

ofthe, 230; fishing for 251

Rufina, the racer, pedigree of 313

Rufter-hood, used in hawking 218

Rules for private coursing,151; for the guidance

of committees at meetings, 204, 211 ; for tha

decision ofcourseB,204,207,211 ; forhorse-rao-

ing 362 et seq. ; for betting at races, 366 ; of

steeple-chasing, 388; of yachting, 468—471;

for boat-racing, 487; of archery meetings,

509; (See Laws.)
Run, Beckford's description of a, 115—117;

in fox-hunting, 128; consequences of a

severe run, 135; in hare-hunting, 140; in

otter-hunting ^^ ^*^

Running of racing-colts, 353, .354 ; training the

pedestrian for, 442, 450 et seq. ; at cricket

Running away, vice of, in horses 535

Running the fox to ground 129

Running free, the nautical term 469

Rupture, treatment of ^^

Ruptures at the navel of horses 693

RUKAL-GAMES, and out-doorAmusements, 490

ttseq.; games played at ball, 490; cricket,

490 499; minor games—foot-ball,499

;

bowls, and rounders, 500 ; fives, 501 ;
rackets,

and tennis, 502; golfing, 503; miscellaneous

games—archery, 504—510; quoits, and skit-

tles, 510; curling, 511; artificial modes of

locomotion—swimming, 512-521; skating,

521—524; riding, 524—538; driving 539—5S

Rural sports, natural history of the principal

animals used by man in, 549 et seq.
;

(.<fe«

AHIMALS.)

491

s.

for. 22.-)

673

686

Sabine's snipe .

5S

Saddle, a portion of carriage-harness 543

Saddle-galls
^^^

Saddle-room, the 583

Saddler, the, in-and-in bred — *2*

Saddlery, for training race-horses, 328; for

riding to hounds, 394; tho bridle, 394, 395;

the breast-plate, the marUngale, &c 396

Safe-guard, in-and-in brad *'*

Safety-guard ofthe gun ^^

Sailing and sails ofthe cutter 460, 461, 462

Sailing of yachts, &c., 466-469; the mariners

compass, 466, 467 ; nauticel terms, 467 j
rules
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and regulations for, 463, 469; rej^attas for,

469; yacht clubs, and their roles for sailing,

470, 471

Saline matter of the animal body 559

Salisbury race-course 373

Sallenders 664

Salmon, characteristics of the, 227 ; bottom-

fishinjr for, 261 ; fishing for, with the worm,

262; fly-fishing for, 269 ; casting, 270; play-

ing, 271; nseofthegaflffor 272

Salmon-flies, for fly-fishing, 244; instructions

for making the different varieties 244, 245

Salmon-rivers of Great Britain 272

Salmon and trout rivers of Scotland 272

Salmon-roe, a favourite bait for trout-fishing,

234,233; the paste 236

Salt-water wild-fowl, 73—31; (See AVild-

FOWL.)
Sandbach race-course ..« 373

Sandcrack, the 669

Sandpipers, 68, 73; the green sandpiper, 63;

the wood sandpiper, and the common sand-

piper 69

Santonins 643

Scaup-duck, the 73

Scent, general remarks on 130

Schooner, for yachting 465

Scoiing points in coursing, rules of. 209

Scoring table, used in archery 506

Scotch greyhound, the smooth, 166; the rough 166

Scoter, the 73

Scotland, salmon and trout rivers of 272

Scouriogof bait-worms, 234; of maggots 235

Sculling, 472, 475 et ieq.; (See BOAT-KAC-

ISG.)

Sculls for boat.racing 473

Sea-trout, the 227

Sea-trout flies 246

Seat and reins, managemeut of the, in riding

629, 537

Secretary, at race-meetings 369

Seedy toes of horses 668

Selling stalces, at horse-racing 365

Sense, organs of; 562; inflammation of the,

630 et seg.

Setter, breaking of the, 28 ; selection of the, for

grouse-shooting, 40; varieties of the, 42;

its superiority in grouse-shooting, 43; its

general habits, 565 ; the Irish and Russian

setter 566

Setting, or standing, 32; adopted in horse-

race training 333

Setting pole, used in pnnt-shooting „ 77

Sewen, the 227

Sexes of racing colts often separated 350

Shaft-tug, a portion of carriage-harness 543

Sheep-hurdles, leaping over 411

Sheldrake, the 73

Shepherd's dog, its general habits 568

Shetland pony, the. ......~ 579
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Shiflnal race-course 373

Shoe, used in hunting _ 390

Shoeing, of the racing colt, 343. 349 ; pricks

in, 689; skill required In shoeing the

horse, 691 ;
practice of; 692 ; varieties of shoe,

692, OSS

SHOOTirro, general instructions for, 1 et teq.
;

selection of preserve for, 1 ; on the choice of

a moor, t6. ; duties of a gamekeeper, 2 ; abs-

tract of the game-laws for the regulation

of; 13—16; the gun, and the mode of using

it, 17—26; materials for, 22 et seq. ; the dress

for, 24; learning to shoot, 25; cocking and

uncocking, ib. ; shooting sitting, t6 ; shoot-

ing flying, i6.; hedge-popping, 26 ; pigeon-

trap shooting, t6. ; shooting of swallows,

rooks, and larks, tfi. ; dog-breaking for open

shooting, and the different modes of finding

game, 27—36; grouse-shooting, 37—48;

partridge shooting, 49 et seq.; of quails,

landrails, plovers, and dotterels, 53; of pee-

wits, bustards, hares, and rabbits, 54;

marsh and fen shooting, 55—58; covert

shooting, 58—66; pheasant-shooting;, 58

et seq. ; cock-shooting, 64; hare and rabbit

shooting, 65; river and pond-shooting,

67—72; salt-water wild-fowl shooting,

73—81 ; deer shooting, or stalking, 82—94;

(See Gun.)

with bow and arrow, 504 et tej-i

target, and butt-shooting, 507, 508; flight,

clout, and cross-bow-ehooting, 509; (See

Akcheet.)
Shooting certificate, abstract of law for cn-

forcing,.15; wild-fowl may be shot without

certificate " "
Shooting-glove, in archery 5C8

Shot, difi"erent kinds and sizes of; 23; for

duck-guns, 71 ; for punt-guns «....~..

Shot-pouch, the 28

Shoulder of the horse, lameness of the, 676;

strain of the 685, 688

Shoulder-blade, of vertebrate animals 553

Shoulder-gun punt-shooting 76—78

Shouldering, vice of, in horses 535

Shoveller, the ^
Shrewsbury race-course 373

Shrimp-paste, prepared for angling 236

Shrimps, used as baits for angling - »*

Shying, vice of, in horses 534, 5»

Signal-halliards, of the cutter
""

SUk and hair mixed lines, for fishing

Singeing of horses •• "

Sit-fasts, in horses ~....-

Sitting, shooting while in the position of

SKATINO, 521—524 ; the 8kate^ 621 ;
the dresa,

622 ; the ice, ib. ;
general instructions in, 52^

623; the ontside-edge, the Dutch-roll, the

figure of 8, the mercury, and the inside and

outside edee backward, 523, 534; quadriUes,

8a

81

4(19

... zay

... 990
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and other movements, 524; general pre-

cautions £24

Bkeleton of vertebrate animals, and its dif-

ferent pa-ts 550—554

Skin of the greyhound, injury of iVie, 199; of

the thoro'-bred racer, 322 ; functions of the 562

of the dog, inflammations of the 639

of the horse, diseases of the, 664;

parasites in the 685

Skittles, game of 510, 511

Skye terrier, its general habits « 571

SUp-cloths ..- 198

Slip-steward, his duties 203

Slipper, his duties in coursing the hare 150

Slot, age of the deer known by tlie 82

Small-pox in dogs 627

SnaflSe, double-ringed, a portion of carriage-

harness 543

Snaffle-bridle, the 3S5, 396

Snap-bait, for pike-fishing 254, 255

Snigging for eels 256

Snipes, the great or solitary snipe, the com-

mon, the jack, the brovm, and the sabine

snipe, 55 ; their natural habits, ib. ; the

summer snipe „ » 69

Snipe-shooting, 55, 57; dogs used in, 57;

dress for, ib. ; water-proof boots for, ib. ;

the gun and accessories, 58; the expenses

of 58

Suite, (See Snipe.)

Soar-hawk, a young hawk 219

Solliog the horse 588

Sole of the horse's foot 691,692

Solutions of continuity 649

Sore heels of horses, 664; grease, 665; treat-

ment 665

Southampton race-course 373

Southern hound, characteristics of the 93

Spaniel, its docility, 28; breaking and using

the, 59, 60, 69 ; the clumber spaniel, 64 ; its

general habits, 665; the water spaniel ...572, 573

Spanish-horse, its general habits 576

Si)arrow-hawk, on the preservation of game

from the, 12; its natural habits, 12, 217;

trapping of the 220

Sparrows, flown at in falconry 215

Spars and rigging of the yacht, 459 ; of the

cutter 460, 461

Spasmodic asthma £34

Spavins of the horse, 672, 678 ; treatment...673, 673

Spearing for eels 256

Speed of the greyhound, 153 ; of the cote or

the go-by, 209; of the race-horse 316

Spiced meat-ball in coursing 199

Spider-fly, for fly-fishing 243

Spinal column of vertebrate animals 551

Spinning for perch 252

Spinning tackle, for catching salmon 261

SpUnta, gutta percha, 650; of the horse's leg,

671. 672

Pajre
Spire, the 82

Sport, inconsistencies of G8

Spoets, pursuit of -wild animals for sport, 1 et

se.q. ; 95—276 ; hunting, and the game to be

hunted, 95; the hounds and their manage-
ment, 96 et seq.; fox-hunting, 109—136;

hare-huntiog, 135 et seq., (See Hunting,
&c.); coursing, 147; falconry or hawking,

215 ; angling, 227 ft seq. ; (to each of which

the reader is referred.)

Sporting, on the enjoyments of 27

Sports-mistress, the racer, 281 ;
pedigree of... 299

Spring-swivel, invented by Col. Hawker 79

Springer, the, 59 ; its general habits 565

Siiuall, a nautical term 469

St. Leger, the race so called 277

St. Titus's dance b40

STABI,E,and Stabling,for training race-horses,

326 ; the stable-door to be kept open, 328

;

necessary for young racers, 342 ; stable ma-
nagement of the racing colt, 347, 349 ; stable

for hunting, 399, 400; t tabling for the horse,

581 ; the ceiling, ib. ; the rack and manger,

ib.; the rings for the collar reins, 582; the

travis, ib. ; bales, 583 ; the hay, straw, and

corn, ib.; some necessary appendages, 584;

the saddle room, 584; the stable yard, 584;

the stable-boys, 585; feeding, 586; vices of

horses in the, 590—592 ; the degree ofwarmth

required in the 592

Stafford race-course 373

Stag, the, 82; his characteristics, id.; when
pressed stands at bay, 83 ; (See DEEE.)

Staggart, the - 82

Staggers, in horses 652, 655

Staghound, characteristics of the, 96; original

stock of the 9?

Stag-hunting, 106—109; hunting the carted

deer, lOfi; the time allowed after the en-

largenipnt of the deer, 107; effecting the

casts, 108; taking the stag, t6.; expenses of;

ib.; points of difference from hunting 134

Stakes, in horse racing 362—365

Stalking, practice of, in grouse-shooting 45

Stalking of ^\'ild-fo\vl, 73 ; the requisites for,

and general principles of, 74; general hints,

75 ; CoL Hawker's invisible approach, ib. ; of

Deer, 82—94
;
(See DeeK-StALKIXG.)

Stallion (the greyhound), choice of the, 171

;

useful rules respecting the, 172; on particu-

lar crosses, 172—174; alphabetical list of

celebrated stallions 1"3

Stallions (for racing, hunting, &c.), on the

choice of the, 432; qualities necessary for

the, 433; list of modern ones, 436—438; and

of those adapted for producing race-horses,

hunters, and steeple-chasers, 438; sires of

trotters —•• ^•^

Stamford race-course 373

Stancheon-gim punt-shooting, 78—SO; the
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double stancbion-gnn, 90; its management,

81
;
(See DUCK-GUN.)

Standing, or poiating 32

Btancing-leap, in hunting 409

Stanhope gigs, the 539

Starter, at horse-racing 370

Starting, rules for, at horse-racing 365

Starting with a fair wind, a nautical term ... 469

Steeple-chasing, 278, 379—389; its objects,

379; historical notices of, 379, 380; tho

horses suited for, 381—3S7 {See Steeple-

chasers); the riders, 338; laws and rules

of, ib. ; the places of meeting, 388, 3t9 ; and

the proceedings, 389; marking the couise,

ib. ; beauties and interest of 389

Steeple-chaser-!, the most noted, 381; descrip-

tion and history of, ib ; mode of procur-

ing them, 382 ; teaching the, 383 ; training

the, 384—387; the thoroughbred, 334; the

half-bred, 386 ; training preparations, 337 ;

stallions suitable for producing 438

Steering in boat-racing 481

Stethescope, the 632, 633

Bte^vards, their duties at meetings, 201 ; at

race-meetings ~ 369

Stickleback, characteristics of the, 231 ; bot-

tom-fishing for the 248

I Stifle of the horse, strain of the 686

Stimulants for dog or horse 604

Stirling race-course 373

Stirrups, mounting and dismounting without,

528; rising iu the 531

Stoat, on the preservation of game from the... 9

Stock of the gun, 19; manufacture of the, t5.;

composition for cleaning the, ib 19

Stockbridge race-course 373

Stockton race-course 374

Stockwell, the lacer, pedigree of, 297 : in-acd-

in bred 423

Stomach, digestive powers ot the, 560; inflam-

mation of the 633

Stomachics, for dog or horse 605

Stone-fly, tor fly-fishing 244

Stone-walls, leaping of. 412

Stopper, detached from the greyhound's leg... 201

Stourbridge race-course 374

Stoutness of the greyhound 151

Strains, accidental, of horses, 6S5, 686 ; their

treatment 686

Strangles in the horse, 659 ; treatment of 6iiO

Straps, in boat-racing - 480

Strav>--rides ........ ..- 355

Straw-yard, the 689

Striker at cricket 491, 492, 496

Stringing and unstringing the bow in archery,

506, 507

Stroke, best length for the, in boat-racing, 479

;

best style ot i6. ; keeping the 480

Stubble-fields, partridge-shooting in 52

Stud-farm, for breeding race-horsea r. 337
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Stud, for racing, 323—325; requisite* for a

small one 335
Stud-grooms 395
Stumbling of a horse, 533 ; remedy for 533
Stumps, at Cricket ^gj
Styptics, for dog or horse 605
Superpurgation 633
Supper, the best kind of, for training purpose* 452
Surfeit,askindiseasein dogs, 639, 664; inhorseg 684
Surgery 594
Sussex- spaniels 59
Sutton Park race-course ^ 374
Swallow-shooting „ 26

Swan, the 73

Sweating, necessary in the training of horses

Z29etseq.; of the racing- colt 348,349

, natural and artificial, for pedestrian-

ism 450, 451

Sweepstakes, in horse-racing 362

Sweetmeat, the racer, -pedigree of^ 290; in-

and-in bred 421

SwiilillXG, 512—521; necessary for young

greyhounds, 186; aids, and various kinds of

apparatus used in, 512; different modes of

progression in the water, ib.; the horizon-

tal and the upright systems, 512, 514 ; learn-

ing to swim, and the different methods, 513

et seq.; Bemardi's plan, -^13; the doglika

style, ib. ; hand over-hand swimming, 516

;

swimming on the back, 516, 517; on tha

side, 517 ; floating, 518; treading water, 519;

bathing, and mode of entering the water,

519, 520; cramp, 520; saving a drowning

person, t6. ; tricks in the water 521

Swivels used for fishing-tackle 233

Swivel-traces, for pike-fishing 253

Sylph, the racer, pedigree of 303

Sylphine, the racer, pedigree of. 306

Sympathetic fever in dogs 62.'5

Symptomatic fever, 654; its treatment 656

Symptomatology, science of 594

Syphon, the racer 281

T.
Tabur-stycke, used in hawking 219

Tacking, the nautical term 463

Tackle, various kinds ot, used for &hing, 232,

233; for bottom-fishing, 247 et seq. ; for sal-

mon-fishing ...„ ~ 2C9

, for breaking young racers 246

Taglioni, the racer, pedigree of 313

Tagtails, used as baits for angling 234

Tail of the horse, lice in the 68*

Take of the stag l"*

Talbot, characteristics of the 98

Tandem harness ***

Tan-gallops ^55

Tape-worm in the dog, 643 ; remedy for 613

in the horse, 679; remedies for 679

Target, in archery, 506 ; shooting at the ...507, 308
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Tarporley race-course 37-t

Tarsus of rerteb ate animals 552

Tattersall's, regulatioES to be observed at 367"

Tavistock race-course 374

Teal, the, 73 ; characteristics of the, 67 ; shoot-

ing the 71

Tears, from accident, in dogs 619

Tcddington, the raxjer, pedigree of, 293 ; bred

from out-crossing 427

Teeth, age of the horse shovrn by the 550, 551

Tee'h of dogs, disease of the 631

Ttlescope, useful in deer-stalking 84

Temper, of the blood-mare, 431; of the stallion 433

Tench, characteristics of the, 230; bottom-

fishing for 251

Tendons of horses, inflammation of the, 675;

676; treatment of 677

Tennis, game of 502

Terms used in wild-fowl shooting, 78 ; in deer-

ttalkicg and venerie 82

Terrets, a portion of camage-bamess 543

Terrier, the best dog for retrieving, 36 ; the old

English terrier, and its general habits, 570
;

571 ; the Skye, and the rough Scotch terriers,

671 ; the spider terrier, the toy terrier, &c ... 572

Tetanus, in the dog, 630 ; in the horse 656

Tewkesbury race -course 374

Thacker's rules for the decision of courses 209—211

Thick wind, in horses, 660; treatment of 660

Thigh of the horse, bleeding in the 690

Thoracic duct, the 560

Thorax of vertebrate animals 551

Thorn-fence, leaping the 411

Thorns, in horses 689

Thorough-bred horse, 279 et seq. {See KACE-
HOESE.)

Thorough-bred steeple- chaser ..384, 385

Thorough-bred hunter „ 390

Thorough-pins in horses, 673; their treat-

ment 673

Thread-worm 679

Throat-lash, a portion ofcarriage-harness 543

Thrush, in horses, 670; treatment 671

Tibia, of vertebrate animals 552
|

Ticks, mode of destroj'ing 189

Tilbury, the _ 539

Tin or g'ass powdered, a bolus for dogs 644

Tips for the horse's feet 693

Toe of the horse, bleeding the 691

Tonic», for dog or horse 605

Touchstone, in aud-inbred 423

Trace, a portion of carriage-harness 543

Tracn-bearer, a portion of carriage-harness... 544

TKAINlNGofGREYHOUKDS, for coursing, pre-

parations for, 189; removal of parasitical

animals, worms, &c., ib.; remarks on, 190;

dog* to be classed and individually dis-

tinguished, 191 ; weighing, water, clothing,

*c., 1S2; the different varieties of dogs to

iMtreatwl di^Terontly, 192, 195, 198; dilTer-

Pae>
ent days work to be performed, 192, 193,

195 ;
private trials, 196, 197 ; final prepara-

tion, 197 ; food, and short rules for, 198,

199; duties of the trainer, &c., 200 et seq.

.(SeeGRF.YHOUND) ; expenses of 201

Teaijjing of Race-Horses, 325—336 ; the

ground necessaiy, 325 ; stabling and saddlery,

326; examination of each horse, 327; lengih

of traicing, 328; first preparation, 328; of

physic, ib. ; walking exercise, and the first »

sweat, 329—331; second preparation, 331;

galloping exercise, 332, 333, 334 ; the final

preparation, 333—335 ; the trial, 335 ; tha

last week's work, ib. ; the feeding, 336; ge-
neral review of, ib. ; of the two-year old colt,

347—354; of the matured two-year old, 349;

of the three-year old, 354—357 ; the exercise

boys, grooms, and jockeys necessary for,

353—361; expenses of 362

of Hawks, 222—224 ; terms used in,

220; the haggard falcon 223

for hurdle-racing, 378 ; for match-trot-

ting, 416 ; for riding, 418—420 ; for amateur

races 419

of Man, for pedestrianism, running,

leaping, &c., 442—453; treatment of acci-

dents occurring to him in training, 453—467

;

of the crew for boat-racing 482—186

Trap-shooting of pigeons 26

Trapping the weasel kind, 9 ; the rat, 10 ; the

otter, ib. ; the winged vermin 12

Travelling the grej-hound 199

Travis, of the stable 582

Treading water 519

Treatment of diseases
; (See ACCIDEXTS, DIS-

EASES, Lntlammatioxs, &c)
Trentham, the racer ..„. 281

Trespass, the old action for 16

Trials of the gun, 21; of the greyhound, 196,

197 ; in horse-race training, 335 ; of racing

colts, 352, 357; at Newmarket 363

Trimmers, for catching eels 256

Trimming of horses 590

Trip, scoring for the, in coursing 209

Trolling, 247—263; for the gieat lake-trout,

2(>0; (See BOTTOM-FisHiXG.)
Troop-horses, heavy and light 578

Trotters, 278 ; sires of 439

Trottingofa horse, 413—417, 531 ;
(SeellATCH-

Tkoitixg.)

Trout, characteristics of the, 227, 228; salmon-

roe a favourite bait for, 234, 235; fly-making

for, 243 ; bottom-fishing for the different

kinds of, 257—261 ; the common trout, 258

;

the various modes of taking, ib. ; trolling for

the great lake-trout, 260 ; fiy-flsliing for 267

Trout-flies, extra, 243; sea trout-flies 246

Trout rivers of Great Britain 272

Tufted duck 73

Tunbridge-weU* race-course > - —« 37i
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Turf, reform of the, 277 : affairs of tbe, under

the regulations of the Jockey club 375, 37G

Turkish and Turkoman horses, their general

habits 576

Turn of the hare, scoring for the 209, 210

Turnip-land, partridge-bhooting on 51

Turnips for horses 688

rumstone sanderling, the 73

Turpentine, spirit of, its mediciual applica-

tion 645
Tying up the racing colt 343
Typhus fever in dogs, symptoms and treat-

ment, 614 et leq. ; in horses ^ 654

u,
Uln&, of vertebrate animals ^... ^ 554

Umpires at cricket 492

Ungulata^the >._....... 54tf, .'^75

Upton-on-Severn race-course ^ 374

Urinary organs, inflammation of the, 683; dis-

eases of the ^ 664

V.

Van Tromp, the racer, pedigree of, 291 ; In-

and-in bred 424

Varicose veins, treatment of, 457 ; of horses ... 678

Varnish used in fly-making 241, 242

Vat, the racer, pedigree of ~.. 313

Vaulting, training for „ 443

Vendace, the 229

Venerie, terms used m 82

Verbena, the rtcer, pedigree o^ 305; in-and-

in bred _ 423

VliKMiN, on the preservation of game from,

7; the different kinds of, destructive to

game, 7—13; the cat, 7; the fox, 8; the

marten, the polecat, the stoat, and the weasel,

9; the rat, the hedgehog, and tho otter, 10;

birds of prey—the eagle, the osprey, the kite,

tbe buzzard, the falcon, the hobby, and the

merlin, 11; the hen-harrier, the sparrow-

hawk, and the kestrel, 12; mode of trapping

winged vermin, ib.; poisoning ot 13; tho

barn-owl, the raven, the crow, the jack-

daw, the magpie, thejay, and the heron, ib. ;

mode of destroying vermin on the hawk ... 222

Vertebrate animals, natural history of^ 549 et

teq., 575; ySee Animals.)

Vices, &c. in horses, and their remedies, 533

—

636, 548; in the stable 590—692

Violet, the racer, pedigree of ..j..-.t 301

Virago, the racer, pedigree of..w.~._ 310

Virginia, in-and-in bred 425

Voltigcur, the racer, pedigree o^ 292 ; bred

&om cut-crossing 427

tbSb

w.

Wadding, various kinds of; 23; for duck guns 71

Wages of grooms, and servanis employed in

hunting 399

Wales, salmon, and trout rivers of 272

Walking, training tho pedestrian for, 442, 449

et teg.

;

Walking pace of a horse _ 530

Walking-matches, condition of 442

Walks for young hounds „ _ 122

Wall of the horse's foot t!92

Walsall race-course — » 3<4

Warbles, in horses 690

Warmth, necessary for the stable 592

Warrens, for rabbit-shooting 65

Warwick race-course ~ - 374

Washiness in horses 679

Water, for the supply of greyhoimds, 192, 193j

should be boiled, and cooled, 201; variona

modes of progression in swimming through

the, 512; floating in, 518; entering m the,

and diving, 519, 520; swimming tricks in

the, 521; of the animal body, 569; for horses 589

Water-farcy C84

Water-fowl ; (See Wild-Fowl.)
Water-hens, shooting of «-. ..,..—.. 71

Water-rail, characteristics of the 6S

Water-spaniel, the, 69; a retriever, 6G5; its

general habits 572, 573

Wattled-fences, leaping of ~.— . 412

Wax, used for making artificial flies 241

Waxy, the racer, peculiarities of his breed ... 434

Weaning, of young greyhotmds 179, 180

Weasel, on the preservation of game from the,

9; mode of trapping the 9

Weather-gage, the racer, pedigree of, 294; in-

and-in bred ^*
Weaving, the stable-vice of. 591

Weigher, at horse-racing - 370

Weight-for-age races 374

Weight-carrying hunter 393

Weights in horse-racing, 364, 365; the

standard weights for age, 375 ; for hurdle-

racing 3/8

Wenlock race-course 374

West Australian, the racer, pedigree of, 296

;

bred from out crossing 427

Weymouth race-course 374

Wheat-lands, partridge-shooting on 51

Whelping, management of the greyhound

brood bitch at the time of 17S

Whelps, rearing the, 120 ; of the gi'ey-

hound, and their management, 178; wean-
ing and choosing the, 179, ISO ; rearing

the, 181; best kind of food for, 182;

general treatment, ISl; should har»
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kennel names given tjiem early, 185

j

birth of , - 648

Whim, the racer, pedigree of 311

Wbirabrel, the ^ 73

Whip, at horse-racing 367

"WTiippers-in, for hunting, duties of the.lOS, 133, 134

Whippers-in, for hare-hunting 139

Whipping, apparatus for, 264; for bleak 265

Whips, various kinds of -jH

Wh skey, the racer, pedigree of. 286

White-fronted goose 73

Whitling, the 227

Wickets, single and double, at cricket, 490,

493; the wicket-keeper 492, 495

Widgeon, natural habits of the 67

Wild animals, pursuit of, for sport, 1 etseq., 95

274 ; (See Sport.)

Wild Dayrell, the racer, pedigree of, 297; in-

and-in bred 424

Wild-duck fchooting .' 71

Wild-fowl, may be shot without certificate,

16; in decoys are private property, ib.;

marine wild-fowl, the swan, the goose, the

duck, and its varieties, the teal, the divers,

the curlew, and the whimbrel, 73 ; the

various species of, ib. ; shooting of salt-

vrater wild-fowl, 73—81; stalking, 74, 75;

punt-shooting, 76 et seq. ; management of

the gun, 78; stancheon-gun punt-shooting,

ib. ; list of tenns used in, ib. ; the loading,

80 ; the shot, 81 ; the dress, ib. ; the ciipple-

net, ib.; flowa at in falconry, 215; hawk-
ing for 225

Wiltshire greyhound, the 167

Wmcheiter race-course 374

Wind sucking-, \ice of, among horses 59:^

M'indgalls in horses, 673 ; their treatmeat ... 673

™ Page
Wmdhover, the, 12; (See Kestrel)

Winkers, a portion of carriage harness 5i3

Winners, definition of, in racing 362

Withers, fistula of the, in horses „ 690

Wolverhampton race-course 374

Woodcock, natural habits of the, 63; its

principal localities, t6. ; modes of taking it. ib.

Worcester race-course 37rl

Work, amount of, necessary for the grey-

hourd 193

Worm medicines, for dog or horse 605, 605

Worms, used as baits for fishing, 234; different

kinds of, ib. ; scouring and preserving of... ib.

in the intestines of dogs, 189, 642 ; va-

rieties of, 642, 643; remedies for 139, 643

la the intestines of the horse, 678; the

different species of, 679; remedies 679

Wormwood 643

Wren's tail, for fly-fishing 243

Wrexham race-course 374

T.

Yachts, racing, 458; construction and va-

rieties of, ib. ; the hull, t6.; the rudder, 459;

the spars and rigging, t6. ; cutters and
schooners, 459—461, 465; varieties ot, 462

—

465; mariner's compass, and nautical terms

in common use, 466, 467; sailing, 463;

regattas, 469; yacht clubs and their rules,

470,471 (See 30AT-EAC1XG) ;
prices of 4S9

Yarmouth race-course 37-1

Yellow Sally, for fly-fishing 24J

York race- course 374

Yorkshire gi eyhound, the w 163
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